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LETTER l~ROM \.rHE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY TRANSMITTING At 
DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF THE 
UNITED STATES FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1887. 
DECEMBER 9, 1889.-Referred to the Committee on Ways and Means and ordered to 
be printed. 
TREASURY DEPARTMEN1', December 3, 1889. 
SIR : In pursuance of the standing order of the House of Representa-
tives of December 30, 1791, and section 237 of the ReT7ised Statutes, to 
define and establish the fiscal year of the Treasury of t"b,e United States, 
I have the ltonor to transmit herewith a detailed account of the receipts 
and expenditures of the United States for the fiscal year ended .June 




The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, REGISTER'S OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0., August 9, 1889. 
SIR : In pursuance of the standing order of the House of Representa-
tives of December 30, 1791, and of the act of .August 26, 1842, to define 
and establish the fiscal year of the Treasury of the United States, I 
have the honor to transmit herewith an account of the receipts and ex-
penditures of the United States for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887. 
Respectfully, yours, · 
Bon. WILLIAM WINDOM, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
W. S. ROSECRANS, 
Register. 
UI 
IV RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditut·es of the United States for the fiscal year 




imports • Tonnage. 
• J.P. Don worth, collector, Aroostook, Me ................. -. ............. .. . . ... . . . . . . $22,750.10 
D. F. Davis, late ccllector, .Bangor, Me .......................... --...... $131.31 56,443.84 
C. W. Roberts, collector, Bangor, Me ................................. -. 46. 95 30,790. 00 
F. B. Torry, collector, Bath, M:e......................... .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . 88. 21 150, 258.14 
E. Redman, collector, Frenchman's Bay, Me ......... - ....... -.-...... . 61. 9! 197. 08 
I. M. Boardman, late collector, Belfast, Me .......... -.- .... -.... -.... - . 136. 56 1, 508. 93 
E. Cushing, collector, Belfast, Me...................................... 50. 88 88. 01 
N. B. N utt,, late collector, Passamaquoddy, Me ......... -.... -.......... 494. 24 37, 217. 60 
S. D. Leavitt, collector, Passamaquoddy, Me ......... --................ 394. 00 43, 755. 00 
J. L. Pierce, collector, Machias, Me .... ......•.... -..................... 103. 59 ............... . 
George Parcher, collector, Saco, Me .............. -............ . . .. . . . .. . 2. 64 ............... . 
E. Sprague, late collector, Waldo borough, Me .... ----.................. 471.72 116.62 
J.E.Moore, collector, Waldoborough, Me.............................. 140.40 79.13 
S. J. Anderson, collector, Portland, Me .. . . . . . . .... .. . . .. .............. 7, 474.24- 832,404.07 
C. A. Spofford, collector, Castine, Me.................................. . 30.47 128.47 
R. T. Rundlett, collector, Wiscasset, Me................................ 79.71 420:00 
P. C. Wiggin, collector, Kennebunk, Me ............ ---··.............................. 157.52 
.A. . .A.. Hanscom, collector, Portsmouth, N.H............................ 182.49 1, 074.70 
B. B. Smalley, collector, Vermont, Vt.............. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 537. 32 683, 284. 75 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barnstable, Mass ........ .... .. . . . . ...... ....... 201.87 43.68 
L. Salton stall, collector, Boston, Mass .................... -............. 44, 5<t3. 78 22, 957, 854.15 
J. Brady,jr., collector, Fall River, Mass................................ 44.43 46, 119. 18 
,J. A. P. Allen, late collector, New Bedford, Mass................................ .. . . . . 4, 567. 60 
W. Howland, collector, New Bedford, Mass................ . . . . . . . . . . . . 420. 48 24, 284. 58 
F. A. Osgood, collector, Marblehead, Mass.............................. 80. 37 2, 625. 81 
S. P. Coffin, collector, Edgartown, Mass . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 618. 75 .............. .. 
.A. A. Gardiner, collector, Nantucket, Mass............................. 5. 00 ...•.•.... __ . _ .. 
"\V. H. Ruse, late collector, Newburyport, Mass......................... 14.04 242.74 
George W. Jackman, collector, Newburyport, Mass.-----.............. 50.04 1, 393.96 
S. H. Doten, late collector, Plymouth, Mass................................ ... ... . .. .. 10,643.85 
P. Cobb, collector, Plymouth, Mass ......................... -........... 23.19 67, 012.98 
R. T. Dodge, collector, Salem, Mass ............ ·................ ....... . 371. 19 29, 494. 64 
D. S. Presson, collector, Gloucester, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 350. 93 8, 11 o. 56 
J. Me Williams, collector, Providence, R.I............................. 479.37 221,148.41 
J. H. Cozzins, collector, Newport, R. !.................. ...... .... ...... 82.29 1,12:l. 69 
W. Goddard, collector, Fairfield, Conn.................................. 28.41 1, 938.73 
C. C. Hubbard, collector, Middletown, Conn........................................... 237,554.30 
.r. C. Byxbee, collector, New Haven, Conn ......... -....... -.... . . . . . . . . 423. 27 243, 396. 88 
B. R. Tato,llollector, NewLonclon,Conn............................... 72.93 14,679.76 
H . .A.. Hall, collector, Stonin~ton. Conn................................. 14.46 1, 197.76 
A. D. Bissell, collector, Buffalo, N.Y.................................................. 964,997.38 
E. L. Hedden, late collector, New York, N. Y...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 214. 73 25, 595, 115. 68 
D. Ma~one, collector, New York, N.Y............................... . . 203,215.38 120,563,473.64 
G. W. Warren,lare collector, Cape Vincent, N.Y...................................... 21,853.92 
f-~-~¥~t!f~!~~~r~~~~r~::;~~!::::::::::: ~:::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~~: ~~~: ~~ 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Niagara, N.Y.................................. 829.26 358,127.33 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N.Y............................ 155.49 235,537,59 
I . .B. Poucher, collector, Oswego, N. Y . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . • .. . .. .. . . 722. 28 629, 322. 02 
H. Reed, collector, Champlain, N.Y................................ . . . . 1, 551. 51 323, 800. 46 
.A.. D. Cole, collector, Albany, N.Y...... . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . 103 647. 58 
F. M. Porch, collector, Bridgeton, N. J_ ...... ...... .................... 33.00 ..••••... : ..... . 
0. Kelley, collector, Perth Amboy, N.J. .. .. .... .......... ............. 2, 124.. 24 146,828.80 
W. A. Baldwin, collector, Nt}wark, N.J................................. 306.57 1, 702.03 
J. Cadwalader, collector, Philadelphia, Pa........ ...... .... ...... ...... 64,161.60 17,813,517.84 
D. 0. Barr, collector, Pitt burgh, Pa ................................ _............... .. . . 553, 573. 01 
R. H. Arbuckle, collector, Erie, Pa.................................................... 5, 445. 78 
H. F. Pickels, collector, Delaware, Del. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 433. 92 15, 352. 59 
J. B. Groome, collector, Baltimore, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 651. 79 2, 994, 779. 48 
R. L. Cropley, collector, District of Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 75, 81 26, 674. 48 
0. H. Russell, collector, Richmond, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493. 12 40, 047. 47 
W. R. Mayo, collector, Norfolk, Va...... .......... .... .... .. ...... ... .. 4, 0 ·1.10 31,581.96 
B. P. Lee,_ collector, Yorktown, Va: ......... ...•.. .......... ...... •.. .. 2, 922.57 56,301.31 
J.P. Robmson, collector, Alexandna, Va.... ...... ...... .... .. . .. ... .. 110.95 732.88 
.A.. C. Egc-rtcr, collector, Wheeling, W. Va . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. 5, 496.30 
Carried forward ............................................ . 416,314.79 196, 538,614.27 
I 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES,. 1887. v 
General account of the t•eceipts and expenditures of the United States for the fiscal year end- · 
ing Jztne 30, 1887. 
BY EXPENDI'l.'URES. 
United, States Senate. 
Page. 
7 Salaries and mileage of Senators . ................................. . 
7 Salaries of officer , and employes ................... ... ............ . 
7 Contingent exp<>nses, stationery and newspapers ................. . 
7 Contingent expenses, horses and wagons ...............• .. ........ 
7 'Contingent expenses, fuel for heating apparatus . . ..........•..... 
7 Contingent expenses, furniture and repairs ...... ............•..... 
8 Contingent expenses, folding documents ............ . ............ . 
8 Contingent expenses, materials for folding .......... . ..... . ...... . 
8 Contingent expenses, expenses of special and select committees . . . 
8 Contingent expenses, miscellaneou8 items ................•.... . ... 
8 Contingent expenses, salaries of Capitol police . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
8 Contingent expenses, packing boxes ...... . ....................... . 
8 Contingent expenses, reporting proceedings and debate .. .. . .. . .. . 
8 Contingent expenses, compiling Congressional Directory .... . . . .. . 
8 Contingent expenses, postage ....................... . ............ . 
8 Payment to Beverly Hu<lnell .. . .............................. . .. .. 
8 Pa,yment to Charles B. Reade ........... . .................. . ..... .. 
8 Payment to Cristopher Phillips .....••...•................... . .... 
8 Payment to special policemen ................................. • ... 
8 Payment to widow of Ron. T. A. Hendricks ...................... . 
8 Pa,yment to widow of Ron. John F. Miller ...................... .. 
8 Payment toW. P. Canady ........................... . .. . ......... . 
8 Services and expenses joint commission on signal service and 8Ur-
veys ......................................................... .. 























Total expenditures, Senate ................................................ .. 
House of R epresentatives. 
8 Salaries and mileage of members and delegates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8 Salaries, officers and employes .................................... . 
9 Contingent expenses, st~ttionery and newspapers .............. . .. . 
9 Contingent expenses, fnel for heating apparatus .........•......... 
9 Contingent expenses, furniture and repairs ...... . ................ . 
9 Contingent expenses, materials for folding .................... . .. . 
9 Contingent expenses, packing boxes ............................. . 
9 Contingent expenses, miscellaneous items .....•....••.....•....... 
9 Contingent expenses, salaries of Capitol police .......... . ........ . 
9 Contingent expenses, postage ...... , ............................ .. 
9 Payment to widow of Ron. J. W. Shackelford ...... . .......•...... 
9 Payment to.Harry Barton....... . ............................... .. 
9 Payment to Thomas BelL ............................. ........... .. 
9 Payment to Charles Cartet· ...................................... .. 
~ ~:~::~~ ~~ ~: ~~s~~~~~-·_-_-_-.-.-.-.-.-.-.· _ _-_-_-_-_-_·_·_-_-_-_-:.-_·_·_-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_· _· 
9 Payment to family of C. S. Treuthen . ....................... .... .. . 
9 Payment to widow of Ron. W. A. Duncan ...................... .. 
9 Payment to wirlow of Ron. R. Ellwood ........................... . 
9 Payment to widow of Ron . .fos. Rankin . ........................ . 
9 Payment to widow of Hon. W. H. Cole .. .......................... . 
10 Payment for contesting seats in Con_gress ........ .. .............. . 
10 Compiling reports of committees of Congress ................ . ... . 
10 Relief of David Webster ........................................ .. 
10 Relief of John Ellis .............................................. . 



























Total expenditures, House of Representative~ .....•..............•...... 
Public Printer. 
10 Salaries ...... ..................................................... . 
10 Contingent expenses .................. ........................... .. 
10 Rem ova 1 and Rtorage of certain material .....•.. . .......... . ...... 
10 Publication of Tenth Census reports ........................ . ... .. 






Carried forward .......................................... ·... - - 92, 840. 03 
$898, 549. 51 
2, 232, 735. 33 
3, 131, 284. 84. 
VI RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 





Brought forward . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . $416, 314. 79 $196, 538, 614. 27 
C. H. Robinson, collector, Wilmington, N.C............................ 3,136. 46 19, 922. 73 
J. A. Richardson, collector, Pamlico, N. C . . • • • • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 75 1, 708.42 
T. D. Jewey, collector, Charleston, S. (1.. •. . .••••• ...... ••••••. ••• •••... 5, 587. 71 30,010.60 
H. W. Richardson, collector. Beaufort, S.C............................. 1, 600. 61 429. 79 
T. F. ,Johnson, bte collector, Savannah, Ga............................. 422.25 3, 638.82 
J. F. Wheaton, collector, Savannah, Ga................................. il, 481.86 26,717.91 
J. E. Dart, collector, Brunswick, Ga.................................... 3, 429. 85 1, 720. 76 
A. W. Wallace, collector, A tlantB, Ga . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . • . • . . 3, 444. 86 
E. A. MeW horter, collector, St. Mary's, Ga . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43. 44 •••.•........•. 
W. A. Mahoney, collector, Fernandina, Fla............................. 377.00 261.10 
J. V. Harris, collector, Key West, Fla.................................. 1, 141.74 716, 538.47 
J. F. McDonnell, collector, St. Mark's, Fla.............................. 33.18 .............. . 
E. Hopkins, collector, St.John's, Fla . . . . . . .•• . . • . . .. . • •• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156. 42 1, 759. 21 
J. J. McGuire, late collector, Pensacola, Fla............................ 8, 492. 6i 3, 508. 50 
S. A. Moreno, collector, Pensacola, Fla................................. 5, 421. .86 4, 209.85 
J. E. Grady, collector, Apalachicola, Fla........ . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . • 876. 63 718.13 
:F. E. Witzell, late collecta-r, ct. Augustine, Fla. . .. • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 00 .............. . 
T. B. Genover, collector, St. Augustine, Fla. •••••• ..••.. .... ...... .... .. 10.20 20.69 
\V. G. Clarke, collector, Mobile, Ala.................................... 2, 549.70 19, 148. 25 
T. M. Favre, collector, Pearl River, Miss . . . . . • .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 1, 592.46 2, 385. 87 
W. '£. Carrington, collector, Teche, La . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 90 22. 91 
B. F. Jonas, collector, New Orlean<~, La .... .• .... ....... ... . ..... .... .. 34,599.45 2, 312,937.16 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex: . .. .. .. . • .. • .. . . .. .. . . . . • . . . . . . 5, 924. 44 165, 525. 33 
J. Magoffin, collector, Paso del Norte, Tex:......... •• • ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 64 51, 871.15 
C. L. Thulkeld, collector, Saluria, Tex: .. . . . . . . • .. ... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . • . . . . 32, 527. 57 
C. F. Bailey, collector, C<'rpus Christi, Tex:. .•. ...... ..... .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ....... ... . 48,381.48 
J. J. Cocke, collect01·, Brazos, Tex:........ ... .... . .. .............. .... .. 18.66 29,350.44 
G. A. Hesson, late collector, Memphis, Tenn . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .. . . . . . . 4, 1156. 54 
T. T. Tobin, collector, Memphis, Tenn.................................................. 16,959.48 
G. S. Gillespie, collector, Chattanooga, Tenn.......................... . ................. 8, 571.85 
J. T. Got bright, collector, Louisville, Ky............................................... 316, 842.67 
C. Rude, collector, Sandusky, Ohio .... :. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. 9. 16 566. 49 
J. J. Finch, collector, San!1usky, Ohio .............. ·.. ... ... . . . . . . . . .. .. ............ .... 3, 318.93 
J. B. Battelle, collector, Miami, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119. 84 20, 626. 46 
W. Caldwell, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio................................................ 1, 245,476.11 
W. J. McKinney, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio ............... •·. .. . . . . . . . . 179. 6i 293, 983. 09 
A.M. Kuhn, collector, Indianapolis, Ind . . . . .. . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. .. .. . . . . . . .. 100, 271. 42 
A. F. Sa burger, collector, Chicago, Ill . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 31. 71 4, 604, 320. 03 
Robert Branch, collector, Galena, Ill. . ................................................. 1. 00 
W. Livingstone,,ic., collector, Detroit, Mich............................ 193.87 295,748.44 
D. J. Cam pan, collector, Detroit, Mich................................. 87. 70 101, 000. 00 
C. H. Call, collector, Superior, Mich.............................. . . . . . . 1.27. 54 6, ~
W. L. Bancroft, late collector, Huron, Mich . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91. 89 27, 'I'll"'llll 
'I!V. Hartsuff, collector, Huron, Mich.................................................... 8, 41.9. 54 
C. A. Ward, collector, Huron, Mich . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 18.27 109,430.80 
C. Krez, collector, Milwaukee, Wis . . .... . .. . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . . ... . . . . . . . 17.43 249,027.57 
F . .r. Phelps, collector, LaCrosse, Wis.................................................. 1. 53 
A. Guemon, collector, Minnesota, Minn ··· ~ ··. ... .. .... .. . . . . ...... ... . ...... ..•....... 97,559.36 
J. Fanington, acting collector, Minnesota, Minn....................................... 109,131.30 
II. B. Moore, collector, Duluth, Minn................................... 11. 70 4, il52. 01 
R. Armstrong, collector, Dubuque, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . • . 907, 20 
R. D. Lancaster, collector, St. Louis, Mo.............................. . . . . ... • .. • • . . . . . . 1, 626, 119. 46 
James Hunter, late collector, St. Joseph, Mo........................................... 38,212.02 
J. V. Linde, collector, St. Joseph, Mo...... . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . • .. 16, 718. 70 
J. Burns, collector, Kansas City, Mo . . . . . . .... . .. ... . . .. . . . • .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . ... . . 172, 362.14 
R. C. Jordan, collector, Omaha, Nebr................................................... 26,597.16 
J. H. P. Voorhees, collector, Denver, Col . ... ... .. . . ...... ..... ....... .. . ....... ...... 75,845.20 
T. A. Cummings, collector, Montana and Idaho........................................ 490.23 
J. Hobson, collector, Oregon, Oregon ................................... 3, 154.23 79,371.66 
F. W. Shurtleff, collector, Willamette, Oregon ....... .. ... . ... .. ....... 3, 278.93 194,642.22 
A. W. Bash, late collector, Puget Sound, Wash .....•. ,.................................. 1, S23. 21 
R.F. Beecher, late collector, Puget Sound, Wash...................... 3, 789.80 13,996.11 
W. M. Harned, late collector, Puget Sound, Wash...................... 1, 648. 71 3, 442.40 
Q. A. Brooks, collector, Puget Sound, Wash...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 990. 20 15, 037. 54 
P. French, collector, Sitka., Alaska..................................... 52.81 2, 858.40 
J. W. Cafferty, late collector, Sitka, Alaska...... ...................................... 351.35 
W. H. Sears, late collector. San Francisco, Cal.................................... . • . . . . . 03 
J. S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal.. "<6.......... . ................ 40, 901. 79 6, 696, 225. 07 
\V. H. Pratt, collector, Humboldt, Cal.................................. 197.24 2, 040.12 
G. A. Johnson, late collector, San Diego, Cal . . . .... . . . . . . . .... . . ... . .. . 267.19 6, 024.41 
T. J. Arnold, collector, San Die_go, Cal.... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . 1, 009. 81 21,498.00 
J. K. Brierly, lato collector, Wilmington, Cal........................... 1, 483.11 22,191.30 
George Hnrds, collector, Wilmington, Cal.............................. 3, 146.64 67, 854.33 
1*563, 177. 82 216, 723, 715. 31 
Amount received from tonnage, as above ... .. . .. . . . . . .... .. . .. . .. ........ .. .... ...... 563,177.82 
Total receipts from customs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 217, 286, 893. 13 
*This amount includes $986. 37 receipts from "unclaimed merchandise." 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. VII 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditu.res of the United States, etc.-Continued.. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forwar1l. .................................... . .... . 
10 Public printing and binding ..................................... . 
$92, 840. 03 $3, 131, 284. 84 
2, 396, 422. 69 
11 Printing Annual Report (1885) Bureau of Animal Industry ...... . 
11 Printing ::)econd Annual Report Commissioner of Labor ...•••.•.. 
11 Printing First Annual Report Commissioner of Labor ....••.....• 
11 Printing Annual Report (1885) Commissioner of Agriculture .....• 
11 Printing Annual Report (1886) Commissioner of Agriculture ..... . 
11 Printing Annual Bulletins (1887) Bureau of Ethnology ........... . 
13,821.93 





Total expenditures, Public Printer ..................................... . 
Library of Congress. 
11 Salaries ..... -...................................................... . 
12 Increase of Library . .............................................. . 
11 Publication of Peter Force collection of manuscript .... . ........ . 
11 Works of art for the Capitol ...... _ .............................. . 
, Deduct repayments: 
12 Contingent expenses . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . $158. 86 
12 .Joint select committee to provide additional accommoda-







Total expenditures, Library of Con.?,ress ................................ . 
Botanic Garden. 
12 Salaries ........................................................... . 




Total expenditures, Botanic Garden .. .................................. . 
Oourt of Olaims. 
!i ~~~1i\~fi~!fi::: ~ ~: ~:: ~::::::;:::;:;:: :_;;;:::::::;: ~ ~::::; 30,930.00 1, 000.00 2, 999.64 566,264.23 
Total expenditures, Court of Claims ................................... .. 
Executive. 
15 Salary of the President .....•...•••..••••............ •......... _ .. . 
15 Salary of the Vice-President ..................................... . 
15 Compensation of the President of the Senate .................... .. 
15 Salaries of Executive Office ...................................... . 
15 Contingent expenses Executive Office ........................... .. 
15 Salaries, Civil Service Commission ............................... . 
15 Traveling expenses, Civil Service Commission .... . ....•....•. . ... 
15 Contingent expenses, Civil Service Commission .•••••.............. 










Total expenditures, Executive ......................................... .. 
State Department. 
16 Salaries .. . ........................................................ . 
16 Proof-reading ....................... f ............................. . 
16 Stationery and furniture .......................................... . 
16 Books and maps .................................................. . 
~~ ~~~ti~~~~~~!pen~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
16 Editing, -publishing, etc., Revised and Annual Statutes .....•.... . 
16 Editing Digest of International Law ... ·- ........................ . 
16 Statue of Liberty Enlightening the World ........................ . 
16 Medal to John F. Slater ...................................... . ... . 
50 Monument to Thomas .Jefferson at Monticello, Va ................ . 
50 Monument to Baron DeKalb, at Annapolis, Md ...•.•.......... . ... 
16 Transmission of certain books, etc., toNat.ional Lincoln Monument 














Total expenditures, State Department . ............................. . ... . 
Treasury Department-salaries. 
16 Office Secretary of the Treasury ................................. . 
16 Office Supervising Architect .................................... .. 
16 Office First Comptroller ................................. . ......... . 
16 Office Second Comptroller ........................ _ •••...........•. 











208, 62C. 37 
6, 823, 769. 29 
VIII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General accou.nt of the receipts and expendittt?'eB of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS. 
Brought forward .........•.......................•.......................... $217,286, 893.13 
M. H. Maynard, receiver of public moneys, Marquette, Mich........... $91,472.41 
L. G. Willcox, late receiver of public moneys, Detroit, Mich........... 4, 836.84 
J. M. Welch, receiver of public moneys, Detroit, Mich .... .. . . .. .. . . .. . 2, 573. 54 
G. B. Brooks, late receiver of public moneys, East Saginaw Mich·...... 3, 268.97 
B. M. Thompson, receiver of public moneys, East Saginaw, Mich . . . . . . 1, 403. 56 
J. U. Dexter, late receiver of public moneys, Ionia, Mich............... 542.12 
W. H. U. Mitchell, late receiver of public moneys, Reed City, Mich.... 6, 409.51 
E. N. Fitch, receiver of public moneys, Reed City, Mich................ 3, 161.48 
E. B. Sanders, receiver of public moneys, Warsaw, Wis................ 129,357.62 
.A. . .A.. Heald, receiver of public moneys, Falls St. Croix, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 607. 63 
F. T. Boyd, receiver of public moneys, Ashland, Wis................... 123, 098. 80 
N. Thatcher, late receiver of public moneys, Menasha, Wis............ 296. 79 
J. H. Jones, late receiver of public moneys, Menasha, "\Vis............. 3, 676 48 
P. O'Malley, receiver of public moneys, Menasha, vvis.. ... ...... ...... 18,147.23 
::;, S. Kepler, receiver of public moneys, Eau Claire, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 27, 416. 82 
0. C. Hals, receiver of public moneys, La Crosse, Wis............ ..... 1, 900.00 
H. W. Stone, late receiver of public moneys, Benson, Minn............. 1, 998.73 
D. F. McDermott, receiver of public moneys, Benson, Minn............ 6, 035.07 
L. K. Aaker, receiver of public moneys, Crookston, Minn .......... -... 41, 925. 69 
S. Luce, late receiver of public moneys, Duluth, Minn.................. 3, 229.92 
E. G. Swanstrom, receiver of public moneys, Duluth, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . 259, 782. 35 
W. B. ~itch ell, late receiver of public moneys, St. Cloud, Minn.... . . . . 1, 738. 87 
C. F. MoDonald, receiver of public moneys, St. Cl<llld, Minn ....... --.-- 125,537.74 
H. Hill, late receiver of public moneys, Greenleaf, Minn .. • . . • . . . . . . . • • 1, 274. 14 
P. K. Wiser, receiver of public moneys, Tracy, Minn..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 382.08 
P. B. Stolberg, late receiver of public moneys, Taylor's Falls, Minn.... 20, 832. 33 
E . .A.. Umland, receiver of public mone.vs, Taylor's Falls, Minn......... 5, 524.64 
L. L. ~nne, receiver. of pn ?lie m_oneys, Fergys Falls, Minn .. ·:..... . . . . 9, 596. 50 
.A.. Ra1lson, la,te receiver of pnbhc moneys, ~edwood Falls, Mmn .... _.. 1, 070. 30 
B. Gordon, receiver of public moneys, Redwood FaLls, Minn............ 506.86 
.A.. Peterson, receiver of public moneys, Worthmgton, Minn........... 3, 236.47 
,T. C. Braden, late receiver of public moneys, Litchfield, Minn.......... 38.06 
J. Kern, receiver of public moneys, St. Peter, Minn ..........•.. _...... 668. 22 
J. R. 'l'homton, receiver of public moneys, Camden. Ark............... 81, 688.48 
A. L. King, receiver of public moneys, Han-ison, Ark .. __ .............. 47,954.12 
J. F. Fagan, late receiver of public moneys, Little Ro.ck, Ark.......... 9. 69 
,J obn T. Cox, late receiver of public moneys, Little Rook, Ark......... 231.17 
.A. J. Quindley, receiver of public moneys, Lit.tle Rock, Ark ........ __ . 16, 737. 60 
J. C. Austin, late receiver of public moneys, Dardanelle, A.rk........ .. . 643.85 
H. M .• Tacoway, receiver of public moneys, Dardanelle, Ark............ 137, 100. 94 
M.D. McHenry,receiver of public moneys, Des Moines, Iowa.......... 1, 057.95 
J. J. Hoge, receiver of public moneys, Booneville, Mo ..•.......•..... _. 6, 405, 43 
W. R. Edgar, receiver of public moneys, Ironton, Mo ... _. ~ .•.••.. _.... 8, 886. 09 
J. Dnmars late receiver of public moneys, Springfield, Mo . . • • • . . . . . . . . 3, 744. 99 
W. G. Hobbs, receiver of public moneys, Springfield, Mo .. _...... . . . . • 8, 985.18 
vV. C. Jordan, receiver of public moneys, Montgomery, Ala............. 266, 106.50 
W. H. Tancre, receiver of public moneys, Huntsville, Ala.............. 83,490.46 
J F. Rollins, late receiver of public moueys. Gainsville, .Fla ......... _.. 38, 977.73 
Z. T. Crawford, receiver of public moneys, Gainsville, Fla ••••• ...... .. 21,257.39 
.A.. N. Kim ball, late receiver of public moneys, Jackson, Miss........... 1, 441. 98 
W. Me Laurin, receiver of public moneys, Jackson, Miss . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . 162, 7 43. 44 
J.M. Martin, receiver of public moneys, New Orleans, La.............. 114,297.27 
.A.. E. Lemee, receiver of public moneys, Natchitoches, La.............. 193,339.73 
E. Spaulding, receiver of public moneys, Topeka, Kans ......... _...... 753. 95 
T. Wrong, late receiver of public moneys, Concordia, Kans............. 2, 979.78 
.A.. A. C~rnaban, r~ceive~ of p_ublic moneys, Concordia, Kans .. • _...... 11, 723. 23 
H. M. Bickel, recmver of pubhc moneys, Larned, Kans ....... _ •.•.. _... 101, 227. 07 
R. R. Hay~, late r~ceiver of p~bljc moneyS: Ki:win, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33, 078. 12 
.A.. J. Harns, receiver of pub he moneys, K1rwm, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123, 337. 61 
H. W. Young, receiver of public moneys, Independence, Kans.......... 1, 000.00 
H. S. Cunningham, lattl receiver of public moneys, Salina, Kans ... _.... 6, 237. 12 
0. F. Searl, receiver of public moneys, Salina, Kans ....•.............. _. 22, 619. 44 
\V. H. Pilkinton, receiver of pn blic moneys, Wa Keeney, Kans. . . . . . . . . 523, 802. 51 
S. L. Gilbert, receiver of public moneys, Wichita, Kans ................ 19,729.20 
'I'. Scott, receiver of public moneys, Oberlin, Kans ................. _.... 373, 793. 63 
.A.. J. Horsington, late receiver of public moneys, Garden City, Kans... 1. 84 
S. Tbanbouser, receiver of public moneys, Garden City, Kans ....... _.. 881, 731. 27 
H. C. Brant:~teller, receiver of public moneys, .Boise City, Idaho......... 17,636.70 
A. J. Shaw, receiver of public moneys, Lewiston, Idaho................ 21, 748. 62 
J. Montgomery. receiver of public moneys, Oxford, Idaho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 611. 25 
.r. L. Waters, receiver of public moneys, Hailey, Idaho................. 16,069.80 
J.l!~. Legale, late receiver of public moneys, Cteur d'Alene, Idaho...... 745. 25 
J. McClure, receiver of public moneys, Creur d'Alene, Idaho........... 233.54 
E. R. Fogg, receiver of public moneys, Beatrice, Nebr ......•• '.......... 1, 901. 83 
H. D. Root, late receiver of public moneys, Lincoln, Nebr.............. 2, 487.41 
E. T. Hudson, receiver (\f public mone.vs, Lincoln, Nebr................ 600. (10 
"\V . .A.nyan, late receiver of public moneys, Grand Island, N ebr . . . . . . . . 26, 618. 41 
Carried forward ............................................ . 4, 329,315.34 217,286,893.13 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. IX 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward .......................................... . 
16 Office Commissioner of Customs .................................. . 
16 Office First, Auditor .. ............................................ . 
17 Office Second Auditor .... . ....................................... . 
18 Office Second Auditor accounts of Soldiers' Home ..........•.....• 
18 Office Second Auditor, repairing rolls ............................. . 
17 Office Second Comptroller, accounts of Soldiers' Home ...........• 
17 Offico'l'hirdAuditor .................•.................•.....•.... 
16 Additional clerks adjusting accounts of Soldiers' Homes ......... . 
17 Office Fourth Auditor .................. . .....•.................... 
17 (.)ffice Fifth Auditor .............................................. . 
17 Office Sixth Auditor ................................... , .......... . 
17 Office •.rreasnrer ................................................. .. 
17 Office Treasurer (national curreney re-imbursable) .............. .. 
17 Office Register ................................................... . 
17 Offico Comptroller of the Currenc.v .............................. .. 
17 Office Comptroller of the Currency (national currency re-imbursa-
ble) ............................................................ . 
17 Office of Life-Saving Service...... . . . .. ......................... .. 
17 Office of Light House Board ...................................... . 
17 Office Commissioner Internal Revenue ........................... . 
17 Office Commissioner Internal Revenue (re-imbursable) ........... . 
17 Office of Supervising Surgeon-General, Marine Hospital Service .. . 
17 Office of Supervising Inspector-General, Steam-boat Inspection serv-
ice .............•....... ··························-·· •··· --· · ··· 
17 Office of Bureau of Navigation .... ............................ ... .. 
17 Office of Bureau of Stati,;tics ...•.•....••.................... .... .. 
17 Office of Secret Service Division .................................. . 
18 Collecting statistics relating to commerce ........................ . 
18 Standard Weights and Measures ................................. . 
Contingent expenses : 
18 Standard weights and measures .............................. . 
18 Stationery .............................................. ..... . 
18 Binding and newspapers ..................................... .. 
19 Freight, telegrams, etc ...................................... .. 
19 Rent .................................•........................ 
19 Horses and wagons ........................................... . 
19 Ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...............•...........•............. 
19 l~ile handles and cases ....................................... .. 
19 Fuel. ......................................................... . 
19 Gas . ...... . ............................................... --~-
19 Carpet and repairs ........................................... . 
20 Furniture .................................................... . 
20 Miscellaneous items ......................................... .. 
20 Postage to Postal Union countries ............................ . 
27 National currency re-imbursement, office of Treasurer ......•• 
Deduct repayments: 
18 Additional compenation for services in issuing ~t per cent. 
borcls ................................................... . 
19 I~ vestigation of accounts and traveling expenses ......... . 
20 L1brar.v Treasury Department ............................ . 










20, 125. 00 
3, 022.00 













2, 500. 00 






















3, 111, 572. 67 
. 478.99 
Total expenditures, Treasury Department, salaries .....•.....••.....•••. 3, 111, 093. 68 
· Treasury Department-Miscellaneous. 
20 Expenses of the national currency ............................... .. 
20 Distinctive paper for United States securities .................... . 
20 Transportation of silver coin ......................•••...•......... 
20 Transportation of minor coins .................•.•..........••..... 
20 Special witnesses of destruction of United States securities ...... . 
20 Sealing and separating United ~tates securities ................. .. 
20 Loss on recoinage of minor coins ................................ .. 
20 Recoinage of golrl and silver coins .............................. .. 
21 Vaults, safes, and locks for public buildings ....................•.. 
21 Plans for public buildings ........................................ . 
21 Lands and other property of the United States .................•. 
21 Suppressing counterfeiting and other crimes ..................... ~ 
21 Refunding taxes illegally collected under direct-tax laws .........• 
22 Refundin~ mone_ys for lands redeemed under direct-tax laws ..... . 
22 Refunding to National Banking Associations, excess of duty .... .. 
22 Refund to .Jas. E. Slaughter .... ....... __ ........•...•...........••• 
22 Expenses incurred umler act relating to Chinese ................ .. 
22 North American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution ............. . 
22 International E x:change, t:;m ithsonian Institution ..•.....•......... 
22 Expenses of Smithsonian Institution ............................ .. 
22 Propagation of food :fishes ........................................ . 
22 Steam-vessels for food :fishes .................................... .. 























575,211.40 9, 934, 862. 97 
X RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITU:RES, 1887. 
Geneml account of the receipts ancl expenclitures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS-Continued. 
Brought forward .....•..............................•....... 
A. H. Baker, receiver of public moneys, Grand Island, N ebr _ - _ ........ . 
J. W. Tucker, late receiver of public moneys, Valentine, NelJr ..... - ... -
S. G. Glover, receiver of public moneys, Valentine, Nebr ..... -......... . 
T. W. Tipton, receiver of public moneys, Bloomington, Nebr .......... . 
W. B. Lam bert, receiver of public moneys, Neligh. :N ebr _ ............ . 
0. Shannon, lar.e receiver of public moneys, North Platte, Nebr ... . ... . 
J. Treacy, receiver of public moneys, Nortb Platte, Nebr ...... . ..... . 
S. Parker, late receiver of public moneys, Niobrara, Nel.Jr ....... - ..... . 
A. B. Charde, receiver of public moneys, :Niobrara, Nebr ............... . 
C. F. Babcock, late receiver of public moneys, McCook, Dak .......... . 
J. Steinmetz, receiver of public moneys, McCook, Dak -.............. . 
B. E. Hutchinson, late receiver of public moneys, Aberdeen, Dak ..... . 
L.A. Burke, receiver of public moneys, Aberdeen, Dak ............... . 
n. Lowry, late receiver of public moneys, Huron, Dak ................ . 
E. vV. Miller, receiver of public moneys, Huron, Dak .... .. ........... . 
J. F. McKinnie, late receiver of public moneys, Deadwood, Dak ....... . 
a-.LaFabre, receiver ofpublicmoneys, Deadwood, Dak ................ . 
T. F-. Singiser, receiver of public moneys, Nutchell, Dak ............... . 
D. T. Bramble, receiver of public moneys, Watertown, Dak _ ... _ ...... . 
~'.M. Zeibach, receiver of public moneys, Yankton, Dak .............. . 
N. Gilmour, late receive>? of public moneys, Bismarck, Dak ............ . 
W. H. Francis, late receiver of public moneys, Bismarck, Dak ......... . 
D. W. Hutchinson, receiver of public moneys, Bismarck, Dak ......... . 
W. J. Anderson, receiver of pnblic moneys, Grand Forks, Dak ........ . 
E. C. Gearey, receiver of public moneys, Fargo, Dak... . ............ . 
-A. 0. Whipple, late receiver of public moneys, Devil's Lake, Dak ..... . 
S. S. Smi~h, rec<:iver of public moneys, Devil's Lake, Dak .............. . 
J. M. Elhs, receiver of public moneyt~, Denver, Colo ................... . 
J. B. Kilbourn, receiver of public moneys, Pueblo, Colo ................ . 
F. J. Leonard, late receiver of public money!', Hunnison, Colo ......... . 
M. L. Allison, receiver of public moneys, Gunni~on, Colo ...... , ..... . 
F. H. Shrock, receiver of public moneys, Lamar, Colo_ ..... _ ........... . 
E. L. Salisbury, receiver of public moneys, Lead Yille, Colo ............. . 
S. I. Lorah, receiver of public moneys, Central City, Colo .............• 
W. S. Hickox, late receiver of public moneys, Durango, Colo ........... . 
.E. T. Pettman, receiver of public money", Durango, Colo .............. . 
C. D. Pe0k, receiver of public moneys, Lake City, Colo .............. . 
C. A.. Coryell, receiver of public moneys, Del Norte, Colo .............. . 
J. W. Ross, receiver ofpul>lic moneys, Gle'nwood Springs, Colo ....... . 
M. M. Bane, late receiver of public moneys, Salt Lake City. Utah ...... . 
H. C. Wallace, receiver of public money"', Salt Lake City, Utah ........ . 
J. T. Carlin, late receiver of public moneys, Bozeman, Mont ........... . 
"\V. A. Jones, receiver of public moneys, 1Jozeman, Mont ............... . 
Z. r. Burton, late receiver of public moneys, Helena, Mont ............. . 
E. Ballou, late receiver of public moneys, Helena, Mont ............... . 
H. S. Howell, receiver of public moneys, Helena, Mont ................ . 
.A. Hall, receiver of pn blic mone_vs, Miles City, Mont .......... · ...... . 
L. 0. Knapp, receiver of public moneys, Santa Fe, N.Mex ........••... 
,J. Brown, receiver of public moneys, Las Cruces, N. Mex ............ . 
S.C. ·wright, late receiver of public moneys, Carson City, Nev ...... . 
C. N. Noteware, late receiver of public moneys, Carson City, Nev ..... . 
H. M. Clarke, late receiver of public moneys, Carson City, Nev ...... . 
E. James, receiver of public moneys, Carson City, Nev ............... . 
W. 0. Mills, receiver of public moneys, Eureka, Nev .........••••..... 
W. M. Townsend, receiver of pu l>lic moneys, Lakeview, Oregon ...... . 
.T. T. Outhouse, receiver of public moneys, La Grande, Oregon ....... . 
J. G. Pilsbur.v, receiver of public moneys, Oregon City, Oregon ...... . 
A. C.Jones, receiver of public moneys, Roseburg, Oregon .........•.•.. 
C. N. Thornbury, late receiver of public mo!leys. Tbe Dalles, Oregon .. 
T. W. Slusher, receiver of public moneys, The Dalles, Oregon ........ . 
S. W. Brown, late receiver of public moneys, Vancouver, Wash ...... . 
J. O'Keane, 1·eceiver of public moneys, Vancouver, Wash ............ . 
J. Cushman, late receiver of public moneys, Olympia, Wash ......... . 
J. R. Hayden, rPceiver of public moneys, Olympia, Wash ............. . 
A.Reed,latereceiverofpublicmoneys, Walla "\Valla, vVash ......... . 
James Braden, receiver of public moneys, Walla Walla, Wash .....•... 
H. S. Howlett, receiver of public moneys, North Yakima, Wash .•...... 
M.G. Barney, receiv!"r of public moneys, Spokane Falls, Wash .•••.... 
C. Thomas, late receiver of public moneys, Prescott, Ariz ............. . 
D. J. Sullivan, receiver of public moneys, Pre'!cott, Ariz .............. . 
D. H. Wallace, late receiver of public monevs, Tucson, Ariz ........... . 
F. W. Smith, receiver of public moneys, Tucson, Ariz ............••.... 
A.. T. Lewis, ex officio receiver of public moneys, Sitka, Alaska .•....... 
W. T. Shaffer, receiver of public moneys, Evanston, Wyo ............. . 
W. M. Garrard, receiver of public moneys, Cheyenne, Wyo ....••...... 
William Caffrey, late receiver of public moneys, Cheyenne, Wyo ...... . 
T. H. Bell, receiver of public moneyR, Visalia, CaL ............••••..... 
M. J. Cody, receiver of public moneys, Bodie, Cal ..................... . 
Carried forward .... , ....................••........•••••...... 
$4, 329,315.34 $217,286,893.13 
Ul8, 994.01 
7. 72 




































































17, 500. 30 







3, 642, 4(i5. 91 217,286, F.93.13 
R.ECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XI 
General account of the 1·eceipts and e:rpenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
P.age. Brought forward ............................... . ..... . .... . 
22 Fish hatchery, Duluth, Minn .... . . . .............................. . 
22 Salaries and expenses, etc., National Board of Health ........... .. 
23 Final aid to the World's Industrial, etc., Exposition, New Orleans, 
La ............................................................ . 
24 A wards, etc., illness and death of President Garfield ... . ... . .. . .. . 
24 Trust fund, etc., support of free schools in South Carolina ....... . 
24 Custody of dies, rolls, and plates .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . _ . . 
27 Sinking fund Union Pacific Railroad Company . ..... . .......•.. . . . 
27 Sinking fund Central Pacific Railroad Company .................. . 
50 Payment of surplus proceeds of lands solU for direct taxes __ .... . 
50 Publishing historical documents rela.ting to early French discov· 
eries in the Northwest, etc .........................•. . ...•...... 
51 Payment of land sold for direct taxes .........•....•.••..•. . ...•.. 
Deduct repayments: 
20 Storage of silver........................................ $44.65 
22 World's Industrial Exposition, at New Orleans ......... 15, 5!J4. 49 
24 Southern Exposition, at Louisville . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295. 56 
24 Industrial Exposition, Cincinnati, Ohio ....•... :. • . . • • • . • 26. 40 
24 To promote the education of the blind . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 2, 500. 00 
24 Outstanding liabilities. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 11, 025. 12 






6 227 10 
1, 203: 400." 50 
2, 401, 462. 42 
712.47 
1. 206.50 
1, 612. 36 
4, 204, 218. 96 
29,486.22 
Total expenditures, Treasury Department miscellaneous ....... . ... . .... .. 4, 174, 732.74 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
8 Portrait of the late Ron . .T ohn A. Logan .................... . ..... . 
24 Portrait of the late Hon. Reuben Ellwood ........................ . 
24 Portrait of the late Hon. Thomas A. Hendricks ............. . . . ... . 
24 Portrait of the late Hon . .Tohn F. Miller .......................... . 
24 Portrait of the late Hon . .T oseph Rankin ....................... . .. . 
24 Portrait of the late Hon. Michael Hahn ...... . ............. .. . . .. .. 
24 Portraits of the late A. Dowdney, .Tohn Arnot, jr., Lewis Beach, 
Wm. T.Price, W . H. Cole, and Austin Pike ................... .. 
24 Engraving of the statue of .Tames A. Garfield . .........•........•. 
24 Salaries, Bureau of Engraving and Printing ..................... .. 
24 Compensation of employes ...................•.........•.•.. .. .... 
24 Plate :printing ................................................ . ... . 
24 Matermls and miscellaneous expenses ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 















Total expenditures, Bureau of Engraving and Printing .... . ...... . ...... . 
Independent Treasury. 
Salaries, office of assistant treasurer : 
27 Baltimoi·e, Md ................................................. . 
'2Jl Boston, Mass ................................................. . 
27 Chicago, Til ................................................... . 
27 Cincinnati, Ohio ............................................. .. 
27 New Orleans, La .............................................. . 
27 New York, N.Y .............................................. . 
;+ ~f.ii~~~~~~ ~~: :::~::::::: ::~:::::~ :::::::::~:::::: ~: :::::::: 
27 San Francisco, Cal. ........................................... . 
~~ 3~:~~~s~~ed~~f~;~~-t~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: 
27 Paper for checks and dJ"afts ..................................... .. 














Total expenditures, Independent Treasury.... . .... . ..... ...... . ........ . 
Mints and assay offices. 
28 Salaries, Director of the Mint ................................... .. 
28 Contingent expenses, office of Director of the Mint ............... . 
~~ raf~;~:.~i~~~i0ca~~~n~~~~::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
29 Contingent expenses, mint at Carson ............................ .. 
29 WagesofworkmenatCarson ................................... .. 
29 Salaries at Denver ............................................... .. 
29 Wages of workmen at Denver .................................... . 
29 Contingent ex-penses at Denver ..••.....•.•...•••.•...•....•....... 









4, 7::)1. 76 
31, 862. 32 
775,163.70 
432,268.27 
Carried forward ........................................... .. 128,772.00 15, 317, 027.68 
XII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
Genel'al accou,nt of the 1·ece-ipts and expenditu.res of the United Sta.t'es, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM SALES OF PUBLIC LANDS-Continued. 
Breught forward ............••............................. 
A. W.Eibeshutz, receiver of public moneys, Independence, Cal ....... . 
J. W. Haverfltick, receiver of public moneys, Los Angeles, Cal ........ . 
T. J. Sherwood, receiver of public monPys, Marysville, Cal ..••••....... 
C. H. Chamberlain, late receiver of !Jnblic moneys, San Francisco, Cal. 
J. W. Leig-h, receiver of public moneys, San Francisco, CaL ........... . 
vV. II. Bickford, receiver of public moneys, Shasta. CaL ............... . 
A. Miller, late receiver of puulic moneys, Susanville, Cal. ............. . 
G. W. Meylert, late receiver of public moneys, Susanville, Cal ........ . 
F. G. Wood, late receiver of public moneys, Susanville, Cal ............• 
A. Wood, receiver of public moneys, Susanville, CaL ................. . 
J. E. Bud!l, receiver of pLlblic moneys, Shasta, CaL ... . ............. . 
C. F. Gardner, receiver of public moneys, Sacramento. Cal ............ . 
S. Cooper,late receiver of public moneys, Humboldt, CaL ............. . 
R. W. IIutchens, receiver of public moneys, Humboldt, Cal. ........ " .. 
FROM INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Commissioner of Internr.l Revenue .......... -· ....................... . 
Treasurer of the United States ..................... . ................. . 
E. ,V. Booker, collector, Alabama ................. .__ .................. . 
F. Widmer, late collector 2d Alabama ..•.......................•....... 
T. H. Simms, collector, Arkansas ...................................... . 
R. W. Wishard, late collector Hd Arkansas ............................ . 
A. Ellis, collector l<Jt CnJifornia ........................................ . 
R. Barnett, collector 4th California .............................. . ..... . 
J. S. Wolfe,lato collector, Colorado ................................... . 
J.1'. JJenedict, collector. Colorado ................................ . ..... . 
A. Troupe, collector, Connecticut ..................................... . 
.J. W. Causey, collector, Delaware ................................ ..... . 
S. C. Thompson, late collector, Florida ................................. . 
vV. Walker, collector, Florida"···· ................................... . 
T. C. Crenshaw,jr., collector, Georgia ................................. . 
J. S. Fannin. late collector 3d Georgia .................................• 
R. Stone, collector 1st Illinois ...................................... .. .. 
A. Welch, collector 2d Illinois ........................................ . 
M.Kelly, collector 4th Illinois ............•......... . __ .............. . 
G A. Wilson, collector 5t.h Illinois .......•............................. 
T. Cooper, collector 8th Illinois ....................................... . 
J. T. Harper, late collector 8th illinois ............................... . 
W. B. Anderson, collector 13th Illinois ................................ . 
W. D. II. Hunter, collector 6th Indiana ................................ . 
T. Hanlon, late collector 7t.h Indiana .................................. . 
M.D. Manson, collector 7th Indiana ................................... . 
J. O'Henders-on, collector 11th Indiana ............................... . 
W. C. Thompson, late collector 2d Iowa ............................... . 
D. W. Stewart, collector 2d Iowa .................................. .. .. 
A. R. Dixon, acting collector 2d Iowa .................................. . 
B. Webster, colleetor 3d Iowa ......................................... . 
W. C. Stanberry, late collector 6th Iowa ............................... . 
A. H. Kuhlemior, collector 4th Iowa ................................. . . 
N. F . .Acers, collector, Kansas ........................................ . . 
H. Wood, collector 2d Kentucky .................•..................... 
A. Cox, collector 5th Kentucky . . . . . . . .. . . .......................... .. 
George H. Davisson, collector 6th Kentucky .......................... . 
J. F. Robinson, colle··tor 7th Kentucky ................................ . 
T. S. Bronston, collector 8th Kentucky ................................ . 
F. S. Shields, collector, Louisiana ...................................... . 
0. A. Rice, late collector 2d Louisiana ...............•...... _ .......... . 
J. R Redman, collector, Maine ........................................ . 
C. H. Chase, late collector, Maine .................................... . 
J. H. Sellman, late collector, Maryland ................................ . 
J. K. Roberts. collector·, Maryland ..................................... . 
F. S. Hunt, late collector 2<1 Mississippi , ............................. . 
R. W. Banks. collector, Mississippi ................................... . 
D . • T. Welch, late collector, Montana .................................. . 
James Shields, collector, Montana ............ -~ ....................... . 
E. F. Pillsbm:y, late collector 3d Massachusetts ...........•............ 
J. E. Fitzg-erald, collector 3d Massachusetts . ~- ....................... . 
T .. J. Pratt. collector lOth Massachusetts .............................. . 
J. B. Maloney, collector 1st Michigan ................ · .................. . 
George N. Davis, collector 4th Michigan .............................. . 
.A. Biermann, eo !lector, Minnesota .................................... . 
6: ~~~~~~.·~~\~~tt~l71tS: ~;::~~;.~-: ~ ~ ~ ·::::: :::: :~~ :::::::::::::::::::: 
C. E. Hasbrook, collector 6tl.t Missouri ............................... . 
S. W. Fisher, late collector, New Mexico ............•..••.............. 
J.P. McGroatey, collector, New Mexico ............................... . 































8, 851,922. 56 
241,279,22 
357,801.42 
13, 64R, 326. 14 
1, 137, 526. 11 
782.14 
577,798.62 











1, 042, 056. 63 
5, 251, 319. 79 
4, 141, 341.13 






1, 012, 650. 95 






1, 949, 120. 92 
357, 150. 68 





1, 301, 629. 70 
16,970.69 
46,922.66 
9, 254, 286. 42 
Carried forward . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 63, 946, 583. 54 226, 541, 179 55 
RECEIPTS .AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XIII 
General acconnt of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-~ontinned. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ............... .' .......................... . 
30 Wages of workmen, mint at New Orleans ....................... .. 
30 Contingent expenses, mint at New Orleans ....................... . 
$128, 772. 00 $15, 317, 027. 68 
73,996.25 
30 Salaries, mint at Philadelphia .................................... . 
30 Wages of workmen, mint at Philadelphia ........................ . 
30 Contingent expenses, mint at Philadelphia ....••••••.............. 
30 Salaries, mint at San Ftancisco .................................. . 
30 Wages of workmen, mint at San Francisco ...................... .. 
30 Contingent expenses, mint a~ San Francisco .....•................. 
30 l:lalaries, assay office, Boise City, Idaho ........••.................. 
30 ·wages and contingent expenses, assay office, Boise City, Idaho ... . 
31. Salaries, assay office, Charlotte,~- C .............................. . 
31 Wages and contingent expenses, assay office, Cha:r:lotte, N. C ..... . 
31 Salaries, assay office, Helena. Mont ...................•.........•... 
31 vVages of workmen, assay office, Helena, Mont .................... . 
31 Contingent expenses, assay office, Helena, Mont ....•.............. 
31 Salaries, assay office, New York ...............•................... 
31 Wages of workmen, assay office, New York ...................... . 
31 Contingent expenses, assay office, New York ..................... . 
31 Salaries, assay office, St. Louis ......................... : .......... . 
31 Wages and contingent expenses, assay office, St. Louis .......... .. 
31 Contingent expenses, mints and assay offices ..................... . 
32 Coinage of standard silver dollars ................................ . 
Deduct repayment : 






















1, 197. 524.20 
!, 529.29 
Total expenditures, mints and assay offices ......•.•.•......•......••....... 
Territorial governments. 
32 Salaries, govetnor, etc., Territory of Alaska ...................... . 
32 Contingent expenses, Territory of Alaska ........................ . 
32 Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of Arizona ..................... . 
32 Legislative expenses, Territory of Arizona ........................ . 
32 Contingent expenses, Territory of Arizona ....................... . 
32 Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of Dakota ....................... . 
32 Legislative expenses, Territory of Dakota .........••••............ 
32 Contingent expenses, Territory of Dakota ....................... . 
32 Salaries, ~rovernor, etc., Territory of Idaho ....................... . 
32 Legislative expenses, Territory of Idaho ......................... . 
32 Contingent expenses, Territory of Iflaho .......•.••............... 
32 Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of Montana ..•.................. 
33 Legislative expenses, Territory of Montana ...•••................. 
33 Contingent expenses, TPrritory of Montana ..................... . 
33 SalariHs, governor, etc., Territory of New Mexico ................ . 
33 Legislative expenses, Territory of New Mexico .................. . 
33 Contingent expenses, Territory of New Mexico .................. . 
33 Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of Utah .. ----- .. ---- .. __ ....... . 
33 Legislative expenses, Territory of Utah .......................... . 
33 Contingent expenses, Territory of Utah .......................... . 
33 Compensation and expenses, officers of election, Territory of Utah. 
33 Contingent expenses, Utah Commission, Territory of Utah ......• 
33 Compensation, Utah Commission, Territory of Utah .............. . 
33 Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of Washington ................. . 
34 Le~islative expenses, Territory of Washington ............. __ .. _ .. 
34 Contingent expenses, Territory of Washin~ton ................... . 
34 Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of Wyommg .................... . 
34 Lt--gislative expenses, Territory of Wyoming ..................... . 






























Total expenditures, Territorial governments .......... _ .... _ .......... _ ..• 
District of Columbia. 
57 General expenses.-- ... -- ..•...... --- .••.. -- ..• --- ........ --.... 1, 560.70 
34, 58 Improvement and repairs........... .. . .. .. • . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. • .. .. 546, 195. 40 
34, 58 Constructing, repairing, and maintaining bridges.............. . 215. 56 
34 Bridges. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 660. 00 
34,58 Washington Aqueduct ......................•..•• ---· .. ---.... 20,867.62 
38 Water department (re-imbursable).............................. 214, 876. !)7 
38 Refunding water rents and taxes .... t..... .... ..... . .. ... ... .. . 1, 000.00 
34,59 Washington .Asylum (support) ............. ... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 53,390. 85 
34 Washington Asylum (buildings and grounds).................. 21.52 
35,58 Washington.A.s.vlnm (buildings).............................. 3,337.67 
35 Relief of the poor ...............................•........ :. . . . . . 15, 968. 55 
35 St. John's Church Orphanage ........................ ____ ----... 1, 500.00 
35 Buildings, \Vasbington Hospital for Foundlings................ 3, 500. 00 
35 Buildings, St. Rose Industrial School .. .. • • • • .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. 5, 000. 00 
----
1, 195, 994. 91 
341,384.10 
Carried forward ..••......••.•...•. -- ..•............•...... -- 880,094.84 16,851,406.69 
'XIV RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General acrount of the 1·eceipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
l!'ROM INTERNAL REVENUE-Continued. 
Brought forward .......................................... . 
G. W. Post, late collector, Nebraska .•....•............................ 
S. H. Calhoun, collector, Nebraska ..........•......•...•............... 
A. S. Killman, collector, Nevada ....................................... . 
C. Pa~~:e, collector, New Hampshire .................................... . 
T. M. Ferrill, collector 1st New .Jersey ............................... .. 
M.,H. Vanderveer, collector 3d New Jersey ........................... . 
S. Klotz, collector 5th New Jersey .................................. . . -
R.Black, collector 1st New York ...................... ------ .......... . 
J. A. Sullivan, collector 2d New York ................................ . 
M. H. Treadwell, late collector 2d New York .......................... . 
M. Freidsam, collector 3d New York .................................. . 
C. S. Clay, late collector 13th New York ............................... . 
I. HesR, collector 14th New York .................................... .. 
L . .J. Tilden,jr., collector 15th New York ............................. . 
W. A. Beach. collector 21st NewYork ................................ .. 
H. S. Pierce, late collector 28th New York ............................ . 
J. A. Hanlon, collector 28th New York ................................ . 
George P. Peck, late collector 2d North Carolina ........•.............. 
W. H. Yarborough, collector 4th North Carolina ..................... .. 
A. J. Boyd, collector 5th North Carolina .............................. . 
C. Dowd, collector 6th North Carolina ................................ . 
W. T. Bishop, collector 1st Ohio ...................................... .. 
C. J. Knecht, collector 6th Ohio ....................................... .. 
J. F. Kemler, late collector lOth Ohio .................................. . 
G. L.Johnson, collector 10th. Ohio ..................................... . 
J. W. Newman, collector 11th Ohio ........................ . .......... .. 
J. H. Farley, collector 18th Ohio ....................................... . 
J. Whiteaker, collector Oregon ....................................... . 
1<'. Gerker, collector 1st Pennsylvania, ................................ .. 
.J. F. MeGonigle, collector 9th Pennsylvania ............•.............. 
C. B. StapleR, collector 12th Pennsylvania ............................. . 
J. Schlaudecker, collector 19th Pennsylvania ...........•.............. 
J. Dow lin, collector 22d Pennsylvania ................................. . 
E. A. Bigler, collector 23d Pennsylvania .............................. .. 
C. H. Henshaw, collector, Rhode Island ............................. .. 
D. F. Bradly, collector, South Carolina ................................ . 
H. L. Now ell, late collector 2d Tennessee ............................. . 
N. Gregg, collector 2d Tennessee .................................... .. 
C. T. Hillman, collector 5th Tennessee ............................... .. 
S. B. Cooper, collector 1st Texas ...................................... .. 
R.N. Lane, late collector 3d Texas .•...•........•..•.••................ 
Charles E. Norris, late collector 3d Texas ............................. . 
I. G. Seavey, collector 3d Texas ....................................... . 
S. D. Wood, late collector 4th Texas .................................. . 
R. M. Henderson, collector 4th Texas ................................. . 
G. S. Speer, collector, Vermont ....................................... .. 
A. L. Ellet, collector 2d Virginia ...................................... . 
G.M. Helms, collector 4th Virginia ................................... . 
H. S. Sheppard, collector 6th Vir~inia ................................ .. 
J. T.McGraw, collector, West Vir~inia .............................. .. 
E. C. Wall, collector 1st Wisconsin .................................. .. 
A. C. Parkinson, collector, 2d Wisconsin ............................. .. 
A. 0. Wells, collector 3d Wisconsin .................................. .. 
J. M. Morrow, collector 6th Wisconsin ................................ . 
R.D. Huntsberryet al ........................................... ·: ... . 
FROM CONSULAR FEES. 
C. M . .Allen, consul Bermuda .......................................... . 
D . .Atwater, consul Tahiti . ........................................•.••• 
T. Adamson, consul-~eneral, Panama .................................. . 
W. G. Allen, consul, Piedras Negras .................................. . 
W. A. Anderson, consul-general, Montreal ..............•.•.........••• 
t.P-F.r~d~~!~~o~~~l~G!~~~~::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: 
H. C. C. Astwood, consul, San Domingo ............................... . 
H. J, Ath~rton, consul, Pernambuco ........................•.......••. 
W. L. Alden, consul-general, Rome ......... -~ ........................ .. 
H. C. Armstrong, consul-general, Rio de Janeiro .....•••••............. 
T. Abenheim, vice-consul, Stuttgart ....................... . ......... . 
B. F. Bonham, consul-general, Calcutta ................................ . 
E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos Ayres .................................... . 
W. C. Burchard. consul, Ruaton and Truxillo ..•..•••••.••........•.... 
~ n~~~r~~l!~~i.:~~~~~~::~~~~ ~:::::~ :::::::~::::::::::: 
9~trried forwarq ............ , , , ........................ , • , • 
$63, 946,583, 54. $226,541,179. 55 
853,969.99 
1, 540, 035. 11 
71,317.25 
377, 562. 37 
209,232.20 
646,497.53 
3, 740, 888. 73 
3, 208, 195. 07 
1, 539, 034. 98 
266.81 




1, 011, 571. 13 
706,812.97 





7, 966, 784. 95 
2, 991, 615. 33 
351, OIL 38 
2.15, 267.23 
1, 533, 574. 17 
823,077.97 
150,757. 81 
3, 133, 111. 88 
1, 689, 976. 28 
509, 177. 04 
154,142.04 











































~3; 825. 32 345, 364, 570. 77 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XV 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ..•••.•............ ------·· .........•...••. 
35 Buildings, House of the Good Shepherd ........................ . 
35 Buildings, AHsociation for Works of Mercy ...•............•.... 
35 B1tildings, National Horneopatboic Hospital Association .... .. .. . 
36, 58 Salaries and contingent expenses, offices ...... _ ...•............. 
36, 58 Public schools ...............................•.................. 
36 Buildings and grounds, public schools ...•...•.................. 
36, 58 Metropolitan police ...... .. ............•........................ 
36 Buildings, Metropolitan police ...•..........•.....•............. 
38 Police relief fund .....•.............•....•......•............... 
~~·58 ~~~:~:~~r;:f:h~~d"::~ :: ::~: :~: ::~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
36, 59 Telegraph and telephone service ............ - • ... .•............. 
:~: g~ ~:~;~ -~~~a~-t~~~-t. ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~ ~: ~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ."::: 
38 Payment of referees, Court of Claims, District of Columbia .... 
37,58 Streets ........... ..........•..•.......•...• -~·-·· •....... · ..•... 
35, 58 Georgetown Almshouse .......•.................•••............ 
35, 58 Government Hospital for the Insane ...•...•..•••..........•• _. 
35, 58 Transportation of paupers and prisoners ........••............. 
35, 58 Reform school. ................................••••............. 
35 Buildin~s, reform school. ............ . .......••.•.....•......... 
35 Columbia Hospital for Women ...........•••••...•............. 
~~ ~t~~~\~i~~~i~~yi~~- :::::::::::: :::~~~::~::::::::: :::::: ~ :: 
35 Industrial Home school .................. . .................... . 
35 Buildings, Industrial Home school.............. . ............ . 
35 National Association for Colored Women and Children . . .. .. . 
35 Buildings, National Association for Colored Women and Children 
35 Womans' Christian Association ............................... . 
59 Markets ..................•...... ..... ......................... 
37 Salaries and contingent expenses, Sinking Fund office . ........ . 
:~, 59 ~;:~:l~!!~u=i~;~~~s~~~~:::: ·.:::::: ·.::: : ·. ·.: ·. ·• ·.:: ·.: ·. ·. ·. ·_ ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. · 
37, 59 Contingent expenses ...........•............................... 
37 Expenses of assessing real property ........................... . 
38, 59 J" udgments .. .................................................. . 
38 Payment oflegal obligations ...•.......•....•..............••... 
38 Refunding taxes ............................................... . 
~8 Wasb~gton rede!llption fund .............•.. . ................. 
38 W ashmgton speCial tax fund .......•••......................... · 
38 Redemption of tax-lien certificates ...........•........•........ 
38 Interest on 3.65 bonds ..............•................ .. ...•...•.. 
38 Guaranty fund ... ................................... . ........ . 
38 Completion of the sewerage system .......................•.... 
38 Redemption of assessment certificates ......................... . 
38 Pnrehase and reconstruction of Aqueduct Bridge ............. . 
38 Education of feeble-minded children .......•.•................. 
Deduct repa-yment : 
38 Employment of the poor, filling up grounds ...•••...•............. 




157, 214. 76 
521, 668. 07 
198,041.23 



















3 500 00 





1, 213, 947. 97 
21,303.98 














4, 364, 913. 39 
16.79 
Total expenditures, District of Columbia ............•..................•. 4, 364, 896. 6~ 
Coast and Geodetic Sttrvey. 
39 Salaries .....•••••....••.....•.............................•....•••• 
~~ ~~~!~c~~~~eS::~i~~;k· .' ::::::::::: .'::::: .' ~: ::::::::::::: .' .': ~: ::::: 
39 Points for stato !iUrveys ...•.•.....•.............•................. 
39 Repairs of vessels ....•.........••...............................•.. 
39 Publishing observations .........•...........................•..... 
39 General expenses ..........•.....•...•......•....•...•...••.••••••• 









Total expenditures, Coast and Geodetic Survey ......•••...••••....•..••. 487,582.92 
War Department-civil. 
39 Salaries office of Secretary of War ............................... . 
39 Salar1es office of Adjutant-General ............................... . 
39 Salaries office of Inspector-General ............................... . 
39 Salaries office of Quartermaster-GeneraL .•....................•... 
40 Salaries office of Commissary-General .....•....................... 
40 Salaries office of Surgeon-General. ....... · ..•....................... 
40 Salaries office of Paymaster-General .......•.•............ -· ...... . 
40 Salaries office of Military Justice ................................. . 
40 Salaries office of Uhief of Engineers . • . • . . • . . . . .. . . . . .......•..... 
4Q f?alaries office of Chief of Ordnance ............................... . 











1, 670, 490, 56 21, 706, 886. 21 
XVI RECEIPTS A.ND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
Gcnm·al account of the 1·eoeipts and expendit'u1·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM CONSULAR FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward ............................................ . 
P. L. Bridj!es, consul, Montevideo .................................... .. 
L.A. Bergholz, consul, Chinkiang ..................................... . 
J. H. Brigham, consul, Paso del Norte ................................ . 
A. Bertrand, consul, St.John's ........................................ . 
D. N. Burke, consul, Puerto Cabello .................................. .. 
W. A. Brown, consul, SanJuan del Norte ............................ .. 
A. A.. Brown, consul, Clifton ......................................... .. 
~: Ni·a~~~~~~~~~~l,\~~~~~~~[£~~ ~ ~ ~:: :: :~:: :::::: :~:::::~::::~ ::::::::: 
S. Bird, consul, La Gua:vra ............................................ . 
S. Bernardi, vice-consul, Florence ..................................... . 
C. Bartlett, consul, Guadeloupe ....................................... . 
J. M. Bennett, vice-consul, Sierra Leone .............................. .. 
H. M. Brent, consul, Callao ............................................ . 
E. Bissin;;er. consul, Beirut .......................................... .. 
Brown, Shipley & Co., bankers, London ............................... . 
James Buckle.v, vice-consul, Prescott ................................. . 
J.M. Bailey, consul, Hamburg ........................................ .. 
A. Badeau, late consul-general, Havana •..........................•.... 
G. E. Bullock, consul, Anna berg ....................................... . 
S. G. W. Benjamin, minister, Persia .................................. .. 
E. P. Beauchamp, commercial agent, St. Galle ...........••............. 
W. H. Bruce, vice commercial agent, Levuka .......................... . 
F. Bertram, vice-consul, Aix Ja Chapelle .................... ~- ........ . 
1<'. E. Barentzin, vice-consul, Martinique .............................. . 
C. M. Belknap, vice-consul, Hamilton ................................. .. 
H. C. Crouch, consul, Milan ........................................... . 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo ............................................ . 
.J.T. Child, minister, Siam ............................................ . 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy .......................................... . 
J. B. Carbo, vice-consul, Cienfuegos .................................. . 
J.P. Cowles, jr., vice-consul, Foochow ................................ . 
R. S. Chilton, commercial agent, Goderich .............................. .. 
B. Carnes, vice-consul, Colon ......................................... . 
R. T. Clayton, comml, Para ............................................ . 
E. Conroy, consul, San Juan, Porto Rico .............................. .. 
G. C. Campbell, commercial agent, Gaboon .......................... .. 
F. M. Cheney, consul, Zanzibar ........................................ . 
~: t~c~Jfn~~~~sc~l~z~~::~~~- ~ ~:::::: ~ ~: ::~: ~: ::::::::::::: ~::: :::::: 
N.D. Cemanas, vice-consul-~eneral, Cairo ............................. . 
J. Cardwell, consul-general, Cairo .................................... .. 
~: ?.J~;r:~io~::lt~~!~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ~::: ~:: ~:::: ~:: ~:::::: ~:: 
T. \V. Downs, consul, Quebec ........................................ .. 
J. Devlin, consul, Ontario ............................................. . 
J. Dittmer, vice-consul, Stettin ....................................... . 
~: ~: ~~~~:: ~':!~~\. ~~~rs~~'a:a~~: :: ~ ~:: :: ~: ~ :~:: :::::::::::::::::::: ~: 
A. J. DeZey k, late vice-consul, Turin ................................ .. 
D. M. Dunn, consul, Valparaiso ...................................... .. 
J.M.Duke, consul, San Salvador . .................................. .. 
L. M. DawAon, late consul. Barranquilla ..........•..................... 
~ Jf~~~~~~~~~~~~m8s~l:d~~:::: ~::::::::: ~::::::::::::: · ... ::::::::: 
!J.":l~'fn~:il~~~r~;~~~l~)_~~~£~~~~~:::: :::::::::::::: :::~:: ::~::: :::~ ::: 
J. Eddy, commercial agent, Chatham .................................. . 
C. Ewers, consul, Windsor ............................................. . 
B. J. Franklin, consul. Hankow ........................................ . 
P. Fig:velmesy, consul, Demarara ..................................... . 
B. F. Farnham, consul, Bombay . . .................................... .. 
J. Falkenbach, consul, Barmen ........................................ . 
0. Faber, vice-consul, Maracaibo ..................................... .. 
.A.. F. Fay, consul, Stettin .................... .......................... _ 
A. Frances, comme1'bial agent, Port Stanley ......•.•................... 
W. C. Fox, consul, Brunswick ............ .' ............................ . 
.T. Fletcher, consul, Genoa ............................................ .. 
B. Folsom, consul, Sheffield ............................................ . 
E. 0. Fechet, late consul, Paso del Norte ............................... . 
G. Foster, consul, Elberfeld .......................................... _. 
G. Gade. consul, Christiania .......................................... .. 
~~ U~i~~~iEffi~;:.:f: ~:::::: :::::::::: ::::;:::;::::: ::.::: 














































































------------Carried forward ............................................ . 288, 914. 93 345, 364, 570. 77 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES; 1887. XVII 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward .......••..........•..••...•...•..•••••..•• 
40 Salaries office of publication of Records of the Rebellion ........... . 
40 Salaries office of Signal Office .......•.................. . ...••••.••• 
41 Salaries office of Superintendent of Buildings, corner of ]' and 
Seventeenth streets ............. . .... . .........•. . .........•..... 
41 Compensation and expenses of agents Quarterma1:1ter's Department. 
41 Stationery ..........................•.............................. 
41 Postage to postal union countries ...•.•.....•................•...•. 
41 Rent of buildings ....•......•.....••.. . ......•....•. . .........••... 
41 Contingent expenses . .......... _ .......•... _ ... . ..... __ ..•...•.... _ 
42 Salaries of employes public buildings and grounds .............. _._ 
42 Contingent 6xpenses public buildings and grounds .•.•.•......•..• 
42 Rent of office, public buildings and grounds .... . ....•..••••....••.. 
42 Improvement and care of public buildings and grounds . .•......• _. 
42 Repairs, fuel, etll., Executive Mansion ....•...•...•...•........•... 
42 Lighting, etc., Executive Mansion ........ . ....•...•.........•...... 
42 Repairs to water-pipes and plugs .. _ .............•....... . _ ....•..• 
42 Telegraph to connect the Capitol with the Departments, etc ...... . 
42 Salaries, office of superintendent of State, War, aml Navy Depart-
ment building ..... --- .....••....•. . . . . . .... __ .. _ ... ___ .......• __ 
42 Fuel, lights, etc., State, War. and Navy Department building ...••• 
42 Building for State, War, and Navy Department building .....•.•..• 
42 Building for .A.rmv Medical MuReum and Library . ....•..••.•.....• 
42 Comvleting the Washington Monument ..........••. _ ........••... 
42 Statue to the memory of General Lafayette and compatriots .. _ ..•• 
42 Transportation of reports and maps to foreign countries ....•...... 
42 Support and medical treatment of trn.nsient paup~rs . ...... _ ..••••• 
42 ~upport and medical treatment of destitute patients . ••.....••..•. . 
42 Maintenance of Garfield Hospital . ..•...... _ ..•......•.••..•.••• 
42 Erection of fish-ways at Great Falls .........•.•.••.......••...••• 
42 Unveiling statue of James A. Garfield .. ....................... .. 
42 Pedestal for statue of James A. Garfield . __ . .................... . 
42 Removal of statue of General John A. Rawlings .........•.•.... 
42 Bridge across the Potomac at the Eastern Branch . ..•••. _ ...•. _ . . _ 
42 Increasing the water supply of the District ....... _ .... _ ...••.•.. 
42 Monument at Washington's Headquarters, Newburgh, N.Y ...... 


































Total expenditures, War Department-civil .•.....••••••••••.••..••...•. 3, 021, 622.13 
Navy Department-civil. 
43 Salaries office of Secretary ....................................... . 
43 Salaries office of Judge Advocate-General. ......•••..•..•••....••• 
43 Salaries Bureau of Yards and Docks . .. . ....................... .. 
43 Salaries Bureau of Equipment anJ Recruiting ..•.......•..•...... 
43 Salaries Bureau of Navigation ......•......•..•....•••..•.••.....• 
43 Salaries Bureau of Ordnance . . .. . .. _ ... __ ...................... . 
43 Salaries Bureau of Construction and Repair ......•.............•. 
43 Salaries Bureau of Steam Engineering ........................... . 
43 Salaries Bureau of Provi!:lions and Clothing._ •. . _ .....•.. _ ......•. 
43 Salaries Bureau of Medicine and Surgery . ........... _ ........... . 
43 Salaries Nan tical Almanac office ..........•..••...•. __ .......... .. 
43 Salaries Hydrographic office . . . . . ........... . .................... . 
43 Contingent a11,d Miscellaneous Expenses, Hydrographic office . __ . 
43 Salaries Naval Observatory ......... . .. .... . __ .......... __ ....... . 
43 Contingent and Miscellaneous Expenses, Naval Observatory ..... . 
43 Salaries office of Naval Records of the Rebellion .... _ ..••••....•• 
43 Library .......................................................... . 



















Total expenditures, Navy Department-civiL .......................... . 306,517.79 
Post-Office Department. 
«Salaries ................................................ . .......... . 
44 Contingent expenses, stationery ..•..••..••...•.....•..........•.•. 
44 Contingent expenses, fuel ......................................... . 
44 Contingent expenses, ¢as . ___ ...................................... . 
44 Contingent expenses, plumbing and gas-fixtures ....••..•.......•.•• 
44 Contingent expenses, telegraphing ......................... ....... . 
44 Contingent expenses, carpets . ..................................... . 
44 Contingent ex-penses, painting . ................................... .. 
44 Contingent expenses, furniture .................................... . 
44 Contingent expenses, horses a,nd wagons .••...•.....••.....••...... 
44 Contingent expenses, hardware ............................ _ .... _ .. 
44 Contingent expenses, miscellaneous ..........•....•••.••..... _ .... . 
44 Contingent expenses, rent ........................................ .. 
45 Publication of Official Postal Guides ••.••..• -·~··· ................. . 
45 Publication of postal route maps .................................. . 
45 Payment toE. A. Gra:nt . .......................................... . 
Carried forward •.•••.••.••••••.........•••••.••.•••••••••••• 

















794, 236. 12 25, 035, 026. 13 
XVIII RECEIPTS AND t>EXPENDITURES; 1887. 
General account of the reeeipts and expenditu1'e8 of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM CONSULAR FEES-Continued. 
George Gi~~~.~~g;;~~:a~l;;::.".".: ·::::. ·. ·. ".".". ·. •. •. ·. -_~_-_ ·. •. ·. -_-_-_-_-_ ·. -_-_ ·_ -_-_ ·.·:. ·. ·_ ·. 
'\V. F. Gunnell, consnl, Bradford ...................................... . 
H. Gillman, consul, Jerusalem ......................................... . 
W. A. Garesche, con>~ul, Martinique ................................... . 
H. W. Gilbert, consul, Trieste ........................................ .. 
W. Green, consul-general, Kanagawa ................................. . 
T. T. Gamble. consul, Auckland ...................................... .. 
F. R. GriHt, vice-consul, Venice ....................................... .. 
S. Goutier, consul, Cape Haytien ...................................... . 
G. W. Griffin. consul, Sydney ........................ - ................. . 
W. Hirninjl;, vice-consul, Prague ..•..••......••..••..• - .......•••.....• 
D. W. Hewing, consul, Tejl;ucigalpa ................................... . 
J. W. Harper, consul, Munich ........................................ .. 
E. J. Hale, consul, Manchester .....•.•••••...••..• - ................... . 
W. C. Hall, consul, Prescott ........................................... . 
J.D. Hoff, consul, Vera Cruz .......................................... . 
F. P. Hastings, vice-consul-general, Honolulu .....•.....••.•........... 
F. W. Hyndman, vice-consul, Charlottetown .......................... . 
~: f:'if~E,;::~E~g~~~t:~~~~~ ~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ~: :::::::: 
W. Hill, consul, Port Sarnia ...................... -- .................. .. 
T. W. Howard, consul, Montevideo ................................... .. 
G. H. Horstman, consul, Nuremberg ................................... . 
T. W. Hotchkiss, commercial agent, Ottawa .......................... .. 
W. Humwell, vice-consul, Munich ..................................... . 
W. E. Howard, consul, Toronto ........................................ . 
G. E. Hoskinson, consul, Kingston ..•. , ............................... . 
F. A. Herbert, vice-consul, Cologne .................................... . 
D.K.Hobart,consul, Winusor ........................................ . 
G. H. Heap, consul-general, Constantinople ........................... . 
M.A. Ho11kins, consul-general, Liberia ........ ,_ ...................... . 
0. Hatfield, consul, Batavia ........................................... . 
J. B. Hughes, consul, Birmingham ....... _ ............................ . 
D. H. Ingraham, consul, Cadiz ......................................... . 
E. J ussen, consul-general, Vienna .................................... .. 
C. E. Jackson, consul, Antigua ........................................ . 
W. S. Jones, consul, Messina .......................................... . 
T. U. Jones, consul, FunchaL ....... _ ................................. .. 
T. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka and Hiogo ............................. .. 
J. H. Jinks, late commercial agent, Windsor .......................... .. 
C. Jonas, consul, Prague .............................................. . 
H. A. Johnson. consul, Venice ........................................ .. 
E. Johnson, consul, Picton ............................................ . 
E. R. Jones, consul, Cardiff ................................ ·-·--· ...... . 
U. B. Johnston, vice-•Jonsul, Port Sarnia .............................. .. 
C. P. Kimball, consul, Stuttgart ...................................... .. 
W. J. Knight, vice-consul, Cape Town ................................. . 
W. Koster,jr., consul, Mannheim ..................................... . 
H. M. Keim, consul, Charlottetown ................................... .. 
J.D. Kennedy, consul-general, Shanj:rhai .............................. . 
R. Kolster, vice-consul, Puerto Cabello.......... • .................. . 
H. S. Lasar, consul, Port Stanley.................. • ................ .. 
~.:rw~t~~g~~~!~~~H~~bnu~g:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
C. S. Le Boutillew, vice-consul, Gaspe Basin .......................... . 
L. A. Lathrop, consul, Bristol ........................................ .. 
G. Lucke, consul, Sherbrooke .......... , .............................. . 
E. D. Linn, consul, Piedras Negras .................................. . 
J. Low, consul, Clifton ............................................... . 
E. E. Lane, consul, Tunstall .......................................... . 
R. Lfltcber, consul, Rio Grande do Sul ............................... .. 
J.A. Lewis, consul, Sierra Leone ..................................... . 
E. P. C. Lewis, consul-general, PortugaL ............................. . 
~~M:~~:~.y~g~:~f.c~;fot~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:::: 
J. C. Monaghan, consul, Mannheim ...... -.......................... .. 
J. T. Mason, consul, Dresden ........................................ .. 
H. C. Marston, oonsul, Malaga ...................................... .. 
C. R. McCall, vice-consul-general, Rio d_e Janeil'o .................... .. 
D. M. Mullen, commercial agent, Sagna la Grande .•••.....•........•.. 
W. H. Moffett, consul, Athens ........................................ . 
C. L. Mitchell, vice-consul, Piedras N egras ..•......•..•...•........•.. 
F. A. Matthews, consul, Tangiers ................................... .. 
J. Mueller, consul, Frankfort ......................................... . 
H. F. Merritt, Aix la Cha11elle ...................................... . 
B. Mackey, consul, RioGrandedoSul ............................... .. 
Carried forward ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -u ............. . 
$288, 914. 93 $345, 364, 570. 77 
2, 781.44 









































































3, 921. 17 
1, 417.04 
778.45 
390, 826. 57 345, 36:1., 570. 77 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XIX 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ...••.........•....•.....••••...•..•.•••••. 
45 Postage .............................................. -.. - . --.- •.•.• 
$794, 236. 12 $25, 035, 026. 13 
448.60 
45 Deficiency in the postal revenue ...... ----- ...................... . 
45 Relief of Kansas City, Fort Scott, and Gulf R. R. Company, mail 
6, 501, 24 7. 05 
transportation .................................................. . 
45 Mail tnw,;portation Pacific R. R .................................. . 
1, 783.50 
1, 239, 175. 60 
Total expenditures, Post-Office Department ............................. . 
Department of Agriculture. 
45 Salaries .................................... -................. - .... . 
45 Salaries and expenses Bureau of Animal Imlustry ................. . 
45 Collecting agricultural statistics .•...•.....•.......••..•...••.....• 
46 Purchase ancl distribution of valuable seeds .....•..••.•••••..••.••• 
46 Improvement of grounds .......................................... . 
46 Experimental garden and grounds...... . . . . . . .•...••••..••••.•.•.• 
46 Fumiture, cases and repa1rs ..................................... .. 
46 Library ........................................................... . 
46 Museum .......................................................... . 
46 Laboratory ........................................................ . 
46 Investigating the habits of insects injurious to agriculture ..•...•. 
46 Experiments in the manufacture of sugar ..•.....•....•••.••.••.... 
46 l~otanical investigation;, and experiments ........................ .. 
46 Pomological information .......................................... . 
46 Investigating the adulteration of f'ood ..........••••••.•.•••........ 
46 Investigations in ornithology and mammalogy ................... . 
46 Rt>porton forestry ................................................ . 
46 Silk cultur.;, ...................................................... . 
47 Postage ........................................................... . 
4 7 Contingent expenses .............................................. . 
46 Tea culture .... ................................................... . 























Total expenditures, Depa.rtment of Agriculture ..••••.•••••••••••••...••• 
Judicial. 
47 Salaries and e-xpenses Reporter Supreme Court ...•••...•.•..••.... 
47 Salaries justices Supreme Court .................................. . 
!4 ~~i:~l:: dl~~~~~ :1~~~=: .. ~~ :: :~~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
47 Salaries retired United Statesjudges .............................. . 
4-7 Salaries district attorneys ........................................ .. 
48 Salaries district marshals ......................... . ............... . 









Total expenditures, judiciaL ... -- ............... ~ .•••..••••..••••.••..••• 
Steam-boat Inspection Service. 
49 Salaries ......................................................... . 
49 Contingent expenses ............................................. . 




Total expenditures, steam-boat inspection service ...••..•..•••.•••..••••.• 
Reliefs. 
50 Relief of B. B. Conner & Bros .. . .••.......•.•..•..•••.••. -~·~-· .. .. 
50 ReliefofWIII.. H. Handle . ......................................... . 
50 Relief of A. K. Shepard ................... -...................... . 
50 Relief of Phrnnix National Bank of New York ................... . 
50 :ReliofofV. F. Gorrison ........................................... . 
50 Relief of Susan A. Wamack ...................................... . 
50 Relief of Ann B. Hubbard ........................................ . 
51 Relief of E. P. Thompson ......................................... . 
51 Relief of John Taggert ........................................... . 
51 Relief of Elias B. Moore .......................................... . 
51 ReliPfofRenry Neal ............................................. . 
51 Relief of .James W. Goodrich ..................................... . 
51 Relief of E. B. Dawson ............................................ . 
51 Relief of H. 0. Wilky ..•.....................•......•.......•.•.••. 
51 Relief of A. Worrall ............................................... . 
51 Relief of F. Shutt . ..... ,. ......................................... . 
51 Relief of .J. R. McGoldrick . ....................................... . 
51 ReliefofD. W. Low ............................... ................ . 
51 Relief of F. M. Bell . .............................................. . 
51 ReliefofL. H. CarrolL ............................................ . 
51 Relief of .J. R.Marrs ............... ........................... ... .. 



























Total expenditl.ll'e, reliefs . . • .. • • .. • • .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. • . •• .. • . • • • .. • .. 53, 732. 02 
Carried forward . .•• ••. . ••• ••••••• ••• •••••• •••••••.• •• • • • • . ••• • • • • • •• ...... 34., 978, 351.55 
XX RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-Continueil. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM CONSULAR FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward ........................................... . 
J. M. Morgan, consul-general, Melbourne ..••..........•••.••••..••••• 
J. Murray, consul, St. John,N. B ...... ............ ................... . 
F. H. Mason, consul. Marseilles ...................................... . 
G. H. Murphy, vice-consul, Chemnitz ................................ . 
J. L. McGaskell, consul, Dublin ............. -....................... .. 
0. Malmros, consul, Leith . ........................................... . 
G. L. Mayer, consul, Nuevo Laredo .................................. . 
G. F. Mosh_er, consul, Sonneberg ............................ ~ ......... . 
D. A. McKmley, consul, Honolulu ................................... .. 
N. A. McDonald, vice-consul, :Bangkok ............................... . 
E. A. Merritt, consul-general, Lomlon ............................... . 
0. McGove, consul-general, Guayaquil. .............................. . 
T. J. McLane, con~ml, Nassau ........................................ . 
S. Merrill, consul, Jerusalem ......................................... . 
S. R. Miller, consul, Leipsic .......................................... . 
J. A. MacKnigh~, consul, St. Helena ................................. . 
F. Nachod, vice-consul, Leipsic ...................................... .. 
,T. R. Noonan, vice-consul, Pictou .................................... . 
M. J. Neumark, consul, Lyons . . ..................................... .. 
H. S. Newton, vice-consul, St. Paul de Loando ..•..............•....•. 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago, Cape Verde Islands ..................... .. 
M. Polachek, consul, Ghent ........... . . . ...•.......•..•...••...•...•. 
F. H. Pierce, consul, Matanzas . ..................................... .. 
T. T. Prentiss, consul, Port Louis ..................................... . 
M. H. Phelan, consul-general, Halifax ............................... .. 
J. J. Piatt, consul, Cork . ............................................. .. 
J. S. Potter, consul, Crefeld . .. . . ...... . ............................. .. 
G. 0. Prince, vice-consul-general, St. Petersburg ..•.••..•......•••..•. 
E. H. Plumacher, consul. Maracaibo ................................. .. 
B. J. Pridgeon, consul, Piedras Negr·as ................................ . 
S. B. Pack"ard, consul, Liverpool ...................................... . 
~.' W.~~~~~~~o~~~~~~~~~l,sM~~i~-~:::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
\V. Y. Patch, consul, St. Stephen .................................... .. 
J. H. Putnam, consul-general, Honolulu .............................. . 
W. A. Prellar, vice-consul, Rio Grande do Sui ....................... .. 
B.S. Parker, consul, Sbe;·brooke ...................................... . 
J. L. Parish, late con!ml, Chemnitz .................................. .. 
L. Perrone, consul, Messina ........................................... · 
D. L. Pringle, secretary legation, Guatemala ..............•.....•...•. 
W. P. Pierce, consul, Cienfuegos ...................................... . 
N. E. Pressley, vice-consul, Tampico .................................. . 
A. Roberts, consul, Hamilton .. .. ..................................... . 
G. \V. Roosevelt, consul, Bordeaux .................................... . 
:L~ic~~~~~~~~~~rtiia:~~~~~~~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::: ~: 
F. Raine, consul-general, Berlin ...................................... .. 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liverpool .............................. . ....... .. 
M. Rem berg, vice-consul, Guayaquil .................................. . 
E. D. Roper,jr., vice-consul, Zanzibar ........................... . .... .. 
H. B. Ryder, consul, Copenhagen . .................................... .. 
G. D. Robertson, consul, Verviers and Liege .......................... . 
L. G. Ree(l, consul, Bm:badoeR ............................... : ........ .. 
G. E. Ric0, vice-~onsul, Kanagawa ................................... .. 
W. W. Robinson, consul, Tamat.ave ................................... . 
A. Ithodes, late consul, Elberfeld ..................................... . 
0. E. Roemer, consul, Santiago de Cuba .............................. .. 
N. K. Sargent, consul, Turk's Island .................................. . 
G. W. Savage, consul, Belfast ......................................... . 
f: I-~~~~~~r~~~~~~:~~~i~:: ::::::::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
R. Stockton, consul, Rotterdam ...................................... .. 
L. Stroube, vice-consul, Bremen ....................................... . 
~Jt!8t~1d~r~~~~~~1?sr~~~i>~~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.T. Schoenleaf, consul, Tunstall ........................... "' .......... . 
J. Smith, consul, Nottingham ................. . ..................... .. 
J. A. SuttEr, jr., consul, Acapulco .................................. .. 
W. Slade, consul, Brussels ........................................... .. 
H. J. Spra~ue, consul, Gibraltar ...................................... .. 
F. H. Scheuch, consul, Barcelona . .................................... .. 
R. Schneider, consul, Crefeld .......................................... . 
J. A. Sprague, vice-consul-general, Havana ..........•...•..••••...... 
A. D. Shaw, consul, Manchester . ....... _ ............................. .. 
J. V.R. Swann, vice-consul, St.Petorsburg .......................... .. 
P. Staub, consul, St. Galle ........................................... .. 














































































----------------------Carried forward ...................................... . .... .. 503, 715. 32 :l45, 3G4, 570. 77 
RECEIPTS AND. EXPENDITURES, 1887. XXI 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditu1·cs of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ........................................... ·-···.......... $34,978,351.55 
Public Buildings. 
57 Fuel, lights, and water .......................................... .. 
57 Heating apparatus ............................................... . 
57 Inspector of furniture, etc ....................................... .. 
57 Furniture and repairs . .. . ........................................ . 
57 Pay of assistant cu~;todians and janitors ..•....•••..•...•.......... 
57 Smith son ian Institution building repairs ..•......•••••....••...... 
50 Monument to commemorate the Revolutionary battle of Benning-
ton, Vt ...... . ................................................. .. 
'51 Court-house and post-office, Aberdeen, Miss ..••......••............ 
51 Post-office, court-house, etc., .An burn, N.Y ........................ . 
51 Post-office, Augusta, Ga ..................................... ..... . 
51 Post-office, court-house, Augusta, Me ....••..•....•.•.•••••...•••.. 
51 Court-house, post-office, etc., Abingdon, Va ........................ . 
51 Post-office and subtreasur:v, Bo11ton, Mass ......••••..••••......... 
51 Post-office, custom-house, 'etc., Baltimore, Md ................... .. 
51 Post-oftice,etc., Brooklyn, N.Y .................................. .. 
51 Court-house, post-office, etc. (site and building), Chattanooga ..••• 
Tenn .................................................... ~ ...... .. 
51 Court-house, post-office, etc., Clarksbur~h, W.Va ...•••.....•...•. 
51 Court-house, post-office, etc., Columbus, Ohio .................... .. 
51 Custom-house, post-office, etc., approaches, Columbus, Ohio ...... . 
51 Post-otlice, etc., Council Bluffs, Iowa .............................. . 
51 Court-house and post-office, Carson City, Nev ..................... . 
51 Post-office, custom-house, etc., Concord, N.H .................... .. 
52 Court-house, post-office, etc., Dallas, Tex ......................... . 
52 Court-bou!'e, post-office, etc., Danville, Va ......................... . 
52 Court-house, Denver, Colo ....................................... .. 
52 Court-houso, Des Moines, Iowa .................................. .. 
52 Court-house, Detroit, Mich ....................................... . 
52 Court-house, Erie, Pa ............................................ .. 
52 Court-house, Fort Scott, Kans .................................... .. 
52 Court-house, Fort Wayne, Ind ................................... .. 
52 Court-house, Fort Smith, Ark ................................... .. 
55 Court-house, heating apparatus, elevator and approaches, Fort 
~~ co~~!h:t't;:,'j~~~kfo"r"t~·-K;;:::: :::::::. :.:::c:::::::::::: :::::::::: 
52 Court-house, Greens borough, N.C ................................. . 
52 Coutt-house, Hannibal Mo ....................................... .. 
52 Court-t.ouse, Ha:JS'risonl;mrgh, Va ................................. .. 
52 Court-house, Jackson, renn ...................................... .. 
52 Court-holl'Se, Jefferson City, Mo ................................... . 
52 Court-house, Keokuk, Iowa ....................................... . 
52 Court-house, Key W ~st, Fla ....................................... . 
52 Court-housefoundat10n, KtlyWest, Fla ........................... . 
52 Court-house, Leavenworth,Kans ................................. . 
52 Post-office, Lexington. Ky ........................................ .. 
53 Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Lincoln, Nebr ....... """" .......... . 
5tl Court-house, repairs of walk and furniture, Lincoln, Nebr ........ .. 
53 Court-house, Louisville,Ky . ..................................... .. 
53 Court-house, Lynchburgb,'Va .................................... .. 
53 Court-house, Macon, Ga. .......................................... .. 
53 Court-house, Manchester, N.H .................................... . 
53 Court-house, Marquette, Mich ....................... ~-- .......... . 
53 Court-house, Montgomery, Ala .................................. .. 
53 ,Post-office, etc., Minneapolis, Minn ............................... .. 
53 Post-office, court-house, etc., Montpelier, Vt ...................... . 5? Court-house, post-office, etc., Nebraska City, Nebr ............... .. 
53 Post-office, court-house, etc., New Albanv, Ind ................... . 
53 Court-house, post-office, etc.,(site and building), Oshkosh, Wis ... . 
5:3 Court-house, post-office, Oxford, Miss ............................. . 
53 Court,·honse, post-office, approaches, Oxford, Miss .............. .. 
53 Court-house, post-office, Parkers burgh, W.Va. ................... .. 
53 PoBt.·office, etc., Peoria, ills ....................................... . 
53. Court-house, post-office, etc., Pensacola, Fla ..................... .. 
53 Court-house, approaches, Pensacola, Fla .......................... . 
54 Court-bouse, Pittsburgh, Pa ...................................... . 
54 Post-office, etc., Poughkeepsie, N.Y ............................. .. 
54 Post-office, approaches, Poughkeepsie,N. Y ....................... . 
54, Post-office, approaches, Quincy, Ill .............................. .. 
~! r,~;~t~m~~: ~~::J~~g~~~- ~ ~:::: ~::::: ::::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
5! Court-house, post-office, etc, Rochester, N.Y ..................... . 
54 Court-house (site and building), Savannah, Ga .................... . 
54- Court-house (site and building), San Antonio, Tex ...... : ....... .. 
54 Post-office, etc., St. Joseph, Mo .................................. .. 
54 Post-office, court-house, Shreveport, La ........................... . 
54 Post-office, court-house, approaches, Shreveport, La ............... . 











































































3, 037, 691. 59 34, 978, 351. 55 
XXII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM CONSULAR FEES-Continued. 
v. v. Smi~~o:O~~~i~s'ta~t~~;~-. ·_-_-_-_-_-_ ·_-_-_-_-_-_: -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ ·. -_-_-_-_ 
W. Schoenle, consul, Barmen ........................................ .. 
J.ll. Stewart, consul, Antwerp ....................................... . 
W.P. Sutton, consul-general, Matamoros ............................ .. 
H. A. Shackelford, consul, Nantes ..................................... . 
G. H. Sci.dm<:>re, viC~e-cousul-general, Shanghai ........................ . 
fi.I£·. ~~!~~~~·cc~:;ss:;-Li;~~:~-~~t-.: ~ ·_-_-_-_-_:·. ·.:::·.: :----~-.-.: ::: ·.::: :::::::::::: 
E. J. Smithers, vice-consul, Chinkiang ................................ . 
H. Tolke, vice-consul-general, Guatemala .....••.........•..•••.•..•••• 
G. C. Tanner, consul, Chemnitz ....................................... . 
M.A. Turner, consul, St. Thomas ..................................... . 
Sir Ronald Thompson, in chargl, legation, Persia ..................... . 
M. H. Twitchell, consul, Kingston .................................... . 
Treasurer United States .............................................. . 
~: ±:r'!;~~.l~r~ncs~~~~~~~~~6~fg: ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
F. vV. Tomkinson, vice-consul, TunstalL .............................. . 
J. E. W. Thompson, consul-general, Hayti ............................. . 
W. Thomson, consul, Southampton ................................... . 
L.A. Touhey, vice-consul, Turin ..................................... . 
F. H. Underwood, consul, Glasgow .................................... . 
J. Vis~er, vice-consul, Rotterdam .... _ ................................ . 
J. G. Voigt, consul, Manila .. . _ ........................................ . 
J. F. Vauingen, consul, Talcahuano ................................... . 
F. H. Wigfall, consul, Leeds ...... _ ..................................... . 
J. B. Weaver, consul, Bahia ..... _. _ ................................ .. 
T. M. Waller, consul-general, London ................................ .. 
R. E. Withers, vice-consul, Hong-Kong ............................... . 
G Porge vValker, consul-general, Paris ................................ . 
W. L. Welsh, consul, Florence ....................................... .. 
A . .B. \Vood, consul, Belfast ........................................... . 
R. 0. ·williams, consul-general, Havana ............ .-.................. . 
T. R. Welsh, consul, Hamilton ........................................ . 
I. G. Worden, consular agent, Wallaceburg ........................... . 
G. S. Williamson, consul, Nottingham ...•.•..••••......•.............. 
B. Winchester, consul-general, Switzerland .••..•..•..•••••..•......... 
C. B. Webster, comml, Sheffield ....................................... . 
J. vVhelan, con&ul, Fort Erie ........................................ .. 
{v :1~\~~!!~~c~~~:l~~~~~- ~:: ::::::::::: ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1{. M. Whitney, vice-consul, Tamatave ............................... . 
C. vV. Wagner, consul, Toronto ....................................... . 
F. R. Webb, vice-consul, Auckland .................................. .. 
D. B. \Varner, consul, St.John ..................... _ .................. . 
C. M. Ward, consul-general, Rome .................................... . 
J. F. Winter, consul, Rotterdam ...................................... . 
J. \Vilson, consul, Brussels .......................................... .. 
J.M. Wilson, consul, Milan ........................................... . 
~: l.~~i~h~~j:.~~o~~~f.c~io~ _-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
L.J. Walker, consular agent, Dunfermline .......................... .. 
J'. C. A. Wingate, consul, Foochow .................................. .. 
P. McB. Young, consul-general, St. Petersburg ...•••......•.....•..••. 
E. Young, consul, Windsor ........................................... . 
FROM STEAM-BOAT FEES. 
R. H. Arbuckle, collector, Erie, Pa .................................... . 
J. A. P. Allen, collector, New Bedford, Mass .......................... .. 
R. Armstrong, collector, Dubuque, Iowa ............•..•...•....•.••••. 
J. C. Byxbee, collector, New Haven, Conn ............................. . 
James Brady,jr., collector, Fall River, Mass ......................... .. 
W. L. Bancroft, collector, Huron, Mich .. ............................. .. 
W. A. Baldwin, collector, Newark,N.J ............................... . 
A. D. Bissell, collector, Buffalo, N. Y ................................. .. 
J. B. Battelle, collector, Miami, Ohio .................................. .. 
H. F. Beecher,Puget Sound, Wash .................................... . 
C. Borner, collector, Galena, Til ....................................... .. 
J'. M. Boardman, collector. Belfast, Me ................................. . 
C. H. Call, collector, Superior, Mich ................................... . 
A.D. Cole, collector, Albany,N. Y .................................... . 
J. Cadwaladet·, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ............................ .. 
J. W. Cobbs, collector, Paducah,Ky .................................. .. 
W. G. Clarke, collector, Mobile, Ala ................................... . 
W. 'r. Carrington, collector, Teche, La ................................. . 
Carried forward ............................................ . 
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RECEIPTS ·'AND EXPENDITURES,. 1887. XXIII' 
General account of the receipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.~Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ...............••...••.•...•••.••••••..... 
54 Court-house, post-office, etc., Springfield, Ill. ..............••..••••• 
54 Post-office, etc., Springfield, Ohio ....................•••.•••••.••••• 
54 Post-office, Syracuse N.Y ........................................ . 
5i Post-office, Terre Haute, Ind ...................................... . 
54 Post-office, approaches, Terre Haute, Iud ...........•..•••.•••••.••. 
54 Court-house, poat·office, etc., Topeka, Kans ....................... .. 
54 Post-office, court-house, etc., Troy, N.Y .......................... .. 
54 Court-bouse, post-office, Tyler, Tex ............................... . 
5-l Court-house, Utica,N. Y .......................................... . 
55 Court-house, Waco, Tex ........................................... . 
55 Court-bouse, Wilmington, Del .................................... . 
55 Court-bouse, Wichita,Kans ....................................... . 
55 Court-house, Williamsport, Pa .................................... . 
55 Court-house, Winona, Minn .................................. : .... . 
55 Custom-house, etc., Belfast, Me ......... ~ ......................... . 
55 Custom-house, New Bedford, Mass ................................ . 
55 Custom-house, purchase of land, New Bedford, Mass ............ .. 
55 Cu::;tom-house, New Haven, Conn ................................. . 
55 Custom-bouse, Albany, N. Y ..................................... .. 
55 Custom-house, Buffalo, N.Y ...................................... .. 
55 Cust-om-house, repair of sidewalk, Buffalo, N.Y .................. .. 
55 Marine Hospital, Baltimorto, M d ................................. .. 
55 Marine Hospital, approaches, Baltimore, Md ~ .....•..•.••...•.•.••. 
55 Marine Hoapital, laundry apparatus, Baltimore, Md .•••••......••• 
55 Custom-house, etc., Richmond, Va ................................. . 
55 Custom-house, post-office and site and building, Jacksonville, Fla .. 
55 Custom-house, Charleston, S.C .... · ...... .......................... . 
55 Custom-house repairs, Charleston, S. C ........................... . 
55 Custom-bouse wharf, Charleston, S.C ............................. . 
55 Custom-house post-office, etc., site and building, Wilmington, N.C. 
55 Custom-house, post-office, etc., New Orleans, La ................... . 
55 Marine Hospital, New Orleans, La ................................. . 
56 Custom-house, etc., Galveston, Tcx ..............• , ..••.••......••. 
56 Custom-honse, etc., site and building, El Paso, Tex ............... . 
56 Custom-house, etc., Memphis, Tenn ............................... . 
56 Marine Hospital, Memphis, Tenn ............ ___ .................. . 
56 Custom-house, etc., Cincinnati, Ohio .............................. . 
56 Custom-house, et-c., Toledo, Ohio ................................. .. 
56 Custom-house repairs, Chicago, Ill. ............................... . 
56 Marine Hospital, Cairo, Ill ........................................ . 
56 Marine Hospital sidewalk, Detroit, Mich .......................... . 
56 Custom-house, etc., purchase of land, St. Paul, Minn ............ .. 
56 Custom-house, etc., St. Louis, Mo ................................. . 
56 Custom-house paving, St. Louis, Mo ............................... . 
56 Marine Hospital, St. Louis, Mo . ................................... . 
56 Custom-house, etc., Kansas City,Mo .............................. . 
56 Custom-house (iron tie rods), Chicago, Ill ........................ .. 
56 Custom-house (repairing stone work), Chicago, Ill .••........•..•.. 
56 Custom-house (ventilation), Chicago, IlL .......................... . 
56 Custom-house (painting), Chicago, Ill._ .....•......••...•. _ .•...•.. 
56 Appraisers stores, etc. (sit-e and building), Chicago,Ill ............ . 
56 Custom-house, etc., Port Townsend, W. T ...•••.....• _ ..•••.... _ .. . 
56 TreaAury building, Washington, D. C ............................ .. 
56 Treasury building, improving sanitary condition, Washington, D. C. 
56 Treasury building, building silver vaults, Washington, D.C ...... . 
56 Branch mint, Denver, Colo ....................................... . 
56 Mint building repairs, New Orleans, La ........................... . 
57 Mint building, removing steam power plant, Philadelphia, Pa ..•••• 
57 United States jail, Fort Smith. Ar·k ............................... . 
57 Repairs and preservation in Marine Hospital. .................... . 
~7 Repairs and preservation public buildings ....................... .. 
Deduct repayments : 
30 Constructing vault, mint at San Fra.ncisco ............... $2, MO. 64, 
51 Court-house, Baltimore . .. • .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. • •• . .. ... . .. • 100. 00 
52 Court-house, post-office, etc., Jackson, Miss.............. 32.92 






























































3, 9'1Q, 177.21 
2, 773.56 
Total expenditures public buildings ........................................ . 3, 967,403.65 
. Diplomatic. 
60 Salaries of ministers ............................................. . 
60 Salaries of secretaries of legation ................................ . 
'61 Salaries of interpreters tQ legation ............................... . 
61 Contingent expenses, foreign missions .......................... .. 
63 Salaries consular service ........................................ .. 
68 Salaries consular clerks ................ ___ ...................... .. 
68 Allowances for consular clerks ................................... . 
70 Salaries interpreters in China and Japan ......................... . 
70 Salaries interpreters in China, Japan, and Siam ................. .. 
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XXIV RECEIPTS AND"'EXPI<~NDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipt:J and expenditm·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM STEAM-BOAT FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward ...........•...••...•..••......•••...••...•. 
D. F. Davis, collector, Bangor, Me ..•...••••..•.........•••............. 
.T. E. Dart, collector, Bl'unswiCk, Ga ..•..•....••.•....•..••......•....•. 
\V. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N.Y ••••.•••••..•...•......••..• 
S. H. Doten, collector, Plymouth, Mass ................................ . 
.A. G. Egerter, collector, Wheeling, W.Va ......•••••..••••..•..•....•.• 
J. Farrington, acting collector, Minnesota, Minn .•.••..••..•.........•. 
P. French, collector, Alaska .........•••.•••.•••••.••...•••..•......•••• 
A. Guemon, collector, Minnesota . . .................................... . 
J. E. Grady, collt•ctor, .Apalachicola, Fla ..••.••••••••............•••.••. 
G. A. lleilsen, collector, Memphis, Tenn ..•....••••••.•.••..••••.••...•. 
R. M. '£. llumer, collector, 'l'appahannock, Va ..•..••..•..•••.••••.•.••• 
C. C. Hubbard, collector, Middletown, Conn ..•....•••.........••..•••.. 
J. Hobson, colll:'ctor, Oregon . . ......................................... . 
J. V. Harris, collector, K ey West, Fla ................................. . 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York, N.Y ..••.•.•.•••..••••.........•... 
\V. H. llnse, collector, Newburyport, Mass ............................ . 
J. J. Hi~gins, collector, Natchez, Miss .........•.•••.•••.•..••••••••..•. 
,T. S. Hager, collector, San l!rancisco, Cal .............................. . 
T. F .. Tohnson, collector, Savannah, Ga ................................ . 
1~. C .. Jordan, collectnr, Omaha, Nebr ...••..••..•••••••......•••.••..... 
C. Kreil, collector, l\1 il waukee, Wis ..•..•.....•••••.•••••.•............. 
0. Kell~7• collei'tor, P erth Amho_v, N.J ................................. . 
JI. Lawson, collector, Eastern, Md . .....•....•••...••..•••..........•... 
R. D. Lancaster, collector, St. Louis, Mo ............................... . 
J. J. McGuire, collector, Pensacola, Fla ....••......•••••••...•••......•. 
D. Magone, collector, New Yo1k,N. Y .............. , .................. . 
\V. J . . McKinnie, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio' ..•.••.•••••..•..•........•.. 
J. Me Williams, collector, Providence, R. L ............................ . 
R. B. Moore, collt>ctor, Duluth, Minn .......•••••.•••••.......•••••.•... 
N. B .• ntt, collector, Passamaquoddy, Mo ••••••..•.••...•.............. 
F. A. Oilgood, collector, Marblehead, Mass ............................. . 
F. J. Phelps, collector, La Crosse, \Vis ................................. . 
J. L. Pierce, collector, Machias, Me ....... . ............................ . 
H. W. Richardson, collector, Beaufort, S.C ......•...•..•.............. 
J.P. Hobinson, collector, .Alexanrlria, Va .............................. . 
C. H. Robinson, collC'ctor, Wilmington, N. C ........................... . 
R. T. Rundlett, collector, \Viscasset, Me ............................. .. 
J. A. Richardson, collectol', Pamlico, N.C .•......•.....•..........••... 
C. Reede, collector, Sandusky, Ohio . .................................. . 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex.-···· .•.•••..•..............•.. 
F. N. Shurtleff, collector, Willamette, Oregon ......•...........•.....•.. 
B. B. Smallt'Y, collector, Providence, R. I .............................. . 
L. Saltonstall, collector, Boston, Mass ................................ . 
E. Sprague, collector, Waldoborough, Me .............................. . 
G. G. Savage, collector, Cherrystone, Va ............................... . 
.A. F. Seebarger, collector, Chicago. 111. ................................ . 
J. W. Short, collector, Vicksburg, Miss ......•.......••.•........•...... 
C . .A. Spofford, collector, Castine, Me ..•... , ..•....•..•.........•....... 
'I'. B. Sbannon.late collector, San Francisc8, CaL ........••............. 
H. N. Trumbull, collector, Stonin!!:ton, Conn ....•....••..•.......... . .•. 
J. Tilton, collector, Great Egg Harbor, N.J ..•..••..••..••...........•. 
F. B. '.rorrey, collector, Bath, Me . . • ..... . ....................... . .. . 
B. R. Tate, collector, New London. Conn . ............................ . 
C. H. Vau!!:han. collector, Sag Harbor, N.Y ............................ . 
D. 0. Watson, collector, Michigan, Mich ............................... . 
B. H. Ward, collector, Georgetown, S. C •.•......••••••.....•.•........ 
F. E. \Vitzell, collector, St. Augustine, Fla ...•...•....•..•............. 
G. W. Warren, collector~-. Cape Vincent, N.Y .....•••••.....•.....•••... 
C. B. Watson, collector, ;:;outhern Oregon ............................. . 
C. A. Ward, collector, Huron, Mich ....•.........•••••...•..••••••...•.. 






























































FROM REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS' FEES. 
L.K. Aaker, receiver of public moneys, Crookston, Minn .....•.•••..•• 
L. L. Aune, receiver of public moneys, Fergus Falls, Minn . ........... . 
W. J. Anderson, receiver of public moneys, Grand :Forks, Dak ..... · ... . 
M. L. Allison, receiver of public moneys, Gunnison, Colo ...••..•.....•. 
W. Any an, receiver of public moneys, Grand Island, Nebr ............ . 
W. H. Bickford, receh~er of public moneys, Shasta, Cal ..•..•........... 
J. E. Budd, receiver of public moneys, Stockton, Cal ................... . 
T. H. Bell, receiver of public moneys, Visalia, Cal. ........•.•.•.•...... 
B. F. Burch, receiver of public moneys, Oregon City, Oregon ...•.•..... 
Jarnes Browne, receiver of public moneys, Las Cruces, N. Mex ....... . 
T. W. Burchmell, receiver of public moneys, Leadville, Colo ........... . 
D. T. Bramble, receiver of public moneys, Watertown, Dak ........... . 
.H. M. Bickel, receiver of public moneys, Larned, Kans ..•............. 
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RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'l'URES, 1887. XXV 
General account of the 1·eccipts and e.rpendiluires of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward .......................................... . 
71 Salaries consular officers, not citizens ............................ . 
71 Salaries mar;,hals, consular courts ............................... .. 
72 Salary clerk to legation in Spain ................................. . 
72 Steam-launch for legation at Constantinople ......•.•..•..•.•••..•. 
72 Boat and crew for consul at Hong-Kong . ........................ . 
72 Boat aml crew for consul at Osaka and S:iogo . .......... . ........ . 
72 Expense~:~ of interpreters, guards, etc., :rurkish Dominion ..••..••. 
72 Sal:.lries chftrged'affaires all interim .... . ........................ .. 
72 Loss on bills of exchange, diplomatic service ..................... .. 
73 Loss on bills of excha.nge, consular service ....••........ . .......•• 
74 Buildings and grounds, legation in China .............. .......... .. 
7 4 Buildings for legation in .Japan ............... . .................. . 
74 Rent of court-house and jail in Japan ............... . ........... .. 
74 Contir.gent expenses of consulates ...... . ........................ . 
82 Emergencies arising in the diplomatic and consular service ...... . 
82 Expenses under the Neutrality act .. .. . • .. ..................... . 
82 Annual expenses Cape Spartallight . .......................... . .. . 
82 Expenses of prisons for American convicts . ............. ........ .. 
83 Bringing home criminals ......................................... . 
83 Allowance to widows or heirs of diplomatic officers .............. . 
83 Relief and protection of American seamen ....................... .. 
86 Rescuing shipwrecked American seamen ........................ .. 
86 Foreign hospital at Panama . . .................................... . 
86 InternaLional Bureau of Weights and Measures ..... _ .........••.. 
86 Procuring evillence relating to French spoliation claims . .•.....•• 
86 Relief of William Schuchard ........ . .................... : •....... 
86 Payment to Lizzie M. Phelps . ........... .. ....................... . 
86 R elief of J. M. Hagar . ... . ... . ........ . ........................ .. .. 
86 Indemnity for losses sustained by Chinese subjects at Rock 
:Springs, Wyo . .. .................. ...... . ....................... . 
86 Hayti an Al'bitmtion Commission ... .. ............................ . 
8G Estate of decedents trust-fund~:~ ... . ... .................. . ....... . 
86 Publication of consular and commercial reports .........•......•••• 
87 Spanish indemnity ..... . ..................... ................... .. 
87 Re-imlmrsement to C. C. Andrews ............... . ............... . 
87 Payments of judgments, Court of Alabama Claims . .............. . 
87 Refuudin~ penalt.ies or charges erroneously exacted .......••.....• 
87 ray of consular officerd for services to American vessels and sea-
men .... . ....................................................... . 
88 Salaries and expenses Court of Commissioners Alabama Claims ..• 
Dednct repayments: 
83 TranAporting remainfl of ministers, etc., for interment . . • $156. 33 
86 Testimonials to Russian officers for aid to .Jeannette...... 261. 57 
87 TeAtimonials to the umpires of United States aml Spanish 
Claims Commission . .. . .. .. . .. • .. .................. 2, 019. 60 
87 Scientific commission of electricians at Philadelphia..... 108.40 
$823, 856. 67 $38, 945, 755. 20 
12,764.79 





































7, 107, 036. 37 
2, 545.90 
Total expenditures, diplomatic .............. . ........................ . ...... . 7, 104, 490. 47 
Department of Justice. 
88 Salaries, Department of Justice ....... . ... . ...................... .. 
88 Contingent expenses, books for Department library ............... . 
88 Contingent expenses, books office of solicitor ...................... . 
8g Contingent expensefl, furniture and repairs ....................... . 
88 Contingent expenses, stationery .................................. . 
88 Contingent expenses, transportation . .............••..••••..•...••• 
88 Contingent expenses, miscellaneous items ....................... . 
88 Payment to Henry ·Fink .......................................... . 
88 Payment to legal r epresentatives of Thomas Simon .............. .. 
1:38 Payment to Wm. M . !tush ....................................... .. 
88 Relief of .J as. Clifford . ................ . ......................... .. 
SU Salaries employes court-house, Washington, D. C ................ .. 
89 Repairs to court-house, Washington, D . C.......... .. ........... .. 
89 Salary of warden of the jail, Washington, D. C .................. .. 
89 RP-nt an1l incidental expenses, Territory of Alaska ...•....••...••• 
89 Expenses of Territorial courts in Ut.ah ......................... .. 
89 Defending suits in claim~:~ a_gainst the United States ............. .. 
89 Prosecution and collection of claims . ............................. . 
89 Punishing violations of intercourse acts and frauds ............... . 
89 Prosecution of crimes .. . ....................................... . 
89 Prosecution of crime, Territory of Utah ......................... .. 
89 Indnstrial Home, Territory of Utah ............................. .. 
88 Building, Department of Justice ................................. . 
89 Defense in French spoliatiOn claims .............................. .. 
89 Postage to postal union countries .................................. . 
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XXVI RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS' FEES-Continued. 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • . • • . ••• •• . . • . . • $130, 486. 14 $34.5, 9801 325. 68 G. B. Brooks, receiver of public moneys, East Saginaw, Mich .•• ·•••.••• 778.60 
L. T. Boyd, receiver of public moneys, Bayfield, Wis . . . . .. . . . . ••..•••• 5, 922.63 
().F. Babcock, receiver of public moneys, McCook, Nebr.............. 15, 898.05 
M.G. Barney, receiver of public mone.vs, Spokane Falls, Wash........ 17,438.78 
J. Braden, receiver of public moneys, Walla Walla, Wash............. 10,342.17 
H. C. Bransteller, receiver of public moneys, Boise City, Idaho......... 4, 396.59 
A. H. Baker, receiver of public money a, Grand Island, Nebr........... 12, 970. 61 
L.A. Burke, receiver of public moneys, Aberdeen, Dak............ ..•. 13,766.12 
M. M. Bane, late receiver of public moneys, Salt Lake City, Utah...... 138. 00 
M. J. Cody, receiver of public moneys, Bodie, Cal . ..................... 1, 521.75 
S. Cooper, receiver of public moneys, Humboldt, Cal................... 234.00 
H. S. Cunningham, receiver of public moneys, Salina, Kans............ 557.43 
J. T. Corlin, receiver of public moneys, Bozeman, Mont................ 10, 724.37 
A. B. Charde, receiver of puolic mon'eys, Niobrara, Nebr............... 1, 720.47 
C. A. Coryell, receiver of public moneys, Del Norte, Colo.............. 7, 020.58 
A. A. Carnahan, receiver of public moneys, Concordia, Kans........... 3, 089.48 
Z. T. Crawford, receiver of public moneys, Gainesville, Fla . . .. . . • • . • . • 8, 540. 68 
F. S. DeMers, receiver of public moneys, Fargo, Dak.......... ........ 4, 038.16 
J. Dumars, receiver of public moneys, Springfield, Mo................. 2, 233.05 
W. R. Edgar. receiver of public moneys, Ironton,. Mo.................. 6, 771.82 
J. Me. Ellis, receiver of public moneys, D enver, Colo................... 111,106.57 
A. W. Eibershutz, receiver of public mo!leys, Independence, Cal....... 600 .. 00 
E. R. Fogg, receiver of public moneys, Beatrice, Nebr................. 450.20 
E. N. Fitch, receiver of pnblic moneys, Reed City, Mich . .. . . .. ........ 103.71 
C. F. Garuner, receiver of public moneys, Sacramento, CaL..... . ...... 7, 564.26 
E. C. Gearly, receiver of public moneys, Fargo, Dak .... ...... ......... 21,306.83 
W. :M. Garrard, receiver of public moneys, Che:yenne, Wyo . .. . ........ 17,885.22 
~- L. Gilbert, receiver of public moneys, Wichita, Kans . .. . • • .. .. ... .. • 3, 231. 31 
N. Gilmour, receiver of public moneys, Bismarck, Dak........... ....•• 4, 428.57 
S. G. Glover, receiver of public moneys, Valentine, Nebr ..... ~--...... 46,651.83 
B. Gordon, receiver of public mone.vs, Redwood Falls, Minn........... 967.40 
W. S. Kickox, receiver of public moneys, Durango, Colo............... 1, 527.79 
J. R. Hayden, receiver of public moneys, Olympia, Wash . ••• . . . . . ..• .. 30, 208.99 
J. J. Hoge, receiver of public moneys, Booneville, Mo.......... . . . . . . . . 4, 035. 64 
R. W. Hutchins, receiver of public moneys, Humboldt, Cal . . . . . . . . . . •. 3, 993. 77 
J. W. Haverstick, receiver of public moneys, Los Angeles, Cal . . . . . • . . 21, 873. 14 
R. E. Hutchinson, receiver of public moneys, Aberdeen, Dak. ..•....•• 5, 810.60 
R. R. Hays, receiver of public moneys, Kerwin, Kans . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • 4, 021. 00 
A. A. Heald, receiver of public mone.vs, St. Croix :B'alls, Wis . . . . . • . . . . . 2, 684. 71 
A. Hall, receiver of public mone.vs, Miles City, Mont................... 6, 065.44 
H. S. Howell, receiver public moneys, Helena, Mont.................... 31,603. 83 
L. S. Howlett, receiver of public moneys, Yakima, Wash............... 21,333.11 
0. C. Hals, receiver of public moneys, La Crosse, Wis.................. 1, 166.05 
A. J. Harris, receiver of public moneys, Kirwin, Kans.................. 12, 164. 49 
D. Vv. Hutchinson, receiveL' of public moneys, Bismarck, Dak. ... ... . .. 10,400.27 
W. G. Hobbs, receiver of public moneys, Springfield, Mo............... 12,308.18 
E. T. Hudson, r eceiver of public moneys, Lincoln, Nebr................ 593.99 
W. A. Imes, receiver of public moneys, Bozeman, Mont . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . 2, 151. 37 
A. C. Jones, receiver of public moneys, Helena, Mont................... 6, 009.75 
W. C. Jordan, receiver of public moneys, Montgomery, Ala . . . . . • . . . . . • 23, 534. 87 
H. M.. J acoway, receiver of public moneys, Dardanelle, Ark _ . . . . . . . . . . 6, 702. 36 
J. H. Jones, receiver of public moneys, Menasha, Wis.................. 230.45 
E. James, receiver of public moneys, Carson City, Nev................. 1, 201.00 
J. B. Kilbourne, receiver of public moneys, Pueblo, Colo............... 39,218.48 
A. L. King,reveiver of public moneys, Harrison, Ark.................. 17,852.24 
L. 0. Knapp, receiver of public moneys, Santa Fe, N.Mex.............. 7, 254.09 
S. S. Kepler, receiver of public moneys, Eau Claire, Wis................ 2, 318. 27 
J. W. Leigh, receiver of public money<!, San .Francisco, Cal.. • • . . • • • . . . . 27, 059. 27 
A. E. Lemee, receiver of public moneys, Natchitoches, La.............. 3, 732.39 
S. I. Lorah, receiver of public moneys, Central City, Colo............... 3, 623. 97 
F. J. Leonard, receiver of public moneys, Gunnison, Colo.............. 1, 398.54 
J. ]'.Legale, receiver of public moneys, Crour d'Alene, Idaho . . • • .. . . . . 519. 90 
J. La.Fabre, receiver of public moneys, Deadwood, Dak ............ .... 7, 226.48 
W. B. Lambert, receiver of public moneys, Neligh, Nebr............... 11,991. 65 
J. M. Martin, receiver of public moneys, New Orleans, La _............. 8, 433.71 
W. Me Lauren, receiver of public moneys, Jackson, Miss.~.... . . . . . . . . . 12, 075. 25 
W. 0. Mills, receiver of public moneys, Eureka, Nev................... 2, 821.45 
'M. H. Maynard, receiver of public moneys, Marquette, Mich........... 5, 755. 00 
E. W. Miller, receiver of public money!!, Huron, Dak. ... . . ..... .... .... 23,750.56 
W. H. C. Mitchell, receiver of public moneys, Reed City, Mich......... 1, 643. 72 
D. L. McDermott., receiver of public moneys, Benson, Mi.nn ...... ...... 2, 585.50 
C. F. Macdonald, receiver of public moneys, St. Cloud, Minn........... 6, 895.49 
W. D. McHenry, receiver of public moneys, Des Moines, Iowa......... 612.00 
J. Montgomery, receiver of public moneys, Oxford, Idaho.............. 7, 036. 40 
W. J. McClure, receiver of public moneys, Crour d'Alene, Idaho....... 1, 017. 90 
J. T. Outhouse, receiver of public moneys, La Grande, Oregon ...• y..... 12,675.53 
------· 
Carried forward .................. ·-·~·--·.................... 890,004.06 345,980,325.68 
RECEIPTS . AND- EXPENDITURES, 1887. XXVII 
General account of the receipts and expenditut·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward .........•.............•...........••...•. $282, 281. 24 $46, 030, 245. 67 
89 Expenses of United States courts ...................•.•.•......••• 
90 Fees of jurors United States courts ...................•••.••••••.. 
91 Fees of witnesses, United States courts .....•......••••....••.•.••• 
93 Support of prisoners, United States courts .. • ..•..••....••......•. 
96 Miscellaneous expenses, United States courts ...•••.............•. 
98 Fees anu expenses of marshals, United States courts ............. . 
lOll Fees of district attorneys, United States courts ....••....••........ 
102 Fee;, of clerks, ITnited States courts ..................•..•.......•• 
104- Rent of court-rooms, United States courts .........•..••••.......•. 
105 Fees of commissioners, United States courts ........•.•.•........•. 
114 Fees of supervisors of elections ...•••........••....••........•..... 
114 Support of convicts ....••........••••........•.....••..•.•..••..... 
114 Support ofin«ane convicts ....•....•.•..•••••.....•.•..•••...•..••. 
114 Uniform system of book-keeping .•••••.•••....••••.•••••.••••••.•.. 
114 Reliefof-
114 T.P. Westmoreland .•••••...•••.....•.•...•....••...•••..•..... 
114 S. P. Evans .......•••.........•.•...........••.......•..••...•. 
114 S. F. Rice .... ............ ...... .................... ........... . 
114 Payment to William Ward ......•.••••..•............•..•••••....•• 
114 Relief of William Huntington .........•..•......•.....•.••••..••..• 
114 Payment to A. R. Erskine, .J . .J. Dement, H. W. Bassett, and A. R. 
Bennett ..•..••..•••••........••...•••.........•....••........•.•. 
Der1uct repayment: 





















3, 527, 299. 90 
5. 00 
----Total expenditures, Department of .Justice ...•.•••......••.•.•••..•..•....•. 
Oustoms. 
114 Expenses collecting revenue .......••••....••...•••.......•.•.••••• 
123 Expenses regulating immigration ................................. . 
123 Expenses of revenue-cutter service ............................... . 
124 Supplies of light-houses ............ . .............................. . 
125 Repairs and incidental expenses of light-houses .....•.•........••• 
125 Salaries of keepers of light-houses .......•••..............•........• 
126 Inspectinglights .................................................. . 
126 Expenses oflia;ht-vessels .......................................... . 
i~~ ~~~:~:::~it~~;~~~~~:~:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::: 
127 Lighting and buoyage of rivers .................................. .. 
127 Furniture and repairs, public buildings .........................•. 
128 Fuel, light and water, public buildings .... . ....................... . 
128 Heating apparatus, public buildings ..•.......•....•............... 
128 Pay of assistant custodian, etc., public buildings ................. . 
~~~ ~~~~s~;~;IS~:~?~!~.i~~--_-_-.-.- .-.-.-_-_-_-_._._._-_. .-:::::::::.-:.-.-.·:: .- .-::::::.-:.-
130 Establishing life-saving stations .........•.. ~ .................. ... . 
130 Rebuilding revenue-cutter Richard Rush ..••...................... 
130 Compensation in lieu of moieties ................................. . 
131 Salaries and traveling expenses of agents at seal fisheries ....••.... 
13l Protection of sea-otter hunting grounds, etc., Alaska ...•••.....•. 
131 Quarantine stations for neat cattle .••..•..•......•....••.••....•.•. 
131 Draping public buildings ........................................ .. 
131 Moosfl Peak light-station, Maine .................................. . 
13l Lubec Narrows light-station, Maine ............................... . 
131 Hero Island ligbl-station, Vermont ........... •..••••.....•.... .... 
131 Revenue Marine store-house, Wood's Roll, Mass .....••....••.••••• 
131 New Bedford beacon-light, Mass .... ... ........................... . 
131 Gould Island light-station, Rhode Island ..•...•.••..••••.•••••...•. 
131 Castle Hill light-station, Rhode Island ...............•••.•••••..••. 
131 Gull Rocks light-station, Rhode Island .....•.........•..•..•....•• 
131 Hog Island Shoal light-ship, Rhode Island ....................... . 
131 Elm Tree light-station, New York ............................... . 
131 Whitehall Narrows light-station, New York ...................... . 
132 Watch Point light-station, New York ............................. . 
132 Fourtet:~n-Foot .Bank light-station, Delaware ..........•......•.•••• 
132 Bush Bluff light-station, Virginia ................................ . 
132 Winter Quarter Shoals light-ship, Virginia ..•...•....•••.....•.••. 
132 J?utch Gap ligJ;tt-stati?n, V:irgi~ia ......•...........•...•.......•••• 
132 Cape Charles hght-sb1p, V1rg1ma ... ............. ................. . 
132 Croaton light-station, North Carolina .............................. . 
132 Dog River Bar and Choctaw Pass channel, Alabama ............. . 
132 Mosquito Inlet light-station, Florida ............................. . 
132 Anclote Keys light-station, Florida ....••..••••...•••..•....•••.••. 
132 Apalachicola range-lights, FloJ1da ......•......•••..•.........•••.. 
132 Lights for channels leading to Pensacola, Florida ..••....••..... _. 
132 Re-establishment of light-houses, Texas ........... __ •••.•.•••.••.. 
















































3, 527, 294. 90 
Carried forward. . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 11, 537, 484. 48 49, 577, 540.57 
XXVIII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts an(l e.rpendUttres of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS' FEES-Continued. 
Broup:ht forward .•. . . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . .... .. .•••.• .••••• ... . .. $890; 004.06 $345,980,325.68 
J". O'Keane, receiver of public moneys, Vancouver, \Vash ........... ... 4, 9!5. 80 
J>. O'Malley, receiver of public moneys, Menasha, Wis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 723, 98 
vV. H. Pilkinton_, receiver ot: public monflys, ~a Keeney, Kans . . . . . . • . 94,249. 69 
C. D. P~ck, recmve~ ofpubltc ~oneys, Lake C1ty, Colo................. 1, 451.00 
E. T. Pittman, re?Civer of pu?liC money~Dnra!lgo, Colo : . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 4 336 42 
A. Peterson, recmver of public moneys, w orthmgton, Mmn . . . . . . . . . . . 2: 315: 61 
S. Parker, receiver of public moneys, Niobrara, Nebr................... 12,162.63 
J". G. Pilsbury, receiver of public moneys, Oregon City, Oregon........ 7,877.49 
.A.. J". Quindly, receiver of public money.'3, Little Rock, Ark............. 8, 403. 32 
J". F. Rollins, receiver of public moneys, Gainesville, Fla............... 3, 786.84 
J. W. Ross, receiver of public moneys, Glenwood Springs, Colo . . . . . . • . 4, 241. 57 
.A.. Rail son, receiver of public moneys, Redwood Falls, Minn . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 555. 90 
H. D.ltoot, receiver of public moneys, Lincoln, Nebr................... 5!1. 37 
W. A. J. Sparks, Commissioner General Land Office.................... 6. 00 
T. ~- Sherwo~d, receiver of public monAys, Marysville, CaL............ 3, 316.72 
T. Scott, receiver of public moneys, Oberlin, Kans . .. . .. . . ... •• . . . . . . . . 47, tlOO. 68 
0. Shannon, receiver of public moneys, North Platte, Nebr............. 50,550.81 
E. L. Salisbury, receiver of public moneys, Leadville, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3, 731. 96 
T. vV. Slusher, receiver of public moneys, The Dalles, 0Fegon.......... 2, 027. 50 
T. F. Singiser, receiver ofpnblic moneys, Mi1iche11, Dak ...... .......... 17,737.33 
H. W. Stone, receiver of public moneys, Benson, Minn.................. 835.54 
E. G. Swanstrom, receiver of public moneys, Duluth, Minn............. 13,138.07 
P. H. Stolberg, receiver of public moneys, Taylor· s Falls, Minn . . . . . . . . 1, 252. 77 
A. Y. Shaw, receiver of public moneys, Lewiston, Idaho . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . • 4, 155. 78 
vV. T. Shaffer, rece!ver ofpnbl~c moneys, Evanston, ~yo ....... .... ... 2, 285.93 
E. B. Sanders, recmver ofpubhc moneys, Wausau, W1s ...... ....... ... 3, 104.78 
C. Spalding, receiver of public moneys, Topeka, Kans............ . . . . . • 471. 11 
0. l!'. Searl, receiver of public moneys, Salina, K:1ns . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 6, l 80. 56 
S. S. Smith, receiver of public moneys, Devil's Lake, Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 105. 54 
J. Stinemetz, receiver of public moneys, McCook, Nebr................ 20,216. 24 
F. W. Smith, reeiver of public moneys, Tnscon, Ariz................... 4, 053.42 
D .• T. Sullivan, receiver of public moneys, Prescott, Ariz................ 3, 400. 00 
1!'. H. Schrock, receiver of public moneys, Lamar, Uolo:................. 72, 331. 82 
C. Thomas, receiver of public mou.eys, Prescott, A.riz . . ....... ......... 2, 044.64 
\V. M. Townsoml, receiver of public moneys, Lakeview, Oregon........ 8, 085. 78 
S. Than,hauser, rec~iver of publiu monRys, Garden City, Kans . . . . . . . . . . 112, 6ii1.19 
W. H. 'Ian ere, recmver of public moneys, Huntsville, Ala.............. 16, 015.77 
J. Treacy, receiver of public ll1oneys, North Platte, Nebr............... 24,675.00 
.J. R. Thornton, receiver of public rooneyE<, Camden, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 783. 44 
T. W. Tipton, receiver pfpublic lliOneys, Bloomington, Nebr........... 6, 769.42 
C. N. Thornberry, receiver of public moneys, The Dalles, Oregon . . . . . . 15, 789. 51 
B. M. Thompson, receiver of public money:'!, East Saginaw, Mich....... 348.23 
E. A. Umland, receiver of public mones·s, Ta~·lor'~=~ ]'ails, Minn......... ~26. 55 
J. S. ·waters, receiver of public moneys, H:.tiley, Idaho................. 3, 492.50 
F. G. Ward, receiver of public moneys, Susanville, Cal................. 1, 95'2. 79 
S. C. Wright, receiver of public monPys, Carson City, Nev.............. 588. 00 
D. H. Wallace, receiver of public moneys, Tucson, Ariz...... .. . • . . .. .. 2, 028. 25 
T. Wrong, receiver of public moneys, Concordia, Kans................. 677.24 
P. K. Wiser, receiver of public moneys, Tracy, Minn................... 2, 660.91 
A. 0. Whipple, receiver of public moneys, Devil's Lake, Dak. ....•.. ... 4, 401.63 
H. C. Wallace, receiver of public monpys, Salt Lake City, Utah........ 13, 510.94 
L. G. Wilcox, receiver of public mouevs, Detroit, Mich................. 108. 08 
A. Wo01l, receiver of public moneys, Susanville, Cal.................... 2, 990.88 
J. M. Welch, receiver of public moneys, Detroit, Mich...... . . . . • • . . . . . . 313. 97 
H. W. Young, receiver of public moneys, Independence, Kans.......... 605. 79 
F. M. Zeibach, receiver of public moneys, Yankton, Dak.... .. . .•. ...... 7, 284.20 
----
FROM MARINE HOSPITAL TA.X. 
C. A. Arthur, collector, New York, N.Y .•••••....•...••.•.........••.•• 
H. F. Beecher, collector, Puget Sound, \Vash ........................... . 
J. Collins, collector, Bristol, R. L ...................................... . 
P.French, Alaska, Alaska ............................. ·-----·········· 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York, N.Y ...•.......•....•.•...•.•••..•.. 
G. A. Hesson, collector, .Memphis, Tenn .....••...••••.•••.............. 
B. F. Jonas, collector, New Orleans, La ................................. . 
H. B. Moore, collector, Duluth, Minn._. ___ ............................ .. 
D. Magone, collector, NewYork,N. Y ................................. . 
J". L. Pierce, collector, Machias, Me ................................... . 
T. F. Tobin, collector, Memphis, Tenn ................................. . 
C. B. Watson, collector, Oregon, Oregon ............................... .. 














1, 540, 603. 05 
224.21 
Carried forward ....................................................... v····· 347, 521, 152.94 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XXIX 
General account of the recei.fts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward~ ......... --------- ...•••. --·-·------ .....• 
132 Port Sanilac light-station, Michigan .............................. . 
132 Pipe Island light-station, Michigan ............... - ............... . 
132 St. Mary's River mu.a:e-lights, Michigan ..... ---------------------
132 Scul Choix Point light-station, Michigan .... --.- .. -.. -- .......... . 
132 Grosse Point light-ship, Michigan.-- ...... - ......... ---- ......... .. 
132 Grand IRland light-station, Michigan .......... --------.----· ...••• 
132 Cape Orford light,-station, Oregon .......•......••.••.. -- ..•....•••• 
132 Two Harbors light-station, Minnesota ....•... - ..... - •........•.••. 
132 Milwaukee light-station, Wisconsin ............................. .. 
132 N ort!Jwest Seal Rock light-station, California . -- .. - ... -.- •••...... 
132 Angel Island fog-signal. California ............•.....••••. -- ...... . 
132 Point Sur light-station, California ........... -- .. - .. -- ............. . 
133 Maintenance of lighte(l buoys .................. ------·--·-····-··· 
133 Steam-tender for the Fourth district ............................. . 
133 Steam-tender for the Pacific Coast ............................ ~ ••• 
133 Steam revenue vessel fqrtheMississippi River ........... --- .... . 
133 Lighting the Statute of Liberty, New York ....................... . 
133 Repayment to importers exce~s of deposits ................ -·---·· 
138 Debentures, drawbacks, bounties or allowances ............•....•• 
139 DelJentures and other charges ....... -- .. -- ........ -- .. - .. - ... -... . 
139 Refunding penalties or chll-rges erroneously exacted .............. . 
139 Refunding penalties erroneously received. .. -- ................... .. 
139 Extra pa_v to officers, etc., who served in the Mexican war ....... . 
139 U nclaimcd merchandise .......................................... . 
139 Servicfls to American vessels ..................................... . 
140 Salaries and expenses, shipping service .........•.....•.•.•........ 
140 Salaries, shipping service ........................................ . 
140 Refund to Baltimore Storage and Lightage Company ..•..••..•••.. 
140 Refund to George Hall & Co ..................................... . 
141 Refund to Bee-Line Transportation Co ......................... .. 
141 Relief of cortain employes 12th light district .................... .. 
141 Pavmentto W. G. Holden ......................................... . 
141 Payment to J. M. Curree ........................................ . 
141 Payment of judgment to William H. Lears.............. • ••...••• 
141 Payment of judgment to Caesar Gusdolfs ........................ . 
141 Re-imbursement for losses sustained by burning of the light-house 
tender Lily .................................................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
127 Lighting and buoyage of Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohio 
Rivers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . .. . . .. • • • .. $358. 51 
127 Repairs and preservation of public buildings............. 6, 847.41 
129 l{epairs and preservation of marine hospitals . . . . . . • . . • . 273.24 
l:lO l~ebuilding and improving life-saving station............ 344.50 
130 Building or purchase, etc., revenue vessels . . . . . . . . . . • . . 816. 10 
131 Sakonnet Point light-station, Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . • • . • 26. 52 
131 Seabrook beacon light, Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . 4, 133.69 
1:n Hell Gate Electric Light, New York ..................... 2, 609.44 
;:n Lights on Hudson River, New York..................... 214.08 
1:n Romer Shoal light-station, New York .....•.....•....••.• 10, 663. 40 
1o2 Florida Reef Beacom, Florida . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . 1, 089. 18 
132 Cape San Bias light-station, Flor1da .. .... .. .... .. ...... 98.93 
132 Rebecca Shoal light-station, Florida ............ _._....... 22. 60 
1a2 Survey of light-house sites . .. . . .... .. ... . .. .. ....... ... 378.45 
133 Laboratory of the Light-House Board . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . 1, 732. 46 
139 Detection and prevention of frauds...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 132. 86 
n1, 537,484.48 
4, 29!:!. 75 
1, 304.74 
11,000.00 














4, 656, 717.81 


















23, 825, 674. 49 
29.741.37 
$49, 577, 540. 57 
Total expenditures, customs .. - .......... - ...................................... 23, 795. 933.12 
INTERIOR-CIVIL. 
Salari~s and contingent expens~B-
141 Salaries, office of Secretary ........................................ . 
141 Contingent expenses, office of Secretary ........................... . 
141 Library, office of Secretary ....................................... _ 
141 Expenses, special land inspector ... -·---·· ........................ . 
141 Interstate Commerce Commission ................................. . 
141 Postage to postal union countries ................................. . 
141 Rent of buildings .................................................. . 
141 Stationery ........................................................ . 
14-2 Maps of the United States ........................................ . 
14:l Additional copies of maps of the United States ................... . 
142 Stable alld carpenter-shop, House of Representatives .......•.•.••. 
142 Investigation of the affairs of bonded Pacific railroads ..........•.. 
142 Salaries, General Land Office .................. _ ...•.. _. . ......... . 
142 Expenses ofinspectors, General Land Office .......••••......•.•.•.• 
142 Library, General Land Office ...................................... . 
















921, 980. 25 73, 373, (73. 69 
XXX RECEIPTS AND EXPJ<~NDITURES, 1887. 
(:Jenerat account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought forward . • • • • . . • . • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • $347, 521, 152. 94 
FROM RELIEF OF SICK AND DISABLED SEAMEN. 
D. Magone, collector, New York, N.Y .••...•..•••.•••.••••.•••••••••.•• 
J. S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal. ......•••••••••.•••••••••.•••• 
N.J. Reddick, clerk eastern district North Carolina .••.••••••.••..••••• 
FROM LABOR, DRAYAGE, AND STORAGE. 
S. J. Anderson, collector, Portland, Me ..•••••••..•.....•••..•••••.••••• 
James Burns, collector, Kansas Cit.y, Mo .........•.•••••••.•••.•.••••• 
A. D. Bissell, collector, Buffalo, N. Y .••..........•.•.••.•••.•..••.•••.. 
J. B. Battelle, collector, Miami, Ohio .......••••.....••.•.••...••••.••.. 
D. 0. Barr, collector, Pittsburgh, Pa ..........•.....•••.•.•••••....••.. 
C. F. Bailey, collector, Corpus Christi, Tex ...•.•...•••.••••.••••••.••.. 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Niagara, N.Y .........•..••••.•.•••.•.•..•••••• 
R. L. Cropley, collector, GPor,getown, D. C .•••••.••..•......•..•.••..••. 
J. Cadwalader, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ..••••....••.•••••....••.••••• 
W. Caldwell, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio .•••.•..•..•.••.....••.•••..•••• 
J. J. Cocke, collect<tr, Brazos, Tex ...........•.•..•..•.•••....••..•.•••. 
A. D. Cole, collector, Albany, N.Y .............•..••..•.••.•••••••••••. 
W. G. Clark, collector, Mobile, Ala .......••••......•.•.••...•••.••••••. 
D. J. Campau, collector, Detroit, Mich ...••.••••••..••••.••...•..•....•. 
R. F. Dodge, collector, Salem, Mass .................................... . 
W. ll. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y ........................... . 
A. C. Egerter, collector, Wheeling·, W.Va .....••.•.••..•............... 
J. Farrington, acting collector, Minnesota, Minn .•••••.•.•...•••.•..... 
J. T. Gotbright. collector, Louisville, Ky .•••••.•.•......••••••.••...... 
A. Guernon, collector, Minnesota, Minn .••...•.••••.•.•.......•••...... 
J. B. Groome, collector, Baltimore, Md ................................ . 
C. C. Hubbard, collector, Hartford, Conn .............................. . 
J. V. Harris, collector, Key West, .Fla ................................. . 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York. N.Y .............................. . 
J. S. Hager, collector, ::3an Francisco, Cal .............................. . 
G. A. Hesson. collector, Memphis, Tenn ............................... . 
J. Hunter, collector. St. Joseph, Mo ................................... . 
T. F. Johuson, collector, Savannah, Ga ................................ . 
B. :F. Jonas, collector, New Orlean A, La ................................ . 
T.D.Jervey,collector, Charleston, S.C ............................... . 
A.M. Kuhn, collector, Indianapolis, Ind .............................. . 
W. Livingstone, collector, De1roit, Mich .............................. . 
R. D. Lancaster, collector. St. Louio, Mo ............................... . 
J. V. Linde, collector, St. Jost•ph, Mo .................................. . 
W. J, McKinnee, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio ..............•...•..•••. _ •. 
W. R. Mayo, collector, Norfolk, Va ................................... .. 
J. Me Williams, collector, Providence, R. I ............................ . 
W. H. McLyman, collector, Miami, Ohio ............................... . 
D. Magone, collector, New York, N.Y ............................... .. 
I. B. Poucher, collector, Oswego, N. Y ................................. . 
H. F.Pickels,collector,De1aware, Del ............................... .. 
C. H. Robinson, collector, Wilmington, N. C ........................... . 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex ............................... . 
L. Saltonstall, collector. Buston, Mass ................................. . 
T. F. Tobin, collector, Memphis, Tenn ................................ .. 
F. B. Torrey, receiver of public money11, Bath, Me ................... _ .. 
0. L. Threlkeld, receiver of public moneys, Saluria, Tex .••.••...•.•. _ .• 
J. Van Der Linde, receiver of public moneys, St. J osepb, Mo .•... _ ..... 





















































SERVICES OF UNITED STATES OFFICERS, 1886. 
W. L. Bancroft, collector, Huron, Mich .•••...••..••• ; •.•••••..•...•.•.. 
D. F. Davis, collector, Bangor, Me .................................... .. 
.A. Guernon, collector, Minnesota, Minn .............................. .. 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York, N.Y .............................. . 
J. S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal .............................. . 
B. F. Jonas, collector, New Orleans, La ................................. . 
0. Kelly, collector, Perth Amboy, N. J ............................... .. 
11. Magone, collector, New York. N.Y ................................ .. 
D. S. Presson, collector, Gloucester, Mass ............................. . 











SERVICES OF UNITED STATES 0FFICERS, 1887. 
R. H. Arbuckle, collector, Erie, Pa ..................................... . 
S. J. Anderson, collector, Portland, Me ................................ . 
T. J. Arnold, collector, San Diego, Cal. ............... -~ ............... . 








Carried forward .............................................. . 4, 638.17 347, 605, 216. 73 
/ 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES~ 1887. XXXI' 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ....•.........•..•• -----· .......•..•..••••• 
142 Transcript of records of plats, General Land Office ...•.••••......•. 
142 Reproducing plats of surveys, G-eneral Land Office .••....•••..•••• 
142 Salaries, Bureau of Education ...........••......•.......•.......... 
142 Collecting statistics, Bureau of Education .........•.•..•..•...•... 
142 Distributing documents, Bureau of Education ...•.... -.••......••. 
143 I_.ibrary, Bureau of Education ...•••.....•.......•••.••..•..••.....• 
143 Education of children in Alaska ........••.......••..•••••......•.. 
143 Salaries, Indian Office .....•......••••..•...•...•...•..•.••.......•. 
143 Salaries, Bureau of Labor .•.•..•.••..........••..•....•••.•••••.... 
143 Library, Bureau of Labor ................•......•••••..••.••....... 
143 Miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of Labor_ .•...•...•..•.••..•...... 
143 Salaries, Pension Office ...........•.....•..••...•••.••...•...•...•. 
143 Salaries, special examiners, Pension Office ..•..•••••............... 
143 Investigation of pension cases, Pension Office ...••.....•...•....... 
144 Investigation of pension cases, special examiners, Pension Office ... 
144 Furnishing Pension Office building .................•....•.......•• 
144 Salaries, Patent Office . ........•.........•.......•••..••.•.....•..•• 
144 Foreign Exchange Office .................•......•..•••............. 
144 Photolithographing . _ .......•...........••..•..•••••....••......... 
144 Official Gazette, Patent Office ...•••.......•••.....•................ 
144 Scientific library, Patent Office ................••..•..•............. 
144 Public use of inventions and defending suits, Patent Office ..•..... 
144 Salaries, railroad office .........•................•.......• ._ •........ 
144 Traveling expenses, railroad office ..........•....•..........•.....• 
145 Salaries, office of Architect of the Capitol. ....••.•••••.........••• 
145 Salaries, office of Geological Survey .•••••..•.•••.••.••..••.....••. 
Deduct repayment: 
142 Contingent expenses, General Land Office .••.••••••••••••••• , •••• 






1, 109. 17 





1, 763, 414. 76 
205,184.90 
221,472.13 
208, 72:.!. 78 













--------Total expenditures, salaries and contingent expenses .••••••••••••••••••••••. 4, 413, 570. 58 
Public lands. 
145 Salaries, surveyor-general, Arizona ...•••.••.........••..••••...•.• 
145 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Arizona ...•..•••...•..... 
145 Salaries surveyor-general, California ...•••....••.....•....••...... 
145 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, California .....•.•••••..•. 
145 Salaries, surveyor-general Colorado ....•.....•••..•.....••..•..... 
145 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Colm:ado ....•....••....•• 
145 Salaries, surveyor-general, D:tkota ...•.•...........•••••••••.••••• 
145 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Dakota .•....•..•.•..•••••• 
145 Salaries, surveyor-general, Florida ...............•...........•..•. 
145 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Florida .....•..••.....•••• 
145 Salaries, surveyor-general, Idaho_....... . ....................... . 
145 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Idaho .................... . 
145 Salaries, surveyor-general, Louisiana_ ............••..•.•••••.••..• 
145 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Louisiall.a . _ ...•.•.•••.•.. 
145 Salaries, surveyor-general, Minnesota ............................ . 
146 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Minnesota .....•......•.•• 
146 Salat;ies, surveyor-general, Montana ....••..............•••.•...•.. 
146 Contmgent expenses, surveyor-general, Montana ... _ ••. __ ••••••••• 
146 Salaries, surveyor-general, Nebraska and Iowa. __ ..•.•.•.•••••.. _. 
146 Salaries, surveyor-general, Nevada ..................••.•.•.••..••. 
146 Contingent expenses. surveyor-general, Nevada ....••.•••.••...•. 
146 Salaries, surveyor-general, New Mexico ...........••.••.••.....•.. 
146 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, New Mexico .•....•• ·-----
146 Salaries, surveyor-general, Oregon ........... _ ..... _ •..••..••..• _. 
146 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Oregon .•..••.•...•.•....•. 
146 Salaries, surveyor-general, Utah_ ......... _ ••.. _ •..•.••••. _ •..•.•.• 
146 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Utah •.••......•••••.••••• 
146 Salaries, sur\'eyor-general, Washington . _ ......•................ _. 
147 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Washington .........•.••• 
147 Salaries, surveyor-general, Wyoming .•••••.•.•.•..........•••••••• 
147 Contingent expenses, surveyor-general, Wyoming ...••...••.••••• 
147 Salaries and commissions of registers and receivers .....••••••.••• 
149 Expenses of depositing public moneys ..••••....••..•..•..••••.••. 
150 Contingent expenses, land offices ....•.•.•••••.••.••••••.••..••.... 
152 Depredation~< on public timber ........••. ···-· .................... . 
153 Protecting the public lands ....... __ .•••...•.••••..•....•..•••••.• 
153 Surveying the public lands .........•..•..•.....•••••.••...••..•.•• 
154 Expenses of hearings in land entries .•••••.••••.••••••.....•••••.• 
155 Settlement of claims for swamp lands, etc .......•.••.•.•••.••.•••• 
155 Surveying private land claim"' in California .......•••......••••••• 
155 Surveying private land claims in New Mexico ..•....•...•...••..•. 
155 Resurveys of the public lands ....••...•••...•••..•...•..••..•••••. 
155 Re-imbursement to receivers for excess of deposits .............•.• 
Carried forward ..••••.••.•.••.••••••.•••••••••..•...•...•.•. 










































5, 825. 86 
1, 005, 914. 17 77, 787, 044. 27 
XXXII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITUI?.ER, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
SERVICES OF UNITED STATES OFFICERS, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ••.................••......•.•..••••••..••.• 
C. F. Bailey, collector, Corpus Christi, Tex ....•......•..••.•..••.•..•.. 
J.P. Brierly, collector, Wilmington, Cal ............................... . 
J.C. Byxbee, collector, New Haven, Conn ............................. . 
W. L. Bancroft, collector, Huron, Mich ................................ . 
J. Cadwalauer, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ............................. . 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Niagara, N. Y ................................. . 
W.Caldwell, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio ..•••••.••••..•••............••. 
J. J. Cocke, collector, Brazos, Tex ....•••.•••••••••••...•.•.•••.•.••••• 
W. G. Clark, collector, Mobile, Ala ................................... . 
D.J.Campan, collector, Detroit, Mich .............................. .. 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y ...•..•.•••••.•••••.••..••. 
D. F. Davis, collector, Bangor, Me ..................................... . 
J. Farrington, acting coUector, MinneBota, Minn ..................... . 
J.T.Gotbright, collector, Louisville, Ky ............................. . 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barnstable. Mass ............................... . 
J. B. Groome, collector, Baltimore, Md ................................ . 
A. Guernon, collector, Minnesota, Minn .............................. . 
..). E. Grady, collector, Apalachicola. Fla .............................. . 
E.L. Hedden, collector, New York, N.Y .............................. . 
J. S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal. ............................. . 
J. V. Harris, collector, Key West. l<'la ............................... .. 
W. Hartsuff, collector, Huron, Mich ......•......•......•.•....•....... 
George Hinds, collector, Wilmington, Cal. ............................ . 
T. F. Johnson, collector, Savannah, Ga ................................ . 
B. F. ,Jonas, collector, New Orleans, La .............................. .. 
G. A. Johnson, collector, San DiP go, CaL ............................. . 
T. D. Jervey, collector, Charleston, S. C ......•...•.• ---~-- .......... .. 
0. Kelley, collector, Perth Am boy, N. J .............................. . 
W. Livingston, jr., collector, Detroit, Mich ......................... .. 
R. D. Lancaster, collector, St. Louis, Mo .............................. . 
B.P.Lee, collector, Yorktown, Va ................................... .. 
S.D. Leavitt, collector, Passamaquodcly, Me ..••.....•...... , ..•...... 
C. E. Morris, collector, Genesee, N.Y ................................. . 
J. MeW illiams, collector, Providence. R. L ........................... . 
J. W.Martin, collector, Genesee, N.Y ............................... . 
J. Magoffin, collector, Paso del Norte, Tex ............................ . 
W. K. Mayo, collector, Norfolk, Va ................................... . 
F. D. Moore, collector, Duluth, Minn ................................. .. 
D. Magone, collector, New York, N.Y ................................ . 
S. A. Marcus, acting collector, Pensacola, Fla .•••••.....•.......•••.... 
D. S. Bresson, collector, Gloucester, Mass ............................. . 
H. F. Pickets, collector, Delaware, Del ............................... . 
M.H.Pratt, collector, Humboldt, Cal ................................. . 
E. Redman, collector, Frenchman's Bay, Me ...... : .................. . 
R. T. Rundlet, collector, Wiscasset, Me ............................... . 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex .................•...•..•....•.. 
B. B. Smalley, collector, Vermont, Vt ................................. . 
D. Saltonstall, collector, Boston, Mass ................................ . 
A. F. Seeburger, collector, Chicago, lll .............................. .. 
E. Sprague, collector, Waldoborough, Me ............................. . 
B. R. Tate, collector, New London, Conn .............................. . 
J. F. Wheaton, collector, Savannah, Ga ............................... .. 
'C. A. Ward, collector, Huron, Mich .................................... . 
FROM WEIGHING FEES. 
S. J. Anderson, collector, Portland, Me ................................ . 
C. F. Bailey, collector, Corpus Christi, Tex ............................ . 
J. Burns, collector, Kansas City, Mo ................................... . 
D. 0. Barr, collector, Pittsburgh, Pa .................................. .. 
'A. D. Bissell, collector, Buffalo, N.Y ................................... . 
J. Cadwalader, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ............................. . 
W. G. Clark, collector, Mobile, Ala ................................... .. 
J. J. Cocke, collector, Brazos, Tex ..................................... . 
J. B. Groome, collector, Baltimore, Md ........................ ........ . 
J. S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal .............................. . 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York, N.Y ............................... . 
B. F. Jona", collector, New Orleans, La ................................. . 
F. D. Jervey, collector, Charleston, S. C ............................... . 
D.Magoue, collector, New York, N.Y ................................. . 
J. Mc"Tilliams, collectl•r, Providence, R.I. ............................ . 
\V. R. Mayo, collector, Norfolk, Va ................................... M 
L. Saltonstall, collector, Boston, Mass ................................. . 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex .............................. . 
A. F. Seeburger, collector, Chicago, Ill ................................. . 











































































Carried forward................................................................. 347,967, 614.77 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XXXIII 
General accO'Unt of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ....•••.....••••.. ···"········ ..••••.••••• 
Deduct repayment : 
$1,005,914.17 $77,787,044.27 
14.6 Contingent expenses office of surveyor-general of Nebraska and 
Iowa ............................................................ . I25. 09 
Total expenditures, public lands .••••• --···· ............................... . 
Buildings and grounds. 
155 Annual repairs of the Capitol. ................................... . 
155 Capitol terraces .................................................. . 
I55 Improving the Capitol grounds ................................... . 
155 Lighting the Capitol grounds .................................... . 
155 Boiler vaults aml boilers, Senate .................................. . 
I55 V<~ntilation, Senate ............................................... . 
I55 Elevator, Senate .................................................. . 
I 55 Elevator, House of Representatives .............................. . 
I55 Repairs of building, Department of the Interior .................. . 
I55 Fire-proof bttilding, Pension Office ............................... . 
I55 Heating apparatus for Pension Office building .................... . 
I56 Building for Library of Congress (site) .......................... .. 
I~5 ~uilding for Library of Con~re~s (construction) ................. .. 
1;>6 Store-house, Government Prmtmg Office ........................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 






I, 500. 00 
5, 000.00 





45, 000. 00 
3, 000.00 
1, 009, 471. 51 
25.00 
Total expenditures, buildings and grounds ................................. . 
Beneficiaries. 
I56 Government Hospital for the Insane ........................... .. 
I 56 Buildings and grounds, Government Hospital for the Insane .....• 
I56 Buildings and grounds, Columbiainstitution for the Deaf and Dumb 
I56 Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb ................... .. 
156 Education of feeble-minded children, District of Columbia ......•• 
I56 Howard University ............................................... . 
156 Building and grounds, Howard University ...................... .. 
156 Maryland Institution for the Instruction of the Blind ........... .. 
I56 Freedmen's Hospital and Asylum ................................ . 
156 Freedmen's Hospital and Asylum, repairs to water-tank ........ .. 












Total expenditures, beneficiaries ........................................... . 
Miscellaneous. 
156 Preservation of collections, National Museum ..................... . 
I56 Heating and lighting, National Museum ........................ .. 
I56 Furmtnre ana tixtures, National Museum ........................ . 
I56 Protection and improvement of Yellowstone National Park ....... . 
157 Expenses of the Tenth Census ................................... . 
157 Expenses of the Eighth Census .................................. .. 
157 Geological Survey ....................................... · ......... . 
I57 Pre~ervation of abandoned military reservations .....•...•••....•• 
157 Appraisement and sale of abandoned military reservations ......•• 
157 Suppression oft he slave trade ......... ., ........................ .. 
I58 Deposits by individuals for surveying public lands .............. . 
I58 Indemnity for swamp lands ...................................... . 
158 Protection and improvement of Hot Sprin,gs, Ark ............... .. 
I57 Five per cent. fund, etc., public lanll in Wisconsin ...... --~--·- .. . 
157 Five per cent. fund, etc., pnblic land in Louisiana ................ . 
157 Five ver cent. fund, etc., public land in Nebraska ................ . 
159 Two per cent. fund, etc., public lau<l in Alabama ................. . 
159 Three per cent. fund, etc., public land in Alabama. ............... . 
I59 Repayment for lands erroneously sold ........................... .. 
I58 Relief of A. A. Thomas ........................................... . 






















Total expenditures, misceLlaneous ....•••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••.•••••.••••• 
Internal revenue. 
167 Salaries and expenses of agents, etc ......................... -·· •• 
164 Salaries and expenses of collectors ............................... . 
170 Expenses under oleomargarine act ............................... . 
I70 Drawbacks on stills imported ................................... .. 
170 Allowances on drawbacks ........................................ . 
171 Redemption of stamps ............................................ . 
~. oo·;, 863. 78 
I, 822, 529. 79 
4, 341.18 
120.00 
35, 221. 68 
19, 5'N. 50 
1, 005, 789. 08 
I, 009, 446. 51 
359,284.76 
1, 033, 134. 38 
Carried forward ................................... •••• •••••• 3, 889, 600. 93 81, 194, 699. 00 
H. Ex. 294-III 
XXXIV RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM CUSTOMS OFFICERS' FEES, 1886. 
Brought forward ....••...•.•..••••....••...•.•••••••.••..•••••••••• ·-·· ...... $347,967,614.77 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York. N.Y............................... $656.70 
F.J.Phelps,collector,LaCrosse, Wis.................................. 8.30 
FROM CUSTOMS OFFICERS' FEES, 1887. 
S. J . .Anderson, collector, Portland, Me ................................ . 
J. Cadwalader, collector, Philadelphia, Pa ......................•....••• 
J. B. Groome, collector, Baltimore, Md ................................ . 
E. L. Hedden, collectot·, New York, N. Y .............................. . 
J. S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal ............................. .. 
B. F. Jonas, collector, New Orleans, La ................................ . 
J. Magofiin, collector, Paso del Norte, Tex ........................... .. 
D.Magone, collector, New York, N.Y ................................ . 
L. Saltonstall, collector, Boston, Mass ................................ . 





16, Hll. 35 
9, 805.11 
836. 00 
156, 123. 41 
38, 053. 24 
10, 309.70 
FROM FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-CUSTOMS, 1886. 
H. F. Beecher, collector, Pnget Sound, Wash .......................... . 
C. F. Bailey, collector, Corpus C hl'isti, Tex ............................ . 
C. H. Call, collector, Superior, Mich .................................. .. 
J. J. Cocke, collector, Brazos, Tex .................................... . 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N.Y ..••.•••••.•••...•.•.•••••.• 
J. E. Dart, colleetor, Brunswick, Ga .. ............................. . .. .. 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York, N. Y ................... . .......... . 
B. F. Jonas, collector, New Orleans, La ................................ . 
J. Magoffin, collector, Paso del Norte, Tex ............................ . 
W. J. McKinnie, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio ........................... .. 
A. Putnam, collector, Middletown, Uonn .•••..••.•••..••••..••..•...••• 
W. H. Pratt, collector, Humboldt, Kans ............................... . 
H. W. Richardson, collector, Beaufort, S.C .•••.•••.•••.•••..••......•.. 















FROM .FINES, PENALTIES, ~~p0~0N_!1~~~RES-CUSTOMS, 1885 AND 
T.;B. Johnson, collector, Charleston, S.C .............................................. . 
FROM FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-CUSTOMS, 1887. 
R. H . .A.rlmckle, collector, Erie, Pa . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. •• 2. 44 
S.J. Anderson, collector, Portland, Me................................. 11.85 
T. J. A mold, collector, S1tn Diego . Cal .. .. • .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • 105. 05 
A. H. Abell, collector, Dunkirk, N. V:. ... ...... ...... ...... ............ 10.33 
A. D. Bissell, collector, Buffalo, N.Y. . .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. • • • .. • .. .. • . .. . .. 462. 38 
Q. A. Brooks, collector, Png;et Sounfl, Wash............................ 10,375.20 
W . .A.. Baldwin, collector, Newark, N.J................................. 40. 40 
J. B. Batelle, collector, Miami, Ohio . ... ...... ...... .......... ......... 309.99 
C. F. Baill~Y. collector, Corpus Chrb·ti, Tex............................. 1,304. 87 
H. F. Beecher, collector, Pnget Sound, Wash........................... 1, 064.74 
J. C. By:x.bee, collector, New: Haven, Conn.............................. 119.57 
W. G. Ulark, collector, Mobtle, Ala ...... ...... ...... ............ ...... 44 64 
W. Caldwell, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio................................ 14.80 
J. Cad w alader, collector, Philadelphia, Pa . ... .. . ...................... 1, 277. 14 
R. L. Cropley, collector, Georgetown, D. C . .. . . . . . .. .. • .. • • • . . .. . . . . . .. 31. 65 
J. J. Cocke, collector, Brazos, Tex...................................... 1, 088.47 
.A.. D. Cole, collector, Albany, N. Y .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .... •• 50. 85 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Niagara, N.Y.................................. 585.05 
.J.H.Cozzens,collector, Perth Amboy, N.J............................ 605.00 
C. H. Call, collector, Superior, Mich .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. • • .. .. • . .. .. .. • 266. 11 
J. Collins. collector, Brunswick, Ga. . . . . ... .. ... . .. .... •• . .. . . • . . • . . . .. 200. 00 
D. J. Cam pan, colleetor, Detroit, Mich.................................. 417.24 
R. F. Dodge, collector, Salem, Mass.... . ............................... 10. oo 
J. P.Donworth, collector, Aroostook, Me ..••. "....... ................. 1, 496.83 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N.Y............................ 70.69 
J. E. Dart, collector, Brunswick, Ga. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. • • • . .. • .. . .. • .. 125. 00 
S. H. Doten, collector, Plymouth, Mass .. .. .. . .. .. • .. •• .. . .. . .. • • .. .. .. 3. 12 
P. French, collector, .Alaska, Alaska . .................................. 173.57 
J. Faniugton, acting collector, :Minnesota, Minn .. .. •• .. .. .. • .. .. . • • .. 73. 34 
T. M. Favre, collector, Pearl River, Miss............................... 5. 00 
George Frazee, collector, Burlington, Iowa............................ . 90 
J.B. Groome, collector, Baltimore, Md ................ -............... 2, 067.70 
A. Guernon, collector, Minnesota, Minn................................ 91. 45 
J.E.Grady,collector, .Apahtchicola, Fla............................... 10.00 





CaiTied forward ····-····••••••••••••••••••••••··········· 22, 729. 95 348, 276, 026. 68 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XXXV 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ..•••••••.•••.•••••••••.•••.•••••••••••.••• 
174 Rebate of tax on tobacco ..•...........•....••..•...•. --- .•••••.••• 
174 Refunding moneys erroneously covered into the Treasury ..••.••• 
174 Refunding taxes illegally collected .........•....••....••..••••..•• 
175 Punishment for violation of internal-revenue laws .•••.•••.•••..•• 
176 Stamps, paper, and dies ...•••......••..•.••••••.••.•••.••.•••••.••• 
176 Paper for internal-revenue stamps ..•••.••..•••••••••••.•••••.••••• 
177 Refund, etc., taxes on distilled spirits ..••.••••••.• r••··· ••••••..•• 
176 Pavment to William R. Beatty .....•.•.•••.••..••..•...•...•••.••. 
176 Reiief, etc., taxes on rope and bagging ...•••••.•...•••••.•...••••• 
176 Relief of heirs at law of James Stewart .••..••...•.....••.••••••••• 
176 Relief of H. H. Faulkner .••..•••.•••••.••.••.••...•..•.....•••..••• 
176 Relief of Mary W oodloe .•..•..•..•••..•••••••.••....•..••..••...•• 
176 Relief of William Fisher .•••..•••••.•••••.•••.•••••.•••.••.••••.••• 
Reliefof-
176 Wm. F. Gray .•.•....••.••••••••..•••••.•••••••••..•.••••..•••• 
176 Pattison & CaldwelL ..••••.•••••.•••••.•••...•••.•••••••••.••• 
177 Wm. E. Bond .....•.•••••.•••••.•••.••••••••••••••••••...•..••• 
177 J. M. McClintock ..••••••••..•••••.•••••.•••••••••.••••..••••• 
177 E. T. Pilkinson ...•.•.••..•••••.•.....•.•...••..•••••.••..••••• 
177 W.H. PowelL ............................................... . 
177 J.P. Birch and J. Grigsby .•••.•••.•••.•••.•••.••••••••••••••• 
Deduct repayment: 
170 Expenses of assedsing and collecting internal revenue .•••••••••••• 





















4, 074, 012. 18 
3, 885.59 
Total expenditures, internal revenue ...••.•••••.•••••.••••••.•••••...•••.••• 4, 070, 126. 59 
PUBLIC DEBT. 
Redemption. 
177 Gold certificates .•••.•••...•.•••••.•••••..••..••••.•••.•••.•••.•••• 
177 Silvercertificates ................................................ .. 
177 Certificates of deposits .......................................... .. 
i~~ ~iJtd~~~~de~~ife~a~~~~:::::: ::::::::: ::~.: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
177 Legal tender notes ............................................... . 
177 Fractional currency .............................................. . 
177 Treasury notes of 1857 ........................................... .. 
177 Treasury notes of 1861. ........................................... . 
177 One year notes of1863 ............................................ . 
177 Two year notes of 1863 ........................................... .. 
177 Compound interest notes ......................................... . 
177 Silver thirties of 1864 and 1865 .....•.....•.•..•.••..••.•••..••.••• 
177 Loan of February 18til (1881s) .................................... . 
177 Oregon war debt ................................................. . 
177 Loan of July and August 1861 (188ls) ............................. . 
178 Loan of July and August 1861 (188ls) continued at 3-§: per cent ... . 
178 Five-twenties of 1862 ............................................. . 
178 Loan of1863 (188ls) .............................................. .. 
178 Loan of 1863 (1881s) continued at 3~ per cent ...................... . 
178 Ten-forties of 1864 ....... . ........................................ . 
178 Five-twenties of June 1864 ....................................... . 
178 Five-twenties ofl865 .............................................. . 
178 Consolsof 1865 .................................................... . 
178 Uonsols of1867 .................. , ................................. . 
178 Consolsof1868 .................................................... . 
178 Funded loan of 1881. ............................................. .. 
178 Funded loan of1881 continued at ilt per cent ...................... . 
178 Loan of July 12, 1882, 3 per cent .................................. . 
9, 687' 428. 00 
22, 286, 525. 00 
37, 900, 000. 00 
32,550. 00 
315.00 
74, 068, 000.00 










35, 650. 00 
2, 300.00 








19, 750. 00 
63, 750, 00 
127, 612, 850. 00 
Total expenditures, public debt redemption................................. 271,901,321.15 
Public debt interest. 
178 Refunding certificates ............................................ . 
178 Navy pension fund ............................................... . 
178 One-year notes of 1863 ............................................ . 
178 Two-year notes of 1863 ............................................ . 
178 Compound interest notes ......................................... . 
178 Seven-thirties of 1864 and 1865 .................................... . 
178 Loan of February, 1861 (1881s) ................................... .. 
178 Oregon war debt .................................................. . 
178 Loan of July and August, 1861 (1881s) ............................ . 
178 Loan of July and August, 1861 (1881s) continued at 3~ per cent .. .. 
178 Five-twenties of 1862 ............................................. . 
178 Loan of 1863 (188ls) ............................................... . 
178 Loan of 1863 (1881s) continued at 3! per cent ...................... . 














433, 929. 47 357, 166, 146. 74-
XXXVI RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM FINES, PEN A.LTIES, AND FORFEITURES-CUSTOMS, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........................................... . 
F. B. Goss, collt>ctor, Barnstable, Mass ............................... .. 
W. Goddard, collector, ]'airfield, Conn ................................ . 
J. S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal. ............................ .. 
C. U. Hubbard, collector, Middletown, Conn ........................... . 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New York, N.Y ............................. .. 
.J. V. Harris, collector, Key West, Fla ................................. . 
A. A. Hascom, collector, Portsmouth, N.H ............................ . 
W. H. Huse, collector, Newburyport, Mass .......................... .. 
G. A. Hessen, collector, Memphis, Tenn ............ - .................. . 
W. M. Harned, late acting collector, Puget Sound, Wash ......•..•...•• 
J. Hobson, collector, Oregon, Oregon ................................. . 
T. Ireland, collector, Annapolis. Md ................................... . 
T. D. J erve:v., collector, Charleston, S. C ............................... . 
•r. B .• Tohnston, collector, Charleston, S. U ............................ .. 
B. F .. Jon as, collector, New Orleans, La ............... o ............... .. 
G. W.Jackman. collector, Newbur.vport, Mass ........................ . 
R. C. Jordan, collector, Omaha, Nebr .................................. . 
C. Krcz, collector, Milwaukee, Wis .................................... . 
A.M. Kuhr, colleetor, Indianapolis, Ind .............................. .. 
W. Livingstone, jr .. collector, Detroit, :Mich ........................... . 
R. D. Lancaster, collector. St. Louis, Mo . . ............................ .. 
S. D. Leavett, collector, Passamaquoddy, Me ....••.••..••..•.........•. 
B.P.Lee, collector, Yorktown, Va .................................... .. 
C. E. Morr·is, collector, Genesee, N. Y .................................. . 
W. J. McKinnie, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio .....••.••••......•.......•.. 
J. Magoffin, collector, Paso del Norte, Tex ............................ .. 
J. M. Mercer, collector, Burlington, Iowa ............................. . 
W. R. Mayo, collector, Norfolk, Va .................................... . 
J. J. McClure, collector, PenRacola, Fla .....•.•••..•.••.........•...•.. 
D. Magone, collector. New York, N.Y ................................. . 
C. Mann, collector, Vicksburg, Miss .................................. .. 
H. B. Moore, collector, Duluth, Minn ................................. .. 
J. E. Moore, collector, Waldo borough, Me ............................ .. 
J. McWilliams, collector, Providence, R.I ....•.•.....••••.••••••••..••• 
N. B. N utt, cullectoJ', Passamaquoddy, Me ............................. . 
D. S. Pressen, collector, Gloucester. Mass .............................. . 
W. H. Pratt, collector, Humboldt, Cal. ................................. . 
H . .F. Pickles, coHector, Delaware, Del. ................................ . 
J. L. Pierce, colJPctor, Machias, Me .................................... . 
I. B. Poucher, collector, Oswego, N. Y ................................. . 
W. Reed, collector, Champlain, N.Y .................................. . 
C. H. Robinson, collector, Wilmington, N.C ........................... . 
0. H. Russell, collector, Richmond, Va ................................. . 
H. W. Richardson, collector, Beaufort, S. C ............................ . 
C. E. Robinson, collector, Albemarle, N.C ............................ .. 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex .............................. .. 
.A. F. Seeburger, collector, Chicago, ill ................................ . 
L. Saltohstall, collector, Boston, Mass ................................. . 
B. R. Smalley, collector, Vermont, Vt .................................. . 
E. Spr~gue, collector, W ald~b?rough, Me .............................. . 
F. N. l;hurtleff, collector, Wilbamette, Oregon ......................... . 
B. L. Threlkeld, collector, Saluria, Tex ............................... . 
James Tilton, collector, Great Egg Harbor, N. J' ..••..•• · ............... . 
P. R. Tate, collector, New London, Conn......... . ................... .. 
J. H. P. Voorhis, collector, Denver, Colo ............................... . 
G. W. Warren, collector, Cape Vincent, N.Y .......................... . 
D. 0. Watson, collector, Michigan, Mich ............................... . 
J. F. Wheaton, collector, Savannah, Ga ................... _._ ......... .. 
C. A. Ward, collector, Huron, Mich ................................... .. 
B. H. Ward, collector, Georgetown, S. C ............................... . 






























































FROM EMOLUMENT FEES-CUSTOMS, 1885 AND PRIOR YEARS. 
J. Bookwalter, collector, Minnesota, Minn ............................. . 
D. Eagan, collector, Key West, Fla .. -- ............................... .. 
G. A. Johnson, collector, San Diego Cal ............................... . 
D. W. McClung, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio .•••.•••••••..•••....••..•••• 
C. T. Osborn, collector, Superior, Mich ................................ .. 
C. Rude, collector, Sandusky, Ohio ..... o .............................. .. 
FROM EMOLUMENT FEES-CUSTOMS, 1886. 
J.Bookwalter, collector, Minnesota, Minn ............ ·······-··-- ..... . 
A. D. Bissell, colleotor, Buffalo, N. Y .•••• o .......... ~ ................. . 
D. 0. Barr, collector, Pittsburgh, Pa ................................... . 











30, 360. 91 348, 429,618.46 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XXXVII 
General acconnt of the 1·eceipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
f7~g~en-for~~~~~h{s~~r-~~:~·:.::·.·.·.::·:.:·.:::·.:·:.·.·.·.:·:.:·.·.·.:·:::.·.·::::.·:. 
178 Five-twenties of 1865 ..••.•....••.•••••.•••••.•.•••.••...•..•••.••• 
178 Consols of 1865 .•••••..••...•••..•..•••..•..•••.•.•••.•••••...•••.. 
178 Consols of 1867 ..••••..•...••.••.••...•••.••..••..•••••.•••••...••• 
179 Consols of 1868 .......•••....••.•••••.•.•••.•••.•••••..••.•••.••••• 
179 Central Pamfic stock .••..••..••..•...•••..•..•••.•••••.•••.••..••• 
179 Kansas Pacific stock ..••......•••.•..•.••...•••..•••••.••..•••••.••• 
179 Union Pacific stock ...•••..........•..•••••.•••••••••••..•..•••.••• 
179 Union Padfic stock, Central Branch .•••.•••...••••.••...•...•..••. 
179 ·western Pacific stock .....•....•.•.•.•••...•.•.•••.•••.•••.•.•.••• 
17!1 Sioux City and Pacific stock ...•••.....•..••...•••.•••••..•...•.••• 
179 :Funded loan of 1881s .••.................•......••.•••••.•••••....•• 
179 Funded loan of 1881s continued at 3~ uer cent ...••••.••••••..•...•• 
179 Funlled loan of 1891 .••..•...•.•.•••• : ............................ . 
179 Funded loan of 1907 .....•.••.••••..••.•.•••••.•••••..•.•••.••...•• 
179 Loan of July 12, 1882 .....•••••••••••••••.••••• ·-... · .••.••••••.••• 
Deduct repayment: 






1, 543, 477. 20 
376,650.00 






11, 194, 3115. 83 
29, 459, 219. 00 
2, 775, 287.42 
47, 741, 632. 62 
178 Interest five-twenties of June, 1864. .......................................... 55. 37 
Total expenditures, public debt interest..................... . . • . • ••• •• . •• • •• 47, 741, 577. 25 
INTERIOR DEP ARTMENT-INDI.ANS. 
Indian Affairs. 
179 Pay of Indian agents ............................................. . 
180 Pay of farmers ................................................... . 
181 Pay of Indian police .............................................. . 
185 Pay of interpreters .......... ·-···· .............................. .. 
185 Pay of Indian inspectors . ....•....••••.•••••...•••••••.••••..••••• 
185 Traveling expenses, Indian inspectors .....•.....•..••..••••....••• 
185 Pay of Indian school superintendents ........................... . 
185 Traveling expenses of school superintendent ...•••.•••••.•••••.••• 
183 Building at agencifls repairs ........•.••....•••...•••••••••.••••••• 
1R3 Contingencies Indian Department ......••...•..•••••.•••••.•••••.• 
186 Expenses of Indian Commissioner ................................ . 
186 Telegraphi1~g and purchase of Indian supplies ................... . 
188 TranAportation of Indian supplies ................................ . 
189 Vaccination of Indians ........................................... . 
Deduct repayment: 

















Total expenditures, Indian Affairs .......................................... . 665,268.13 
Fulfilling treaties. 
189 Apaches, Kiowas and Comanches ................................. . 
189 Cheyennes and Arapahoes ........................................ . 
189 Chickasaws .................... · .................................. . 
189 Chippewas Boise Fort Band ...................................... . 
190 Chippewas of Mississippi. ........................................ . 
190 Chippewas, Pillager and Lake Winnebagoshish bands, annuity in 
money ..........•..............................................•• 
190 Chippewas, Pillager and Lake Winnebagoshish bands, annuity in-
goods.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . - -..... - .... · -.. -. ·- · · · · . · .. · - · · · · · · .. · · • · 
190 Chippewas, Pillagers and Lake Winnebagoshish bands, purchases 
190 Ch~c~!~!:::::::::.·:::.·:::::::::::.:·::::::::. ·:. ·:. ~ ~: ~::::::: ~::: ~:: 
190 Columbias and Colvilles .......................................... . 
190 Confeder:ateu tribes and bands in miudle Oregon ................. . 
190 Crows ............................................................ . 
19Q Creeks ............................................................ . 
191 Iowas ............................................................ . 
191 J(ansas ........................................................... . 
191 Kickapoos ........................................................ . 
192 Miamies of Eel River ............................................ . 
192 Miamies ofKansas ............................................... . 
192 Miamies of Indiana.......... .. ................................. . 
192 Omahas ........................................................... . 
192 Osages ........................................................... . 
192 Otoes andMissourias ............................................. . 
193 Pawnees .......................................................... . 
193 Poncas ............................................................ . 
193 Pottawatomies (employes) ........................................ . 
193 Potta.watomies (annuity) ......................................... . 
Carried forward ............................................ . 
13,748.76 
4, 780.99 
























316, 017.44 4.05, 572, 992.12 
XXXVIII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expendittwes of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM EMOLUMENT FEES-CUSTOMS, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward • ••• . . • • . • •• . . .. . . . • • • ••••.• •• • ••• . • • •. ••• .• $30, 360. 91 $348, 429, 618. 46 
J. B. Battelle, collector, Miami, 0 hio . . . • . • • • . .. • • •• . . • • • • . . .. • • . • • • . .. • 6. 68 
J. R. Brierly, collector, Wilmington, Cal...... .. • • • • .. • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . . • • 1, 018. 14 
C.' F. Bailey, collector, Corpus Chri!'!ti, Tex .. .. .. • • .. .. •• . .. • •• .. .... . .. 56. 20 
W. L. Bancroft, collector, Huron, Mich................................. 1, 434.28 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Niagara, N. Y . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • . .. • • • . .. • • • .. .. 587. 05 
J. J. Cocke, collector, Brazos, Santiago, Tex .. .. . .. . . .. • •• . .. . .. • • .. .. •• 201. 00 
C. H. Call, collector, Superior, Mich . . . • • • . .. • •• . .. • .. . . .. . • .. . • • • . . .. •• 352. 50 
W. Caldwell, collector, Cincinnati, Ohio .. .. • • .. •• •• .. ......... ... •• .. •• 12, 474. 11 
J.P. Don worth, collector, Aroostook, Me............................... 1, 309.72 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswegatchie, N. Y .. .. •• .. • ... .. • • ... • • • ... • •• 6, 089. 71 
D. F. Davis, collector, Bangor, Me...................................... 574.87 
R. Flagler, late collector. Niagara, N. Y ...... ... ... . ... •• .... •• .. • .. • •• 7, 633. 94, 
A. Guernon, collector, Minnesota, Minn ... .. • .. .. .. . .. •• .. . .. • .. .. .... 1, 311. 86 
J. T. Gotbright, collector, Louisville, Ky . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . • • . . . • . • • . . . • • 369. 42 
C. C. Hubbard, collector, Middletown, Conn .. .. .. ... ... .... .. . . .. .... •• 807.79 
G . .A. Johnson, collector, San Diego, Cal................................ 43. 91 
J. C. Jewell, collector, Evansville, Ind.................................. 200.00 
C. Kre.,, collector, Milwaukee, Wis..................................... 2, 744,4,5 
R. D. T~ancaster, collector, St. Louis, Mo. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • . .. • • 13, 732. 88 
w·. Livingston,jr., collector, Detroit, Mich............................. 5. 39 
C. E. Morris, collector, Genesee, N. Y . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. . . .. .. • . .. • • 2, 663. 11 
W. J. McKennie, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio............................. 452.81 
H. D. Moore, collector, Duluth, Minu . • .. • • •• . .. ... . • • . . • .. . . • . . • .. . • .. . 1. 93 
N. B. Nutt, collector, Passamaquoddy, Me.............................. 1, 057.74 
D. S. Presson, collector, Gloucester, Mass ................ ~--............ 70. 54 
.A. Putnam, collector, Middletown, Conn................................ 5, 700. 55 
I. B. Poucher, collector. Oswego, N.Y................................... 16, 06'3. 53 
C. H. Robinson, collector, Wilmington, N. C ...... ...... .•••••.• ........ 43.15 
W. Reed, collector, Champlam, N.Y.................................... 2, 226.15 
E. Sprague, collector, Waldoborough, Me............................... 369.08 
F. N. Shurtleff, collector, WillamettP, Oregon........................... 5, 362.29 
B. B. Smalley, collector, Vermont, Vt....... ••.. ............. ........... 2, 255,94, 
C. M. \Vhitney, collector, St. Louis, A<Io . ... .. . .. . . • . . .. . ... . .. .. • .. . • .. • 2, 644. 15 
D. 0. Watson, collector, Michigan, Mich................................ 108,88 
FROM EMOLUMENT FEES-CUSTOMS, 1887. 
T. J. Arnold, collector, San Diego, Cal. ............................... .. 
J. C. Byxbee, collector, New Haven, Conn ............................ .. 
J. R. Brierly, collector, Wilmington, Cal .............................. .. 
W. L. Bancroft, collector, Huron, Mich ................................ . 
H. F. Beecher, collector, Puget Sound, Wash .......................... . 
W. S. Carrington, collector, Teche, La ................................ .. 
D. J. Campen, collector, ~etroit, Mich ................................ .. 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Nmgara, N.Y ................................ .. 
D. F. Davis, collector, Bangor, Me ..................................... . 
J. Farrington, acting collector, Minnesota, Minn ..................... .. 
.A. Guernon, collector, Minnesota, Minn ............................... . 
W. M. Harned, late acting collector, Puget Sound, Wash ............. .. 
W. Hartsuff, collector, Huron, Mich ................................... . 
G. A. Johnson, collector, San Diego, Cal. .............................. . 
W. Livingston,jr., collector, Detroit, Mich ............. - ............ .. 
R. D. Lancaster, collector, St. Louis, Mo · ............... . .............. .. 
B. P. Lee, collector, Rich1nond, Va .................................... .. 
W. J. McKinnie, collector, Cuyahoga, Ohio ............................ . 
C. E. Morris, collector, Genesee, N.Y .................................. . 
H. B. Moore, collector, Duluth, Minn .................................. . 
J. J. McGuire, collector, Pensacola, Fla ................................ . 
S. A. bf::tren, acting collector, Pensacola, Fla ...••••..•..•••.•••..••••.•• 
N. B. N utt, collector, Passamaquoddy, Me ............................. . 
D. S. Presson, collector, Gloucester, Mass ............................. . 
W. Reed, collector, Champlain, N. Y ................................. .. 
E. Sprague, collector, Waldo borough, Me ............................. . 
B. B. Smalley, collector, Vermont, Vt ............................ ..... .. 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex ............................... . 
J. VanDer Linde, collector, St. Joseph, Mo ........... ·-···----··· ..... . 
D. 0. \Vatson, collector, Michigan, Mich ............................... . 
FROM IMMIGRANT FUND. 
S .. J. Anderson, collector, Portland, Me ................................ . 
T. J . .Arnold, colleotor, ~an Diego, Cal. ........................... ---· •• 
Q. A. Brooks, collPctor, Puget Sound, ·wash ........................... . 
H. F. Beecher, collector, Puget Sound, Wash ......................... .. 
J. C. Byxbee, collector, New Haven, Conn ............................. . 







































Caeied forward ........................................... .. 16, 358. 00 348, 573, 941. 47 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XXXIX 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward.-~- •••••••.•••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
194 Pottawatomies (salt) .....••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 
194 Pottawatomies (interest) .•••..•.••••.••..•••.••••••..••.••••.••••• 
194 .Pottawatomies of Huron ..•.••••••.•••••.•••••.•••.•••••.•••.•••••• 
194 Qua paws ..••.••........•••••...•.......••..••.. :. •.••••••.••••••••• 
194 Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi (annuity) .....•••.••.•••••••.•• 
194 Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi (interest) ........•••..•••••••••• 
194 Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri .•.•••••..•......••..•••.••.•••••••• 
194 Seminoles ..........••.••.••••.•••••••••••.•••.•.•••.••••••••••••••• 
194 ::ienecas (employes) .••••.••••.•••••••..•.....••••••••.••••••••••••• 
i~! ~:~:~~~ ~fnN~~Yf"o·r·k: ::::::::::::::::::: :::~ :::::::::::::::::::::: 
194 Shaw11ees .......•...........••..••.•••.•••..•••..••.•••••••••••.••• 
194 Eastern Shawnees (annuity) ..••.••..•••..•••••.•••.••.•••.•••••••• 
195 Eastern Shawnees (employes) •••••••••••••••....•••••••••••••••••• 
195 Shoshones ...•..••..••.•••.••••••••••••••.•.•••.••••••••••••••••••• 
195 Sioux of Dakota. .•••.•••.••.•••..••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
195 Sioux, Yankton Tribe .•••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
195 Six Nations of New York .•••.•..•••.••••••..•.••••.••.•••.•••••••• 
i95 Snakes, Wall-pah-pee tribe .•••••..••.••••••..•.. ····-··· ••••••.••• 
195 Winnebagoes .••••••..•••••.•••.•.••.•••••• ·-···· •••••••••.•••••••• 
196 W yandottes .•••••••••.••.••••.•••••.•••••..•..••••••••••••••••••••• 
196 Yakamas ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
Deduct repayment: 
190 D'Wamish and other allied tribes........................ $247. 07 
191 Flatheads and other confederated tribes .••..•••••••••••.. 2, 300. 00 
192 Makahs ...... •• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • • ...... ••• • • • 321. 93 
192 Nisq ually, Puyallup, and other bands . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • • • • • 184. 25 
195 Sisseton, Wahpeton, and Santee Sioux of Devil's Lake... 38.11 

























Tota.l expenditures, fulfilling treaties .•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••• 525,918.15 
Fulfilling treaties-Proceeds a/ lands. 
196 Cherokees .••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
196 Kansas ......•....•••••••••.••.•••••••.•••..•••.••••••••••••••••••• 
196 Miamis of Kansas ................................................. . 
196 Omahas ........................................................... . 
196 Otoes and Missourias ••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••.•.•••.•••.••• 
196 Pawnees ...............••..•••••.•••••••••..•..•••••••••••.•••.•••. 
196 Sacs and Foxes of Missouri. .•.••.....•...•••..........••••••••.••• 









Total' expenditures, fulfilling treaties, proceeds ofland •••••••••••••••.••••• 251,108.45 
Interest accounts. etc. 
197 Interest on Cherokee land sold to Osages .•••••.•••.•••.••.•••••••• 
197 Interest on Cherokee asylum fund .••••..••••••.•••••••.•••••••.••• 
197 Interest on Cherokee national fund .••.••. :. ....................... . 
197 Interest on Cherokee orphan fund .••••••.••.••••.•••••.••••••••••• 
197 Interest on Cherokee school fund .....•••••..••.•••••••..••••...••• 
197 Interest on Chickasaw national fund ..•..••..•••.•••••••••••••.••• 
197 Interest on Choctaw general fund .•••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••.•••. 
197 Interest on Choctaw orphan fund ................................ . 
197 Interest on Choctaw school fund .•.•••..•.....•.••••••.••••••••••• 
197 Interest on Chippewa and Christian Indian fund ••••••••••••.••••• 
197 Interest on Delaware general fund ..•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
198 Interest on Iowa fund ..........•••••.••••••••••• ·-··· ••••••••••.• 
198 Interest on Kansas school fund ................................... . 
198 Interest on Kaskaskias, Peoria.s, Weas, and Piankeshaws school 
fund ...... . .................................... - ... - ... -·.--·.-·· 
198 Interest on KaskaE>kias, Peorias, Weas, aud Piankeshaws school 
fund ......••••...•...•.•.......••.•.••••••..••..••••••.•••..••••• 
198 Interest on Kickapoo general fund ..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 
198 Interest on Kickapoo general fund ............................... . 
198 Interest on L'Anse and Vieux deSert Chippewa fund ••••••••••••• 
198 Interest on Menomoneefund •.•••••••••••••.•••••.••••••.•••••••••• 
199 Interest on Omaha fund .....•••.••••• ·-· •••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 
199 Interest on Osage fund .....•.•••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••• 
199 Interest on Osage school fund ...•••..•••••.••..•••••.•..••••••.••• 
199 Interest on Otoe and Missourias fund .••.••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• 
200 Interest on Ponca fund ..••..•.•..••..••...••••.•••••••••••.•••.••• 
200 Interest on J>ottawatomie education fund ........................ . 
200 Interest on Pottawatomie general fund .•.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
201 Interest on Pottawatomie mills fund .•.••••••......••••••••••••••• 
201 Interest on Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi fund .•••••••••••••• 






























601, 946. 78 406, 350, 018. 72 
XL RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-'Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM IMMIGRANT FUND-Continued. 
Brought forward .......................................... .. 
W. G. Clark, collector, Mobile, Ala .................................... . 
J". B. Groome, collector, Baltimore. Md ................................. . 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barnstable, Mass ................................. . 
J". V. Harris, collector, Key West, Fla ................................ .. 
E. L. Hedllen, collector, New York, N.Y .•••••.•.••••.•••.••.•••.•••••• 
W.Howland, collector, Beaufort, N.C ........••••••••••........•.•.•••• 
J". S. Hager, collector, San Francisco, Cal. ••••••••••.••.•••.••••••.••••• 
J". Hobson, collector, Oregon, Oregon ................................. . 
W. M.Harned, collector, Puget Sound, Wash .. ........................ . 
E. Hopkins, collector, St. John's, Fla .................................. . 
B. F . .Jonas, collector, New Orleans, La ................................ . 
T. D . .Jervey, collector, Charleston, S. C ............................... . 
B. P. Lee, collector, Richmond, Va ................................... .. 
D. Magone, collector, New York, N.Y ................................. . 
J". J. McGuire, collector, Pensacola, Fla ............................... . 
S. A.. Mareno, acting collector, Pensacola, Fla ......................... . 
J. Me Williams, collector, Providence, R.I. ............................ . 
C. H. Robinson, collector, Wilmington, N.C .......................... .. 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Galveston, Tex .............................. .. 
L. Saltonstall, collector, Boston, Mass ................................. . 
F. M. Shurtleff, collector, Willamette, Oregon ......................... . 
B. R. Tate, collector, New London, Conn .............................. .. 
J". F. Wheaton, collector, Savannah, Ga ................................ . 
FROM SHIPPING FEES. 
C. H. Alley, commissioner. Pascagoula, Miss .................... -·· 
J. Babson, commissioner, Bath, Me . ................................... . 
H. Bash, commissioner, Port Townsend, Wash ........................ . 
A.M. Bullock, commissioner, Norfolk, Va ............................. . 
D. H. Drummond, commissioner, Portland, Me .......... ·····-·--····· 
T. M. Favre, collector, Pearl River, Miss ............................. .. 
H. C. Hathaway, commissioner, New Bedford, Mass .................. . 
E. T. Hunt, commissioner, Pensacolrt, Fla .. ........................... . 
B. L. Nichols, commissioner, Providence, R.I. ........................ . 
J" . .A.. O'Brien, commissioner, Philadelphia, Pa ....................... .. 
P. Ravesies, commissioner, Mobile, Ala ............................... . 
.J. C. Reed, commissioner, New York, N.Y ............................ . 
J". S. Ranlett, commissioner, Rockland, Me ............................ . 
E. 0. Smith, commissioner, Bath, Me .................................. . 
C. P. Upshur, commissioner, Astoria, Oregon .......................... . 









































FROM FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-JUDICIARY. 
H. E. Andrews, clerk, western district Tennessee .................... .. 
.A.. R. Ayers, clerk, district Washington Territory .............. ·------· 
E. F. Bishop, clerk, district Colorado .................................. . 
N.C. Butler, clerk, district Indiana . ................................. .. 
A. E. Buck, clerk, northern distl'ict Ohio ......•..••..•••..••••.••..••• 
vV. H. Bradley, clerk, northern district Illinois ....................... . 
R. Butler, clerk, district Wyoming ................................... .. 
L. T. Baxter, clerk, middle district Tennessee ......................... . 
S.H. BrQoks, assistant treasurer United States .....•••••.••...•••••••• 
B. R. Cowen, clerk, southern district Ohio ............................. . 
H. C. Cowles, clerk, western district North Carolina .................. . 
J". E. D. Cousins, mar;,hal, eRstern district Missouri ................... . 
1'11. D. Converse, clerk, southern district lllinois ....................... . 
J". T. Cox, late receiver of public moneys, Little Rock, Ark ........... .. 
J. \V. Chew, clerk, district Maryland .................................. . 
S. B. Crail, clerk, diRtrict Kentucky ................................... . 
J. Cushman, late receiver of public moneys, Olympia, Wash ......... . 
R. M. Clarke>, late receiver of public moneys, Carson City, Nev .•••.••• 
D .. T. Davison, clerk, eastern district Michigan ........... ~.-~----·--··· 
A. H. Davis, cletk, district Maine ..................................... . 
E . S. Dundy,jr., clerk, district Nebraska ................ - ............ . 
E. B. Dodge, clerk, district Arizona ................................... . 
L. B. Dellicker, elerk, district West Virginia ......................... . 
R. L. Davis, clerk, district Montana ............ : ...................... . 
H. N. Doak, clerk, districtWasllington Territory ..................... . 
B. W. Etheridge, clerk, western-district Tennessee ................... . 
E. D. Fmnk, clerk, district Nebraska .................................. . 
J. F. Fagen, late receiver of public moneys, Little Rock, Ark ......... . 
J". H. Farks, marshal, northern district Texas ......................... . 
T. Griffith, clerk, southern district New York ............ - ............ . 































11,031.97 34.8, 834, 144.97 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XLI 
Gencml account of the ?'eccipts and expenditm·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward .......................................... . 
201 Interest on Seneca fund .......................................... . 
201 Interest on Seneca (Tonawanda band) fund ...................... . 
201 Interest on Seneca and Shawnee fund ............................ . 
201 Interest on Eastern Shawnee fund ............................... . 
201 Interest on Stockbridge consolidated fund ....................... . 
201 Umatilla school fund .....................•.........•.•.••..•...••. 
201 Ute 5 per cent. fund .................................. . .......... .. 
201 Ute 4 per cent. fund .... .. ........................................ . 
201 Payments to North Carolina Cherokees ........................... . 
Deduct repayments : 
197 Civilization fund ....................................... . 
197 Creek orphans' fund .................................. .. 
197 Interest on Creek orphans' fund ....................... . 

















Total expenditures, interest accounts, etc .................................. . 663,700.59 
Incidentals. 
201 Arizona .......................................................... . 
202 Arizona, support and civilization .••.....•..••..•••••.•••.••..•.••• 
~~~ t~tf?C::~i:~~~i~;~s~ ~ ·. ·. ·_ ·_ ·_ ·_ ·. ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ·. ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ :·. :: :·. ·. :~:: ::·. :::::::: 
202 California, support and civilization ............................... . 
203 Colorado ......................................................... . 
203 Dakota .................... . ..................................... . 
204 Idabo ............................................................. . 
204 Montana ......................................................... .. 
204 Nevada .......................................................... .. 
205 Nevada, support and civilization .................................. . 
~~~ ~~~a~~;~g~~:'~~- .· .· ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
206 Ore11:on ........................................................... . 
~~~ %~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::: ~ ::::::: :~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~ :;;~:i:i~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



















Total expenditures, incidentals ............................................ .. 
Supports. 
208 Arapahoes and Cheyennes of Upper Arkansas River ...•••..•..••• 
208 Apaches, Kiowas, and Comanches, clothin~ ....................... . 
208 Apaches, Kiowas, and Comanches, emplorei! ............•••..•..••• 
208 Apaches, Kiowas, and Comanches, prior to 1887 .................. .. 
208 Arapahoes, Cheyennes, Apaches. Kiowas, and·Comanches ......... . 
209 Arickarees, Gros ventres, and Mandans .............•.....••..••.. 
209 Assinabooines in Montana ......................................... . 
210 Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans ................................... . 
211 Cheyennes and Arapahoes, clothing. __ ............................ . 
211 Cheyennes and Arapahoes, employes ............................. . 
211 Chippewas ofLake Superior .................................... .. 
211 Chippewas of the MisEissippi. ................................... .. 
211 Chippewas of Red Lake and Pembina tribes ...................... . 
212 Chippewas, Turtle Mountain band . _ ............................. . 
212 Chippewas of White Earth reservation .......................... .. 
212 Columbias and Colvilles ...•...••••...•••......••..•••••..•...••. 
212 Confederated tribes and bands in middle Oregon ................. .. 
212 Confederated band of Utes, employes ...... _ ..................... .. 
212 Confederated band of Utes, prior to 1887 ......................... .. 
212 Confederated band ofUtAs, beneficial objects ..................... . 
:d3 Confederated band of Utes, subsistence ........................... . 
213 Crows, clothing ................................................... . 
~i! g:~::: ::ili~i~r::~~~ ~~ ~ ~ :::: :~~ ~ ~ ::::~::::: :::::: ~::::::::::::::: ::: 
214 D'Wamish,anclotheralliedtribes ................................ . 
214 Flatheads, and other confederated tribes .......................... . 
215 Flatheads, Carlos band .......................................... .. 
215 Gros Ventres in Montana ..................... : ................... . 
216 llualpasi..JiArizona .............................................. .. 
216 Indians i11 Arizona and New Mexico .............................. . 
217 Indians of Central Superintendency ............................. .. 



































Carried forward......................... ... •• .. • • . .. .. .. .. .. 933, 877. 65 4071 135, 974. 45 
XLII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI1'URES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM FINES, PENALTIES, AND FORFEITURES-JUDICIARY-Continued. 
Brought forward .......... _ ...................... . ......... . 
R. L. Goodrich, clerk, eastern district Arkansas ...................... . 
C. B. Germain, clerk, northern district New York .••..............••••• 
S. Hoffman, clerk, district California . ... - -............................ . 
M.D. Henderson, clerk, second jndicial district ....•........•..••.•••. 
E. L. Hedden, collector customs, New York, N.Y ..................... . 
S. H. Hays, clerk, district Idaho _ .. _ ................................... . 
C. H. Hill, clerk, district Massachusetts ............................... . 
E. R. Hunt, c1erk, district Louisiana . ................................. . 
0. B. Hillis, clerk, district Minnesota ................................ .. 
H. H. Henderson, clerk, district West Virginia _ ...................... _ .. 
0. H. Holt, clerk, distri~t Dakota . .................................... . 
J. K. Jeffrey, clerk, district Wyoming ................................. . 
G. E. Johnson, clerk, district Venuont ..... . ......................... .. 
W. H. Jones, clerk, district Dakota ................................... . 
J. A. Jones, clerk, southern district illinois .........•••.••...........•. 
E. Kurtz, clerk, southern district Wisconsin .......•..••..•...•..•..••. 
W. H. King, clerk, southern district Georgia . ........................ .. 
J. N. Kerns, marshal, eastern district Pennsylvania .................. .. 
J. Kern, late receiver public moneys, St. Peter, Minn ................. . 
R. H. L&mson, clerk, district Ore1'[on . _ .. _ ............................ .. 
E. A.. Locke, clerk, southern district Florida .......................... . 
H. K. Love, clerk, southern district Iowa ............................. . 
C. S. Lincoln, clerk, eastern district Pennsylvania ..................... . 
D. Magone, collector customs, New York, N.Y ....................... . 
A. W. McCullough. clerk, northern district Alabama .................. . 
R. Martinez, marshal, district New Mexico .......................... .. 
A. A. Marion, clerk, United States courts ............................ .. 
S.C. McCandless, clerk, western district Pennsylvania .............••• 
E. R. Mason, clerk, southern district Iowa ....••......•..............•• 
W. K. Meade, marshal, Tucson, Ariz .................................. . 
T. Muffly, clerk, district Montana_ ................................... . 
A. McGehee, clerk. district Mississippi. •.••• . ......•.............•.•• 
J. Y. Moore, clerk, district West Virginia ..............•.•........•.•.• 
J. McFarland, clerk, district Montana ................••.............•.. 
W. H. McCartney, late collector internal revenue, third Massachusetts. 
J. F. McKenna, receiver of public moneys, Deadwood, Dak ..•.......•• 
W. B. Mitchell, late receiver of public moneys, St. Cloud, Minn ...•.... 
E. E. Marven, clerk, District of Columbia ............................ . 
R. H. Norton, clerk, district Montana ................................. . 
R. G. O'Brien, clerk, district Washington Territory ................... . 
T. A. Perkins, clerk, district Utah . .. • . . . .......................... .. 
W. P. Preble, clerk, district Maine ... _ ................................ . 
J. W. Payne, cl rk, district North Carolina ................... -...... .. 
L. D. F. Poore, late receiver of public moneys, Watertown, Dak .....••. 
A. J. Ricks, c.Jerk, northern district Ohio ............................. . 
L. Rowe, clerk, district New Jersey ................................... . 
N.J. Reddick. clerk, eastern di:$rict North Carolina ................. .. 
W. 0. Robards. clerk, western d1strict Texas ........................ .. 
J. E. Read, clerk, western district North Carolina ..................... . 
G. C. Rives, clerk, eastern district Texas ............................. .. 
W. A. Spencer, clerk, district Minnesota _ ......................... ___ .. 
J. Seavey, clerk, district Washington Territory ...................... .. 
W. H. ::-ihaw, clerk, district North Carolina ........................... . 
G. M. Steams, attorney, district Massachusetts ........................ . 
Secretary of the Treasury ........................................... . 
L. Schtnidt, clerk, western district Missouri .......................... . 
L. S. B. Saw.ver, clerk, district_ California ...... _ ...••...•.••....•....•• 
J. A. Sullivan, collector internal revenue second district New York ..•. 
St. Louis and New Orleans Anchor Line ............................ .. 
B. H. Tatem, clerk, eastern district Montana ........•••.........••..••. 
N. W. Trimble, clerk, southern district Alabama ...................... . 
Treasurer United States .. . ............... _ ........................ .. 
M.A. Treadwell, late collector internal revenue second district New 
York .................. . ............... . ........................... -
A. J. Van Duzee, clerk, northern district Iowa ........................ . 
F. Widmer, collector internal revenne ·second district Alabama ...... .. 
A. A. Wilson, marshal District of Columbia ......................... .. 
S. Wheeler·, clerk, district Arkansas . ........ _ ........................ . 
J. E. Walker, clerk, district Arizona ................................. .. 
J. R. Wilkins, cle1:-k, dist.rict Utah _ .................................. .. 
J. C. Wilson, clerk, district Knnsas. _ . ................................ .. 
J. W. Wheaton, clerk, district Louisiana ....•....••••...•.....••..••.•• 
A. S. Worthington, attorney, District of Columbia .................... . 
S. A. Walker, United States attorney ........................ ~--··----
J. M. Zane, clerk, district Utah ....................................... . 












































































Carried forward . .. • • • • • • • • . .. • • .. .. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • ••• • •• ••• • •• • •••••.••• 348, 893, 695.51 
RECEIPTS ANn~·EXPENDITURES, 1881. XLIII 
General aocou,nt of the receipts and expenditm·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ......................................... .. 
Indians of-
ill Inditl;~i!tJ~;~~!~.: }_:_:_:_:_:_~_:_~:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_ ~:_:_:_:_:_~=-~:_:_:_ ~ ~~ ~_:_ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~:-~ 
22~ Schools, farms, etc., for .Apaches, Kiowas, and Comanches ........ . 
Indian schools in-
222 Alaska ...... --~-------·· ..................................... . 
222 Carlisle, Pa ................................................... . 
223 Carlisle, Pa., J)rior to 1887 .................................... .. 
223 Carlisle, Pa., salaries .......................................... . 
223 Carlisle, Pa., purchase of Parker's Farm ...................... . 
223 Chiloeco, Indian Territory .................................... . 
223 Chilocco building and repairs .............••...•.......••••.... 
223 Chilocco salaries .............................................. . 
~~! ~~~eo~, ~~b~~· -~~~~~~:::::: ~::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
~~~ f::te~~~.ic~~~:; ~;i~~i~s:::::: :·:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
225 LawrencA, Kans., building and repairs ........................ . 
225 Lawrence, Kans., support ........................ ''"""" ....... . 
225 Lawrence, Kans., prior to 1887 ................................ . 
226 Lincoln Institution, Philade1phia ............................. . 
226 In private families prior to 1887 .. _ ............................ . 
226 Salem, Oreg., building and repairs ............................ . 
~~~ ~~i::: g;:f:: ::;;~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
227 St. Ignatius mission, Montana ............................... .. 
227 Instates ...................................................... . 
227 Kansas Indians .................................................. .. 
227 Kickapoos ....................................................... .. 
228 Klamath and Modocs ............................................ .. 
228 Makahs .......................................................... . 
228 Menomonees ...................................................... . 
228 Modocs in Indian Territory ...................................... . 
228 Molels ........ ............................................. ....... . 
~~~ ~;;~~r~se~- ~::: _- _- _· _-::::: ~ _- _-: _- _- .": _- _-_-_-::::::::: _- _-: ::::: _- ::::::::::::: 
229 Nez Perces in Idaho .............................................. . 
229 Nez Perces of Joseph's Band ..................................... . 
230 Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes, beneficial objects .......... . 
2~0 Northern Cheyenne8 and .Arapahoes, clothing .................... . 
2 0 Northern Cheyennes aml Arapahoes, employes ...........•••••..•. 
230 Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoei!, prior to 1887 ..•...••••.•••.•. 
230 Pawnees, schools .................................................. . 
~~~ ~::~:::: f~E~~r:~.-~t~ -_ -_ ~ ~-- ~:: ~= ~:: ~: ~-.::: =~--:::: :~ ~::: ::::::::::: 
~~~ ~~:~a~~~uh~~~fe~0c!~~~: ::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::: ~::::: :::::: 
231 Poncas, civilization ............................................... . 
~~~ ~~!~~~~~!'d~~~~~S:. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~ 3~t~!l-:it~~~~-~t~il:i;Ji:~t~~::: :::: ~ :~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
232 Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri .................................. .. 
!~ ~~rgtf ~~l~f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::::: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~::::: ~ ~:: ~:: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: 
233 Shoshones and Bannocks, prior to 1887 ..•.••..•••••.•••••..•..••.•. 
233 ShoRhon.es in Ne\·ada ........................ · .................... .. 
~~! ~fo~~o~;b~~irs Yf~~~~. ·_ ·_ · ·_ ·_ ~: ·_ ·_ ·_ ~ ·_: ~ ·. ·_: ·_:: -.-. ·_ ·_: ·::.:::: ·::.::: ·_ ·:: ·_ 
234 Sioux of difterent tribes, clothing ................................. . 
234 Sionx of different tribes, employes .. _ ............................. . 
234 Sioux of dift'ereut tribes, beneficial objects ...................... .. 
236 Sioux of different tribes, subsistence and civilization ............. . 
236 Sioux of difi\lrent tribes, prior to 1887 .... .• .. .................. .. 
236 Sioux of different tribes, schools at Santee, Sioux, and Crow Creek 
agencies ........................................................ . 
237 Sioux of Medewakantoll band ................................... .. 
237 Sioux of Lake Traverse .......................... __ ............... . 
237 Sionx of Yankton tribe .......................................... .. 
237 S'Klallams ........................................................ . 
238 Ton]{awas ................................................. __ •..... 
238 Utahs, Tabequache band ......................................... . 
238 Walla Walla, Cayuse and Umatilla tribes ........................ . 
238 Yakamas aud other Indians ............................ ____ ...... . 













































































3, 789,924.30 407,135,974.45 
XLIV . RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General accuu,1~t of the 1·eceipts and expenditm·es of the United Statts, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
FROM EMOLUMENT FEES-JUDICIARY. 
Brought forward ............................................................ $348,893,695.81 
T. Boles, late marshal, western district Arkansas...................... $834.42 
S. Bell, clerk, eastern district Pennsylv-ania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .... . . . . •• 2, 444. 26 
J". D. Bennett, atto;rney, southern district .Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 207. 60 
N.C. Butler, clerk district Indiana . .................................... 2,503. 59 
W. H. Bradley, clerk, northern district Illinois......................... 10, 029. 69 
J". E. Boyd, attorney, western district North Carolina . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 78. 02 
J". E. Bryant, late mar~:~hal, northern district Georgia . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 10. 97 
B. R. Cowan, clerk, southern district Ohio.................. . . . . . .. . .. . . 537. 80 
R. H. Crittendon, marshal, district Kent,ucky ...... ...••. •..... ..... ... 1, 050.15 
R. M. Dougla:>, marshal, district North Carolina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 072. 85 
W. P. Fishback, clerk, district Indiana... . . . ........................... 500.00 
T. Griffith, clerk, southern district New York......................... 8, 146.06 
H. C. Geisburg, clerk, western district Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 515. 43 
J". E. Hagood, clerk, district South Carolina .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . • . .. . • . 19. 19 
J".M. Hinds, late marshal, northern district .Ala.bama ...... ...... ...... 1, 270.85 
E. R. Hunt, clerk, district Lousiana........ . ........................... 101. 00 
S. Hoffman, clerk, northern district California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24. 40 
H. M. Hinsdell, clerk, western district Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6. 03 
S. H. Lyman, clerk, southern district New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 7, 472. 38 
C. S. Lincoln, clerk, eastern district, Pennsylvania..................... 459.08 
R. .J. Meigs, clerk, District of Columbia................................ 238.79 
J". H. McKenny, clerk, Supreme Court United States............. .. . .. . 5, 554.25 
S.C. McCandless, clerk, d1strict Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . 4. 73 
M. T. McMahon, marshal, southern£1.ist,rict New York................. 1, 227.58 
.A. B. Norton, late marshal, district ·.L'exas...... ... . . . . ... .. ...... •... .. 475.42 
S.D. Oliphant, clerk, district New .Jersey.............................. 201. 37 
D. B. Kussell,late marshal, eastern district Arkansas.................. 66.87 
T. H. Reeves late marshal, eastern district Tennessee.................. 29.40 
.A. P. Selby, clerk, District of Columbia................................ 1, 242.07 
G. P. Sanger, attomey, district Mrrssachusetts............ ...... ........ 38.83 
L. S. B. Seayer, clerk, district California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 6. 20 
E. M. Seabrook, clerk, district South Carolina..................... . .. . . 274.95 
A. A. Wilson, marshal, District of Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 122. 80 
J". C. J. Williams, attorney, eastern district, Tennessee................. 925.89 
FROM PROCEEDS OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY. 
Treasury Department ............................................... .. 
War Department: 
CiviL ............................................... _ ... _ ......... . 
Ordnance ......................................................... . 
Melli cal and hospitaL ............................................. . 
t~t~\~~!;~:~~~~~e~~~~~e~~~ :·:::: :~:~ :::: :::~: :::: = ~: ::~ ~::: ::: ~: 
State, War, aud Navy Department Building ...................... .. 
Expenses of Recruiting ........................................... . 
Military Reservation, l!'ort Leavenworth ...•...................... 
Engineer's Department ........................................... . 
Navy Department : 
CiviL .............................. . ....................... _ ..... .. 
Yards and Docks ............................................... .. 
Construction and repair ........................................... . 
Provisions and clothing ....................................... __ .. . 
Marine ........... . ........ . ..................................... .. 
Navigation ................................................... . ... . 
Steam Engineering ........ . ...................................... . 
Naval .Academy .................................................. . 
Medicine and snr.~rery ............................. . ............... . 
Equipment and Recruiting ....................................... . 
Miscellaneous : 
Consular service .................................................. . 
Streets ........................................................... .. 
Honse of Representatives ........................................ .. 
Public Printer .................................................... . 
~~~~t~~~;ba:!·a;i~;_·::: _-_-:: :: _·: _-: .- _-_-_- .- .-.-: .- .- .- .-:: .- .-:::::::::::: 
t~;~~~~~~~~o~J~~If:~~~-- _- _' _' _' _' _': _' _' _': _' _- ." _' _' _' _' _' _' _' _' _' _' _' .· _' _' _- _- _- _' _' _' _' _' _':: _': 
Interior Department ................................ : ........... .. 
~:~~~~icL~~:rofik~·: :::::::: ::~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
National Museum ......................................... . . .. 
Indians .......................................... _ ............ . 






































Carried forward .. • .. . • . . . .. . • • . • • • . . • • • • • .. • • • • •• • ••• . • .. • • • • • • • • • .. • •• .. • •• 349, 207, 221. 05 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XLV 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United StateB, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Broutrht forward........................................... $3,789,924.30 $407,135,974.45 
Deduct repayments: 
213 Crows, prior to 1887...... . . • • • • . . • • • • . . • • . . • . . . • • . • . . . • • • • • $887.45 
222 Indian schools, near Arkansas City........................ 661. 92 
232 Qnapaws................................................... 50.00 
232 Schools not otherwise provided. . • . . . . . . • • ••• . • • • . . • . • . • • • • 2. 20 
1, 601.57 
----
Total expenditures, supports, etc .•••••...•••.•••••.•••••.••••..•.•••••• ·-···· 
Miscellaneous. 
230 Appraisal and survey of Otoes' and Missourias' lands, re-imburs-
able ..........................................•...•••..•••••.•.. 
239 Appraisal and sale of lands in Nebraska, re-imbursable .•.•••.••••• 
239 Commission to negotiate the removal of Utes in Colorado ....•.••• 
239 Collecting and subsistence of roving bands ofKickapoos ....•••.••. 
239 Ditches and reservoirs for Navajoes. --- ...........•••..••••••••••. 
239 Expenses of Indian delegation visiting; Washington ......••••..••• 
2:J9 Expenses under treaties made by Indian Peace Commission •••••• 
239 Expenses of tl.Jo Black Hills Commission ...•.....•.•.........••••• • 
239 Homesteads for Indians .....................•••.•.•..••.•••..••..• 
239 Homesteads for Seminoles in Florida ••••••...........•.•••........ 
239 Inclian school builclings .............•••..••••.•••.•.••..•••.••••••• 
240 Indian school buildings, Genoa, N ebr . - .•.•.•••....••.•••••....•.• 
240 Imlian mone~·s, proceeds oflabor ......•..................•......•• 
240 Indian school stock Cf..ttle .....•.•••.•.•.•...•••.....•...•••..••••• 
240 T ndian :>chool, transportation ...•••............••.•.....••••••••••• 
241 Insurance, etc., to Pawnees, Poncas, and Yankton Sioux .•••••.••. 
241 Investigating Indian depredation claims ......••••..•..........••• 
241 Irrigating ditches Indian reserv'ttions ....•..... • ...••••.•••••..•• 
2H Maintenance, etc., of Adelaide and Julia German •••.•••••.••..••• 
241 Negotiating "R"ith certain Indian tribes .•..••.•••••.••....•.•••..•. 
241 Negotiating treaty with Jndians in Kansas ......•..•••••..•..••••• 
241 Payment to Kickapoo citizens ................................... .. 
241 Pay anrl expenses of commissioners to appraise Round Valley In-
dian Reservation.............. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • . . . .. • • . . . • .. . •. 
241 Preventing liquor traffic in Indian reservations .................. . 
'241 Relief of destitute Indians ...........•....••.•••••.•••••..•.••..... 
241 Relief of destitute Indian~ in Nevada ............................ . 
241 Relief of Indians at Crow Fort, Belknap, Fort Peck, and Blackfoot 
241 R:lf!F~}e.J-:M:: H~bb;: :::::: ::~ ::: ::.·:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
242 Removal and suppo-rt of confederated band of Utes ............... . 
242 Removal and subsistence of Indians in California .....••...• ......• 
242 Removal of stray bands of Winnebagoes and Pottawatomies, etc .. 
242 School building, Forest Grove, Oreg......... . ................... . 
242 Settlement, Rubsistence, etc., of Shoshones in Idaho and southwest-
ern Oregon ..................................................... . 
242 Sale and allotment of Umatilla Reservation ...•........••.......•. 
242 Stock cattle for indtl!l' rial ~chools ................................ . 
242 Surveying and allottin_g Indian reservation ....................... . 
242 Survey and appraisment Omaha lands, re-imbursable ......... : ... . 
2-12 Survcyin;r allotments, Crow Indians in Montana ...•.•••••..•..... 
242 SurTey of Inthan reservations ................................... .. 
242 Survey of the Black Hills ......................................... . 
Dedm~t repayments.: 
239 Consolidating ,Indian agencies ..•..••..••••....•••......•. 
:l39 Gratuity to certain Ute Indians .......................... . 
240 Imlian school building near Arkansas City .............•.. 
:!41 Negotiating with Sionx for modification of treaty ..•...•.. 
242 Re-imbursment to Creek orphan fund .............•••••••• 

















































Total expenditures, miscellaneous .... · .•.......••••••••••••.••..••••••••••••• 
Interior-pensions: 
242 ArmJ pensions ................................................... . 
244 Army pensions, fees of examining surgeons ...................... . 
244 Salaries, pension agents .....•.•..•..•...•.•••...•......••••••••.••• 
245 Clt>rk hire, pension agencies . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . ................... . 
g!~ ~~~tsi~~~~~~~l~~!~f~:~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:l~5 Lights. pPnsion agencies .......................................... . 
245 Contingent expenses, pension agencies ........................... . 
215 Arrears, pension agencies .1 ........................................ . 
'.'2, 714, 055. 76 








3, 788, 322. 73 
117,949.50 
Carried forward ............................................ . 74, 158,085. 02 411, 102, 246. 69 
XLVI RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
Geneml account of the 1·eoeipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought forward ......•.••••••..•.•.••••.......•..•.••••..••..•..• , ••.•••••• $349, 207, 121. 05 
ii~:~~!ao~-~~~~iii~~s~ ~ ~ ~ ·.::: :: ~ :::::::: :::·. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3~· ~~~: ~~ 
Soldiers' Home permanent fund ...... .•.•.. ...... ....... .......... .... ... . .....•...... 1, 226:259.47 
FROM PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY. 
Sinkin~r fund, Union Pacific Railroad bonds ......................... .. 
Sinking fund, Central Pacific Railroad bonds ....•.....•....•.••••••••• 
Reimbursement of interast, Union Pacific Railroad bonds ........... . 
Reimbursement of interest, Central Pacific Railroad bonds .......•.•. 
Kansas Pacific Railroad Company .................................... . 
Sioux City and Pacific Railroad Company ............................ . 
Central Branch Union Pacific Railroad Company ...........•••.•••.... 
Central Pacific Railroad Company ................................... .. 
FROM INDI...ilN LANDS. 
Interest on Indian trust-fund stocks .................................. . 
Indian trust-fund ............................................ ------~---
Reimbursement account, survey Omaha Indian lands ............... .. 
Reimbursement account, survey Otoe and Missouria. Indian lands .... . 
Proceeds, Osage ceded lands ......................................... .. 
Proceeds, Osage Indian lands ........................................ . 
Proceeds, Omaha Indian lauds ........................................ . 
Proceeds, Umatilla Indian lands ...................................... . 
Proceeds, Kansas Indi'an lands ....................................... . 
Proceeds, Otoe and Mhlsouria Indian lands .......................... . 
Proceeds, Pawnee [ndian lands ................................... ~ ... . 
Proceeds, Indian reservation in Minnesota and Dakota .............. . 
Proceeds, Ute Indian land;; .......................................... .. 
Proceeds, Cherokee Indian lands ..................................... . 
Interest on deferred payments, etc ................................... . 
Re-imbursements ou account, appropriations to meet interest on non· 
paying stocks ...................................................... . 
Re-imbursements on account, value of reservation purchased for Paw-
nees ................................................................ . 
PUBLIC DEBT. 
United States notes .................................. -- ...... -- ...... .. 
Silver certificates .................................................... .. 
Funded loan of 1907 .................................................. . 
Certificates of deposits .............................................. .. 

























74, 068, 000. 00 
51, 852, 000. 00 
40,900.00 
28, 480, 000. 00 
------
Revenues, District of Columbia: 
General fund ..................................................... . 
Water fund ....................................................... . 
Washington special-tax fund .................................... .. 
Redemption tax-lieu certificates .................................. . 
Redemption assessment certificates .........•...•.•••.........•... 
Washington redemption fund ..................................... . 
Sales of bonds of guaranty fund ................................... ~ 
Amount due contractors .......................................... 5 
United States share of excess ................................... .. 
Redemption of Pennsylvania Avenue paving certificates ........ .. 
United Stat,es share revenues, Reform School. ................... .. 
Unites States share revenues, Ind. Home ........................ .. 
United States share fees for inspecting gas and meters .......... .. 
Police relief fund ................................................ .. 
Firemen's relief fund ............................................ .. 














Sales of ordnance material, War Department......................... 28,864.62 
Sales of ordnance material, Navy Department......................... 31,405.32 
Powder and projectiles, War Department............................. 11,434.28 
------Profits on coinage . . .. . .......................... --- ... .. .... . • .. .. .. 564, 485. 72 
J>rofits on coinage, standard silver dollar.............................. 8, 302, 437. 49 
Deductions on bullion cleposits . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. • . . .. . . • . • .. .... . . 60, 871. 12 
Assays and examination ot ores.... .. .. . .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. • . .. . . .. .... .. 1, 458. 50 
Tax on circulation of national banks ................................................. . 
Fees on letters patent ............................................................... . 
Deposits for surveying public lands .................................................. . 
2, 279, 229. 00 
1, 855, 432. 39 
154, 440, 900. 00 
2, 371, 786. 46 
71,754.22 
8. 929, 252. 83 
2, 385, 851.18 
1, 151, 666. 40 
94,289.76 
Carried forward............................................................... _524, 050, 119. 97 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XLVII 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward.......................................... $74,158,085.02 $411,102, 246.68 
246 Navy pensions..................................................... 578,709.03 
246 Navy pensions, fees for examining surgeons...... . . • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . 11, 212. 00 
246 Payment to G. G. Tarbell.......................................... 225.69 
246 Mexican war pensions............................................. 315,000.00 
Deduct. repayments : _ 
244 Pay and allowances, army pensiOns.......... . .. .. • . .. • .. $18, 453. 70 
246 Fees for vouchers, arrears of army pensions . .. • • • .. .. • • 24. 70 
246 Arrears of navy pensions............................... 15,000.00 
246 Fees for vouchers, arrears of' navy pensions . • • • . • • . • • • • 7. 00 
246 Pay and allowances, navy pensions..................... 644.55 
75,063,231. 74. 
34,129.95 
Total expenditures, Interior-pensions...................................... 75,629,1411.79 
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay department. 
247 Pay, etc., of the Army ....... · .................................... .. 
250 Pay of volunteers, Mexican war .................................. . 
249 Pay of the Military Academy ................................... .. 
249 Pay of two and three years' volunteers .......................... .. 
250 Collection and pay of bounty, etc., to colored soldiers and sailors .. 
250 Bount.v tmder act of July 28, 1866 ................. -----"···· ..... .. 
250 .Bounty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs .............. .. 
Deduct repayment: . 
250 Bounty to volunteers and regulars on enlistment ................. . 







13, 491, 604. 60 
25.00 
Total expenditures, pay department................ . .. .. • . • • • • •• .. .. • • .. • • • • 13, 491, 579. 60 
Oommiaaary department. 
250 Subsistence of the army ................................... .. 
Quartermaster' 8 department. 
~g~ ¥:Jid~~t:i~~~i:!s~~-~ ~ ::::~::: ::::: :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
261 Barracks and quarters ............................................ . 
262 Transportation of the Army, etc ................................... . 
268 Transportation of the Army, Pacific railroads . ......•••...•••...••• 
269 Transportlttion of the Army, 50 per cent. of arrears due certain 
270 land grant railroads ............................................. . 
270 Transportation of officers and their baggage ..••...•••.....•...••• 
271 Horses for cavalry and artillery .................................. . 
274 Clothing, camp, and garrison equipage ........................... . 
275 .N1ttional cemeteries ............................................. . 
275 National cemeteries, pay of superintendents ..•.••.••...••••..•••• 
275 Head-stones for graves of soldiers ................................ . 
275 Head-stones for graves of soldiers in private cemeteries .•••••..•. 
275 Road from Springfield, Mo., to the national cemetery ............ . 
275 Road to the national cemetery at Chalinette, La ....•......••..••• 
275 Road from Natchez, Miss., tothenationalcemetery ............. .. 
275 Road to the national cemetery, Knoxville, Tenn ................. . 
Deduct repayment : 
275 Road from Chattanooga, Tenn., to the national cemetery ......... . 
2, 636, 002. 15 
680,575.93 
633,921.01 














8, 967. 941. 93 
.27 
Total expenditures, Quartermaster's DepartmeBt .......................... . 
Medical and hospital department. 
275 Maintenance of Army and Naval hospital, Hot Springs, Ark .... .. 
275 Army and Naval Hospital, Hot Springs, .A.rk ................... .. 
275 Construction and repair of hospitals .............................. . 
276 Construction of quarters for hospital stewards ...•.•.••......••••• 
276 Medical and hospital department ................................. . 
276 Library, Surgeon-General's office ................................. . 
276 Army medical museum .......................................... .. 
276 Artificial limbs .. ................................................. . 
286 Trusses for disabled soldiers ...................................... . 











Total expenditures, Medical and Hospital Department ....••..•..••..•••.... 
1, 509, 498. 63 
8, 967, 94:1. 66 
481,346.59 
Carried forward ........................ ~.......... ... • • • . • • . .. .. . • •• • • • • .. .. 510, 581, 714. 95 
XLVIII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'fURES, 1887. 
General account of the reoeiptB and expendit~tres of the United StateB, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
PUBLIC DEBT-Continued. 
Brought forward ..••••••••••.••••..........•.••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••• $524, 050, 119 97 · 
Depredations on public lands .... :. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • • • . • • • • • .• • . • . . •• • • • • •• • • • . 41,456. 99 
·water and ground rents, Hot Sprmgs . • . . • . . . . . • • . • . . • • . . • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • . • . 4, 705. 00 
Re-imbursement by national-bank redemption agency: 
Salaries, office of Treasurer, 1886................................... $18, 839.45 
Salaries, office of Treasurer, 1887................................... 54, 477. 07 
Salaries, office Comptroller of Currency, 1886...................... 3, 205. 48 
Salaries, office Comptroller of Currency, 1887. •. • . • • . . . •• . . • • ••• • • • 10,986.37 
ContingEmt expenses, office of Treasurer, national currency . . . . . . . . . • . 79, 178.17 
Re-imbursement account, salaries office Commissioner Internal Rev-
enue, 1886 . ....•..............••.•..•..•..................••••..•...•. 
Re-imbursement account, salarieR office Commissioner Internal Rev-
206.10 
enue, 1887 .•••••..•..•••.•....•••••..• . ...•...••.•.•••••••••..••..••. 2, 268.95 
Re-imbursement for increasing water supply .......•......•.•.•................••••.• 
By Diatrict of Columbia, aocount, interest, etc ....••...•.....•••..•.••..••••........... 
Damage to United States steamer Juniata ...........•....••.•••••.....•............... 
Right of way to Kensington and Tacony Railroad Company ........•................. 
Dividend paid by Exchange National Bank, Norfolk, Va .•.•••...........••..••....... 
Navy pension fund . ........•..........•........•••••...•.•..•...........•....••....... 
Interest on Nashville and Chattanooga Railroad bonds .....•........•..••......•...•.• 
Intel'est on East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia Railroad ..........•....•••.•••••.•.. 
Payment by East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia Railroad Company •••..••...•.••.. 
Re-imbursement by District of Columbia, completion of sewerage system ....•...•.•.• 
Revenues Yellowstone National Park ...........•.....•.....••......••..•••..••••••... 
~~~n~~~s~~~!k~!~. ~-~~-~~ ~. ::~:::: ~:: ::::::::::: ~::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Sale of old Bridewell dock lot, Chicago, Ill . ...............................•........••.. 
Sale of old court-house and post-house, Philadelphia, Pa ...•..........•.•.•••.••...•.. 
Sale of Un.ited States cus~OI!l·hous~ lot, Ea~tport, M~ . •••••. ·.• ....................... , •• 
Balance o.f State appropriation for Improvmg Muskmgum River, Oh10 .••...•...•..... 
Coupons found over in settlement of account of assistant treasurer, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Indian moneys, proceeds of labor ...........•.......... . ....•.............•••.•.•••.... 
Trust fund, etc., support of free schools in South Carolina .•••..•..••..•••••..••.•.••. 
~:~~po0[1~~1~~-b~lidi;g~·-·.: ·_ ·.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:~:: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Interest on debts due the United States .............•••.••..............•.••.••..••••• 
Conscience fund ....••....................•......•.....•.......•.....•••...••..•••••..•. 
Assessments on owners for deaths on shipboard ...............•••..••••....••••••.•••• 
Unexpended receipts, United States military telegraphlines .•....•..••..••..••..•••••• 
Premium on drafts ...............•..••..........••...•...•.......•.••.••..••..••..... 
g~~~~fffh\e£!~s~~~-~~~ ~~~~1- ~~~~:::::::: ~ ::::: ~::: ~: :::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
U nexplai.ned balances in disbursing accounts . . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • •.•••••.....••. 
Sale of property, i!lternal-revenue laws .....•. , ....•••••.••.........••..•..••..••.•••••. 
Rent of property. 1nternal-revenue laws . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • • . . ..••••••.••........•. 
Work done by Bureau of Engraving a.nd Printing .....••....•••••.•..•••••••••••••••• 
Work done in public shops .•.......................•••.........•..•..•...••..•••••..•. 
Rebate of interest .........................................•.....•.•••••.•••.•.••..•••. 
Re-imbursement by Edgar Speiden. etc .............•.•.....••.•...••••....••.•....••.• 
~~l~t~;~.r~abr!d~b!~:l~~~~::: :::::: ~:::: :::::::: :~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Interest on deposits and premium on exchange ... _ ••.........•.••..•.•••.•...••..••.•. 
Court fees paid to Government employes ................••............••...•.....•.••. 
ConRular court fines ........................ . ........••......•..••••.......•••.•..••••• 
Board of patients at Freedmen's Hospital and .Asylum ........•..•••••••••••••..•..... 
Fund for relief of refugees and freedmen .............••••.••••••..•....•••••..•.••••. 
Life-Saving Service .............................•...........••......•••.••••..••....••. 
Work done by Coast Survey ................... .. ....••••....•....•••.•••••••••••••••••• 
Redemption of property, act June 8, 1872 ...•.•..•..•••.....•••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 
Gain by exchange....................... . ..•••.•••...•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••.• 
Proceeds, gold captured from counterfeiters .......................................... . 
Damage to Fourteen-Foot Bank light-vessel .......•••••.•...•••••.•••••.•••••.• ~ ..••.. 
Penalty under national banking law .........••..•.•.....••..•••••.••••••••••.••••••... 




















































Totalreceipts ....•..•........... . .......•..•.•.•••.•••...•••.•.•...•••...••..... 525,844177.66 
Deduct unavailable amount allowed H. W. Hoffma.n by compromise per l'eport No. ' 
252,736 .•••••.••••..••..•••••...•••.•.•••.••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 7,997.64 
525, 836, 180. 02 
Balance in Treasury, June 30, 1886.............. ••••• •• • • •• ••••••• •••• •• ......... 526, 848, 755.46 
1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. XLIX 
Geneml accou.nt of the receipts and expenditures of the United State81 etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ........................................................... $510,581, 714.95 
Ordnance department. 
277 Ordnance service ................................................ .. 
277 Ordnance material (pro~eeds of sales) ............................ . 
277 Ordnance stores, ammunition .................................... .. 
277 Ordnance stores, mounting guns, etc ............................ .. 
277 Ordnance stores, manufacture, etc ............................... . 
277 Onlnance stores, equipments .................................... .. 
277 Ordnance stores, preservation .................................... . 
278 Arming and equipping the militia ......•......•....•.............. 
279 Sea-coast batteries ................................................. . 
279 Armament of fortifications ...................................... .. 
279 Manufacture of arms at national armories .................••••.•• 
279 Powder rlepot, Dover, N.J ...................................... .. 
279 Repairs of arsenals....... . . . .. • .. . .. .. • • • • .. ................... .. 
279 Rock Island bridge ................•..•.....•••.••.........•......• 
279 Testing machine .................................................. . 
279 Proving: ground, Sandy Hook, N. J ............................... . 
279 Machineguns .................................................... . 
279 Shootin~ galleries and ranges .................................... .. 
280 Rock Island arsenal, Illinois ...................................... . 
280 Frankfort arsenal, Pennsylvania .................................. . 
280 Sprmgfield arsenal, Ma-ssachusetts ............................... . 
280 San Antonio arsenal: Texas, paving ............................... . 
280 Benicia arsenal, California ......•......•..•.....•.•.••...•...•••... 
280 New York arsenal, New York .................................... . 
280 Contingencies of fortifications .................................... . 
280 Preservation and repair of fortifications ..•.........•..••.•........ 
280 Torpedoes for harbor defenses .................................... . 
280 Engineer depot at Willetts Point, N.Y.-
280 Incidentals .................................................. .. 
280 Material. ..................................................... . 
280 Instruments ................................. ------ .......... .. 
~~~ ~~~1ililg ~::::: ~:::::: ::::: ~: :::::: =~ ::: z::: :::::::::::::::::: 
281 StuYey of Gettys burgh battle-field .............................. .. 
281 Surveys for military defenses ..................................... . 
281 Survey of boundary line between Indian Territory and Texas .... . 
281 Improving Yellowstone National Park ........................... . 
De(luct repayment: 
g~ g~~~~~~~·r~~afi:~?o~t~~e~t::rd ~~&~~::. ~: ·:: ·. ·_ ·.:::: ·.::::: 
280 Survey and reconnaissan<Jes in military divisions and de-
partments ........................................... .. 









































1, 621, 581. 86 
2, 520.22 
Total expenditures, Ordnance Department .•••••..•.••.••....•.••...•.••.••. 
Military Academy. 
250 Academicbnildings .............................................. . 
2fJ0 Gymnasium ...................................................... . 
280 Cnrrent and ordinary expenses .................................. .. 
280 Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses .•••..•...•..•........ 






Total expenditures, Military Academy ..................................... . 
Signal Service. 
~: ~1~~:1 ~:~;~~~ !~:::: :::: _-.-.-::::::::.-:::: _.: _.:: _. :::: _.: ::::: ~:: _._. ::: 
28e Signal Service, subsistence ....................................... . 
282 Signal Service, regular su-pplies .................................. . 
282 Signal Service, incidental expenses! .................... -.......... . 
284 Signal Service, transportation ........•......•..................... 
282 Signal Service, barracks and quarters ..••.•.....•....... -........ . 
285 Signal Service, medical department ............................... . 
285 Signftl Service, ordnance stores .................................. .. 
297 Signal Service, observation and 1eport of storms .... ..•. .......... 
297 Signal Service, observation and exploration in the Arctic ~;eas .... 














Total expenditures, Signal Service ......................................... . 
1, 619, 06J. 64 
82,655.83 
825,218.12 
'Carried forward ........................ , .•••.•• , •••••. ,..................... 513,108,650. 5<1: 
B. Ex. 294--IV 
L RBC.EIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General al'count of the rece-i]Jis and expenditures of the United StatM, ete.-Cont.inned. 
TO RECEIP'I'S. 
Bl'Ought forwal'd ................................................ . -- ......... $1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
Carried forward . • • . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • .. • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • .. . • • . 1, 052, 68.1-, 935. 48 
RECEIPTS AND ~EXPENDITURES, 1887. LI 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward .....••.... ---- .............•.•••..•..••••••••••••••••••••. $513, 108, 650. M 
Improvjng Harbors. 
286 Portland, Me ..................................................... . 
286 RockLtnd, Me .................................................... . 
286 Breakwater at mouth of Saco River, Me ...•.••••••..•........••... 
286 Channel in back cove, Portland, Me .............................. . 
286 York, Me ........................................................ .. 
286 Portsmouth, N.H ................................................. . 
286 Refuge at LittleHarl.>or, N.H .................................... . 
2811 Burlington, Vt ................................................... . 
286 Breakwater at Gordon's Landing, Vt ............................. . 
286 Hingham, Mass ................................................... . 
286 Boston, Mass ..................................................... . 
286 Hyannis, Mass .................................................... . 
286 I .. ynn, Mass ....................................................... . 
286 Gloucester, Mass .................................................. . 
386 Nantncket, Mass .................................................. . 
~~~ i!~~o~l?,M:~:!~_s_s_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:: .": ::::::::: .':: ::: ."::: ." ." ." ::::: 
286 Provincetown, Mass ............................................. .. 
286 Rcituate, Mass .................................................... . 
286 Harbor of refuge, Sandy Bay, Cape Ann, Mass ................... . 
286 Wareham, Mass ................................................. .. 
286 Harbor of refuge, Wood's Roll, Mass ............................. . 
~~~ r;~~lf1~~~~~~-i::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~i; Ia!i~i~~~:{ofn~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
287 New Haven, Conn ................................................ .. 
~~~ ~~~~fo~~~d~~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
287 New London, Conn ................................................ . 
287 ·N" orwalk, Conn .................................................... . 
287 Breakwater at New Haven, Conn .................................. . 
287 Buffalo, N.Y ...................................................... . 
287 Buttermilk Channel, N.Y ......................................... . 
287 Canarsie Bay, N. Y ............................................... . 
287 Charlotte, N. Y .................................................. .. 
287 Channel in Gowan us Bay, N.Y ................................... . 
m ~~~~~~·i)\mm~m:~~mjmm\\~!~l~mm.~llll 
287 Echo Harbor, New Rochelle, N.Y ................................ . 
287 New Rochelle, N.Y .............................................. . 
287 Oak Orchard, N.Y ................................................ . 
m ~I;~~~ j ::::: ~::: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ :~: :~ ~:: :: ~ ~: ~:::: ~: ~ ~~: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~: 
287 Breakwater, Rouse's Point, N.Y ................................. . 
~~~ ~ilf~~~~~·:·.~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
287 Dunkirk, N.Y ................................................... .. 
287 Olcott,N. Y ...................................................... .. 
287 New York Harbor,N. Y .......................................... . 
~~~ if!lif~~\3~/ N: "i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
·287 Survey of harbor, Atlantic City, N.J ............................. . 
287 Erie, Pa . ....................................................... . 
287 Marcus Hook, Pa ................................................ .. 
287 Delaware Breakwater, Del. ....................................... . 
287 Ice Harbor, Reedy Island, Del .................................... . 
287 Wilmington, Del. ................................................. . 
287 Ice Harbor, New Castle, DeL ..................................... . 
~~ t~~iJg~~·Nt:::::: ·:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::: 
288 Breton Bay, Leonardtown, Md .................................... . 
288 Entrance of St. Jerome's Creek, Md ............................. .. 
288 Norfolk, Va ...................................................... .. 
288 Beaufort, N. C .................................................... . 
288 Charleston, S.C .................................................. .. 
~: wi~:::n:y ~s~c·::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i~ ~a~::~~~G~~-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · 




















76. ;;oo. oo 

























































1, 358, 216. 01 513, 108, 650. M. 
LII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
Gentwal accmmt of the 1·eceipts and expenclitures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought forward .•.•.•.••.••.•••••.•••.•.•••••..••••••.•••.•.••..•....••••• $1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
, 
Carried forw~d ............ ow ............................................... 1, 0 2, 684, 035. 48 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. LIII 
General account of the 'receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward .......................................... .. 
288 Apalachicola Bay, Fla .................................. · ......... .. 
~~~ a::ia~ale;~: ~l::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
288 Survey ofharboratKeyWest,Fla ............................... . 
288 Pensacola,Fla .................................................... . 
288 Mobile, Ala ...................................................... .. 
288 Biloxi Bay, Miss . . . • • • .. . . . . . .. .. .. . ... . ......................... . 
288 Brazos Santiago, Tex ............................................ .. 
288 Galveston, Tex .................................................... . 
288 Harbor of refuge, near Cincinnati, Ohio .... , • . ............... . ... . 
288 Clevelan<l,Ohio ................................................... . 
288 Ashtabula, Ohio .................................................. . 
288 Huron, Ohio .. · .................................................... . 
288 Black River, Ohio ................................................. . 
~~ ~~f!~~~~\~::~~~~:::::::::: :::::: ::~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
288 Vermillion, Ohio ................................................. .. 
288 Port Clinton, Ohio ............................................... .. 
288 Ice Harbor, mouth of Muskingum River, Ohio .. . ........•......... 
~: 8~r;~~¥rli:t~.:~~~:::::~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
288 Waukee;an, Ill .................................................... . 
288 Black Lake, Mich ................................................. . 
288 Charlevoix, Mich ................................................. . 
288 Cheboygan,Mich .................................................. . 
288 Frankfort, Mich .................................................. . 
288 Grand Haven,Mich ............................................... . 
289 Harbor of refuge, Grand Marais, Mich ..................... · ...... . 
289 Harbor of refuge, Lake Huron, Mich .......... . .......... . ..... .. . 
289 Steam-launch, etc., Harbor of Refuge, Lake Huron, Mich ....... . . . 
289 Ludington, Mich ...................... . ........................... . 
289 Manistee,Mich .................................. . ................ . 
289 Marquette, Mich ............................................... . .. 
289 Monroe,Mich ................ . .................................... . 
289 Muskegon, Mich .................................................. . 
289 Ontonagon, :M:ich ................................................ .. 
289 Pent Water, Mich ................................................ . 
289 Portage Illtke, Mich .............................................. . 
289 St .• Joseph, Mich ................................................. .. 
~~~ ~~~r:~~~~~~ch: ·:.: ·.:: ·.: ·::.: ::::: ·::::.::: ·. ::::::::::::::::::::: 
289 WhiteRiver,Mich .............................................. .. 
;~~ l~~i~!~~i:~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
289 Kewaunee. Wis .................................................. .. 
2&9 Kenosha, Wis ..................................................... . 
289 Menomonee, Wifl ................................................ .. 
289 Harbor ofrefu~e, Milwaukee Bay, Wis ........................... . 
289 Milwaukee, W1s ........ . ......................................... . 
289 Oconto, Wis ...................................................... . 
289 Port Washington, Wis ............................ . ............... . 
289 Racine, Wis . ..................................................... . 
289 Sheboygan, Wis . ................................................. . . 
289 Harbor of refuge at entrance of Sturgeon :Bay Canal, Wis .••...... 
289 Superior Bay and St. Louis Bay, Wis . ............................ . 
289 Dredging Superior :Bay, Wis .................................. . . .. 
289 Harbor of refn~e on Lake Pepin, Wis. and Minn .................. . 
289 Manitowoc, W1s .................................................. . 
289 Duluth, Minn ..................................................... . 
290 GrandMarais,Minn ............................................ .. 
290 Agate Bay, Minn ................................................ .. 
290 Exa!dination of Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan ship canals . .. . 
290 Humboldt Harbor and Bay, Cal. ................................. .. 
290 Oakland, Cal. .................................................... .. 
2'90 Redwood, Cal ..................................................... . 
290 Wilmington, Cal ........................ . ......................... . 
290 Survey of San Diego, Newport, San Luis and Obispo harbors, Cal .. 
290 Survey of San Francisco harbor, etc., Cal ........................ .. 
290 Yaquina Bay, Oreg- ................................................ . 
290 Entrance to Coos Bay and harbor, Oreg .......................... . 
Deduct repayments : 
289 Ahnapee, Wis ..................................................... . 









































































2, 202, 648. 32 
401.39 
Total expenditures, improving harbors....................... .. . .. . . .. .. .. . • • 2, 202, 246. 93 
Carried forward.............................................................. 515,310,897.47 
LIV RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
Oeneral account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought for)\Tard ........................................................... $1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
Carried forward • • • .. • • .. .. • • • .. . • • . . • .. . • • . . . • • . . . . . .. .. . • • . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . 1, 052, 684, 935. 4.8 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. LV' 
Genm·al account of the receipts ancl expenditures oft he United States, etc.-Cont.inued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forwarcL ...•••................•.................................•• $515,310,897.47 
Improving rivers. 
290 M:oosabec bar at Jonesport, Me .....•..........••.........•••...•.• 
~~~ ~!~~~~~~f.M:e~~- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: ·.:: ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
:.!90 Lubec channel, Md .................. -- .•.........•................ 
290 Saco, Me ......•......•......•...............••..•.................. 
290 Cocbeco, N.H .....•...•••...•...................................... 
~~~ i~::U\~~Jr~s8s: ~ ~:: : : : : : ~::: ~ :::: ~: :::::: : ~ : ~ : :::: ~ ~:: : ~ ~ : : ~: : : ~ : : ~ 
290 Pawcatuck, R. I ................................................... . 
290 Pawtucket, R. I .•••••.•.••• ... ....••..••.•.•.•.•.........•••..•••• 
290 Warren,R. 1 ........ . ............................................ . 
290 Providence and Narragansett Bay, R. I .......................... . 
290 Removing Green .racket Shoal, Providence River, R.I. .......•.•.. 
290 Connecticut, Conn ............................................... . 
290 Connecticut, between Hartforcl and Holyoke, Conn ..........•..... 
290 Housatonic, Conn ................................................. . 
290 Thames, Conn ............................................... ..... . 
290 Removing obstructions in East River aud Hellgate, New York ... . 
290 East Chester Creek, New York ................................... . 
290 Ilarlem, N.Y ..................................................... . 
290 Hudson, N. Y ..................................................... . 
290 Newtown Creek, N.Y .............................. ....... : .... .. 
290 Narrows at Lake Champlain, New York and Vermont ............ . 
290 Ticonderoga, New York and Vermont .......................... . 
290 Channel between Staten Island and New York and New Jersey .. . 
290 Manrice,N .• r ................................................... . 
290 Elizabeth, N.J ........................ . ..... ----'· .............. . 
290 Passaic, N. J ................................................ ~ .... . 
290 Rahway,N.J ..................................................... . 
290 Raritan, N.J . ............ . ...................................... . 
291 Shrewsbury,N.J ................................. ... ............ . 
291 South, N.J ....................................................... . 
291 Delaware, Pennsylvania. aml New J erse:r ......................... . 
291 Allegheny, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . ........................................ . 
291 Dam at Herr's Island, Allegheny, Pa ............................ .. 
291 Monongahela, Pennsylvania and West Virginia ................... . 
291 Schuylkill, Penn_ .. : .............................................. . 
291 Nanticoke,D6L ................................................... . 
291 St.John, Del ...................................................... . 
291 Choptank, Md .................................................... . 
291 CorsicaCreek,Md ................................................ . 
291 Rebuilding pier~ at Battery Island, Md .........................•.. 
291 Susquehanna R1ver, near Havre de Grace, Md . _ .................. . 
291 Water-way from Chincoteague Bay, to Indian River Bay, Virginia, 
Maryland an1l Delaware ....................................... . 
291 Potomac, Va ..................................................... . 
291 Potomac at Mount Vernon, Va .................................. .. 
291 Appoma-ttox, Va .................................................. . 
291 Chicahominy, Va ................................................. .. 
291 James, Va ........................................................ .. 
~~f ~~t~~~ndr~~:~~ av ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
291 Pamunky, Va ................................ _ ...... _ .....•........ 
291 Rappahannock, Va ................................................ . 
291 Staunton, Va .................................................... .. 
29l UrbanaCreek,Va ................................................ . 
291 York, Virginia ................. _ .................................. . 
291 Dan, Virginia and North Carolina ............................... .. 
~~i ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~\J!~~~~~~:::: ~::::::::::::: ~: ~::::::::::::: 
~~} ~~:::i~~:~'%:sir~~~g~~~~i-~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: ~ 
291 Little Kanawha, West Virginia ................................... . 
291 Monongahela, West Virginia ........................ _ ........... .. 
291 Big Sandy, West Virg!nia ................... _ ................. .. 
291 Water-way between .J:II ew Berne and Bean fort, N. C .............. . 
291 \Vater-way between Beaufort harbor and New, N.C ............. .. 
291 Black, North Carolina ............................................ .. 
291 Cape Fear. North Caolina ......................................... . 
291 Contentnia Creek, North Carolina ................................ . 
29l Currituck Sound and North .River Bar, North Carolina .......... .. 
291 French Broad, North Carolina .................................... . 
291 Neuse, North Carolina ........................................... _. 
291 New, North Carolina .............................................. . 
291 Roanoke, North Carolina ..... . .................................. .. 
29:! Pamlwo and Tar, North Carolina ................................. . 





















17, 000. 00 
11,658.48 
14,000.00 














































5, ooo: 00 
159.77 
21,097.00 
1, 500. 00 
10,200.24 
5, 000.00 
~--------------------1, 195, 384. 73 515,310, 897.47 
LVI RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'rURES, 1887. 
General account of the 1·eceipts and e.rpenditw·es of the United States, etr.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought forward ............ . ............... . .............................. $1,052, 684, 935.48 
Carried forward . • • • . • • . • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . . 1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. LV1I 
Genet•al account of the receipts and expenclitnres of the Unitecl States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
:lgi~d~:~!~~:~~~Ei~:~:::::::::: -:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: :::::: 
292 Edisto, South Carolina ..........••........•....................... 
292 Congaree, South Carolina ...•...•..........•....................... 
292 Salkahatchie, South Carolina ............•....................•••.• 
292 Santee. South Carolina ....................•........................ 
292 Groat Pedee, South Carolina ..•.......••••.•....................... 
292 Waccamaw, South Carolina ..•................•...........•••••.••. 
292 Wateroe, South Carolina ..•...•........••........•......••..••..••. 
292 Altamaha, Georgia .....................................•........... 
292 Chattahoochee, Georgia and Alabama .•....•..•..•................. 
292 Coosa, Georgia and Alabama .....................•.•••.•....•..•.• 
292 Cumberland Sound, Georgia and Florida ..•......•...•.•....•...... 
~~ ~~~~il.;j;;]! !! ;_---~-~-~ --C: :;; i-!!_-!! !!-; ;;;H-
292 Choctawhatchee, Florida ...................•........•..•......... ·. 
292 Escambia and Conecul1, Florida and Alabama ...........•.•....... • 
292 Pease Creek, Florida ........•••......•...•..•.....•.........•.••••• 
292 Manitee and Pease River, Florida ...•.•.....•.•..............•••••• 
~r~ ~r!£E~~~~l!!~_ ~:~;;~~~::: ~:::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: i tt~~If~-:;:: iiiiii i! ;;;;;;:::;;::;;;;:"1-ii :; ! ;: 
~9~ w·arrior and_ T?m_big_bee, Alabama and Mississippi. ........•.•.... il ~~~¥t~t~~~~;:: ~~ :::  .. ;:.:: ;·;;;n: :;;: ;:::_ :~::: :: 
292 
Tallahatc.hl~, 1\;(ls~Isslppl ..•.••..•..•.................••......•.... 
Hi ~~~§~~~~~tfJ.HH\\:H ::i ~::: ;:: :~:::: ::; ::::: 
~~~ Bayou Courtablea~I,_I"ouisiana .••......•......•.......•............ 
~~~ ~:;~~ .i~~~;bor::;,sr~:i;i·a;;~: ~~_:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ~ ::: 
Calcasteu River and Pass, Loms1ana ................•...•....•••.•. 
293 Cane, Louisiana ................••.....••........•.••..••.•.. : •..... 
293 Cypress Bayou, Texas and Louisiana .•••.........................• 
293 Loggy Bayou, Lake Bistineau and the Dorcheat, Louisiana ..•..... 
~~~ ili~~~t::f~1~~=:~~~-~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~: ::~ :-~~-~:~~~:_:::~:: ~:::::: :~ ::::::: 
293 Bayou Bartholomew, Louisiana and Arkansas .... · .......•...•.•... 
293 Red, Louisiana andArkansas .••.•• --~--- .....•.•••.•.•.•.......... 
293 Mouth of Brazos, Texas ............•.•.•••.......•.•••......•...... 
293 Buffalo Bayou, Texas ....••....••.....•.•...•..••..••.•.....•...... 
!W3 Aransas Pass and Bay, Texas .............•.•.•.•.......•••••..••.• 
293 Pass Cavallo, Texas ....••.••.••.•.•.•.......•...•..•.••.•..•.....•• 
293 Ship channel in Galveston Bay, Texas ....•••.....•...•••..•....••• 
~~~ tEE~~K1~i1~~!:!~~~~~~: ~::;:::::::::::: ~:::: ~::::::::::::::::: 
293 Fourche Le Fevre, Arkansas ..•..••..•...•.•••...•.•..........•... 
293 Ouachita, Arkansas and Louisiana ....••.•••.•..•....•••...•••..•.. 
293 St. Francis, Arkansas and Missouri. ....••...••••.•••••.•••••..•.. 
293 Little Red, Arkansas .....•••••..•••...•...•..•..••..••••.••..•.••. 
293 Petit J' eau, Arkansas ..••••...•••...... _ .••. _ ••••.••.....••........ 
293 Red River, above Fulton, Ark ..••••...•••....••..•..•....••..•...•. 
293 White. Arkansas ...............•...•••••.....•........••.....•.... 
293 Removing obstructions in Arkansas River, Arkansas and Kansas. 
:C.93 Black, Arkansas and Missouri. .....•..•....••......•.....••...•.•. 
293 Big Hatchee, Tennessee ..............•••.•. _ ..................... . 
293 Sonth Forkr.d Deer, Tennessee--·--····-·· ........•..••.....••.. .,. 
Carried forw·ard ..•.•••............•..•••.........•••••...... 


































' 249. 73 














































1, 978, 609.18 515, 310, 897. 47 
LVIII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General accoztnt of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought forward .••••..••..••..•• . ..•..••..••.. _.......... . . • • . • • . . . • . . . . . $1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
Carried forward . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • .. • • • 1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1881. LI::k 
General account of the receipts and expenditu'res of the Dnited States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ....•.•...........•.......•••••••••••..•.•. 
293 Caney ]'ork, Tennessee .•••••.••.....••.•••.••..•••••......•......• 
203 Clinch, Tennessee .................•••.••............•••.•.••...... 
294 Cumberland, above Nashville, Tenn ..•...••••••••••.••.••.•• . .....• 
294 Cumberland, below Nashville, Tenn .••....•••..•.....•............• 
294 French Broad, Tennessee . ........•.••........••••••••..•......... . 
293 Tennessee below Chattanooga, Tenn ...•.........•..•...........•• . 
294 Hiawassie, Tennessee ......•.....•..•••••••.•..•••.•.••..••........ 
293 Tennessee above Chattanooga, Tenn .....•.•••.....•.....•.••.... _ 
294 South l!'ork of Cumberland, Kentucky ...••••...•••.••..•••••....•• 
294, Kentucky, Kentucky ............................................ . 
294 Falls of Ohio at Louisville, Ky ••••••.•••.•••••••..•••...•..•••••• . 
~~! 5h~!eohi~e~: ~~~-t~~~~-::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
294 Muskingum, Ohio .•...•••••.•...••••• ·· -··-······-················ 
294 White, Indiana ...... .. ....................................... ..... . 
294 Wabash, Indiana and Illinois .•••••..•..•••.•.....••.•••...•...•..• 
294 Calumet, Indiana and Illinois ..•...••.•..•...•..••.••••••..•••..... 
294 Illinois, Illinois ........•••..........•..•.•.•...•......•........... . 
294 Examinations of Illinois and Michigan and Hennepin canals, Illi· 
nois .....•.........•..•••..............•.•••......•..•••...••..... 
294 Gasconade, Missouri. ....•••••....•.••••.•••..•...•...•......•..... 
294 Osage, Missouri and Kansas ..••••.........••.••...•........•..••.. 
I ~~ 8~!~e>J\~1~1lfg~~: :·::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
294 St. Clair Flats canal, Michigan ...............•.........•.•.•.....• 
294 Hay Lake Channel Sault Ste. Marie River, Michigan ....•.•.....•• 
~~! ~!g~~~ .. ~~~~~:~.:::::::::.:::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
294 Examination of Portage Lake and Lake Superior ship canal, Michi-
gan .........................•.......•......•...... ... ........•. 
296 Damages by the improvement of Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, Wis-
consin ................... . ...................................... . 
294 Fox and Wisconsin, Wisconsin ••.••.....••••.•.....•...•••••..•..• 
294 Fox, Wisconsin ........................••.•...••••..••.... -••••.... 
294 Chippewa, Wisconsin ..... . ....................... . ............... . 
294 St. Uroix, Wisconsin and Minnesota ..................•• . ..••..••... 
294 Red River of the North, Minnesota and Dakota ........••......•.. 
294 Yellowstone, Mlilntana and Dakota .......••••••.•••••.......•••.•.. 
294 Mississippi River ........•....•.......•............................ 
294 Mississippi River from St. Paul to Des Moines Rapids ..........• 
295 Mississippi River from Des Moines Rapids to month of Illinois ... 
295 Mississippi River between months of Ohio and Illinois ......•..•.. 
~~~ ~~rMo~~sssii~~El~ ·_-_-_ ·.:: ::·.::: :::::: ·_ :·.::: :::::::::::: ·.::::::::::: 
294 Removing obstructions in Mississippi River . .•..•......•.•...•.... 
294 Dry ~ock at Des Moi~esRapid8 cana.L._..~- .. _. ..•.•.....••.••...... 
294 Gaugmg the waters of the Lower MissiSSippi .••.•••...•••..•..... 
295 Reservoirs at headquarters of the Mississippi...... • •.••......... 
295 Examinations and surveys South Pass Mississippi. •••.•...••••..•.. 
295 Survey of the Mississippi ......................................... . 
lil95 Constructing jetties aud other works South Pass Missis!aippi. ..••• 
295 Survey of the Missouri River from its mouth to Fort Benton, Mont 
295 Removing obstructions in the Missouri. .••••...•••.•..••.....•.••• 
295 Missouri River from its mouth to Sioux City ...•.•......••••..•... 
295 Missouri River from Sioux Uity to Fort Benton ·- .......•••....•• . 
295 Mokelumne, California . .....•••••.....• . ........•...........•.....• 
295 Petaluma Creek, California .••. . .••.•.......•...••.••••.....•...... 
295 San Joaquin, California ....•• . ... . ....•.•..•.....•......••......... 
295 Sacramento and Feather Rivers, California .....•...•.......•.•.••. 
295 Mouth of Columbia, Oregon ..••.•......•....•.•.• · •.....••••..•..... 
295 Columbia at Cascades, Oregon ...•........•..••..••..... . .......•• . 
295 UpperColumbia,Oregon .............•......••..••...•............. 
295 Upper Columbia ancl Snake Rivers, Oregon ....................... . 
295 Columbia and Lower Willamette Rivers below Portland, Oregon .. 
2~5 Willamette above Portland, Oregon ..•••••.••••• ·-•.••........•.••• 
~~~ g~~il!: 8~::~~ _._._._._._._. _._. _. _. _._._._._._. .-::::: ::::::.· _. _. .-_.: ~ _. ~ ::::::::: _.: _. ~ 
295 Gauging the waters of Columbia, Oregon ......•.••....•. ..•....... 
295 Chehalis, Washington Territory .................... " .......•.....• 
295 Cowlitz, Washington Territory .......................... . ........ . 
295 Ska.git, Skedaquamish, Nootsack, etc., Rivers, Washmgton Terri-
tory ...................................... _ ......•........•....... 
295 Snrveys of northern and northwestern lakes ......••...•....•.....• 
295 Examinations, surveys, and contingencies of rivers and harbors .. 
Deduct repayments : 
291 North Landing River, Virginia and North Carolina.... $2,129.69 
293 Bayou Black, Louisiana................................. 289.31 
29a Bayou La Forche, Louisiana ..•.••..•.••..••••.....•.. _. 79. 61 
Carried forward .•••.••••.•..••..••.•••.•••.. _ .•• ,. 2, <l98. 61 







































































5, 463, 892. 09 515, 310, 897. 47 
L:X RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Cont.iuned. 
TO R .ECEIPTS. 
rottght forward ......................................................... $1, 052, 684, 935. 4£1 
\ 
Carried forward • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • . . . • . . . . • . • 1. 052, 684, 935. 4.Q 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES,-1887. LXI 
General account of the 1·eceipts and expenditures of the Un·ited States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward................................ $2, 498. 61 $5, 463, 892. 09 $515, 310, 897. 4:7 
Deduct repayments: 
294 St. Mary's River and :Falls Canal, Michigan............. 182. 31 
295 Mississippi River Commission...... . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 8. 95 
295 Examinations a-nd surveys on Pacific coast . . • • . • • . . • • . 3. 68 
----- 2, 693. 55 
Total expenditure&, improving rivers ...•••...•••.••••••.•••••.•.•.•.•••.••. , 
Miscellaneous. 
298 Expenses of military convicts .................................... . 
298 Support of military prison, Fort Leaven worth, Kans .••....•••..... 
298 Construction, maintenance and repair of military telegraph liaes .. 
~~~ ~:1~~:1ihU:~~efuj~i~~~~ed ~~fu~~~:/~~ldf~~~::::::::: .':::::::::: 
298 Support of Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers ...••..•. . ....... 
298 Reimbursement to Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers for losses 
298 P~K~f~!W~! ~~ ~~c!i~~~~!ds ~f~~:~~aof\h~ !t~1~l!i.:: ~: ~ ~ ~::: 
298 Artillery school, Fortress Monroe, Va ....... ._ .................. .. 
298 Wharf, Fortress Monroe, Va .• ~ ................................... . 
299 Buildings for cavalry and artillery school, Fort Riley, Kans ...... . 
21!9 Establishing signal stations at Point Jupiter, Fla .•••..•...•...... 
299 Military posts .................................................... . 
299 Claims for quartermaster's stores and commissary supplies ...... . 
298 Refunding to States expenses incurred in raising volunteers . ..••• 
298 Refunding to certain Statesexpensessuppressinglndian hostilities 
298 Keeping, transporting, and supplying prisoners of war .......... .. 
298 Traveling expenses First Michigan Cavalry .............•..•..•... 
306 Traveling expenses California and Nevada Volunteers .......... .. 
306 Pay, etc., Oregon and Washington Volunteers ................... .. 
306 Rogue River, Indian war ........................................ .. 
325 Payment to Fonrtb Regiment, Vermont militia ................... . 
325 Twenty per cent. additional compensation ........................ . 
325 Purchase of drilL ground, near San Antonio, Texas...... . ••••.••.. 
g~~ ~~~'f!d~~~ ;~b~~ti~~:/:~~ ~~ _~>~~~-~~-~ ~-i~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~:::::::: 
325 Payment to mounted riflemen under Col. J. C. Fremont . .••••••••• 
325 Allowance for reduction of wages under the eight hour law .....•. 
325 Support of four companies of volunteers mustered at Camp Scott, 
Utah ........................................................... . 
325 Remodelling old produce exchange building, New York City .••••• 
325 Examination of claims of States and Territories .••...••.••....•••• 
325 Horses and other property lost ................................... . 
319 Commutation of rations to prisoners bf war in rebel States ...... .. 
296 Removing sunken vessels, etc., endangering navigation .......... .. 
281 Contingencies of the Army ....................................... . 
281 Expenses of recruiting ........................................... . 
281 Expenses of commanding-general's office ......................... . 
281 Contingencies of adjutant-general's office ..... . .................. . 
296 Operating and care of canals ..................................... . 
285 Support of Soldiers' Home ........................................ . 
286 Three months pay proper .......... . ............................. .. 
286 Extra pay to the otficers and men who served in the :Mexican war. 
3.?5 Pay to American Graphic Company of New·'York ............... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
298 Repair of submarine cable, Block Island ................. *" 800, 00 
29R Collecting, drilling, and organizing voiunteers... •• • • .. .. 341. 9~ 














































Total expenditures, miscellaneous .......................................... . 
Beliefs. 
326 Lady Franklin Bay expedition ................................... .. 
326 Sufferertl by loss of steamer J. Don Oameron ..................... . 
325 J. A. Wilson ..................................................... .. 
~~~ ~~~\.:~~~~~~-~- ~~: ::.:::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::: 
325 Representatives of E. P. McNeal. ............................... .. 
325 William Ervin .................................................... . 
325 J.A. Coan ........................................................ . 
325 A.McMurtl'ie ..................................................... . 
i~~ ~-. ~~:c.n~-~~~::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::~:::: :::::::::::: ::~ :::::: 













5, 461, 198. 54 
3, i72, 698. 83 
Ca1·ried forward ..................... ....................... . 53, 587. 12 524, 444, 694. Oi 
LXII RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of the receipts and expenditures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought forward .••• ~·-··········-········· ................................. $1,052,684,935.48 
\ 
Carried forward • -··........................................ . .. .. . • . . . • . . • . . 1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. LXIII 
General account of the receipts and txpendit·ures of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
f2~g~-H. Pl~~!~~~-~~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·. $53, 587. 12 $524, 444, 694. 04 1, 000.00 
325 A. Goble......................... . ...... . .•...........•...•.•• 
~~~ ~~nJ~G~~~ie~~~~ ~-c-~t-t~ -~~~- ~~=~ ~~~~~~~~ _ ~~-~~~~:'.::::::::::::: 
325 S. R. Smith .......•••.•.......................................•.••• 
326 Thomas McBride ................................................. . 
326 Trustees of Christian Brothers' College ..............•.••.....•.... 
326 Ja1nes D. Wood .........................•.................•••....•. 
~~~ ~~11~ w~~ds:~ft~~~~~-~~ ~-- ~: -~~~i~-0-~: ::::::::::::: ·.::: :::::::: :·. 
32ti G. T. Dudley .....•.•.... : ....................................... . 
326 Leg:al representatives of F. Gelbean .............................. . 
326 M.F.Ryan ........................................................ . 
326 Heirs of A. F. McMillen ......................................... . 
326 A. S. Bloom ....................................................... . 
















Total expendittues, relief;; ........................•••••..........••.....•..•. 
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay Department. 
326 Pay of the Navy .................................................. . 
329 Pay, miscellaneous ............................................... . 
330 Contingent ....................................................... . 
330 Pay civilian melllbers Naval Academy band ...................... . 




Total expenditures, pay, etc ................................................ . 
Marine Oorps. 
~~~ ~~~v~~i~~~~-~r~~-~ ~~~~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~ ~~!~i~-~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·.: :::::: 
332 Military stores .................................................. .. 
332 Transportation and recruiting ... : ..................•.••.•.....•.•. 
~~~ ~~~~i::~~t¥i~~:- ::: ~ ~ ~:::: :::::: :::::::::: ~ ~:::::::: : = = ::::: : :: 











Total expenditures, Marine Corps .......................................... . 
Naval .Academy. 
333 J>ay of professors and others ...................................... . 
333 Pay of watchmen and others .............•....•••••..••••..•.•••.•• 
333 Pay of mechanics and others .................................... .. 
~~~ ~:~ ~~ ~:~ Ac~1°Jr!~: ::: :~ ~:-: ::: :~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
333 Special course academy ........................................... . 
~~~ ~~~;~~~~~~<1~~!:~~~:: ::: ~:::: ::::: ~ ::::: ~ ~= ::: =~::::: :::::::::::: 
~~~ 8~;~i;!:;i ~~:m~~~~= :::::::::::::::::::: :::~==:: :::::::::::::::: 
333 Contingent materials ............ , ................................ . 
334 Contingent board of visitoril ............................... _ ..... .. 
334 Contingent headstones, cemetery ................................. . 

















Total expenditures, Naval Academy ........................................ . 
Bureau of Navigation. 
334 K avigation and supplies .......................................... . 
334 Ocean surveys ..................................................... . 
335 Publication of surveys of the Mexican coast .....•......•...••.••. 
335 Compass testin~-houses .......................................... . 
335 Observations of the transit of Venus ............................. . 
335 Velocity of light ................................................... . 
335 Survey of the west coast of Mexico ............................... . 
334 Civil establishment ............................................... . 










Total expenditures, Bureau of Navigation .................................. . 
247,680.28 




Carried forward .......................... --... . • . . . . . .. • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • . . • • . • 533, 577, 823. 13 
LXIV RECJ.;IPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
General account of tlw 1·eceipts a11d expenclitnres of the Un·ifed States, elc. - Cotll imu•<l. 
------------------------------------~-----------------------------~---
TO RECEIP'J.'S. 
:Bfougltt forwa.rd. - . .................... . .............................. .. . . $1, 052, 6H4 1 D35. 48 
Carried forward ................................ u .... u···-· ...... .......... 1, 052,684, 935. ~~ 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. LXV 
General account of the receipts and expenditu1·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ..........•...........•....•............••...••••••••••.••. $533,577,823.13 
Bureau of Ordnance. 
335 Ordnance and ordnance stores .....••.•••.••••..•••••...•.......... 
~~~ gf~Ai~::ab\i~h~~~i::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::: ::::::::::::::::: 
336 Repairs ........................................................... . 
336 Torpedo corps .................................................... . 
336 Breech-loadingri:fl.e cannon ...... -·--------·- ..................... . 
~~~ g:l~t:rgs!~i~~~~ ~~-U:~.r-:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
337 Testlng Clark's de:fl.ective turrets ....... -......................... . 
336 Ordnance materials, proceeds of sales .....•.•...•..........•.•••... 
Deduct repayment: 
336 Wire-wound guns .••.••••••..•..•....... - .....•..•.•.•••..•.•••••• 












Total expenditures, Bureau of Ordnance ....•••••.••...•..••.••.•••••••.•.... 
Steel cruisers. 
337 Construction and repair .......................................... . 
~~~ ~~~£~~;~~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::: :~: :::::: ::::::~ :::::::::::::::::: 
337 Ordnance, gun-carriages for the Chicago ..........••..•....•....... 
337 Ordnance, powder for the Boston . ................................. . 
337 Ordnance, labor ......... -- ........................................ . 
337 Ordnance, freight and materials ................................... . 
338 Ordnance, existing contracts ...................................... . 
338 Care of monitors ................................................ .. 
338 Increase of the Navy, act.March 3,1885 ........................... . 
338 Vessels and monitors, act August 3, 1886 .......................... . 
· Deduct repayment: 















Total expenditures, steel cruiser!'! .......................................... . 
Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting. 
338 Equipment of vessels .................................... ·----- ... . 
~~~ g~~A~~t~b\i~h-~~;;t:::.::::::::::::::::::: :~::::::::::::::::::::::: 





Total expenditures, Bureau of Equipment and Recruit-ing ..............•.... 
Bureatt of Yards and Docks. 
340 Maintenance ............................................. _ ...... _ .. 
340 Civil establishment ............................................... .. 
340 Contingent ......................... ·-·--- .......................... . 
340 Naval station and coaling depot, Port Royal, S.C .•...• ----·- ..... . 
34.0 Naval training; station, Coaster's Harbor Island, R. I. ............. . 
340 Naval War College ................................................ . 
341 Enlistment bounties to seamen ........... -----.---- ............ .. 
~!~ ~~~!J~~~d~c~1~~:~: ~:~:: ~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
341 Repairs lfnd -preservation at navy-yard ........................... . 
Deduct repayment: 













Total expenditures, Bureau of Yards and Docks ....•••••.•••.•.. ____ .•.••• 
Bureau of Medicine and SU1gery. 
342 Medical department .................. ---------···-·--··-----······· 
~!~ ~~Et~;~~t::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::: 
343 Naval Hospital, Widow's Island, Maine ...... ------ ............... . 
Deduct repayment: 













C>1rried forward . . .. .. • . • .. • • . • • • . • .. • • • • .. • • . • .. . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • .. • • • • . • • . 535, 755, 358, 96 
H. ].1J"\:. 294--V 
LXVI RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'fURES, 1~87. 
General account of the receipts and expendit1u·cs of the Un·ited States, etc.-Continued. 
TO RECEIPTS. 
Brought forwanl. ........................................ . ................. $1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. LXVTI 
General acco-unt of the t·eceipts and expenditm·es of the United States, etc.-Continued. 
BY EXPENDITURES. 
Page. Brought forward ........................................................... $535,755,358.96 
Bureau of Provisions and Clothing. 
343 Provisions ..............•••..••.•...•..•..•........••..••....•..... 
345 Contin~~:ent ............................. -............... - ........ --. 
3!5 Civil establishment ............................................... . 
$925, 810. 47 
45,1<42. 03 
30,462.93 
1, 002, 115. 43 
35,221.83 
Total expenditures, Bureau of Provisions and Clothing .........•......••. 
Bureau of Construction and Repair. 
345 Construction and repair ........................................... . 
346 Repair of vessels ................................................. . 




Total expenditures, Construction and Repair ...•••...•.....•.............. 
Bureau of Steam Engineering. 
346 Steam machinery ................................................. . 
347 Armament ........................................................ . 
347 Contingent ............................................ -........... . 





Total expenditures, Bureau of Steam Engineering .••...........••...•..... 
Miscellaneous. 
347 Prize money to captors ... ........................................ . 
347 Double-turreted monitors ........................................ .. 
34 7 :Machinery, double-turretefl monito1·s ................••..........• 
347 Extra pay to officers and others, .Mexican war .................... . 
348 Increase of the Navy gnu-boats and cruisers ..................... .. 
348 Armor and ~un steel. ............................................ .. 
345 Indemnity tor lost clothing............ .• ......................... . 
341! Bounty for deRtruction of enemies' vessels ...................... .. 
349 Destruction of clothing and bedding i'or sanitary reasons ......... . 
350 Navy, pension fund ............................................... . 
350 Mileage, navy ................................... .. ................ . 
350 Payment to John Roach for use of ship-yard .................... . 
353 Relief of survivors by wreck of United States steamer Ashuelot .••. 
353 Relief of survivors and others, exploring steamer Jeannette ..... .. 
353 ReliefofRachael J. Floyd ........................................ . 
353 ReliefofFannyS. Conway ...................................... .. 


















Total expenditures, miscellaneous .............•.•..••..•................... 
966,893.60 
1, 031, 920. 47 
969,952.77 
1,169, 375. 32 
Total expenditures . . .. .. .. . • .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. • .. • . • . . .. .. .. 539, 833, 501. 12 
Balance in Treasury June 30, 1887*................. ••••• .• . • •• . • • . • ••• • • . • • . ... • • • 51:!, 851, 434. 36 
1, 052, 684, 935. 48 
•This balance includes the amounts deposited in the following States : 
Maine . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. $955, 838. 25 Georgia .. .. . .• • • • .. . . . • . • .. .. .. .. . $1, 051, 4,22. 00 
.1\/ ew Hamphire................... 569, 086 79 Alabama .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . • . .. . .. .. . . 669, 086. 79 
Massachusetts..................... 1, 338,173.58 Louisiana......................... 477, 919.14 
Vermont........................... 669, 086. 79 Mississippi........................ 382, 335. 30 
Connecticut . ..... .. .. . .... . .. . .... 764,670.60 Tennessee......................... 1, 433,757.39 
~~~df~:~a~-~---.·_·_·_·_~ --~~ ~::·.·_-_ :~:::: 4, g~~; ~~~: ~~ ~hiot.~~~~: :::::::::~:::::::: :::::: ~; ~~*; ~~~: ~: 
New Jersey . . • . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 764, 670. 60 Missouri . . .. . . .. . . . • . • • • • • . • . • • • . . 382, 335. 30 
Pennsylvania...................... 2, 857,514.78 Indiana........................... 860,254.44, 
Delaware.......................... 286,751.49 IllinoiR ........................... 477,919.14, 
Mv1·arr~v1_nla1_nad. _ .. _ -.. ·.·.·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_--__ -_·.·.·.·· .. ·.·.·_·_· 955,838.25 Michigan.......................... 286,751.49 ,., 2, 198,427.99 Arkansas........................... 286,751.49 
North Carolina..................... 1, 433, 757. 39 -------
South Carolina..................... 1, 051, 422. 09 28,101, 644. 91 

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 
1886-1887. 
PAYMENTS FOR SUPPORT OF THE CIVIL LIST. 
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT. 
SENATE, FORTY-NINTH CONGRESS. 
Compensation and rnileage of Senators fron~ July 1, 1885, to June 30, 1887, inclusive. 
To A. G. McCook, Secretary of the Senate, balance due the United States per report No. 
247714 ...... -........... -.. - . ........ -...................... -........... ..... - .........••. $15, 85R. 76 
To A. G. McCook, Secretary of the Senate, advances from J" uly 1, 1885, to J" uly 1, 1886 ....... 411, 000. 00 
To A. G. McCook, Secretary of the Senate, advances from J" uly 1, 1886, to J" uly 1, 1887....... 413, 000. 00 
·which has been accounted by the following payments, nan1ely: 
Name. 
. 
Mileage. Compensa-tion . 
N. W. Aldrich.................................................... $335.20 $9,166.66 
W. B. Allison................................................... . 826.40 10, 000.00 
W. B. Ba t,e .............................................................. _ . . . . . 1, 666. 66 
J". B. Beck ........................ ----·· ............ ------........ 552.80 10,000.00 
~: ~-- ~~flckb~~~- ~ ~~: ~~~ ~~: ~~~ ~:::: :::::::::::: ~ ~~:::: ::::::::::: 1' ~~~: !~ ~~; ~~~: ~g 
H. W. Blair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 71. 20 10, 000. 00 
T.M.Bowen...................................................... 1,647.26 10,000.00 
J". E. Brown....................................................... 576. 80 10,000.00 
M. C. Butler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•....•.....•..... -.......... 464. 80 9, 938. 32 
\V. Call1 ..•••••••••••••••••••• -. •••• •••••• •• • • • . • •••• •• • •• • • • ••• • •• 757.60 9, 928. 4'l 
.T. N. Camden ...................... ---· ............ --............. 286.40 8, 333. 34 
.J.D. Cameron.................................................... 96.00 10,000.00 
J. Chace .................. "....................................... 340. 00 10, 000. 00 
P.E.Cheney ..................................................... 206.00 3,250.02 
F. M. CockrelL................................................... 917. 60 10 OOU. 00 
R.Coke ........................................................... 1,431.20 10.000.00 
A. H. Colquitt .... --............ .. .. .. . . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .... .. . . . . . . 556.00 10: ono. 00 
0. D. Conger...................................................... 612.00 8, 733. H4 
S.M. Cullom...................................................... 823.20 10, 000. 00 
J". \V. Daniel...................................................... ...... .... .. 1, 666.66 
C. K. Davis................................................................... 1, 666.66 
H. L. Dawe!' .............................. ...... .................. 345.60 10,000.00 
J".N.Dolph .. ................................................... . 2,506.40 9 866 66 
G.F.Edmunds ................................................... 428.00 9:933:34 
J". B. Enstitl _ .. . .. ... .. .. .. . . . .... .. .... .. . . . . .. . ...... ... . . .... . .. l, 113.60 10, 685.411 
W.M. Evarts ............................... ·-----··-·······...... 182.40 10,000.00 
J".G.Fair ..................................................... 2,366.40 8,331.34 
C.R Farwell..................................................... 338.40 2,500.00 
W. P. Frye....................................................... 496.00 13,081.74 
J". Z. George...................................................... 914.00 10,000.00 
R. L. Gibson............ . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . 972. 00 10, 000. 00 
A.. P.Gol'mau .................................................... 17.60 10,000.00 
G. Gray.......................................................... ?2. 00 10,000.00 
E. Hale!. .. _ .............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596. 80 7, 448. 76 I 




10, 8:'6. 40 
]. (i66.66 JO; 55:?. 80 
11, 067.20 













9, 3!5. 34 
10, 82:l. :'0 
1,666. 66 
1, 66u.66 
1~, 3!?,· 6~ L,3, ... 06 
10, 361. :14 
11, 7! 1!). 08 
10,18:!.-W 
10, 699. 7± 
2, 8:38.40 




10, il92. ()() 
s. 045. ;,u 
!l, !134.4-5 
10, 747.20 
Carried forward ........ __ ... _ .......................... 11-_2_4_, 0-6-1-. 6-0-l--32-5--, -s--,u-. -ss-1:--34_9_, ·9-4-1-. -4& 
1 
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2 RECEIPTS AND, EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Name. Mileage. 
Brought forward ....••......•...........•.............. $24,061. 60 
B. Harrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 531. 20 
J". R. Hawley..................................................... 274.40 
G. Hearst...................... . . . . . . ...• .. ...... ........... ... . . 1, 280.00 
F. Hiscock .......................•...•....•.•.........••.•................... 
G. Ji'. Hoar........................................................ 345.60 
J". J". Ingalls ........................•...... : . •.•...•• ~............ 1, 120. 00 
H. I~. Jackson . ... . . . . ... . .. . ...•. ...... ... ... .. . . . .•..• .... .. . . . . 354. 00 
C. W.J"ones .....................•........•.••.......•........................ 
J". K. J" ones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 170. 40 
,J.P.J"ones .......................•...........••.............•..... 2,366.40 
,T. E. Kenna......................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310.40 
J". A. Logan ...............................•.•.....• _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800. 00 
S. J". R. McMillan ................•..•... ··-···.................... 1, 3iJ5. 60 
J". R. McPherson.................................................. 167.20 
\V. Mahone....................................................... 120. RO 
C. F. Manderson . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 073. 60 
f;. B. Maxey .....•..•....... ····-·................................ 1, 382.40 
J". F. Miller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 299. 20 
\V. Miller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 384. 80 
J". H. MitchelL.................................................... 2, 532.00 
.T.I. Mitchell..................................................... 275.20 
J". T. Morgan . . . . ... . .. ......... ... . . .... .. .... .. .... .. .••••. ... . . . 680.80 
J". S. Morrill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 408. 80 
A. S. Paddock ..•............................•................................ 
T. W. Palmer..................................................... 560.00 
H. B. Payne...................................................... 412.00 
A. F. Pike........................................................ 222.80 
0.11. Platt........................................................ 259.20 
P. :G. Plumb...................................................... 1, 120.00 
J". L. Pugh........................................................ 736.00 
M. W. Ranson.................................................... 182.40 
J". H. Reagan ........•............••..•..........•.....•...................... 
ll. H. Riddleberger. ... ......... .. ...... ..... ... ........ .. . ... .... 94.40 
D. M. Sabin....................................................... 1, 006,40 
E. Saulsbury..................................................... 127.20 
P. Sawyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 807. 20 
\V. ,J. SewalL... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112. 00 
J". Sher·man.. .. .... .. . ... .... .. ...... ...... .. ... ..•.. .......... ... 442.40 
J. C. Spooner .... .. . ... . . ... . . . ... . . . ... . .. ••.•.•.... .•.•.•. ... . . 986.40 
I,. Stanford..................................................... 2,880.00 
W. M. Stewart ............................................................•.. 
F. B. Stockbridge ...... · ............•.....•.................•......•.......... 
H. M. Teller..................................................... 1, 493.60 
Z. B. Vance . ..................................................... 320.00 
C. H. VanWyck................................................ 1,080.00 
G. G. Vest....................................................... 987.20 
D. W. Voorhees.... . ............................................. 605.60 
E. U. Walthall................................................... 782.40 
W. C. Whitthorne.... .. .... .. ...... ...... ...... .•.... .•.... ...... 648.00 
A. P. vVilliams. .... ... ...... .•. . .•.•.. ....... ...... ... .. . . . ...... 1, 266.80 
E. K. ~Vilson .....•••.•.......................•••................ 192.00 
J". F. Wilson...................................................... 887.20 
Compensa-
tion. 



















































































11, 120. 00 
11,087.66 



















4, 157. 20 
10,192.00 
10,887.20 
60,455. 60 753, 286.14 813, 741.74 
vVarrant in favor of the Treasurer United States, No. 3062 . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Warrant in favor of the Treasurer United States,No.1486 ..........•........ 




---- 26, 117. 02 
839,858.76 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 3 
CIVIL. 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, FORTY-NINTH CONGRESS. 
Compensation and mileage of Members and Delegates of the House. 
To A.. U. Wyman, Treasurer, ad vance, per r eport No. 246557 . • . . . • • • • • . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . $165, 966. 00 
To C. V. ,Jordan, Treasurer, advances, per report Nos. 248778, etc ........................ 3, 388, 666. 33 
3, 554, 632. 33 
Which has been accounted by the following payments during the Forty-ninth Congress : 
Goo•go E.~'~'~ ............... tinoi< ".'~''~ ........ I ~::: C::.£0:::0 $::.::. 60 
J.J.Adams ..................•....... NewYork ............ 185.60 10,000.00 10,185.60 
D. W. Aiken .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . South Carolina . . . . . . . 220. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 220. 00 
C. W. Allen .......................... Massachusetts........ 404.80 10,000.00 10,404.80 
~~~-~nt~~~~;;~~::::~~:: :::::::::::: ~~~~is_s_i~-~~: :::::::::: ~~g: ~~ ~~: ~~g: g~ ig; ~~g: ~g 
JohnA.Anderson ................... Kansas ............... 1,117.60 10,000.00 11,117.60 
t~ i~hl!·J:n: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::n;;~~!~i~: :::::::: u~: ~~ 1g: zzz: bg 1g: ~~~: ~~ 
6':eS:ria~!~o~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~~~0~~::::::: :::: ·. ~i~: ~~ 1~: g~~: ~b 1~; ~n !b 
J. G. Ballentine .... "............ .. . . . Tennessee............ 744. 80 10, 000.00 10, 744.80 
JohnS. Barbour: ..................... Virginia.............. 6. 40 10,000. 00 10,006.40 
i.~~t!~f~~~~~-:: _: _: _: _: _::: ~ ~ ~:: _:: _: _:::: ~i~~~i~:-:~: ~::::::::: 1• ~~~Jg ~g: z~g: ~~ ~~J~~: ~g 
Thomas M. Ba_yne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pennsylvania .... _.... 303. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 303. 20 
LewisBeach .......................... New York .. .......... 116.00 7,179.8i$ 7,295.83 
C. C. Bean._ ..................... : .... Arizona . --- .. . . . . .... 3, 200. 00 10,000.00 13,200.00 
Perry Belmont ................. -...... New York .. .......... 192. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 192. 00 
R. '1'. Bennett................... . . . . . . North C!trolina . . . . . .. 341. GO 10, 000. 00 10, 341. Go 
w. W. Bingham._ ......... . ........ _. Pennsylvania . . _ . . .. _. 112. 00 . 10, 000. 00 10, 112. 00 
N. n. Blanchard...................... Louisiana............. 1,260. 00 10,000.00 11,260. CO 
R. R. Bland....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 864. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 864. 00 
A.M. Bliss . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . New Y urk............ 184. 80 10, 000. 00 10, 18!. 80 
James H. Blount .. .. .. . . .. .. . ... ... . . Georgia............... 600.00 · 10,000.00 10,600. 00 
6: !~'B~~lt~il~-:: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~~i~~~l~~~~~:: ::::::: ~~~: gg ~~: gg~: ~g i~: ~~~: gg 
~ f.€1Liii~~::: ~:: :: ~:::~: :: ~ :: ?!!~~:::~: :::::::: '· ~ ti UJ!!:!! !!: m: ~ 
W. C. P. :Breckinridge................. Kentucky .. .. . . .. .. .. 453. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 453. 60 
Thomas M. Browne ................... Indiana............... 520.00 10,000.00 10, 520.00 
C. E. Brown............. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . Ohio .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . 442. 40 10, 000. 00 10, 442. 40 
W. W. Brown......................... Pennsylvania......... 389.60 10,000. 00 10,389.60 
C. N. Brumm ................................ do. .... . .. ...... 192.00 10,000.00 10,192.00 
James Buchanan . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . New York - . . .. . . .. . . . 139. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 139. 20 
John R. Buck....... .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . Connecticut . .. . . . . . . . 273. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 273. 60 
F.C.Bunnell ., ....................... Pennsylvania......... 253.60 lO,uOO.OO 10,25:l.60 
H. G. Burleigh ........................ N ew York............ 368.80 10,000.00 10,368.80 
James N. Burnes ...................... Missouri.............. 1, 110.40 10,000.00 11, 110.40 
J. V. Burrows ......................... Michigan............. 632.00 10, oou. 00 10,632.00 
B. Butterworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 442. 40 10, 000. 00 10, 442. 40 
f:b!g;~~J::~~:::::::::::::::::::::: ~~i~~~ ~::::::::::::: 1J~~Jg ~g; ~~gJg HJ~ ~& 
A. J. CaldwelL.............. . . . . . . . . . . Tennessee .. .. .. .. . . .. 678.40 10, 000. 00 10, 678. 40 
J!~~sc~~da:~teir"::::::::::::: :::::: ~h~~~~·~ :::::::::::: ~~~J~ ~~: ~g~: ~~ ~g: ~g~: ~g 
Jacob M. Campbell ................... Pennsylvania......... 240.00 10,000.00 10, 240.00 
Timothy J. Campbell ................. New York............ 188.80 8, 933.27 9, 122.07 
A. D. Candler.............. . .......... Georgia............... 479.20 10, 000. 00 10, 479.20 
J. G. Cannon.......................... Illinois . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 785. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 785. 60 
J. M. Curry....... .. ................... Wyoming Territory . . 1, 495.20 10, 000.00 11, 49fl. 20 
E. C. Carleton......................... Michigan .. .. .. . . .. .. . 620.00 10, 000. 00 10, 620. 00 
John S. Carlisle........... . . .. . . .. . . . . Kentucky .. .. . .. . . . . • 441. 60 16, 000. 00 16, 441. 60 
~-B. Casw~ll.......................... W_isc_on!>in: .. ......... 760. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 760. 00 
I. C. Catcbmgs ....................... Mtsstsstppl . ...... .... 888.80 10,000.00 10, 81l8. 80 
flc<i!:~:t~-: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~i~~: ::::::::::::: g~5: ~g ~~: g~~: ~g i~: ~~~: ~~ 
Thomas R. Cobb .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . Indiana............... 657. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 657. 60 
W.H.Cole ........... . ................ Maryland ... ~---------~ 16.80 6,735.45 6,752.25 
P. A. Collins .......................... Massachusetts........ 370.40 10, 000.00 10,370.40 
~: 8.0co~~~~~k:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~i~fil;~~::::::: :::::· 1~&:&8 ig: gg~: gg ~g: ~~~: 6g 
:E. H. Conger.... .. . . . .. .. .. .. • . • . . .. .. Iowa ................ --1 977. 60 10, 000. 00 10, !J77. GO 




RECEIPTS AND . EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
CIVIL. 
State. Mileage. Compensa-tion. Total. 
W. C. Coo:e~-~~~~-~~~~~~~-::: ~ ·_ ·_ ·.:::: ·Obi~ ::::::::::: · ::::: ~ $37' ~~1: ~~ $(i~~: ~~~: &~ $6~~: ~~~: ~~ 
W. H. H. Cowles...................... North Carolina . ...... 324. 00 10,000.00 10,324.00 
S. S. Cox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York . . . . . . . . . . . . 9-!. 40 5, 554. 20 5, 648. 60 
W. R. Cox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . North Carolina . . . . . . . 250. 40 10, 000. 00 10, 250. 40 
W. H. Crain........................... Texas . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . 1, 613.60 9, 583.00 11,196.60 
C. F. Cris-p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Georgia . ............. . 714.40 10,000.00 10,714.40 
Thomas Croxton ...................... Virginia.............. 120.00 10,000.00 10,120.00 
D. B. Culberson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 238. 40 10, 000. 00 11, 238. 40 
~:~: 8~I~~e~;;::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~fll~~~~~: :::::::: ~~~:~~ i~: ~~~: ~~ i~: ~~;: ir 
J. W. Daniel.......................... Virginia... ... ........ 140.00 10,000.00 10, 14il. 00 
George Vv. Dargan . ................... South Carolina . . . . . . . 398.40 10, 000. 00 10, 398.40 
I. Davenport....................... . . . New York............ 289.60 10,000.00 10,289.60 
A. C. Davidson........................ Alabama . ....... . . . . . . 712. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 712. 00 
R. H. M. Davidson . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..tl'lorida..... . ......... 754.40 10,000.00 10,754. 40 
R. F. Davis ........................... Massachust'tts. . ...... 360.00 10,000.00 10,360.00 
W. Dawson . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missouri...... . . . . . . . 1, 000. oo 10, 000. 00 11, 000. 00 
8. Dibble............................. . South Carolina . . . . . . . 522.40 10, 000. 00 10, 522.40 
K Dingley............................ Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 492. 80 10,000.00 10,492.80 
A.M. Dockerv........................ Missouri......... . .... 1, 001.60 10, 000.00 11, 001. 60 
George W. E. Dorsey............ . . . . . . Nebraska. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 112. 00 J 0, 000. 00 11, 112. 00 
l.lf>~~f:~~Y_::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~~~i~~~k·:~:::::::::: i~~: ~~ 1g: g~g:gg 1g: ~~~: ~~ 
R. W. Dunham _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . illinois... . ...... . ..... 678. 40 10, 000. 00 1 O, 678. 40 
P. Dunn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Arkansas....... . ..... 960. 00 10, 000.00 10, 060.00 
J.R.Eden ................ . ..... . ..... Illinois............... . 720. 00 10,000.00 10,720.00 
~-=~:~~~~~~-r~:::::: ::::. ::::::::~~~: ~1~:i~~~::::::::: ~ ::: .... -~~~~~~- ig; g~~: ~g }~: ~~~:i~ 
F. D. Ely............. . ................ Massachusetts ........ 390. 40 10, 000. 00 10, 390. 40 
D. Ermentront ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pennsylvania. . ....... 157.60 10, 000. 00 10,157. 60 
I. N. Evans ..................... . ... . ...... do .. . .. . . . . ...... 128.00 10,000.00 10, 128. 00 
J. B. Everhart .............................. do . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 115. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 115.20 
J. M. Farquhar . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. New York . . . . . . .. . . . . 356. 80 10, 000. 00 10, 356: 80 
C. N. Felton.......................... California............. 2, 562.40 10, 000.00 12. 562.40 
J. V. L. Findlay................. . . . . . . Maryland....... . . . .. . 32. CO 10, 000. 00 10; 032. 00 
S. 0. Fisher . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . 682. 40 10, 000. 00 10, 61:'2. 40 
G.W.Fleeger ......................... Pennsylvania......... 338.40 10,000.00 10,338.40 
M. A. Forun .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . • . . .. .. .. Ohio .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 412. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 412. 00 
Geor,ge Ford .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . Indiana .............• _ 640. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 640. 00 
W. H. Forney......................... Alabama . . . . . . . .. . . .. 572. 00 10, 000.00 10, 572.00 
B. '1'. Frederick ....................... Iowa.................. 920.00 10,000.00 10,920.00 
W. E. Fuller ................................ do . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 920. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 920.00 
E. IL Funston......................... Kansas .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. 1, 160. 00 10, 000. 00 11, 160. 00 
J.H.Gallinger ........................ New Hampshire...... 444.80 10,000.00 10,444.80 
~: {v-~G~u~i~; ~ -.~:::: ~:: :::: :::::~~:: :: ~~l~~i~~~: :::::::::::: 1' !~~: ~~ i~; ~~~: ~~ ~~: !~~: ~~ 
C.H.Gibson .......................... Maryland............. 158.40 10,000. 00 10,158.40 
E.Gibsou ............................ Wf'stVirginia........ 352.80 10,00 l.OO 10,352.80 
0. S. Gifford ........................... Dakota............... 1,112. 00 10,000.00 11,112.00 
J. B. Gilfillan . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. Minnesota . . . .. . . .. . .. 1, 016. 00 10, 000. 00 11, 016. 00 
P. P. Glass ............................ Tennessee........... . 861.60 10,000.00 10, 81il. 60 
J. M. CHover . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . Missouri . .. . .. . . .. . .. 800. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 800. 00 
it ~0$;.~~~·:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::e~ty':~Jf~~~~: ::::::: i~~: ~~ 1~: ~~~: ~g 1~: ;~:: ~g 
W .. r. Green ........................... North Carolina....... 320.00 10,000.00 10,320.00 
C. II. Grosvenor....................... Ohio.................. 316. 00 10,000.00 10, 316.00 
W. W.Grout ......................... . Vermont.............. 472.00 10,000.00 10,472.00 
R. Guenther . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. Wisconsin .. . . . . .. . . . . 807. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 807. 20 
M. Hahn........ . ... . ................. Louisiana.. ........... 632. 40 5, 000. 00 5, 632. 40 
~~~~rr~~~1~:'.::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: jifs~~~~i::::: ::::::::: 2' ~~~: gg i~; ~~~: ~g ~~: ~~~: g~ 
JLT. Hall . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. Iowa. ................. 840. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 840. 00 
J. E. Halsell .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. Kentucky .. . . . .. . . . .. 663. 20 10, 000. 00 1 l, 663. 20 
N.J. Hammond....................... Georgia...... . ........ 521.60 10,000. 00 10, 521.60 
L. II an back........................... Kansas . . .. . . . .. . ... .. 1, 296. 00 10, 000.00 11, 2!J6. 00 
A. C. Harmer .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. Pennsylvania. ... ..... 118.40 10,000. 00 10, 118.40 
H. R. Harris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Georgia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 593. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 593. 60 
·w. H. Hatch .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. Missouri...... . . . . . . .. 851. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 851. 20 
E. D. Hayden ......................... Massachusett~ - ... . . .. 378.40 10,000.00 10,378.40 
1\I . .A. Haynes ......................... N ew Hampshire...... 468.00 10,000.00 1!•,-.468. Ool 
J. T. IIeard . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . Missouri...... .. . . .. .. 975. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 975. 20 
.T. J. Hemphill........................ South Carolina........ 347. 20 10,000.00 10, 347.20 
D. B. Henderson . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. Iowa ... !.. .. . . .. . . . . . . 820. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 820. 00 
John S. Henderson............. . ...... Nort h Carolina . . . . . . . 272. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 272. 00 
Thomas J. Henderson. .. ....... . ...... illinois . . ... .. . .. . .. .. 757. 60 10, 000. 00 10,757.60 
B. Hen ley . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. California..... . ....... 2, 582. 40 l 0, 000. 00 12, ii8!. 40 
"\V. P. Hepburn ....................... Iowa................. . 1, 025.60 10,000. 00 Jl, 025.60 
H. A. Herhert......................... Alabama ........... -- 1 __ 658. 40 __ 1_0~00. 00 ~~ 658.40 
Carried forward . . • . . • . . . . . . . ••..•.••....•.....•••.. I 89, 429. 20 1, 430, 606. 38 1, 520, 035. 58 
1886- '87. 
Name. 
RECEIPTS A.ND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
CIVIL. 
State. Mileage. Compensa-tion. 
5 
Total. 
Brought forward............ . . .. .. . . . . . . . ••• •• ••. • • . $89,429.20 $1,430, 606.38 $1, 520, 03i'i. 58 
B. Hermann . .......................... Oregon . . . . . .••....... 2, 668.80 10,000.00 12,668.80 
A.S.HewiLt ...•••.•...•........•..... New York............ 192.00 9,167.00 9,359.00 
{v :\/~~lit~~~-~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: ~~?~~~'.1~~~~~::::::::~ 5~~: ~~ 1~: ~~~: ~g ~~: g~~: ~~ 
George Hires . ........................ New Jersey........... 140.00 10,000.00 10,140.00 
F. Hiscock ............................ New York............ 426.40 10, 000.00 10,426. 40 
R.R.Hitt ............................. Illinois............... 759.20 10,000.00 10, 759.20 
W. S. Holman ......................... Indiana.............. . 509. 60 10,000.00 10, 509.60 
A.J. Holn)('s ....... . ..........•....... Iowa.................. 947.20 10,000.00 10,947.20 
.A.J.Hopkins ........................ Illinois----------····· 680.80 8,360.38 !1,041.18 
L. C. Honk . . .. ........................ Tennessee........... . 408 00 10, 000.00 10,408.00 
J. G. Howard ..........•.............. Indiana............... 544.80 10,000.00 10,544.80 
J.E.Rutton . .................. . ...... Missouri.............. 910.40 10,000.00 10,910.40 
ThomasR.Hudd ...................... Wisconsin............ 872.00 5,545.51 6,417.51 
.A. B. Irion ............................ Louisiana. . ........... 1, 200.00 10,000.00 11, 200.00 
0. L. Jackson ......................... P ennsylvania......... 340.00 10,000.00 10, 340.00 
D.R.J'ames ........................... New York............ 183.20 10,000.00 10,1ll3.20 
F. A. Johnson ........................ . ...... do . .....• ..... .. . 353.60 10,000. 00 10,353.60 
J. T. Johnston ........................ Indiana............... 683. 20 10, 000. 00 10,683.20 
Tbomns D. Jolmston .................. ~orth Carolina....... 400.00 10,000. uo 10,400.00 
.T. vV.Joncs ........................... Texas................ 1,257.60 10,000.00 11,257.60 
J. T. Jones........................... Alabama.............. 728. uO 10,000.00 iO, 728.00 
.A. Joseph ................ . ....... . .... N ew Mexico.......... 1. 840.00 10, 000.00 11,840.00 
W. D. Kelle_y. .. . . . ..••.•...... .. ... . . . Pennsylvania......... 114.40 10, 000.00 10, 114.40 
J. W. K etcham . ......... . ............. New York............ 252. 00 10,000. 00 10,252.00 
J. '1'. King.. ........................... Louisiana.............. 1, 500. 00 • 10, 000. 00 11, 500.00 
John J. Klehwr ........ . .............. Inchana.. ......•.. .... 717.60 10,000.00 111,717.60 
R. M. La Foll <j Lte . .................... . Wisconsin........... . 760. 80 10, 000.00 10, 760. 80 
P. Laffoon .. .......... . --- .......... K entuck y ...•.• ...... 780. 80 10,000. 00 10,780,80 
James Laird.......................... N ebraska............. 1, 208. 00 10, 000.00 11,208.00 
S.Z.Landef! ......................... Illinois............... 676.00 10,000.00 10,676.00 
S.vV.T.L::l.llbam ...................... T exas................ 1,329.60 10,000.00 11,329.60 
F. Lawler .......................... . lllinois ............... 675.20 10,000.00 10, 675.20 
B. Le Fevre ........................ --. Ohio.................. 524.80 10,000.00 10, 524.80 
~: tr~~~~a~~1. ~::::::: ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~:::::::::: ~~:;i~~~s~~::::::::::: i~t ~g ~g; ~g~: ~g ig: i ~~: g~ 
,J. G.Lind.,!By ....... -- ................ N ew York............ 2fi7. 60 10,000.00 10,257.60 
John Little........................... Ohio.................. 497. fiO 10, 000.00 10,497.60 
J.D. Long ... . .. .•.•..... .. . .. . .. . . . .. l\1a,j>.achusetts.. .. . . . . 381.60 10, 000. 00 10, 381. 60 
C. B. Love ............................. Del~1ware . ............ 88.00 10,000. 00 10,088.00 
J. A. Louttit ................ ----... ... California . .. . . . ... •• . 2, 744.00 10,000. 00 12, 744.00 
H. B. Lovering ..................... --. MaRRachusetts... .. ... 374.40 10, 000. 00 10, 374.40 
R.Lowry ............................. Ind:ana .............. 559.20 10,000.00 10,559.20 
JoReph Lyman .......... - ....... --- ... Iowa . ................. 1, 073.60 10, 000. 00 11, 073.60 
P. P. Mahoney ........................ N ew York............ 188.00 10,000.00 10,188.00 
H. H. Markham .............. -- ....... California............. 2, 524.80 10, 000. 00 12, 524.80 
J. M. Martin .... - .. --.-- ....... - ... -.. Abbarua....... ... . . .. 692.40 10,000.00 10, 692.40 
C. C. Matson .......................... Indiana ... ...... ..... 604.00 10,000.00 10, 60!. 00 
W. C.hlaybnr.v ....................... M;ehigan. ............ 600.00 10,000.00 10,600.00 
H,~~~i~;;c: ~~;;; _; ::; ;~; ;~ ::::: ~lftl?.t:: :::::::::. Ji: H !!:!~ f! !!: *i: H 
~Mc~~:t~1~~~~·!~_::::::::::::·.: :::::: ~~:~~w·;;~~: ::::::::::: ~~~: ~~ i~: ~~~: ~~ l~: ~~~: ~~ 
'.r. C. Mcl~ae .. . . . . . .. . . ... .... .. ...... 1\ rkansa;:; ____ ... ..... 1, 149. 60 10, 000. 00 11, 149. 60 
'l' . .A. llferriman... ...... .. . . .... .... .. New York............ 185.60 10, 000.00 10,185.60 
S.C. Milhtrd . --- .. ------ . .......... -- .. .. ... do . . . .. . . . . ...... 359.20 10,000.00 10, 359.20 
J. F. Mill<'r ....... - - -··----------- .... T exas . ............... 1, 528.80 10,000. 00 11,528.80 
S. L. Milliken ......................... Maine ... . ...... -----. 562.40 10,000.00 10, 562.40 
R. Q .. :vrm~ ............................ Texas .. .. ... . .. .. . .. 1, 323.20 10, ooo. 00 11, 323.20 
C. L. l\1it cbell...... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Conn~cticut . . . . .. . . . 248. 80 10, 000.00 10, 248.80 
~-C. Moffatt .......................... Michigan............. 793.60 10,000.00 10, 793.60 
~-- !.~~[1~N:::::: ::::::::::: :~::::::: ~~~s~!:ip~i_::.· -.-- :·.-_-_-_: 805.60 10,000.00 10, 805.60 1, 152. 00 10, 000. 00 11, 152. 00 
W.R. :\lor-rison ....................... Illinois................ 800.00 10,010.00 10,800.00 
W. ·w 1Morrow ....................... Califomia ............ 2,538 . 40 10,000.00 12,588.40 
N.Mnller .. .......................... NewYork ............ 183.20 10,000. 00 10,183.20 
J. H. Murphy ......................... Iowa.................. ll27. 20 10,000. 00 10, 827.20 
J. R. Neal...................... . ..... . Tennessee . . . . . . . . • • • . 541. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 541. 60 
Wm. H. Neece ........................ Illinois-------·---·--· 841.60 10,000.00 10,841.60 
k-~~;~~1~·~:::::::~::::::::::::::::::. ~~~~~~~~~~~~::::::::: 1,i~~:~g ig:~~~:~~ I ~~:i~~:~g 
~-~: ~~~-~~~(: ~ :: : :::::: :::: ~:::: : :::: ~~~~ga· im~a- ·--.--· .. ·.·.-· .. ·.·_-_-_· 548.40 10, 000. 00 10,548.40 760. 00 10, 000. 00 . 10, 760. 00 
~-- ~:-~~~ .. ~.~~:: 1a~ l::::::::::::: : : ::::::::: wi~~j~~i~tn : : ::::::::::: ~~~: ~~ 1~: ~gg: g~ 11 i~: ~~~: ~g 
J. R. O'll 11 ra . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. !\ orth Carolina . . . . . . . 191.20 10, 000.00 10, 191. 20 
Cha:-;. 0 ' ..\t•ill ........................ Pt·nusylvani<t. . ..... • . 112.00 10,000.00 10,112.00 
CarriPd forward . . -......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147, 672. 40 2, 213, 679. 27 2, 361, 351. 67 
6 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Name. State. Milea!!:c. I CornpPnsa-
= tion. Total. 
Brought forward .••....................•............ $14 7, 672. 40 $2, 213, 679. 27 $2, 361, 351. 67 
Jno. J. O'Neill ........................ Missouri.............. 824.00 10,000.00 10,824.00 
E. S. Osborne ......................... Pennsylvania......... 227.20 10,000.00 10,227.20 
J. H. Outhwaite ............•.......... Ohio.................. 4::>5. 20 10,000.00 10,455.20 
W. D. Owen....... . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . Indiana............... 651. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 651. 60 
Chas. H. Page......................... Rhode Island......... 175. 20 531.82 707.02 
A. X. Parker.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . New York............ 504. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 50•l. 00 
S. E. Payne ................................. do............... 447.20 10,000.00 10,447.20 
~ .. ~.~ale~0~_:::: :::::::::::: ~::: :::::: ~~~k~~~~~: :::::::::::: 1, i~~: ~g iZ; ggg: gg i~; i~~: ~g 
B. W. Perkins .... . ... ... .. .. . . . .. ... Kansas............... 1, 230.40 10,000.00 11,230.40 
W. H. Perry .......... ....... ... .... . . South Carolina . ...... 391.20 10,000.00 10, :391.20 
S. R. PetPl'R ........................... Kansas............... 1, 240. 00 10,000. 00 11,240.00 
.A. H. Pettibone .... . .................. Tennessee............ 355. 20 10, 000.00 10,355.20 
W. W. Phelps ......................... New Jersey.......... 196.00 10,000.00 10,196.00 
J. N. Pidcock ............................... do . .... . .. .. . . . .. 216. 80 10, 000. 00 10, 216.80 
J.S.Pindar ........................... New York ......... ·... 347.20 10,000.00 10,347.20 
W . .A. Pirce ........................... Rhode Island......... 344.00 9, 468.18 9, 812.18 
R. Plumb .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. Illinois . .. . • . . . . . .. . .. 728. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 728. 00 
H. H. Price ........................... Wisconsin............ 440.00 1, 208.93 1, 648.93 
W. T. Price ................................. do............... 440.00 8, 791.07 9, 231.07 
Jos. Pulitzer ......................... New York............ .. .. .. .. .. .. 5, 512.83 5, 51:!. 83 
Sam .• T. Randall....................... Pennsylvania......... 111.20 10,000. 00 10, 111.20 
Jos. Rankin ........................... Wisconsin............ 401.60 4, 454.49 4, 856. 09 
.A . .A. Ranney ......................... Massachusetts........ 370.40 10,000.00 10,370.40 
J. H. Reagan.................... .. . . .. 'T'exas................. 1, 288. 00 10, 000. 00 11, 288. 00 
T. B. Reed ............................ Maine................ 465.60 10,000.00 10.465.60 
~: ~v~n~ia::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~tc~~~ii~~·::::::: gt~: ~g 1g: ~g~: ~~ 1g; !ft ~~ 
vV. W. Rice........................... Massachusetts........ 3!7. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 347.20 
J.D. Richardson...................... Tennessee............ 763.20 10, 000.00 10,763.20 
J. M. Riggs........................... Illinois................ 8-!8. 00 10, 000.00 10, 848. 00 
i: tv.~~;~~~N::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~~~:~~K~~t£;:::::::: ~f~: ~g ~g: gzz: g~ ig: ~i~: ~g 
~~!bR~~~·:i~- :::::::::::::::::::::::: th~a~~~~: :::::::::::: 1' gig: ~g iZ: g~~: g~ }~: gtg: ~~ 
J. \V. Rowell.......................... Illinois .. . ... . . ....... 704. 00 10,000. 00 10, 704. oo 
H. vV. Rusk ........................... MaL"yland..... ........ 16. 00 3, 264. 55 3, 280.55 
f¥~r~1r~: ~::: :::: ~: :~::::: ::J ttY~~<:~:~::::. :Jii!i !i: ~~: ~ !U~: ~ 
IA~s~~-~~;t~~·:::~:::::::::::::::::::: -~~~~d~1~~~~~::~:::::: ~ii:~~ ' ~~:~g~:~~ ~g:~!i:~~ 
G. E. Seney ........................... Ohio.................. 468.00 10,000.00 10,468.00 
W.L.Sessions ........................ New York............ 558.40 10,000.00 10,558.40 
E. \V. Seymour . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. Connecticut .. .. . .. . .. 203. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 263. 20 
T. T. Shaw............................ Maryland............. 59.20 10, 000. 00 10, 059.20 
0. R. Singleton........................ Mississippi........... 1, 078.40 10, OO'l. 00 11, Oi8. 40 
T. G. Skinner .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. North Carolina .. .. . .. 219. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 219. 20 
R. Smalls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . South Carolina........ 523. 20 10, 000. 00 10, 523. 20 
C. P. Snyder ... "...... ... . . .. . .. . . . . . . West Virginia........ 309. 60 l 0, 000. 00 10, 309. 60 
W.H.Sowden ........................ Pennsylvania....... . . 160.80 10,000.00 10,160.80 
H. J. Spooner .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. ... . .. Rhode Island . .. .. . .. 341. 60 10, 000. 00 10, 341.60 
J.'fhomasSpriggs ............ . ....... NewYork............ 392.00 10,000.00 10,392.00 
W. M. S})ringer........ .. •. . .. . . . .. . .. Illinois .. . . . . .. .. . • . .. 770.40 10, 000.00 10, 770.40 
W. G. Stahlnecker .......... .. ........ New York............ 200.80 10,000.00 10, 20!>. 80 
G. W. Steele .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. Indiana............... 581. 60 10, 000. 00 10, li81. 60 
I. Stephenson ....... .. . . .... . . ... .. .. Wisconsin............ 883.20 10, 000.00 10,883.20 
Charles Stewart .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. Texas .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. 1, 402. 40 10, 000. 00 11, i02.40 
J. W. Stewart ........•................ Vermont ........•.... 409.60 10,000.00 10,409.60 
L. St. Martin .•.••........ , ............ Louisiana ............ 1, 242.40 10,000.00 11,242.40 
E. F. Stone............................ Massachusetts........ 400.00 10, 000. 00 10, 400.00 
::: ~: ~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~;~~~Y_:::::: :::::~ 1, g~!: ~~ i~: ~~~: g~ i~: g~!: ~~ 
r.l.:i~f~f::::::::::::::~::::::::::: ~~~~~~~;~~~~:::::::: i: ~~~J~ ~~: ~~~J~ H: ~~&J~ 
J.Swinbmne ......................... NewYork............ 306.40 10,000.00 10,306.40 
~- ~: ~;:~se. :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~1o~~~~~~~~~:: ::::::: 1, 4g~: ~g ig: ggz: ~~ i~: ~g~: ~g 
T.E.Tarsney ......................... Michigan............. 686.40 10,000.00 10,686.40 
W. P. Taulbee........................ Kentucky .. .. . . .... .. 444.00 10, 000. 00 10, 444. 00 
E.B.Taylor .......................... Ohio.................. 365.60 10,000.00 10,365.60 
I. H. Taylor ................................. do .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. 380.00 10,000. 00 10, 380.00 
J.M.Ta.ylor .......................... Tennessee............ 770.40 10,000.00 j 10,770.40 
Z. Tay lot· ................................... do .. . .. .. . . .. . • .. 860. 00 10, 000. 00 10, 860. 00 
J. R. Thomas ....... .. .. . . ... .. . .... .. Illinois............... 752.80 10,000.00 I 10, 752.80 
0. B. Thomas .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. Wisconsin............ 864. 00 10, 000.00 10,864.00 
-------------
Carried forward .. .. .. ...... .... ...... .. ...... .•••.. 193,485. 60 2, 956, 105.52 I 3, 149, 591.12 
( 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Names. State. Mileage. Compensa-tion. 
Carried forward . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . $19,4-85.60 $2, 956. 105. 52 
A. C. Thompson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ohio ....•............. 
J. W. Throckmorton .............. . --· Texas ---~-- ......... . 
385.60 10, ()00. 00 
1, 239.20 10,000.00 
G. D. Tillman ............. ·----- ...... South Uarolina ...... . 475.20 10,000. 00 
J.K. Toole ............................ Montana ............ . 1, 931.20 10, oco. 00 
R. W. Townsbonu .............. -----· Illinois------··-·· ... . 773.60 10,000.00 
U. F. Trigg ..........••........ ----·· .. Virginia·----· ..... --· 
J.R. Tucker ...................... . ......... do .............. . 
H. G. Turner .. .............. ____ .... Georgia .....•......... 
~-~-~~~ ~~~~~ck:::::::::::::::::::: ~ii~~~~~1~i-:::::::::: ~ 
331.60 10, ooo. 00 
151.20 10,000.00 
678.40 10, ooo. 00 
1,388. 00 10,000.00 
740.80 10,000.00 
E.L. Viele ............................ New York ......••.... 195.20 10,000.00 
C. S. VoorheeR ........ ··---- .......... ·washington ......... . 
·w.H. Wade·····--··--··-·· · ·-··-·-·· Missouri. .......•...•. 
2,391. 20 10,000.00 
972.00 10,000.00 
W.H. Wadsworth .................... Kentucky ........... . 508.00 10,000.00 
John T.Wait ......................... ConnecticuL ......... . 296.80 10, 000.00 
;J.B. Wakefield-----··········-····--· Minnesota ........... . 
N.D. Wallace ......................... Louisiana ........••••. 
J. H. Ward .... ................. ------ Illinois----·· .......•. 
1,170.40 10, ooo. 00 
1, 228.00 4-,849.4-1 
673.60 10,000.00 
Thomas B. Ward ..................... Indiana .............•. 656.80 10,000.00 
A.J. Warner ......................... Ohio .............•.... 
William Warner ...................... Missouri. ............ . 
296.00 10,000.00 
1, 026.40 10,000.00 
A.J. Weaver ......................... Nebraska ............ . 
J. B. Weaver .......................... Iowa ................ . 
1, 030.4-0 10,000.00 
920.00 10,000.00 
J.B.Weber ........................... NewYork ........... . 360.80 10, 000.00 
0. Wellborn .............. ............ Texas ............... . 1,243. 20 10,000.00 
George West ..............•.......... New York ........... . 
Joseph Wheeler ...........•.......... Alabama ............ . 
~-- ~~Ytei~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ir~~~~~~~~~~: :::::::: 
William Whitney ....... . ............. Massachusetts ....•... 
B. Wilkinson ........................ . Ohio ................. . 
331. 20 10,000.00 
910.40 10, 000.00 
500.00 10, 000.00 
952.00 10,000.00 
311.20 10, (100. 00 
387.20 10,000.00 
A.. S. Willis ...........•............... Kentucky ........... . 
:l·~~:~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;i~~;;~~~~~~:::::::: 






2, 400.00 10,000.00 
N. E. Worthington...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Illinois ........ _. _ ..•. 775.20 tO, 000.00 
----------
223,260.40 3, 330, 954. 93 
W arrar;t No. 2398 in favor of Treasurer...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . ........................ . 
SENATE. 
COMPENSATION ACCOUNTS. 
Salaries and mileage ot 
Senators. 1886: ~ 
By A. G. McCook....... $68. 80 
Salaries ancl mileage of Senators, 
1887: 
To A.. G. McCook................. $413, 000.00 
Salaries officers aud employes Sen-
ate, 1886: 
To A.. G. McCook.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 102. 69 
Contingent expenses Senate, horses 
ancl wagons, 1886: 
To A. G. McCook . ...........••.. 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. G. McCook ...... - ........ . 
Contingentexpenses Senate, horses 
and wagons, 1887: 
To A.G.McCook ................ . 
7 
Total. 





















11, 026. 48 
11,030.40 
10, 920.00 
10, i:HiO. 80 
11,243.20. 
10,331.20 













3, 554, 215. 33 
417.00 






By A.. G. McCook................. 15.04 
Contingent expenses Senate, fuel for 
heating apparatus, 1885: 
To A.. G. McCook................. 20. 77 
Salaries officers and employes Sen-
ate, 1887: 
87.65 
To A. G. McCook................. 317,828.91 
MISCELLANEOUS ACCOUNTS. 
Contingentexponsos Senate, station-
ery and newsp,tpers , 1887: 
To A. G . .McCook .. ............... 13,500.00 
Contingent expenl'!e!\ Senate, horses 
and wagons, 1885: 
To A.G.McCook.......... .. ..... 11.50 
Contingent.expenses Senate, fuel for 
T~~-t~-g~J>cfoaor:~~-a: -~~~~ ~ ...... . 7, 000.00 
Deduct from repayment: 
By A.. G. McCook ................ . 5. 57 
Excess of repayments .... 6, 994,43 
Contingent expenses Senate, furni-
ture and repairs, 1886: 
To A. G. McCook................. l, 802.50 
Deduct from repayment: 
By A.. G. McCook ............ _.... 13. 48 . 
Exeess of repayments.... 1, 789.02 
8 RECEIPTS AND· EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'8i. CIVIl,. 
Contingcut expenses Renate, furni-
ture and repairs, 1887: 
To A. G. McCook ......... ---..... $5,000.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. G.MeCook................. 12.20 




By A. G-. McCook ...........•.•.•. 
Con1in_gent expenses Senate, folding 
docun•ents, 1887: 




To A. G-. McCook ...... _ ..... __ ... 2, 000. 00 
• D<'tl.nct repayment: 
By A. G McCook....... . . . . . . . . . . 1. 60 
Contingent expenses Senate, mate-
rhllH for folding, 1886: 
1, 998.40 
Ry A G. McCook................. . 01 
Contingent expenses Senate, mate-
J·i:,I>; f•ll' folding, 1887: 
To A. U. McCoolc ......... -- .... . 
Contingent, expen1<es ~rnah>, ex-
pc;o;;eR of special a ud select corn-
nllttPC", ] 885: 
'.roA. G. McCook ............. . .. . 
CouTingent r:s.pense.s Senate, ex-
penses of Rpreial and select com-
wit tecH, l&'l6: 
4, 500.00 
642.20 
To A. G. McCook .. ____ ..... __ ._.. 1,:280.57 
Deduct repayment: 
l~)'A.G-. McCook................. 446.00 
ContingPnt expenses Senate, ex-
penRes of special and select corn-
mit.;eeR, 1887: 
To A. G. McCook ....... --·-------
De<luct repayment: 
B_\ A. G . .McCook .......... ------. 
Contiug·eut <'X:p<'nses Senat€', miscel-
laneon;.; items, 1885: 
To A. G. McCook ................ . 
Conting:ent t;xpent4rR Senate, miscel-
laneous items, 188(i: 
To A. G.l\-IcCook .... -- .... ------. 
DPdnet repayment: 
By A.G.McCook ................ . 
Contiugent expenses Senate, ruiscel-




31, 500. 00 
J, 500.00 
17, 029. 84 
1, 324.52 
15, 705. i.l2 
To A. G. McCook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000. 00 
Contingent expem;efl SeLate, sn.laries 
Capitol pol ice, 1887 : 
'l'o .A.. G-. McCook .. _ ... _...... . . . 18, 297.50 
Contin'l'en! expenses Senate, pack-
ini boxes, 1887: 
To A. G. :UcCook . . . • 870. 00 
Deduct-repayment: 
By A. G . .\lcCook .... ------.-----. 11 
869.89 
Postage Senate, 1887 : 
·.ro A. G. McCook ................ . 
Reporting proceedings anrl rlebates 
Senate, 181<7 : 
To D .. F. Mnrphy ... - ............ . 




To A..G. McCook ...... ----....... 1, 200. 00 
Paymoot to Beverly Hudnell, la-
borer, Senate: 
To A. . G. McCook. __ .............. 145.00 
Pa.ymentto \\T. P.Canaclay,Sr,rgeant.-
at-nrms, Senate, hire of horse 
and wagon: 
To A. G. McCook .........•...... 
Payment to Charles B. l{eade, for 
tienate Manual: 
To A.. G. McCook.------·--··.--·. 




To A. G. McCook................. 41.00 
Payment to special polieemen, Sen-
ate: 
To A. G. McCook ...... ·----------- 189. GO 
Deduct repayment: 
By A.. G. McCook.................. 18.00 
171.00 
Payment to widow of Hon. T. A. 
Hendricks: 
To Eliza C, Hendricks........... 8, 750. 00 
Payment to widow of Hon . .John F. 
Miller: 
To A.. G. McCook.......... . ..... 4, 931.50 
Services and expenses joint com-
mission on s.gnal Service and 
Surveys, Senate : 
To A . G. MeCook ...... .. . ... : .. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. G. McCook . ••..•.......... 
Portrait of the late .John A.. Lo-
T~C~ Schlecht ...... --.---- ..... . 
Sa1arief1 and mileage of Members 
and Delegates, House of Repro· 
SE'ntatives, 1886: 
To C.~- .Jordan._ ............ __ . 
SalaricR and m'ileage of Members 
and Ddegates, ~House of Repre-
sentatives, l8S7 : 
1, 828.00 
337.50 
l, 490. 5t) 
210.08 
2, 660.40 
To C. N . .Jordan ---·-----------·- 1,4!J0,819.40 
.J. W . Hyatt.................. 173,560.00 
SalarieR officers and em p 1 o yes, 
House of Representatives, 1885 : 
1, 664. 379. 40 
To ,J_ B. Clark, jr. __ .. ... . ... . . •.. 232.26 
Salaries officers and em p 1 o yes 
Hon8e of ItepresentatiYes, 
1885-'SG: 
To.J. B. Clark, jr..... . ....... . .. 893.08 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 9 
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Salarirfl ofiicers and employ 6 s 
House of llepresentn.ti ve8, 11:l86: 
'l'o J. B. Clark, jr _ ... _. __ ... _ ... 
DeLluct from repayment: 
By J. B. Clark, jr ...... _ . .. -····· 
Excess of repayment . . .. _ .. _. 
Salaries officers and employ e s 
House of Representatives, 1887: 
To D. W. Brown ................. . 
J. B. Clark,jr ............... . 
A. Devine .................... . 
J. K. Edwards ............... . 
• T. J. McElhone ...... . ....... . 
P. V. McElhone ............. . 
J. H. White ..............••.. 
Contingent expense!'! House of Rep-
resentatives, stationery and 
newspapers, 188± and prior 
years: 
By J. B. Clark,jr ............... . 
Contingent expenses House of Rep· 
resentatives, stationery and 




5, 000. 00 
349, 4:W. 50 
5, 000. 00 
5, 000.00 
6, 000. 00 
1, 000.00 
5, 000. 00 
376,429. 50 
2, 087.21 
To J. B. Clark, jr................. 375.00 
Contingent expenses Honse of Rop-
resentatives , stationer.v and 
n ews}mpers , 1885: 
To J. n. Clark, jr ................ . 
Contingent expenses House of Rep· 
resentatives, stationer~7 and 
newspapers, 1886: 
To J. B. Clark, jr ............... . 
Conting:fmt expenses House of Rep· 
resentatives, stationery and 
newspapers, 1887 : 
To J. B. Ulark,jr ................ . 
Contingent expenses House of Rep-
resentatives, fuel for heating 
apparatus, 1886 : 
To J. B. Clark,jr .............. .. 
Contingent expenses House of Rep· 
resetatives, fuel for heating 
apparatus. 1885: 
By J. B. Clark, jr...... $180.26 
Contingent expenses House of Rep-
resl3nta.tives, fuel for heating 
apparatus, 1887: 
'l'o J. B. Clark,jr ................ . 
Contingent expenfles Hou~e of Rep- ' 
resentatives, furniLure and fix-
tures, 1885 : 
By J. B. Clark, jr ...... $1, 203. 77 
Contingent expem;es House of Rep· 
tesentati•es, flll niture aml fix-
tures, 1R87 : 
To J. B. Clark,jr ................ . 
ContingP.nt expenses House of Rep· 
resentatives, materials for fold-
ing, 1885: 
To J. ll. Clark,jr ............... . 
Contingent expenses House of Rep-
resentatives, matet'ials for fold· 
ing, 1886: 
To J. B. Clark, jr ............... . 
Contingent expenses House of Rep· 
resentfl,tive.•, matr rials for fold· 
ins. 1887: 









16, 000. 00 
Contingent expenses Honse of Rep· 
resentatives, packing boxes, 
1887: 
To J. B. Clark, jr . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . $2, 987.00 
Contingent expenses House of 
I~enresentatives, miscellaneous 
items, 1884 aud prior years : 
By J. B. Clark, jr -····· $637.06 
Contingent expenses House of 
Representatives, miscellaneous 
items, 1885: 
To J. B. Clark, jr ............... . 
Contingent expenses House of 
Hepresentatives, miscellaneous 
Hems, 1886: 
To J. B . Clark, jr ............... . 
Contingent expenses House of 
R presentatives, miscellaneous 
items, 1887: 
To J. B. Clark, jr ··-··· ......... . 
Contingent expenses House of Rep· 
I'eflentatives, salaries Capitol 
police, 1887: 
To J. B. Clark, jr ....••.•........ 






To J. B. Clark, jr........ .. . . . . .. . 64i. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
Dy L. Dalton.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 00 
Postage, House of Representatives, 
1887: 
To .J. B. Clark, jr ............... . 
Payment to widow of Ron. J. W. 
Shackelford: 
To Mary C. Brooks_ ............ . 
Payment to Harry Rtrton, House .cyf 
Representatives : 
To J. B. Clark, jr .............. .. 
Payment to Thomas Bell, laborer, 
· House of Representatives: 
To J. B. Clark, jr ............... . 







To J. B. Clark, jr...... . . . • . . . . . . . 60. 00 
Payment to A. V:angender, House of 
Representatives: 
ToJ.B.Clark,jr .............. . 
Payment to Her:ry H. Smith, jour-
nal clerk, House of Representa-
tives: 
To H. H. Smith .................. . 
Payment to family of Charles S. 
Trenthen: 
To S.C. Trentbe:q, dec'd ......... . 
Payment to widow of Hon. W. A. 
Duncan: . 
To Mrs. W . .A. Duncan .......•... 
Payment to widow of Ron. Reuben 
Ellwood: 
To widow of the late R. Ellwood. 
:Payment to widow of Hon. Joseph 
Rankin: 
To widow of Joseph Rankin ..... . 
Payment to widow of Hon. William 
H. Cole: 
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l~aymcnt for contesting seats in 
Uongr-·ess: 
To F. T. Campbell .............. . 
A. C. Davidspn ............. . 
H. A. Herbert ............... . 
]'.ll. Ilurcl.- .. - ............. . 
Mrs .• J.C.Holrues .......... . 
B. Henley, J. A. Lorettit, J. 
McKenna, W. W. Morrow, 
C. N. Fellows, aud H. II. 
Markham ...... ------ ..... . 
M. H. Kid<l. ............•..... 
J. Romeis ...... ------ ....... . 
G. W.Steele -----------------
J. B. Weaver .........•....... 
Compiling reports of committees 
of Congress: 
ToT. H. McKee ................ . 




2, 000. OJ 
], 000. 00 
650.00 
2, 000.00 
2, 000. 00 
2, 000. 00 
2, 000. 00 
14,351. 75 
7, 750.00 
To D. \Vebster ...... ·----- ...... 302.80 
Relief of John Ellis, messenger, 
House of Representatives: 
To J. Ellis ..... --- .............. . 
Relief of Beaufort Lee and others, 
House of Representatives: 
To C. Carter-----·-------------· 
J . Ilall. .................. _ .. . 
B.Lee ------·---------·-·-··· 
A. Thomas ........ ------ ... .. 








To T. E. Benedict................ 12, 017.85 
S. P. Rounds .......... ___ .... 2, 577.60 
Contin_gent expenses, office Pablic 
Prmter, 1885 : 
14,595.45 
To •.r.E.Benellict ·------····--···= 5.,~ 
Contingent expenses, office Public 
Printer, 1886: 
To T. E. Beneuict. __ ............ . 
S. P. Rounds ................ . 
Contingent expenses, office Public 
Printer, 1887: 
To T.E. Benedict .............. .. 
S. P. Rounds ..........•...... 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict ..•............. 
Removal and storage of certain ma-
terial Gov.;rnment Printing Ot-
fic<·: · 
ToT. E. Benedict .............. . 
S.P. Rounds ............... .. 
Deuuct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict..... $357. 74 








2, 998 95 
7, 500. 00 
1, 000.00 
8, 500. 00 
621.77 
7, l:i78. 23 
Pnblicatiou of Tenth Census re-
ports: 
To appropriation account ....... . 
T.E. Donedict .............. . 
Bulkley, Haiguel & Co ...... . 
Conrow Brothers ........... . 
Crane & Co ................. . 
S. P. Rounds ............... .. 
W.M.Singerly ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict : 
Public printing all(l binding, 1884 
and prior years : 
By Government Print-
ing Office ......... _ .. $3, 380. 61 
Public printing and binding, 1885: 
To T. E. Benedict ............... . 
S. P. Rounds ............... _ 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict..... $262.72 
Government Print-
ing Otlice . . • . . . . . 18. 15 
Public printing and binding, 1886 
ancl1887: 
To S.P. Rounds ................ . 
Prot<>cting Public Printing Office, 
fire, 11:187: 
To T. E. Benedict .. ------ ...•.... 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict ............... . 
Public printing and binding, 1886: 
To A. Balfour . . . . . . . . _ ... _ ... . 
Bulkley, Raiguel & Co ...... _. 
1'. E . .Benedict ............... . 
Conrow Brothers ......... _ .. 
Crane Company ............. . 
Essex Paper Company .. _ ... . 
A. G. Elliott & Co ........... . 
Mount llolly Paper Company 
~\~rii~n~w"~n::: ~ ~::: :::::: 
S.P.Ronnds ................ . 
r-T ~~~i~gs~~::::::: ~ ~:::::: 
vVoolworth & Graham ...... . 
·winona Paper Company .... . 
Wolf Brothers .•....••.•..... 
Decluct repayment: 
By appropriation ac-
count ........... , $8, 931. 89 
T. E Benedict ...... 12, 101. 94 
Department of the 
lcterior . . . . . . . . . 615. 42 
Dillon & Co.. .. .. . . 36. 75 
D. E!!gerts' Sons . . . 28. 50 
L.Frigerio......... 7.80 
S.Newcomb ....... 159.56 
C. Pace .......... __ 30.00 
S. P. Rounds ....... 15, 675. 74 
M.Rupp & Co...... 30.45 
Riggs & Brother. . . 42. 30 
F .• r. Sloan & Co.... 18. 75 
S. Thaxter & Son... 37. 35 























•1, 065. 87 
25.62 
12, 156. 65 
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Publi<l printing and binding, 1886-
Continued. 
Deduct repayment: 
Brought forward.$37, 716.45 $278, 500. 02 
Treasury Depart-
ment............. 1, 211. _;34 
Woodward, Wright 
&Co............. 2.25 
Public print.ing and binding, 1887: 
To A. Balfour ....•.............•• 
T. E. Benedict .........•...... 
Bulkley, Raignel & Co ....... . 
Crane &Co ................. . 
Conrow Brothers ............• 
Essex Paper Company ...... . 
A. G. Elliott & Co ........... . 
F. W. McDowell .. . .. .. . .. . . 
Mount Holly Paper Company 
15. P. Rounds .............. .. 
W. M. Singerly ............. . 
'l'. M. Simpson .............. . 
Winona Paper Company .... . 
Woolworth & Graham ...... . 
WolfBrothers .............. . 
15. D. Warren &Co .......... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. S. Arnheim .. . . . . $59. 25 
T. E. Benedict ...... 91, 878. 85 
.r. C. Breckenridge . 3. 45 
0. Corstanphen . . . . 119. 92 
.T. A. Dawson . . . . . . 70. 97 
Dillon & Co........ 97.20 
R: ~~~~~~~~~:::: 1::: ~g 
L. Frigerio . . . . . . . . . 9. 00 
C. Fluker .. . . .. . . . . 33. 76 
B. H. Greene . • • • • • • 3. 05 
.T. Hise . . . . . . . . •• • . • 35. 35 




1, 660, 168. 50 














2, 247, 898. 4:l 
R. P. Hammond.... 77.62 • 
C. W.Irish. .... .... 6.90 
G. W . .Tulian. ...... 2. 35 
S. Newcomb. . . . . . . . 465. 92 
C. Pace. . . . . . . .. • . . . 60. 00 
C. C. Powring . . . . . . 3. 55 
S. P. Rounds ....... 13, 845. 63 
Riggs & Co . . . . .. . . 41. 70 
M. Rupp & Co ..... · 47.25 
F . .r. Sloane & Co... 14.25 
.T. C. Straughan . . . . 10. 40 
S. Thaxter & Son... 47. 10 
Treasury Depart -
ment ............ . 
D. W. Taylor ...... . 
M. Taylor ......... . 
.T. C. Thompson ... . 
Woodward, Wright 






Printing annual report (1885) Bu-
reau of Animal Industry: 
To Bulkley, Raiguel&l- Co ....... . 
T. E. Benedict; .............. . 
Conrow Brothem ......••..••. 
Essex Paper Company ...... . 
F. M. McDowell .........•...• 
S. P. Rounds ..........•...... 
W. M. Singerly .......•...... 
Deduct repayment : 
By T. E. Benedict...... $814. 85 
S.P.Rounds ----·· 926.46 
108,244.26 










Printing second annual report of 
Commissioner of Labor: 
To T.E.Benedict .............. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By T.E.Benedict .............. .. 
Printing annual report (1885) of 
Commissioner of Agriculture : 
To Bulkley, Raiguel & Co ....... . 
T. E. Benedict .....•.......... 
Conrow Brothers ..•...... 
Essex Paper Company ...... . 
F. W.McDowell ............ . 
S.P.Rounds ................ . 
W. M. Singerly .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict . . . • . . $2, 330. 02 
S. P. Rounds . . . . . . . . 684. 22 
Printing first annual report of Com-
missioner of Labor : 
To r. E. Benedict ............... . 
Es~ex Paper Company ....... . 
S. P. Rounds. .. . .. . . . . • . . .. . 
W. M. Singerly ............... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict...... $98.10 
S. P. Rounds . .. .. .. . 2, 819. 94 
Printing annual report (1886) of 
Commissioner of Agriculture: 
ToT. E. Benedict ......•.•.••...•. 
Conrow Brothers ............. . 
F. M. McDowell .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict ................ . 
Printing annual bulletin (1887) of 
Bnre:tu of Ethnology: 
ToT. E. Benedict ...•.•...•.•.... 
F. M. McDowell ..•............ 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. E. Benedict ................ . 
$9,000.00 
207.07 











5, GOO. 00 
2, 630.40 
5, 000.00 
1, 600. 99 
14, 231. 39 
2, 918.04 












Salaries, Library of Congress, 1885: 
To A. R. Spofford . . . . . . • . .. . . . • • . 1. 40 
Salaries, Library of Congress, 1886: 
To A. R. Spofford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 320. 00 
Salaries, Library of Congress, 1887: 
To A. R. Spofford .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . 38, 560. 00 
Publication of the Peter Force col-
lection of manuscripts: 
To H. H. Dodge................... 1, 500.00 
Contingent expenses, Library of 
Congress, 1887 : 
To H. H. Dodge............ . . . . . . . 500. 00 
----·- Works of art for the Capitol: 
13,821.93 To H. H. Dodge .................. . 8, bOO. 00 
---~-
-
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Increase of Library of Congress, 1887: 
To R.H.Dodge ................. . $6, GOO. 00 
====-=-=--_-_-c_= 
Increase of Library of Congress, 
1884 and prior year" : 
By II, H. Dodge ...... -- $111.76 
Contingent expenses, Liurary of 
Coni!ress, 1884 and prior years: 
By H. H. Dodge._ .. _.... $658.06 
Joint Select Committee to provide 
addiona] accommodations for 
Library of Congress : 
By H. H. Dodge ... __ ... $2. 90 
Salaries, Botanic Garden, 1881 and 
prior years: 
To G. W.Itiggs ....... -----· ------ 4. 52 
S:olaries, Botanic Ganlen, 1885: 
By H. H. Dodge........ $0.30 
Salaries, Botanic Garllen, 1886: 
By H.H.Dodge.......... $0.10 
Salaries, Botanic Garden, 1887: 
To H. H.Dod!l.'e------ ··---· _ ------
Improving: builtlings, Botanic Gar-
den, 1886: 
By H.ll. Dodge........ $6.36 
Improving buildingR, Botanic Gar-
tlen, 1885: 
By H. H. Dodge .... --·--- __ $16.93 
Improviug buihlings, Botanic Gar-
den, 1887: 
To H. H. Dodge.------ ...... ------
Improving bulldings, Botanic Gar-
tlen, 1887; 
To H. H. Dodge ....... -----------
Improving Botanic Garden, 188:5: 
Dy H. H. Dodge........ $9.30 
Improving Botanic Garden, 1886: 
By H.H.Dotlge ....... $2.09 
Salaries, _judge~, etc,, Court of 
Claims, 1887 : 
To J.Davis ...... ------ .......... . 
A. Hopkins .............. ~----
]{. F. Kearney ............ __ .. . 
C. C. Nott ....... ___ .......... . 
J. Randolph ................. . 
W. A. Richardson._ .......... . 
G. W. Scofield ............... .. 
S. B. Taylor .................. . 
G. W. Taylor .......... ------ .. 
L.Weldon .................. .. 
Report.ing t1 e c i s ions, Court of 
Claims, 1887: 
To A.Hopkins .................. . 
Conting£>nt expenses, Court of 
Claims, 1887: 
To A. Hopkins ................. .. 
Conting-ent expenses, Court of 
Claims, 1886: 
By A. Hopkins......... $0. 36 
Payment of judgmeut.s, Court of 
Claims: 
To C. Ashworth ................ .. 
Ashley, Witherbee & Watson. 
J.M. Allred .................. . 
Carrird forward ......... . 
12, 77'2. 50 
5, 500. 00 
5, 000.00 
4, 500.00 
3, OuO. 00 
840.00 
4, 500. 00 
2, 000.00 
4, 500. 00 
4, 500. 00 
1, 500.00 
I, 090 00 
4, 500. 00 







Pa,\ rncnt of jUtlgments, Court of 
Claims-Continued. 
Brought forward .. ___ ... . 
ToR. S. Anderson •••••• ------ ... . 
,T. C. At.lerbur.v ------ ........ . 
Adam. Kimball & Moore ..... . 
Su::;au D. Adger .............. . 
J. Adger ..... -----· ........ .. 
J. B. &J.E.Adger ·-----------
,J. E. Aclger .................. _ 
H. Ad,ger, trustee ........... .. 
Alley & Lawrence ........... . 
~~~n!~~~u' ~ :~: ~ ~ ~--~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
T. S. Atkins ............. ------
,J.J . .A.llen .................. .. 
C.L.Adams ---···-··-----~---~--~.'HJ.~~~~rr.~~:::::::::~:::::: 
B. B. Botts---- ............... . 
C. Barcelow ------. ___ ..... _ .. . 
J. C. Brown. ___ ...... __ ...... . 
J.D. Brady ................. .. 
\V. \V. Brnner, ai!ministrator .. 
Anu Bruce, administratrix. __ . 
\V. Drn ce .. _ .. _ .......... __ .. . 
G. W.Brown ................ .. 
E. M. Brayton ..... ____ ..... __ . 
'1'. M. Bnrton & Co ........... _ 
J. S. Barry & Co. ___ . __ . _ ... __ . 
Boyd, Vincent & Co ....... __ .. 
Baldwin & Weeks ........... . 
Doyel, :Falls & Vincent . .... _ .. 
Britton, Von Vechton &Mark-
ha,m ....................... . 
.T . .Donner& Co .............. .. 
J. Bolles & Co ............... . 
Beers & Ed wards .. _ ..... __ . _ . 
C. Benedict ..... -------------
B. Brandreth, deceased ...... _. 
Bowt'l'S &·Dunham .......... .. 
Joseph Bnrnctt & Co ......... . 
J. Bull, deceased .. _ .......... . 
C. Busch .................... .. 
Barvlay & Co ................ . 
F.Bro'l'ili[J ----------··--------· 
...-J. A. Bledsoe ..... ___ ._ .. _____ _ 
T. F. Bowman ................ . 
\V. vV. Brown ............... .. 
J. L Brown & Sons ........... . 
I. Bcclwt.t ... _. _ ----- _. __ ..... . 
\V. L. Br.van ................ .. 
Barney, Itaymond & Co . __ ... . 
Theodore Benlell . ___ ... ___ .. . 
G. & S. Brown & Co ......... .. 
G. & S. Brown ................ . 
G. Buckingham,jr .......... .. 
W. Bond &Co ........... __ .. .. 
,J. T. Baker, deceased .... __ ..•. 
J. Bentlo.v ................. .. 
G.l\1. Bond ............. ------_ 
\V. G. Boyle ...... ·----------·. 
H. L. Benedict ................ . 
13. W.Bell .................. .. 
R. Barber ...... ·-----. __ .. _ .. . 
J. Bl'izolani ------ ..... _ ..... .. 
J. S. Bradford .......... _____ .. 
J. vV. Burton ...... ------------
J. W.Beck ................... . 
J.H.Bone ·····--·---··------· A. E. Buck. __ .. _ ....... _ ... __ . 
l!'. L. Balch ................... . 
C. H. Bell . - ...... ___ ......... . 
C. Brietz ........ ____ . __ . _ .... _ 
R. Barber .... ------ .......... . 
H. M. Cooper.------·----· .... . 
M. B. ConYerse .............. .. 
L.B Crooker ............... .. 
J.C.Cnrpenter .............. . 
A. B. Can:oll ................. . 
A.Clnrk .................... .. 
T.N.Cooper ................. . 
E.H.Chase .................. . 
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Payment of judgments, Court of 
Claims-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To ,J. W. Calder ................. . 
J. Conley. __ .. -- ............. . 
Condict. J cnnings & Co ...... . 
Chase, McClure & Co ........ . 
Corne & James .............. . 
W. H. Comstock ..•........... 
C. N.Crittenden ............ .. 
tJ~oc:tiJ~~~:::::::::::::::::: 
S. B. Crail .................... . 
A. Collins ...... _ ............. . 
D. H. Cuthbert .............. .. 
J. R. Carey ............ . ...... . 
J. L. Conley ................. .. 
A. W.Cauldwell ............ .. 
H. L. Carroll ... ----·- ........ . 
Curtis &Brown Manufacturing 
Company-- -·-·············· 
Jeremiah Curtis & Sons .....•. 
J.Clark ...................... . 
M. R. Cullen ................. . 
C. E. Coffin ................... . 
J. C. Cooper ................ _ .. 
Dater & Timpson ........... .. 
C. C. Dame ................... . 
P. Dopier ................ . ... . 
G. P. Dunham ................ -
I. H. Duval. .................. . 
A. T. Dillard .............. . . .. 
D. Donovan ....... . .......... . 
Derkhe1m, Cox & Kenneys .. .. 
C. F. Davenport ............. . . 
DeRose and Tilghman ....•... 
Durant and Earle ............ . 
Da:v & Morse ............... .. 
T.F. Durant ................. . 
Donnett & Nichols .......... _ 
Decoppet & Tiers ........... . 
Dean,McGrimes &Co ....... . 
Delafield & Fitch ............ . 
Davis & Son ................ . 
A. Dougherty ............... . 
C. M.Dennison .............. . 
i:~~~{;.M~~ars;i~~:: ~:: ~::::::: 
Marion Erwin ............. .. 
Evans, Wharton & Co ....... . 
Earle & Saltonstall .......... . 
W.M.Earle ................ . . 
'Eames & Moore ............. . 
Anne H. Elliott .............. . 
Emily Elliott ------. __ ...... . 
l!'aussig, Fisher & Co ........ . 
L.G. Florence ......•......... 
A. Frank & Bro ........... .. . 
S. S. Farwell ................. . 
A.L. Frost .................. . 
Fowler. Osgood &Co ........ . 
E.S.Falkenburg .... .. ...... . 
R. D. Fra:vser, administrator .. 
Fitch & Bowen .............. . 
Fitch & Co ................. .. 
A.M. Ferris & Bro ...... . ... . 
Fansbaw & Milliken ........ . 
~.-6: Nf~~~li~ ::::::::::::::::: 
H. A. Forney ................ . 
H. D. Fitzgerald ............ .. 
J.H.Finks .................. . 
J. R. Fowler . ............ .. .. .. 
C. B. Faris . .................. . 
A.Grant .. .................. . 
S.M. Griffin ................. . 
Gwynne & Day ............ .. 
J. W. Green ................ .. 
L. Greene ..........•....... .. . 
M. ,T, Grealish ............... . 
Gibson, Beafllest011 & Co ..... . 
Gibson, Caranova & Co ...... . 
D. (iroesbeck & Co ......... .. 



















































































Payment of judgments, Court of 
Claims-Continued. 
.Brought forward ........ . 
To Gray, Prince & Co ........... . 
William Gates, deceased .... . 
G. G. Green .................. . 
A.M. Gudger ... . ............ . 
W. W. Gilbert .............. .. 
F. W. Giraud .. _ ............. . 
0. R. Glover ................ .. 
J. T.Green .................. . 
J. Grave& .... . ............... . 
W. W. Gilbert .............. .. 
T.D.Griflin .................. . 
W. J. Graham ...•••........... 
W. S. Hale & Co ............. . 
D. F. Hollister .............. .. 
J.C.Harper ................. . 
D. C. Hays & Co ............ .. 
Hoyt & Gardner ............ .. 
H. C. Hardy & Son .....•...... 
Hutchinson & Broas ...... . .. . 
Hutchinson & Dimmick ..... . 
Hone & Nicholas .....•....... 
H. L. Horton & Co ........... . 
P.A.Hoyne ................. . 
A.G.Heminway&Co -···----
G. L. & L. Haight ...... . _ .... . 
B. Hall & Young ...... . ..... . 
E. Haight & Co ...... -- ..... .. 
D.F.Hutchinson ........... .. 
Hiscox & Co ................. . 
J.T.Husband .............. .. 
R. P. H all & Co .............. . 
C. E. Hull & Co ....•.......... 
E. W.Hoyt & Co ............ . 
C. B. Hinsdall.. ............. .. 
J.G. Harrison ............... . 
F. Hardin .................... . 
A. Hobbs .................... . 
H. C. Hamilton ............. .. 
W. H. Hunter ............... .. 
J. G. Hawthorne ... . ......... . 
W. Haight ................... . 
A. Hazeltine ................. . 
E .B. Harrison ............... . 
C. Hartson ..•.•............... 
S. Henry ..................... . 
J.I!'.Henry, Curran & Co .... . 
Hostetter & Smith ........... . 
Johnson & Day .............. . 
S.M. Jackson ................ . 
W. H.Johnson .............. .. 
E.L. Jordan ................ .. 
J.A.Jones ... , ............. .. 
Jacqueline & Decoppet ...... . 
Johnston, Holloway & Co ... . 
Dr. Jayne & Son . ............ . 
J. S. Johnson & Stm .......... . 
J.D. Jordan .........•.....•.. 
H.L. Jeffers ................. . 
H. W.Jackson ............... . 
G. Kirchner .................. . 
Kellokg & Parker ..........•. 
~Ii_~: K~~~~dy:::::::::::::::: 
J.F.Knmber ................ . 
,J. W. Kimmons ........••..••• 
Kemeys & Cox .............. . 
Kissam & Co ................. . 
Kennedy & Co ............... . 
B. U.Keyser ................. . 
H. Ketler .................... . 
R.D. Locke . ................. . 
R.L.Livingston ............ .. 
Lange, Boell & A.rming .•..... 
,T, M. Langston ............... . 
W.J.Lundram .............. . 
Latham, Alexander & Co .... . 
A. Limbert .................. . 
A. Limbert & Co ........... .. 
Lockwood & Davenport .... . . 
Jacob Little & Co .......... .. 
Carried forward ...•.•.... 
13 

















































































14 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Payment of judgments, Court of 
Claims-Continued. 
Brought forward ...... _ .. 
To A. S. Lowe .. -................ . 
J.Loehr ..................... . 
~-. ~~l,~~i-e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: : ~ ~ ~ ~: : 
· 0. D.Laird .............. ·-----
J. 0. Ladd ................... . 
W.G.Lane ........•.......... 
,J.M.Landon •................ 
S. G. Lawton . .. .. ............ . 
Morgan & Maddox .......... . 
Moran &Gould .............. . 
H. Meigs,jr .......•......•.... 
Meigs,jr., &Smith ..•.•.. . .... 
·Mason, Cox & Smith.--------. 
Manning&DeForest .....••. 
W.R. Merriam ............... . 
S. Max & A. Hoftheimer •..... 
~: ~~M:~i.;rs~~-~~::: ~:: :~~ ~~~: 
W.D.Moore & Co .......... .. 
W. B.Mott & Co ............. . 
Miller & Walsh .. ....... .. ... . 
Mills, Robeson & Smith ..... . 
Meserole & Trumbull ....... . 
Maxwell & Graves ... . ...... . 
Louis Mette & George Kanne 
Company -- ---------- ...... 
J.H. McLean·---------- ·- --·· 
S. u. McCandless ....... -------
J. Mcintire .................. . 
E.E.Marvin ····-···-····---· 
A. C.Merrick ..........••.•••. 
vy-. D. McKinstry ............ . 
J.C.Moore .................. . 
A. W.McCullough ........... . 
J. A. Murray. __ ............. .. 
0. McClendon ................ . 
M.A. McGowan ...........•.. 
M. McDonough .............. . 
J.M. Melton ................ .. 
J.J. Mott .................... . 
A.Q. Moore ................. . 
S. A. Norris .................. . 
U. W. Nottingham ........... . 
Osgood Brothers . ....... ---- __ 
~~~~r~ ~- r~C>r~~it- ~:: :~ ~: ~ ~:: 
G.K. Otis .................... . 
S. Patterson ................ .. 
M.F. Pleasants ............. .. 
A. J. Perdue ...... ------------
W.Paterson ······------------Putnam &Earle .....•••...••. 
N.D. Putnam ................ . 
Wm. Parker ............ ------
J. J. Pardee & Co------ .... .. 
J.D. Prince ............ ------· 
C. W.Pavey ------------·----· 
J. Palmer ............ ---------
F. H . . Pierpont .............. .. 
J. Pursell .......... --------- .. 
J. T. Patterson .••... ---- ..... . 
Paulding & Slosson ..••.. --·-· 
Pearl & Co ..... ----- .. -------
Puleston, Raymond & Co ..... 
R. V. Pierce ...... ------.------
M. A. Parker ................ .. 
J.W.Payne ................ .. 
A.J.Perdue -----·------------G. Patterson ............. __ .. . 
L.G.Perkle -----------------· 
J. E.Pound .................. . 
W. P.Parker ................. . 
C. J. Pride ................... . 
H. R. Philbrick .............. . 
Henrietta M. Paynter ... .. ... . 
L. C. Quintero, administrator .. 
E. D. Randolph & Co ........ . 
Ramees & Lessig-nola ........ . 
Rollins & Co ................. . 
Ca,rried forward .•...•.... 
CIVIL. 

















































































Payment of judgments, Court of 
Claims-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To Randall& Weiram .....•..... 
Ramson, Son & Uo ...... ------
Russell, Morgan & Co ........ . 
Ryder, Crounse & Welch .... . 
D. M. Richardson------ ...... . 
J.M. Rhett------------ ...... . 
M. T.Roberts ............. ----
W. C. Robards .............. .. 
P. Ravesies ............. ------
S.Roberts ................. . .. 
J. Ricketts ........ ----- ...•. --
W.A.Rose .................. . 
E.M.Rand ............. ... .. . 
Sarah E. Ramsey and Anna 
E. Wagner ....... . ..... . 
Stokes & Saltonstall. .. . ..... . 
C. Stokes .................... . 
Speyer & Moran ...... ------ .• 
Scranton & ScovilL ... -...... . 
Smith, Seaver & Bowen ...... . 
Stewart &Mattison .......... . 
D. A. Stewart ...... ·----···-·-
J. Selden. __ ..... ------ .. ---- .. 
M.D. Stivers .... -- ...... ---- .. 
E. SculL. .............. -... . . 
L.P. Sherman .... ------------
W. S. Streator------ ........ .. 
J.J.Sams ---·------------·---
B. Barnwell Sams, administra-
tor ...... .. ...... ------ ... .. 
J. M. Sullivan .......... ------
J.M. Stafford·----- .......... . 
R. Stuyvessant ....... -- ..... . 
Schafer Brothers ............. . 
B. L. Smyth .. - .. - ... ------- .. . 
Smith, Randolph & Co ..•..... 
M. F. Smith & Decoppet .... .. 
W. A. Stuart ................. . 
D. H. Smith ................. .. 
W. A. Smith & Co .......... .. 
Su~7dam & Vincent ......••... 
C. S. Sioane & Co ........ ------
Sturtevant & Goadley .......• 
Stoker, Taylor & Co ......... . 
Stuyvesant & DeWolf .... -- .. 
Seabury & Johnson ......... .. 
J. E. Schwartz & Co·----····· 
J.H. Schenck & Son . ........ . 
Schmitt & Schmittdeel .... _ .. . 
W. E . SingJ.eton .............. . 
.T.T.Spann .................. . 
A. T.Summey ............... . 
S. R. Smith .................. . 
E. M. Seabrook .............. .. 
W. C. Smith------------------
G.A.Scraggs ...... ----------· 
C . .A. Seabrook, adminif!'trator. 
R. W.Shand ··-------------· --
J.C.Saundors .............. .. 
A. Ta:vlor & Son--------------
W. P. Taten ................ .. 
E. R. Tinker .•.... ------ ...••. 
Tanner & Hayes ...... ------ .. 
W.H. Taylor-----------------
Taintor & Dyett ...... --------
Towar & Learned ........... . 
W. &.J. Taylor ............... . 
Tanner & Co . . -............. . 
The Anglo-American Drug Co 
The J. C. Ayer Co ........... . 
The Centaur Co ............ .. 
The Holman Pad ()o ------ ... . 
The Merchants' Gargling Oil 
Co .......................... . 
TheN ew York Consolidated Co 
The Rumford Chemical Works 
H. Tappan .................. .. 
H. Tetlow & Brother ... __ . .. . . 
The World's Dispensary Medi-
cal Association ........ _ .... 
Carried forward ... _ ••..•. 






























1, 5RO. 00 
81.66 














































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 15 
CIVIL. 
Payment of judgments, Court of 
Claims-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To S. Thompson ........•......... 
J. S. Toof, administrator ..... . 
J. L. Thornley ............... . 
The Sioux City & Pacific R. R. 
Co ... : ..................... . 
The Connecticut Mutual Life 
Insurance Co ............. . 
J. A. Thorn .................. . 
The Atlantic &PacifieR. R. Co 
Underbill, Haven & Co ...... . 
W. U m bdenstock ............ . 
Y.t~~~~d~~~il~1ortz~::::: ::::: 
Van Schaick & Co ........... . 
J. T. Valentine ............... . 
.r. C. Veatch ................. . 
Veleor, Vallet .. _ ............ . 
VanVechten & Moore ....... . 
H. T. Verhaven & Co ........ . 
A. Voegeler & Co ........... . 
Voegeler, Meyer & Co ....•... 
Vanderventer & Co .......... . 
E. C. Wade .................. . 
Mauer L. Wade ..........•••.. 
Wittmore & Mott ........... . 
C. C. Walcutt ................ . 
E. Wheeler .................. . 
J.C.Willis .................. . 
E. A. White ................. . 
W.M. ·woodcock ............ . 
B. Wilson ..... : .............. . 
W.G.Wiley ................. . 
W. H. Whittingham .......... . 
W. G. Wiley & Co ........... . 
Wheeler· & Peters ........... . 
Weston & De Billier ......... . 
F.T. Walker .....•........... 
Wollberg & Co .............. . 
C. D. Wood .................. . 
A. Wolf & Co ................ . 
Wood & Davis . .............. . 
Weeks & Potter ............ · .. 
Wells, Richardson & Co ..... . 
A. Winslow .................. . 
S. Wheeler ................... . 
.r. H. Wallace ......•.•........ 
W.C. Wells .................. . 
W. Wri~rht .................. . 
L. S. Willson ................. . 
J.C. Willson ....... 00 ....... . 
J. G. White, administrator ... . 
J.H. Wallace ............... .. 
A. H. Young ................. . 
I.J. Young .................. . 
W.E.Young ................. . 
H. E. Young, administrator .. . 
B.Zwart ..................... . 

























































Salary of the President, 1887: 
To Grover Cleveland. . . . . . . . . . . 50, 000. 00 
-----Compensation of President of the ____ _ 
Senate, 1887: 
To J. Sherman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 722. 27 
J.J.Ingalls................... 777.72 
2, 499.99 
Salary of the Vice-President, 1887: 
To J. Sherman .................. . 252.70 
Salaries, Executive Office, 1886: 
By W. H. Crook........ 3, 202. 30 
Salaries, Executive Office, 188i: 
ToW. ll.Crook ................. . 





Contingent expenses, Executive 
Office,1886: 
By W. H. Crook .......• $1, 848. 81 
Contingent expenses, Executive 
Ol:lice,1887; 
ToW. H. Crook ................. . 
Salaries, CiYil Service Commission, 
1887: 
To C. F. Adams .. 00 •••••••••••••• 
A. C. Campbell ............... . 
J. T.Doyle .....••.••.•........ 
A.Davit-! ....... 00 ••••••••••••• 
A. P. Ell gerton .... 00 00 00 ..... 
R. D. Graham ....•......•..... 
M. F. Halloran ............... . 
J. H. Halloran ..............•. 
Lucretia E. Johnson ......... . 
C.Lyman .. oo .... oo····- 0000 •• 
Georgia Lockhart ...........• 
W. E. Morgan ............... . 
B.P.Mann .oo·······oo····oo· 
~-~?~~~~t~ ~ ~ ~: ::::::::::::: 
W. J. Vickery .. 00 00 ..... 00. 00 
W.H. Webster oo•·oo······--· 
Deduct repa~·ment: 
By Treasurer United States ...... 
Traveling expenses, Civil Service 
Commission, 1885: 
By C. Lyman .... 00 ..... 00 00 $226.25 























To Kant;as Pacific R. R... .. .. . .. 15,88 
Union Pacific R. R............ 32.40 
Traveling expenses, Civil Service 
Commission, 1887: 
To C.Lymau ............... oo ... . 
Contingent expenses, Civil Service 
Commission, 1885: 
By C. Lyman ........ 00 ... $402. 95 
Contingent expenses, Civil Service 
Commission, 1886: 
To Department of the Interior .. 
Deduct repayment: 
ByC.Lyman ...... oo ............ . 
Contingent. expenses, Civil Service 
Com mission, 1887: 
To Department· of the Interior .. . 
C. Lyman ..................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
48.28 







By C. Lyman .. 00 00 00 ... 00.00..... 108.37 
Preventing the spread of epedemic 
disease!\: 
To Adams Express Co .......... . 
G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Brown, Shipley & Co ........ . 
E. Camphausen ............ 00. 
J. Fletcher .................. . 
German Savings Bank ...... . 
J. H. Hill .................... . 
\.V. W. Lang .......... 00 • •• • 00 
A. I.oering .................. . . 
F. II. Mason . 00. 00 ...... 00 •••• 
Carried forward .....•..•. 











45, 001. 79 
16 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886--'87. 
l:'reventing the spread of epidemic 
diseases-Continued. 
Broup;ht forward ........ . 
To D. A. McKinley .. _ ..... _ .... . 
Receiver-general, New Bruns-
wick ..................... . 
C. T. Russell ..... _ .... _ ...... . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Fletcher......... $155. 00 
•.r. M. Favre .. _...... 981.00 









Contingent expenses, Department 
of State, 1886: 
By F. J. Kieckhmfer . . . $398. 02 
Contingent expenses, Department 
of State, 1887: 
To F. J. Kieckluafer . . . . . . . . . . . . . $!, 700.00 
Editing, publishing, and distribut-
ing ann ualand revised statutes: 
To :F. J. Kieckhrefer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By F. J. Kieckhmfer . .. .. . .. .. . • . 6. 20 
3, 993.71 
47,387.80 EditingDigestofinternationalLaw: 
=== ToF.Wharton .................. . 7, 5'JO. 00 
Salaries, Department of State, 1886: 
:Uy F. J. Kieckhoefer .. $52.18 
Salaries, Department of State, 1887: 
To .F. J. Kieckhoafer ............ . 
Proof-reading, Department of State, 
181"6: 
By F. J. Kickhoefer... $28. 33 
Proof-reading, Department of State, 
1885: 
By F. J. Kicckboefer. _... $22. 58 
Proof-reading, Depp,rtment of State, 
18S7: 
To F. J. Kieckhoefer ............ . 
Stationery and furniture, etc. De-
p:ntment of State, 1885: 
By F. J. Kieckboefer... $313. 95 
Stationery andfurniture,etc., Depart-
ment. of State, 188(i: 
By F. J. Kieckhoefer . . $1,11 
Stationery and furniture, etc., De-
partment of State, 1887: 
To F. J. Kieckhoefer .. _ ......... . 
Books and maps, Department of 
State, 1887: 
To F. ,J. Kieckhoefer. .....••..... 
Books, and rua.ps, Department of 
State, 1885: 
By 1!'. J. Kieckhoefer . . . . . $2. 57 
Books and maps, Department of State 
J886: 
By F. J. Kieckhoefer...... $0. 67 
Lithographing, Department of8tate, 
1887: 
To F. J. Kieckhoefer .............. . 
Lithographing, Departrnen t of 
State, 1885 : 
By F. J. Kieckhmfer... $119. 48 
Transmission of certain books and 
mementoes to Nat.ional.J,incoln 
M o n u m on t Associ~ion of 
Springfield, Ill.: 
To F. J. Kieckhmfer. _ .......... . 
Contingent expenses, Department 
of State, 1885: 
By F. J. Kieckhcefer . . . 1, 257.90 
Contingent expenses, Department 
of State, 181)5 and prior years; 
To F. J. Kieckhcefer . _ .. : . .. . . _ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By F. J. Kieckhcefor ............ . 
113,106.98 
1, 200.00 
Statute of Liberty Enlightening the 
World: 
To F. J. Kieckhmfer ..........•.. 
J. M. Schofield ............... . 
Deuuct repayment: 
By F.J.Kieckhmfer ............ . 






To F. J. Kieckhmfer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000. 00 
Medal t<r John F. Slater, of Con-
necticut: 
To F. J. Kieckhmfer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000. 00 
Salaries, office of the Secretary of the 
Treasur.), 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 490, 000. 00 
Salaries, office Supervising Archi-
tect,l887: 
To G. A. Bartlett .............. _ .. 16, 900.00 
Salaries, office First Comptroller : 
5, 000. 00 By T. J. Hobbs......... 1, 266. 43 
Salaries, office First Comptroller, 
1887: 
2, 000.00 To '1'. J. Hobbs .................. . 
Salaries, office Second Comptroller, 
1886: 
ByT.J.Hobbs......... 797.04 
Salaries, office Second Comptroller, 
1887: 
ToT. J. Hobbs .... . ............. . 
Salaries, office Commissioner of Cus-
toms, 18ii6: 
1, 200.00 By T. J. Hobbs..... . ... 370.83 
Salaries, office Commissioner of Cus-
toms,1887: 
To T.J.Hobbs ................. .. 




To Florine A. Austin . . . . . . . .. .. 2. 50 
82.18 
Deduct from repayment: 
By T. J.Hobbs...... ...... ....... 1, 311.70 
Excess of repayment..... 1, 309.20 
Salaries, office First Auditor, 1887 : 
By T.J. Hobbs................... 88,810.00 
Additional clerkR, adjusting ac-
counts of Soldiers' Home: 
515. 83 To E. Muller .... _ ......... _ ..... . !)02. 58 
Deduct repayment : 
. 58 By E. Muller .................... . 1. 21 
515.25 !)01. 37 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 17 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Salaries, office Second Comptroller, 
accounts Soldiers' Home: 
ToT. J. Hobbs ............ ---- __ . $3,125.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By T.J. Hobbs ..... : .... ----..... 103.00 
3, 022. 00 
Salaries, office Second Auditor, 1886: 
To E. Muller.... . ...... _ ...... ._ 82. 68 
Deduct from repayment: 
By E. Muller .•...... __ ._ ..... __ .. 534.31 
Excess of repayment..... 451. 63 
Salaries, office Second Auditor, 1887: 
To E. Muller ._.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257, 250. 00 
Salaries, office Third Auditor, 1883 
and prior years : 
To G. D. Frost----··.--·.-----... 91.34 
Salaries, office 'rhird Auditor, 1886: 
By T.J.Hobbs ......... $1,972.37 
Salaries, office Third Auditor, 1S87: 
'Io T. J. Hobbs ... ---.------------
Salaries office Fourth Auditor, 1886: 
By T. J. Hobb!! ...... __ . $1,355.57 
Salaries office Fomth Auditor, 1887: 
l!J8, 000.00 
To T. J. Hobbs. __ ._ ....... _._. __ . 6!J, 390. 00 
· Salaries office Fifth AudHor, 1886: 
By T. J. Hobbs-- .. _.... $357.04 
Salaries office Fifth Auditor, 1887: 
'l'oT.J.Hobbs ...... ------·-··-·· 
Salaries otlice Sixth Auditor, 1886: 
ToT. D. Keleher ... __ ... _ .. _ ..... 
Dednct from repayment: 
Dy T. D. Keleher ----------- ____ _ 
Excess of repayment .. _. 
Snlaries office Sixth Auditor, 1887: 
ToT. D. Keleher ....... ___ ....... 
Salaries office of the Treasurer, 1886: 
To Embra Cilley ...... ------- ___ _ 
Deduct from repayment: 
By T.J.Hobbs ...... -------------








1, 42:l. 88 
Salaries office oft he Treasurer, 1887: 
To T.J.llobbs------------------- 269,234.30 
Salaries office of the Treasurer (na-
tional cunency re-imbursable), 
' 1886: 
By T. J. Hobbs .. --· .... $1,177.81 
Salaries office of the Treasurer (na-
tional currency re-imlmrsable), 
1887: 
ToT. J. Hobbs ................. _. 73,500. 00 
Salaries office of the Register, 1887 : 
To G. A. Bartlett .. _ ..... __ . __ .... 141, 677. 94 
Salaries office Comptroller of the 
Currency, 1886: 
By T.J. Hobbs -------- $5.33 
Salaries office Comptroller of tho 
Currency, 1887: 
Salaries office Comptroller of the 
Currency (national currenc:,' re-
imbursable), 1886: 
ByT.J.Hobbs ......... $257.01 
Salaries office Comptroller of the 
Currency (national currency re-
imbursable), 1887: 
ToT. J. Hobbs .... --------------- $15,400.00 
Examination of national banks and 
bank plates, 1886: 
By 'l'. J. Hobbs. _____ ... $438. 00 
Examination of national banks and 
bank plates, 1887: 
ToT. J. Hobbs .... __ ._ ... ------.. 250.00 
Salarie.s office of Life-Saving Serv-
ice, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ______ ----------- 38,480.00 
Salaries Light-llouse Board, 1886: 
By T. J. Hobbs......... $250.86 
Sa1aries Light-House Board, 1887: 
To '.r.J. Hobbs ...... ·----- ___ .... 
Salaries office CorumisRioner of In-
ternal Reveuue, 1886: 
35,700. 00 
To T.J.Hobbs................... !J.78 
Deduct from repayment: 
By T.J.Hobbs................... 1,189.95 
Excess of repayment .. _. 
Salaries office Commissioner of In-
ternal R evenue, 1887: 
ToT. J. Hobbs ......... _______ .. . 
Salaries office Commissioner of In-
ternal Reveune, re-imbursable, 
1887: 
To T.J. Hobbs.--------- ....... .. 
Salaries office :Supervisin,g Surgeon-
General, Marine Hospital :::lerv-
ice, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ...... ---- __ . ___ _ 
Salaries office Supervising Inspect-
or-Geueral Steam-boat Serviee, 
1886: 
By G. A. Bartlett. .. -.-. $276. 21 
Salaries office Supervising Inspect-
or-General Steam-boat Service, 
1887: 
To G. A. BHtlett. _ -----· ---. _ .. _ 
1, 180.17 
252,000. 00 
2, 500. 00 
27,620.00 
10,140.00 
Salaries Dnrean of Navigation, 1887: 
To G. A . .Ba1·tlett ___ .. --- __ .. _ .. _ 27,300.00 
Salaries Bureau of Statistics, 1886: 
By T.J. Hobbs......... $513.53 
Salaries Duroau of Statistics, 1887: 
To T.J. Hobbs ...... ------------. 46,100.77 
Salaries Secret Servic\ Divi~;ion, === 
1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett .... - ..... __ .. _. . 11, 756. 12 
ToT. J. Hobbs ... ------- ..... ---- 1, 100.00 
Deduct repayment. 
By T.J.Hobbs _ ----·- ---··· ····--




12, 84D. 42 
ToT. J. Hobbs ...... ------ ...... _ 98,500. 00 By T. J. llobbs .. _ .. __ .. $1:!1. 28 
======== 
H. Ex. ~94--2 
18 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Collecting etatistics relating to com-
merce, 1886: 
To T . .J.Hobbs ......... $664.98 
= Collecting statistics relating to com-
merce, 1887 : 
By T . .J. Hobbs................... $1,000.00 
Salaries, office of Standard Weights 
and Measures, 1887: 
To G. A.Bartlett ...........••..•. 
Contingent expenses, office St.andard 
Weights aud Measures, 1885: 
By W. B. Morgan . . . • . • $395. 00 
Contingent expenses, office Standard 
Weights and Measures, 1886 : 
ToW . .B. Morgan ..••.••.......... 
Contingent expenses, office Standard 
Weights and Measures, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..•..........••.• 
Salaries, office Second Auditor, ac-
counts of Soldiers' Home: 
To E. Muller .•.........•....•..•• 
Salaries, office Seconcl Auditor, re-
pairing rolls : 
ToE. Muller .....•...........•.... 
Additional compensation for serv-
ices in issue of 3~ per cent. bonds: 
By G. A. Bartlett....... $3.12 
Contingent expenses, Treasury De-
partment, 1884 and prior years: 
Bv Treasury Depart-
'ment ................. $2, 295. 66 
== 
C!l.ntingent expenses, Treasury De-
partment, stationery, 1886: 
To A . .d.. Bishop ............••••• 
W. Ballantyne & Son ..•...... 
.J . .J. Chapman .•............•. 
\V . .J. C. Dulaney & Co ..•..... 
E.Hudson ..•••..•••....•..••. 
·r.G. Hood .......•..••.....•. 
R. K. Helphenstine .......... . 
E. D. Lockwood .........•.... 
R. E.Lusk & Son ..........•.. 
Logan Swift & .Brigham ..... . 
.J. H. lt[ann ...............•••. 
.J. R. Michael ..••.•.....•..... 
C. C. Pursell ................. . 
C. W. Thorn & Co ...••....... 
The Evening Star Newspaper 
Company ..........•........ 
The Washington Post ....... . 
The White Corbin & Co ..... . 
The National Republican 
Company .................. . 
The Sunday Herald .........• 
Treasury Department ....... . 
W. A. Wheeler .............. . 
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict 






























Deduct repayment : 
By Treasury Department....... . 3, 478.41 
614.54 
Contingent expenses, Treasury De-
partment, stationery, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ........• 
To H. Baumgarten .......•... _ ... 
R. A. Bonn ........•........... 
.J . .J. Chapman ...•••........•.. 
Crane&Co .•......•........... 
W. A. Davis ..........•.... · •... 
Detre & Blackburn .....••••.. 
Easton & Rupp .•..•...• . ..... 
.J.D.Free,jr .....•............ 
Anna M. Gangower .•.••...... 
C. C. Haskell ....... . .•••••.... 
T.G.Hood .................... . 
Holmes, Booth & Haydens ..•. 
R. K. Helphenstine ••••••.....• 
.A. T . .Johnston ............... . 
Koch Sons & Co ...•••.•...... 
T.B.Kalfus ................. .. 
E. D. Lockwood .............. . 
Logan, Swift & Brigham En-
velope Company ..••••...... 
.J. B. Lambie ........•......... 
R.E.Lusk & Son ..•.•••...... 
f.Ifi~~~~!ei::::::: ::::::::::: 
.J.H.Mann .•••••.............. 
E. Morrison .....•...•..•...... 
W. H. Porter .....•.....•...... 
Parker, Stearns & Co ..••.•.... 
.J. C. Parker .................. . 
.J. F. Pard .............•....... 
Parket, Stearns & Sutton .... . 
E.E.Rider ................... . 
R. A. Robbins ................ . 
C. H. Stanton ..•........•..... 
F. A. Schmidt .••.............. 
L.Schade .................... . 
Louis Schmid & Sons ........ . 
The Whitcomb Envelope Com~ 
pany ....................... . 
The White Corbin & Co ...•.• 
The Burr Index Company ... 
The Miller Brothers Cutlery 
Company ...........••...... 
.J. Q. Thompson & Co ......... . 
.J. H. Thierneyer & Co ........ . 
The National Republican Com-
TE!O'ap.it~i:::::::::::::::::: ·. 
The Evening Star News-
paper Company ....••....... 
Treasurer United States ..... . 
The Washington Post Publish· 
ing Company ........ · ...... . 
z. G. Wilson ................. . 
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict 
Wool wort.h & Graham ....... . 
C.N. Whitney ............... _ 
W. A.. Wheeler,jr ............ . 
G. A. Whitaker ............. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. A.l~artlett ...... $1, 045. 82 
H. A. Gill........... 15.00 
Treasury Depart· 
ment . . . . . . . . . • . . . 42, 573. 38 
Contingent expenses Treasury De· 
partment: Binding and news· 

























































Contingent expenses, Treasury De-
partment, stationery, 1887: 





To B. F. Stevens................ 9. 18 
W.Ballantyne & Son ..•....•.• 
A.A. Bishop ........••••...... 
Bulkley, Raiguel & Co ....... . 
E. F. Brooks .................. . 
Carried forward ....••••.. 16,941.12 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Binding and news-
papers, etc., 1885: 
By G. A. Bartlett....... $657.86 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses Treasury De· 
partment: Binding and news· 
papers, etc., 1887 : 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
:B.F.Stevens ----············-
Treasurer United States ...... 






Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Horses and wagons, 
etc., 1886: 
To G. A. Bartlett ...........•••••. 
T. L. Riggs ..•............•.••• 
ByG.A.Bartlett ..•......•.....• 10.37 
Contingent expenses Treasury De· 
partment: Horses and wagons, 
etc., 1885: 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Binding and news-
papers, etc., 1884 and prior 
years: 
By G. A.. Bartlett....... $14. 68 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Binclin~r and news-
papers, etc.,188i and prior years, 
transfer account: 
By B. Birch _ ... _. _..... $3. 75 
Contingent expenses Treasury De· 
partrnent: Investigation of' ac-
counts and traveling expenses 
188tl: 
To .T . .T.Brooks .................. . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Investigation of' ac-
counts and traveling expense.s, 
1885: 
By G. A. Bartlett....... $159.84 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Investigation of ac-
counts and traveling expenses, 
1887: 
To G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
Contingent expenses Treasur.v De· 
partment: Investiga.ting of ac-
counts and traveling expenses, 
1884 and prior years : 
By G. A. Bartlett . . . . . $599. 44 
Contingent exJlen8es Treasury De-
partment: Freight, telegrams, 
etc., 1885: 
.By G. A. Bartlett....... $1, 351. 71 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Freight, telegrams, 






By G. A. Bartlett ....... $2, 324. 88 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Horses and wagons, 
etc., 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment.: Ice, 1885: 
By G. A. Bartlett..... . . $838. 76 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Ice, 1887. 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: File-holders and 
cases, 1885: 
By G. A.. Bartlett ....... $1,098.23 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: File-holders and 
cases, 1884 and prior years : 
By G. A. Bartlett....... $86.47 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: File-holders and 
cases, 1886 : 
To G. A. Bartlett .•.•••........... 
Contingent e:ltpenses, Treasury De-
partrnent: File-holders and 
cases, 1887 : 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... .. 
Contingent e:x:penses Treasury De-
partment: Fuel, etc., 1885: 
By G. A. Bartlett ....... $3, 263. 42 
Contingent expenses Trea~ury De-
partment: Fuel, etc., 1887 : 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Deduct repayment : 
By Treasury Department ......•. 
To N orthwo;,stern Telegraph Co.. 11. 59 Contingent expenses Treasury De-partment: Fuel, etc., 1884 and 
prior years: Contingent expenses Treasury De-
, partment: Freight, telegrams, 
etc., 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ...........•...•. 
Deduct repayment : 
By T. Holladay......... $0. 67 
First National Bank. 
Montgomery, Ala ~ • 90 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Rent, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By G. A.. Bartlett ....... $1,470.00 
Contingent e);penses •.rreasury De-
partment: Rent, 1887: 




By G. A.. Bartlett ....... $3, 791. 18 
U ontingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Gas, etc., 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ...............• 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment.: Gas, etc., 1885: 
By G. A.. Bartlett....... $40. 95 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Gas, etc., 1884 and 
prior yean;: 
By G. A. ~artlett ....... $1, 239.45 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Carpets and repairs, 
1885: 
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1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Contingent expenses Treasury De· 
partment: Carpets and repf~irs, 
1886: 
To Treasury Department . . . . . . . . $268. 21 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Carpets and repairs, 
1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett................. 4, 269. 99 
Treasury Department . . . . . . . . 4, 751. 21 
9, 021.20 
Deduct repayment : 
By G. A. Bartlett................. 1, 521. 20 
Contingent expenses: Furniture, 
etc., 1885: 
By G-. A . .Bartlett . .. ... $699.51 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Furniture, etc., 1886: 
To Treasu1·y Department ........ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasury Department ........ . 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Furniture, etc., 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
•.rreasury Department ......•.. 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasury Department ........ 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Miscellaneous items, 
1884 and prior years: 
By G. A. Bartlett ....... $1,778.05 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Miolcellaneous items, 
1885: 
By G. A. Bartlett ... . .. $650. 00 
Contingent expenses Treasury De-
partment: Mi:;cellaneous items, 
1886: 
To Treasury Department ....... . 
_ Deduct repayment: 
By Treasury Department ....... . 
Contingent expAnses Treasury De-
partment: Miscellaneous items, 
1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Treasury Department ........ . 
Treasurer United States ..... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasury Department .. 
Postage to postal-union countries, 
Treasur_y Department, 1886: 
By G. A . .Bartlett. . . . . . . $95. 00 
Postage to postal-union countries, 



















Lib~~~·: Treasury Department, 
By G. A. Bartlett....... $198. 30 
Expenses of the national currency, 
1883 and prior years : 
To Treasury Department ....... . $2, 200.00 
-============= Exp~:s~e~ of the national currency, 
By T . .J.Hobbs . ........ $960.00 
I = 
Exp~:a;e~ of the national currency, 
• To T . .J. Hobbs .................. . 
Treasurer United States .... .. 




15, 247. 79 
Distinctive paper for United States=== 
securities, 1886 : 
To H. Lockwood & Co . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 25 
Treasury Department........ 145.98 
158.23 
Deduct from repayment: 
ByT . .J.Hobbs .................. . 3. 846.94 
Excess of repayment . . . . . . 3, 688. 71 
Distinctive paper for United States 
securities, 1887: 
To T.J.Hobbs . ................. 47,450.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasury Department........ 584. io 
Storao-e of silver: 
By ti. A. Bartlett ...... . $44.65 
Storage of silver dollars, transfer 
account: 
To B. Birch ..................... . 
Transportation of silver coin: 
To Adams Express Company .... . 
.J.C.Barkley & Co .......... . 
E. Conery & Son ............ . 
.J . .J. J aDney ................. . 
The Planters :md Merchants' 
Packet Company, New Or-
leans . . . . . . . . . ... - .... - .... 
Wells, .Fargo & Co., express. 
Special witness of destruction of 
United States securities, 1887: 
ToT .• r. Hoobs ................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T . .J. Hobbs .................. . 
SealingandsbparatingUnitedStates 
securities, 1887: 
To Treasury Department ....... . 
















Transportation of minor coins, 1887: 
To Adams' Express Company.... 3, 846.10 
Loss on recoinage of minor coins 
1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 2, 000.00 To Treasurer United States ..... . 3, 974.09 
Libr~~~~·: Treasury Department, 
To G.A.Bartlett .............. .. 
Recoinage of gold and silver coins, 
1887: 
40.00 To Treasurer Unitetl States ...... 15, 000.00 
RECEIPTS AND ·EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Vaults, Rafes and locks for public 
buildings, 1885 : 
To Q. Most .......... ···--------·. 
Vaults, safes, and locks for public 
buildings,1884 and prior years: 
By G. A. Bartlett . _ .... $6, 416. 16 
Vaults, safes and locks for public 
buildings, 1883 and prior years: 
To Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 
CIVIL. 
$18.95 
Suppressing counterfeiting and 
oth•'r crimes, 1885 : 
To L. Barrett------------.--· .. .. 
W. D. Fell ................... . 
W. H . .Jozce ---·----------·-·· 
M. H. Stofer-----··-----------
F . .A. Ward------·-----.------
R. R .... ------ -----· ·----·-- 8.82 
Suppressing counterfeiting and 
other crimes, 1886 : 
Vaults, safes and locks for public 
buildings, 1886: 
To G. A. Bartlett. __ ... ____ .. ___ . _ 
Vaults, safes and locks for public 
buildings, 1884 and prior years, 
transfer account: 
By B. Birch . __ .. __ . _. _. $15. 00 
Vaults, safes, and locks for public 
buildings, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett._.···--·.·----. 





To G.A. Bartlett ....... --·------ . 
.T. S. Roberts._ ... _ ...... _.-- --
'l'reasury Department. __ .. __ . 
Deduct from repayment .. _._._. 
By .J. H. Robinson·-·--- ..... --·. 
Excess of repayment. _- .. -----
Suppressing; counterfeiting an cl 
other crimes, 1887: 
To G . .A. Bartlett .......•.......... 
.T. H. Robinson .. __ --. __ .. ___ .. 


















Plans for public buildings, 1884 and 
prior years, transfer account : 
Deduct repayment: 
By .T. H. Robinson................ 646.02 
To B. Birch ... __ ..... _ ... _ .... __ . 15. 00 
Plans for public buildings, 1886: 
To G. A.Bartlett ................ . 
Treasury Department ... _._ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By M. E. BelL. ...... __ . $185. 53 
Treasury Depart-
ment ·----- ....... 92.50 
Plans for public buildings, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett._ ....... ___ ..... . 
Treasury Department 
. Deduct repa;yment: 
By :.·15: ~1~he~~::~~~:: $10~: ~g 
Treasury De p a r t-
ment ... _ .. ------. _ 273.55 
Plans for public buildings, 1884 and 
prior years : 
By G. A. Bartlett ..... -. $320.40 
Lands and other property ot the 










2, 120. 20 
To .J. B.Erb ................ -----· 10.00 
Lands and other propertv of the 
United States, 1886: • 
To T . .J. Hobb;;.__________________ 46.88 
Statesman Publishing Co. __ .. 88.10 
Lands ~nd other property of the 
Umted StateR, 1887: 
To Com·ier Company ______ ...... . 
T . .J.BobbA .................. . 






Refunding taxes illegally collected 
under direct tax laws prior to 
July 1, 1882: 
To .J. B., .T. !{.and .J. E. Adger. __ . 
.T. Ashurst . _ .. _ ... _ ... _ ... - .. 
G.W.and C.P. Aimar ....... . 
Mrs. M. E. Burgess and Mrs. 
M.S. S . .Jackson ...... ---- .. . 
C. L. Burch meyer . - ... __ .. __ .-
R. Brodie··---·-------- ...... . 
.J.R. Boylston----------------




.T. M. Bee .... ------------ .... 
~~~~~~li~~::~~ :~~-.: :::::::: 
Carolina B~litze ... ___ --------
R. T. Christopher & Sons._ ... 
Bank of Charleston ......... . 
A. V. Dawson .......... ------
Estate of G. A . .Johnson .•...• 
Susan E. Branford _ 
Catharine E. Blake. 
.T. S . .Johnson and 
wife ______ . .....•. 
.T. B. Bee and wife •• 
.T. Blake ...... --._-· 
H. W.Connor ..... . 
W. E. Hayne, sr .. .. 
.T. B. P. Alley . -----
S. S. Farrar ______ ------------_ 
S. S. Farrar &Bro ·--·------ .. 
.J.l<'raser & Co .••.•. _ ••. ---- __ 
.T. Foster _ .. __ - .. _--- ____ ..... 
.T. W.Harrison ----------·--·· 
I . .Jones---- __ ·-----------.--. 
W . .Johnson --···----·---·---· 
M. King.--- ... -- ...... -- ..... 
Me C. King ......... --·---.- .. 
Klink & Wickenberg ------ .. 
Cathawine La Bruce._ ..... _ .. 
E. Lafitte &Co ............. . 
vV. Middleton ...... --·- ...•.. 
Smith Mowrv,jr ------ ..... . 
Planters and Mechanics' Bank 
Wm.Ravenel .............. .. 
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Refunding taxes illegally collected 
under direct tax laws prior to 
Jul.v 1, 1882-Uontinued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To D. H. Silcox·----- .........•.. 
O.M. Wheeler .....•.........• 
Caroline L. Yates ....•• ------
Refunding taxes illegally collected 






ToW. W.Adams ...... ...... .... 24.98 
Martha E. Bayard............ 10.07 
D. Bender .............. ·----- 27.75 
P. Chaplin, deceased.......... 30. 32 
vV. A. Chisolm................ 13.97 
R. L. Dodge·-----............ 27.94 
Estate of Sarah W. Ellis . . . . . 11. 17 
R.De T.Ellis ................ 4.48 
Estate of J. D. Edings, de-
ceased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 39 
J. E. Tripp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 39 
W. 0. R. Tripp............... 12.36 
J. E. Geyer...... . . .. .. . .. .. .. 3. 33 
P. Hanger. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . 45. 03 
D.P. Jenkins . __ ............. 18.21 
W.B. Wait.................. 44.90 
291.29 
Refun<ling to natjonal banking as- ===== 
sociations, excess of duty, 1883: 
To Dedham National Bank, Ded-
ham, Mal'R. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 97. 84. 
First National Bank, Warren, 
Ohio........................ 179.82 
First National Bank, Spring-
field, Vt........ .. . . .. . . . .. . 83. 60 
Second National Bank, Spting-
field, Mass . __ .. __ . . . . . . .. . . . 606. 87 
l{efund to James E. Slaughter for 
wreck of Monitor Tecumseh: 
To J. E. Slaughter .............. . 
Expenses incurred under act relat-
ing to Chinese: 
To A. L. Blake ................. .. 
R. Douglas .................. .. 
C. Finn ...................... . 
968.13 
61.25 
Propagation of food fishes, 1883 and 
prior years : 
To Richmond, Fre~ericksburgh 
and Potomac R. R ............ . 
Propagation of food fishes, 1885 : 
To H. R. Lovell ................. . 
Louisville and NashvilleR. R. 
The Boston and .AlbanyR. R. 
The Harbn and Hollings-
worth Co ...........•.••... 
J.P. Sanborn ...........•..... 
Deduct repayment : 
By H. A. Gill ................... . 
Steam-vessels, food fishes: 
To '£. J. Hobbs .................. . 
Propagation of food fishes, 1886: 
To W. E. Crist .................. . 
H. A. Gill .............•...... 
Kansas Pacific Rwy ......... . 
W.A.Ragan -···------·--·-· 
Union Pacific R. R ...... .... . 
Deduct repayment : 
By H. A.Gill ................... . 
Propagation of food fishes, 1887: 
To C. W. Anthony .............. . 
H. A. Gill ................... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R ......... . 
Union Pacitic R. R ......... .. 
Fish hatchery, Duluth, Minn.: 
To H. A. GilL .................. . 
Refunding money for lands re-
deemed (direct-tax laws): 
To estate of M. Dowling ......... . 
Salaries and expenses Nat.ional 






























14.00 To the National Board of Health. 60.00 
J. S. Hager .................. .. 
Puget Sound Telegraph Co .. . 
Petty grove & Burkett ...... .. 
J. G. Swan .................. .. 
J. F. Sheehan ...... ··----- ... . 
.Aug Sing. __ ........... ------. 
Steamer Olympian ........... . 
'\V. II. Sears ................. .. 
J.E. Vrooman .............. .. 
North American Ethnology (Smith-
sonian Institution): 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R .................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cificR.R .................. . 
J.D. McChesney ............ . 
Mis!!omi Pacific R. R ....... . 
3. 00 















----= Expenses of Smithsonian Institu-tion: 
To Smithsonian Institution...... 42, 180. 00 
International exchanges, Smithson-
ian Institution, 1887: 
To T. J. Hobbs .................. . 10, 000.00 
Salaries and expenses National 
Board of Health, 1886: 
ToW. P. Dunwoody .......... .. 
E. Morrison ................. . 
C. W.Spofl'ord .............. . 
B. Williams ................. . 
Western Union Telegraph Co. 
Salaries and expenses National 
Board of Health, 1887 : 
To W. P. Dunwoody ........... .. 
C. W. Spofi'ord ............. .. 
. World's Industrial Exposition at 
New Orleans, La. : 
To E. Adams .................. .. 
Anderson & Moore .......... . 
R. H. G. Boais ............... . 
J.Benisch .................. .. 
H. W. Coffin ................. . 
J. H. Chesley & Co ......... .. 
S. F. Cross .................. . 
W. P. DuvaL ................ . 
Evening Star Newspaper Co. 




















RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
World's Industrial Exnosition at 
New Orleans, La.-Uontinued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To Gibson Brothers------------. 
Rufty &Dyer--------···--·-
A. D. Hazen ................. . 
Harding & Waters ......... .. 
Johnson Brothers .. _ .. _ ..... . 
Lake Shore and Michigan 
Southern Rwy ............ . 
Louisville and NashvilleR. R. 
Louisville and Evansville 
Mail Co ................... . 
E. Morrison ................. . 
E.P.Metz ................... . 
National Republican Co ..... . 
New Orleans and Northeast-
ern R.R ................... . 
A. Oliver .................... . 
H. I. Rothrock .............. . 
The Orr and Hess Machine Co. 
D. B. Todd .................. . 
T. D. Weddell ....•.........•. 
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict 
W. Watkins ................. . 
Washington Post Publishing 
Co ....................... .. 
Washington Gas-Light Co .. . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By W.P.Duval. ................ . 
Excess of repayment .. _ .. 
Final aid to the World's Industrial 
and Cotton Exposition of 1884. at 
New Orleans, La.: 
To American Graphic Co ...... .. 
Allison Manufacturing Co ..•. 
A. Andrews ................. . 
American Exchange in Eu-
rope ............. -........ . 
Aught, Rolker & Sons ..... .. 
Frank Bacon ... _ ............ . 
Brush Electric Co ...•...••.. 
D.C.Bacon ................. . 
Bakewell & Mullins ........ .. 
C. H. Barney .... _ .. __ ....••. _ 
Barber Asphalt Paving Co .. . 
C.J. Barrow ................ . 
A. T. Butler ................ . 
C E. Barber ........ _ ........ . 
Benedict & Burnham Manu-
facturing Co .............. . 
Cambridge Roofing Co .•.•••. 
Cromwell S. S. Line _ ...... _ . . 
Chess Carley Co ............ . 
A. B. Chace ................ .. 
Charles W. Dabney, jr .. ... _ .. 
E. S. W. Drought ............ . 
D. Dutrineille ............... . 
P.d'Abzac .................. . 
W.Dean .................... . 
C. l!'.Dexter ................. . 
L. U.Dodge ................. . 
J. S. Earle & Sons ........... . 
Evening StarN ewspaper Co. 
Edison Co ................... . 
Eureka Brick Machine Manu-
facturing Co ............. .. 
Fort Wayne Jenney Electric 
H~J~~!i~~li: ::::::::::::::::: 
R. W. Furnas .............. .. 
S.C. Forsaith Machine Co .••. 
I. D. Fletc.her ............. __ . 
S. V. Fomaris & Co .......... . 
F. Gilbert . . . .............. . 
Governor of the State of Vir-
ginia ..... ................. . 
Gaudy Be\_ting Co . .......... . 
T. '£.Gammage ............ . 




































































Final aid to the World's Industrial 
and Cotton Exposition of 18t~4 at 
New Orleans, La.-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J. A. Gorman ................ . 
Grady & McKeever ......... . 
0. Giubs,jr .................. . 
F. F. Hilder ................. . 
H. Hamilton ............... .. 
W.S. Howard ..........•..... 
C. T.Holloway .............. . 
W.E.Hidden ............... . 
F. A. Harris ...............••• 
J. B. Ham .................. .. 
Mrs. E. W. Holt ............. . 
W. A. Harris ................ . 
E. D. Holton ................ . 
G. Howard .................. . 
Hall & Garrison.. .. ....... .. 
J. T.Ho:ffman .............. .. 
S. A . .Jon as .................. . 
A.JohnRon & Co ..........•.. 
P.Joseph .................. .. 
S.Keyser ...... --------·- ... . 
F.Lee ....................•.. 
P. Longhammer ......... _ .. .. 
J. B. Livingston ............. . 
A. E. Lewis ................. . 
J. J. Lynch ................. .. 
S. Mullen ................ _ ... 
M.M.McLeod .............. . 
R. M. Marvin ............... .. 
A. J. Me Whister .. .......... . 
C. E. Marvin ......... ... .... . 
T.A.Moody ................ . 
A. Max .................... .. 
C. J. Morris ................. . 
J. C. Morrison .............. .. 
F. M. Murphy ............... . 
A. McKenzie ................ . 
J.Mayer .................... . 
J. Mitchell .................. . 
L. R. Menger ............... . 
National Exhibit Company .. 
J.H.Naylor ............... .. 
S.P.Nutt .................. .. 
New York Decoration Com-
N.p~~p;~tt ~:::::::: ~: ~: ~: :::: 
E.S.Pratt ................. .. 
G. G. Perkins .....•.....•.... 
L. H. Palmer ................ . 
W. W. Payne ............... , 
E.M.Pine .................. . 
B.S. Pardee ............... .. 
G. W. Riddle ................ . 
C. M. Rubush ............... . 
J:' R~;.~:a~~:~:::: :·.~:~::: ~: ~: 
A. E. Rendle ................ . 
SammollH, Clark & Co ...... .. 
Seymour & Sweet .......... .. 
W. H. Sebring ............. _ .. 
Stearns Manufacturing Com-
pany ...................... . 
Shober & Carequeville Litho· 
graph Company ........... . 
A. P.Sharpstein ............. . 
Southern Express Company . 
J. Sullivan .................. . 
H. F. Sickles ................ . 
G.L.Shroup ................ . 
H. D. Stratton & Co ......... . 
Smith, Meyers & Schriver ... . 
J. L .. Stublefielil ............. . 
The Benedict & Burnham 
Manufacturinl! Company .. 
The Curleykew Company ... . 
Train, Dorr & Co .......... .. 
8: ~-i:lr~0:s::::::::::::::::: 
Thompson-Houston Electric 
Company ................ .. 














































































24 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Final aid to the World's Industrial 
and Cotton ExJ)OSition of 188-~ at 
New Orleans, La.-Continncd. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To The John ·wilkinson Com-
pany .................... . 
J. C. Truman .••••............ 
S. M. Tracey ................ . 
J. M. Taylor ................. . 
The American Exchange in 
Europe ................... . 
J. Uclnoy .................... . 
M. Van Horn ............... .. 
E. G. Van Riper ............ .. 
P. "M. Willson ............... . 
R. Wetherell & Co .......... . 
E.P. Wade ................. .. 
II. F. Watson (assignee) ... .. 
E. L. Willson ............... . 
A. Young ................... . 
"lonthorn Exposition, Lonisville, 
Ky.: 
By W. P. DuvalL... $295.56 
.:Ddustrial :F:xposition, Cincinnati, 
Ohio: 
By W. P. DuvalL...... $26. 40 
To promote the education of tho 
blind: 
To American Printing House for 
the Blind ................ .. 
Deduct from repayment: 
By Treasurer U.S .............. . 
Excess of repayment ..... 
A ward.;; for services in connection 
with the illness and death of 
Pre~i<lent Garfield: 
To Blanche vV. Woodward ...... 
Portrait of the late Reuben Ell-
wood: 
To Treasurer, U. R .............. . 
Portrait of the late Thomas A. 
Hendricks: 
To Treasury Department ....... . 
Treasurer, U.S ............ .. 
Portrait of the late John F. Miller: 
•.ro C. Schlecht .................. . 
Treasurer, U.S ............ .. 
Portrait of the late Joseph Rnnkin: 
To Treasurer United States ••••• 
Portrait of the late Michael Hahn: 
To F. Gersch ................... . 
Treasurer, U. S ............ .. 
Engraving of the statute of James 
A. Garfield: 
To •.rreasury Department ....... . 
Portraits of the late Abraham 
Dowdney, John Arndt, jr., 
Lewis BAaeh, W. T.Price, W. 
H. Cole,aml Austin Pike: 
To Charles Schlecht ............ . 
Trust-fund interest for support of 


































To G. Waterhous~, chairman, etc. ___ 1_, 8_89_._5_0 
Custouyof dies,rolls,andplates, 1887: 
To T.J. Hobbs ................. .. 
Salaries, Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing-, 1886: 
By T. J. Hobbs......... $885. 65 
Salaries, Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing, 1887: 
'l'o '1'. J. Hobbs ................. .. 
Labor aml expenset-~ of Engraving 




Labor and expenses ofEngraving and 
Printing, 1884 and }Jrior years: 
By Treasury Depart-
ment................. 2, 200. 00 
Labor and expenses of Engraving 
nml Print.ing, 1886: 
ToT. J.Hobhs .................. 45.78 
Deduct from repn,yment: 
By G. A. BarUett....... $5. 00 
Comptroller of the 
Currency . . . . . . . . 600.00 
E. 0. Graves........ 953.57 
'1'. J. Hobbs......... 8. 30 
R. L. Mlller..... ... . 8. 75 
Mary I. Stroud . . . . . 15. 20 
]'. H. Stickney...... 37. 50 
Treasury Depart-
mcnt ............ 16, 702.74 
'iV" o o 1 w or t h and 
Graham.......... 122. 43 
18,453.49 
Excess of repayment ..... 18, 407. 71 
=====-c= 
Labor anrl expenses of Engraving 
and Printin~, 1887: 
To '1'. J. Hobbs . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. 39, 000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By T.J.Hobbs... ...... ..... ... . 39,000.00 
Compensation of employes, Bureau 
of engraving and Printing, 1887: 
To T. J. Robbs................... 327,740.00 
Plate printing, Burean of Engrav-
ing and Printing, 1887: 
To '1'. J. Hobbs .................. . 
Materials and miscellaneous ex· 
penses, Bureau of Engraving 
and Printinj!, 1887 : 
ToT.J. Hobbs .................. . 
Deduct repayment. 
By G . .A. Bartlett....... $511. 00 
J. Eveleth . . . . . . . . . . l ~- 50 
F. J. Kieckboefer... 33. (i4 
Jj'. H. Stickney...... 219. 00 
Treasury Depart-
ment . . . . .. . . .. . . . 295. 76 
Treasury, U n ito d 
States............ 107.50 
Outstanding liabilities : 
To Mary .Ackerly ............... . 
C. H. Alderson ............... . 
W.Albers ................... . 
H. Aster .................... .. 
H. R. Benjamin .............. . 
Mar_v E. Bcllim .............. . 
J. Barnett . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 
Catharine Boylo ............. . 
F. Brower ................... . 
J.Breen ..................... . 
J. C. Brooke ................. . 
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RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Outstanding liabilitie>l-Continued. 
Brought forward .. ........ . 
•To .Jane .Bright ............ .. ...• 
Brooks and Brewer .......... . 
.T .Hittener ..................•. 
A. B. Beattie .....•............ 
1N. H. Baker ........•....... ... 
.r. T. Boyer ....•......•......•. 
Emily A. Bonnie ............•. 
W. Burns ...................•. 
T. G. Baylor ........•......... 
F. D. Beebe .................. . 
A.. ·w. Baldwin .........•...... 
T . .T. Boynton ...............•. 
Capt. F. W. Benton .... ...... . 
.T. 0. Cole ............ . ....... . 
C. H. Conklin ......... ....... . 
Alice Cochran .............. . 
C. D. Clapp .................•. 
S . .r. Christian ............... . 
Mrs. G. W. Cassidy .......... . 
G. Crane ...... .. ... . .. . .....• 
A. Collingwood .......... . ... . 
l!'.Clay ...................... . 
.r. Carroll .................... . 
H. Carlisle ................. . 
Gorgianna Cain .............. . 
H. Creter .................... . 
N.J. Cramer. ...........•..... 
B .Col.gan .................... . 
II. C. Corbin . ................ . 
0. D. Cotton, M. C. Whiteside, 
A. A . .Johnson, .r. E. Peokin· 
baugb, W. and Smith Cotton, 
Eliza A. Cannahan, and W. 
McDonald .........•........ 
.T. Cooke & Company ........ . 
T.H. Crawfo.rd .....•....••.... 
.T. Catrin (Catron) ..........•.. 
I. L. Davault ................. . 
.T.R. Dow .................... . 
.r. L. Davenport .............. . 
L.Doyle ..................... . 
Catharine Duvall .....•....... 
Mary A. Danner ... ...•....... 
.r. Dobson .................... . 
P. Dickenson ................ . 
W.H.Dietz .................. . 
,T. S.Ely ..................... . 
Ellen M. Edgar ............. .. 
W. II. Evitt .. ................ . 
G.A.Evans ................. . 
.T. Flury .................... . 
\V. P. :Fulkerson ............. . 
.r. Fitzpatrick ............... . 
N. W. Fitzgerald, attorney of 
M.D. Willsey ............. .. 
W. G. Frio ................. . 
N. W. Fitzgerald ...........•. 
· I. S. Fannin ................. . 
:FirstNational,Alexandria,Va. 
.T. ]'itzp~ttrink ............... . 
Freeman & Ward ........... . 
W.Floyd ................... .. 
Margaret Gorllon ....•........ 
N. Gibson ................... . 
Cornelia M. Griffith .... .. . .. . 
Grover and Baker Sewing Ma-
chine Co ................... . 
D. H. Grover ................ . 
H. Hatzell ................... . 
Rhoda B. Horton . ....... .... . 
N. Helm ............. .. ...... . 
T.Hewitt ...........•......... 
Rarah B. Henthorn .......... . 
.T. Holt ..................... . 
Ann it' M. Hutchinson . ...... . 
Louisa M. Hewlett ......... .. 
.r. D. Hopkins .............. .. 
G. E. Hinds ................. . 













































































Brought forward .......... . 
To ;r. S. Humphrey's administra-
tor ......................••.. 
.r. T. Harper ................. . 
.T. M. Hamilton ......•••...... 
R. D. Hunts berry ............ . 
E. M. Hnntington ........... . 
.r. A. Irwin ................... . 
vV. H . .Johnson .............. . 
D. W . .Tones .................. . 
E. L . .Jackson ............... .. 
Elizabeth A . .T ackson, guardian 
Mary .Tones ...... ........... . 
W.H. H . .Johnston ........... . 
Elizabeth .Jackson ........... . 
S.C. Kidtler ..........•......•. 
W.Keefe .................... . 
E.Kolly .............. · ....... . 
Rachel A.. Kopp ............. . 
Henry Lemons ..•............• 
W. Lanahan ................. . 
.r. Leprell .................... . 
'l'. Lowe . .................... . 
T. Lovelass .................. . 
Lord & Taylor ............... . 
.r. Lee ..................... .. 
Margaret L.vons ............. . 
G. C. Lee .••................... 
.r. Luckner .................. . 
Raphael Lovatta ......•......• 
G. E. Lemon ................. . 
G. W.C.Leo ................. . 
G. A.. Leavitt. & Co ..........•• 
R. N.Lane ................... . 
G. W. Lane .................. . 
J'. McCoy .................... . 
M. McCarty .....•............ 
.r. McBride .................. . 
G. U.Morris ................ .. 
Eledie A.. McConnin ......... . 
M emphis and Charleston R. R. 
McNeill &.Birch ............ .. 
P. C. Mcintosh .............. . 
Marg-aret McFarlane ........ . 
C.E.Mace . ................ .. 
W. Menninger ............... . 
M. A. MeN amara ....••.....•. 
Catharine Mozingo ...... . , .. . 
M. McBr-ide .................. . 
D. McDonltltl ................ . 
lf. D Moulton & Co .......... . 
I. Newson ................... . 
A. H. Neilson ............... . 
Annetta M. M. W. Nelson .... . 
R. H. C. Noble .............. .. 
'J. Newell .................... . 
H. L. Nowell ................ . 
C. E. Norris .................. . 
Esther Oleson ............... . 
G. Opdyke & Co ............ .. 
Louisa D. Perry ............. . 
Mar.v E. Peer . ............... . 
W.T.Prico ................. . 
T. W. Phillips ........... ... . 
Lydia H. Pinkham ........... . 
W. R. Putney, M.D .....•.... 
E. M. Phillips .............. .. 
.r. C. Plttterson ..........••.... 
A.Piper .. ........••......... 
G.P.Peck ................... . 
.T. N. Quin ................... . 
A. Ramsey .................. .. 
.r. D. RobertAon ............. . 
W . .r. Rowan ................ . 
~~ ~~h~tl~b~-~~~:::: ::::::::::: 
Isabella Ross._. .............. . 
Sarah Richardson ...........•• 
S. W. Rhoades ............... . 

















































































26 RECEIPTS .AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Outstanding liabilities-Continued. 
Brought forward .......... . 
To J. Richardson ............... . 
W. Roberts .................. . 
W. A. Reno ................ .. 
Mary Ida Retter .....•.•••.... 
0. A. Rice ................... . 
J. G. Ramsey ............... .. 
J. A. Robinson ............... . 
Rigg & McAurick .......•.... 
J. Stevenbon ...............•.• 
Nancy J. Smith ............. .. 
W. G. Smith ................. . 
Shields, attorney ..••.•....•.. 
B. Saam ..................... .. 
J. Smith ............ ........ .. 
J. G. Scales .................. . 
S. Y. Sargent ................ . 
J. W. Scully ................ .. 
C. M. & J. Stuart .......... .. 
J. Sathawaite ................ . 
Angelica P. Stanford ........ . 
Milly Sharp ................ .. 
E. Spear ..................... .. 
T. S.Smythe ................. . 
A. Sheffield .................. . 
C.P.Slogg .................. .. 
W. Sinclair .................. . 
Martha C. Settoon, J. W. Set-
toon, E. M. Settoon, and C. 
Settoon .................... . 
Nancy Sasser ................ . 
W. A. Saylor ....•............. 
C. B. Smith .................. . 
W. H. Terwilliger ........... . 
O.C.Treat .................. .. 
Malinda Taylor .............. . 
T. G. Townsend .............. . 
Mrs. Leslie D. Thomas ...... .. 
R. Triplett ...........•........ 
Union National Bank, Lewis-
burgh, Pa ................. .. 
G. W. F. Vernon ............ .. 
J.P. Vastine ................ .. 
N. Vedder ................... .. 
N.Werker .................. .. 
T. Wallace ................... . 
Thomas Walsh .............. . 
Elizabeth Williams .......... . 
J. Wolf ..................... .. 
W. S. Walker ........ ......... . 
S.P. Wright ................ .. 
Mary S. Wilkinson .......... . 
R. L. Wiley .................. . 
S.D. Wood ................... . 
S. A. Warburton ............. . 
R. W. Wishard ............... . 
G. G. Wright ................ .. 
A. S. White .................. . 
W.H. Wood ................ .. 
Deuuct from repayment: 
By C. J. Allen.......... $13.92 
N. A. Adams........ 182. 00 
G. A. Bartlett . . . . . . 50. 30 
W. H. H. Benyaurd. 1, 441. 54 
D. T. Boynton .. .. .. 2, 8ll. 98 
J. Baker .. .. .. .. .. . 456. 24 
A. S. Barker... . .... 2.50 
R.N . .Ratchelder.... 15.07 
G.W.Baird ........ 6.00 
G. N. Bash.......... 75.00 
J. H. Belcher....... 12.03 
J.D.Bates.......... 1.60 
S. Connor. . . . . . . . . . . 222. 00 
R. Craig............ 102. 90 
C. R. Coster..... .. .. 578. 33 
A. B. Carey......... 100. 50 
D. H. Clark......... 70.82 




























































Outstanding liablli ties-Continued. 
Deduct from repayment: 
Brought forward. $6,142.73 
By G. C. Doane......... 4. 22 
W. P. Dunwoody... 35.00 
V. Dell . .. . .. .. .. .. . 1. 00 
A. N. Dam sell...... 13. 35 
C. E. L. B. Davis.... . 60 
J. B. Erhardt . . . . . . . 23. 00 
G. W. Evans........ 201.10 
F. F. Eastman...... 3. 00 
A. Freeman . . . . . . . . 100. 00 
E. Ferguson . . . . . . . . 378. 87 
J.B. Goe ........... 72.80 
D. W. Gooch........ 464.47 
T. Gaines . . .. .. . . .. . 884. 28 
G. E. Glenn......... 333. 33 
Q.A. Gilmore....... 1. 50 
H. R. Gibson. . . . . . . . 25. 00 
H. D. Huntington... 3. 50 
T.J.Hobbs......... 369.81 
F. J. Higginson..... 5. 63 
F. Harwood......... 12.50 
F. H. Hathaway . . . . 8. 40 
J.D. Hopkinson. . . . 12. 30 
C. L. Hoges......... 3. 60 
E. Hubert .. . .. .. .. . 2. 00 
W. A. Herron....... 434.00 
A. Hart .. . .. .. • .. . . 10. 00 
T.L.James......... 37.51 
R. Joseph....... .. .. 1. 00 
F. B. Jones.......... 8. 98 
W. H. Johnston..... 5. 83 
R. M. Kelley........ 319.75 
F. Knefler .. .. .. .. .. 687. 96 
W. R. King......... 17.42 
E. C. Knawer .. .. .. . a. 50 
W.G.Le Due...... 8.00 
D. W. Lockwood.... 1. 05 
J. G. C. Lee......... 31.66 
M. W. Lyon......... . 79 
D . D. MitchelL..... 42. 97 
W.E.McMackin... 30.00 
J. M. Marshall...... 30. 75 
S. M. Mills. . . . . . . . . . 288. 90 
G. H. Mendell .. .. .. 24.00 
A. J. McGonigle.... 9. 17 
G. H. Meeks........ 32. 79 
W. E. Merrill....... 60.00 
W. L. Marshall..... 48. 97 
R. B. Murray . . . . . . . 3. 70 
W. H. Nash......... 3. 00 
C. B. Penrose....... 24. 75 
T. L. Poole.......... 338. 30 
S. Post. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 446. 50 
D. C. Pearson....... 2. 00 
C. F. Powell . . . . . . . . 10. 67 
J. Parker........... 7. 44 
W. H. Robert&on.... 43o. 90 
J. R. Roche. . . . . . . . . 759. 17 
J.T.Rankin........ 50.00 
G. F. Robinson..... 6. 00 
H. A. Reid.......... . 20 
.r. M. Richardson . . . 20. 21 
J. Rich .. .. .. .. .. . • . 2G2. 00 
H. G. Sickel.. . . . . . . . 24. 00 
A. C. Sweet......... 568.27 
G.R.Smith......... 986.26 
W. Smith........... 183. 08 
W. H. Smyth .. .. . .. 114.88 
J. S. Witcher....... 11.53 
E. L. Sullivan....... . 95 
J.H. Stewart....... 84.20 
A. Sharp...... .. .. .. 25. 75 
C. R. Suter.......... 22.40 
A. Stickney......... 3. 00 
C. J. Sprague ...... . 3. 29 
Treasurer United 
States ............ 34,425.77 
W. F. Tucker....... 50. 00 
H. G. Thomas....... 54. 60 




RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 27 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Outstanding liabilities-Continued. 
Deduct from rep:tyment: 
Brought forwar<l.$50, 165.81 
By F. Thies . . . . . . . . . . . . $23. 25 
C.W.Taylor........ 2.00 
B.N. Waters........ 10.85 
.A. 'l'. Wikoff........ 1, 487.00 
E. L. Whitford.... . . 250. 00 
0. Wootl............ 14. 82 
F. N. Wicker....... 25.00 
T.M.vVenie ........ 1.25 
E. Whittlesey...... . 36. 60 
Excess of repayment ..... 
Contingent expenses (national cur-
rency re-imbursable), office of 
Treasurer: 
To .Adams Express Co .....•..... 
.Baltimore and Ohio R. R ..... . 
(W J. Igams> Baltimore and 
Ohio R. R .................. . 
T. J. Hobbs .................•. 
Treasury Department ....... . 










To J. W. Hyatt.................. 202, 267. 50 
U.N. Jordan.................. 1, 457,583.00 
1, 659, 850. 50 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasurer United 
States ......... $200, 000. 00 
Union Pacific R. F. 256,450.00 
456,450.00 
1, 203, 400. 50 
Sinking fund, Central Pacific R. R.: 
To J. W. Hyatt................... 49, 520. 00 
C. N. ,Jordan.................. 2, 830,694. 9~ 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasurer United 
StateR ............ $30, 000.00 
Central PacifieR R. 478,752.50 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
Baltimore, Md., 1887: 
2, 880, 214. 92 
508,752.50 
2, 371, 462. 42 
To G. W. Bishop................. 21, 599. 70 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
Boston, Mass., 1887: 
To S. N . .Aldrich.................. 9, 015.00 
M.P. Kennard................ 27,015.00 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
Chicago, Ill., 181!7: 
To J. T. Healey ................ .. 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
Cineinnati, Ohio, 1887: 
ToW. W. ::lutton ................ . 
Salaries, otlice assiRtant treasurer at 
New Orleans, La., 1887 : 
To S. Flower ................... .. 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
NPw York City, N. Y.,18t>6: 




13, 6!JO. 00 
• Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
New York City, N. Y.,1887: 
To appropriation account .....•.. 
C. J. Canda ................ . .. 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
Philadelphia, Pa., 1886 : 
To s. D.E:a!ct-~~i>;y:~-e~t: ... · · · · 
ByS.D.Page .................. . . 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
St. Louis, Mo., 1886: 
By.A.G.Edwards.... .. 17.90 
Salaries, offioo assistant treasurer at 
St. Louis, Mo., 1887: 
To .A. G. Edwards ............... . 
C. F. Shultz .................. . 
Deduct repayment : 
By A. G. Edwards .............. .. 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
San Francisco, Cal., 1886 : 
ToN. W. Spaulding ............ .. 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
San Framlisco, Cal., 1885: 
ToN. W. Spaulding ............ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By N. W. Spaulding ............. . 
Salaries, office assistant treasurer at 
San Francisco, Cal., 1887: 
To S. H. Brooks ................. . 
Salaries of special agents, independ-
















To Union Pacific R. R..... .... ... 65.26 
Salaries of special agents, independ-
ent treasury, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................. . 
Salaries of special agents, independ-
ent treasury, 1885: 
By G . .A. Bartlett....... $7. 00 
C he c k s and drafts, independent 
treasury, 1886: 
To Treasury Department ..•..... 
Paper for checks and drafts, inde-
pendent treasury, 1887: 
To Adams ExprflSS Co .......... . 
Crane & Co ................. . 
Treasury Department ....... . 







7, 349. 21 
To J. R. Brierly.................. 20.30 
Chicago, Rock Island ancl Pa-
cific Rwy . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 5. 25 
Deduct from repayment: _ 
By G • .A. Bartlett .............. .. 
Excess of repayment ...•. 
Contingent expenses independent 
treasur.r, 1884 and prior years : 
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Contingent expenses independent 
treasury, 1886: 
To Adams Express Co 
J. R. Brierly ................. . 
G. A . .Bartlett .... __ .. ------ .. 
Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph 
Co----------------·--- ·· ·--
Chicago, St. Louis and Pitts-
burgh R. R ............. . .. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cificRw.v ................. . 
R. F. Dodge ................. -
T. Davids & Co ............. . 
I. Hobson . . ................ . 
G. A. Johnson . ...........••.• 
D. S. Presson ................ . 
Pennsylvania Company ..... . 
W. H. Pratt & Co ........... . 
Roberts & Co ............ ... . 
W. W. Sutton ............... . 
W.S.Snook&Son .......... . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Union .Pacific R. R .......... . 
Deduct repayment : 
By C. J. Cant! a... ...... $2. 65 
A. G. Edwards..... 14.89 
F. M. Darb,y. .... ... 2. 75 
S. Flower...... . . . . . 13. 10 
J. T. Healy......... . 93 
Contingent expenses independent 
treasury, 1887 : 
To Adams Express Co .......... . 
Armes & Dallam ...... .... .. . 
S. N. Aldrich ................ . 
G. W. Bishop ................ . 
J. R Brierly ................ . 
G. A. Bartlett .......... .. ... . 
S. H. Brooks .. ...... ........ . 
U. J. Cauda ... __ .. _ ........ .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific RR ..... ............. . 
R. F. Dodgo ................. . 
A. G.Edwards .............. . 
S.Flower .................... . 
J. T. Healy .................. . 
J . Hobson . ......... . ........ . 
G. Ilinds .... .............. . .. 
G. A . Johnson ............... . 
Jordan Stationery Co ....... . 
M.P. Kennard .............. . 
G. W.Knox: ............ . .... . 
C. H. Mallorv & Co ..... .... .. 
:-;,D. Pa_ge . .': ............... .. 
D.S. Pr·esson ......... ....... . 
Pennsylvnnia Company ..... . 
vV. W. Sut,ton .............. .. 
C. F. Shultz ................ .. 
Trea:mry Department ... .... . 
Tho 13nrr Index Co ......... . 
n. T1 oen1uer ...... __ ........ _ 
Union Pnuific U. R . ....... ___ 
vVdl3, Fm·go & Co's Express. 
Dcdn.et repayment: 
By Appropriation a c. 
count ........... . 
S. N. Aldrich __ .... . 
C.J.Canda ..... .. . 
A~ G. Ed wards _ ... . 
J. T. Healey ...... .. 
M. P.Kennard .... . 
S.D. Page ......... . 
C. F. Shultz ... .. 
Treasurer United 






























































48, 071. 03 
774.14 
47,296.89 
Salaries, office Director of the Mint, 
1886: 
To J.P. Kimball ............... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. J. Hobbs ................. .. 
Salaries, office Director of the Mint, 
1887: 
To T.J.Hobbs ................. .. 
Contingent expenses, office of Di-





To R.Eeall ...................... 5.25 
Contingent expenses, offiee of Di-
reetor oftlle Mint, l8b6: 
To Adams Express Co .......... . 
.F. W. Chris tern ............ .. 
J. A. Chureh ............... .. 
.F.]'. Chisholm ............. .. 
Dewey & Co ............... .. 
F.P.Cross ................. .. 
W.Ganarcl ................ .. 
W. C. Headley .............. . 
A. A. Hassan ............... .. 
0. Haupt ................... .. 
A. Heard .... ......... ... ... .. 
J.Reard,jr ................. .. 
C. L. Jones ............. ..... . 
J.P. KimbalL ............... . 
vV.P.Lauver ............... . 
E. 0. Leech_ ................. . 
W.E.Morgan ...... ........ .. 
E. P. Riehhelm .... _ . .... .... . 
~-~-~~1~~~~:::: :::::::::::::: 
I. W. Sylvester .............. . 
W. ::5. Thompson ............ . 
The Miner Publishing Com-
P<1ny .... ................. . 
The San Francisco Bulletin 
Company .................. . 
The Independent Yuhlisl1ing 
Company ......... ... .. 
The SeientificPnblishiug Com-
pany .................. . 
The Inter Mountain Publish-
ing; Company .............. . 
B. Westermann & Co ...... . . 
Dednet repayment: 
By I. Lawton ..... __ ... $157.00 
P. S. Wilson........ 245.00 
R.P.Wtwing....... 30.00 
H. F. Wild......... 15.119 
Contingent expenses, office of Di-
rector of the Mint, 1887: 
To Adams Express Company . .. . 
Arthur & BonnelL .......... . 
~: -E~!~~~k~~:. ::::::··.- ::::~: 
Baltimore and Oltio R. R .. : .. 
R. Beall ... ...... __ .. _ .. .. _ .. . 
J. Curtin·' ............... _ .. _ 
F. W. Christern ............. . 
J:· fc~ir1~h-::::::::::: :: :::: 
Eimer & .Amend ............ . 
Farrel & Co ....... .......... . 
F.P. Gross ....... . .......... . 
'l'. A. Gibson ................ . 
Romans Publishing Company 
A. A. Ras.Qan. _ ... _ .......... . 
A.Hearcl .. ................. . 
J.Heard,jr .................. . 
A.. Hannauer ................ . 
.E'. N. Holbrook ............. .. 
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Contingent expenses, office of Di-
rector of the Mint, 1887-Con-
tinuecl. 
Brought forward. __ ._._ .. 
To C. L. Jones . _ .. _ ............. . 
A. J. Johnson & Co ...... _ ... . 
Johnson Brothers ........... . 
J.P.KimbalL .............. . 
W.P.Lauver -----------·---· 
E. 0. Leech .. -............... . 
Luttrell & Wine ...... _ ..... . 
W. H.Lamb ................. . 
!.Lawton ................... . 
W.E.Morgan ............... . 
M.E.Mann ................. . 
I. C. Michr.ls .............. _ .. 
G. C. Munson .............. .. 
G. R. Metten ................ . 
Peterson & Childs .......... . 
W. H. Porter_ ............... . 
J. W. Queer & Co ........... . 
Royce & Marea1t. .... _ ..... _. 
E. P. Richhelm & Co ........ . 
I. Remsen ................... . 
E.G.N. Rehm ............... . 
George Rutledge & Sons .... . 
ii.Jc.s~YfJ:~ ~ ~ ~~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --~ ·:_ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
I. W. Sylvester ............. .. 
J. Stedman ............ _ .... .. 
L. H. Schneider's Sons ....... . 
C. Schneider ................ . 
F . ..A.. Schneider.---·--- ..... . 
The Journal of Commerce .. . 
The Press Company (limited) 
The New York Times ........ 
The Miner Publishini! Com-
pany ............... : ... · ... . 
W. S. Thompson . .. . ....... .. 
The San Francisco Bulletin 
Company ................ .. 
The Independent Publishing 
Company ................ .. 
TheCommercialand .Financial 
Chronicle of Now York ... . 
Treasur.v Department. ___ ... . 
TheScientificPnblishingCom-
pan,y -----··------·-----·---
The Inter Mountain Pnblish-
ing Company ............. .. 
The Bradstreet Company . __ . 
The Union Pacific R. R ..... . 
D. Williams ................ .. 
B. Westermann & Co·--··---
H. F. Wild ........ _ .. _ ..... .. 
R.P. Warng ................ . 
Charles White ............. .. 
Wyckoff, Seamans &Benedict. 
J.H. Wills ................. .. 
J. B. Zimmele ----·- ......... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. F. Wild......... $38.4-!) 
R.P.Waring....... 111.00 
Freight on bullion and coin, mints 
and assay offices, 1886 : 
To Adams Express Company .... 
Freight on b\1llion and coin, mints 
and assay offices, 1R87 : 
To Adams Express Company ... . 
Baltimore and OhiQ R. R .... . 
Salarieii, mint at Carson, 1886: 



























































Wages of workmen, mint at Carson, 
1886: 
ToW. Garranl ..... · ............ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. Garrard .................. . 
Wages of workmen, mint at Carson, 
1887: 
To W. Garrard ................. .. 







To Central Pacific R. R. . . . . . . . • . 21. 13 
Contingent expenses, mint at Car-
son, 1886: 
By W. Garrard. . . . . . . . . $813. 46 
Contingent expenses, mint at Car-
son, 1887: 
ToW. Garrard ................ . 
Salaries, mint at Denver, 1886: 
To vV. Stapleton ................ . 
Deduct from repayment: 
ByP.S. Wilson ................. . 
Excess of repaymen~ ..... 
Salaries, mint at Denver, 1887: 
To G. C. Munson ............... . 
W. Stapleton ............... .. 
P. S. Wilson ................ .. 
Deduc" from repayment: 
By P.S. Wilson ................. . 
Wagesof workmen, mint at Denver, 
1886: 
ToP. S Wilson ................ .. 
Deduct from repayment: 
By P. S. Wilson ................ .. 
Exce~s of repayment .... 
Wages of workmen, mint at Denver, 
1887: 
To&. C. Munson ................ . 


















By P. S. Wilson ................. _ 77. 00 
Contingent expenses, mint at Den-
ver, 1886: 
To Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy .. ---- ........ .. 
Kansas Pacific R. R ......... . 
G. C. Munson ................ . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy ...... _ .. 
Rocky Mountain, News Print-
ing Co. , Denver ...... _ .. . 
The Pennsy l vnnia Company_. 
Union Pacific R. R .......... .. 












Deduct from repayment : 
By P. S. Wilson................... 816. 56 
Excess of repayment....... 775. 42 
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Contingent expenses, mint at Den-
ver, 1887: 
To Kansas Pacific Rwy ......... . 
P. C. Munson ................ . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy ....... . 
l'ennsylvania Company ..... . 
TreastHy Department ....... . 
P. S. Wilson ................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By P.S. Wilson ................. . 
Salaries, mint at New Orleans, 1886: 
By G. Montegut . .. .. . .. $87. 68 
Salaries, mint at New Orleans, 1887 : 
To G. Montegut ................. . 












To Treasury Department . . . . . . • . 37. 96 
Deduct from repayment : 
By G.Montegut.......... ........ 41.71 
Excess of repayment. . . . . 3. 75 
Wages of workmen, mint at New 
Orleans, 1887: 
To G. Montep:ut ................. . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Contingent expenses, mint at New 
Orleans, 18H6: 
To Treasury Department ....... . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By G. Montegut ................ .. 
Contingent expenses, mint at New 
Orleans, 1887 : 
To G. Montegut ................. . 
Treasury Department ......•• 
Salaries, mint at Philadelphia, 1886: 
By D. M. Fox .......... $2, 767. 11 










To D. M. Fox .......... ,.......... 41,550.00 
=~=-
Wages of workmen, mint at Phila-
delphia, 1886: 
By D. M. Fox . . . . . . . . . . $411. 50 
Treasury Depart· 
ment .. .. .. . • .. . .. 1, 061.16 
1, 472.66 
Wages of workmen, mint at Phila-
delphia, 1887: 
To D. M: Fox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295, 109. 38 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasury Department........ 2, 109. 38 
293,000.00 
Contingent expenses, mint at Phila-
delphia, 1886: 
To New Haven Steam-boat Co.... 2. 59 
Deduct from repayment: 




Excess ofre~ayment ..... 3:, 028.09 
Contingent expenses, mint at Phila-
delphia, 18H7: 
To .AdamsExpressCo .......... . 
D.M.Fox ................. .. 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasury Department ....... . 
Salaries, mint at San Francisco, Cal., 
1887: 
To I. Lawton .................... . 
Constructing vault, mint at San 
Francisco, Cal.: 
By G . .A. Bartlett ....... $2, 640.64 
Wages of workmen, mint at San 
Francisco, Cal., 1886: 
By I. Lawton........... $702.76 
Wages of workmen, mint at San 
Francisco, Cal., 1887: 
To I. Lawton .................. . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Contingent expenses, mint at San 












Central Pacific R. R .. . .. . . .. 7. 99 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cificRwy .................. 7.24 
Daily Alta California . . . . . . . . 24. 66 
The Pennsylvania Co........ 4. 35 
The Times Publishing Co . • • . 10. 80 
Union Pacific R. R . . . . . . . • • . . 18. 93 
Deduct from repayment: 
By I. Lawton .......... ......... .. 
Excess of repayment ..... 
Contingent expenses, mint at San 
Francisco, Cal., 1887: 
To Baltimore and OhioR. R ..... . 
A. Braid .................... . 
I. Lawton .................. .. 
Pennsylvania Co ............ . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Salaries, assay office, Boise City, 
Idaho, 1886: 
By H. F. Wild.......... $0.08 
Salaries, assay office, Boise City, 
Idaho, 1887: 
To H. F. Wild .....•.............. 
Wages and contingent expenses, 
assay office, Boise City, Idaho, 
1886: 
To Central Pacific R. R ....... . . . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa· 
cificR.R .................. . 
J.Lemp ..................... . 
Union Pacific R. R ......... .. 
Wages and contingent expenses, 
assay office, Bl'}1se City, Idaho, 
1885: 
To Central Pacific R. R ......... . 
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Wages and contingent expenses, 
assay office, Boise City, Idaho, 
1887: 
To Chicago, Rock I~land and Pa-
cific R. R ..................• 
F. A.. Nourse . ............... . 
Pennsylvania Co .......•••••. 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Umon Pacific R.H ........... . 
H. F. Wild ................. .. 
Salaries.assay office,Charlotte,N.C., 
1887: 
To R.P. Waring ............... .. 
Deduct from repayment: 













Excess of repayment..... 244. 08 
Wages and contingflnt expenses, 
assay office,Charlotte,N.C.,l887: 
To 'l'reasur.v Department ...••••• 
R. P. Waring ................ . 
Salaries, assay office, Helena, 1887 : 
To S. Braden .................. .. 
Salaries, assay office, Helena, 1886 : 
By S. Braden........... $23. 35 






1. 7Hi. 00 
7, 700.00 
Contingent expenses, assay office at 
Helena, 1886-Continued. 
Deduct from repayment: 
Brought forward ......... .. 
By S. Braden ................... . 
$530.50 
781.26 
Excess of payment....... 250. 76 
~ == 
Contingent expenses, assay office at 
Helen, 1887: 
To S. Braden .................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy ..................... . 
Fiske Brothers ............ .. 
Northern Pacific R. R ....... . 
Pennsylvania Company .... .. 
Treasury Department ..... .. 
Salaries, assay office, New York, 
18E7: 
To A. Mason .................... . 
Salaries, assay office, New York, 
1886: 
By A. Mason.......... $421. 20 
Wages of workmen, assay office, 
New York, 1886 : 
By A. Mason.......... $190. 50 
Wages of workmen, assay office, 
New York, 1887: 
To A. Mason .................... . 
Contingent expenses, assay office, 
New York, 1886 : 
By A. Mason ........... $2, 291. 84 
Contingent expenses, assay office, 
New York, 1887: 










To B. Harrison .................. . 422. 00 Treasury Department .....••. 
9, 920.42 
79.58 
Wages of workmen, assay office, 
Helena, 1886: 
By S. Braden........... $352.81 
Wages of workmen, ass~ty office, 
Helena, 1887: 
To S. Braden ................... . 
Contingent expenses, assay office at 
Helena, 1885: 
To the Northern Pacific R. R ... . 
J.A. Taylor ................. . 
Deduct from repayment: 
ByR.B. Harrison ..•............. 







Contingent expenses, assay office at== 
Helena, 1884: 
To Northern Pacific R. R........ 7. 62 
Chicago and Northern Rwy.. . 52 
8.14 
Contingent expenses, assay office at=== 
Helena, 1886 : 
To S. Braden .................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy ...................... . 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy .................. .. 
The Fiske Brothers ........ .. 
Northern Pacific R. R ..... .. 
The Pennsylvania Company 
The Independent Publishing 








Carried forward . . . . . . . . . • 530. 50 
10,000.00 
Salaries, assay office, StLouis, Mo., 
=== 
1887: 
To E. C. Jewett ............... .. 
Wages and contingent expenses, as-
say office, St. Louis, Mo., 1886: 
To E. C. Jewett . . . . . . . . $23. 87 
Wages a'ld contingent expenses, as-
say office, St. Louis, Mo. , 1887: 
To Adams Express Co .....•.••.• 
E. C. Jewett ................. . 






Contingent expenses, mints and as-=·== 
say office8, 1881: 
To Union PacifieR. R...... ...... 78.00 
Parting and refining bullion : 
To D.M. Fox . ................... . 
W. Gerrard ................. .. 
I.Lawton .................. .. 
A. Mason .................... . 
G. Montegut ................ .. 
D11duct from repayment: 
By D.M. Fox .......... $18,353. 51 
W. Gerrard......... 882. 11 
I. Lawton .......... 62, 219. 34 
G. Mont.-gut ....... 674.33 
A. Mason ........... 94,750.00 
7, 600. 00 
2, 500. 00 





Excess of repayment..... 1, 529. 29 
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Coinnge of standard sHver dollars: 
To P.O. Donnell ...••••.......... 
D. M. Fox ............•........ 
G. Montegut ................. . 
The Gold and Stock Telegraph 
Comp>tny .................. . 
Treasury Department ..•..••. 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. Montegut ........•.•••..... 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
Alaska, 1886: 
To B. Atkins .................... . 
.J. G. Brady .................•• 
La. F Dawson ............... . 
G. \V. Gars1de : ..... . .•......• 
.J 1!'. Gray ................... . 
"\V.G. Thomas .....•.......•.. 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
Alaskn, 1887: 
To B.At.kins ........•.....•..... 
M.D. Ball ................... . 
.J. G. Br::tdy .................. . 
L;o. F. Dawson .............. .. 
A. T. Lewi:; .................. . 
.J. Stephens .................. . 
H. States ................... .. 
A. P. Swineford . ............. . 
W. G. Thomas ............... . 
P . S. Wt->itenheller .......... .. 
L. L. Williams ............... . 
Conth1gent expenses, Territory of 
Alaska, 1887: 
To A. P. Swineford ............. .. 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
A l'izona, 1884 and pl"ior years : 
By .J . .J. Gosper . . . . . . . $230. 00 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
Arizona, 1886: · 
To J. A. Bayard ................ . 
\V. vV. Porter ............... . 
.J C. Shields ................. . 
C. M. Zulick ................ .. 
Dt>duct rflpayment: 
By C. M.Zulick ................. . 
Salario_s, governor, etc., Territory of 
.A.nzona 1887 · 
To W H. Barn~s ................ . 
.J. A. Bayarfl ................. . 
W. W. Porter ................ . 
J. C. Shields .................. . 
.J.H. Wri!!ht ................. . 
C. M. Zulick ................. . 
L egislative expenses, Territory of 
A ri;~ona, 1886 : 
By J. A. Boyd .. .. .. .. . $300.57 
Legisbtive expenses, Tetritory of 
Arizonn, 1887: 
To .J. A . .Bayard ................. . 
$80.00 
152,000. 00 
50, 935. 00 
921.00 






























1, 261. 16 
2, 752.75 
1, 350. 00 






Cont.ing~CnL eXlWllscs, Territory of == 
Arizona, 1887: 
To C. M. Zulick............ .... . . 375. 00 
Contingent expenses, Territory of 
Arizona, 1883 awl prior years : 
To .J.J. Gosper .....•............ 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
Vakotn, 1886 : 
To L. K. Church ................. . 
W. E. Church ................ . 
W.ll. Fra11cis .............. .. 
W. B. McConnell ............ . 
C. S. Palmer ................ .. 
G. A. Pierce ................. . 
B. Tripp ..................... . 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
Dakota, 1H87: 
To L. K. Church ................. . 
W.E.Chm·<Jh ............... . 
W.ll. Francis ............ .. 
W. B. McCmmcll ............. . 
M. L. McCormi<Jlr ............ . 
C. S. Pltlmer ................ .. 
G • .A..Pierce . ................ .. 
J '3prncer .................. .. 
C. M. Thomas ............... .. 
B. Tripp .................... .. 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Dakot-a, 1886: 
By M. L. McCormick . . $289. 78 
Legislative (>xpenses, Tenitory of 
Dakota. 1887: 
ToM. L. McCormick .....•....... 
Contingent expenses, Territory of 
Dakota, 1R87: 
ToL.K. Church ................ .. 
G. A. Pierce ............... .. 
Salaries, governors, etc., Territory 
of Idaho, 1886: 
ToN.Rn<Jk ................. .. 
0. Broderick ................ . 
J.B.Hays .................. .. 
Salaries. I!Oyernor, etc., Territory 
of Idaho: 
ToN. Buck ..................... . 
C. Broderick ............... .. 
E. J. Curtis .................. . 
.J. B. Hays .. , ................ . 
E . .A.. Stevenson .............. . 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Idaho, 1887: 
To E. J. Curtis ................. .. 
Contingent expenses, Territory of 
Idaho, 1887: 









3, 581. 90 
2, 202.20 
782.61 
2, 752. 75 
. 2, 752. 75 
1, 800. 00 
2, 752.75 














2, 752. 75 












To J. Coburn .................. .. 
W.J. Galbmith .............. . 
R. R Smith .................. . 
D. S, Wade ..•................ 
733.59 
----
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Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
Montana, 1887: 
To T.C. Bach·----- .•.•..••...•.. 
W. J". Galbraith ----•- ••••••.. 
P. H. Leslie.---- ........ --- .. . 
J. H. McLeary ............... . 
N. W.McConneU ..........••. 
R.B. Smith ........ ------ ... . 
D. S. Wade·-----·-····----··· 
W.B. Webb .•................ 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Montan~. 1886: 
By W. B. Webb........ $1.61 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Montana, 1887: 
To W.B. Webb .......••.•..••... 
Contingent expenses, Territory of 
Montana, 1887: 
To P. H. Leslie .••..•.••.•.......• 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory 
of New Mexico, 1885 : 
To S. F. Wilson ••••.••..••.....•. 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territo!'y 
of New Mexico, 1886: 
To W. H. Brinker ............... . 
W. F. Henderson ..••••..•.•.. 
G. W.Lane ..............•... 
E.V.Loog ........••......... 
E. G. Ross ...........••.•..... 
A.VOS!I ..•...•......••...•••• 
S.F. Wilson .......••......... 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory 
of New Mexico, 1887: 
To W.H.Brinker ..........•••••. 
W. F. Henderson ............ . 
E. V.Long ...........•••..... 
G. W.Lane ................. .. 
E.G.Ross ................... . 
A.Ross ..................... . 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
New Mexico, 1887: 
To G. W.Lane ................. . 
The Alta California Publish-
ing Company............. • 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Lane .................. . 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
New Mexico, 1887: 
To E.G. Ross ................... . 
Salaries, governors, etc., Territory 
of U tab, 1886 : 
To J". S. Boreman ............... .. 
0. W. Powers .....•.......•••• 
C.S.Zane .................. . 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory 
of Utah, 1887: 
To J". S. Boreman ................ . 
H. P. Henderson ...... . .. . ... . 
0. W.Powers ................ . 












































Salaries, governor, etc., Territory 
of Utah, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .....•.•. 
To A. L. Thomas.-.............. . 
C. W. West .................. . 
C.S.Zane .................. .. 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Utah, 1886: 
To A. L. Thomas .............. . 
Deduct repayments : 
By A.L.Thomas ............... . 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Utah,1887: 
ToW. C. Hall ........ : ......... . 
A.L. Thomas ................ . 
Contingent expenses, Territory of 
Utah,1887: 
To C. W. West ................. .. 
Continj:~;ent expenses, Territory of 
Utah, 1886: 
To C. W. West ................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
















Compensation and expenses, officers 
of elections, Territory of Utah 
1886: 
To A. L. Thomas .............. .. 
Deduct repayments : 
By A. L. Thomas .............. .. 
Compensation and expens~s,oflicers 
of elections, Territory of Utah 
1887: 
To A.L.Thomas ......... , ..... . 
Contingent t'xpenses, Utah Com-
mission, 1886 : 
7, 200.00 
434.70 
6, 765. 30 
23,800.00 
To A. L. Thomas • • • • • • • . . . . .. . . . . 30. 60 
Deduct from repayment: 
By A. L. Thomas................. 6<'4. 61 
-----
Excessofrepayments.... 574.01 
Contingent expenses. Utah Com· 
mission, 1887 : 
To A. L. Thomas ...•.•.......... 
Compensation Utah Commission, 
1887: . 
To A. B. Carlton ................ . 
G. L. Godfrey ............... . 
;r, A. McClernand ........... . 
A. S. Paddock ............... . 
J.R.Pettigrew ............ .. 
A. L. Thomas ............... . 
A. B. Williams ............. .. 
Salaries, governor, etc., Territory of 
Washington: 
ToR. S. Greene ................. . 
J".P.Hoyt ............. . ...... . 
W. G. Langford .•...•.•......• 
N.H. Owings ................. . 
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Salaries, governor,ete., Territory of 
Washington 
To F. Allen .......•••••..••.•.... 
R. S. Greene---··-···· ........ . 
J. P.Hoyt .................... . 
W. G. Langford .............. . 
N. H. Owings ................ . 
W.C. Squire ................. . 
G. Turner ................... . 
Legislative ~ expenses, Territory of 
Washington, 1886: 
ByN.H.Owings ......... $33.03 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Washington,1887: 











Contingent expenses, Territory of 
Washington, 1887 : 
To W.C.Squire ................. . 500.00 
==== 
Salarif:s, governor, etc.,Territoryof 
Wyoming,188d: 
To J. B. Blair .................... . 
F. E. WalTen ................. . 
Salaries,governor,etc., Territory of 
Wyoming, 1887 : 
To J.B.Blair ................... .. 
G. W.Baxter ................ .. 
S. T.Corn .................... . 
J. W.Lacy ................... . 
E.S.N.Morgan .............. . 
W. L. Maginnis ............. .. 
T. Moonlight ................ .. 
S.D. Shannon ............... .. 
]'.E. Warren ................. . 















To E. S. N. Morgan .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 11 000. 00 
==== 
Legislative expenses, Territory of 
Wyoming:, 1886: 
By E. S. N.Morgan..... $855.99 
Contingent expenses, Territory of 
Wyoming, 1887 : 
ToT. Moonlight . ................ . 
F. E. Warren ............... .. 
Improvement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By Commissioners Dis-
tdct of Columbia. $37. 24 
Improvement and repairs District 
of Columbia, 1887 and 1888: 
To W. B. Webb. S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow , ......... .. 
Improvement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 1886 : 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Improvement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 1883 and prior 
years: 







Improvement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 1885: 
To appropriation account ........ 
W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 





Improvement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 1886: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ............ 104.10 
Deduct· from repayment: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow....... .. .. .. 902. 42 
Excess of repayment..... 798. 32 
Improvement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 1887: 
ToW. B Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow............ 450,333.46 
Deduct repayment. 
By Commissioner. District of Co-
lumbia..................... 10,334.36 
Constructing, repairin~, and main-
taining bridges, District of Co-
lumbia, 1886: 
ToW. B . Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow .......... .. 
Deduct repayment : 
ByJ.M. Wilson........ $0.22 
W. B. Webb, S.E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow .. • • • .. • .. 15. 09 
Bridges, District of Columbia, 1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow .......... .. 







To G. J. Lydecker...... .. . .. . .. .. 20, 000.00 
Washington Asylum (support), Dis-
trict of Columbia, 1885: 
To J. B. Edmonds~ W. B. Webb, 
and G. J. Lyuecker ..•...... 
Washington Asylum (support), Dis-
trict of Columbia, 1886: 
By Commissioners Dis-
. trict of Columbia. tl5. 75 
J. B. Edmonds, W. 
B. Webb,andG.J. 
Lydecker .. • .. • • • 5, 75 
W. B. Webb, 
S.E.Wheat-
ley, and W. 
Ludlow ... $150.00 
W. B. Webb, 
S.E. Wheat-
ley, and W. 
Ludlow... 376. 06 
526.06 
547.56 
Wat~hingtob Asylum (support), Dis-
trict of Columbia, 1887: 
To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow .......... .. 
Buildings, Washington Asylum, Dis-
trict of Columbia, 1887 : 
5.75 
53,885.00 
To W • .B. Webb, S.E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .. • • • • • .. • .. 3, 500. 00 
====== 
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Buildings, Washington Asylum, Dis-
trict of Columbia. 1886: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow . . . . . . . . . . $162. 33 
Georgetown Almshouse, District of 
Columbia, 18l:l6: 
By W . .13. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow . . . . . . . . . $11.50 
Geot·getown Almshouse, Districtof 
Columbia, 1887: 
ToW. ll. Webh, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .........••• 
Hospital for the Insane, District of 
lJolum bia, 1887 : 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .....•...••. 
Transportation of paupers and pris-
oners, District of Columbia, 
1886: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow . . . . . . . . . . $128. 92 
Transportation of paupers and pris-
oners, District of Columbia, 
1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ..........•• 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. B. Webb,~- E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .....••..••. 
Reform School, District of Columbia, 
1886: 







2, 99L 25 
Saint Ann's Infant Asylum, District 
of Columbia, 1887: 
To Elizabeth Relihan ..........•. 
Deduct repayment: 
By Elizabeth Relihan ......•••.•• 
Industrial Home School, District of 
Columbia, 1887: 
To W.W.Curtis ............... .. 






To Treasurer United States...... 3. 59 
Industrial Home School, District of 
Columbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States .•...• .23 
National Association Colored Wo-
men and Children, 1887: 
To Lucy 8. Doolittle...... . . . . . . 9, 000. 00 
Women's Christian Association, 
Distdct of Columbia, 1887: 
To Delia A. Freeman............ 4, 000.00 
Relief of the poor, District of Co-
lumbia, 1886: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .. • . $687. 15 
Relief of the poor, District of Co-
lumbia, 1887: 
To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .•......• . .... 
Buildings, Reform School, District 
of Columbia, 1886 : 
By S. W. Curriden .. .. . $192. 58 
Buildings, Reform School, District 
of Columbia, 1887: 
15,000. 00 
To S. vV. Curriden ..•............. 30,616.00 To S. W. Curriden ............... . 5, 500.00 
Columbia Hospital for Women and 
Lying-in Asylum, District of 
C olum b1a, 1881 : 
To Treasurer United States ..... . 
Columbia Hospital for Women and 
Lying-in Asylum, District of 
Columbia, 1882: 
3.66 
To Treasurer United States...... 3. 99 
Columbia Hospital for Women and 
Lying-in Asylum, District of 
Columbia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Columbia Hospital for Women and 
Lying-in l..sylum, District of 
Columbia, 18il7: 
To C. H. Cragin ................ .. 
A. L. S. Tbombs (matron) .... . 







By C. H. Cragin.................. 3, 227. 50 
-----
15,000.00 
Children's Hospital, District of Co-
lumbia, 1887: 
To W.S. Thompson ............. . 5, 000.00 
===== Saint A.nn 's Infant Asylum, District 
of Columbia, 1886: 
To Elizabeth Relihan ...•.•...... 
Deduct repayment: 




Saint John's Church Orphanage, 
District of Columbia, 1887: 
To T. Hyde .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . 1, 500. 00 
Buildings, W af-!hington Hospital for 
Foundlings, District of' Colum-
bia, 1887: 
To W. F. Mattingly ..•.....•...•. 
Building, Saint Rose Industria.! 
School, District of Columbia, 
1887: 
To Clara Moloney ............... . 
Building, House of the Good Shep-
herd, District of Columbia, 1887: 
To M. F. Morris ................. . 
Building, Association for Works of 
Mercy, District of Columbia, 
1887: 
To J. Sherman .................. . 
Building, National Homeopathic 
Hospital Association, District 
of Columbia, 1887: 
To L. Clephane ................. . 
Building, Industrial Home School, 
District of Columbia, 1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ............. . 
Building, National Association for 








To Treasurer United States...... 5. 82 
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Salaries and contingent expenses 
offices of the District of Colum-
bia, 1fl83: 
To Treasurer United States ..•••• $11.45 
===== Salaries and contingent expt'lnses, of-
fices of the District .of Colum-
bia, 1884. 
To Trea~urer United States ...... 
W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
an<l W.Ludlow .•.•••...••. 
Salaries and contingent expem~es, 
offices of the District of Colum-
bia, 1885: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ........... . 
Salaries and contingent offices of the 





ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .. .. .. .. .. . . 2. ~ 
Deduct from repayment: 
By J. B. Edmonds, W. B. 
Webb, and G. J. 
Lydecker . . . . . . . $8. 30 
W. 13. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow • • . . . .. • . . 1, 629. 34 
1,637.64 
Excese of repayment..... 1, 635. 40 
Salaries and contingent expenses, 
offices of the District of Colum-
bia, 1887: 
To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow . . . • . .. . . • .. 154, 634. 00 
Public schools, District of Columbia, 
1882: 
By Treasurer United Statee...... 533.51 
Public schools, District of Columbia,== 
1883: 
To Treasurer United Statee...... 152.96 
Public schools, District of Columbia,== 
1884: 
To Treasurer United States...... 1, 409.72 
------
Public schools,Districtof Columbia,------
1883 and prior years: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ............ 4.50 
Public ;;chools,DistrietofColumbia, 
1885: 
Buildings and grounds, public 
schools, District of Columbia, 
1886: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ........... . 
Deduct reRayment: 
By W. B. Webb, s. ~-Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ..••.••••••• 
Buildings and grounds, public 
schools, District of Columbia, 
1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ••••••.••••• 
:Metropolitan Police, District of Co-
lumbia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States •••••• 
:Metropolitan Police, District of Co-
lumbia, 1884 : 
To Treasurer United States ..... . 
:Metropolitan Police, District of Co-
lumbia, 1886: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow • • • • • • • • • • $818. 02 
Metropolitan Police, District of Co-
lumbia, 1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ••••••.••••. 
Buildings, Metropolitan Police, Dis-
trict of Columbia, 1886: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .......... .. 
Deduct repaY'!Jlent: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .......... .. 
Buildings, Metropolitan Police, Dis-











ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .••.•.•••••• 
==== 
5,500.00 
Fire department, District of Colum· 
bia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States ..•••• 559.17 
===== Fire department, District of Colum-
bia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United States .•.••• 401.70 
==== To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Lndlow .•..•.•••••••••• 2, (18. 99 Fire deparlment, District of Colum-
bia, 1886: ==== 
Public schools, District efColumbia, 
1886: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow .......... $9, 421. 96 
Commissioners Dis-
trict oJ: Columbia. 4.7. OJ 
9,468. 98 
= Public schools, Diatrict of Columbia, 
1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ... • . • . . . . • • 524, 250. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow • • • • • . .. .. $10. 79 
Commissioners Dis-




trict of Columbia. $160. 00 
W. B. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow.......... 582.26 
742.26 
Fire deparlment, District of Colum-. 
bia, 18!l7: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow •••••••••••• 
Telegraph and telephone eervice, 
District of Columbia, 1886: 
By W. B. Webb, S. R 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow-~···.... $50.90 
Telegraph and telephone service, 
· District of Columbia, 1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, s. E. Wheatley, 
and W, Ludlow •••••••••••• 
116,420.00 
15,840.00 
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Health department, District of Co-
lumbia, 1885: 
To J. B. Edmonds, W. B. Webb, 
and G . .r. Lydecker ........•. $3.00 
---==== 
Health department, District of Co-
lumbia, 1886: 
:roW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow............. 9.50 
Deduct from repayment: 
By J. B. Edmonds,W. B. 
Webb, and G . .r. 
Lydecker . . . . . . . . . $3. 00 
W. B. Webb, S. E. 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow........... 619. 50 
622.50 
Excess of repayment ...• ·---=6=1=3._0_0 
Health department, District of Co-
lumbia, 1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ............ . 
Courts, District of Columbia, 1883: 




Courts, District of Columbia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 1,127.84 
==== 
Courts, District of Columbia, 1883 
and prior years: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ............ . 15.00 
==== 
Courts, District of Columbia, 1886: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ........... .. 2.50 
Dednct from repayment: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
aud W.Ludlow ............ . 787.62 
Excess of repayment..... 785.12 
Courts, District of Columbia, 1887: 
To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .. .. .. .. .. . . . 16, 218. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. B. Webb, :5. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow............. 10. 00 
16,208.00 
Streets, District of Columbia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States...... 945.25 
Streets, District of Columbia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United i::ltates...... 635.88 
Streets, District of Columbia, 1885: • 
To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ............ . 99.68 
===-== 
Streets, District of Columbia, 1886: 
To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow............. 2, 068. 05 
Deduct repayment: 
By Commissioners District of Co-
lumbia...................... 1, 034.04 
1, 034.01 
Streets, District of Columbia, 1887: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow............. 299, 000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By Commissioners District of Co-
lumbia...................... 939.96 
298,060.04 
Streets4 District of Columbia, 1887 
ana 1888: . 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ............ . 
Salaries and contingent expenses 
sinking fund office, District of 
Columbia, 1887: 
To C. N. Jordan ................ .. 
Interest and sinking fund, District 
of Columbia, 1887: 
To J. W.Hyatt ................ .. 
C.N.Jordan ................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By Appropriation a c · 
count ............. $13, 125. 00 
Commissioners Dis· 
trict of Columbia. 31, 485. 00 
Miscellaneous expenses, District of 
Columbia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
MiHCellaneous expenses, District of 
Columbia, 1884 and prior years: 
By Commissioners Dis· 
trict of Columbia. $15.00 
----
Miscellaneous expenses, District of 
Columbia, 1885: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ............ . 
Miscellaneous expenses, District of 
Columbia, 1886: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ........... .. 






1, 258, 557. 97 
«,610.00 




ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow............. 9,600.00 
==== 
Contingent expenses, District of Co-
lumbia, 1886: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E 
Wheatley, and W. 
Ludlow ........... $1, 909. 00 
Contingent expenses, District of Co· 
lum bia, 1887 : 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow....... .. . .. . 1, 900. 00 
==== 
otreets, District of Columbia, 1884 
and prior years: 
By Commissioners Dis-
trict of Columbia... $36. 35 
----
Salaries and contingent expenses, 
offices District ot Columbia, 1~ 
and prior years : 
By Commissioners Dis· 
trictofColnmbia.. $49.4.0 
Fire department, District of Colmn· 
bia, 1884 and prior years: 
By Commissioners Dis· 
trict of Columbia. $209.25 
Expenses assessing re~ 
f~gj~rty, District of Columbia, 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow............. 1,08L(8 
-----Carried forward.......... 1, 081. 48 
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Expenses assessing real estate 
property District of Columbia, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward .....•... 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ............ . 
Water department, re-imbursable, 
District of Columbia, 1887 and 
1888: 
ToW. B. Webb, S.E. Wheatley, 
an<.l W.Ludlow .......... .. 
Water department, re-imbursable, 
District of Columbia, 1885: 
To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ........... . 
Water department, re-imbursable, 
DiRtrictofColumbia, 1886: 
To U. N.Jordan ................ .. 
W.B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ........ .. 
DAcluct repayment: 
By W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
anu W. Ludlow ........... . 
Water department, re-imbursable, 
District of Columbia, 1887: 
To appropriation account ....... . 
Commissioners District of Co-
lumbia ................ .. 
W. B. Wobb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ........... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By Commissioners District of Co-
lumbia .................... . 
Refundin_g water rents and taxes, 
District of Columbia: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and 7V. Ludlow ........... . 
Refunding taxes, District of Colum-
bia: 
To S. L,- r:h~?lps, J. Dent, and W. J. 
TwiDJng ........ . ......... . 
W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow .••.••.••••• 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Dent, T. P. Morgan, and G. 
J. Lydecker .............. .. 
WashiJ: .. gton redemption fund, Dis-
trict of Columbia: 
To W, B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and"'· Ludlow ........... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By S .. L: Phelps, J. Dent, and W. J. 
TWilling ....................... . 
Washington special tax fund, Dis-
trict of Columbia: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 




























Redemption of tax-lien certificates, 
District of Columbia: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow............ $1, 716. 30 
Interest on 3.65 bonds of the Dis-
trict of Columbia: 
ToC.N. Jordan.................. 1,327.19 
Guaranty fund, District of Colum-
bia: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ............ 33,608.89 
Completion of the sewerage system: 
ToJ.B.Edmonds,J.R. West, and 
G.J.~decker .........•.. 10,333.46 
W. B. ebb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ............ 34,679.07 
------
Deduct repayment : 
By appropriation account ........ 
Payment of legal obligations, Dis-
trict of Columbia, 1879 and 1880: 
To Treasurer, United States ..... 
Deduct repayment: 
By Commissioners District of Co-
lumbia ..................... 
Redemption of assessment certifi. 
cates, District of Columbia: 
ToW. B. Webb, S.E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ............ 
Payment of referees, Court of 
Claims, District of Columbia: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ............. 
Police relief fund: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow ...... ·---·-. 
Fireme~ .• s' relief fund, District of 
Columbia: 
ToW. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Ludlow ............ . 











To W. B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W. Ludlow...... .. • • . . • 16, 762.73 
Purchase and reconstruction of 
Aqueduct Bridge, District of 
Columbia: 
To P. C. Hains . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. 121, 000. 00 
Education of feeble minded childrep, 
District of Columbia, 1885: 
To Pennsylvania Training School 708.49 
===== 
Education of feeble-minded chil· 
dren, District of Columbia, 1886: 
To Pennsylvania Training-School. 2, 148.74 
-----
Employment of the poor, District of 
Columbia, filling up grounds: 
To J. Dent, T. P. Mor-
gan1 . and W. J. 
Twmmg . . . . . . . . . $16. 04 
S.L. Phelps,J.Dent, 
and W.J.Twining , 75 
16.79 
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Buildings and grounds, public 
schools, District of Columbia, 
1887 and 1898: 
To W.B. Webb, S. E. Wheatley, 
and W.Lndlow ......•••••... $120,000.00 
Salaries, Coast and Geodetic Survey, 
1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Party expenses, Coast and Geodetic 
:Survey, 1885: 
248,411.49 
To R. R. Leitch . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 20. 80 
Deduct from repayment: 
By W. B. Morgan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 212. 83 
-----
Excess of repayment ... . . 192. 03 
===== Party expensf>s, Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, 1885 and prior years: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............ _ ... . 
Partr expenses, Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, 1886: 
To Kansas Pacific R. R ......... . 
Union Pacific R. R .......... . 
Party expenses, Coast and Geodetic 
burvey, :a387: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R ......... . 
Union Pacific R. R ..... ..... . 
Transcontinental work and Geo-
detic durvey, 1886: 
To Kansas Pacific R. R ......... . 
W.B.Morgan .............. .. 














By G. A. Bartlett... .. .. .. . .. .. .. 6. 32 
-----
Transcontinental work, Coast and 
Geodetic Survey, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R .. ....... . 
Union Pacific R. R .......... . 
Points for the State surveys, Coast 
anu Geodetic Survey, 1885: 







===== Points for the State surveys, Coast 
and Geodetic Survey, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett................. 8, 000. 00 
Repairs of vessels, Coast Survey, 
1886: 
To W. B. Morgan. . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . llL 4.0 
Repair!'! of vessels, Coast Survey, 
1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett................. 25, 000. 00 
Publishing ob;,ervations, Coast and 
Geotlet.ic Survey, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 5, 560.00 
-----
General expenses, Coast and Geo------
detic Survey, 1885: 
To G. A. Bartlett .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1, 498. 33 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. B. Morgan................ 60.00 
1,438.33 
General expenses, Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... .. $75.00 
General expenses, Coast and Geo-
T~~~~~~~~~~ft~~~ ~ .•.••..•• ~.. . 45, 105. 68 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. A. Bartlett................. 105.68 
-----
Steam-launch, Coast Survey: 
To G. A. Bartlett .............. .. 




To W.S. Yeatman............... 24.73 
Deduct from repayment: 
By E. M. Lawton................. 86. 45 
-----
Excess of repayment . • .. 61. 72 
Salar.i~s. offite Secretary of War, 
li87: 
To H. M. Adams . ............... . 
P. C. Hains ................. .. 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 







By H. W. Adams ...... $1,296.75 
P. C. Hains........ 446.29 





Salaries, office Adjutant-General, 
1886: 
By E. M. Lawton...... $1, 081. 54 
Salaries, office Adjutant·General, 
1887: . 
To H. M. Adams ............... . 
P. C. Hains ................ .. 
E. M. Lawton ............... . 
W. S. Yeatman ............ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams ...... $8, 238. 12 
P. C. Hains . . • .. .. . 2, 950. 88 
E. M. Lawton ...... 59,471.35 
Salaries, office Inspector-Generol, 
1887: 
To H. M. Adams .............. .. 
P. C. Hains ................. . 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
W. S. Yeatman ............ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams ...... $28. 37 
P. C. Hains........ 11.63 
E. M. Lawton...... 310.00 
Salaries, office of Quartermaster-
General, 1886: 
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Salaries, office of Quartermaster-
General, 1887: 
To H. M. Adams .•••••.••••••••. 
P. C. Hains .•••.•••••••••.••. 
E. M. Lawton .••....•••.••••• 
W. S. Yeatman ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. :M. Adams ...... $2, 935. 04 
P. C. Hains . .. . . • . . 907.05 
E. :M. Lawton ...... 16, 648.98 
Salaries, office Commissary-Gen-
eral, 1886: 
By E. :M. Lawton . • • • • • $51. 85 
Salarie, office Commissary-Gen. 
eral, 1887: 
To H. M. Adams ••••••.•••.•••.• 
P. C. Hains ................ .. 
E. M. Lawton ............... . 
W. S. Yeatman .•••••.•..•••. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H . .M. Adams . . • • • • • $260. 02 
P. C. Hains • • • • • . . • . 143. 69 
E . .M. Lawton....... 41.28 
Salaries, office of Surgeon-General, 
1886: 
By E. :M. Lawton . • • • • • $904. 89 
Salaries, office of Surgeon-General, 
1887: • 
To H. M. Adams ••••••••••.....• 
P. C. Hains ••••••••••.••..... 
E. :M. Lawton ............... . 
W. S. Yeatman ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams • • • • • • $6, 795. 07 
P. C. Hains • .. . • .. . 2, 349. 07 
E. M. Lawton ...... 22, 515. 09 
Salaries, office of Paymaster-Gen· 
eral, 1886: 
By E. M. Lawton .. .. . • $56. 82 
Salaries, office of Paymaster-Gen-
eral, 1887: 
To H. M. Adams .............. .. 
P. C. Hains ................ .. 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
W. S. Yeatman ............ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. :M. Adams ...... $1, 012. 11 
P. C. Hains........ 227.20 
E. M. Lawton • .. .. • 670. 70 
Salaf~~~·= office Military Justice, 
To H. M. Adams .............. .. 
P. C. Hains ................. . 
E. M. Lawton ............... . 
W. S. Yeatman ............ .. 



































Salaries, office Military Justice, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .••••••.••• 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. :M. Adams....... $164. 02 
P. C. Hains . .. .. • .. 32.98 
E. :M. Lawton...... 18. 00 
Salaries, office Chief of Engineers, 
1886: 
By E. :M. Lawton...... $8. 89 
Salaries, office Chief of Eng~ers, 
1887: 
To H. :M. Adams ............... . 
P. C.Hains ................. . 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
W.S. Yeatman .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams...... $327.59 
P. C. Hains......... 178. HJ 
E. ::M. Lawton .. .. .. . 21 
Salaries, office Chief of Ordnance, 
1836: 
'By E.M.Lawton...... $17.82 
Salaries, office Chief of Ordnance, 
1887: 
To H. M. Adams ................ . 
P.C.Hains .................. . 
E. "M. Lawton .............. .. 
W. S. Yeatman .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams . . .. .. $488. 88 
P. C. Hains......... 120. 98 
E. ::M. Lawton .. • .. • 55. 14, 
Salaries, office Publication of Rec-
ords of the Rebellion, 1886: 
By E. M:. Lawton .... • .. $25.96 
Salaries, office Publication of Rec-
ordt~ of the Rebellion, 1887 : 
To H. ::M. Adams ................. . 
P.C. Hains .................. . 
E . .M. Lawton .............. .. 
W. S. Yeatman .............. . 
Dedc:ct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams....... $448.42 
P. C. Hains......... 93.51 
E. :M. Lawton ••• • • • 207. 91 
Salaries, Signal Office,1886: 
By E. M. Lawton . • • • • • $106. 93 
Salaries, Signal Office, 1887 : 
To H.M.Adams ................ . 
P.C.Hains .................. . 
E. M. Lawton •••••••••••••••• 
W.S. Yeatman .............. . 
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Salaries, Signal Office, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brou~ht forward .......... . 
Deduct repayment : 
By H. M. Adams...... $668. 72 
P. C. Hains........ 252.22 
E. M. Lawton...... 45. 34 
Salaries, office superintendent, etc., 
building, corner Seventeenth 
and F streets, 1887 : 
To H. M. Adams ............... .. 
P.C.Hains ................. .. 
E. M. Lawton ............. .. 
W. S. Yeatman .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams . . . . . . $111. 05 
P. C. Hains . ........ 92.74 
E. M. Lawton .. .. .. 31. 87 
Compensation and expenses of 
agents, Quartermaster's De-
partment, 1886: 
By E. M. Lawton . . . . . . $1, 185. 16 
Compensation and expenses of 
agents, Quartermaster's De-
partment, 1887: 
To H. M. Adams ..... .. . . .....••. 
P.C.Hains ................. .. 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
W. S. Yeatman ....... . ...... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M . .Adams....... $74.97 
P.C. Hains......... 397.48 
E. M. Lawton . . . . . . 1, 459. 63 
Stationery, War Department, 1886: 
ToP. C. Hains........ .. ....... 
The National Republican Co . 
W. S. Yeatru:-J,n .............. . 
D~duct repayment: 
By P.C.Hains......... $861.35 
E. M. Lawton . . . . . 2, 453. 00 
Stationery, War Department, 1887: 
To H. M. Adams ............... .. 
P.C. Hains ................. . 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
W.S. Yeatman ............. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. W. Adams .. • .. . $680. 79 
P. C. Hains......... 963. 57 
E. W. Lawton...... 4, 932.99 
.J. 0. Skinner....... 31. 75 
































Postage to Postal Union countries, 
War Department, 1887: 
To H. M. Adams ................ . 
P.C.Hains .................. . 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
W.S. Yeatman .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By P. C. Hains......... $720. 00 
E.M.Lawton ...... 500.00 
Renr~fs~uildings, WarDepartment, 










RenU[s~uildings, War Department, 
By E. M. Lawton....... $70.00 
Rent of buildings, War Department, 
1887: 
To H. M. Adams ................ . 
P.C.Hains ................. .. 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
W.S. Yeatman .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams •.....• $1, 4.21. 71 
P. V. Hains......... 1, 202. 64 
---- .. . .. . .. • 7, 480.67 









To W. S. Yeatman....... ......... 15.31 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. M. Lawton .... .. ... .. .. .. • 2. 64. 
Contingent expenses, War Depart-
ment, 1884: 
12.67 
To TheArmyandNavy ltegister. 7. 78 
The Army and N a.vy .Journal. 6. 00 
Contingent expenses, War Depart-
ment, 1886: 
To P. C. Hains ................. .. 
E. M. Lawton .............. .. 
The National Republican 
Company ................ .. 
W. S. Yeatman ............. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By P.C.Hains......... $885.20 
E. M. Lawton ...... 3. 73 
.J. 0. Skinner....... 176. 66 
Contingent expenses, War Depart-
ment, 1887: 
To H. M. Adams ............... .. 
P.C.Hains .................. . 
E. M. Lawton ................. . 
W. S. Yeatman .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. M. Adams ....... $2, 509. 26 
P.C.Hains......... 15.80 















Carried forward.. 121 008. 89 71,008.09 
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Contingent expenses, War Depart-
ment. 1887-Uontinne<l. 
·Brought forward.$12, 008.09 
Deduct rep<tyment: 
.J. 0. Skinner........... 263.36 
\Yar Department...... 9.08 
Salaries, ewploy6s Public Buildings 
and Grounds, 1886: 
By .J. M. Wilson . •• • • • . $0. 27 
Salaries, employes Public Buildings 
and Grounds, 1887 : 
To .J.M. Wilson ................ . 
Contingent expenses, Public Build-
ings and Grounds, 1886: 
By .J. M. Wilson . . . . . .. $15. 73 
Contingent expenses, Public Build-
ings and Grounds, 1887 : 







Fuel, lights, etc., State, War, and 
Navy Department building, 
1887: 
To H. L. Snyder .....•......•.•... 
Fuel, lights, etc., State, War, and 
Navy Department building, 
1886: 
By H. L. Snyder . . .. . . . $3. 20 
$34,000.00 
Building for State, War, and Navy 
DepartmenLs : 
To T,L. Casey................... 355,000.00 
Building for Army Medical Mu-
seum and Library : 
To J:~:~kf~~~;::::::::::::::::: 
The Phrenix Iron Uo ........ . 
J.M. Wilson ............... .. 
Deduct repayment ....••. 









Rent of office, Public Buildings and 
Grounds, 1887 : 
To .J.M. Wilson ................ . 
Improvement and care of public 
grounds, 1886 : 
By J. M. Wilson . . . • . • . $583. 08 
Improvement and care of public 
grounds, 1887: 
To .J. M. Wilson ................ . 
Repairs, fuel, etc., Executive Man-
sion, 1885: 
To .J. M. Wilson ..............•.. 
Repairs, furnace, etc., Executive 
Mansion, 1886: 
By .J. M. Wilson....... $114.52 
Repairs, furnace, etc., Executive 
Mansion, 1887: 
To J. M. Wilson ................ . 
Lighting, etc., Executive Mansion, 
1886: 
By .J. M. Wilson .. . . •. . $605. 31 
Lighting, etc., Executive Mansion, 
1887: 
Io J. M. Wilson ................. . 
Repairs to water-pipes and fire-
plugs, 1886: 
By J. M. Wilson . .. . • •• $60.03 
Repairs to water-pipes and fire-
plugs, 1H87: 
To J. M. Wilson ...•.•..••..•..... 
'l'elegraph to connect the Capitol 
w•th the Departments and Gov-
ernment Printing Office, J886: 
By J. M. Wilson........ $0.11 
Telegraph to connect the Capitol 
with the D epartments and Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1887: 
To J.M. Wilson ................ . 
Salaries, offi.ce superintendent of 
Stat<>, War, and Navy Depart-
ment building, 1886: 
By H. L. Snyder........ $29. 63 
Salaries, office superintendent of 
State, War, and Navy Depart-
ment building, 1887 : 
To H. L. Snyder.... • . • • • . . • . . . .. 
900.00 
Completion of the Washington 
Monument: 
ToT.L.Casey .................. . 22,000,00 
Statue to the memory of General 
La Fayet,te and compatriots: 
ToW. S. Yeatman................ 2,000.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. M. Lawton . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . 491. 62 
64, 200. 00 1, 508. 38 
Increasing the water supply of 
Washington, D. C: 
135. 50 To G . .J. Lydecker................ 348, 000. 00 
Transportation of reports and maps 
to foreign countries, 1886 : 
By J. Eveleth . . . . . . • • • . $87. 75 
Transportation of reports and mans 
to foreign countries, 1887: · 
29, 000. 00 To .J. Eveleth ................... . 100.00 
Support and medical treatment of_==== 
tran~ient paupers, 1886: 
To Providence Hospital ..• . ...... 
Support and medieal treatment of 
destitute patients, 1887 : 
1 t, 000. 00 To Providence Hospital ..••.•.••• 
Maintenance of Garfield Hospital, 
1887: 
To S. W. Curriden ................. . 
Maintenance of Garfield Hospital, 
1886: 
2, 500. 00 By S. W. Curriden . . . . . $0. 87 
Erection of fishways at 
Great Falls : 





Pedestal for statue of James A.==== 
1,250. 00 
Garfield: 
To .J. M. Wilson ................. . 
Unveiling Statue of James A •• Gar-
field: 
ToJ.M. Wilson ........•••.•..••. 
Removal of statue of General John 
A. Rawlins: 
To J. M. Wilson ................. . 
Bridge across the Eastern Branch 




88,800,00 1 ToP.C.Hains ••••••••••••••••••• 1,000.00 
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Salaries, offi0e of Secretary of the 
Navy, L887: 
To F. H. Stickney...... . . . . • . . . . . $58, 648. 98 
Dcunct repayment: 
By F. H. Stickney................ 16. 63 
Salaries, office of Judge-Advocate-
General, U.S. Navy, 1887: 
To F. H. Stickney ............... . 
Salaries, Bureau ofYardsandDocks, 
1887: 
To F. H. Sticlmey ...•••.......... 
Salaries, Bureau of Equipment and 
Recruiting-, 1887 : 
To F. H. Stickney ............ .. . . 
Salaries, Bureau of Navigation, 1887: 
To F. H. Stickney . .. . ........... . 
Salaries, Bureau of Ordnance, 1887: 
To .l!'. H. Stickney ............... . 
Salaries, Bureau of Construction and 
Repairs, 1887: 
To F. H. Stickney .........••.... 
Salaries, Bureau of Steam Engineer-
ing, 1887: 
To F. H. Stickney ............... . 
Salaries,. Bureau of Provisions and 
Clothing, 1887: 
To F. H. Slickney ............... . 
Salaries, Bureau of Medicine and 
Snrg-er.v: 
To F. H. Stickney ...... . .. . 
Salarie;:., Nautical Alma-
nac, office, 1886 : 
By .If. H. Stickney...... $3. 75 
Salaries, Nautical Almanac, office, 
1887: 
To F. H. Stickney ............... . 
Salarii'S, Hydrographic Office, 11:187: 
To l!'. II. Stickney ............... . 
Sabries, Naval Observatory, 1887: 
To F. H. Stickney ...•••.....••••• 
Contingent and miscellaneous ex-
penses, Hydrographic Office, 
1H85: 















Contingent and miscellaneous ex-==== 
penses, Hydrographic Office, 
1886: 
To Brown, Shipley & Co ....•..••• 
.F. H. Stickney ..•.••..•..••••• 
D~>duct repayment: 
By R. S. Arnbeim. .. . . . . $45.20 
J. R. Bartlet.t....... 241.61 
Dillon & Co . . . . . .. . . 47. 69 
D. Eg:gert.s' Sons . . . 40. 00 
L. Frigerio . . . . . . . . . 9. 06 
C. C. Hutchimon... 86.16 
M. Rnpp & Co...... 103. 34 
Rig~s & Bro. . . . . . . . 95.13 
S. Thaxter & Son... 83.28 
Woodward, Wright 
& Co............. 5.34 






Contingent and miscellaneous ex-
penses, Hydrographic Offioo, 
1887: 
To F. H. Stickney ........•..•••.• 
Deduct repayment : 
By S. S. A.rnheim....... $122. 38 
J. R. Bartlett . •• • • • . 645. 88 
E. H . .Brown........ 26. 19 
J. J. Chapman . • • • • • 6. 16 
Dillon & Co . .. . . • .. 141. 30 
D. Eggerts' Sons . . • 68. 00 
L. Frigerio . . . • . . . . 28. 16 
L. Frigerio a n d 
Woodward, 
Wright & Co .... . 
C. C. Hutchinson .. . 
J. P.Loomis .•...••• 
Rig-gs Bros .••.••... 
Rupp·&Co ....... .. 
S. Thaxter & Son .. . 
S. Thaxter & Co. and 
C. C. Hutchinson . 
Woodward, Wright 
&Co ............ . 











graphic Office, 1884 : 
To Seligman Brothers .......... .. 
Salaries, office Naval Records of the 
Rebellion, 1887: 
To F. H. Stickney .............. . 
Contingent and miscellaneous ex-
penses, Naval Observatory, 1883 
and prior years: 
To Seligman Brothers .•••••..•... 
Contingent and miscellaneous ex-







To Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific R. R............. .•.... 2. 39 
Contingent and miscellaneous ex-
penses, Naval Observatory 1886: 
To Brown, Shipley & Co......... 10. 79 
F. H. Stickney . . . • . • . . • • • • . . • . 256. 66 
Deduct repayment: 
By F.H.Stickney .............. .. 
Contingent and miscellaneous ex-
penses, Naval Observatory 1887: 
To F. H. Stickney ............... . 
Library, Navy Department, 1886: 
To Brown, Shipley & Co .•...••. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By F. H. Stickney .••............. 
Library, Navy Department,1887: 









Library, Navy Department,188£: 
To Seligman Brothers. • . . • • • . . • . . 53 B. 39 
=-== 
Contingent expenses, Navy Depart-
ment,1885: 
To F. H. Stickney .•••.........••. 
Seligman Broljhers ......•••.• 
14.56 
20.65 
Deduct repayment: 35.21 
By Navy Department............ 14.56 
20.65 
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Contingent expenses, Navy Depart. Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
ment, 1884 : partment, telegraphing, 1886-
To Chicago, Rock Island and Pa- Continued. 
cific R. R................... $34. 03 Brought forward........... , $0.28 
179.21 
Seligman Brothers............ 60.47 Deduct from repayment: 
----- By P. C. Smith ........•••.••• -... 
Contingent expenses, Navy Depart-
ment,1887: 
To Navy Department ..•......••. 
F. H. Stickney .••...•...•..••. 






To Brown, Shipley & Co . ........ 10.13 
Navy Department . .. _........ 79.24 
89.37 
Deduct from repayment: 
By F. H. Stickney...... . . • • . . . . 108.85 
Excess of repayment .••.. 19.48 
==== Library, ~avy Department, 1884 
and -pnor years : 
To Seligman Brothers _ .. _ .... _ ... 
Salaries, Post-Office Department, 
1886: 
By P. C. Smith .......•.. $2,824.50 
=""""= 
Salaries, Post-Office Department, 
1887: 
ToP.C.Smith . .................. . 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, 1886: 
ToP. C. Smith ..............•••••• 
Deduct from repayment: 
By P. C. Smith .•.•.•....•••.•.... 






Conti~ gent expenses, Post-Office De-== 
partment, 1887: 
To P. C. Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 500. 00 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-== 
partment, fuel, 1886: 
ToP.C.Smtth.................... 3.40 
Deduct from repayment: 
By P. C. Smith ......... -.......... 446.06 
Excess of repayment .... _ 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, fuel, 1b87: 
To P.C. Smith .••••. -··- ......... . 
442.66 
7, 000.00 
==-= Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, gas, 1886: 
ByP.C.Smith ........• $66.89 
=-= 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De· 
partment, gas, 1887: 
ToP. C. Smith .•..........••••••• 
Contingent expenses, Post-OfficeDe-
partment, plumbing and gas-
fixtures, 1886: 
By P. C. Smith . . ... .. . . $365.70 
Contingentexpenses, Post-Office De-
partment, plumbing and gas-
fixtures, 1887: 
To P. C. Smith ..........•.....•.. 
Cont.ingent6xpenses, Post-OfficeDe-
partment, telegraphing, 1886: 
To l:'. C. Smith ................... . 





Excess of repayment ..•.. 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, telegraphing, 1887: 
ToP. C. Smith .................. . 
178.93 
2,500.00 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, carpets,1886: 
To P. C. Smith . . • . . . . • • • • • • . . . . • . 1, 500. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By P. C. Smith................... 829.40 
Contingent expenses, Post-OfficeDe-
partment, carpets, 1887: 
To P. C. Smilih ....•.•..•.••...••• 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De· 
partment, painting, 1886: 
To P.C.Smith ................. .. 
Deduct from repayment: 





Excess of repayment ...• _ 92. 44 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, painting, 1887 : 
ToP. C. Smith ............ -...... -
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, fnrniture,1886: 
By P. C. Smith ... -.... . $516.29 
= Contingentexpenses, Post-Office De-
partment, furnitnre,1887: 
To P. C. Smith •...•.. -.....•••••• 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, horses and wagons, 
1886: 
By P. C. Smith......... $112.03 
Contingent expenses, Post-OfficeDe 




To P. C. Smith .....•••••••••••.••. 
==== 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, hardware, 1886: 
1,200.00 
By P. C. Smith . . . . . . • • . $665. 19 
Contingent expenses, Post-OfficeD e-
partment, hardware, 1887: 
To P. C. Smith ............... . 
Contingentexpenses, Post-Office De-
partment, miscellaneous items, 
1886: 
1,100.00 
To P. C. Smith . • • • • • . • • • • • • • •• • • • 1, 000. 00 
Deduct from repayment: 
By P. C. Smith .••• -... . . . • . • • . • • • • 1, 187. 57 
------
Excess of repayment..... 187. 57 
=== Contingent expenses, Post-Office De· 
. partment, miscellaneoue items, 
1887: . 
To P.C.Smith ••.•••.......••••.• 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
~~r~~C~~~~~~·- ~~~~ .. -....... . 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
9, 000.00 
375.00 
partment, rent, 1887: . 
To P.C.Smith................... 14,000.00 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses, Post-Offict>,De-
partment., publication of Official 
Postal Gu1de, ll:Sti6: 
By P. C. Smith . . . . • . . . . $807. 40 
ContingentexpPnses, Post-Office De-
partment, publication of Official 
Postal Guide, lb87: 
To P. C. Smith ....•••••.••••.••.. 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment. publication of post· 
route maps, Ul86: 
To appropl"iation account ..•..•.. 
P.C.Smith ....••...•.•••••••• 
Deduct from repayment: 
By P. C. Smith ...........•..•.••• _ 







Mail transportation, Pacific rail-
roads, 1886: 
To Central Pacific R. R ...••••••. 
Kansas Pacific R. R ......... . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R .. 
Union Pacific Rwy ..•••••••. 
Mail transportation, Pacific rail-
roads, 1887: 
To Central Pacific R. R ......•••• 
Kansas Pacific R. R .........• 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R .• 
Union Pacific Rwy ••••••..•• 
; 
Sabries, Department of Agricult-
ure, 1886: 
By N.J. Colman.. . • . • • • $252. 58 
===== Salaries, Department of A gricult-
ure, 1887: Contingent expenses, Post-Office De-
partment, duplication of post-
route maps, Ul87: 
To P. C. Smith ..........••••••.••• 
Deduct repayment: 
By appropriation on ac-
count.................. $382. 00 
P. C. Smith .......••• :.2_ 57f>. 00 
Payment to E. A. Grant, late post-
master at Fargo, for clerk-hire: 
To E. A. Grant ...•••••••••••••••• 
Postage, Post-Office Department, 
1886: 
By P.C.Smith......... $51.50 
Postage, Post-Office Department, 
1887: 
To P. C. Smith .•••••••.••.••••••• 
Deficiency in the poRtal revenues, 
1883 and ~rior years: 







To N.J. Colman ••••••.••..•••••• 
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of 
Animal Industry, 1886 and prior 
years: 
To N.J.Colman .....••..••••.•.. 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy ......••......•••••.••• 
Kansas Pacific R. R ....•.•••• 
Union Pacific Rwy ••••.••••• 
Deduct repayment: 
By N.J. Colman . . • • . . . $450. 23 
Department of Ag-
ricultlll'e. •••••••• 4, 000. 00 
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of 
Animalindustry, 1887: 
To N.J. Colman ..•••••......•.•• 
~:~!n;:C\fi! t~~~:~~~:: 
45 
$149, ?.40. 26 
17,492. 0~ 
3, 801. 10 
18il,461. 24 
358,994.62 
234, 859. 51 
5J,476. 27 
3, 82:3. ti6 














Deficiency in the postal revenues, 
1884 and prior years: 
Deduct repayment: 
By N.J. Colman................. 40. 50 
By Third Assistant Postmaster-
General ...•..•..... $467,366.52 
Deficiency in the postal revenues, 
1884: 
To Post-Office Department .•••••• 
Deficiency in the postal revenue, 
1886: 
110,274.88 
To Post-Office Department...... 2, 191,304.67 
Deficiency in the postal revenues, 
1887: 
To Post-Office Department....... 4, 279,336.98 
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of 
Animal Industry, 1887 and 1888: 
To N.J. Colman ..••.•••••..•••.. 
Collecting agricultural statistics, 
1886: 
To N.J. Colman ....••..•••••.••. 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R.R ..••••••••••••• 
A.Hoen & Co . ............. . 
:Missouri Pacific Rwy .••••••• 








16,645.16 Relief of Kansas City, Fort Scott 
and Gulf R. R., mail transpor· 
tation: 
To Kansaa City, Fort Scott and 
Deduct repayment: 
By Agricultural Department . • • . 4, 000. 00 
GnlfR.R ...•••.••••••••••• 
Mail transportation, Pacific rail-
roads, 1885: 
To Kansas Pacific R. R •••••••••• 
Union Pacific Rwy ••••••••••• 
1, 783.50 
Collecting agricultural statistica, 
1887: 
1:135.42 ToN. J. Colman ...•••...•••.••• 






46 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Purchase and distribution of valu-
aole seeds, 1886: 
By N.J. Colman....... $19.76 
Purchase and distribution of valu-
able seeds, 1887: 
To N.J. Colman . . • • •• ••• . . • . • • • • $100, 000. 00 
Improvement of grounds, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1886: 
To N.J. Colwan ....•••..••..•••• 
Deduct repayment: 
By N.J. Colman .•••••••••••••••• 
Experimental garden, Department 
of Agriculture, 1886: 
To N.J. Colman ................ . 
Doduct repayment: 
By N.J. Colman •.••••••••••••••• 
Experimental gardens and grounds, 
Department of Agriculture, 
1887: ' 
ToN. J. Colman .••••••••••••••••• 
Furniture, cases, and repairs, De-
partment of Agriculture, 1885: 
By .N.J. Colman........ $33.711 
Furniture, caReS, and repairs, De-








ToN. J. Colman.................. 1, 000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By N .. J. Colman.................. 195. 39 
-----
Furniture, cases, and repairs, De· 
partment of Agl'lculture, 1887: 
804.61 
Investigating the history of insects 
injurious to agriculture, 18!:l6-
Continued. 
Brought forward ....... . 
To Missouri .Pacific Rwy .....•.• 
Savannah, !!'lorida and West-
ernRwy .................. .. 
Investigating the history and habits 
of insects injurious to agri-
culture, 1887: 
To Atlantic and Pacific R. R .•••• 
California Southern R. R ..•.• 
N.J. Colman ................ . 
Union Pacific R. R .......... . 
Experiments in the manufacture of 
T~~-a§: 6~:U:an ................. . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy •••••••• 
G. C. Potts & Co ............ .. 
Botanical investigations and experi-
ments, 1887: 
ToN. J. Colman ................. . 
Kansas Pacific R. R ·-··· ... . 
Union Pacific R. R ......... .. 
Pomological information,1887: 
To N. J. Colman ................. . 
Missouri Pacific R. R ....... .. 



















1, 500. 00 
10. Z5 
1, 510.25 
To N. _J. Colman ................. . 8, 100.00 To N.J. Colman .••••••••••••••••• 700.00 
Library, Department of 
Agriculture, 1886: 
By N.J. Colman........ $82.97 
Library, Department of .Agricult-
ure,1887: 
ToN. J. Colman ................ .. 1,500. 00 
==== 
Museum, Department of Agricult-
ure, 1886: 
By N.J. Colman........ $1.12 
Museum, Department of ..A.gricnlt· 
ure,1887: 
ToN. J. Colman . ••.•••••• ••••••• 1, 000.00 
==== 
Laboratory, Department of ..A.gri· 
cultm·e, 1886: 
To H. B. Blackwell ............. .. 
N.J. Colman ................. . 
Deduct repayment! 
By N.J. Colman ................. . 
Laboratory, Department of Agri-
culture, 1887 : 








Investigating the history of insects 
injurious to agriculture, 1886: 
ToN. J. Colman ................ . 
Louisville, New Orleans and 
TexasRwy ................ . 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 






Investigations in ornithology and 
mammalogy, 1887: 
To N.J. Colman ................ .. 
Northern Pacific R. R •••••••• 
R~~:i.o.¥. ~o~:!IJ~. ~~~~: ...... .... . 
Denver and Rio Grande R. R. 
Union Pacific R. R .......... . 
Report on forestry, 1887: 
To N. J. Colman ................ .. 
Kansas Pacific R. R ......... . 
Northern Pacific R. R •••••••• 
Union Pacific R. :& ••••••••••• 
Silk culture, l.iS6: 














==== Silk culture, 1887: 
To N.J.Colman ................. . 






By N.J. Colman.................. 864. 81 
-----
14,135.19 
Tea culture, 1888: 
By N.J. Colman........ $1g6.33 
===-= 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Tea culture, 1887 : 
To N.J. Colman ............. . 
Postage, Department of Agriculture, 
1886: 
By~- J. Colman........ $443. 80 
Postage,Department of Agriculture, 
1887: 
ToN. J. Colma11 ................. . 
Contingent expenses, Department of 
Agriculture, 1885: 
By N.J. Colman.. . . . . . . $120.55 
Contingentexpenses, Department of 
Agriculture, 1886: 
To N. J. Colman ................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By N.J. Colman ................. . 
Contingent expenses, Department of 
Agriculture, 1887: 
To N.J. Colman ............... .. 
Investi ~ating European statistical 
m~;Jt!Jods: 
To J. R. Dodge ................. .. 
Salaries aud expenses, reporter Su-
preme Court: 
ToJ.C.Davis ................... . 
Salaries ju&tices, etc., Supreme 
Court, 1887: 
To M. R. Wai.te, Chief-Justice .. 
S. Blatchford, associate jus-
tice . ............... ..... . 
J. P. Brauley, associate jus-
tic" ... ... . ........ ---
S. J. Field, associate justice. 
H. li-ray, associate justice .. 
J.M.Hadan, associatojustice. 
S. Mathews, as:;ociatejusticl'. 
S. F. Miller, associate justice . 
W. B. Woods, associate jus-
tice (ueceased) ............. . 
J. G. Nicolay, marshal 
Salaries, circuit judges United States 

















10, 000. 00 
8, 708.82 
a, ooo. oo 
92,208.82 
Salaries, district judges, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ..•...... 
To J. Bruce ..................... . 
H. W. Blodgett ............. .. 
J. W.Barr .................. .. 
E. C. Billings ................ . 
.A. Boarman ................ .. 
D. Clark ..................... . 
.A. C. Coxe ................... . 
G. M. Carpenter ............ .. 
H. C. Caldwell ............... . 
E. S.Dundy ................ .. 
C.E.Dyer ................... . 
R. P. Dick .................. .. 
M.P.Deady .........••..••••• 
J. Erskine ................. .. 
C. G. Foster .. . .. .. • . .. ... .. 
E. S. Hammond ............. .. 
R. W. Hughes .............. .. 
R . .A. Hill ..........•......••. 
0. Hoffman .................. . 
M. Hallett ................... . 
J.J. Jackson,jr ............ .. 
.A.Krekel .................. . 
D.McKey ................... . 
J. W.Locke ................ .. 
J.M.Love .................. . 
.A. P. McCormick ............ . 
T.J.Morris ................. . 
H. K. McCoy .•.•••....••..... 
T. L. Nelson ................ .. 
R. R. Nelson ................. . 
J.T.Nixon .................. . 
W. T.Newman ............. .. 
J.Paul. ..................... . 
LC.Parker ................ .. 
~: ~~~:~i~: ::::::: :::~: :::::: 
.A. S. Seymour .............. .. 
H. F. Severns ............... . 
G.M.Sabin ............... .. 
G. R. Sage ................... . 
N.Shipman .••............... 
T. Settle .................... . 
0. P. Shiras ............... .. 
C. H. Simonton ............ .. 
E. B. Turner ............... . 
S. Treat .................... .. 
S. H. Treat ................. . 
A. M. Thayer.......... • ... . 
H. H. Wheeler .............. . 
M. Welker ................ .. 
L. E. Wales ................ .. 
W . .A. Woods ............... . 
N. Webb ................... .. 
To J. Baxter..................... 32.97 
Salaries, circuitjudges United States 
courts, 1887: 
To H. L. Bond .................. . 
D.J.Brewer ............... .. 
Lee B. B. Colt .............. .. 
W. Q. Gresham .............. . 
H. E. Jackson ............. .. 
W. McKennan ............. .. 
D. A. Pardee ............... .. 
L. Sawyer .................. .. 
W.J. Wallace ............... . 
Salaries, district judges, 1887: 
To W.J.Allen ................... .. 
M. W. Acheson ............. .. 
~: ~u~~-~~:::::: ~:::::::: :::: 
C. L. Benedict ............... . 
H. B.Brown ................ .. 
.A. Brown .................••. 
W.Butler .................. .. 





















By W. T. Newman ............. . 
Salaries retired United States 
judges, 1887: 
To G. S. Bryan ................. . 
T. Drummond .......... : .... . 
C. D. Drake ................ .. 
J.Erskine .................. .. 
J.P. Knowles .............. .. 
E. G. Loring ................ . 
.A. McArthur .............. .. 
W. Strong ................. .. 
S. Treat .................... .. 
A. Wylie .................... . 










































































48 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Salaries district attorneys, 1886: 
To G. C. Chandler ..•.......••••• 
W. H. Dic,kson .............. . 
M. C. Elstein ................ . 
J. H. Hawley ............... . 
C. L. Holstein ............. .. 
J. R. Hallowell .............. . 
W. F. Lunt ................. . 
A. H. Leonard .............. . 
J. E. McComb ............. .. 
0. T. Rouse ................. . 
A. Sterling, jr .............. .. 
T, Smith ................... . 
W. H. White ............... . 
Salaries district attorneys, 1887 : 
To H. C. Allen .................. . 
G. A. Allen ................ .. 
W. H. Bliss ................. . 
L. W. Bethel.. .............. . 
J.D. Burnett ................ . 
W. B. Burnet .............. .. 
U. P. Black ................. . 
G. E. Bird ................... . 
D. S. Baker .......... : ..... .. 
F. H. Busbee ............... . 
M. E. Benton .............. .. 
G. N. Baxter ............... .. 
A. R. Bushnell ............. .. 
T. P. Bashaw ............... . 
S. F. Bigelow ............... . 
E. M. Cheney ............... . 
A. C. Campbell .............. . 
T. Coffin .................... . 
J. E. Carland .......•......... 
ii.1.~~i!:'.: ::::::::::::::::: 
S. A. DarnalL......... .. ... . 
W. H. Denson ............. .. 
W. H. Dickson ............. .. 
A. K. Delany .............. .. 
W. G. Ewing .............. .. 
G. C. Godwin .............. .. 
Daniel 0. Finch ............ .. 
J. S. H. Frink .............. .. 
DuP. Guery ................ . 
J. C. Gibson ................. . 
S. G. Hilborn ............... . 
J. B. Harris ................ .. 
H. W. Hobson ............. .. 
J. W. House ................ . 
T. G. Hayes ................ . 
B. H. Hill, jr ................ . 
C. B. Howry ............... .. 
K. Haskins ............... .. 
J. H. Hawley ............... .. 
T. Haydon .................. . 
M.S. Jones ............... .. 
H. C. Jones ................ .. 
P. H. Kumber ............... . 
R. Kleberg .................. . 
J. H . Lippincott ............ . 
G. M. Lambertson ........... . 
D. N. Lockwood ............. . 
J. E. Lamb .................. . 
J. E. McComb .............. .. 
H. W. McCorry ............ .. 
L. L. McArthur ............ .. 
T. P. Murphy .............. .. 
J. C. Patterson ............. . 
C. Par lange ................ .. 
W. C. Perry ................. . 
E.Pillow .................... . 
C. B. Pearre ................ .. 
G. E. Pritchett .............. . 
0. T. Rouse ................. . 
L. E. Stanton ............... . 
W.A. Stone ................. . 
M. H. Sandals ............... . 
G. M. Stearns ............... . 
R. S. Shields ............ ·-···· 


















































































Salaries district attorneys, 1887-
Continued. -
Brought forward ....•.... 
To J. W. Stone .................. . 
T.Smith .................... .. 
E. B. Sellers ................ .. 
D.Turpie .................... . 
M. L Townsend .............. . 
G. Van Hoorebeke .......... .. 
J. K. Valentine .............. . 
S. A. Walker ................ .. 
C. C. Watts .................. . 
A. S. Worthington .......... .. 
M. D. WilLer ................ . 
J. C. Wickliffe ............... . 
J. C. J. Williams ............ .. 
W.H. White ................ .. 
W.A. Walker .............. .. 




















By Treasurer United States...... 16.67 
17,868.80 
Salaries, district marshals, 1885 : 
To G. W. Atkinson .. . ... .. .. .. .. 21. 97 
A. J. Auxier.............. . . . . 12. 09 
H. Fink .................... ·... 19. 23 
R.P.Hughes ................. 66.50 
A.M.Jones................... 50.00 
T. B. Keough .. • .. . • • .. • . . .. . 54. 95 
C. MacDougall............... "t.7. 47 
R. Root;....................... 40.10 
G. Schnitzer............ ... ... 40.65 
L. Wright ---·~····. .... .. . . . 38. 99 
Salaries, district marshals, 1886: 
ToW.B.Deacon ............... .. 
H. R. Downey ............... . 
F.H.Dyer ................... . 
F. T. Dubois ..............•... 
J. W. George ................ . 
T. J. Hamilton .............. .. 
C. B. Harmon ................ . 
P. Kelly .•.................... 
R.S.Kelly .................. .. 
D. W. Mara.tta .............. .. 
J.H.McGee ................. . 
W.C.Raum ....... , ......... . 
G. N. Tillman .............. . 
Salaries, district marshals, 1887 : 
ToW. W.Allen ................ .. 
N.D. Bates .................. . 
~-~·-~~~~-::::::::::::::::: 
W.C.Biid ................... . 
E. L. Bier bower .............. . 
F. A. Barker ................ .. 
E . Baird ..................... . 
J. H. Coggsball .............. . 
J. E. D. Couzins .............. . 
J. Uarroll .................... . 
E. Campbell, jr .............. . 
T. J. Carr .................... . 
W. L. CabelL •••.•••...•••.... 
W. M. Campbell ............ .. 
W. L. Dinkins ............... . 
W. M. Desmond ............ .. 
F. T. Dubois ................ .. 
J.-6\Pr~~k~:::::::::::::·.·.·.·-·. 
D. C. Fulton ................ .. 
T. Fletcher ... .............. .. 
S. L. Graham ............... .. 
W. F. Goodspeed ........... .. 
A. E. Gordon ................ . 










































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
18~6-'87. CIVIL. 
Salaries, district marshals, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward . ..•••••• 
To E. Gates ...•.•••••.•.••••••••• 
A. C. Gibson .•••••••••••.••••• 
A . .J. Gross ...•••••••••..••••• 
T . .J. H:tmilton .••..•...•••.••• 
W. W. Henry ..••.••••••••••.• 
E. Hawkins ..•..•••••••••..•.• 
C. B. Harmon .•••..••••.•••••• 
Z.T.Hill .....••••.•••••.•••• 
.J . .J. Ivins .•••••••••.••.•••••• 
W. C. Jones •.••.•••••••••••••• 
T. E. Kelly ...••••••••••••••••• 
A. H. Keller .•••.••••••••••••• 
P.Kelly ..................... . 
R. S. Kelle.v .................. . 
J. M. Lidell . ...•••••••••.•••• 
G. W. Miller .••••••••••••••••• 
F. H. Marsh ....•••.••••••••••• 
D. W. Maratta •••••••••••••••• 
C. M. Newlin ................. . 
J. N. Patterson .............. . 
G.Peunel . ....•••.•••••••••••• 
R. B. Pleasants .•••.•••••••••• 
V. V. Richardson ..••••••••••• 
J. V, Rankin ..•..••••••••••••• 
R. B. Reagan ................ . 
J. Rohinson ................. . 
D. R. Risley .................. . 
C.Sehon ..................... . 
D. Settle ................... .. 
T. W. ~P-ott .................. . 
T. Smith .................... . 
A. C. Tate .•••.••••••••••••••• 
H. C.Urner .................. . 
S. F. Wilson ................. . 
F. H. West ................... . 
D. R. Waters ................. . 
H. G. Weber ................. . 
P. A. Williams ............... . 
T.B. Yancy .................. . 
Salaries, justice and judges, Su-
preme Court, District of Colum-
bia., 1887: 
To E. F. Bingham. justice ....... . 
D. K. Carter, jm1tice .......... . 
W. S. Cox. judge ............. . 
A. B. Hagner, judge .••• . .••••• 
C. P . .James, judge ........... . 
W. M. Merrick,jndge ....... . 
A. McArthur, judge .......... . 



















































-=== Salaries, Steam-boat Inspection 
Service: 
To G. A. Bartlett................. 204, 500. 00 
Contingent expenses, Steam-boat=== 
Inspection Service prior to .July 
1, 188l: 
To F. Ford .. • .. • .. ... • • . • ........ • 25 
------Contingent expenses, Steam-boat ____ _ 
In~pection Service: 
To.J. M. Allison ................. . 
D. R. Asbury ................. . 
G. JI. Atkinson ............... . 
L. V. Applegate ............. _. 
Ashcroft Manufacturing Com-
pany ....................... . 
J. H. Allison ................. . 
Adams Express Company ..••• 
C. 0. Bemis ................... . 
T. W Burns .................. . 
C. D. Blanchard .............. . 
H.O. Brazt>e .................. . 
G . .J.Blakelee ................ . 
Cdrried forward .........• 














Contingent expenses, Steam-boat 
Inspection Service-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
ToE. P. Beckwith ............... ·• 
W.J. Bryant ................. . 
G. W. Bullen ................ .. 
A. Burnham .................. . 
C. H. Buckalew ............... . 
A. D. BisselL ................ .. 
C. Barner .................... . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R ..•••• 
H. Baumgarten ............... . 
J.Curren ... , ................. . 
R. Chestnut .................. . 
H. Coyne .................... . 
G. M. Cowan ................. . 
A. R. Cole .................... . 
A.D. Cole .................... . 
Central Pacific R. R .......... . 
C • .J. Clarke .................. . 
.J. W. Cobbs .................. . 
J.B.Cox ..................... . 
Chicago, St. Louis and Pitts-
burgh R. R . ...............•• 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific R. R .................. . 
W. W. Corcoran .............. . 
E. Croker .................... . 
M. F. Chalk •••••••••••.••.•••• 
J. C. Dugan .................. . 
J. E. Dun bar ................. . 
!.Dugan ..................... . 
G.De Wolf ................... . 
C.M. Daboll ................. . 
T. Daly ....................... . 
W.M. Daly .................. . 
A. Do)dge ..................... . 
J. A. Dumont ................ . 
H. H. Devenny .............. .. 
J.Denham ................... . 
D.P. Dey ..................... . 
J . .J. Darrah ..... --······· •••• 
J. H. Freeman ................ . 
• J. L. Ferguson ..••••••••••••••• 
D.Fry ....................... . 
E. Fitzgerald ................. . 
W. Fitzgerald ................ . 
S. G. Fairchild ............... .. 
W. H. Gannon .•••••.•••••••••• 
J. A. Gardenhire ............ .. 
A. Gordon .................... . 
C. M. Gooding ................ . 
P. D . Glazier, jr .............. . 
.J. Gibson .................... .. 
W. E. Gerard ................. . 
R. Gaul ...................... . 
P.J.Glazier, jr ............... . 
A. I. Goodhue ................ . 
.r. T. Gathright ............... . 
J. R. Guy ..................... . 
J. B. Grooms .••••••••••••••••• 
C. S. Harvey .................. . 
G. Hays ...................... . 
J.Hillman . .................. . 
L. C. Her~:~hberger ............ . 
B.J.Holt ..................... . 
T. Hayes ..................... . 
E. L. Heddon ................. . 
H. D. Headman ............... . 
E. E. Hewes ...•••••••••••••••• 
.J. Hartt ...................... . 
B. R. Hutchings •.•••••.••••••• 
E. Hopkins ................... . 
G. F. Huls .................... . 
B. F. Jones ................... . 
P . .Jones ...................... . 
R. B. Keller .................. . 
J. T. Kennedy ................ . 
.J. F. Lynch .................. . 
J. Lotan ...................... . 
J.H. Lindsey ................ . 
Lawrence & Company ...... .. 
R. D. Lancaster .............. . 
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1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses, Steam-boat 
Inspection Ser>ice-Continued. 
Brought forward . ...••••• 
ToT. T. Lee and Son .•..•.••••••• 
T.H. Laird ..••.•••••.••••••••• 
C. J. Murphy ................. . 
J.H.Moore .................. . 
J. McGrath .................. . 
R.G. Murray ................ . 
J. Mershon ................... . 
P. Mulcare ................... . 
A. McMasters ............... . 
S. H. Moore .................. . 
A. Moore ..................... . 
T. Marriott .................. . 
J.McCausland ............... . 
E. Massland ................. . 
D. Magonc ................... . 
W. J. McKinne ............... . 
R.G.Moore .................. . 
I. D. McClenan ....•..••••••••• 
C.McCrea ................... . 
J. Monaghan ................. . 
I. F. Norman . ................ . 
J.R.Neeld .................. . 
M.D. Nelson ................. . 
J. W. Oast ................... . 
P. J. O'Reilly ................ . 
M.O'Brien ................... . 
C. F. Owen ................... . 
E. O'Brien . .................. . 
Oregon Railroad and Naviga-
J.t~.n09N~fla~.:: :::::::::::::: 
F. Olsen & Co ................ . 
G. A . . l:'ollister .............. · •• 
P.C.Petr-ie .................. . 
Pennsylvania Company ...... . 
A. Pierce ................... .. 
M.Parks .................... .. 
J. Ralston .................... . 
A. Reitz .. ................... . 
D. C. Reid .. ................. . 
W. D. Robinson .............. . 
C. E. Randrup ............... . 
J.N.Riker ................... . 
J. Stealy ..................... . 
A. Stowell .................... . 
J. Schofi'er ................... . 
C. Staples, jr ................. . 
G. H. Starbuck ............... . 
C. H. Sinclair ................ . 
t.·~: ~~~t~g~_:::::::::::::::::: 
W. 0. Saville ................ .. 
M. Scott .................... .. 
H. A. Tappin ............... .. 
R. M. Thomas ................ . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
B. R. Tate ... ................. . 
Treasurer United States ..... . 
TheN orthern Pacific R wy .... . 
H. A. Thompson ............. . 
Tiilius, OlAen & Co .......... . 
C. G. Thompson . ............. . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ....... . 
L. Valentine ................. . 
C. Vest ... .................. . 
A. Warden ................... . 
P. Wise . ..................... . 
W. H. Ward ................. . 
G. Whiteflide ................ . 
J.F. Walsh .................. . 









































































Payment of surplus proceeds of 
lands sold for direct taxes: 
To estate ofT. B. Tripp ......... . 
Estate of J. Tripp ............ . 
Estate of J. H. H3.ile ......... . 







Salaries and expenses, special in------
spectors of foreign steam ves· 
sels: 
To Adams' Express Company .... 
Ashcroft Manufacturing Com-
pany ... ... ................. . 
T. H. Barrett ................. . 
G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
A. Cauldwell ................. . 
D. Constantine ............... . 
D.P. Dey .................... . 
P. J. Donohue ................ . 
J.Delaney ................... . 
R. S. DeMott ................. . 
P. McCanna ................. . 
P. A. O'Brien ................. . 
M. Snee ...................... . 
M. O'Brien ................... . 


















Monument to Baron De Kalb at = 
Annapolis, Md: 
To F. J. Kickhoefer.. •• .. •• ...... 10, 000. 00 
Monument to Thomas Jefferson at == 
Monticello, Va.: 
To F. J. Kickhrefer . .. .. • • • • • • • • • 19. 04 
====::a== 
Monument at Washington's head· · 
quarters, Newburgh, N. Y.z 
ToT. L. Casey--···-···--··--··· 350.00 
J. M. Wilson.................. 344. 04 
Deduct repaymst 1 




== Monument to commemorate the 
revolutionary battle of Ben• 
nington, Vt. : 
To E. J. Ormsbee................ 40,000.00 
=== 
Relief of B. B. Connor & Brother: 
To B. B. Connor & Brother ...... . "420. 32 
===== Relief of William H. Randle: 
To William H. Randle .......... . 
Relief of Alexander H. Shel)ard: 
To A. R. Shepard ............... . 
Publishing historical documents 
relating to early French discov-
eries in the Northwest and on 
the Mississippi: 
To C. Rein wold .................. . 
400.00 
1, 206.50 
Relief of Phrenix National Bank of = 
New York City: 
To Phamix National Bank, New 
York City ........ ·-··-······· 29,624.35 
----- Relief of V. Forrisen: 
Deduct repayment: 
:By E. L. Hedden .. .. .. • • . $283. 50 
B. F. J ona. .. .. • •• • • • • 63. 70 
D. Magone • • • • • • • • • .. 258. 60 




Relief of Susan A. Wamack. admin-
istratrix of Stephen M. Parrish: 
To Susan A. Wamack ........... . 159.29 
==::.::= ..... 
Relief of Ann B. Hubbard. adminie-
tratrix of Edward Hubbard: 
To Ann B. Hubbard ............ . 338.41 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CIVIL. 
Relief of E. P. Thompson: 
To E. P. Thompson.............. $338.00 
Relief of John Taggart: 
To John Taggart . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . 30. 64 
==== 
Relief of Elias B. Moore: 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Abing-
don, Va.: 
To G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
Post-office and sub-treasury at Bos-
ton, Mass.: 




-----To E. B. Moore .•••••.•••••.••••• 325.00 Post-office, court-house, etc., Balti- -----
Relief of Henry Neal: 
120.00 To Henry Neal. •••••.•••.•••••••. 
==== 
Relief of James W. Goodrich: 
ToJ. W. Goodrich ............... . 403.97 
==== 
Relief of E. B. Dawson: 
more,Md.: 
To appropriation account •••••••• 
G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
J. B. Groome ................. . 
Treasury Department .••.•••• 
To E. B. Dawson .•••••.•••••••••• Court-house, Baltimore, Md. : By appropriation ac-
count................ $100.00 
Relief of R. C. Wilkey: 
To H. C. Wilkey .. • • •• ••••••• •• •• 307. 87 Post-office, etc.; Brooklyn, N.Y.: 
66.52 
===== To R.Black ..................... . 
Relief of Alexander Worrall: G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
To A.. Worrall................... 676. 33 Treasury Department .••..••• 
Relief of Frank Shutt: 
To F. Shutt...... . • • .. • • • • • • •• • • • 193. 40 
100.00 
13,411.62 







. Relief of J. R. McGoldrick: 
To J. R. McGoldrick............ 77.00 
Court house, post-office, etc., Chatta· 
nooga, Tenn., sito and building: 
To G. A.. Bartlett................ . 50.35 
Relief of David W. Low: 
To D. M. Low................... 603.90 
Relief of FrRncis M. Bell: 
To Post-Office Department ...... . 525. 41 
Relief of Lysander H. Carroll: 
To L. H. Carroll ..••••.• · ••.•••.••• 194.24 
Relief of James R. Marrs: 
To J. R. Marrs .................. . 126.00 
Payment for lands sold for district== 
taxes: 
To Anna M. Atwood...... . • • • • • • 1, 050. 00 
S. H. Tucker. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 562. 36 
Relief of Frances W. Dyer, adminis-
tratrix of W. P. Dyer: 
To Frances W. Dyer, administra· 
trix ........................... . 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Aber-
deen, • iss: 
To G . .A..Bartlett ................ . 
J. Gattman ..••..•.•..•••••••• 








Post-office, court-house, etc., Au-
gusta, Me.: 
To G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
M.S. Holway ............... .. 
Treasury Department ••••.••• 






To G. A.. Bartlett................. 656.35 
H. F. Cook.................... 49, 500. 00 
W. J. Moses .• . .. .. • • • •• •••••• 5, 000. 00 
Treasury Department . • • . • • • • 40. 61 
-----55,196.96 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Au-
gusta, Ga., site and building: 
To G . .A.. Bartlett................. 23. 54. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Clarks· 
burgh, W.Va.: 
To G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
J.T.McGraw ............... . 
Treasury Department .••••••• 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Colum-
bus, Ohio: . 
To G. A.. Bartlett ............... .. 
DeW. C. Jones .............. . 
L. D. Myers .................. . 
Treasury Department ......•• 
Deduct repayment: 
By L. D. Myers .................. . 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Colum-
bus, Ohio, approachPs: 
To DeW. C. Jones ............. .. 
Post-office, etc., Council Bluffs, 
Iowa: 
To G.A..Bartlett .•••••.•••••.••.. 
T. Bowman .................. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy .................. . 
Treasury Department .••...•. 
Court-house and post-office at Carson 
City, Nev.: 
To G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa· 
cific R.R .................. . 
J.Klein ..................... . 
Pennsylvania Co ............ . 
Treasury Department ...... .. 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Con-
cord, N.H.: 
To G. A.. Bartlett ................ . 
E. D. Clough ....... . ......... . 
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Court-bouse, post-office, Dallas, Tex.: 
To G. A. Bartlett, ....••.••••••••• 
L. S. Garrison ....••....••.•••• 
Treasury Department •••••••• 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Dan-
ville, Va.: 
To T. J. Hobbs .•••••.•••••••••••• 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Den· 
ver, Colo.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ......••••.••.••• 
Kansas Pacific R.R ..•••••••• 
Missouri Pacific R. R .••..•••• 
Pennsylvania Co ....••..••••• 
Treasury Department .••••••• 
J. H. P. Voorhies .•••••.•••••. 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Des 
Moines, Iowa: 
To G.A.Bartlett .•••••••••••••••• 
G. H. Maish ..•...••••.•••.•.•. 
Treasury Department .....•• 


















To G. A. Bartlett................. 3, 670.58 
Deduct repayment : 
By W. Livingston, jr...... .•.•.•. 3, 501.92 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Erie, 
Pa.: 
168.66 
To R. H . .Arbuckle . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • 53, 000. 00 
G. A. Bartlett ...••• ..•••• .••• 2, 689.36 
Treasury Department . . . • • • • . 19. 31 
-----
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Fort 
Scott, Kans. : 
55,708.67 
To G. A. Bartlett................. 1, 050.60 
T. W.Lynn................... 5,000.00 
6, 050.60 




W. Kaough. .. . . . .. . . •••••••• 31, 000.00 




Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Fort 
Wayne, Ind., beating appara-
tus, elevator, and approaches: 
ToW. Kaougb ............•.••.•• 500.00 
===-= 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Frank-
fort, Ky.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..••••.•••••••••• 
G. R. Rodman .....•..••••••••• 
Treasury Department ..••.••. 
Court-bouse, p o s t-o ffi c e, e to., 





Court-house, post-office, etc., Hanni-
bal, Mo.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..........•••.... 
W.:F.Chamberlain ..•..•••••• 
Treasury Department .•••.... 
Cour~-house, post-office, etc., Har-
ruJOnbur~h, Va.: 
To G. A. Bartlett .•••••••••••..•. 
T. T. Rohr .•••••...•••...•.... 
J. Sullivan .•••.•••••••••..... 
Treasury Department ..••.••• 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Sullivan •.•.•••..••••.•••.• 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Jack· 
son, Tenn.: 
To S. P. Anderson ..••••.•••••..•. 
G. A. Bartlett ...•••.•••.•.•.• 
Treasury Department .•••.... 
Court-house and post-office, Jack-
son, Miss.: 
By T.J. Hobbs......... $32.92 
Court-house, post-office, etc., J offer-
son City, Mo.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..••••••.••••••• 
M.G. McCarty .•.•••.••..••••• 
Treasury Department ••••.••. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Steininger .••••••••••••.••• 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Keo-
kuk, Iowa: 
To G. A. Bartlett .••••••.•••••.•.. 
E. Jaeger .•••••.••....•••...•. 
Treasury Department •..•.••• 
Conrt-house, post-office, etc., Key 
West, Fla.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ••••••••••••.••• 
J. V.Harris ........... · ....... . 
Treasury Department ••••••.. 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Key 
West, Fla., foundation: 
To J. V. Harris .•••••••• •r•• ...... 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Leav-
enworth, Kans. : 
To N. F. Acers ................ .. 
G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Missouri Pacific Ry ....•..••. 
Pennsylvania Company ..... . 
Star Union Line ............ . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Post-office, etc., Lexington, Ky.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
To G. A. Bartlett .•••••..•.•••••• 193.10 J. F. Robinson ............... . 






1, 025. 13 
14,000.00 
20, 000. 00 
4.0. 05 
35,065.18 





























18, 000. 00 
42. 14 
21,656.06 
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Court-house, post-office, etc., Lin-
coln, Nebr.: 
To G. A. Bartlett .•••••.......... 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Lin-
coln, Nebr., repairs of walk and 
furniture: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Louis-
ville, Ky: 
To G. A. Bartlett •.••••••••••••••• 
A. Cox ....................... . 
Treasury Department .••••... 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. Cox .•••••••••.•••••.•.•.... 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Lynch-
burgh, Va.: · 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
C. W. Button ................ . 
Treasury Department •••••••• 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Macon, 
Ga.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Treasury Depariment ....... . 
S. Weichselbaum ............. . 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Man-
chester. N.H. : 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 




















=== Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Mar-
quette, Mich. : 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 283.50 
Post-office, etc., Minneapolis, Minn.==== 
To J. J. Ankeny .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 105, 500. 00 
G. A. Bartlett................. 2, 266. 65 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis 
and Omaha Rwy .......... .. 
O.M. Laraway .............. .. 
Pennsylvania Company ...... . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Deduct repayment: 








- -----Court-house, post-office, etc., Mont-------
gomery, Ala. : 
To G.A.Bartlett................. 575.00 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Mont-=== 
pelier. Vt: . 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
F. W.Morse ................. . 
1, 6'48. 50 
5, 000.00 
6, 648.50 
Court-house, post-office, etc. Ne-== 
braska City, Nebr.: ' 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
W. C. Ballentine ............ .. 
Chicago, St. Louis and Pitts-
burg R. R ............. . ... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy .................. . 






Carried forward.......... 31, 686. 60 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Ne-
braska City, Nebr.-Continued. 
Brought forward........ $31, 686. 60 
To Pennsylvania Company . .. ... . 67 
Kansas City, St. Joseph and 
C01mcil Bluffs R. R... .••••• 1.16 
Treasury Department........ 53.21 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. C. Ballentine ••••••••..••.. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., New 
Albany, Ind: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
J.B.Mitchell ............... . 
Treasury Department .•••.... 
Court-hor1se, post-office, etc., Osh-
kosh, Wis, site and building: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
M. Harris and Abby S. Harris. 
S.M. Hay .................... . 
J. M. Hoerning .............. .. 
Court-house, post-office, eto., Ox-
ford, Miss. : · 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Deduct repayment: 
ByB.Pierce ................... .. 
31,741.64 
4, 792.57 














14 214. 92 
=== Court-house, post-office, etc., Ox-
ford, Miss., approaches: 
To G. A. Bartlett................. 3, 000.00 
Court-house and post-office at Park-
ers burgh, W.Va.: 
To G.A.Bartlett................. 2. 50 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Peoria, 
lll.: 
To H.P.Ayers .................. . 
G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
B. Cremer .................. .. 
Treasury Department ...... .. 
G • .A.. Wilson ................ .. 
7, 500.00 
1, 575.31 





Court-housr, post-office, etc., Pensa-----
cola, Fla.: 
To G. d.. Bartlett ............... .. 
J.J. McGuire ............... .. 
Treasury Department .•••.•.• 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. J. McGuire ....... $10, 121.39 







uourt-house, post-office, etc., Pensa------
cola, Fla., approaches: 




ByJ.J.McGuU:e ................ __ ~2_.1_. 9 
548.46 
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Court-house, post-office, ete., Pitts-
burgh, Pa: 
To G . .A. Bartlett ...•••. ••• •••••• $6, 534. 77 
D.O.Barr ......•••••••••••••. 120,000.00 
Treasury Department........ 53. 88 
Post-office, etc., at Poughkeepsie, 
N.Y.: 
To G . .A. Bartlett ..•••••••••••.••• 
R. H. Hunter .•••••••••••••••• 
Deduct repayment : • 
By R. H. Hunter . . . . . . . $9U. 85 






ment ••••••. •••• •• 37.35 
Post-office, etc., at Poughkeepsie, 
N.Y., approaches: 
To R. H. Hunt.er ...........•••••• 
Deduct repayment : 
By R. H. Hunter .••.•••••••••••.. 
Post-office and court-house at 
Quincy. Til.: 
To G . .A. Bartlett ................ . 
M.Kelly ..............••.•••• 
Treasury Department .•••..•. 
Post-office, etc., at Reading, Pa. : 
To E. Bickle .................... . 
G . .A. Bartlett .........•••..•. 
J. L. Getz and Sarah M. Getz. 
C. Goodman ..••••.•••••••.... 
Post·office and court-house at 
Quincy, Ill., approaches: 
















===== Court-house, post-office, etc., Roch-
ester, N.Y.: 
To G . .A. Bartlett ..••.•••••••••• 
H. S. Pierce ...•••.•••••.••• 





Court-house, post-office, etc., San== 
Antonio, Tex., site and build· 
in~: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..•••.•.••••.•••• 
W.L.Herff .••••••.••••••••••• 
A. Maverick .••••.••••••••••. 
S. Maverick ••••••••••••••••.. 
Court-house and post-o:fficfl, Savan· 
nab, Ga., site and building: 
To G • .A. Bart.lett ....•..••....•••. 






Post-office, etc., St. Joseph, Mo.: 
To G . .A. Bartlett . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • 3, 461. 75 
D. Sm1th .. . . . . • •• • • • . • • • . • • • • 61, 000. oo 
Treasury Department.... • • • . 20. 45 
-----
Post-office and court-house at 
Shreveport, La. : 
To G. A. Bartlett ...••••••••••••• 
W.McKenna ....••••••••••••• 




19, 597. 81 
Post-office and court-house at 
Shreveport, La.-Uontinued. 
Breught forward .....•••• 
To J. G. McWilliams .........••. 
Treasury Del}artment .....••. 
D~duct repayment: 
By W. McKenna ....•.•.••..••••. 
Post-office and court-house at 
Shreveport, La., approaches: 








Court-house and post-office at 
Springfield, Til. : 
To G . .A. Bartlett................. 42. 50 
Post-office, etc., Springfield, Ohio: 
To G. A. Bartllltt .......••..•.••• 
H.S.Showers .-. .•••.••....••. 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Syra· 
cuse,N. Y.: 
1, 079.50 
5, 000. 00 
6, 079 50 
To G . .A. Bartlett................. 5, 166. 09 
J. M. Gilbert . . • . • • . . . . . . •• • . • 47, 000. 00 
Treasury Department........ 26. 50 
Post-office, etc., Terre Haute, Ind.: 
To G . .A. Bartlett ...........•...•• 
M.D. Manson . ............••.• 
Treasury Department ...•.•.. 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. Hanlon ................... . 
Post-office, etc., at Terre Haute, 
Ind., approaches : 








2, 3il0. 53 
4, 500.00 
Court-house, post-office, etc., To-
peka, Kans.: 
ToT. J. Anderson . ••• • . .••••• ••• 1. 26 
G • .A. Bartlett................ 2.40 
Post-office and court-house at Troy, 
N.Y,: 
3.66 
To G. A. Bartlett. . . . • . • . . . . . • • • . • . 56 
M. Gross . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . 60, 000. 00 
L. E. Griffith, .Am:;ie E. Gould, 
and Hester A. Waring . . . . . 18, 000.00 
Mary 0. Hall....... . •• • • • . . . . 21, 000. 00 
Court-house and post-office at Ty-
ler, Tex.: 
To H. G. Askew ..•••••.••••••••• 
G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy ......••• 
The Pennsylvania Company •• 
Trl'asury IJepartment ......• 
E. C. Williams ..••..•..•..••. 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. C. Williams •••••••.••••••• 












To E. H. Roberts & Co.......... 8. 50 
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Court-bouse and poat-otllceatWaco, 
Tex.: 
To G . .A.. Bartlett .........••.•.• 
J. K. Rose ............••...... 
The Pennsylvania Company .• 
Treasury Department ..•..... 
Court:house, post-office, etc., Wil-
mmgton, Del. : 
To G . .A.. Bartlett ............... . 
Mary Ann Magee, Ella C. 
Brady, W. F. Wilson, and 
F. O'Callaban .............• 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Wicb-
it.a, Kans.: 
To G. H. Blackwelder ..........•• 
G . .A.. Bartlett .........••..••• 
Treasury Department ..•...•. 
C • .A.. Walker .....•.......... 
Conrt:house, _post-office, etc., Wil-
mmgton, Del. : 
To F.J. Burrows ...••• . ...••••• 
















To G . .A.. Bartlett.......... . ..... 1, 049.90 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Fort 
Smith, Ark.; 
To G . .A.. Bartlett .......••...•..• 
R. M. Fry ...•••.....••...•••• 
Pennsylvania Company ..... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy .......•................ 
Treasury Department .....•.. 
Custom-bouRe, etc., Belfast, Me.: 








===== Custom-bouse, etc., New Bedford, 
Mass.: 
To G . .A.. Bartlett ......•••••.••. 
Custom-bouse, etc., New Bedford, 
Mass., purchase of land: 
ToN. C. Hathaway, Elizabeth J. 
Tallman, and Elizabeth .A.. 
Hathaway . ... . ............ . 
Elizabeth Willis, Mary P. 
Sampson, G. H. Sampson, 





Custom-bouse and post-office, New== 
Haven, Conn.: 
To G . .A.. Bartlett................ 4, 628.34. 
Custom-bouse and post-office, Al-
bany, N.Y.: 
To G . .A.. Bartlett ............... . 
Custom-bouse and post-office, Buf-
falo, N.Y.: 
To .A.. D. Bissell ................ . 
G . .A.. Bartlett ..••••..•......• 
Deduct repayment: 







Oustom-house and post-office, Buf-
falo, N. Y., repairs and side-
walk: 
To .A.. D. Bissell................. $10,000.00 
G • .A.. Bartlett................ 21.88 
10,021.88 
=== 
Marine bosJlital, Baltimore, Md. : 
ToG • .A.. Bartlett ..•.......••.••. 
J. B. Groome ...••.••...•..... 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. B. Groome ..•••••••..•..... 
Marme hospital, Baltimore, Md., 
aJlproacbea: 
To G . .A.. Bartlett ..•..•.••••••••• 









Marine hospital, Baltimore, Md., 
laundry apparatus: 
To J. B. Groome.................. 2, 500.00 
=-== 
Custom-bouse, etc., Richmond, Va.: 
To G. A. Bartlett .•••........••.• 
0. H.Rnssell ................ . 
Treasury Department ..•..... 
Deduct repayment: 








Post· office, custom ·bouse, etc., 
~~~n~e, Fla., site and 
To G . .A.. iartlett ...•.••.........• 
Custom-bonae, Charleston, S.C.: 
To T.D.Jervey .....•.••......•.• 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. D.Jervey .•••••••••••...••• 
Custom-bonae, Charleston, S. C., 
repairs: 
To T.D. Jervey ....••••.•••.•.•.• 
Custom-house, Charleston, S. C., 
wharf: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..•••••.....•.... 
T. D.Jervey .••••••••..•••.•.. 










Post-office, cnatom·bouae, etc., Wil· 
mington, N. C., site and build· 
ing: 
To G. A. Bartlett................. 28.60 
Cnawm-bouae and post-office, New 
Orleans, La.: . 
To G. A. Bartlett ..•..••..••....•. 
Deduct repayment: 
By B. F. Jones .... .- .•••••.......•.. 
Marine hospital, New Orleans, La.: 
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Custom-house, post-office, etc., Gal· 
ve~:~ton, Tex.: 
•.ro G. A. Bartlett................. $2, 876.55 
C. U. Sweeney .. . • . • . . . . .. . .. 8, 000. 00 
Treasury Department ......•. ____ 64. 3\_ 
Deduct repayment : 
By C. C. Sweeney ............... . 
Custom· house, post-office, and court-
house, El Paso, Tex., site and 
T:ct.1~~~~rtlett ...... . ......... . 
Custom-house, court. house, and 
post-office, Memphis, Tenn.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..........•.. . .•• 
G. A. Hassen ................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. A. Hassen ............... . . . 
Marine hospital, Memphis, Tenn.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... .. 
Custom-house and post-office, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Deduct repayment: 















Uustom-house, court-house, etc., To-
ledo, Ohio: 
To G.A.Bartlett ............ . ... . 
J. B. nattelle . ............... .. 
W. H. McLyman . ... . ........ . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Deduct repayment·: 
By J. B. Battelle ................. . 
Custom-house and sub. treasury, 
Chicago, Ill., repairs: 
To G . . A.. Bartlett ................. . 
Treasury Department ..•..... 
Custom-house an~ sub -treasury, 
Chicago, Ill.: 
By G. A. Bartlett .. ..... $92.45 











To G. A. Bartlett................. 3, 813. 65 
Marine hospital, Detroit, Mich, 
sidewalk: 
To city of Detroit .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • • 530. 62 
Custom-house, Ate., St. Paul, Minn., 
purchase of land : 
To G. A. Bartlett ...... .... ..... . 56.13 
Custom-house and post-office, St. 
Louis, Mo.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 2, 876.04 
Custom-house, post-office, etc., 
Kansas Ci.ty, Mo.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ..•...••......•. 
Custom-house and post-office, St. 
Louis, Mo., paving: 
To W.R.Allen . ............... .. 
Skrainka and Vieths ..•..•••• 
Custom-house, post-office, etc., Port 
Townsend, Wash.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa· 
cifio R. R .................. . 
Northern Pacific R. R . .•..... 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Company ............ .. 
Pennsylvania Uompany ..... . 
Treasury Department ..••.... 
W.H. W1ittlesey ............ . 
Apparatus, stores, etc., Chicago, ill., 
site and building: 
To H. C. Aull . ................. .. 
G. A. Bartlett ............... .. 
J.P.Neal. .................. .. 
Treasury Department .....••• 
Custom-house and sub-treasury, 
Chicago, Ill., iron-tie rods: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Custom-house and sub-treasury, 
Chicago, Ill., repairing stone-
work: 
To G. A. Bartlett ...............• 
Custom-house and sub-treasury 
Chicago, Ill., ventilation: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
Custom-house and sulJ.treasury 
Chicago, Ill., painting: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Treasury Building, Washington, 
D.C.: 
ToT. J. Hobbs .......... . ....... . 
Deduct repayment: 
ByT.J.Hobbs ......... $1,000.00 
Treasury Depart-
ment . • • • • • . .. .. .. 1, 151. 82 
Treasury Building, Washington, 
D. C., improving sanitary con-
dition: 
To T.J.Hobbs ................. .. 
Treasury Department ..•..... 
Treasury Building, Washington, 
D. C., silver vaults : 
To G. A. Bartlett ............. . .. . 
Branch mint, Denver, Colo. : 






























Marine Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. : ==== To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
Deduct repayment: 





Mint building, New Orleans, La., 
repairs: 
To G. A. Bartlett ................ . 
B.F.Jonas .................. . 
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Mint building, New Orleans, La., 
repairs-Continuetl. 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . . . $14, 779. 93 
Deduct repayment: 
By B. F. Jonas . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. 288.00 
Mint building, Philadelphia, Pa., 
removing steam-power plant: 
14,491.93 
To D. M. :E'ox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . 12, 500. 00 
United States jail, Fort Smith, 
Ark.: 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... . 
R.M.Fry . .............. : ... . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Repairs and preservation of Marine 
hospital, 1887 : 
To T. J. Robbs .................. . 
Repairs and preservation of public 
buildings, 1887: 
To Dinges, McGahey & Co ...••• 
T.J.Hobbs .....••......••••• 
T. D.Jervey ................. . 












By T.D.Jervey.................. 58.22 
Fuel, light, and water for public 
buildings, 1887: 
. To Alaska Commercial Company. 
H. H. Bright & Co .....•.•••.. 
Capital City Ice Company .••. 
City of Richmond, Va ....... .. 
Delaware Ice Company ..... .. 
Diamond Ice Company ......• 
W.A.Evarts ................. . 
T.GunseL .•••.....•...•••••.• 
T.J.Hobbs .................. . 
Leonard & Ellis ............. . 
Memphis Gas Light Company 
R.J.Polk . .......••••••...•••• 
R. A. Robbins ................ . 
R. Stone ..................... . 
Scheerer, Armbruster & Co •.. 
W. A. Smoot & Co ........... . 
Sloan & Blakely ............ .. 
.r. C. Stanley ................ .. 
The Ellis Automatic Lubrica-
torCompany .............. .. 
Treasurer of the City of Rich-
mond, Va . ................ . 
The Democrato Printing Com-
pan.v . ...................... . 
The New Haven Union .•••••• 
The city of Philadelphia ..•.•• 
Treasury Department ..•..••. 
The Herald Printing and Pub-
lishing Company, Erie, Pa. 
The Jackson Gas Light Com-
pany ....................... . 
TheN ovelty Electric Company 
The St. Louis Gas Light Com-
TE!£;k.~~~~; G~~~tt~:::::::: 
'I'he Chess Carley Company .. . 
The Standard Oil Company .. . 
The Mobile Ice Factory Com-
TE!Jlr~~i~L~~~~- ii~~ c~~p~~; 
The Barker Manufacturing 
Company .................. . 
The St. Paul Gas Light Com-
pany ....................... . 
The Star (N. Y) ............. .. 







































Fuel, light, and water for public 
buildings, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward......... $421,824.92 
To The Poughkeepsie News Com-
pany........................ .60 
The Municipal Gas Company, 
Albany, N.Y .. .... ..... .. 1, 589.20 
The Androscoggin Ice Com-
pany. . . . . . .. . .. • • • .. .. • . . . .. 190. 00 
Vogl & Agnew.......... .. . .. • 249. b9 
Heating apparatus for buildings, 
1887: 
423.854.61 
ToT . .r. Hobbs................... 105,000. 00 
Treasury Department....... . 63.74 
Heating apparatus for new build· 
ings: 
ToT.J.Hobbs .................. . 
Inspector of furniture and other 
furnishings for public buildings, 
1887: . 
To G. A. Bartlett ............... .. 
Furniture, and repairs of same, for 
public buildings, 1887: 
To G. P. Assman ................ . 
A . S. Abell & Co ............. . 
L. C. Bernays ................ . 
Baltimore Steam-Packet Co ..• 
T.J.Hobbs . . .. ............. .. 
.r. H. Hutchinson ••••••....••. 
G. W. Hornick ..•..•.•........ 
Geo. Knapp & Co ............ . 
~-~~e~iTt&c~::::::::·::: 
.T. H. O'Neill ................. . 
Old Colony R. R ••.•••.••..••• 
Port Huron Plumbing, Steam 
and Gas Fitting Company •• 
.T. P. Shannon & Son ......... . 
Treasury Department .•••.••. 
The Taylor and Craig Co ..••• 
The Detroit Free Press Com-
.r.~~t~~hy: :::::::::::::::::: 
The Schult?. Gas Fixture and 
Metal Company ............ . 
The Western Steam-Heating 
Company .................. . 
The Atlanta Constitution ..•.• 
The Star (N.Y.) ............. . 
The Argus Company .••..••.. 
The Enquirer Company .••.•• 
The Post Publishing Company 
E. H. Woods ................. . 
T. P. Yancey ........... . .... . 
Depuct repaym~nt: 


































==-= Pay of assistant custodians andjani-
tors, 1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett .••.••••••••••••• 
Smithsonian Institution Building, 
repairs: 
ToT. J. Hobbs ................ .. 
Generalex_penses, District of Colum-
bia, 1879: 
To Treasurer United Sj;ates ...... 






189.22 To Treasurer United States •••••• 
==== 
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Improt-ement and repairs District 
of Columbia, 1880 and 1881 : 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Im,provement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Improvement and repairs, District 
of Columbia, 188t: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Constructing, repairing, and main-
taining bridges, District of Co-
lumbia, 1881: 
To Treasurer United States .••••• 
Constructing, repairing, and main-
taining bridges, District of Co· 
lumbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Constructing, repairing, and main· 
taining bridges, District of Co-
lumbia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Constructin~r, repairing, and main-
taining bridges, District of Co-
lumbia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
CIVIL. 
Reform School, District of Colum-
bia, 1884: 






Relief of the poor, District of Colum-
bia, 1882: 
To Trt~asurerUnited States ...... 
Reliefofthepoor, District of Colum-
bia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Relief of the poor, District of Colum-
bia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Washington Aqueduct, District of 
Columbia, 1881: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Washington Aqueiluct, District of 
Columbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Salaries and contingent expenses of 
offices, District of Columbia, 
1881: 
To Treasurer United States .... 
Saloons and contingent exJ>enses of 
officere, District of Columbia, 
1882: 
36. 80 To Treasurer United States .....• 










To Treasurer United States...... 4. 23 
Public schools, District of Colum 
bia., 1880: 
To Treasurer United States...... 84.00 
Georgetown Almshouse, District of == 
Columbia, 1884: 
To Treatmrer United States...... 3. 30 
Metropolitan Police, District of Co-
lumbia, 1881: 




Government Hospital for the Insane, Metropolitan Police, District of Co-
District of Columbia, 1881: lumbia., 1882: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 48. 93 To Treasurer United States ...... 146.59 
========== ====~==== 
Govt-rnment Hospital for the Inllane, Fire department, District of Colum-
Diiiltrict of Columbia, 1882: bia, 1880: 
To Treasurer United States...... 48.75 To Treasurer United States ...... 8.19 
Transportation of paupers and pris- -= 
fs8ef~· District of Columbia., 
To Treasurer United States...... 90.68 
Transportation of paupers and pris· 
oners, District of Columbia, 
1882: 
To Treasurer United States...... 27.56 
------Transportation of paupers, District _____ _ 
of Columbia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States...... 123. 41 
==-= Transportation of paupers and pris-
f~Slr~, District of Columbia., 
=== Fire department, District of Colum-
bia, 1881: 
To Treasurer United States . • . • • • 34. 49 
Fire department, District of Colum-
bia,1882: 
To Treasurer United States...... 78.17 
Streets, District of Columbia, 1880: 
To Treasurer United States .••••• 159.81 
Streets, District of Columbia, 1881: 
To Treasurer United States .••••• 3,404.95 
==-== Streets; District of Columbia, 1882 : 
To Treasurer United States...... 2!0. 01 
To Treasurer United States...... 146. 52 Courts, District of Columbia, 1881: 
====""""'= To Treasurer United States...... 1, 704. 0' 
Reform School, District of Colum-
bia, 1882: Courts, District of Columbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States...... 166.84 To Treasurer United States...... 1,466. 25 
Reform School, Districl; of Colum-== 
bia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States...... 66.55 
=== 
Health department, District of Co-
lumbia.: 
To Treasurer United States ...... • 75 
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Health department, District of Co-
lumbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States ..... . 
Health department, District of Co-
lumbia, 1883: 
To Treasuror United States .••••. 
Health Department, District of Co-
lumbia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United States •••••• 
CIVIL-DIPLOMATIC. 
$85.27 
Contingent expenses, District of Co-
lumbia, 1884: 
To Treasurer United States ...••• 
Judgments, District of Columbia, 
1880 and 1881: 
71.90 To Treasurer United States .••••• 
Judgments, District of Columbia, 
1881 and 1882 : 
40.05 To Treasurer United States .••••• 






Miscellaneous and contingent ex-
penses, District of Columbia, 
1880: To Treasurer United States...... 161.49 
To Treasurer United States ....•. 22.59 =--== 
Buildings and grounds, Washington 
.Asylum, District of Columbia, 
1881: 
Miscellaneous and contingent ex-
penses, District of Columbia, 
1881: To Treasurer United States...... 17.77 
To Treasurer United States...... 8,400.66 
===::;::::.= 
Miscellaneous expenses, District of 
Columbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States ..... 918.73 
:=:;:::=:=== 
Miscellaneous expenses, District of 
Columbia,1884: 
Buildings and grounds, Washington 
Asylum, District of Columbia, 
1883: 
To Treasurer United States .••••• 
Buildings and grounds, p u b l i o 
schools, District of Columbia: 
To Treasurer United States .••••• 731.09 To Treasurer United States .•.••• 
Markets, DistrictofColumbia, 1881: 
To Treasurer United titates ...... 196.00 
Markets, District of Columbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States...... 261. 29 
Markets, District of Columbia, 1883: 
To Treasurer United States...... 189.82 
Contingent expenses, District of Co-
lumbia, 1881: 
Buildings and grounds, p u b l i .c 
schools, District of Columbia, 
1883 and 1884: 
To Treasurer United States .••••• 
Telegraph and telephone service, 
1883: 
To Treasurer United States .••••• 
Telegraph and telephone service, 
1884: 
To Treasurer United States ..... . 3, 958.99 To Treasurer United States ..••• 
Contingent expenses, District of Co-
lumbia, 1882: 
To Treasurer United States .•••.. 
Contingent expenses, District of Co-
lumbia, 1!!ll3: 
To Treasurer United States ...... 
Salaries of ministers, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To H. H. Garnet, Liberia ........ . 
Washington .Asylum, District of 
Columbia, 1881: 
708.85 To ·.rreasurer United States .••••• 
Washington .Asylum, District of Co-
lumbia, 1882: 
3, 474.97 To Treasurer United States ..••••• 
DIPLOMATIC. 
$445.40 
Salaries of ministers, 1884 and prior 
years-Continued. 
Brought forward .•••..••. 
===== To H. H. Morgan, charg6 d'af-
Salaries of ministers, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By W. Irving . . . . • • . . • . $0. 03 
To Brown, Shipley & Co., bank-
ers, London ..••••.......... 
E. J. Brulator, charg6 d'af. 
faires, France .............• 
C. Coleman, charge d'affaires, 
Berlin ..................... . 
W.C. Emmet, charg(ld'affaires, 
Turkey .................... . 
G. C. Foulk, charge d'affaires, 
Seoul ...... ............... . 
H. C. Han, minister, Central 
America _ ..... __ ..... _ ...... 
G. H. Heap, charge d'affaires, 
Constantinople ............ . 
R. Magee, minister, Sweden 









Carried forward.......... 26, 088.89 
faires, Mexico ............. . 
R. R. Neill, charge d'affaires, 
Peru ...... . .........•.••..•• 
T . .A. Osborn, minister, Brazil. 
E. Pierrepont, charge d'af-
faires, Rome ............... . 
E. J. Smithers, charge d'af· 
faires, China .............. .. 
W. T.Strong, charge d'affaires, 
.Austria ................... . 
J. E. W. Thompson, minister, 
Hayti. ..................... . 
H. Vignaud, charge d'affaires, 
Paris .•.••.•••••••••••••.••. 
Deduct repayment: 
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SalarieR of ministers, 1886: 
To J. E. Bacon, charge d'affaires, 
Paraguay and Uruguay ..•. 
C. W. Buck, ministm·, Peru . .•. 
Brown, Shipley & Co., bankers, 
London ....... . .... . ...... . 
S. G. W. Benjamin, minister, 
Persia ..... . . . ... . ... . .... . 
J. T. Child, minister, Siam .... . 
C. Coleman, charge d'affaires, 
Germany ................. . 
J. Cardwell, minister, Cairo •.. 
C. Denby, minister, China .... 
W. C. Emmet, charge d'af-
faires, Constantinople . . . ..• 
G. C. Foulk, charge d'affaires, 
Seoul ............. . ....... .. 
N. Fish, minister, Belgium ... . 
M.A. Hopkins, minister, Libe-
ria ...... ................... . 
H. C. Hall, minister, Central 
America .................. .. 
B. W. Harm a, minister, Argen-
tine Republic .............. . 
H.R .• Jackson,minister,Mexico 
C. D.Jacob, minitser,Colombia 
J. T. Lee, charged'affaires,Vi-
enna .... . .............. . 
J.L. Morgan, charge d'affaires, 
Mexico ............ . ...... . 
G. W. Merrill, minister, Ha-
waiian Islands . . .......... . 
N. A. McDonald, consul-gen-
eral, Bangkok .... . ........ . 
W. H. Parker, minister, Corea. 
W. R. Robert8, minister, Chili 
W. A. Seay, minister, Bolivia. 
C. L. Scott, minister, Venezu-
ela ........................ . 
C. M.Seibert,charge d'aflair~s, 
Chili .................... .. 
J.E. W. Thompson, minister, 
Hayti .................. . .. . 
W. Wil'liams, charge d'affaires, 
Uruguay and Paraguay . ... 
G. W. Wurtz, charge d'affaires, 
St. Petersburg .... . ...... .. 
B. Winchester, minister, Switz-
erland ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. J. Brulatow . . . . . $40. 20 
J. E. Bacon......... 14.50 
S. G. W. Benjamin.. 7.12 
J. T. Child .. .. .. . .. 6.10 
;3. S. Cox .. .. .. .. . .. 18. 83 
W. Fearn .. . .. . .. .. 4. 55 
J. M. Langston . . . . . 7. 25 
R. Magee. . . .. .. .. .. 14. 20 
T. 0. Osborn........ 306. 59 
J. H. Smith .. • • • • .. 30. 55 
E. H. Strobel....... 13. 62 
J. E. W. Thompson. ~- 29 
F. H. Winston...... 3. 30 
Salaries of ministers, 1887: 
To C. W. Buck, minister, Peru ... 
Brown, Shipley & Co., bank-
ers, London .............. .. 
J. E. Bacon, charge d'affaires, 
Paraguay and Uruguay ..•. 
S. S. Cox, minister, Turke~ .•• 
J. T. Child, minister, Siam .... 
J. Cardwell, minister, Cairo .• 
H. A. Dinsmore, minister, 
Corea ..................... . 
W. Fearn, minister, Roumania 
M.A. Hopkins, minister, Libe-










































Carried forward...... . . • . 114, 708. 58 
Salaries of ministers, 18117 -Continued. 
Brought forward.... . . .. $114, 708.58 
To H. C. Hall, minist.er, Central 
America.............. . .. 
H. R.Jackson, minister, Mex-
ico ............ ............ . 
C. D. Jacob, minister, Colom-
bia . ....................... . 
T. J. Jarvis, minister, BraziL. 
E. P. C. Lewis, minister, Port-
ugal ...................... . 
A. K. Lawton, minister, .A us-
tria .................... . .. . 
T. C. Manning, minister, Mex-
ico . ....................... . 
G. W. Merrill, minister, Ha-
waiian Islands ............ . 
D. H. Maury, minister, Colom-
bia ....................... . 
R. Magee, minister, Sweden 
andNorway ............ . 
E. S. Pratt, minister, Persia .. . 
W. H. Parker, minister, Corea 
W. R. Roberts, minister, Chili 
W. W. Rockhill, charge d'af-
faires, Seoul. ..... ......... . 
W. A. Seay, minister·, Bolivia 
C. L. Scott, minister, Venezu-
ela ................ . ..... . 
S. S. Sevier, acting minister, 
Monrovia ........ ------"--
0. S. Straus, charge d'affaires, 
Turkey .............. . ... .. 
J. E. W. Thompson, minister, 
Hayti . ........... .. ...... .. 
C. H.'J. Tayfor, minister, Libe-
ria . ... . ..... .. ... . ...... . 
F. H. Winston, minister, Per-
sia ............ . ........... . 
B.Winchester,minister·,Switz-
erland ..................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. Denby........... $8. 46 
H. R. Jackson .... .• 4. 70 
W. H. Parker .. ••• • 108. 24 
8, 750.00 
3, 819.92 
























Salaries, secretaries oflegation,1885 : 
To Brown, Shipley & Co., bank-
ers, London .. .. .. . . .. . .... 
A. Jay, secretary legation, 
Paris ..................... .. 
D educt repayments : 
By appropriation a c • 
count .. • .. • • • .. .. $94. 01 
E. Pierrepont . .. .. • 429. 90 
W. T. Strong....... 440. 24 






Salaries, secretaries oflegation,1886: 
To J. L. M. Curry, minister, Spain 
J. ·w. Foster, minister, Spain . 
J. L. Morgan, minister, Mexico 
F. S. Mansfield, secretary lega-
tion, Japan ............... . 
R. R. Neill, secretary legation, 
Lima .. .......... ...... .. 
E.~- S~ro~el, secret.ary lega-
tt•m, Spam ............... .. 
C. W. Seibert, secretary lega-
t.ion, Santiago ............ .. 
C. B. Trail, secretary legation, 










Carried forward.......... 1, 545. 94 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Salaries, secretaries of legation, 
1886-Continued. 
DIPLOMATIC. 
Contingent expenses, foreign mis-
sions, 1884: 
$1,545.94 To G. Goward, secretary, Japan .. 
61 
$80.75 Brought forward ..•.•.••. 
Deduct from repayments: ===== 
By appropriation a c-
count ..........•. $7, 999.71 
C. Coleman ._.... . . . 209. 13 
W. C. Emmet...... 746.17 
R. R. Neill . • • • • • . • . 96. 11 
C. P. Phelps . ....... 5. 51 
C. M. Seibert . . . . . . . 137. 50 
H. White........... 1. 73 
9,195.86 
Excess ofrepayments .... 7, 649.92 
===== 
Salaries, secretaries of legation,1887: 
To Brown, Shipley & Co., bank-
ers, London ............... . 
T. B. Connery, secretary, Mex-
ico ........................ . 
G. Goward, secretary, Jnpan .• 
A. Jay, secretary, France ..... 
J. L. Morgan, secre1ary, Mex-
ico ........................ . 
R. R. Neill, secretary, Peru .. . 
C. P. Phelps, minister, Great 
Britain .................... . 
C. M. Seibert, secretary, Chili 
C. B. Trail, secretary, Rio de 
Janeiro ................... . 
H. Vignaud, secretary, France 
H. White, secretary, Great 
Britain .. .................. . 
Deduct repayments : 
By F. S. Mansfield . . . . . $1. 02 
J. L. Morgan . . . . . . . • 84 
R. R. Neill..... . .. . . 96. 15 
H. Vignaud .. • • • • . . 4.15 
Salaries, interpreters to legation, 
1886: 
To appropriation account ....... 
J. T. Child, minister, S'iam .••. 
G. C. Foulk, charg6 d'affaires, 
Corea ....... · -............• 
A. A. Garguila, interpreter, 
N:r.r.k::fon·o~~id; -c~~~~l=g~il: 
eral, Bangkok ............. . 
W. H. Parker, minister, Corea 
Deduct repayment : 

























Salarles, i:cterpreters to legation, 
1887: 
To Brown, Shipley & Co., bank-
ers, London ............... . 
J. T. Child, minister, Siam .. .. 
G. C. Foulk, charg6d'affaires, 
Corea .. ........ . . . ....... . 
W. H. Parker, minister, Corea 
W. W. Rockhill, charg6 d'af-
aires, Corea ............... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. A. Garguila .............. . 
Contingent expenses, foreign mis-
sions, 1883 and prior years: 











Contingent expenses, foreign mis-
sions, 1884 and prior years: 
By G. Goward .......... $63. 05 
G. P. Pomeroy . . . . . . 28. 95 
92.00 
Contingent expenses, foreign mis-
sions, 1885: 
To S. G. W. Benjamin, minister, 
Persia .... .. ......... .... .. 
G. C. Foulk, charg6 d'affaires, 
Corea ................ . ..... . 
L. H. Foote, minister, Corea .. 
R. B. Hubbard,minister,.tapan 
J. M. Langston, minister, 
Hayti. ..................... . 
L. S. Maguire, consul, Muscat. 
E. Pierrepont, minister, Italy. 
J. B. Stalio, mini~ter, Italy ... 
C. B. Trail, charge d'affaires, 
Rio de Janeiro ............. . 
R. M. Whitney, consul, Tam-
atave ............ . ......... . 
J. R. Young, minister, China .. 
Deduct repaymentll: 
By C. W. Buck......... $17. 85 
J. A. Bingham . . . . . 17.10 
T. M. Dawson. . . . . . . 80.. 60 
R. B. Hubbard .. . . .. 1, 006. 22 
F. J. Keickhrefer. .. 22.93 
R. Magee .. .. .. . . .. . 18. 4 7 
F. A. Mathews . . . . . 200. OC 
F.A.Osborn........ 33.35 
Contingent expense<~, foreign mis-
sions, 1886: 
To R. B. Anderson, minister, Den-
mark ...................... . 
C. W. Buck, minister, Peru ..• 
J. E.B&con, minister, Uruguay 
and Paraguay ............. . 
Brown, Shipley & Co., bank-
ers, London .............. .. 
I. Bell, jr., minister, Nether-
lands ............ . ......... . 
S. S. Cox, minister, Turkey .. 
J. L. M. Curry, minister, Spain 
C. Coleman, secretary, Berlin • 
F. M. Cheney, consul, Zanzibar 
J. T. Child, ministt>r, Siam .... 
J. Cardwell, consular-general, 
Cairo ...................... . 
F. F. Drefois, consul, Havre ..• 
C. Denby, minister, China . .... 
G. C. Foulk, charge <l'affaires, 
Corea . ..................... . 
W. Fearn, minister, Roumania 
M.A. Hopkins, minister, Libe-
ria ............ . .......... .. 
R. B. Hubbard, minister,.Japan 
B. W. Hanna, minister, .Argen-
tine Republic . .......... . .. . 
H. C. Hall, minister, Central 
America .................. .. 
T. J. Jarvis, minister, Brazil .. 
H. R. Jackson, minister, Mex-
ico ...... . ..... . ............ . 
C. D. Jacob, minister, Colombia 
V. 0. King, charg6 d'affaires, 
Bogota ................... _ .. 
F. J. Keickhrefer, disbursing 









































OODtinKet ·~ ~ _.. 
lioai,18SIJ..:.Continued. 
BrOught forward .•••••••• 
l!ct J. F. Lee, charg6 d'affairee, 
Austria .•••••••••••••••••••. 
E. P. C. Lewis, mlnlster, Portu-
gal .•..••.••.•..••••••••••••• 
G. V. N. Lothrop, miDiater, 
Russia ...•••••••••.••.•••••• 
R. M. McLane, minister, 
France .• •. ......•••••••••••• 
R. Kap:ee, minister, Sweden 
and Norway ..•..•••••••.••• 
G. W. Merrill, minister, Ha-
waiian Islands .•••••..•••.•• 
L. S. Maguire, consul, Muscat. 
N. A. McDonald, consul-gen-
eral, Bangkok .•••••.•••.••.• 
E. J. Phelps, minister, Great 
Britain ..••.•.••.•.••••...•• 
G. H. Pendleton, minister, Ger-
maDY--····· ............. · ••.. 
W. H. Parker, mlnlst.er, Corea 
C. T. R11888U, minister, Liver-
vf:K.1 :Rot;ri&: -~iiti;iei-~ cihlii: 
C. L. Scott, minister, Venezuela 
J. B. Stallo, mlnlster, Italy ... 
J. H. Swyth. minister, Liberia. 
E. H. Strobel, secretary, Spain. 
W. A. Seay, minister, Bolfvia .. 
J. E. W. Thompson, minister, 
Hayti ..•.•• .. .••. .......••.• 
L. Tree, minister, Belgium .... 
Sir R. Thom:J,N!On, eharg6 d'al· 
faires, Penna .. . .. ..... . . .. . 
B. Winchester,minister,Switz. 
erland ........... ....... . .. . 
F. H. Winston, minister, Per-
eia. ••••••••••••••••••• - •••••• 
Deduct from repayments: 
By appropriation ao-
coont.. •••• . • • • • .. t881. 89 
R. B. Anderson . • • • . I. 00 
J. E. Bacon......... . 20 
8. 8. Cox • • • . • • • • • • 48. 25 
J.L.M.Ourry •••••• 807.73 
F. D. Cbeahlie. ••• • • 8. 01 
G.C.Foulk......... M.70 
J. F. Foster.... • • • .. 289. 150 
W. Fearn • •• • • • . • • . • BL 71 
H. C. Hall .. • • • • • • .. 233. 83 
R. B. Hubbard...... 2, 861.62 
D. H. Ingraham..... 202. 61 
T.J.Jarvis...... . .. 48.37 
F.J. Keiekhmfer ... 239.70 
G. V. N. Lothrop.... 1L 31 
B. 'P.C. Lewis....... 3.88 
R. :M.:McLaue....... 668. 27 
R. Map:ee . • • • • • • • • • • 4. 86 
B. J. Phelps . • • .. • . . 8, 108. 75 
G.H.Pendleton..... 7.14 

























----Exceea of repayments . • • • • • . 2, 504. ts5 
Co.n'tingent expenses, foreign mis-
aions 1887: 
To R. B. Andenon, minister, Den-
mark ...................... . 
Brown, Shipley & Co., bank· 
en,London ............... . 
C. W. Book, minister~eru .••• 
J. B. :st&oon,mlnlster,.l"araguay 
and Uruguay ............. .. 
L Bell. jr., minlater, Nether-






F. :M. Cheney, minister, ~anzi-
bar ......................... 15.00 
J. L. :M. Curry. minlater, Spain 786. 86 
----Carried forward.......... 22, 024. 76 
Con~t ·~ tcmdp al. 
eiona, 1887~ontinued. 
Brought fonrant ........ . 
To J. T. Child, ministe!lSiiUil •••• 
S. S. Co:x, minister, ·.1:urkey •••• 
J. Cardwell, consal-general, 
Cairo •••••• ..•••••••••••••• 
C. Denby, mlnlster, China •••• 
H. A. Dinemore, mint.ter, Co-
rea ............... . ........ . 
W: J!'eam, minister, Roumania 
G. C. Foulk, charg6 d'afi'airea. 
Seoul ...................... . 
B. W.Hanna, minister, Argen-
tine Republic .......... . ... . 
R. B. Hubbard, minister.Japan 
H. C. Hall, minister, Central 
America ............... . ... . 
H. R.Jaokeon, miDiater, lrlex-
ioo ............ . ..... ....... . 
T. J. Jarvis_, !Dinlater1 BrazU .• F. J. Keieomfer, G18'b111'8inJr 
eler!J State Department . ••. 
A. V. A.eim, eharg6 d'aft'airea, 
Teheran ................... . 
V. 0. King, cru•rg6 d'aft'alrea, 
Bop;ota .................... . 
P. King, charg6d'aff'airea, TIU\o 
key ........................ . 
J. T. Lee, eharg6 d'a1lairea, 
Vienna .................... . 
G. V. N. Lothrop, mlnlster, 
RU88ia ..................... . 
E. P. C. Lewis. minister, Por· 
togal ...................... . 
W. R. Lewis, mlnlster, Tan-
J.~~~~·oha~6di~ 
Mexico ........ ............ . 
R. M.lrlcLane miniater,Franoe 
G. W. Me;:rilr miniater, Ha-
waiian IelaDdA .•••••......•. 
R. anlff:~!;~~~~·--~~~~ 
~-C. Manning, minister, Mex-
ico ........................ .. 
D. H. Kaney, minister, Colom-
bia ................. .. . . ... . 
F. A. Katthewa, oonauJ. Tan-
~~ark~r,'Diti;is~i; cc>•: 
E. J. Phelps, minister, Great 
Britain· ................ .. .. . 
G. H. Pendleton, minister, Ger-
many ...................... . 
E. 8. Pratt, minister, Persia ..• 
W. R. Roberts, minister, Chill. 
E. D. Ro_pea, oonsol, Zanzibar . 
W. W. Rockhill, charg6 d'af. 
faires. Seoul .............. .. 
C. L. Soott. minlater, Vene~~u-
ela ...... . .................. . 
8. S. Servier, consul, lrlonrovta. 
J. B. Stall!J mlnlster, ItalY .••• 
J. B. W. ·...-bompaon, mt.nleter, 
Hayti ...................... . 
L. Tree, minister, BelJtlum .••• 
C. B. Trail. oharg6 cl'd'alrea, 
Rio deJaneiro ••••••••••.••• 
B. Winchester, mlnhter, 
Switzerland ............... . 
Deduct repayments: 
Byi.Bell.jr............ f25.87 
J. L.lt. Curry .. • • • • 8'12.19 
C. Denb:r . •• • • • . • • • • 2. '13 
H. C. Hall • • • • • • • • • • 28. 88 
B. W. Hanna........ L40 
V.O.Kin.r·.......... 19.01 
R. H. llcLaoe •••••• & 06 
B. J. Phelpe.. •• .. • • • • '11 









































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887, 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses foreign mis· 
sious, 1887-Continued. 
DIPLOMATIC. 
Salaries, consula.r service, 1886-
Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward. $969.02 $63, 907.60 
ToW. &.Roberts...... 25.08 
Brought forward .••...••• 
C. M • ..Allen, consul, Bermuda . 
W. A. Anderson, consul, Mon-
.r. B. Stallo...... . . . . . 78 
W. A. Seay ....... .. 2. 24 
B. Winchester . . . . . . 100. 00 
Salaries, consular service, 1884 and 
prior years : 
To E. Emery, commercial agent, 
Amoor River ............. . 
.J. H. Hawes, consul, Hakodadi 
N . .J. Newettt~r, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo '·---- ..........•. 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. Emery .......••.••.....•••. 
Salaries, consular service, 1885: 
To S. E. Belford, consul, Levuka .. 
A. K. Brown, consul, Algiers .. 
.J. G. Crawford, consul, CoaLi-
cook ....................... . 
G. P. Pomeroy, consul, Cairo .. 
W. W. l~obinson, consul, Tam-
atave . . . . . . . .............. . 
A. L. Russell, consul, Monte-
video ............ - . . . . . . .. . 
E . .J. Smithers, consul, Tien-
Tsin .........•••••.........• 
S. Spackman, consul, Cologne. 
C. M. Wood, consul- general, 
Rome ................•...... 
Deduct repayments : 
By .J. M. Bailey . . . . . . . . $262. 25 
H. E. Cooke......... 6. 00 
E.O. Fechet ........ 2.35 
.J. B. Glover......... 396.14 
Treasurer United 
States .•.•.• ... . .. 641.99 
A.Willard.......... 132.50 
SalaTies, consular servi0e, 1884 and 
prior years : 
ByF.W.Ames ....... . 
R. L. Collier ....... . 
T.C.Smith ........ . 






Salaries, consular service, 1883 and 
prior years : 
To H . .J. Crouch, consul, St. He-
lena ....................... . 
Salari~s, consular servire, 1886: 
To T. Adamson, consul-general, 
Panama ................... . 
L. T. Adams, consul, G~:~neva .. 
H. C . .Armstrong, consul-gen-
eral, Rio de .Janeiro .....••.• 
W. L. Alden, consu1-general, 
Rome . .. . ............... . 
H. C. C. A~>twood, consul, San 
Domingo ...... . ......... . 
D. Atwater, consul, Tahiti ... . 
H. L. Atherton, consul, Per-
nambuco .................. . 






























treal ....................... . 
A. Bertrand, consul, St . .John'>~ 
W. S. Bird, consul, La Guayra. 
C. Bartlett-, consul, Guadeloupe 
L. D. Beylard, consul, Kings-
ton ...........•.........•... 
H. M. Brent, oonsul, Callao .... 
E. Bissinger, consul, Beirut ••• 
W. C. Burchard, consul, Rna-
tan ........................ . 
P. L. Bridgers, consul, Monte-
video ...................... . 
E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos 
w ~iV~rU.ce, -ci~~~~; ie~U.k~:: 
.r. M. Birch, consul, Na!!asaki. 
L. A. Bergholz, consUl, Chin 
Kiang ..................... . 
G. T. Bromley, consul, Tien· 
Tsin . .. .. • . • . .. .. .. .. . . .. . 
W. A. Brown, consul, San .Juan 
del Norte .................. . 
J. H. Brigham, consul, Paso del 
Norte ..................... . 
G. F. Bonham, consul, Calcutta 
0. Bischoff, consul, Sonne berg. 
F. E. Barentsin, consul, Marti· 
nique ...................... . 
E. H. Bryan, consul, Lyons . .•. 
W. J. Black, consul, Nurem-
berg ....................... . 
C. M. Belknap, consul, Hamil-
ton . .. . . .. . . • • • • • .. ....... . 
J. M. Burnett, consul, Sierra 
Leone ...................... . 
J. M. Bailey, consul, Hamburg 
R. S. Chilton, consul, Goderich 
G. C. Campbell, consul, Ga.· 
boon River . , ............. . 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo .. . 
G. L. Catlin, consul, Zurich .. . 
E. Conroy, consul, St . .Juan .•. 
J. VardwelJ, consul-general, 
Cairo ..................... .. 
E. Camphausen, cons u 1 , 
Naples .................... . 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy .. 
F. M. Cheney, consul, Zanzi-
bar ........................ . 
R. T. Clayton,consul, Para ... . 
H. C. Crouch, consel, Milan ..• 
F. Charlesworth, c on s u 1, 
FuncbaL ................. .. 
T. W. Downs, consul, Quebec. 
F. F. Dufais, consul, Havre ... 
E . .J. Davee, consul, Smyrna .. 
J. M. Duke, consul, San Salva-
dor .... .................... . 
S. W. Dabney, consul, Fayal .. 
D.M.Dunn,consul, Valparaiso 
J. Devlin, consul, Windsor ... 
W. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna 
D. Eckstein, consul, Amster-
dam ...................... .. 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Dem-
arara ........... , ......... . 
B. F. Farnheim, consul, Bom-
bay ...................... .. 
.J. Fletcher, consul, Genoa ... . 
.J. Falkenback,consal,Barmen 
B . .J. Franklin, consul, Han-
kow ............ ---- ..... .. 
C. R. Greathouse, consul-gen-
eral, Kauagawa ........... . 
H. W. Gilbert, r.onsul. Trieste. 
G. Gade, consul, Christiana ... 
F. R. Grist, vice-consul, Ven· 
ice ........................ . 



























































64 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. DIPLOMATIC. 
Salaries, consular service, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward......... $31, 800. 30 
To W .. A .. Gar"sche, consul, Mar· 
t1mquo . .... ........•. .... •. 379.08 
S. Gouten, consul, Cape Hay-
tien . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250. 00 
C. T. Grillet, consul, Algiers.. 250.00 
G. W. Griffin, consul, Sydne.v. 505. 41 
B. Greenebaum, consul, .Apia. 403.62 
J. B. Glover, consul, Havre... 130.43 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 2, 000. 00 
H. Gillman, consul, J erusa-
lem ...... ...... ...... .....• 16.48 
G. Gifford, con~ul, Basle . .. . . . 500.00 
W. F. Grumell, consul, Brad-
ford.............. ... ....... 750.00 
T. T. Gamble, consul, Auck-
land.................... . ... 14.42 
G. E. Hoskinson, cons u 1, 
Kingston.................. . 405.97 
G. H. Holt, consul, Gaspe 
Basm . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. 252. 50 
\V. Hill, consul, Port Sarnia.. 375.00 
E. J. Hale, consul, Manchester 1, 500.00 
F:""P. Hastings, consul, Hono-
lulu.................. ..... 300.00 
D~~: -~~~~~~: -~~~~~~: .::~~~-- 250.59 
A. N. llatheway, consul, Nice. 388. 34 
J. W. Harper, consul, Munich. 376. 10 
T. E. Heenan, consul, Ouessa. 550.09 
G. H. Reap, consul, Constanti· 
F.n~lH~t~hki~~~ ~~~~;i; o'ti~ . 805' 15 
wa ..... ... ... ... .... .... 750.00 
J.D. Hoff, consul, Vera Cruz. 750.00 
W. Burring, consul, Prague . . 500. 00 
0. Hatfield, consul, Batavia... 2111. 87 
J. B. llughes, consul, Birming· 
ham...... . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. 625. 00 
D. H. Ingraham, consul, Cadiz 382.34 
T. C. J onrs, consul, Funchal.. 24.73 
H . .A. Johnson, consul, Venice. 131. 29 
T. R. Jerrigan, consul, Osaka 
amllliogo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 002. 68 
H . .M. ,Jewett, consul, Si vas... 111. 26 
E. R. Jones, consul, Cardiff... 506. 62 
W. S. Jones, conRul, Missina.. 375.00 
E. ,J ussen, consul, Vi:·nna .. . . 750. 00 
E. Johnson, consul, Pictou.... 375.90 
J.D. Kennedy, consul-general, 
Shanghai................... 829. 92 
V. 0. King, consul-general, 
Bogota....... . . . . .. .. .. . 335. 16 
C. P. Kimball, consul, Stutt· 
gart .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . 375. 00 
H . .M. Keirn, consul, Charlotte· 
town............ 113.50 
M.A. Lybrook,consul, Algiers 246.26 
J. Low, consul, Clifton.... . . . 376. 50 
R. Letcher, consul, Rio Grande 
do Sui ... ...... ............ 134.61 
L. A. Lat-hrop, consul, Bristol. 375. 75 
H. S. Lasar, consul, Port Stan-
ley......................... 706.58 
A. Loening, consul, Bremen . . 625.00 
W. W. Lang, consul, Ilamburg 625.00 
E. D. Linn, consul, Piedras 
Nogras . . . .. ..... . . .. .. .... 250.00 
J. C. Landreau, consul, Santi-
ago de Cnba .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 248.10 
D. M. Mullen, consul, Sagua la 
Grande .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 592.00 
E. P. MnsRey, consul, Mah6 . . 12.42 
G. P. Murphy, consul, Chem-
nitz ... ..... .............. 24.73 
W. U. Moffett. consul, Athens 630. 61 
T. J.l\IcLain, jr., consul, Nas-
sau............ . ............ 500.00 
0. McGarr, consul, Guayaquil 750. 00 
W. Morey, consul, Ceylon . . . . 389. 00 
H. C. Marston, consul, Malaga 271. 29 
-----Carried forward.......... 57, 191. 60 
Salaries, consular service, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ..•..•••• 
J. A. McKnight, consul, St. 
Helena ................. .. 
To S. :Merrill, consul, Jerusalem . 
J. L. McGaskill, consul, Dub-
lin ........................ . 
0. Malmros, con~ul, Leith ... . 
J. M. Morgan, consul, Mel-
bourne ................... . 
H. F. Merritt, consul, .Abc-la-
Chapelle .................. . 
J. Murray, consul, St.John's .. 
F. H. Mason, consul, Mar-
seilles ................... .. 
J. Mueller, consul, Frankfort. 
B. Mackey, consul, Nuevo 
Laredo .................... . 
J. C. Monaghan, consul,Mann-
heim ...................... . 
F. A. Matthews, consul, Tan-
giers .. -... . . .. . . .. . ....... 
J. T. Mason, consul, Dresden . 
J. S. Moseby, consul, Hong 
Kong . ................... .. 
M. J. N ewmark,consul, Lyons 
W. Y. Patch, consul, St .. Staph· 
ens ........................ . 
J. W. Porch, consul-general, 
Mexico .................... . 
F. H. Pierce, consul, Matanzas 
M. H. Phelan, consul·general, 
Halifax ................... . 
J. J. Piatt, consul, Cork ...... . 
W. P. Pierce, consul, Cien-
fuegos ................... .. 
D. L. Pringle, consul, Guate-
mala ...................... . 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago . .. . 
F. Paul, consul, Bucharest ... . 
N. E. Pressley, consul, Tam-
pico ...................... .. 
T. T. Prentiss, consul, l'ort 
Louis .................... . 
B. F. Pridgeon, consul, Piedras 
Negras .................... . 
W. A. Preller, consul, Rio 
Grande do Sul. ............ . 
J. S. Potter, consul, Crefeld .. . 
M. Polochek, consul, Ghent .. 
J. H. Putnam, consul, Hono-
lulu ...................... . 
LaRue Peck, consul, Fort Erie 
A. Robertl', consul, Hamilton . 



































atave .............. ...... .. 1, 817.50 
J. T. Robinson, consul, Beirut. 247. 26 
0. E. Reimer, consul, Santiago 
deCuba.................... 627.09 
R. B. Ryder, consul, Copen-
hagen .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 384. 09 
G. D. Robertson, consul, Ver-
viers and Liege .. . . . .. .. .. 375. 00 
.A. Richman, consul, Milan.... 375. 00 
L. G. Reed, consul, Barbadoes. 375. 00 
F. Raine, consul, Berlin....... 1, 000. 00 
C. T. l{.ussell, consul, Liver-
pool .. . .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. . .. 3, 650.17 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, 'Bor-
deaux .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 891. 50 
J. W. Siler, consul, Capetown. 377.00 
H. L. Slaght, consul, Prescott 341. 48 
W. P. Sutton, consul, Mata-
moras . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. 500. 00 
H. A. Schackelford, consul, 
Nantes...... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 254. 82 
J. A. Sutter, jr., cons • .!, Aca-
pulco .. .. . .. .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. 500. 00 
F. H. Schenck, consul, Barce· 
lona ..... .................. 375.00 
H. J. Sprague, consul, Gibral· 
tar . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . 375. 00 
-----
Carried forward.......... 85, 066. 47 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES. 1887. 
1886-'&7. 
Salaries, consular service, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To R. J·. Stevens, consul, Victoria 
V. V. Smith, consul, St. Thomas 
A. H. Shipley, consul, Auck· 
land ..................... . 
E. Stevens, consul, Ningpo ... . 
G. H. Scidmore, consul, Kana-
gaw<t .................... . 
E. J. Smithers, consul, Shang-
hai.......... . .........• 
N. K. Sawyer, consul, Turk's 
Island .................. . 
C. Seymour, consul, Canton .. . 
W. Slade, consul, Brussels ... . 
A. D. Shaw, consul, Mauches· 
ter ........................ . 
A. G. Studer, consul, Singa-
pore .............. : ........ . 
I. H. Shepard, consul, Hankow 
J. H. Stewart, consul, Ant-
werp ............. : ........ . 
G. Scott, consul, Odessa .....• 
G. "T,V. Savage, consul, Belfast. 
J. Smith. consnl, Newcastle .. 
R. Stockton, consul, Rotter-
dam .................•.. 
V. A. Sartori, consul, Leghorn 
J. ::ichroeder, consul, San Jose 
S. H. Smith, consul, Nuevo 
Laredo .................... . 
J. Schoenhof, consul, Tunstall 
A. A. St. Johns, consul, Le-
vuka ...................... . 
S. A. Touhey, consul, Shang-
hai. ....................... . 
W. P. Tilghman, consular 
clerk ...................... . 
J. W. Taylor, consul, Winni-
peg .... - .. -- .... --- .. - .. - .. 
W. Thomson, consul, South-
ampton ................... . 
J. Turner, consul, A.mhert-
bur~rh .................... . 
M.H. Twitchell, consul, Kings-
ton ...................... . 
G. C. Tanner, consul, Chem-
nitz ....................... . 
M. A. Turner, consul, St. 
Thomas .................. . 
H. Tolke, consul, Guatemala . 
F. H. Underwood,consul,Glas-
gow .................... . 
J. G. Voigt, consul, Manila .. . 
J.lf. Van Tugen, consul, Tal-
cahnano ...................• 
J. Whelan, consul, Fort Erie . 
T. M. Waller, comml-general, 
London .............•.••• 
R. K. Wright, consul, Colon .. 
C. M. Wood, consular clerk ... 
G. S. Williams, consul, Not-
tingham .............•.....• 
C. H. Wills, consul, Managua. 
J. Worthington, consul, Malta 
J. C. A. Wingate, consul, Foo-
Chow ..................... . 
R. 0. ·williams, consul, Ha-
vana ...................... . 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auckland. 
A. Willard, consul, Guaymas. 
\V. L. Walsh, consul, Florence 
W. D.Warner,consul, Colo~rne 
J. B. Weaver, consul, Bahia .. 
C. B. Webster, consul, Shef-
field ...................... . 
C. W. Wagner,consul,Toronto 
R. E. Withers, consul, Hong-
Kon!{ .................... . 
G. Walker, consul-general, 
PariR ...................... . 
F. IL \Vigfall, consul, Leeds .. 
Carried forward ........•. 

























































Salaries, consular service, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ..•...... 
To A. B. Wood, consul. Dnudee .. 
By 
T. R. Welsh, consul, Hamilton 
P. M. B. Young, consul, St. 
Petersburg ............... .. 
Deduct repa_yments : 
appropriation ac-
count .. . .. • . .. . • • $2, 091. 21 
H. L. Atherton..... 17.58 
C.P.BarnanL...... 117.19 
B.F.Bonham ......• 260.65 
L. D. Bey lord....... 5.13 
f· ~r~~lic.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : 9~g: ~g 
H. Donner . .. . . .. .. 15. 77 
F. F. Duf'ois........ 197.85 
B. Greenebaum . . . . 74.74 
0. Hatfield . . .. .. . .. 145. 94 
T. R. Jernigan. . . . . • 252. 68 
H. A.. Johnson...... 2. 56 
H.M.Keim ........ 39.11 
F. A. Matthews.... 12. 50 
J. L. McCaskilL.... 6. 18 
F.J. H. Neinstead.. 3. 74 
B. J. Pridgeon...... 11 96 
E. H. Plumacher . . . 69. 94 
F'.H.Pierce........ 209.17 
M. Polochek ....... 2. 90 
G. E. Rice . • .. .. . .. 20. 48 
H. L. Schackelford . 21. 29 
D. Vickers......... 182.3!! 
J. M. Wilson . . . . . • . 36. 86 
F.R.Webb ........ 70.50 
Salaries, consular service, 18R7: 
To T. Adamson, consul, Panama. 
H. C. C. Astwood, consul, San 
Domingo ..•..... .... ....... 
L. 'l'. Adams, consul, Geneva . 
C. M. Allen, consul, Bermuda. 
W. L. Alden, consul-general, 
Rome ................... . 
W. G. A.Hen, consul, Piedras 
Negras .................... . 
H. L~ Atherton, consul, Per-
nambuco .................. . 
D. Atw11ter, consul, Tahiti ... . 
W. A.. Anderson, consul, Mon· 
treal ..................... . 
H. C. Armstrong, consul, Rio 
de Janeiro ................. . 
W.A.. Brown, consul, SanJuan 
del Norte . .. . .. ......... .. 
Brown, Shipley & Co., bankers, 
London ................... . 
D. N. Burke, consul, Puerto 
Cabello ................... . 
A. Bertrand, consul, St.John's 
W. S. Bird, consul, La Guayra 
C. Bartlett, consul, Guade-
loupe ...................... -
W. H. Bruce, consul, Levuka. 
L. D. Beylord, consul, Kings-
ton ....................... . 
H. M. Brent, consul, Callao .. . 
W. C. Burchard, consul, Rna-
tan ...................... .. 
L. A. Bergholz, consul, Chin-
Kiang .................... .. 
P. L. Bridges, consul, Monte-
video .................. --··-
E. Bissinger, consul, Beirut .. 
G. T. Bromley, consul, Tien-
Tsin .....•................. 
D. T.Bunker,consul,Dcmerara 
E. H. Bryan, consul, Lyons ... 
Carried forward .•••••..•. 
65 


































66 RECEIPTS. AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Salaries, consular service, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To G. Bernhard, consul, Teguci-
J. ~~IB~~~it: ~~~~~; N~i£a:s-aki 
E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos 
Ayres ...........•.... -- .... 
B. F. Bonham, consul, Calcutta 
J. H. Brigham, consul, Paso 
del Norte-----· ••••••.••... 
0. Bischoff, consul, Sonne berg 
A. A. Brown, consul, Clifton .. 
W. J. Black, consul, Nurem-
berg ..................•.•. 
J. M. Burnett, consul, Sierra 
Leone ..................... . 
E. Conroy, consul, San Juan, 
Porto I-tico ...............•. 
R. S.Chilton, consul, Goderich 
F. M.Cheney,consul, Zanzibar 
H. C. Crouch, consul, Milan ... 
J. B. Carbo,consul,Cienfuegos 
E. Camphausen, consul, Naples 
J.P. Campbell, consul, Tama-
tave ...................... .. 
R. T. Clayton, consul, Para .. . 
G. L. Catlin, consul, Zurich .. . 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy .. 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo ... 
J.P.Cowles,consul, Foo-Chow 
B. Carnes. consul, Colon .....• 
L. J. Du Pre, consul, San Sal-
va(lor ................... --. 
J. M. Duke, consul, San Sal-
vador . . .. .. .............. . 
T. W. Downs, consul, Quebec. 
F. F. Dufais, consul, Havre ... 
D. M. Dunn, consul, Valpa-
raiso ...................... . 
S.W. Dabney, consul, Fayal .. 
J. Devlin, consul, Windsor .... 
H. A. Ehringer, consul, Cien-
fuegos .................... . 
W. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna 
D. Eckstein, consul, Amster-
dam ....................... . 
T. Ellison, consul, St. Helena. 
A. F. Fay, consul, Stettin ..... 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Dem-
erara ...................... . 
B. F. }farnham, consul, Bom-
bay ...................... .. 
J. Falkenbach,consul, Barmen 
J. Fletcher, consul, Genoa ... . 
B. Folsom, consul, Sheffield .. . 
B. J. Franklin, consul, Han-
Kow ...................... . 
J. S. Farrar, consul, Port Sar-
nia ....................... . 
C. R. Greathouse, consul, 
Kanagawa ................ . 
W. R. Gteathouse, consul, 
Tampico ....... ......... .. 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
G. W. Griffin, consul. Sydney . 
H. Gillman, consul, Jerusalem 
S. Goutier, consul, Cape Hay-
tien ...................... . 
G. Gade, consul, ChriRtiana .. 
H. W. Gilbert, consul, Trieste 
W._A: Garesche, consul, Mar-
tinique .................... . 
C. T. Grellet, consul. Algiers . 
G. Gi:tford, consul, Basle ..... . 
W. F. Grinnell, consul, Ver-
viers and Liege ........... . 
B. Greenebaum, consul, Apia. 
N. J. George, consul, Char-
lottetown ................ .. 
G. H. Holt, consul, Gaspe 
Basin .................... .. 
W. C. Hall, consul, Prescott .. . 





























































Salaries, consular service, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ..•. . .... 
To A. N. Hatheway, consul, Nice. 
D. C. Hickey, consul, Char-
lottetown . .. .. .. .. • .. ..... 
T. E. Heenan, consul, Odessa . 
G. H. Heap, consul-general, 
Constantinople ............ . 
D. K. Hobart, consul, Windsor 
F. P. Hastings, consul, Hono-
lulu .................. . ... . .. 
T. W. Hotchkiss, consul, Ot-
tawa ...................... . 
J.D. Hoff, consul, Vera Cruz .. 
J. B. Hughes, consul, Birming-
ham ..................... .. 
W. Hiining, consul, Prague .. . 
J. W. Harper, consul, Munich. 
E. J. Hale, consul, Manchester 
E. L. Hamilton, consul, Apia .. 
J. R. Hosmer, consul, Guate-
mala ................... . .. . 
0. Hatfield, consul, Batavia .. . 
J. L. Hance, consul, Turk's Isl-
and ....................... . 
D. W. Herring, consul, Tegu-
D~~ef~~~b~~: -c'~~~;;.i; c~di.~ 
T. C. Jones, consul, FunchaL. 
H. M. Jewett, consul, Si vas ... 
H. A. Johnson, consul, Venice 
E. Johnson, consul, Pictou ... . 
E. R. Jones, consul, Cardiff .. . 
J. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo ................. . 
C. E. Jackson, consul, Antigua 
A. C. Jones, consul, Chin-
Kiang .................... .. 
W. S. Jones, consul, Messina . 
C. Jonas, coltsul, Prague .... .. 
E. J ussen, consul, Vif·nna ... . 
H. M. Keirn, consul, Charlotte-
town ...................... . 
C. P. Kimball, consul, Stutt-
gart ...................... .. 
R. Kolster, consul, Puerto Ca-
bello ...................... . 
J.D. Kennedy, consul, Shang-
hai ........................ . 
J. Low. consul, Clifton ...... . 
R. Letcher, consul, R i o 
Grande doSul ........•..... 
L.A. Lathrop, consul, Bristol. 
E. D. Linn, consul, Piedras 
H~~¥:Ssa:~.-~~~-s;ii,·.P~i:t-sta~: 
ley ........................ . 
J. A. Lewis, consul, Sierra 
Leone ..................... . 
A. Loening, consul, Bremen .. 
W. R. Lewis, consul, Tangier. 
W.W. Long, consul, Hamburg 
R. W. Loughery, consul, Aca-
pulco ..................... . 
S. Merrill, consul, Jerusalem . 
B. Mackey, consul, Nuevo 
Laredo .................... . 
D. M. Mullen, consul, Sagua 
La- Grande ................ . 
'vV. H. Moffett, consul, Athens 
J. A. Macknight, consul, St. 
Helena .................... _ 
T.J. McLain,jr.,consul, Nas-
sau ........................ . 
0. McCau, consul, Guayaquil 
0. Malmros. consul, Leith .... 
C. R. McCall, consul, Rio de 
Janeiro ................... . 
J. M. Morgan, consul, Mel-
uourne .................... . 
vV. Morey, consul, Ceylon ... . 
J. Murray, consul, St. Johns .. 
Carried forward ••••••.••• 
$102,746.46 
























































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Salaries, consular service, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ..•...... 
To F. H. Mason, consul, Mar· 
seilles _ .....•......•••••.... 
S. K. Miller, consul, Leipsic .. 
J.C. Monaghan, consul, .Mann-
heim . ..................... . 
J. T. Mason, consul, Dresden. 
J. S. Moseby, consul, Hong-
Kong ...•.....•...•........ 
H. C. Marston, consul, Malaga 
C. L. Mitchell, consul, Piedras 
Negras ............ . ... . ... . 
J. L. McCaskill, con!lul, Dub-
lin . - -··· ..............•.... 
F. A. Matthews, consul, Tan-
J. t~~ii~~.-~~~~~( :F;~~kf~;t: 
H. F. Merritt, consul, Aix La 
Chapelle .................. . 
J. E. May, consul, Fayal ..... . 
E. W. Mealey, consul, Munich 
E. C. Moore, consul, Mexico .. 
G. H. Murphy, consul, Chem-
nitz .........•.............• 
M.J. Newmark, consul, Lyons 
F. J. H. Neinstead, consul, 
Osaka and Hiogo .......... . 
J. W. Porch, consul-general, 
Mexico ................... .. 
F. H. Pierce, consul, Matanzas 
W. Y. Patch, consul, St. 
Stephens .................. . 
M. R. Phelan, consul, Halifax 
D. L. Pringle, consul, Guate-
mala--··-··--··· ........••. 
J. J. Piatt, consul, Cork ...... 
W. P. Pearce, consul, Cienfue-
gos ........................ . 
N. E. Pressley, consul, Tam-
pico . ... ................... . 
T. F. Pettus, consul, Ningpo. 
H. Pease. consul, Santiago, C. 
v ........................ .. 
r. T. Prentiss, consul, Port 
Louis ..................... . 
M. Polochek, consul, Ghent .. 
J. S. Potter, consul, Crefeld ... 
G.O. Prince,consul, St. Peters-
w~s~if>~~~t.~~: ·c·o·~~~.- ii~ii~:: 
H. H. Pendleton, consul, 
Southampton ............. . 
\V. 0. Patton, consul, Bahia .. 
E. H. Plumacher, consul, Mar-
acaibo . ................. - .. . 
J. vV. Romyn, consul, Val-
paraiso . .......... -- .••. . ... 
A.. Roberts, consul, HamiHon 
A. Richman, consul, Milan ... 
0. E. Reemer, consul, Santiago 
de Cuba ................... . 
W. W. Robinson, consul, Tam-
atave ............ . . . ...... . 
L. G-. Reed, consul, Barbadoes. 
H. B. Ryder, consul, Copen-
hagen ..................... . 
E. D. Ropes,jr., consul, Zanzi-
bar ........................ . 
G. D. Robertson, consul, Ver· 
vi~rs and Liege .......... .. 
F. Rauie, consul, Berlin .....• . 
M. Reemberg, consul, Guay-
G~W.il:R~~~~-;~it:. ~~~~~i: -B~·r: 
deaux .......•••.... . . . .... 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liverpool 
.r. L. Rathbone, consul, Paris . 
J. W. Siler, consul, Cape Town 
.J. A. Sutter, consul, A.capulco 
H. J. ~prague, consul, Gib · 
raltar .................... .. 
Ca.t"ried forw!llrd .••••••••• 
DIPLOMATIC. 






















































Salaries, consular service, 188\-
Contino.ed. 
Brought forward ...•..... 
To A. A. St.John, consul, Levuka.. 
R. J. Stevins, consul, Victoria. 
N. K. Sawyer, consul, Turks 
Island ...........•..•....... 
H. A. Schackelford, consul, 
Nantes . ................... . 
W. P. Sutton, consul-general, 
Matamoras ................ . 
F. H. Schenck, consul, Barce-
lona ............ . ......... .. 
E. J. Smithers, consul, Chin 
Kiang ..................... . 
A. H. Shipley, consul, Auck-
land ....................... . 
.J. Schroeder, consul, San Jose. 
C. Seymour, consul, Canton ... 
A. G. Studer, consul, Singa-
pore ....................... . 
V. V.Smith, consul, St. Thomas. 
J. Smith, consul, New Castle .. 
J. H. Stewart, consul, Ant-
werp ...................... . 
G. W. Savage, consul. Belfast. 
V. A. Sartori, consul, Leghorn. 
R. Stockton, consul, Rotter-
dam ....................... . 
J. Siber, consul, Cape Town .. . 
'\V. Slade, consul, Brussels ..•. 
D. Stamatiades, consul, Con-
stantinople ................ . 
W . M. Sewall, consul, Apia .•. 
L.A. ~palding, consul, Aix-la-
Chapelle . .................. . 
W. Thomson, consul, South-
ampton . ...••............. . . 
M. A. Turner, consul, St. 
Thoma& .......... . ..... . .. . 
.J. W. Taylor, consul, Winni-
peg ......... . .............. . 
M. H. Twitchell, consul, Kings-
ton ....................... .. 
J. Turner, consul, Amherst-
burg ................. _ .... . 
G. C. Tanner, consul, Chem-
nitz ......•.........•......• 
L.A..Toubay,consul,Shanghai. 
H. Tolke, consul, Guatemala .. 
E. P. Turner, consul, Mozam-
bique ...................... . 
F. H. Underwood, consul, Glas-
gow ....................... . 
J. G. Voigt, consul, Manila. . .. . 
J. F. Van Ingen, consul, Tal-
cahuano ................... . 
.J. Visser, consul, Rotterdam .. 
J. C. A. Wingate, consul, Foo 
Chow ...................... . 
J. R. Wingfield, consul, San 
Jose ............... . ...... . 
J. Whelan, consul, Fort Erie .. 
J. Wvrthington,consul, Malta. 
C. H. Wills, consul, Managua . 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auck-
land ....................... . 
A. Willard, consul, Guaymas .. 
U. B. Webster, consul, Shef-
field ....................... . 
C. W. Wagner, consul, Toronto . 
W. D. \Varner, consul, Cologne. 
J. B. Weaver, consul, Bahia ... 
R.K.Wright,jr.,consul,Colon. 
F. H. Wigfall, consul, Leeds .• 
G. V{alker, consul-general, 
Paris ...................... . 
W. L.Welsh, consul,Florence. 
A. B. Wool!, consul, Dundee . .. 
R. M. Whitney, consul, Tama-
tave .. .. . .................. . 
T. M. Waller, consul-general, 
London ••••••.......••...... 
Carded forward .••••••••. 
67 










2, 292. 50 
1, 770. 80 
129. 08 












1, 12l. 41 
1, 126.00 


























3, 000. G3 
278,365. 91.) 
68 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Salaries, consular service, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forwar·d ........ . 
To R.O. Williams. consul-general, 
By 
Havana ................... . 
G. S. Williams, consul, Noo-
vii\#~l~h:g,' ~~;;s-~i. -L~lth ·:::: 
R. E. Withers, consul, Hong 
Kong ...................... . 
C. H. Way, consul, St. Peters-
burg ....................... . 
E. Young, consul, Windsor .. . 
P. M. B. Young, consul, St. 
Petersburg ............... .. 
Deduct repayments : 
appropriation ac-
count ........... .. 
W. L. Alden ....... . 
T . .A.damson ....... . 
H. L. Atherton ..... . 
C . .Bartlett ........ .. 
W . .A..Brown ...... . 
L. D. Bey lord ...... . 
G. T. Bromley ...... . . 
W.H.Bruce ...... .. 
P. L. Bridgers ...•..• 
E.L. Baker ........ . 
E. Bissinger .••.••••. 
G. Bernhard .••.•••• 
J. Buckley ........ .. 
H. C. Crouch ....... . 
R. S. Chitton .....••• 
]'.Charlesworth ..•• 
F.F.Dufais .••.•••.. 
T. W.Downs ....... . 
M. C. Emmet ..•.•••• 
B. J. Franklin ...... . 
B. F. Farnheim ..... . 
A. F. Fay .......... . 
~: ~~flr~l~:~=-:::::: 
H. Gillman .•••.•..•. 
G. E. Hoskins .•••••. 
T. E. Heenan ...... .. 
F. W.Hyndman ... . 
W.C.Hall ......... . 
A. N. Hatheway ... . 
0. Hatfield .........• 
F. P.Hastings ..... . 
G. H. Heap ......... . 
D. H. Ingraham ..•.. 
T. J. Jernigan ...... 
H.M.Jewett .••..••. 
E. R.Jones ........ . 
T. C. Jones ......... . 
R. Letcher ......... . 
J. Low ............. . 
W.Morey ......... . 
F. A. Matthews .•••• 
J. M. Morgan .•••••. 
W.H. Moffett ...... . 
0. Malmros ....... .. 
J. A. MacKnight .. .. 
F. H. Pierce ........ . 
H. Peare ........... . 
J.J. Piatt .....•••••• 
M. H. Phelps ....... . 
T. F. Pettus ....... . 
M. H. Phelan ....•••. 
.A.. Roberts ......... . 
H. B. Ryder ........ . 
J. W. Siler ........ .. 
A. A. 8t. John.~ ••••• 
E. J. Smithers ...•••• 
A. G. Studer ....... . 
S. L.A. Touhay ...•. 
J. \V. Taylor ........ 
































































$278, 365. 90 










Salaries, consular clerks, 1887: 
To E. H. Bryan, consul, Lyons ..•. 
G. H. Murphy, consul, Chem-
nitz ........................ . 
A. W. Richardson, consular 
clerk ...................... . 
G. \V. Roosevelt, consul, Bor-
deaux ...................... . 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pool .................... . 
G. H. Scidmore, consul, Kan-
agawa ..................... . 
J. A. Springer, consul, Ha-
vana ....................... . 
S. L. A. Touhay, consul, 
Shanghai .....•............. 
W. P. Tilghman, consular 
clerk ...................... . 
G. C: Tanner, consul, Chem-
nitz ....................... . 
G. P. Vest, consular clerk .... . 
C. M. Wood, consular clerk ..• 
H. G. Wood, consular clerk ... 
G. Walker, consul-general, 
Paris ...................... . 
T. M. Waller, consul-general, 
London .................•... 
R. 0. Williams, consul-gen-
eral, Havana .............. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. L. A. Touhay... . . $25. 00 
H. G. Wood......... 25.44 
Allowance for consular clerks, 1885: 
By Treasurer United 
States........... $147. 23 
Allowance for consular clerks, 1886: 
To W. A. Anderson, consul-gen-
eral, Montreal ............. . 
T. Adamson, consul-general, 
Panama .................. .. 
H. C. Armstrong. consul-gen-
eral, Rio de Janeiro . .....•.. 
E. Bissinger, consul, Beirut ... 
E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos 
Ayres ..................... . 
0. Bischoff, consul, 8onneberg. 
B. F. Bonham, consul, Cal-
cutta . ............... ..... . . 
J. H. Bingham, consul, Paso 
del Norte ................. . 
W. J. Black, consul, Nurem-
berg ....................... . 
G. L. Catlin, consul, Zurich .. . 
E.Camphausen,consul,Naples. 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo ... 
J. Cardwell, consul-general, 
Cairo ...................... . 
F. F. Dufois, consul, Havre ... . 
W. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna. 
D. Eckstein, consul, Amster-
dam ...................... .. 
J. Fletcher, consul, Genoa ..•. 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Dem-
erara ...................... . 
J. Falkenbach, consul, Bar-
men ...................... . 
H. W. Gilbert, consul, Trieste. 
G. W. Griffin, consul, Sydney. 
G. Gifford, consul, Basle ..... . 
W. F. Grinnell, consul, Brad-
ford ...................... . 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
J. B. Hughes, consul, Birm-
ingham ................... .. 
E.J.Hale, consul, Manchester. 















































=-==--.-=- Carried forwa>:d.......... 4, 883. 59 
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1886-'87. 
Allowance for consular clerks, 1886 
-Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..... 
To E. R. .Jones, consul, Cardiff .. . 
E . .J ussen, consul, Vienna .... . 
W. S . .Jones, consul, Messina .. 
C. P. Kimball, consul, Stutt-
.J. ~1i~~~~dy; ~~~s-~1,' Sh~~ii-
hai ........................ . 
A. Loening, consul, Bremen .. . 
W. W. Lang. consul, Ham burg. 
E. P. C. Lewis, minister, Portu-
gal ........................ . 
.J. Murray, consul, St . .John's, 
N.B ....................... . 
D. M. Mnllon,consul,Sagua La 
Grande ................... . 
F. H. Mason, consul, Mar-
seilles ..................... . 
0. McGarr, consul, GuayaquiL 
H. C. Marston, consul, Malaga. 
0. Malmros, consul, Leith ..... 
.J. M. Morgan, consul, Mel-
bourne .................... . 
.J. Mueller, consul, Frankfort. 
.J. C. Monaghan, consul, 
Mannheim . ................ . 
.J. T. Mason, consul, Dresden .. 
F. Nachod, consul, Leipsic .... 
M . .J. Newmark, consul, Lyons. 
.J. W. Porch, consul-general, 
Mexi.co .................... . 
M. H. Phelan, consul, Halifar . 
E. H. Plumacher,consul, Mara-
caibo ...................... . 
W. P. Pierce, consul, Cien-
fuegos ..................... . 
.J. S. Potter, consul, Crefeld .. . 
0. E. Reimtr, consul, Santiago 
de Cuba ................... . 
W. T. Rice, consul, Horgen .. . 
A. Roberts, consul, Hamilton. 
F. Raine, consul, Berlin ....... 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, Bor-
deaux ..................... . 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pool ...................... . 
W. P. Sutton, consul, Mata-
moras .................... .. 
• J. H. Stewart, consul, Ant-
werp ..................... . 
R . .J. Stevens, consul, Victoria. 
A. G. Studer, consul, Singa-
pore ...................... .. 
G. W. Savagt~, consul, Belfast . 
R. Stockton, consul, Rotter-
dam ...................... .. 
J. Schoenhof, consul, Turn· 
stall ....................... . 
M. H. Twitchell, consul, Kings-
ton ........................ . 
,G. C. Tanner, consul, Chem-
nitz ....................... . 
.J. E. W. Thompson, minister, 
Hayti ..................... . 
F. H. Underwood, consul, Glas· 
gow ........................ . 
J. G. Voi~~:t, consul, Manila .. .. 
R. K. Wright, consul, Colon .. 
B. Winchester, minister, Swit· 
zerland ... ............... .. 
W. L . Welsh, consul, Florence 
A. B. Wood, consul, Dundee .. 
C. B. Webster, consul, Sheffield 
C. W. Wagner, consul, Toronto 
G. S. Williams, consul, Not-
tingham ................... . 
R. E. Withers, consul Hong 
Kong- ..................... . 
F. H. Wigfall, consul, Leeds .. 
G. Walker, consul-general, 
Paris ...................... . 

























































Allowance for consular clerks, 1886 
-Continued. 
Brought forward......... $14,915.31 
ToT. M. Waller, consul-general, 
London .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 800. 00 
R. 0. Williams, consul-general, 
Havana .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 800. OQ 
P.M. B. Young, consul-general, 
St. Petersburg.............. 100. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By appropriation ac-
count .. .. . .. .. . . . • $226. 40 
H. M. Beach..... . • . 100. 00 
Allowance for clerks at consulates, 
1887: 
ToT. Adamson, consul-general, 
Panama .................... . 
W. A. Anderson, consul, Mon-
treal ....................... . 
H. C. Armstrong, consul, Rio 
de .Janeiro ................ .. 
E. Bissinger, consul, Beirut .. 
E. H. Bryan, consul. Lyons ... 
0. Bischoff, consul, Sonneberg 
B. F. Bonham, consul, Cal· 
cutta ....................... . 
J. H. Brigham, consul, Paso 
del Norte ................. .. 
W . .J. Black, consul, Nurem· 
berg ...................... .. 
S. Benardi, consul, Florence .. 
D. T. Bunker, consul, Deme-
rara. ................ . ...... .. 
G. L. Catlin, consul, Zurich .. 
E. Camphausen, consul, Na-
ples ...................... .. 
J. B. Carbo, consul, Cienfue· 
gos ........................ . 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo .. .. 
B. Carns, cousul, Colon ....•.• 
F. F. Dufais, consnl, Havre ... 
D. Eckstein, consul, Amster· 
dam ...................... .. 
H. A. Euinger, consul, Cien· 
fuegos ..................... . 
W. U. Emmet,comml, Smyrna. 
.T. Fletcher, consul, Genoa .... 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Deme· 
rara ....................... .. 
J. Falkenbach, consul, Bar-
men ....................... .. 
B. Folsom, consul, Sheffield .. 
G. W. Griffin, consul, Sydney. 
H. W. Gilbert, consul, Trieste 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
G. Gifford, consul, Basle ...... 
W. F. Gunnell, consul, Brad-
ford ....................... .. 
C. R. Greathouse, consul, Kan· 
a_gawa ..................... . 
G. H. Heap, consul, Constanti· 
nople ...................... . 
.J.D. Hofl: consul, Vera Cruz. 
F. P. Hastings, consul, Hono· 
lulu ....................... .. 
J. B. Hughes, consul, Birming-
ham ....................... .. 
.J. Huning, consul, Pmgue .. .. 
E. J. Hale, consul, Manchester 
W. S . .Jones, consul, Messina. 
E . .Jussen, consul, Vienna .. .. 
C. Jones, consul, Prague ... .. 
C. P. Kimball, consul, Stott· 
gart ....................... .. 
J.D. Kennedy, consul, Shang· 
hai. ....................... .. 
A. Loening, consul, Bremen .. 
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18!\6--'87. 
Allowance for clerks at consulates, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought furward ........ . 
ToW. W. Lang, consul, Ham· 
burg ....................... . 
E. P. C. Lewis, minister, Por· 
tugal. ...................... . 
J. Murray, consul, St. John, 
New Brunswick ........... . 
F. H. Mason, consul, · Mar· 
seilles ..................... . 
D. M. Mullen, consul, Sagua 
la Grande .................. . 
A. McGarr, consul, Guaya· 
quil .................. ... ... . 
C. R. McCall, consul, Rio de 
Janeiro .................... . 
J. M . Morgan, consul, Mel· 
bourno ......••••.. . ......... 
0. Malmros, consul, Leith ... . 
J. C. Mono.~~:han, toMannheim. 
J. T. Ma,.on, Dresden ........ . 
H. C. Marston, consul, Malaga 
J. Mueller, consul, Frankfort. 
S. R. Miller, consul, Leipsic .. 
G. H. Murphy, consul, Chern· 
nitz ....................... . 
M. J. Newmark, consul, Lyons 
F. Nachod, consul, Leipsic ... . 
M. H. Phelan, consul, Halifax 
J. W. Porch, consul, Mexico .. 
E. H. Plumacher, Maracaibo . 
D. J. Partello, consul, Dassel· 
dorf .........••.............. 
G. 0. Prince, consul, St. Peters-
burg ...................... . . 
J. 8 . . Potter, consul, Crefeld .. 
A. Roberts, consul, llamilton. 
W. T. Rice, consul, Horgen ... 
0. E. Reimer, consul. Santiago 
de Cuha ............•........ 
F. Raine, consul-general, Ber-
lin ...........•.•....•..•... . 
M. Reimburg, consul, Guaya-
quil. ....................... . 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, Bor-
deaux ...................... . 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver· 
pool. ....................... . 
W. P. Sutton, consul, Mata-
moros ..................... .. 
R. J. Stevens, consul, Victoria 
J. H. Stewart, consul, Antwerp 
J. ~mith, consul, New Castle. 
A. G. Studer, consul, Singa-
pore .•..•............. . ..... 
G. -F. Stewart, consul, Sydney 
G. W. Savage, consul, Belfast 
R. Schneider, consul, Crefeld. 
L. Stroube, consul, Bremen ... 
D. Stamatiades, consul, Con· 
stantinople ................. . 
J. A. Springer, consul-general, 
Havana .................... . 
J. :::ichrenhof, consul, TunstalL 
M. H. Twitchell, consul, King-
ston ....................... .. 
G. E. Tanner, consul, Chem-
nitz ............. ........... . 
J. E. W. Thompson, minister, 
Hayti. ...... . ......... . ... . 
T. W. Tomkinson, consul, Tun-
stall . . . .................... . 
F. H. Underwood, consul, Glas-
gow .... ......•••••.......... 
J. G. Voigt, consul, Manila ... 
B. Winchester, minister, Swit· 
zerland .................... . 
W. L. Welsh, consul, Florence 
R. K. Wright, consul, Colon .. 
C. B. Webster, consul, Shef· 
field .....•••••.............. 
























































.Allowance for clerks at consulates, 
1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward ....•.... 
ToW. D. Warner, consul, Co-
logne ...................... . 
F. H. Wigfall, consul, Leeds. 
A. B. Wood, consul, Dundee .. 
G. Walker, consul-general, 
Paris ....................... . 
T. M. Waller, consul-general, 
London .................... . 
R. 0. Williams, consul-general, 
Havana .••.................. 
R. E. 'Nithers, jr., consul, 
Hong Kong ................ . 
W. Walling, consul, Leith ... . 
P. M. B. Young, consul, St. 
Petersburg ................ . 
Deduct repayments : 
By appropriation ac--
count ............ . 
T. A. Adamson .... . 
E. Bissinger ....... . 
S. Bernard ......... . 
E. Camphausen .... . 
W. C. Emmet .....•. 
J. Fletcher ........ . 
P. Figyelmesy ..... . 
G. H. Heap ........ . 
J. M. Morgan .. . ... . 
0. Malmros ........ . 
M. H. Phelan ......• 
A. G. Studer ..•.•.• 















Salaries of interpreters to con-
sulates in China, Japan, and 
Siam, 1885: 
To A. C. Jones, consul, Nagasaki 
T. McF. Patton, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo ................ .. 
G. E. Rice, interpreter, Kana.· 
ga.wa .......... .. ............ . 
E. 8tevens, consul, Ning-Po .• 
G. H. Scidmore, consul, Kana-
gawa ............ . .......... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasurer United States ..... 
Salaries, interpreters to C-onsulates 
in China, Japan, and Siam, 1886: 
ToJ. J. F. Bandinel, vice-consul, 
New-t"Jhwang .............. . 
J. M. Bircb, vice-consul, Naga-
saki. ... . ................ . 
L. A. Bergholz, vice-consul, 
Chin-Kiang ................ . 
G. :.r. ~~omley, vice-consul, 
Twn-'Ism .......... . ....... . 
J. P. Cowles, jr., interpreter, 
ll'oo-Chow . .........••....... 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy. 
B. J. Franklin, consul, Han-
Kow ....................... . 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
T. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka. 
andHiogo ............ ..... . 
J. D. Kennedy, consul, Shang-
hai. ................ . ....... . 
T. McF. Patton, consul, Osaka 

































-----Carried forward.---.. • • • . 3, 146. 11 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. DIPLOMATIC. 
Salaries, interpreters to consulates 
in China, Japan, and Siam, 1886 
-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
ToA. R. Platt, consul, Che Foo .. 
C. Seymour, consul, Canton .. 
R. E. Withers, consul, Hong-
Kong .•..................... 
Deduct repayment: 
By appropriation account ....... . 
Galaries of interpreters to consulates 
in China and Japan, 1887: 
To J. J. F. Bandinel, vice-consul, 
New-Chwang .............. . 
G. T. Bromley, vice-consul, 
Tien-Tsin .................. . 
J. M. Birch, vice-consul, N aga-
saki ........................ . 
L. A. Bergholz, vice-consul, 
Chin-Kiang ............... . 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy . 
J.P. Cowles, jr, consul, Foo-
Chow ....................... . 
B. J. Franklin, consul, Han-
Kow ....................... . 
W. Green, consul,Kanagawe.. 
C. R. Greathouse, consul, Kana-
gawa ..................... . 
H. Gillman, consul, J erusaiem. 
'.r. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo ......... _ .. _ ..... . 
A. C. Jones, consul, Chin-
Kiang ...................... . 
J. D. Kennedy, consul, Shang· 
haL ........................ . 
.A. R. Platt, consul, Che-Foo .. . 
C. Sevmonr, consul, Canton . _. 
R. E. Withers, consul, Hong-
Kong ...................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. T. Bromley...... $12.(10 
J. J. F. Bandinel.... 198.45 • 
Salaries, consular officers not citi-
zens, 1883 and prior years: 
ToN. D. Comanos, consul, Cairo .. 
G. M. Dean, consul, Port Stan-
ley ......................... . 































To F. A. Herbert, con>~nl, Co· 
logne .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . 500. 00 
J. V. R. Swan, consul, St. 
Petersburg .............. _... 107.14 
Salaries, consular officers not citi-
zens, 1886: 
To A. ¥. Ambrose, consul, Port 
6"7.14 
Louis....................... 609.75 
A. F . .Archer, consul, Atigua.. 57.50 
W. S. Bent, consul, St. Paul 
de Loando ....••.•..•. _...... 376. 20 
G. Bernhard, consul, Teguci-
galpa ....•• ... . . . .....• .. . •. 32.97 
C. Duprey, consul, Mahe. .••••• 191.10 
C. V. Davidson, consul, St. 
Pierre...................... 73.37 
Carried forward.... • • . • • . 1, 340. 89 
Salaries, consular officers not citi-
zens, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ....... .. 
To F. W. Hyndman, consul, Char-
lottetown ................. .. 
J. R. Noonan, consul, Pictou .. 
F. Nachod, consul, Leipsic .... 
W. A. Preller, consul, Rio 
Grande do Sui ............. . 
J. V. R. Swann, consul, St. 
Peterslmrg ........•....••... 
Deduct repayment : 
By E. Johnson .................. . 
Salaries, consular officers not citi· 
zens, 1887: 
To J. Buckley, consul, Prescott ... 
S. Bernardi, consul, Florence .. 
J. Dittmer, consul, Stet tin .... . 
0. :Faber, consul, Maracaibo .. . 
J. Hutchinson ------ ......... . 
1<'. W. Hyndman, consul, Char-
lottetown .........•••....... 
W. Hummel, consul, Munich .. 
C. B. Johnson, consul, Port Sar-
nia ............ ----· ....... . 
R. Kolster, consul, Puert.o Ca-
bello ....................... . 
W. J. Knight, consul, Cape-
town ...... - ··-····------··-
C. S. Le Boutillin, consul, Gas-pe Basin .................. .. 
J. R. Noonan, consul, Picton .. . 
R. S. Newton, consul, St. Paul 
de Loando .................. . 
W. P. Preller, consul, Rio 
Grande do SuL ............. . 
A. Richman, consul, Milan ... . 
S. S. Sevier, consul, Monrovia . 
R. Schneider, consul, Crefeld .. 
Deduct repayments : 
By J. Buckley ........ __ $1.69 
H.M.Keim......... 14.00 
C. L. Le Boutillin... 2. 45 
S. R. Noonan ....... 1. 27 
R. S. Newton....... 2. ::>8 
W.A.Preller ....... 1.25 
Salaries of marshals, consular courts, 
1885: 
By Treasurer. United 
States.......... .. . $110.34 
Salaries of marshals, consular courts, 
1886: 
To J. A. Bigelow, marshal, Con-
stantinople .......... ...... . 
G.T.l3romley,consul. Tien-Tsin 
,V. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy .. 
W. B. Herbert, marshal, Kana-
yawa ...................... . 
T. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo . ...• ------ ..... . 
J. D.Kennedy,consul,Shanghai 
J. C. A. Wingate, consul, .Foo-
Chow ...................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
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Salaries of marshals, consular courte, 
1887: 
To .J. A. Bigelow, marshal, Corl-
stantinople . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
G.T.Bromley,consul,Tien-Tsin 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy .. 
J. P. Cowles, jr., consul, Foo-
Cbow ................. . .... . 
W. B. Herbert, marshal, Kana-
yawa ·----------· ...... . ... . 
T. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo ................. . 
J·. D. Kennedy, consul, Shang-
hai. ...•. -· - ·- .••••...•... .. 
J. C. A. Wingate, consul, Foo-
Chow ...................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. T. Bromley------ $10.00 
J. A. Bigelow....... 46.25 
Salary, clerk to legation in Spain, 
1887: 
To J. L. M. Curry, minister, Spain 
Steam-launch for legation at Con-
stantinople, 1887: 
To S. S. Cox, minister, Turkey .... 
P. King, charge d'affaires, Tur-
key ....................•.•.. 
Steam-launch for legation at Con-
stantinople: · 
By Treasurer United 
States.............. $7.77 
Boat and crew for consul at Hong-
Konl!, 1887: 
To R. E. Withers, consul, Hong-
Kong ......•.................. 
Boat and crew for consul at Osaka 
~tnd Hiogo, 1885: 

















and Hiogo ...... -----·. ... . . .. 45.18 
Boat and crew for consul at Osaka 
and Hiago, 1886: 
To T. R. J ernigau, consul, Osaka 
a"",d Hiogo ............ ...... 59.05 
Boat and crew for consul at Osaka 
and Hiogo, 1887 : 
ToT. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo .......••......•...... 
Expenses of interpreters, guards, 
etc .• in Turkish Dominion, 1886: 
To E. Bissinger, consul, Beirut .. . 
J. Cardwell, consul, Cairo .... . 
VV. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna. 
G. H. Heap, consul-general, 
Constantinople __ . __ . ______ . 
S. Merrill, consul, Jerusalem .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation a c -
count............. $188. 88 










Expenses of interpreters, guards, 
etc., in Turkish Dominion, 1887: 
To Brown, Shipley, & Co., bankers, 
London ......... . ........ . 
E. Bissing:er, consul, Beirut . . . 
J. Cardwell, consul, Cairo .... . 
W. C. Emmett, consul, Smyrna 
H. Gillman, consul, Jerusalem. 
G. H. Heap, consul-general, 
Constantinople .... ...... . .. . 
S. Merrill, consul, Jerusalem .. 
D. Stamatindes, consul, Con-
stantinople ............. . 
Deduct r epayments : 
By appropriation a c-
count ............ . 
E. Bis~inger ...... . _ 
J. Cardwell ... . .... . 
W.C.Emmet ...•... 
H. Gillman .... -----· 
G. H. Heap-----· .. . 








Salaries, charge d'affaires ad interim, 
1887: 
To C. Coleman, charge d'affaires, 
Berlin . . . ... . ......... . . . . . . 
G. C. Foulk, charge d'affaires, 
Corea ....... _. . . . . . . ____ . _ 
V. 0. King, charge d'affaires. 
Bogota .. . . _ . . . . . ........ . 
P. Kin¢, charge d'affaires, Con-
stantinople ...... . ......... . 
J. F. Lee, charge d'affaires, Vi-
enna ....................... . 
J. L. Morgan, charge d'affaires, 
Mexico .... _ .. _____ . . _ . _ .... 
R. R. Neill, charge d'affaires, 
Lima .•...................... 
E. H. Strobel, charge d'affaires, 
Madrid·--··-·--·-·······---
C. B. Trail, charge d'affairs, Rio 
de Janeiro ................. . 
H. Vignaud, charge d'affaires, 
Paris ...................... . 
I. .. oss on bills of exchange, diplomatic 
service, 1885 : 
To al)propriation account ....... . 
Loss on bills of exchange, diplomatic 
service, 1886 : 
To appropriation account ....... . 
J. E. Bacon, charge d'affaires, 
Uruguay and Paraguay .... 
C. Coleman,Recretary legation, 
Berlin ..................... . 
F. V. S. Crosby, secretary lega-
tion, Berlin ........... . ... .. 
S. S. Cox, minister, Turkey ... . 
F. D. Cheshire, interpreter, 
Peking .................... . 
E. Dun, secretary, Japan .... _ 
C. Den by, minister, China ..•. 
W. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna 
G. Goward, ~e~retarJ; . .Japan .. 
R. Magee, m1mster, ~wed en .. 
F. S. Mansfield, secretary, Ja-
pan ....................... . 
G. H. Pendleton,minister,Ger-
many ...... . . . ------·---· 
J. H. Smyth, minister,Liberia. 
C. B. Trail, charge d'affaires, 
Rio de Janeiro .•.•.•••.•.... 









2, 590. 75 
131.07 
2.459. 68 




























RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Loss on bill!.' of exchange, diplomatic 
service, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward .......... . 
Deduct 1epayments: 
By F. D. Cheshire . . . . . . $22. 07 
C. Denby........... 14.29 
G. H. Pendleton . . . . 112. 22 
Loss on bills of exchange, diplomatic 
service, 1887: 
To .r. E. Bacon, charge d'affaires, 
ParaguayaLd Uruguay .... 
.T . .Bell, jr.,minister, Tbe Hague 
S. S. Cox, minister, Turkey ... 
F.V. 8. Crosby, secretary, .Ber-
lin ......................... . 
F. D. Cheshire, interpreter, 
China . . . . . ... __ ... _ .. _ .... 
.r. Cardwell, consul-general, 
Cairo ................... _ .. . 
.T. L. M. Curry. minister, Spain 
C. Denby, minister, China .... 
W. C. Hall, consul, Prescott .. 
A. Jay, secrei>ary, France ..... 
P. King, charged'affaires,Con-
stantinople ............... . 
R. Magee, minister, Sweden .. . 
R.M.McLane, minister, France 
F. S. Mansfield, secretary, To-
kio ...... . ................ .. 
G. H. Pendleton, minister, Ger-
many ...................... . 
E. S. Pratt, minister, Persia .. . 
E. J'. Phelps, minister, Great 
Britain ................... . 
H. Vignaud, secretary, France 
Deduct repayments: 
By J.E. Bac.un ......... $3.26 
C. Denby.......... 179.17 
F. S. Mansfield . . . . . 2. 55 
G. H. Pendleton . . . . 3. 61 
Loss on bills of exchange, consular 
service, 1883 and prior years: · 
To .r. A. Bingham, minister,.Tapan 
W. E. Goldsborough, consul, 
Amoy ..................... . 
Loss on bills of exchange, consular 
serv'1.ce. 1885: 
To A. C . .r ones, consul, Nagasaki .. 
Treasurer United States ..... . 
Loss on bills of exchange, consular 
service, 1886 : 
To appropriation account ....•... 
W. L. Alden, consul, Rome .••. 
W • .r. Arbeely, consul, .r erusa-
lem ........................ . 
A. L. Atherton, comml, Per-
nambuco ........ . ---------
A. Francis, consul, Port Stan-
ley ....................... . 
T. E. Heenan, consul, Odessa .. 
.T. H. Putnam, consul, Hono-
lulu ....................... . 
M. Polocbek, consul, Ghent .. . 
W. T. Rice, consul, Horgen .. . 










































Loss on bills of exchange, consular 
service, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..... 
'ro S. L.A. Touhey,consul, Shang-
hai--------·-- ............. . 
P.M. B. Young, consul, St. Pe-
tersburg ................... . 
Loss on bills of exchange, consular 
service, 1887 : 
To appropriation account ....... . 
W. L. Alden, consul, Rome ... . 
W. G . .Allen, consul, Piedras 
T.~8!~ss~;;.-~~~~~l; ':P~;;~~~~ 
H. L. Atherton, consul, Per-
nambuco .................. . 
G. T. Bromley, consul, Tien-
Tsin ..................... . 
J. A. Bigelow, consul, Constan-
tinople ................ . ... . 
.r. G. F. Bandinel, consul, New-
Chwang ................... . 
L. D. Bey lord, consul, Kings-
ton . . ..................... . 
.T. Buckley, consul, Prescott .. . 
P. L. Bridger, consul, Monte-
video ................ -.... . . 
E. Bissinger, consul, Beirut .. . 
C. A. Boush, consul, Colling-
wood ...................... .. 
A. A. Brown, consul, Clifton .. 
S. Bernardi, consul, Florence. 
W. H. Bruce, consul, Levuka .. 
E. S. Baker, consul, Buenos 
Ayres .................... . 
H. C. Cronch, consul, Milan .. . 
E. Camphausen, consul, Na-
ples ....................... . 
R. S. Chilton, consul, God erich 
.r. Cardweld., con!'lul, Cairo ... --
T. W._ Downs, c.OJt~l, Qu~bec. 
W. D1ttmlP· . corSI'!l, Breslin ... 
.r. C. Dutcher, consul, Port 
Hope ..................... .. 
H. Davis, consul. Collingwood. 
C. Dupuy, consul, Mahe ...... 
W. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna. 
.B. F. Farnham, consul, Bom-
bay ........................ . 
.J. Fletcher, consul, Genoa ... . 
A. F. Fay, consul, Stettin .... . 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Deme-
rara ....................... . 
B. F. Franklin, consul, Han-
Kow ..................... .. 
H. Gillman, consul, Jerusalem 
C. T. Grellet, consul, Algiers . 
T. E. Heenan, consul, Odessa . 
F. W. Hyndman, consul, Char-
lottetown ................. . 
W. C. Hall, consul, Prescott .. 
T. W. Hotchkiss, consul, Ot-
tawa ...................... . 
A. N. Hatheway, consul, Nice_. 
G. H. Heap, consul, Constanti-
nople ..................... .. 
.r. Hutchison, consul,Funchal. 
D. H. Ingraham, consul, Cadiz 
E. R. .r ones, consul, Cardiff ... 
U. B . .r ohnson, consul, Port Sar-
nia .........•............... 
H. A . .r ohnson, consul, Venice 
M. M . .r ewett, consul, Sivas ... 
T. R . .Ternigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo . . . . ............ . 
T. C • .r ones, consul, JfunchaL. 
E . .Tussen, consul, Vienna .... 
A. .r. Knight, consul, Cape 
Town ..................... . 
L.A. Lathrop, consul, Bristol 


























































74 RECEIPTS AND· EXPEND~TURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Loss on bills of exchange, consular 
service, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To C.L.LelloutiUier ........... . 
J. Low, consul, Clifton .••..... 
,J. Murray, consul, St. John's .. 
F. H. Mason,consul,Man;eilles 
J. M. Morgan, consul, Mel-
bourne .......•............. 
0. Malmros, consul, Leith .... 
W. H. Moffett, consul, Athens 
W. Morey, consul, Ceylon ..... 
J. A. MacKnight, consul, St. 
Helena...... .. ........ . 
T. N. Malloy,consul,St. John's 
W. T. Mitchell, consul, St. Hy-
acinthe ....... . ........... . 
J. R. Noonan, consul, Pictou .. 
J. S. Potter, consul, Crefeld .. . 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago ... . 
J. J. Piatt, consul, Cork ..... . 
M. H. Phelan, consul, Halifax. 
M. Polochek, consul, Ghent .. 
T. T.Pettus, consul, Ning-Po. 
W. H. Robm tson, consul, Yar-
mouth . .. ................. . 
G. D. Robertson, consul, Ver-
virs and Liege ............. . 
H. B. Ryder, consul, Copenha-
gen ......... . ............. . 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, Bor-
deaux ..................... . 
.A. Roberts, consul, Hamilton. 
A. Richman, consul, Milan ... 
.A . .A. St. Johns, consul, Le-
vuka .•..................... 
A. G. Studer,consul,Singapore 
D. Stamatiades, consul, Con-
stantinople .... . ........... . 
J. W.Siler,consul,CapeTowr. 
J.W. Ta:vlor,consul,Winnipeg 
S. L. A. l'nuhay, consul. Turin 
C. P. Wilhams, consul, Rouen 
R. E. Wit hera, consul, Hong-
Kong ........... .. ........ . 
C. W. Wagner, consul, To-
ro~to ....................... . 
A. M. Wood, consul, Cas tela-
are ...................... ---
.T. Worthington, consul, Malta 
W. Vi ailing, consul, Leith .. .. 
G. Walker, consul, Paris .... . 
.H. G. Wood, consular clerk •.. 
W. L. Welsh, consul, Florence 
P.M. B. Young, consul, St. Pe-
tersburg .................. . 
Buildings and grounds, legation in 
China, 1885 : 
By appropriation ac-
count ... .. . .. .. .. $23.13 
Buildings and grounds, legation in 
China, 1886: 
To{). Denby, minister, China ..... 
Buildings and grounds, legation in 
China, 1887 : 
To C. Denby, minister, China ..... 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. Denby ............. ... ... .. 
Building for legation in Japan, 1887: 
To R. B. Hubbard, minister, Japan 
Rent of court-htmse and jail in .Ja-
pan, 1886: 

















































Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1883 and prior years: 
To H. Barnett, consul, Parama-
ribo ....................... . 
S. W. Dabney, consul, Fayal .. 
~¥. E. Goldsborough, consul, 
Amoy .••....•..........•... 
H. Goddard, consul, Bathurst 
F. H. Morse, consul-general, 
London ................... . 
T. C. Smith, consul, Galatz .. . 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1884: 
To A. Badeau, consul-general, Ha-
vanaL ..................... . 
.T. Towler, consul, Trinidad .. 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1884 and prior years : 
By F. W . .Ames ..•..... $7.52 
.r. C. Landreau . . . . . 248. 10 
G.P. Pomeroy..... 375.18 
T.C.Smith......... 8.56 
J. Turner.......... 1. 25 
640.61 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 












To W. Goddard, cansul, Bathurst 4. 25 
D. Turner, consul, La Paz . . . . 10. 30 
W. T. Wright, consul, Santas. 1. 96 
16.51 
Deduct repayment: 
By N.J. Newetter.......... .•••.. 8. 20 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1885, transfer account : 
By H. Goddard ....... ; . $4. 25 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1885: 
To J. Anderson, consul, Singa-
pore ....................... . 
H. C. C . .Astwood, consul, San 
Domingo .................. . 
C. C. Andrews, consul-general, 
Rio do Janeiro ............ . 
C. M. Allen, consul, Hamilton. 
D. Atwater, consul, Tahiti. ... 
T. Abenheim, consul, Stutt-
gart ....................... . 
L.A. Bergholz, consul, Chin-
Kiang ..................... . 
GT~inB.~~~l~!:- ~~~-~~~·- ?~~~--
C. P. Barnard, consul, Leg-
horn .......... _ ........... . 
J. H. Brigham, consul, Paso 
del Norte ................. . 
G. E. Bullock, consul, Anna-
berg ...................... . 
M. S. Bruner, consul, Berlin .. 
H. C. Buffinton, consul, Chat-
ham ...................... .. 
H. Barnett, consul, Parama-
ribo ...................... . 
E. P. Beauchamp, consul, St. 
Galle ..................... .. 
W. C. Burchard, consul, Rna-
tan ........................ . 
W . .A. Brown, consul, San .Juan 
del Norte .... _ .......... _ . . . 




















Carried fol."Ward .......... ~1. 03 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent e:s:pemws of consulates, 
1885-Contiuued. 
:Brought forward ........ . 
To .J. M. Bailey, consul, Hamburg 
C. L. l3elden, consul, Buena-
ventura ......•...........•. 
H. N. Beach, consul, Guaya-
.J. 3-~~--:B"a:~cii~~i.- ~~~;;~i. ':N e";: 
Chwaug ................... . 
S. E. :Belforu, consuL Levuka . 
A. B. Cobb, consul-general, 
Calcutta .••................ 
'I'. Canisius, consul, Apia ..... 
F. M. Cheney, consul, Zanzi-
bar ........................ . 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo ... . 
D. E. Coon, consul, Baracoa ..• 
N.D. Comanos, consul, Cairo. 
.J. 'I'. Dubois, consul, Leipsic .. 
D. M. Dunn, consul, Valpa-
raiso ...................... . 
A. V. Dockery, con~ul, Leeds . 
A . .J. De Zeyk, consul, Turin . 
H. P. Dill, consul, Guelph .... 
S. Dunkensbuhler, consul, 
Nuremberg ............... . 
.J. M. Duke, consul, San Salva-
dor .. ...................... . 
D. Eckstein, consul, Amster-
dam .... .. ................. . 
C. Ewers, consul, Windsor ... . 
C. Einste in , consul, Stuttgart. 
E. 0. Fecket, consul, Paso del 
Norte .. . ................. .. 
W. C. Fox, consul, Brunswick 
W. E. Goldsborough, consul, 
Amoy .............. .....•. 
T. T. Gamble, consul, Auck:-
land . ......... . ............ . 
G. V\. Griffin, consul, Sydney. 
W. F. Grinnell, consul, Brad-
ford . ............... .. ..... . 
.J. B. Glover, consul, Havre .. . 
G. Gifforrl, consul, Basle ..... . 
C. T. Grell.et, consul, Algiers 
H. Goddard, consul, Bathurst 
F. G. Gade, consul, Bergen .... 
T. W. Howard, consul, Monte-
video ...................... . 
S. P. Hubbell, consul, St. 
.John's .................... . 
G. H. Horstman, consul, Nu-
remberg ................... . 
W. E. Howard, consul, To-
ronto ...................•.. 
.J. B. Hughes, consul, Birming-
ham . ... . ........... . ...... . 
R. W. Holley, consul, Barba-
does ...... . ................ . 
0. Hatfield, consul, Batavia .. . 
F . .A. Herbertz, consul, Co-
logne .. ................... .. 
G. E. Hoskinson,consul, King-
ston . ......... . ........ . 
B. Harte, consul, Glasgow ... . 
E. Hancock, consul, Patras .. . 
'1'. W. Hotchkiss, consul, Ot-
tawa ...................... . 
A. C . .Jones, consul, Nagasaki 
C. C . .Jackson, consul, Antigua 
.J. A . .Jones, consul, Aden . ... . 
E. R. .Jones, consul, Cardiff .. . 
E . .J ussen, consul, Vienna . .. . 
W. King, consul, Birmingham 
W. Koster, jr., consul, Mann-
heiin . ..................... . 
R. Kolster, consul, Puerto Ca-
bello ...................... . 
E. G. Kelton, consul, Mazatlan 
.J. A. Lewis, consul, Sierra 
Leone .. . . ................ . 
L.A. Lathrop, consul, Bristol. 



























































Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1885-Continned. 
Brought forward ....... .. 
To H. H. Leavett, consul, Mana-
gua ....................... . 
E. E. Lane, consul, Tunstall .. . 
R. S. Lasar, consul, Port Stan-
ley ........................ . 
E. P. Mussey, consul, Mahe .. . 
W. Morey, consul, Ceylon ..•• 
G. F. Mosher, consul, ::ionne-
berg .....•......... . ....... 
D. A. McKinley, consul, Hono· 
lulu ................... . 
E. A. Merritt, consul-general, 
London ..........•.. . ...... 
H. C. Marston, consul, Malaga 
.J. T. Ma~on, consul, Dresden. 
F. A. Mat thew>~, consul, Tan-
gier .......................• 
F. H. Mason, consul, Mar-
seilles .............•..•..... 
.J. S. Mosby, consul, Hong-
Kong .....................• 
B. Mackey, consul, Rio Grande 
do Sul. .................... . 
.J. Murray, consul, St . .John's . 
.J. A. Nunez, consul, Cardenas 
R. S. Newton, consul, St. Paul 
de Loando ................ . 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago ..•• 
M. A. Preller, consul, Rio 
Grande do Sui. ............ . 
W. P. Pierce, consul, Cienfue-
gos .... . ............. . ..... . 
B . .J. Pridgeon, consul, Pie-
dras N egras. . .. . .. . .. ..... 
S. B. Packard, consul, Liver-
pool. ..................... .. 
B. F. Peixotto, consul, Lyons. 
•r. McF. Patton, consul, Osaka 
and Hiog;o ............ . ... . 
B. S. Parker, consul, Sher-
brooke ................... .. 
.J. S. Potter, consul, Crefeld ..• 
L. Pirrone, consul, Messina ... 
J. L. Parish, consul, Ubemnitz. 
E. H. Plumacher, consul, Mar-
acaibo .................... . 
A. R. Platt, consul, Che-Foo .. . 
M. Polachek, consuL Ghent .. . 
'r. T. Prentiss, consul, Port 
Louis ..................... . 
W. T. Rice, consul, Horgan .. . 
A. Rhodes, consul, Elberfeld .. 
.J. Redington, consul, Morris-
burg . ..................... . 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, Bor· 
deanx ..................... . 
G. E. Rice, consul, Kanagawa. 
G. D. Robertson, consul, Ver· 
vins and Liege ............ . 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pooL ...............••.•••.• 
F. Raine, consul, Berlin ...••• 
J. Rawiz, consul, Warsaw ..•. 
I. '£, Shepard, consul, Han· 
kow; ...................... . 
0. M. Spencer, consul, Mel-
bourne ..•....•..........•. 
C. Seymour, consul, Canton ... 
P. Strickland, consul, Goree 
Dakar ................... .. 
.J. W. Siler, consul, Cape Town 
H. L. Slaght, consul, Prescott. 
S. P. Stearns, consul-general, 
MontreaL ................. . 
.J. Stahel, consul-gener.d, 
Shanghai. ................ .. 
E. Stanton, consul-general, St. 
Petersburg . . ..•........... 
A.. D. Shaw, consul, Man-
chester .................... . 























































76 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To W. Schoenle, consul, Barmen. 
J. Smith, consul, Newcastle .. 
T. B. Smith, consul, Cura~oa .. 
J. H.Smith, consul, Mayence. 
L. Sekeles, consul, Prague ..•. 
J. H. Springer, consul, San 
Juan ...................... . 
R. Stockton, consul, Rotter-
dam ....................... . 
A. G. Studer, consul, Siuga· 
pore ...................... . 
S. H. Smith, consul, Nuevo 
Laredo .................... . 
E. H. Thompson, consul, Meri· 
da ........................ .. 
B. Tzschuck, consul, Vera 
Cruz ...................... . 
J. W. Taylor, consul, Winni-
peg ...................... .. 
S. L. A. Touhay, consul, Tu-
rin ....................... .. 
J. Towler, consul, Trinidad ... 
J. Turner, consul, Amherst-
burgh .................... .. 
W. Thomson, consul, South· 
ampton .................. .. 
G. F. Underbill, consul, Ciu-
dad ....................... . 
J. G. Voigt, consul, Manila ... 
F. Vogeler, consul, Frankfort. 
D. Vickers, consul Matanzas. 
J. Viosca, consul, La Paz ..... 
J. Worthington, consul, Malta. 
J. C. A. Wi&gate, consul Foo-
Chow ..................... . 
A. Willard, consul, Guaymas . 
J. F. Winter, consu1, Rotter· 
dam ....................... . 
A. B. Wood, conRnl, Belfast .. . 
J. Wilson, consul, Brussels .. . 
J. M. Wilson, consul, Bremen. 
C. W. Wagner, consul, To· 
ronto ..................... . 
R. K. Wright, consul, Colon .. 
W. H. Wells. consul, Dundee .. 
J. B. Weaver, consul, Bahia ... 
D. B. Warner, consul, St. 
John's ................... .. 
J. R. Weaver, consul, Vienna. 
G. Walker, conHul-general, 
Paris . .................... .. 
W. T. Wright, consul, Santos . 
T. R. Welch, consul, Hamil-
ton ........................ . 
T. "'Vilson, consul, Nice ..... .. 
C. M. Wood, con~ul, Rome .. .. 
R. 0. Williams, consul-~;~;en-
eral, Havana .••••••.••...•. 
T. M. Waller, consul-general, 
London ................... . 
C .. B. Webster, consul, Shef-
field ...................... .. 
P. M. B. Young, consul-gen-
eral, St. Petersburg ........ 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. E. Belford . . . • • • • • $129. 25 
A. Bertrand . . • . . . • . 2. 20 
Brown, Shipley & 
Co ............... . 
E. Howard ....... .. 
J . W.Siler ........ . 
J. Schroeder ...... .. 
A.D. Shaw ........ . 
Treasurer United 























































Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1886: 
To H. C. C. Astwood, consul, San 
Domingo ................. .. 
N.J. Arbeely, consul, Jerusa-
lem ....................... . 
H. C. Armstrong, consul-gen· 
eral, Rio de Janeiro ..... 
T. Adamson, consul-general, 
Panama ................... . 
W. L. Alden, consul-general, 
Rome ..................... . 
L. T. Adams, consul, Geneva . 
.A., F. Archer, consul, Antigua 
H. L. Atherton, consul, Per· 
nambuco ................. .. 
W. A. Anderson, consul-gen-
eral, Montreal. ......... . .. . 
C. M. Allen, consul, Bermuda. 
C. Bartlett, consul, Guade-
loupe ..................... . 
E. Bissenger, consul, Bl}irut .. 
H. M. Brent, consul, Callao ... 
W. S. Bird, consul, La Guayra 
A. Bertrand, consul, St. John's 
L. D. Bey lord, consul, J A.maica 
J. M. Birch, consul, Nagasaki. 
L. A. Bergholtz, consul, Chin-
Kiang ..................... . 
E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos 
Ayres .................. . .. . 
W. C. Burchard, consul, Ru· 
atan and Traxillo . ..• . ..... 
B. F. Bonham,consul,Calcutta 
W. H. Bruce, consul, Levuka . 
C. A. Bousch, consul, Colling· 
wood ................ ..... . 
G. T. Bromley, consul, Tien-
Tsin ..................... .. 
P. L. Bridgers, consul, Monte-
viedeo .••.......... . .. . ... 
J. J. F. Bandinel, consul, New· 
Chwang . ............. . ... . 
W. A. Brown, consul, San 
J nan del Norte . . ......... .. 
G. E. Bullock, consul, Anna· 
berg .................... .. 
0. Bischoff, consul, Sonne berg 
J. H. Brigham, consul, Paso 
del Norte ................ .. 
W. J. Black, consnl, Nurem· 
berg ..................... .. 
G. Bernhard, consul, Teguci· 
galpa ...................... . 
C. M. Belknap, consul, Hamil-
ton ....................... . 
H. Broad, consul, Santo. .. .. . 
R. S. Chilton, eonsul,Goderich 
J. Cardwell, consul-general, 
Cairo ..................... . 
E. Camphausen, consul, Na-
ples . ..................... .. 
S. W. Cook, consul, Gothen-
berg ............. . ........ . 
D. Coleman, consul, St. Eti-
enne ................ . .... .. 
R. T. Clayton, consul, Para .•. 
R. C. Campbell, consul, Mon-
- G~~eC~tli~:~~-~~~i.· z·~;i~b.::: 
E. Conroy, consul, SanJuan .. 
F. M. Cheney, consul, Zanzi-
bar ...................... .. 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy .• 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo ... 
J. Card well, consul general, 
Cairo ...................... . 
J. M. Churchill, consul, Car-
denas ..................... . 
H. Dithmar, consul, Breslau .. 
J. Dithmer, consul, Stettin .•. 
J. C. Dutcher, consul, Port 
Hope ...................... . 





















































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'I'URES, 1887. 
1866-'87. 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1886-Continued. 
Brou,gh t forward ...... --. 
To T. W. Downs, consul, Quebec. 
S. W. Dabney, consul, FayaL. 
.r. M. Duke, consul, San Lab-
rador .---------- ... --· .•.... 
C. Dupuy, consul, Mabe -··--· 
D.M. Dunn, consul, Valparaiso 
F. F. Dufais, consul, Havre ..• 
.r. Devlin, consul, Windsor ... 
T. M. Dawson, consul, Barran-
quilla __ ... - ........ -.••••.. 
W. C. ·Emmet, consul, Smyrna 
N. A. Elfwing, consul, Stock-
holm -- ·-·--· -------·-·-·-
.r. Eddy, consul, Chatham .... 
D. Eckstein, consul, Amster-
dam ....................... . 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Dem· 
erara ........... - .•... -... - . 
W. H. Fry, consul, Lam ba-
yeque. -- ,_ ...... ------···-
J. L. Frisbie, consul, Rheims .. 
.r. Fletcher, consul, Genoa .... 
B. F. Farnham, consul, Bom-
bay------·---·-·--········· 
A. Francis, consul, Port Stan-
ley·------·--------·-·····--
B. J. Franklin, consul, Han-
kow ......................•. 
.T. Falkenbach, consul, Bar· 
men ................••.....• 
W. C. Fox, consul, Brunswick. 
G. Foster, consul, Elberfeld .. 
C. T. Grellet, consul, Algiers .. 
W .. -~· Garesche, consul, Mar-
tinique .... ·--··------- .... -
H. W. Gilbert, consul Trieste. 
F. R. Guest, consul, Venice .. -
G. W. Griffin, consul, Sydney . 
B. Greenebaum, consul, Apia. 
G. Gifford, consul, Basle . -.... 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
G. Gade, consul, Christiania .. 
W. F. Gunnell, consul, Brad-
ford ..... - -. -.- ... - .. - . -----
G. B. Goodwin, consul, Anna-
berg·-----·-·· ............ . 
H. Goddard, consul, Bathurst. 
T. E. Heenan, consul, Odessa. 
E. Howard, consul, Hull ..... . 
J. W. Harper, consul, Munich. 
G. H. Heap, consul, Constanti-
nople _ ... -. ---- -- -----. - - --
G. H. Holt, consul, Gaspe Ba.· 
sin ...... ·----·-·-··--·----· 
G. E. Hoskinson, consul, 
Kingston-------·-·-·---··· 
W. Hill, consul, Port Sarnia .. 
D. K. Hobert, consul, Windsor 
A. N. Hatheway, consul, Nice. 
T. W. Howard, consul, Monte-
video ........... ------ ..... . 
.E. J. Hale, consul, Manchester 
.T. D. Hoff, consul, Vera Cruz .. 
T. W. Hotchkiss, consul, Ot-
tawa ........ ----- ... ----·--
E. Hancock, consul, Patras ... 
W. Huning, cons~!. Prague._. 
.r. B. Hughes, consul, Birming-
ham .....................••. 
0. Hatfield, consul, Batavia ... 
J. Hutchison,consul, FunchaL 
N. W. Horns ted, consul, Mos· 
cow--··-- .... ·-------------
D. H. Ingraham, consul, Cadiz. 
J". E. Irish, consul, Cognac .. _. 
H. A. Johnson, consul, Venice. 
E. R. Jones, consul, Cardiff_ .. 
J". A . .Tones, consul, Aden.----
H. M. Jones, consul, Port 
Rowan .................... . 































































Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ......••• 
To E. Jussen, consul, Vienna .... 
W. S. Jones, consul, Messina _ 
T. R. Jernigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo ........ -.- ......• 
R. Kolster, consul, Puerto Ca-
bello----··--··---··-··-·-·· 
W. J". Knight, consul, Cape 
Town ...... ................. . 
H. M. Keirn, consul, Charlotte-
town .....................•. 
J". D. Kennedy, consul, Shang-
hai. ...................... . 
C. P. Kimball, consul, Stutt-
gart ...................... . 
E. G. Kelton, consul, Mazatlan 
J". Low, con!lul, Clifton __ .... _. 
L.A. Lathrop, consul, BristoL 
H. S. Lasar, consul, Port Stan-
A~'i:o~~i~g,' ~~~~~( B~~~~;;:: 
G. Lucke, consul, Sherbrooke. 
W. W.Lang,consul,Hamburg 
J. A. Lewis, consul, Sierra Le-
one·-···----···--··--···-·· 
E. D. Linn, consul, Piedras 
Negras ................... .. 
W. T. Mitchell, consul, St. Hy. 
acinthe .................... . 
D M. Mullen, consul, Sauga 
la Grande ................. . 
0. McGarr, consul, Guaya-
quiL .•.•......•.........••• 
A. E. Morlan, consul, Beliz __ . 
J". L. McCaskell, consul, Dub-
lin ........................ . 
T. J". McLain, jr., consul, Nas-. 
san ........• · . ..............• 
W. H. Moffett, consul, Athens. 
S. Merrill, consul, Jerusalem .. 
0. Malmros, consul, Leith._ ... 
G-. McSweeney, consul, Monc-
ton ........................ . 
F. H. Mason, consul, Mar-
seilles .. -.... -- .. -- .. -- ...•. 
J". Mat be, consul, Sonsonate .. . 
W. Morey, consul, Ceylon ... . 
H. C. Marston, consul, Malaga. 
L. S. Maguire, consul, Muscat. 
J. A. MacKnight, consul, St. 
Helena .................... . 
J". M. Morgan, consul, Mel-
bourne ............. __ . . _ .. _ 
J". W. Merriam, consul, Iquique 
H. B. McKay, consul, Tenenffe 
H. F. Merritt, consul, Aix-la-
Chapelle ................... . 
J". Mueller, consul, Frankfort. 
J". C. Monoghan, consul, Mann-
heim ....................... . 
J".Murray, consul, St.John's .. 
B. Mackey, consul, Nuc vo 
Laredo .......•...•.•..•..••. 
F. A. Matthews, consul, Tan-
gier& ....... ___ ............ . 
J. T. Mason, consul, Dresden .. 
.r. S. Mosby, consul, Hong-
Kong ...................... . 
J". R. Noonan, consul, Pictou •• 
M. J". Newmark, consul, Lyons 
F. Nachod, consul, Leipsic ..•. 
E. H. Plumacher, consul, Mar· 
acaibo ..................... . 
D. L. Pringle, consul, Guate-
mala .•••••.....•.......•.••• 
W. P. Pierce, consul, Cienfue-
gos ........•••. -··-··-·····-
D. J". Partello, consul, Dussel-
dorf ....................... . 
N. E. Pl'essly, consul, Tam-
pico ••••••....••••••••....•• 
























































78 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITUl~ES7 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward •..•..••. 
ToW. Y. Patch, consul, St. Ste-
phens ...................... . 
.J. \V. Porch, consul, Mexico .. . 
J. J. Piatt, consul, Cork ...... . 
M. H. Phelan, consul, Halifax . 
\V. A. Preller, consul, Rio 
Grande do Sui ............. . 
H. Pease, conaul, Santiago ..•. 
W. E. Parker, consul, Rosario. 
J. S. Pottor, consul, Crefeld ..•. 
J. H. Putnam, consul, Hono-
lulu ....................... . 
F. H. Pierce, consul, Matanzas 
M. Polachek, consul, Ghent ••• 
.A.. R. Platt, consul, Che Foo ... 
T. C. Pearsall, consul, San Jos6 
C. E. PGrtlock, consul, Glou-
cester ...................... . 
T. T. Prentiss, consul, Port 
Louis ...................... . 
C. Roloff, consul, Amapala ..•• 
.A.. Roberts, consul, Hamilton .. 
C. A. Rand, consul, Sorel. ..... 
W. T. Rice, consul, Horgen ... 
0. E. Reimer, consul, Santiago 
de Cuba .................... . 
.A.. Richman, consul, Milan .••. 
J. M. Rosse, consul, Three 
Rivers ..................... . 
W. W. Robinson, consul, Tam-
atave ...................... . 
H. B. Ryder, consul, Copen-
.F.h~~R~b~;ts;-~oit's-~,-Coati: 
cook ....................... . 
G. D. Robertson, consul, Ver-
viers and Liege ........... .. 
F. Raine, consul, Berlin ...... . 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, Bor-
deaux ..................... .. 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pool ... .................... . 
L. G. Reed, consul, Barbadoes . 
J. Redington, consul, Morris-
burg ....................... . 
J. Rawicz, consul, Warsaw ... . 
W. H. Robertson, consul, Yar-
mouth ..................... . 
E. Schwarzmann, consul, Kehl 
H. Sterne, consul, Buda Pesth. 
H. J. Sprague, consul, Gibral-
tar ........................ .. 
V. V. Smith, consul, St. 
Thomas ................. .. 
J. Smith, consul, New Castle .. 
H. A. t::ichackelford, consul, 
Nantes .................... . 
R. J. Stevens, consul, Victoria. 
J. M. Strong, consul, Belleville. 
H. L. Slaght, consul, Prescott . 
W. P. Sutton, consul, Mata-
moras .....................• 
F. H. Schenck, consul, Barce-
lona ...................... .. 
J. H. Stewart, consul, Antwerp 
J. H. Springer, consul, San 
Juan ...................... .. 
N. K. Sawyer, consul, Turk's 
Island ................. .. 
J. A. Sutter, consul, Acapulco. 
L. B. Smith, consnl, CtuaQoa ... 
E. J. Smithers, uonsul, Shang-
hai ........................ . 
C. Seymour, consul, Canton .. . 
J. V. S. Swann, consul, St. 
Petersburg .•.......•....... 
V • .A.. Sartori, consul, Leghorn. 
.A.. G. Studer, consul, Singa. 
pore ....................... . 
W. Slade, consul, Brussels .. .. 



























































Contingent expenses of consulates, 
1886-Cuntinued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J. Scboenhof, consul, Tunstall 
J. Schroeder, consul, San Jos6. 
G. H. Scidmore, consul, Shang-
hai ....................... . 
G. W. Savage, consul, Belfast. 
R. Stockton, consul, Hotterdam 
J. H. Smith, consul, Mayence .. 
P. Staub, consul, St. Galle .... 
W.F. Townsend, consul, Wood-
stork ...................... . 
W. Thompson, consul, South-
ampton .................... . 
E. H. Thompson, consul, Me-
rida ....................... .. 
M. H. Twitchell, consul, Kings-
ton ........................ . 
J. W. •raylor, consul, Winni-
peg ........................ . 
J. Turner, consul, .A.mhest-
burgh ..................... . 
J. Towler, consul, Trinidad .. . 
G. C. Tanner, consul, Cbemnitz 
S. L.A. Touhay,consul, Turin. 
F. H . Underwood, consul, 1:7las-
J!OW ....................... . 
J. Viosca,jr., consul, La Paz .. 
J. G. Voigt., consul, Manila .... 
J . .F. Van Ingen, consul, Talca-
huano ..................... . 
W. De H. Washington, consul, 
London, Ontario .......... .. 
.A.. B. Wood, consul, Dundee .. . 
C. P. \Villiams, consul, Rouen. 
.A.. M. Wood, consul, Castela-
mare ...................... .. 
C. H. \Vills, con~ul, Managua .. 
.J. Woessner, consul, Saltillo .. 
J. Whelan, consul, Fort Erie .. 
R. K. Wrigbt,jr., consul, Colon 
I. G. Worden, consul, Wallace-
burg ....................... . 
C. Winslow, consul, Guerrero. 
J. Worthington, consul, Malta. 
J. H. \Vashington, consul, Car· 
denas ...................... . 
J. C. A. Wingate, consul, Foo-
Chow ...................... . 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auckland. 
C. W. \Vaguer, consul, Toronto 
C. B. Webster, consul, Sheffield 
G. S. Williams, consul, Notting-
ham ...................... .. 
A. Willard, consul, Guaymas .. 
\V. L. \Velsb, comml, Florence. 
\V. D. \Varner, consul, Cologne 
F. H. Wigfall, consul, Leeds ... 
R. E. \Vithers, consul, Hong-
Kong ...................... . 
G. Walker, consul-gene r a l, 
Paris ...................... . 
L. J. \Valker, consul, Dunferm-
line .................. ······· 
T. M. \Valler, consul-general, 
London .................... . 
.A.. \Voodcock, consul, Catania. 
R 0. Williams, consul-~eneral, 
Havana .................... . 
J. B. Weaver, consul, Bahai. .. 
\V. T. \Vright, consul, Santos . 
T. R. Welch, consul, Hamilton 
P.M. B. Young, consul-general, 
St. Petersburg ............. . 
Deduet repayments: 
By W. L. Alden .. .. . .. . $6. 62 
Appropriation a c-
count ........... . 
N. ,J. Arberly ...... . 
C. L. Belden ...... .. 



























































RECEIPTS AND~ EXPENDITURES1.,.1887. 
1886-'87. 




Contingent expenses United States 
consulates, 1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward. $104.68 $42,727.78 
Brought forward ........ . 
To E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos 
By H. N. Beach . . . . . . . . 5. 00 




B. Greenebaum..... 63. 98 
E. Hancock. . . . . . . . . 4. 61 
T. E. Heenan....... 220.00 
J. A. Jones . . . . .. • . . 50. 08 
F. J. Kieckboefer... 81J. 42 
L. S. Maguire ..... ·.. 102.83 
J. L. Morgan . . . . . . . . 84-
M. H. Phelan . . . . . . . 82. 64 
D. L. Pringle . . . . . • . 74. 35 
0. E. Reimer...... . . 8. 20 
J. M. Rosse......... 2.10 
R. J. StevenR . . . . . . . 12. 71 
W. P. Sutton . . . . . . . 11. 99 
J. W. Siler.......... 5. 00 
J. G. Voigt......... 22.23 
J. F. Van Ingen .... 8. 00 
F. R. Webb......... . 81 
Contingent expenses United States 
consulates, 1887: 
To L. T. Adams, consul, Geneva . 
H. 0. C. Astwood, consul, San 
Domingo .••.........•...... 
C. M. Allen, consul, Hamilton. 
W. L. Alden, consul-general, 
Rome ...................... . 
T. Adamson, consul-general, 
Panama ................... . 
B. D. Armour, consul, Aden .. . 
H. L. Atherton, consul, Per-
nambuco ................... . 
W. A. Anderson, consul-.gen-
eral, Montreal ............. . 
M. Amador, consul, Carth-
agena ...................... . 
W. G. Allen, consul, Piedras 
Negras .................... . 
H. C. Armstrong, consul, Rio 
de Janeiro ................ . 
A. Bertrand, consul, St. John's 
H. F. Brigham, consul, Stan· 
bridge ..................... . 
J. H. Brigham, consul, Paso del 
Norte .....•................• 
J. Buckley, consul, Prescott .. 
W. H. Bruve, consul, Levuka .. 
W. S. Bird, consul, La Guayra. 
C. A. Boush, consul, Colling-
wood .................... . 
C. Bartlett, consul, Guadeloupe 
G. Bernhard, consul, Teguci-
g:~lpa ...................... . 
\V.C. Burchard,consul, Ruatan 
and Truxillo .............. . 
H. M. Brent, consul, Callao ... . 
F. W. Ballow, consul, Kehl ... . 
E. Bissinger, consul, Beirut .. . 
L. D. Beylord, consul, Kings-
ton ..................... . 
P. L. Bridgers, consul, Monte· 
video ...................... . 
J. M. Burnett, consul, Sierra 
Leone ...................... . 
J. M. Birch, consul, Nagasaki. 
H. Bantler, consul, Brunswick 
L. A. Bergholz, consul, Chin-
Kiang ..................... . 
G. T. Bromley, consul, Tien-
Tsin ........... . 
J .. r. F. Bandinel, consul, New-
Chwang .................. .. 




































Ayres ..................... . 
W. A. Brown, consul, San Juan 
del Norte .................. . 
E. H. Bryan, consul, Lyons ... . 
B. F. Bonl1am, consul, Calcutta 
0. Bischoff, consul, Sonneberg. 
D. N. Burke, consul, Puerto 
Cabello .................... . 
W. J. Black, consul, Nurem-
berg ......................• 
C. W. Buck, minister, Peru .... 
W. E. Baker. consul, Rosario .. 
L . .A.. Batcheldor, consul, Aden 
.A.. A. Brown, consul, Clifton .. 
H. Broad, consul, Santos ..... . 
H. Barnett, consul, Paramar-
ibo .............•.......... 
D. L. Bunker, consul, Deme-
rara ...................... . 
Brown, Shipley&Co., bankers, 
London .................... . 
F. Bentram, consul, .A.ix-la-
Chapelle .................. . 
S. Bernardi, consul, Florence .. 
S. W. Cooper, consul, Gothen-
burg ....................... . 
J. Cardwell, consul-general, 
Cairo .................... . 
R. S. Chelton, consul, Goderich 
G. L. Catlin, consul, Zurich ... 
E. Conroy, consul, ::ian Juan, 
Porto Rico ................ .. 
D Coleman, consul, St. Eti-
enne .................... __ . 
R. T. Clayton, consul, Para ... . 
W. Coates, consul. Cognac ... . 
J. B. Carbo, consul, Cienfuegos 
W. S. Crowell, consul, Amoy .. 
E. Camphausen, consul, Na-
ples ....................... . 
H. C. Crouch, consul, Milan .. . 
J. M. Churchill, consul, Carde-
nas ........................ . 
P. Carroll, consul. Palermo ..•. 
B. Carnes, consul, Colon ...... . 
T. W. Downs, consul, Quebec. 
J. M. Duke, consul, San Salva-
dor .............••.......... 
.J. Dittmer, consul, Stettin .... 
L. J. Du Pre, consul, San Sal-
vador ...................... . 
H. Dithmar, consul, Breslau .. . 
F. F.Dufais,consul, Havre ... . 
J. C. Dutcher, consul, Port 
Hope .................•..... 
T. M. Dawson, consul, Barran-
quilla ...................... . 
D. M. Dunn, consul, Valparaiso 
S. W. Dabney, consul, Fayal .. 
C. Dupuy, consul, Mahe ..••..• 
J. Devlin, consul, Windsor .... 
H. Davis, consul, Collingwood 
N . .A.. Elfwing, consul, Stock-
holm ....................... . 
D. Eckstein, consul, Amster-
dam ............••.•.•...... 
H . .A.. Ehringer, consul, Cien-
fuegos ..................... . 
.T. Eddv, consul, Chatham ..•.. 
W. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna. 
J. L. Frisbie, consul, Rheims .. 
J. Fletcher, consul, Genoa .... 
P. Figyelmesy, consul, Deme-
rara .........•.............. 
\V. C. Fox, consul, Brunswick. 
B. F . .Farnham, consul, Bom-
bay ........................ . 
B. J. Franklin, consul, Han-
ko'v ....................... . 




























































80 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses United States 
consulates, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..... 
To A. Francis, consul, Port Stan-
ley ........................ . 
A. F. Fay, consul, Stettin .... . 
J. Falkenback, consnl, Barmen 
B. Folsom, consul, Sheffield ... 
G. W. Griffin, consul, Sydney. 
G. Gade, consnl, Christiania .. W._A· Garesche, consul, Mar-
tinique .................... . 
H. W. Gilbert, consul, Trieste. 
H. Gillman, consul, Jerusalem 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
C. T.Grellet,consnl. Algiers .. 
B. Greenebaum,consul, Apia .. 
G. Gifford, consul, Basle ...... . 
W. F. Grinnell, consul, Brad-
ford .................... .. 
F. G. Gade, consul, Bergen ... . 
W. R. Greathouse, consul, 
Tampico ................... . 
J. Hutchison, consul,Funchal. 
G. H. Holt. consul. Gaspe Basin 
E. Howard, consul, Hnll ..... . 
.A. N. Hatheway, consul. Nice. 
T. E. Heenan, consul, Odessa .. 
G. H. Heap, consnl, Constanti-
nople ...................... . 
J.D. Hoff, consul, Vera Cruz. 
D. W. Herring, consul, Teguci-
galpa . .......... ~ ......... . 
D. K. Hobart, consul, Windsor 
T. ·w. Hotchkiss, consul, Ot-
tawa ...................... .. 
J. B. Hughes, consul, Birming-
ham ...................... .. 
W. C. Hall, consul, Prescott .. . 
W. Hiining, consul, Pragufl .. . 
J. W. Harper, consul, Munich. 
E. J. Hale, conRul, Manchester 
F. W. Hyndman, consul, Char-
lottetown ................. . 
E. L. Hamilton, consul, Apia. 
F. P. Hastings, consul, Hono-
lulu ...... .............. .... . 
N. W. Homstedt, consul, Mos-
cow ........................ . 
D. C. Hickey, consul, Char-
lottetown .................. . 
W. Hummell, consul, Munich. 
D. H. Ingraham, consul, Cadiz. 
C. B. Johnston, consul, Port 
Sarnia .................... . 
E. Johnson, consul, Pictou ... . 
H . .A. Jonnson, consul, Venice 
E. R. Jones, consul, Cardiff ... 
W. S. Jones, consul, Messina. 
T. C . .Jones, consul, Funchal.. 
J. A. Jones, consul, Aden ..... 
H. M. .Jones, consul, Port 
Rowan .................... . 
C. E. Jackson, consul, Antigua. 
E. Jussen, consul, Vienna ..... 
T. F .. Jenigan, consul, Osaka 
ftnd Hiogo ................ .. 
H. M. Jewett, consul, Sivas .. . 
A.C . .J ones, consul, Chin-Kiang 
C . .Jonas, consul, Prague ...... 
F. J. Kieckhrefer, disbursing 
clerk ...................... . 
H. M. Keirn, consul, Char-
lottetown .................. . 
R. Kolster, consul, Puerto Ca-
bello ....................... . 
C. P. Ki!llball, consul, Stntt-
"-a:J.. K;;ig.ht: -~~~~~1:. a·~.p~ 
Town ...................... . 
J.D. Kennedy, consul, Shang-
hai .••......••.............. 
S. H. Keedy, consul; Rheims .. 































































Contingent expenses United States 
consulates, 1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J. Low, consul, Clifton ...... . 
A. Livermore, consul, London-
derry ....... . ............. . 
R. Letcher, consul, Rio Grande 
doSul .................... . 
L. A. Lathrop, consul, .Bristol. 
E. D. Linn, consnl, Piedras 
Ne~ras .................... . 
.A. Loening, consul, Bremen .. 
.J. A. Lewis, consul, Sierra 
Leone ..................... . 
W.W. Lang, consul, Hamburg 
H. S. Lasar, consul, Port Stan-
ley . ........... . ......... . 
W. R. Lewis, consul, Tangier . 
G. H. Murphy, consul, Chem-
nitz ...... .' ................ . 
W. T. Mitchell, consul, St. 
Hyacinthe ............... .. 
S. Merrill, consnl, Jerusalem .. 
B. Mackey, consul, Nuevo La-
redo ........... ...... .... .. 
F. H. Mason, consul, Mar-
seilles .................... . 
D. M. Mullen, consul, Sagua la 
Grande . ........... . ...... . 
W. H. Moffett, consul, Athens 
0. McGarr, consul, Guayaquil. 
T. J. McLain, consul, Nassau. 
J. A. MacKnight, consul, St. 
Helena ..... . ... .. .. . .... . 
C. R. McCall, consul, Rio de 
Janeiro .................... . 
J. M. Morgan, consul, Mel-
bourne .................... . 
G. McSweeney, consul, Monc-
ton ........................ . 
T. N. Malloy, consul, St. John's 
0. Malmros, consul, Leith ... . 
W. Morny, consul, Ceylon ... . 
.J. L. McCaskill, consul, Dublin 
J. Mathe, consul, Sonsonate .. 
J. W. M erri?..m, consul, Iquique 
S. R. Millt~r, consul, Leipsic ... 
.J. Murray, consul, St. John's. 
.J. C. Monaghan, consul, Mann-
heim .................... .. 
J. T. Mason, consul, Dresden. 
H. C. Marston. consul, Malaga 
J. Mueller, consul, :Frankfort. 
A. E. Morlan, consul, Belize .. 
L. S. Maguire, consul, Muscat 
H. ll'. Merritt, consnl, Aix-la-
Chapelle .................. . 
H. B. McKay, consul, Teneriffe 
F. A. Matthews, consul, Tan-
gier ..................... . 
L. Moore, consul, Hull ....... . 
M. J. Newmark, consul, Lyons 
F. Nachod, consul, Leipsic .... 
J. R. Noonan, consul, Pictou .. 
R. S. Newton, consul, St. Paul 
de Loan do ................. . 
W. Y. Patch, consul, St. Ste· 
~~~Phel~~: ~~il~~i. ·na:ii.r~~-: 
J. W. Porch, consul, Mexico ... 
D. L. Pringle, consul, Guate-
mala . .................... .. 
J . .J. Piatt, consul, Cork ...... . 
D. N. Pressly, consul, Tam-
pico ..................... . 
D. J. Partello, consul, Dussel-
dorf ............ : ......... .. 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago ... . 
W. A.Preller, consul, Rio 
Grande do Sul ............. . 
E. H. Plumack~r,consnl, Mara-
caibo ..................... . 
A. R. Platt, consul,Che-Foo .. . 



























































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses United States 
consulates, 1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To G. 0. Prince, consul, St. Peters-
burg ....•...... . .........•• 
F. H. Pierce, consul, Matanzas 
M. Polachek, consul, Ghent ... 
T. F. Pettus, consul, Ning-Po . 
J". S. Potter, consul, Crefeld .. . 
A. Richman, consul. Milan ... . 
A. Robets, consul, Hamilton .. 
W. H. Robinson, consul, Yar· 
mouth .•..•..... .. .......... 
W. T. Rice, consul, Horgen .... 
0. E. Reimer, consul, Santiago 
de Cuba .... ...............• 
L. G. Reid, consul, Barbadoas . 
C. Roloff, consul, Amapala .... 
W.W. Robinson, consul, Tama-
tave ....................... . 
H. B. Rycler, consul, Copenha-
gen ........................... . 
E. D. Ropes, consul, Zanzibar . 
G. D. Robertson, consul, Ver-
viers and Liege ........•..•. 
F. Raine, comml, Berlin ...... . 
F. W. Roberts, consul, Coati-
cook ....................... . 
J". Rawicz, consul, Warsaw ... . 
M. Reinberg, consul, Guaya-
quiL ....................... . 
J . .Reclington, consul, Morris-
burg . ... .. .. . ............. . 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, Bor-
deaux ..................... . 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pool . ......... . ... .. .... .. . . 
J". W. Romyn, consul, Valpa-
raiso ....................... . 
J". M. Rosse, consul, Three 
Rivers .....•.....•.........• 
W. P. Sutton, consul, Mata-
moros .................... . 
J". A. Sutter, consul, Acapulco 
N. K. Sawyer, consul, Turk's 
Island ...................•.. 
J". H. Stewart, consul Antwerp 
H. A. Schackelford, consul, 
Nantes ................•• 
L. B. Smith, consul, Cur~H;oa .. 
F. H. Schenck, consul, Barce-
lona ................. ___ .. . 
R. J". Stevens, consul, Victo-
ria ....•.•.....•............. 
H. J". Sprague, consul, Gibral· 
tar ................ .. .......• 
J". M. Stong, consul, Belleville 
G. F. Stuart, consul, Sydney. 
C. Seymour, consul, Canton ... 
T. Simpson, con;.ul, Puerto 
Cabello ..........••......... 
A. G. Studer, consul, Singa-
pore ................•....•• 
A. A.. St. J"ohns, consul, Le· 
vuka ...................... . 
J". Smith, consul, NewCastle .. 
V. A.. Sartori, consul, Leghorn 
G. W. Savage, consul, Belfa~;t. 
R. Stockton, consul,Rotterdam 
R. Sterne, consul, BudaPest h. 
J". H. Springer, consul, San 
J"uaD . ..... .... ......... . .. . 
J. W. Siler, consul, CaRe Town 
.r. Schroeder, consul, t5an J" ose 
w·. Slade, consul, Brussels .... 
R. Schneider, consul, Crefeld. 
G. W. Schroeder, consul, Goth-
enburg .................... . 
M. A. Sawyer, consul, Trini-
dad . ....................... . 
L. Strube, consul, Bremen .•... 
1J. Stamatiades, consul, Con-
stantinople ................ . 
Carriecl forward .........• 


























































Contingent expenses United States 
consulates, 1887-Conti.nuecl. 
Brought forward ........ . 
ToP. Strickland, consul, Goree-
Dakar . . . . . . . . .. . . ......... . 
J". Schoenhof, consul, Tunstall 
M. H. Twitchell, consul, 
Kingston .......•••••....... 
M. A. Turner, consul, St. 
Thomas ... ................ . 
E. H. Thompson, consul, Me-
rida . ...................... .. 
W. T. Townsend, consul, Wood-
stock ....................•. _ 
J". W. Taylor, consul, Winnipeg 
W. Thomson, consul, South-
ampton .................... . 
G. C. Tanner, consul, Chem-
nit~ ........................ . 
J". Turne~, consul, Amherst-
burgh ...... .. _ .........•... 
J". E. W. Thompson, minister, 
Hayti ..................... . 
W. P. Tilghman, consul, Rot-
terdam .................... . 
R. H. Thach, consul, St. Eti-
enne .................. ... . 
H. Tolke, consul, Guatemala .. 
F. W. Tomkinson, consul, Tun-
stall ....................... . 
F. H. Underwood, consul, Glas-
gow ...................... .. 
J". G. Voigt, consul, Manila .. 
J". Viosca, consul, La Paz ...• 
J". F. Van Ingen, consul, Talca-
huano ..................... . 
J". Visser, consul, Rotterdam .. 
C. P. Vest, consul, Lyons ..... 
C. H. Wills, consul, Mana~ua. 
I. G. Worden, consul, Wallace-
burg ....... ............... . 
J". Woessner, consul, Saltillo .. 
W. L. Welsh, consul, Flor-
ence . ...................... . 
R. K. Wright, consul, Colon .. . 
J". Whelan, consul, Fort Erie. 
J".Worthington, consul, Malta 
C. P. Williams, consul, Rouen 
J". R. Wingfield, consul, San 
J"ose . ..................... -
.A. Woodcock, consul, Catania 
A.M. Wood, consul, Castel-
amare ... ............... . .. . 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auckland 
C. B. Webster, consul, Shef-
field ...................... . 
C. W. Wagner,consul, Toronto 
W. D. Warner, consul, Cologne 
J". B. Weaver, consul, Bahai. .. 
F. H. Wigfall, consul, Leeds .. 
A. B. Wood, consul, Dundee .. 
C. ·winslow, consul, Guerro .. 
R. E. Withers, consul, Hong 
Kong .................... . 
T. M. Waller, consul-general, 
London ............... .... . 
G. -S. Williams, consul, Not-
tingham ................... . 
R.O.Williams, consul-general, 
Havana .................. . 
A. P. Wilson, consul, Hull ... . 
R. M. Whitney, consul, Tama-
tave .. .................... .. 
G. Walker, consul-general, 
Paris .... ............. - -- - -
W. DcH. Washington, consul, 
London, Ont ... ........... . 
W. Walling, consul, Leith ... . 
J". C. A. Wingate, consul, Foo-
chow ..••.................. 
P. M. B. Young, consul-general 
St,. Petersburg .... .. ... ... . 
E. Young, consul, Windsor •.. 
























































82 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses United States 
consulates, 1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward .......... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W.L. Alden........ $15.93 
Appropriation a c · 
count ........... . 
W. G. Aller:. ....... . 
T. Adamson ...... . 
H. U . .Armstrong .. . 
H. L. Atherton .... . 
G. Bernhard ....... . 
A. Bertrand ....... . 
J. Buckley ........ . 
G. 'I'. Bromley ..... . 
J. J. F. Bandinell .. . 
P.L. Bridgers .....• 
E.L. Baker ....... .. 
E.Bissinger ....... . 
L. D. Beylord ...... . 
C. A. Boush ....... . 
A. A. Brown ...... . 
E. Camphausen ... . 
R. S. Chilton ..... .. 
J.Cardwell ....... . 
C. Dupuy .......... . 
H. Dithmar .......•. 
T. W.Downs ..... .. 
J. C. Dutcher ..... . 
H. Davis ........•.. 
Department of State 
:M. C. Emmet ...... . 
J.l<'letcher ........ . 
J. F. Fay .......... . 
~-- ~iit!r:~~~~=-::::: 
C. T. Grellet ....... . 
T.E. Heenan ...... . 
F. W. Hyndman ... . 
W.C.Hall ....... .. 
A. N. Hatheway ... . 
G. H. Heap ....•.... 
J. Hutchison ...... . 
D. H. Ingraham ... . 
H. A. Johnson ..... . 
C. B. Johnson .... .. 
H.M.Jewett ...... . 
E. R. Jones ........ . 
T. C. Jones ....... .. 
W.J . .Knight ..... .. 
E. G.Kelton ....... . 
J.Low ...........• 
H. S.Lasar ........ . 
W. R. Lewis ....... . 
J. A. MacKnight ... 
H. F. Merritt. ...... 
F. A. Matthews ..•. 
W.Morey ........ .. 
~-~~~!ffs~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
W.H. Moffett ..... . 
T. N. Molloy ...... . 
W. T.Mitchell ... .. 
M. H. Phelan ...... . 
J. J. Piatt ......... . 
E. H. PI umacher .. . 
W. T. Rice ....... .. 
C. Roloff ......... .. 
W. H.Robinson ... . 
H. B. Ryder ....... . 
A. A. St.John ..... . 
J. W. Siler ....... .. 
H. A. Schackelford. 
E. H. Thompson ... . 
J. W. '.ray lor ...... . 
J. Viosca .......... . 
J. F. Van Sugen .. .. 
C. P. Williams .... .. 
A.M. Wood ...... .. 
J. Worthington .. .. 














































































Emergencies arising in the diplo-
matic and consular service: 
To N.J. Arbetlly, consul, Jerusa-
lem ...................... .. 
T. E. Heenan, consul, Odessa. 
D. H. Ingraham, consul, Cadiz 
F. J. Keickhoefer, disbursing 
clerk ..................... .. 
J. L. Morgan, consul, Mexico. 
D. L. Pringle, consul, Guate-
mala ...................... . 
M. H. Phelan, consul-general, 
Halifax .................. .. 
J. W. Porch, consul, Mexico .. 
0. E. Reimer, consul, Santiago 
de Cuba ................... . 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auckland 
Deduct repayments : 
By N. J.Arbeely....... $7.00 
T. E. Heenan....... 39. 27 
M. H. Phelan . • .. .. • . 50 
Expenses under the neutrality act, 
1887: 
To F. J. Keickhoefer, disbursing 
clerk ...................... . 
Annual expenses of Cape Sparta! 
light, 1887 : 
To Brown, Shipley & Co., bankers, 
London .................. .. 
Expenses of prisons for American 
convicts, 1885: 
ToT. McF. Patton, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo ............... .. 
G. E. Rice, consul, Kanagawa. 





















By Treasurer United States. . . . . 75. 33 
1, 628.04 
103,771.15 
Expenses of prisons for American 
convicts, 1886 : 
To J. T. Childs, consul, Siam ..... 
W. C. Emmet, consul, Smyrna 
W. Green, consul, Kana,gawa. 
.J.D. Kennedy, consul, ;:;hang-
haL ....................... . 
N. A. MacDonald, consul, 
Bangkok .................. . 
E. J. Smithers, consul, Shang-
hai ........................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation a c -
count . .. .. .. .. .. • $43. 30 
J. C. A. Wingate . . . 45. 00 
Expenses of prisons for American 
convicts, 1887: 
To J. T. Childs, consul, Siam ..... 
W. C. Emmet, consul, l::)myrna 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
C. R. Greathouse, consul, Kan-
agawa ..................... . 
J.D. Kennedy, consul, Shang-
hai ........................ . 

















RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
'1886-'87. DIPLOMATIC. 
Expenses of prisons for American 
convicts, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ......•..•. 
Deduct repayment : 
ByW.C.Emmet ............... .. 
Bringing home criminals, 1885: 
By appropriation account ..•..... 
F. J. Keickhoefer ...••....... 
Treasurer United States ••... 








To .R. 0. Williams .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 19.50 
Deduct from repayments: 
By F. J. Keickhoefer............. 936. 75 
Excess of repayments : 
Bringing home criminals, 1887 : 
To steam-ship Cienfuegos ........ 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auckland 
R. 0. Williams, consul-gen-
eral, Havana ............. .. 
Deduct repayment: 








Allowance to Wioows or heirs :>f 
diplomatic officers who died 
abroad, 1886: 
To C. P. Barnard ............... . 
M. A. Lybrook ............ .. 
Allowance to widows or heirs of 
diplomatic officers wh.:> died 
abroad, 1887: 
To M. A. Hopkins, minister. Li· 
beria ..................... .. 
J.P. Heap .................. . 
Transporting remains of ministers 
and consuls to their homes for 
interment: 
To C. T. Grellet,consul. Algiers. 
J.D. Hoff, consul, VeraCruz. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By appropriation ac-
count . .. . .. . .. .. . $10. 83 
C. W. Buck........ 673.00 
Excess ofrepayments .... 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen 1883 and prior years: 
To .BarkPeru ................... . 
G. M. Dean ................. .. 
Schooner Fannie Flint ...... . 
Steam-ship E. B. Ward .••••• 
Steam-ship City of Merida ... 
Steam-ship City of Mexico ..• 
Steam-ship City of Washing-





















Relief and protection of American 
seamen, 1884 and prior years, 
transfer account: 
To R. S. Newton, consul, St. Paul. 
de Loando ................... . 
Deduct. from repayments: 
By J.H.Hawes........ $496.93 
R. S. Newton....... 326. 09 
D. Turner.......... 10. 30 
Excess of repayments .... 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen, 1884 and prior years : 
By F. W. Ames ................. . 
J. J. F. Bandinel. .......... .. 
H. Downer ................. .. 
G.Gade ..................... . 
~: K f:~:;:_ ::::::::::::::::: 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen, 1885: 
To W. H. Bruce, consul, Levuka. 
T. M. Dawson,consul, Barran-
quilla ..................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By F. Charlesworth.... $28.41 
S. W. Cooper .. .. .. . 13. 51 
Treasurer United 
States.......... . . 342. 50 
Excess of repayments .•.. 
Relief and protection of American 
seamfln, 1886 : 
To E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos 
Ayres ...................... .. 
G. W. Beaman, paymaster U. 
S. Navy .....•.............. 
E. Conroy, consul, St. Juan ... 
J. M. Churchill, consul, Carde-
nas ...................... .. 
R. T. Clayton, consul, Para .. . 
F. M. Cheney, consul, Zanzi-
bar ....................... .. 
S. W. Dabney, consul, Fayal.. 
J. P. Frecker, consul, St. 
Pierre ..................... . 
H. Goddard, consul, Bathurst. 
B. Greeneba.um, consul, Apia. 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
.J. Grierson, consul, Coquimbo 
S. Gonteir, consul, Cape Hay-
tieu ...................... .. 
E.J. Hale, consul, Manchester 
'3-. H. Heap, consul-general, 
Constantinople ......•.••••• 
E. Howard, consul, Hull ..... 
E. Hancock, consul, Patras .. 
T. R. J ennigan, consul, Osaka 
and Hiogo ............... .. 
E. R. Jones, consul, Cardiff .. 
J.D. Kennedy,consul, Shang-
hai. ....................... . 
J. A. Lewis, consul, Sierra 
Leon& .................... .. 
L.A. Lathrop, consul, Bristol 
W.W. Lang, consul, Hamburg 
.t. M. Morgan, consul, Mel-
bourne ...........•......... 
0. McGarr, consul,GauyaquiL 
J. A. MacKnight, consul, St. 
Helena .................. .. . 











































84 RECEIPTS .AND EKPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen, 1886-Continued. 
.Brought forward ........ . 
To 0. Maburos, consul. Leith ... . 
J. '\1urray, consul, St. John's. 
E. S. Mason, consul, Halifax .. 
D. M. Mullen, consul, Sagua 
laGrande ...............•.. 
T.N . .Molloy, consul, St. 
John's ..................... . 
J. L. McCaskill, consul, Dub-
lin ........••............... 
T.J.McLain, consul, Nassau. 
J. S. Mosby, consul, Hong 
J. ~~Wo~~~~.-~~~~;;1: :Pi~~~:: 
M. H. Phelan, consul-general, 
Halifax .........•.......... 
J. H. Putnam, consul, Hono-
lulu ....................... . 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago ... . 
M. Polochek, consul, Ghent .. . 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pool ----------------------· V. V. Smith, consul, St. Thomas 
J. A. Sutter, consul, .A.capuloc 
R. J. Stevins, consul, Victoria. 
.A.. J. Studer, consul, Singa-
pore ......•......•.........• 
J. E. W. Thompson,minister, 
Hayti ........ . ......•••..•. 
J. Fowler, consul, Trinidad ... 
J. F. Van lngen, consul, Tal· 
cahuano .....•............. 
R. K. Wright, jr., consul, 
Colon---------------------· 
~- 0. Williams, consul-gen-
eral, Havana ......•........ 
T. M. Waller, consul-~eneral, 
London .................. . 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auck-
land .....•.................. 
American bark Conquest .... 
American schooner Geo S'i:Jote 
.A.mel'ican steam-ship T. J. 
Cochran ............. ---- .• 
American ships Snow and 
Burgess ................... . 
Brig Petrel ..•.• ....•.•....•. 
Brig Senorita .......•.•..•.•• 
Bark Annie Jackson ........ . 
Bark Ed win Reed ...........• 
Brit-ish schooner Lillian ..... . 
British steam-ship Britannic. 
British steam-ship Italy ....• 
Steam-ship Professor Morse. 
Steam-ship .A.cupulco ....... . 
Steam-ship Grenada .....•... 
Steam-ship Pearl ..........•• 
Steam-ship North Pacific ..•. 
Steam-ship Finance ........ .. 
Steam-ship City of Rio de 
Janeiro ................. .. 
Steam-ship Colon .......... .. 
Steam-ship San Bias ..•...... 
Sttlam-ship Santiago ...•..... 
Steam-ship Mariposa ........ . 
Steam-ship City of Washing-
ton ....................... .. 
Steam-ship City of Alexan-
dria ...................... .. 
Steam-ship Manhattan ...••.• 
Steam-ship Carroll .....••.... 
Steam-ship Worcester ...... . 
Ship Willie Reed ........... . 
Ship Dominion ...•••..•.....• 
Schooner Elsie Fay ....•..... 
Schooner Rebecca F. Landing 
Schooner N avaring ......... . 
Schooner Fred. Gray ..••...•. 
Steamer Jessie Nickerson .••. 































































Relief and protection of American 
seamen, 1886-Continued. 
Brou~;ht forward ....•.•.... 
Deauct repayments: 
By C.M. A.llen......... $33.82 
W. Green .. .. .. .. .. 110. 92 
S. Goutier.......... 10.05 
B. Greenebaum . . • . 108. 59 
F. W. Hyndman.... 61.50 
D. M. Mullen....... 15.18 
J. W. Merriam . . . . . ... 85. 13 
J. S. Moseby....... 68. 31 
.A.. L. RusselL .. . • .. 155. 68 
R.J. Stevens....... 1.00 
H. J. Sprague .. .. .. 34.20 
TreasurerU.S ..... 2.40 
J.F. Vanlngen.... 143.43 
R.E. Withers...... 9. 79 
R. 0. Williams..... 7. 98 
W. T. Wright...... 93.17 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen, 1886: 
By W. T. Wright...... $1.96 
Relief and protection of American 
searuen, 1687: 
To H. L. Atherton, consul, Per-
nambuco . ...... . ........ . .. 
J. A. Atwood, consul, St. 
George.. . .. . .. .. . . . ..... .. 
H. M. Brent, consul, Callao .. . 
E. L. Baker, consul, Buenos 
Ayres ..................... . 
W. C. Burchard, consul. Ru-
atan ..................... . 
J. M. Birch, consul, Nagasaki. 
J. W. Burnett, consul, Sierra 
Leone .................... .. 
E. Conray, consul, San Juan .. 
R. T. Clayton, consul, Para .. 
S. W. Dabney, consul. Fayal. . 
F. F. Dufois, consul, Havre .. . 
J. L. Doty, consul, Tahiti. ... . 
J. P. Frecker, consul, St. 
Pierre .....•............... 
H. Fox, consul, Falmouth .... 
W. Green, consul, Kanagawa. 
W. R. Greath()Use, consul, 
Tampico ................. .. 
G. W. Griffin, consnl, Sydney. 
C. R. Greathouse, consul, .A.u-
naberg ..... . ............. . 
E. Howard, consul, Hull ....•• 
J.D. Hoff, consul, Vera Cruz. 
E. Johnson, consul, rictou .... 
T. R.Jernigan, consul, Osaka. 
and Hiogo ....... __ . . .... 
E. R. Jones, consul, Cardiff .. 
H. M. Keirn, consul, Charlotte-
town ......................• 
J. D. Kennedy, consul, Shang-
hai. ....................... . 
W. W. Lang, consul, Ham-
burg ..................... .. 
L.A. Lathrop, consul, BristoL 
H. S. Lasar. co;nsul, Port Stan-
T~i{ :M~ii~:Y:~~~s~.-si:j~-h~~ 
F. H. Mason, consul, Mar-
seilles .................... .. 
J. A. McKnight, consul, St. 
Helena ................. . . . 
T. J. McLain, jr., consul, Nas-
sau ............. _ ......... . 
0. McGarr, consul, Guayaquil 
0. Maluvios, consul, Leith .... 
J. E. May, consul, Fayal ....•• 








































RECl~JPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
188G-'87. 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .......•. 
To H . .D: McKay, consul, Tene-
nfie . ...................... . 
L. Moore, consul, Hull .....•.. 
M. R. Phelan, consul, Halifax. 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago . ... 
J. H. Putnam, consul, Hono-
lulu ................ . ...... . 
W.H. Robertson, consul, Yar-
mouth .................. . .. . 
G. W. Roosevelt, consul, Bor-
deaux .................... .. 
C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pool ............. . ........ . 
N. K. Sawyer, consul, Turk's 
Island . ... . ................ . 
E. W. P. Smith, consul,Cartha-
gena ...................... . 
W. P. Sutton, consul, Mata-
moras .......... . ... . . .' .... . 
R.J. Stevens, consul, Victoria. 
M. H. Sawyer, consul, Trini-
dad ...................... .. 
G. F. Stewart, consul, Sydney. 
J. A. Spring:er,comml, Havana 
M. H.'£witchell,consul, Kings-
ton ....................... . 
F. H . Underwood, consnl,Glas-
gow . ......•............... 
R. K. Wright, jr., consul, Co-
lon . .... . ..•. .. ............. 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auckland. 
J. B. W t>aver, consul, Bahia .. 
R. E. Withers, consul, Hong 
Kong .. . ............•..... 
R. 0. Williams, consul, Ha-
vana . .................. .. 
C. P. Williams, consul, Rouen. 
W. Walling, consul, Leith .... 
Brig L. Staples . . .. . .....•.... 
Brig Percy Edwards ....... .. 
Brig Pearl. ................. .. 
Brig Arcadia ................ . 
Brig Manson ................ . 
Brig Tahiti . ................ . 
Brig John C. Noyes ........ .. 
Brig Lucy W.Snow ......... . 
Brig Cameo ................. . 
Bark:J.H.Pierson ......... .. 
B~rk Allan Wilde .......... .. 
Bark Scud ................. .. 
Bark Mar.v E. Russell ....... . 
Bark Sarah . ................ . 
J3ark Palmetto . ............ .. 
Bark Caibarian ............ .. 
Bark Thos. Pope • .. . ...... .. 
Bark Carib ................. . 
Bark Beatrice Havenor .....• 
Bark Martha P. Tucker .....• 
Bark J.D. Bueno ........... .. 
Bark Colusa .. . ............ .. 
:Barque Concord ............ .. 
Brigantine Riby . ....•..•..... 
Bar ken tine Moses B. Tower .. 
Barkentine J. Baker ......•.•. 
Bark en tine Priscilla ......... . 
Barkentine Katie Flickmayer 
Barkentine W. H. Diamond .. 
Barkentine J. Baizley . .....•. 
Barkentine Addie Morrill ..•. 
Barkentine Mary Washington 
Schooner Aldine ...... . ..... . 
Schooner Isle of June ....... . 
Schooner J. K. Souther ..... .. 
Schooner R. J. Barr ......... . 
Schooner J. A. Hamilton .... . 
Schooner Grace Davis . .....•. 
Schooner Belle Higgins ..... . 
Schooner Jas. Young ........ . 
Schooner C. W.Clark ....... . 
Schooner Herald ............ . 
Carrien forward ......... . 
DIPLOMATIC. 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen-Continued. 
$5,684.90 Brought forward •........ 
To Schooner W. D. Boyne ....... 
12.00 Schooner Lottie .............. 
51.16 Schooner Emma J. Meyer .... 
653.88 Ship Reporter ................ 
133.99 Ship Dominion ............... 
Ship Geo.Curtis ............. 
377.83 Ship H. G. Johnson ........... 
Ship Therese ................ 
23.55 Ship Conqueror .............. 
Steam-ship Alpes ............ 
40.10 :.:iteam-ship Morgan .......... 
Steam-ship Colorado .•....... 
550.46 Steam-ship Niagara .•...•.... 
Steam-ship Newport .•....... 
254.75 Steam-ship WisconsiD ..•..••• 
Steam-ship Alameda ......... 
18.20 Steam-ship Alva ............. 
Steam-ship Saratoga ......... 
427.79 Steam-ship Catatonia .••....• 
273.11 Steam-ship Ad vance .•••..... 
Steam-ship Haytien Republic 
11.04 Steam-ship City of Peking ... 
86.09 Steam-ship Grenada ......... 
140.29 Steam-ship City of New York 
Steam-ship Pavonia .......... 
42.35 Steam-ship Santiago .•••••... 
Steam-ship Hibernian ........ 
66.00 Steam-ship City of Sydney ..• 
Steam-ship Ozania ........... 
405.11 Steam-ship Manhattan ......• 
1, 558.08 Steam-ship San Pablo ......•. 
14.00 Steam-shi-p Maripo01a ...•.. _ •. 
Steam-ship Lord Cline ....... 
95.63 Steam-ship Mascot to ......... 
Steam-ship City of Alexan-
62.86 dria ........................ 
138.24 Steam-ship State of Georgia .. 
47.44 Steam-ship Worcester .......• 
10.00 Steam-ship Carroll ........... 
20.00 Steam-ship Merrimac . .•...• 
10.00 Steam-ship Acapulco .•..•••.. 
20.00 Steam-ship City of Para ...•.. 
20.00 Steam-ship Clinton .... · .....•. 
120.00 Steam-ship Colon ............ 
10.00 Steam-ship City of Rio de 
20.00 Janeiro .................... 
20.00 Steam-ship Hershel .......... 
20.00 Steam-ship Hogarth .......•. 
55.00 Steam-ship Alliance ...•••... 
10.00 St·eam-ship La. Bretagne ..... 
100.00 Steam-ship Finance .......... 
50.00 Steam-ship Wanderer ........ 
30.00 Steam-ship Geo. E. Starr ..... 
20.00 Steam-ship Starbuck ........• 
23.00 Steam-ship State of Texas ... 
44.00 Steam-ship John Havey .•••.• 
10.00 Steam-ship City of Monticello 
20.00 Steam-ship Hutchison ..••••• 
20.00 Steam-ship I. C. Harris ...... 
15.00 Steam-ship Alpha ..........•. 
10.00 Steam-ship City of St. J'ohns. 
10.00 Steam-ship St. Pierre ........ 
60.00 Steam-ship Muriel ..........• 
20.00 Steam-ship Oronoco .......... 
10.00 Steam-shin Colima ............ 
10.00 Steam-ship Trinidad ......... 
20.00 Steam-ship Lizzie Henderson 
10.00 Steam-ship D. J. Foley .....•. 
10.00 Steam-sLip Trojan ..........• 
15.00 Steam-ship Geo. W. Elder ... 
10.00 Steam-ship San Marcus ...... 
45.00 Steam-ship .Flamborou~h ..•.. 
10.00 Steam-ship CityofPue lo .... 
10.00 Steam-ship Victoria .......... 
38.00 Steam-ship City of Washing-
10.00 ton ....... . ................. 
10.00 Steam-ship Cienfuegos ....... 
15.00 Steam-ship North Pacific .... 
39.00 Steam-ship Normandie.,, ..... 
20.00 Steam-ship Indiana .......... 

















































































86 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886- '87. DIPLOMATIC. 
Relief and protection of American 
seamen-Continued. 
Brought forward........... $19, 156. 71 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation ac-
count ...... , . . . . . $27. 83 
E. L. Baker...... .. 3. 36 
H. M. Brent .. . • . .. 115. 00 
Brown, Shipley & 
Co .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . 2, 270. 97 
J. T. Child......... 34.92 
C. R. Greathouse... 75. 22 
E. Howard........ 12.39 
E. R. Jones.. .. .. .. . . 90 
0. Malneras . . . . . . . . 97 
J. A. MacKnight... 5. 26 
H. Pease ......... ,. 1. 64 
M. H. Phelan...... . . 75 
W. H. Robertson... . 25 
L. G. Reed.......... 4. 66 
W. P. Sutton...... 12.34 
L. B. Smith .. .. .. .. 29. 60 
C. P. Williams..... 2, 71 
J. B. Weaver....... 9.50 
R. E. Withers...... 22. 79 
T. M. Waller....... .63 
R. 0 . Williams . . . . . 81. 67 2, 713. 36 
16,343.35 
International Bureau of weights and 
measures, 1887: 
ToR.M. McLane, minister, 
France .................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
ByR.M. McL~ne .............. .. 
Procuring ev!dence relating to 
French spoliation claims: 
To Brown, Shipley & Co., bank-
ers, London . ............. .. 
F. J. Keickhoefer, disbursing 
clerk .................... .. 
State Department ........... . 
Testimonials to Russian officers, etc. 
for aid to Jeannette Arctic ex· 
pedition: 
By W. W. Shultze...... $261.57 
Relief of Wm. Schuchardt: 
To Wm. Schuchardt ............. . 
Relief of Lizzie M. Phelps: 










Rebcning shipwrecked American 
seamen, 1885. 
Relief of Jas. M. Hagar: 
To J. M. Hagar .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . 1, 112. 78 
By appropriation ac· 
count .. .. . .. .. .. . $2.28 
F. J. Keickhoefer .. 117. 45 
119. 7B 
Rescuing shipwrecked American 
seaman, 1!i86 : 
To C. Coleman, consul, Berlin .... 
R. B. Hubbard,consul, Japan. 
G. H. Pendleton, minister, 
Germany --·-··--···----·· C. T. Russell, consul, Liver-
pool ....................... . 
Deduct from re-payments 
By C. Coleman......... $1. 20 
F. J. Keickhoefer.. 609.25 
G. H . Pendle-ton.... . 67 
Excess of repayments .... 









To F. J. Keickhoefer, disbursing 
clerk ....................... 2, 000.00 
T. C. Manning, consul, Mexico 4. 22 
R. Magee, consul, Sweden and 
Norway................... . 82.48 
J. Murray, consul, St Joon's.. 72. 00 
G. H. Pendleton, minister, 
Germany.................. 40.00 
W. H. Robertson, consul, Yar-
mouth .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 96. 00 
Deduct re-payment. . . . .. 2, 294. 70 
By G. H. Pendleton.............. .67 
2, 294.03 
Foreign hospital at Panama, 1886: 
To T. Adamson, consul-general, 
Panama.................. .. 75. 00 
Foreign hospital at Panama, 1887: 
Indemnity for losses sustained by 
Chinese subjects a t R o c k 
Spring, Wyoming: 
To F. J. Keickhoefer, disbursing 
clerk....................... 147,748. 'i4 
Haytian arbitration commission: 
To F. J. Keickhoefer, disbursing 
clerk ..................... .. 
Estates of decedents, trust fund: 
W. Kaiken ............. .. 
P. Barnett ............. .. 
J. N. Cole .............. .. 
L. S. Chace .............. . 
J.R.Gregory .......... .. 
F. Groeper ... . .......... . 
H. Howarth ............. . 
H. L. Somerv-ille ...... ... . 
M.Taubler . ............. . 
L. Verdilla .............. . 
Treasurer United States ......... .. 
Deduct re-payments : 
By estate of J. Olsen..... $25. 60 
F. Groeper... 13.18 
A. Impala.... 26. 96 
F. Korn... . .. .97 
P. Barnett.... 1, 260. 62 
J. Gaffney . . . . 61. 07 
G. Strecker... 8. 33 
T. S. O'Brien.. 63. 66 
L. Verdilla . . . . 202. 25 
H. Howarth.. . 2H. 07 
T. Smith .. . .. 52. 02 
J. Johnson . . . 9. 50 
J. Mercer . . . . 25. 76 
M. Taubler... 164.02 
H. Christian-
son ....... .. 
J.D. Kennedy ..... . 



















To T. Adamson, consul-general, 
Panama .................. .. 
Publication of consular and com-
mercial reports, 1885: 
375. 00 By F. J. Koickhoefer... $585.16 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. DIPLOMATIC. 
Publication of consular and com-
mercial reports, 1886: 
By F. J. Keickhoefer... $6. 92 
Publication of consular and com-
mercial reports, 1887: 
To F. J. Keickhoefer •.• ---·-· .•.. $20,000. 00 
Spanish indemnity: 
By C. J. Canda ................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. J. Canda ................. .. 
Re·im bursement to C. C. Andrews: 
To C. C. andrews ............... . 
Testimonials to the umpire of United 






To J. L. M. Curry, minister to 
Spain...................... 980.40 
Deduct from repayment: 
By F. J. Keickhoefer ...... ...... 3, 000.00 
-----
Excess of repayments........ 2, 019.60 
Scientific commission of eltJctricians 
at Philadelphia, Pa.: 
By 0. E. Michaels . . . • . $108. 40 
Payment of judgments Court of 
Alabama Claims; 
To sundry persons . . . • • • . • • . • . . • . 5, 739, 265. 29 
:Refunding penalties or charges erro-
neously exacted: 
To brig Mary Gibbs............. 9.14 
brig E. H. Williams.......... 6. 37 
brigWaubeen................ 9.41 
brig Gem ................. _.. 18. 00 
~~g ~sc~~~~lfr~~i::::::::::: ;: ~~ 
bar\ Dido E. Clark........... 130.36 
bark Sea Fox................. 30.00 
schooner Maggie Todd....... 1.19 
schoonflr American Boy...... 4. 00 
sh~p Bridgewater ............ ___ 2_04_._7_5 
Pay of consular officers for services 
to American vessels and sea-
men: 
To J. A. Atwood, consul, St. 
George .................. .. 
H. L. Atherton, consul, Para-
maribo .................... . 
H. C. C. Astwood, consul, San 
Domingo .................. . 
W. 8. Bird, consul, La Guayra 
W. E. Baker, consul, Rosario. 
H. Barnett, consul, Parama-
ribo ...................... .. 
W.A.. Brown, consul, SanJuan 
del Norte ..................• 
W. C. Burchard, consul, Rna-
tan ........................ . 
H. Broad, consul, Santos ... .. 
D. E. Coon, consul, Baracoa .. 
J. M. Churchill, consul, Car-
denas ..................... . 
E. Conrov, consul, San Juan. 
A. B. Cobb, consul, Calcutta .. 
S. W. Cooper, consul, Gothen-
burg ...................... . 
E. Carrioaste, consul, Corunna 
P. Carroll, consul, Palermo .. 
G. C. Cato, consul, Port Natal 
E. S. De Lisle, consul, St. 




















-----Carried forward.......... :>, 398. 55 
Pay of consular officers for services 
to American vessels and sea-
men-Continued. 
Brought forward .. _ ..... . 
ToP. Decomis, consul, Cayenne. 
S. W. Dabney, consul, FayaL. 
T. M. Dawson, consul, Bar-
ranquillo ............. _ ... _. 
A. II. Elbracht, consul, Pa-
dang ..................... .. 
J. P. Frecker, consul, St. 
Pierre .................... . 
T. W.Fox, consul, Plymouth. 
H. Fox, con~ul, Falmouth .... 
G. W. Griffin, consul, Sydney. 
H. Goddard, consul, Bathurst. 
S. Gouteir, consul, Cape Hay-
tien ...... ---·-- ........... . 
J. Grierson, consul, Coquim-
bo ....................... .. 
J. Gomez, jr., consul, Baracoa 
W .. ~. Garesche, consul, Mar-
timque ............ , ...... .. 
A. H. Geilbracht, jr., consul, 
Padang ................... . 
G. E. Hoskinson, consul, 
D~~ft~t~~rt: ~~~s-~i. Wi~d;~~ 
J.D. Hoff, consul, Vera Cruz. 
E. Howard, consul, Hull ..... 
F. W. Hyndman, consul, 
Charlottetown ........... .. 
0. Hatfield, consul, Bolivia __ 
D. H. Ingraham, consul, Cadiz 
E. Johnson, consul. Pictou ... 
E. R. Jones, con&ul, Cardiff ... 
C.E. Jackson, consul, Antigua 
E. G. Kelton, consul, Mazat-
lan ........................ . 
E. Lloyd, t>onsul, St. Marc ... . 
L. A. Lathrop, consul, BristoL 
A. Loening, consul, Bremen .. 
H. B. McKay, consul, Tener-
iife .. ..................... .. 
A. E. Morlan, consul, Belize .. 
T. J. McLain,jr., consul, Nas-
sau ........................ . 
• J. W. Merriam, consul, !qui-
que ......... ..... ......... . . 
T. N. Molloy,consul, St. John's 
J. Murray, consul, St. John .. 
W. Morey, consul, Colombo ... 
D. L. Pringle, consul, Guate-
mala·---·--·····-·---·-·--· 
H. Pease, consul, Santiago ..•. 
C. Perez, consul, Santander ... 
"V. P. Pierce, consul, Cienfue-
gos ....................... .. 
J. H. Putnam, consul, Hono-
lula ...................... .. 
M. H. Phelan, consul, Halifax:. 
W. Y. Patch, consul, St. St'e-
phen ······--·--··--·-····--
J. W. Phillips, consul, Port 
Elizabeth ................. . 
O.E.Reimer, consul, Santiago 
de Cuba .................. .. 
W. H. Robertson, consul, Yar-
mouth._ ....... _ .......... .. 
L. G. Reed, consul, Barbadoes. 
E. W. P. Smith, consul, Car-
thagena ................... . 
F. H. Scheuch, consul, Barce· 
lona ...................... .. 
J. H. Springer, consul, San 
Juan .................... .. 
J. Smith, consul, NewCastle .. 
T. Simpson, consul, Puerto 
Plata ...................... . 
J. W. Siler, consul, Capetown. 
L. B. Smith, consul, Curacoa .. 
P. Strickland, consul, Goree-
Dakar ..................... . 























































1, 161. 66 
90.24 
16,764.25 
88 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. DIPLOMATIC-JUDICIARY. 
Pay of consular officers for services 
to American vessels and sea-
men-Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..... 
To V. V. Smith, consul, St. 
Thomas .....• ------·------· 
A. G. Studer, consul, Singa . 
pore ....................... . 
A. H. Shipley, consul, Auck-
land ....................... . 
M. H. Sawyer, consul, Trini-
dad ...... -------··-··- ...... 
N. K. Sawyer, consul, Turk's 
Island ............. -·-·--··· 
J. H. Smyth, consul, Liberia .. 
E. H. Thompson, consul, Mer-
ida .. -- . __ ... ____ .......... . 
• J. Fowler, consul, Trinidad .. . 
J. E. W. Thompson, consul, 
• Hayti . . . . • . . ...•......... 
H. Tolke, consul, Guatemala .. 
F. H. Underwood, consul, 
Glasgow .... __ ....... ---- .. 
J. Vio8ca, consul, La Paz .... . 
J. G. Voigt, consul, Manila .. . 
J. M. Villain, consul, Samana. 
D. C. Von Romondt, consul, St. 
Martin ....... -·-·-------··-
.A. G. Webster, consul, Hobart 
C. P. Williams, consul, Rouen . 




















Pay of consular officers for services 
to American vessel!) and sea-
men-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To R. K. Wright, jr., consul, Co-
lon ...... . .... __ .......... .. 
R. 0. Williams, consul-gen-
eral. Havana . .........•.... 
J. B. Weaver, conl'lul, Bahia .. 
F. R. Webb, consul, Auckland 
C. H. WillA, consul, Managua. 
W. T. Wright, consul, Santos. 
J. M. Wilson, consul, Bremen. 
R. M. Whitney, consul, Tama-
tave ............. --·---- .. --
A. P. Wilson, consul, HulL ... 
Deduct repayments to: 
By H. Barnett . . . • • . . $3. 31 
G.W.Griffin . ... __ 437.16 
Salaries and expenses, C o u r t of 
Commissioners Alabama Claims : 
'l'o F. J. Keickhoefer . ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 


















Salaries Department of Justice: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk $138,161.97 
Con tin gent expenses Department of 
Justice. Books for Depart-
ment Library, 1883, and prior 
years: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 5. 00 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Books for Depart-
ment library, 1887: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 1, 500. 00 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. BooksofficeofSolic-
itor, 1883 and prior years: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing derk 5. 00 
ContingentexpensesDepartmentof 
Justice. Books office of Solic-
itor, 1884: 
To J. M. Ewi]Ig, disbursing clerk =-5. 00 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Books office of Solic-
itor, 1887: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 500.00 
Contingent expenses Departmen t.of 
,Justice. .Furniture and re· 
pairs, 1887: 
To J. M. Ewing disbursing clerk 1, 000. 00 
Contingent expense11 Department of 
Justice. Stationery, 1887: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 1, 900. 00 
Contingentexpenses Departmen tof 
Justice. Transportation, 1887: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 500.00 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Miscellaneous items, 
1883, and prior years: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 53. 29 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Miscellaneous items, 
1884: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk $136. 55 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Miscellaneous items, 
1884 and prior ye'1rs: 
By J. M. Ewing. ____ . __ . $175.38 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Miscellaneous items, 
1885: 
=== 
To J. M. Ewing-, disbursing clerk 1, 470. 10 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.M.Ewing.................. 2.55 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Miscellaneous items, 
1886: 
By J. M. Ewing ........... $3. 35 
Contingent expenses Department of 
Justice. Miscellaneous items, 
1887: 
1, 467.55 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 7, 160. 00 
Building Department of Justice: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 146. 50 
Payment to Henry Fink: 
To H. Fink...................... 95. 80 
Payment to lee:al representative of 
Thomas Simon : 
To J. C. ~ater, administrator. . . . 2, 500. 00 
Payment to William M. Rush, jr.: 
To Wm.M.Rusb,jr ............. 875.00 
Relief of James Clifford: 
To J. Clifford.................... 556.70 
RECEIPTS .AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 89 
1886-'87. JUDICIARY. 
Salaries of employes court-house, 
Washington, D. C., 1887: 




Salary of wardeil of the jail, D. C.: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 
Expenses of Territorial courts in 
Utah, 1883 and prior years: 
To W.McKay ... . .............. . 
Expenses of Territorial courts in 
Utah, 1885: 
To W.H. Dickerson ............ . 
F.H.Dyer ................. .. 
D. W. Felshaw .............. . 
J.Johnson ................. .. 
r.·t.lfeilo~;:: :::::::: ~ ~:: ::: 
E. P. Sutherland ........•..... 
J. R. Wilkins ................ . 
Expenses of Territorial courts in 
Utah, 1886: 
To W. H. Dickson .. . .. .. .. .. ... 
.1!'. H. Dyer .................. . 
i.i.~~:~! ::.:::::::::::::: 
E. McB. Timony .....•..•..... 




















6, 75•l. 90 
------
Expenses of territorial courts in 
Utah, 1887: 
To T. J. Black ................. .. 
~.H:Ei:.D:J'lck~~~-:: :::::::::::: 
~·.lS: J>o~~~f~:::::::::::::::: 
J.E.Hills .................. .. 
.J. R. Wilkins ................ . 
H. C. Wardleigh ............ .. 
Defending suits in claims against 
the United States, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By J. M. Ewing ......... $384. 69 
Defending suits in claims against 
the United States, 1885 : 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 
Defending suits in claims against 











To N orthem Pacific R. R........ 77. 00 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co.................... . 93. 35 
Defending suits in claims against 
the United States, 1887: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 




To H. R. Probasco .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 75. 00 
Punishing violations of intercourse 
acts and frauds, 1886: 
To Chicago, Mil waukee and St. 
Paul Rwy ................ .. 
Northern Pacific R. R ...... .. 





Punishing violations of intercourse 
acts and frauds, 1887 : 
To Chicago, Burlington and 
QuincyR.R .............. .. 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
PanlRwy ................. . 
Denver and Rio GrandeR. R. 
J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 
Missouri Pacific Rwy ....... . 
Northern Pacific R. R ....... . 
Penn.sylvania R.R .......... . 
Southern Kansas Rwy ...... . 
Union Pacific R,R .......... . 











To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe R.R .. ...... .......... 50.25 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy...... . .. . .. . . . • . • 9. 35 
Northern Pacific R. R........ 9. 40 
Union Pacific R. R........ ... 51.60 
120.60 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.M.Ewing.................. 44,.19 
Prosecution of crimes, 1887: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R .................. .. 
J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk 
Missouri Pacific R. R ....... . 
Northern Pacific R. R ..... .. 
Union Pacific R. R .......... . 
Prosecution of crimes, Territory of 
Utah, 1887: 
To F. H. Dyer .................. . 
Building Department of Justice, 
1887: 
To .J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk. 











To Board of Control...... . . . . . . . 5, 000. 00 
Defense in French spoliation claims : 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk. 3, 911.39 
Postage to Postal Union countries: 
To J. M. Ewing, dislmrsing clerk. 25. 00 
Rent and incidental expenses office 
of marshal, Territory of Alaska, 
1887: 
To B. Atkins .................... . 
Payment to special deputy marshals 
at Congressional elections, 1881 
and prior years : 
By J.N.Kerns... ...... $5.00 
Expenses of United States courts, 
1879 and prior years: 
To S. T. Carrow ................ .. 
R. M. Douglass ............. .. 
W. Huntington ............. . 
A.B.Norton ................ . 
Northwestern Telegraph Co . 
M. T. Williaooson ........... . 
F.M. Whiten .............. .. 
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Expenses of United States courts, 
1879 and prior years-Continued. 
Brought forward •••...•.•.. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C.D.Allen......... $294.20 
R. M. Douglass .. _.. 8, 034. 72 
J. N. Sarber.---_.__ 1, 050.00 




Fees of jurors, 1883 and prior years: 
To N. Lopez, New Mexico. . . . • . • 58. 20 
A.B.Norton, Texas.......... 7.50 
E. Paschal, Texas............ 22.00 
87.70 
Fees of jurors, 1884: 
To J.D. Kirkpatrick............. 10. 00 
Fees of jurors, 1884 and prior years: 
By H. Allen ............ $1,092.95 
A.J.Auxier ......• 1,906.27 
R. H. Cr!ttenden . . . 1, 776. 45 
R. M. Douglass . . . . . 98. 20 
J.B. HilL.......... 7.45 
J.G. Watts......... 709.80 
5, 591.12 
Fees of jurors, 1885: 
To A. J. Auxier, Kentucky ..... . 
J. C. Carter, Alabama ....... . 
H. Fink, Wisconsin ......... . 
J. B. Hill, North Carolina ... . 
J. R. G. Pitkin, Louisiana ... . 
W. C. Raum, Mississippi .. _ .. 
W. C. Starke, Alabama_ ..... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By G. W. Atkinson . . . . $198. 00 
H. Allen........... 3, 850.50 
A.J.Auxier ....... 962.20 
J. A. McKee . . .. .. • 126. 80 
G. N. Tillman .. .. . . 846. 45 
J. G. Watts ........ 805.10 
Excess of repayments .... 
14.00 







6, 7~9. 05 
1, 69(;. 21 
Fees of jurors, 1886: 
'.ro \V.H.Brum, New York...... 294.90 
W.C.Bird, Florida........... 250.00 
E. M. Boykin, South Carolina. 750.00 
J. E. D. Cougins, Missouri.... 500. 00 
J. H. Coggeshall, Rhode Island 53. 90 
J. Carroll, Arkansas . .. .. . . .. 4, 000.00 
E. Campbell, Iowa............ 140.00 
G. H. Cannes, Maryland...... 985.30 
W.L.Cabell, Texas.......... 1,149.20 
F. H. Dyer, Utah............. 1,000.00 
W. L. Duikins, Mississippi... . 50 
F. Fletcher, Arkansas........ 228.90 
.T. C. Franks, California .. . . . • 727. 60 
E. Gates, Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 001. 70 
Yv . .E'. Goodspeed, Ohio....... 829. 25 
S. L. Graham, Virginia _ . • . • • • 990. 00 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky...... . . 1, 246. 25 
A. E. Gordon, New York..... 968.60 
Z. T. Hill, Colorado . ------.... 2,324.10 
E. Hawkins, Indiana . . .. .. . • . 238. 20 
'.r. J. Hamilton, Washin~ton.. 3, 835.50 
G. A. Hudson ...... ___ .... ... 10.00 
J. B. Hill, North Carolina.... 147.50 
L. Hess, District of Columbia. 2. 00 
C. B. Hanna, Maine. . . . . . . . . . . 672. 50 
,T. J. Ivins, Tennessee . . . .. . . . 1. 60 
.J". N. Kerns, Pennsylvania.... 2, 205.00 
J. C. Kinney, Connecticut.... 140. 70 
J. M. Liddell, Mississippi..... 714. 60 
-----
Carried forward.......... 27,407.80 
Fees of jurors, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . $27, 407. 80 
To J. F. La Far.................. 10.00 
R. Martinez, New Mexico . . • . 2, 349. 00 
M. F. McMahon, New York . . 8, 886. 00 
C. M. New lin, Delaware . . . . • • 109. 75 
G. W.Patterson, North Caro-
lina........................ 10.20 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana.... 4, 500. 00 
V. V. Richardson, North Caro-
lina........................ 1, 644.75 
J. T. Rankin, Texas . .. .. . • • • . 3, 207. 75 
D. Settle, North Carolina . . . . 78. 45 
J. R. Sheldon .•••.• ----··..... 10.00 
A. C. Tate, New York........ 70.00 
N. 0. Tilton.................. 24.00 
A. A. Wilson, District of Co-
lumbia..................... 3, 118.00 
E. E. Wade, Georgia.......... 1, 793.45 
Deduct repayments; -----
By H. Allen ............ $5,527.75 
W. W. Allen....... 212.40 
E. S. B. Bier bower . 281, 10 
N. P. Banks • .. ... . . 271. 70 
E.M.Boykin....... 59.45 
T.Boles............ 171.25 
J. E. D. Cougins . . . 279. 95 
T •• r. Carr.......... 98. oo 
P. S. Corbett, . . . • • • • 202. 80 
J. H. Coggeshall.... 54. 00 
W. L. Dinkins...... 1, 514. 40 
W. M. Desmond. . . . 416. 10 
J. T.Dubois........ 9.24 
T. Fletcher . . .. . .. . . 30 
W. F. Goodspeed... 27.50 
E. Gates...... .. . .. • 714. 50 
A. C.f)ibson ....... 2,815.20 
S.L.Graham....... 35.20 
W. W. ~enry . .. . .. 527. 70 
J. J. Ivms.......... 1, 093. 80 
E . .A. Ireland....... 18. 40 
W.C.Jones........ 199.60 
J.N.Kearns .....•. 288.80 
A. H. Keller...... . . 612. 75 
P.Kelly..... ...... 888.20 
;t":~~:. ft~deii ::::::: 67~: :~ 
J. M. McClintock _. 500. 00 
G. W. Miller . . . . • . . 676. 60 
D. W. Maratta _.... 4.4. 25 
R. Martinez........ 541.70 
M.T.McMahon.... 42.00 
J. W. N elurs . . . . . . . I, 162. 30 
J. N. Patterson..... 366. 20 
R. B. Pleasants..... 221. 96 
R. B. Reagan . . . • • . . 187. 70 
W.A.Smith ........ 1,808.35 
T. W. Scott......... 375.40 
G. N. Tillman...... 957.00 
H. G. Weber . .. . .. • 1, 409. 25 
T.H.West ......... 277.60 
D. R. Waters....... 685.60 
P. A. Williams..... 134.70 
A. A. Wilson....... 304. 00 
Fees of jurors, 1887: 
ToW. W.Allen,Alabama ..... .. 
B. Atkins, Alaska .......... .. 
E. M. Boy kin, South Carolina 
N. P. Banks, Massachusetts .. 
W.H.Bunn,NewYork .... .. 
N. B. Bates, Connecticut .... . 
E. Baird, Idaho ............ .. 
E. L. Bier bower, Nebraska ... 
W. C. Bird, .Florida ...•....••. 
F.A. Barker, New Hampshire 
J. H. Coggeshall, Rhode Isl-
and ...................... .. 
W. M. Campbell, Minnesota .. 
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. Fees of jurors, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .......•. 
To J. E. D. Cougins, Missouri. .•. 
E. Carroll, Arkansas ........ . 
T. J. Carr, Wyoming •........ 
G. H. Cairnes, Maryland ..... . 
E. Campbell,jr., Iowa ..•..... 
W. L. Cabell, Texas ...•...••. 
F. H. Dyer, Utah ............ . 
W. M. Desmund, Iowa ...... . 
W. L. Dinkins, Mississippi. .. 
F. 'I'. Dubois, Idaho .......... . 
D. C. Fulton, Wisconsin ..... . 
J. C. Franks, Ca-lifornia •••... 
'I'. Fletcher, Arkansas ...... . 
A. C. Gibson, Louisiana ..... . 
S. L. Graham, Virginia .•..••• 
W. F. Goodspeed, Ohio ......• 
A. E. Gorden, New Jersey ..•. 
E. Gates, Missouri .••••••..•. 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky .••..•.. 
E.Hawldns,Indiana ......... . 
Z. 'I'. Hill, Colorado ...•.•..... 
W. W. Henry, Vermont .•.•.• 
C. B. Harmon, Maine ........ . 
'I'. J. Hamilton, Washington. 
J. J. Ivins, Tennessee ......•. 
W. C. Jones, Kansas ......••. 
P. Kelly, Oregon ....•.....•.. 
J. C. Kurnly, Connecticut .... 
'I'. E. Kelly, Nevada ........•. 
J. N. Kerns, Pennsylvania ... 
R. S. Kelly, Montana ..••..•.. 
.A.. H. Keller, Alabama .....••. 
J. M. Liddell, Mississippi. .•.. 
L. M. Lamar, Georgia ......•. 
R. Martinez, New Mexico .... 
F. H. Marsb, Illinois ......•.. 
G. W. Miller, Pennsylvania .. 
D. W. Maratta. Dakota .....•• 
W. K. Meade, Arizona ......•• 
M. 'I'. McMahon, New York .. 
C. M. Newlin, Delaware .....• 
J. W.Nelms, Georgia ...... .. 
J. Pen noll, Michigan ........ . 
J. N. Patterson, New Hamp-
shire ...................... . 
R. B. Pleasants, 'Louisiana ... . 
J. 'I'. Rankin, Texas ......... . 
R. B. Reagan, Texas ........ . 
J. Robinson, Vermont ....... . 
V. V. Richardson, North Car-
olina ...................... . 
T. W. Scott, Virginia ...•..... · 
C. Sehon, West Virginia ..... . 
D. Settle, North Carolina .... . 
A. C. Tate, New York ....... . 
H. C. Urner, Ohio .......... .. 
H. G. Weber, illinois •........ 
F. H. West, Wisconsin ....... 
A. A. Wilson, District of Co-
lumbia .................... . 
D. R. Waters, Michigan ..... . 
S. F. Wilson, Tennessee ..... . 
E. C. Wade, Geogia .......... . 
P . .A.. Williams, Florida •..•... 
•.r. B. Yancey, Tennessee ..... 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. H. Coggeshall.... $259. 00 
G. H. Cairnes . . . . . • 883. 80 
S. L. Graham . . . . • . . 290. 15 
.A.. E. Gorden • . . . • . • 968. 60 
J. J. Ivins.......... 575. 00 
W. C. Jones . . . . . . • . 330. 00 
J. N. Kerns . . . . . . • . 19. 60 
L. M. Lamar........ 1, 115. 00 
G. W. Miller . . • . • • • 155.70 
J. W. Nelms........ . 70 
J. N. Patterson..... 577.70 
.A.. C. Tate.......... 272. 00 
E. C. Wade ......... 1, 865.05 



































































Fees of jurors, 1887-Continued • 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward. $7, 312. 30 $453, 719. 80 
By F. H. West......... 1, 000. 00 
H.C.Weber ........ 1,093.30 
Fees of witnesses United States 
courts, 1883 and prior years: 
To H. Allan ..................... . 
R. Bristow .........••••.....• 
J. M. Barber ................ . 
R.H.Bower ................. . 
D. Carter .................... . 
J. Carter .................... . 
J. S. Call ................... . 
W.Davis .................... . 
G. B. Dandy ................. . 
L.M.Davis ................. . 
J.Dalton .................... . 
E. L. Dickerson ............. . 
Fleming Bros ............... . 
J.T.Fry ......•.•••••.•...... 
J. L. Fralin ................. . 
.A..M.Goins ................. . 
G.E.Graham ............... . 
S. J. Ginnings ............... . 
.A.. B. Gillespie .•••••.•..••..•• 
.A. Howell ..•..••.••••.••...•. 
H. S. Harkins .............. .. 
.A.. Holley ................... . 
F. Hazelton ................. . 
H. Hefferlinger ....•.•.••..••. 
.A..E.Holton ................ . 
R.Howard ..•...•.....•.•...• 
D. Hall ...................... . 
A.M. Jones ................. . 
T.Kennedv ................. . 
R.Mills .. : .................. . 
J.Mat·tin ................... . 
Miller & Lawrence ...••.•.... 
C. Mills ..................... . 
H. Moore ................... . 
H. McPeak ..•...•.......••..• 
J. Napper ................... . 
R. A. Nicholas ............... . 
J. A. Nance ................. . 
J.Newman .................. . 
J.Penn ..................... . 
.A..A.Rover ................. . 
N.Rakes .................... . 
E.J.Rakes .............•.•.. 
r· ~~~:~~~ ~::::::::::: ~:::: 
N. •.r. Stewart ............... . 
R. Sau.]J.ders .......•.......••. 
J. Staples ...... oc• ••••••••••• 
J. M. S,to'\l.all . · ...•...••••...•. 
L. Sb.eJer .................... . 
H. Snow ..................... . 
W. Slote ................... .. 
W.C.Slope .....•...•........ 
.A. Turner...... . . . • . • . . . . .•. 
i-. ~i~~~'::. :::::::::::::::::: 
J. Weeks .................... . 
J.T. Weeks ................. . 
T. Webb ................... .. 
J.G.Watts ................. . 


































































By Treasurer United States...... 12. 30 
Fees of witnesses United States 
courts, 1884: 
To H. Allen, Dakota ..•••••.••••• 
A. J. Auxier, Kentucky •..... 
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l!ees of witnesses United States 
courts, 1884-Continued. 
Brought forward ........• 
To E. M. Boy kin, South Carolina. 
E. Hawkins, Indiana ........ . 
Fees of witnesses United States 
courts, 1884 and prior years: 
By A.J.Anxier ......• $644.40 
E. M. Boykin ..•... 5.00 
T. Boles . . . . . . . . . • . 20. 60 
R. H. Crittenden . . . l, 832. 87 
R. M. Dong lass . . . . 4, 705.14 
T. S. Foster .. . . . . .. 1. 50 
J.B.Hill .......... 38.55 
J.A. McKee....... 342.85 
W.C.Raum........ 54.80 
J. G. Watts........ 156.90 
7, 802.61 
Fees of witnesses United States 
courts, 1885 : 
To E. M . .Boy kin, South Carolina. 
G. Cunningham ............ .. 
J. Foster, North Carolina .•.. 
H. Fink, Wisconsin ......... . 
A. J. Gross, Keutucky ...... . 
E. E. Henderson, Dakota ...•. 
J. Hoff ..................... .. 
H.Hoff ..................... .. 
J. M. Hinds, Alabama ..•...•. 
D. Hummingbird ........... . 
11". Hummingbird ............ . 
.J. J. Ivins, Tennessee ...... .. 
1: ~~lfeii~~.- iiai>a~a·::::: :: 
J.H. Kingsley ............. .. 
T. H. Little ................ .. 
T.Martin .................. . 
J.Munroe, Michigan ....... .. 
C. S. Park, Georgia .......... . 
J. R G. Pitkin, Alabama .... . 
A. Snyder.. . .............. .. 
E. Swanson .................. . 
P. A. Williams, Florida ..... . 
Deduct from repayments : 
By H. Allen...... • .. .. • $5, 100. 68 
A. J. Anxier. .. . ... 1, 082.64 
W. B. Deacon...... 32.40 
A. J. Gross.. . . . . . . . 842. 30 
J. B. HilL.......... 6R 88 
J.J.Ivins.......... 292.90 
J. A.McKee........ 79.73 
G. Schnitzer . . . . . . . 40. 65 
G. N. Tillman...... 79. ';5 
H.C.Urner ........ 46.15 
H. G. Weber....... 7.40 
Excess of repayments .... 
Fees of witnesses U. S. Courts 1886: 
To W. W. Allen, Alabarua ...... . 
E. M. Boy kin, South Carolina. 
W.H.Burm, New York ...... 
N. P. Banks, Massachusetts .. 
M. Barner ................ --. 
J. E. D . Congins, Missouri. .. . 
G. H. Cairnes, Maryland .... . 
W. L. Cabell, Texas .......... . 
J. Carroll, Arkansas .•...... 
E.Campbell,_jr., Iowa ...... . 
T.J. Carr, Wyoming ........ . 
W. L. DurkiM, Mississippi .. 
W. M. Desmond, Iowa ....... . 
F. T. Du Bois, Idaho ........ . 
R. E. Dale, Missouri ......... . 
















































Fees of witnesses United Sta.te& 
courts. 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ 
To ~-- ~~~~dy::::::::::::::::::: 
T. Fletcher, Arkansas ....... 
J. C. Franks, California .....• 
T. H. Freeland, New York ... 
E. Gates, Missouri ..........• 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky ...... . 
W. F. Goodspeed, Oh1o ...... . 
C. F. Humphreys, A. Q. M ... . 
Z. T.Hill, Colorado ........ .. 
T.J.Hamilton, Washington. 
C.B.Hannon, Maine .••...... 
J.A. Hunnecutt ........... .. 
A. Hartzell ................ .. 
E. Hartly .................. .. 
C. T. House, Missouri ...... .. 
J. J. Ivins, Tennessee ...... .. 
H.C.Irwin .... . ............ .. 
J. N. Kerns, Pennsylvania .. . 
J. C. Kinney, Connecticut ... . 
A. H. Keller. Alabama ..... .. 
J. M. Liddell, Mississippi ... . 
R. Martinez, New Mexico .. .. 
M. T. McMahon, New York .. 
D. W. Maratta, Dakota ....••. 
G. W. Miller, Pennsylvania .. 
J. Monroe, Michigan .......•.• 
C.M.Newlin, Delaware .... .. 
J. W. Petrie . ............... .. 
G. Pennell. Michigan .....•.. 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana .... 
A. F. Rockwell, M~jor ......• 
V. V. Richardson, North Car-
olina ...................... . 
J.T.Rankin, Texas .......••. 
R. B. Reagan, Texas ......•.. 
J. Robinson, Vermont ...... .. 
D. Settle, North Carolina ... . 
C. Sehon, West VIrginia ..•.. 
J. F.Smith .................. . 
G.N. Tellman, Tennessee .. .. 
G. D. Whitley .............. .. 
A. Whitley, ................•. 
E. W. Whitley ............. .. 
D. R. Waters, Michigan .... .. 
E. C. Wade, Georgia ....... .. 
P. A. Williams, E'lori<la .... .. 
F. H. Vvest. Wisconsin ...... . 
S. ·F. Wilson, Tennessee ..... . 
War Department .......... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. W. Allen ........ $7, 899.18 
E. M. Boy kin....... 26. 15 
E. L. Bier bower.... 1, 990. 25 
T. Boles............ . 45 
T. J. Carr . .. .. .. . .. 449. 95 
P. S. Corbett....... 363.90 
J. E. D. Couzins . . . . 820. 05 
J. H. Coggeshall.... 36. 20 
G. H. Cairnes . .. .. . 2.10 
F.T.Dubois ...... . 247.30 
W. M. D~smond.... 4. 50 
T. Fletcher. . . . . . . . . 38. 50 
J.H. Freeman...... 6.10 
R. S. Foster .. .. .. .. 11. 40 
,J. C. Franks........ 254. 55 
S. L. Graham . . . . . . • 262. 03 
W. F. Goodspeed.. . 2. 15 
A. C. Gibson.... .. . . 13. 60 
E. Gates...... . .. • .. 904. 17 
A. Y. Gross .. .. .. .. 15l. 74 
E. Hawkins . . . . . . . 372. 75 
J. M. Hinds .. . .. . .. 864-.£0 
W. W. Henry...... 237.00 
J. B. HilL.......... 94. 25 
T. G. Hamilton. . . . . 118. 90 
J.J.Ivins.......... 7.51 
S.D.Jackman...... 314.05 
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Fees of witnesses United States 
1887--Continued. 
Brought forward . $15, 493. 63 $77, 050. 76 
By P. Kell.v . ..... . . . . . . 353. 65 
Brought forward ..••..... 
To T.E.Kelley,Nevada ....... . 
A. H. Keller, Alabama ...... . 
.A. H. Keller.. . . .. .. 1. 07 
R. S. Kelly .. .. .. .. . 260. 95 
,T. M. Lidd,,Jl...... . . 20 
G. W. Miller....... 854.36 
.J. M. McClintock . . 500. 00 
D. W. Maratta . . . . . 2, 308. 39 
R. Martinez........ 289. 52 
M. T. McMahon.... 157.69 
F. H.Marsh........ 300.35 
J. W. Nelms........ 452.85 
C. M. Newlin....... 177.89 
.J.N.Patterson..... 125.20 
R. B. Pleasants..... 1, 320.82 
.J. T. Rankin .... . .. 7. 74 
V. V. Richardson... . 30 
T. W. Scott . . .. .. .. J, 731. 15 
D. Settle........... 25.85 
W. A. Smith . . . . . . . 554. 45 
A.C.Tate .......... 175.00 
G. N. Tillman . . . . . . 60. 12 
H. C. Urner ........ 77.35 
H. G. Weber . .. .. . . 809. 43 
D. R. Waters . ...... 357.90 
P. A. Williams.... . 207.00 
A. A . Wilson...... . 229. 25 
E. C. Wade......... 16.05 
Fees of witnesses, United States 
courts. 1887 : 
ToW. W. Allen, Alabama .••..•.. 
i3. Atkins .................. .. 
N.D. Bates, Connecticut ..•.. 
E. L. Bierbower, Nebraska ... 
E. M. Boy kin, South Carolina. 
N . P. Banks, Massachusetts ... 
W. H. Buun, New York .... .. 
E. Baird, Idaho .............. . 
W. C. Bird, Florida ...... . ... . 
lf. A. Barker, New Hampshire 
W. L. Cabell, Texas ......... . 
E. Campbell,jr, Iowa ....... .. 
.J. H. Coggeshall, Rhode Isl-
and ...................... .. 
W. M. Campbell, Minnesota .. 
T • .J. Carr, Wyoming ........ . 
.J. E. D. Congins, Missouri ... . 
.J. Carroll, Arkansas ....•..... 
G. H. Cairnes, Maryland .•... 
.J.H.Cox .................... . 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R. R. Co .....•...... 
F.H.Dyer, Ui.ab ........... .. 
F.T.Dubois,Idabo ......... . 
W.M.Desmond, Iowa ..•..... 
W. L. Dinkins, M1ssiasippi ... 
D. C. Fulton, Wisconsin ...•.• 
T. Flethcber, Arkansas ....... 
.J. C. Franks, California ...•.•. 
A. C. Gibson, Louisiana ..... . 
S. L. Graham, Virginia .......• 
W. F. Goodspeed, Ohio ......• 
A . .J. Gross, Kentucky ...•.... 
A.E.Gordon,NflwYork .... . 
E. Gates, Missouri. ......... .. 
E. Hawkins, Indiana .....•••. 
Z. T. Hill, Colorado .. ........ . 
W. W. Henry, Vermont .... .. 
C. B. Harman, Maine ........ . 
T .. r. Hamilton, Washington .• 
.J . .J. Ivins, Tennessee ........ 
W. C. Jones, Ka!lsas .•..•..•. 
.J. N. Kerns, Pennsylvania ... . 
,T. C. Kinney, Connecticut . .. . 
P. Kelley, Orr,gou ...... ------
~- S. Kelley, Montana ...... .. 
















































.J. M. Uddell, Mississippi ..•. 
L. M. Lamar, Georgia ....... . 
R. Martinez, New Mexico ... . 
F. H. Marsh, illinois ........•. 
M. T.McMabon, New York .. 
G. W.Miller, Pennsylvania .. 
D. W.Maratta, Dakota ...... . 
W. K. Meade, Arizona ....... . 
J. W. Nelms, Georgia ........ . 
C.M..Newlin,Delaware .... .. 
New Mexico and Arizona R. 
R. Co ..................... .. 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana .•.. 
G. Pennell, Michigan ....... .. 
.J. N. Patterson, New Hamp-
shire . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ...•. 
J. T.Rankin, Texas ..•..•.... 
R. B. Reagan, Texas .•...•••.. 
V. V.Richardson, NorthCaro-
lina ..................... .. 
J.Robinson, Vermont ...... .. 
C. W. Raymond, Vermont ... . 
T. W. Scott, Virginia ....••... 
C. Sehon, West Virginia .... . 
D. Settle, North Carolina ... . 
.J. B. Sleman ................ . 
L.C.Starkel ................ . 
A. C. Tate, New York ....... . 
H. C. Urner, Ohio .......... .. 
H. G. Weber, lllinois ....... .. 
D.R. Waters, Michigan ..... . 
F. H. West, Wisconsin ...... . 
E. C. Wade, Georgia . _ ....... . 
A. A. Wilson, District of Co-
lumbia ......... , .........•. 
S. F. Wilson, Tennessee ..... . 
P. A. Williams, Florida ...... . 
.J. Walker, Florida ........... . 
T.B. Yancey ................ . 
Deduct repstyments: 
By .J. H. Co~geshall. . . . $230. 46 
F.T.Dubois........ 185.00 
S.L. Graham....... . 55 
J . .J.Ivins ...... .... 2, 781.95 
.J. N. Kerns......... 50.69 
L.M.Lamar........ 1.65 
D. W. Maratta . . . • . 7, 000. 00 
G. W.Miller ....... 797.52 
.J. W.Nelms........ 60 
J. N. Patterson..... 193. 30 
D. Settle .. .. .. .. .. . . 14, 
A. C. Tate.......... 37.90 
E.C. Wade ......... 3,376.50 
Support of prisoners, United States 
courts, 1883 and prior ~ears: 
To H. Allen ..................... . 
G. W.Atkinson ............ .. 
S. A. Britz .................. .. 
R.M. Douglass ............. .. 
W. H. Horner ...•............ 
J.Longstreet ................ . 
A. B. Norton ...... _ ......... . 
.J. R. Rich ................... . 
Support of prisoners, United States 
courts, 1884, and prior years: 
By A . .J. Auxier ........ $1, 421.40 
R. H. Crittendon . . . 1, 027. 70 
R. M. Douglass..... 1, 497. 23 
A . .J. Gross.... . . . . . 23. 00 




















































94 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Support of prisoners, United States 
courts, 1884, and prior years-
Continued. 
Brought:forward $3, 969. 33 
By J.B.Hill........... 2.90 
J. G. Watts........ 83.90 
4, 056.13 
Support of prisoners, United States 
courts, 1885 : 
Te J. H. Brown ................. . 
T. Boles ................•..... 
W:~': c?::if. ~:::: ~ ::::::: :~:: ~ 
N.N.Craig .................. . 
J. E. D. Couzins ........•..... 
F .. l!'isbblate ................ .. 
A.J.Gross ................. .. 
E. Gates ................... .. 
House of Ref., Louisville, Ky. 
J.J.Ivins ................... . 
J. L. Jordan ................ . 
J.C.McMillan .............. . 
D. W.Maratta .............. . 
W. A. McConnell .•.•......... 
W. L. Mullis ................ . 
G.Muse ..................... . 
W.C.Raum ................. . 
State Prison of Folsom, Cal .. 
F. L. Slade .................. .. 
G. W. Turner .............. .. 
H. C. Urner ................ .. 
W.G. Wilson ............... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By G. W. Atkinson . . • . $425. 97 
A. J. Auxier .. . .. . • 932. 45 
H. Allen............ 246.50 
T.Boles............ 249.12 
J. A. McKee . . . . . . . 403. 56 
G. N. Tillman . . • • . . 31. 94 
H. C. Urner ........ 51.50 
H. C. Weber........ 5.00 
J.G. Watt<~ ........ 1,310.10 
P. A. Williams..... 2. 04 
J. C. Weaks........ 12.97 
Excess of repayments .••. 
Support of prisoners United States 
courts, 1886 : 
To Auburn Prison .............. . 
R. M. Auten ................. . 
B. Atkins ................... . 
H. L. Butler ................. . 
E. L. Bierbower ..•......•••.• 
E. M.Boyk.in ............... .. 
J. Barton ............ -- .•••••• 
S. E . .Bratton ................ . 
Cleveland Work-House .•...• 
G. H. Cairnes .........•..•.... 
Connecticut State Prison ..•. 
E. Campbell,jr .............. . 
W. L. Cabell ................. . 
W. M. Campbell .••••..•....•. 
A.P.Chandler .............. . 
J. E. D. Cougins ..........••. 
F. T. Dubois ................ .. 
Essex County Penitentiary .. 
G.N.Eayres ................ . 
A. C. Gibson ............... .. 
.T. H. Gelkey ................ . 
E. Gates .......... . ......... . 
House of Ref., Louisville,Ky. 
House of Corection, Michigan 
E. Hawkins ................. . 
House of Correction, Illinois . 
E. A. Ireland ............•.... 
J. J. Irvins .................. . 
Iowa State Penitentiary ..•.. 


























































Support of prisoners United States 
courts, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..••. 
To W. C. Jones ................. . 
J.Jordan .................... . 
J.N.Kerns .................. . 
R.S.Kelley ................. . 
:r ~: ~f!fln·: ~::: ~::::::::::: 
J. M. Liddell ..•.............. 
D. W. Maratta .......••••..... 
Maine State Prison .•........ 
Minnesota State Prison .•...• 
Maryland Penitentiary ..... .. 
G. W.Miller ................ .. 
C. M. Newlin ............... .. 
J. \V.Nelms ................ .. 
New Hampshire Industrial 
School ................... .. 
New Hampshire State Prison 
Nevada State Prison ........ . 
Ohio Penitentiary ........•... 
F. W. Oakley ............... .. 
Porter & Dalton ............ . 
R. B. Reagan ................. · 
J. T. Rankin ............... .. 
l~hode Island State Prisc-n .. . 
V. N. Richardson ........... .. 
Southern Illinois Penitentiary 
D. Settle .................... . 
St. Louis House of Refuge .. . 
State of Missouri .......... .. 
J. M. Sutler ................. . 
.A. A. Scraggs .............. .. 
South Carolina Penitentiary . 
State of Indiana .•.••........ 
A. C. Tate ................... . 
J. C. Taylor ...............•.. 
Tunstall & Co ............... . 
Vermont State Prison .....••. 
Work· House, Marion County, 
Ind ....................... .. 
West Virginia Penitentiary .. 
Wisconsin State Prison ..... . 
S. F. Wilson ................. . 
..:\. . .A. Wilson ............... .. 
J. W.\Vier .................. . 
J.Wood ..................... . 
J. B. Whiteside ..•...•••••.... 
D. R. Waters ................ . 
J.G. Wohlfield ............. .. 
F.H.West ................ . .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By H. .Allen ............ $3, 00~. 00 
W. W. Allen .. . • • . • 351.14 
E. L. Bier bower . . . . 5. 35 
N. P. Banks........ 735. 36 
E. M. Boy kin....... 1, 062. 50 
T. Boles............ 200. 51 
J. E. D. Congins.... 577.95 
T.J. Carr.......... 940.59 
P. S. Corbett . . . . . . . 49. 00 
J. Carroll........... 1, 714.80 
{v :t_cnfh~~s~~ ~ ~: ~ 5~: ~g 
F. '1.'. Dubois . . . . . . • 1, 115. 50 
J. H. Freeman...... 420. 0± 
T. Fletcher......... 1, 383.85 
J. C. Franks........ 188. 30 
W. F. Goodspeed... 26~. !l4 
E. Gates .. .. .. .. . .. 255. 30 
.A. J. Gross......... 1. 02 
S. L. Graham .. • . . .. . 23 
.A. E. Gordon....... 410.86 
\V. W. Henry . .. . .. 853. 50 
C. B Harmon....... 159. 99 
J. B. Hill . . . . . . . . . . . 125. 29 
T. J. Hamilton . . . . . 262. 69 
J.J.Ivins.......... 2.16 
W. C. Jones........ 169.70 
.A. H. Keller..... . .. 3. 08 

















































U, 526. 6~ 
24,526.64 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Support of prisoners United States 
courts, 1886-Continued. 
JUDICIARY. 
Support of prisoners United States 
courts, 1887-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward.$14, 300. 64 $24, 526. 64 
By R. S. Kelley . . . . . . . . 1, 279. 46 
Brought forward ........ . 
To T.J. Hamilton, Washington .. 
Z. T. Hill, Colorado .......... . 
P. Kelly...... .. .. .. 293. 99 
J. M. Liddell .... • • • 217.10 
M. T. McMahon.... 66. 60 
F. H. Marsh........ 427.30 
D. W. Maratta . . . . . 827.05 
R. Martinez . . . . . . . . 288. 35 
G. W. Miller . .••.•. 253.15 
J. W. Nehus... ..... 10.08 
C.M.Newlin....... 121.30 
G. Pennell......... 22.98 
R. B. Pleasants..... 31. 20 
.r. N. Patterson..... 127.15 
~: l i~~fi:~d·s-;Ii::: 2~~: ~g 
J. T. Rankin .. . . .. . 29. 80 
W. A. Smith........ 47. 65 
T. W.Scott......... 731.50 
D. Settle . •• ... .. • • . 3. 00 
G. N. Tillman •• • • • • 185. 02 
H. C. Urner .. .. . . .. 105. 52 
F. H. West......... 62.02 
H. G. Weber....... 307.15 
D. R. Waters . • . . . . • 154. 16 
A.A.Wilson....... 519.21 
P. A. Williams • . . • . 362. 20 
E.C.Wade......... 196.30 
Support of prisoners United States 
courts, 1887: 
To Auburn Prison .............. . 
W. W. Allen, Alabama .•..•.. 
B. Atkins, Alaska .•••........ 
W. D. Bates, Connecticut .... . 
E. Baird, Idaho .............. . 
Board of prison commission-
ers, Arizona ............... . 
W. C. Bird, Florida .......... . 
H. L. Butler, superintendent 
New York State Prison .. .. 
E. L. Bier bower, Nebraska .. . 
E. M. Boykin, South Carolina. 
W. H. Bunn, New York .•...• 
F. A. Barker, Hew Hampshire 
N. P. Banks, Massachusetts .. 
S. C.lnaisdel, Rhode Island .. 
W. L. Cabell, Texas ..••...... 
E. Campbell,jr., Iowa ....... . 
J. H. Coggeshall, Rhode Isl-
and ....................... . 
W. M. Campbell, Minnesota .. 
T.J.Carr, Wyoming ....... .. 
J. E. D. Couzins, Missouri ... . 
<]-.H. Cairnes, Maryland .... . 
tl. Carroll, Arkansas .••.•..••. 
Cleveland Work House .....• 
California State Prison ......• 
Connecticut State Prison •.... 
F.T.Dnbois,Idaho ......... . 
W. M. Desmond, Iowa ...... . 
W. L. Dinkins, Mississippi .. . 
Detroit Honse of Correction. 
Eastern State Penitentiary .. 
Erie County Penitentiary ..•. 
D. C. Fulton, Wisconsin ..... . 
J. U. Franks, California ...... . 
T. Fletcher, Arkansas .•••• .-. 
C. E. Felton, Illinois .....••••. 
A. C. Gibson, Louisiana •..... 
S. L. Graham, Virginia .•...•. 
A. E. Gordon, New York ..... 
E. Gates, Missouri ....•...... 
W. F. Goodspeed, Ohio ..... .. 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky ..•..... 
J. Grimes, New York .....••.. 













































. 1, 500.00 
C. B. Harmon, Maine ........ . 
House of Reformation, Mary-
land ...................... . 
House of Correction, Illinois. 
W. W.Henry, Vermont .••••• 
J. J. Ivins, Tennessee ....... . 
Iowa State Penitentiary .... . 
W. C. Jones, Kansas ........ . 
P. Kelly, Oregon ............ . 
J. 0. Kinney, Connecticut ... . 
J. N. Kerns, Pennsylvania ... . 
Kansas State Penitentiary ... . 
T. E. Kelley, Nevada ...••.... 
R. S. Kelley, Montana ....... . 
A. H. Keller, Alabama ....... . 
J. M. Liddell, Mississippi .... . 
L. M. Lamar, Georgia ....... . 
R. Martinez, New Mexico ... . 
F. H. Marsh, Illinois ........ . 
M. T.McMahon, New York .. 
D. W. Maratta, Dakota ...... . 
G. W. Miller, Pennsylvania .. 
Maine State Prison ......... . 
W. K. Meade, Arizona ....... . 
Massachusetts State Prison .. 
Maryland Penitentiary ..... . 
Marion County, Ind. Work 
House .............. _ ...... . 
Milwaukee House of Correc-
tion ....................... . 
Minnesota State Prison ..... . 
J. Murdock, Indian ......... . 
New Hampshire State Prison. 
Nevada f::ltate Prison ........ . 
J. W.Nelms, Georgia ....... . 
New Hampshire State Indus-
trial School ............... . 
New Jersey State Prison .... . 
C.M.lolewlin,Delaware .... .. 
Northern Indiana State Prison 
Oregon State Penitentiary ... . 
Ohio Penitentiary ........... . 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana .••. 
G. Pennell, Michigan ........ . 
J. N. PatterE>on, ~ew Hamp-
shire ...................... . 
Penitentiary at Anamosa, 
Iowa ...................... . 
V. V. Richardson, North Caro-
lina ...................... .. 
Rhode Island State Prison ... . 
J. T. Rankin, Texas ......... . 
R. B. Reagan, Texas .... . .... . 
J.Robinson, Vermont ....... . 
Reform School, District t)f Co-
lumbia .................... . 
C. Schon, W f'St Virginia .... . 
T. W. Scott, Virginia ........ . 
St. Louis House of Refuge .. . 
State of Missouri ........... . 
Southern Illinois Penitentiary 
D. Settle, North Carolina ..... 
South Carolina Penitentiary .. 
State of Indiana ...........••. 
A. C. Tate, New York ....... .. 
H. C. Urner, Ohio ........... .. 
H. G. Weber. Georgia ........ . 
F. H. West, Wisconsin ...... .. 
D. R. Waters, Michigan ...•... 
A. A. Wilson, District of Co-
lumbia .................... .. 
E. C. Wade, Georgia ........ .. 
S. F. Wilson, Tennessee ...... . 
P. A. Williams, Florida ...... . 
West Virginia Penitentiary .. 
Western Penitentiary of Penn-
sylvania ................... . 


















2, 000. O(J 
334.00 
1,000. 00 









































2, 100. 00 
700.00 
773.00 







Carried forward .••••••••• 89,653.37 Carried forward .•• ~ ...... _ 248,116.37 
96 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. JUDICIARY. 
Support of prisoners United States • 
courts, 1887-Coutinued. 
Brought forward........... $248,116.37 
Deduct repayments: 
By F.T.Dubois ........ $5,1!00.00 
S. L. Graham . . . . . . . 491. 51 
J. J. Ivins . ......... 400.00 
R. S. Ke ley . . . . . . . . 1, 618.11 
J. N. Kerns......... 14. 65 
L. M. Lamar. ....... 5. 90 
J. N. Patterson..... 290. 10 
E. C. Wade . ....... . 34.40 
Miscellaneous expenses U.S. courts, 
1883 and prior years : 
To J. L. Cobb ........•..••.....• 
R. M. Douglass ....... . ...•••• 






Miscellaneous expenses U.S. courts, 
1885-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward. $1, 248. 42 
By T. Boles............ 5.80 
J. E. D. Conzins . . . . 60, 05 
W. B. Deacon....... 202.15 
H. Fink............ . 38 
A.J.Gross......... 47.75 
J. M. Hinds . • • .. .. . 7. 38 
J. B. Hill . .......... 22.28 
J.A.McKee....... 262.17 
F. W. Oakley....... 2. 00 
G. N. Tillman .. •• • • 337. 30 
H. C. Urner .. . .. . .. 129.00 
P. A. Williams . . . • . 35. 95 











S.C. Hough toll ........... . .. . 
A.M. Jones ... . . .. . . ........ . 
North western Tel;;graph Co .. 
A. B. Norton . . ............. .. 
Simon & Bellison ............ . 
J.D.Sena . .... .............. . 
J. B. Temple ................ . 
T. R. Watkins . ...•........... 
M. T. Williamson ........... .. 
Miscellaneous expenses U. S. courts, 
1884: 
To H.Allen .................... . 
T. F. Terrill. ................ . 
Miscellaneous expenses U.S. courts, 
1884 and prior years: 
By A.J.Auxier ....... . 
R. H. Crittenden .. . 
R. M. Douglass .... . 
R. S. Foster ...... .. 
J.B.Hill .......... . 
J. L. Morphis .....•• 
J.A.McKee ......•• 
J.R. G. Pitkins ..•.• 
W.C. Raum ...... .. 












Miscellaneous expenses U.S. courts, 
1885: 
To A. J. Auxier, Kentucky ... . . . 
Buxton & Skinner Stationery 
Co . . ..................... .. 
T. Boles, Arkansas ...•.•..... 
T. J. Carr, Wyoming ........ . 
R. ~['.Cottingham, California. 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky ....... . 
Houghton, Miffiin & Co ..•..• 
E. A. Ireland, Utah ......... . 
J. M. Knight, Montana ....•.. 
J. Monroe, Michigan ......•.. 
S. Menzies, California . ...... . 
J. R. G. Pitkins, Louisiana ..•. 
W. C. Raum, Mississippi .... . 
J.D. Sena, New Mexico .....• 
J. H. Saville, District of Co-
lombia .................... . 
T. F. Terrill, Kentucky ...... . 
H. C. Urner, Ohio . ......... .. 
F. H. West, Wisconsin ...... . 
Deduct repayments~ 
By A. J. Auxier . . . . • . . $422. 60 
H. Allan .. . . . . .. .. . 825. 82 






























Miscellaneous expenses U.S. courts, 
1886: 
To B. Atkins, Alaska ... . .....•.• 
A. Bouchard, Louisiana .....• 
C. Burnett, California . ...• o o. 
W.H.Bunn, NewYork ...•.• 
W. C. Bird, Florida . ....... .. 
E. M. Boy kin, South Carolina. 
R. H. Buck, Colorado ..•••.•.. 
C. F. Brackett ............... . 
W.H.Bliss ................. . 
J. W. Bancroft ............. .. 
J.L.Brown ................. . 
L.Cochran . . .. ............. .. 
J. E, D. Couzins, Missouri ... . 
G. H. Cairnes, Maryland .... . 
E. Campbell,jr., Iowa ..•..•.. 
S.P.Child .................. . 
L. E. Cavalin . ......•.•••..••. 
W. L. Cabell, Te-xas ........ .. 
J. H. Coggeshall, Rhode Isl-
and ...................... .. 
J. Carroll, Arkansas ......... . 
Curry Jacobs &Co ......... 0 
W.H. Dickson ............. .. 
W. M. Desmond, Iowa ....... . 
F. T.Dubois, Idaho ........ .. 
J. Dickson, Pennsylvania ... . 
S. A. Darnell, Georgia ..•..... 
A. H. Davis, Maine ....•...•.• 
F.H.Dyer . ................ .. 
A.M. Darcy, Colorado ...... . 
A.F.Ely . ................... . 
E. Gates, Missouri ...... . ... . 
A. E. Gordon, New Jersey ..•. 
H. W. Hobson, California . ... . 
J. W. House, Arkansas . . ... .. 
Z. T. Hill, Colorado .......... . 
E. Hawkins, Indiana ........ 0 
T. J. Hamilton, Washington .. 
J. B. Hill, North Carolina ..... 
C. B. Harmon, Maine . ...•..•• 
S.C. Houghton, California .... 
J. B. Hughes ......•••........ 
J. M. Hicks, New York ..•.•.. 
J. N. Kerns, Pennsylvania .... 
T. E. Kelley, Nevada . _ 0 •••••• 
J. C. Kinney, Com .. ecticnt .•.. 
H. Langford, Louisiana ...... 
J. M. Liddell, Mississippi .. _. 
B. J. Lyendecker, Texas ..... 0 
D. W.Maratta,Dakota ...... _ 
H.J.May .................. .. 
S. Menzies, California ....•..• 
J. W. Nelms, Georgia . 0 •••••• 
F. W. Oakley, Wisconsin ..... 
G. Pennell, Michigan . • _ •.... 
A. Petri . ... ·········o··· .... 
C. Parlange, Loui~iana ...•.• . 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana_ .. . 
J. T.Rankin, Texas ........ .. 




























































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
18tsG-'87. 
Miscellaneous expenses U.S. cor,rris, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward .......... . 
To E. S. Renwick, New York ... . 
N. Soderburg ....... ----------
A. Stetson, Massachusetts ... 
T. W Scott, Virginia . .. .. . . 
M. Strickland &Co ....... . 
B. W. Tichenor ........ . .. . 
G. N. Tillman, Tennessee .... . 
P. H. Van Dust, Colorado . . . 
.J. K. ValPntine, Pennsylvania 
P.A.V.Va11Dostm,New York 
W. H. Wilson, New Mexico .. 
A. A. Wilson, District of Co-
lumbia ..... . ......... . 
E. C. Watle, Georgia ........ .. 
P. A. Williams, Florida . ..... . 
.J. Webb, Californ a ........ .. 
W . D. Wood, Washi gton ... . 
S. F'. W 1lson, Tennessee . . .. . 
D. R. Waters, Michigan ....•. 
.J. E. Williams and .J. W. 
House ..................... . 
H. Young ................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
ByH.Allen ............ $347.65 
W. W.Allen ....... 354.95 
E. M. Boykin....... 1, 236.49 
N. P.Banks ........ 534.50 
T Boles............ 117.04 
W. C. Bird . .. .. .. 528. 70 
J. E. D. Cougins . ... 70. 75 
T . .J. Carr .. .. .. .. 156.25 
P. S. CorLett .. . . . .. 206. 90 
J. H. Coggeshall.... 64.88 
W. L. Dinkins...... 126.40 
F.T.Dubois ....... 662.00 
W. ~- Des.moml.... 84.59 
,J. H. Freeman...... 513 44 
T. Fletcher......... 1, 328.35 
.J. C. ]'ranks . .. . .. 769.45 
A. E. Gorden....... 13.25 
E Gates ........... .65 
W. F. Goodspeed.. . 1. 22 
A. C. Gibson...... . . 357. 55 
A . .J. Gross......... 564.40 
S.L.Graham ....... 178 27 
W. W. Henry .... .. 206.34 
T. J. Hamilton.. . .. 132. 50 
.J . .J. Ivins .. . .. .... 9.14 
P. Kelly .. .. .. .. .. . 54.90 
A. H. Keller . . . . . . . 272. 12 
R. S. Kelley .. .. . . . . 526. 97 
J. M. Liddell .. .. . . . 33. 85 
D. W. Maratta . . . . . 26.40 
G. W. Miller .. .. . .. 285. GO 
M. T. McMahon.... 1, 677. 82 
J. M. McClintock.. 667. 70 
R. Martinez........ 130. 95 
.J. W. Nelms ....... 1, 020.30 
C M . Newlin...... 23.21 
.J. G. Nicolay . . . . . . . 368. 40 
.J. N. Patter~on . . . . . 112. 00 
R. B. Rf'agan . .. .. • 247. 33 
V. V. Richardson... 2. 57 
D. B. RusRell..... .. 57. 90 
J. T.Rankin ....... 249.40 
W. A. Smith....... . 35 
T. W. Scott........ 3. 79 
D. Settle........... 131.04 
A. C. Tate .. .. • .. • . 20. 55 
G. N. Tillman...... 1, 019. 90 
H. C. Urner........ 397.09 
H.G.Weber....... 40.94 
F. H. West......... 127.69 
D. R. Waters ..... . 662.77 
A. A. Wilson....... 151.63 

























Miscellaneous expenses U. S. courts, 
1887: 
ToW W. Allen, Alabama ....... 
F.M.Adams,New York---·-
B. Atkins, Alaska 
E. L. Bierbower, Nebraska ... 
E. M. Boy kin, South Carolina. 
W.H.Bunn,New York ...... 
U. P. Banks, Massachusetts .. 
N. D. Bates, Connecticut ...•.. 
A. Bouchard, Louisiana ..... . 
C. Bennetr., California ....... . 
F. A.. Barker, New Hampshire 
E. Baird, Idaho . .. ....... .. 
W. C. Bird, Florida .......... . 
J. G. Blanchard, Flori<1a ..... . 
M.G. Bmdford, Florida ..... . 
S. L. Blaisdel, Hho<le Island .. 
W. L. Cabell, Texas ......... . 
E. Campbell, jr., Iowa ....... . 
J.H. Coggeshall, Rhode Island 
W. M. Campbell, Minnesota .. 
J. E. D. Couzins, Missouri .. .. 
J. Carroll, Arkansas ..... . 
G. H. Cairnes, Maryland .... . 
.J. F. T. Caracrista, Virginia .. 
T . .J. Carr, Wyoming ....... .. 
S. P. Ch1ld, Minnesota ...... . 
L. B. Clifton, Georgia .••••.... 
B. H. Camp, Massachusetts .. . 
A. L. Coombs, California .... . 
A. C. Campbell, Wyoming ... . 
G. Cooler, Arizona ........... . 
F. H. Dyer, Utah ............ . 
W. M. Desmond, Iowa ...... .. 
W. L. Dinkins, Mississippi. .. 
G. L. Douglass, Kansas ...... . 
A. H. Davis, Maine .......... . 
A. H. Dill, Penns.vlvania .... . 
C.Emlin, Pennsylvania ..... . 
M. Erwin, New York •....•... 
H. W.Ehlert . ............... . 
D. C. Fulton, Wisconsin .... .. 
.J. C. Franks, California ....•.• 
T. Fletcher, Arkansas ........ 
T. W. Fisher, Massachusetts. 
A. C. Gibson, Louisiana ..... 
S. L. Graham, Virginia .....•. 
W. F. Goodspeed, Ohio ...... . 
A. E. Gorden, New York .... . 
G. Gilliland ..... . 
W. H. Greene, New York .... 
E. Gates, Missouri .........•.. 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky ..... .. 
W. \V.Henry, Vermont .... .. 
Z. '1'. Hill, Colorado .......... . 
C. B. Harman, Maine ........ . 
T. J. Hamilton, Washington .. 
E. Hawkins, Indiana ........ . 
W.J. Hughes . . .. . ......... . 
S. C. Houghton, California ..•. 
W. C. Hyde, California ...... . 
G. C. Hickox ................ . 
J. M. Hicks ................. . 
R. C. Hopkins ..............•. 
Houghton. Miffiin & Co .... .. 
H. W. Hobson, Colorado .... .. 
J.J. Ivins, Tflnnessee ------ .. 
W. C. Jones, Kansas ...•..... 
J. R. Jordan, Virginia .... . .. . 
J. N. Kerns, P ennsylvania ... . 
P.Kelley, Ore~on .......... . 
J'. C. Kinney, Connect-icut ... . 
R. S. KellAy, Monta.na ....... . 
'l'.E. Kelley, Nevada ....... .. 
A. H. Keller, Alabama ...... . 
A.M. Liddell, Mississippi ... . 
L. M. Lamar, GPorgia . .. . ... . 
F. H. Marsh, Illinois ........ -. 
G. W. Miller, Penn,.ylvania .. . 
D . W. l\.laratt;l, D,1kota ...... . 
W. K. Meade, A1·izona . ...... . 



















































































~xcess ofrepayments...... 201.52 
Carrietl. forwafd •• ••• ,. ... 166, 77Q.l3 
98 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887 • 
1886-'87. .JUDICIARY. 
MiscellaneotlS expenses U. S. courts. 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward.·-- .. -.---
To R.Martinez, New Uexico ----
B . .J. May, District of Columbia 
M. Mullaney, California ... - .. 
K.C. Murray, Virginia------. 
.J. Mueller _ ..... _ ...... __ -- •. 
E . .J. Morath, Colorntlo .... __ . 
8. Men gees, Cahfornin.. _ .... _. 
.J. Maloney, Missouri. ___ -- __ . 
E. W. Morrill, Mississippi. __ . 
C. W.Mahon ----------------
.J. G. Nicolay, District of Co· 
lumbiRo---------------------
C. M.Newlin, Delaware----·-
.J. W, Nelms, Georgia. ----· .. 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana.--. 
G. Pennell, Michigan . .. . __ _ 
J. N. Patterson, New Hamp-
shire .... __ ..... ___ .. _____ .. 
.J.Robinson, Vermont---·----
.J. '1'. Rankin, Texas-- ..... __ . 
V. V. Richardson, North Caro-
lina . _ . - ... _ ... - . -- .. - __ -- .. 
R. B. Reagan, Texas ..... _ ... . 
ll. Ueinstadtler, Missouri ... . 
D. R. Risley, California--··--_ 
T. W. Scott, Virginia ....... __ 
C. Sehon, 'Vest Virginia._._ .. 
C. M. Stafford, New York .... . 
D. Settle, North Carolina._ .. . 
A. Stetson, Massachnsetts .. .. 
T. S. Stover, Kau;;a,., ......... . 
N. Soderburg, Washington . _ 
R. B. Smith, Montana . _ .... _. 
R. R. Sweet, Missouri .... __ .. 
A. C. Tate, New York-----· .. 
D.Taylor,New York ....... . 
C. H. Tandy, Mi8souri ...... _. 
B. W. Tichenor, Arizona. ___ .. 
J. D. Terrill, District of Co-
lumbia._ ................. . 
T. Taylor ..... _ ... __ ........ . 
H. C. Urner, Ohio .......... .. 
P. H. Van Deist., Colorado _ .. 
A. A.. Wilson, District of Co-
lumbia------ .............. . 
F. H. West, Wisconsin ..... .. 
D. R. Waters, Michigan ..... . 
E. C. Wade, Georgia . ....... . 
W. M. Wilson, New Mexico .. 
S. ]'. Wilson, Tennessee . _ ... . 
H. G. Weber, lllinois ....... .. 
P. A. Williams, Florida .... _ .. 
S. G. Wilson, Pennsylvania. __ 
F. W. H. Weisehalm, Missouri 
A. T. White.------ .......... . 
J.E. Williams and .J. W. 
Hou!!e ..................... . 
W.H. White ................ . 
T. B. Yancy, Tennessee ...... . 
Deduct repayments : 
By J. H. Coggeshall.... $93. 02 
A. E. Gorden------· 15.00 
S. L. Graham . . . . . . • 28. 34 
W.W.Henry....... 6.50 
J.J.Ivins__________ 118.50 
J. N. Kearns_------ 236.34 
L. M. Lamar........ 710. 04 
G. W. Miller------· 222.01 
J. N. Patterson. ___ . 306. 02 
A. C. Tate --........ .12 
E. C. Wade......... 833.14 


























































Fees and expenses of marshals, 
United States courts, 1881 aml 
prior years : 
To R. M. D<mglass ............. .. 13,888.62 
----------~-
Fees and expenses of marshals, U. 
S. courts, 1883 and prior years: 
To H. Allen.----··---------------
T. Boles ......... - ...... -- . --. 
R. H. Crittenden._- .......... -
.f. Claney .. _- ... _ ............ . 
R. M. Douglass ........ _ .... __ 
R. S. Foster ... : .. ---- __ -·--·· 
W. F. Goodspeed ....... __ .. .. 
H. L. Gosling ................ . 
H. Grebe ................... .. 
J. M. Hinds ... - ........... --. 
C. Hopkins ..... -........... .. 
A. M. Jones . -- ... --.- .• - .... . 
J. Longstreet .............. .. 
A. B. Nor ton .............. - .. 
T. H. Reeves. -- .... - ........ . 
Fees aml expenS('S of marshals, 
United 8tates courts, 1884: 
To A. J. Auxier ................ .. 
T. Boles .................... .. 
J. H. Durkee ............... .. 
R. S. Foster ................ .. 
J. B. Hill .............. _ .. _ .. . 
W. K. Meade .......... --._ .. _ 
J. A.. McKee ...... ---·--···--· 
J. H. McGee ................. . 
Fees and expenses of marshals, 
United States courts, 1884 ancl 
prior years : 
By J. T. Brown,jr ...... 
R. M. Dou~lass . _ .. 
H. L. Gosling.----·· 
J.A.McKee ....... 
C. D. MacDougall __ 
J. R. G. Pitkin.--·. 
W.C.Raum ....... . 
G. N. Tillman----·· 











Fees and expenses of marshals, 
United States courts, 1885: 
To G. W. A.tkiusou .... _ ....... .. 
H. Allen . _ .................. . 
A.J.Auxier ··--···--····----W. H. Bunn, New York ...... 
J. E. Bryant, Georgia .. __ .. -•. 
E. I~. Biorbowor,Ncbraska ... 
T. Boles, Arkansas .... _.- .... 
T.J.Carr, Wyoming-----·--· 
.J. B. Erhardt, Now York .. --. 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky. __ .. --. 
J. B. Hill, North Carolina .. _. 
J. M. Hinds, Alabama .. -.-.-. 
A.M. Jones, Illinois ....... __ . 
J. Monroe, Michigan ...... _ .. 
J. L. Morphis, Mississippi..-. 
F. W. Oakley, Wisconsin ..... 
G.-D. Perkins, Iowa·--------· 
Pacific Coast Steam-ship Co .. 
D. B. Russel, Arkansas_ .• ---. 
W. W. Sanderson, New Jersey 
T. W. Scott, Virginia ...... --. 
D. Settle, North Carolina .... . 
T. J. Tuomy, South Carolina .. 
G. N. Tillman, Tennessee ... _. 
G. Vreeland, New Jersey .. __ . 
J. G. Watts, Virginia ... _ .. --. 
M. T. Williamson, Virginia .. _ 
F. H. West, Wisconsin ....... 
Deduct repayments: 
}3y H. Allen...... .. .. .. $358. 25 
T. Boles............ 377. 65 























































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Fees and expenses of marshals, 
United States courts, 18fl5-Con-
tmued. 
JUDICIARY. 
Fees and expenses of marshals, 
United St.ates courts, 1886-Con-
tinued. ' 
99 
Deduct repayments : 
Brought Jorward. $735. 90 $30,805.02 
Deduct 1epayments: 
Brought forward.$18, 052.41 $5!, 391. 43 
By T .• r. Carr . . . . . . . . . 4. oo 
J. E. D. Com· ins . . . . 81. 40 
W. B. Deacon . __ ... 150. 16 
J. B. Erhardt....... 1, 044. 84 
H. Fink ........ . _.. 2, 923.79 
W. K. Meade . . . . . . . 365. 00 
J. n.. G. Pitkins..... 203.97 
T. W. Scott ...... _.. 497. 02 
H. C. Urner ...... _. 603.63 
M. F. Williamson . . 20.50 
P. A. Williams .. _.. . 61 
Fees and expenses of marshals, 
Unittd States courts, 1886: 
ToW. W. Allen, Alabama .. _ .. _ .. 
E. M. Boyld.n, South Carolina. 
•.r. Boles, Arkansas .. _ ....... . 
lT. H. Cairnes, Maryland ..... . 
W. L. Cabell, Texas ....... __ . 
W. M. Campuell, .Minnesota._ 
W. L. Dinkins, Mississippi -. _ 
1<'. T. Dubois, Id.aho ....... __ . 
IV. B. Deacon, New Jersey __ . 
H. K. Denn_y, Minnesota.-.-_. 
W. M. Desmond, Iowa - _ .. --. 
J. B. Erhardt, New York_ ... . 
J. C. Franks, California ..... . 
E. G1te11, Missouri._ ....... -_. 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky .... _ .. _ 
W. F. Goodspeed, Ohio ...... . 
J. B. Hill, North Carolina .... . 
C. B. II:11 mon, Maine ... _ ... _. 
T. J. Hamilton, Washington .. 
J. J. Ivins, Tennessee ....... . 
E . .A.. Ireland, Utah .......... . 
J. N. KernH, Pennsylvania ... . 
.r. L. Murphy, Mississippi ... . 
M. '.r. McMahon, New York .. 
J. Momoe, Michigan ........ . 
J. IV. Nelins, Georgia ...... . 
C. M. Nowlin, Delaware ..... . 
1<'. \V. Oakley, \Visconsin .... . 
R. W. Parker, Californillo ..... . 
G. D. Perkins, Iowa ......... . 
R ll. Iteagan, Texas .......•.. 
D. Settle, .North Carolina .... . 
G. N. Tillman, Tennessee .... . 
J. G. Watts, Virginia ...•...•. 
H. G. Weber, Illinois ...... . . . 
E. C. '\Vade, Georgia ......... . 
D. H. \Vaters, Michi_gan ..... . 
F. II. \Vest, \Yisf'om;in ..••••• 
De<luet repaymentf!: 
By H. Allen ............ $4,568.01 
W. W.Allon ....... 1,881.64 
E. L. Bierbower . . . . 576. 74 
N.P. Banks........ 84-.f•9 
J. E. D. Couzins . . . . 3, 545. 78 
T. ,J. Carr .... .. .. .. 306.00 
G. H. Caimes....... 28. 12 
J. II. Coggeshall.... 65. 99 
W. L. Dinkins .... m 128. 06 
F. T. Dul)Qis . . . . . . 1, 600.00 
T. Fletcher . _..... 1, 866. 00 
J.ll. Freeman...... 55. 22 
R. S. :Foster . _...... ·64-. 79 
J. C. Franks... . . . . 1, 472. 42 
A. E. Gori!Pn ... -... 700. 43 
IV. F. Goodspe('d... 210. 46 
E. 11atPfl .. .. .. .. . 2fi 
J. IV. Geor;.;e. . . . . . . 39. 18 
E lin \YkiiiS . . . . . . <!:)2. 18 










































By J. M. llinds ...... _. 1, 190. 98 
S. D. Jackman.... . . 1, 067. 44 
F.H.Marsb ....... 620.76 
D. W. Maratta.... .. 83.55 
W. K. Meade....... 5, 435.16 
M. T.McMahon .... 723.40 
J.H.McGeo...... .. 290.42 
G. W. Miller . . . . . . . 124, 51 
C.M.:Newiin ....... 28.60 
G. Pennell...... .. . . 610. 59 
J. R. G. Pitkin.... . . 19. 93 
Y. V. Richardson... 408. 25 
W. C. Raum . • . . . . . 975. 84 
W . .A.. Smith ....... 304.40 
.A.. C. Tate. .. . .. .. . . 32. 20 
H. C. Urner . . . . . . . . 1, 126.93 
H. G. Weber........ ill. 53 
A . .A.. Wilson.... . . . 405. 45 
Fees and expenses of marshals U. 
S. courts, 1887: 
To W. W. Allen, Alabama ......• 
B. Atkins, Alaska .••••. .•.... 
E. L. Bier bower _ ....•.. 
E. M. Boy kin, South Carolina ." 
N. P.l3anks, Massachusetts .. 
W.H.Bunn,New York ..... . 
N.D. Bates, Connecticut - _ .. . 
E. Baird, Idaho 
W. C. Bird, Florida .. -....... . 
F . .A.. Barker. N'ewHampshire 
S. L. Blaisdcl, Rhode Island .. 
W. L. Cabell, Texns . . . . - ... . 
E. Campbell, jr., '.rexas ...... -
J. H.CoggeRhall, Rhod.eisland 
W. :\-I. Campbell, Minnesot1t .. 
T. J. Carr, W:-,·oming ..... 
J. E. D. Couzins, .M issonri. .. . 
J. Carroll, ArkanRas ---- .... . 
G. H. Caimes, MarylanJ .... . 
F. H.Dyer, U I ah . . ..... . 
A. II.Dill, Pennsylvania ... _. 
I!'. '1'. Dubois, Idal10 ..... _ ... . 
·w. M. Desmond, Iowa ..... - .. 
W. L. Dinkins, ;\l ississip]li .. . 
D. C. Fulton, \Visconsin ..... . 
J. C. Franks, California._._ .. 
T . .Fletcller, Arkansas .... _ .. _ 
.A.. C. Gibson, L<1uisiaua _ .... . 
S L. Grab am, Virginia._ .... . 
W. F. Goodspeed, Ohio ...... . 
.A.. J. Gross, Kentucky ...... . 
A. E. Gorden, New J orsey. _ .. 
E. Gates, Missouri .......... . 
Z. T. llill, Colorado.- ........ _ 
W. W. Henry, Vermont ..... . 
E. Hawkins, Indiana .. _ ..... . 
C. B. Harmon, Maine . -•...... 
T. J. Hamilton, Washington .. 
J. J. Ivins, Tennessee . _ ..... . 
W. C. ,J oues, K:.nsas ........ _. 
.T. R. ,Jorden, Virginia._ ..... . 
J. N. Ker11>~, Pennsylvania ... . 
P. Kelly, Ore;!,on ...•.......... 
<T. C. Kenne_y, Connecticut .. . 
R. S. Kelley,. Montana ....... . 
T. E. Kolle~, N eq1da ....... .. 
A. H. Keller, Alabama ....... . 
,J. M. Liddell, Mississippi. ... . 
L. M. Lamar, Georgia ..... _ •. 
R. Martinez, New Mexico .. . 
G. H. :Marsh, Illinois ........ . 
M. T. McMahon, New York .. 
W. K. Meade, Arizona ....... . 
G. W. Miller, Peun::;yl \ania .. . 
Carri~ forward ...•..•••. 
31, 532. 35 
22,859.08 
17, 621. 24 
5, 500. 00 
5, 500. 00 
15, 150. 00 
!l, 48;), 00 
21, 730.(10 
:!, HiO. Oll 
8, 300. 00 
2, 600.00 
6GO. l 0 6-o. oo 
15, 3:i0. 00 
8, 000. 00 
1, 20\1. 00 
!l, 20'). 00 
2, BOO. I 0 
8, 883.00 
:'1. 000 00 
8, 8±0. 00 
13, f60 . 00 
300 00 
:1, 150.00 
7, 000. 00 
3, 300 00 
5, 300. uo 
] ;,, 905. 00 
;;, 950. 00 
:;, ~uo. oo 
7, 000. uo 
2:!, 8L0. Od 
:l, 400.00 
10, 685, 00 
!), !)50. 00 
3, 000. 00 
45(l. 00 
8, 500. 00 
5, 800.00 
6, 9:!1. 00 
14, 527. 00 
8, 200. 00 
1, 150.00 




2, 369. 00 
17,900.00 
:J, 752.00 
6, 700. 00 
10, 600. 00 
5, 300.00 
~R, 887. 75 
6, 700.00 
10, Ol4. 00 
4!1,972 9'! 
100 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1888-'87. 
Fees and expenses of Marshals U. 
S. courts, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward _ ...... . 
To D. W. Marata, Dakota ....•.. 
J. W. Nelms, Georgia ...... . 
C. M. Newlin, Del a ware .... . 
T. W. Oakley, Wisconsin .... . 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana .. . 
G. Penwell, Michigan ...... . 
J. N. Patterson, New Hamp-
shire ...................... . 
J. T.Rankin, Texas ........ .. 
R. B. Reagan, Texas ........ . 
V. V. Richardson, North Car-
olina ..................... . 
J. Robinson, Vermont ...... . 
D.R.Risley, Colorado ..•..•.. 
T. W.Scott, Va ........... .. 
C. M. Stafford, Now York ... . 
C. Sehon, West Virginia ..... . 
D. Settle, North. 'arolina .... . 
H. C. ITrner, Ohio .......... . 
.A. C. Tate, New York ...... . 
H. G. Weber, Illinois ........ . 
F. II. West, Wisconsin ...... . 
D. R. Wateis, Michigan ..... . 
E. C. WadP, Georgia ......••• 
A. A. Wilson, District of Co-
lumbia .................... . 
P. A. Williams, Florida ...... . 
S. F. Wilson, Tennessee ..... . 
T. B. Yancey, Tennessee ••••• 
Deduct r~-payments: 
By J. H. Cog-geshall. . . . $35. 41 
1!'. T. Dubois . .. . .• . 150.00 
J. J. Ivins.... .. .. .. 1, 825. 00 
J. N. Kerns .. .. .. •• 145. 59 
L. M. Lamar...... . . 116. 61 
G. W. Miller . .. . . . . 1, 733.43 
C. M.Newlin....... 29.18 
J. N. Patterson..... 244.89 
~Fees of district attorneys, 1883 and 
prior yea,rs: 
To J. A. Donnell, Iowa ...•...... 
K. Ha!lkins, Vermont ........ 
C. H. Hanford, ·washington .• 
W. F. Posten, Tenness&e ..•.. 
W. A. Stone, Pennsylvania ... 
G. P. Sanger, Massachusetts • 
E. B. Smith, New York ..... . 
J. K. Valentine, Pennsylvania 









































Fees of district attorneys, 1886-
Continued. 
Broug-ht forward......... $4, 442. 40 
To H. P. Brown, Pennsylvania... 750. 00 
W. H. Bliss, Missouri......... 440. 00 
L. W. Bethel, Florida...... .. • 280. 00 
T. C. Bell, Kentucky ...... ... 375.00 
J. St. C. Boal, Illinois . . . . • . . . . 550. 00 
J.D. Burnett, Alabama....... 20. 00 
D.P. Black, Michigan . . . . . . . . 237. 80 
E. M. Bartlett, Nebraska..... 250.00 
G. E. Bird, Maine............. 357.60 
D. S. Baker,jr., Rhode Island. 464.20 
G. F. Bason, North Carolina.. 426.00 
M. E. Benton, Missouri...... . .t, 254. 60 
A. R. Bushnell, Wisconsin.... 515. 00 
J. Chandler, District of Co-
lumbia .. .. . • .. • • .... •• .. • 52. 95 
C. Cook, California........... 625. 00 
J. E. Carland, Dakota . • • • •• .. 305. 00 
E. M. Cheney, Florida........ 135. 00 
M. Coxe, New York.......... 500.00 
J.P. Clarke, New York...... 164.80 
E. E. Chapin, Wisconsin..... 335.20 
R. B. Carpenter, South Caro-
lina . .. .. .. . .. . .. • • • • .. • • • • • 375. 00 
W. J. Clarke, Ohio..... . • . . . • . 300. 00 
D. Cameron, Pennsylvania... 312. 50 
J. B. Clougll, Tennessee...... 375. 00 
A. U. Campbell, Wyoming 
Territory . .. . • .. . . .. • • • .. .. 466. 40 
S. A. Darnell, Georgia . . . . • • • 1, 073. 00 
J. L. Devenney, New York... 450. 00 
H. C. Dill ble, California . . . . . • 500. 00 
W. H. Dickson, Utah Terri-
. tory........................ 920.00 
W. H. Denson, .d.lahama...... 1, 914.20 
C. M. Dawes, illinois . . • . . . . . . 500. 00 
G. Du Rella, Kentucky....... 150. 00 
S.D. Dodge, Ohio. . • . . . . . . • • • • 296. 70 
D. Donovan, Iowa............ 225. 00 
A. L. Delany, Wisconsin . .. .. 467. 00 
J. R. Dillon, Tennessee . . . • • • • 300. 00 
C. G. B. Drummond, Missouri. 450.00 
G. L. Douglass, Kansas....... 465. 85 
B. B. Foster, New York...... 875.00 
J. W. ]'urney, Michigan...... 500. 00 
D. 0. Finch, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 423. 50 
W. H. H. Flick, West Virginia 2, 428. 20 
J. S. H. Frink, New Hamp-
shire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 288. 93 
N. B. Field, New Mexico..... 250.00 
T. Greenwood, New York.... 500.00 
J. W. Gul'ley, Louisiana...... 625. 00 
G. A. Grace, Arkansas . ~..... 300. 00 
W. Graham, Iowa .. . . . • .. • .. • 185. 41 
J. C. Gibson, Virginia . • • • . . . . 691. 80 
J. H. Hawley. Idaho.......... 1, 65Q. 80 
J. B. Harris, Mississippi...... 1, 715.00 
S. G. Helborn, California • . • • • 1, 055. 00 
H. W. Hobson, Colorado...... 706.40 
To E. M. Cheney. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10. 00 G. E. P. HowarLl, New York.. 500.00 J. N. Hughes, Colorado....... 375.00 
Fees of district attorneys, 1884 and 
prior years : 
By J.K.Valentine ..... $199.50 
Fees of district attorneys, 1885: 
To J. A. Bentley, Colorado ...... . 
D. S. Baker,jr., Rhode Island. 
J. C. Gibson, Va.... .. . .... . 
E. Waddell, Va .............. . 
Fees of district attorneys, 1886 : 
To C. Almy,jr., Massachusetts .. 
H. C. Allen, Virginia ........ . 
E. C. Boudinot, District of Co-
lumbia ................... . 
J. A. Bentley, Colorail.o ...... . 
F. H. Busbee, North Carolina. 












B. H. Hill, Georgia . .. . • ...... 1, 455.00 
C. H. Hanford, Washington . • 351.00 
C. B. Houry, Mississippi . . . • . 545. 00 
H. Hooper, Ohio . . . • • • . . . . • • • 5l>O. 00 
J. W. House, Arkansas....... 543. 60 
E. Hogan. Kan:sas. . . . . . . . . • • • 375. 00 
0. Hiles, Utah Territory . .••. 296.73 
M. S. Jones, Louisiana. . . . . . • . 591. 40 
P. H. Kumler, Ohio........... 986. 00 
G. M. Keasby, New Jersey . . . 400. 00 
A. Q. Keasby, New Jersey. . . . 517. 40 
K. Kleburg, Texas . . . . . . . . . . . 820. 90 
J. E. Lamb, Indiana . . . . . . . . . . 838. 60 
J. Lyons, Vir:ginia...... .. . .. 375.00 
H. M. Lewis, Wisconsin...... 65.00 
G. P. Loury, New York...... 1, 645.58 
G. M. Lambertson, Nebraska. 650.20 
J.C.Murpby,Dakota........ 500.00 
J. G. Mo:N utt, Indiana........ 450. 00 
L. L. McArthur, Oregon...... 1, 070. 00 
-----
O.lrriecl forwart!- •• , .•• ,.. 50, OGS. 65 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. JUDICI.AltY. 
Fees of district attorneys, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward..... . . . . $50, 068. 65 
To H. W. McCorry, Tennessee... 500.00 
J". S. Nickerson, Pennsylvania 625. 00 
M.D. O'Connell, Iowa......... 310. 00 
H. C. Platt., New y,,rk .. _..... 875. 00 
E. Pillo\Y, '£t•nnnsflee . . . . . . . . 1, 335.00 
J. C. Patterson, Delaware . . . . 300. 00 
H. R. Probasco, Ohio _........ 200. 00 
C. B. Pearne, Texas........... 898.40 
W. M. Rush, Missouri........ 375. 00 
A. M. Rogers, Mary land...... 204. 40 
A.J. Rose, New York........ 296.67 
E. T. RoiC', Illinois .. . . .. ....•. 375.00 
W. T. Rankin, Iowa.......... 250. 00 
J. R. Reed, Massachusetts.... 300. 00 
R. S. Shields. Ohio............ 907.80 
S. Stewar~, Texas . . . • . • . . . • . • 125.27 
A.Stiding,jr., Maryland..... 360.00 
T. Smith, Virginia . . . . . . .. . . . 694. 00 
G. M. Stearns, Massachusetts 150.00 
W. B. Stephens, Tennessee... 300. 00 
W. H. Sandels, Arkansas..... 2, 065.00 
E. Smith, Missouri . . . . . .. .. . 300. 00 
J. W. Stone, Michigan........ 1, 069.62 
H. N. Tifft, New York........ 375.00 
R. S. Tuthill, illinois......... 1, 785. 00 
M. I. Townsend, New York... 1, 265. 60 
A. G. Thurman, Ohio . . . . . . . . 2, 146. 25 
J. K. Valentine, Pennsylvania 1, 290. 00 
C. S. Varian, Utah ...... _.... 439. 60 
G. Van Hoorebeke, illinois... 1, ~ 05. 40 
S. C. Wilson. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . 625. 00 
.A. S. Worthington, District of 
Columbia ... ..• . . . . . . .... .. 1,124.15 
C. S. Whitman, Ohio.......... 900.00 
J. Mugate, South Carolina.... 500. 00 
G. D. Waring, Wisconsin.... 664.80 
S.A. Walker,New·York..... 2,123.54 
G. P. Wellington, New York. 562.50 . 
.T. C. Wicldiffe, Kentucky.... 1, 872. 00 
W.D. Wilbur,NewYork.... 825.00 
W. V. S. Woodward, New 
York...... ...... ...... .... 562.50 
W. H. White, Washington.... 1, Ill. 40 
L. F. Youmans, South Caro-
lina ..... -----············· 711.00 
C. W.Zane, Utah ...•••.••••• 217.05 
-----
Deductreport...... ..•••• 83,190.60 
By W.Dorsheimer........... .•.. 60.00 
Fees of district attorneys United 
States courts 1887: 
To H. C. Anderson, Tennessee .. . 
D. C. Anderson, Alabama ... . 
H.C.Allen, Virginia ..•.•..•. 
A. C. Adsit, Michigan .••...•• 
G. A. Allen, Penns.vlvania ... . 
J. J. Atkinson, Michigan .... . 
W. II. Bliss, Missouri ....... . 
II. P. Brown, Penmwlvania .•. 
• T. St. C. Boal, Illinois.... . .•. 
E.M.Bartlett,Nebraska ... .. 
T.C. Bell, Irentucky ........ . 
G. F. Bason, North Carolina .. 
D. S. Baker,,ir.,Rhode Island. 
G. E. Bird, Maine ..... _ .... .. 
J. D. Burnett, Alabama ...... . 
G. J. Buchanan, Mississippi .. 
L. W. Bethel, !!'lorida ...•....• 
F. H. Busbee, NorthCa10lina. 
W. H . .Benson, Alabama ....•• 
M. E. Benton, Missouri ....•• 
W. B. Bennett, Ohio ....... . 
C. P. Blac-k, Michigan ....... . 
J. E. Bruce, Ohio ............• 
C. J. Boatne!·, Louisiana,_ .... . 
J. A. Bentley, Colorado ...... . 
G. N. Baxter, Minnesota ..... . 


























5, OQO, 00 
1, 501.80 
41,196.30 
Fees of district attorneys United 
States courts, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ....... . 
To R. B. Carpenter, South Caro-
lina ...................... . 
M. Coxe,New York ......... . 
J. E Carland, Dakota ...... . 
J. B. Clough, Tennessee •.•.. 
C. Cook, California ......... . 
E. E. Chapin, Wisconsin .... . 
W. J.IJ!arke, Ohio .......... . 
A. C. Campbell, Wyoming_ .•. 
D. Cameron, Pennsylvania ... 
F. Coffin, N eva<ht .......•..... 
E. M. Cheney, Florida ......• 
T. J. Casey, California ..... .. 
R. M. Call, Florida .......... . 
C. M. Dawes, Illinois ....... . 
S. A. Darnell, Georgia ...... . 
J. R. Dillon, Georgia ........ . 
W.H. Dickson, Utah .•••.... 
L.A. Dobbs, Louisiana ...... . 
D. Donovan, Iowa ...•••.....• 
H. E. Dibble, California .....• 
C. G. B. Dmmmond,.Missouri. 
S.D. Dodge, Ohio ..........•.• 
J. L. Devinne_y, New York .•. 
S. L. Douglass, Kansas . . . . • 
W. H. Denson, Alabama ..... 
H. A.. DeSausseure, So u t h 
Carolina. ................. . 
A. K. Delancy, Wisconsin ... . 
D.P. Dyer, Wisconsin ..... .. 
M. G. Ewing, Illinois .••...•. 
B. B . .B'oster, New York ..... . 
D.O. Finch, Iowa ........... . 
J. W.Fumey, Michigan ...••• 
N.D. :Fields, New Mexico .. 
C. M. Furman, South Caro-
lina ....................... . 
W. H. H. Flick, West Vir-
ginia .................... . 
J. S. ll . .B'rink, New Hamp-
shire ....................... . 
J. B. Forrester, Arkansas ..•.. 
J. Goode, Ohio .............. .. 
T.Greenwood,New York ..•. 
J. W. Gurley, Lousiana .•••. 
0. A. Galvin, Massachusetts .. 
G. A. Grace, Arkansas ....... . 
W. Graham, Iowa .....•...... 
G. C. Goodwin, Michigan ..... 
D.P. Guerry, Georgia .•.•.... 
J. C. G1bson, Virginia ••••.... 
J. H. Hawley, Idaho ...... . .. . 
C. B. Hewey, .\1.ississippi .... . 
G. E. P. Howard, New York .. 
W. W. Hyde, Michigan ....•• _ 
S. G. Hili born, Caliiornia . ... _ 
J. N. Hughe!i, Colorado ...... . 
G. H. Harris, Illinois .•.. _ .... . 
H. Hooper, Ohio ............. . 
K. Haskins, Vermont ..••..... 
T. G. Hayes, Maryland ...... . 
J. H. Hill, Georgia .......•.•. 
Hunton & Chandler ......... . 
O.Hiles, Utah ............. . 
E. Hagan, Kansas ....••.....• 
G. V. Hoorebeke, Illinois .... . 
H. W. Hobson, Colorado .... . 
J. B. Harris, Mississippi ... . 
J. C. Herndon, Arizona ...... . 
F. B. Hutton, Virginia ...... . 
.J. W. House, Arkansas .....•. 
W. H. Hoyt, New York ...•••. 
G. F. Hatch, Missouri ....... . 
C. J. Hughes, Colorado ......• 
T. Hayden, Missouri ..•. _ ... . 
M.S. Jones, Louis,ana ....... . 
H. C. J" ones, North Carolina .. 
G. A.. Jenks, North Carolina .• 
T. M. Knapp, Missouri ....... 
P. H. Kumler, Ohio .....•..... 















































































102 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
:Fees of district attorneys United 
States courts, 1887-Continucd. 
Brought forward ........ . 
ToR Klehurg, Toxas ........... . 
tr. ~1. Kcal:!by, New Jersey .. . 
J. E. J,mnb, Indiana ........ .. 
J. Lyonfl, Vir;!,iuia ........ . 
G.l\f. Lamberton, Xt'braska .. 
G. P. Lowr.),Nt~w York ..... . 
D. \V. Lawler, Minnesota .... . 
D .• r. Lockwood, New York .. 
J. ll. Lippencott, New Jer-
sey. .. . . ............. . 
J. G. Me :rntt. Inclian~t ....... . 
J. C. Murphy, Dakota ....... . 
J. E. McComl>, Texas ........ . 
1'. l'. :uurp hy, Iowa ......... . 
A. N. Miller, Tt>unessce ..... . 
L. L. McArthur, Ol'(·~on ..... . 
C. F. Mundy, W a>'hin.~ton ... . 
ll. \V. hlcCorrc:l", Teunesseo .. 
S.:Mlller,NewYork ........ . 
H. C . .McPike, California .... . 
. J. S. Nickerson, Pt'Imsylvania 
II. C. Platt, KPw York ...... .. 
J. C. Patterson, Dt:bware ... . 
A. S. Pennington,::Uarvlantl .. 
• R.B. Pccble'l,}.; orth Carolina 
\Y. C. Perr.';, Kansag ____ .... .. 
E. Pillow, Tennessee ........ . 
,f. Parkt>r, New York ........ . 
ILl<~. \V. l'almPr, Ueorgia .... . 
C. B. Pt>arre, Texas .......... . 
C. l'arlan~e, LoniRiana ...... . 
.A. Quackenlmflh, Idaho ..... . 
A.J.Rose,NewYork ...... . 
.r. n.. Reed, Massachusetts ... . 
\V. T. H. an kin, Iowa ......... . 
\V. M. Rush, jr., Mil:!souri .... . 
ll. II. Rogers. Wisconsin .... . 
0. '1'. llonse, Arizona ........ . 
E. '1'. Roe, Illinois .......... .. 
T. Smith, Virginia. .......... .. 
R. ll. Smith, Montana ....... . 
\\". ~\.. StonL·, P"nnsylvania ... 
\V. H. Stephens, Tennessee ... 
M. II. ~anclt>ls, Arkansas ..... 
G .l\L Stearns, Massachusetts. 
J. \V. Stone, Michigan ...... . 
R. S. Shields, Ohio ........... . 
J,. E. Stanton, Cmmecticut .. . 
\\'. W. Hmith. Xew \."ork .... . 
R. Stewart, Texas ........... . 
\V. E. l:;tawbritl~e, Pennsyl-
·vania .............. . .... .. 
A. G. Thurman, Ohi o ........ . 
II. N. Tifl't, New York ...... .. 
D. Turpit', Inrliaua . .. .... .. 
M .• T. Townsend, New York .. 
H. T. Ta.l!;.;ert, Distrit~t of Co-
lmnuia ....... . ............ . 
C.S. Varian, Utah . .......... . 
.T. K.Valt·ntiuu, Pennsylvania 
A. S. \Vortllington, District 
ofColumlJia .. .. ........ 
J. Wingate. i:;outh Car·olina. .. 
J. C. J. Williams, Tennes-
see........ . .. ....... . 
G. U. WihlOn, Pennsylvanht .. 
G. B. Wellington, New York . 
\V. V. S. \V o o d w a r d, New 
York .................... . 
S. A.Walkrr, NPw York .... .. 
,T. C. Wickliffe, Kentucky ... . 
C. S. Whitman, Distnct of Co-
lnmbia. . .............. . 
F. \Vood, I(laho .. .. .... . 
\Y. II. White .• W:u;lJingtou ... . 
C. C. \Vatts, W(•!\t Virginia. .. . 
R C. \Vartl, California ....... .. 
J. E. William,., Arl,ansas .... . 
S. 1\f. Welsh, New York ..... . 
\V. A. \Valker, Wiscon~in .. . 
Carried forward ..••••.... 
JUDICIARY. 


























4, fi98. 80 
1, 500.00 















































Fees of district attorneys United 
States courts, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J.J. Yea.tes,North Carolmo. .. 
L. F. Youmans, South Carolina. 
C. W. Zane, Utah ............ . 
Fees of clerks, United States court~, 
1883 and prior years: 
To H. Bost.wick, Kentucky ..•... 
T. J. Edwards, Nevada ...... . 
J. E. Hagood, South Carolina. 
W. Wilkinson, Arizona ...... 
Fees of clerks, United States courts, 
1884: 
To T. J. Edwards, Nevada ....... 
Fees of cl6rks, United States courts, 
1885: 
ToW. W.Allen, Texas ......... . 
R. E. Andrews, Tennossee ..•. 
L. T. Baxter, Tennessee ...... 
R. Butler, Arizona •.........• 
B.S. Bentley, Pcnnsylmnia .• 
B. L. Beneiict, New York ..•. 
E. F. Bishop, Colorado ....... . 
J. W.Bruner, Wyoming .... .. 
B. R Cowen, Ohio ......•..... 
S. B. Crail, Kentucky ...••.••. 
M. B. Converse, Illinois .....•• 
S. J. Clark, Arkansas ........ . 
D . .A.. Clements, Washington .• 
J. H. Clark, Missouri ......••• 
B. F. Clark, New Hampshire .• 
R. L. Davis, Montana .......•• 
E. S.Duntly,jr., NebrMka .. .. 
D. Y. Da~idson, Michigan ... . 
.A.. R. Z. Dawson, Dakota .... . 
B. W. Ethered.!!e, Tennessee .. 
A.C.Emerson, Utah ..•..... 
T. J. Ed wards, Nevada ...... . 
M. Erwin, Georgia ........... . 
A. K. Fletcher. -virginia ..... . 
J.C . .Fowler, Virginia ....... . 
J. C. Finnell, Kentucky ..... . 
A. K. ll,letcher, Virginia ..... . 
J. H. Finks, Texas .......... .. 
C. B. Germain, New York ... . 
W. S. Harsha, Michigan ....•. 
A. R. Humes,Tennessee ..... . 
J. E. Hagood, South Carolina. 
E. P. Hunt, Louisiana ..•...•. 
S. Hopkins, California ....... . 
0. n. Hollis, Minnesota. ...... . 
C. B. Hins(l<•ll, Michigrtn ...•. 
J. A. Haight, Dakota ........ . 
\V. R. B ackett, New Hamp-
shire ...................... . 
A. J. Houston, 'l'exas ........ . 
II. M. Hinsdcll, Michigan ... .. 
J. Knight,\Vyoruing ......... . 
C. M. Knapp, Arizona. ......•• 
H. ll. King, Georgia ......... . 
R ll. Lehman, North Carolina 
0. A. Lanazolo, Texas .......• 
H. K. Love, Iowa .......... .. 
T. Muffiey; Montana ....... . 
C. Martin. Virginia ......... . 
H. L. McClung, Tennessee ..• 
E. R Ma~on, Iowa ........... . 
T. C. McConnell, Dakota ...•. 
E. E. Marvin, Connecticut .... 
R. G. O'llrien, ··washington .. 
M. F. Pleasants. Vn·;.dnia .... 
H.Pitnam, ltbotle lRlantl. ... 
H.J.Prck, Wisconsin ...... 
C.M.Phillips, New Mexico .. 
.A.J.Ricks, Ohio ........... . 
Carried forward ......... . 
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1886-'87. JUDICIARY. 
Fees of clerks, United States courts, 
1885-Continued. 
Brot1ght forward ........ . 
W. C. Robards, Texas ....... . 
N.J. Rilldick, North Carolina 
\V. A. Spencer, Minucsota ... 
W. H. Shaw, North Carolina .. 
II. S. Skaats, Alabama ....... . 
J. Seavey, Washington ...... . 
L. Schmidt, Missouri ........ . 
W. E. Singleton, Texas ...... . 
H. Squier, "\Vashington ..... . 
N. W. Trimble, .Alabama .... . 
W. B. Thews, Idaho ........ .. 
.A. J. Van Duzen, :!:owa ...... . 
J'. W. Wheaton, Louisiana ... . 
P. Walter, .Florida ......... .. 
W. Wilkerson,.Arizona ..... .. 
J. C. \Vilson, Kansas .. 
Fees of clerks, United States courts, 
1886: 
To H. E. Audrews, Tennessee .. . 
W. A. Allen, Texas ......... . 
E. F. Bishop, Colorado ..... .. 
l~. Butler, Wyoming ........ . 
B. L. Benedict, New York ... . 
.A. E. Buck, Georgia ......... . 
L. T. Baxter, Tennessee ..... . 
W. C. Brooks, North Carolina 
C. T . .Barry, Virginia ......... 
N. C. Butler, Indiana .......•. 
C. H. Bill, Ohio .. .. . .. .. .. .. 
E. N. Corey, Dakota ......... . 
.A. C. Cowles, North Carolina. 
M. B. Converse, Illiuois ..•... 
J. W. Chew, Maryland ....... 
D • .A. Cleroent. Washington .. 
J. H. Clark. Missot:ri ....... . 
E. R. Camp bell, Tennessee .. . 
J. W. Dimmick, Alabama .... . 
E. B. Dodge, .Arizona ........ . 
.A. R. Z. Dawson, Dakota .... . 
W. S. Doolittle, New York .. . 
J. Devonshire, Louisiana .... . 
L. B. Dellicker, West Vir-
ginia ..................... . 
E. S. Dumly, jr., North Car-
olina ..................... . 
E. G. Edgerton, Dakota ..... . 
M. Erwin, Georgia .......... . 
W. M. Elliott, Virginia ...... . 
T. J. Edwards, Nevada ...... . 
J. S. Fowler, Virginia ....... . 
.A. K. Fletcher, Virginia ..... . 
J. C. Fennell. Kentucky .... .. 
T. B. Ford, Kentucky ....... . 
J. H. Finks, Texas .......... . 
E. D. Frank, N ebraslm ...... . 
A. E. Foote, Arizona ........ . 
I. C. Fowler, Virginia ....•... 
C. B. Germain, New York .... 
H. D. Gamble, Pennsylvania .. 
H. C. Geisburg, Missoud ..... 
F. W. Giraud, Texas ..•..••.. 
R. L. Goodrich, Arkansas .. .. 
J. A. Haight, Dakoka ...... .. 
C. B. Hinsdell, Michigan .... . 
J. E. Hagood, South Carolina . 
G. R. Hill, Mississippi ...... . 
.A. R. Humes, Tennessee .... . 
S. Hoffman, California ...... . 
S. H. Hays, Idaho ........... . 
W. H. Hackett, New Hamp-
shire ...................... . 
0. P. Hollis, Minnesota ...... . 
H. M. Hinsdell, Michigan ... . 
J. A. Jones, Illinois .......... . 
J.K.Jeffrey, Wyoming ..... .. 
W.J.Joblin,New Mexico .. .. 











































































Carried forward ....••.... . - 31, 303 •. 45 
Fees of clerks, United States cmirts, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ..••...•• 
To H. H. Kin I!, Georgia .......•.. 
E. Kurtz, Wisconsin ........ .. 
0. A. Longolo, Texas ......•.. 
E. 0. Love, Florida ..•..••.... 
R. H. Lamson, Oregon ....... . 
R. H. Leman, North Carolina. 
H. K. Love, Iowa .........•... 
.A. N. Marion, \Vashington .. . 
J. M. McKee, Mississippi ... . 
.A. McGehee, Mississippi. ... . 
C. Martin, Virginia ......... . 
S.C. McCandless, Pennsylva-
nia . ... . .................. . 
L. Miller, New Mexico ......• 
E. R. Mason, Iowa ........... . 
H. L. McClung, Tennessee .•.. 
J. Y. Moore, Wei!t Virginia .. 
T. C. McConnell, Dakota .... . 
J. McQueenan, Michigan .... . 
.A. W. McCullough, Alabama. 
S.D. Oliphant, New Jerse,y .•• 
R. G. O'Briene, Washington .. 
J.R. Puryear, Kentucky .... . 
W. P Pr.3ble, Maine ......... . 
'I'. A. Perkins, Utah ......... . 
J. W. Payne, North Carolina. 
M. F. Pleasants, Virginia .... . 
L. Rowe, New J crsey ....... . 
.A. L. Richardson, Idaho ..... . 
W. C. Robards, Texas ....... . 
J. E. Reed, North Carolina .. . 
W. M. Reed, Texas ........•.. 
N. J. Riddick, North Carolina 
.A. J. Ricks, Ohio ....... . .... . 
H. S. Skaats, Alabama ....... . 
E. T. Sprague, Utah ......... . 
E. M. Seabrook, South Caro-
lina ..................... .. 
S. R. Smith, Delaware ......•. 
J. Seavey, ·washington ...... . 
F. M. Stewart, Wisconsin ... . 
L. S. B. Sawyer, California .•.. 
A. P. Selby, Missouri ........ . 
W. H. Shaw, North Carolina .. 
H. Squier, Idaho .......... .. 
W. E. Singleton, Texas ...... . 
N. W. Trimble, Alabama ...•. 
.A. S. Thomas, Kansas .•...... 
.A. J. Van Duzee, Iowa ...... . 
J. R. Wilkins, Utah ........ .. 
J. W. Wheaton, Louisiana ... . 
J. C. Wilson, Kamas ........ . 
W.B. Wall, Virginia ........ . 
J. E. Walker, Arizona, ....... . 
J. M. Zane, Utah ............ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. S. Dulllly . . • . . . . . $156. 40 























































55, 736~ 68 
736.45 
55,000.23 
Fees of clerks, United States courts,== 
1887: 
To J. R. Alden, Montana •........ 
W. A . .Allen, Texas .......... . 
H. E. Andrews, Tennessee .. . 
R.Butler, Wyoming ........ . 
L. T • .Baxter, Tennessee ..... . 
W. C. Brooks, North Carolina 
J. W. Bruner, Wyoming ...... 
A. E. Buck, Georgia .....•.... 
E. F. Bishop, Colorado .•...... 
B.S. Bentley, Pennsylvania .. 
L. D. Ball, Florida ........... . 
M. B. Converse, Illinois ..... . 
J. W.Chew, Maryland ...... . 
E. N. Corey, Dakota ......... . 
E. R. Campbell, Tennessee ... . 
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1886-'87. JUDICIARY. 
}'ees of clerks, United States courts, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward. __ ._ . __ . 
To B. R. Cowen, Ohio ______ . ____ _ 
H. C. Cowles, North Carolina. 
J. H. Clark, Missouri. __ ... _ .. 
B. F. Clark, New Hampshird . 
D. A. Clement, Washington .. 
S. B. Crail, Kentucky _ _ .. __ . 
J. B. Clough, Tennessefl . _ .... 
A. R. Z. Dawson, Dakota .. _ . . 
E. B. Dodge,A1izon::. ----- ... . 
H. M. Doflk, Tenneasee ...... . 
C. Dart, Texas ......... . 
T. B. Dellicker, West Virginia 
J. W. Drunnick, Alabama . __ . 
J. Devenshire, Louisiana .... . 
A. H. Davis, Maine ....... _ .. _ 
W.L.Doolittle,NewYork ... 
W. M. Elliott, Virginia ... _. _. 
E. G. Edgerton, Dakota .... _._ 
M. Erwin, Georgia . _. .. .• : .. 
A. K. Fletcher, Virginia ..... . 
J. S. Fowler, Virginia ....... _. 
J. C. Finwell, Kentucky .... .. 
T. B. Ford, Kentucky._ ...... _ 
R. L. Goodrich, Arkan&as .... . 
H. C. Geisburg. Missouri . _ ..• 
H. D. Gamble, Pennsslvania. _ 
C. B. Germain. New York . _ .. 
. S. H. Hays Idaho ........... .. 
A. R. Hernces, Tennessee ... . 
S. Hoffman, California ..... _ .. 
J. A. Haight, Dakota ___ ... _ .. 
W. H. Hackett, New Hamp-
shire ...................... _ 
J. E. Hagood, South Carolina. 
W. S. Harsha, Michigan .. _ .. 
G. R. Hill, Mississippi . _ .. __ . 
M. :B. Henderson, New York._ 
E. R. Hunt, Louisiana------ .. 
T. C. Humphreys, Florida __ .. 
H. M. Hinsdell, Michigan .... _ 
H. H. Henderson, Utah . _ ... __ 
0. H. Holt., Dakota.-----·.---· 
J. K. Jeffre:v, Wyoming ..... .. 
W.J.Joblin. NewMexico .... . 
J. A. Jones, Illinois .......... . 
W. H. Jones, Dakota ........ _ 
G. E. J obnson, Vermont . ____ _ 
R. M. J obnson, New Mexico_. 
J.Knigbt, Wyoming ..•...... 
H. H. King, Georgia_ ... __ . _. 
E. Kurtz, Wisconsin . __ . ___ .. 
R.H. Lawson. Oregon----··-· 
E. O.Locke, Florida------ .... 
C. S. Lincoln, Pennsylvania. __ 
H.K.Love., Iowa ...... _·-----
H. L. McClung, Tennessee . __ 
T. Muffley, Montana._._._. __ . 
A. W. McCullough, Alabama _ 
A. N Marion, Washington .. . 
S. C. McCandless, Pennsyl-
vania... . ---- ....... . 
C. Martin, Virginia .. ___ .. _ .. . 
J. H. Martin, Arizona ...... _ . 
E. E. Marvin, Connecticut. __ . 
J. M. McKee, Mississippi .. __ . 
A. McGehee, Missis><ippi .... . 
J. McQuenan, Mlcbigan ..... . 
J. Y.Moore, West Virginia .. . 
L. Miller, New Mexico--···-. 
B. H. Nor ton _. __ . . . . . . . __ . _ 
R. D. Oliphant, New Jersey .. . 
K G. O'Hrien, Washington .. . 
W. P. Preble, Maine ___ .. _. __ . 
H. Pitnam, Rhode T Rland . __ .. 
M. F. Pleasants, Viq!inia .... . 
H. J Peck, Wiseonsin ...... __ 
T. A. Perkins, Utah ........ . 
J. H. Puryear Kentucky . ___ . 
J. W. Payne, North Carolina _ 
A. L. Richardson, Idaho .••••• 
$14,634.53 
1, 894. 05 
1, 341.05 
1, 170. 40 
1!12. 50 
347. 6ll 
2, 066. 30 








































































Carried forward ..... - . . . . 7 4, 883. 83 
Fees of clerks, United States courts, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ....... .. 
To A. J. Ricks, Ohio ........... .. 
L. Rowe, New Jersey_._ ... __ . 
W. C. Robards, Texas ....... . 
,V. M. R•··ed, Texas .......... _ 
N.J. Reddick, NorLhCarolina 
G.C.Rives,Texas ...... .. 
.J. E. Reed, North Carolina ... . 
H. !:i. Skaats, 4labama. _ .. __ .. 
L. S. B. Sawyer, California ... . 
L. Schmidt, Missouri .... __ .. . 
W. E. Singleton, Texas . _____ _ 
S. R. Smith, Delaware . __ . _ .. _ 
E. M. Seabrook, South Caro-
lina...... -----···--·-· 
J. Seavey, WaAh)n~ton ...... . 
F. M. Stewart, 'Wisconsin ... . 
W. H. Shaw, North Carolina. 
H. Squire, Idaho ............ . 
E. T. Sprague, Utah ....... .. 
W A. Spencer, Minnesota .. . 
N. W. Trimble, Alabama .. . 
A S. Thomas, Kansas . . ... . 
B. H. Satem, Montana ..... . 
A. J. VanDuzee, Iowa ..... .. 
W. B. Wall, Virginia ...... .. 
J. W. Wheaton, Louisiana .•. 
J. R. Wilkin11, Utah ......... . 
J. C. Wilson, Kansas ...... .. 
S. Wheeler, Arkansas ...... . 
J. E. Walker, Arizona ...... . 
P. Walter, Florida .......... . 
J. H. C. Young, Dakota .... .. 
J. M. Zane, Utah ....... _ .. .. 
Rent of court-rooms United States 
courts, 1884: 
To .Albany County, Wyo ....... . 
F. R. Clayton ............... . 
Lawrence County, Dak ......• 
P. Minor .................... .. 
Rent of court rooms, United States 
courts, 1885 : 
To Albany County, Wyo ...... .. 
Ada County, Idaho ........ .. 
B oar d of commissioners, 
Yankton County, Dak .... . 
County of El Paso, Tex ..... . 
J. B. Catron ............... .. 
Custer County, Mont .•••.... 
Erie County, Pa _ ........ . 
·w. and H. Groesbeck ....... . 
J. n. Gill .................. .. 
,James Hagerman ...•........ 
T. D. Isom and W. S. Pettis. 
A. J. Keller ........... . 
Leaven worth County, Kan .. . 
Lawrence County, Dak . _ .. _ 
Laramie County. Wyo . __ 
Masonic_ 'l'emple Association, 
ConneLl Bluffs, Iowa ...... _ 
Maricopa County, .Ariz .... .. 
A. B. Morton ............... .. 
Pima t 'ounty, Ariz .. _._ ..... . 
R. H. Platt ................ . 
S. R. Sterling ...•.•...... ___ . 
J. B. Smith ................. . 
J. E. Thomson, deceased .... . 
Uinta County, Wyo. _____ _ 
E. C. Williams and Wiley & 
Cox ............... . 
Western St,ar Lodge No. 4 _ .• 
F. T. Williams ............ .. 





































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887 . 105 
1886-'87. 
Rent of court rooms, United States 
COUI'tS, 1886: 
'ro Albany County, Wyo ...... .. 
Board of commissiouers, Bur-
leigh County; Dn.k ........ . 
Board of commissioners, 
Yankton Cormty, Dak ... _ .. 
S. Bastahle............ .. ... . 
City of Lynch burgh, Va ... . 
K. G. Coope1· .............. .. 
,J. R Dooly ................. . 
Vv.FiRher ................... . 
J. C. Gill .................... . 
R F . .Jackson .............. .. 
G. LunsJord ..... ......... .. 
M. M.A. C. Lane ......... _.-. 
A. McCue .................. . 
.T. L. McCall .... ·----· ...... . 
W. S. Neilson . .............. . 
A. B. Norton ............... . 
B. F. Newcomer ............ . 
Y.·ls~J:!e~_:::: ::::::::::::: 
R. M. Shoemaker ............ -
\V. Scanlon ................ .. 
Turpin & Ogden ........... . 
Toledo Produce Exchange .. . 
Washin~J;ton County, Va ... .. 
vVilliams & Warreu ........ .. 
E. C. Williams and Wiley & 
Cox ....................... . 
D. H. Weston ............. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By R. .T. Meigs ... _ ............. . 
Rent of courL rooms, United States 
courts, 1887: 
To Ada Counts·, Idaho .......... . 
Albany County, vyyo_ ........ . 
Board of comm1 ss 1 on er s, 
1' ankton County, Dak. _ ... 
Boanlof commissioners, Law-
rence County, Dak ........ _ 
S. Bastable ...... ------ .... .. 
Board of commissioners, Cass 
County, Dak ............ .. 
Bon,rd of commissioners, Bun-
com1)e County, N. C ...... . 
Boat cl of commi,;sioners, Bur-
leigh County, Dak .... _ ... 
~: ~-- 8h~~Edle~·:::: ::::::::::: 
.T. G. Chrh;topher ............ . 
F. It. Clayton .. . . ......... -
City of Lynch burgh, Va .... .. 
J. E. Dooley ................ .. 
Y. B. DeSena ............... .. 
De<'r Lodge County, Mont ... . 
El Pa'lo Count.y, Tex .... ___ .. 
J·. C. French .... _ ........... . 
W. Fishe:r ................... . 
N. Grosbeck ................ . 
Greenville County, S.C ..... . 
W. and II. Grodbeck ........ . 
H. S. Howell & Son ....... .. .. 
L. Harrod ................. .. 
A. R. Harlow ............... .. 
J. HageTm<m ................ . 
J. C. Haltabough ........... .. 
R. F.Ja('kson ............... . 
A . .T.Keller ............... .. 
M. M.A. C. Lano ........... .. 
G-. LnnRford ..... _ ......... . 
Laramie County, Wyo .... . 
LeaYenworth Count), Kans .. 
Lewis and Clarke' County, 
Mont .••......... . ....... 
Lscoming County, Pa ...... .. 
A. McCue .............. .. 





























8, G4K 33 
1, 400.36 
































550. 00 Jao. oo 
100. 00 
50.00 
9, 166. 03 
25,424.66 
Rent of court rooms, United States 
conrts, 11187-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To .T. L. L. McCall .............. . 
W. W.Moore ........ ........ . 
Masonic Temple Association. 
:Maricopa Coum.y, Ariz. __ ._ .. 
J. J. Mendenhall .......... _ .. 
C. P. Menuenhall ....... ------
B. F. Newcomer ........ ------
A. B. Norton ............... . . 
W. S. Neilson .. _ ........ ___ .. 
P . .T. Otey.- ..... - .......... .. 
R. H. Platt ...... ------· ..... . 
Pima County, Ariz .......... . 
Richmond and DanvHle R, R. 
CO---·-------·---·····- ..•. 
.J. E. Stone .. --···--· .•••..... 
'\V. Scanlon._ .. ------ ....... .. 
.T.B. Smith .................. . 
~-g-~i~~~-~~~ ~:: ~ ~: :::::::: 
E. 0. S.v kes .. -....... - .... __ __ 
F. Stearns ..... .............. . 
R. M. Shoemaker ....... ___ ... 
.T. W. Sawyer ............ ----
Toledo Produce Exchange .. . 
Turpin & Ogden ...... _ ..... . 
Treasurer of Iredell County, 
N.C ...... ------ ... ---- · · ... 
E. C. Williams and Wiley & 
Cox. __ ........... __ . __ .... . 
Williams & Warren ......... . 
Washington County, Va .. - .• 
Western Star Lodge No. 24 .. 
D. H.Western .... ---- .. ------
Yavapai County, Ariz ........ 
Fees of commissioners Unite<l States 
courts, 1883 and prior years: 
To S. R. Adams ............ ------
.T. ,J. All en. _ ... - .. - - - .. __ .. __ . 
B.S. Bentley,jr. _ •. ------ .... _ 
M.P. Fillmore._ .......• _ .... . 
H. Forbes ....... -- ...•. ------
B. Gildersleeve ..... _ ..... _ ... 
G. W.Henderson .........•••. 
F. Hempstead ... _--_--- .. ----
.T.G.Hawthorne -------------
E.F.Hall ................... . 
M. Milford ............. ·-----
.T. A. Murray .......... ---- __ _ 
W. G. Mathes----------------
.T. H. McDevitt.--·- .....••••• 
A. Q. Moore---··--------- ... . 
.T. P. RogerS--------·--· ..... . 
.T. P. Rader ............. ------
.T. Y. Rankin ......... __ .... .. 
.A. J'. Russell ......... _ ..... .. 
H. K. Slover .•••. ---.---. __ . __ 
.T. 'l'. Stearns .... - ........... . 
A. G. Tibbetts .. - ..... __ ... .. 
.T. H. Wallace------ .... ------
Fees of commissioners, United 


























































To A. Q. Moore._._ . - . _- •. _ . __ ... 6. 00 
W. H. White................. 9.80 
15.80 
F(·e~ of commissioners, United == 
Sta.tes courts, 1885: 
To C. T.J. Adams, New York .•..... 
.T. J.Allen, New York ....... . 
.T.K.A.lden, Washington ..•.. 
L. H. Ainsworth, ~ewYork .. 
W. Ausnm;, TennessPe. ____ .. 
IV. A.Ambrose, Pennsylvania 








106 RECEIPTS .\ND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Fees of commissiOners, United 
States courts, 1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To F. M. A1lams, Texas ......... . 
H. A. Alexander, Arizona ... . 
G. Anderson, Nebraska ..... . 
V. B. Bromlay, Wisconsin ... . 
S. Baird, Wisconsin ....... . 
H. A. Burgess, Kansas ..... .. 
F. Bloodgood, Wisconsin .... . 
B.L. Benedict, New York ... . 
I. H. Bonsall, Kansas ........ . 
J.J. Buck, Kansas .......... . 
R.M. Barton, Tennessee ...•.. 
J. W. Beck, \Vasbington ..... 
J. S. Bradford, South Carolina. 
G. B. Brooks, Michigan ...... . 
L. W. Billingsly, Nebraska .. 
J. Buzzo~ara, Arkansas ..... . 
J. Banskett, South Carolina .. 
R. H. Buck, Colorado .......•. 
J.D. Bryan, New Mexico .... . 
T. E.Bnrton, Ohio ........... . 
W. G. Bo_gle, North Carolina. 
T. F. Bowman, Tennessee ... . 
J. Burtley, Texas . ........... . 
J. W. Branham, Georgia ..... . 
T. H. Butler, Tennessee ...•.. 
J. M. Brown, Tennessee 
J. W. Burton, North Carolina. 
B.S. Bentley, jr., Pennsylva-
nia . . . . . ................. _ 
L. T. Baxter, Tennessee ..... . 
W. Bowling, Kentucky ..... . 
J. 0. Bozartt, Oregon ....... .. 
.A. Collins, Georgia .......... . 
J. G. Crockett, Virginia ..... . 
J. Clark, South Carolina ...•.. 
I. N. Cardoza, Minnesota ..... 
E. C. Cole, Kansas .....•..... 
J. W. Campbell, Kentucky .. . 
J. R. Carey, Minnesota ...... . 
A. W. Caldwell, South Caro· 
lin a ....................... . 
W. J. Clark, South Carolina .. 
L. B. Crail, Kentucky ....... . 
M. F. Caldwell, Tennessee ... . 
E. N. 0. Clough, Kansas ..... . 
S. J. Clarke, Arkansas ...... . 
A. P. Cross, Vermont ........ . 
W. G. Currie, Tennessee ... . 
J. L. Conlv, Georgia ....... .. 
C. W. Croc"kett, Tennessee .. . 
C. B. Coatney, Tennessee .... . 
J. M. Cassady, New Jersey .. 
W. S. Carr, Tennessee .•.•.•.• 
D. Dubois, West Virginia ... . 
A. T. Dillard, Virginia ...... . 
W. P. Dryden, Virginia ... . 
C. M. Dennison, New York .. 
J. T. Davidson, New York .. . 
J. H. Downing, Kansas .... . 
A. R. Z. Dawson, Dakota ... . 
E. Devor, Ohio ...•....•...... 
C. M. Davison, New York ... 
D. D. Davies, North Carolina 
J. Denton, Kentucky ........ . 
E. Desmukes, Georgia ....•• • 
R. A. Donnelly, Tennessee ... 
G. W. Davison, Tennessee .•. 
J. W. Demmick, Alabama .. . 
S.M. Dickey, Virginia ...... . 
W. C. Emmert, Tennessee .. . 
L. M Erwin, Georgia ....... . 
R. H. Earle, Georgia ....... .. 
0. G. Ellis, California ....... . 
M. Fiun, Michigan .......... . 
P. Fontaine, West Virginia .. 
C. B. Faris, Kentucky ....... . 
J. C. Furnell, Kentucky ..... . 
H. D. Fitzgerald, New York .. 
J. W. Fisher, Wyoming ..... . 
T.P.Ford, Kentucky ....... . 


















































































Fees of commissioners, United 
States courts, 1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J. H. Finks, Texas .......... . 
R. D. Ferguson, Arizona .... . 
R. S. Friend, Kentucky ...... . 
W. L. Foster, New Hampshire 
W. J. Folsom, Tennessee .. .. ·. 
W. Frothmgham, New York . 
F. M. Ferris, Dakota ....... . 
A. H. Faulkner, Tennessee .. . 
H. Forbes, West Virginia ... . 
E. S. Falkenberg, Kentucky .. 
W. W. Gilbert, New York .. .. 
T. A. Gorden, Virginia .... .. . 
F. M. Galbrflath, :South Caro-
lina ..................... . 
W.E. Guerin, Ohio .......... . 
J. W. Green, Tennessee ..... . 
J. T. Green, Alabama ........ . 
W. J. Gayer, South Carolina .. 
W. J. Gamlen, Tennessee .... . 
H. D. Grant, Kansas ......... . 
W .• r. Gilbert, Michigan ....•• 
D. C. Gist, South Carolina. .... 
F. W. Giraud, Texas .•••••. , . 
A. B. Gross, Tennessee .....•. 
T. M. Gardner, North Carolina 
E. L. Gregory, Tennessee ..... 
J. H. Heyward, South Caro-
lina ...... .... ............. . 
J. T.Harvie, Virginia ...... .. 
P. C. Huglles, Kansas ...... .. 
F.M.Hunter, Iowa .....•..... 
J. S. Harbour, Virginia ...... . 
S. Henry, North Carolina ... . 
E. B. Harrison, .Arkansas .... . 
A. Hobbs, Iowa ............. . 
J. G. Hawthorne, South Caro-
lina ..................... . 
W. N. Heyward, South Caro-
lina .......... . ... ........ . 
C. B. Hinsuell, Michigan .... . 
W. II. Hunter, Alabama ..... . 
A. llazelton, New York .... .. 
J. E. Hagood, South Carolina. 
H. Hansen, Tennessee ....... . 
E. Higbee, Missouri ......... . 
W. Haight, Georgia ......... . 
W. W. Harris, Tennessee ... . 
G. W. S. Hart, South Carolina. 
G. Hahn, Pennsylvania .....•. 
J. F. Hunt, Alabama ........ . 
D. S. Herron, Pennsylvania . . . 
W. A. Hawkins, Colorado ... . 
G. W. Hendersen, Tennessee . 
F. Hempstead, Arkansas ..... 
M. L. Holmes, North Carolina 
.r. C. House, Idaho .......... .. 
H. C. Hamilton, North Caro· 
lina ....................... . 
J.D. Husbands, New York .. . 
C. S. Hall, New York ........ . 
H. L. Hallett, Jrassachusetts . 
J. J. Hyde, Arizona .......... . 
E. D. L. Jones, Virginia ...... . 
MeL. Jones, Missouri ........ . 
M. ,Johnston, Virginia ..... .. 
J. E. Johnston, 'l'ennessee ... . 
W. H. Johnston, Iowa .....•.. 
H. L. Jeffers, Alabama ...... . 
M.J .• Tulian, Tennessee .... .. 
J.D.Jordan,Iowa .......... . 
W.J.Kneeshaw, Dakota .... . 
R. Kennedy, Tennessee ...... . 
E. E. Lewis, Iowa ... .. . .... . 
~.0. Ladd, ~e~v.York ....... . 
S. Leece, Vugtma ........... . 
J. W. Lingenfelter, Pennsyl-
vania ..... . ............ : .•. 
M . .A. Lewis, Tennessee ..... . 
J. L:von, New York ........ .. 
W. E. Lathy, Kansas ........ . 













































































R:l<~CEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Fees of commisswners, United 
States comtl:l, 1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J. W. Lancaster, North Caro-
lina ...................... .. 
S. G. Lewis, 'Tennessee ...... . 
0. l ). Laird, Alabama ..... _ .. . 
S. Levy, Georgi:.t. ........... . 
0. R. McNar.y, Kansas ....... . 
J .. J.Meeker,Ncw York .... . 
\V. G. B. .Morris, North Caro-
lin:~ ...................... _. 
J. IV. McMatt, Michigan .... . 
W.MeKay, Utah ............ . 
C. G. McCord, Indiana ..... _ .. 
\V . .Mast, Nebraska ......... . 
H. Mareb,jr., Rltodeisland .. . 
J. C. Moore, Alabama ........ . 
J. W. Mix, Pf'misylvania .... . 
J. A. Murray, New York .... . 
A. Q. Moore, North Carolina .. 
D. S. McMaster:<, New York .. 
W. G. Mathes, Tennessee ..... 
A. C. Merrick:, South Carolina 
J. B. Mills, Minnesota ....... . 
W. Muirhead, New York .... . 
G. Mcllendcrson, Tennessee. 
J. Mefford. Tennes~ee ....... . 
A. R. Meek, Florida ......... . 
A.. D. McPherson, Montana .. . 
\V. A.. McTeer, 'L'cnnessee ... . 
W. II. McGrew, Arizona ..... . 
~- C. Mills, District of Colum-
bia ..... --~- .............. . 
J.II. McDevitt,Pennsylvania. 
.r. M. McCormick, Texas ... _ 
E. E. Marvin. Connecticut ... . 
J. B. Mills, Minnesota ....... . 
J. W. Miller, Kansas ........ . 
V.B. Noble, Dakota ......... . 
L Neale, Kansas ... __ .... __ .. 
S. A. Norris, South Carolina .. 
G. C. Neill, North Carolina ... 
C. W. Nottingllam, Michigan 
J. A. Nelson, Wisconsin ..... . 
G. L. Ogden, Tennessee .... __ . 
.T. 'I~. Platt, Connecticut ..... . 
S. T. Poiner, South Carolina .. 
C. J. Pride, Soutll Carolma ..•. 
L. G. Perkle, Georgia ........ . 
T. R. Purnell, North Carolina 
J. 'L'. Patterson, North Caro-
lina ............ .......... . 
B. Po we 11, West Virginia .... . 
.T. Parks, 'l'enne~see...... . .. 
D. E. Perry, North Carolina, .. 
\V. D. Ramey, South Carolina. 
L. Roberts, Michigan ........ . 
.r. P. Itogcrs, T<'nnessee ..... . 
J. Ricketts, Texas ........... . 
C. T. Rogers, North Carolina. 
\V. Iticketts, Illinois ......... . 
G. Ruggles, Texas ..........•. 
J.P. Rader, Tennessee ...... . 
L. Rowe, New Jersey ........ . 
,J. H. Ray, Montana ........ .. 
II. P. Rolte, Montana ........ . 
P. Ravasi.es, Alabama ....... . 
W. W. Stoops, Virginia ...... . 
II. D. Spencer, Virginia ..... . 
L.K. Soper, New York ..... .. 
L. H. Shepard. Colorado ..... . 
J M.Stout, Washington .... .. 
J. G. Swann, 'Yasuington .... . 
H. L. Skaots, Alabama ..•..... 
J.C.Strong,NewYork ...... 
J. \V. Shook, North Carolina .. 
W. C. Smith, Georgia ...... . 
A. .. 'L'. Summey, North Caro-
lina ...................... . 
J. L. Strain, South Carolina .. 
W. E Singleton, Texas ...... . 
R. W. Shnner, Michigan ..... . 















































































Fees of commisswners, United 
States courts, 1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J. P. Shaw, Ohio ........ .. 
H. K. Slover, Tennessee ..... . 
J. T. Sergeant, North Caro-
lina .................. .. 
T. H. B. Staggers, West Vir-
ginia ................ . 
W. B. Smithson, Tennessee .. . 
J. T. Spencer, Texas..... . .. 
F. E. Smitl::, Pennsylvania ... . 
.J. M. Stewart, Miasouri. ..... . 
W. C. Stoehle, Montana ..... . 
G. A.. Scroggs, New York ... . 
J. C. Tipton, Tennessee ..... . 
J. L. Thorn by, South Carolina 
A. E. 'l'aylor, Dakota ........ . 
J. Shaw, Michigan ........... . 
J. M. Tinney, Kansas ........ . 
E. W. Turner, Tennessee .... . 
W. Tate, Florida ............. . 
S. Thompson, Alabama 
L. S. Tucker, Kansas ....... . 
G. J. Thomp8on, We8t Vir-
g1nia --·-- --- ---···-
W. B. Tins by, Virginia ..... .. 
W. A. VanBuren, Indiana ... . 
T!'. G. White ................. . 
J. vV. \Vebster, Colorado .... . 
S. vVilliams, Tennessee ...... . 
J. R. \Yallace, Alabama ..... . 
S. ·wheeler, Arkansas ....... . 
J. \Vhiteheall, New York .. · .. 
.A.. B. Wilson, Tennessee .... . 
A. \Vinslow, Texas . . . . . . .. . 
H. B. Wilson, North Carolina. 
J. H. ~r oocl ward, Oregon .... . 
W.K. White Iowa .......... . 
C. L. Ware, Kansas .......... . 
L. H. Webb, Kansas ......... . 
S.M. Walker, Georgia ...... . 
.T. C. Wilson, Kansas ........ . 
J. 1N. Wartman, Indiana .... . 
J. K. Wood, Tennes,.ee ...... . 
A. Winslow, Texas .......... . 
S. S. Yates, Texas .......... .. 
Feas of comJDISSioners, United 
States courts, 1886: 
To J. B. Alexander, Georgia ..... . 
J . ..A. Albre<l, Georgia ....... . 
C. L. Adams, New York ..... . 
H. E. Andrews, Tennessee .. . 
J. C. AnJ.rew~,NorthCarolina 
J.J.Allen,NewYork ..... .. 
J. N. Akers, Vir~:inia ........ . 
W. A.. Aml.Jroflc,Penn,;ylvania 
F. )II. Adams, Texas ......... . 
G. An(lerson, Nebraska ..... . 
J. N. Aiken, Tennessee ...... . 
W. Angel, New York ...... .. 
J. 1.'. Barker, Florida ........ .. 
A. E. Buck, Georgia ...... __ _ 
J. C. Brittain, Georgia ....... . 
J. A. Bledsoe, Georgia ...... . 
R. Batber, District of Colum-
bia ....... _ .... _._ .. _ ...... . 
B. W. Bell, Alabama ........ . 
W. W. Brown, Georgia ...... . 
J. B. Beattie, Louisiana ...... . 
B.N. Bugby,California ..... . 
,J. S. Bradford, Illinois ....... . 
E. L. Bartlett, N!lw Mexico .. 
J. W. Barger, Nebra~ka ..... . 
L. D. Burns, Missouri ....... . 
S. Bell, Penns.vlvn,nia ....... .. 
T. H. But](,r, Tennes~ee ..... . 
W L. Bryan, North Carolina. 
W. G. Bogle, North Carolina .. 
T. F. Bo,vman, Tennessee .... 










































































1, 291. 65 
7, 836.19 
108 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887 • 
1886--;'87. .JUDICIARY. 
Fees of eomnnss10ners, United 
States comts, 1886-Continued. 
Brongbt forward ........ . 
To C. S. Bundy, District of Co-
lumbia ................ . 
F. Bloodgood, Wisconsin .... . 
.J. 0. Bozarth, New York ... . . 
N. M. Bnrferd, Texas .... . .. . 
H. F.Brandon, North C1•rolina 
G. B. Brooks, Michigan ...... . 
B. L. Benedict, Now York ... . 
S. Baird, \Visconsiu ......... . 
.J. Bentley, Texas . . . . . . . . . .. 
J. W. Bm·ton, North Carolina. 
J. T. Bickley, Tennessee .... . 
I. H. Bonsall, Kansas ........ . 
H. A. Bond, North Ca! olina .. 
.J. W. Beck. Geora;ia ......••. 
E. C. Baker, .South Carolina .. 
W. Bowling, Kentucky ....... 
R.M. Barton,jr., Tennessee .. 
J. H. Bone, Ahtbama ........ . 
D. C. Beaman, Iowa ......... . 
T . .J. Black, Utah ............ . 
W. S. Ball, North Carolina .. . 
W .. f. Clark, South Carolina .. 
H. C. Cowles, North Carolina. 
D. Cogdell, North Carolina .. . 
E. D. Craig, Lorl'isiana ....... . 
H. L. Carroll, Georgia ....... . 
C. E. Clifford, Maine ....... .. . 
A. B. Calvert, South Carolina. 
D. Connelly, Pennsylvania .. . 
C. C. Cook, Ohio . . ....... .. 
W. T. Crenshaw, Illinois ... .. 
.J. II. Caldwell, Illinois .. .... . 
T. Corwin, Ohio ............ .. 
,V. G. Crockt>tt. Tennessee .. . 
l. N. Cardoza, Minnesota .... . 
R. H. Cunningham, Kentucky 
C. Craycroft, Missouri. ...... . 
A.M. Clemons, Tennessee ... . 
S. B. Crail. Kentucky ........ . 
J. G. Crocket.t, Virginia ..... . 
M. R. Cnlleru, M issomi. .•.... 
J. Cochran, Wyoming ....... . 
C. B. Coatn<>y, Tennessee .... . 
W. L. Carter, jr., Tennessee . 
W. S. Carr, Tennessee ......•• 
H. Cabaniss, North Carolina . 
A. Collins, Georgia ......... .. 
.J . .J. Clark, Ohio ............ .. 
L. M. Cook, Rhode Island ... . 
.J. W. Crenshaw, Arizona .... . 
E. N. Corey, Dakota ......•... 
.J. M. Cassaday, New Jersey .. 
R. Cooper, Michigan ........ . 
'1.'. H. Connor, Texas ....••..•. 
E. N. 0. Clough, Kansas ..... . 
E. C. Col<>, Kansas ........... . 
.J. F. CaR,, \Vashin .r:ton ..... . 
L. F. Chu-rchill, North C:uo-
lina ....................... . 
H. Carpenter, Kansas ...•.••• 
C. Conner, Michigan .•.•••... 
A. H. Clark, Kentucky ....... 
M. B. Culpepper, North Caro-
lina ....................... . 
E. K. Cunningham, North 
Carolina ................. . 
.J. W. Calder, North Carolina. 
E. F. Colser, 'l'ennessee .....• 
E. Coleman, \Visconsin ....... 




































































lina . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . • 98. 60 
H. H. Carpenter, Missis.sippi . 7. 70 
A. H. Cobb, Kansas .. . . . • .. . . 41. 50 
W. D. Crane, Vermont...... . . 7. 70 
L . .J. C t•ams, Kansas. . . . . . . . . . 8. 85 
.J.P. Colter, Penns:vlvania.... 1. 25 
A. P. L. Cochran, Ohio........ 9. 351 
.J.D. Chadwick, Pennsylvania !!. 25 
W. P. D~vrlen, Vir~in~:t....... 203. ~5 
D. Dubots, West V1rgm1a.... 60. ;;5 
-----
Carried forward.......... 12, 763. 74 
Fees of commiSsioners, United 
States courts, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ....•.•.... 
To .J. W. Dimmick, Alabama ..... 
S.M. Dickey, Virginia ......•. 
S.C. Davidson, ·washington .. 
P.R. Deady, Oregon ......... . 
\V. W. Douglass, Rhode Island 
.J. H. Dennis, South Carolina. 
C. M. Davidson, New York .. . 
J. M. Davis, Michigan ....... . 
A . .I!'. Degnowetz, Texas ..... . 
D. D. Davies, North Carolina. 
A. T. Dillard, Virginia ...... . 
E. Devor, Ohio .... 
G. W. Davidson, Tennessee .. 
W.S.Doolittle,NewYork •. 
C. W.Dennisont..~ew York ••• 
J. T. Davidson, .l"ew York ... . 
G. \V. Davidson, Tennessee .. . 
R. A. Donnelly, Tennessee .•. 
A. R. Z. Dawson, Dakota ..•.• 
.J. M. Dreis, Iowa ...••......•. 
H. K. Edwards, Pennsylvania 
.J. H:Edwards, Tennessee ... . 
T. L. Edelin, Kentucky ...... . 
L. M. Erwin, Georgia ..•...... 
S. Ellison, New Mexico ...... . 
A. R. English, Arizona ..... . 
G. G. Eaves, North Carolina .. 
R. W. Earle, Cl-eorgia ........ . 
\V. C. Emmert. Tennessee ... . 
J. R. Elkins, North Carolina .. 
C. J. Ellis, California ........ . 
R S. Frh·nd, Kentucky ...... . 
R. D. Ferguson, Arizona .••.• 
T. B. Ford, Kentucky ...•.•.. 
.J. C. Fennel, Kentucky ..••••• 
C. B. Faris, Kentucky .•••.••• 
T. Flanagban, Tennessee ..•• 
I. C. Fowler, Virginia ..•••••. 
G. B. Frazier, Colorado .•••••• 
A. H . .l!'aulkner, Tennessee ... 
\V. J. Folsom, Tennessee ..... 
H. D. Fitzgerald, New York .• 
E. S. Falkenberg:, Kentucky .. 
J. B. Frier, Virginia ....•..... 
,f. L. Fairchild, New York .. .. 
D. 'r. Flynn, Kansas ......... . 
G. S. Fisher, Nebraska ....... . 
W. H. Faucett, North Caro-
lina ....................... . 
W. B. Ferguson, Alabama ... . 
A. H. Faulkner, Tennessee ..• 
T. "111. Ferris, Minnesota .•.• ~. 
J. H. Finks, Texas ........... . 
W. E Guerin, Ohio .......... . 
J. B. Gas ten, Florida ..•...... 
A.M. Gudger, North Carolina 
B. Gardnflr, Alabama .•...••• 
T. A. Gorden, Virginia ...... . 
W. G. Ganden, 'l'ennessee ... . 
.J. W. Green, Tennessee .....• 
R. L. Goodrich, Arkansas ..••• 
H. C. Goodell, North Caro-
lina ....................... . 
.T. Graves, Michigan .•••••..•• 
D. Grem1, Texas ............ · •• 
T. M. Gardner, North Caro-
lina ...................... . 
L. Greene, North Carolina. .••• 
F. W. Giraud, Texas ..•••..•. 
A. B. Getty, New York ..••••. 
T. A. Gillespie, Virginia ...... 
.J. S. Graves, North Carolina .• 
H. D. Grant, Kansas ......... . 
W. A. Gill, jr., Tennessee ... . 
D. C. Gist, South Carolina ...• 
E. L. Gre.gory, Tennessee ..... 
.J. L. Grace, Arkansas .•••••.. 
.J. C. Givens, 'J fiW Mexico ..•• 
J. T. G1·een, Alabama ........ . 
E. W. Harris, Michigan ..... . 
E.l3. Harrison, Arkansas .... . 

















































































RECEIPT~ AND EXPENlHTURES, 1887. 
"1886-'87. 
Fees of commissioners, United 
States courts. 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To W. H. Huu ter, Alabama ..... . 
C. B. Hinsdell, Michigan .... . 
.r. B. Harper, Indiana· ........ . 
J. J. Haynes, 'l'exas .........• 
J. E. Hagood, South Carolina. 
J. G. Hawt.horne, South Caro-
lina ...................... . 
W. Haight, Georgia .•...•.... 
G. Hahn, Pennsylvania ...... . 
J·. W. Heyward, South Caro-
lina ................. .. 
P . .A. Hoyne, Illinois ........ . 
G. "\V. S. Hart, South Carolina 
E. W. Hog-e, Texas ......... .. 
.A. Hall, Ohio .............. .. 
J. G. Harper, Ohio ........... . 
J. C. Hood, North Carolina .. . 
J. S. Hanie, Virginia ........ . 
J. C. House, Idaho ........... . 
·r. G. HendtJrson, Iowa ...... .. 
D. H. Hayne!!, Tennessee .... . 
J. B. Httish, Virginia ....... .. 
J. S. Harbour, Virginia .... .. 
G. W. Henderson, Tennessee 
W. S. Hill, Michigan ...... .. 
J. B. Harper, Indiana ........ . 
A. Hobbs, Iowa .............. . 
H. W.Harris, North Carolina 
S. Henry. North Carolina .... . 
S. P. Hale, Tennessee ....... . 
F. Hempstead, .Arkansas .... . 
W. H. Hackett, New Hamp-
shire ...................... . 
C. C. Herr, Illinois ......•..... 
J.D.Husband11,New York .. . 
C . .F. Hill, Pennsylvania ..... . 
P. H. Hoyne, Illinois ........ . 
C. G. Homer, Kansas ........ . 
C.S.Hall,New York ........ . 
W. N.Hayward, South Caro-
lina ................. - . - .. .. 
:n: H. Henkel, Kansas ....... -. 
T. M. Hunter, Iowa ..... , .... . 
H. W. Harris, North Carolina. 
J. J. H vde, Arizona ....•..... 
P. A. Hayne, Illinois ........ . 
W. L. Holmes, North Carolina 
F. Hardin, North Carolina ... 
H. L. Hallett, Massachusetts 
S. Hoffman, California ....... . 
A. Hazeltine, Now York .... . 
J.P. Eol1art, Pennsylv>tnia .. . 
M. Irwin, Georgia ......... .. 
F. Ives, Minnesota ........ . 
H. G. Judd, South Carolina .. . 
C. R. Judkins, Georgia .....•. 
L. Jordan, Indiana ......... .. 
. M. J. Julian, Tennessee ..••••. 
W.H. Johnson, Iowa ........ . 
E. T. Jones, Virginia ....... .. 
J.D. Jordan, Iowa ........... . 
G. E. Johnson, Vermont .... .. 
MeL. J om·s, Mis,;ouri ......•. 
R. M, Jones, North Carolina •• 
D. L. Jones, Wiscomin ......• 
A .• Jordan, 'l'ennesseo .......• 
,J. ,Julian, Texas ............. . 
J.E.Johnston, Tennessee ... . 
J. H. Kimmons, Mississippi. •. 
H. P. Krell, Colorado ....... .. 
E. Q. Keasby, New Jersey ... . 
L. Knowles, Kansas ......... . 
G. C. Kennedy, Ohio ......... . 
M. Kelly, Idaho ............ .. 
C. M. King-, Missouri ....... .. 
F. B. Kirkpatrick, Tennessee 
M. Kirkpatrick, Pennsylvania 
A. Lathrop, South Carolina .. 
R. D. Locke, Georgia ........ . 
E. 0. Locke, !!'lorida ........•• 
















































































Fees of commisswners, United 
States courts, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forwarU. .......•. 
To J. Linsley, Virginia ......... 
L. M. Loewenburg,::U:ississippi 
J. W. Lurgenfelter, Pennsyl-
vania ........•.......•...... 
]'. V. Logan, Kentucky ...... . 
A. C. Lewis, Virginia ........ . 
M . .A. L<nvis, Tennessee .... .. 
,T. 0. La<1<1, South Carolina .. . 
J. J. Landes, Kentucky ...... . 
J . .A. Lucas, New Mexico .... . 
0. D. Laird, Alabama .....•... 
S. G. Lewis, Tflxas...... .. ... 
S. Levy, Georgia .........•... 
.A. W. McCullough, Alabama. 
0. McClendon. Georgia ...... . 
R. J. Massey, Georgia ...... .. 
I!,, J. Millgen, Indiana ....... . 
.A. Q. Moore, .l~ orth Carolina .. 
W. D. McKinsbrey, Alabama. 
J. A. Maultsby, North Cal·o-
lina ..................... .. 
C. H. Meyer, Arizona ........ . 
C. \Y. Meed, New York .... .. 
J. C. Moore, Alabama ........ . 
J.A.Mnrray, New York .... . 
S. C. McCandless, Pennsvl-
yania . . . . . • . . . . . . . ... : . . 
G. McHenderson, Tennessee . 
C. Martin, Virginia .......... . 
W. Morgan, Missouri ........ . 
I. B. Mills, Minnesota ....... . 
"\V . .A. McTeer, Tennessee .. . 
J. R. Musick, Missouri ...... . 
F. D. Mead, Michigan . . . . . .. 
J. Mefford, Tennessee .....•.. 
\V. G. Mathes, Tennessee ... . 
J. B. Mi Lis, Minnesota. ....... . 
W. N. Mason, New York ... .. 
M. McDonough, l\ew York .. . 
J. McQucnan, Michigan .... . 
\V. Muirhead, New Jersey ... 
"\V. H. McGre•w, Pennsylvania 
.A. N. McGinU.les·. Dakota .. . 
J. I. MontJ."ay, ll:~nois ....... . 
A. C. Menick, South Carolina 
W. McKay, Utah ........... .. 
H. Maisb,jr., Rhode Islanu .. 
Ji'. N. l'tl iller, TeiJnesl'lee ...... . 
J. \V. Morgan. New Jersey .. . 
H. F. Moutgonwry. d.labam,~. 
C. U. Morrow, Dakota. ....... . 
C. A. Marston, .Alabama ..... . 
"\Y. G. B. Morri,;, North:Caro-
lina ...............••......• 
H. A. McKee, Texas ....••... 
J. S. Mauley, California ..... . 
A. R. Me~k". Florida ......... . 
J. W. MuMatb, ~1ichigan ... .. 
.A. V. Mc.Alncy, Michigan ... . 
.A. D. McPhor~:;on, Montana .. . 
C. Ma:~;·o, Louisia11a .......... . 
A. J. Northrup, New York .. _ 
S . .A. Norris, South Carolina .. 
L, ~ eale, Kansas ............ . 
G. C. Neill, North Carolina ... . 
J. H. Neill, Tennessee ....... . 
E.A.Nichols ............. . 
T.A. Osborn, NewYork ..... . 
R. H. Ogden, Louisiana ..•..•• 
C. L. 0 gden, Tennessee ...... . 
H. N. Obear, South Carolina .. 
H. R. Odell, Minnesota ....... 
J. W. Payne, North Carolina. 
J. M. Phillips, Tennessee .... 
F. Parsons, Mississippi .....•. 
T. R. Purnell, Nonh Carolina. 
J. R. Puryear, Kentnck.v .... . 
C. A. Powell, Virginia ....... . 
J. L. Potts, Tennessee ....... . 
J. T. Patterson, North Caro-
lina ................ , ...... . 















































































110 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887 . 
1886-'87. 
Fees of commiSSioners, United 
Stateii\ courts, 1886-Continucd. 
Brought fvrwanl. ....... . 
To F.W.Pcrkins.Missrmri ..... . 
M. F. Pleasants, Virginia . __ . 
D. E. Perry, North Carolina __ 
.J. Parks, Temwssee _ ....... . 
E. K. Proctor, North Carolina. 
ll. K. Probasco, Ohio .... -.. . 
.J. T. Platt. Cormecticut ..... . 
J. H. Pedig-o, Virginia. ______ . 
A. T. Patrick, Kentucky ... . 
C. T. l'agelsou, Michigan .... _ 
C . .J. Pride, South Carolina .. . 
S. T. Poinier, South Carolina._ 
.J. E. Pyott, Tennessee._ .. ___ . 
\V. S. Peniston, Nebraska .... 
.J. E. Pound, New York.----·_ 
H . .J. Prck, Wisconsin. __ .. _ .. 
L. \V. Hobertt>ou, Kentucky __ 
I~. Ra\·asir>; . .AlalHtma . __ . _' __ _ 
G. F. Ratliff, West VIrginia . _ 
H. U. Rag;Lwd, West Virginia. 
G. A. Robbins, Alabama . __ _ 
A. E. Rankint>, Vermont ...... 
W. A. Richardson, Illinois . _. 
W.Reicl, lllinois ...... ..... . 
C. Randolph, Illim>is ________ _ 
.J .• J.Rea,lllinois ---·- -- ----
W. H. Robbins, North Caro-
lina --- .. --- -- -- ----
,1. H. Rose, Kentucky ....... . 
\V. U. Robanls. Texas . __ . ___ . 
J. P.Hogenl, Tennessee _____ _ 
E. M.Rand, Maine .......... . 
.J.P. Rader, Tennessee _____ . _ 
W. A. Rose, North Carolina __ 
D. S. Rose, Kansas ... _. _ ... _ 
.J. Ricketts, Texas .......... __ 
\V. D. Ramey, South Carolina. 
G. H.uggles, Texas ........... . 
H. Roborts, Teunessee ...... .. 
.J. H. R y, ~ontana ........ .. 
'I'. R. Roulhac, Alabama ..... . 
\V . .J. A. Rarden, Kentucky __ 
H. D. Spencer, Virginia ..... . 
.J. A. Shields, New York .... .. 
W.H.Strong, Washington .. . 
E. M. Seabrook, South Caro-
lina -- ---· .. -- . . ------
J. X. Smith, North Carolina .. 
J. T. Strothers. Missie~sippi. .. 
.J. R. Smitll, Dt-laware __ ... _. _ 
J.S.Symonds, Ohio·---------
S. Stewart., Texas _____ .. ___ .. 
A.W. ~hafl'er, North Carolina. 
W. B. Smit.hson, Tennt'ssee ... 
J.M.Htcwart, Mise~ouri ------
G·. Stoll, Kontuci'Y .......... .. 
J. IV. Scott, Misl:'lt•urL ....... . 
J, ·\V.I::ltumph, Tennessee ... . 
A. C. S•·ott., Mis8oul'i ...... --. 
L. L. B. Sawyer, Ualifomia __ _ 
,J. \V Stultz, Virg-inia _ ..... . 
W. W.Stnop, Virginia ... . ... . 
J.D. Stevenson, Tennessee._. 
H. K. Stover, TPnnessee ..... . 
.T. D. Stewatt, Arkansas ..... . 
A. T. Snmmey, North Carolina 
P.Smitlt,Ohio ------ -----· 
F. M. St.\-'Wart, Wisc.onsin ... . 
J.P. Sha.w, Ohio ............. . 
J.T.Spann, Texa;~ --- ---- ---
.J. C. Stroup:, New York ...... 
K A. Snyder, New Mexico . _. 
W. E. Singleton, Texas ..... . 
R. Strobach, vVashington .. __ . 
0. II. Stewart. Kansas. __ ..... 
.J. G. Swan, Wa81ungton _. _. 
G. A. Sm·o2;gs, Now York .... 
.J. M. Stafford, North Carolina 
J. Stelzel, Washington ...... _ 
R. W. Shriver, Michigan . _. _. 

















































































Fees of comm1sswners, United 
States courts, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To P.Sruith, Ohio .............. . 
R. J. Stokley. Tennessee ... -. 
!<'.E. Smith, Pennsylvania ... . 
E. Smith, Vvasbington ..... - .. 
:K L. Strong, New York .... .. 
E. \V. Turner, Tenn ......... . 
F. G. 'l'ced, California . ---.---
J. C. Tipton, Tennessee ...... 
A. Theis, Missouri -.. - .. ---. 
J. A. Thorn, North Carolina -
F.P. Tusteu,Oregon ......•.. 
A. Tenny, Connecticut ...... . 
J. H. Tinslc,y, Kentucky --- .. 
.T. L. Thornley, South Carolina 
W. B. Tim;le.), Virginia .... .. 
F. Tbanlmuser, Kansas ..... . 
.J. M. Tincy, Kansas . - .. - ... . 
S. Thompson, Alabama . ___ .. 
H. S. Thnmpson, Tennessee .. 
C. H. Tanner, Nebraska ..... . 
E. R.. Tarver, Texas-·-·-· . .. . 
W. Tate, ]'lorida ...... -----·. 
J. M. Tuohey, Dakota.:.-:.:. 
L. N. Tavenner, \VestV1rgm1a 
.J. K. Vincent, Idaho .. --- .. --
W. B. Vau Steinburg, New 
York ...... ............ .. 
M.VarrClcf, NewYork ... .. 
,T. T. Walsh, Sonth Carolina .. 
J. W. Webster. Colorado . . - .. 
S. M. Walker, Georgia . _ ..... 
E. Wallace. North Carolina--
.J. H. Wilt, Washington .... .. 
A . .J. Williams, Ohio --- ... ---
J. H. Wallace. Alabama .... .. 
W. B. Wall, Virginia ..... . 
R.G. Wither8, Coloraflo ..... . 
N . .J. ·wilson, Pennsylvania .. . 
S.D. Wood, 'l'oxas -----------
·w. ·watson, Missouri ____ .. __ 
.J. C. Wood, Kentucky ...... _ 
J. W. \Vartman,Indiana ..... . 
\V. F. Watkins, Kentucky ... . 
W. H. Wolfe, Virginia ...... . 
E. L. Waterman, Vermont ... . 
'vV.K. White, Iowa----·---·-
J. K. W oocl, North Cawlina .. 
A. B. Wilson, Tennessee .... -
C. C. WtLters, Arkansas ...... _ 
J.P. \Yau~h. North Carolina. 
J. H. Wilson, 'l'esas -----· -·--
S. Williams, Tennessee.----. -
W. Wrig-ht, Louisiana ....... . 
M. L. Wolfley, Virginia .. .... . 
A. Winslow, Texas ... ... .... . 
.J. C. Wilson, Kansas ........ - • 
C. A. Wombl~. Alabama ..... . 
,J. R. Wilkins, utah ....... - .. 
W. G. Wood, Tennessee ..... . 
lt. Winn, G( orgia _ .......... . 
A. vVilliams, ~1ichigan ...... -
.J. H. Woodward, Oregon .... . 
S. B. Watts, Mississi!)]1i ..... . 
W. WatRon, Missouri .... ----
J. H. Wallace, Alabama .... .. 
S. \Vheeler, Arkansas ....... . 
G. 0. \Vilson, North Carolina. 
L. J. Wolfe, Pennsylvania ... -
Deduct repayments: 
By J. B. Alexander __ . . $!8. 00 
.J _ M. Albred . _.... . 122, 95 
.J. A. Bledsoe...... . 58. 90 
.J. C. Brittain ...... _ 63. 00 
.J. B. Gaston. ___ . _ _ _ 164. 00 
By E. 0. Locke . . . . . . . . 29. 00 
P. R~vasie& . . . . . . . . 14. 10 








































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887, 
1886-'87. 
Fees of commiSSioners, United 
States courts, 1887: 
To W.O. Austen, Virginia ...... . 
J. M. Albred, Georgia ..... .. . 
W. A. Ambrose, Pennsylvania 
J. N. Aiken, Tennessee ...... . 
J. ~- Alexander, Georgia .... . 
F,M, Adams, Texas ......... . 
G. Anderson, Nebraska ..... . 
H. E. Andrews, Tennessee ... . 
A. Adam, Texas ............. . 
vV.Angel, New York ...... . 
J. C. A11derson, North Car-
olin:t ...................... _ 
J . .B. Adams, Virginia ....... . 
R .Andrews, Alabama ....... . 
J. S. Bradford, Illinois ....... . 
S. Band, Wisconsin .......... . 
. J. A. Bledsoe, Georgia ...... .. 
J. C. Brittain, Geor~ia ....... . 
S. Bell, Penns.)lvania ........ . 
L. D. Burns, Missouri ....... . 
J. T. Bickley, Tennessee .••... 
L. T. Baxter, Tennessee ..... . 
B.S.Bentley, jr., Pennsyl-
vania ..................... . 
E. C. Baker, South Carolina .. 
J. Bentley, Texas ............ . 
l;[.A. Bond, North Carolina .. 
J, Banskett, South Carolina .. 
J. H. Bone, Alabama ........ . 
G. W .Bond, Maryland ...... . 
R. W. Barton, Tennessee .... . 
R. H. Buck, Colorado ........ . 
W. P. Bag:rett, Mississippi .. . 
V. B. Bromley, Wisconsin ..•. 
F. Bloodgood, Wisconsin .... . 
J. T. Barbee, Kentucky ...... . 
J. T. Bullett,,ir., Kentucky .. . 
C. S. Bundy, DistrictofColum-
bia ............ ............ . 
R. Barber, Alabama ......... . 
A. E.Buck, Georgia ......... . 
G. W. Ball, Iowa ............ . 
G. B. Brooks, Michigan ...... . 
B. N. Bug by, California ..... .. 
D. C. Beaman, Iowa ......... .. 
W. G. Bogle, North Carolina .• 
W. W. Brown, Gt>orgia ...... . 
N. M. Burford, Texas ........ . 
A. W. Brozee, California .... . 
B. W. Bell, Alabama ...•...... 
1'. H. But-ler, Tennessee ..... . 
ll. W. Booth, Alabama ...... . 
W. S. Ball, North Carolina ... . 
J. B. Beattie, Louisiana ..... .. 
T. J Black, Utah ........... .. 
J. Brizzolara, Arkansa<J .....• 
0. C. Beatty, Ohio .......... .. 
,v_ H. Bright, New York ... .. 
E. C. Baker, South Carolina .. 
J. G. Crockett, Virginia ..... . 
W. G. Crockett, Tennessee .. . 
J.P. Colter, Pennsylvania .. .. 
M. R. Cullen. Missouri ....... . 
T. Corwin, Ohio ............. . 
J. T. Crocker, North Carolj_na 
I. N. Cardoza, Minnesota .... . 
C. Cmycroft, Missouri. ..... .. 
M. M. Cohen, Louisiana .... .. 
A. Collins, Georgia .......... . 
C. C. Cook, Ohio ............. . 
J. W. Comts, Virginia ....... . 
H. L. Carroll, Georgia ..•..... 
S. B. Crail, Kentucky ....... . 
A. B. Calvert, South Carolina. 
A. H. Clark, Kentucky ...... . 
D. Cogdell, North Carolina ... . 
A.M. Clemons, Tennessee ... . 
A. Corse, New York ..•...... 
J. Clark, South Carolina ..... . 
W. L. Carter,jr., Tennessee .. . 
E. N. O'Clough, Kansas ...... . 
















































































Fees of commiSsiOners, United 
States courts, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .......... . 
To J. W. Crenshaw, Arizona ..•.. 
IT. L. Crane, :Florida ......... . 
J. W. Caldor, North Carolina. 
H. F. Cassin, Kentucky ..... . 
J. B. Clough, Tennessee ..... . 
vV. E. Cullom, Tennessee ... -. 
E . .F. Colyer, •.rennes~ee ..... . 
J. M. Cassad.v, New York ... . 
H. Cabaniss, North Carolina .. 
C. Conner, Michigan . ........ . 
A. W. Campbell, North Caro-
lina ...... ......... ....... . 
H. C. Cowles, North Carolina. 
W. D. Crane, Vermont ...... .. 
A. II. Cobb, Kansas ......... .. 
W. S.Choate, Maine ........ .. 
H. F. Coleman, Tennessee ..•. 
M. Collins. Georgia ......... . 
.J. A. Colwell, Michigan ..... . 
E. C. Cole, Kansas _ ......... . 
H. H. Candee, illinois ..•...••• 
W. P. Clark, Tennessee ...... . 
A. P. I,_ Cochran, Ohio ....... . 
W. G. Cantwell, Missouri. ... . 
W. W. Clark, North Carolina. 
C. B. Coatney, Tennessee ....• 
D. N. Cooper, Alabama ...... . 
P.R. Deady, Oregon ......... . 
R. A. Donelly, Tennessee .... . 
J. W. Davis, Virginia ........ . 
A. T. Dillard, Virginia ...... .. 
S.M. Dicke.r, Virginia ...... . 
W. S. Doolittle, New York ...• 
W. P. Dryden, Virginia .....•. 
S.C. Davidson, ·washington .. 
D. Dubois, South Carolina ... 
F.M.Dorrington, Nt,braska .. 
G. W. Davidson, Tennessee .. . 
A. S. Dnngen, Arizona . ..... . 
F. Deaton, North Carolina ... . 
W. W. Douglass, Rhode Island 
F. L. Dodge, Michigan ....... . 
C. M. Dennison, New York ... 
J. A. Donnell, J'ennessee .... . 
H. M. Doak, Tennessee ...... . 
J. H. Dupaix, Utah ......... .. 
A. R. English, Arizona ...... . 
G. G. Eaves, North Carolina .. 
T. L. Edelin, Kentucky ...... . 
J. B. Estee, Dakota .......... . 
L. M. Erwin, Georgia ....... .. 
J. R. Elkins, North Carolina .. 
W. C. Emmert, Tennessee ... . 
M. Erwin, Georgirt .. _ ........ . 
J. E. Elson, Dakota .......... . 
H. 0. Ewing, Tennessee ..... . 
W. J. Folsom, Tcnnesse .... . . 
A. H. Faulkner, Tennessee _ .. 
W. Frothingham, New York. 
H. D. Fitzgerald. New York .. 
D. N. Fletcher, .Florida ...... . 
W. B. Ferguson. Alabama ... . 
J. W. Fisher, W.voming ..... .. 
T. B. Ford, Kentuck .Y ....... . 
J. C. Finnell, Ke<Jtncky _ .... . 
R. S. Friend, Kentucky. _ .... . 
C. B. Faris, K en tuck;~ ..... _ .. 
W. H. Faucett, North Carolina 
J. ::5. Fo~ ler, Vir:.rinia ....... . 
J. C. Fowler, Vir(!'inia .... _ .. 
E. 1!,, Freirlsoll, Arlmnsaa ..•. 
J. H. Finks, Texas ........... . 
W. L. Foster, New Hampshire 
T. A. Frazier, Kentucky ..... . 
D. Gunn, Texas ............. . 
H. P. Gray, Virginia ......... . 
J. B. Gaston, Georgia ..... _ .. . 
A. B. Groves, TennPssee .... . 
S. J. Griggs, Virginia ..... . .. . 
T. M.Gardner, North Carolina 
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1886-'fl/1. 
Fees of commissioners, United 
States courts, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To J. :--<.Groves, North Carolina .. 
E. L. Gregory, Tennessee ... . 
J. Graves, Michigan ......... . 
G . .N. Guttini. Tennessee .... . 
A. B. Getty, New York .... .. 
C. H. GorhaUJ, New York ... . 
W. J. Gauden, Tennessee ... . 
R. L. Goourich, Arkansas ... . 
H. C. Goodell, North Carolina 
B. Gardner, Alabama ....... . 
T. A. Gorden, Virginia ...... . 
D. C. Gist, South Carolina ... . 
J. T. Green, Alabama ...... . 
J. W. Green, Tennessee ..... . 
C. C. Goodwin, Utah ........ . 
W. L. Goodwin, Alabama ... . Yv. J. Gayer. South Carolma .. 
W. A. Gill, Tennessee ....... . 
W. H. Hackett, New Hamp-
shire ...................... . 
G. Hahn, Pennsylvania ...... . 
J. B. Harper, Indiana ........ . 
J. C. Harper, OL!io ........... . 
F. Hempstead. Arkansas .... . 
T. G. Henderson, Iowa ...... . 
P. A. Iloyne, Illinois ........ . 
C. C. Herr, Illinois ........... . 
A. Hobbs, Iowa ............ .. 
W. Haight, Georgia ......... . 
F. M. Hunter, Iowa .......... . 
II. 'N. Harris, North Carolina. 
B.S. Huntington, Oregon .... . 
.A. Hall, Ohio ................ . 
W. N. Heyward, South Caro-
lina . . ................. . 
G. W. S. Bart, South Carolina 
J. H. Heyward, South Caro-
lina ....................... . 
J. B. l:laish, Virginia ....... .. 
J. C. Hood, North Carolina .. . 
J. G Hawthorne, South Caro-
lina ...................•.... 
J. J. Ilaynes, Texas ......... . 
J. S. Harvie, Virginia ....... . 
D. W. Ilenkel, Kansas ....... . 
J. S. Hall, Illinois ............ . 
G. H. Haigler, North Carolina 
S. Henry, North Carolina ... . 
E. W. Hoge, Texas .......... . 
H. R. llenkle, Tennessee .... . 
H. C. Ba~tings, Kentucky .. . 
J. E. Hagood, South Carolina. 
G. W, Henderson, Tennessee . 
A. Hazeltine, New York ... .. 
S. P. Halt>, Tennessee ....... . 
J. C. House, Iuabo ......... . 
E. W. Harris, Michigan .... .. 
E. F. Hall, North Carolina ... . 
C. G. Homer, Kansas . . ..... . 
E. B. Harrison, Arkansas .... . 
J.D. Hnsbands, New York ... 
H. Hooper, Ohio ............ .. 
J.P. Hobart, Pennsylvania .. . 
E. E. Haskins, Michigan .... . 
W. H. Hunter, Alabama ..... . 
J. E. Hills, Utah ............ .. 
F. C. Humphries, Florida .... . 
L. C. Hu~hes, Arizona ....... . 
J. M. Hawthorne, South Caro-
lina ..................... .. 
W. W. Harris, Tennessee .... . 
T G. Henderson, Tennessee' .. 
D. H. Raynes, Tennessee .... . 
J. Ingersoll, Connecticut .... . 
F. I ves, Minnesota . . . . . .... . 
G. M. Jeter, Illinois ......... . 
L.Jordan,Indiana .......... . 
J.D. Jorr1an, Iowa ........... . 
W. M. Johnson, Tennessee .. . 
M.J.Julian, 1'ennessee .... .. 















































































Fees of commiSSIOners, United 
States courts, 1887-Continued. 
Bruught forward ........ . 
To E. T. Jones, Virginia ....... .. 
L. ,Jarvis, Mississippi ....... . 
W. H. Johnston, Virginia .. .. 
S. H. Jones, New York ...... . 
J. E. Johnson, Vermont ...... . 
J.Julian. Texas ............ .. 
J. E. Johnson, Tennessee .... . 
MeL. Jones, Missouri ........ . 
C. L. Joruan, North Carolina .. 
M. Kelly, Idaho .............. . 
G. C. Kennedy, Ohio ........ . 
M. Kirkpatrick, Pennsylvania 
R. Kennedy, Tennessee ...... . 
C. M. King, Mis':louri ....... .. 
T. N. King, Kansas ........ .. 
• J. H. Kimmons, Massachu-
setts ...................... . 
T. Kemper, Ohio ............ . 
W . .A. King, Ohio ............ . 
E ~urtz, ~is<?on!'i? ........ . 
A. 0. Lew1s, V1r~m1a ....... . 
M . .A. Lewis, Tennessee ..... . 
L. M. Lowenburg, Missis-
sippi ..................... .. 
R. D. Locke, Georgia .•••...•. 
R. H. Lawson, Oregon ....... . 
E. 0 Locke, Florida ......... . 
J. 0. Ladd, South Carolina .. . 
J. J. Lansdell, North Carolina. 
J. W. Little, New York .. . ... . 
J. A. Lucas, New Mexico ..••. 
0. D. Laird., Alabama ....... .. 
E .• T. Leech, Iowa . .......... .. 
.A. Lathrop, South Carolina .. . 
S.G.Lewis, Texas .......... .. 
S. Levy, Georgia ............ . 
J. C. Loop, Kansas .......... .. 
J. M. Landon, New York ... .. 
H. W. Long, Missouri .....•.. 
F. V. Logan, Kentucky ....•.. 
S. F. Lindsley. Virginia ....... 
G. G. Lyon, .Alabama ......•.. 
S. C. McCandless, Pennsylva-
nia ....................... .. 
F. N. Miller. Tennessee ..•••.• 
W. Morgan, Missouri. ...•.••. 
M. Mayerhardt, Georgia .•.•.. 
J. A. Murray, NewYork .... .. 
J. R. Musick, Missouri ..... .. 
C. H. Morgan, California .... . 
M. B. McMahon, California .. . 
T. R. Morgan, South Carolina 
C. C. Morrow, Dakota . . . . . .. 
A. C. Merrick, South Carolina 
C. H. Meyer, .Arizona ........ . 
H. F. Montgomery, Alabama . 
.A. R. Meek, Florida .•••...... 
B. A. McKee, Texas ......... . 
W, G • .B. Morris, North Caro-
lina ....................... . 
J. S. Manley, California ...•.. 
W. Muirhead, New J ersev .... 
E. Moore, Nebraska .....•.•.. 
W. D. McKinstrey, Alabama . 
T. R. Mills, Georgia ......... . 
C. W. Mead, New York .... .. 
E. E. Mttrvin, Connecticut ... . 
W. H. McGrew, Virginia .... . 
F. D. Mead, Michigan ....... . 
J. McQuenan, Michigan ....•. 
G. McHenderson, Tennessee • 
J. Mefford, '.rennessee ...•..•. 
0. McClendon, Georgia ..... . 
J.D. Martin, Virginia ....... . 
C. W. McCord, Missi~sippi. .. . 
M.G. Mathes, Tennessee ..••. 
A. N. McGindley, Dakota .... . 
L. W.Mustard, Delaware .. .. 
J. W.McMath. Michigan ...•. 
W. N. Mason, Connecticut .••. 














































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887 • 
1886-'87. 
Fees of commi&sloners, United 
States courts, 1887-Continued. 
Bronght forward .. . 
To M. NcDonongh, New York .. . 
J. H. Merrill, Wisconsin ..... . 
A. V. McAlve:-.·. Michigan ... . 
.T. C. Mason, Alabama . ...... . 
C. W. McCord, Mississippi .. . 
J. B. Mills, Minnesota . ...... . 
J. A. Maultsby, North Caro-
lina ....................... . 
C. Martindale, Indiana ...... . 
D. G. Maclay, Dakota ....... . 
A. D. McPherson, Montana .. . 
W. Matherson, Montana ..... . 
C. A. Maro>ton, Alabama ..... . 
S. A. Norris, South Carolina .. 
J. Naubaner, Nebraska . ..... . 
L. H. Norwood, Texali\ ....... . 
.d...J.Northrup,New York .. . 
G. L. Ogden, Tennessee ...... . 
R. F. Overman, North Carolina. 
R. R. Odell, Minnesota ..... . 
R. G. 0' Brien, Washington .. . 
.T. M. Opsahl, Michigan ...... . 
R. H. Odo~, Louisiana ...... . 
H. N. Obear, South Carolina .. 
H. R. Probasco, Ohio ..... 
F. W. Perkins, Missouri. .•... 
.T. E. Pyott, Tenne>~eee ....... . 
J. W. Payne, North Carolina . 
W. S. Peniston, Nebraska .. .. 
J. M.·Phillips, Tennessee .... . 
0 . .T. Pridfl, South Carolina .. . 
J.E.Pound,New York . ... . . 
J.Pender, North Carolina ... . 
J. L. Potts, TennesHee ....... . 
M. F. Pleasants, Virginia .... . 
A. T. Patrick, Kentucky .... . 
J.P. Platt., Connecticut ..... . 
.T. T. Patterson, N onh Caro-
lina ...................... . 
.T. R. Pmyear. Kentucky ..•.. 
W. 0. N. Perkins, 'l'ennessee. 
F. J. Pattie, Kansas ......... . 
J. Parks, Tcnneasee ......... . 
.T. H. Pedi:ro, Virginia ....... . 
C. A. l'owell, Virginia ....... . 
W . M. Peck, Texas .......... . 
B. Powell, WeF.t Virginia .... . 
E. K. Procter. North Carolina. 
W. P. Parker. Alabama .....•. 
D. E. Perry, North Carolina .. 
T. R. Purnell, North Carolina 
'1'. W. Russell, Virginia ...... . 
L. W. Robertson, Kentucky .. 
A.. L. Road armour, Ohio ..... . 
E. M. Rand, Maine .......... . 
0. Ree>~e, Georgia ....... . ... . 
W. D. Ram~.)\ :::iouth Carolina 
H. Roberts, Tennessee ..•.... 
J. Ricketts, Texas ........... . 
L.Rowe,New York ......... . 
.T.ll. Rose, Kentucky . ....... . 
G. A. Robbins, Alabama ..... . 
W. Reid, Illinois ............ . 
N. P. Richards, Colorado .... . 
G. Ruggles, Texas ... .. ..... .. 
J. P. Rader, Tennessee ..••••. 
J. Ross, Dakota .......... _ .. 
W . .T. A. Rardin, Kentucky ... 
W.A.Rose,North Carolina .. 
L. Roberts, Michigan ... . ... . 
W. B. Read, Tenne~see ...... . 
P. Ravasies, Alabama . . ..... . 
.T. H. Ray, Montaua ......... . 
G. F. Rhodes, Virginia ...... . 
J. M. Stewart, Missiouri . .... . 
A.. C. Scott. Missouri ........ . 
J. W. Scott, Missouri ....... . 
E. M. Seabrook, South Caro-
lina ....................... . 
J. B. Slattery, Louisiana ..... . 
Carried forwn,rd ......... . 

















































































Fees of corumJSSJOners, United 
States courts, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To H. K. Slover, Tennessee ..... . 
L. S. B. Sawyer, California .. .. 
R. J. Stokr ley, Tennessee ... . 
R Stroback. Washington ... . 
J. T. Sergeant, North Carolina 
W. E. Singleton, Texas ..... . 
J. A. Shields, New York ..... . 
T. H. Spain, South Carolina .. 
P. Smith, Ohio ...... . ....... .. 
0. H. Stewart, Kansas ......•. 
J. ::Low, Michigan ........... . 
J. S. Symonds, lllinois ...... .. 
B. P. Seals, Alabama ...•.•... 
H. B. Straut, Nebraska ...... . 
H. D. Spencer, Virginia ...... . 
L. K. Smith, Tennessee ...... . 
A. T.Summey, North Carolina 
J.D. :::itevenson, Texas ...... . 
.T.T.Spann, Texas ........•.. 
W. F. ~.ymons, Georgia ...... . 
F. M. Stewart, Wisconsin ... . 
J. M. Staffora, North Carolina. 
E. Smith, \Vashington ....... . 
J. B. Slattery, Louisiann, ..... . 
W. A. Stoops, Virginia .....•. 
J. C. Strong, New York ..... . 
B. C. Lewis, .Mississippi ..... . 
J. i:'lmith, Penns:-.'lvania ...... . 
W.M. Sleeper, Texas ...... .. 
W. P. Smith, Utah . .......... . 
W. H. Strong, Alabama ..... . 
E. L. Strong, New York ..•... 
H. S. Skaats, .Alabama ....... 
K. A. Snyder. New Mexico .•. 
J. G. Swan, Washington ..... . 
J. W. Stumph, Tennessee ..•. 
F. G. Teed, California .....•.. 
\V. B. Tinsley, Virginia .....• 
0. P. Taylor, Texas .......... . 
.T. C. Tipton, Tennessee ..... . 
F. S. Thompson, '.rennessee •.. 
F. P. Tusten, Oregon ........ . 
A.. Thies, Missomi .......... . 
J. TJ. Thornley, South Corolina 
T. R. Thatcher, Colorado .... . 
S. Thompson, Alabama ...... . 
F. Thanhauser, Kansas ...... . 
,T. A. Thorn, North Carolina .. 
E. W. Turn• r, Tennessee .... . 
J. W. Tuttle, Kentucky ..... . 
J. M. Turney, Kansas ....... . 
L. N. Tavenner, W. Virginia. 
ll. Thane, Arkansas ......... . 
S.M. Tinsley, 'l'l'nnflssee .... . 
.T. Q. Tufts. Indian Territory . 
\V.li.Van Stern burg, N. York 
::'IL Van Clef, New York ..... . 
\V .. A. V~m Buren, Indiana .. .. 
W. \Vright, Louisiana ....... . 
M. L. W elfly, Virginia ....... . 
M . .T. Wilson, Pennsylvania .. 
W. B. Wall, Virginia ....... .. 
A. J. Williams, Ohio . ........ . 
S. M. Walker, Georgia ...... . 
G. P. Waldron, Dakota . .... . 
J. T. Walsb, South Carolina .. 
J. C. Wilson, KaLsas . . . .... 
B. J. Witherspoon, S. Carolina 
E. Wallace, North Carolina .. 
S. B. Watts, Mississippi ..... . 
B.S. Waite, Michigan ....... . 
S. S. Willard, ~~ew York .... .. 
J. H. Wallace, Alabama ..... . 
.T. R. Wilkins, Utah ......... . 
J. C. \Vood, Kentucky ...... .. 
E. C. Warle,Georgia ......... . 
·w. R. White, Iowa .......•... 
S. Wheeler, Arkansas ......•• 
J.D. Wade, jr., Georgia .....• 
S. D. Wood. Texas ........... . 
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1886-'87. JUDICIARY-CUSTOMS. 
Fees of commissioners, United 
States courts, 1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward •.••..••. 
To S. Williams, Tennessee ...... . 
W.A. Wolfe, Virginia ..•. . ... 
C. C. Waters, Arkansas ..... . 
E. L. Waterman, Vermont ..•. 
J.H. Witt, Washington .•.••• 
L.H. Webb, Kansas ........•. 
H. D. Wood, Missouri ....... . 
L. J. Wolfe, P ennaylvania ... . 
L. E. Wyne, Missouri ....... . 
J. Walton, Oregon .... .. ....•. 
W. F. Watkins, Kentucky .. . 
W. G. Wood, Tennessee ..... . 
















·Fees of supervisors of elections: 
To E. M. Boykins, South Carolina 1, 100.00 
W. H. Bunn, New York . . . . . . 13, 840. 00 
N. P.Banks, Massachusetts.. 16,215.00 
W. G. Beauland, Mississippi . 89. 62 
J. F. Bullet,jr., Kentucky.... 63.65 
G. M. Bond, Maryland.... . ... 377.45 
J. E. D. Couzins, Missouri.... 7, 555.00 
G. H. Cairnes, Maryland . . . . . 2, 600. 00 
W. H. Chapman, Maryland... 50.00 
J. W. Dimmick, Alabama . . . . 30. 00 
C. M. Dennison, New York... 1, 058.65 
J. C. Franks, California . . . . . . 10, 105. 00 
J.l!'lynn, Now York.......... 30.00 
T. Fentres, Tennessee........ 22.80 
A. J. Gross, Kentucky . . . . . . . 920.00 
s.·w. Gellingbam, Kentucky. 50. 00 
H. D. Gamble, Pennsylvania. 146. 15 
·w. J. Grayer, South Carolina. 136. 10 
E. R. Hunt, Louisiana...... . 159.15 
A.Herzberg,NewYork ...... 20.00 
H. L. Hallett, Massachusetts. 3, 451. 54 
N. Holland, California........ 652. 85 
J. N. Kerns, Pennsylvania . . . 37, 140, 00 
W. Knowlton, New York._... 5. 00 
G. M. Miller, Pennsylvania.. . 7, 740. OG 
L.May,NewYork........... 15.00 
M. F. McMahon, New York._ 36, 395.00 
C. Muehlhaus, New York.... 15.00 
C M. Newlin, Delaware . . . . . . 780. 00 
R. B. Pleasants, Louisiana.... 1, 760. 00 
M. W. Powers, Louisiana.. . . . 50. 00 
J. Pollock, Pennsylvania_ ... _ 2, 283.40 
M. F. Pleasants, Virg-inia.. ... 577.15 
M. Rothschild, New York... . 25,00 
R. B. Reagan, Texas...... . . . . 460. 00 
G. C. Rives, Texas............ 45.58 
J .. F. Seigneous, Texas........ nO. 00 
S. W. Scott., Virginia......... 1, 570.00 
J. W. Schofield, Pennsylvania 20.00 
A. C. Tate, New York........ 13, 750.00 
W. B. Tinsley, Virginia...... . 461. 00 
------
Carried forward.......... 161,815.09 
Fees of supervisors of elections-
Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..... 
To W. G. Weber, Illinois ....•... 
H. D. Wood, Missouri ....... . 
T. B. Young, Tennessee .•...• 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. J. Auxier........ $10. 00 
E. M. Buy kin...... • 560. 00 
J. E. D. Couzins . . • . 35. 00 
G.H.Cairnes....... 30.00 
J. N. Kerns . . . . . . . . 125. 00 
M. F. McMahon.... 425. 50 
G. W. Miller....... 195.00 
R. B. Pleasants..... 300. 00 
D. B. Russell • . • • •• . 70. 00 
A. C. Tate ......... · 105.00 
T.B. Yancey....... 25.00 
Support of convicts, 1886: 
To Maryland Penitentiary ...... 
Support of convicts, 188'1 : 
To .J. M. Ewinl!, disbursing clerk. 
Maryland Penitentiary ...... 
New Hampshire State Prison. 
Support of insane convicts: 
To Asylum for Insane Criminals 














Relief of Thomas P. Westmoreland: 
To T. P. Westmoreland ........ .. 500.00 
Relief of Samuel P. Evans: 
To S. P.Evaus .................. . 1, 154.04 
Relief of Samuel F. Rice: 
To S. F. Rice .................... . 1, 000.00 
===== Payment to William Ward: 
To William Ward .............. . 2, 750.00 
Uniform system of book-keeping-== 
for United States courts, 1885: 
To J. M. Ewing, disbursing clerk. 
Oregon and California R. R. _. 
Pnllman Palace Car Co ..... . 
Union Pacific R. R .......... . 
Relief of William Huntington: 
To W.Huntington ..•..••.•...... 
Payment to A. R. Erskine, J. J. 
Dem,l.)nt, W. H. Bassett, and A. 
R. Burnett: 









Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887: 
To S. J. Anderson, collector, Port· 
land, Me .................. . 
I. M. Boardman, collector, Bel-
fast, Me ................... . 
E. A.Bragdon, collector, York, 
Me ........................ . 
J. Cousen, collector, Kenne-
bnnk,Me .................. . 
E. Cushings, collector, Belfast, 
Me ........................ . 
D. F. Davis, collector, Bangor, 
Me ........... . ............ . 
J. P. Don worth, collector, 
Aroostook, Me ............ . 









Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward . .... _ ... 
To S. D.Leavitto,collector, Passa-
maquoddy, Me ............ _ 
J. F. Lynch, colloct,or, Ma-
chias, Me ... . . ..... . .. __ . _ 
J. E. Moore, collector, Waldo-
borough, Mo ....... . .... __ _ 
N. B. Nutt, collector, Passa-
maquoddy, Mo ...... _ ..... _ 
J. L. Pierce, collector, Ma-
chias, Me _ . . ..... _ ...... _ . 
G.Parcher, collector, Saco, Me 
E. Redman, collector, French-
man's Bay, Me ............ . 
Carried forward ••••••...• 
$93,054.45 




1, 052. GO 
624.35 
4, G03. 41 
J21, 026.80 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ....... . 
To .R. T. Rumllett, collector, Wis-
casset, Me ..... 
C. W. Roberts, collector, Ban-
gor, Me .................. . 
E. Sprague, collector, ".Valdo-
borougb, Me .............. . 
C. A. Spoftord, collectot·, Cas-
tine, Me .................. . 
F. B. Torrey, collector, Bath, 
Me ........................ . 
J. Wilson, collector, York, 
Me ........................ . 
P.b~':,iff~~·~_o_l~~~t~~~~~~~~--
A. A. Hanscom, collector, 
Pmtsmouth, N. H .....•.... 
B. B. Smalley, collector, Ver-
mont, Vt...... . .....••.. 
J. A. P. Allen, collector, New 
Bedford, Mass. . . . . . . . . .... 
J. Brady, jr., collector, Fall 
River, Mass .............. . 
S. P. Coffin, collector, Edgar-
town, Mass ............... . 
P. Cobb, collector, Plymouth, 
Mass ..................... . 
S. H. Doten, collector, Ply-
mouth, Mass .......... . 
R. F. Dodge, collector, Salem, 
Mass.......... ..... . .. 
A. A. Gardner, collector, Nan-
tucket, Mass ............. . 
F. B. Goss, collector, Barn-
stable, Mass ............... . 
W. Howland, collector, New 
Bedford, Mass . . . . . . . . . . .. 
W. H. Ruse, collector, New-
buryport, Mass .........•.. 
G. W. Jackman, collector, 
Newburyport, Mass ...... . 
F. A. Osgood, collector, Mar-
blehead, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
D. S. Presilon, collector, Glou-
cester, Mass ............... . 
L. Saltonstall, collector, Bos-
ton, Mass ...... ........... . 
J. H. Cozzens, collector, New-
port,R. I .................. . 
J. Col~ins, collector, BristA)l, 
R.I ...................... . 
J.Mc Williams, collector, Prov-
idence, R.I. ............... . 
J. C. Byxbee, collector, New 
Haven, Conn . . . . . ........ 0 
W. Goddard, collector, Fair-
field, Conn ............ 0 •••• 
H. A. Hull, collector, Stoning-
ton, Conn ................. . 
H. N. Trumbull, collector, 
Stonington, Conn ....... 0 •• 
C. C. Hubbard, collector, Mid-
dletown, Conn .. 0 ..... 0 0 .... 
B. R. Tate, collector,NewLun-
don,Conn ... oo ····o· ...... 
A.D.Bissell, collector, Buffalo, 
N.Y ........... 00 •••••••• 
A. H. Abell, collector, Dun-
kirk,N. Y .....•. 0 ••••••••• 
G. F. Bayles, collector, Port 
Jefferson. N.Y ........... .. 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Ni-
agara, N. Y .. o •••••••••••• 
D. C. Cole, collector, Albany, 
N.Y ........ o ............. o 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Oswe-
gatchie, N. Y .............. . 
T. F. Donvan, collector, Pat-
chogue, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New 
York,N.Y .............. o.o 









































OlJ.rri()d forward. 0.... . . . . 11 298, 5111. 16 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ......... :jll, 298, 519.16 
To D. Magone, collector, New 
York, N.Y .............. oO. 2, 632,016.73 
C. E. Morris, collector, Gene-
see,N.Y ........... . 
J. W. Mar in, collector, Gene-
sce,N. Y ................. . 
H. E. Morse, collector, Cape 
Vincent, N.Y ..••.......... 
G. W. Warren, collector, Cape 
Vincent, N. Y ............. . 
I. B. Poucher, collector, Os-
wego, N.Y ................ . 
W. Reed, collector, Cham-
plain,N. Y ............... .. 
C. H. Vaughn, collector, Sag 
Harbor,N. Y ............. . 
W. A. Baldwin, collector, 
Newark, N . .J ............. . 
.J. H. Elmer, collector, Bridge-
ton, N.J .............. .. 
0-~;~lW.,.~o~~~~~~~·-~-e_r_t~~~--
H. Lenox, collector, Burling-
ton,N . .J .................. . 
G. W. Mathis, collector, Little 
EggHarbor,N . .J ·····'···· 
F. M. Porch, collector, Bridge-
ton, N . .J .. 0 ............... . 
J. Tilton, collector, Great 
Egg Harbor, N. J .......•.. 
R. H. Arbuckle, collector, 
Erie, Pa ................... . 
D. 0. Barr, collector, Pitts-
burgh,Pa .......... o•······ 
J. Cadwalader, co lle c tor, 
Philadelphia, Pa .......... . 
H. F. Pickles, collector, Dela-
ware, Del ............... . 
J. B. Groome, collector, Balti-
more,Md ............... . 
T. Ireland, collector, Annapo-
lis, Md ............ o •••••••• 
H. Lawson, collector, Eastern, 
Md ...................... . 
S. F. Miles, collector, Eastern, 
Md ..................... . 
R. L. Cropley, collector, 
Georgetown, D. C ......... . 
P. F. Cogbill, collector, Pe-
tersburgh, Va ............. . 
R. M. T. Hunter, collector, 
Tappahannock, Va ...... o •• 
B. P. Lee, collector, Yorktown, 
Va ........................ . 
W. R. Mayo, collector, Nor-
folk, Va .................. . 
.J. P. Robinson, collector, 
Alexandria, Va .......... . 
0. H. Russell, collector, Rich-
mond, Va ............ 0 •••• 
G. G. Savage, collector, Cher-
rystone, Va ............... . 
A. C. Egerton, collector, 
Wheeling, W. V~ ....•... 0. 
W. F. Howland, collector, 
Beaufort, N. C . . . . . .... 0 0. 
C. H. Robinson, collector, 
Wilmington, N. C ......... . 
J. A. Richardson, collector, 
Pamlico, N. C. . . . .. . . .. . .. 
C. E. Robinson, collecLor, 
Albemarle. N. C .......... . 
r. D.J ervey, collector, Charles-
ton, S.C .................. . 
T. B. Johnston, collector, 
Charleston, S. C ........... . 
H. W. Richardson, collector, 
Beaufort, S. C ..........•.•• 
B. H. Ward, llollector, George-
town,S. C ............... ooO 
15,999.34 
1, 590.69 




































4, !)19. 81 
Carried forward . . . . • . . .. 4, 825,741. 19 
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Collec-ting revenue from customs, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .. _ ...... $4, 825, 741.19 
To J. E. D;nt, collector, Bruns-
wick, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 559. 19 
'1'. 1<'. JohrJson, collector, Sa-
vannah, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l, 512. 95 
E.A.McWhorter, collector, St. 
Mary's, Ga . . . .. . .. . . . . . 1, 819.76 
A.M. Wallace, collector, At-
lanta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 098. 99 
J. F. Wheaton, collector, Sa-
vannah, Ga...... . . . . . . . 15, 439. 64 
J. E. Grady, collector, Apa· 
lachicola,'Fla ... _ ....... _... 3, 614. !17 
F. B. Genovar, collector, St. 
Augustine, Fla . . . . . . . . . . i, 243. 26 
J. V. Harris, collector, Key 
West, Fla.................. 36,250.26 
E. Hopkins, collector, St. 
Johns, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 480. 21 
E. Higgins, collector, St. Johns, 
Fla..................... ... 84.20 
J. J. McGuire, collector, Pen-
sacola, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 459. 91 
\V. A. Mahoney,collector,Fer-
nandina, Fla: . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 234. 26 
J. F. McDonell, collector, St. 
Marks, Fla . .... _.... . .. . . 4, 509.15 
W. G. Clark, collector, Mobile, 
Ala . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15, 969. 10 
F. M. Favre, collector, Pearl 
River, Miss . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 6, 460. 01 
J. J, Higgins, c o ll e c t or , 
. Natchez, Miss.............. 500.00 
C.Manse,collector, Vicksburg, 
MisA . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. 464. 90 
J. W. Short, collector, Vicks· 
burg, M1ss ..... ............ 167.10 
W. T. Carrington, collector, 
Teche, La .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . 6, 248. 18 
S. J<'lower, collector, New Or-
leans, La . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. 600. 00 
B. F. Jon as, collector, New Or-
leans, La.... . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . 240, 780. 69 
C. F. Bailey, collector, Corpus 
Christi, Tex......... .... .. 24,236.90 
J. J. Cocke, (;ollcctor, Brazos. 
~l'ex....... .. .. . . . .. .. .. . 34, 620. 75 
J. Magoffin, eolleutor, Paso del 
Norte, Tex... . ............. 38,140.10 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Gal-
veston, Tex ............. , .. 39, 541. 35 
0. L. TrelkeliJ., collector, Salu-
ria, Tex ......... _. . . . . . . . . . 18, 566. 36 
.J. S. Gillespie, collector, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn... . . . . . . . . . . 446.00 
G. A. Hesson, collector, Mem-
phis, Tenn.. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 279. 33 
L. Trousdale, c.ollector, Nash-
ville, Tenn .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. 309. 70 
T. T. Tobin, collector, Mem-
phif!, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 537. 36 
.T. W. Cobbs, collector, Padu-
cah, Ky .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. 350. 00 
;J. 'I'. Gathright, collector, Lou-
isville, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 955. 12 
J. B. Battelle, collector, Miami, 
Ohio . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . 5, 198. 08 
W. Caldwell, collector, Cincin-
nati, Ohio . .. . . . .. .. .. .. 36, 550. 49 
J. J. Finch, collector, Sandus-
ky, Ohio....... ... ......... 3,612.61 
C. Rude, collector, Sandusky, 
Ohio .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 72. 19 
W. J. McKinnie, collector, 
Cu.vah.oga, Ohio.. . . . . . . . . 18, 525. 32 
W. H. McLyman, collector, 
:Miami, Ohio.............. .. I, 109. 32 
W. L. Bancroft,, collector, Hu-
ron, Mich............ . ... 3, 635.72 
C. H. Call, collector, Superior, 
Mich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 581. 41 
Carried forward.. . . . . • • . . 5, 4441 506. 03 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..... ~5, 444, 506.03 
To D. J. Campau, collector, De-
trott, Mich .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 37, 205. 27 
D. 0. 'Vatson, collector, Mich-
igan, Mich . . .. .. .. . ....... 
C. A. Ward, collector, Huron, 
Mich........... . ...... 
W. Hartsuff, collector, Huron, 
Mich.... .. .. . .. .. ........ . 
W. Livingstone, jr., collector, 
Detroit, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.r. B. Cox, collector,Evansville, 
Ind ...................... .. 
A. M. Kuhn, collector, Indi-
anapolis, Ind ............. .. 
J. C. Jewell, collector, Evans· 
· ville, Ind . . . ............ . 
C. Barner, collector, Galena, 
Ill ................. .. . ... . 
A • . F. Seeberger, collector, Chi-
cago, Ill ........... . .. .. ... . 
C. Krez, collector, Milwaukee, 
Wis ...................... .. 
F. I. Phelps, collector, La 
Crosse, W1s .......... .. 
A. Guernon, collector, Minne-
sota,Minn ............... .. 
H. B. Moore,collector,Duluth, 
Minn ..................... . 
R. Armstrong, collector, Du-
buque, Iowa ............. .. 
G. Frazee, collector, Burling-
ton, Iowa .................. . 
J. Burns, collector, Kansas 
City, Mo .......... .... .. 
R. D. Lancaster, collector, St. 
Louis, Mo ........•......... 
J. Hunter, collector, St. Louis, 
Mo ...................... .. . 
;J. Vander Linde, collector, St. 
Joseph, Mo .............. .. 
Q. A. Brooks, collector. Puget 
Sounrl, Wash ........... .. 
H. F. Beecher, collector ,Puget 
Sound, Wash ............. . 
T. A. Cunningham, collector, 
Montana and Idaho ....... . 
A. K.Detaney,collector, Sitka, 
Alaska ................... .. 
P . .French1 collector, Alaska, 
Alaska .................... . 
J.ll. P.Voorhis,collector,Den· 
ver, Colo . . . ............. . 
;J. Flana~ran, collector, South-
ern 01'egon ................ . 
;J.Hobson, collector, Oregon, 
Oregon .................... . 
J. Priest, collector, Yaquina, 
Oregon .................... . 
Coli Van Cleve, collector, Ya-
quina, Oregon ............. . 
F. N. Shurtleff, collector, Will-
amet1 e, 0regon .... ~ ....... 
R. C. Jordan, collector, Omaha,, 
Nebr ..................... .. 
T. J. Arnold, collector, San 
Diego, Cal ................ . 
G. A. Johnson, collector, San 
D1ego, Cal ............... . 
J. R. Brierly, collector, Wil-
mington, Cal ............. . 
G. Hinds, collector, Wilming-
ton,Cal .................. . 
J. S. Hager, collector, San 
.Francisco, Cal ............ . 
W. H. Pratt, collector, Rum-
bold t, CaL. ................ . 
G. E. Bird, fees ............. .. 
W. H. Ilradle_v, fees ........•.. 
N. P. Banks, fees ............ . 










































Carried forward . ... . • • • • • 6, 209, 6~3,1~ 
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188~'87. CUSTOMS. 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .....•.•. $6, 209, 693. 14 
To T. P. Bashan, fees . . . . . . ••• • • • 225. 00 
W. L. Dinkins, fees. . . . . . . . . . . 10. 30 
C. Dart, fees.................. 3.12 
W. G. Ewing, fees . . . . . . . . • • • . 446. 30 
T. Griffith, fees . . . . . . . . • •••••. 152. 80 
W. F. Goodspeed, fees........ 14.86 
J. B. Harris, fees. . . . . • • . . • • . • • 25. 00 
S. G. Hilborn, fees • • •• . . . . . . • . 100. 00 
C. B. Harmon, fees..... . . . . • • . 31. 82 
T. J. Hamilton, fees . . . . . • . . •. 40. 30 
S.D. Jackman, fees........... 854.41 
P. H. Kumler, fees............ 60. 00 
R. Klebe% fees.......... •••• 227.85 
M. T. Mcmahon, fees . . • . • • • • • 42. 85 
J. McQuewan, fees . . . . . . . • • • • 21. 55 
W. P. Preble, fees . • . • • • . . • • • • 12. 65 
W. C. Robards, fees........... 169. 42 
J. T. Rankin, fees...... • • • . • • . 306. 67 
C. B. Pearre, fees . .. . . .. ...••• 170.00 
G. M. Stearns, fees. . . . . . . . . . . • 10. 00 
J. Seavey, fees................ 12. 95 
M. I. Townsend, fees...... . . • . 193. 63 
J. K. Valentine, fees.......... 1, 043.00 
D. R. Waters, fees . . . • • • . . • • • • 45. 12 
S. A. Walker, fees . .. ... ...... 6, 177.06 
W. H. White, fees . . . . . • . • . . . • 70. 00 
G. A. Bartlett, disbursing 
clerk....................... 174,550.89 
Adams Express Company, 
transportation.............. 57.90 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. , 
transportation . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4.14 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy, transportation........ 1. 74 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific R. R., transportation. . 29. 58 
Missouri Pacific R. R., trans· 
portation . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • • 47 
Northern Pacific R. R.,trans-
portation ... . . . . .. . . . ••• • . . 3.19 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co., tran~portation.. .. 9. 05 
Steamer Humboldt (Searles & 
Stone, owners, traHsporta-
tion • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 
Texa_s Pacific Rwy, transpor-
tatiOn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 83 
Union Pacific R.R., transpor-
tation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 84 
A.M. Barney, miscellaneous.. 302.50 
Bl?-rean~ngraving and Print-
mg, mu•cellaneons..... .. . . . 3, 738.68 
Fairchild Paper Co., rniscella· 
neous ...................... 470.72 
L. HeyJ, miscellaneous....... 450.00 
Little, Brown & Co., miscella· 
neous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30. 00 
New York Lead, Seal, and 
Press Co., miscellaneous ... 320.00 
Pennsylvania Co-, miscellane-
ous.................. ...... 47.20 
W. H. Scheift'elin & Co., mis-
cellaneous................. 7. 00 
Treasurer United States, mis-
cellaneous.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 873. 30 
Treasurer United States lBu-
reau Engraving and Print· 
ing, miscellaneous.......... 1, 594. 10 
Treasury Department, miscel-
laneous .. • .. . . .. • • • • . • . . . . . 18, 066. 18 
G. R. Tingle, miscellaneous... 185.10 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. J. Anderson, col-
lector, Portland, 
Me............... $239.50 
J. P. Don worth, col-
lector, Aroostook, 
Me............... 39.02 
6, 420, 912. 71 
Carried forward . .. 278. 52 6, 420, !)12. 71 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887-Contmued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward . $278. 52 $6, 420, 912. 71 
By D. F. Davis, col-
lector, Bangor, Me 480. 87 
R. R. Smalley, col-
lector, Vermont, 
Vt................ 152.80 
J. Brady, jr., col· 
lector, Fall River, 
Mass _..... . . . . . • 78. 31! 
R. F. Dodge, col· 
lector, Sa 1 em, 
Mass. . . . . . . . . .. . . 248. 72 
A. A. Gardner, col-
lector, Nantucket, 




J. Collins, collector, 
BristoJ, R. I . . . . . . 49. 71 
B. R. Tate, collectnr, 
New London, 
Conn - . . .. . . . . . . . 10. 00 
A. D. Bissell, col· 
lector, B u ft'al o 
Creek, N. Y ..•.. - 364. 80 
0. M. Culter, col-
lector, Niagara, 
N.Y............. 174.40 
W. R. Daniels, col· 
lector, 0Rwegat· 
chie, ~- Y........ 1.12 
E. L. Hedden, col-
lector, New York, 
N. Y...... ....... 40.95 
D. Magone, collect· 
or, New York, 
N. Y ............. 49, 154. 15 
G. W. Warren, col-
lector, Cape Vin-
cent, N. Y:. . . . . • • . 53. 50 
0. Kelley, collector, 
Perth Amboy, N.Y 1, 036.52 
R. H. Arbuckle, col-
lector, Erie, Pa... 749.84 
J. Cadwalader, col· 
lector, Philadel-
phia, Pa .. .. .. .. . 47. 99 
A. M. Hunter, col-
lector, Tappahan-
nock, Va......... 27.17 
B. P. Lee, collector, 
Yorktown, Va... 996.82 
W. R. Mayo, col· 
lector, Norfolk, 
Va ... .... .... ... 5.74 
0. H. Russell, col-
lector, Richmond, 
Va. .............. 1.45 
W. F. Howland, col-
lector, Beaufort, 
N.C.............. 3.95 
C. E. Robinroon, col-
lector, Albemarle, 
N.C ..•••........ 273.00 
T. F. Johnson, col· 
lector, Savannah, 
Ga............... 9.63 
J. F. Wheaton, col-
lector, Savannah, 
Ga.............. 42.14 
E. Hopkins, col· 
lector, St. Johns, 
Fla ...... _ . . . . . . . 712. 55 
J. J. McGuire, col-
lector, Pensacola, 
Fla............... 1, 863.03 
J. F. McDonnell, 
collector, 8 a i n t 
Marks, :Fla.. ..... 3. 00 
Carried forward .. 56,893. 96 G, 420,912. 71 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887-Continucd. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forwanL$56, 893.96 $6,420, 912.71 
By B. ]'. Jon as, collect-
or, New Orleans, 
La................ 2.85 
C. F. Bailey, col-
lector, C or p u s 
Christi, '£ex...... 6. 15 
J. J. Cocke, col-
lector,Brazos, Tex .56 
J. Magoffin, o o 1-
lector, Paso del 
Norte, Tex . ...... 71.54 
C. C. Sweeney, col-
lector, Galveston, 
Tex . ..... .. . 690.41 
C. Mann, collector, 
Vicksburg, Miss. 17.65 
G. A. He\>sen, col-
le,:tor, Memphis, 
Tenn...... ...... .62 





Ohio ... . .. ....... 684.00 
W. L. Bancroft, col-
lector, Huron, 
Mich............. 7.12 
D. J. Campau, col-
lector, Detroit, 
Mich...... ....... 739.29 
W. Hartsuff, col· 
lector, Huron, 
Mich............. 2.16 
W. Livingstone, jr., 
collector, Detroit, 
Mich . ..... ....... 514.6,1 
C. A. Ward, col-
lector, Huron, 
Mich . ............ 22.40 
D. 0. Watson, col-
lector, Michigan, 
Mich ..... ....... 43.24 
.A.. M. Kuhn, . col· 
lector, Indianapo-
lis, Ind . .. . . . . . . . 388. 30 
.A.. F. Seeberger, 
collector, Chicago, 
Ill ...... . .. 284.13 
C. Krez, collector, 
Milwaukee, Wis.. 1.69 
F. J. Phelps, collect-
or, La Crosse, Wis. 3. 215 
J. Bookwalter, col-
lector, Minnesota, 







H. B. Moore, col-
lector, Duluth, 
Minn............. 55.37 
J. Burns, collector, 
Kansas City, Mo. 3. 61 
J. Hunter, collector, 
St. Joseph, Mo . . . 8. 00 
R. D. Lancaster, col-
lector, St. Louis, 
Mo ... . . .••..•••• 139.39 
J. H. P. Voorhies, 
collector, Denver, 
Colo ... ~·········· 5.99 H. F. Beecher, col-
lector, Puget 
Sound, Wash.... 15.10 
-----------------Carried forward .. 60, 978. 03 6, 420, 912, 71 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1887-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward $60, 978. 03 $6, 420, 912. 71 
By J. Flanigan, col-
lector, Southern 
Oregon........... 30.00 
J. R. Brierly, col-
lector, Wilming-
ton, Cal.......... 3.02 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1886: 
To S. J. Anderson, collector, 
· Portlanq, Me ............. . 
E. 0. Bragdon, collector, 
York, Me ................ . 
D. F. Davis, collector, Ban-
gor, Me ...... ...... . .... . 
J. P. Donworth, collector, 
Aroostook, Me ........... . 
N. B. Nutt, collector, Pas· 
samaquoddy, Me ........... . 
J. L. Pierce, collector, Ma· 
chias, Me ................ .. 
G. Parcher, collector, Saco, 
Me ....................... . 
R. T. Rundlett, collector, 
Wiscasset, Me ........... . 
E. Redman, collector, French-
man's Bay, .Me ............ . 
W. H. Sargent, collector, 
Castine, Me ......... -- ... .. 
E. Sprague, collector, Waldo· 
61, 011.05 











borough, Me........... . .. . 3. 61 
F .. B. Torrey, collector, Bath, 
Me . ... ..• ...... .........• 157.06 
P. C. Wiggin, collector, Ken-
nebunk, Me....... .. ... . .. 145. 60 
A. .A.. Hanscom, collector, 
Portsmouth, N. H . . .. . . ... 1. 34 
B. B. Smalley, collector, Ver-
mont, Vt............... . ... 3, 180.48 
J, .A.. P. Allen, collector, New 
Bedford, Mass............. 600. 63 
J£ Brady, ,jr., collector, Fall 
River, Mass................ 85.97 
S. H. Doten, collector, Plym-
outh, Mass................. 155.43 
R. F. Dodge, collector, Salem, 
.Mass . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 248. 72 
A . .A.. Gardner, collector, Nan· 
tncket, Mass . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 12. 63 
·W. H. Huse, collector, New-
buryport, Mass .. .. . .. .. .. • 16. 40 
C. B. Marchant, collector, Ed-
. gartown, Mass . .. . . . . . .. . . . 121. 85 
F. A. Osgood, collector, Mar-
blehead, Mass........ . . . . • 11.50 
D. S. Presson, collector, Glou-
cester, Mass . . • .. .. . . . . .. . • 7.14, 
L. Satlonstall, collector, Bos-
ton. Mass.... . . .. .. . . . .. • • • 419. 56 
R. Worthington, collector, 
Boston, Mass • • • • • • . . .. .. .. 652. 20 
J. Collin!!, collector, Bristol, 
R. !.... . ...... ......... 49.71 
J. Me Williams, co 11 ector, 
Providence, R. I...... . . . . . 1, 4,2. 24 
J. C. Byxbee, collector, New 
Haven, Conn . . . . . . .. .. .. . 2, 112. 65 
W. Goddard, collector, Fair-
field, Conn....... . . . . . . . . . . 1. 26 
C. C. Hubbard, collector, Mid· 
dletown, Conn ......... -~. 702. 06 
.A.. Putman, coltector, Middle-
ton, Oonn . . .. . . .. .. • .. . . . . . 6, 230.40 
B. R. Tate, collector, New Lon-
don, Conn , . . • • . . .. .. . . .. • . . 126. 49 
------Carried forward. . . . . . . . . • 24, 778. 63 
RECE1P'l'S AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ...•..... 
To H. N. Trumbull, collector, 
Stonington, Conn .......... . 
A. H. A bell, colleotor, Dun-
kirk,N. Y .......•.......••• 
A. D. Bissell, oollector, Buffalo 
Creek, N. Y ....•......... 
A. D. Cole, oollector, Albany, 
N.y ..................... . 
0. W. Cutler, collector, Niag-
ara,N. Y .....•............ 
W. H. Daniels, collector, Os-
wegatchie, N. Y .......... . 
B. Flagler, collector, Niagara, 
N.Y .........•......•...... 
E. L. Hedden, collector, New 
York,N. Y ......•.•....... 
W. Lowen, deceased, collector, 
Sag Harbor, N.Y ......... . 
D. Magone, collector, New 
York,N. Y .............•.. 
C. E. Morris, collector, Gene-
see, N.Y ................. . 
I. B. Poucher, collector, Os-
W~e~~·e~· ~il~~to~-;·ci{;·~--
piain, N. Y .....•.•........ 
C. H. Vaughn, collector, Sag 
Harbor, N.Y ..........•.• 
W.A.Baldwin, collector, New· 
ark,N.J ................. . 
0. Kelly, collector, Perth Am-
boy,N.J ...... .. ........•• 
H. Lenox, collector, Burling-
ton, N.J .................. . 
J. Price, collector, Great Egg 
Haroor, N. J .............• 
J. Tilton, collector, Great Egg 
Harbor, N. J ............. . 
R. H. Arbuckle, collector, 
Erie, Pa .•................ 
D. 0. Barr, collector, Pitts· 
burgh, Pa ................ . 
J. Cadwalader, collector, 
Philadelphia, Pa .........•. 
H. F. Piokels, oollector, Dela-
ware, Del ...•.............• 
II. Lawson, collector, Ea!!tern, 
Md ....................... . 
E. H. ·weuster, collector, Bal-
timore,Md ............... . 
R. L. Cropley, colleotor, 
Georgetown, D. of C ....••• 
R. M. T. Hunter, collector, 
Tappahannook, Va ....... . 
B. P. Lee, collector, Yorktown, 
Va ....................... . 
'\V. R. Mayo, collector, Nor· 
folk, Va ................... . 
0. H. Russell, collector, Rich· 
mond, Va ................. . 
G. G.Savage, collector, Cherry-
stone, Va .................. . 
W. F. Howland, collector, 
Beaufort, N.C ............ . 
C. H. Robinson, collector, Wil-
mington, N. C ........•...• 
C. E. Robinson, collector, Al-
bemarle, N.C ............. . 
J. H. Richardson, collector, 
Pamlico, N.C ...•••......•. 
T .D.J ervey ,collector, Charles-
ton, 8 C ...•............... 
T. B. Johnston, collector, 
Charleston, S. C .......... . 
W. H. Richardson, collector, 
Beaufort, 8. C .....•........ 
B. H. Ward, collector, George-
town, S.C ................. . 
J. E. Dort, collector, Bruns· 
wick, Ga .........•......... 












































Collecting revenue from customs, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To E. A. McWhorter, collector, 
St. Mary's, Ga ............ . 
J. Shepard, collector, St. 
Mary's, Ga ................• 
A. M. Wallace, collector, At· 
lanta, Ga .................. . 
J. L. F. Cottrell, deceased, 
coilector, St. Marks, Fla .. 
,J. E: Grady, collector, Apala-
chiCola, Fla .............. . 
E. Hopkins, collector, St. 
Johns, Fla ...............•. 
E. Higgins, collector, St. 
Johns,.Fla ................ . 
J. V. Harris, collector, Key 
West, Fla .•.........•...... 
J. F. McDonnell, coll~ctor, 
St. Marks, Fla ............ . 
A. A. Mahoney, collector, 
Fernandina, Fla .......... . 
W. G. Clarke, collector, Mo-
bile, Ala .........••••...... 
T. M. Favre, collector, Pearl 
River, Miss ............... . 
J. Higgins, collector, Natchez, 
Miss ...................... . 
J. W. Short, collector, Vicks· 
burg, Miss .......... . .... . 
W. L. Carrington, collector, 
Teche, La ................ .. 
B. 1!'. Jonas, collector, New 
Orleans, La ............... . 
C. F. Bailey, collector, Corpus 
Christi, Tex ............... . 
J. J. Cocke, collector, Bra-
zos de Santiago, '.rex ...... . 
J. 0. Lnby, collector, Bra-
zos de Santiago, Tex ...... . 
J. Magoffin, collector, Paso 
del Norte, Tex ........... . 
W. A. Saylor, collector, Paso 
del Norte, Tex ............ . 
C. C. Sweeney, collector, Gal-
veston, Tex ... • ............ . 
0. L. Threlkeld, collector, Sa-
luria, Tex ................. . 
J. S. Gillespie, collector, Chat· 
anooga, Tenn . . ........ . 
G. A. Hessen, collector, Mem· 
phis, Tenn. . . . .. ......... -
L. Trousdale, collector, ~ash-
J. 'W?do~t~~~ft~~t~~-: P;;d~~~h, 
Ky--.. . . . . . -- ... -- ...... .. 
J. T. Gathright, collector, 
Louisville, Ky ...........••• 
W.Caldwell, collector, Cincin-
nati, Ohio .................• 
W. J. McKennie, collector, 
Cuyahoga, Ohio ........... . 
C. Rude, collector, Sandusky, 
Ohio ..................... . 
C. H. Call, collector, Superior, 
Mich ..................... . 
W. L. Bancroft, collector, 
Huron, Mich .............. . 
C. H. Hall, collector, Superior, 
Mich . ..............•...... 
C. Y. Osburn, collector, Sn· 
perior, Mich .............. . 
D. O.Watson, ·collector, Mich· 
igan, Mich ............... -. 
W. Livingstone, jr., collector, 
Detroit, Mich ............. . 
A.M. Kuhn, collector, Indian· 
a polis, Ind ............... - . 
J. C. Jewell, collector, Evans-
ville, Ind .................. . 
A. F. Seeberge~·. collector, 
Chicago, Ill ............... . 
Carried forward ........ . 
119 
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1886-'87. 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ..... . .. . 
'l'o J. Spaldmg,collector, Chicago, 
Ill .. . .. .... . . . .... . 
C. Krez, collector, Milwaukee, 
Wis .. .................... . 
F. I. Phelps, collector, La 
Crosse, Wis ...... .... . ... . 
J. Bookwalter, collector, Min-
nesota, Minn . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
H. B. Moore, collector, Duluth, 
Minn ...................... . 
R. Armstrong, collector, Du-
buc1ue, Iowa . ............ _ .. 
J. Burns, collector, Kansas 
City,Mo ..................• 
J. Hunter, collector, St. Jo-
seph, Mo .... ·----- ........ . 
R. D. Lancaster, collector, St. 
Louis, Mo ................. . 
U. M. Whitney, collector, St. 
Louis, Mo .. ..... ........ . 
H. F. Beecher. collector, Puget 
Sound, Wash ............. . 
J. Flanagan, collector, sonth-
ern Oregon ...... . .. . ... . .. . 
J. Hobson, collector, Oregon, 
Oregon ................... -· 
F. N. Shurtleff, collector, Wil-
lamette, Oregon . .. . ....... . 
C. B. Watson, c-ollector, south-
ern Oregon. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Cole Van Cleve, collector, Ya-
quina, Oregon ............. . 
J. Campbell, collector, Omaha, 
Nebr . .. ................. . 
J. R. Brierly, collector, Wil-
mington, Cal ........ . . . 
J. S. Hager, collector, San 
Francisco, Cal ............. . 
G. Hinds, collector, Wilming-
ton, Cal . .......... . ...... . 
G. A. Johnson, collector, San 
Diego, Cal ......... . .. . ... . 
W. H. Pratt, collector, Hum-
boldt, Cal ................. . 
J. H. P. Voorhies, collector, 
Denver, Colo . .. . ........ . 
G. A. Bartlett, disbursing 
clerk .........• . .........•. 
G. E. Bird. fees ............•.. 
U. P. Black, fees ............. . 
W.H. Bradley, fees ......... . 
vV. Dor><heimer, fees ....•..... 
N. P. Banks, fees ....•.....••• 
W. F. Goodspeed, fees ....... . 
S. G. Hilborn, fees ........... . 
C. B. Harman, fees ...•.•..••. 
S. D . • r ackson, fees ....... . ••. 
P. H. Kumler, fees .......... . 
G. 'N. Knox, fees ....•........ 
J.P. Ludlow, fees ........... . 
W. T. McMahon, fees ....... . 
F. H. Marsh, fees .. . ...... . .. . 
W. P. Preble, fees ........... . 
C. Parlonge, fees ...•.•...... . 
W. C. Robards, fees .......•.. 
W.C.Raum, fees ....•........ 
G. W. Stearns, fees .......•••• 
L. S. B. Sawyer, fees ......... . 
R. ~- Tuthil1, fees ........... . 
M. I. Townsend, fees ........ . 
J. K. Valentine, fees ........•. 
L. A. Walker, fees . ......... . 
Adams Express Co., trans-
portation . . ... . .. . 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe R.R ......... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy .. . .. .. ......... . .. . 
Chicago, St LOllis and Pitts-
burgh R.R ................ . 
Carried forward . . . . . . .. 
CUSTOMS. 






















































Collecting revenue fro:n customs, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ...... . 
To Chicago, Hock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy... . ....... . 
Northern Pacific R. R . ... . .. . 
Oregon Hail way and N aviga-
tion Co . ................... . 
Pacific Coast Steam-ship Co .. 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
st~;a'::ti·a:~a'ii~i~iit·:a::a·:::: 
Texas and Pacific Rwy _ ..... . 
Union Pacific R. R. _ ....••... 
E. J. Brooks & Co., miscel-
laneous . . . . . . . . . ....•..... 
J. H. C. Coffin, miscellaneous. 
Penn Co., miscellaneous ..... . 
Treasury Department, mis-
cellaneous ................. . 
G. Tugliabue, deceaseo, mis-
cellaneous ..... . ........... . 
R. W eaton, miscellaneous ... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By I. M. Boardman, Bel-
fast, Me . . . . . . . . . . $12. 53 
S. J. Anderson, Port-
land, Me......... • 20 
D. T.Davis, Bangor, 
Me ........... . ... . 230.31 
E. Redman, French-
man's Bay, Me... 704. 06 
R. T. Rundlett, Wis· 
casset, Me . . . . . . . . 311. 63 
W. H. Sargent, Cas-
tine, Me.. . . . . . . . . 395. 00 
E. Sprague, Waldo-
borough, Me...... 1. 6~ 
F. B. Torrey, Bath, 
Me............... 21.00 
B. B. Smalley, Ver-
mont, Vt......... 2, 361.63 
J. Brady, j r., Fall 
Uiver, Mass . . . 2. 76 
S. P. Coffin, Edgar-
town, Mass . . . . . . . 32. 20 
R F. Dodge, Salem, 
Mass. . ........... 18.55 
F. B. Goss, Barn-
stable, Mass...... 2.18 
A. A. Gardper, Nan-
tucket, Mass . . . . . 1. 31 
C. B. Marchant, Ed-
gartown, Mass . . . 60. 38 
F. A. Osgood, Mar-
blehead, Mass. . . . . 50 
L. Saltonstall, Bos-
ton, Mass . . . . . . . . 439. 56 
J. H. Cozzens, New-
port, R. I . . . . . . . . . 47. 99 
J. McWilliams, 
Providence, R.I.. 67. 56 
J. C. Byxbee, New 
Haven, Conn..... 2, 508. 55 
W. Goddard, Fair-
field, Conn . . . . . . . . 80 
B. R. Tate, New Lon-
dou, Conn . . . . . . . . . 40 
H. N. Trumbull, 
Stonington, Conn. . 29 
A.D. Bissell, Buffalo 
Creek, N.Y...... 328. 85 
0. W. Cuttler, Ni-
agara, N.Y. .. ... 480.31 
A. D. Cole, .Albany, 
N.Y. . . . . .. ...... 98.02 
E. L. Herlden, New 
York, N. Y. 39, 30~. 31 
W. Lowen, Sag Har-
bor, N.Y......... .46 
Carried forward . 47,430. 97 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Coll~~~~C~~~f~~eed. from customs, 
Deduct repayments : 
Brought forward $47,430.97 $191,546. 36 
By C. E . .Morris, Gene-
see, N. Y . . . . . . . . . 28.48 
D. Magone, New 
York, N. Y. . . . . . . 1, 335. 96 
I. P. Pouch'lr, Os-
wego, N. Y . . . . . . 165. 21 
W. Reed, Cham-
plain, N.Y ...... 1,127.97 
C. H. Vaughn, Sag 
Harbor, N. Y. .. . 144.23 
G. ';V. Warren, Cape 
Vincent, N. Y.... 292. 67 
0. Kelley, Perth 
Amboy,N.J ..... 15.20 
J. Tilton, Great Egg 
Harbor, N. J . . . . 10. 29 
R. H. Arbuckle, 
Erie, Pa.......... 20. 37 
D. 0. Barr, Pitts-
burgh, Pa. ... .. .. 62.45 
J. Cadwalader, Phil-
J. ~e~~~~~~~ :B~iti. 2, 233. 50 
more, Md......... 1, 954. 53 
T. Ireland, Annapo-
lis, Md .55 
H. Lawson, eastern 
Maryland........ • 48 
R. M. T. Hunter, 
Tappahannock, 
Va................ .25 
B. P. Lee, York-
town, Va.. .... ... 982.04. 
W. R. Mayo, Nor-
folk, Va .. . ... .... .07 
0. H. Russell, Rich-
mond, Va .......• .47 
J. P.Robinson,.Alex-
andria, Va . . . .. .. 5.18 
A. C. Egerton, 
Wheebng, W.Va. 129.20 
W. F. Howland, 
Beaufort, N. C . ... 4.46 
C. H. Robinson, Wil-
mington, N.C.... 16~60 
T. D. Jervey, 
Charleston, S. C . . 1, 352. 19 
H. W. Richardson, 
Beaufort, S. C . . . . 861. 51 
B. H. Ward, George-
town, D. U...... . . 36. 86 
J. E. Dart, Bruns-
wick, Ga . . . . . . . . . 11. 47 
T. F .. Johnson, 
Savannah, Ga . . . . 30. 59 
A. M. Wallace, At-
lanta, Ga .. .. .. . . • 60. 44 
E. Hopkins, St. 
Johns, Fla........ 50;00 
E. Higgins, St. 
Johns, ~la .. • .. • 34. 54 
J. V. Harris, Key 
West, Fla........ 103.33 
J. E. Grady, Apal-
achicola, Fla. . . • • • 433.43 
J.J.McGuire,Pensa-
cola, Fla . .. .. .. .. 42.10 
F. E. Witsell, St. 
Augustine, Fla... 1. 54 
W. G. Clark, Mobile, 
Ala ..... ....... 21.79 
W. T. Carrington, 
Teche, La . . . . . . • • 1, 404. 11 
S. Flower, New Or-
leans, La . . . . . . .. 71. 15 
B. F. Jonas, New 
Orleans, La . . . . 1, 891. 78 
C. F. Bailey, Corpus 
Chri':'ti, Tex...... 74.69 
-----
CatTiedforward .. 62,442.65 191,546.36 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1886-Continued. 
Deuuct repayments: 
Brought forward $62, 442. 65 
By J. J. Cocke, Brazos, 
Tex.......... . .. . 3, 487. 35 
J. Magoffin, Paso del 
Norte, Tex ..... . 
C. C. Sweeney, Gal-
veston, Tex ..... . 
0. L. Threlkeld, Sa-
luria, Tex ...... .. 
G. A. Hessen, Mem-
phis, Tenn ...... . 
J. S. Gillespie, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn . ... 
L. Trousdale, Nash-
ville, Tenu ...... . 
J. •.r. Gathright, 
Louisville, Ky .... 
W.Caldwell, Cincin-
nati, Ohio 
W. L . .Bancroft, 
Huron, Mich . .. . 
C. H. Uall, Superior, 












Detroit, Mich . . 2, 734. 00 
D. 0. Watson, Mich-
igan, Mich ....... 
J. C. Jewell, Evan-
sville, Ind .. ...... 
C. Barner, Galena, 




A. F. Seeberger, 
Chicago, Ill . . . . . . 1, 967. 35 
C. Krez, Milwaukee, 
Wis ............. . 
J. Burns, Kansas 
City. Mo ......... 
J. Hunter, St. 
Joseph, Mo ....... 
R. D. Lancaster, St. 
Louis, Mo ...... .. 
T. A. Cummings, 
Montana and 
Idaho ........... . 
J. H. P. Voorhies, 
Denver, Colo ..... 
J. Flanagan, south-
ern Oregon ......• 
J. Hobson, Oregon, 
Oregon. . .. .. 









amette, Oregon... 1, 143. 87 
Coll Van Cleve, Ya-
quina, Oregon .... 
J.Campbell,Omaha, 
Nebr ...... ... .. . 
J. S. Hager, San 




W. H. Sears, San 
Francisco, Cal. . . . 2, 833. 36 
W. H. PrattJ, Hum-






Collecting revenue from customs. 
1885 and prior years, deft· 
ciency act, August 4, 1886: 
To L. Saltonstall, collector, Bos-
$191, 546. 36 
80,916.77 
110,629.59 
ton, Mass .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41, 879. 05 
W. Goddard, collector, Fair-
field, Conn .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. 17. 50 
C. A. Arthm·, collector, New 
York, N. Y...... .. .. . .. .. . . 972. 29 
E. L. Heddtm, collector, New 
York, N.Y................. 200,000.00 
Carried forward .••.....•• 242,868.84 
122 RECEIPTS L"\TD EXPENbl'rtJRES, 1881. 
1886-'87. 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1885 and prior years, defi-
ciency act, August 4, 1886-Con-
t.inued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To C. E. Morris, collector, Gene-
see, N.Y . ....•.....•....... 
D. Magone, collector, New 
York, N.Y ............•... 
.J.Cadwalader, collector, Phil-
adelphia, Pa .... . .......... . 
T. B. .Johnston, collector, 
Charleston, S. C ........•... 
H. W. Richardson, collector, 
Beaufort, S.C ............. . 
.J. Shepard, collector, St. Ma-
ry's, Ga ................... . 
D. Eagan, collector, Key 
West, Fla . ......••..... . ... 
.J. M. Tarble, collector, Pen-
sacola. Fla . ....• . ... . .... .. 
F. E. Witsell, collector, St. 
Augustine, Fla . . ••... . .... 
W. A. Saylor, collector, Paso 
del Norte, 'I' ex .......•..••. 
D. W. McClung, collector, 
Cincinnati, Ohio ........••.. 
C. Rude, collector, Sandusky, 
Ohio ....... .. ............. . 
C. G. Osburn, collector, Supe-
riOJ·, Mich . ................ . 
C. Krez, collector, Milwau-
kee, \Vis . ........ . ... . ... . 
.J. l3ookwalter, collector, Min-
nesota, Minn . ..... ... ... . . . 
H. Armstrong, collector, Du-
buque, Iowa . ............. . 
A. W. Bash, collector, Puget 
Sound, Wash ..........•... 
.J. Hobson, collector, Oregon, 
Orbgon . ... . ......•......... 
C. Van Cleve, collector, Ya-
quina, Oregon ............ . 
S. Campbell, collector, Omflha, 
Nel.or .....• . ................ 
.J. S. Hager, collector, San 
Francisco, Cal. ... ......... . 
G. A . .Johnson, collector, San 
Diego, Cal . . . ...... .. ...... . 
G. Rinds, collector, Wilming-
ton, Cal ..............•.... 
W. H. Pratt, collector, Hnm-
bohlt,Cal ..............•••• 
W. H. Bradley, fees ...•.•.••• 
N. P. Banks, fees . ........... . 
W. B. Deacon, fees .........•. 
.J. B . Gerhartlt, fees .•••.•..... 
.J. K. Valentine, fees ......... . 
Chi ca~o, Rock I slaml and Pa-
eifie Rwy t r ansportation ... 
St. l':tnl aud Duluth R. R., 
transportation . ........... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By L. Saltonstall, Bos-
ton, Mass . . . . . . . . $113. 90 
E. L. llcdden, New 
York, N.Y ....... 55,798.96 
W. Lowen, Sag Har-
bor, N.Y.... .. ... 1. 58 
D. Magone, New 
York, 'N. Y ....... 3, 257.33 
J. Price, Great Egg 
Harbor, N . .J . 25. 27 
J. Cadwalad er, Phil· 
aue1phia, Pa . . . . . 467. 10 
H. W. Hoffman, Bal-
timore, Md . . . . . . . 1, 860. 98 
.J. V. Harris, Key 
W est, Fla . . . . . . . . 41. 00 
B. F . .Jonas, New Or-
leans, La. .. ... . . . 1, 388. 34 



































295, 7ll9. 00 
Collecting revenue from customs, 
1885 and prior years, defi-
ciency act, August 4, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Deduct repayments : 
Brought forward.$62, 954.46 
By .J. 0. Luby, Brazos 
de Santiago, Tex _ 36. 45 
A. G. Malloy, Gal-
veston, Tex . . . . . . 200.50 
D.O. Watson, Mich-
igan, Mich . . . . . . . 86. 51 
C. B. Watson, South-
ern Oregon . . . . • • 80. 80 
.J. Campbell, Omaha, 
Nebr ........ .... 1.42 
.J. R. Brierly, Wil· 
mington, Cal . . . . . 216. 27 
.J. S. Hager, San 
Francisco, Cal. . . . 44. 00 
G. A. Bartlett, dis-
bursing clerk . . . . 332. 64 
$295,7811. 00 
63, 953. 05 
231,835.95 
Collecting revenue from customs=== 
prior to .July 1, 1881: 
To H. B. Geissinger. . . . . . . • . . . . • • 2, 024. 30 
Collecting revenue from customs=== 
prior to .July 1, 1883, deficiency 
act, August 4, 1886: 
To W. w·1lliams, collector, Ston· 
ington, Conn .............. . 
0. Andreae •..•.•..........•• 
S. Atwood .. ~ ................ . 
S. H. Avery ...........• ..... 
.J. Abbott ................... . 
J. B. Abbott ................ . 
Mrs. Nellie Atchison .... . .. . 
E. T. Boyard ..........•...... 
R. A. Bow~ell ...•••.......... 
S. S. Baker ...........•....... 
W. H. llissell ..•••...•....... 
H. S. Ballantine ............ . 
.J. Bills ..••.....••....•....•. 
C. E. Bury .•..••..•••........ 
B. Bulger ................... . 
0. Bradforn .....•.•••••.....• 
R. W. Beach ...........•..... 
\V. F. Brown ..••••.......... 
G. B. Burnet .....•...•••..... 
.J. Babcock ...•.•...•.•....•• 
R. Barton ...•.•...... . .•..... 
C. Bosworth .•.•••..•••...•... 
W. M. Cherry .............. . 
D. Cole ...•••..•••...•....... 
A. Campau ....••....••....... 
G. W. Conner ...•............ 
0. B. Curtis ..••••.•••••.•...• 
L. Cicotte .•.•••.....•..•...•. 
V. A. Crawford .••.••..••••.. 
E. Campbell ..••••..••••....•. 
.J. Combs ...•••....••...... -. 
.J. L. Cline ......... - ........ . 
S. Connor .•••••.•.•...•••.... 
S. B. Dickerson ............. . 
S. Dixson • . -...............•. 
J. Davis ................... .. 
W. L. Damon ............... . 
C. R. Darnals ............... . 
D. 0. DeWolfe .............. . 
C. Deal ..•••....•..••.•••.... 
W. A. Forrester ............ . 
A. Fish ........•..•.......... 
.T. D. Flint .........•••..••••. 
B. D. Gifford ............... .. 
.J. Gifford .....•.............. 
F. Granger .•.•••••••••....•.. 
::·a~i:!~iii.::: ::·:.:::: ·:.:::: 
F. W. Guptill ...............• 
E. Hammoml ............... . 
E. S. Hamilton .............. . 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Collecting revenue from customs 
prior to July 1, 1883, deficiency 
act, August 4, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ....... . 
To V. F. Hatch ..... .•..•.•.•••.• 
J·. 'I'. Howard .•...•........•• 
F. Het!se .................... . 
J. B. Hinchman ........••••.• 
D. M. Heath ..•......... -----
W. Howard .••• ~·---··· ..... . 
;. :i:!d~~~~: ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~::: ~:: 
~: !~~~ies- ~ ~:::::::::: · ~:: :: 
J. M. Jenks ....••.......••••• 
B. W.Jenks ..•.••........... 
D. E. Johnson .............. . 
R. Kern .................... . 
fi. i.i~:~~~~- :::::::::::::::: 
J. Lang & Co .............. .. 
E. I.udecke -------·--········ 
J. Q. A. Lothrop ............ . 
A. Larned .......... ........ . 
U. Luling .................. .. 
E. B Low ................... . 
J. A. Landin ............... .. 
A. MaxwelL. .............•.. 
V. W. McGraw ............ .. 
f' {.'~¥!?:::::~:::: :::::: 
.T. Mitchell .................. . 
E. S. Mead .................. . 
H. D. Mix ................... . 
J.E. Nellis .................. . 
J. "\V. Norton ............... .. 
F. M. Noble ................. . 
D. D. O'Dell ................ .. 
H. W. Pratt ................. . 
A. L. Parmeter .............. . 
¥:~::t~~~!. ~::: ~~::::~:~::::: 
~\i:~fcWe~:::::::::::::::::: 
.J. M.Robertson ............ .. 
E. S. Relit ................... . 
L. T. Remer ................ .. 
J. A. Reiopelle .......••... __ _ 
~v ~i:r~~~~!e·::::::::::::::::: 
A. Reed ............. _ ....... . 
T.E. Scott .................. . 
G. Scott .................... .. 
~-~a8£:b~~~: :::::: ~-: :::::: 
J. S. Smith .................. . 
L. Stiles ................ .. 
W. H. Stoddard ............ .. 
~--~: s~1~-~1X~~:::::: :::: :~: :::: 
D. W. Shurtleff ............. .. 
W. W. Thayer ............. .. 
f::i~;~-::;::::::::::;:: 
W.A. Woodward .......... .. 
J. \Vood .................... .. 
H. M. Witherell ............. . 
H. E. Warren ............... . 
Exp~nses of regulating immigra-
twn: 
To Commissioners of Emigra-
tion, State of New York .... 
Commissioners of Immigra-





























3, C67. ~~3 











































Carrieil forward .......••. --"Is3,447. 04 
Expenses of regulating immigra-
tion-Continued. 
Brought forw1:nd......... $183, 447. 0<! 
To Commissioners of Immigra-
tion, San Francisco, Cal . . . . 2, 325. 30 
Commissioners of Immigra-
tion, Portland, Me...... . .. . 225. 22 
E. L. Hedden................. 500. 00 
W. H. Harris, immigration 
agent, New Orleans........ 69.17 
D. Magone .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1, 000. 00 
Pennsylvania Board Public 
Charities . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. 6, 972. 22 
W. R. Riebel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 730. 00 
State Board Healt-h, Lunac_y, 
and Char·ity, Massachu<~etts 12, 085. 67 
State Board Immigration, 
Mary land . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 6, 482. 68 
W. H. Williams, immigration 
agent, Key West, .B'la .... .. 2, 120.65 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. L.Hedden ...•... $457.50 
D. Magone .. . .. .. .. 418. 50 
Expenses of revenue-cutter service, 
1883 and -prior years: 
215, !)57. !)5 
876.00 
215,081.95 
ToN. ,J. Kearney................ 4.10 
Steam-tug Water Witch .. . .. • 25. 00 
I 
Expenses of revenue-cutter service, 
1884 and prior years: 
By G. A. Bartlett . . . . . $21, 173. 96 
A. G. Malloy ...... 215.00 
21,388.96 
Expenses of revenue-cutter service, 
1885: 
To J.A.l'. Allen .............. .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and 
Pacitic Rwy .............. . 
Trundy &Murphy .......... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W.H.Sears ................ .. 
Expi~s~e~ of revenue-cutter service, 
To R.H. Arbuckle .............. . 
S.J.Anderson .............. . 
J. ]'. Albury ................. . 
Alaska Commercial Co ...... . 
J. H. Co;r,zens ............... .. 
J. Cadwalader .............. .. 
W. G. Clark __ ........... __ 
Columbia Iron Works and Drv 
Dock Co.,Baltimore, Md .. : 
W. T. Gibson .............. .. 
W. Howland ................ . 
J. Hobson .................. .. 
J. S. Hager .................. . 
~: ~~~:r_\~~:.· ~~::::::: ::::: ~:: 
W.Livingstone,jr ......... .. 
D. Mag one .................. . 
J. Macdonnougb & Co ...... .. 
I. B. Poueber .............. . 
.T, A. Richardson ............ . 
Renton Coal Co ............ .. 
C. St. John ....... __ ........ .. 






























Carried forward.......... 42, 823. 53 
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188G-'87. 
Expenses of revenue-cutter service, 
1886-Uontinued. 
Brought forward ........ . 
To C. C. Sweeny ............... . 
G. K Slicer .........•......... 
Treasury Department ...... . 
A. F. Tift .............••.•... 
Union Pacific R. R .......... . 
West Virginia Central and 
Pittsburg Rwy ............ . 
J. T. ·wheaton ............... . 
H. F. Willink ............... . 
Deduct repayments : 
By S. J. Anderson...... $320. 25 
R. H . .Arbuckle..... 210.00 
J.A.P . .Allen ....... 19.65 
H. F. Beecher . . . . . . 210. 65 
J. H. Cozzens.... . . . Hi3. 70 
J. Cadwalatler...... 128. 40 
W. G. Clark........ 129. 61 
T.M.Favre ........ 34.34 
J. B. Groome....... 264.99 
E. L. Hedden....... 3, 415.02 
J. Hobson.......... 901.60 
W. Howland....... 186.72 
J. S. Hager . . . . . . . . . 4, 459. 10 
J. V. Harris . . . . . . . . 30. 00 
T.F.Johnson ...... 185.91 
T.D.Jervey ....... 2.14 
C. Krez . . . . . . . . . . .. 571. 36 
W. Livingstone,jr . 264.11 
~:tfa§~~L~:~~:::: 3~~:~~ 
I. B. Poucher....... 78. 90 
C . .s;. Robinson..... 45.07 
U:C. Sweeney...... .17 
L. G. Shepard . . . . . . 23. 35 
L. Saltonstall....... 440.05 
G. R. Slicer......... 267. 26 
Treasury Depart-
ment . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 200. 00 
Es:pt-nses of revenue-cutter service, 
1887: 
ToR. H. ArbuGkle .............. . 
S. J . .Anderson .............. . 
.A.laskan Commercial Co ..... . 
J.U. Byxbee .............. .. .. 
G. A.. Bartlett ............... . 
Q.A. Bl'ooks ................ . 
R. L. Cropley .....•........... 
W. G. Clark .••............... 
S.P. Coffin .................. . 
J. H. Cozzens ............... .. 
J. Cadwalader ............... . 
Columbia Iron· Works ...•.... 
D.J. Campan ................ . 
Chica_go, Rock Island and 
Pacific R. R ..... '. ......... . 
W. H. Daniels ............... . 
Empire Line ................ . 
T.M Favre ................. . 
J. B. Groome ................ . 
~:~:~~~~a"~~~~~:~::::::::: :: 
E. L. Hedden .....•.••........ 
W.Howland ............... .. 
J. Hobson ................... . 
T.D.Jervey ................ . 
T. F. Johnson ............... . 
B. F. Jonas .•...•..•..•••..... 
C.Krez ...................... . 
W. Livingstone,jr .....•.....• 
S.D. Leavitt ................ . 
J. Livingstone, agent .•....... 
W.R.Mayo ................ .. 
J. F. McDonell .............. . 
D.Magone .................. . 
N.B.Nutt ................... . 

















































Expenses of reveuue-cutterservice, 
1887 -Continued. 
Brought forward ....... .. 
To ·Navy Department .....•...... 
I. B. Poucher ..... ........... . 
H. F. Pwkels ............... .. 
J. A. Richardson ........... .. 
C. H. Robinson .............. . 
Ritlson Iron and Locomotive 
· Works ................... .. 
0. H. Russell ................ . 
C. C. Sweeney ........... ... .. 
L. Salton stall ................ . 
A.F.SeellergeL' ............. . 
B. R. Tate ..... ..... ........ . 
The American Ship ·windlass 
Company .... _ ............ . 
Treasury Department ....... . 
Union Pacitic R. R .......... : 
U. H. Vaughn .............. .. 
.A. VanDusen & Co ........ .. 
J. F. Wheaton ............. .. 
Walker and Pratt M:mufact-
uring Company ........... . 
War Departm nt .......... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By R. H. Arbuckle..... $14. 91 
Q. A. Brooks . . . . • . . 10.44 
D. J. Campan....... 186. 35 
S.PCoffin ......... 5.25 
J. Cadwalader...... 15. 63 
W. G. Clark ....... ·. 7. 98 
T. M. Favre .. .. .. .. :lSI. 95 
E. L. Hedden....... 956. 92 
J. B. Groome....... 9. 82 
'l'.E'.Johnson ...... 21 06 
.B.F.Jona::, ......... 13.80 
W. Livingstone,jr.. 52.95 
S.D. Leavitt . . . . . . . 14. 00 
W. R. Mayo........ 64.73 
D. Magone .. . .. .. .. 1, 902. 89 
N. B. Nutt.......... 7. 78 
0. H. Russell . . . . . . . 138. 40 
L. Salton stall....... 7. 97 
C. C. Sweeney . . . . . . 5.10 
Treasury Depart-
ment............. 612. 64 
J. F. Wheaton...... 7.90 

























Supplies of li!iht·houses, 1883 and 
prior years: 
To Chicago Inter Ocean Co...... 5. 31 
Supplie~ of light-houses, 1885: 
To Chicago, Rock Island and Pa· 
cific Rwy .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ... 1. 38 
R. D. Evans.................. 2, 384.38 
'\V. H. Heuer. . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . 2, 643. 77 
Treasury Department • . . . . . . 20(. 68 
-----
Deduct from repayments: 
.By A. E. K. Benham ... $14, 595. 51 
R.D.Evans........ 123.08 
W. H. Heuer....... 1, 912. 78 
Treasury Depart-
ment............. 46.80 
Excess of repayments ... . 
Supplies of light-houses, 1886: 
To A. E. K. Benham ........... .. 
0. A. Batcheller .•............ 
J. S. Barker ................ .. 
E. H. Rntler ..•••••.......... 
S. Casey .......... : .. ....... . 
H. Elmer.-··· .............. . 
W.H.Ruer ................. . 
Navy Department .......... . 
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1886-'87. 
Supplies of light-houses, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ..•...... 
To J. W.Philips ............... . 
H.~- Pickings .............. . 
Treasury Department ...... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By 0. A.. Batcheller. . . . $4, 118. 84 
G . ..A.. Rartlett...... lti. 40 
A. E. K. Benham . . . . 50 
A. S. Barker........ ·158. 89 
F. A. Cook......... 423.09 
S. Casey . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
G.T.Davis ........ 1.92 
N.M.Dyer ......... 760.40 
J. C. Duane . . . . . . . . 2, 559. 90 
R. D. Evans . . . . . . . . 291. 19 
J. Hubbard . . . . . . . . 2, 575.40 
B. P. Lamberton.... 10.59 
W. W. Mead....... 388.62 
..A.. H. Payson . • . . . . 58. 84 
H. F. Picking . . . . . . 10, 254. 41 
J.W.Philips ....... 2.58 
W. Subree . . . . . . . . 800. 11 
Treasury Depart-
ment............. 6, 523.98 
G. H. Wadleigh . . . . 45.17 
G. B. White. . . . . . . . 509. 10 
Supplies of light-houses, 1887: 
To ..A..E.K.Benham .........•... 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R .... . 
0. A. Batcheller ............. . 
A.S.Barker ................ . 
T. A. Cook .................. . 
S.Casey .................... . 
C. E. Clark .......•.•......... 
N.M.Dyer .................. . 
J.C.Duane ................. . 
R.D.Evans .•................ 
H. Elder .................... . 
H.Elmer ...•••..... ---······· 
J.T.Gregory .............. .. 
J.Hubbard ................. . 
W.H Heur .....•.....•...... 
B.P.Lamberton ............ . 
N. Ludlow .....•........•.•.. 
~ ~~~l:!a·::::::. ·:::. -_-_ -_ -_ -.-. 
J. Millis ..................... . 
Navy Department .......... . 
Oregon Rwy. and Navigat-ion 
Co .....................•.... 
J. W.Phillips ............... . 
H.F.Picking ..........••..... 
..A.. H. Payson ...............•. 
Pennsylvania Company ..... . 
J. J. Read ................... . 
W. Sebree .............•.•.... 
W. S. Stanton ............... . 
Treasury Department ......•. 
Union P a.cific R. R .......... . 
G.B. White ................. . 
G. H. Wadleigh .............. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. E. K. Benham.... $0. 97 
F . ..A.. Cook . . . . . . . . . 1, 178. 58 
J. C. Duane......... 4, 135. ~8 
..A.. D. Evans........ 2, 303. 30 
W.H.Heuer ....... .07 
J. W.Plrilips ....... 53.72 
Treasury DepaTt-
ment . . . • . . . . . . . . . 5, 363. 33 
G. H. Wadleigh . . . . 132. 03 
G. B. White . . . . . . . . 520. 82 
CUSTOMS. 
$58,162.30 






















7, 800. 00 












1, 785. 60 
12.97 





Repairs and incidental expenses of 
light-houses, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To breakwater light ... . .. ... . .. . $2. 55 
Repairs and incidental expenses of 
light-houses, 1885: 
ToJ.C.Mallery.................. 6.00 
Repairs and incidental expenses of 
light-houses, 1886: 
To Chicago, Rock Island, and Pa-
cificRwy ................. .. 
J. C.Dnane ................. .. 
S.M. Mansfield .............. . 
Oregon Rwy. and Navigation 
Company .................. . 
Pennsylvania Company .....• 
C. F. Pnwell ................. . 
Treasury Department ...... .. 
Union Pacific R. R .. -.· ...... . 
Deduct repayments : 
By J. C. Duane....... . . $905. 60 
J. F. Gregory.. . • . . . 712. 66 
W. H. Heuer . . • . . • . 2, 159. 70 
D. D. Heap . . . . . . . . . 62. 10 
J. C. Mallery .. .. . . . 19.29 
..A.. H. Payson....... 14. 31 
C. F. Powell . . • . . . . . 2·. 50 
W. S. Stanton . . . • . . 1, 026.16 
Repairs and incidental expenses of 
light-houses, 1887': 
To Chicago and Grand Trunk 
Rwy .................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island, and Pa-
cific R.R .................. . 
J. C. Duane ................. . 
J. F. Gregory ................ . 
W . H.Beuer ............... . 
D.P. Heap .................. . 
J. C. Mallery ............... .. 
S. M. Mansfield..... . ....... . 
J.Millis ..................... . 
J. Miller ...........•......... 
Navy Department ..•...•..... 
Oregon Rwy. and Navigation 
Company .................. . 
C. F. Powell ................ .. 
..A..H.Payson .............. .. 
Pennsylvania Co ....•.•••.... 
W. S. Stanton .....•........•. 
Treasury Department ..... .. . 
Union Pacific R.R .......... . 
Deduct repayments : 
By J. C. Duane ......... $6, 061. 36 
D.P. Heap......... 162.53 
..A.. H. Payson...... . 800. 00 
Salaries of keepers of light-houses, 






























300, 875. Sl 
7, 023.89 
293,851.92 
ToT.Marks &Co............... 50.00 
Salarie8 of keepers of light-houses, 
1884 and prior years: 
By G. T.Davis ...... ... $2.75 
Salaries of keepers of light-houses, 
1886: 
To S. Casey .................... .. 
IL Elmer .................. . 




Carried forw~rd. • • . . • . • • . 155, 54 
• 
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1886-'87. 
Salaries of keepers of light-houses, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ..... . ... . 
D educt from repayments: 
By 0 . .A. Batcheller . . . . $157.17 
.A. E. K. Benham . . . 3, 015. 81 
F . .A. Cook . . .. . . . . 843.71 
N. M. Dyer . ... . .. . 236.89 
R. D. Evans . . . . . . • . 21 161. 49 
J. Hubbard. . ...... 237.79 
B: P. Lamberton . ... 2. 93 
W. W.Mead ...... . 417.31 
J. W.Philip........ 147.20 
W. Sebree . .. . .. .. . 447.94 
G. H. Wadleigh . . . . 103. 82 
G. B. White....... . 185.00 
Excess of repayments .... 
Salaries of keepars of light-houses, 
1887: 
To O . .A.Batcheller ............. . 
.A. E. K. Benham ........... .. 
A. L. Barker------ ..•••••.... 
:F . .A. Cook. ................. .. 
S. Casey ..................... . 
C. E. Clark : ....... -~ ....... .. 
N. 11. Dyer ................ . . . 
R.D. Evans . .. . ............. . 
H. Elmer ................... . 
J. Hubbard ................. . 
B. P. Lamberton . ........... . 
N. Ludlow- ----- ............ . 
W. W. Mead ............... .. 
J. W. Philip ................ .. 
J. J. Read .......... ----·· ... . 
'\V. Sebree ................. .. 
G.ll. Wadleigh ............ .. 
G.B. White ................. . 
D educt re}myments: 
By F .. A. Cook ..... _ ... $1,641.82 
.A. D. Emns . .... . .. 17,845.70 
J. W. Philips_ .. _... 2. 69 
G.H. Wadleigh.... 276.10 
G. B. White .. .. .. .. 93. 66 
Inspecting lights, 1886: 
By D.P. Heap . ....... . 
H.F.Picking ..... . 




To D.P Heap .................. . 
H. F. Picking . ............. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By D.P. Heap ...... ------ ....... 
Expensefl of light-vessels, 1886: 
To .A.E.K.Benham .......... .. 
B. P. Lamberton . .......... .. 
~-~- ~~~~~~~. ~~~~: :~:: :~~::: 
G.B. White ......... . ...... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
B.)· A. E. K. Benham .. . $3, 843. 54 
B. P. Lamberton . _ . 2, 598. 13 
W. W. Mead ... . .. .361.07 









































Brouj!ht forward $6,802.74 $26,558.89 
By W. S. Stanton . . . . . . 986. 23 
G. H. Wadleigh.... 1, 010.49 
G. B. White .. • .. . .. 531. 62 
To A. E. K. Benham ............ . 
..A.. S. Barker ................ . 
H.Elmer .................... . 
R. P .Lamberton ............ .. 
W. W. Mead ............... . 
J. Millis . .................... .. 
Navy Department ......... .. 
H. F. Picking ............... . 
J. J. Read ................... . 
G. B. White ................ .. 
G. H. Wadleigh ............. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. Millis ........... $4,280.77 
Treasury Depart-
ment .. .. .. .. .. .. 21.40 
G. H. W adlelgh . . • . 3, 116. 66 
G. B. White . . . . . . . . 590. 75 
Expenses of fog-signals, 1886: 
To vV. H. Heuer ............... .. 
W. S. Stanton ............... . 
Deduct from repayments : 
By J. C. Duane ........ $1, 812. 29 
J.F.Gregory ....... '92.53 
W. H. Heuer .. .. .. . 36. 49 
J. C. Mallery . .. . .. . 35. Oi 
C. F. 'Powell........ 3, 51.0. 00 
A. H. Payson...... . 25. 54 
S. M. Mansfield . . . . 283. 74 
W. S. Stanton . . . . . . 1, 646. 51 
Excess of repayments .•....•...... 
Expenses of fog signals, 1887: 
To J. C. Duane ........................... .. 
J. F. Gregory ........................ . 
W. H. 1-IeueJ· ...... ... ................ .. 
J. C. Mallery ......................... .. 
S. l\L Mansfield ................... .. 
J.Millis ................................... . 
J. Miller ................................. . 
C. F. Powell ......................... .. 
Pennsylvania Company ....... .. 
A. H. Payson ...................... . .. 
W. S. Stanton ......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. C. Duane ............. $5, 205. 68 
W. H. Heuer............ 118.83 
J. Millis .................. 1,000.00 
W. S. Stanton.......... 500.00 
·Expenses ofbuoyag·e,l883andprior 
r:s~r:s, deficiency act, August 4, 
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Expenses of buoy age, 1886: 
To A. E. K. Benham .................. . 
0. A. Batcheller ................... .. 
S. Casey ................................ .. 
H. Elmer ............................... . 
Humboldt Standard, Eureka, 
Cal. ................................... .. 
H. F. Pickings ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By 0. A. Batcheller....... $2.88 
F. A. Cook............... 381.71 
N. M. Dyer.............. 706.92 
J. C. Duane. ............ 2, 178.22 
R. D. Evans............. 800. 00 
J. Hubbard.............. 694.62 
B. P.Lamberton...... 2.01 
W. W. Mead ............ · 945. 94 
N.Mayo................... 8.08 
A. H. Payson........... 277.50 
J. W. Philip..... ........ 994.51 
W. Sebree................ 1, 259.04 
G. H. Wadleigh ...... 3,399.65 
G. B. White............. 776.78 
Expenses of buoyage, 1887: 
To A. E. K. Benham ................... .. 
0. A. Batcheller ................... .. 
A.S.Parker .......................... .. 
F. A. Cook ............................ .. 
S. Casey ................................ . 
C. E. Clark ............................ . 
N. M. Dyer ...... ...................... . 
J. C. Duane ........................... . 
H. Elmer .............................. .. 
H. Elder ......... : .................... .. 
R.D. Evans .......................... . 
J. F. Gregory, ....................... .. 
J. Hubbard ........................... .. 
W.H.Heuer ...................... ..... . 
B. P. Lamberton .................... . 
N. Ludlow ........................... .. 
,V,W. Mead ......................... .. 
J. Mills ................................. .. 
J. Millis ................................. .. 
C. F. Powell .......................... .. 
J. W.Philip ........................... .. 
H. F. Picking ........................ .. 
J.J. Read ............................. . 
'V.Sebree .............................. .. 
W. S. Stanton ......................... . 
W.H.Samll ........................... . 
G.B. White .......................... .. 
G. H. Wadleigh ...................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By F. A. Cook................ $943. 75 
J. C. Duane:............. 4, 280. 77 
A. D. Evans . ...... ...... 6, 154,40 
W. H. Heuer........... 17.79 
J. W. Philip............ 217.22 
G. H. Wadleigh...... 967.07 
G. B. White.............. 248. 28 
Lighting and buoyage of rivers, 
1886: 
To W. R. Bl"idgeman .................. .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By A.E.K. Benham...... $470.00 
J. F. Gregory.......... 20. 2B 
J. 0. Kane ............... 18,374.36 
B. P. Lamberton...... 7. 75 
W. W. Mead ............ 20.00 
T.Perry .................... 4,395.89 










































Lighting and buoyage of rivers, 
1887: 
To A. E. K. Benham ................... .. 
W. R. Bridgeman .................. .. 
J. F. Gregory ........................ .. 
E. M. Hughes ....................... . 
B. P. I.-amberton .................. . 
\V. W. J:vlead ........................... .. 
T. Perry .............................. .. 
W. Sebree .............................. . 
A. H. Vail. ............................ .. 
Det.luct repayment: 
ByT. Perry ................................ .. 
Lighting and buoyage Mississippi, 
Missouri, and Ohio Rivers, 1883 













To F. Groos......... .. . ...... .. .... .. ....... 15. 25 
Lighting and buoyage Mississivpi, 
Missouri and Ohio Rivers, 1884 
and prior years: 
By J. 0. Kane............... $12.80 
Lighting and buoyage Mississippi, 
Missouri, and Ohio Rivers, 1885: 
By J. 0. Kane................ $360.96 
Repairs and preservation of public 
buildings, 1883 and prior years: 
To J. Lang &Co .................... : ... .. 
C. F. Scott ............................ .. 
W. M. Winchester ................ .. 
Repairs and preservation of public 





To Albrecht.................. ............... 4. 15 
T. Gilbreat~............... ...... ...... 6. 55 
Deduct from repayment: 
By T. J. Hobbs ........................... .. 
Excess of repayment ........... .. 





To Chicag·o, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co....................... 7. 4i 
Oregon Rwy. and Nav. Co... .. 12.74 
Treasury Department............ 3H. b9 
Furniture and repait·s of same for 
public buildings, 1&'53, and prior 
years: 
To Cameron, Amberg & Co ....... .. 
J. W. Howell. ....................... .. 
Lawton & Co ....................... .. 
c .. w. 1\Ieikel. ...................... .. 
H: l\l"artens ........................... .. 
J. Spalding ...... ..................... .. 
Furniture and repairs of same for 









17, 000. 00 years: 
By Treasury Depart-
ment........................ $180. 09 
Furniture a.nd repairs of same for 
public buildings, 1884: 
ToT. Brown .............................. .. 
Mitchell, Vance & Co ............ . 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Furniture and rep.?oirs of same for 
public buildings, 1885: 
To Albrecht, Heick.& Daenble .... . 
T. Gilbreath .......................... .. 
T.J.Hobbs .......................... .. 
Heinz & Berkele .................... . 
Robert Mitchell Furniture 
Company ........................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. D. Bissell............ $162.30 
T . .J. Hobbs............ 6, 019.16 
Treasury Dep't. ..... 383. 40 
Furniture and repairs of same for 
public buildings, 1886: 
To Cutler Furniture Company .... . 
.J. F. Gathright .................... .. 
T.J.Hobbs ........................... . 
The Wasserman Regenerative 
Gas Lamp Company .......... .. 
The Rome, Watertown and 
Ogdenslmrg R. R. Co .......... .. 
'.rreasury Department. ........ .. 
The Bennett and Osburn Man-
ufactudngCompany,Grand 
Rapids, Mich ..................... . 



















By Treasury Department............ 3, 142. 14 
69,172.06 
=-
Fuel, lights, and water for public 
buildings, 1885 : 
To Albany City Water Works ... .. 
T. Gilbreath .......................... .. 
Herald Printing and Publish-
ing Company, Erie, Pa ..... .. 
.J. H. Harley ......................... .. 
Mrs. E. P. O'Connor ................ . 
Statesman Publishing Com-
pany, Austin, Tex .............. .. 
The Grand Rapids Water 
Works, Michigan .............. .. 
'DheDispatch Company, Rich-
mond, Va .......................... .. 
The Seiler Ice Company ........ .. 
The city of Pittsburgh, Pa .... . 
West Virginia Printing Com-
pany, Wheeling, W.Va ...... 
'fhe Edison Company, for iso-
lated lighting ...................... . 
Fuel, lights, and water for public 
building. 18fl6: 
To city of Philadelphia, Pa.,water 
department ......................... . 
City of Richmond, Va ......... .. 
Department Publishing 
Works, New York City ..... . 
T . .J.Hobbs ............................ . 
Plattsburgh (N. Y.) Water 
Works Company ................ . 
Petersburg (Va.) Ice Company 
C. B. Ross & Son & Co .......... .. 
R. Stone ............................. .. 
The United States Electric 
Lighting Company ............. . 
The United Gas Improvement 
Company, .Jersey City, N . .J. 
The .Jackson (Miss.) Gas Light 
Company ........................... .. 
The Delaware Ice Company ... 



























Fuel, lights, and water for public 
buildings, 188fi-Contin ued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To Th~ Morris Ice Contpany ...... .. 
The Magnesia Sectional Cov-
ering Company .................. .. 
Treasury Department ........... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T.J.Hobbs ............................. .. 
Heating apparatus for public build-
ings, 1883, and prior years: 








apolis, Ind............................ 49.80 
Heating apparatus for public build-
ings, 1884: 
To S. I. Pope & Co ..................... .. 
A. W. Meikel & Co ................ .. 
Linning & Jackson ................ . 
Heating apparatus for public build-
ings, 1885: 
To L. R. Green ............................. . 
T. Gilbreath .......................... . 
T. J.Hobbs ........................ .. 
A . .J. Marshbank ................... .. 
'l'reasury Department ........... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T.J.Hobbs ............................ .. 
Pay of assistant custodians andjani-
tors, 1885: 
To G. A. Bartlett .......................... . 















To G. A. Bartlett....................... .. 50, 000. 00 
=======---===== 
Marine Hospital Service : 
To Adams Express Company ..... . 
H. F. Beecher ...................... .. 
G. A. Bartlett ....................... .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co......... .. ........ 
Chicago, St. Louis and Pitts-
burg R. R. Co .................... .. 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy. Co ............................ .. 
A. K. Delaney ...................... .. 
P.Fr~>nch ............................... . 
J.S. Hager ........................... .. 
.J. V. IIarris ........................... .. 
T.D.Jervey ............................ . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co .... .. 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co .............................. .. 
.J.Price ............ ...................... . 
Pennsy 1 vania Company, Star 
Union Line ....................... .. 
H. F. Pickels ........................... . 
F. N. Shurtleff ........................ .. 
W. H. Sears et al ..................... . 
G. M. Stevens ........................ .. 
St. Paul and Duluth R. R. Co .. 
Treasury Department .. , ..... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By S.J. Anderson......... $!S6.50 
H. F. Beecher........... 880.87 

























Carried forw~~ord... 1;052. 37 405.800.01 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Marine Hospital Service-Cont'd. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $1, 052.37 $405,800.01 
By W. G. Clark ..... ........ 535. 50 
S. P. Coffin . . ....... ...... 16. 00 
T. M. Favre ...... ........ 50.00 
G. A. Hesson .... .. ...... 165. 00 
J. V. Harris.............. 197. 68 
E. L. Hedden............ 20. 30 
J. S. Hager ........ ...... 2, 834. 71 
W.M.Harned.......... 29.00 
R. D. Lancaster ........ 2. 55 
J. W. Morgan ........... .40 
W.R.Mayo.............. 622.00 
D. Magone .. ............. 10. 67 
H. F. Pickels ............ 5. 00 
W. H. Pratt............... 19. 80 
C. H. Robin9on .. . ...... 368. 00 
L. Saltonstall ........... 1, 446. 00 
A.F.Seeberger......... 194.10 
F. N. Shurtleff......... 149.80 
C. C. Sweeney........... 419.00 
R. J. Stevens..... ...... 24.50 
T. F.Tobin............... 12.10 
Treasury Depart-
ment..................... 928. 34 
9,102.82 
396,697.19 
Marine-Hospital Service, 1884 and=== 
prior years: 
By G. A. Bartlett........... $841.39 
H. W. Hoffman ........ 161.43 
1,002.82 
Marine-Hospital Service, prior to 
July 1, 1883: 
To Northern Pacific R. R. Co ...... 
Repairs and preservation of marine 
hospitals, 1886: 
By T. J. Hobbs...... ........ $273. 24 
.46 
Life-Saving Service, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To J. W. Etheridge....................... 9. 20 
G. H.llall.......................... ...... 8. 75 
Life-Saving Service, 188(): 
To C. B. Allen ............................ .. 
C. J, Brandon, deceased ...... . .. 
G. A. Bartlett ........................ .. 
B. L. Blud worth ......... .. ......... . 
A. T. Blossom ......................... . 
I. B. Corson, deceased .. ........ .. 
R. A. Chesebrough ........... .... .. 
H. E. Davis ........................... .. 
D.P. Dobbins ....................... .. 
G. Day ........................ .. .. ..... .. 
A. Dominy ............................ .. 
'\V. Farrer .... , ........................ .. 
Goodell & Waters ................... . 
G. Gunderson ........................ . 
W. A. Hutchings ................... . 
.Harvey & Hilliard ................ .. 
J. Holgate ............................. .. 
R. L. Hall, deceased .............. . 
J. G. W. Havens .................... . 
J. H. Haley ........................... .. 
Mrs. E. Imhauser .................. . 
W. Jones, deceased .............. .. 
C. Krez ................................. .. 
J. Lysaght ...... ...................... .. 
C. L. Leonard ....................... .. 
A. McLean.: .......................... .. 
J. H. Merryn1an ................... .. 
V.R. Morgan ........................ .. 
Esther M. O'Neal and A. V. 
Evans{ guardian ................ .. 
E. A. Perrine ......................... .. 
N. A. Peterson ...................... .. 
Carried forward .............. . 


































Life-Saving Service, 1886-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To B. S. Rich ....................... ., .... .. 
N, Robbins ............................. . 
R. A. Robbins ................... ..... . 
Ryan & Johnson ................... .. 
J. M. Richardson .................. .. 
F. W.Sams .......................... .. 
C. C. Soper ............................ .. 
Charity C. Soper, guardian .. .. 
Nancy Soper .......................... . 
C. W. Sterling ..................... .. 
B. C. Sparro'v ........................ .. 
F. H. Smith ........................... .. 
R.O.Stone ............................ .. 
The American Bell Telephone 
Company ........................... . 
Treasury Department .......... .. 
H. A. Tolbert ......................... . 
H.J. Wood ........................... .. 
J. Waters ............................. .. 
Deduct rep .. yments: 
By T. J. Blakeney......... $253.66 
A.Dominy............... 557.59 
D. P. Dobbins......... 323. 31 
J. G. W. Havens ...... 1,236.50 
J. G. Kiah............... 1, 774.86 
T. J. Poyner............ 6. 94 
B. S. Rich................ 1. 73 
N. Robbins .............. 124.18 
J. M. Richardson.... 401. 78 
B. C. Sparrow......... 211. 24 
Treasury Depart-
ment..................... 238. 22 
Life-Saving Service, 1885: 
To A. Dominey .......................... .. 
C. L. Learned ...................... .. 
R. L. Hall, deceased ............. .. 
Esther M. O'N-eal and A. V. 
Evans, guardian ......... .. ...... . 
Treasury Department .......... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. A. Bartlett........... $121. 58 
J. W.Etheridge...... 9.20 
Treasury Depart-
ment........... ......... 417.10 
Life-Saving Service, 1887: 
To American Be 11 Telephone 
Company ........................... ~. 
Adams Expresss Company ... .. 
AJl!-er.ican Shipmasters' Asso-
ciation ................................ .. 
J.B.Allan ........................... .. 
G. A. Bartlett ....................... .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
T.J. Blakeney ..................... .. 
F.C.Bube ............................ .. 
C. J. Brandon, deceased ........ . 
Bay Head Land Company, 
New Jersey ...... ................. . 
N. Ball, 0. S. Marden, and G . 
M.French ........................ .. 
R. A. Chesebraugh ................ . 
W. H. B. Custis ...................... . 
G. B. Carpenter ........ ............ .. 
W. W.Culver ....................... .. 
I. Cain ........ : .......................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific R. R. Co ...................... . 
F. W. Camper ......................... . 
W.P.Chadwick ................... .. 
D.P. Dobbins ......................... . 
H. E. Davis ........................... .. 
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18 86-'87. CUSTOl\IS. 
Life-Saving Service, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To A. Dominey .......................... . 
Detroit Free Press Company .. 
Evans, Burwell & Taz"Vell ... .. 
D.M.Fox ............................... . 
W. P. Fuller .......................... . 
J.Fisher ............................... . 
L.Farris ................................ . 
Galveston News ............... ..... . 
Globe Newspaper Company .. 
\.Y. F. Graham .......... .......•...... 
Goodell & Waters ................. . 
W. A. Hutchings ................... . 
.J. G. W. Havens .......... ........... . 
Harris &-shafer ................... . 
R. L. Hall, deceased ................ . 
E. Hopkins ........................... .. 
G. Hayman .......................... . 
J. H. Haley ........................... . 
Elizabeth A. Jones .............. .. 
G. \V . .Jenks .......................... . 
'\V . .Jones. deceased ............... .. 
.J. H. James ............................ . 
J. G. Kiah ............................. . 
G. W.Knox .......................... . 
J. Lysaght ........................ ..... . 
.J. H. Merryman ................... .. 
V. R. JYiorgan ........................ .. 
A. l\1athews, sr ...................... . 
Mahattan Beach Improve-
mentCompany,Limited .... . 
S. H. 1\'Iorrison ....................... . 
W.JHitchell. ........................... . 
New .Jersey Coast Pilot.. ...... . 
Esther M. O'Neal and A. V. 
Harris, guardian ................ .. 
N. A. Peterson ...................... .. 
N.Peters ................................ . 
T. J. Poyner ........................ .. 
S. F. Perrine,' deceased ........ . 
J. H. Patterson ..................... .. 
N. Robbins ............ ... .............. . 
B.S. Rich ............................. .. 
J. M. Richardson .................. . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
Ryan &.Johnson ................... .. 
A. L. Remick ........................ .. 
B. C. Sparrow ....................... . 
F. W. Sanes .......................... . 
.J. I. Soper, deceased ............. .. 
S. Soper, deceased ................. . 
Stevens & Benedict.. .............. . 
C. C. Soper ............................ .. 
L. Saltonstall ....................... .. 
Nancy Soper ......................... .. 
J. Stewart .............................. . 
The Signal, Babylon. N.Y .... . 
Treasury Department .......... .. 
I-I. A. Tplbert ........................ .. 
Van Rensselaer l\Iorgan ...... .. 
H.J.Wood ............................ .. 
J. '\Vaters ............................. . 
H. G. ·wmets, deceased ....... .. 
\Villlams & Cassedy .............. . 
G. W. Ward ........................... . 
War Department ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By .J. H. Merryman........ $1.75 
Treasury Depart-
ment..................... 122. 12 




































































Rebuilding and improving life-sav-------
ing stations, permanent: 
By J. G. ·w. Havens .. ,..... $155.00 
T.l. Poyner.............. 79.65 
N. Robbins............... 2. 00 
B.S. Rich .. ....... ........ 7. 85 
F. W. Sanes .............. 100.00 
344.50 
Rebuilding revenue steamer Rich-
at·dRush: 
To Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Railway Co........ ......... $5.53 
Pennsylvania Company........ 6.48 
Risdon Iron and Locomotive 
Works................................. 80.00 
Union Pacific R. R. Company 15.76 
Establishing life-saving stations, 
permanent: 
To JYI. F. Arend ell ...................... .. 
G. A. Bartlett ......................... . 
A. F. Blossom ......... . ............... . 
T.Bagley ............................. .. 
E. W. Carpenter .................... . 
H. E. Davis ............................ . 
B. Deiter ............................... .. 
J.D.Davi'l ...................... ...... .. 
M.A. :McG-owan ................ ... .. 
Michigan Central Iron Co .... .. 
D. J. McMurray .................... . 
N. Peters .............................. .. 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
N.Robbins ........................... .. 
.J.Rumley . .......................... .. 
B. C. Sparrow ........................ .. 
A. Wakelee ............................ . 
C. T. \Vatson, T. Daniels and 
Bell .................................... .. 
Building or purchase of such ves-
sels as may be required for the 
revenue service, permanent: 
ByS. J. Anderson......... $35L.95 
,V. G. Clark.............. 7. 00 
J.B.Groome............ 9.44 
E. L.Heddew........... 15.00 
J. S. Hager............... 391. 36 
T.D . .Jervey............. 4.35 
D.Magone............... 18.00 
F. L. H. Phillips....... 4. 00 
L. Saltonstall ... ........ 15. 00 
816.10 






















To .J. Magoffin.............................. 11.33 
Deduct from repayments: 
By .T. J. Cocke................ $1.19 
.J. V. Harris..... ......... . 64 
J. Magoffin..... ......... 11.33 
13.16 
Excess of repayments.................. 1. 83 
Compensation in lieu of moieties, 
l>l87, act of August 4, 1886: 
To C. F. Bailey ............... ............ .. 
Q. A. Brooks ........................ .. 
0. W. Cutler ......................... .. 
.J. J. Cocke ........................... .. 
D. J. Campau ........................ . 
T. A. Cummings ................... .. 
.J.P. Don worth .............. ....... .. 
P. V. Grolph ......................... .. 
.J. B. Groome ......................... .. 
E. L. Hedden ......................... . 
.J.S.Hager ........................... .. 
A.A.Hanscomb "'" ............ .. 
B.F . .Jonas ....... .................... .. 
W. Livingstone, jr ................. . 
S.D. Leavitt ........................ .. 
D.l\'lagone ............................ .. 
.J.Magoffin .......................... .. 
N.B.Nutt ............................... . 
W.Reed ............................... .. 
L. Saltonstall ........................ .. 
B. B. Smalley .......... . ............ .. 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Compensation in lieu of moieties, 
1il87, act of August4, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To A. F. Seeberger ....•...•............ .. 
0. L. Threlkeld ..................... .. 
G. W. Warren ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. L. Hedden............ $19. 8.3 
J. Magoffin ..... :........ 15.18 
Salarie& and traveling expenses of 
agents at seal fisheries inAlaska, 
18!;6: 
To A. P. Loud ............................ .. 
J. P. Manchester ................... .. 
T.F.Ryan .................... . ........ . 
G. R. Tingle .......................... .. 
Salaries and traveling expenses of 
agents at seal fisheries inAlaska, 
1885: 
ToT. F. Ryan ............................ .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By T. F. Ryan............... $600. 00 
G. R. Tingle ............ 309. 25 

















Salaries and traveling expenses of 
agents at seal fisheries inAlaska, 
1885 and 1886: 
To A. P. Loud ........................... .. 
J. H. 1\Ioulton ....................... . 
G. Wardman .......................... . 
Salaries and traveling expenses of 
agents at seal fisheries in Alaska, 
1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ........................ . 
W. Gavitt ............. .... ........... ... . 
A. P.Loud ............................. . 
J. P. Manchester ................... . 
T. F. Ryan.···· -· ······················· 
G. R. Tingle .......................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Pt·otection of sea-otter hunting 
grounds and seal fisheries in 
Alaska, 1886: 














=== Quarantine stations for neat-cattle, 
1887: 
To N.J. Colman .......................... . 
Quarantine stations for neat-cattle, 
1886 and prior years: 
To N.J. Colman ......................... .. 
Draping public buildings: 
To W.A.Baldwin ...................... . 
W. Cald\vell ......................... .. 
J. Cadwalader ....................... . 
F.N.Dow ............................... . 
E. L. Hedden ......................... . 
T.J.Hobbs ........................... .. 
C. Krez .................................. . 
I. B. Poucher .......................... . 
H. F. Pickels ......................... . 
A. G. Mallory ....................... . 
B. B. Smalley ......................... . 















Draping public buildings-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J. Spalding ........................... .. 








Treasury Department.. ........ .. 
E. H. Webster ...................... .. 
R. Worthington ................... .. 
c. M. Whiting ...................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. L. Hedden ........................ .. 






ToW. S. Stanton.......................... 3,000.00 
Lubec Narrows 1 igh t-station, 
Maine: 
To W.S. Stanton.......................... 500.00 
Hero Island light, Vermont: 
To J. Millis................................... 4, 000. 00 
New Bedford beacon light, Mas-
sach usetts: 
ToW. S. Stanton ......................... . 
Revenue marine store-house, 
Woods Roll, Massachusetts: 
To C. W. Anthony ..................... .. 
G. A. Bartlett .................... . 
Mercury Publishing Co ........ . 
W. H. Molthrop & Co .......... .. 
Sakonnet Point light-station, 
Rhode Island : 
By J. C. Duane.............. $26. 52 
Gould Island light-station, Rhode 
Island: 
To J. Millis ................................. .. 
Castle Hill light-station, Rhode Isl-
and: 
To J. Millis .................................. . 
Gull Rocks lig·ht-station, Rhode Isl-
and: 
To J. Millis ................................. .. 
Hog Island Shoal light-ship, Rhode 
Island: 
To A. E. Benham ....................... .. 
Saybrook beacon-light, Connecti-
cut: 
To J. Millis ............................ .... .. 
Deduct from repayment: 
By J. C. Duane ............................. . 
Excess of repayment ......... .. 
Hell Gate elect.ric light, New York: 
By J. C. Duane ............... $2, 609. 44 
Elm Tree light-station, New York: 
To J. Millis ................................. .. 
Lights on Hudson River, New 
York: 
By J. C. Duane............... $214.08 
Whitehall Narrows light-station, 
New York: 
To T.J.Millis .............................. .. 
Romer Shoal light-station, New 
York: 
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1886-'87. 
Watch Point light-station, New 
York: 
· To J. Millis .................................. . 
Fourteen-foot Bank light-station, 
Delaware Bay: 
CUSTOMS. 
Lights for channels leading to Pen-
sacola, Florida: 
$500.00 ToW. H. Heuer .......................... . 
Re-establishment of light-houses, 
Texas: 
$100.00 
To J. C. Mallery ...........•.....•........• !2, 000. 00 To W. H. Heuer........................... 7, 500.00 
J. Millis .................................. . 538.22 === 
Dutch Gap light-station, Virginia: 
To J.F. Gregory .......................••.• 
Bush Bluff light-station, Virginia: 
To J.F.Gregory ....•...••.•..•..•..••••••• 
J. Millis ................................. .. 
Winter Quarters Shoal light-ship, 
Virginia: 
To A. E. K. Benham ................... .. 










By A. E. K. Benham.................... 15. 95 
Cape Charleslight-ship,Virginia: 
'.ro A. E. K. Benham .................... . 
H. F. Picking ...•.•••..•.....••........ 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. E. K. Benham .................... . 
Plantation light-station, Chesa-
peake Bay, Virginia: 
To J. Millis ............................ ,.. ... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. F. Gregory ......................... . 









Croaton light-station, North Caro-
lina: 
~o J. F. Gregory ......................... . 
Dog River Bar and Choctaw Pass 
Channel, Alabama: 
ToW. H. Heuer ........................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. H. Heuer ........................ . 
Florida Reef beacons, Florida: 
'.ro W. H. Heuer .......................... .. 
Deduct from payment: 
By W. H. Heuer ........................... . 
Excess of repayment ............. . 
Mosquito Inlet light-station, Flor-
ida: 









.Anolote Keys light-station, Florida:-== 
'.ro W. H. Heuer........................... 27,000. 00 
Cape San Blas light-station, Flor-
ida: 
By W. H. Heuer.......... $98.93 
Apalachicola range-lights, Florida: 
ToW. H. Heuer ......................... . 
Rebecca Shoal llght-station, Flor-
ida: 
By W. H. Heuer............... $22.60 
600.00 
Port Sanilac light-station, Michi-
gan: 
'J.'o S. M. Mansfield ........ : ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. M. Mansfield ..................... . 
Pipe Island light-station, Michi-
Tg~~ M. Mansfield ....................... . 
To J. Millis ................................... . 
St. Mary'sRiverrangelights, Michi-
gan: 
To S.M. Mansfield ....................... . 
J.Millis ................................. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. M. Mansfieid ...................... . 
Seul Choix Point light-station, 
Michigan: 
To S.M. Mansfield ....................... . 
Grosse Pointe light-ship, Michigan: 
To H. T. Elmer ............................ . 
J. Millis ................................. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. T. Elmer ............................. . 
Grand Island light-station, Michi-
gan: 
To S. M. Mansfield ..................... .. 
Cape Orford light-station, Oregon: 
To C. F. Powell .......................... .. 
Two Harbors light-station, Minne-
sota: 
To S. M. Mansfield ...................... .. 
Milwaukee light-station, Wiscon-
sin: 
To S. M. Mansfield ...................... . 
North west Seal Rock light-station, 
California: 
To A. H. Payson ......................... . 
Angel Island fog-signal, Califor-
nia: 
To A. H. Payson .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. H. Payson ......................... .. 
Point Sur light-station, California: 
To A. H. Payson .......................... . 
J. W.Philip ......................... .. 





























To J. F. Gregol'y .......................... 400.00 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Survey of light-house sites, 1886: 
By J. C. Duane .............. $250.00 
J. F. Gregory............ 171.12 
C. F, Powell.............. 357.33 
778.45 
Maintenance of lighted buoys, 
1S86: 
To A. E. K. Benham ................... . 
Steam tender for the fourth light-
house district: 
To A. E. K. Benham .................. .. 
H. F. Picking ....................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. E. K. Benham .................. .. 
Laboratory of the Light-House 
Board: 
By J. C. Duane .............. $1,732.46 







To C. H. West.............................. 6. 95 
Steam revenue vessel for Missis-
sippi River: 
To G. A. Bartlett ......................... . 





Lighting the Statue of Liberty, 
New York: 
To J. Millis ................................. .. 
Payment to importers,excess of de-
posits: 
To Arnold, Constable & Co .......•• 
R. A. Auffmordt, Hessenberg. 
D. H. Arnold & Co ................ . 
H. Arnold & Co ..................... . 
C. A. Auffmord & Co ............. .. 
E. Armstrong ........................ .. 
Arnold, Rothfeld & Co ......... .. 
T. Allesheimer ..................... .. 
C. C. Abell & Oo ................... .. 
Austin, Nichols & Co ............. . 
Alburger, St.oer & Co ............ .. 
Abbott & Co ........... , ............. .. 
Jere :Abbott & Co .................. . 
Alms & Doepke ................... .. 
Astheimer Brothers ............. .. 
M.H.Arnot .......................... . 
Benkard & Hatton ............... .. 
N.P.Banks .......................... .. 
W. H. Bradley ....................... . 
S. Bergenkoekel. ................... . 
Brigg, Entz & Co ................... . 
F. Beck &Co ........................ .. 
H. Bernheimer, Son & Co ..... .. 
N.Bloom ............................... . 
F. Butterfield & Co ................ . 
Bliss, Douglass & Co ............. .. 
J. Bottomley ......................... . 
B. Blumenthal & Co ............. .. 
Babcock Bros. & Co .............. . 
J. Byrne & Co ........................ . 
A. C. Babson .......................... . 
J.Brand ................................ . 
Belloni & Co ......................... .. 
.J . .J. Bailey & Co .................... . 
Brown, Durrell & Co ............. . 
Best & Russell & Co ............. .. 
Burley & Tyrrell ................... . 
Burke, Walker & Co .............. . 
Brown, De Turck & Co .......... . 
Bart& Hickox ....................... . 
Martin Bates, jr., & Co " ....... .. 
J. Cadwalader ....................... . 













































Payment to importers, excess of de-
posits-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To H. B. Claflin & Co ................... . 
Coffin & Hurlbut .................. ., 
Christ. Jay & Co .................... . 
Calhoun, Rollins & Co .......... .. 
F. Cottenot and Atherton ..... . 
W. Cunninghan & Son .......... .. 
Camus & Thomas .................. . 
Churchman & Co .................. .. 
J. C. Chaffin & Co ................. .. 
Coleman, Mead & Co ............. . 
Claflin, Larrabee & Co ...... : ... . 
W. Caldwell ........................... . 
Chapin & Gore ...................... . 
W. Cochrane .......................... . 
Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co ....... . 
Cook &Bros .......................... . 
S. P. Crosswell & Co ............. .. 
Clark, Post & Martin .............. · 
Duden&Co .......................... . 
B. Dietz .................................. . 
W. B. Deacon ......................... . 
Downing, Sheldon & Co ........ . 
Dieckerhoff, Raffioer & Co .... . 
Dinkalapie & Oppenheimer .. . 
De Bary & Scherpenhausen 
&T.D.Bary ....................... . 
R.Donald ............................... . 
.J. Domarque & Co ................ .. 
R. F. Downings & Co., Down-
ing, Sheldon & Co ............ .. 
J.F.Donnell& Co ................ .. 
E. Douglass & Co ................. .. 
Estabrook & Eaton .............. . 
I. S. Erdmann & Co ............. .. 
J. B. Erhardt ......................... .. 
J. Elliott & Co ...................... .. 
N. Erlanger ........................... . 
N.Erlanger ............................ . 
Enneking Bros ...................... . 
H. Enneking, Harthmeyer & 
Co ...................... ................. . 
M.Ehert ............................... .. 
Edson, Kieth & Co ................ . 
.J. V. Farwell & Co ................ .. 
P. A. Frasse & Co ................... . 
Flieschmann & Co ................ . 
.J. A. Fischer & Aschenburg .. . 
F . .J. C. Ferris & Co ............... .. 
A. & D. Flesh ......................... . 
G. W. Faber ........... : .............. . 
H. Fogg&Co ........................ .. 
Fleitmann & Co .................... . 
Fisk, Clark & Flagg ............. .. 
H. Fleming ........................... . 
E. Fougera & Co .................... . 
Farnam & Graef .................... . 
Falkner, Bell & Co ................ . 
S. Fugust & Son ..................... . 
A. Frothmann & Co ............... . 
Folwell Bros. & Co ............... .. 
A. Giese & Glocke ................ .. 
E. P. Gleason M'f'g Co .......... .. 
H.Goebler .......................... .. 
W. H. Graef & Co ................... . 
.J. W. Goddard & Son ............. . 
Gabriel & Schall ................... .. 
G.Gravitz ............................. .. 
R.Gough .............................. .. 
F. Gottschalk ......................... . 
Grever, Fan german & Co ...... .. 
C. Glanz ............................... .. 
A.S.Gage & Co ..................... .. 
Grommes & Ullrick ............. .. 
C. Gossage & Co ................... .. 
J.Girmscheid ......................... . 
J. W. Goetz & Co .................... . 
Guttwi1lig & Schiff ............... .. 
Gutman Bros ....................... .. 
Gilman, Collamore & Co ....... . 
Gay&Wolf ........................... . 
Guiterman Bros ................... .. 


















































































134 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Payment to importers, excess of de-
posits-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Gfll way & Casado ................ .. 
II. Herrman, Sternbach & Co. 
Herter Bros .......................... .. 
Hirshfeld & Stern ................. . 
F. Hoose ............................... .. 
F. A. Hirsch ........................... . 
H. Hennequin & Co ............. .. 
Hecht Bros ............................ .. 
Healy &Co ........................... .. 
Holbrook Bros ...................... . 
Habicht, Scrivener & Uo ....... .. 
G. G. Hagner .......................... .. 
Harrington & Goodman ...... .. 
C. F. Hovey & Co .................. .. 
Hyneman Bros ..................... .. 
Hawley, Folsom & Marten .. . 
A. H. Hardy & Co ................. . 
E.N.Hurlbut ......................... . 
F. A. Hardy & Co .................. .. 
Hamburger, Bros. & Co ....... .. 
Haas & Weiss ..................... .. 
Hall & Ruckel. ..................... .. 
G. Houston ............................ .. 
.J. S. Hager ............................. . 
H.Ives .................................. .. 
E. S . .Jaffray & Co ................ .. 
H . .Jacoby & Co ...................... . 
B. F . .Jonas ............................. . 
.J. Kayser ............................... . 
Kohn, Adler & Co ................ .. 
Kilgour, Coffin & Co ............. . 
L. & ~I. l{ahn ....................... . 
Kunhardt & Co ..................... . 
Kaselier & Androvette ......... .. 
A. Klepstein ......................... .. 
F. Kroeber ........................... .. 
KnastBros. & Co .................. .. 
'1'. R. Keator & Co ................ .. 
Kurtz, Stubock & Co ............ .. 
Kantzler & Hargis ................ . 
W.Korn &Co ....................... . 
A. A. Low Bros .................... . 
Lehmoier Bros ..................... .. 
Lakey & Dubord .................. . 
Lesher, Whitman & Co ........ . 
.J. Lowenthal & Co ............... .. 
Lottimer & Large and Lotti-
mer & Ellery ...................... . 
Levi Bros ............................... . 
A. Loesch ............................... . 
Levy & Levis ........................ .. 
Lally & Collins ............ , ........ .. 
I,ally, Lynch & Collins ......... .. 
.J. H. Lesher &Co ................ .. 
.J. B. Lippincott & Co ........... .. 
Lindauer Bros. &Co ............. .. 
Lehman & Kinsman ............ .. 
Lyon & Healy ....................... . 
I~ozando, Pendas & Co ........... . 
B. Loebenthal and T.W. Dell, 
executors of M. Rolieght, 
deceased ........................... . 
Lewis, Brown & Co .............. .. 
March Bros., Pierce & Co ..... .. 
D. Magone ............................ .. 
Mills & Gibb .......................... . 
Morrison, Harriman & Co ..... . 
1\'lusser Bros ......................... .. 
Meyerheim, Kempner & Co .. . 
M. T. McMahan ................... .. 
.J.D. McBirnie & Co ............. .. 
.J. H. lHapleson ..................... .. 
E. Mom mer & Co .................. .. 
F. J. Macnaughton & Orr ...... . 
W. F. Milton & Co ................ .. 
.J. A. Moas & Co .................... . 
Montgomery& Co ................. . 
Marcial & Co ......................... .. 
T. W. Morris & Co ................. . 
.J. Magnire & Co .................... . 
G. V. Morey .......................... . 


















































































Payment to importers, excess of de-
posits-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To McCollum, Crouse & Slean ... .. 
M. E. McDowell & Co .......... .. 
L. Manasse ........................... .. 
Mandel Bros ......................... .. 
Max Van Augern ................... . 
Marshall Field & Co .............. . 
.J. Meyer & Bro ..................... .. 
Mayer & Schoenenmann ...... .. 
Meyerheim & Kempner ....... .. 
Moulton & Goodwin .............. . 
W.W.&C.R.Noyes .............. . 
New Haven Clock Company .. 
II. Newman ........................ .. 
R. G. Norris & Co ................ .. 
Newell, Smith & Phillips .... .. 
.J. D. Nordlinger .................... . 
Ne,vton & Hoit ................... . 
Niember, Son & Co ....... : ....... .. 
Naylor & Co ......................... .. 
H. Nordlinger ....................... . 
Newman, Sulzbacher & "\\!. ed-
eler ..................................... . 
P.Netre .................................. . 
Oberteutfer, Abogg & Daen-
iker .................................... .. 
W. H. Peabody & Co ............. . 
W. H. Prego et al. ............. .... .. 
Passavant & Co ................... .. 
S. H. Pearce & Co ................. . 
W. R. Peters &Co ................ .. 
0. W. Pollitz & Co ................ .. 
W. Pickhardt & Kuttroff .... .. 
A. Pierce et al ... ................... .. 
Page,Newell & Co ............... .. 
S. 8. Pierce & Co .................. .. 
C. B. Perkins ........................ .. 
S. Paddon & Co .................... . 
C. W. & E. Partridge & Co ... .. 
H. & S. Pogne ...................... .. 
H. M. Peyser & Co ............... .. 
Reimer & l\iake ................... .. 
S. Rosenberg & Co ............... .. 
Rensy & Smith ..................... .. 
Rothfeld, Stern & Co ............ .. 
Rothschild Bros. & Co .......... . 
Rothe & Lips ........................ .. 
Roberts, Cushman & Co ....... .. 
Root & Sons Music Company 
A Rickard ........................... .. 
L. E. Sorafford & C. H. Philo 
S. H. Stearns ........................ .. 
Strobel & Wilker ................... . 
A. F. Seeberger ...................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin & Co ......... .. 
Scott Bros., ........................... .. 
Schulten & Hurd .................. . 
Strauss, Kupfer & Co ............. . 
E. Schumacher & Co ............. .. 
H. Steinhardt & Bros ............ .. 
F. S. Schlisinger and Schl isin-
ger & Anderson ................ .. 
H. H. Schnietering, Strosberg 
&Co ................................... . 
Sinclair & Babson .... ............ .. 
Stone & Rosenbladt .............. . 
L. A. Solomon & BroR .......... .. 
P. Scharet· & Co ...................... . 
Sgobel & Day ......................... . 
F. G. Strohmeyer & Co .......... . 
Schorestine Freres ................ . 
C . .J. Stevens ......................... .. 
Semon Bache & Co .............. . 
Simons, Hatch & Whitten .... ,. 
SeaYey, Foster & Bowman .... . 
G. W. Sheldon & Co ............. .. 
A. Shire .................................. . 
W. H. Schimpferman & Co .... . 
Sprague, Warner & Co ......... .. 
L. Saltonstall ......................... . 
N.Samuel ............................ .. 
Strobel & Wilkens ............... .. 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
----------------,.----------------------
Payment to importers, excess of de-
posits-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
ToM. S. Shapligh & Co .............. . 
Jno.Shillito ......................... .. 
Strawbridge & Clothier ....... .. 
Simpson & Co ....................... . 
E.Thielle .............................. .. 
C. L. Tiffany ......................... .. 
G. H. Thuermauer ................ .. 
Thirion, Waillard & Co .......... . 
D. H. Tully & Co .................... . 
The ElginNational Watch Co 
~: ~~;~~~~-~~~-~-~~::::::::::::::: 
E. K. Tryon, jr., & Co ........... . 
E. Unkart ............................... . 
C. Van Pustan ...................... .. 
Vergho, Ruhling & Co .......... . 
F. Vietor & Achelis ................ . 
C. H. Vom Baur ...................... . 
P.R. Woodman .................... . 
Werner, Itechner & Co .......... . 
Wilson & Bradbury ............. .. 
W. R. Woodward et al .......... .. 
A. &E. Wallach ...................... . 
D. Wylie ............................... .. 
D. V. N. Williams .................. .. 
Wetmore, Coyder & Co .......... . 
G. W olfns & Co ...................... . 
L. Weddingen & Co ............. . 
R .. ·williamson & Co ............. .. 
A. Wimpfheimer & Co ......... .. 
P. Wright & Son ................... .. 
W.Wiese ............................... . 
W. H. Wisner & Co .............. . 
H. Wolff & Co ...................... .. 
P. Weiderer .......................... . 
J. Wakeman & Co ................. . 
.T. Wanamaker ...................... . 
H. Wolf .................................. . 
J.Wagner ............................ .. 
Waldo Bros ......................... .. 
Wilson Bros ........................ .. 
J.H.Walke:P&Co ............ _ ... 
L. Windmuller& Roelker .... .. 
T. Wilson ............................... . 
J. Wi?k.elmeyer Brewing As-
sociation ............................ .. 
C. W. YulLe & Co ................... . 
E. Yard, jr., & Co ................. . 
Yard, Gilmore & Co. and E. 
Yard &Co .......................... . 
Young. Walton & Co ............ .. 
Otto Young & Co ................ .. 
Young, Smyth, Field & Co .... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By D.l\1agone ............................ .. 























































Repayments to importers, excess 
of deposits, charges, and com-
mission cases: 
To A. H. Hildick ........................ .. 224.46 
Repayments to importers, excess of --= 
fie posits prior to July 1, 1883: 
To If. W. Hofl'man....................... .39 
Repayments to importers, excess of -= 
deposits, no limit: 
To S. J. Anderson ........................ . 
Alburger, Stoer & Co .............. . 
Anheuser Busch Brewing Co .. 
Ashley & Mitchell ................ .. 
Alms & Doepke ................... .. 
E.E.Ayer ............................ .. 
T. B. Armstrong .................... . 












Carried forwa1·d .............. --6, 429. 59 
Repayments to importers, excess ~f 
deposits, no limit-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Austin, Haldin & Co .............. . 
D. H. Arnold & Co ................ .. 
E. H. Allen ............................. . 
A. H. Abbott & Co ................. . 
L. Arnslaedt & Co ................ .. 
J. H. Archer ......................... . 
A. C. Babson ......................... .. 
J.Brand ............................... .. 
A. D. Bissell .......................... . 
Banghart Bros . . ................. .. 
J. C. Byxbee ......................... .. 
J. B. Battelle ......................... .. 
Burley & Tyrrell .................. .. 
Burke, Walker& Co ............. .. 
D.O.Barr ............................. .. 
J.R. Brierly ......................... .. 
J. J. Bailey & Co .................... . 
W. L. Bancroft ...................... . 
Benkard & Hutton ................ . 
J. Burns ............................... .. 
H.H.Brown .......................... . 
Bart & Hickox ....................... . 
Boardman &Small ............... .. 
H.O.Blom ............................ .. 
E. A. Booth ........................... .. 
Best, Russell & Co ................. . 
Brown, De Turck & Co .......... .. 
Brown, Durrell & Co .............. . 
J.Burns ............................... .. 
A. Booth & Son ...................... . 
E. vV. Brownlow & Co ........... . 
B. Blumenthal& Co .............. .. 
Benziger Bros ....................... . 
G. Borgfeld & Co .................... . 
R. Blankenburg& Co ........... .. 
Benjamin & Caspary ............. .. 
Brig-g, Entz & Co ................... . 
Brown, Thomson & Co .......... . 
F. C. Boucher ........................ .. 
L. L. Bailey & Co .................... , 
E. Berend .............................. . 
Balfour, Guthrie & Co ........... . 
J. W. Beardsley & Son ........... . 
T.Brown ................................ . 
E. Blackburn & Co ................. . 
F.Berly ................................. . 
P. Barnard & Co .................... . 
Baldwin, Guthrie & Co ......... .. 
R.B. Book ............................ .. 
J. Cadwalader ....................... . 
0. W. Cutler ........................ . 
R. L.Cropley ........................ .. 
Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co ........ . 
W. Cochrane .......................... . 
Celestino Palacio & Co .......... .. 
Claflin, Larrabee & Co .......... .. 
,V. G. Clark .......................... . 
W. Caldwell .......................... . 
C. C. Collins .......................... . 
A. Cornelet ........................... . 
W.Caverns ........................... .. 
A. Caproni. ........................... .. 
N. L. Case ........................... .. 
Cruz Bros ............................ .. 
F. H. Clark .......................... . 
C. A. Cooke .......................... . 
Coleman, Mead & Co-·········· 
Cook & Bros ......................... . 
California Southern R. R. Co. 
M. Chamberlain ................... . 
A. W. Chandler .................... . 
J. H. Cozzens ........................ .. 
S. Cathro ............................ .. 
D . .J. Campaw ....................... . 
S. P. Crosswell& Co ............. .. 
J. B. Chambers & Co ............. . 
G·. B. Cann ........................... .. 
J. A. Cook ............................ .. 
W. T. Colen1an .................... .. 
Calerdine Bros & Co ............ .. 
Clark, Post & Martin ............ . 



















































































136 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Repayments to importers, excess of 
deposits, no limit-Continued. 
Brought. forward ............. . 
To Chicago,Burlingtonand Quin-
cyR.R ............................... . 
Clavaroe &Son ...................... . 
Cooper & Ccmard ................. . 
S. A. Castle & Co ................... . 
G. B. Cross & Co .................. .. 
City Button Works ............... . 
Calhoun, Robins & Co .......... . 
H. B. Claflin & Co ................. . 
E. Campodonico ..................... . 
J. Campodonico ................... . 
R.F.Dodge ............. .............. .. 
J. T. Donnell & Co ................ .. 
W. H. Daniels ....................... . 
Detroit, Bell Island and Wind-
sor Ferry Company ........... . 
Dickson, De Wolf & Co ........ . 
DeLung & Seaman ................ . 
F. Diersson & Bros ............... .. 
J. W. Doane & Co ................ .. 
M. Daniel ............................. . 
S.C. Davis & Co .................... . 
Dickerhoff, Roflloer & Co .... .. 
Desney & Tompkins ........... .. 
I. Driefuss ............................... . 
Dingelsledt. & Co .................... . 
C. Denis ................................. .. 
C. R. Dudley ......................... .. 
Douglass, Berry & Co ............ .. 
D.P. Eells .............................. .. 
Estabrook & Eaton ............... .. 
J. R. Edwards ....................... .. 
Export Storage Company ..... . 
N. Erlanger ..... ...................... . 
Edson, Moore & Oo ................ . 
J.R.Ford & Co ...................... . 
S. Fugnet & Son .................... . 
A.Frohmann&Co ................. . 
H. Fleming ......... .................. .. 
Fisk, Clarke & Flagg ............. . 
Fleischmann & Co ................ .. 
J. V. Farwell & Co ............... .. . 
G. F. Foster& Co ................... .. 
W.F.Floyd &Son ................ .. 
Franklin McVeagh &Co ...... .. 
J.deFremery & Co ............... .. 
Fuller & Fuller Company ..... . 
Folwell Bros. & Co ............... .. 
Forbes & Wallace ................ .. 
L. H. Flersheim ...................... . 
Fox Bros. & Co ...................... . 
T. A. Findlay ........................ .. 
Fiedler, Moeldner & Co ........ . 
Falkner, Bell & Co ................. . 
M. L. Falk & Co ...................... . 
A. & D. Flesh ........................ . 
G.W.Faber ............................ . 
Frank &Co ............................ . 
Fleitmann & Co .................... , 
F. J. C. Ferris & Co ........... ...... . 
Gabriel & Schall ................... .. 
J.B.Groom ........................... .. 
J. T. Gathright ....................... . 
A. S. Gage & Co ...................... . 
J. W.Goetz &Co ................... .. 
Grommes & Ulrich ................ . 
H. J. Gunn ........................... .. 
J.Gilluly .............................. .. 
E.R.Grant ............................ . 
Gutvillig & Schiff ................ .. 
Gutman Bros ........................ .. 
E. Guest ................................ . 
W.J.Gordon ........................ .. 
Gilman, Oollemore & Co ...... . 
Gay &Wolff ......................... .. 
·Gill & Loatz ......................... .. 
J.Gerson ............................... . 
G. R. Gibson .......................... . 
~~~fi.h&~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
J. C. Grubb & Co ................... .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 
CUSTOMS. 
















































































Repayments to importers, excess of 
deposits, no limit-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J. M. Gilbert & Co ................. . 
Healey&Co .......................... . 
Holbrook Bros ...................... . 
H. Hermann, Sternbach & Co. 
E. L. Heddon ......................... . 
J.S.Hager ............................ .. 
E. N. Hurlbut & Co ................ . 
C. C. Hubbard ........................ . 
W. Howland: ......................... . 
Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & 
Co ..................................... .. 
M. Henderson ...................... .. 
Hay & Prentice & Co .......... .. 
Habicht, Scrivener & Co ....... .. 
J.Hayes ................................ . 
G. F. Holmes ......................... . 
Hinckley Bros. & Co ............. . 
Hatheway & Co .................... . 
Haas & Weiss ...................... .. 
Hall & Ruckel. ...................... . 
Harrington & Goodman ....... .. 
H. H. Hayden ....................... .. 
J.N.Heard ............................ . 
J.J.Haynes ......................... .. 
J. F. Higgie ........................... .. 
G. Hinds ............................... . 
F. A. Hardy & Co .................. .. 
G. Houston ........................... .. 
Henderson Bros ................... .. 
J. Hobson .............................. .. 
J.Hodgson ........................... .. 
H. Hitchcock & Co ............... .. 
Hodges Bros .......................... . 
Hermann, Baker & Co ........... . 
C. F. Hovey & Co .................. .. 
Herman, Bernheimer, Son & 
Co ...................................... .. 
Hoerlin & Kuoperberg ......... .. 
W. H. Horstman & Sons ........ . 
Holzinger & Bruckheimer ... _ 
Hardt, Von Bemuth & Co .... .. 
O.Hilmer ............................... . 
Hayward & Hutchinson ....... . 
C. C. Hammond .................... .. 
Hecht Bt·os ........................... .. 
A. Haager & Waldburger ..... .. 
P.J.Hale .............................. .. 
H. R. W. Hartwig & Co ......... .. 
Horstmann,Von Rein & Co ... 
Hoyt, Metal & Co ................ .. 
A. H. Hildeck ........................ .. 
Hall &Willis Hardware Co ... 
T.Irvin .................................. . 
H.Ives .................................. .. 
C. A. In gals ........................... . 
W. D. Johnston .. ,. ................ .. 
T. F. Johnson ...................... .. 
B. F. Jonas ............................ . 
R. C. Jenison & Son .............. . 
T. D. Jerveys ......................... . 
G. 'V'. Jackman .................... .. 
H. Jeffreys ............................ .. 
0. Jaffe &Pinkus .................. .. 
Jeselsohn & Co ..................... .. 
J. & C. Johnston .................. .. 
Jordan, Marsh & Co ............ .. 
Knost Bros. & Co .................. . 
G.Kean ................................ .. 
Kohn, Adler & Co ................. . 
C.Krez .................................. .. 
A.M. Kuhn ............................ .. 
J.King ................................. .. 
W.Koen&Co ...................... . 
L. Kramer ............................. . 
J.Keenan .............................. . 
J.Keager ............................... . 
Kantzler& Hargis ................. . 
Kuh, Nathan & Fischer ........ . 
J.King .................................. .. 
O.Kelly ................................. . 
C.Kell .................................. .. 
















































































634,635.72 Carried forward............... 1, 424, 62:5. 83 
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1886-'87. CUSTOMS. 
Repayments to importers, excess of I 
deposits, no limit-Continued. 
Brought forward ..........••.• $1,424, 625. 83 ! 
To Kempner & Weil.................... 4.55 
A. Klipstein ...... .......•• .....• ...... l. 05 
Ketelson & Degetan. ...••. ........ 303. 20 
P.J.Kearney & Bros.............. 1,217.80 
T. A. Kochs ............................ 46.80 
S. Kashland & Co. .................. 347. 40 
W. Livingston,jr .................... 1, 300. 00 
R. D. Lancaster........... ............ 8, 111. 88 
B. F. Long .............................. 41.00 
Lyon & Healy........................ 1, 348. 80 
J. Lafountain.......................... 248.45 
T.Larson ................... .......... 31.55 
F. Lepire ............................... " I. 26 
W. A. Leonard......... ............... 5. 00 
Lilienfeld Bros. &Mayer....... 30.75 
L. Lemsan .. . ...... ... ...... .. ....... ... . 72 
Lozano, Pendas & Co............. 28. 50 
Lord, Owen & Co................... 18. 00 
J.Lago............................. ...... 55.51 
C.l\1. Livingston..................... 97.50 
J. B. Lippincott & Co.............. 268. 30 
Locke, IIuleath & Co. . . . ... ...... 3. 00 
B. Loebenthal and T.W. Dell, 
executors of M. Raleigh, de-
ceased ................................. . 
B. Low ............. ., .................... . 
Lewis, Brown & Co .............. .. 
L.Lyon ............................. ..... . 
B . .P.Lee ............................... .. 
W.S.Loggie ................... ...... .. 
E.S.Levi .............................. . 
D. A. Lindsay .................... . .... . 
W. H. Lyon & Co ................... . 
J~eon, Levy & Bros ........ ....... .. 
M. Livingston ........................ . 
Lasker & Benstein ............... .. 
A. E. Leicht ....................... ..... . 
Lindeke, Warner & Schur-
meier ................................ .. 
C. W. Lautenbach & Co ......... .. 
Lestan & Has hagen .............. .. 
Lawson Bros ......................... . 
G. Lindenberg & Co .............. . 
J. Levy & Bros ...................... .. 
J. & M. Lehman .................... .. 
J.Lowenthal & Co ................ .. 
Livi Bros ............................... . 
A. C. Lombard & Sons .......... .. 
London and San Francisco 
Bank .................................. . 
Marcial & Co ......................... . 
C. E. Morris ............................ . 
Mandel Bros ......................... .. 
J.J.McGuire ......................... . 
W. J. McKinnie ..................... .. 
T. W. Morris & Co ................ . 
Marshall Field & Co ............. .. 
L.C.Marin ............................. . 
M. E. McDowell & Co ........... .. 
T.B, Marsh & Co ................... . 
G. Morris ................................ . 
W.R.Mayo ........................... .. 
J. McWilliams ..................... .. 
March Bros., Pierce & Co ...... . 
H. B. Moore ........................... . 
H. Morton ............................ .. 
W. H. McLean ...................... .. 
J. lVIarshall. ................... ....... .. 
A. B. Morton & Son ............... .. 
D. F. McRae .......................... . 
J. W. Mason & Co .................. . 
Metzler, Rothschild & Co ....... . 
Meyer & Schoenemann ........ .. 
L. Marsasse ............................ . 
D. MacM.Niven& Co ............. . 
J. 1\foller & Co ....................... . 
Murkley, Alling & Co ........... . 
R.Maurer .............................. . 
Mullin Bros. & Co ................ .. 
N. Matson & Co ..................... . 
K.McRae .............................. . 
203.60 






















































Oa.rried forward...... .. ....... 1, 481, 843. 02 
Repayments to importers, excess of 
deposits, no limit-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $1, 481, 843. 02 
To Mayer, Engel & Co................. 1. 00 
Moulton & Good win............... 127. 10 
C. A. 1\liester & Co ......... ........ 19. 50 
J. L. Morrison & Co................ 92. 40 
M. McGinnis & Co.................. Ill. 20 
J. F. McDermott..................... 1.10 
A. Margern............................. 12.37 
E. A. Morrison. .... .................. 38.00 
D. Magone........................ . .... 2, 907,727.73 
J. Morgan ..... . ...... ........ ......... 3, 009. 60 
Morrison, Herrman & Co....... 4, 726. 30 
Musser Bros........................... 2, 665. 60 
Mills & Gibb............. .............. 20, 120. 60 
H. D. May & Co................. ...... 16. 83 
F. Martins ............... ........ . ...... 129.00 
Meyer, Wilson & Co............... 6, 823.26 
F. W. Meyers & Co.................. 95. 47 
W. H. McLyman........ ....... .... .. I, 000. 00 
Manlove &Co......................... 7. 70 
J.McCreery & Co........... . ....... 25.00 
E. Melchess .................. ... ...... .• 266. 40 
J. W. Martin...... ..................... 200.00 
Mueller & Westfall................. 643.10 
H. Matier & Co...... ................. 2, 680.75 
Menke & Frankel & Co......... 953.00 
0. G. Mayer .. ......................... 322.40 
E. Mommer & Co.................... I, 132.00 
A. R. McCown & Co................ 599. 55 
Meyer & Dickinson ............... 751. 05 
Mihalovitch, Fletcher & Co... 8.15 
Newman, Sulzbacher & Wed-
eles ......................... .... ....... .. 
New Bedford Cordage Co .... .. 
W. W. & C. R. Noyes ............. .. 
J. Nickerson & Co ................ .. 
P. Nettre ............................... .. 
Newburger, Messner & Co ... .. 
Noyes, Smith & Co ............... .. 
Nicholas & Farnsworth ........ . 
D. B. Odette .......................... .. 
Oberteuffer, Abegg & Daen-
eker .................................. .. 
Ottenheimer Bros ................ .. 
F. A. Osgood .......................... . 
E. Oelbermann & Co ............. . 
E.Oppe .................................. . 
W. Openhyn & Co ................ .. 
C. W. Partridge & Co ............. . 
J.Palacio .............................. . 
I. B. Poucher ......................... . 
H. W. Peabody & Co ............. . 
B. Perez ................................. . 
H. & S. Pogue ...................... . 
Pascal, Dubedet & Co .......... .. 
Passavant & Co .................... . 
S.S.Pierce &Co ............ ........ . 
Plymouth, Cordage Co .......... . 
D. S. Pearson ......................... . 
W.H.Pra~t ............................ . 
C. D. Peacock ......................... . 
Pitkin & Brooke .................. . 
H, l\1. Peyser & Co ................ .. 
H. Peper ............. .. ................ .. 
J. P~llman & Co ................... .. 
Philadelphia Transportation 
and Lighterage Company .. . 
Partridge & Richardson ....... . 
D. Piaggie, agent ................... . 
W.Reed ................................ . 
J. A. Richardson ................... .. 
A. Ribble ............................... . 
J. Robinson .......................... . 
C. H. Robinson .. ............ ........ . 
Root & Son Music Company .. 
Randall, Goodale & Co .......... . 
A.Rickard ............................ . 
Rudolph , Wurlitzer & Bro .... . 
Reed, Murdoch & Fisher ....... . 
0. H. Russell ......... ................ . 
Roundy & Son ....................... . 

















































Carried forward............... 4, 469, 883. 09 
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--------------·-------~-------------------
Repayments to importers, excess of 
deposits, no limit-Continued, 
Brought forward .............. $4,469,883.09 
To S. Rothkoff.,........................... 40.00 
C. T.Rumpp........................... 221.40 
C. T. Raynolds & Co............... 77.75 
P. L. Pasasco ..... ,, ...... ...... ... ... 1. 31 
L. Rubelli........................... ..... 5. 00 
Strobel & Wilken................... 151. 90 
Sinclair & Babson.................. 1, 522. 60 
Schoresteneferes. ......... ... ........ 278. 40 
B. B. Smalley ........... .... ........... 1, 900. 00 
F, N. Shurtleff..... ................... 1, 000.00 
Semon, Bache & Co ............... 310. 95 
C. J. Stevens ........................ ... 1, 867. 42 
L. Saltonstall.......................... 242, !i98. 15 
C. C. Sweeney ....... ..... .. . ...... ... 2, 750. 00 
J. H. Scott. ............................. 17.43 
C. Smith................................. 16. 51 
A. F. Seeberger....................... 30,125.13 
Slover & Tyler........................ 81. 83 
ii.~~~'::~~~'&'t~:::::::::::::::::: lg: ~~ 
Sweitzer, Sachs & Co. ............ 16. 00 
C. W. Slack ............................. 2. 25 
Sprague, Warner & Co........... 1. 25 
A. Shire................................... 5. 75 
N. Samuel............................... 395. 50 
G. B. Stacy.............................. 22. 75 
M.S. Shapleigh & Co............. 381. 15 
A. Stables................................ 15. 75 
M.S.Smith&Co..................... 9.60 
·w. Scholten & Co. ................. 85. 75 
G. W. Sheldon & Co................ 27.95 
Schweitzler & Beer ...... ......... 91. 00 
Strawbridge & Clothier......... 1, 776. 50 
Simpson & Co ...... ...... ............ 206. 05 
E. H. Sargent & Co................. 2. 95 
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr ......... 3. 35 
G. S. Sloan.............................. 288.17 
Shrouds & Storey................... 13.00 
Surr & Winchester................. 10. 62 
Abe Stein & Co....................... 57.30 
R. Struthers ...... ............... ...... 406. 20 
Siegman Bros......................... 99. 60 
Stern Bros............... . ......... ... 19. 80 
A. Steinhardt & Bros.............. 45. 20 
H. Strahlheim........................ 22.30 
Sweitzer, Penbrook & Co...... 190.00 
E. Scheitlin & Co.................... 329. 00 
I. Samelson & Co.................... 55. 91 
J. Sears................................... 510. 15 
Spielmann & Co..................... 2, 913.70 
Seigmann Bros....................... 634. 55 
A. Steinhardt & Bros............ 1,446.00 
Shoninger, Moses & Co........... 74. 65 
W. L. Stone............................. 20.00 
J. D. Small & Co..................... 10.71 
Sullivan Timber Company..... 43.27 
The John Shill ito Company.. 628.10 
J. R. Townsend & Co.............. 207. 35 
Thirion, Maillard & Co........... 80. 40 
J. B. Taylor & Co................... 4.. 65 
J. Thornburn.......................... 5. 70 
A. A. Thomsor. & Co............. 906.21 
Talcott, Frisbie & Co.............. 104.50 
T. Taylor................................ 2, 048.70 
The Hamberger Company, 
Chica~o ............................... . 
Thayer & Chandler .............. . 
E. K. Tryon, ir., & Co ........... . 
D. D. Tilton, agent.. .............. . 
R. W. Tansell & Co ................ . 
Tefft, Weller & Co ................ .. 
J. Thornton & Co .................. . 
0. F. Townsend .................... .. 
Titus Bros ............................. . 
B. Ullman & Co ................... .. 
Vergho, Ruhling & Co ......... .. 
J. H. P. Voorhies ................... . 
F. Vietor & Achelis ................ . 
C. M. Yom Baur .................... . 
J. 1\'I. Yetta ............................ . 

















Carried forward............... 4, 782,420. 45 
Repayments to importer", excess of 
deposits, no limit-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $4, 782, 420. 45 
To R. Williamson & Co............... 210.10 
J. H. Walker & Co.................. 470.67 
Wilson Bros........................... 2, 873.79 
A.& E. Wallach.................... 82.25 
D. Wylie................................. 191.20 
J. Wagner............................... 48.00 
J. F. Williams......................... 17.50 
J. W. Wilson.................... ...... 13. 40 
J. Weston................................ 5. 78 
H. Welter & Co....................... 32.10 
J. F. Wheaton........................ 1, 000.00 
C. A. Ward.............................. 400. 00 
'\V. Walls' Sons........................ 177.82 
W.J. Walls.............................. 63.70 
Winthrop, Cunningham & 
Sons .................................... . 
J. Wanamaker ..................... .. 
S.Wetmore ........................... . 
R. ·wunderlict ....................... .. 
L. Windmuller & Roelke ....... . 
H.Wolf ................................ .. 
T.Wilson .............................. .. 
B.Weyl ................................. . 
J. Winkkelmeyer Brewing 
Association ........................ .. 
A. Whyte .............................. .. 
F.W.Wolf ..... ...................... .. 
A. Weidmann & Co ................ . 
P. H. White & Co .. " ............... . 
Wyeth Hardware and Manu-
facturing Company ........... .. 
A. Weinpfheim & Co .............. . 
. E. S. Wheeler & Co ............... .. 
J.D. & M. Williams ................ . 
Werner, Itscbner & Co .......... . 
Young, Smyth, Field & Co .... .. 
Zeh & Schenck ....... " ............. . 
W. Zeala.nd ............................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. J. Anderson.......... $986.62 
J. C. Byxbee ............ 748.55 
J. B. Battelle............ 70.11 
A. D. Bissell.............. 79.77 
W. L. Bancroft......... 52.40 
J. Burns................... 93.80 
W.G. Clark.............. 610.37 
0. W. Cuttler. ......... 32.00 
R. L. Cropley........... 91.53 
R. F. Dodge.............. 59.86 
J. Cadwalader......... 453.90 
D. J. Campaw........... 8.43 
J. T. Gathright. ...... 51.10 
E. R. Grant.............. 35. 00 
E. L. Hedden ........... 206, 183. 81 
J. S. Hager.............. 2, 671. 62 
T. F. Johnson.......... 901.72 
T. D. Jervey............ 310.53 
C. Krez..................... 268. 57 
A. M. Kuhn.............. 180.71 
W. Livingston, jr.... 277.90 
R. D. Lancaster........ 811. 88 
W. R. Mayo ...... ,...... 93.01 
C. E. Morris............ 124.92 
W. J. McKinnie....... 32.95 
D. Magone ................ l24,135. 09 
J. J. McGuire........... 502.21 
D. S. Pressom........... 125. 69 
I. B. Poucher........... 493.po 
B. B. Smalley .. ,........ 368.49 
F. N. Shurtleff......... 8.11 
A. F. Seeberger ....... 4,056.81 
J. F. Wheaton...... ... 276.76 
C. A. Ward............... 71.19 
Debentures, drawbacks, bounties, · 
or allowances prior to July 1, 
1883: 






















't, 801, 763. 96 
345,268.41 
4, 456, 495. 55 
236.42 
==== 
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Debentures, drawbacks, bounties, 
or allowances (no limit): 
To S. J. Anderson ........................ . 
J. R. Brierly ..........•................ 
J. C. Byxbee ......................... . 
D. 0. Barr ............................. . 
A. D. Bissell ....... ............ ....... . 
Q. A. Brooks ......................... . 
C.F.Bailey ............................ . 
.J. Cadwalader ...................... . . 
P.Cobb ............ ...................... . 
0. W. Cutler ..........................• 
D. F. Davis ........................... . 
W. H. Daniels .. ....... . ........ ... .. . 
J. E. Dart ............. ............ .. .... . . 
.J. B. Groome ... .............. ........ . 
E. L. Hedden ......................... . 
J. S.Hag-er ..................... ........• 
J. Hobson .................... .......... . 
W.Howland .......................... . 
B. F. Jonas .......... . ................. . 
G. W. Jackson ....................... . 
C.Krez .................................. . 
R. D. Lancaster .................... . 
,V. Livingstone, jr ........... : ..... . 
J. Magoffin ................ ............ . 
J. J. McGuire ................... ..... . 
H. B. Moore ..........................• 
W. J. McKinnie .................... . 
D. Magone ......... , .................. .. 
W. H. Pratt ........................... . 
C. H. Robinson ............ .......... . 
C. W. Roberts .......•............... 
B. B. Smalley ... .................... . 
F. N. Shurtleff ................... .... . 
L. Saltonstall ......................... . 
C. C. Sweeney ....................... . 
A. F. Seeberger ............... . .... .. 
W. H. Sears et al .. .................. . 
T. II. Stokes ......................... . . 
J. F. Wheaton .................... .. . 
C. A. Ward ........................... . . 
D. 0. Watson .................. ....... . 
F. H. Warden •........................ 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. J. Anderson......... $565.91 
H. F. Beecher......... 289.87 
J. Cadwalader ........• 4,039.59 
E. L. Hedden ........... 167, 586. 79 
J. S.Hager ............... 9,320.92 
T. F. Johnson........... 116.00 
G. W. Jackson..... .... 5.49 
C. Krez....... • . .......... 300. 00 
R. D. Lancaster .... ,... 1, 878.08 
J. J. McGuire........... 144.75 
D. Magone ............... 784, 319.78 
J. Magoffin...... ...... . 307.74 
J. McWilliams......... 91.88 
B. B. Smalley........... 2, 563. 61 
A. F. Seeberger........ 2, 627.06 
F. N. Shurtleff......... 85.78 
J. F. Wheaton......... 108.76 
Debentures and othm· charges: 
ToW. M. Harned .. .................... .. 
B. F. Jonas ......... . ................. .. 
A. G. Malloy ...... .............. . .... . 
A. P. Putnmn ....................... . 
0. H. Russell. .................... .. .. . 
L. Saltonstall ......................... . 
Detection and prevention of frauds 
upon the customs revenues,1887: 
To G. A. Bartlett ......................... . 












































8, 400, 443. 29 
974,352.01 











Detection and prevention of frauds 
upon the customs revenue, 1885: 
By G. A. Bartlett ............ $132. 86 
Refunding penalties or charges er-
roneously exacted: 
To D. Gallagher ......................... .. 
Gardner & Thornly ........ ....... . 
E. A. Richardson ................. . 
Spanish schooner Clotilde .. .. .. 
Extra pay to officers and men who 
served in the Mexican war 
revenue marine: 
To D. C. Carson .......................... . 
J. Davis ............ ................... .. 
Eliza A. Fulmeu .................. .. 
J. Lund ... .......................... ..... . 
Refunding moneys erroneously r'e-
ceived and covered into the 
r.rreasury: 
To S. J. Anderson ... .................... . 
H. A. Brown ......... .. ............ . .. 
J. G. Baker ....... ... ..... . ............ . 
J. E. Cady ......... .. .. .. .............. . 
E. S. Cummings .. ............... .. 
Colebrook Publishing Co ... .. . 
El Paso Times, Texas .. ........ .. 
Pacific Mail Steamship Co .... . 
S. E. Randall ......................... . 
ShipJnlius(J. Lingham&Co., 
agents) ................. .. ........... .. 
T. G. F. Wadsworth ..... ......... . 
Unclaimet;l merchandise: 
To A. W. Chandler ................... .. 
R. F. Downing & Co ......... .... .. 
S. V. For naris & Co .............. . 
Giuseppe, Abate Figle .......... .. 
J. B. Horner ......................... .. 
Lawrence, Giles & Co .......... .. 
S. Mioneci ............................. . 
C. Polley ............................... . 
Pine, Forward & Co .............. . 
C. B. Richard & Co ................ . 
A. Sanderson ........................ .. 
Sgobel &Day .................... .... .. 
Services to American vessels ( cus-
toms): 
ToT. J. Arnold .... ; ...................... . 
R. Armstrong .. ,_ ..................... . 
R H. Arbuckle ...................... .. 
J. A. P. Allen ......... ................ . 
I. M. Boardman ..................... . 
E. A. Bragdon ...................... .. 
W. A. Baldwin ...................... .. 
G. F. Bayles .......................... .. 
C. Barney .............................. .. 
J.D. Bowie ............ .. ............... . 
J. Brady,jr ............................ .. 
C. F. Bailey .. .. ........ ................ . 
J. B. Battelle ......................... .. 
J. J. Cocke ............................. . 
G. '\V. Clark ............................ . 
R. L. Cropley ......................... . 
.T. H. Cozzens ......................... . 
P. Cobb ................................... . 
J. Collins ............... .... ............ .. 
J. B. Cox ........ ................... .. .. .. 

























































Carried forward......... ...... 1, 730.10 
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Services to American vessels (cus-
toms)-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
ToP. F. Cogbill .......................... . 
J. Cousens .............................. . 
A.D. Cold ............................... . 
J.W.Cobbs ............................ .. 
W". T. Carrington .................. .. 
W. I. Carter ............................ . 
J. E. Dart .............................. .. 
T. F. Donvan ........................ .. 
D. F. Davis ........................... ~ 
S. H. Doten ........................... .. 
R. F. Dodge .......................... . 
A. C. Egerter ........................ .. 
J. H. Elmer ........................... .. 
J. Flanagan ........................ . 
G. Frazee ............................... . 
J. J. Finch ............................. . 
T. M.Favre ........................... . {v: G~d~~~!f.~~::::::::::::::::::::::: 
}: ~.~~~J~~.~::.::::::::::::::::::::::: 
A. A. Gar4lner ...................... .. 
F. B.Goss ............................ .. 
R. M. T. Hunter ................... .. 
E. Higgins ............................ .. 
J. Hunter .............................. .. 
A. A. Hanscom ...................... . 
W. H. Huse ............................ . 
W. F. Howland .................... .. 
W.Howland .......................... . 
H. A. Hull ............................. . 
E. Hopkins ........................... .. 
G. A. Hessen ......................... .. 
J. J. Higgins .......................... . 
H. A.Huse ............................. . 
T.Ireland .............................. .. 
G. ,V, Jackman ..................... . 
G. A. Johnson ...................... .. 
J. C. Jewell ............................ . 
T. D. Jervey ........................ .. 
T. F. Johnson ........................ . 
0. Kelly ............................... .. 
H. Lenox ............................... . 
B. P.Lee .............................. .. 
H. Lawson ............................ . 
J. F. Lynch .......................... . 
G. W. Mathis ........................ .. 
J. J. McGuire ...................... .. 
J. W. McDonnell .................... . 
W.R.Mayo .......................... .. 
S. F. Miles ........................... .. 
E. A. McWhorter .................. .. 
H. B. Moore ........................... . 
O.Mann ................................ . 
W. A. Mahoney ................... .. 
J. E. Moore ............................ . 
F. A. Osgood ......................... .. 
F. L. H. Phillips .................... . 
W.Pratt ................................. . 
J. Prist ... , .... ., ...................... .. 
G. Parcher ............................ .. 
J. L. Pierce ........................... .. 
D. S. Presson ......................... .. 
F. M. Porch ........................... .. 
H. F. Pickels .......................... . 
J.P. Robinson ....................... . 
C. E. Robinson ....................... . 
C. H. Robinson ...................... . 
E. Redman ............................ . 
R. '1'. Rundlett ...................... .. 
J. A. Richardson ................... .. 
0. H. Russell ....................... .. 
C. Rude .................................. . 
W. H. Richardson ................. . 
C. W. Roberts ...................... .. 
G. GSavage .......................... . 
J. W. Short .......................... .. 
C. A. Spofford ....................... . 
J. Tilton ............................... .. 
0. L. Threlkeld ..................... . 
B. R. Tate ............................. . 





















































































Services to American-vessels (cus-
toms)-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To H. N. Trumbull .................... .. 
T. F. Tobin ............................ . 
L. Trousdale .......................... . 
C. H. Vaughn ........................ . 
Coli Van Cleve ...................... . 
G. W. Warren ....................... . 
J. Wilson .............................. .. 
B. H. Ward ........................... .. 
P.O. Wiggins ......................... . 
J. F. Wheaton ....................... . 
D. 0. Watson ........................ .. 
Salaries and expenses shipping 
services: 
To C. H. Alley ............................. . 
I. Beckett ................................ . 
A.M. Bullock ......................... . 
H. Bash ................................. .. 
J.Babson .............................. .. 
Composite Iron Works Co .... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Railway Company .... .. 
D. H. Drummond .................. .. 
C. H. Hathaway .................... .. 
E.'.r. Hunt ........................... .. 
E. Hackett ............................ .. 
B. L. Nichols ......................... . 
J.A.O'Brien ........................ .. 
Pennsylvania Company ....... .. 
J.C.Reed ............................. .. 
J. S. Randlett ................ ........ . 
J. J. Rodgers ............... .......... .. 
P. Ravesiss ............................ . 
E.O.Smith ............................ .. 
A. Schwoerer ........................ .. 
E. P. Upshur ......................... .. 
C.P. Upshur ......................... .. 
Union Pacific Railroad Co ... .. 
W.Wright ........................... .. 
Salaries shipping service: 
To C. H. Alley ............................. . 
A.M. Bullock ......................... . 
H. Bash ................................ . 
J.Babson .............................. .. 
I. Beckett .................. ............. . 
D. H. Drummond .................. .. 
G.J.Hall ................................ . 
A.S.Heide ............................ . 
E.T.Hunt .............................. . 
II. C. Hathaway .................... .. 
E. Hackett ............................ .. 
'.r. S. Hawthorn .................... .. 
J.J.King ............................... . 
E. W. Larrabee ..................... .. 
B. L. Nichols .......................... . 
J.C.Reed .............................. .. 
J. J. Rogers ............................ .. 
P. Ravesies ............................ .. 
J. S. Randlett ......................... .. 
G. B. Stoddard ....................... . 
E.O.Smith ............................ .. 
C. P. Upshur .......................... . 
W.Wright ............................ .. 
































































To Baltimore Storage and Light-
erage Company.......................... 624.00 
=== 
Refund to George Hall & Co.: 
To G. Hall &Co .......................... .. 339.90 
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Refund to Bee Line Transportation 
Company: 
To Bee Line Transportation Com-
pany ......................................... .. $297.40 
Payment of judgment to William 
H. Sears: 
To Wm. H. Sears.. ........................ $289.38 
===== 
Relief of certain employes and oth· 
ers of twelfth light-house dis-
trict: 
To A.. H. Payson .......................... .. 18,463.65 
Payment of judgment to Cresar 
Gondalfo: 
To Cresar Gondalfo.... ....... ...... ...... 551. 63 
===== Reimbursement for losses suR-
Payment to W. G. Holden, in- tained by burning of the light-
former's fees: house tender Lily: 
ToW. G. Holden........................... 95.00 To '.r. Perry................................. 5, 000.00 
===== Deduct repayment: 
Payment to J. M. Currie, inform- By T. Perry................................. 2, 946.00 
er's fees: 
To J. M. Currie ........................... .. 12. 50 2, 054. 00 
INTERIOR CIVIL. 
Salaries, Secretary of the Interior, 
1886: 
By G. \V. Evans............. $197.77 
Salaries, Secretary of the Interior, 
1887: 
ToG.W.Evans ............................. $189,000.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans ...... ;...................... 29.10 
Contingent expenses Department 
of the Interior, 1885: 
To Geo. \V. Evans ........................ . 
Which deduct from the fol-
lowing repayment: 
By Geo. W. Evans ....................... . 
Excess of repayment ...... .. 
Contingent expenses Department 
of the Interior, 1884: 
To Geo. W. Evans ........................ . 
Contingent expenses Department 
of the Interior, 1886: 
To Geo. W. Evans ...................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By Geo. W. Evans ......... $2,749.28 
J.D. McChesney...... 25. 36 
Contingent expenses Department 
of the Interior, 1887: 
To Geo. \V. Evans ...................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By Department of the 
Interior.. .............. $801. 60 
G. W.Evans ........ .,... 472.11 
J. D. McChesney..... 10. 03 
Contingent expenses office Secre-













To Union Pacific R. R. Co............ 2.14 
Library Department of the Inte-
rior, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans............................. 500.00 
Expenses special land inspectors, 
1887: 
To G. \V. Evans ............................ . 
Kansas Pacific Railway Co ... .. 







ToW. L. Bragg ......................... .. 
T. M. Cooley ........................ .. 
E. A. Moseley ........................ .. 
W. R. Morrison ................... .. 
A. Schoonmaker .................. .. 
A. F. Walker ........................ .. 
Postage to Postal Union countries, 
1884 and prior years : 
By R. Joseph................. $258.31 
Postage to Postal Union countries, 
1886: 









=== Postage to Postal Union countries, 
1887: 
To G. W. Evans.......................... 3,000.00 
Rent of buUdings, Department of 
the Interior, 1886: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 200.00 
' Rent of buildings, Department of 
I T~ha.:~~~~~J:.~:.~ ...................... = 25,059.93 
1 Stationery, Department of the In-
terior, 1886 : 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By Department of the 
Interior ............... .. 
J. A. Dawson .......... . 
G. W. Evans .......... .. 
W. W. Godding ...... . 
J. Rise .................... . 
G. W. Julian .......... .. 
W. C. Squire .......... .. 
J. C. Tolman .......... .. 
M. Taylor ................ . 















Stationery, Department of the In-
terior, 1887: 
To Department of the Interior..... 83. 87 
G. W. Evans........................... 44, 000. 00 
44,083.87 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen............... $26.55 
J. D. Anderson......... 127. 73 
W. G. Bowman........ 5. 90 
D.C.Buell.............. 91.07 
\V. D. Bloxham........ 37. 73 
Carried forward ... 288.98 44,083.87 
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Stationery, Department of the In-
terior, 1887-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward.. $288. 98 
By B. F. Beach ........ ...... 38. 94 
G. H. Barger............ 240.68 
J. C. Breckenridge... 26. 55 
M. S. Chandler......... 12. 56 
W. H. D. Cochran . ... 90. 64 
0. Carstanphen...... . 275.11 
E . J. Curtis............... 2. 72 
J. A. Dawson ........... 293. 94 
W.W.H.Davis....... 155.86 
Department of the 
Interior ................ . 
G. W.Evans ........... . 
R. Errett ................. . 
C.W.Field ........•...... 
H. A. Gill .. .............. . 
W. W. Godding ....... . 
G. W.Glick ............. . 
B. H. Greene ........... . 
J.Hise .................... . 
R.P.Hammond,jr .. . 
C. W. Irish ............ .. . 
G. W. Julian ........... . 
A.B. Judd ............. . 
G.W.Lane .............• 
C.S.Lake ..............• 
M. L. McCormick .... . 
M.A.. Mulligan ....... . 
R. McKinstry .......... . 
T. Moonlight .......... . 
C. C. Powning ........ . 
T.L.Poole .............. . 
B. F. Peach, jr ........... · 
J. C. Straughan ....... . 
F.Sigel .................. . 
E. A. Stevenson ....... . 
J. C. Thompson ....... . 
D. W. Taylor ........•... 
M.Taylor ................ . 
E. Whittlesey ......... .. 
J. H. Wagner .......... . 
F. E. Warren ......... .. 
W.B.Wea..b ........... . 
S. L. Willson .......... .. 



































Maps of the United States, 1886: 
To J. Bien & Co .......................... . 
G. W. Evans ............ , ............ . 
Deduct rP.payment: 
By G. W. Evans ........................ .. 









Contingent expenses, General Land 
Office, 1884, and prior years: 
By R. Joseph................. $30.00 
Contingent expenses, General Land 
Office, 1883, and prior years : 
To Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co. 
Expenses of Inspectors, General 
Land Office, 1885: 
To Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Expenses of Inspectors, General 
Land Office: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
R.R. Co ............................ .. 
G. W. Evans ........................ .. 
Fremont, Elkhorn, and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ....... .. 







Deduct repayment : 
By G. W. Evans.......................... 477.52 
-----
Expenses of inspectors, General 
Land Office, 1887: 
To Central Branch, Union Pacific 
R.R.Co .............................. .. 
G. ,V.Evans .......................... .. 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... .. 
Sioux City and Pacific R.R.Co. 
Union Pacific H. R. Co ........... . 
Library, General Land Office, 1886: 
To G. W. Evans ........................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Library, General Land Office, 1887: 
'l'o G. W. Evans .......................... .. 
Reproducing plats of surveys, Gen-
eral Land Office, 1886: 
To G. W. Evruns ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans ........................... .. 
Reproducing plats of surveys, Gen-
eral Land Office, 1887: 
To G. W.Evans ........................... .. 
















'l'o G. W. Evans ....................... .. 7,000. 00 To G. W. Evans ............................ . 5,000.00 
Additional copies maps of the 
United States: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... . 
Salaries, Bureau of Education, 1886: 
By G. W.Evans.............. $195.17 
10,125.00 
=-==--=== Stable and carpenter shop, House 
of Representatives: 
To G. W. Evans ........................ . 5,500.00 
Investigation of the affairs of-== 
bonded Pacific railroads: 
To J. lYiorris............................... 19,051.44 
Salaries, General Land Office, 1886 :=== 
To G. W. Evans........................... 78.05 
=== 
Salaries, General Land Office, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans ........ ................. 480, 000. 00 
Deduct repay-ment: 
By G. W. Evans.......................... 4. 55 
479,995.45 
Salaries, Bureau of Education, 1887: 
T<;> G. W. Evans............................. 43,800.00 
Collecting statistics, Bureau of Ed-
ucation, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans............................. 2, 000.00 
== 
Collecting statistics, Bureau of Ed-
ucation, 1886: 
By G. W. :b:vans .............. =- $3.00 
Distributing documents, Bureau of 
Education, 1886: 
To G. W. Evans............................. 500. 00 
Deduct from repayment: 
ByG.,V.Evans ............................. _~ 
Excess of repayment: 31.3! 
-----
--·----
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Distributing documents, Bureau of 
Education, 1887: 
Salaries, office of Commissioner of 
Pensions, 1885: 
To G. W. Evans ............................ . $500.00 To G. W. Evans ......................... . $17.50 
Library, Bureau of Education, 1886: 
By G. W.Evans............. $65.83 
Library, Bureau of Education, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans ............................ . 1,175.00 
Education of children i.n Alaska: 
To G. W. Evans ............................ 10,000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans .................. ,......... 4, 070.70 
Education of children in Alaska, 
1887: 
To G. W.Evans .......................... . 
Salaries, Indian Office, 1886: 
By G. W. Evans............. $215. 08 
Salaries, Indian Office, 1887: 
To G. '\V. Evans .......................... . 
Salaries and expenses, Bureau of 
Labor, 1886: 
To G. W. Evans ........................... . 
Deduct repayment: 








Salaries, Bureau of Labor, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans........................... 47, 000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W.Evans........................... 16.80 
Library, Bureau of Labor, 1887: 
To G. W.Evans ........................... .. 
' Miscellaneous expenses, Bureau of 
Labor, 1887: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R. Co ........................ . 
Burlington and Missouri 
River R. R. Co ................... .. 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co ..................... . 
Denver and Rio GrandeR. R. 
Co ....................................... . 
G.W.Evans ........................... . 
Kansas PacificRwy. Co ........ .. 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co .. : ... . 
Oregon and California R. R. 
Co ..................................... .. 
PennsylvaniaR. R. Co .......... .. 
Sacramento and Placerville R. 
R.Co ................................ ; .. . 
L. H. Smith ......................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Salaries, office of Commissioner of 
Pensions,1884and prior years: 
By R. Joseph ................. $3,814.89 
Salaries, office of Commissioner of 
Pensions, 1884, and prior years 
(transfer account): 


















Salaries, Pension Office, 1886. 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans: ........................ .. 




To G. W. Evans ..... ..................... 1, 767,000.00 
Salaries, special examiners, office 
Commissioner ofPensions,1885: 
To G. W. Evans........................... 57.80 
Salaries, special examiners, office 
Commissioner ofPensions,1886: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Salaries, special examiners, Pen-
sion Office, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
In-vestigation of pension cases, office 
Commissioner ofPensions,1885: 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By G. W. Evans............ $802. 94 
Sioux City and Pa-





Excess of repayments...... 162. 21 
Investigation of pension cases, 
office of Commissioner of Pen-
sions, 1886: 
To Central Branch Union Pacific 
R.R.Co ............................... . 
G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By R. Joseph ........................... . 
Investigation of pension cases , Pen-
sion Office, 1886: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co ......................... .. 
Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co. 
Central Branch Union Pacific 
R.R.Co ............................... . 
G. W.Evans ......................... . 
C. P. EppE>rt ......................... .. 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... . 
J. E. Jaeobs ........................... .. 
Kansas Pa.cific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Leavenworth, Topeka and 
Southwestern R. R. Co ...... .. 
MisRouri Pacific R. R. Co ...... .. 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ..................................... .. 
St. Joseph and Grand Island 
R.R.Co ................... ........... .. 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Ry.Co .............................. .. 
St. Louis, Fort Scott and 
Wichita R.R. Co ................ .. 
Southern Kansas Ry. Co ..... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... .. 
Wichita and WesternR. R.Co. 
Deduct repayment: 
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Investigation of pension cases, Pen-
sion Office, 1887: 
To Central Branch Union Pacific 
R.R.Co ......•.•..................... 
G. W.Evans ....•...................... 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co .....•.... 
Kansas Pacific Ry. Co ..........•. 
Missouri Pacific R. R. Co ...... . 
Rooks County R. R. Co ......... . 
St. Joseph and Grand Island 
R.R.Co ............................. . 
Union Pacifi~ R. R. Co .......... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co., Cen-
tral Branch ......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Investigation of pension cases, spe-
cial examiners, office Commis-
sioner of Pensions, 1885: 
To G. W. Evans .............•.............. 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Investigation of pension cases, spe-
cial examiners, Pension Office, 
18~6: 
To Atchison Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R. Co ....................... . 
Burlington and Missouri 
River R. R. Co ................... .. 
Central Branch Union Pacific 
R.R. Co ............................. . 
G. W.Evans .......................... . 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis· 
souri Valley R. R. Co ........• 
Kansas PacificRy. Co ........... . 
Missouri Pacific Ry. Co .........• 
Manhattan, Alma and Bur-
lington Ry. Co ...................• 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co .....• 
C. B. Rockwood .................... . 
Rooks County R. R. Co ......... . 
St. Joseph and Grand Island 
R.R. Co ............................. . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ........................... ........... . 
Southern Kansas Ry. Co ....... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Wicrhita and Western R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Investigation of pension cases, spe-
~~~~ :examiners, Pension Office, 
To Atchison, 'ropeka and Santa 
FeR.R. Co ....................... . 
Central Branch Union Pacific 
R. R. Co ............................. . 
G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Kansas PacificRy. Co ........... . 
Missouri Pacific Ry. Co ........ . 
Oregon and California R. R 
Co .................................... . 
Rooks County ...................... . 
Southern Kansas Ry. Co ....... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Deduct repayment : 
















































Furnishing Pension Office build· 
ing, 1887: 
To G. W.Evens .......................... . 
Salaries Patent Office, 1886: 
By G. W. Evans ............ 1;1, 678.00 
Salaries Patent Office, 1887: 
$5,000.00 
To G. W. Evans........................... 633,000.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans.................... ....... 277.70 
Foreign exchange, Patent Office, 
1886: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Photolithographing, Patent Office, 
1886: 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans ........................ .. 
Photolithographing, Patent Office, 
1887: 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Plates for Patent Office Official Ga-
zette, 1886: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 











Official Gazette, Patent Office, 1887 :-----
To G. W.Evans.............................. 44,000.00 
Scientific Library ,Patent0ffice,1886: 
ByG. W.Evans..... ........ $3.66 
Scientific Library, Patent Office, 
1887: 
To G. W.Evans ........................... .. 3,000.00 
Public use of inventions and d~end­
ing suits, Patent Office, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans............................. 500.00 
Deduct repayment : 
By G. W.Evans............................. .75 
-----
Salaries office of Commissioner of 
Railroads, 1886: 
By G. W.Evans.............. $70.20 
Salaries, Railroad Office, 1887: 
To G. W.Evans ............................ . 
Traveling expenses, office of Com-
missioner of Railroads, 1884 and 
prior years : 
By R. Joseph................ $8.20 
Traveling expenses, office Commis-
sionerofRailroads, 1886: 
ByF.B. Pickerill ........... . 
W. M. '.rhompson .... . 





Traveling expenses, railroad office, 
1887: 
To W. M. Thompson .................. .. 
T. J. Walker .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
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Salaries, office Architect of the Cap· 
ito!, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Salaries, office Geological Survey, 
1887: 
$18,364.00 
To J.D. McCheoney..................... 34,980.94 
Salaries, office surveyor-general of 
Arizona, 1886: 
By J. Hise....................... $1.63 
Salaries, office surveyor-general of 
Arizona, 1887: 
ToJ.Hise ................................... .. 4,000.00 
==== 
Contingent expenses, office sur-
veyor-general of Arizona, 1884: 
ToR. A. Johnson........................ 24.70 
Contingent expenses, office sur· 
veyor-general of Arizona, 1886: 
ToJ. Rise.................................... 2.66 
Deduct trom repayment: 
By J. Hise. .................................. 3. 10 
-----
Excess of repayment ...... =====· 44 
Contingent expenses, office sur-
veyor-general of Arizona, 1886 : 
ToJ. Hise .................................... . 
Salaries, office survey-general of 
California, 1886: 
By R. P. Hammond, jr. $618. 94 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of California, 1887 : 
To R. P. Hammond, jr ................ . 
Contingent expenses;office survey-
or-general of California, 1886 : 
By R. P. Hammond, jr ... $429. 99 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general pf ca.lifornia,1887: 
ToR.P.Hammond, Jr ................ .. 
Salaries, office surveyor-general of 
Colorado, 1886: 
By J.A.Dawson............ $2.11 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Colorado, 1887: 
To 0. Carstarphin ....................... .. 
J. A. Dawson .......................... . 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Colorado, 1883 
and prior years: 
To A. Johnson ............................. . 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Colorado, 1887: 
To 0. Carstarphin ....................... . 
J.A. Dawson .................... ~ ... .. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Dakota, 1886: 
By M. Taylor ................. $1,066.10 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Dakota, 1887: 
To M. Taylor .............................. .. 
Contingent expenses, office of sur• 
veyor-general of Dakota, 1886: 
ToM. Taylor .............................. .. 
Deduct from repayment: 
By M. Taylor ............................... . 
Excess of repayment ....... 















Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Dakota, 1887 : 
ToM. Taylor ............................... .. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Florida, 1887: 
To W.D.Bloxham ....................... . 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Florida, 1886: 
ByW.D.Bloxham......... $17.07 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Florida, 1887: 
ToW. D. Bloxham ...................... .. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Idaho, 1886: 
By J. C. Straughan......... $47. 22 
Salaries, office surveyor-general of 
Idaho, 1887 : 
To J. C. Straughan ...................... . 
Contingent expenses, office survey-
or-general of Idaho, 1883 and 
prior years : 
ToW. P. Chandler ..................... .. 
Contingent expenses, office survey-
or-general of Idaho, 1886 : 
By J. C. Straughan........ $10.54 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Idaho, 1887: 
To J. C. Straughan ..................... .. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Louis1ana, 1886: 
By B. T. Ledbetter........ $1. 94 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Louisiana, 1887: 
ToO. Fluker ................................ . 
B. T. Ledbetter ..................... .. 
B. A. Ledbetter ..................... .. 
L.N.Polk ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 













3, 761. 2<1 
=== 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Louisiana, 
1887: 
To C. Fleeker .............................. . 
A. Glascon ............... ......... ! ... .. 
B. T. Ledbetter ..................... .. 
P. Robertson ........................ . 
J. Scheuermann ................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By B. T. Ledbetter ....................... . 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Minnesota, 1886 : 
By M.S. Chandler......... $17.76 
Salat:ies, office of surveyor-general 









ToM. S. Chandler........................ 2, 850.00 
J.F. Non·ish.......... ................ 950.00 
3, 800.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By M. S. Chandler ...... , .............. 191. 20 
3. 608.80 
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Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyer-general of Minnesota, 
1sg6: 
By 1\I. S. Chandler......... $10.70 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Montana,1887: 
To M.S. Chandler ....................... . 
J.F. Norrish ......................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By M.S. Chandler ...................... .. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Montana, 1886 : 
By B.ll. Greene ...... .. ..• $199.02 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Mont~tna, 1887: 
To B. H. Greene ............................ . 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Montaua,1886: 
By B. H. Greene ...... ..... $160. 20 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Montana,1887: 
To B. H. Greene .......................... . 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Nebraska and lowa,l886: 
By J. F. Gardner............ $0.02 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Nebraska and Iowa,1887: 
To :J. F. Gardner .......................... . 
Contiugent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Nebraska and 
Iowa, 1886: 
By J. F. Gardner............ $252.49 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Nebraska and 
Iowa,l887: 
To J. F. Gardner .......................... . 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Nevada, 1886: 
By C. C. Powning........... $2. 72 
Salaries, office 0f surveyor-generai 
of Nevada, 1887: 
To C. W.Idsh ............................ . 
C. C.Powning ........ ; ............. .. 
J. W. Parker .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. W.Irish ............... $825.00 
C. C. Powning ......... 18. 40 
INTERIOR CIVIL. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of New Mexico, 1886: 
By G. W. Julian............ $0.40 
Salaries, office surveyor-general of 
New Mexico, 1887: 
To G.W.Julian ......................... . 
i,£600. 00 Deduct repayment: 














Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of New Mexico, 
1886: 
To G. W. Julian .......................... . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By G. W. Julian ......................... .. 
Excess of repayment ........ 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of New :Mexico, 
1887: 
To G. W.Julian .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By L. M. Brown ............ $4. 80 
G. W.Julian ............ 110.03 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Oregon, 1887 : 
To J. C. Tolman .......................... . 
D. W.Taylor .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. C. Folsom .......................... .. 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Oregon, 1886 : 
To J. C. Tolman .................. -~ ...... . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By J. C. Tolman .......................... . 
Excess of repayment ........ 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Oregon, 1887: 
To J. C. Tolman .......................... . 
D. W.Taylor ......................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.C. Tolman ........................ .. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Utah, 1887: 
To W. G. Bowman ........ ,. ............. . 


























Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Nevada, 1886: 
By d. C. Powning.... ....... $351. 05 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Nevada, 1887: 
To C. W. Irish ............................. . 
C. C. Powning ........................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. W. Irish............... $319.16 
C. C. Powning....... ... 15.76 
Contingent. expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Utah, 1887: 
To W. G. Bowman ....................... . 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
711.01 of Washington, 1886: 
1,400.00 




Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Washington, 1887: 
To J. C. Breckenridge ................. . 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Washington, 1884: 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR CIVIL. 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Washington, 1885: 
To W.McMicken ...••...•.•.•.•..••.•.... 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of 'Vashington, 
1886: 
To J. C. Breckenridge ................. . 
Contingent expenges, office of sur-




To J.C.Breckenridge .................. _ 1,500.00 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Wyoming, 1886: 
To J. W. Meldrum........................ 41.67 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. C. Thompson....................... 11.11 
Salaries, office of surveyor-general 
of Wyoming, 1887: 
To J. C. Thompson ...................... . 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-g·eneralofWyoming,1886: 
By J. C. Thompson........ $195.03 
Contingent expenses, office of sur-
veyor-general of Wyoming,1887: 
To J. C. '.rhompson ..................... .. 
Salaries and commissions of regis· 
ters and receivers, 1883 anrl prior 
years: 
To S. W. Brown .......................... . 
G. Conn ................................. . 
E. P. Champlin ..................... .. 
G. B. Folsom ......................... .. 
E. C. Glaney .......................... . 
A. Hughes ............................. .. 
G. A. Moser ........................... .. 
J. 1\'I. Rosse ............................ . 
D. Willson ............................ . 
I.H.Wing ............................. . 
Salaries and commissions of regis-
ters and receivers, 1884 and 
prior years (transfer account): 
To J. C. B:-aden .......................... . 
E. Ballou ............................. .. 
J. C, Dexter .......................... . 
J. Dumois ............................. . 
H. Hill ................................... . 
J. W. Tucker ........................ .. 
N. Thatcher .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. C. Braden ............ $90. 65 
E. Ballou.... ............. 8. 26 
J.Dumars ............... .05 
Salaries and commissions of regis-
ters and receivers, 1R84 and 
prior years : 
By M. M. Bane ............. . 
J. Cushman ........... . 
A. W. Eaton .......... . 
M. H. Fitch .......... .. 
J. C. Fullerton ........ . 
A. Hughes ............... . 
E. J. Jenkiru; ......... . 
S. Luce ................... . 


































Salaries and commissions of regis-
ters and receivers, 1884 and 
prior years-Continued. 
Brought forward.. $437.33 
By R. W. Montgomery.. 10. 01 
H. Z. Osborne ......... 9. 00 
G. Stickney ............ 164.69 
D.S. Waters............ 58.91 
679.94 
Salaries and commissions of regis-
ters and receivers, 1885: 
To H. L. Childs .......................... . 
G. H. Crumb ......................... .. 
J. H. Evans .......................... .. 
J. C. Fullerton ....................... . 
E. W. Henderson ................... . 
J. Knox ................................ . 
A. E. Lemee .................... .. 
J. M. Wilkinson ................. .. 
J. S. Waters .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. T. Carlin .............. $2.70 
A. J. Hoisington...... • 54 
L. S. Howlett........... 4. 61 
F. J. Leonard........... .10 
W. B. MitchelL....... . 20 
J. D. Leaman........... . 37 
Salaries and commissions of regis-
ters and receivers, 1886 : 
•.ro Z. T. Burton ......................... .. 
M.M.Bane ........................... .. 
J. E. Budd ............................ .. 
G. H. Crumb ......................... .. 
E. P. Champlin ...................... . 
C. H. Chamberlain ............... .. 
G. B. Currey ......................... .. 
J. L. Dyer ........................... .. 
W.R. Edgar ......................... .. 
M. H. Fitch ............................ . 
E. R. Fogg ............................ .. 
H. M. Grimes ............ ............. . 
S. L. Gilbert ........................... . 
A. Hall .................................. . 
W. S. Hurlbert ...................... . 
L. S.llowlett ........................ .. 
R. R. Hays ........................... .. 
A. L. King ........................... .. 
J. ICnox ............................... .. 
J. B. Kilbourn ....................... .. 
R. Lo\vry ............................... . 
T. Lindsey ............................. . 
A. E. Lemee ......................... .. 
S. J. Lovah ............................ . 
J. W. Leigh ............................ . 
F. J. Leonard ........................ -
J. M. Martin ......................... .. 
A. Q. 1Vlarsh ......................... .. 
J. Morris ................................ . 
J. Montgomery ..................... .. 
W. H. C. Mitchell ................ .. 
,V. 0. Mills ........ ................... .. 
R. W. Montgomery ............. .. 
W. B. Mitchell ...................... . 
M. H. 1\Iaynard ...................... . 
A. J. Quindley ....................... . 
J. W.Ross ............................. .. 
H. D. Root ............................. .. 
A. Railson ............................. .. 
J.D. Seamon ......................... .. 
E. G. 8\vanstrom .................... . 
W. '!'.Shaffer .......................... . 
J. W. 'rucker ......................... .. 
J. R. Thornton ....................... . 
A.A. Tufts ............................ .. 
F. G. 'Vard ............................ .. 
P.K.Wiser ........................... .. 
J.L. Wilson .. ......................... . 
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Salaries and commissions of regis-. 
ters and receivers, 1886-Cont'd. 
INTERIOR CIVIL. 
Salaries and commisstons of regis-
ters and receivers, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward................. $11,743.33 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward ............. . 
By L. L. Anne................. $114. 35 
H. M. Bickel............ 2, 277. 08 
J. E. Budd.. .............. 218. 18 
L. T. Boyd .. . ............ 111. :lO 
J. Browne................. 56.91 
H. C. Bransteller...... 152.72 
G. B. Brooks............ 10; 70 
J. Braden................. 8. 29 
C. A. Coryell ..•..• ...... 24. 90 
W.J.Cadie............... 37.30 
J. Duman ................ 37.36 
W. R. Edgar............. 197.76 
E. R. Fogg............... 156. 05 
S. L. Gi.lberL............ 148. 36 
J.J.Hoge................. :l99.11 
W. S. Hickox............ 204. 00 
A. A. Heald ...... ........ 118. 98 
A. Hall..................... 143. 83 
O.C.Hals.................. 97.32 
R. R. Hays .. ....... ...... 1, 500. 00 
E. W. Henderson ....• 562. 92 
H.M.Jacoway ........ 234.03 
A. C. Jones ........ .....• 48. 91 
J.B. Kilbourn......... .04 
J. 0. Keane.............. 382.72 
S. S. Kepler.............. 116. 72 
L. 0. Knapp............ 481.12 
A. E. Lemee ...... ....•• 7. 92 
S. I. Lovah............... 377.70 
F. J. Leonard ......... " 26. 72 
J. F. Legate............ 162.42 
W. McLawrin ......... 47.53 
J. M. Martin............ 98.19 
C. F. Macdonald....... 296.84 
M. D. McHenry....... 12.40 
W. 0. Mills.............. 166. 52 
J. Montgomery........ 253. 19 
A. Peterson ............ " 72. 15 
C. D. Peck.............. 11.18 
A. J. Quindley......... 499.73 
H; D. Root................ .10 
C. Spalding.............. 96.14 
E. L. Salisbury .....•.• 1, 183. 02 
P. H. Stalberg......... 96.82 
H. W. Stone............ 357.10 
A. J. Rhaw............... 61.40 
E. B. Sanders........... 139. 74 
W. M. Townsend...... 264. 39 
S. Thanhauser. ........ 246.76 
W. H. Lancre ........... 445. 94 
J. R. Thornton........ 12.20 
S. 0. Wright.............. 191. 30 
D. H. Wallace ......... _ 155. SO 
T. Wrong................. 30. 95 
J.S.Waters.............. 217.40 
Z. L. Wise................. 5. 44 
P. K. Wiser ............. 56. 83 
H. W. Young............ 558.16 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Salaries and commissions of regis-
ters and receivers, 1887: 
To D. H. Wallace, Arizona .......... . 
C. Thomas, Arizona ............... . 
F. W. Smith, Arizona ............. . 
D. J. Sullivan, Arizona. ...... " .. . 
H. M. Jacoway, Arkansas ..•.•• 
A. L. King, Arkansas ............. . 
J. R. Thornton, Arkansas .... .. 
A.J.Quimby, Arkansas ........ " 
W. C. Jordan, Alabama .......... . 
W. H. Tancre, Alabama ....... .. 
F. G. Ward, California ..........• 
R. W. Hutchins, California ... .. 
C. D. Peck, California .......... .. 
C. F. Gardner, California .... .. 
T. H. Bell, California ........... . 
J. E. Budd, California ........... . 
W. H. Bickford, California .... . 





















To T. J. Sherwood, California .... .. 
J. W. Haverstick, California ... 
A. Wood, California .............. . 
M.J. Cody, California ..........•. 
J. W. Leigh, California ........ . 
A. W. Eibeshutz, California .. . 
J. McC. Ellis, Colorado ........ . 
S. I. Lovah, Colorado ............. . 
C. A. Coryell, Colorado ....... .. 
J. W. Rose, Colorado .. ~ ....... .. 
E. L. Salisbury, Colorado .... .. 
J. B. Kilbourn, Colorado ..... . 
E. T. Pittman, Colorado ........ . 
F. J. Leonard, Colorado ....... .. 
F. H. Shrock, Colorado ........• 
T. W. Burch well, Colorado ..... 
M. L. Allison, Colorado ........• 
B. E. Hutchinson, Dakota ..... . 
J. Lafabre, Dakota ............... .. 
E. C. Gearey, Dakota ........... . 
E. W. Miller, Dakota .....•...... 
T. F. Singeser, Dakota .......... . 
F. M. Zeibach, Dakota .......... . 
D. W. Hutchinson, Dakota .. 
W. J. Anderson, Dakota ........ . 
D. T. Bramble, Dakota .......... . 
S. S. Smith, Dakota .............. . 
L. A. Burke, Dakota ............. . 
F. De Meis, Dakota .............. . 
A. 0. Whipple, Dakota .......... . 
J. F. Rollins, Florida ........... . 
Z. T. Crawford, Florida ........ . 
H. C. Bransteller, Idaho ........ . 
J. S. ·waters, Idaho ................ . 
A.J.Sha.w, Idaho .................. .. 
J. Montgomery. Idaho ........... . 
J. F. Legate, Idaho ................ .. 
W.J.McClure, Idaho ..........•... 
M.D. McHenry, Iowa ........... . 
A. A. Carnahan,Kansas .......... . 
C. Spalding, Kansas .............. . 
W. H. Pilkinton, Kansas ......• 
T. Scott, Kansas .................... . 
S. Thanhouser. Kansas ......... . 
H. W. Young, Kansas .......... .. 
H. M. Bickel, kansas ........... .. 
D. L. Gilbert, Kansas ............ .. 
0. F. Searl, Kansas ............... .. 
A. J. Harris, Kansas .............. . 
T. Wrong, Kansas ................. . 
R. R. Hays, Kansas ................ . 
J. 1'1£. Martin, Louisiana ........ . 
A. E. Lemee, Louisiana .........• 
P. H: Stolberg, Minnesota ..... . 
A. Railson, Minnesota .......... . 
P.K. Wiser, Minnesota ......... . 
H. W.Stone, Minnesota ........ . 
A. Peterson, Minnesota ......... . 
L. K. Aaker, Minnesota ......... . 
E. C. Swanstrom, .1.\Iinnesota .. 
L. L. Anne, Minnesota ............ . 
-C. F. Macdonald, Minnesota .. . 
D. F. McDermott, Minnesota .. 
B. Gordon, Minnesota .......... .. 
E. A. Umland, Minnesota ....... . 
J. T. Carlin, Minnesota .......... . 
A. Hall, Minnesota ................ . 
H. S. Howell, Minnesota ........ . 
W. A. Ames, Minnesota .......•.. 
M. H. Maynard, Michigan ..... . 
G. B. Brooks, Michigan .......... . 
L. G. Willcox, Michigan ........ . 
W. H. C. Mitchell, Michigan .. . 
J. M. Welch, Michigan .......... .. 
B. M. Thompson, Michigan .... . 
W. McLaurin, Mississippi.. .... . 
W. G. Hobbs. Missouri.. ......... . 
J. Dumars, Missouri ............. . 
J. J. Hoge, Missouri ................ . 
W. R. Edgar, Missouri ........... . 
E. James. Nevada ................... . 
W. 0. Mills, Nevada ................ . 
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188EP87. INTERIOR CIVIL. 
Salaries and commissions of regis-
ters and receivers, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............•. 
To W.Anyan, Nebraska ............ . 
S. Parker, Nebraska ...........•.•• 
0. Shannon, Nebraska ...........• 
S. G. Glover. Nebraska ..........•• 
T. W. Tipton, Nebraska .....•.•• 
W. B. Lambert, Nebraska ...... . 
C. F. Babcock, Nebraska ........• 
H. D. Root, Nebraska ..... ........ . 
A. H. Baker, Nebraska ..........•• 
E. R. Fogg, Nebraska ............. . 
R. Steinmetz, Nebraska ........ .. 
E. T. Hudson, Nebraska ........• 
N. Gilmerer, Nebraska ...........• 
J. Treacy, Nebraska .....•........• 
A. B. Charde, Nebraska .......... . 
L. 0. Knapp, New Mexico ..... . 
J. Brown, New Mexico .........•• 
C. N. Thornbury, Oregon .......• 
A. C. Jones, Oregon ................ . 
J. G. Pilsbury, Oregou ....••...••• 
W. M. Townsend, Oregon .......• 
J. T. Outhouse, Oregon ...........• 
T. W. Slusher, Oregon .....•.....• 
H. C. ·wallace, Utah ...............•• 
L. T. Boyd, Wisconsin ..........•. 
A. A. Heald, Wisconsin .......•••• 
0. C. Hals, Wisconsin ............•• 
S. S. Keplar, Wisconsin .......... . 
E. B. Sanders, Wisconsin .......• 
P. O'Malley, Wisconsin .......••.• 
W.M.Gerrard, Wyoming ..... .. 
W. T. Shaffer, Wyoming ... ..... . 
L.S.Howlett, Washington .... . 
J. Braden, Washington ..•••••••• 
J. R. Hayden, Washington ..•... 
M.G. Barney, Washington .....• 
J.O.Keane, Washington ....... . 






































Deduct repayments: 494,219.25 
By C. Thomas, Arizona. $207.04 
E. L. Salisbury, Col-
orado ........•.........•• 170.98 
B. E. Hutchinson, 
Dakota.................. 937.53 
J. F. Legate, Idaho... 29.15 
R. R. Hays, Kansas... 872. 32 
H. M. Bickel,Kansas 1, 630. 36 
J. M. Martin, Louisi-
ana....................... 446.86 
H. W. Stone, Minne-
sota ..... ......... ........ 986. 67 
P. H. Stolberg, Min-
nesota............. . ... 522. 02 
L. G. Willcox, Mich-
igan...................... 9.16 
Wm. Anyan, Ne-
braska...... ........ .... 635. 90 
H.D. Root,N ebraska 270.80 
E. D. Hudson, Ne-
braska .. . . . .... .. ....... 20. 92 
S. Parker,Nebraska. 375.00 
J. Browne, New 
Mexico.................. 194.54 
Z. T. Crawford, Flor-
ida........................ 1, 125.00 
C. N. Thornbury, 
Oregon.................. 458. 34 




Expenses of depositing public mon-== 
eys, 1883 and prior years: 
To .E. P. Champlin ............ : ......... . 
W. H. Francis ....................... .. 
S. Parker .............................. .. 
I. H. Wing ............................ .. 








Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys, 1884 and prior years: 
By G.B.Currey............. $5.20 
H. Carpenter............ 2. 45 
J. C. Fullerton......... 22.00 
A. E. Lemee............. 6. 00 
W. B. Mitchell......... 83.25 
R. W. Montgomery.. 10.00 
128.90 
Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys, 1884 and prior years, trans-
fer account: · 
To A. Miller ..... _.......................... $43.10 





By J. G. Pilsbury.. ........................ 4. 00 
Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys,1885: 
126.<!5 
To G. B. Curry ........................... - 60 
A. J.Hoisington..................... 28.00 
T. Lindsay.............................. 1. 35 
29.\!5 
Deduct from repayments: 
By J. T. Carlin.............. $0.25 
R. R. Hays............... .10 
J.D. Seaman........... 52.40 
52.75 
Excess of repayments...... 22. 80 
=-== 
Expenses of depositing public mon· 
eys, 1885, transfer account: 
By J. W. Tucker ......... _ $0.50 
Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys, 1886, transfer account : 
By J. W. Tucker........... $!!.00 
Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys, 1886: 
To D. H. Wallace, Arizona......... 8.55 
Z. L. Wise, Ark1tnsas...... ........ 3. 10 
.T. R. Thornton, Arkansas...... 12.20 
F. G. Ward, California........... 20.27 
1\I. J. Uody, California............ 12.57 
J. W. Ross, Colorado.............. 25. L5 
F. J. Leonard, Colorado......... 21.25 
C. A. Coryell, Colorado......... 12. 90 
C. D. Peck, Colorado........ ..... 19. 50 
T. Lindsey, Colorado.............. 10. 50 
S. I. Lorah, Colorado.............. 3. 80 
J. S. Waters, Idaho................. 12.95 
A. J. Shaw, Idaho.................. 2.15 
J. Montgomery, Idaho........... 2.45 
A. W. Eaton, Idaho............... 13.90 
R. R. Hays, Kansas............... 40. 00 
H. Carpenter, Nevada............ 2.45 
J.D. Seaman, Nebraska......... 13.95 
J. Knox, Oregon.................... 23. 72 




By J. E. Budd ..... ;......... $9. 90 
J. Browne............... 5. 50 
H. C. Bransteller ..... 14. 11 
M.G. Barney........... 1.00 
T. H. Bell................. 16.25 
J. Braden................. 7. 50 
S. Cooper................. 2.20 
J. T. Carlin.............. 4. 30 
H. 8. Cunningham.. 2. 25 
G. B. Curry............... 7. 90 
C.F.Gardner........... 13.70 
Carried forward ... 84.61 1,840.35 
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1886-'87. 
Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys, 1886-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward.. $84.61 
By S.G.Glover.............. 25.00 
W.M. Garrard ........ , 3.00 
N. Gilmour............... 1. 45 
W. S. Hickox............ 7. 50 
A. Hall..................... 11. 30 
J. R. Hayden............ 26.14 
0. C. Hals ................. 5. 00 
L. S. Howlett............ 8. 40 
R. R. Hays ...... .. . ...... 40. 00 
E. w: Henderson..... 3. SO 
A. A. Heald .............. . 35 
J.H. Jones............... 1.80 
J.B.Kilbourn.......... .55 
A.L.King................ 54.40 
J.Lafabre........ ........ 78.43 
A. E. Lemee. ......... ... 2. 90 
S. I. Lorah ...... ......... 3. SO 
J. F. Legate.............. . 95 
W. 0. Mills............... 6. 60 
J. '.r. Outhouse ......... 24. 60 
S. Parker.................. 33.25 
A. Peterson ........ ...... 5. 00 
A. Railson ...... ......... . 60 
T. J. Sherwood .... "".. 4. 35 
E. L. Salisbury......... 25. 55 
T. Scott ................... 38.50 
W. T. Shaffer............ 39.40 
P.H.Stolberg .... :...... 1. 75 
C.N. Thornbury...... 8.00 
W. M. Townsend...... 7. 65 
C. Thomas ............... 22. 03 
S. Thanhouser......... 144. 06 
T. Wrong................. 3.50 
S. C. Wright............. 4. 00 
Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys, 1887: 
'.ro D. H. Wallace, Arizona .......... . 
F. W. Smith, Arizona ............ .. 
D. J. Sullivan, Arizona ........... . 
C. Thomas,Arizona ............... .. 
A. L. King, Arkansas .......... .. 
H. M. Jacoway, Arkansas ..... . 
F. G. Ward, California ........... . 
R. W. Hutchins, California .... . 
C. F. Gardner, California ....... .. 
F. H. Bell, California ............. . 
W.H. Bickford,California .... .. 
.J. E. Budd, California ............. . 
T. J. Sherwood, California ... .. 
M. J. Cody, California ........... . 
A. Wood, California .............. . 
A. W. Eibeshutz,California ... 
S. I. Lorah, Colorado ............ .. 
C. A. I'Joryell, Colorado .......... . 
J. W. Ross, Colorado ............ . 
F. J. Leonard, Colorado .. : .... .. 
C. D. Peck, Colorado ........... .. 
E. '.r. Pittman, Colorado ........ . 
E. L. Salisbury, Colorado .... .. 
F. H. Shrock, Colorado ......... .. 
T. W.Burchwell, Colorado ... .. 
M. L. Allison, Colorado ....... .. 
D. W. Hutchinson, Dakota ... .. 
J. F. Legate, Idaho ................ . 
A. J. Shaw, Idaho ................. . 
W. J. McClure, Idaho ........... .. 
J. Montgomery, Idaho ......... .. 
F. C. Bransteller, Idaho ........ . 
J. S. Waters, Idaho ................ . 
A. A. Carnaham, Kansas ....... . 
R. R. Hays, Kansas .............. . 
S. Thanhouser, Kansas ......... .. 
0. F. Searl, Kansas ............... .. 
A. J. Harris, Kansas .............. . 
W. H. Pelkenton, Kansas .... .. 
A. E. Lemee, Louisiana ....... .. 














































Expenses of depositing public mon-
eys, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
T.o P. H. Stolberg, Minnesota .... .. 
A. Rail son, Minnesota .......... .. 
B. Gordon, Minnesota ............ . 
E. A. Umland, Minnesota .... .. 
J. T. Carlin, Montana ........... . 
A. Hall, Montana ................... . 
W. A. Imes, Montana ............. . 
E. James, Nevada ................. . 
W. 0. Mills, Nevada ............. .. 
N. Gilmore, Nebraska ............ . 
S. Parker, Nebraska ............ .. 
0. Shannon, Nebraska ......... .. 
S. G. Glover, Nebraska ......... .. 
J. Treacy, Nebraska ............ .. 
A. B. Charde, Nebraska ....... .. 
J. Brow!!e, New Mexico ....... .. 
L. 0. Knapp, New Mexico ... .. 
C. N. 'rhornbury, Oregon ..... . 
A. C. Jones, Oregon .............. . 
W. M. Townsend, Oreg·on .... .. 
J. T. Outhouse, Oregon ......... .. 
T. W.Slusher, Oregon .......... .. 
A. A. Heald, Wisconsin ........ . 
P. O'Malley, Wisconsin ....... .. 
W. M. Garrard, Wyoming ..... .. 
W. T. Shaffer, Wyoming .... .. 
L. S. Howlett, Washington 
J. Braden, Washington ......... .. 
J. R. Hayden, Washington ... .. 
M.G. Barney, Washington .... . 
J. O'Keane, Washington ....... .. 
Adams Express Company ... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. Braden................. $13. 00 
H. C. Brausteller ..... 22. 49 
S. G. Glover ......... .•. 25. 00 
R. R. Hays................ 9. 30 • 
J. F. Legate.............. 6. 65 
F .. J. Leonard........... 22. 95 
S. Parker ................. 35. 54 
A. Railson ............... . 40 
B. H. Stalberg .. ....... 3. 65 
E. L. Salisbury ........ 12. 20 
C. N. Thornbury ..... 17.45 
D. H. Wallace ......... 2. 00 
Contingent expenses land offices, 
1883 and prior years : 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R. Co ....................... . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co. 
Central BrAnch Union Pacific 
R.R.Co ............................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy.Co ............................. . 
J.H.Drake ............................ . 
G. W. Meylert ..................... .. 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co ..... . 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co .............................. .. 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
F. G. Ward ........................... .. 
Contingent expenses land offices, 


















































To J. W. Tucker.......................... 11.26 
. Deduct repayments: 
By J. Dumars.................. $0.29 




RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERIOR CIVIL. 
Contingent expenses land 
1884 and prior years: 
By G. B. Curry ........ , ... _ 
J.Dumars ............... .. 
M. H. Fitch ............ .. 
E. C. Geary ............ .. 
R .• Joseph ................. . 
W. B. Mitchell ........ . 
E. L. Salisbury ...... .. 











Contingent expenses land offices, 
1885: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe R. R. Co ........................ _ $1. 38 
Boonville Ente1·prise...... ........ 12.00 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific R. R. Co................. ...... 1. 26 
Chicago, t:lt. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Rwy. Co...... 1. 98 
G.W.Evans.......................... :!97.58 
E. W.Henderson .................... 1.20 
W. B. Mitchell........................ 2. 70 
St. Paul and Duluth R. R. Co.. .12 
E. B. Sanders ...... ......... .... . ..... 100. 00 
A. A. Tufts.............................. . 50 
A. 0. Whipple.................. ...... 9. 44 
-----
Deduct repayments: 
By J. T. Hull................. $180.00 
A. J. Hoisington...... 25. 62 
A. E. Lemee ............. . 85 
Current expenses land offices, 1886: 
To Atchison, '.ropeka and Santa 
FeR. R. Co ........................ -
M. G. Barney ......................... . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
Burlington and Missouri River 
R.R.Co ............................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
R.R.Co ............................... . 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul R. R. Co ..................... .. 
Chicago, St. 'Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha R. R. Co ...... 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... .. 
C. A. Coryell ......................... .. 
Denver and Rio Grande Rwy, 
Co ........................................ . 
G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
A. W. Eibeshutz .................... . 
Florida Southern Rwy. Co ... _ 
W. M. Garrard ...... ................ .. 
C. F. Gardner ........................ .. 
A. A. Heald ........................... .. 
R.R. Hays ............... ............. .. 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ...... .. 
,V, C. Jordan ....................... ,, 
L. 0. Knapp .......................... . 
.T. B. Kilbourn ...................... .. 
J. Lafabie ............................... . 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 
Co ....................................... .. 
A. E. Lemee ......................... .. 
J. W. Leigh ........................... .. 
S. I. Loiah ......................... : .. .. 
F. J. Leonard ..................... .. . 
W. B. Mitchell ....................... . 
A. D. Martin .......................... . 
J. Montgomery ................... .. 
W. H. C. Mitchell ................. .. 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co ....... . 
W. J. McClure ...................... .. 
W. McLawin ......................... . 
Northern PacifieR. R. Co .... .. 








































Current expenses lan<l offices, 1886--
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Oregon Railway and Navi-
gation Company ............... .. 
J. T. Outhouse ...................... .. 
J. G. Pilsbury ....................... .. 
E. R. Reames ........................ .. 
J. W. Ross .......................... .. 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy.Co ............................. .. 
Southern Kansas Rwy. Co .... .. 
T. F. Singiser ......................... . 
St. Paul and Duluth R. R. Co ... 
G. H. Taber ........................... .. 
S. Thanhauser ....................... . 
Union PacificR.R.Co .......... .. 
J. S. Waters ............................ . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By W.J.Anderson ........ $6.60 
H. M. Bickel............ 1, 100. 69 
J. L. Dyer................. . 23 
G. W. Evans............ 347.39 
S. L. Gilbert.............. 36.16 
A. A. Heald.............. . 35 
J.R.Hayden............ 2.00 
B. E. Hutchinson...... 140. 00 
R • .R. Hays ..... ...... ... 450. 00 
E. W. Henderson...... 10.50 
J.Lafabre................. .50 
J.F.Legale.............. 10.00 
F. J. Leonard ... ........ 10.10 
W. McLaurin ........... 54. 95 
J. O'Keane... ... ...... ... 4. 00 
A. J. Quindley ......... 60.00 
J. F. Rollins.............. a 90 
W.F.Shaffer............ 5.00 
S. Thanhauser ... ...... 417.00 
W. H. Tan ere............ 163. 80 
D.H.Wallace........... 3.00 
· H.W.Young............ 231.94 
. ----
Excess of repayment ........ 
Contingent expenses of land offices, 
1887: 
To D. H. Wallace,Arizona ........ .. 
C. Thomas, Arizona ............... . 
F. W. Smith, A.rizona ............ .. 
D. J. Sullivan, Arizona . . -...... .. 
H. M. Jacoway, Arkansas .... .. 
A. L. King, Arkansas ............ .. 
J. R. Thornton, Arkansas ..... .. 
N.J. Quindley, Arkansas ...... .. 
W. C. Jordan, Alabama ......... .. 
W. H. Tancre, Alabama ....... .. 
J. McC. Ellis, Colorado ......... .. 
S. I. Lorah, Colorado ............ .. 
C. A. Coryell, Colorado .......... . 
F. J. Leonard, Colorado .......... . 
C. D. Peck, Colorado ............ .. 
E. L. Salisbury, Colorado ....... . 
.J. B. Kilbourn, Colorado ....... .. 
E. T. Pittman, Colorado ....... .. 
F. H. Shrock, Colorado ......... .. 
T. W. Burch well, Colorado ... .. 
M. J,, Allison, Colorado ......... .. 
F. G. Ward, California ........... . 
R. W. HutchinR, California .... .. 
C. F. Gardner, California ....... .. 
J. W. Haverstick, California .. . 
M. J. Cody, California ............ .. 
J. W. Leigh, California .......... .. 
J. E. Budd, California ............. . 
T. J. Sherwood, California .... .. 
T. H. Bell, California ............. .. 
A. Wood, California ............. .. 
W. H. Bickford, California ... .. 
B. E. Hutchinson, Dakota ..... . 
J. Lafabre, Dakota ................ .. 
E. C. Gearey, Dakota ............. .. 























































152 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Contingent expenses of land offices, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To E. W. Mullen, Dakota .......... .. 
'.r. F. Singiser, Dakota ........... . 
F. M. Zeibach, Dakota .......... .. 
W. J. Anderson. Dakota ....... .. 
D. T. Bramble, Dakota ........... . 
S. S. Smith, Dakota ....... : ....... .. 
L.A. Burke, Dakota ............. .. 
F. S. DeMers, Dakota ............ .. 
D.W. Hutchinson, Dakota ..... . 
J. F. Rolli~s. Florida ............. . 
Z. T. Crawford, Florida ........ . 
H. C. Branstetter, Idaho ....... . 
J. S. Waters, Idaho ................ . 
A.J.Shaw, Idaho ................ .. 
J. Montgomery, Idaho .......... . 
,V, J. McClure, Idaho ............ .. 
M.D. McHenry, Iowa .......... .. 
A. A. Cornahan, Kansas ....... .. 
R. R. Hays, Kansas ................ . 
C. Spalding, Kansas ............. .. 
W. H. Pilkinton, Kansas ...... .. 
T. Scott, Kansas ................... . 
S. Thanhauser, Kansas .......... . 
H. W. Young, Kansas .......... . 
H.M.Bickel, Kansas ............ .. 
S. L. Gilbert, Kansas ............. . 
0. F. Searl, I{ansas ................ .. 
A. J. Harris, Kansas ............. .. 
0. Shannon, Kansas .............. . 
J. M. Martin, Loui!'liana ....... .. 
A. E. Lemee, Louisiana ........ . 
P. H. Holberg, Minnesota ..... . 
A. Peterson, Minnesota ....... .. 
L. K. Aaker, Minnesota ....... .. 
E. G. Swanstrom, Minnesota .. 
L. L. Arme, Minnesota ....... .. 
C. F. Macdonald, Minnesota .. 
D. F. McDermott, Minnesota .. 
A. Railson, Minnesota ........... . 
P. K. Wiser, Minnesota ........ . 
B. Gordon, Minnes~a .......... .. 
E. A. Umland, Minnesota ..... . 
H. ,V. Stone, Minnf'sota ........ . 
J. T. Carlin, Montana ........ , .. . 
A. Hall, Montana ................ .. 
H. S. Howell, Montana ........ . 
W. A. Imes, Montana ........... . 
W. R. Edgar, Missouri. ......... . 
W. G. Hobbs, Missouri ......... .. 
J. S. Hoge, Missouri. ............. . 
M. H. Maynard, Michigan ..... .. 
J. M. Welch, Michigan .......... .. 
G. B. Brooks, Michigan ......... .. 
W. H. C. Mitchell, Michigan .. .. 
B. lVI. Thompson, Michigan .... . 
L. G. Willcox, Michigan ......... . 
W. McLaurin, Mississippi.. .... .. 
J. Treacy, Nebraska .............. . 
W. Anyan, Nebraska .............. . 
S. Parker, Nebraska .............. .. 
0. Shannon, Nebraska .......... .. 
S. G. Glover, Nebraska .......... .. 
T. W. Tipton, Nebraska ......... .. 
W. B. Lambert, Nebraska ..... .. 
C. F. Babcock, Nebraska ...... .. 
A. H. Baker, N eb!'aska ........... . 
E. R. Fogg, Nebraska ........... .. 
J. Steinmetz, Nebraska ......... .. 
A. W. Crites, Nebraska ......... ~ 
A. B. Charde, Nebraska ........... . 
E. T. Hudson, Nebraska ........ .. 
E. James. Nevada ................... . 
W. 0. Mills, Nevada ................ . 
L. 0. Knapp, New Mexico ..... . 
J. Brown, New Mexico .......... .. 
C. N. Thornbury, Oregon ........ .. 
J. T. Outhouse, Oregon .......... .. 
W. M. Townsend, Oregon ...... .. 
3. G. Pilsbury, Oregon .......... .. 
A. C. Jones, Oregon ............... . 
T. W. Slusher, Oregon .......... .. 




















































































Contingent expenses of land offices, 
1887-Continued. 
Broug·ht forward ............. . 
To H. C. Wallace, Utah ................ . 
L. '1'. Boyd, Wisconsin .......... .. 
A. A. Heald, Wisconsin .......... .. 
C. C. Hals, Wis<'onsin ............ .. 
S. S. Kepler, Wisconsin ......... .. 
E. B. Sanders, Wisconsin ........ . 
P. O'Malley, Wisconsin ......... .. 
W. M. Garrard. Wyoming .. ... .. 
W. T. Shaffer, Wyoming ........ . 
J. Braden, Washington ......... .. 
L. S. Howlett, Washington .... . 
J. R. Hayden, Washington .... .. 
J, O'Keane, Washington ....... .. 
M. G. Barney, Washington 
Territory ......................... .. 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co ........................ .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
Burlington and Missouri 
River R. R. Co ................... .. 
Chicago and Northwestern R. 
Rwy.Co ............................. .. 
Chicago, Mil waukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co .................. .. 
Central Branch, Union Pacific 
R.R.Co .............................. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cifieR. R.Co ....................... . 
G.W.Drown ......................... .. 
Denver and Rio Grande R. R. 
Co ...................................... .. 
G.W.Evans ......................... .. 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... . 
Kansas Pacific Rwy. Co ........ .. 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 
Co .. ..................................... . 
J.F.Loushy .......................... . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co ...... .. 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ....... . 
Or~gon Railway and Naviga~ 
t1onCo ............................... .. 
Ohio and Mississippi R. R. Co. 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ..................................... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy.Co .............................. . 
Utah Central Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... .. 
Vicksburgh and Meridian R. 
R.Co ................................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. Anyan ................. $190. 84 
H. M. Bickel............. 1, 174.91 
Z. T. Campbell........... 750. 00 
J. T. Carlin............... 1. 50 
E. C. Gearey ............. 13. 20 
S. G. Glover.............. 38.90 
B. E. Hutchinson...... 800. 00 
R. R. Hays............... 450. 00 
J.M. Me Ell is........... 1. 00 
C. F. McDonald. ...... 3. 40 
J. M. Martin............. 3. 60 
S. Parker.................. 228.20 
H. W. Stone............. 20.00 
P. H. Stolberg........... 8. 40 
J. Steinmetz..... ...... 40. 00 
E. S. Salisbury....... 1.10 
C. Spalding.............. 7. 30 
C. N. Thornberry.... 206.00 
P.K. Wiser."........... .30 









































Depredations on public timber, 1883 
and prior years: 
To J.II. Welch............................. 26.75 
107,320.99 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Depredations on public timber, 
1885: 
To Denver and Rio Grande West-
ern Hwy.Co ...................... .. 
W.S. Prosser ........................ .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Depred&tions on public timber, 1884 
and prior years : 
By E. M. McDonald .. ... $400. 00 
Depredations on public timber. 
1886: 
To L. K. Aaker ............................ . 
D.J.Chadwick ....................... . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha, Rwy. Co ..... . 
G.W.Evans .......................... . 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co .......... . 
T. Hanlon .............................. . 
J. L. and George M&.rsh ....... .. 
J. M. Martin ......................... . 
J.O'Keane ............................ .. 


















Protecting public lands, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To G. D. Freeman ..................... . 
Kansas Pacific Rwy. Co ....... .. 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ............................... .. 
Sioux City and PacificRwy.Co 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Deduct repayment': 
By G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Protecting public lands, 1887: 
To B. F. Bergen .......................... . 
Central Branch Union Pacific 
R.R.Co ............................ .. 
G. W. Evans ......................... . 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... .. 
J.Foley .................................. . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Rooks County R. R. Co ....... .. 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
By G. W. Evans........ ................... 712.16 Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Depredations on public timber, 
18R7: 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ........... . 
J. R. Hayden ......................... .. 
Union PacifieR. R. Co .......... .. 
J. O'Keane ........... .................. . 
G·. R. Stuntz .......................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Protecting the public timber, 1884 
and prior years: 
By H. M. Bickel ...... ...... $8. 91 
Protecting public lands, 1885: 
To W.H.Birchard ...................... .. 
G.W.Evans ......................... .. 
S. L. Gilbert ........................... .. 
W. B. Mitchell ...................... .. 
Union Pacific R.R.Co .......... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By D. T. Bramble......... $339.18 
H. M. Bickel............ 15. 36 
S. Cooper................. 95.85 
J. Dumars............... 46. 00 
J. L. Dyer ............... 20.45 . 
E. C. Geary.............. 1, 437.20 
S. Parker.............. .. 96.01 
C. Spalding.............. 34.34 
J.D. Seaman........... 21.00 
T. Scott.................... 911. 43 
Excess of repayment ..... 
Protecting public lands, 1886: 
To Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe 
R.R.Co .............................. . 
B. F. Bergen ......................... .. 
Centr!lll Branch Union Pacific 
R.R.Co ..... ......................... .. 
G. W. Evans ....................... .. 
A. F. Ely ........................ ....... . 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... .. 

























Surveying the public lands, 1883 and 
prior years: 
To H. W. Cooke .......................... . 
J.D. Hall .............................. . 
J. A. McMurtin ...................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Surveying the public lands, 1884 and 
prior years: 
By J. F. Rollins............ $26.50 
Surveying the public lands, 1885: 
To A. W. Archibold ................... .. 
W. B. Barr ............................ .. 
C. H. Bates ............................ . 
H. W.Cooke .......................... . 
H. S. Church ......................... . 
S. H. Cannon ............... : ....... .. 
G. W. Cooley ........................ .. 
G. W.Evans ......................... .. 
J. 0. Fries ........................... .. 
H. Fitzhugh ......................... .. 
0. P. Iverson ......................... . 
G. W. Julian ......................... .. 
G. A. Kline .................... .. ..... .. 
W. Mickler ............................ . 
G. H. Milman ....................... .. 
J. M. Page ........................... .. 
E. Richardson ...................... .. 
J. Richflrdson ........................ . 
!: ~-s~~~~~t:'j~:::::.::: ::~::::::::: 
A. W. Thompson .................. .. 
E. L. White .......................... .. 
L. Wolfley ............................. . 
J. A. Westby .......................... . 
Surveying the public lands, 1886: 
To Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co .. 
L. Cutshaw ........................... .. 
A. H. Coulter ......................... .. 
C. G. Coleman, jr ................... . 
W.H.Clark .......................... . 
B. F. Clark ........................... .. 
Coleman, jr. & Church .......... . 





























































154 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Surveying the public lands, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
W. M. Fitzhugh ...................... . 
W. M. Fitzgerald ..................• 
R. P. Hammond ....................• 
:J. Rise ................................... . 
E. W.Kolber .......................•• 
G. W. Lechner ....................... . 
:J.D. Penny backer .... ............. . 
G. W. Potter .................... ...... . 
R.B.Rice ............................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
:J.L. White ............................. . 
Deduct repayments : 
By G. W. Evans............ $0.25 
:J. Hise .......•...... .....• . 95 
G. W. :Julian ..•.•.... ... 189. 99 
:J. W.Leigh....... .....• .40 
A. T. Lewis....... ...... 412. 35 
Surveying the public lands, 1887: 
'.ro J. S. Bend ............................... . 
C. F. Conrad ..........••.•..•.......... 
G. W. Evans ......................... . 
B. H. Greene ......................... . 
E. P. H. Harrison ................. . 
P. McDonald ....... . ................. . 
H. B. 1\-Iartin .......... . .............. . 
G. B. Pickett ......................... . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ....................................... . 
F. 0. Sawin ........................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .........•. 
Expenses of hearings in land en-
tries: 
To L. L. Anne ..•..••••..................... 
,V. :J. Anderson ................•...... 
L. K. Aaker .......................... . 
H. C. Bransteller ...................• 
D. T. Bramble .......•................ 
A. H. Baker ............................ . 
L.A. Burke ......................... . 
H. M. Bickel .......................... . 
M.G. Barney .......................... . 
:J. Browne ............................. . 
Z. T. Crawford ....................... . 
C. A. ~ oryell .......................... . 
:J.M.Ellis ............................... . 
S. L. Gilbert ............................ . 
N.Gilmour ............................ . 
E. C. Gearey .......................... . 
S.G.Glover ...................... ...... . 
W. M. Garrard ............. ..........• 
R. W. Hutchins ...................... . 
:J. K. Hayden ......................... . 
H. S. Howell ...................... .. .. 
D. W. HuLchinson ................. . 
A. :J. Harris ........................... .. 
O.C.Holt ................ ..•............• 
W.C.:Jordan .........................•• 
:J. B. Kilbourn ........•.............•• 
L.O.Knapp ........•..•..•..........•• 
:J. F. Legate ..........•...••........•...• 
F.:J.Leonard .........................• 
:J.Lafabre .....•...•.....................• 
E.W.Miller .......................... . 
:J.M.Martin ...........•............... 
W.McLaurin .........................• 
C. F. 1\-Iacdonald .................... . 
:J. T. Outhouse ...................... .. 
:J.O'Keane ............................. . 
E.T.Pittman ........................ .. 
S.Parker ............................... . 
:J. G. Pilsbury ........................ .. 






































































Expenses of hearings in land en-
tries-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To A. Peterson-.......................... . 
:J. F. Rollins ......................... .. 
:J. W.Ross ............................. . 
:J. Steinmetz ....................... .. .. 
S.S.Smith ............................. . 
T. F. Singiser ........................ .. 
T. :J. Sherwood ...................... . 
0. F. Searl ............................ _ 
F.W.Smith ............................ . 
O.Shannon ........................... .. 
T.Scott .................................. .. 
E. B. Sanders ......................... .. 
:!.Treacy ..... ........................... . 
:J. R. Thornton ...................... .. 
P.K.Wiser ........................... .. 
H. C. Wallace ......................... . 
H.W.Young ........................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By L. K. Aaker.............. $402. 61 
D. T. Bramble...... .. 241.05 
L. A. Burke ............ 20. 20 
H. M. Bickel............ 51. 93 
Z. T. Crawford......... 60.40 
:J. M. Ellis................. 49.00 
N. Gilmour._............ 127. 50 
S. G. Glover.............. 327.02 
E. C. Gearey ............ 249. 60 
W.M.Garrard......... 29.65 
S. L. Gilbert.............. 136. 98 
:J. R. Hayden............ 1, 000. 00 
:J. Lafabre. ............... 15. 00 
F. :J. Leonard............ 53.40 
C. F. Macdonald....... 98.40 
W.McLaurin. ......... 22.55 
:J. M. Martin............. 33.10 
E. W. Miller.. ............ 313.60 
:J. T. Outhouse......... 60.00 
A. Peterson ............ _ 6. 88 
:J. G. Pilsbury ........... 72. 20 
S. Parker................. 21. 86 
:J. F. Rollins............. 10. 00 
0. Shannon ............. 1, 218.00 
T. Scott............... ...... 95.00 
P. K. Wiser .............. 2. 70 
H. W. Young........... 250.00 
Expenses of hearings in land en-
tries, 1886 : 
To L. T. Boyd ........................ ..... . 
H. C. Bransteller ..................... . 
L.A.Burke ............................ . 
W.M.Garrard ......................... . 
S. L. Gilbert .......................... . 
S. G. Glover .......................... . 
H. S. Howell ......................... .. 
:J. R. Hayden .......................... . 
R. W. Hutchins ................... .. 
W. C. :Jordan .......................... . 
H. M.:Jacoway ....................... . 
A. C. :Jones ............................. . 
:J. B. Kilbourn ........................ . 
S. S. Kepler .......................... . 
:J. M. Ma.rtin ......................... . 
E. W. Miller .......................... . 
C. F. Macdonald ................... .. 
:J. O'Keane ......................... .. 
A. Peterson .......................... . 
:J. W. Rose ............................ . 
T. F. Singiser ...................... .. 
W. T.E'haffer ......................... .. 
T.Scott ................................. .. 
A. :J. Shaw ............................. . 
:J. Steinmetz ......................... .. 
E. B. Sanders .......................... . 
C. N. Thornbury ................... .. 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR CIVIL. 
Expenses of hearings in land en-
tries, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ................• 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. F. Babcock......... $323.20 
H. C. Brans teller...... 137. 60 
S. L. Gilbert............ 3. 00 
S. G. Glover...... ...... 124.90 
H. S. Howell............ 140.60 
A. Hall..................... 7.50 
J. R. Hayden............ 118. 25 
J: B. Kilbourn.......... 77.90 
E. W. Miller............ 88.65 
J. O'Keane ......••.....• 109.50 
A. Peterson............. 49.10 
A. J. Shaw............... 174.15 
J. Steinmetz............ 354.20 
T. Scott..................... 42.90 
Settlement of claims for swamp 
land and swamp-land indem-
nity, 1886: 
To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Settlement of claims for swamp 
lands and swamp lands indem-
nity,ll:l87: 
To P.M. Conway ......................... . 
G.W.Evans .......................... .. 
C. Rhackelford ....................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ...........• 
Surveying private land claims in 
Califomia, 1886: 
By R. P. Hammond ...... $44. 02 
Surveying private land claims in 
California, 1887: 
To R. P. Hammond ..................... . 
Surveying private land claims in 
New Mexico, 1885: 
To H. S. Church ........................ .. 
Warner & Laderer ................ . 
W. White ........ .......... ........... .. 
Surveying private land claims in 

















To C. G. Coleman, jr .................... 237.47 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W.Julian........................... 165.39 
Surveying private land claims in 
New Mexico, 1887: 
To G. W. Julian .......................... . 
Resurveys of public lands: 
To J. 0. Freis ............................... . 
C. F. Hopkins ...................... . 
Reimbursement to receivers of 
public moneys for excess of de-
posits: 
To E. Ballou ................................ . 
H.O.Beatty ..................... .... .. 
S. W.Brown .......................... . 
G. Conn .................................. . 
J. L. Carson ............... ; •............ 
L.T.Crane ............................. . 













Reimbursement to receivers of 
public moneys for excess of de-
posits-Continued. 
Brough t forward ............. . 
To J. Cushman ......................... .. 
G. B. Folsom ......................... . 
J.Huntoon ............................. . 
E.J.Jenkins .......................... . 
W . T. Matlock ....................... . 
S. Star ................................... .. 
P. J. Strobach ...................... .. 
E. N. Sweet .................. ....... .. 
G. Stickney ................ .. ....... .. 
G. Vv. Walson ...................... . 
J. M. Wilkinson ................... .. 
Annual repairs, Capitol, 1886: 
By G. W. Evans............ $33.75 
Annual repairs, Capitol, 1887: 
















To G. W. Evans ......................... .. 143,000.00 
Improving the Capitol grounds, 
1886: 
To G. W. Evans .................. ......... 5, 000.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans........................... 251.01 
Improving the Capitol grounds, 
1887: 
To G. W. Evans .................... , .... .. 





To G. W. Evans........................... 26, 000. 00 
Heating apparatus, U. S. Senate, 
1881 (transfer account): 
To R. Joseph................................ . 01 
Boiler vaults and boilers, Senate, 
1887: 
===== 
To G. W. Evans........................... 3,500.00 
Ventilation, Senate, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans........................... 1,500.00 
Elevator, Senate, 1887: 
'.ro G. W. Evans........................... 5, 000.00 
Elevator, House of Representa-
tives, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans........................... 5, 000.00 
Repairs of building, Department 
of Interior, 1887: . 
To G. W. Evans........................... 7, 780.00 
Fire-proof building for the Pen-
sion Office; 
To G. W. Ji::vans............................. 120, 000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W.Evans .............. , ............ 1.00 
Heating apparatus building for the 
Pension Office; 
119,999.00 
To G. W.Evans ....................... .... 1,500.00 
Extension of the Government 
Printing Office: 
By R. Joseph .. ............... $25. 00 
Building for Library of Congress: 
To G. W. Evans ............ ............... 45, 000. 00 
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Building for Library of Congress-
site: 
'£o G.F.Appleby ........................ " 
S.Bieber ................................ . 
Sarah Burnett ....................... . 
W. P. Bradley ....................... . 
Wm. Breuninger ................. .. 
J. F. Buehler ......................... .. 
Fanny L. Berry ...................... . 
Mary D. Collamer ................ .. 
Sophia D. Chew .. .................. . 
Louisa V. Dawson ................. . 
W. E. Edmonston ................ .. 
W. A. Gordon ......................... . 
J,Grinder ............................ .. 
G.W.Gist ............................ . 
MaryS. Gist .......................... . 
E. Hudson ............................. . 
W.H.Hoeke ........................ .. 
Eliza Roeke ......................... .. 
Stella A. Kent ...................... .. 
J.C.Lotz .............................. .. 
Jane Lynch ......................... .. 
Barbara and A. Lehman ........ . 
R.J.Meigs ............................. . 
Agnes McLaughlin ............... -
North Metropolitan Fire In-
surance Company ............. .. 
Kate S. Olds ......................... .. 
O.H.Reed ............................ . 
Mary Isabel H. and N. Sar-
gent .................................. .. 
H. C. Tracey .......................... . 
A. A. Wilson .......................... . 
F. A. Wood ........................... . 
A. C. Washburn ................... .. 
D. A. Waterston .................... . 
A. S. Worthington ................ .. 
Store-house Government Printing 
Offiee: 
To Mrs. Ellen Gleason ............... .. 
Buildings and grounds Government 
Hospital for the Insane: 
To W. W. Godding ...................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. W. Godding ...................... . 
Current expenses Government Hos-
pital for the Insane, 1885: 
By W. W. Godding........ $747. 09 
Current expenses Government Hos-
pital for the Insane, 1886: 
By G. W. Evans ............ $4, 624.96 









































Maryland Institution for the In-
struction of the Blind: 
To the Maryland Institution ....... . 
Support of Freedmen's Hospital 
and Asylum, 1885: 
By G. W. Evans............ $0. 25 
Support of Freedmen's Hospital 
and Asylum, 1886: 
By G. W. Evans............ $533. 01 
Furniture and fixtures National 
Museum, 1887: 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Preservation of collections National 
Museum, 1885: 
40,000.00 
To G. W. Evans........................... 1.50 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans........................... 1. 00 
Preservation of collections National 
Museum, 1883 and prior years: 
To J. Simpson ............................. . 
Preservation of collections N ationltl 
Museum 1886: 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Preservation of collections National 
Museum 1885-1886: 
By G. W. Evans ............ $1. 48 
Preservation of collections National 
Museum(Armory building) 188.'5: 
By G. W. Evans............ $8.25 
Preservation of collections National 
Museum 1887: 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Hea.ting and lighting National Mu-
seum 1887: 









Protection and improvement of Y el-
lowstone National Park: 1885: 
By R. E. Carpenter........ $272.72 
Protection and improvementofYel-
lowstone National Park, 1884 
and prior years: 
By P. H. Conger ........... $342.25 
Protection and improvementofYel-
Jowstone National Park 1887: 





Building and grounds Columbia 
Institution for the Deaf and 
Dumb: 
To J. B. Wight ............................ .. 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf 
and Dumb: 
To J. B. Wight ............................ . 
Education of feeble-minded chil-
dren District of Columbia, 1887: 
To the Pennsylvania Training-
school ............................ .......... .. 
. Howard University,1887: 
To J. B. Johnson ........................ .. 
Buildings and grounds Howard 
University: 





C. J. Baronett ...................... .. 
T. E. Bracken ......................... . 
S. S. Errett ............................. . 
E.L.Fish ............................... . 
J.Fassum ............................... . 
G.B. Miller ........................... .. 
W. McClellan ........................ .. 
A. Stuber ................................ . 
W. 'Vilson ............................ .. 
E. Wilson .............. ................ .. 
D.W. Wear ........................... . 
Freedmen's Hospital a.nd Asylum-
repairs to water-pipes: 
To G. W.o!Evans .... .................... .. 
Freedmen's Hospital and Asylum-
painting: 
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Freedmen's Hospital and Asylum, 
1887: 
To G. W. Evans .............••.....•...... $52,175.00 
Expenses of the Tenth Census: 
To Government Printing Office .. 
R.Joseph .............................. . 
G. B. Merriam ........................ . 
H. L. Pelouze & Son .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. W.Evans ...•••..................... 
Expenses of the Eighth Census: 
To J.l\fcCullers ........................ ... 
M.K.Taylor .....•.....•.............. 
Geological Survey, 1885: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co .......................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and 
Pacific R. R. Co ................... . 
Chicago, Burlington and 
QuincyR. R. Co ................... . 
P.IL Christie ........................ . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ....... . 


















By J.D.McChesney..................... 185.05 
Excess ofrepayment ........ . 
Geological Survey, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific R. R. Co ..................... . 
Lake Shore and Michigan 
Southern R. R. Co .............. . 
Southern Pacific R. R, Co ..... . 
J.Simpson ............................. . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Geological Survey, 1886: 
'.ro Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
I:<~eR.R.Co .......................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 











Geological Survey, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific R. R. Co ....................... . 
C.D.Davis ........................... .. 
C.K.Gilbert .......................... . 
A. Hague ............................ .. 
R. R. Hawkins ....................... . 
A.Karl .................................. . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
J.D. McChesney .................... . 
Missouri PacificRwy.Co ..... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. 0o .... .. 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
J. ~~~i~fn~:.~.~.:.:::::::::::::·.::::::: 
H.C.Rizer ............................ . 
J. H. Renshawe ..................... .. 
A.M. Rogers .......................... . 
A. 0. D. Taylor, jr ................. . 
Texas Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
War Department ................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. Karl.......... ........ $93. 36 
H. C. Rizer.............. 372. 09 
Preservation of abandoned mili-
tary reservations, 1887 : 
To G. W. Evans .......................... . 
Appraisement and sale. ot a ban-
doned military reservations: 
ToM. R. Cooper ................. .......... . 
Clark & Graves ...................... . 
W. D. Covington ................... . 
Central Branch Union Pacific 
R.R.Co .............................. . 
D. L. Dunham ...................... .. 
R. R. Hays, ............................ . 
A. J. Harris ......................... .. 
J. G. Long ............................ .. 
W.O. Owen ............................ . 
St. Augustine Press .............. . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... .. 
Appraisement and sale of aban-






































J.D. McChesney .................... . 





To A. Reed................................... 4. 00 
II. C. Rizer ............................. . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. F. Bodfish............ $19.93 
C. D. Davis............... 4.16 
C. K. Gilbert............ 1, 722. 59 
R. R Hawkins......... 28.32 
A. Karl ...... .............. 239. 35 
J. W.Powell ............ 3,550.28 
A.M. Rogers............ 492. 99 
H. C. Rizer.............. 359. 22 
A. 0. D. Taylor,jr ... 2. 09 
Geological Survey, 1887: 
To Atchiso11, Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R.Co ........... ............. .. 
P. H. Christie ......................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy.Co ............................ .. 








Suppression of the slave trade: 
To H. H. Dalton ......................... .. 
G. W.Hays ........................... .. 
R. W. Jeffrey ........................ ~ 
J. E. Lindsey ......................... . 
Five per cent. of the net proceeds 
sales of public lands in Wiscon-
sin prior to July 1, 1883: 
To State of ·wisconsin ................. . 
Five per cent. of the net proceeds 
of sales of public lands in Lou-
isiana prior to July 1, 1883: 
To State of Louisiana ............... .. 
Five per cent. of the net proceeds 
of sales of public lands in Ne-
braska prior to July 1, 1883: 
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Deposits by individuals for survey-
ing public lands: 
To 0. \V. Aikins ...........................• 
.J. :\I. Anderson ....................... . 
Badger Star Mining Company 
,V.U.Bowman ....................... . 
G. \V. Baker .......................... .. 
S.W.Brunt ........... ................. . 
D. D. Brown .......................... . 
H. E. Buckley ...................... .. 
'l'.Binze ................................ .. 
N. L. Bet·dan ......................... .. 
:J. C. Breckiuridge ........... ... .... . 
C. II. Carlson ......................... .. 
II. vV. Cooke ......................... .. 
F. ,V. Campbell ....... ............ . 
G. l\'L Carson ......................... .. 
G-. S. Collins ........................... .. 
E. Carpenter .......................... . 
T. Creighton ....................... . .. 
L. D. Chillson ........................ .. 
A. Carstarphin ..................... . 
A. S. Cooper .......................... .. 
E. Darcy .............................. . 
J. Duress .................. ...... ....... . 
J. A. Da,vson .......................... . 
A.I:f.Doeg ............................. . 
Downey & Grant ......... , ..... : ... 
A. Fisher ................................ . 
l\1. Fischer ............................. . 
J. E. Freeman ....................... . 
W. R. Fitzgerald .................... .. 
S. ,V. Foreman ........ ...... : ........ . 
D. W.Fleet ............... ............ .. 
A. Gagner .......... .................... . 
Gardner & Cleghorn ............ . 
B. H. Greene ....................... .. 
L. B. Gorha ill ........................ .. 
J. R. Glover ........................... . 
A. P. Harrison ....................... . 
J. 1-Iise ................................... . 
R. P. Hammond, jr ..... ........... . 
C. Herrmann .......................... . 
A. 'l'. I-Ierrmann .................... . 
C. A. Honey .......................... . 
C. Holcomb ............................ . 
J.D.Hall .............................. . 
C. T. Healey ......................... . 
G. W .. Julian .......................... . 
A. W. J{edder ......................... . 
J.Lewis ................................ . 
A.E.Lillie ........................... . 
I"ega.l Tender Mining and 
Milling· Company ............. .. 
F.L11thy .............................. . . . 
H.H.Logan .......................... . 
L. ,V. La,ckland .................... .. 
G.G.Ly1nan ......................... . 
G.W.Lakin .......................... . 
T.::\faguire ........................... . 
C. Miller ................................ . 
.J.Manning .......................... . . 
Emma F.l\Iilner ................... . 
,V. H. Myrick ......................... . 
J.L.McCoy ............................ . 
W. D. Minchler ...................... . 
W.l\-Iinto ............................... . 
A. McKay .......... ............... . ..... . 
F. P.lUcUray ................. ........ . 
G. D. Nickel ......................... .. 
W. H. Norway ...................... .. 
.J.O'Brien ............................. . 
W.Price ..... ........................... . 
C. F. Putnam ......................... . 
C. C. Powning ...................... .. 
W. H. Procter ........................ .. 
W. A. Pierce ..................... : ... .. 
C. P. Pieimton ...................... .. 
F. Pedgeon ........................... .. 
C. F. Ragsdale ...................... . 
lVL F. Reilly ........................... .. 
A. J. Ralston .......................... . 
F. L. Ripley ...................... ...... . 


















































































Carded forward ............... -112, 114.21 
Deposits by indiyjduals for survey-
ing public lands-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To F.O.Shea ................ : ............ .. 
E. S. Sturtevant ..................... .. 
.T. C. Straughan ..................... .. 
Sawyer & Harding ................ . 
G. Scheetz ............................. . 
A.A. Smith ............................ . 
C. Scott .................................. . 
H. Savage ............................... . 
L.Siebold ............................... . 
D.F.Spnrr ............................. . 
M. Tayior .............................. . 
J. C. Thompson ........ ., ............ . 
D. W.'l'aylor ..................... ... .. 
D.O. Thayer ......................... .. 
A. W. Von Schmidt ............... .. 
0. D. B. Whitford .................. .. 
J. E. Woods ............................ . 
0. D. Wheeler ........................ .. 
F.S.Woods ........................... .. 
F. G. Ward ............................ .. 
A. E. Werner .......................... . 
R. M. Wilson ......................... .. 
E. S. Yeates ............................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. G. Bowman......... $0.64 
R.S.Dement............ 638.44 
J. A. Dawson. .......... 1, 365.70 
B. H. Greene... ......... 964.06 
R. P. Hammond, jr.. 41.80 
J. Rise ..................... 15.24 
G. W. Julian............ 1, 751.25 
U. C. Powning ........ 1.62 
J. 0. Straughan........ 592. 65 
J. C. Tolman............ 216.05 
M. Taylor................. 188. (5 
J. C. Thompson........ 26.67 
TreasurerU.S......... 2f>7.97 
Protection and improvement of Hot 
Springs, Ark.: 
To A. P. Aldrich .......................... . 
G. W. Fields .......................... . 

































Relief of A. A. Thomas: 
To A. A. Thomas ....................... .. 607.I4 
----
Relief of S. B. Cranston: 
To S. B. Cranston.......................... 40. 00 
Indemnity for swamp lands pur-
chased by individuals: 
To State of Iowa ........................ . 
State of Illinois ................... .. 
State of Louisiana ............... .. 
State of Missouri. ................. . 
State of Michigan ................ . 
State of Wisconsin ................ . 
Treasurer of United States 
(deposit for Louisiana) ...... 
Five-per-cent. fund of the net pro-
ceeds of sales of public lands in 
Louisiana: 
To State of Louisiana ................. . 
Five-per-cent. fund ot the net pro-
ceeds of sales of public lands in 
Nebraska: 
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Two-per-cent. fund of the net pro-
ceedA of sales of public lands in 
Alabama: 
To State of Alabama .................. . 
Three-per-cent. fund of the net pro-
ceeds of sales of public lands in 
Alabama: 
To State of Alabama .........•.......••. 




ToT. J. L. Powell, Arkansas......... 14.00 
J. Winchester, Arkansas........ 7. 00 
E. A. Pladgett, Arkansas .......• 50.00 
S. W. Griffin, Arkansas........... 7. 00 
A. S. Apjones, Arkansas ........• 50.00 
T. Cauthron, Arkansas........... 60.00 
M. Stanfill, Arkansas.............. 50. 00 
Lindsay Land and Lumber 
Company, Arkansas............ 100.00 
J.P. McKinney, Arkansas....... 14.00 
W. H. Bell, Arkansas.............. 6. 00 
L. Blake, Arkansas................. 16.73 
J. J. Bringle, Arkansas ......••••• 87. 62 
A. Johnson, Arkansas ............ 7. 00 
J. A. Spaulding, Arkansas...... 46.50 
A. J. Rich, Arkansas............... 7. 09 
J. W. Willis, Arkansas............ 7.00 
G. A. God at, Arkansas............ 6. 80 
B. McDaniel, Arkansas........... 7. 00 
B.J.Oliver,Arkansas ............ 7.00 
G. A. Garfield, Arkansas......... 7. 00 
W. W. Stuart, Arkansas ......... 7. 00 
C. M. Hillman, Arkansas........ 9. 00 
J.P. Maginn, Arkansas........... 14.00 
G. Parks, Arkansas.. .............. 18.00 
C. C. Cox, Arkansas................. 6. 00 
J.D. Barrett, Arkansas ........... 13. 00 
C. A. Wyatt, Arkansas ..... ...... 49. 99 
J.Foster,Arizona .................. 10.00 
T. Boyle, Arizona.................... 14. 00 
P. T. Hurley, Arizona......... ... 14. 00 
J. Lochel, Arizona.................. 14. 00 
G. H. Wilson, Arizona............ 14.00 
J. T. Clegg, Alabama.............. 6. 00 
F. E. Rodgers, Alabama......... 14.00 
J. E. Rodgers, Alabama......... 14.00 
J. F. Rodgers, Alabama......... 14.00 
W. Dickey,jr., Alabama......... i.OO 
W. T. Carr, Alabama.............. 15.10 
H. P. Jordan, Alabama........... 7.00 
J. A. Mayhall, Alabama......... 7. 00 
M. Hulsey, Alabama ....... .,..... 24.12 
B. Anderson, Alabama........... 68. 00 
R.J.Nave,Alabama............... 13.00 
L. L. Walkins, Alabama......... 7. 00 
W. E. Vinzant, Alabama........ 6. 00 
J. E. Muggins, Alabama.... .... 14. J5 
W.J. Woodfin, Alabama........ 14.00 
W.J.Stutts,Alabama............. 6.00 
J. W. Barnes, Alabama........... 18.00 
W. Bottcher, California........... 21. 55 
C. Wilson, California.............. 22. 00 
T. Newman, California........... 10.00 
L. A. Hill, California..... ......... 202.25 
W. A. Albertson, California.... 22.00 
A. A. Dubia, California........... 202. 21 
J. Frederickson, California.... 200.00 
G. W. Keesey, California........ 22.00 
J. A. Smith, California............ 191. 42 
C. Nolan, California............... 100.00 
D. McEwan, California........... 200.00 
E. K. Hall, California............ 218.40 
N. H. Fales, California............ 196.37 
C. A. Lewis, California........... 50. 00 
G. "\V. Barnes, California......... 200.00 
J. W. Logwood, California..... 200. 00 
J. T. Hammond, California..... 200. 00 
J. M. Pool, California............. 203.41 
J. Tuller, California............... 200.00 
J. Seymour, California........... 27.14 
C. A. Mane, California......... ... 39.00 
A. A. Still, Califomia.... ....... ... 27. 55 
-----
Carried forward............... 3, 750. 40 
Repayments for lands erroneously 
s.old-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
'ro J. Thompson, California ........ . 
M. Thornberry, California .... .. 
W. Berry, California ............. .. 
S. M. Garrisexe, California···-
T. Kelley, California ............. . 
J. Dillon, California ............. .. 
J. M. McElhany, California .. . 
A. S. Woolf, California ......... .. 
H. G. Burns, California ......... . 
C. A. Lewis, California .......... . 
G. B. Montgom'ery, California 
G. B. Clemons, California .... .. 
T. J. Barnes, California ....... .. 
W. Witherow, California ....... . 
D. R. Evinger, California ...... . 
C. J. Liddle, California ......... .. 
W. B. Lucas, California ........ . 
P. McDonogh, California ...... .. 
E. G. Pressi, California .......... . 
L. H. Freshorn, California .... . 
0. Wyss. California .............. .. 
A. Raffa, California ............... , 
S. 0. Pugh, California .......... .. 
F. M. Jolley, California ........ .. 
J. F. & C. B. Miller, California 
G;. McConnell, California ..... .. 
W. A. Henry, California ........ . 
W. I. K. Fisher, California .... . 
E. Pasque, California ........... .. 
0. Smith, California ............. .. 
M. M. Dobson, California ...... . 
J. A. Bandy, Californi!l. ......... . 
N. Azbill, California ............. .. 
J. Curtin, California .............. . 
H. Bushnell, California ........ .. 
C. H. Glines, California ........ . 
W. H. McElheney, California 
W. P. Baker, California ....... .. 
J. Collins, California ............. . 
S. Hobbs, California ............. . 
0. McKenney, California ..... .. 
C. E. Fowler. California ........ . 
E. Bluhm, Califomia ............. . 
A. Lans, California ................ . 
H. Healy, California ............. . 
W. R. Ellis, California ........... . 
G. Dudley, California .......... .. 
L. Patterson, California ....... .. 
J. Bock, California ............... .. 
J. Edgar, California ............. .. 
J. L. O'Brien, California ........ . 
C. A. Blake, California .......... .. 
J. P.Lightbody. California .... . 
J. C. Edwards, California ...... .. 
S. Gaillard, California ......... .. 
M. Sands, California ............. .. 
C. McDonogh, California ....... . 
F. E. Lowe, California .......... .. 
J. K. Burnett, California ...... .. 
H. D. Huggins, California ..... . 
F. 0. Vincent, California ....... . 
J. S. Terra, California .......... .. 
C. A. Schenck, California ....... . 
S. Jones, California ................ . 
N.H. Wood, California .......... . 
S. Fortney, California ........... . 
M. Sands, California .............. . 
G. E. Niderer, California ...... .. 
J ·. W. Hammond, California .. . 
G. H. Murphy, California .... .. 
R. Armstrong, California .... .. 
H. Blin, California ............... .. 
D. McCoy, California ............ .. 
0. Olsson, California ........... :. 
J. Whisman, California ....... .. 
J. B. Anthony, California ...... .. 
E. L. Gates, California .......... .. 
P. Stretch, California ............. . 
J. Senneth, California ........... . 
E. S. Remy, California ........... . 
J. Curragh, California .......... .. 
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Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To L. S. Sumner, California ........ . 
S. B. Sumner, California ........ . 
J. S. Perkins, California ........ . 
D. Garcia, California ............. . 
A. De R. L. Musick, California. 
H. Goodall, California ........... . 
C. W. Jones, California .......... . 
S. 0. Pugh, California ............. . 
T. C. Herbert, California ........ . 
I. T. Mason, California ........... . 
J. Nelson, California .............• 
N. Paulsen, California ........... . 
A. Mclsaacs, California .......... . 
H. Barr, California ................. . 
A. E. Dudley, California ........ . 
D. Bruce, Califomia ............... . 
R. Grimes, California ............ . 
W. M. Mill"ard, California ....... . 
G. Eastman, California .. ........ . 
G. J. Bockenoogan, C'alifornia 
Z. R. Robinette, Ca.Jifornia ..... . 
R. J. Morison, California .......• 
E. F. Eastman, California ..... . 
J. C. Gibbs, California ........... . 
A. McFarland, California ....... . 
E. W. Littleton, California ..... . 
S. Gibson, California .............. . 
W. Henry, California ............. . 
A. 1\I. Brooks, California ........ . 
J. Richardson, California .......• 
J.P. Pugh, California .............• 
T. L. Kirkendall, California .. . 
J. Miller, California ............. .. 
M. F. Frese, California ........... . 
P. O'Toole, California ........... . 
S. H. Heiring, California ........ . 
W. R. Wells, California .......... . 
L. C. Waldman, California .. ... . 
J. A. Morris, California .......... . 
1V. T. Fleming, Califomia ..... . 
P. McCarrill, ('a! ifornia ........ .. 
H. J. Dutton, California ......... .. 
J. 0. Flemons, California ....... . 
C. Krames, California ........... . 
J. F. Bond, California ............. . 
S. Cooper, California ............. . 
H. S. Badger. California ........ . 
R. Kelley, Califomia ......... : ... . 
E. Pate, California ................ . 
W. Boshinger, California ....... . 
F. Adams, California ............ . 
J. A. Gillian, California ....... .. 
,V. T. Wiggin, California ...... -
G. S. Brown, California ........ . 
J. W. Flemons, California ..... . 
G. E. Crane, California .......... . 
H. ,J. Dutton, California ........• 
J. Astbnrg, California ........•••• 
H. S. F. Hhyne, California ....•• 
D. H. Miller, California .......... . 
G. Lanscioni, California ........• 
H. Phillips, California ........... . 
,V. Porter, California ............ . 
M. Boohing·er, California ....... . 
E. Van Valkenburgh, Cali-
fornia ................................. . 
W. P. Poole, California .......... . 
S. A. Burt. California ............. . 
P. Oeker, California .............. . 
L. L. Potter, California ......... .. 
l\L Topia, California ............. .. 
J. ·w. Slack, California ........... . 
C. Reynolds, California ...... .. 
R. Hansen, California .......... . 
K. M .• Jared, California ......... .. 
N.H. 'l'urner, California ...... .. 
J. L. Little, California .......... .. 
A. ·williamson, California .... .. 
J. B. Campbell, California .... .. 
J. D.Rapp, California ........... . 
A. R. Hath way, California .... . 




















































































Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To P. 0. Halleran, California ..... . 
A. Brown, California ............. .. 
S. Cooper,jr., California ...... .. 
W. I.. Husten, California ....... .. 
J.l\1. Shunk, California ....... .. 
W. H. Middaugh, California ... 
S.D. Moore, California ......... .. 
F. Garcia, California ............. .. 
R. S. Crane, California .......... .. 
J.E. West, California ............. . 
C. Muller, California ............. .. 
J. Cloffey, California ............. . 
F.l\1. Smith, Cali ornia ......... .. 
M. J. Shunk, California .......... . 
J. W. Finch, California .......... . 
J. Scites, California ............... .. 
T. J. Powers, California ....... .. 
,V. H. Blaylock, California ... .. 
C. R. Cooper, California ......... .. 
F. ,V, FerE!!e, California ....... .. 
G.l\Iarantelli, California ....... . 
J. T. Freels, California .......... . 
J. DeDios Valencia. California 
'1'. B. Groome, California ....... . 
L. Fine, California ................ .. 
\V. Roberts, California ........... . 
C. H. Hooun, California .......... . 
E. H. Cawley, California ....... .. 
l\1. Fieldsen, California .......... . 
L. Byer, California ................ .. 
E. P. Rogers, California .......... . 
A.M. Ewing, California ....... .. 
N.H. Dodson, California ....... . 
J. F. Malone, California ....... .. 
W. A. Wagoner, Coloraclo .... .. 
W. L. Andrews, Colorado ...... .. 
P. Breen, Colorado ................. . 
A. L. Kissinger, Colorado ..... . 
J.N.Riggs, Colorado ............ .. 
A. Valk, Colorado ................. . 
A. Small, Colorado ............... . 
M. V. B. Gillette, Colorado .... .. 
0. C. Mohl, Dakota ................ . 
1V. Kelly, Dakota ................ .. 
G. E. House, Dakota ............. .. 
1V. Parliament, Dakota ........ . 
C. Zitzke, Dakota .................. .. 
C. F. Furman, Dakota. ... , ....... . 
W. F. Bradway, Dakota ....... .. 
E.(;, Warner, Dakota ........... .. 
E. A. Lamont, Dakota .......... . 
C. J. Olmstead, Dakota .......... . 
G. A. Brown, Dakota ............. .. 
H.A.Cumming,Dakota ...... .. 
A. Hamill, Dakota ............... .. 
W. H. Kyne, Dakota ............. .. 
H. Hamill, Dakota ................ .. 
G. Martin. Dakota ................. . 
C. Rothenberger. Dakota ...... .. 
N. ~Iii len, Dakota ................. .. 
E. C. Florence, Dakota .......... . 
S.C. Hays, Dakota ................ .. 
J. Williams,Dakota ............. .. 
C. F. Russell, Dakota ............ .. 
T. Morris, sr., Dakota ............ .. 
J. C. Stephen, Dakota ............ .. 
L. M. Engesather, Dakota .... .. 
S. Turner, Dakota .................. . 
W. B. Dille, Dakota ............... . 
J. F. Williams. Dakota ........... . 
C. Goldstein, Dakota ............. . 
E. Andrews, Dakota ............ .. 
F. Gunderson, Dakota ........... . 
A.J. Wolfe, Dakota ................ . 
A.~n, Dakota .................... . 
A. L: h"urtz, Dakota ............... . 
A. Carr, Dakota ...... ......... ······-
S. S. Russell, Dakota .............. . 
P.M. Clark, Dakota ............... .. 
J. Scherman, Dakota ............. . 
S. Harris, Dakota ................... . 




















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Repayments for Janus erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To H. B. Hoff, Dakota ................. . 
J. B. Hutchings. Dakota ........ . 
J. Ruwell, Dakota .................. . 
A. D. Haish, Dakota ............. .. 
J. M. Ludden, Dakota ............. . 
0. Hansen, Dakota ................ .. 
S. Srcnson, Dakota ................. . 
M. Biggins, Dakota ............... .. 
C. J. Sawyer, Dakota .............. . 
J. G. Jacobson, Dakota .......... . 
0. Peterson, Dakota ............. .. 
W. Stead, Dakota ................. . 
W. Luy, Dakota .................. .. 
T. B. Hasta, Dakota .............. . 
R. M. Dickey, Dakota ........... . 
W. Burrows, Dakota ........... .. 
G. E. Miller, Dakota ............. .. 
P. Arth, Dakotu. .................... . 
W. Mattison, Dakota ............ .. 
J. Betz, Dakota ...................... . 
J. W. Lovell, Dakota ............. . 
W. A. Patterson, Dakota ...... .. 
J. S. Johnson, Dakota ........... . 
H. B. Hedding, Dakota ....... .. 
0 Blatchley, Dakota ............ .. 
1\II. Casey, Dakota .................. .. 
G. Peterson, Dakota ............. .. 
.f. Henderson, Dakota ........... . 
C. J. Larson, Dakota ........ ..... . 
W. 0. M. Smith, Dakota ........ . 
N. G. Koen. Dakota ............ .. 
F. Deyo, Dakota .................. .. 
J. 0. Miller, Dakota ............ .. 
L. F. Cavenaugh, Dakota ..... . 
W. Lee, Dakota ................... .. 
C. C. Udell, Dakota .............. . 
W. Hollants, Dakota ............ .. 
H. C. Olmstead. Dakota ....... .. 
L. H. S. Barrows, Dakota .... .. 
L. J. Byrne, Dakota .............. . 
J. 0. Dean, Dakota ............... .. 
J. Swift, Dakota .................. .. 
C. Zimmer, Dakota .............. . 
C. B. Hale, Dakota ............... .. 
C. W. Albright, Dakbta ........ . 
G. Pierre, Dakota ................ .. 
N. Sorensen, Dakota ............ .. 
C. H. Burke, Dakota ........... . 
P. H. Pighim, Dakota .......... .. 
J. Swift, Dakota .................... . 
J. S. Bulkley, Dakota ........... . 
T. Grady, Dakota ................ .. 
G. Morrison, Dakota ............ .. 
C. E. Leman, Dakota ........... .. 
S. H. Dillon, Dakota ............. . 
A. V. Bruce, Dakota .............. . 
G. W. Roberts, Dakota ......... . 
C. A. Wilkins, Dakota ......... .. 
C. Anderson, Dakota ............ . 
H. W. Chapman, Dakota ..... .. 
'V. J. Bruce, Dakota ........... .. 
J. Wicke, Dakot.a .................. . 
N. C. Bruce, Dakota ............ .. 
L. C. '¥'alters, Dakota ......... .. 
G. B. Stone, Dakota ............. .. 
J. B. Patt, Dakota ................. . 
T. P. Flagestad, Dakota ........ . 
A. H. Hall, Dakota ............... . 
J. S. King, Dakota ............... .. 
M. Nelson, Dakota ................ . 
J. McClure, Dakota .............. . 
E. T. White, Dakota ............ .. 
N. T. Sporpined, Dakota ...... .. 
W. T. Farrington, Dakota .... .. 
J. A. Bullock, Dakota .......... .. 
R. G. Wagher, Dakota .......... . 
A. Colby, Dakota .................. . 
J. Cambpell, Dakota ............. . 
J. W. Patterson, Dakota ..... .. 
T. E. Benfield, Dakota ........ .. 
W. C. Cunninghl\m, Dakota .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 





















































































Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To A. F. Abbott, Dakota .......... .. 
C. M. Johnson, Dakota ......... . 
J. Anderson, Dakota ........... .. 
H. D. Law, Dakota ............. .. 
.A. Kelsey, Dakota .............. .. 
F. Lanouette, Dakota ........... . 
C. Schultz, Dakota ................ . 
H. M. Sides, Dakota .............. . 
M. Blank, Dakota ................ .. 
8. L. Boyd, Dakota ............... . 
S. W. Wheelon, Dakota ....... .. 
I. C. Turner, Florida .............. . 
W. Heron, Florida ................ .. 
G. R. Mohr, Florida .............. . 
J. L. Edgar, Florida ............. .. 
S. H. Richmond. Florida ....... .. 
J. C. Crouch, Florida ............ . 
W. P. Blakely, Florida .......... .. 
J. Carter, Florida .................. .. 
'.r. E. Berry, Florida ............. .. 
T. B. Beall, Florida ................ . 
F. Sweet, Florida .................. .. 
A. S. McCord, Florida .......... .. 
·w. S. Humphrey, Florida ..... . 
E. W. Dinwiddie, Florida ..... . 
J. B. Brown, Florida ............ .. 
F. C. Humphreys, Florida ... .. 
R. Wagner, Florida ............. .. 
E. A. McDonnell, Florida .... .. 
G. F. McDonnell, Florida .... .. 
8. E. Lightsey,Florida .......... .. 
D. A. Gilles, Florida ............. .. 
A. L. Voorhis, Florida .......... . 
M. H. Dalton, Florida .......... .. 
L. T. Limpert, Florida .......... .. 
M. Endel, Florida ................ .. 
J. M. Dixon, Florida ............ .. 
C. Doering, Florida ............. , 
A. J. Berg, Florida ............... .. 
L. Roberts, Florida ................ . 
S. Hodge, Florida ................. . 
0. H. Fulton. Florida ........... . 
T. M. Russell, Florida ........... . 
K. T. Bell, Florida ............. .. 
W. Miller, Florida ................ .. 
B. F. Owens, Florida ............ .. 
E. H. Stillman and W. Led-
witch, Florida .................... . 
V. ,V, Billings, Florida ....... .. 
E. T. R. Fraser. Florida ........ . 
T. A. Hux and- J. M. Bryan, 
Florida ............................. .. 
J. W. Houry and E. T. Judd, 
Florida ............................... .. 
J. Ramsdell, Florida ............. . 
A. Solary, Florida ................. . 
L. S. Fleming, Florida ........... .. 
J. C. Burroughs, Florida ....... . 
T. Ellis, Florida ................... .. 
E. S. Sheldon, Idaho ............. . 
R. J. Monroe, Idaho ............. .. 
J. C. Pence, Idaho ................ .. 
A. Montgomery, Idaho ........ .. 
L. S. Vader, Idaho ................ .. 
D. Allen, Idaho ................... .. 
H. H. Ray, Idaho .................. .. 
J. K. Morrill,Idaho .............. . 
S. Hedrer, Iowa ................... .. 
A. A. Godard, Kansas ........... . 
J. F. Nyson, Kan<sas ............. .. 
G. Van Horn, Kansas .......... .. 
W. H. Williams, Kansas ....... . 
N. Allspach, Kansas ............ .. 
P. Johnson, Kansas ............. .. 
H. G. Homer, Kansas ............ .. 
E. F. Cm·tis, Kansas ............. .. 
J. F. Loudon, Kansas .......... .. 
P. Reams, Kansas ................ .. 
S. H. Mortimer, Kansas ....... .. 
J. W. Brady, Kansas ............ .. 
8. Weint, Kansas .................. .. 


















































































162 . RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward .............• 
To L. Gilson, Kansas .......•....•••••• 
E. C. McGehee, Kansas ..........• 
D. F. Adamson, Kansas .....•.•. 
S. 0. 'Varner, Kansas .....•...... 
J. M. Mcilvain, Kansas .....•••• 
E. G. Welch, Kansas ............ .. 
C. L. Vanderpool, Kansas ..... . 
J. Walker, Kansas ............... .. 
W. C. Titus, Kansas ............. .. 
J. A. Trotter, Kansas ............ .. 
J.D. Leeper, Kansas ............ .. 
H. S. Brown, Kansas ............ . 
C. Gilbert, Kansas ................. . 
H. Higdon, Kansas ............... .. 
G. C. Peck, Kansas .............. .. 
M. Kountz, Kansas ... ............ .. 
H. S. Westgate, Kansas ....... .. 
N. Bander, Kansas ................. . 
R. Eden, Kansas ................... .. 
L. Mestier, Louisiana .......... .. 
E. Mestier, Lonisiana ........... .. 
F. Catalon, Lom~iana .......... .. 
J. A. Crooker, Louisiana ....... .. 
B. K. Stephens, Louisiana .... .. 
J. Raley, Louisirtna ............... .. 
B. Dore,jr., Louisiana ............ . 
J. G. \Van·en, Louisiana ........ . 
L. Hebert, Louisiana ............ .. 
H .• T. Lutcherd and G. B. 
Moore, Louisiana ............... .. 
D. McFam~ Louisiana ........... . 
E. A. Winfree, Louisiana ........ . 
J. W. Kolb, Louisiana ............ . 
G. Demoss, Louisiana ............ . 
F. D. Knight, Louisiana ........ . 
E. Barnhill, Louisiana .......... .. 
J. J. Swindle, Louisiana ....... .. 
F. Dowden, Louisiana .......... .. 
F. H. Head, Louisiana .... ~ ...... . 
C. Bewick, Mississippi... ........ .. 
0. Roe, Missi~sippi.. ............... . 
A. J. Lott, Mississippi ............. , 
C. Bewick, A. N. and ,V. B. 
Comstock, Mi~sissippi.. ...... . 
E. G. Cook, Mis~b~ippi. ......... .. 
J. H. Mii lene1·, M i~<>-iiSSippi. .... . 
H. Lienhard, 1\li"sis,;ippi. ....... . 
W.Harney, Mi!:;sissippi. ....... .. 
M.A. Brooke, :\Iontana ......... .. 
8. Johnson, Montana ............ . 
E. Busack, Montana ............. .. 
W. J. McNamara, Montana ... .. 
T. M. Robbins, Montana ....... .. 
A. Dupee, Montana ............... .. 
M.J. Van Camp, Montana ..... . 
J. W. Custer, Montana .......... .. 
D. Dietrick, Montana ............ .. 
T. L. Martin, Montana .......... .. 
R. Vickers, Montana .............. . 
I. D. Porter, Montan!L ........... .. 
S. Riddle, Montana ................ .. 
W. C. Evans, Montana .......... .. 
H. W. Rowley, Montana ........ . 
H. Gardes, Montana ............. .. 
H. H. Stone, Montana ............ .. 
W. F. Meador, Missouri.. ...... .. 
J. Tyree, Missouri. ................ .. 
I ... 0. Glasscock, Missouri. ..... .. 
L. Crim, Missouri.. ................ .. 
A. Fansler, Missouri.. ........... .. 
J. Hutsell, Missouri. .............. .. 
,V.G.Leith, Missouri.. .......... .. 
J. E. A. Ball. Missouri.. .......... .. 
W. L. Lowell, Missouri.., ........ . 
J. H. Hensley. Missouri.. ....... .. 
.T. P. Scott,l\Iissouri.. ............. .. 
M. F. Mott, Missouri.. ............. . 
E. Nunnally, Missouri.. ......... . 
J. M. Pugh, Missouri. ............ .. 
H. Daugherty, Missouri.. ...... .. 
M. L. Rogers, Missouri.. ......... . 



















































































Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold -Con tin ned. 
Broug·ht forward ............. . 
To G. Nethet·ill, 1\iissouri.. .......... . 
F. P. Gamble, Missouri.. ......... , 
J. 0. Wallace, Missouri.. ......... . 
W. Buckelew, l.Uissouri.. ...... .. 
N. Bird, Missouri. ................. .. 
A. Barber, Missouri.. ............. -
W. E. Flenchum, Missouri. ... .. 
T. Clark, Missouri ................. . 
0. E. Leonard, Missouri. ....... .. 
H. C. Francesco, Missouri.. .... . 
B. H. ~ilson ~nd W. H. Letch-
er, M1ssoun ........................ .. 
W. Challacombe, Missouri.. .. .. 
A. W. Brownfield, Missouri.. ... 
A. Elliott, Missouri ............... .. 
A. Larson, Minnesota ............ .. 
S. Olmed, Minnesota ............. .. 
H. Olson, Minnesota ............. . 
T. Pickles, Minnesota ............. . 
0. 0. Oden, l\Iinnesota ........... . 
C. L. Davis, Minnesota ........... , 
R. Dow.::vlinne::~ota. ........... ..... .. 
D.I\IcKinno.1, Minnesota .... .. 
L. G. Davis, Minnesota .......... .. 
J.C. Daley, 1\linnesota .......... .. 
G. W. Cooley, Minnesota ..... .. 
J. Lind, Minnesota ............... _ 
A. Onsle, Minnesota ............. .. 
C. P. Griswold, Minnesota .... .. 
G. Hendrickson, l\linnesota ... 
H. Gutterson, Minnesota ...... M 
F. Taylor, Minnesota ........... . 
J. T. Elwell, Minnesota ......... .. 
St. Paul and Sioux City Rail-
road Company, Minnesota .. 
L. Irish, Minnesota .............. .. 
C. Tombes, Michigan ............ .. 
T. J. Little, Michigan ............ M 
J. De Cota, Michigan ............. . 
E. E. Crandall, ~ichigan ...... . 
H. Mortensen, Michigan ....... .. 
J. T. Reeder, Michigan .......... .. 
A. R. Harlow, Michigan ....... .. 
J. T. Atkins, Michig-an ......... .. 
S. T. Murray, Michigan ....... .. 
W. J. Montgomery, Michigan. 
C. M. Conroy, Michigan ........ .. 
F. E. Driggs, Michigan ........... . 
James, John, and George 
MoileR, 1\Iicnig·a.n ............... .. 
N. Kirst, 1\lichigan ................ . 
F. B. Grover, 1\fichig·an .......... . 
G. W. H.ead, Nebraska .......... .. 
J. Dillon, Nebraska ............... .. 
W. Drury, Nebraska ............. .. 
W. W. Wickers, Nebraska .... .. 
M. C. Divoll, Nebraska ......... .. 
J. Dugger, Nebraska ............ .. 
J. W. Carney, Nebraska ........ .. 
J. H. Burnett. Nebraska ........ . 
D. K. Rule, Nebraska ............ .. 
S. G. Sparks, Nebraska ......... .. 
A. McLain, Nebraska ............ . 
S.M. Hufl, Nebraska ............. .. 
A. J. Hurchiel, Nebraska ....... .. 
J. McGahan, Nebraska .......... .. 
0. H. Wimer, Nebraska ......... .. 
T. H. Brennan, Nebraska ....... . 
A. C. Maukworth, Nebraska ... 
A. C. Stumbaugh, Nebraska ... 
F.T.Johnson, Nebraska ....... .. 
A. N. Murphy, Nebraska ...... .. 
L.Reas, N ebmska ................. . 
S. Goozee, Nebraska, ............ .. 
T. Brewer, Nebraska ............. .. 
M. Yockey, Nebraska ............ . .. 
A. F. Dugg·er, Nebraska ......... .. 
A. Ladine, Nebraska ............ .. 
S. Pallen, Nebraska ................ . 
W. M. Hook, Nebraska ......... .. 
H. C. Weightman, Nebraska .. . 

















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To F. Kukuk, Nebraska ............. . 
G. F. Kinkead, Nebraska ...... .. 
G. L. Dehm, Nebraska ........... . 
L. Knight, Nebraska ............. .. 
J. Gallino, Nebraska ............ .. 
L. N ewdick, Nebraska .......... .. 
L. Connelly, Nebraska .......... .. 
T. Dobson, Nebraska ............. . 
M. 0. Laken, Nebraska ........ .. 
F. Davis, Nebraska ............... .. 
M. E. Casey, Nebraska ........... . 
J. ·w. Thomas, Nebraska ......... . 
G. Emerson, Nebraska, ......... .. 
G. Hoppel, Nebraska ............ .. 
G. C. Kirby, Nebraska ........... . 
P. G. Frazen, Nebraskaj .......... . 
J.D. O'Brien, Nebraska ........ .. 
D. Egan, Nebraska ............... .. 
A. Mills, Nebraska ................. . 
G. M. Anderson, Nebraska .... .. 
A. Gilk. Nebraska ................ .. 
F. Myers, Nebr~;~.ska ................ . 
S. Thompson, Nebraska ....... .. 
J.Sousey, Nebraska .............. . 
C. Hagerty, Nebraska ........... . 
C. McConnell, Nevada .......... .. 
F.Lesnet,New Mexico ......... .. 
F. Gonzales, New Mexico .... .. 
J. W. Griffith, Oregon ............ .. 
J. C. Thorp, 01·egon ........ ; ....... . 
C. Boyd, Oregon ..... .............. .. 
J. Stack, Oregon ................... .. 
P. Rosser, Oregon ................ .. 
Wilbur Military Academy, Or-
egon ................................. .. 
S. M. Graham, Oregon .......... .. 
W. Hanscomb, Oregon ......... .. 
~.1i~·~h~~i~b:::::::::::::::::::·::::: 
M. Gunderson, Utah ............. .. 
J. Strickley, Utah .................. .. 
F. Smith, Utah ...................... .. 
W. R. Stuart, Utah ................. . 
S. H. Fawcett, Utah ................ . 
W. E. Brown, Utah ............... .. 
Chippewa Lumber and Boom 
Company, Wisconsin .......... . 
W. Edson, Wisconsin ........... . 
J. Watson, Wisconsin ........... . 
H. Sherry, Wisconsin ............ .. 
H. Halverson, Wisconsin ...... .. 
Geo. W.&A.K.Mayhew,Wis-
consin ............................. .. 
H. Vf. Sag~ and J. McGraw, 
Wisconsin ......................... . 
J. Fraser, Wisconsin ............. .. 
G. W. Lurty, Wisconsin ....... .. 
A. J. West, Wisconsin ............ .. 
H. S~anley. and E. B. Clapp, 
Wisconsin .......................... . 
G. Burton, Wisconsin .......... .. 
J. McNaughton, Wisconsin ... 
J. C. Clarke, Wisconsin .......... . 
G. W. Lentz, Wisconsin ......... .. 
E. Dakens, Wisconsin .......... .. 
A. McAllister, Wisconsin ....... . 
A. Otteson, Wisconsin .......... .. 
W. Gates, Wisconsin ............. .. 
B. Turner, Wisconsin ............. . 
J. M. Russell, Wisconsin ........ . 
J. Barker, Wisconsin ............ .. 
H. Roetliz, Wisconsin ........... .. 
C. Dahl, Wisconsin ............... .. 
M. Struka, Wisconsin ........... . 
0. W. W ,:,Jls, L. Tillotson, and· 
I. Parsons, Wisconsin ........ . 
H. E. Wilcox, Wisconsin ...... .. 
J. Karotke, Wisconsin .......... .. 
P. Sawyer, Wisconsin ........... . 
Q. E. Lewis and F. T. Day, Wis-
consin ............................... .. 













































































4.6, 7.31. 97 ' ' 
Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J. Welsh, Washington ........... . 
A. 0. Teel, Washington .......... . 
T. E. ·watson, \Vashington .... .. 
J. B. Collins, Washington .... .. 
J. M. Mullican, \Vashington .. . 
H. N. Rolson, Washington .... .. 
J. Kirk, Washington ............. . 
1:1. L. Taylor, Washington ...... .. 
J. P. Farnsworth, Washing-
ton ..................................... . 
S.E.Hearn, Washington ...... .. 
C. Black, Washington .......... ·-
L. '£.Dittemore, ·washington., 
W. S. Owens, '\Vashington ...... . 
A. Luun, Washington ........... . 
S. Gross, Washington ............ .. 
A.Forney, Washington ........ . 
H. J. Vaughan, \Vashington ... 
F. McBrearty, Washington ... .. 
W. R. lmpett, \Vashington ..... . 
W. H. Kinder, Washington .. .. 
I. D. Long, Washington ......... .. 
J. Sawyer, Washington .......... . 
F. V.Allen, Washington ...... .. 
0. E. Young, Washington .... .. 
T. H. Coffman, Washington .. .. 
C.Bunkett, Washington ....... .. 
H. Jones, Washington .......... .. 
A. G. Tillinghast, Washington 
G. A. Hollenbeck, Washing-
ton ...................................... . 
W. R. Griffin, Washington .... .. 
H. Baumeister, Washington ... 
J. E. Lutz, Washington .......... . 
C. Rogers, Washington ......... .. 
P. Dolan, Washington .......... .. 
H. M. Brown, Washiagton .... .. 
F. Rignet, Washington .......... . 
P. Frazee, Washington ......... .. 
A. V. Stranach, Washington .. 
P. G. Earl, Washington ....... .. 
P. Stedman, Washington ...... .. 
J.D. Price, Washington ........ . 
Z. McCubbins. Washington ... 
J. Turner, Washington ......... .. 
G. Smelcer, Washington ....... .. 
J. R. Kennedy, \Vashington .. 
E. Blair, Washington ........... . 
J, Ravley, Washington .......... . 
C. B. Howard, Washington .. .. 
J. H. Long, Washington ....... .. 
J. W. Foster, Washington .... .. 
A. Jacobs, Washington ......... .. 
W. A. Church, Washington ... .. 
S. Bramlett, Washington ...... .. 
T. Gaffney, Washington ....... .. 
A. F. Hill, Washington ......... .. 
G. C. Hubbard, Washington .. . 
M. M. lVIcNarama, Washing-
ton ................................. .... .. 
U. Struson, Washington ....... .. 
J. H. Plaskett, Washington ... 
E. Bryan, \Vashington .. ........ . 
. J. Frisco, Washington: .......... . 
W. S. Newlaud, \Vashmgton .. 
A. Russell, Washington ....... .. 
W. Whitfield, Washington ... .. 
C. Villeneuve, Washington .. . 
C. Shumaker, Washing·ton ... .. 
G. W. Harri!'l, Washington .... . 
S. G. Long, Washington ....... .. 
W. T. Stott, Washington ........ . 
A. Chase, Washington ........... .. 
J. S. Kelley, Washington ...... .. 
J. Dunlap, Washington .......... . 
T. Mulhem, Washington ....... . 
J '. Robb, Washington. .......... .. 
W. D. Smalley. Washington .. 
N. Hendrix, Washington ...... 
W.H. Woodward, Washington 
G. N. Crossler, \Vashington .... 
















































193 .. 75 
100.00 
200.00 
200 .. 00 
100 .. 00 
199.70 
150.60 



























164 RECEIPTS AND EXPE~DITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERIOR CIVIL-INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To H. B. Day, Washington ........ . 
W.Meydenbauer,Wnshington 
L. G. Moore, Washington ..... . 
J. Jacobs, Washington ......... _ 
0. Klement, Washington ..... . 
E. Haggerty, Washing-ton ..... . 
C. Haynes, Washington .......... . 
A. Baldwin, Washington, ..... . 
D. Darden, Washington, ..... .. 
M. B. Kenney, 'VRshington .. . 
R.M. Turner, Washington .. . 
J. H.Richardson,Washington 
F. Cooper, Washing-ton ........ . 
M. McCauley, Wa~>hington ... .. 
W. Fairins, Washington ..... .. 
M. C. Zumwalt, 'Vashington .. 
G. Phelps, \Vashing·ton ........ . 
B. Cook, Washington .......... .. 
A. Erickson, Washington ..... . 
A. Pollock, Washington ...... .. 
J. E. Higgins, Washing·ton .. . 
A. J. Blackard, Washington .. 
J. L. Skelton, Washington ..... 
J. N. Thompson, Washington 
H. Myers. Washington ........ . 
0. P. Scott, 'Vashington ......... . 
J. G. Baker, ·washington ... .. 
A. Kueff, Washington ......... .. 
J. Hatley, Waflhington ........ . 
A. l\'lanning, Washington ..... . 
C. Guptill, 'Vashington ........ . 
C. Bernard, vVashington ...... .. 
S. J. Holderman, Washington 
A. Reick, 'Vashington ......... .. 
J. B. Redford, Washington .... . 
P. A. Lord, Washington ........ . 
G. Phelps, Washington ......... .. 
A. Bundy, w·ashington ......... .. 
I. M. Cattron, 'Vashington .... . 
J. Crawford, Washington ..... . 
G. D. Smith, Washington ..... . 
F. Kreite, 'Vashington .......... . 
G. W. Blackmer, Washington 
W. J. Goodwin, Washington .. 
J.D. Callaway,Wallhington ... 
E. J. McMorris, Washington .. 
J. Rainwater, Wasbing·ton ..... 
J. B. Chadwell, Washington .. 
H. Ramsey, Washington ........ 




















































. Repayments for lands erroneously 
sold-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
ToR. Hatley, Washington ....... .. 
A. Baldwin, Washington ..... . 
L. Hatley, Washington ......... .. 
R. Airey, Washington ........... . 
J. Dunn, Washington ........... . 
S. Atkinson, 'Vashington ..... . 
W. G. Alexander, 'Vashington 
J. Shiel, Washington ............ .. 
C. A. B. Berger, Washington .. 
J. Geehan, Washington ........ . 
A. C. Laird, \Vashington ...... .. 
F. Kreite, Washington .......... . 
M.Burke, Washington .......... . 
T. Pettijohn, Washington .... .. 
W. Robinson, Washington ... .. 
E. W. Wallen, Wa~~hing-ton ... .. 
J. Freeman, Washington ...... .. 
A. E. Jones, Washington ...... .. 
W. T. Stott, Washington ...... .. 
D. Turner, Washington ........ . 
M. B. Ish, Washington ......... .. 
D. S. Baker, Washington ...... _ 
C. Howe, Washington .......... .. 
J. Nelson, Washington .......... . 
J.P. Turner, Washington .... .. 
S. Cole, Washington ............. .. 
J. W. Weedon, Washington ... 
J. W. Shute, Washington ....... . 
J. Standiford, Washington ... .. 
G. Savage, Washington ........ .. 
E. T. Balch, WJJ.shington ...... . 
J. Long, Washington ........... .. 
S. M. Brackett, Washington-
J. Wheelan, Washington ...... . 
R. Cruise, Washington ......... .. 
D. J. Huntley, Washington .. . 
W. Powers, 'Vashlngton ...... .. 
J. Gilchrist, Washington ...... . 
J. G. Case, Wyoming ............ . 
L. Hooper, Wyoming ........... .. 
W. L. Brown, Wyoming ....... . 
L. N. Wilson, Wyoming ....... .. 
W. N. Robinson, Wyoming .. . 
J. Butler, Wyoming .............. . 
T. C. Moore, Wyoming .......... . 
T. Shotwell, Wyoming ......... .. 
A. G. Lowery, Wyoming ...... . 
W. Heywood, Wyoming ...... .. 
J. Sheffer, Wyoming ............. . 
INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1883 and 
prior year!'!: 
To C. B. 'Vilkinson, 6th Missouri $.'ni,82 
--=--=== Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1884 and 
prior years: 
By Lewis 'Veitzel, 1st 
Ohio..................... $626. 73 
Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 188(): 
To Nelson F. Acers, Kansas ....... 
James Armstrong, 21st New 
York ................................... . 
E. W. Booker, Alabama ........ . 
A. J. Boyd, 5th North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
J. W.Bentley,14th New York 
T. C. Crenshaw, Georgia ....... 
Clement Dowd, 6th North 
Carolina ............................. . 
Dennis Eagan, Florida ......... .. 










Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1885-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Edwin Farley, 2d Kentucky .. 
Thos. l\1, Ferrell, 1st New Jer-
sey ..................................... .. 
C. Hartson, 1st California .... .. 
Geo.M. Helms, 4th Virginia .. 
H. M. Kutchin, 3d Wisconsin 
C. M. Leitch, Delaware ........ . 
J. M. Milton, 2d Tennessee .. . 
Samuel P. McCormick, West 
Virginia ............................. . 
John T. McGraw, West Vir-
ginia ................................. .. 
Henry M. Putney, New 
Hampshire ........................ .. 
Richard Rowett, 4th Illinois .. . 
Eugene 0. Sykes. Mississippi 
C. B. Staples, 12th Pennsyl-
vania .................................. .. 
H. Sheppard,~th Ohio ......... .. 
Thomas H. Simons, Arkansas 






































































RECEIP'rS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-187. INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1885-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ...........•.• 
C. Voorhis, 4th Missouri ....... . 
Jacob Wheeler, 8th Illinois ... . 
Wm. H. Wheeler, 5th North 
Carolina ............................. . 
Deduct repayment: 









Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1886: 
To W. B. Anderson, 13th Illinois .. 
James Armstrong, 21st New 
York ................................. . 
N. F. Acers, Kansas ............... .. 
T. S. Brounston, 8th Ken• 
tucky .............................. .. 
William T. Bishop, 1st Ohio .. . 
E. A. Bigler, 23d Pennsylva-
nia ...................................... . 
Adolph Biermann, Minnesota 
Robt. Barnett, 4th California .. 
Robt. Black, 1st New York ... . 
Wm. Bickel, Minnesota ........ . 
D. F. Bradley, South Carolina. 
F. Barnum, 1st Missouri .... .. 
R. W. Banks, Mississippi.. .. .. 
Andrew J. Boyd, 5th North 
Carolina ............................ .. 
Wm.A. Beach, 21st New York 
E. W. Booker, Alabama ........ . 
Attilla Cox, 5th Kentucky ... .. 
John W. Cansey, Delaware .. . 
L. B. Crooker, 2d Illinois ..... .. 
'l'homas Cooper, 8th Illinois .. . 
Chas. H. Chase, Maine ........... . 
T.C.Crenshaw,jr., Georgia .. . 
Clement Dowd, 6th North 
Carolina ..... ..... ................... . 
John !)awlin, 22d Pennsylva-
nia ..................................... . 
Geo. N. Davis, 4th Michigan .. . 
Geo. H. Davidson, 6th Ken-
tucky .................................. . 
Asa Ellis, 1st California ........• 
A. L. Ellett, 2d Virg·inia ........• 
Thos. M. Ferrell, 1st New Jer-
sey ................................... . 
Morris Friedsam, 3d New 
York ................................. . 
Amos L. Frost, 4th California .. 
Silas W. Fisher. New Mexico .. 
J.H.Farley, 18th Ohio .......... . 
Fred'k Gerker, 1st Pennsyl-
vania ............ ..................... . 
NathR.n Gregg, 2d Tennessee .. 
C. E. Hasbrook, 6th Missouri.. 
0. II. Henshaw, Rhode Island 
John T. Hillsman, 5th Ten-
nessee ................................ . 
W. D. H. Hunter, 6th Indiana .. 
J. 0. HPnderson, 11th Indiana 
Isban Hess, 14th New York .. 
G.lVI. Helms, 4th Virginia ...... 
Thomas Hanlon, 7th Indiana. 
A. H. Kuhlemeier, 4th Iowa ... 
Samuel Klotz, 5th New Jer-
sey ..................................... . 
C. J. Knecht, 6th Ohio ........... . 
Eugene Kelly ....... .............. . 
Maurioo Kelly, 4th Illinois .... . 
J. F. Kumler, lOth Ohio ......... . 
H. M. Kutc.o.hin, 3d ·wisconsin .. 
W. J. Landr::un, 8th Kentucky 
L. Lottridge, 6th vVisconsin ... 
J. P. MacGonigle, 9th Penn-
sylvania ............................ .. 























































Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To John B. Maloney, lst Michi-
gan ..................................... . 
Henry C. Minor, Louisiana .. . 
.tohn T. McGraw, West Vir-
ginia .................................. .. 
.tames M. Morrow, 6th Wis• 
consin ................................ .. 
J. W.Newman, 11th Ohio ...... . 
A. C. Parkinson, 2d Wiscon-
sin ..................................... . 
Henry S. Pierce, 28th New 
York ................................... . 
Henry M.Putney,NeWHamp-
shire ................................... . 
Frank J. Pratt, 10th Massa-
chusetts ............................. .. 
Calvin Page, New Hampshire 
Charles W. Pavey, 13th Illi-
npis ................................... . 
C. F. Pillsbury1 3d Massachu• 
setts ................................... .. 
George vV. Post, Nebraska .... . 
James F. Robinson, 7th Ken-
tucky .... ............................. .. 
Charles B. Staple!!1 12th Penn· 
sylvania ............................. . 
R. Stone, 1st Illinois .............. . 
J.A.Sullivan. 2d New York .. . 
H. Shepperd, 6th Virginia .... .. 
J. H. Sellman, Maryland ...... .. 
A. Skillman, Nevada ............ .. 
George L. Spear, Vermont .... . 
James 8. Smart, 15th New 
York ................................... . 
Francis S. Shields, Louisiana. .. 
Frank Schlaudecker, 19th 
Pennsylvania ...... ................ . 
Thomas H. Simms, Arkansas. 
S. J. Tilden, jr., 15th New 
York ................................... . 
Alex. Troup, Connecticut ..... . 
Wm. C. Thompson, 2d Iowa .. . 
S.C. Thompson, Florida ....... .. 
M. H. Vanderveer, 3d New 
Jersey ................................ .. 
Cornelius Voorhis, 4th Mis-
souri .................................. .. 
E. C. Wall, 1st Wisconsin ....... . 
Byron Webster, 3d Iowa ...... .. 
Geo. A. Wilson, 5th Illinois .. . 
Owen A. Wells, 3d Wiscon• 
sin ...................................... .. 
Beriah Watson~ Delaware .... . 
D. J. Welch, Montana ............ . 
Jacob Wheeler, 8th llllnois .. .. 
John Whittaker, Oregon ...... .. 
Andrew Welch, 2d Illinois .... . 
0. A. Wells, 3d Wisconsin .... .. 
Hunter Wood, 2d Kentucky .. 
I .. J. Young, 4th North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
W.H. Yarborough, North Car-
olina ................................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By N. F. Acers, Kansas. $221.41 
R. W. Banks, Missis-
sippi..................... 639. 28 
E. W. Booker, Ala-
bama..................... 82.81 
S. B. Cooper, 1st Tex. 285.70 
George N. Davis, 4th 
Michigan.............. 75.58 
John Dowlin, 22d 
Pennsylvania........ 11.14 
Asa Ellis, 1st Callfor-
fornia ................... 62.17 
R. 1\L Henderson,4th 
Texas................... 2.75 

















































166 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1886-Con-
tinned. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $1, 380.84 $43,047.29 
By S. Klotz, 5th New 
Jersey......... .. ....... 17. 22 
J. M. Morrow, 6th 
Wisconsin ... ... .. . ... 102. 83 
I. Y. Searcy, 3d Tex.. 189.85 
C. Voorhis, 4th Mis-
souri................. .... 1. 82 
J. S. Wolfe,Colora,do 103.68 
Andrew Welch, 2d 
Illinois. ..... ...... ...... 39.43 
W. H. Yarborough, 
4th North Carolina 49.27 
Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1887: 
To 'V. B. Anderson , 13th Illinois .. . 
N. T. Acer:;, Kansas .. .... .. ........ . 
Robert Barnett, 4tll C;tlifornia 
T. S. Bronston, 8th Kentucky .. 
R. W. Banks, Mississippi ...... . 
Freemftn Barnum, 1st Mis-
souri ......... .................. ........ . 
A. J. Boyd, 5th North Carolina 
Wm. A. Beach, 21st New York 
Jas. F. Benedict. Colorado ..... . 
Robert Black, 1st New York .. 
W. T. Bishop.lstOhio ........... . 
E. A. Bigler. 23d Pennsylvania 
E. W. Booker, Alabama ....... . 
D. F. Bradley, SoLtth Caro-
lina .................................... . 
A. Biermann.lHinnesota ........• 
A ttilla Cox, 5th Kentucky .....• 
Thomas C. Crensh>~.w, jr., 
Georgia ............................... . 
Thos. Cooper, 8th Illinois ..... . 
ChRs. II. Chase,lHaine ........... . 
J. \V. Causey, Deln.ware ........ . 
S. B. Cooper, lst Texas ......... . 
S. II. Calhoun, J'\ebraska ..... . 
A. R. Dixon, 2d Iowa ............ . 
Geo. H. Davison, 6th Ken-
tucky .............. .... .. .. .. .......... . 
Geo. N. Davis, 4th Michigan .. . 
C. Dowel, 6th North Carolina .. 
John Dowlin, 22d Pennsylva-
nia ......... .. .......................... . 
A. L. Ellett, 2d Virginia .......... . 
Asa Ellis, 1st California ........ . 
'l'hos. M. Ferrell, 1st New Jer-
sey .................. ............. .... .. 
M.Frieds·lm,3d New York .•. 
J. H. Farley, 18th Ohio ..........•• 
S. vV, Fisher, New Mexico ...... 
J. E. Fitzgerald, 3d Massachu-
setts ............ ....................... . 
Frederick Gerker, lst Penn-
sylvania ............................ . 
N. Gregg, 2d 'fennessee .......... . 
W. D. H. Hunter, 6th Indiana .. 
J. 0. Henderson, 11th Indiana. 
C. E. Hasbrook, 6th Missouri .. 
'rlwmas Hanlon , 7th Indiana .. 
J. T. Hillsman, 5th '.rennessee. 
C. II. H enshaw. Rhode Island 
G. M.llelms, 4th Virginia ..... . 
R. M. Henderson, 4th Texas .. 
Isban Hess, 14th New York .. 
.J. A. H~tnlon, 28th New York 
George L. Johnson, lOth Ohio 
Maurice Kelly, 4th Illinois .... . 
J. F. Kumler, lOth Ohio ........ . 
C. J. Knecht, 6th Ohio ........... . 




















;7, 40:~. 28 
659'. 18 




























9, 352. 04 
19,135.57 
28,616.89 
Carried forward............... 1, 066, 363. 95 
Salaries and expenses of collectors 
of internal revenue, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward .............. $1,066, 363. 95 
To A. H. Kuhlemeier, 4th Iowa... 7, 141.97 
John '.r. McGraw, West Vir-
ginia ................................... . 
J. T. MacGonigle, 9th Penn-
sylvania .......•...................•• 
J. B. Molony, 1st Michigan ... . 
J. M. Morrow, 6th Ohio ........ . 
M. D. Manson, 7th Indiana .. .. 
J. D. McGrorty, New Mex-
ico ....................................... . 
Jas. ·w. Newman, 11th Ohio .. . 
George ,V. Post, Nebraska .... . 
Calvin Page, New Hampshire 
E . F. Pillsbury, 3d Massa-
chusetts ............................... . 
F. J. Pratt, lOth Massachu-
setts .................................... . 
A. C. Parkinson, 2d Wiscon-
sin .............................. ........ . 
H. S. Pierce, 2oth New York .. . 
J. F. Robinson, ith Kentucky. 
J. B. Redman, Maine ..•.....•...... 
J. K. Roberts, Maryland ........ . 
J. H. Sellman, Maryland ........• 
R. Stone, 1st Illinois .............. . 
F. S. Shields, Louisiana .......... . 
James Shields, Montana ........• 
John A. Sullivan, 2d New 
York .................................. . 
C. B. Staples, 12th Pennsyl-
vania .................................. . 
F. Schlaudecker, 19th Penn-
sylvania ............................ . 
I. G. Searcy, 3d Texas ............. . 
George L. Spear, Vermont ..... . 
Thomas H. Simms, Arkansas .. 
H. Shepperd, 6th Virginia ..... . 
A. Skillman, Nevada ............. . 
D. W. Stewart, 2d Iowa ......•.•.. 
Alex. '.rroup, Connecticut ..... . 
S.C. Thompson, Florida .. : ..... . 
S. ,J. Tilden, jr., 15th New 
York .......... ......................... . 
W. C. Thompson, 2d Iowa ..... . 
lYI. H. Vanderveer, 3d New 
Jersey ................................ . 
C. Voorhis, 4th Missouri .....•.. 
Hunter Wood, 2d Kentucky .. 
Andrew Welch, 2d Illinois ..... 
Geo. A. Wilson, 5th Illinois .•• 
RyJ."on Webster, 3d Iowa ...... . 
J. S. Wolfe, Colorado ....•..•• ···-
E. C. Wall, 1st Wisconsin ......•• 
John Whittaker, Oregon ...... .. 
Owen A. Wells, 3d Wisconsin .. 
Whitfield Walker, Florida .... 
W. H. Yarborough, 4th North 
Carolina ............................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By N. F. Acers, Kansas.. $34.63 
R. W. Banks, Missis-
sippi..................... 24. 61 
S. H. Calhoun, Ne-
braska................... 154. 55 
J. A. Hanlon, 28th 
New York............ 111.81 
G. L. Johnson, lOth 
Ohio..................... 32.91 























































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue, 1883 and prior years: 
To A. E. McCurry, Maryland ...... 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Company ........................... .. 
Chas. B. Waters, Maryland .. . 
R. J. Woolwine, 4th Virginia .. 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue. 1884: 
To E. M. Shepard, 1st New York .. 











Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate o!ficers of internal 
revenue, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Thos. C. Crenshaw, Georgia .. . 
H. A. Dowd, N ebra;;ka .......... . 
JohnE. Drew, lOth Massachu-
setts ................................... .. 
C. Dowel, 6th North Carolina .. 
Eureka and Palisade R. R. Co 
A. L. Ellett, 2d Virginia .......... 
P. N. Ginter, 12th Pennsy lva-
nia ....................................... . 
John T.Guun, lthKentuck:y .. 
Nathan Gre.ll'g, 2d Tennessee. 
J. H. Hale, 1st Ohio .............. .. 
T. J. Hobbs, disbursing .... : ...... . 
By E. M. Shephard, 1st New York. 5. 00 
J. T. Hillsman, 5th '.rennessee 
D. S. Henkel, 6th Virg-inia ...... 
J . .S. Humphrey,5th Kentucky 
Thomas Hanlon, 7th Indiana 
S. G. Hilborn, 1st f)alifornia .. 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue, 1885: 
'l'oD. F. Bradley, South Carolina .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cifieR. R. Co ...................... .. 
James S. Connelly, 8th Illinois 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
C. E. Hasbrook, 6th Missouri .. 
A. Q. Keasbey ,5th New Jersey 
E. M. Shepard, 2d New York .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By J.M.Melton.............. $40.00 
E. M. Shephard ........ 155. 00 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue 1886: 
ToW. B. Anderson, 13th Illinois .. 
H. M. Ashley, lOth Massachu-
setts ..................................... . 
Adams Ex: press Company .... .. 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe R.lt.Co ........................ .. 
Baltimore and Ohio Express .. 
P. D. Boyce, 4th Tennessee ..... 
T. S. Bronston, 8th Kentucky .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
A. 0. But·nside ...................... .. 
Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph 
Ed. M. Brown, ~d New York 
James S. Battle, lst Penn-
sylvania ........................... .. 
A. H. Brooke. 2d New York ... 
AJ.Boyd, 5th North Carolina .. 
W. T. Bishop, lst Ohio ......... . 
Green B. Hyrd, 1st Texas ..... .. 
D. F. Bradley, South Carolina 
John E. Be>tll, Mat·vland ...... .. 
'Vm. H. I:li~s. lst Missouri.. .. . 
Thomas G. Cox, 5th Tennessee 
J. P. Chh;olm, Georgia ......... .. 
Chicago and Northwestern 
R.R.Uo ............................... . 
G. W. Carr, 2d New York .... .. 
R. P. Cole, 1st Ohio ............... . 
Geo. R. Case, Connecticut ..... .. 
R. T. Cook, Arkansas ............ . 
Geo. B. Clark, 5th North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
W. H. Chapman, Georgia ..... .. 
Attilla Cox:, 5th Kentucky ..... . 
Chicago, Rock: Island and Pa-
cific R. R. Co ....................... . 
Chicago, St. Louis and Pitts-
burgh 1\..R.Co .................... . 












































Internal Revenue Record ..... . 
Godfrey Jaeger, lOth Ohio ..... . 
J. H. Jenkins, 6th .North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
A.Q.Keasbey, 5th New Jet·-
sey .................................... . 
Horace Kellogg, 1st Missouri.. 
Wm.King ............................. . 
T. E. Kenyon, 15th New York .. 
Samuel Klotz, 5th New Jersey 
Pierce Lasher, 9t.h Pennsylva-
nia ..................................... .. 
Jolln Lofland, 5th Tennesst:"e .. 
Wolcott Lay, 6th Indiana ...... 
J. E. Larkin. 3d Massachu-
setts .......... : ....................... .. 
C. A. Malloy, South Carolina .. 
.J. B. Marvin, Maryland ........ . 
D. K. Miller Lock Co ............. . 
Geo. R. McClellan, 2d Tennes-
see ...................................... . 
Mallory Steamship Line ...... .. 
T. P. Murphy, 3d Iowa .......... . 
Missouri Pacific Railway Co .. . 
J. T. MacGonigle, 9th Penn-
sylvania ............................ .. 
Stanley Plummer, lst Penn-
sylvania ............................ .. 
Eli S. Prince, est., Maryland .. . 
Pennsylvania Co .................. .. 
F. J. Pratt, lOth Massachusetts 
E. F. Pillsbury, 3d Massacbu-
setts .................................... .. 
W. L. Pitts, Alabama ........... .. 
Charles Parlange, Louisiana .. 
Isaac Roberts, 6th North Caro-
lina .................................... . 
B. H. Ridgely, 5th Kentucky .. 
J. B. Strong, Georgia .............. . 
Thomas Slaight, 5th New Jer-
sey ..................................... .. 
F. D. Sewall. Mnryland ........ .. 
Wm. Somerville, 5th Illinois .. 
H. Stone, 1st Illinois .............. . 
H. Shepperd, 6Lh Vit'ginia .... . 
John W. SLone, 4th Michigan .. 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy. Co ............................ .. 
J. H. !::>ellman, Maryland ....... .. 
I. Y. Searcy, 3d Texas .......... .. 
Southern Telegraph Uo ........ .. 
G. Tagliabue, est,tte of, 2d 
New York .......................... . 
L. A. Thrasher, Kansa'3 ......... .. 
Treasury Department .......... .. 
United Lines Telegraph Co .. . 
Union Pacific Railroad Co .... . 
G. Vaniiorebeke, 8th Illinois .. 
E. C. Wall, lst Wisconsin ........ 
Western Union '.relegraph Co. 
John 'Vebb, ir., 1st California 
H. A. Williams, 2d Kent-ucky 






































































168 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To 0. A. Wells, 3d Wisconsin .... .. 
West Publishing Company ... . 
B. F. Wyatt, 7th Kentucky ... . 
Hunter Wood,2d Kentucky .. . 
W.H. Gat·borough, 4th North 
Carolina ............................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By N. F. Acers, Kansas $0.50 
T. S. Bronston, 8th 
Kentucky............. 173.00 
William A. Beach, 
21st New York...... U!.OO 
A.J.Boyd, 5th North 
Carolina............... 281.50 
D. F.Bradley, South 
Carolina................ 169.50 
W. T. Bishop, 1st 
Ohio.............. ...... 92.00 
F. Barnum, 1st Mis-
souri..................... 22.00 
T. C. Crenshaw, jr., 
Georgia................. 38. ott 
Thos. Cooper, 8th 
Illinois.................. 36.00 
Attilla Cox, 5th Ken-
tucky.................... 506. 50 
G. H. Davison, 6th 
Kentucky............ 52.00 
C. Dowd, 6th North 
Carolina................ 1, 726. 50 
John Dowlin, 22d 
Pennsylvania....... 19.00 
Nathan Gregg, 2d 
'I'ennessee.. ....... ... 15. 50 
W.D. H. Hunter, 6th 
Indiana.......... ...... 208.00 
C. E. Hasbrook, 6th 
Missouri................ 3. 00 
R.M. Henderson,4th 
Texas.................... 14. 00 
G. ~.M·. J::Ielms, 4th 
V1rgm1a...... ......... 265.00 
J. T. Hillsman, 5th 
Tennessee............. 72.00 
T. J. Hobbs, disburs-
ing clerk ............... 10, 299. 88 
J. T. McGraw, West 
Virginia................ 52. 00 
J. T. MacGonigle,9th 
Pennsylvania....... 12.00 
J. W. Newman, lith 
Ohio.................... 46.00 
J. F. Robinson, 7th 
Kentucky...... ...... 298. 00 




R. Stone, 1st Illinois 116. 00 
E. C. Wall, 1st Wis-
consin................... 240.00 
J, S. Wolfe, Colorado 28. 00 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue l$87: 
To W. B. Anderson, 13th Illinois .. 
N. F. Acres, Kansas ............... .. 
Adnms Rxpref!s Company .... .. 
J. H. Abernethy, 6th North 
C<Lrolina ........................ ...... . 
Atchison, Topeka and Srmta 
FeR. R.Co .......................... . 
J\IIac. Absher ......................... .. 
Hobert Barnett, 4th California 



















Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To T. S. Bronston, 8th Kentucky 
F. Barnum, lst f\'Iissouri ........ 
A. J. Boyd, 5th North Carolina 
Wm. A.Beach,2lstNewYork 
H. Black, 1st New York ....... .. 
E. '\V. Booker, Alabama ........ . 
W. T. Bishop, 1st Ohio ......... . 
E. A. Bigler,23d Pennsylvania 
D. F. Bradley, South Carolina 
J. W. Bond, 5th Kentucky ... .. 
A. H. Brooks, 2d New York .. . 
Eddie M. Brown,2d New York 
Jas.S. Ba.ttle,1st Pennsylvania 
John Borradaile,New Mexico 
A. G. Bliss, Maryland ........... .. 
J. L. Black, South Carolina .. .. 
H. A. Burton, 5th Kentucky .. . 
Baltimore and Ohio Express 
Company ........................ .. 
Baltimore and Ohio Telegraph 
Company ............................ . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. H. Co. 
A. 0. Burnside, 8th Kentucky 
Boston and MaineR. R. Co .. . 
W. P. Bergen ........................ .. 
H. Baumgarten, Maryland ... . 
John T. Bivins ...................... . 
W. H. Briggs, 2d Virginia .... .. 
Paul D. Boyce, 4th Tennesee 
Thos. B. Buskirk, 1st Ohio ... .. 
J. E. Bea.ll, Maryland ........... . 
W. H. Bliss, 1st Missouri. ....... . 
Attilla Cox, 5th Kentucky ... .. 
T. C. Crenshaw, jr . . Georgia .. . 
Thomas Cooper, 8th Illinois .. . 
J. W. Causey, Delaware ....... .. 
W. H. Chapman, Georgia .... .. 
R. P. Cole, 5th Tennessee ..... . 
G. W. Carr, 2d New York ... .. 
Geo. B. Clark, 5th North Car-
olina ................................. . 
Thos. G. Cox, 5th Tennessee. 
J.P. Chisolm, Georgia .......... . 
Geo. A. Clark,lstTexns ........ . 
B. L. Cromwell, 1st Illinois .. . 
L. E. Clark, lOth Ohio .......... .. 
H. T. Cook, Arkansas .......... .. 
S. H. Calhoun, Nebraska ..... . 
S. B. Cooper, 1st Texas ......... .. 
Chicago and Northwestern 
H.R.Co ............................. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and P~ 
cific R. R. Co ...................... .. 
A.M. Church, 6th North Caro-
lina .................................... .. 
R. 0. Cravens, 4th California .. 
Geo. R. Case, Connecticut ..... . 
J. L. Clay, Alabama .............. . 
Geo. H. Davison, 6th Ken-
tucky ................................. .. 
C. Dowd, 6th North Carolina .. 
John Dowlin, 22d Pennsyl-
vania .............................. .. 
N. F. Dorton, Maryland ....... .. 
H. P. Draper, 28th New York 
T. M. Dunn, 6th Virginia ...... 
H. P. Dunlap, 5th Tennessee .. 
A. R Dixon, 2d Iowa .......... .. 
J. E. Dennis, Connecticut .... .. 
D. W. C. Davenport, Arkansas 
Asa Ellis, 1st California ........ . 
R. H. Evins, Alabama .......... .. 
J. E. Fitzgerald, 3d Massachu-
lletts ................................... . 
J. H. Farley, 18th Ohio .......... . 
J. C. Fowler, 5th Tennessee .. . 
S. A. Fowlkes, Alabama ...... .. 
A. ,V, Fite, Georgia ............. .. 
Frederick Gerker, 1st Penn-
sylvania ............................ .. 









































































RECEIP'rS AND EXPENDITURES, 18~7. 
1886-'87. INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To N. Grej?;g, 2d Tennessee ........• 
P. N. Ginter, 12th Pennsyl-
vania .................................. . 
John '.r. Gunn, 7th Kentucky .. 
A. B. Grace, Arkansas .......... . 
John C. Gibson .....................•. 
A. F. Green, 4th Virginia ..... . 
W. D. H. Hunter, 6th Indiana .. 
C. E. Hasbrook, tith M is-
souri ................................... . 
Thomas Han low, 7th Indiana. 
Samuel H. Hays, West Vir-
ginia .................................. . 
George E. Haddaway, Mary-
land ................................... . 
Frank Harding, 14th New 
York .................................. . 
C. D. Hendricks'Jn, 14th New 
York ................................... . 
D. S. Henkel, 6th Virginia .... . 
W. F. Hockett, (lth Ohio ....... . 
J. '.r. Hillsman, 5th Tennessee .. 
T. J. Hobbs, disbursing clerk .. 
G . .M. Helms, 4th Virginia ..... . 
J. H. Hale, 1st Ohio .............. . 
R. M. Henderson, 4th Texas .. 
J. S. Humphreys, 5th Ken· 
tl'l.cky ................. ................. . 
J. A. Hanlon, 28th New York 
J. H. Hurlburt, 2d New York .. 
B. H. Hill, Georgia ................ . 
K. Haskins, Vermont ........... . 
Henry Harris, Georgia ........ . 
Internal Revenue Record ..... . 
Godfrey Jaeger, lOth Ohio ..... . 
J. H. Jenkins, 6th North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
G. L. Johnson, lOth Ohio .... .. 
M. Kelly, 4th Illinois ......... . 
J. F. Kumler, lOth Ohio ........ . 
C. J. Knecht, 6th Ohio ......... .. 
Wm.King ............................. . 
H. Kellogg, 5th Tennessee .... . 
J. A. King, 6th North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
S. J. Kelly, lst New Jersey .. . 
Isaac G. Kintzer, 1st Pennsyl-
vania ................................ .. 
J. H. Kirk, 5th Kentucky ..... . 
S. Kirkpatrick, 1st Illinois .... . 
John A. Knott, 4th Missouri.. 
J. E. Larkin, 3d Massachu-
setts ................................... . 
John Lafland,5th Tennessee .. 
Wolcott Lay, 6th Indiana ..... . 
W. F. Lutz, Maryland ........... . 
E. E. Leake, 4th California .. . 
Pierce Lesher, 9th Pennsyl-
vania .................................. .. 
J. T. McGraw, WestVirginia .. 
J.Y.MacGonigle, 9th Pennsyl-
vania ................................. .. 
J. B. Marvin, Maryland .......• 
E. Morrison, Maryland ......... . 
J. L. McPherson, 5th Tennes-
see ...................................... . 
S. L. Monroe, 6th Virginia .... . 
J. W. Megibben, 6th Kentucky 
M.D. Manson, 7th Indiana ... .. 
Missouri Pacific R. R. Co ....... . 
R. F. Morey ............................ . 
D. K. Miller Lock Company .. . 
Mallory Steam-ship Lines .... . 
J.S.Miller ............................. . 
T.P.Murphy,3d Iowa .......... .. 
Mutual Union Telegraph Co .. 
L. '.r. Moses, Georgia ............. . 
J. N. McArthur, ~Sth New 
York ..................... .............. . 
S.M. Newhouse,2d Virginia .. 


































































Carried forward ... ............ 1, 583, 654. 58 
• 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate officers of internal 
revenue, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $1,583, 654. 58 
To Northern Pacific R. R. Co....... 12. 36 
J. W. Newman, 11th 0 hio.... .... 10, 057. 00 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Company .................... . 
John A. Oates, 5th North Car-
olina .................................. .. 
J. E. Osborne, 6th North Car-
olina ................................... . 
Geo. W. Post,Nebraska ........ . 
Calvin Page, New Hampshire. 
E. F. Pillsbury, 3d Massachu-
setts .................................... . 
F. J. Pratt, lOth Massachu-
setts ................................... .. 
H. S. Pierce, 28th New York ... 
Stanley Plummer, 1st Penn-
sylvania ............................. . 
Pennsylvania Company (Star 
Union Lines) ...................... . 
B. S. Prettyman, jr., 8th Illi-
nois ..................................... . 
A. H. Peabody ,15th New York 
M . • 1. Prime, Maryland .......... . 
T. H. Parham, Arkansas ...... .. 
I. W. Pickens, Louisiana ........ . 
J. F. Robinson, 7th Kentucy .. . 
S. L. Reeves, 11th Ohio ........... . 
W. P. Hathbone, West Vir-
ginia .................................. .. 
Isaac Roberts, 6th North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
J. K. Roberts, Maryland ........ . 
J. W. Robinson, 7th Kentucky 
J. H. Ringer, Georgia ............ . 
B. H. Ridgely, 5th Kentucky .. 
H. B. Rigg, 5th Tennessee ..... . 
J. W. Sellman, Maryland ...... .. 
R. Stone, 1st Illinois ............. .. 
C. B. Staples, 12th Pennsylva-
nia ...................................... . 
E. Schlandecker, 19th Penn-
sylvania ............................. . 
Th<•s. H. Simms, Arkansas .... .. 
H. Shepperd, 6th Virginia ..... . 
Wm. Somerville, 5th Illinois ... 
F. D. Sewall, Maryland .......... . 
Thos. Slaight, 5th New Jersey. 
Wm. Stule, West Virginia ...... 
John Smalley, 1st New Jer-
sey ..................................... .. 
C. E. Smith, Maryland .......... .. 
F. S. Shield, Louisiana ........... . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ....................................... .. 
I. Y. Searcy, 3d Texas ............ .. 
St. Louis, Keokuk and North-
western R. R. Co ................. . 
J. B. Strong, Georgia ............ .. 
Southern Telegraph Co ......... .. 
Jas. H. ~herrill, 6th North 
Carolina ............................. . 
D. W. Stewart, 2d Iowa .......... .. 
Alex. Troup, Connecticut ....... . 
W. C. Thompson, 2d Iowa ..... . 
Dudley Talbot, 7th Kentucky. 
L.A. Thrasher, Kansas ......... . 
F. Tagliabue, estate of, 2d 
New York ......................... .. 
E. M. Todd, 2d Virginia .......... . 
Henry Troemner, 1stPennsyl-
vania ................................ .. 
L. M. Turpin, Alabama ......... .. 
Treasur Department .......... .. 
United Lines Telegraph Co .. . 
Union Pacific R R Co ........... . 
M. H. Vanderveer, 3d New 
Jersey ................................ .. 
C. Voorhis, 4th Missouri. ...... .. 
Henry B. Votteler, 18th Ohio .. 




























































Carried forward............... 1, 814, 729.19 
170 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Salaries and expenses of agents and 
subordinate oilicers of internal 
revenue, 1887-Coutinued. 
• Brought forward ............. $1, 814, 729.19 
To W.D. Vaughftn, 4th Virginia.. 32.35 
G. Van Hoorebeke, 8th Illi-
nois ..................................... . 
Hunter Wood, 2d Kentucky .. 
Andrew Welch, 2d Illinois ..... 
George A. Wilson, 5th Illinois 
E. C. Wall, 1st Wisconsin .... .. 
John Whiteaker, Oregon ....... . 
0. A. Wells, 3d \Visconsin ..... . 
John Webb,jr.,JstCaliforuia. 
J. F. Wolgamot, 8th Illinois .. . 
West Publishing Company ... .. 
J. S. 'Vatt, 2d New York ...... . 
Western Union Telegraph Co. 
B. F. Wyatt, 7~h Keutucky .. .-
M. A. 'Vather, 5th Kentucky .. 
W. H. Yarborough, 4th North 
Carolina ............................. . 
J. E. Youngberg, 1st Califor-
nia .................................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By N. F. Acers, Kansas.. $42.50 
S. II. Calhoun, N e-
braska......... ......... 28.00 
Thomas Cooper, 8th 
Illinois .... .. .. . .. ... .. . 120. 00 
Thomas llanlon, 7th 
Indiana................ 24.00 
J. F. Kumler, lOth 
Ohio..................... 5.00 
G. W. Post, Ne-
braska......... .. ....... 30. 00 
J. K. l{oberts, Mary-
lnud ...... ..... ........ 34.50 
T. II. Simms, Arkan-
sas........................ 9.00 
J. H. Sellman, Mary-
land...................... 71.50 
W. U. Thompson, 
2d Iowa ................. 8. 00 
Salaries and expenses of supervis-
ors and subordinate officers of 
internal revenue, 1877 and prior 
years: 
To Chas. C. Waters, Maryland ..... 
Deduct from repayment: 
By C. B. Wilkinson, 6th Missouri 
Excess ofrepayment.. ....... 
Expenses of assessing and collect-
ing internal revenue, 1875 and 
prior years: 
'I'o Henry Harnden, 2d Wiscon-
sin ..................................... . 
S.D. Wood, 4th Texas ........... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
lsy W. H. McCarmey, 3d 
Massachusetts ...... $3, 545. 92 
Alex. Spaulding, 8th 
New York............ 636.85 

















1, 934, 462. 67 
362.50 









===== Expenses under oleomargarine act, 
1887: 
To Becker Bros .......................... . 
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co ... . 
James S. Battle ..................... . 
Eimer & Amend .................... . 






Expenses under oleomargarine act, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To Z. D. Gilman ........................ .. 
Thomas J. Hobbs .................. . 
J.Jungmann .......................... . 
Geo. W.I{nox ........................ . 
Luttrell & vVine ................... .. 
James W. Queen & Co .......... .. 
R.Stone ................................ . 
L. C. Starkel. .......................... . 
Thomas H. Simms ................. . 
'V. S. Thon1pson .................... . 
Wilmarth & Edmonston ........ . 
Drawback on stiles exported, act 














To II.Becker&Co....................... 20.00 
Coombs, Crosby & Eddy......... 20.00 
A. G. Lunde1·s & Co................. 20.00 
Maitland, Phelps & Co........... 40. 00 
J.A.Pauli .............................. 20.00 
120.00 
Allowance or drawback: 
To Anh~us~r-Busch Brewing As-
somatiOn.. .... ........... ...... ...... 8, 902.18 
Anthony and Kuhn Brewing 
Company............................. 257.14 
Phil Best Brewing Company.. 2, 3.5C. 98 
Valentine Bhttz ............... ...... 205.12 
Randolph Bolling.................. 113.76 
J. H. Burnell ........................... 37. 46 
G. M. Bet.tman ............... ......... 504.48 
Baldwin Bros. and Co............ 63. ~0 
Ballautine & Co ..................... 9. 25 
C. W. Cobnrn........................... 324.90 
E. D. Christian........ .. ............. 1, <XJO. 2~ 
Herman Calvi ..... .................. 97.04 
Wm. Darnes........ .................... 96.19 
Du Vevier & Co ..................... 366.30 
Ernest A. Denicke.................. 1, 414.31 
Mendel Esbe-rg· ....................... 1, 67:.!. !J8 
\V. W. Erskins ........................ 101.00 
Ilerman Engelbrecht.. ............ 52.40 
Jacob Endres.......................... 13.41 
Esberg, Bachman & Co........... 1, 808.36 
Franz-Falk Brewing Co......... 112.85 
Jacob Frowenfeld .................. 423.90 
Samuel Foster................. ...... 16.00 
C. Gehret .... .. ........ ...... ...... ...••• 34. 21 
Henry A. Gentil ..................... 223. 20 
A. Greenebaum &Co.............. 116.10 
G. W. Gail & Ax ......... ............ 279.46 
Jno.T. Haviland................ ..... 1,346.40 
A. A. Hooper........................... 232.16 
Frederick Hollender & Co...... 126.26 
H. G. Hellman ........................ 45. 00 
Louis S. Haas .... ........... ......... 306. 90 
W. J. Houston ...... ....... ... ...... 175.50 
John A.Kretschmar............... 20.35 
F. Kronenberg & Co............... 9. 25 
Wm.J.Lemp.......................... 991.44 
Lilienthal & Co....................... 418.50 
A. Lynds................................. 48. 87 
J ... udoeff & Nacke.................... 138.74 
E. R. Lilienthal....................... 268.20 
J. Levi.................................... 20.00 
A. Liebler & Uo....................... 123. 01 
~f1~~~i:c~1°k~-B~:~·~:·& "c;;:::::: 2~: :g 
Joseph May............................. 69.30 
A. Merle................................... 37.80 
Simon Mayers........................ 338. 40 
Jose McMenendez & Co.......... 11.56 
J. W. Martin............................ 89.68 
P.M. Ohmeis & Co.................. 282.ll 
N. Ohlandt...... ..... ...... ...... ...... 66.29 
Phcenix Bottling Company.... 2,631.56 
E. Puig......... .................... ...... 458. R5 
C. Poppete. .................. ...... ...... 314. 10 
-----
Carried forward............... 29, 501. 33 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Allowance or drawback-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To Pembina Brewing Company .. 
H. W.Peabody & Co ..............• 
William Francis Perry ..........• 
R. E. Parr ............................. . 
Augustus S. Pyatt ................. . 
B. Radovich .......................... .. 
Rueping, Klinkert & Schneid-
ler .................................... . 
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co .... . 
Joseph Schlitz Bottling Works 
F. & M. SchaeferBrewingCo ... 
Ernest Schwartz .................... . 
James M. Smith ..................... . 
Sally Siebenhauer ................. . 
l\IIax D. Stern .......................... . 
R. G. Standinger ................... . 
Isba Sroufe ............................. . 
Torchiani & Kremer .............. . 
A. C. Thorne .......................... .. 
R. P. Weiland ...................... . 
J. C. Wilmerding ................. .. 
L. E. Wertheimer ................... . 
Johu Wieland Brewing Co .... . 
Redemption of stamps prior to July 
1,1883: 
To City Bank, of Rochester, N.Y .. 
Charles Frank & Co ............. . 
J.P. Harrison & Co . ............. . 
John A. Lowell & Co ............ . 
Edward Melchers ................ . 
Stickney & ::ltickney ............. . 
The First National Bank, of 
Meadville, Pa .................... . 
Ellen G. Uhthoff ................... . 
Webster Bros ....................... . 
1-tedemption of stamps: 
To C. H. Andrew ......................... . 
D.J.Allen ............................. . 
\Villiam Ahrens .................... . 
Allen & Cram ...................... . 
W. W. Arnold & Co ................ . 
Christian Atz ........................ .. 
Anh~user-Busch Brewing As-
!!!IOCJatlon ........................... .. 
E. K. Abbott .......................... . 
I.A.Ault ............................... . 
Warren G. Abbott ................. . 
August Albert ....................... . 
A. Adler & Co ....................... . 
John A. Arzherger ................. . 
Jacob Abel ........................... .. 
L.A. Bates ............................ .. 
Beck: Brothers ....................... . 
E. R. Betterton ..................... .. 
Luke Binder .......................... . 
Aug·uste Burster ................... .. 
H. Beshoff & Co ................... . 
Henry Blum, estate of .......... . 
II. M. Barnett ...................... . 
C. B. Boone ............................ . 
Jeremiah Bell ....................... . 
J. S. Butler ........................ ,. ... . 
A. S. Barbee .......................... . 
Bochroch & Frankel ............. . 
Conrad F. Bickhous ............. . 
Baughart Brothers ............... . 
E. G. Biddleman .................... . 
Bach &Beck .......................... . 
Bolling & Standacher ........... . 
William Bradley .................... . 
Franz Burginger ................... . 
William Bond ....................... . 
Joe Bayer & Co ...................... . 
P. J. Bowlin & Co ................... . 
Ambrose Babcock ................. . 
A. Egolf Burkli.. .................... . 












































































Redemption of stamps-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Edward Barstow .................. . 
Andrew Bailey .................... .. 
G. A. Bearden ........................ .. 
Washington Brechbill .......... .. 
John Blank ........................... . 
Barbara A. Blum .................... . 
0. W.Buck ........................... .. 
Bowman Bros. & Gerst ........ . 
John Burns ............................ . 
Anthony Benedrift ................ . 
Isador A. Brot ...................... .. 
Magdalena Bella .................... . 
Horatio Barnett .................... . 
Perry Bunson ...................... .. 
Alvis Beebe ............................ . 
Archer Banks ........................ . 
Joseph Burger, estate of.. ...... .. 
R.A.Brown ........................... . 
Cornelius Burke ................... .. 
W. W.Baldwin ....................... . 
.Betterson & Co .................... .. 
Arthur H. Brown ................... . 
Samuel Bat·th & Co ................ . 
Rose C. Carten ....................... . 
Chilton & English ................ .. 
Louis Conrad ......................... . 
Mike Cassidy ......................... . 
S. G. Coaleman ....................... . 
J.P. Cline ............................. .. 
Mrs. E. C. Cotton .................... . 
Curt.i & Motto ........................ .. 
Coyne & Cuddy ................... .. 
Lillian B. Curtis .................... . 
E. S. Cornell ......................... . 
Robert Curtis ........................ .. 
A. J. Calder ........................... . 
Chicago Brewing Co ............. . 
T. F. Clark ........................... . 
Wm. W. Collier .................... . 
Childs &Co ........................... .. 
Campers Bros ....................... . 
T. M. Chambers .................... . 
L. 0. Co,van .......................... . 
W. A. Clark .......................... . 
I. M. Curtis ............................ . 
W. H. Chafee ......................... . 
Michael Carroll ...................... . 
F. A . Conrad ......................... . 
L. M. Dellinger ...................... . 
Timothy DoLmd .................. . 
George L. Doolittle ...... ........ .. 
.T. F. Dockery ...................... . 
J. L. Dozier ........................... .. 
W. Duke, Sons & Co ............... . 
A. B. D~niel & Co ................... . 
William Dailey ...................... . 
John Dastol. .......................... . 
John Duff .............................. . 
Frank M. Davis ..................... . 
J. ,V. Donhue ........................ . 
James Doyle & Co ............... .. 
George D. Davis .................... .. 
II. Danner ............................. . 
John L. Dehn ........................ . 
Frank J. Daley ...................... . 
Dowie & Moise .. .................... . 
Lewis H. Duse ....................... . 
Davis, Clark & Co ................. . 
Louis Dorr ............................ .. 
Robert Dorn .......................... . 
Frank Emeterio ................... . 
L. J. Elrick ........................... . 
Henry Epstein ....................... . 
Ernst Evert ........................... . 
Enz & Shafer ......................... . 
F. W. Elich & Co ........... ~ ....... . 
Thomas Eagan ...................... . 
C. English .......................... . 
Peter Eschelbach ................. . 
John Elvood ......................... . 
Geo. A. Englert ................... .. 
Esberg, Bachman & Co .......... . 





















































































172 RECEI,PTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Redemption of stamps-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
•ro J. G. Elledge ........................ .. 
Eckert & Schoneman .......... .. 
John Epple.: ........................ .. 
Adam Eaches, jr .................. .. 
Robert S. Eyre ...................... . 
Julius Edelstein ................... . 
Edward Eaton ....................... . 
Annie E. Ebner .................... . 
A. P. Eyrand ........................ N 
Edward Foster ...... .............. . .. 
John E. Ferreira .................. .. 
George Frost & Co ............... .. 
G. Feigenspan & Co ............. .. 
S.D. Folks ........................... .. 
Fisher &Co ............................ . 
Charles Flagler ..................... .. 
Fischer Bros .......................... . 
Micnael Farrell. ..................... . 
Urias Fassnacht ................... .. 
Georg·e W. Fink ................... .. 
David Giltiman .................. .. 
Georg·e Gokey ...................... . 
Joseph M. Gardiner .............. . 
German Social Club of Anne 
Arundel County, Maryland 
Gordon & Garland ............... .. 
August A. Gajewski & Co .... .. 
George ,V. Graves ................ .. 
Garity Bros ......................... . 
Aug. Greulich & Son ............. . 
G. B. Greer ........................... .. 
Gordon, Pegram & Co ......... .. 
Alfred Gros ......................... .. 
W. H. Grayson ..................... .. 
Getty & Co ............................ . 
Jacob Gutapfel ...................... . 
A. & A. Gross ........................ . 
Adolph Goetz ...................... .. 
Germania Brewing Company 
Henry Gwenewald & Co .... .. 
T. A. Goodman ..................... .. 
Joseph Greeling .................. .. 
George Gohn ........................ .. 
Nick Granrath ..................... .. 
Godsey & Alexander ............. . 
HenryHenk .......................... . 
William P. Howell.. .............. . 
:Hornor & Hood .................... . 
Hargrove & Thomas ............ .. 
Louis Hansel ......................... . 
Joseph Hanks ................... _. .. . 
Samuel Hazeldine ................. . 
Charles Raid ........... ............. .. 
Christian Haag ...................... . 
Conrad I:Iohing ..................... .. 
Frederick Henninger ......... .. 
Henry .Hocht ......................... . 
Frederick Haas,jr ................. . 
Adam lie ringer .................... . 
::\<I. :Hester ............................ . 
Hebrank & Fruman ............. .. 
John Hart ............................. . 
John 1-Ield ............................ .. 
Aug. Heintze & Co .............. . 
Holtz & Qeiger ...................... . 
Henry Bros ......................... .. 
W. G. Herron ...................... .. 
Sumner Hoffman ................. . 
Xaver Hosmeder .................. .. 
Albert Hirschfeld ................. . 
Heath & Eaton ...................... . 
H. W. Huguley & Co ............ .. 
C. M. Hendon ......................... . 
Joseph Hussa ................. ........ . 
Halmbacker & Johnson ....... .. 
Wm. Harland ....................... . 
Robert Hetherington .......... .. 
Hess & Linder ....................... . 
Hirsch & Herman Brewing 
Company ............................ . 
Julius Helb ............................ . 
Horn & Jaeger ...................... . 




















































































Redemption of stamps-Continued. 
Brought forward ...... : ...... . 
To Henry Horn ................... , ..... . 
Hall & Nichols ..................... .. 
Helwig & Burgsan ............... .. 
W. F. Johnson ....................... . 
A. C. Jaynes ......................... .. 
Wm. F. Johnson & Co ........... . 
E. Kahn &Co ....................... . 
Jerom Kreage ...................... .. 
George R. Klingbeil .............. . 
Malinda Keller ...................... . 
Kelly & Lope ....................... . 
Kortlander & Grady ............. . 
John Kelly ........................... .. 
F. W. Kratochoil .................. .. 
Kraft & Peters ...................... .. 
Charles Keifer ...................... .. 
Michael Klein ....................... . 
Wm. F. Kemerer ................... . 
Max Klein ............................ . 
H. A. Kusel, Julius C. Sea-
man, Belle, Seaman, Loeb 
& Blum, and I. Levy &Bro. 
Knoxville Brewing Associa· 
tion ..................................... . 
King & Ford tam ................... . 
Kamm & Schellinger ............ .. 
Wm.Keep .......................... .. 
Geo. L. Kestner & Co .......... . 
Conrad Kunzler ................... .. 
Wm. Lascher ......................... . 
Eugene Languetin ................ . 
Jacob Lee ............................ . 
D. Lilienfeld ........................ .. 
Lindauer & Seger ................ .. 
JohnS. Lentz ......................... . 
A.M. Leonard ...................... .. 
F. C. Lang & Co .................... . 
Mulford Ludlam ................... . 
L. Lichtenstein ...................... . 
C. Ludeman .......................... . 
Frank Lorenz ....................... .. 
Joseph Livingne ................... . 
John T. Lane ........................ . 
C. D. Lewis ............................ . 
Rosie Lejeune ...................... .. 
Geor~:e W. Luther ................. . 
Victor Linnander ................. . 
Levens & Dillon ..................... . 
Lloyd & Devereaux ............. .. 
Landman & Co ...................... . 
Irvin Leet ............................ .. 
John Lang ............................ .. 
George Loewor ..................... .. 
S. P. Lilienthal. ..................... . 
Felix Loeb &Brother .......... .. 
Lawrence, Ostrom & Co ......... . 
Emanual Lauferty .................. . 
Francis May .......................... . 
Owen Murray ....................... .. 
Joseph lVIyers ....................... . -
S. W. Monroe, estate of ...... , .. .. 
Lazarus Moyer ...................... . 
W.H. Marsh .......................... . 
H. Myers & Bros ................... .. 
Joseph Massarek ................... . 
Hilmer Maier ........................ . 
Mary l\farble ......................... .. 
Thomas Madigan .................. . 
Henry Meyer ......................... . 
W. B. Miller ............................ . 
Samuel Marke ...................... .. 
Frank Meyer ........................ -
Martin & Freitas .................. _ 
Meineske & Kinsey ............ .. 
George Milner & Co .............. .. 
Mosher & Clay burg ............. .. 
Patrick McAleenan ............... . 
J. T. McCullough .................. . 
H. Marcus ............................. . 
P. J. Murphy ......................... . 
Joseph B. Moore .................. .. 
Peter McQuade ...................... . 


















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Redemptionofstamps-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Mayer, Sons & Co ................ .. 
Martin McNulty .................. .. 
Michael Mockler .................. .. 
H. Myers & Bros .................. .. 
Mahoning Brewing Co ........ . 
Samuel Mone & Co ............ .. 
Ole If. Murseth ..................... .. 
E. Melepers ......................... . 
Charles B. Mauer ................ .. 
Henry Meyer ....................... . 
Jacob Moni ............................ . 
A. H. Mottey & Co ............... .. 
John McGlinnis' Sons ........... . 
Charles F. Nagel & Co .......... . 
J. H. Neppach ....................... . 
George H. Nutter ................. . 
Niles Brewing Company ....... . 
Th0mas Needham ................ . 
Newton BroLhers ................... . 
Henry Nieustadt .................. .. 
Julius Nathan &Co .............. . 
Ed. J. Northup ..................... .. 
Frank Nockels ...................... . 
Mrs. Lizzie J. Newman ....... .. 
N. I. Nathan & Co ................. . 
Mathias Ober~efelt ................ . 
F. P. 0' Brien ......................... . 
G. H. Ossing & Co ................ .. 
Otho 0. Owens ................. ... . 
R. J. Pugh, estate of ............. . 
William Paden ..................... .. 
James Pear.,on ...................... . 
John A. Pier<>e & Bro .......... .. 
Pfister & Waller .................... . 
Thos. E. Pollard ................... .. 
Samuel K. Pyle ................... .. 
F. R. Penn & Co .................... . 
E. H. Poe & Son ................... .. 
Pratt & Vanter ...................... . 
D. Peck & Co ........................ .. 
Paul Pobl ............................... . 
John W. Pnrefoy ................... . 
Oliver Paulson ........................ . 
Pilsen Brewing and Malting 
Company ........................... .. 
RobertS. Petit ...................... .. 
Wn1. Porter ............................ . 
C. Queen ................................ . 
H. Rosent-hal & Son ............. .. 
Reuthlinger &Eisfelder, estate 
of ......................................... . 
'Vm. Roesch ......................... .. 
James Reid & Co .................. .. 
Ernst Romey ........................ .. 
Robitzer & Berta! ott .............. .. 
Mary Rozetta ........................ .. 
Joseph Reamer ................. , ... .. 
B.T. Reilly ........................... .. 
J.Ragnet ............................... . 
Philipp P. Rothenberger ....... . 
Fred. Rennewanz ................ .. 
Wm. Rothschild ................... .. 
Julius Riskeberg .................. .. 
Clarence M. Roof ................... . 
Geo. Rayfield ....................... . 
Records. Matthews & Co ...... .. 
John Riley ............................ . 
F. Revson & Co ................... .. 
Andrew Roos ....................... .. 
Chas. D. Roth ........................ .. 
Stull & Bro ............................ .. 
J. Shields & Co ..................... .. 
Smith & Spencer .................... . 
F. Strauss & Co ...................... . 
Aaron Snyder ....................... .. 
M. 0. Sherrill .......................... .. 
Geor~e Schue .................... .... .. 
John W. Stephens ................. . 
Schuetz, Renziehausen & Co .. 
J. W. Schrock & Co ................ . 
Snyder, Abell & Co ................ . 
Peter Swenson ..................... .. 




















































































Redemption of stamps-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To ~mith Bros. & Cu .................. .. 
Louis Stern ........................... .. 
F. Salter & Co ....................... .. 
S.Schayer .............................. . 
C. F. Stadiger ........................ .. 
J. G. Scbunn .......................... . 
Edgar Schmidt ...................... . 
John Stuckert ...................... .. 
P, J. Schultze ......................... .. 
Albert Schumacl.er ............... .. 
Albert B. Smith ................... .. 
Henr;v Schaler ....................... . 
George Steinbrecker, estate of 
David Stin!;lon ...................... .. 
Selbitz & Schwanderer .......... . 
Frank Schrader ................... .. 
Joseph Schmuker ................. . 
Christian Schmitt .................. . 
B. Steffen .............................. .. 
Geo. Scliaefer ........................ .. 
Ralph S. Scobell.. .................. . 
Socorro Ice Company ........... . 
Andrew J. Street .................. .. 
Jas. W. Sid bury ..................... . 
Stafford & Co ....................... .. 
Sherwood & Sherwood ....... .. 
D. J. Shlenker ...................... .. 
Anne Margaret Schreier ...... .. 
B. F. Sprinkle ........................ .. 
Geo. Schupp ......................... .. 
Mrs. J. C. Slocum ................... . 
J. B. Schmidt & Bro ............... . 
Philip A. Scheifele ................. . 
Kirkwood Smith ................... . 
R. A. Stuart ............................ . 
Sioux Falls Bottling Works .. . 
Isaac Sommers & Co ........... .. 
Mathias Schneeberger ........... . 
Leopold Sonnenschein ......... .. 
J. A. B. Sikes .......................... . 
John Schlobohn ..... , ............. .. 
Henry Stettiner & Co .......... .. 
Henry Schuler ..................... .. 
A. H. Siwert .......................... .. 
Schwahn & Niether ............. .. 
Samuel Streit & Co ................ . 
Christian Schafer .................. .. 
F.V.Simms .......................... . 
John C. Seegers .................. .. 
Wm.Spoeth ................. , ....... .. 
Philip Schauble .................... . 
S. Solomon .......................... .. 
John Seiter ........................... .. 
Smith Bros. & Co ................... .. 
Sam Stettiner ......................... . 
Rosalia Schulte ..................... .. 
U.Swago ............................... . 
John A. Shelton .................... . 
Otto Studer ............................ . 
Frank W. '£homas, estate of .. 
E. A. Torgrimon ............... .... .. 
}'~~~~h *~~~~:::::::::.::·:::::::::::· 
Thomas & Lindsay ................ . 
Brown Thompson ................ .. 
A. E. Thomas ......................... . 
.J. F. Uzzle ............................. . 
MaryS. Ulrich ....................... . 
Michael Usejack ................... .. 
.Fred. Voss ............................ .. 
Lulu Vanderlip .................... . 
W. J. Van Velsor .................. .. 
Isaac A. "\Vilson ..................... .. 
Waddel & Shugart ................. . 
Jacob Weinhard ................... .. 
Joel W. Walton ................... .. 
T. C. 'Villiams ...................... .. 
Weber & Nolan ..................... . 
Webster & Doolittle .............. . 
1\I. Whitehead & Son ........... .. 
R. T. \Veaver ........................ .. 
Ed. D. Woodburry& Co ....... .. 






















































































174 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Redemption of stamps-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Elbert C. Wih:1on ................... . 
Wood River Improvement 
Company, of Galena, Idaho. 
F. A Wright ......................... . 
John ''Veber .......................... . 
Charles Wilton ................ ..... . 
S. B. 'Vatson ......................... . 
G. 'Vagner ..... ........................ . 
Zimri II. Warner .................. . 
Walker&Lamb .................... . 
Chas .. T. Weaver .................... . 
Geo. T. Warren & Co ............. . 
C. Wetjen ............................... . 
Eliza Welch .......................... . 
Mood, Pollard & Co .............. . 
Fred. Walter ......................... . 
Alexander Weber ................. . 
Wilms & Kleiner ................... . 
Wright & Taylor .................. " 
Jacob Wise ............................ . 
vVeber & Forster ......... .......... . 
John W. Warhurst.. .............. . 
W. H. Whaley &Son .............. . 
Fe r d 1 nand W estheimer & 
Sons ................................... . 
M. Wallstein & Co ................. . 
J. L. Whittington .................... . 
Chas. W ezler .... ..................... . 
Benjamin Witter .................... . 
,V.A. 'Veaver& Co ................ . 
Young Bros ........................... . 
Boyd R.. Yetter ...................... . 
Geo. Young ............................ . 
V:Yegge ................................ . 
HinYuen ............................... . 
J.B. YeomR.ns ....................... . 
Antonio Zizack ...................... . 
Geo. Zigner ..................... ...... . 
Chas. H. Zimmerman ........... .. 
Rebate of tax on tobacco: 










































Refunding moneys erroneously re-
ceived and covered into the 
Treasury: 
To John Babson........................... 450.00 
Charles M. Horton...... ..... ..... 125. 00 
Bernard Kahn........................ 29.90 
Lake Shore Distilling Co........ 25. 00 . 
R. C. Mercerean ..................... __ ~, 
644.18 
=----= 
Refunding taxes illegally collected: 
ToR. A. Aln1ond ......................... . 





William Arlington ........... ..... . 
'T'homas J. Aske,v ................ .. 
J. A. Aull ............................... . 
A. R. Aborn .......................... . 
C. B. Anton ....... ..................... . 
Samuel Buch ......................... . 
Ailhton Distilling Company ... 
Blair, Osborn & Ballard ....... . 
J. S. Butler ............................. . 
Joe Bayer & Co ..................... . 
Conrad F. Bickhouse ............ .. 
Charles Baltazar .................... . 
Joshua Barton ....................... . 
W. J. Brown .......................... . 
James G. B ·own .................... . 
Armour Butterine Company .. 
R. A. Brown .......................... . 
Cornelius Burke .................... . 
Berry & McGinty ................... . 
Conrad & Loeffier ................. . 
A. G. Coffey .......................... . 
Cayne & Cuddy ..................... . 
F. M. Collins ......................... .. 























Refunding taxes illegally col-
lected-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Jos. D. Cottingham ............... . 
J. R. Combs ....... .................... . 
Chicago Dbtilling Company .. 
W. T. Case ............................. . 
L. 0. Cowan ......... ................. . 
Arthur J. Calder ................... . 
H. A. Compton .................. .... . 
Debar & Hart ........................ .. 
W. D. Durdin ......................... . 
Cl:eorge Denison .................... . 
L. M. Dillinger ...................... . 
R.N. Drake ......................... . 
R. P. Daniel .......................... . 
Thomas S. Edwards .............. . 
John Elvod ............................ . 
Eckhert & Stoneman ............ .. 
Estate of F. Kaiser ................ . 
B. W. Ed wards ..................... .. 
Sam Fung Gi & Co ................ . 
J. G. & L. W. Fulton ............. . 
Frankie Brothers .................. .. 
Charles Flagler ...................... . 
G. W. Flow ............................ . 
George W. Fink .................... . 
A. Guckenheimer & Bros .... .. 
Geo. P. Gaston ........ . .............. . 
Geo. Gohn ........................... .. 
Nick Grunrath ....................... . 
W. A. Gaines & Co ................ . 
Louis Hansel ......................... . 
S. 0. Hackley ........................ . 
W. C. 1-Tunter ......................... . 
A. R. Horuersley .................. .. 
R. B. Hayden, estate of ......... .. 
.John F. Rain ........................ .. 
Philip H. Hubbard ................. . 
Mrs. W. R. Haley .................. . 
,V. R. Haley ......................... . 
Thomas Hinkson ................... . 
Halmbacher & Johnson ........• 
J. H. Highsmith .................. . 
Frederick Helb ..................... .. 
Milton Holt ............................ . 
Nelson Hamilton ................... . 
John Himuler ....................... . 
D. Halladay .......................... . 
Hargrave & Watson .............. . 
J. T. Hackney ....................... . 
W. B. Jones & Bro ................. . 
Henry N.Johnson ................. . 
King & Fordtran ................ .. .. 
William Klotz ....................... . 
C.V\'.King ............................. . 
Charles Kobert & Co ............. . 
Phillipp Kettnauer ............. .. 
Leicht & Rakow ................... . 
Levy & Fischer ..................... .. 
Peter Lousteau ..................... .. 
.John Lyon ........................... .. 
J.H. Loth ............................... . 
Miland Distilling Company ... 
C. D. McGudoe & Co .............. . 
E. L.Miles Company ............. . 
D.L.Moore ............................ . 
C.Metjen ............................. .. 
Paul Miller ........................... .. 
J. B. McDonald ..................... . 
John T. Motlow .................... . 
Michal Mockler .................... . 
Adam. Matchman .. . ............... .. 
J.l\'lills ................................. . 
Henry Meyer ........................ .. 
Mrs. Lizzie J. Newman ......... .. 
W. Overbet·g .......................... . 
A. Overholt & Co .................. .. 
H.C.Pepe ............................. . 
Redman Distilling Company. 
,V. B. Rorick .......................... . 
James H. Rose ....................... . 
Herman Rakow ................... .. 
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1886-'87. 
Refunding taxes illegally col-
lected-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Thos. B. Ripy ......................... . 
Chas. A. Rayce ...................... . 
A. P. Rochon ......................... . 
Henry Sheett ....................... .. 
D. A. Sutton ......................... .. 
M. Shula & Son ...................... . 
Frederick Sprung ................ .. 
James P. Stuith .................... .. 
Stamer Bros ......................... .. 
J. A. B. Sikes ....................... .. 
James E. Speir ...................... . 
John Seiter ........................... .. 
David Stinson ...................... .. 
W. A. Thompson ........... ~ .... .. 
l'he Union Urove Company, 
of Hartford, Conn ............. .. 
Henry Turney ...................... .. 
M. V. Teem & Co .................. . 
The Nassau Bank, New York 
Simon D. 'Vard ..................... .. 
Isaac A. Wilson ..................... .. 
Withers, Dade & Co .............. . 
C. B. Wilkinson ................... .. 
Weber & Nolan .................... .. 
H. J. 'Vir.g ............................ .. 
Jacob Walter ........................ .. 
B.F.Wix ............................... . 
John N. Wright ................... .. 
Jacob Wise ............................ . 
M.B. Williatns ...................... . 
West & West ........................ .. 
W. H. Whaley & Son ........... .. 
M. Wallstein & Co ................ .. 
W. A. Weaver & Co .............. . 
Willow Springs Distilling Co .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By Treasurer United States ........ 
Refunding taxes illegally collected 
prior to July 1, 1 Hli3: 
ToW. P. Ander~>ou &Son ......... .. 
A. H. Arthur ..................... . 
Thomas F. Andtlrson, estate 
of ........................................ . 
George T. Atkins ................. . 
g~.;~}& rit~~~ ~--~~:::::.:·:::::::::: 
H. Bodenheim & Co ............. .. 
M. H. Blakemore ................. . 
Brown, Bryson & Co ............ .. 
Benjamin H. Combs ............. . 
Cowan, Green & Cassidy ...... .. 
Crutcher & Co ...................... .. 
Peter Casey ......................... .. 
Crutcher, Hazlett & Co ......... .. 
Joseph Cahn, estate of ......... .. 
Duff Green & Co ................... . 
J. H. Dykers, estate of ........ .. 
James C. Dawson, estate of .. . 
T.M.Ellis ............................ .. 
A.S.Foss ............................... . 
Charles Graw ........................ .. 
William R. Green & Co ......... .. 
Garrard, Sells & Co ............... .. 
James C. Garner ................... .. 
Stephen Gardner .................. .. 
E. Garbrough ......................... . 
J. Hornthal & Co ................... . 
John Harker ......................... .. 
JamesM. Hanks ................... .. 
Thomas C. Hammond and 
Caroline S. Hammond ........ . 
Ferdinand Houer ................ .. 
Fred. Houer & Co ................ .. 
A.L.Jaquith ......................... . 
W.Kinney ............................ .. 
Kiersky & Brother ................ . 












































































Refunding t-axes illegally collected 
prior to July 1, 1883-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To E. A. Lindsay ......................... . 
Lindsay & Co ......................... . 
D. \V.Lamkin ....................... . 
A.Mygatt ............................. .. 
C. A. Manlove, agent ............ .. 
Manlove & Hobart ............... .. 
Meyer & Kahn ..................... .. 
Moody & 1\Iegget ................... . 
Michael Murphy ................... .. 
McKenzie, Hornor & Co ........ . 
.North & Hartigan ................ .. 
S. L. Osburn & Co ................... . 
Osceola Consolidated Mining 
Con1pany ........................... .. 
Parrish, Kern& Co ................ . 
Quin('y Mining Company .... .. 
Robinson & Co ..................... .. 
L.Reinach ............................ . 
John Rigsby & Co ................ .. 
Edwin Rogers ........................ . 
Henry J. Raymond, estft.te of .. 
Shearer of Kern ................... .. 
G. W. Sentell and W.O. Vance, 
executors estate of ............. .. 
Samuel F. Spencer, estate of .. 
State of New Jersey ............. .. 
Smith & Parsons .................. .. 
G. A. Saturly & Co ................ .. 
Louis Scharff ........................ .. 
Fritz Stuerner ...................... .. 
John M. Stevenson, estate of .. 
Jacob Sum ............................ .. 
Toof, Phillips & Cirode ......... .. 
John B. T<.ttun1 ....................... . 
Martin Vanhook, estate of .... . 
C. A. Walton & Co ................. . 
Wilhelm & Lindsay .............. . 
W. M. Williams ...................... . 
H. Wright & Co ..................... .. 
Lars Wilkens ........................ . 
John 'Vagner ...................... .. 
Punishment for violation of inter-











































To J. M. Blakely............................ 27.50 
P. D. Griggs.............................. 50.00 
Benjamin F. Gallupe ............... 77.84 
John Rooneys ......................... 89.96 
Wm. T. Rominger................... 1.46 
Punishment for violation of inter-
nal-revenue laws, 188;}: 
246.76 
To Zachariah Parsons.................. 50. 00 
Punishment for violation of inter-
nal:revenue laws, 1886: 
'.ro Thomas D. Allen ................... .. 
T. S. Bronstow, 8th Kentucky, 
E. W. Booker, Alabama ....... .. 
A. J. Boyd, North Carolina ... .. 
D. F. Bradley, South Caro-
lina ................. .................... . 
A. H. Brooks ....................... .. 
T. C. Crenshaw, jr., Georgia ... 
W. H. Chapman ................... .. 
Geo. B. Clark ........................ . 
Artemus R. Cummings ......... . 
Attilla Cox, Kentucky .......... .. 
William Clark ...................... .. 
Chas, H. Chase, Maine .......... . 
Clement Dowd, North Caro-
lina ..................................... . 
Geo. F. Godfrey .................... . 
Nathan Gregg, Tennessee .... .. 
John T. Hillsman, 5th Ten-
neesee ................................ .. 
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1886--'87. 
Punishment for violation of inter-
nal-revenue laws, 1886-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J. H. Hale ...........•.............•..•• 
Geo. l\1. Helms, Virginia ...... . 
Wtn. 1-Iownrd ....................... . 
Chas. Sumner Koon .............. . 
Samuel Klutz, New Jersey ... . 
John Lollnnd ......................... . 
V{. C. Looper ........................ . 
J. 'I'. MeG rn.w, West Virginu. .. 
J. F. Robinson, Kentucky .... . 
Wn1. H. Robinson ................. . 
Wm. Sonten·ille ................... . 
Chas. W. Shellaby ..... ........... . 
F. S. Shields, Louisian1t ........ . 
Tholl. H . Siu11n.~ , Arkansas ... .. 
H. Shepperd, Virgiuiu. .......... . 
John \Vebb, jr ..... . ............... . 
Hunter \\'ood, Kentucky ..... . 
William \Veitzel ...... .............. . 
W. H. Yarborough, North 
Carolina ..... ...................... .. 
Punishment for violation of inter-
nal-revenue laws, 1887: 
To A. H. Brooks .......................... . 
'1.'. S. Bronston, 8th Kentucky .. 
D. F. Bradley, South Carolina. 
Ed. 1\'L Brown ....................... . 
Eugene D. Craue ................... . 
Geo. B. CIHrk ......................... . 
T. C. Cren>~haw, Georgia ........ . 
W.II. Chapman ..................... . 
C. Dowd, North Carolina ...... . 
Geo. N. Davis, 4th Michigan .. . 
N. Gregg, Tennessee .............. . 
J.H.Hale .. ............................. . 
John T. Hillsman, Tennessee. 
G. M. Helms, Virginia ............ . 
lsban Hess, 14th New York ... . 
Horace Kellogg .................... . 
John Lofland .. ....................... . 
John T. McGraw, West Vir-
ginia .................................. .. 
J. F. Robinson ................. .... . 
Wn1. Somerville ................... .. 
F. D. Sewall.. .......................... . 
Thos. H. Simms,Arkansas ..... . 
Ch:ules Vogel reiter .............. . 
John Webb,jr .. . ..................... . 
Hunter Wood, 2d Kentucky .. . 
Stamps, paper, and dies,1886: 
To Treasury Department .......... .. 
Paper for internal-revenue stamps, 
1887: 
To American Graphic Company .. 
Adams Express Com pauy ...... 
Fairchild Paper Cow pany .. ,. • . 
Gfobe Newspaper Company ..• 
Thon1RS .T. Hobbs ................... . 
Jacob H. Lichliter .................. . 
Howard Lockwood & Co ...... .. 
Star, New York .................... . 
Times Publishing Company ..• 
Paymflnt to William R. Beatty, of 
Denver, Colo.: 
'.ro W m. R. Beatty ....................... . 
Relief of certain parties for taxes 
illegally collected on rope and 
bagging, act June 22, 1886: 
To J. L. Abbott & Co ........ ; .......... . 
D.S.Arnold .......................... . 
Anderson & Watson .............. . 

































































Relief of certain parties for taxes 
illegally collected on rope and 
bagging, s.ct June 22, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Bartlette, Gould & Yancy .••••• 
Brown, Hatchett & Co .......... . 
C. Brig·g·s & Co ...................... .. 
L. Brewer & Co ...................... . 
James Bro,vn ........................ . 
J.G. Bell & Bros .................... . 
D. Browder & Co ................... . 
fi: ~: 2fa~t:.~~:.':.::::::·.:::::::::::: 
Coleman, ·williams & Co ...... .. 
Coronna, '.rauesig & Co ......... .. 
J.P. Dickinson ............. .... .... .. 
Fenner, Bcunett&Bowman ..•• 
Foster, Givyn & Co ............... . 
Goyer & St1·atton ................... . 
Ga.tes & Wood .... ................... . 
J. C. Graham & Co ................ . 
Galbreath & Stewart ............. . 
W. A. Goodwyn .................... .. 
llart & Co ............................ .. 
Hayden &Co ......................... . 
Hall & Curey ............. , ........... . 
J. F. Johnson ......................... . 
W. B. Kimball ....................... . 
J~eftwich, Cash & Co .............. . 
Lytnan & Davis ..................... . 
Lylse, Ford & Co ................... . 
Mobile and Ohio R. R. Co ...... . 
J. G. Michneloffsky .............. . 
L. W. Pettibone .................... . 
W. L. Pittman & Co .............. . 
M. C Pearce & Co .................. . 
W. H. Robinson & Co ............ . 
Ray &Smith ......................... . 
Robinson & Aram .................. . 
Rhodes & Parker .................. .. 
Wm. Stewart & Co ................ . 
Albert Strassburger .............. . 
H. A. and A. G. Stollenwesch 
Enoch Taylor ........................ . 
Toof, Phillips,& Cirode ....... .. 
Wormeley, Jay & Co ............ .. 
Woolsey, Goodrich & Co ...... . 
Relief of H. H. Faulkner, act June 
16,1886: 
To H. H. Faulkner ..................... .. 
Relief of heirs at law of James 















































To D. A Dodd ....... :.......... ............ 60.00 
R. M. McMillan ...................... 60.00 
M. J. Powdon .. ...................... 60. 00 
'\Villiam D . Stewart............... 60.00 
Thomas H. Stewart............... 60.00 
William D. Stewart, guard-
ian of the minor children of 
James Stewart, decea<~ed..... 60.00 
M. T. Turner.......................... 60. 00 
Relief of Mary Woodlee, act June 16, 
1886: 
420.00 
To Mary Woodlee........................ 81.38 
Relief of William Fisher, act June 
30, 1886: 
To William Fisher........................ 77.40 
Relief of William H. Gray, act Jan-
uary 21\, 1887 : 
To William H. Gray, estate of ..... 
Relief of Pattison & Caldwell, act 
January 3, 1887: 
To Pattison & Ce.ldwell ............. . 
648.25 
510.30 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERNAL REVENUE-PUBLIC DEBT. 
Relief of William E. Bond, act 
February 28, 1887: 
To William E. Bond ................... . 
Relief of John M. McClintock, act 
August 4, 1886: 
To John M. McClintock ........... .. 
Relief of estate of Ed win T. Pilkin-
ton, act F~bruary 28, 1887: 
To estate of Ed win T. Pilkinton .. 
Relief of '\V. H. Powell, act Febru-
ary 7, 1887: 
To estate of Wm. H. Powell ........ . 
Relief of John P. Bush and James 
Grigsby, act June 30,1886: 
To John P. Bush and James 







Refund to certain parties, taxes on 
distilled spirits, act of July 26, 
1886: 
To Boyle &McManus ................. . 
John Boyle & Co ................. .. 
Van Beil & Fiske .................. .. 
J.S.Bamberger ................... .. 
A. J. Catherwood, estate of .... . 







Refund to certain .parties taxes on 
distilled spirits, act of July 26, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Hugh W. Catherwood, ad-
ministrator estate of A.J. 
Catherwood ....................... . 
Bernard ................................ . 
John Carr ............................. . 
Hugh Craig & Co ................... . 
H. & H. W. Catherwood ........ . 
Henry M. Daly ..................... . 
David Giltinan ...................... . 
John Gibson's Son & Co ........ . 
Langstroth & Boulton ........... . 
Lang & Bernheimer .............. . 
John S. Lentz ....................... . 
Thomas J. Martin & Co ........ . 
Samuel Macky ...................... . 
Dennis McCauley ................ .. 
B. G. Powell .......................... . 
Richard Penis tau ................. . 
Richard C. Ridgway ............. . 
Robert Steel.. ........................ . 
John Stewart ........................ . 
Joseph F. Tobias & Co .......... . 
H. & A. C. Van Biel.. ............ . 
J. H. Vandike & Co ............. .. 
Henry Wallace & Co ............ .. 
Walden, Koehn& Co ............ .. 
Woodside & Stadiger .......... . 
1886-'87. PUBLIC DEBT. 
Redemption; gold certificates, act 
March 3, 1863: 
To Jas. W.Hyatt ......................... . 
C. N. Jordan ......................... .. 
Redemption, gold certificates, act 




To Jas. W. Hyatt......................... 1. 587,268.00 
C. N. Jordan ........................... 8, 048, 440.00 
9, 635, 708. 00 
Redemption, silver certificates: 
Redemption, Trea'Sury notes ofl857: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt ....................... . 
Redemption, Treasury notes of 
1861: 
To C. N. Jordan .......................... . 
Redemption, one-year notes ofl863: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt ........................ .. 
C. N. Jordan .......................... . 


































To Jas. W. Hyatt......................... 1, 728,342.00 
C. N. Jordan ............................ 20, 558, 183. 00 To Jas. W.Hyatt.......................... 50.00 
22, 286, 525. 00 
Redemption, certificates of deposit: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt......................... 3, 760,000.00 
C. N. Jordan ........................... 34, 140, 000. 00 
37,900,000.00 
------
Redemption, refunding certificates: ____ _ 
To Jas. W. Hyatt.......................... 1, 750.00 
C.N.Jordan ........................... 30,800.00 
32,550.00 
Redemption, old-demand notes: 
To C. N. Jordan ......................... .. 315.00 
C. N. Jordan........................... 300.00 
Redemption, compound-interest 
notes: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt .. : ...................... . 
C.N.Jordan ........................ .. 
Redemption, seven-thirties of 1864 
and 1865: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt ......................... . 








Redemption, legal-tender notes: === 
To Jas. W. Hyatt......................... 5, 840,000.00 Loan of February, 1861 (1881's): 
C. N. Jordan ........................... 68,228,000.00 To c. N. Jordan............................. 2, 000.00 
74,068,000.00 Redemption, Oregon war debt: 
To C.N.Jordan ........................... .. 100.00 Redemption, fractional currency: 
To Jas. W.Hyatt.......................... 358.00 
C. N. Jordan.............. ..... . ..... 6, 765.15 Redemption, loan of July and Au-
T;C~~ ~~~~~~~~~-~~-~ .................... .. 29,200.00 7,123.15 
==== 
H. Ex. 294-12 
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1886-'87. PUBLIC DEBT. 
Redemption, loan of July and Au-
gust, 1861, continued at 3~ per 
cent.: 
To Jas. W. Hvatt ....................... .. 
C. N. Jordan .......................... . 
Redemption, five-twenties of 1862: 
To 0. N. Jordan ........................... . 
Redemption, loan ofl863 (18Sl's): 
To C. N. Jordan ............................ . 
Redemption, loan ofl863,continued 
at 3! per cent.: 
To C.N.Jordan (S.F.) ................ .. 
Redemption, ten-forties, 1864: 
To C.N.Jordan (S.F.) ................. . 
Jas. W.Hyatt ......................... .. 
Redemption, five-twenties of June, 
1864: 
To C. N. Jordan ........................... .. 
Redemption, five-twenties of 1865: 












Redemption, eonsols of 1865: 
To C. N. Jordan (S. F.).................. 32,750.00 
Redemption, consols of 1867: 
'.ro J as. W. Hyatt........................... 2'50. 00 
C.N.Jordan (S.F.).................. 68,150.00 
68,400.00 
nedemption,consols of 1868: 
To C. N. Jordan (S. F.).................. 1,150.00 
Redemption, funded loan of 1881: 
To.Tas. W. Hyatt........................... 2,000.00 
C. N. Jordan (S. F.).................. 17,750.00 
Redemption, funded loan of 1881, 
continued at 3! per cent.: 
19,750.00 
Interest, compound-interest notes: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt.......................... $64.02 
C.N.Jordaii(S.F.).,............... 768.28 
832.30 
Interest, seven-thirties of 1864-'65: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt.......................... 49.27 
C. N. Jordan (S. F.)................ 271.91 
321.18 
Interest, loan of February, 1831 
(1881's): 
To C.N.Jordan (S.F.) ............... .. 60.00 
===== 
Interest, loan of July and August, 
1861 (1881's): 
ToC.N.Jordan (S.F.) .......... : ...... 
Interest, Oregon war debt: 
1,174.50 
To C.N.Jordan............................. 66.00 
Interest, loan of July and August, 
1861, continued at 3! per cent.: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt ......................... . 
C.N.Jordan (S.F.) ................... . 
Interest, five-twenties of 1862: 
To Jas. W. IIyatt ....................... . 
C.N.Jordan (S.F.) .............. .. 








By C.N.Jordan............................ 72.00 
Interest, loan of 1863 (1881's): 
To C.N.Jordan (S.F.) ................. . 
Interest, loan of 1863, continued at 
3! per cent. : 
554.06 
412.50 
To C.N.Jordan (S.F.).................. 82.18 
Interest, ten-forties af 1864: 1 
To Jas. W. Hyatt......................... 228.49 
To James W. Hyatt ..................... . 1, 000.00 C. N. Jordan (S. F.)................. 28!'1. 01 
C. N. Jordan (S. F.) .............. .. 62,750.00 ----
63,750.00 
Redemption, loan of July 12, 1882, 
3 per cents: 
To James W. Hyatt ........... ........... 498,850.00 
C. N. Jordan (S.F.) ................ 127,114,000.00 
127,612,850.00 
Interest, refunding certificates: 
To James W. Hyatt...................... 560.00 
C. N. Jordan........................... 9,338.00 
5l6.50 
Interest, five-twenties of June, 1864:== 
To Jas. W. Hyatt......................... 45.00 
C. N. Jordan........................... 13.63 
58.63 
'Vhich deduct from the 
following repayment: 
By C.N.Jordan............................ 114.00 
Excess of repayment........ 55.37 
----- Interest, five-twenties of 1865: 
9,898.00 To C.N.Jordan (S.F.) ................ .. 542. 9:! 
Interest, navy pension fund : 
ToW. C. Whitney, Secretary of 
Navy, trustee ...................... . 420,000.00 
Interest, one-year notes of 1863: 
Jo James W. Hyatt.................... ... 1. 50 
C. N. Jordan (S. F.)................ 28.00 
29.50 
Interest, two-year notes of 1863: 
To James W. Hyatt....................... 4.24 
c. N.JordP.n (S.l<',) ........... -.... 3u.52 
------
40.76 
Interest, consols of 1865: 
To Jas. W.Hyatt ......................... . 
C. N. Jordan (S. F.) ................. . 
From which deduct the 
following repayment: 
By C.N.Jordan .......................... .. 






To James W. Hyatt..................... 78.74 
C. N. Jordan (S.F.)......... ...... 7,507.54 
-----
Carried forward............... 7, 586,28 
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Interest, consols of 1867-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ................ . 
!<'rom which deduct the 
following repayment: 
By C. N. Jordan .......................... . 
Interest, consols of 1868: 
To C. N.Jordan (S. F.) ................ .. 





'.ro James '\V. Hyatt .................... 1, 230.00 
C.N. Jordan ........................... 1,542,247.20 
I, 543,477.20 
Interest, Kansas Pacific stock (U. P. 
E.l>.J: 
To James W. Hyatt................. ..... 240.00 
C. N. Jordan........................... 376,-!10.00 
376,650.00 
Interest, Union Pacific stock: 
To James W. Hyatt..................... 1, 800.00 
C. N. Jordan......................... ... 1, 628,340.72 
Interest, Central Bt·anch Union Pa-
cific stock (A. and P. P.) : 
To James W. Hyatt ................... . 
c. N. Jordan ........................... . 
Interest, Western Pacific stock: 




To C. N. Jordan............................. 118,233.60 
Interest, Sioux City and Pacific 
stock: 
To C. N. Jordan............................. 97,729.20 
Interest, funded loan of 1881: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt .......................... . 
C. N.Jordan (S. !<'.) ................ .. 




Interest, funded loan of 1881-Qon· 
tinued. 
Brought forward ................ . 
From which deduct the 
following repayment: 
By C. N. Jordan ........................... .. 
Interest, funded loan of 1881, con-
tinued at 3} per cent.: 
To Jas. '\V. Hyatt .......................... . 
C. N. Jordan (S. F.} ................ .. 







'l'o Jas. W. Hyatt........................... 2, 604,914.05 
C. N. Jordan ............................ 8, 589,834.28 
11,194,748.33 
From which deduct the 
following repayment: 
By C. N. J or<ian.. ...... .... . . .. . ...... ... ... 382. 50 
11, 194, 365. 83 
Interest, funded loan of 1907: 
To Jas. W. Hyatt ................... :....... 565,148.00 
C. N. Jordan ........................... 28, 895, 669. 00 
29,460,817.00 
From which deduct the 
following repayment: 
By O.N.Jordan............................. 1,568.00 
Interest, loan of July 12, 1682, 3 per 
cents.: 
29, 459, 249. 00 
To J as. W. Hyatt........................... 154, 703. 11 
C. N. Jordan............... ...... ...... 2, 632, 789. 39 
2, 787,492.50 
From which deduct the 
following repayment: 
By C. N. Jordan............................. 12,205.08 
2, 775, 287. 42 
INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Pay of Indian agents, 1887: 
'fo C. F. Ashley ........................... ., $750.00 
W. W. Anderson..................... 1,800.00 
P. Buckley........... . ................. 168.48 
C. G. Belknap ..... ............ ..... 1, 000. 00 
M.D. Baldwin........................ 1,800.00 
G. W. Busey........................... 375.00 
T. A. Byrnes........................... 900.00 
F. J. Cowart............. ............. 1, 800.00 
B. Coffey................................. 1, 200. 00 
J. W. Cramsie ............ ...... ...... 1, 200. 00 
D. 0. Cowen........................... 954. 34 
J. I. David..... ...... ...... ... ... ...... 800. 00 
J. Emery .......... ................... ... 1, 100. 00 
E. Eels.................................... 1, 200. 00 
E. C. Fields..... ....................... 217.03 
P. Gallagher .......................... 1,500.00 
J. T. Gregory.............. .......... 2, 000. 00 
A. J. Gifford........................... 1, 500.00 
W. D. C. Gibson..................... 1,500.00 
I. Green.................................. 750. 00 
H. D. Gallagher ............ ......... 1, 650. 00 
C. H. Grover...... ..... ............... 584.24 
R. D. Gwydir ........... ...... ......... 239. 01 
J. L. Hall................................ 2, 000.00 
C. Hill.................................... 1,200.00 
~: 1"~n~ln~:~~ . .'.'::::::.'.'.'.'.'.'.'::::::::: i:ggg:~ I 
T. M. Jones ............................. __ 1,191.67 
Carried forward ............... 32, ~9. 77 
Pay of Indian agents, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To T. W. Jackson ...................... .. 
J. D. Jenkins ..................... . 
J. F, Kinney ......................... .. 
R. L. Leatherwood ............. .. 
W. L. Lincoln ...................... .. 
J. B. Lane ............................. . 
J. McLaughlin ...................... . 
C. E. McChesney ................... .. 
J. B. McLane ........................ .. 
B. P. Moore .......................... .. 
G. W. Norris ....................... .. 
M.Nea.l. ................................. . 
J. M. Needham ...................... . 
R.L.Owen ............................. . 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
W.Peacock ........................... . 
S. S. Patterson ...................... .. 
I. W. Patrick ......................... .. 
W.L.Powell ......................... .. 
T. Priestly ............................. . 
P. Rowan ............................... . 
D. Romero ............................ .. 
C. F. Stollsteimer .................. .. 
M. W. Stevens ....................... . 
J. V. Summers ...................... .. 
L. F. Spencer ................. ........ . 
J.B. Scott .............................. .. 
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1886-'87. 
Pay of Indian agents, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To T.J. Sheehan ......................... . 
W. If. Talbot .......................... . 
R.L. Upshur ........................ .. 
J. S. Ward ............................ .. 
T. F. Willsey ........................ .. 
R. Woodbridge ..................... .. 
H. E. Williamson .................. .. 
F. M. Wadsworth .................. .. 
M. C. Williams ...................... . 
C. Willoughby ....................... . 
J.Wheeler ............................. . 
G. D. Williams ...................... .. 
J. F. Warner ........................ .. 
J. G. Wright ......................... .. 
C.H.Yates ........................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. W. Jackson......... $290.76 
J. B. McClane........... . 02 
W. Peacock.............. 40.76 
P. Priestley..... .. ...... 32. 61 
T. W. Willsey........... 216.00 
Pay of Indian agents, 1886: 
To D.P.Andrews ....................... . 
vr.r. "V. Anderson .................... . 
H. J. Armstrong ......... .......... .. 
F. J. Cowart .......................... .. 
A.L.Cook ............................ .. 
J.I.David .............................. .. 
D. B. Dyer .............................. . 
C.D.Ford ............................. .. 
J.G.Gasman ......................... .. 
A. Gesner .............................. .. 
J.L.Hall ............................... .. 
J. L. Holmes ......................... .. 
P.B.Hunt ........................... .. 
R.A.Allen ............................ . 
E. L. Carson ........................... . 
T.M.Jones ............................ . 
J. McLaughlin ..................... .. 
J.B. McClane ........................ .. 
L. J. J\.Iiles ............................. .. 
J.S.Mayhugh ....................... .. 
R. H. Milroy ......................... .. 
L. M. Nickerson .................. .. 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
B. Parker ............................ .. 
.f #.s~~1e~~:::·.:·.:::::::::::::::::: 
P. B. Sinnott ......................... . 
P.Sanchez ............................ .. 
J.Q.Tufts ............................. .. 
G. W. Wilkinson ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. H. Black............. $8.34 
D.Ronan.................. .65 
M. W. Stevens.......... .10 
0. Wood................... 2. 72 
Pay of Indian agents, 1885: 
To Interior Department ............ .. 
B. Parker ............................... . 
,V. M. Ridpath ...................... .. 
S. E. Snider ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 





























































Pay ofindian agents, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By P. P. Wilcox.............. $121.74 
0. Wood................... 67.37 
189.11 
Pay of Indian agents,l884 and prior 
year'! (transfer account): 
To J. '\V. Cramsie ......................... . 
C. Hatt.on ............................... . 
Interior Department ............ .. 
P. Sanchez ............................ .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By Interior Department $250.00 







-----Excess of repayments...... 85.77 
Pay of Indian agents, 1883and prior 
years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
J. M. McMaster ..................... .. 
E. J. Sommerville ................. . 
E. Stephens .......................... .. 
L.Stone ................................. .. 
J. Smith, deceased ................. . 
C. D. Warner ........................ .. 












Pay ofindia.n agents, 1882 and prior 
years: 
To A. J. Bolon ... ....................... 38.78 
Pav of farmers, 1887: === 
ToW. W.Anderson..................... 1,675.00 
C. F. Ashley........................... 150.00 
J. M. Bell........... .................... 6-5.00 
G. W. Busey........................... 150.00 
J. ,V, Cramsie ............... ...... ... 1, 350. 00 
W.E. Dougherty.................... 720.00 
J.Emery................................. 800.00 
E. C. Fielda ............................. 382. 50 
P. Gallagher........................... 900.00 
· J. T. Gregory .. ... ................ .... 1, 936.66 
A.J.Gifl'ord........................... 747.50 
H. D. Gallagher ..................... 2, 025.00 
R. D. Gwydir ........ ...... ............ 225. 00 
J. L. Hall................................ 900.00 
J. F. Kinney........................... 900.00 
J. M. Lee................................. 780.00 
W. L. Lincoln ........................ 450.00 
C. E. McChesney..................... 900. 00 
S. E. Marshall ............. ,.......... 40. 00 
B. P. l\'Ioore ............... ............ 675.00 
J. McLaughlin ........... ...... ...... 1, 500. 00 
M.Neal................................... 900.00 
J.M.Needham....................... 400.00 
E. C. Osborne . .................. ...... 1, 620. 00 
S. S. Patterson................. ...... 2, 327. 50 
J. V. Summers........................ 900.00 
L. F. Spencer ........ ...... ...... ...... 1, 800. 00 
T. J. Sheehan .......................... 900. 00 
W. H. Talbott.......................... 1, 440.75 
J. S. Ward.............................. 1, 711.96 
T. F. Willsey........................... 450.00 
R. Woodbridge....................... 400.00 
H. E. Williamson.................... 3, 780. 00 
C. Willoughby........................ 360.00 
G. D. Williams....................... 2,447. 50 
J. Wheeler.............................. 900.00 
C. H. Yates.............................. 580.00 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. M. Lee ........... ...... $130.00 
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1886-'87. 
Pay of farmers, 1886. 
To W. W. Anderson ..................... . 
J.ll. Bowman ....................... . 
G. W. Cummins .................. .. 
J. L. Hall ............................. .. 
E. C. Osborne ................. ....... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. F. Ashley............ $135. 00 
H. J. Armstrong...... 1.68 
J. H. Bowman......... 5.00 
J. W. Cramsie. ......... 19.78 
A. J. Gifford............ 62.32 
B. P. Moore.............. . 76 
M. Neal.................... 75.00 
E. C. Osborne........... 2.16 
T. J. Sheehan........... 217.50 
H, E. Williamson.... 1. 00 
J. S. Ward............... 2.00 
Pay of farmers, 1885: 
To G. W. Cummins . ............. , ..... .. 
D. W. Rea1·don .................... .. 















Pay of Indian police, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
To J. McLaughlin .................... .. 
C. E. McChesney .................. .. 
J. B. McLane ........................ .. 
C. E. Morris .......................... . 
L. H. Maxfield ...................... .. 
J. P. Morris' Sons ................ .. 
J. G. McGannon ................... . 
J.D. Hordlinger .................... . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ............................ . 
G. W. Norris ......................... .. 
M.N:eal. ..... ........................... .. 
J.M.Needham ...................... . 
R.L.Owen ............................ .. 
E. C. Osborne ........................ .. 
S. S. Patterson ....................... . 
I. W. Patrick ......................... .. 
W. L. Powell ...... .................. .. 
T. Priestly ............................. . 
P.Roman ............................... . 
C. F. Stollsteimer ................... . 
J. V. Summers ...................... .. 
L. F. Spencer ........................ .. 
A. B. Skinner ........................ .. 
J. B. Scott .............. ................ . 
T.J.Sheehan ........................ .. 
A. B. Spreckles ...................... . 
H. C. Slavens ......................... . 
W. H. Talbot ...... ................... .. 
By H. J. Armstrong..................... 2.00 R. L. Upshaw ......................... . 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
Pay of Indian police, 1887: 
To C. F. Ashley .......................... . 
H. 0. Armour ....................... .. 
,V. S. Abbey, jr ..................... .. 
W. ,V. Anderson .................... . 
1\I. D. Baldwin ....................... . 
. T. M. Bell. ............................. .. 
H. S. Bayley ......................... .. 
C. H. Bogart ......................... .. 
I. G. Baker ............................. . 
'1'. A. Byrnes ....................... .. 
G. W. Busey ......................... .. 
F. J. Cowart ......................... .. 
B. Coffey ............................... . 
D. 0. Cowen .......................... . 
J. W. Cramsie ....................... . 
D. Crone-Miller ................... .. 
J. I. David ............................ .. 
F. Dalton ............................... . 
M.Doyle .................... . .......... .. 
W. K Dougherty ................... . 
J. Emery .............................. .. 
E. Eells .................................. . 
R. L. Frazee ......................... .. 
W. Faull ................................ . 
E. C. Filds .............................. . 
A. J. Gifford ......................... . 
W. D. C. Gibson ................... .. 
S. L. Gibson ......................... .. 
I. Greene .............................. . 
P. Gallagher .... . ................... .. 
J.D. Gilmer .......................... . 
H. D. Gallagher .................... . 
C. H. Grover .......... -.............. . 
J. L. Hall .............................. .. 
C. Hill ................................. . 
L. 1\'I. Hornthal. ..................... . 
W. Hacs .............................. .. 
E. A. Howard .................... .. 
I. N. Heidelberg .................... . 
T. Jennings .................. ~ ........ .. 
T. M. Jones .......................... . .. 
W. A. Jones ............................ . 
J.D. Jenkins ......................... . 
• T. F. I{inney .......................... . 
J. M. Leer ............................ .. 
W. L. Lincoln ..... ....... ........... . 
Lamberson, Furman & Co .... .. 
J. B. Lane ............................ .. 



















































T. F. Willsey ........................ .. 
J. Wheeler ............................. . 
R. Woodbridge ..................... .. 
G. D. Williams ...................... .. 
H. E. Williamson ................... . 
J. F. Warner ......................... .. 
F. M. Wadsworth .................. .. 
C. Willoughby ...................... .. 
E. E. White ...... ..................... .. 
C. H ·. Yates ............................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. M. Ball................. $2.80 
F. J. Cowart............ 300.00 
D.O.Cowan ............ 30.00 
S. L. Gilson.............. 522.00 
T. M. Jones.............. 16.00 
J. M. Jones............. 258.00 
J. B. McLane"......... .05 
W. L. Powell........... 14.50 
T. Priestly............... 1.64 
T. F. Willsey........... 116.59 
E. E. White.............. 16. 00 
R. Woodbridge........ 48. 00 
Pay of Indian police, 1886: 
To W. W, Anderson ................... .. 
M. D. Baldwin ...... ................. . 
Cornelius (Indian) ................ .. 
F. J. Cowart .......................... . 
J. I. David ........................... .. 
Dan (Indian) .................. ....... . 
H.Heth ................................. .. 
J. L. Hall ............................... . 
Tom Hill .............................. .. 
John (Indian) ........................ .. 
T. M. Jones ......................... . 
J. B. McLane ......................... . 
'.r. Priestly .......................... .. 
E. C. Osborne ...................... .. 
Roland (Indian) ................... .. 
James Stickpoo (Indian) ....... . 
J. B. Scott ............................ .. 
Thomas (Indian) .................. .. 
R. L. Upshaw ...................... .. 
E. E. White .......................... . 
J. F. Warner ......................... .. 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Pay to Indian police, 18136-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............... .. $5,447.69 
Deduct repayments: 
By R. A. Allen............... $24. 00 
W. W. Anderson...... 7.47 
C. F. Ashley ......... .. 16.00 
C. H. Dickinson .. ... 32. 00 
P. Gallagher............ 20.00 
T. J cnnings...... ........ 56.52 
T.M .. Jones.. ............ 4.00 
J.M.Lee.................. 57.33 
J.B.McLane............ .37 
E. C. Osborne........... 4.55 
T. Priestly ... ... .. ....... 4. 00 
J. B. Summers ......... 15.12 
R. G. Wheeler......... 197.00 
R. Woodbridge ...... 24. 54 
462.90 
4, 984.79 
Pay of Indian police, 1885 : 
To Interior Department............... 89. 00 
Deduct repayments: 
By D. B. Dyer................. $5. 00 
W. M. Ridpath......... . 34 
J. W.Scott............... 1.13 
Payofindian police, 1884and prior 
years: 
By C. P. Luse ............. .. 
J. W.Scott ............. .. 





Pay of Indian police, 1884 and prior 
years (transfer account): 
To P.B.Hunt ............................. . 
Pay of Indian police, 1885 (trans-
fer account): 
By P.B.Hunt ............... $14.60 
Pay of interpreters, 1887: 
To C. F. Ashley ......................... .. 
"'vV. W. Anderson ................... .. 
M.D. Baldwin ....................... . 
J. l\1:. Ball.. ............................ .. 
'1'. A. Byrnes .......................... . 
G. W. Busey ......................... .. 
F. J. Cowart .......................... . 
B. Coffey ............................... .. 
J. W. Cramsie ...................... .. 
D. 0. Cowen ......................... .. 
.J. I. David ............................ . 
W. E. Dougherty ................ .. 
J. Emery ................................ . 
E. Eells ................................. .. 
E. C. Fields ........................... .. 
P. Gallagher ......................... .. 
J. T. Greg·ory .. ..................... . .. 
A. J. Gregory ........................ .. 
S. L. Gilson .................... ........ . 
I. Greene ............................... . 
D. Gallagher .......................... . 
A. J. Gifford ......................... .. 
C. H. Grover ............. ... ......... .. 
R. D. Gwydir ......................... . 
J. L. Hall. ..................... ....... .. 
C. Hill ................................... . 
E. A. Howard ...................... .. 
'1'. Jennings ............................ . 
T. M. Jones ............................ . 
'.r. W. Jackson ...................... .. 
T. D. Jenkins ....................... .. 
J. F. Kinney .......................... . 
J.M.Lee ............................... .. 
R. L. Leatherwood ................ . 
W. L. Lincoln ...................... .. 








































Carried forwt~rd ........... - •• . •~ 12,218.16 
Pay of interpreters, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
To J. McLaughlin ........ , ............. .. 
J. E. McChesney ................... .. 
B. P. Moore .......................... .. 
G. W. Norris ......................... . 
J. M. Needham ..................... .. 
M. Neal. ............................... . .. 
E. C. Osborne ...................... .. 
S. S. Patterson ...................... .. 
F. E. Pierce ........................... .. 
I. Vi'. Patrick .......................... . 
W. L. Powell .......................... . 
T. Priestly ........................... . .. 
W.Peacock ........................... .. 
P.Rowan .............................. .. 
J. L. Robinson ...................... .. 
C. F. Stollsteimer .................. .. 
M. W.Stevens ......................... . 
J. V. Summers ...................... .. 
L. F. Spencer ......................... .. 
J.B.Scott .............................. .. 
T. J. Sheehan ........................ .. 
R. L. Upshaw ........................ .. 
J.S. Ward ............................... . 
R. Woodbridge ...... .............. .. 
H. E. Williamson ............ ... ... .. 
F. M. Wadsworth ................... . 
M. C. Williams .................. .... .. 
E. E. 'Vhite ........................... .. 
J. Wheeler ............................ .. 
G. D. Williams .................. .... .. 
J.F. Warner ......................... .. 
H. S. Wilton .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By D. 0. Cowen ... ......... $0.02 
S. L. Gilson ........ ...... 150. 00 
T. W.Jackson........... 43.62 
J.M.Lee.................. 24.46 
W.Peacock.............. 6.12 
E. E. White .............. 4. 90 
R. Woodbridge .. ...... 75. 00 
Pay of interpreters, 1886: 
To W. W. Anderson ................... .. 
M.D.Baldwin ...................... .. 
J.H.Bournen ........................ . 
F.J.Cowart ............................ . 
J.I.David ............................. . 
H.Heth .................................. . 
J. L. Hall .............................. .. 
J. L. Hoh:des ................... ....... .. 
Interior Department .............. . 
T. M. Jones ........................... .. 
J. B. McClane ........................ .. 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
F. E. Pierce ........................... .. 
T. Priestly ............................. . 
E. Roboin ............................ .. 
C. F. Stollsteimer ......... ......... .. 
J. B. Scott .............................. .. 
E. E. White ........................... .. 
J. F. Warner .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. M. Jones.............. $12.50 
J. B. McClane........... .02 
C. H. Porter.............. 10.16 
J. L. Robinson.......... 6. 00 
lVI. W. Stevens......... oil. 00 
R. G. Wheeler.......... . 84 
Pay of interpreters, 1885: 
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1886-'87. 
Pay of interpreters, 1844 
and prior years: 
By A. L. Cook................. $0.30 
Pay of interpreters 1883 
antl prior years: 
To J. Lambert ............................. . 
'.rraveling expenses of In-
dian school superin-
tendent, 1886: 
ByJ.H.Oberly .............. $605.45 
J. B. Riley............. .. 74.45 
679.90 
Buildings at agencies and repairs, 
1887: . 
To H. Antle rson .. ... ... . ......... ........ . 
W. W. Anderson .......... ......... . 
J. M. Bell. ..................... .. ...... .. 
F. J. Cowart ... ........... .. .......... . 
D. O.Cowen ..... . .................... . 
J. I. David ............................ .. 
E. Eells ............ . ...... .. ..... ....... .. 
E. C. Fields .......................... .. 
R. W. Gwydir ...................... .. 
S. L. Gilson ................. ........ . 
I. Greene .......... . ................ .. .. . 
P. Gallagher ........ ........... .. .... . 
J. T.Gregory .... ........... .. ...... .. 
J, L.llall. ... ......................... . 
Hornecl.:: D1·ug Company ... ... . 
C. Hill. ....... .... ...... .. ... ............ . 
T. M. Jones .. .. .... ...... .. .. .... .. .. 
'1'. W. Jackson ... ............... .. ... . 
J. F. Kinney ... ..... ............. .... . 
W. L. Lincoln ...................... .. 
Leighton, Jor<l<m & Hender-
son ................. .. ... ........... .. .. 
C. E. McChesney .............. ..... . 
B. P. Moore .. ............. ...... .. . .. 
J. B. McClane .. ..... . ............. .. 
Monohan & Co ............... ...... .. 
C. C. McDonald & Co ............. . 
M.Neal ................................ .. 
R. L. owen ........................... . 
E. C. Osborne .... .. ............... .. 
'\V. Peacock ..... ................... .. 
W. L. Powell.. ....................... . 
S. S. Patterson .. . ................... .. 
C. F. Stollsteirner ................ . 
M. W. Steven~ .................. .. .. .. 
A. Staab ......... ..... .................. . 
R. T,, 'Upshaw ......... ............ . .. 
J. S. \Yard ........................... .. 
C. Willoughby ..................... .. 
H. E. Williltrnson ................. . 
1\I. C. Williams .................. ... .. 
J. F. Warner .... .................... .. 
E. E. \Vhite ...... ... ..... .. ..... ..... . 
Il. S. IIilton .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. M. BalL............. $10.00 
D. 0. Cowen............ 33.50 
S. L. Gilson.............. 100.00 
T. W .. Jackson......... 11.63 
T.M.Jones.... . ........ 135.00 
W. L. Lincoln......... 30.66 
J. B. McClane........... 232.25 
W. Peacock.............. 35.84 
W. L. Powell........... 21.00 
J. F. Warner............ 39.00 
Buildings at agencies and repairs, 
1886: 
To F. J. Cowart ....... ................. .. 
G. A. Fairbank & Bro ........... . 
J. L. Hall .............................. .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Buildings at agencies and repairs, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... . 
To H. Miller.' .............................. . 
J. W. Power .......................... . 
W. E. B. Pierce ..................... . 

























































By C. F. Ashley............ $0. 35 
W. H. Black............ 5. 84 
J. W. Cramsie.......... 21.22 
E. L. Carson............ 175.94 
F. J. Cowart............ 207.79 
J. Emery................. 14.05 
E. Eells.................... .64 
H. J. Gifford........... 2. 28 
W. D. C. Gilson ........ 8.06 
I. Greene.. ............... 85. 21 
J. L. Hall .. ............... 1,246.40 
T. Jennings............ 21.57 
W. L. Lincoln......... 500.00 
J. M. Lee.................. 100.76 
P. P. Moore .............. 1,128.58 
M. Neal.................... 60.34 
R. L. 0\ven............... . 30 
T. J. Sheehan ........... 176.13 
R. L. Upshaw... .. ..... . 406. 72 
H. R. West............... 125.00 
R. G. Wheeler........... . 03 
R. Woodbridge......... 635.75 
F.M. Wadsworth..... 16.00 
Buildings at agencies and repairs, 
1885: 




Buildings at agencies and repairs, 
1883 and prior years : 
To J. 0' Kane................................. 21. 65 
Sioux City and Pacific R.R.Co. 7. 30 
Union Pacific R. R. Co........... 3.00 
31.95 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R.R.Co. 7. 30 
Buildin2'S at agencies and repairs, 
1884 and prior years (transfer 
account): 
By P. B. Hunt................. $1. 50 
Contingencies Indian Department, 
1887: 
To H. Allen .................................. . 
Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co. 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co .......................... . 
J.D. C. Atkins ....................... . 
E. D. Bannister ....................... . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
W. R. Branham, jr ................ .. 
T.Butler ................................. . 
Louise M. Beveridge .............. . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company (consolidated) ..... 
S. H. Crane ....•...•..............•..... 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
J. I. David ............................. . 
C. H. Dickson ....................... . 
Fremont. Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ........ . 
J. T. Gregory ........................ .. 
J. A. Gorman ........................ .. 
J. D. Gilmor .......................... . 
C. H. Grover ......................... . 
H. Heth ................................ . 
C. Hill ................................... . 
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1886-'87. 
Contingencies Indian Department, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... . 
ToR. F. Handy .......................... . 
J. L. Ilall. .............................. . 
Interior De pat tment ............ .. 
J. Jennings ........................... .. 
T. \V. J!lcksou .. .................... .. 
L. Q. C Lamar, jr ................ .. 
G. 1\I. Lockwood .................. .. 
J. 1\I. Lee .............................. . 
R. L. Leatherwoou ............... .. 
F. Ln. Flesche ........................ .. 
Kansas Pacific 1t. R. Co .......... . 
E. 1\Iorrison ......................... . 
J. S. Mayhugh ..................... .. 
J. G. 1\IcGn.nnon ................... .. 
R. \Y. McCiaugby ................ .. 
C. E. Monteith ..................... . 
1\1:. Neal. ................................ .. 
J. M. Needham ..................... .. 
H. G. Osborne ....................... . 
R. L. Owen ............................ . 
E. C. Osborne ........................ .. 
Mary O'Neil. ........................ .. 
W. Parsons ............................ . 
G. II. Paddock ................... .. 
W. Peacock ......................... .. 
I. \V. Patrick ................... .. .. .. 
J. S. Page .............................. .. 
Parkhurst & \Vilkinson ....... .. 
J. L. Robinson ..................... .. 
R. A. Robbins ...................... . 
Richmond and Danville R. R 
Co .................. ............... ..... . 
M. W.Rtevens ...................... .. 
J. v. SU!llmers ...................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
T. J. '::lheehan ........................ .. 
H. C. Stevens ........................ .. 
C. H. Searing .......................... . 
J. 0. Stoddard ..................... .. 
Sioux City aml Pacific R. R. 
Co ...................................... .. 
St. Louis and San F1·ancisco 
ltwy. Co ............................ .. 
Union Pacific R. R.Co .......... .. 
A. B. Upshaw ...................... .. 
E.E. White .......................... .. 
H. C. Williamson, ................. .. 
G. D. Williams .... .................. .. 
W. II. Wickham .................. .. 
A. E. Why land ...................... .. 
H.S. Welton ......................... .. 
J. F. \Varner ....................... .. 
1\I. C. Williams ...................... .. 
J. G. Wright ........................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.D. C. Atkins.......... $547.32 
E. D. Bannister.. ..... 237.57 
C. H. Grover............ 3. 60 
In t-crior Depart-
Dlcnt. .................. . 
T. W.Jackson ....... .. 
J.M.Lee ................ . 
H. G. Osborne ........ .. 
W.Peacock ........... .. 







Contingencies Indin.u Department, 
1886: 
To Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co .. 
Atchison. Topeka and Ranta 
Fe R.R. Co ....................... .. 
M.D. Hald win .................... .. .. 
Central Pacific R.R. Co ....... .. 
0. H. Dickson ...................... .. 
J. I. David ............................ .. 
D. B. Dyer-.......................... .. 

































































Contingencies Indian Department, 
1886~Continued. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
To Marie Kolb ........................... .. 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
L. Q. C. Lama.r, jr ............... .. 
R. L. Leatherwood ............... .. 
G. M. Lockwood .................. .. 
J. S. 1\Tayhugh ........... : .......... .. 
0. E. Monteith ................... .. 
l\L Neal ............................... .. 
E. C. Osborne ....................... . 
A. Odell ............................... . 
G. H. Paddock ....................... . 
I. W. Patrick ........................ .. 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co ........... . 
St. Louis ~tnd ~an Francisco 
RwyCo ..... . ...................... .. 
J. W. Scott ............................ . 
1.'. J. Sheehan ...................... .. 
J. Q. Tufts ........................... .. 
Union Paci!ic R. R. Co, .......... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. H. Black............ $46.00 
M. D. Baldwin ....... 8. 90 
0. II. Dickson......... 249.55 
P. H. Folsom........... 43.72 
J. L. Hall................. 145. 00 
J. L. Holmes........... 45.00 
H. Heth ..... ;............ 248.12 
F. Hoover............... 73. 20 
C. Dill . .. ........ .... .... .. 41. 95 
J. T. Gregory......... 98.74 
Interior Department 53.73 
T. Jennings ...... ...... 166.71 
J. M. Lee ..... ........... 99.37 
JH. Neal.................... 150.00 
E. C. Osborne ......... 214. 84 
R. L. Owen............... 51.38 
W.Peacock.............. 46.20 
I. W.Patrick............ .56 
W. Parsons.............. 54.60 
J. L. Robinson ......... 39.77 
M. \V. S. Stevens.. ... 67.60 
J. V. Summers.. ..... 31.98 
T. J. S. Sheehan........ 15.27 
























To Central Pacific R. R. Co. ........ 78.79 
Interior Department.............. 19. 54 
Marie Kolb ...... .......... ............ 93.00 
T.J.Sheehan .......................... 5.00 
S. F. 'l'appan ........................... 10.55 
Union Pacific R. R. Co.... . ....... 23.40 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. II. Dickson........... $0. 50 
W.H.Kolb .............. .34 
Contingencies Indian Department, 
1884and prior years (transfer ac-
count) : 
To 0. Hatton .............................. . 
P. B. Hunt ............................ .. 
Interior Department ............ .. 
\V. M. Ridpath ...................... .. 











By Interior Department............... 33. 10 
344.60 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Contingencies Indian Department, 
1884 and prior years: 
By W. E. Dougherty ..... . 
J. B. Jones .............. . 
C.P.Luse ................ . 






Contingencies Indian Department, 
1886 (transfer account): 
By W. M. Ridpath .. ....... $2.50 
Contingencies Indian Department, 
1885 (transfer account): 
By Interior Department 
W. M.IUdpath ....... .. 





Contingencies Indian Department, 
1883 and prior years : 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
R. S, Gardner ................ ........ .. 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
J. O'l{.eane ........................... . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
Union Pacific R.R. Co ........... . 
0. Wood ............................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 










Expenses of Indian commission-
ers, 1887: 
To J. E. Whittlesey ................... . 
Pay of Indian inspectors, 1887: 
To F. C. Armstrong ................... .. 
E. D. Bannister ...................... . 
R. S. Gardner ......................... . 
T. D.l\:Parcum ......................... . 
G. R. Pearsons ....................... . 
M.A. Thomas ........................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By F. C. Armstrong........ $407.61 












Pay of Indian inspecturs, 1886: 
To G. B. Anderson ..................... .. 
G. R .. Pearsons ...................... . 






Pay of Indian inspectors, 1887: 
To G. B. Anderson........... ...... .. ... 33. 33 
Traveling expenses of Indian in-
spectors, 1887: 
To F. C. Armstrong ............... ..... . 
E. D. Armstrong ................... . 
Central Pacific Railroad Co ... . 
R. S. Gardner ....................... .. 
Kansas Pacific Railroad Co ... . 
T. D. Mascrum ...................... . 
G. R. Pearsons ~ ........... - ........ . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ..................................... . 










Traveling expenses of Indian in-
spectors, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Southern Pacific R. R. Co. of 
California ........................... . 
M. A. Thomas ...................... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Deduct payments: 
By F. C. Armstrong...... $134.66 








Traveling expenses of Indian in-== 
spectors, 1886: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha R R. Co ...... 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Ry.Co ............................... .. 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co .......... . 
Kansas Pacific Ry. Co ........... . 
Northern Pacific Ry. Co ....... . 
Oregon and Navigation Co .. .. 
D. Romero ............................ . 
Southern Pacific Ry. Co ........ . 
Sioux City and Pacific Ry. 
Co ....................................... . 
Union Pacific ........................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By F. C. Armstrong.......... $195.42 
G. B. Anderson......... 105.30 
E. D. Bannister.......... 10.40 
R. S. Gardner............ 244. 60 
M. A. Thomas........... 20.00 
Traveling expenses of Indian in-
spectors, 1885 : 
To G. B. Anderson ....................... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Traveling expenses Indian inspect-
ors, 1883 and prior years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Sioux City Pacific R. R. Co .... . 

























By Sioux City & Pacific R. R. Co.. 41. 35 
Traveling expenses of Indian school 
inspectors, 1884 and prior years: 
By J. M. Haworth......... $11.12 
Pay of Indian school superintend-
ent, 1887: 
To J. B. Riley ................ .............. .. 
Pay of Indian school superintend-
ent, 1886: 
By J. H. Oberly ... . ......... $109. 89 
J. B. Riley............... 2.47 
112.36 
Tra,·el ing expensesoflndian school 
superintendent, 1887: 




is6 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1881. 
1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Expenses of Indian commissioners, 
1883 and prior years: 
To Central Paciiic R. R. Co ........ . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Sioux and Pacific R. H. Co .... . 







Dy Sioux City and Pacific R.R.Co. 2. 65 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies, 1887: 
'To Anzieger des Westens, St. 
Louis, 1\J o ............................ . 
Arkansas Valley Democrat .. . 
Albuquerque Evening Demo-
crat ................................... . 
A. T. Anderson ...................... . 
JVI. J. Adler ........................... .. 
W. ,V. Anderson ................... . 
L. S. Arn1es ........................... . 
Arizona D!\ily Star ................ . 
Boston Post ...... ................... .. 
B.:dtimore Sun ........................ . 
Bismarck Tribune (Dakota) ... 
R. Bruce ................................ . 
.J. lYI. Bell ............................... . 
Baltimore and Ohio Tele-
graph Company ................ .. 
,V. '\>V. Bell ............................. . 
J. Byler ................................ . 
P. A. Bettet·ns, jr .................. . 
Cheyenne Democratic Leader 
Chicago Times.............. . ....• 
Chicago Telegram ................ .. 
Cincinnati Enquirer .............. . 
Cleveland Plaindealer .......... . 
E. L. Cooper ......................... .. 
D. Curoz ................................ . 
Caldwell Journal (Kansas) .... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Daily Bulletin Association, 
New Jersey ......................... . 
Daily American, Nashville, 
Tenn ........... . ..................... .. 
I)aily Patriot, Harrisburg, Pa 
Democrat Printing Company, 
Madison, 1Vis ..................... . 
Daily Examiner, San Fran-
disco .................................. .. 
G.l\'L Downey ................... : ... . 
Daily Alta California ............. . 
Dakota Herald ..................... .. 
"Dcr Seebolt" Milwaukee 
Wis ............. : ....................... : 
J. F. Faulkner ....................... . 
W. Elliott ...... ......................... . 
El Pa~o Times ...................... .. 
J. R. Gillman ......................... . 
,V. T. Gilro~r ......................... .. 
Genoa Leader, Nebraska ....... . 
Genessee Democrat, Flint, 
Mich ................................... . 
Gazette Publishing· Company 
Henriette Independent .......... . 
W.II.Hood ............................ . 
Heiena Independent ............. . 
W. Hoffman .......................... . 
J.Hill.. .................................. .. 
C. A. Haas .............................. .. 
Interior Department ............. . 
F. A. Judson ......................... .. 
.J. M . .Jackson ......................... . 
Kansas City Times ................. . 
La Crosse Chronicle ............. .. 
J.M.Lee ............................... .. 
F. A. Lutz .................... ........... . 
E.JYfoale ................................ . 
D. W. McCauley .................... . 
Missouri Republican ............ .. 
J. G. Mattison ........................ .. 































































Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies,1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To· Memphis Appeal .................. .. 
W.D.JHcAnaney .................. .. 
New York Journal of Com-
merce ................................ . 
New York Staats Zeitung ..... . 
New York Times .................. .. 
Nashville Union .................... , 
New York Herald ........... . .... .. 
New Mississippian, Jackson, 
Miss .............. ..................... . 
New York Star ...................... . 
G. G. Nason ............................ . 
Nashville Daily American .... . 
Omaha Daily Herald ............. . 
R.L.Owen ............................ .. 
Oregon .Statesman ................ .. 
Pittsburgh Post .................... .. 
Philadelphia Demokrat ........ . 
Philadelphia Times .............. .. 
Philadelphia Record ............ .. 
T . .J.Paine ...... ....................... . 
D.P. Pond ............................. . 
A. Pickering .......................... . 
Rocky Mountain News Co .... . 
W.I.Reed ............................ .. 
W.Ryley .............................. .. 
I. Reese Publisher's Union 
Company ............................ . 
Sioux City Tribune ............... . 
Saturday Evening Journal, 
Bismarck, Dak ................... .. 
LidaScott ............................. .. 
St. Paul Daily Globe ............. .. 
E. Shelden ............................. . 
C. A. Scofield .......................... . 
H. B. Sarson .......................... .. 
R. L.Sidwell ......................... . 
St. Joseph Gazette Publish-
ing Company ...................... . 
G. W. Stouch ......................... .. 
Spokane Falls Chronicle ....... . 
Siegel Brothers ...................... . 
Tucson Star Publishing Co ... . 
Times Democrat, New Or-
leans .................................. .. 
The Indicator Publishing 
Company, Kansas City ....... . 
U. B. Ubshaw ......................... . 
United Lines Telegraph Co .. . 
Union Pacific Ry. Co ............. .. 
Valley Sentinel.. .................. . 
J.R. Wilbon ......................... .. 
E.S.Woog ...................... ........ . 
Weekly World, Portland, Or-
egon .................................. .. 
G. D. Williams ...................... .. 
I-I. L. Wilson ......................... .. 
J.H. Welsh ................. ......... .. 
S.M. Yeatman ..................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. M. Ball.................. $25.00 
J. M. Lee.................. 8.15 
H. B. Sarson ............ 2. 09 
S.M. Yeatman......... 128.26 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies, 1887 and 1888: 
To Arkansas Valley Democrat ..... 
Albuquerque Morning Demo-
crat ................................... .. 
Alta California Publishing 
Company ......................... .. 
.J. A. Beckwith ...................... .. 
Baltimore Sun ...................... .. 
Boston Post Publishing Co ... . 































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies, 1887 and 1888-
Contiuued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Cheyenne Demo c rae tic 
Leader ................................ . 
Cleveland Plain Dealer ........ .. 
Carlisle Valley Sentinel ....... .. 
Chicago Times ....................... . 
Cincinn,ati Enquirer .............. . 
Chicago Star Telegram ........ .. 
Det· See bote, Mil waukee, Wis. 
J. R. Gillman ........................ .. 
J. J. Hassler .......................... . 
Henrietta Independent ........ . 
Helen<~. Independent ............ .. 
,V.H.Hood ........................... .. 
F. A. Judson ......................... .. 
Kansas City 'l'imes ............... .. 
Kansas City Indicator ........... . 
New York Times .................. . 
New York Post Publishing 
Company ............................ . 
Nashville American .............. . 
New York Herald ............... .. 
New .Y~rk Daily Bulle!in As-
soCiation ............................. . 
New York Staats-Zeitung .... .. 
New Orleans Times-Demo-
crat .................................. .. 
New York Journal of Com-
tnerce ................................ .. 
R.Perry ............................... .. 
Philadelphia Evening Tele-
graph .................................. . 
Philadelphia Times .............. . 
Philadelphia Demokrat ........ . 
Pittsburgh Post and Printing 
and Publishing Company ... 
Rocky Mountain News Print-
ing Company ..................... . 
S. E. Slater . ........ ..... .............. .. 
St. L o u i s An z i e g e r d e s 
Westens ............................. .. 
Sioux City Daily Tribune ..... . 
San Francisco Examiner Pub-
lishing Company .............. .. 
Union Publishing Company, 
Nashville, Tenn. ................ .. 
Vicksburgh Commercial Her-
ald ... .................................. .. 
W. T. Wallace ........................ . 
J. R. Wilbon .......................... . 
E.S. Woog ............................. . 
S.M. Yeatman ....................... . 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-
. dian supplies, 1886: 
'To Arizona Daily Star ................ . 
Albuquerque Evening Demo· 
crat ..................................... . 
Arkansas Valley Democrat ... 
W. W.Anderson ................... .. 
Baltimore and Ohio Tele-
graph Company ................. . 
J.llyler ................................. .. 
W. H. Bisbee ........................ .. 
E. L. Cooper ........................... . 
Chicago Times ...................... . 
Chicago 'l'elegram ................. . 
D. Catnpbell ......................... .. 
W.Elliott .............................. .. 
C. D. Ford ............................. .. 
,V. 0. George ........................ .. 
Gordon & Weaver ............... .. 
·c. C. Huntington .................. .. 
Henrietta Independent, 
Texas ................................ .. 
Helena Independent, Mon-
tana .................................... . 
Henrietta Independent ........ .. 































































Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Independent Publishing Com-
pany, Helena, 1\:Iont ........... . 
Interior Department ............ .. 
F.A.Judson ......................... . 
J.l\>I. Jackson ......................... . 
T.M.Jones ..................... ....... .. 
T. Jennings .......................... .. 
Kansas City Times ................ . 
M. B. Kellogg ...................... .. 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
L.A. Lovering ....................... . 
Lawrence Gazette, Kansas .... . 
D. A. Magee ......................... .. 
Missouri Republican ............ .. 
G.G.Nason ........................... . 
Omaha Daily Herald ............ .. 
Postal-Telegraph Cable Co .... . 
W.Ryley .............................. . 
Sioux City Tribune ............... .. 
St. Paul Daily Globe ............ .. 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
C. A. Scofield ........................ .. 
United Lines Telegraph Co .. . 
Union PacifieR. R. Co ........... . 
Western Union Telegraph Co. 
Deduct repayments: 
By Interior Department $1,223.65 
J. M. Lee.................. 1. 98 
V. '.r. McGillycuddy 7.19 
E. Moale.. ....... ......... 35. 50 
J. R. Wilbon............ 61. 93 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-





























To S. F. Estes .. ............................ 1. 01 
Interior Department.............. . 80 
J. F. Kinney........................... 1. 72 
W.H. Robb .................. ......... .34 
Rocky Mountain News Pub· 
lishing Co ........................... 14. 46 
S. F. Tappan........................... 3. 08 
Deduat repayments.: 
Dy J. G. Gasman .......... .. 
Haskell Institute (J. 
Marvin, superin-
tendent) .............. . 
Interior Depart-
ment ................... .. 
• T. McJJaughlin ........ . 
J. Q. Tufts ............. . 
P.P. ·wilcox ........... . 








Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies, 1884: 
To P. C. Barnum ......................... . 
Bismarck Tribune ................ . 
E. M. Coates .......................... . 
Chieftain Publishing Com-
pany, Pueblo, Colo ............. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
St. Louis Globe-Democrat .... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-













To Joumal, Kansas City, Mo...... 10.50 
REUEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-187. 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By D. B. Dyer ................• 
P. P. Wilcox ........... . 






Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To N. W. Wells ........................... . 
G. D. Williams ....................... . 
E. E. White ......................... .. 
C. Willoughby ................ : ...... . 
H. C. Williamson ................... . 
J.F. Warner .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
Telegraphing and purchase of In-
dian supplies, 1884 and prior 
years (transfer account): 
To W.H.Robb ...................•......... $4.00 By P. F. Burke .............. $677.92 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1887 and 1888: 
To S. l\I. Yeatman ...........•........... 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1887: . 
To Adamson & Burbage ............. . 
P. F. Burke .......••.................. 
J. W. Cratnsie ....................... . 
D. 0. Cowan .......................... . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Rwy. Uo ... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
J. I. Davis .............................. . 
W. J. Davis ........................... . 
E. Eells ................................. . 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................... . 
J. T. Gregory ......................... . 
S. L. Gibson .......................... . 
,V. D. Gibson ......................... . 
J. Greene ............................... . 
W. F. Grounds ...................... . 
R. D. Gwydir ...................... . 
H. T. Gordon ......................... . 
J. Gallagher .......................... . 
J. L. IIall .............. . ................ . 
c. llill .................................. .. 
'.r. l\I. Jones ............................ . 
J. D. Jenkins ......................... . 
J. F. Kinney ......................... . 
G. W. l{uox ......................... . 
F .• J. !{issei. .......................... .. 
E. Kahn ................................ . 
J.M.Lee .............................. .. 
R. C. Morehouse ................... . 
C. E. McChesney ................... . 
B. P. Moore .......................... . 
G. '\V. J\llorris ......................... . 
J. l\f. Needham ...................... . 
M.Neal. ................................ . 
G. W. Harris ......................... . 
E. C. Osborne ....................... . 
R. II. Pratt ........................... .. 
W.Peacock ........................... .. 
T.C.Power ........................... .. 
S. S. Patterson ...................... .. 
F. E. Pierce ............................ . 
W. L. Po,vell .................. ........ . 
T. Priestly ............................ .. 
R. A. Rob0ins ....................... .. 
M. W. Stevens ....................... .. 
J. V. Sumtners ...................... .. 
C. H. Searing ........................ .. 
J. B. Scott .............................. .. 
T. J. Sheehan ........................ .. 
H. C. Slavens .......................... . 
C.B.Stone ............................ .. 
C. F. Stollsteimer ................. .. 
A. Sheldon ............................. . 
G. VIr. Scott ........................... .. 
Sonthern Pacific Railroad Co. 
of Arizona ......................... .. 
'\V. H. Talbott ........................ .. 
R. L. Up"haw ....................... .. 
J. R. \Vilbun ...................... . 
J.S. 'Yard ............................. .. 
R. vVoodbridge .................... .. 
H. E. Williamson .................. .. 
F. M. Wadsworth ................. .. 
J. Wheeler ............................ .. 

































































D. 0. Cowen ............ 666.13 
S. L. Gilson............... 875. 00 
T.M.Jones .............. 1,173.87 
J. M. Lee.................. 2, 610.33 
T. Priestly............... 500.00 
W. L. Po welL.... ..... 116. 00 
E. E. White.............. I, 049. 80 
J. F. Warner..... ...... 683. 92 
R. Woodbridge........ I. 06 
J. Wheeler............... 137.74 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1886: 
To E. D. Comings ........................ . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
A.L.Cook ............................ .. 
Chicago, St. Paul, and Omaha 
Rwy.Co ............................ .. 
F.T.Evans ........................... .. 
A. J. Gifford ........................ .. 
J.L. Hall ............................... . 
Henry (Indian) .................... .. 
Interior Department ............. . 
T.M.Jones ........................... .. 
R. C. Kerens .......................... . 
A. Keys ................................. .. 
G.W.Knox ............................ . 
N.C. Larson .......................... .. 
K. C. Morehouse .................... . 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
T.C.Power ........................... .. 
C. Parker .............................. .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
C.B.Stone ........................... .. 
H. C. Slavens .......................... . 
T. J. Sheehan ......................... . 
N.W.Wells ............................ . 
F. M. Wadsworth .................. .. 
J. F. Warner .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By P.Buckley............... $17.50 
J. W. Cramsie.... ....... 30. 69 
J. '1'. Gregory........... 599. 68 
I. Green.................... 15. 79 
W.D.C.Gibson........ 167.67 
J. L. Hall ......... ........ 2, 193. 97 
F. Hoover ......... ...... lf:l2. 94 
Interior Department 38. 00 
T.M.Jones .............. 150.59 
W. L. Lincoln........... 1. 09 
J. M. Lee.................. 3, 070. 73 
C. E. Monteith......... 1. 28 
R. P. Moore.............. 95.33 
J. S. Mayhugh ......... 85. 39 
M. Neal................... 709.80 
E. C. Osborn............ 347.67 
W. Peacock.............. 47. 57 
R. H. Pratt............... 52. 27 
W. S. Powell ............ 150. 00 
C. H. Potter.............. 4. 53 
M. W. Stevens......... 7.84 
J. V. Summers......... 17.49 
T. J. Sheehan ........... 241. 80 
R. L. Upshaw........... 4.54 
J. R. Wilbon ............ , 27. 04 
H.R. West............... 10.52 






























RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 189 
1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
'rransportation of Indian supplies, 
1886-Continued. 
Dednct repayments: 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1884 and prior years (transfer ac-
count)-Continued. 
Brought forward .. $8,271.72 $29,861.26 Brought forward ............... .. $97.04 
By H. E. Williamson..... 84.14 
C. Willoughby......... 4. 31 
J. Wheeler............... 168.98 
J. F. Warner............ 16.08 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
18H6 (transfer account): 
8,545. 23 
= 21,~6.03 
By Interior Department.. $4.12 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1885: 
To H. J. Arn1strong ................... .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
W.V.Coflin .......................... .. 
E. D. Co1nings ....................... . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneap-
olis and Omaha Rwy. Co ... .. 
C. D. Ford .............................. .. 
R. C. Haywood ...................... .. 
Interior Department ............ .. 
B. C. Kerens .......................... .. 
J. F. Kinney .......................... . 
L.J.Miles ............................. .. 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... . 
C. Porter ............................... . 
J. W. Scott ............................ . 
F. P. Schiffbauer ................... . 
S. F. Tappan ......................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. H. Bowman......... $0.34 
D. B. Dyer................ 2. 05 
W. J. Hadley............ . 65 
P. B. Hunt............... 62.98 
C. P. Luse ................ I. 33 
R. H. Milroy ...... ...... 11. 35 
P. Romon................. .30 
J. W. Scott............... '79. 26 
P. P. Wilcox... ........ 36.00 
Transportat.ion of Indian supplies, 
1885 (transfer account): 
By P. B. Hunt............... $9.36 
Interior Department 53. 85 
63.21 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1883 and prior years: 
To H. C. Akin ............................. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Kansas Pacifi~J R. R. Co ......... . 
J.McGary ................... .......... .. 
T. C. Po~ver ............................ . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ..................................... .. 
Union Paeific R. R. Co .......... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 































•rransportation of Indian supplies, 
1884 and prior years (transfer ac-
count): 
--
To P. B. Hunt ............. ................. 26. 94 
Interior Department.............. 70.10 
parri~d rc:~rwa;rd ..... ~ .. ~ .. ~·~·-~7. 04 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. J. Chaffee............ $2.96 
Interior Department 67. 59 
Transportation of Indian supplies, 
1884 and prior years : 
By H. J. Armstrong...... $1.80 
Interior Department 500. 00 
P.P. Wilcox............ 4.60 
506.40 
Vaccination of Indians,l887: 
To Dr. H. A. Martin & Son ......... .. 




To Dr. H. A. Martin.................... 9. 00 
Vaccination, 1884 and prior years: 
By G. W. Wilkinson..... $6.00 
Fulfilling treaties with Apaches, 
Kiowas, and Comanches: 
To J. L. Hall ............................... . 
P.B.Hunt ............................ .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company ... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. L. Hall ............................... . 
Fulfilling treaties with Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes: 
To C. H. Deere ............................ . 
J. M. Lee .............................. . 
Lambert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ............................ . 
G. Peters .............................. .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .. .. 
G. D. Williams ..................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
ByJ. M. Lee .............................. .. 
Fulfilling treaties with Chickasaws: 


















Fulfilling treaties with Chippewas, 
Bois Forte Band : 
To T.A.Ashburner .................... . 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow .......................... . 
S.B.Brown ........................ .. 
A. P. Connell ........................ .. 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
J.Dobson .............................. .. 
A. C. Davis ............................ .. 
A. Flagler .............................. . 
R.L.Frazee .......................... . 
J. T. Gregory ........................ .. 
J.D. Gilmor ........................ .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... .. 
P. Haulenbeck ..................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................. . 
J. S. Kaufman ........................ . 
S.D.Kimbark ....................... . 
L. H. Maxfield ...................... .. 
C. S. Messick ........................... . 
S.Moses ............................... .. 
R.Murray ............................. . 
























O~nied forward............... 6, 858. 29 
190 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 18M7. 
1&86-'87. INTERIOR-. JNDIANS. 
Fulfilling treaties with Chippewas, 
Boi!1 Forte Band-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... . 
To Parkhurst & \Vilkini'lon .... ~ .. .. 
Phillips & Buttorff 1\'lanufact· 
uring Co .......................... .. 
L. Season good ....................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... . 
Deduct repayment: 











Fulfilling treaties with Chippewas=~= 
of the Mississippi : 
ToT .. J. Sheehan........................... 3, 002.00 
Deduct repayments: 
By W.lYicAboy ........... ... $356.87 
T, J. Sheehan ........... 2, 002. 00 
Fulfilling treatiee with Chippewas, 
Pillagers, aud Lake Winneba* 
(:!:oshish bands (annuity in 
good!)): 
ToT. A. Ashburner ..................... .. 
H. Allen ................................ . 
H. L. Butler ...................... , .... .. 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
A. P. Conneil. ........................ .. 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
J. Dobson ............................... . 
A. C. Davis ............................ .. 
A. Flagler ........ ...................... . 
R. L. Frazee ........................... , 
Gray, Fall & Co .................. . 
P.liaulenbeck ...................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
J. S. l{aufman ....................... .. 
C. S.l\Iersick ......................... .. 
S.Moses ................................ .. 
L. H. Maxfield ...................... .. 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ........................... . 
G. Peters ............................... .. 
Phillips Buttorff Manufactur· 
ing Company ...................... . 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
A. B. Skinner ......................... . 
1\I. Stern ................................ .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... .. 
T. J. Sheehan ....................... .. 
W.E.Tefl't ............................ .. 
S.\Veil. ................................. .. 
!.Wallach ............................... . 
Fulfi_lling· treaty with Chippewas, 
Pillagers, and Lake \Vinneba-
goshish Bands (annuity in 
money): 
ToT. J. Sheehan ......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. J. Sheehan ...................... .. 
.Fulfilling treaties with Chippewas, 
Pillagers, and Lake W inneba-




































·To S. A. Bigelow.......................... .18 
W. D. Bangs........................... .08 
Cheeseborough Manufactur-
ingCompany, consolidated.. 3. 40 
S. H. Crane.............................. 10.32 
. J. Early ................................. 1. 44 
,Carried forward .............. . 15.42 
Fulfilling treaties with Chippewas, 
Pillagers, and Lake Winneba-
goshish bands (purposes of 
utility)-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... . 
To D. M. Ferry & Co ................... . 
R. F. Handy ......................... .. 
8. D. Kim bark ...................... .. 
R. Murray ............................ .. 
J.S. Page ............................. . 
Parkhurst and Wilkinson .... .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
T. J. Sheehan ........................ .. 
W. H. Shieffelin ................... .. 
G. V.Smith ........................... .. 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
J. H. Woodhouse .. . ............... .. 
A. E. Why land ...................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. J. Sheehan ........................ .. 
Fulfilling treaties with Choct-aws: 




















Fulfilling treaties with Columbias 
and Colvilles: 
To H. Allen ................................ .. 
E.P.Dyer .............................. . 
B. P. Monroe ........................... . 
W. H. 8hiefl'elin ..................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Dickson........... $399. 64 
B. P. Moore.............. 67.50 
Fulfilling treaties with confeder-









To Interior Department............... 25.07 
Fulfilling treaties with Creeks: 
To Creek Nation ......................... . 
Fulfilling treaty with D'Wamish 
and other allied tribes in Wash· 
ington: 
By H. C. Hale............... $247. 07 
Fulfilling treaties with Crows: 
To H.Allen ................ ......... ........ . 
s. L. Avery ............................ .. 
C. T. Babcock ...................... .. 
H. L. Butler ........................... .. 
D. A. Burr .............................. . 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
Babcock & Miles .... .............. . 
Cheseborough Manufacturing 
Con1pany .......................... .. 
E. H. Conklin ...................... .. 
<Jar lisle Indian School.. ........ .. 
P. Constans .......................... .. 
8. H. Crane ........................... .. 
· C. H. Deere ........................... .. 
A. Flagler ............................ .. 
D. M. Fery & Co .................. .. 
L. D. Kingsland ................... .. 
R. F. Handy ......................... .. 
E. W. Herndeen ................... .. 
I. Harter ................................ . 
Interior Department ............. .. 
Kelley, Maus & Co ............... .. 
A. Keyes ........................... ..... . 
Lambert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Co ....................................... . 


























3, 143. 10 
14, 371.4:> 
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1886-'87. 
Fulfilling treaties with Crows-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
ToR. ::\inrray ............................ .. 
W. Morro>v ........................... .. 
P. lVI. Millspaugh .................. .. 
B.B.Neal. ............................ .. 
C. G. Ortmayer ...................... .. 
C. H. Pinkbam,jr .................. .. 
J.S.Page ............................. .. 
Pbillios & Buttorfl':Manufact-
uringCo ............................ . 
Pal"l~bnrst & ''Vilkinson ........ . 
W. Rosenberg ....................... .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
A. B. Skinner ......... " ............... . 
W. A. Sha"' ........................... .. 
·w. H. Schietfelin ................... . 
St. Louis Shovel Co ............... .. 
G. V.Smith ............................ . 
C. Studebaker ...................... .. 
W.E. Tefl't ............................ .. 
H. E. Williamson .................. . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
J. H."' oodhouse .................. .. 
W.H. 'Vickh11m ................... .. 
E. L. Webster ......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By H. J. Armstrong ....... $50.92 
H. E. Williamson..... 2, 654. 00 
Fulfilling t.reaties with Flatheads 
and other confederated tribes: 
By J. A. Vaill .................. $2,300.00 
Fulfilling treaties with Iowas: 
To ,V. ::;, Abbey, jr ..................... .. 
H. Allen ................... ............. .. 
A. Agar ................................. .. 
W. T. Buckley ....................... . 
S.B. Brown ........................... .. 
l.G.Baker ........................... .. 
D. Block ................................ . 
E. W.Bill ............................... . 
H. L. Butler ........................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
C01npany ........................... .. 
S. A. Bigelo'v ........................ .. 
H. Bernheim ........................ .. 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
,y_ D. Bang-s ......................... .. 
Cheeseborough Manufactur-
ing Company .................... . 
H. Corn ................................. .. 
E. H. Conklin ........................ .. 
Carlisle Indian School.. ........ .. 
C.C.Clutl' .............................. .. 
G. II. Clark ............................ . 
S.H.Crane ........................... .. 
C. H. Castle ........................... .. 
I. Constans ............................. . 
A. Dougan ............................ .. 
~-- ~.00.1o~i;;;~~;;:::::: ·:::::::::::::: 
J. Earley ................................ . 
A. Flagler .............................. .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... .. 
A. H. Grover ........................ .. 
J. J. Hinman ......................... .. 
T.G.IIood ........................... .. 
T.l\'l. Henderson ................... .. 
L. M. Hornthal. ..................... .. 
J. J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
Interior Department ............. . 
J.O.King .............................. .. 
S.D. Kim bark ..................... .. 
J. S. Kaufman ...................... .. 
Kelley, Maus & Co ............... .. 
H. Lichtenstein .................... .. 
















































Fulfilling treaties with Iowas-Con-
tinued. 
Brought· forward ............ .. 
To J.S. Latimer .......................... . 
G. R. Lockwood ................... .. 
Lam bert & Bishop ·vvire Fence 
Co ................................. .' ... .. 
S. Moses ............................... .. 
E.Martin .............................. . 
R.l\Iurray ............................. .. 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
J. E. Nichols ......................... .. 
B. B. Neal. ........................... .. 
E. Xaumburg ....................... . 
C. G. Ortmayer ..................... .. 
I. W. Patrick ......................... .. 
J. S. Page ............................ .. 
G.Pteers ................................ .. 
W. F.Pippey ......................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... . 
R. A. Robbins ...................... .. 
J. vV. Rife ............................. . 
J. St. John ........................... .. 
A. B. Skinner ......................... . 
W, H.Schiefl'elin ................... .. 
W. H. Smith .......................... . 
A. B. Spreckels ..................... .. 
S. Shillito ............................. .. 
G. V.Smith ............................ . 
D. C. Slevens ......................... . 
Thurben, Whyland & Co ..... . 
W. E. Tefft ........................... .. 
'.rower Manufacturing Co ...... . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
L.Wallace ............................ .. 
J.H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
E. B. Woolworth .. ................. .. 
Wallace Bros ........................ .. 
I. Wallach ............................ .. 
W. H. 'Vickham ................... .. 
S.Weill ................................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Green.............. $42. 52 
I. W. Patrick........... 1. 62 
W. Parsons.............. 110.92 
Fulfilling treaties with Kansas: 
To F. Barteldes & Co .................. . 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
J.R.David ........................... .. 
Interior Department ............. . 
W.F.Pippy ............................ . 
Phillips & Buttortf Manufact-
uring Company ................ .. 
E.E. White ............................ . 










































































Fulfilling treaties with Kickapoos: 
To H. Adams, jr ......................... .. 
W. S.Abbey,jr .............. , ...... .. 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
A. Agar ................................ .. 
W. T. Buckley .................... .. 
E. W.Bill .............................. .. 
I.G.Baker ........................... .. 
S. B. Br<nvn ........................... .. 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
Bay State Shoe and J.-eather 
Company ........................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ................... .. 
H. Bernheim .......................... . 
D. Block ................................ . 
W.D. Hangs .......................... .. 
.John Cadue .......................... . 
H. Corn ................................ .. 
E. H. Conklin ...................... .. 
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1886-'87. 
Fulfilling treaties with Kickapoos-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To ·carlisle Indian .................... .. 
A. J>. Uornell ........................ .. 
P. Cornsta1n ........................ .. 
G. H. Clark: .......................... . 
S. II. Crane ........................... .. 
C. C. Cluff ........................... .. 
A. Dougan ............................ . 
W. J. U. Dulaney ................ .. 
J. Early ............................... .. 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
J.D. Gil>nor ......................... .. 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... . 
C. H. Grover ......................... .. 
R. F. Handy ........................ .. 
L. M. Hornthal. .................... .. 
T. M. Henderson .................. .. 
J. J. IIinchrnan ................... .. 
J. J. Hinman ........................ .. 
Harrington Normal and Ag-
ricultural Institute ............. . 
Hartford \Voven Wire Mat-
tress Company ................. .. 
T. G. Hood ........................... .. 
J. 0. ICing ............................ . 
S.D. ICimbark ...................... .. 
J. S. Kaufman ...................... .. 
Kelley, Mans & Co ............... .. 
H. L. Lichtenstein ............. .. 
J. S. Latimer ........................ .. 
G. R. Lockwood ................... .. 
Larnbert & Bishop Wire 
Fence Company ................ . 
P. M. Millspaugh ................. . 
S. Moses .............................. . 
E. Martin .............................. .. 
C. S. Messeck ........................ . 
R. Murray ............................ .. 
J. E. Nichols ......................... . 
E. Naumburg ...................... .. 
B. B. Neal ............................. . 
N-she-kash-a-se .................... . 
l'1'I-.T0e-e-tall ......................... . 
l.\1-ke·you ............................... . 
I. \V. Pat-rick ........................ .. 
J.S. Page ................................ , 
W.F.Pippey ......................... .. 
L. P. Paddock ..................... .. 
Phillips & Buttorft' Manufact-
uring Company ................. .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
P-clem-wah ............................ . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
W. Rosenberg ...................... .. 
J.W.Rife ............................ ... . 
H. U. Slavens ......................... .. 
W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
W. H. Shieffelin .................... .. 
A. B. Skinner ........................ .. 
J.St.John .............................. . 
'\V. H. Smith ........................... . 
S. Shillito .............................. .. 
C. H. Searings ......................... . 
G.V.Smith ............................. . 
\V. E. Tcft't ............................. . 
Tower Manufacturing Co ..... . 
A. E. \Vhyland ...................... .. 
L. '\Vallace ............................ . 
Wallace Bros ........................ . 
!.Wallach ............................. .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
S. Weill ................................. .. 
J. H. '\Vooclhouse ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Grover . .. ..... .... $4.13 
Interior Depart-
ment ................... .. 
H. C. Linn .............. .. 













































































Fulfilling treaties with 1\'Iakahs: 
By C. A. Huatington ... $321.98 
Fulfilling treaties with Miamies of 
Eel River: 
To J. Aveline ............................. . 
Lewis Aveline ...................... .. 
Mary Ann Dixon ................... . 
Louisa Godfrey ................... .. 
Elizabeth Godfrey and her 
three children .................... . 
Lewis La Fallier ................... . 
Pe-cong-e-oh ........................ . 
John Sash-a-quash ............... .. 
Mrs. Jane Waters ................. . 
Sarah E. Wadsworth ............. . 
Fulfilling treaties with Miamies of 
Kansas (interest act, May 15, 
1886); 
To H. Allen ................................ . 
Cheeseborough Manufactur-
ing Company ..................... .. 
J. V. Stunmers ..................... , .. 


















ByJ. V. Summers........................ 1.24 
Fulfilling treaties with Miamies 
of Indiana: 
To F. Goodboo ............................ . 
Hannah Hardin ................... . 
J. N. Tyner ............................ . 
Lon-ne-pe-zi-q ua .................. .. 
Fulfilling treaties with Nisqually, 
Puyallup, and other bands: 
By H. C. Hale............... $184.25 
Fulfilling treaties with Omahas: 
To !!;Iabella M. Crouse .............. .. 
'\V. D. Crouse ........................ .. 
Cheseboro ugh Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
A. Foutenelle ...................... . 
E. Foutenelle ........................ .. 
R.F. Handy ......................... . 
F. La Flesche ...................... .. 
Madeline Scott.. .................... . 
W. H. Schieft'elin ................. .. 
N. Stabler ............................ .. 
L. Stabler .............................. .. 
Duke White ......................... .. 
J. F. Warner ........................ . 
W. H. Wickham .................. .. 
A. E. Whyland ..................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Potter ...... ...... $102. 76 
G. W. Wilkinson..... 4.28 
J. F. Warner............ 9, 700.00 
Fulfilling treaties with Osages: 
To J. I. David ............................ .. 
E. E. White .......................... . 
Fulfilling treaties with Otoes and 
Missourias: 
ToW. T. Buckley ...................... .. 
I. G. Baker ............................ .. 































Carried forward............... 334. 26 
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Fulfilling treaties with Otoes and 
Missourias-Con tinued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To S. H. Crane ............................. . 
A. Flagler .............................. .. 
R. F. Handy ......................... .. 
P.M. Millspaugh ................... . 
C. S. Mersick ........................ .. 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
J. St.John ............................ .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company ... .. 













By E. C. Osborne ......... • . ..... .. .. . .... 73. 75 
Fulfilling treaties with Pawnees: 
To S. L. Avery ............................. . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
J. Bannerman ....................... .. 
S. Banks ............................... .. 
P. Constam ............................ . 
C. C. Cluff: ............................ .. 
S. H. Crane ........................... . 
A. Caldwell ........................... .. 
J. Dobson .............................. .. 
C. H. Deere ............................ . 
J. S. Gilmore ......................... .. 
Gray, Fall & Company ......... .. 
R. F. Handy .......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
J. J. Hinn1an ........................ .. 
T.G. Hood ............................ . 
Hamilton & Sims ................... . 
J. F. Hartigan ....................... .. 
J.O.King ............................ .. 
S.D. Kimbark ....................... . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
Lambert & Bishop ·wire Fence 
Company ............................ . 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
W.Morrow ........................... .. 
B.B.Neal .............................. . 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
Phillips & Buttor.ff Man ufuct-
uring· Company ................. . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
R. A. Robbins ....................... .. 
J.St.John ............................. . 
J. W.Scott ............................. . 
G.V.Smith ........................... .. 
A. B. Spreckels ..................... .. 
B. R. Scannell ........................ . 
W.H.Smith .......................... . 
H. C. Slavens .......................... . 
C. H. Searing ......................... . 
W.E.Te.fft ............................ .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
E. L. Webster ................... .... .. 
A. E. Why land ...................... .. 
R. Walsh ................................ . 
Deduct repayments : 
By E. C. Osborn............ $178.36 
















































Fulfilling treaties with Poncas : 
To S. L. Avery ............................. . 
A. S. Bushnell ....................... . 
D.\Block ................................ . 
H. L. Butler ........................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
.J. Bannerman ....................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
O· L. Bernheim ..................... .. 
Carried forward .............. . 










Fulfilling treaties with Poncas-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To S. B. Brown .......................... . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ........ .. 
S.H. Crane .......................... .. 
G. H. Clark .......................... .. 
P . . Constam ........................... .. 
A. P. Connell ......................... . 
C. C. Cluff. ............................ . 
C. H. Castle ......................... .. 
J. Dobson ............................. . 
C. H. Deere ............................ . 
J. Earley ............................ .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ..................... . 
R. F. Handy ......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman .................... . 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
C. Hill .................................. .. 
S.D. Kimbark ...................... .. 
J. 0. King ............................. . 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
J. S. Latimer ......................... . 
L. Loenthal & Co ................... . 
Lambert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ........................... .. 
C. S. Mersick ........................ .. 
R. Murray ............................ .. 
W. Morrow ............................ . 
F. A. Morgan ........................ . 
E. C. Osborne ........................ . 
C. G. Ortmayer ..................... . 
C. H. Pinckham, jr .............. .. 
J. S. Page ............................. .. 
Phillips & Buttro.ff Manufact-
uring Company ................. . 
Parkhurst and Wilkinson .... .. 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
M. Stern ................................ . 
G. V.Smith .......................... .. 
W. H. Schiefl'elin .................. . 
C. Studebaker ....................... . 
S. L. Turner .......................... . 
E. Wood ............................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
E. L. Webster ....................... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
S. Weill .................................. . 
A. E. Whyland .................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. C. Osborne ...................... .. 
Fulfilling treaties with Pott.awato-
mies (employes): 
To S. A. Bigelow ........................ . 
S. H. Crane ............................ . 
C. H. Grover ......................... .. 
S.D. Kimbark ....................... . 
I. W. Patrick ......................... . 
J. S. Page .............................. .. 
Parkhurst & \Vilkinson ........ .. 
C. S. Mersick .................. ....... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Grover............ $5.05 
I. W. Patrick........... 19.67 
Fulfilling treaties with Pottawato-
mies (annuity): 
To C. H. Grover .......................... . 
A. F. Navarre, J. Anderson, 
and S. Negatinquet ............ .. 
I. W. Patrick ....................... .. 
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Fulfilling treaties with Pottawato-
mies (salt): 
To C. H. Grover .......................... . 
I. W. Patrick ......................... . 
Fulfilling treaties with Pottawato-
mies (interest): 
To S. H. Crane ........................... .. 
C. H. Grover ......................... .. 
I. W. Patrick ........................... . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
J.H. Woodhouse ...... ............. . 
Fulfilling treaties with Pottawato-
mies of Huron: 
ToM. W.Stevens ........................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By M. \V. Stevens ........................ .. 













To A. S. Barnes & Co .. ....... ........ 12. 00 
Fulfilling treaties with Sacs and 
Foxes of the Mississippi (inter-
est): 
To W. S. Abby, jr ...................... .. 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
A. Agar ........................... .. .... .. 
E. D. Bannister ...................... . 
E. W.Bill .............................. .. 
D. Block .................. ............. .. 
S.B.Brown ........................... .. 
H. L. Butler ........................... .. 
W.H.Black .......................... . 
W.D.Bangs ......................... .. 
F. Barteldes & Co ............... .. 
M. Louise Beveridge ........... .. 
J.W.Bell ............................ .. 
Cheseborough Manufacturing 
Cotnpany ........................... .. 
P. Constam ............................ . 
S.H. Crane ........................... . 
Carlisle Indian School. ........ .. 
W. J. C. Dulaney ................... .. 
Estate of R. M. Crane, de-
ceased ............... ................ .. 
L. M. Hornthal. ...................... . 
T. M. Henderson .................... . 
'.r.G.Hood ............................ .. 
J.J. flinchman ..................... .. 
J. 0. King ............................ .. 
J. S. Kaufman ...................... .. 
H. Lichenstein .................. .... .. 
E. Martin ........................ .. .... .. 
W. Mot-row ............................ . 
M.Neal ................................ .. 
J. E. Nichols .......... .............. .. 
Phillips & ButtorffMannfact-
uring Company .......... .. ..... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Hobbins ........................ .. 
W. H. Schieffelin .................... . 
A. B. Spreckels ...................... .. 
H. C. Slavens ........................ .. 
W. E. Tefft ........................... .. 
Tower Manufacturing Co .. .. .. 
Dr. Smith Townsend ........... .. 
Wall ace Bros ......................... . 
L. Wallace ..... . ...................... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
E. B. Woolworth ................... .. 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... . 
Wire Web Bed Coi:Qpany .... .. 
















































Fulfilling treaties with Sacs and 
Foxes of the Mississippi (inter-
est-Continued. 
Brought forward ............... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. H. Black .............. $4,191.61 
M. Neal ....... ............ 3, 846. 50 
Fulfilling treaties with Sacs and 
Foxes of the Mississippi (annu-
ity): 
To R. F. Handy ......................... .. 
M.Neal. ................................. . 
Fulfilling treaties with Sacs and 
Foxes of Missouri: 
To P. Constam ............................ . 
C. H. Grover ......................... .. 












By I. W. Patrick ........................... 11. 02 
Fulfilling treaties with Seminoles: 
To Seminole Nation .................. .. 
Fulfilling treaties with Senecas 
temployes, etc.): 
To S. A. Bigelow .......................... . 
S.H.Crane ............................ . 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... .. 
S.D. Kim bark ...................... .. 
R . A. Robbins ......................... . 
J. V. Summers ....................... . 













By J. V. Summers............... ........ 91.00 
Fulfilling treaties with Senecas 
(annuity): 
To Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 






By J. V. Summers.......................... 95.71 
Fulfilling treaties with Senecas of 
New York: 
3,064.. 29 
To W. Peacock.. ........ ... ...... .. ....... 11, 902. 50 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. Peacock ...................... ,...... 375.20 
Fulfilling treaties with Shawnees: 
To Cherokee Nation ...... ............. .. 
Fulfilling treaties with Eastern 
Shawnees (annuities): 
To J. V. Summers ...................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
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Fulfilling treaties with Eastern 
Shawnees (employes, etc.): 
To S. A. Bigelo,v ......................... . 
S. H. Crane ............ ............... .. 
A. Flagler ...................... ...... .. 
S.D. Kimbark ...................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
J. V. Summers ...................... .. 
G. V. Smith ........................... .. 
C. Studebaker ... .................... .. 













By J. V. Summers.................. .... .. 46.50 
Fulfilling treaties with Shoshones: 
To D. M. Ferry & Co ................. .. 
J. S. Mayhugh ...................... .. 
J. B. Scott .............................. . 







To W. H. Bingham....................... 136. 00 
=== 
Fulfilling treaties with Sioux, 
Yankton tribe: 
To H. L. Butler .......................... .. 
S. H. Crane .... ........................ . 
J. Dobson .................. .. ...... .... .. 
J. D. Gilmor ......................... .. 
Gray. Fall & Co ................... .. 
W. Granger ........................... .. 
Interior Department ... .. ........ . 
J. F. Kinney ......................... .. 
S. D. Kimbark ..................... .. 
A. Keys ........... . ..................... .. 
Lambert&Bishop Wire Fence 
Company .......................... .. 
Markley, Alling & Co .......... .. 
Parkhurst & \V ilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ................... ... .. 
H. C. Slavens ........................ .. 
M. Stern ................................ . 
G. V. Smith . .................... .... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
I. Wallach ........................... .. 
E. L. Webster ....................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. F. Kinney .......................... . 
Fulfilling treaties with Sisseton. 
Wahpeton,and Santee Sioux,of 
Devil's Lake: 
By J. G. Hamilton...... $38.11 
Fulfilling treaties with Six Nations 
of New York: 
ToT. A. Ashburner ............... .... .. 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
W. '.r. Buckley ...................... .. 
T. Jennings ..................... ..... . 
W. H. Schieffelin .. ............ ..... . 
A. E. Whyland ..................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
;By D. P. Andrews......... $1. 00 


































Fulfilling treaties with Snakes, 
W~l-pah-pe Tribe: 
To J. Emory ............................... . 
Fulfilling treaties with Winneba-
goes: · 
To H. Allen .............................. _.. 
W.T. Buckley ...................... .. 
D. Block ................................ . 
Bay State and Leather Co .... .. 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
S. A. Bigelow ..................... .. 
W. D. Bangs .......................... . 
.Joe Big Bear ......................... .. 
L. Buchannan ............. ........ .. 
.James Black Hawk ............. .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Co ...................................... . 
P. Constarn .... · .. ................... .. 
S. H. Crane ............................. . 
A. Dougan ............................ .. 
C. H. Deere ............................. . 
Davis&Co ............................ .. 
J.P. Dennis ........................... .. 
.J.Dobson ............................... . 
.J. Emerson ........................... .. 
Thunder Egg ........................ .. 
A. Flagler ............................. .. 
.J. Fisher ............................... .. 
Chas. Frenchman ................. .. 
D. M. Ferry & Co .............. ..... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... .. 
.John Grey Hair ................... .. 
U.S. Grant ............................ .. 
Geo. Gray Wolf ..................... .. 
R.F.Handy .......................... .. 
.J . .J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............... ............. .. 
C. Henry ................................ . 
Andrew Johnson ................. .. 
S.D. Kim bark ...................... .. 
.J. S. Ka.ufman ...... - ................ . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ .. 
.J. S. Latimer ........................ .. 
R.Lincoln ............................. . 
H. Lincoln ............................ .. 
D. Lowrie .............................. .. 
Abrahl\m Lincoln .................. . 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
C. S. Mersick .......................... . 
R.Murray ............................ .. 
B. B. Moss .............................. . 
W.Morrow ........................... .. 
A . . Mitchell. .......................... .. 
R.McKee ............................... . 
C. J. Ortmayer ...................... .. 
White Otter ..... .................... .. 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ................... . 
G.Peters ............................... . 
W. F. Pippey ........................ .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
.Joe Prophet .......................... . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................ .. 
J.S.Page .............................. .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
W. Rosenberg ....................... . 
.J. L. Robinson ...................... .. 
E.Rasdell ............................ .. 
James Rice Hill .................... . 
Thomas Rice Hill ................ . 
Young Rogue ........................ . . 
.J. Russell .............................. .. 
W.A.Shaw ......................... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
M. Stern ................................. . 
W. H. ~chieffelin ................... . 
G. V.:3mith ........................... .. 
L. Seasongood ........................ . 
.J.Swin ................................... . 
White Spirit ......................... .. 
M.St.Cyr .............................. . 
Alex. St. Cyr .......................... . 
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1886-'87. 
Fulfilling treaties with Winneba· 
goes-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To John Smith ........................... . 
Big Tree ................................ . 
W.E.Tefft ............................ . 
D. S. Walton ......................... .. 
J.F. Warner .......................... . 
W. H. Wickham .................... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
E. L. Webster ......................... . 
A. E. Why land ....................... . 
White Gull ............................ . 
A. White ................................ . 
Sharp Wing .......................... . 
H. Wilkinson ......................... . 
Capt. White Wood .................. . 
Frank White ............... ........... . 
F. Walker ............................. . 
Wind Walker ......................... . 
John White Water ............... . 
M. M. Warner ....................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Potter.............. $t96. 56 
J. L. Robinson ......... 12,333. 92 























Fulfilling treaties with Kansas (pro· 
ceeds oflands)-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To W. D. Rudy ............................ . 
Riggs & Co ............................ . 
Second National Bank, Xenia, 
Ohio .................................. . 
C. P. Stevens ......................... .. 
S.M. Strickler ........................ . 
Stettaner Bros ....................... . 
C. A. Stone ............................. .. 
F. C. Twombly ....................... .. 
J. R. Telfair ........................... . 
W. Van Marter ............. ......... .. 
J.S. Wead ............................. .. 
W.Wan·en ............................. . 
Fulfilling treaties with Miamies of 
Kansas (proceeds of lands) : 
To G.A.Colton ............................ . 
J. V.'Summera ...................... . 
Fulfilling treaties with Omahas 



















20, 194. 86 To Omaha Indians....................... 712. 26 
Fulfilling treaties with Wyan· 
dottes: 
56,740.76 
To J ·. v; Summers..................... .. . 96.26 
Fulfilling treaties with Yakamas: 
To T. Priestly.............................. ' 
Fulfilling treaties with Cherokees 
(proceeds of land): 
To (Jheroke Nation ................... .. 
524.44 
11,737.07 
Fulfilling treaties with Kansas (pro-=== 
ceeds of lands) : 
ToW. B. Allison ......................... . 
G. M. Amidon ....................... . 
J. T. Armes, ......................... .. 
J. H. Brown .......................... . 
E. Basehor ............................. . 
V. H. Brown .......................... . 
C. B. Brace ............................ . 
R. C. Brant ........................... .. 
L. Bacon ...... ~ ......................... . 
J.D. Bates ............................ .. 
Mary M. and Martha J. Brady 
A. J. Chipman ..................... .. 
Citizens' NationalBank ....... .. 
Curtis and Burdett.. ............. .. 
W. Crutchfield ...................... .. 
J.Erhart ............................... . 
Estate of P. McLauj!"hlin ....... . 
Estate ofR. Campbell .......... . 
Estate of G. W. Ewing .......... .. 
Estate of E. Chaffin ................ . 
A. S. French ........................... . 
First National Bank, Xenia, 
Ohio ................................... . 
E. Goddard ............................ . 
G. H. Hill .............................. .. 
J. Higinbotham ..................... .. 
F. W. Holland ....................... . 
Sarah E. Holden ................... .. 
Lawrence & Co ...................... . 
J. T. Martin ........................... . 
W.McCoy ............................ .. 
H. D. Mirich .......................... .. 
R.Munger ............................ .. 
H. B. Mci{ean ....................... .. 
E. C. Morse ............................ .. 
S. V. Niles .............................. .. 
Northrup & Childs, Kansas 
City ................................... .. 
J.O.Byrne ............................ .. 
R.T.Paine ............................. . 








































Fulfilling treaties with Otoes and 
Missourias (proceeds of lands): 
To Otoe and Missouria Indians ... 
Fulfilling treaties with Pawnees 
(proceeds of lands): 
4, 770.20 
To Pawnee Indians..................... 176,911.61 
Fulfilling treaties with Sacs and 
Foxes of the Missouri (proceeds 
oflands): 
To W.S.Abbey,jr ...................... .. 
W.T.Buckly ......................... . 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
I. G. Baker ............................ .. 
D. Block ................................ . 
E.W.Bill ............................. .. 
H. L. Butler ........... ................. . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
C. L. Bernheim ....................... . 
H. Bernheim .................... . ..... . 
W.D.Bangs ......................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow .................. ,-.... .. 
E. H. Conklin ......................... . 
Carlisle Indian School ......... .. 
C. C. Cluff ............................... . 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
H. Corn ................................. . 
M.Doyle ............................... .. 
.T. Earley ........................... ..... . 
A. Flagler ............................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... . 
C. H. Grover .......................... . 
L. M. Hornthal. ..................... .. 
J. J. Hinman .......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
T. M. Henderson ................. .. .. 
T.G.Hood ............................. . 
Interior Department ............ .. 
J.O.King ............................. . 
S.D. I{imbark ....................... . 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
H. Lishenstein ....................... . 
J. S. Latimer ........................ .. 
Lambert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ........................... .. 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
J. R. Michael. ......................... . 
E. Martin ............................... . 
S.Moses ................................ . 
R.l\Iurray ............................ .. 
J. E. Nichols .......................... . 
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188G-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Fulftlling treaties with Sacs and 
Foxes of the Missouri (proceeds 
of lands)-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To B.B.Neal .............................. .. 
E. Naumburg ........................ .. 
I. W. Patrick ......................... .. 
J.S.Page ............................... . 
W. F. Pippey ....................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
J.W.Rife ............................... . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
J. St. John ............................. . 
A. B. Skinner ..................... .. 
W.H.Smith .......................... . 
A. B. Spreckles ..................... .. 
G. V. Sn1ith .......................... .. 
S. Shillito ............................... . 
H. C. Slavens ........................ .. 
W.E.Tefft ........................... .. 
Thurber, Whyland & Co ....... . 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
L. 'Vallace ........................... .. 
E. B. Woolworth .................... . 
Wall ace Brothers ................. . 
I. Wallach ............................. . 
S.Weill ................................. . 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Grover ...... ...... $21. 26 
I. W. Patrick............ 12.75 
Proceeds of Sioux Reservation in 
Minnesota and I >akota: 
To T. A. Ashburner ..................... . 
H. Allen ................................ .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
H. Bernheim .......................... . 
J.Bannerman ........................ . 
'3.B.Brown ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ........................ .. 
D. Block ................................ .. 
W.D.Bangs ......................... .. 
J. H. Benson ......................... .. 
.J. W. Cramsie ......................... . 
A. P. Connell ......................... .. 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
C. H. Castle ........................... .. 
P. Constam ............................ .. 
'1'. Crawford .......................... . 
J.Dobson .......................... ..... . 
S.B.Foot .............................. .. 
!.Green ................................. .. 
J.D. Gilmor ...... ; .................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................. ..... . 
C. Hill ................................... .. 
W. B. Jordan .......................... . 
J.D. Jenkins ........................ .. 
S.D. Kimbark ........................ . 
J. S. Kaufman ......................... . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ .. 
A.Kyes ................................. .. 
Lambert & Bishop Wire 
Fence Company ................ .. 
R.Murray ............................ .. 
C. S. Mersick ..................... .... .. 
S.Moses ................................ .. 
C. G. Ortmayer ...................... . 
C. H. Pinkham,jr ................... . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................. .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
W. Rosenberg ................. ...... .. 
Mrs. William G. Rose ............. . 
H. C. Slavens .......................... . 
M.Stern ................................ . 






































































Carried fonvard............... 19, 226.67 
Proceeds of Sioux Reservation in 
Minnesota and Dakota-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To G. V. Smith ............................ .. 
C. Studebaker ......................... . 
L. Seasongood ....................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
,V. H. Smith ......................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.G.I-Iamilton ...................... .. 
Civilization fund: 
By W. Bagley .............. .. 
Interior Department 





Interest due Cherokees on bonds 
sold to Ossages: 
To Cherokee Nation .................. .. 
Interest on Cherokee asylum fund: 
To Cherekee Nation ................... .. 
Interest on Cherokee national fund: 
To Cherokee Nation ................. .. 
Interest on Cherokeo orphan fund: 
To CherokeeNation ................... .. 
Interest on Cherokee school fund: 
To Cherokee Nation ................... . 
Interest on Chickasaw national 
fund: 
To Chickasaw Nation ............... .. 
Choctaw general fund: 
ToR. L. Owen ........................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By R. L. Owen ............................ . 
Interest on Choctaw general fund: 
To Choctaw Nation ................. .. 






















To Choctaw Nation...................... 80.40 
Interest on Choctaw school fund: 
To Choctaw Nation ................... .. 
Interest on Chippewa and Christian 
Indian fund: 
To C. H. Grover ......................... .. 
I. W. Patrick ........................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By I. W. Patrick ........................ .. 







By R. L. Owen.................... .. ....... 83. 65 
Interest on Creek orphan fund: 
By J. Q. Tufts............... $11.57 
R. L. Owen.............. 374. 27 
38Fi.84 
Interest on Delaware general fund: 
To R. L. Owen ........................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Interest on Iowa fund: _ I 
To C. H. Grover........................... $5. 891. 90 ,. 
M. Neal. ........•......................... __ 4_, 791. 95 
10.683.851 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Grover ........... $25. 60 I 
M. Neal.................... 54. 80 
I. W. Patrick........... 15.02 
95.42 
Interest on Kansas school fund: 
10:588. 431! 
To H.Adams,jr........................... 45.00 
W. S. Abbey, jr ....................... 12.87 
H. Allen ...... ...... ...... ..... . .. ....... 19. 79 
E. W. Bill.............................. 4.95 
H. L. Butler.................... ...... 6. 00 
Bay State Shoe a.nd Leather 
Co ...................................... .. 
C. TJ. Bernham ..................... .. 
J. Bannerman ....................... .. 
S. B. Brown ............................ . 
W. D. Bangs .......................... . 
J. I. David ............................. . 
J. Early ................................. .. 
S. W. Fay ............................. .. 
A, Flagler .............................. .. 
P. Hanlenbeck ...................... .. 
L. l\'I. Hoenthal. .................... .. 
R.F.Handy ........................... . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ............... .. 
T. G. Hood ............................. . 
J. 0. King .............................. . 
J. S. Kaufman ................ ; ..... .. 
G. T. Lane ............................ .. 
J. R. Michael. ......................... . 
E. Martin ............................... . 
J.D. Nordlinger ................... .. 
J. E. Nichols .......................... . 
J.S. Page ............................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ......... .. 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
J. W. Rife .............................. . 
W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. .. 
A. B. Skinner ........................ . 
A. B. Spreckels ..................... .. 
S. Shillito ............................... . 
C. H. Searing ......................... . 
W.E. Tefft ............................ . 
John Van Range Company ... .. 
A.E. Whyland ...................... .. 
Wallaee Bros ......................... .. 
L. Wallace ............................ .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
E. E. White ........................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By F. Hoover................. $52.64 












































Interest on Kaskaskias, Peorias, 
w·eas, and Piankeshaws fund: 
To Edith Abner .......................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. . 
J. V. Summers ...................... . 
W. H. Wickham .................. .. 
A. E. 'Vhyland .................... .. 
J. Wadsworth ....................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 











Kaskaskias, Peorias, Weas, and 
Piankeshaws school fund: 
To Edith Abner .......................... . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By J. V. Summers ...................... . 
Excess of repayment ...... .. 
Interest on Kaskaskias, Peorias, 
Weas, and Piankeshaws school 
fund: 
To H. Allen ................................ .. 
J. V. Summers ..................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. V. Summers ..................... .. 
Kickapoo general :fund: 
To if-~~e~!t~l!::::::::::::::::::::::.·.:·: .. : 
M-Ke-you ............................. .. 
N-she-Kash-a-se .................. .. 
P-Den-Wah ........................... .. 
Interest on Kickapoo general fund: -== 
To J.Cadue ................................. . 
. ;~r:~~~~l~-~~~·~·::::::·::·:··:·::·:·::·::·:·::: 
P-Den-Wah ............................ . 
C. H. Grover .................. , ...... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. H. Grover............ $3. 54 
I. W. Patrick............ 3. 52 
Interest on L'Anse and Vieux de 
Sert, Chippewa fund: 
To rB':s!\~~~-~0~::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Deduct repayment: 










Interest on Menomonee fund: 
To S. L. Avery ............................ .. 
H. Allen ................................ . 
D. Block ................................. . 
S. A. Bigelow .......................... , 
W.D.Bangs ........................... . 
Mah Chickeny ...................... .. 
Chesebroug h Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
S.H. Crane ............................ .. 
C. H. Castle ........................... .. 
C.H. Deere ............................ . 
J.Earley ............................... .. 
D.M.Ferry & Co ................... . 
A. Flagler ............................. .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ..................... . 
R.F.Handy .......................... .. 
T.Jennings ........................... . 
S.D. Kim bark ....................... . 
Milwaukee insane asylum .... . 
R.Murray ............................ .. 
C. S. Mersick .......................... . 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ................. .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
G.Peters ............................... .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ . 
W. H. Shieffelin .................... . 
G.V.Smith ...... ..................... .. 
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Interest on Menomonee fund-
Continued. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
To :St.Louis Shovel Company ..... . 
lH. C. G. Witte ........................ . 
W.H. Wickham ................... .. 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
J.H. Woodhouse .................... . 
Deduct repayment: 











Interest on Osage school fund-
Continued. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
To G. I-I. Clark ............................ . 
P. Constam ............................ . 
C. C. Clutl:" ............................. .. 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
C. H. Deere ............................ . 
W .. T. C. Dulaney .................. .. 
J. Earley .............................. . 
S. W. Fay ............................. .. 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
J.S.Gilmor ........................... .. 
J.D.Gilmor .......................... . 
=== L. M. Hornthal. ..................... .. 
Omaha fund: 
To Omaha Indians ...................... .. 
Inte1·est on Osage fund: 
To H. Adams,jr ......................... . 
F. D. Austin ......................... .. 
P. H. Bridenbaugh ................• 
W. D. Bang·s ........ .................. . 
Bureau of Catholic Indian 
missions ............................ .. 
F. Bartel des & Co .... .............. . 
(Jhesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
S. H. Crane ........................... .. 
J. I. David ............................ . 
A. Flagler .............................. . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... . 
T. G. Hood ......• ..................... 
J. M. Hiatt ............. , ............... . 
Interior Department ........... .. . 
T. Lehey ......... ..................... . 
Lambert & Bishop Wire Fence 
E.c~~~~i~.~.:::::::::::::::::::·:.·.::::::: 
L. J. Miles ............................. . 
W. Morrow ........................... . 
*·~-o:tit~:~~~::::::::::::.:::::::::: 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
J. L. Robinson ...................... .. 
H. C. Slavens ......................... . 
G. H. Searing ......................... . 
John Van Range Company .. . 
White's Iowa Manual Labor 
Institute ............................. . 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
E. L. Webster ....................... . 
Wab-sheh-the-she- me-is- a-
he ........................................ . 
E. E. White ............ , .............. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. I. David ............... $497. 70 
J. L. Robinson ......... 5,026. 75 
Interest on Osage school fund: 
To W.S.Abbey,jr ...................... .. 
H. Allen ................................ . 
A. Agar ............................... .,, 
T. A. Ashburner ..................... . 
:. ~: :~f~~~~::::::::::::::::.:::::::: 
A. S. Barnes & Co ................... . 
S.B.Brown ........................... . 
H. L. Butler .......................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
0. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
D. Block ................................ . 
H. Corn ................................ .. 
E. J. Chaffee ........................ .. 
E. H. Conklin ........................ . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ........ .. 























































T. M. Henderson .................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
J. J. Hinman ... , ..................... . 
Hartford Woven Wire Mat-
tress Company .................... . 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
~: ~: ~J~b;:;k·:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
fi1~~~~:i~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
G. R.Lockwood ................... .. 
J. R. Michael ......................... . 
C. S. Mersick ........................ .. 
R. Murray ............................. . 
~: ~: ~i~~~i~~~~~::::::::::::.::::::::: 
B. B. Neal.. ............................ . 
E. Naumburg ........................ . 
J.S.Pag·e .............................. .. 
R. A. H.obbins ......................... . 
W. Rosen berg ............... ........ . 
J. W.Rife .............................. . 
J. St.John ............................. . 
W.A.Shaw ............................ . 
A. B. Skinner ......................... . 
W. H. Schiefl"elin ................. .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
S. Shillito .............................. .. 
W.H.Smith ........................ .. 
M.Stern .............................. .. 
A. B. Spreckels ..................... .. 
W.E.Tetl't ............................. . 
Thurber, Whyland & Co ....... . 
Tower Manufacturiug Co ..... . 
A. E. Whyland ....................... . 
Wallace Brothers ................. . 
L. Wallace ............................. . 
E. B. Wool worth .................. .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
W.H. Vi'ickham .................... . 
E. E. White ............................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By Interi0r Department·$2,433.39 
L. J. Miles................. 62.30 
Interest on Otoe and Missouria 
fund: 
To T.A..Ashburner ..................... . 
S.A. Bigelow ........................ . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... . 
J. Bannerman ....................... .. 
S.B.Brown ......................... ... . 
G. H. Barbour ......................... . 
W.D.Bangs ........................... . 
G. H. Clark ............................ .. 
C.C.Clutf .............................. .. 
S.H. Crane ............................ . 
E. H. Conklin ......................... . 
J.Dobson ............................... . 
A. Flagler ............................... . 
Gray,lJ~a i l &Co ..................... . 
T.G. Hood ....... ., ................... . 
J.O.King ............................. . 
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1SS6-'S7. 
Interest on Otoe and Missouria 
fund-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... . 
To S.D. Kim bark ...................... .. 
J. S. Kaufman ........................ . 
J. S. Litimer .......................... . 
L. Loenthal & Co .................. . 
Lambert &Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ........................... . 
R.Murray ............................. . 
W.Morrow ........................... . 
Min-ka-ha ........... ................... . 
B.B.Neal .............................. . 
Na-pe-ing-a ............................ . 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
W.C.Oburn ......................... . 
C. G. Ortma.yer ...................... . 
J.S.Page ............................... . 
G. Peters .............................. . 
Phillips &Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................. . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ......... . 
Punch-a-dow-a ..................... . 
J. W.Rife ............................... . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
H. C. Slavens .......................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
M.Stern ................................ . 
A. B. Spreckels ....................... . 
G.W.Smith ............................ . 
C. H. Searing .......................... . 
'\V.Shadlow ............................ . 
F.Shadlow ............................. . 
"\V. E. Tefft ............................. . 
I. Wallach ............................ . . 
J. H. Woodhouse .................... . 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
E.L. Webster ......................... . 
A. E. Why land ...................... .. 
War-too-gee .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. C. Osborne ........... $22S. 31 
F. P. Schift'baaer ...... 5. 50 
Interest on Ponca fund: 
To C.Hill ..................................... . 
E. C. Osborne ........................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. HilL.................... $0.03 
E. C. Osborne........... 4. 40 
Interest on Pottawatomie educa-
tional fund: 
To H. Ada1ns, jr .......................... . 
W. S. Abbey, jr ....................... . 
H. Allen ................................. . 
A. Agar ................................. .. 
W. 'l'. Buckley ..................... .. 
E. W.Bill ............................ . 
1:.<t.B:~t1~~·::: ::::::.:::::::::::::::::. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Co ........................................ . 
S. B. Brown ........................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
H. Bernheim ........................ .. 
D. Block .............................. .. 
W. D. Bangs .......................... . 
H. Corn ................................ . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing· 
Company ........................... .. 
E. H. Conklin ....................... . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ......... . 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 



































































Interest on Pottawatomic educa-
tional fund-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... . 
To S. H. Crane ............................ . 
C. C. Cluff' ............................. . 
A. Dougan ............................ .. 
M.Doyle ................................ . 
W. J. C. Dulaney ................... . 
C. H. Deere ........................... . 
J. Earley ............................... . 
A. Flagler ............................ . 
J. D. Gilmor .......................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ...................... . 
C. H. Grover ......................... . 
L. M. Hornthal.. .................... . 
'.r. M. Henderson ................... . 
J. J. Hincbrr.an ..................... . 
J. J. Hinman ......................... . 
Hampton Non;nal and Agri-
cultural Institute ................ . 
Hartford Woven Wire Mat-' 
tress Co ............................... . 
T.G.Hood ............................. . 
J. 0. King ............................ .. 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
H. Lichtenstein .................... . 
J. S. Latimer ......................... . 
Lambert and Bishop 'Wire 
Fence Co ............................. . 
P. M. Millspaugh ................... . 
S. Moses ............................... .. 
E. Martin ............................... . 
R. Murray ............................. . 
W.Morrow ............................ . 
B. B. Neal. .............................. . 
E.Naumburg ......................... . 
I. W. Patrick ......................... . 
J.S.l'age ............................... . 
C. H. r'inkham, jr ................. . 
G. Peters ................................ . 
W.F.Pippy ......................... .. 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
J.W.Rife ............................... . 
H. C. Slavens ......................... . 
W.A.Sha·w ............. .. ............. . 
W. H. Schiefl'elin .................. .. 
A. B. Skinner ......................... . 
J.St.John ............................ . 
W. H. Smith ......................... .. 
S. Shi !lito .............................. . 
C. H. Searing ......... ................ . 
W.E.Tefft ............................. . 
Thurber, Whyland ................ . 
'.rower Manufact.uring Co .... .. 
John Van Range Company .. . 
A. E. Why land ...................... . 
M.C.G. Witte ......................... . 
L. Wallace ............................. . 
Wallace Bros ......................... . 
E. B. Woolworth .................. . 
I. Wallach ............................ .. 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
S. Weill. ................................ . 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. H. Grover............ $0.13 
Interior Department 13. 51 
I. W. Patrick............ 1. 75 
Interest on Pottawatomie educa-
tional fund transfer account: 
By Interior Department $48. 69 
Interest on Pottawatomie geneml 
fund: · 




























































P. Constarn............................. 6.62 
J. S. Gilmor............ ............... 54.00 
Carried forward .............. . . 85.67 
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Interest on Pottawatomie general 
fund-Continued. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
To C. H. Grover ......................... .. 
P. lVI. Millspaugh ................... . 
I. W. Patrick ......................... .. 
R. A. Robbins ...................... .. 
J. St, John ............................. .. 
H. C. Slaven, ......................... .. 
M. B. Sn1yth ......................... .. 












By I. W. Patrick........................... 8.58 
Interest on Pottawatomie m i 11 s 
fund: 
To S. H. Crane ............................. . 
A. Caldwell. .......................... . 
C. H. Deere ........................... .. 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... .. 
C. H, Grover ......................... .. 
Kelly, Maus & Co ................ .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
R. A. Robbins ....................... .. 
G. V. Smith ............................ . 
J. H. Woodhouse ....... .. 
Deductrepayment: 
By I. W. Patrick ....................... .. 
Interest on Sac and Fox of the Mis-
sissippi fund: 
ToM. Neal .................................. . 
Interest on Seneca fund: 
To J. V. Summers ....................... . 
Deduct repayment: 





















Interest on Seneca fund-Tona-
wandafund: 
To W. Peacock ........................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. Peacock ........................... .. 
Interest on Seneca and Shawnee 
fund: 
To J. V. Summers ...................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. V.Summers ....................... . 







ToJ. V. Summers ...... ; ................. = 680.94 
Interest on Ute five per cent. fund: 
To T.A.Byrnes ......................... .. 
A.Flager ............................. .. 
F.R.Moore ........................... .. 
C. Pearson .............................. . 
T. J. Schofield ...................... .. 
C. F. Stott'steimer ................... . 
H. Schiffer ............................ .. 
H. C. Slavens ......................... .. 
E.E.White ........................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. A. Byrnes............ $265.00 
E. L. Carson ... ......... 10. 00 
E. E. White ........... .. 42. 00 
Interest on the four per cent. fund: 
To T. A. Byrnes .......................... .. 
George Dresser ...................... . 
W. J. Davis . .......................... . 
W. I. Davis ........................... . 
Eleanor L. Eaton ................. .. 
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Eskridge .. 
Maggie Gordon .................. .. 
Arivilla D. Meeker ................ .. 
Sarah 1\I. Post ...................... .. 
Sophronia E. Ramm .............. . 
J. J. Robertson ..................... .. 
G. L. Shepherd ..................... .. 
C. F. Stollsteimer .................. . 
T. 'l'hompson ......................... . 
E, E. White ........................... .. 
Fannie A. Weeks .................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. L. Carson............ $6. 23 
C. F. Stollsteimer ..... 354. 00 
E. E. White.............. 101.09 
Payment to North Carolina Chero-
kees: 
ToJ. Axe ..................................... . 
J. Blythe .................. ............. .. 
J. D. Cogdill ......................... .. 
W.Davis ................................ . 
B. C. llobbs ........................... . 
W.McLeymore .................... .. 
Jim 0. Cumma ..................... .. 
D. Owl. ................................ . .. 
N. G. Phillips (or Green Phil-
lips) .................................... .. 
R.B.Smith ............................. . 
H. Smith ................................ . 
R. H. She rill.. ......................... .. 
J.Sneed .................................. . 

















































Interest o,n Stockbridge consoli-
dated fund: By J. Pool.......................... ......... 50. 00 
ToT. Jennings ............................ . 
A. !v.[iller ................................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. Jennings ......................... .. 
Umatilla school fund: 
To B. Coffey ............................... .. 
Deduct repayment : 









Incidentals in Arizona, 1887 : 
To C. F. Ashley ............................ . 
W.D.Bangs .......................... .. 
G. W. Busey: ......................... .. 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................... . 
E. A, Howard ........................ .. 
S .. D. Kim bark ....................... . 
Louis (Indian) ...................... .. 
F. E. Pierce ............................ . 
R. A. Robins ........................ .. 
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Incidentals in Arizona,1887-Cont'd 
Brought forward .......... . 
'l'o Southern Pacific R. R. Co. of 
Arizona .............................. . 
I. Williams ............................. . 
A. E. Why land •.•••...•............... 
Deduct repaylnent: 
By C.F.Ashley ............................ . 
Incidentals in Arizona, 1887-em-
ployes: 
To C. F. Ashley ............................ . 
E. A. Ho,vard ......................... . 
Incidentals in Arizona-support 
and civilization, 1887: 
To it ~·1~~~~~~:::::·::::.· ·::::::::::::::: 
8: i: ~=~~~·i·;;;.·::::::::::::::::::::::. 
G. F. Blake Manufacturing Co 
D. Block ................................ . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
~: ~~~~~~~:n ... ::·::::.:·::::.·.·:.::::·::: 
D.Balsz .................................. . 
H. Bernheim .......................... . 
H. L. Butlet· ........................... . 
G. H. Clark ............................. . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ......... . 
P. Cornstam .•..•...................... 
lVI. Doyle ................................ . 
C. H. Deere ............................. . 
A. Flagler ............................... . 
J. S. Gilmore .......................... . 
~: !': ~~~v~d·::::::::::.:·:::::::.::::·.: 
J. J. Hinman .......................... . 
S.D. Kim bark ........................ . 
~.~: ~~~~~:!~:~::::.:·::::::.::·.::·::: 
C. S.Mersick ......................... .. 
R.Murray ............................. . 
fJ.li>~!~~~~~~:!.~::::::::::::::::::: 
R. A. Robbins ........................ . 
W. H. Schieft"elin .................... . 
W.A.Shaw ........................... . 
St. Louis Shovel Company ... .. 
C. B. Stone .............................. . 
W.E.Tefft .............................. . 
J. H. Woodhouse .................... . 
I. Wallach .............................. . 
. '.:.·l\fe~~~:.~:::::::::::::::: :::::: 
A. E. Why land ........................ . 
A.Weyl.. ................................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. F. Ashley............. $105.43 
Appropriation ac-
count..................... 14. 80 
Incidental expenses Indian service, 
Arizona, 1886: 
To C. F. Ashley .......................... . 
H. Anderson ..........••............... 
C. D. Ford ............................• 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co ..... . 
































































Brought forward ................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. F. Ashley............ $103.56 
Intel'iorDepartment 107.00 
R. G. Wheeler ,........ 14. 30 
224.86 
135.42 




P. P. Wilcox............ 6!1. 00 
66.60 
Incidental expenses Indian service, 
Arizona, 1883 and prior years : 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Incidental expenses Indian service, 
Arizona, 1884 and prior years : 
By P. P. Wilcox............ $0.50 
Incidental expenses Indian service, 
Arizona, 1884 and prior years 
(transfer account) : 
By Interior Department $350. 53 
Incidentals, California eml)loyes, 
1887: 
To C. G. Belknap ...................... .. 
W. E. Dougherty .................. .. 
J.S. Ward ............................ .. 
T. F. Willsey ......................... .. 












By T. F. Willsey........................... 537.97 
-----
Incidentals, California, including 
support and civilization, 1887: 
To L. Altschul. ........................... .. 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
A. Agar .................................. . 
T. A. Ashburner ................... .. 
G.W.Arms ........................... .. 
C. G. Belknap ...................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
S.B.Brown ........................... .. 
E.W.Bill .............................. .. 
L. L.Baker ........................... .. 
O.J.Backus ......................... .. 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
W.D.Bangs ......................... .. 
I.H.Cot·y .................... .......... .. 
E. H. Conklin ...................... .. 
A. P. Connell ........................ .. 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
Chesebrough . Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
A. Caldwell .......................... . 
S.H.Crane ........................... .. 
W.Davis ............................... . 
F. Dalton ....... : . . ................. .. 
A.Dougam ........................... . 
W. E. Dougherty .................. .. 
J. Dobson ............................. . 
W.Faun; ................................ . 
~·.:: ~ir~:~.:::::::::::::::.::::::::: 
H.J.Hart ............................... . 
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Incidentals, California, including 
support and civilization, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To W. B. Hunt ........................... .. 
L. M. Hornthal ...................... . 
W.Haas .................. ............. .. 
R. F . Handy .......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman .................... .. 
J. F. Harrison ....................... . 
G. T. Hawley ........................ . 
T. M. Henderson ................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
T. B. Henley ....... ; .................. . 
\V.A.Jones ............................ . 
J.O.King ........................... ., 
J. S.Kaufman ......... .............. . 
Max Morgenthan ................ .. 
C. Main ................................ .. 
J. F. Merrill .......................... .. 
J. R. Michael ......................... . 
W. \V. Montague ................. . 
A. C. Nichols . ........ ...... . ...... . 
A. B. Patrick .......................... . 
W. F. Pippey ....................... . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ................... .... . 
J.W.Rife ........................ ..... . 
L. Seasongood ....................... . 
R. W. Simpson ..................... .. 
M.Stern .......................... ; ..... . 
S. Shillito ......... ................. ..... . 
W. H. Scheiffelin .. ................. . 
W.E.Tefft ............................ . 
J.S. Ward ......... ....... ......... .... . 
T. F. Willsey ............. ... ......... . 
I. Wallach ......... . ................... . 
W. F. Whittier ....................... . 
W.J.Wiley ............ .... ............ . 
W. H. Wickham .................. .. 
A. E. Whyland ...... ................. . 
C.M.Yates ........ .................... . 











































By T. F. Willsey............ ............... 47.24 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in California, 1886: 
To J. N. Andrews ...................... .. 
T.Bair ................................ .. 
C . M. Brown ......................... .. 
W. Gibson ............................ .. 
S. B. Larimer ........................ .. 
A. OdelL ............................... .. 
P. G. Tuttle ............ ............... .. 
J. S. Ward ............................ .. 
Deduct repayments : 
By J. N. Andrews......... $12.30 
C. G. Belknap.......... 24. 89 
Interior Department . 62 
P. H. Ray............... 66.52 
T. F. Willsey............ 101. 44 
J.S. Ward................. 166.76 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Califomia, 1'885 : 
To C. M. Brown ........................... . 
J. W. Hannah ....................... . .. 
S. B. Larimer ......................... . 
C. Porter ............................... .. 
L. C. Salisbury ....................... . 
P. G. Tuttle ............................ . 





















Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in California, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To J. L. Burchard ..................... .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Incidentals, Colorado, 1887: 
To C. F. 8tollsteimer ................ . 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Colorado, 1886: 
By Interior Department $126.45 
C. F. Stollsteimer...... 227.54 
353.99 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Colorado, 1885: 
To Interior Department ............. . 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Colorado, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Kansas Pacific R. R Co ....... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
Incidentals, Dakota, 1887: 
'I'o \ V. \V. Anderson .................. . 
J. 1\L B ell .................... ........ .. 
J. W. Cramsie ............. .. ....... .. 
Freemont. Elkhorn, and Mis· 
souri Valley R. R. ............. .. 
A. J. Gifford ......................... .. 
J. Green ................................ . 
H. D. Gallagher .................... . 
J. D. Jenkins ....................... .. 
J. F. Kenney ................... . .... .. 
Lamberson, Furman & Co ..... . 
J. McLaughlin ...................... .. 
9· E. McChe~ne:y,. ................. .. 
Markley, Allmg ~ Co ............ . 
J. W. Queen & Co ................ .. 
R. A. Robbins ...................... .. 
L. F. Spencer ......................... . 
J. G. Wright ......................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. M. Ball . .... ........... $106. 20 
H. D. Gallagher...... 98.78 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Dakota, 1886 : 
ToW. W. Anderson ................ . 
J. M. Bell .............................. . 
L. J . Herbison ..................... . 
Hayden Brothers .................. . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By W. W. Anderson ..... $46. 90 
J. M. Bell................. 94.00 
J. W. Cramsie......... 57.25 
I. Green.......... ......... 73. 65 
A. J. Gifford............ 65. 96 
Interior Depart-
ment ................... .. 
J. F. Kinney .......... .. 
U. E. McChesney .... . 
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Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Dakota, 1885: 
By J. F. Kinney ........... $4.22 
J. McLaughlin......... 24. 00 
28.22 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Dakota, 1885 (transfer ac-
count): 
By Interior Department $0. 80 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Dakota, 1-84 and prior years: 
By W. E. Dougherty..... $0.75 
J. McLaughlin ......... 12.63 
J. G. Wright............ 2. 37 
15.75 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Dakota, 1884 and prior years 
(transfer account) : 
By J. W. Cramsie........ ..• $0. 25 
== 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Dakota, 1883 and prior years: 
ToT. C. Power ...... .................... . 
Sioux City andPacificR.R.Co. 






BySiouxCityandPacificR. R. Co. 82.86 
Incidentals, Idaho, 18~7: 
To Baird Brothers ...................... . 
H. L. Doolittle ..................... .. 
P. Gallagher .......................... . 
Markley, Alling & Ce ......... . 
G. W. Norris ................. .-........ . 
Mrs. R. Saux & Co ................. . 
Union PacifieR. R. Co ........... . 
R. Woodbridge ..................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By Interior Department $29. 15 
R. Woodbridge........ 9. 35 
Incidental expenses Indian service 
in Idaho, !886: 
To Baird Brothers ....................... . 
A.L.Cook .................. ........... . 
Interior Department ............. . 
Mrs. R. Saux & Co ......... ........ . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By P. Gallagher ............ $184. 75 
Interior Dep.tment 18.00 
R. Woodbridge .. ...... 209. 21 
Incidental expenses Indian service 





















To Interior Department .............. 18. 00 
Deduct from repayment: 
By Interior Department ........ ...... 570.00 
Excess of repayment ......... .. 
Incidental expenses Indian service 
in Idaho, l883andprior years: 
552.00 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co.......... 188.18 
Union Pacific R. R. Co. ... ...... 618. 55 
806.73 
Incidentals. Montana, 1887: 
ToM. D. Baldwin ...................... .. 
D.O.Co,ven ......... ................. . 
C.Fded ............................ .. . .. 
E. C. Fields ........................... .. 
S. L. Gibson ........................ .. 
A.Kyes ...... .......................... . 
Leighton, Jordan & Hender-
son .................................... .. 
P.Ronan ............................. .. 
R. L. Upshaw ....................... .. 
H. E. Williamson ................. .. 
H.R.West .................... ... . ..... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By D. 0. Cowen ... ......... $0. 25 
S. L. Gibson .... .. ...... nOO. 00 
Incidental expenses Indian service 




To C. Clark.................................. 69.00 
H. R.West.............................. 79.50 
Deduct from repayments: 
By R. A. Allen .... . . ... . ..... $64. 00 
H. J. Armstrong...... 16.70 
Interior Depart-
ment .................... . 
W. L. Lincoln ......... . 
P.Ronan .. .. .. .......... . 
R.L. Upshaw .......... . 






Excess of repayments ...... 
Incidental expenses Indian serv-




To H. J. Armstrong .................. ... 15. 50 
B. Parker................................ 72. 00 
87.50 
Deduct from repayment: 
By Interior Department............... 97.70 
Excess of repayment........... 10. 20 
Incidental expenses Indian serv-
ice in Montana, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... .. 
C. Williams ........................ , ... . 
Incidental expenses Indian serY-
ice in Montana, 1884 and prior 
years (transfer account). 
To Interior Department ............. . 
W. L. Lincoln ...................... .. 
Incidental expenses Indian serv-
ice in Montana, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By Interior Depart• 
ment..................... $357.50 
W. L. Lincoln,.......... 144. 01 
501.51 
Incidentals, Nevada, 1887: 
To Mrs. G. H. Brewer ................. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
W. D. C. Gibson ..................... .. 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. . 
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Incidentals, Nevada, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
To J. S. Mayhugh ....................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 






Incidentals, Nevada employes,=== I 
1887: 
To W. D. C. Gibson ....................... _ 5, 99~. 91 
Incidentals, Nevada. support and I 
civilization, 1887: 
To H. 0. Armour,.......................... 344. 50 I 
W. S. Abbey, Jr....................... 42.90 
H. Allen .. .... ...... ... ...... . .. ....... 10. 45 
T. A. Ashburner .............. ...... 62.59 J 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company............................. 333.75 : 
H. L. Butler............................. 23.51 I 
~-~!~0h~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~: ~~ J 
D. Block................................. 10. 50 j 
S. A. Bigelow .. ....... .... ............. 4. 13 ., 
Mrs. G. H. Brewer .............. .... 60. 00 
J. Bannerman........................ 48.60 
W. D. Bangs........................... 5. 65 
C. L. Bernheim....................... 49. 30 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
G.H.Ciark ............................ . 
E. H. Conklin ........................ .. 
A. P. Connell ........................ .. 
S.R.Crane ............................. . 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
J.Dobson .............................. . 
C.H.Deere ........................... .. 
A. Dougan ............................ .. 
W. D. C. Gibson ...................... . 
A. Flagler .............................. .. 
J.D. Gilmer ........................... .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... .. 
P. J-fanlenbeck ...................... .. 
T. G.Hood ............................. . 
J. J. Hinman ........................ .. 
J. J. Reisman ......................... . 
Hampton Institute ............... .. 
' Hawley Hro's. Hardware Co .. 
J. 0. King ............................. . 
S. D. Kimbark ..................... .. 
Lfl,mbert & Bi~hop Wire Fence 
Co ....................................... .. 
S.l\lloses ............................... .. 
C. S. Mersick ......................... .. 
R.l\Iurray .............................. . 
W.Morrow ........................... .. 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ........................... .. 
J.D. Nordlinger .................... . 
C. G.Ortmayer ...................... .. 
C.H.Pinkham, jr ................. . 
Phillips &Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................ . 
Parkhurst& Wilkinson ....... .. 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
W.A.Shaw ........................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin ............... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
G.V. Sn1ith ........................ : .... . 
C. Studebaker ...................... .. 
C.B.Stone ............................. .. 
"'\V. E. Tefft ............................ .. 
A. E. Whyland ..................... .. 
I. Wallach ........................... .. 
D. S. Walton .......................... . 
A. VVeyl. ............................... .. 
M. C. G. Witte ...................... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse .................... . 
• W. H. Wickham ................... .. 


















































Incidental expenses, Indian serv-
ice in Nevada, 1886: 
To G. H. Brewer .......................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Interior Department ............ .. 
W. F. Rose ............................. . 
J. B. Scott ............................. . 
War Department ................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. D. C. Gibson........ $252. 87 
J. S. Mayhugh......... 289.15 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Nevada, 1885. -
To Central Pacific Railroad Co ... 
!>educt from repayments: 
By E. C. Ellet .. ....... ...... $96. 20 
W. D. C. Gibson .. ..... 5. 00 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Nevada, 1883and prior yearo: 
To Kansas Pacific Railroad Co .. . 

















Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Nevada, 1884 and prior yea1·s, 
transfer account : 
To Interior Department.............. 18. 74 
Incidentals, New Mexico, including 
employes, supplies, and civiliza-
tion, 1887: 
To A. Agar .................................. . 
T. A. Ashburner ..................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Co ...................................... .. 
E.W. Bill .............................. .. 
H. L. Butler ........................... .. 
S. A. Bigelo,v .......................... . 
J. Bannern1an ....................... . 
H. Bernheim ..................... ..... . 
F. J. Cowart ........................... . 
P.Cons~m ........................... .. 
G. H. Clark ............................. . 
S. H. Crane ............................. . 
J.Dobson .............................. .. 
A. Flagler ........................... . . 
J. S. Gilmore ...... , .................. .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ...................... . 
'l'.G.Hood ............................ .. 
A. Kirchner ............................ . 
S.Moses ................................. . 
R.Murray ............................ .. 
W.Morrow ........................... .. 
J.H.Mann ............................ .. 
B. B. Neal ............................... . 
C. G. Ortmayer ....................... . 
S. S. Patterson ....................... . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
D. Romero ............................ .. 
A. B. Spreckels ...................... .. 
M.Stern ................................ .. 
W. E. Tefft ........................ ~ .. .. 
A. E. Why land ...................... . 
W. C. Williams ....................... . 
I. Wallach .............................. . 
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Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in New Mexico, 1886: 
To Interior Department .......... ! ... . 
S. S. Patterson .........•.•............ 
Deduct from repayments; 
By J'. H. Bownan ......... $5. 00 
F. J'. Cowart............ 83. 40 
F. E. Pierce............ 107. 00 
S. S. Patterson ........ 54. 15 
D. Romero ........ ...... 44. 48 
Excess of repayments ..... . 
Incidental expenses, Indian serv-
ice in New Mexico, 1883, and 






To Kansas Pacific R. R. Co......... 180.88 
Union Pacific R. R. Co........... 155.00 
Incidentals, Oregon, employes,1887: 
To J'. J. S. Doherty .................... . 
J'. B. Lane ............................. . 
J. B. McClane ..................... . 
F. M. Wadsworth ................. . 
Incidentals, Oregon, including 
support and civilization, 1887: 
To G. W.Armes ......•.•..•............... 
H. Allen ................................ . 
T. A. Ashburner ................. .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
C. L. Bernheimcr ................. . 
C. H. Bogart .......................... . 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
L. L. Baker ..••••...•................... 
0. J. Backus ........................ . . 
S. B. Brown .......................... . 
B. Coffee ............................... . 
I. H. Cory ............................ . 
Cheseborough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ......... . 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
S. H. Crane ............................ . 
A. Dougan ............................. . 






















Incidentals, Oregon, including 
support and civilization, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward .......... .. 
ToM. Stern ................................. . 
W.E.Tefft ............................ .. 
J. Wheeler ............................. . 
E. B. Woolwo.th .................. .. 
I. Wallach ............................ .. 
W. F. Whittier ....................... . 
F.M. Wadsworth .................. .. 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
C.M.Yates ............................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By Appropriation ac-
count .................... . 
B.CofJ'ey ................ .. 
J'. B. McClane .......... . 





Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Oregon, 1886: 
To J.J.S.Doherty ...................... ;. 
A. Gesner .............................. .. 
J.B. McClane ........................ . 
C. E. Whitmore .................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By B. Coffey.................. $'27. 86 
J. Emery.................. 100.00 
J. B. McClane........... 253.73 
J. Wheeler............... 151. 00 
F. M. Wadsworth..... 79.12 
Incidental expenses, Indian service 
in Oregon, 1886: 
To Interior Department ............ .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By Interior Depart-
ment...................... $132. 40 
























J. Dobson ............................... . 






Excess of repayments...... 72.05 
J. Emery ............................... . 
W. Faull ................................ . 
W. R. S. Foge ....................... . 
D. M. Ferry & Co .................. .. 
G. W. Gibbs ........................... . 
H. J. Hart .............................. . 
J. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
J. F. Harrison ....................... . 
G. T. Hawley ......................... . 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
W. A. Jones ........................... . 
J. 0. King .............................. . 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
Kelly, Maus & Co ................. .. 
J'.B. Lane ............................... . 
Max Morgenthau ................... . 
J. F. Merrill ........................... . 
C. Main ..... .. ........................... . 
W. W. Montague ................... . 
J. B. McClane ....................... .. 
A. C. Nichols .......................... . 
A. B. Patrick ......................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ . 
J'. W. Rife ............................. .. 
J'. St. John ............................ .. 
R. W. Simpson ..................... .. 
w. H. Schieffelin .................. " 





























Incidental expenses Indian service 
in Oregon, 1883 and prior years: 
To Bob ....................................... . 
Mathew Brand ..................... .. 
Buchanan .......... ... ......... ....... .. 
Barney .................................. .. 
Billy ..................................... .. 
Charley ............................. ... .. . 
Cameron .............................. .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... . 
Dick .................................... . 
Dummy ................................ .. 
Henry .................................. .. 
Jessee ................................... .. 
Jeff ....................................... .. 
Henry Jackson ..................... .. 
Loman ................................... . 
Ohmy ..................................... . 
Parmley ................................ . 
Soxie ..................................... .. 
Shortee .................................. . 
Sopeny .................................. .. 
Tom ...................................... .. 
Umqua Bill .......................... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... .. 
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Incidentals, Utah, including em-
ployes and support and civiliza-
tion,1887: 
ToT. A. Byrnes ...... .................. ... 
D. M. Ferry & Co ............••...... 
W.Granger .......... .................. . 
:J.A.Kelley ....................... ..... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ........•• 
T.:J.Schofield ........................ . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ..........• 
E.E.White ........................... . 
Deduct repayment: 













Incidental expenses Indian service 
in Utah,1886; 
To 0. L. Curry ............................ .. 
L.:Johnson ............................. . 
Union Pacific Rwy Co ..... . .... .. 
E. E. White ............................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By E.L.Carson.............. $358.52 
Interior Department 50. 00 
Incidental expenses Indian service 








To Union Pacific R. R. Co.............. 27.95 
Incidental expenses Indian service 
in Utah,1883 and prior years: 
To Central Pacifie R. R. Co ...... .. 
:I. E. Tourtelotte .................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... .. 
Incidentals, Washington, including 






To H. Allen..................... ............. 48. 46 
L. L. Baker............................. 714.73 
P. Buckley.............................. 31.70 
I. H. Corey......... .. .. ................. 2. 50 
W.M.Castle......... .................. 8.50 
Ohesebrough M 'f g Co ............ 10.17 
F. Dalton............................ .... 3. 71 
C. H. Dickson........................ 11.00 
:I. Dobson......... .............. .. ....... 23. 76 
E.Eells.................................... 3,671.00 
W. Faull.................................. 40. 63 
W. R. S. Foye .......................... 20. 33 
R. D. Groydir...... ................... 1, 500.00 
H. :J. Hart................................ 375. 00 
W. Haas.................................. 35. 89 
R.F.Handy............................ 2.83 
:I. F. Harrison.......................... 6. 03 
G.T.Hawley.................. ......... 205.19 
W. A. :Jones............................. 52. 76 
0. Main.................................... 9. 50 
:I. F. Merrill............................. 29.80 
W. W.Mont.ague........ ............. 1.20 
B. P. Moore ............................ 5, 202.43 
W.L.Powell.................. ......... 400.00 
T. Priestly......... . ....... ...... .. .. .. 350. 00 
W. H. Schieffelin..................... 164.18 
W. H. Talbott .............. ........... 475. 00 
... 0. Willoughby........................ 146.00 
· W. F. Whittier........................ 4. 50 
A. E. Whyland........................ 457. 89 
W.H. Wickham...................... 175.38 p.M. Yates...... ........ ............... 4. 90 
-----
parried forward.:............. 14,184.97 
Incidentals, Washington, including 
employes and support and civil-
ization, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward................. $1{, 184.97 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. L. Powell..... . ...... $116. 47 
T. Priestly............... 45.11 
161.58 
14,023.39 
Incidental expenses Indian service - - - = 
in Washington, 1886: 
To C. H. Dickson........................... 3.45 
Deduct from repayments : 
By P. Buckley ............... $233.35 
C. H. Dickson........... 1 00 
E. Eells .. .... .............. 32: 12 
Interior Department 163.61 
R.P.Moore ..... ,....... 153.35 
W. L. Powell..... ...... 67.96 
C. Wi_lloughby ......... 26. 25 
677.64 
Excess of repayments ...... ---674.19 
Incidental expenses Indian service-== 
in Washington, 1885 : 
To C. H. Dickson.......................... 12.91 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. Eells......... .......................... .45 
12.46 
Incidental expenses Indian service-= 
in Washington, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To W.D.Baker . .......................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
B. Fitzpatrick ....................... .. 
:I. O'Keane ............................ . 
:I. A. Simmons ...................... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
Incidentals, Wyoming, 1887: 
To S. H. Crane ........................... . 
T.M::Jones ........................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 













Incidental expenses, Indian service = = 
in Wyoming, 1886: 
To T. M. :Jones.............................. 150. O(l 
Deduct from repayments: 
By :J. F. Gardner........... $96.16 
T. M. :Jones............ ... 95.05 
191.21 
Excess of repayments...... 41.21 
Incidental expenses Indian service== 
in Wyoming, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Kansas PacifieR. R. Co........... 55.13 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... 677.68 
732.81 
Incidental expenses Indian service==== 
in Oregon and Washington, 1873 
and prior years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co........... 37. 12 
Union Pacific R. R. Co............ 69. 13 
Support of Arapahoes and Chev-
enne!l ofUpper Arkansas River, 
1873 and prior years: 
106.25 
To l{ansas Pacific Rwy. Co. ,....... 1.34 
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Support of Apaches, Kiowas, and 
Comanches, clothin2', 1887: 
To S. B. Brown ......................... . 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
J. 0. King ............................. . 
J. S. Latimer .......................... . 
S. Moses ................................ . 
J. St. John ............................. . 
W.E. •retl't ............................ . 
A. Thomas ............................. . 
I. Wallach ............................. . 
Support of Apaches, Kiowas, and 
. Comanches, employes, 1887: 
To J. L. Hall .............................. . 
Support of Apaches, Kiowas, and 
Comanches, 1886: 
To J. L. Hall ................................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. L. Hall ................................ . 
Support of Apaches, Kiowas, and 
Comanches, 1884 and prior 




















ToP. B. Hunt................................ 7. 29 
Support of Apaches of Arizona and 
New Mexico, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... .. 
Support of Arapahoes, Cheyennes, 
Apaches, Kiowas, Comanches, 
and Wichitas, 1887: 
To H. 0. Armour ........................ .. 
W. S. Abbey,jr ...................... .. 
H. Allen ................................ . 
S.L.Avery ............................. . 
S.B.Brown .......................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company .......................... .. 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ........................ .. 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
H. Bernheim ........................ .. 
C. L. Bernheim ........... .......... .. 
D. Block ................................ . 
G. H. Barbour ....................... . 
W.D.Bangs .......................... . 
J. Reggs & Co ...................... . 
F. Barteldes & Co ................. . 
W. B. Barker ......................... . 
Cheseborough Maufacturing 
Company ......... .................. . 
S.H.Crane .. .......................... . 
Carlisle Indian school.. ........ .. 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
P.Constam ........................... .. 
C. C. Cluff ............................... . 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
W. S. Churchill & Co ............. .. 
M.Doyle ............................... .. 
C. H. Deere ............................ .. 
A. Flagler .............................. . 
J. S. Gilmore ......................... .. 
J.D.Gilmor .......................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... . 
J.L.Hall ............................... . 
E. W. Herendein ................... .. 
I. Haster ................................ . 







































Carried forward............... 31,275.16 
Support of Arapahoes, Cheyennes, 
Apaches, Kiowas, Comanches, 
and Wichitas. 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ . 
J.J.Hinman ......................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
P. Hanlenbech ...................... .. 
R.F.Handy ........................... . 
J.O.King .............................. .. 
L. D. Kingsland ................... .. 
S.D.Kimbark ....................... . 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... .. 
Kelley, Maus & Co ............... .. 
J.M.Lee ............................... .. 
J. S. Latimer .......... ................ . 
G.T.Lane ............................. .. 
Lafayette Horning Mill Co ... 
Lambert & Bishop Wire 
Fence Company ................ .. 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
S.Moses .............................. .. 
R.Murray ............................. . 
C. S. Mersick .......................... . 
W. Morrow ............................ . 
C. Newton ............... ............. .. 
.J.D. Nordlinger .................... . 
B. B. Neal. .............................. . 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ............. ~ ... . 
J.S. Page ............................... . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................. .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
C. G. Ortmayer ..................... .. 
T. C. Power .......................... . 
R. A. Robbins ...................... .. 
W. Rosenberg ...................... .. 
W.A. Shaw: ........... ............... .. 
A. B. Skinner ....................... .. 
H. C. Slavens ......................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. . 
Sherman Mill Company ....... .. 
C. H. Searing ........................ .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company ... .. 
'\V. H. Smith .......................... . 
A. B. Spreckels ....... .............. .. 
C. Studebaker ...................... .. 
G. V. Smith ......................... .. 
C. B. Stone ........................... . 
G. B. Shaw & Co .................. .. 
W. E. Tefft .................. ., ........ . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
I. Wallach ............................ . 
D.S. Walton ......................... .. 
A.Weyl.. ............................... .. 
M.C. Witte ............................ . 
E. Wood .......... ...................... . 
J.H. Woodhout.e ................. .. 
G. D. Williams ...................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
E. L. Webster ......................... . 
Deduct repay mente-.: 
By J. L. Hall................... ~145. 90 
J. M. Lee.................. 9i3. 31 
G. D. Williams......... 826.42 
Support of Arapahoes, Cheyennes, 
Apaches, Kiowas, Comanclles, 
and Wichitas, 1886: 
'I'o J. L. Hall ............................. .. 
W.C.Oburn .......................... .. 
H. C. Slavens ......................... . 
War Department.. ................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
.By J. L. Hall............... .. $335. 79 
P. B. Hunt.............. 26. 00 
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Support of the A1·apahoes, Chey-
ennes, Apaches, Kiowas, Com-
anches, and \Vichitaws, 188! and 
prior years (transfer account): 
To P. B. Iluni............... ... ..... ........ $1.10 
Support of Arapahoes. Cheyennes, 
Apaches, Kiowas, Comanches, 
and 'Vichitas, 188.5: 
By D. B. Dyer............... $10.00 
F. P. Schefl"bauer .... . 60 
10.60 
Support of Arapahoes, Cheyennes, 
Apaches, Kiowas, Comanches, 
and Wichitas, 1885 (transfer ac-
count): 
By P. B. Hunt.......... . ... $40. 83 
Support of Arapahoes, Cheyennes, 
Apaches, Kiowas, Comanches, 
and Wichitas, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To F. C. Bulkley .......................... . 
W. N. Hubbell.. ..................... .. 






and Mandans, 1887: 
To H. 0. Armour ......................... . 
.H.Allen ................................ . 
'.r. A. Ash burner ................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
C. L. Bernheim ..................... . 
W.D.Bangs .......................... . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
S.B. Brown ............................ . 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
J. Beggs & Co ......................... . 
H. Corn ................................. . 
Ch.~sebrough Manufacturing 
Company .......................... . . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ......... . 
A. P. Connell ........................ . 
S. H. Crane ............................. . 
C. H. Castle .......................... . 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
J. Dobson ............................. . 
C. H. Deere ........................... . 
Emerson,Smith & Co ............. . 
S.B. Foot ............................. . 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
B. Ferris ............................... . 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................... . 
A. J. Gifford ......................... .. 
J.D. Gilmor ......................... . 
Gray. Fall & Co ................. .. . 
.J. J. Hinchman ..................... . 
E. W. Herendein .................. . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute .............. . 
T. G. Hood .............. : ............ .. 
N. Hubbard ......................... . 
W. B. Jordan ......................... . 
J. 0. King ............................. . 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
S. D. Kimbark ...................... .. 
J. S. Latimer ......................... . 
H. Lichtenstein .................... . 
Lambert & Bishop Wire:Fence 
Con1pany ............................ . 
P.M. M"illspangh .................... . 
L. H. Maxfield ....................... . 
C. S. 1.\Iersick ...................... : .. . 
\V. Morrow ............................ . 
Markley, Alling & Co ........... . 
B. B. Neal ............................... . 
C. H. Pinkhalll, jr .................. . 
Carried forward .............. . 



















































Support of Arickarees, Gros Ventres, 
and Mandans, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J.S.Page ................................ . 
W. F. Pippey .......................... . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................ .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
W. Rosenberg ....................... . 
J.St.John .............................. . 
W.A.Shaw ............................ . 
C. Schoffelin .......................... . 
W. H. Schietl"elin .................... . 
W.H.Smith ........................ . 
L. Seasongood ...................... .. 
G. V. Smith .......................... .. 
A. B. Spreckels ................... , .. 
A. H. Sperry .......................... . 
M.Stern ....................... ,. ....... .. 
W.E. Tefft ............................. . 
A. E. Whyland ..... ........ .... ....... . 
S. Weill. ................. . ............. .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
J.H. Woodhouse .................. . 
L. E. \Vebster ........................ .. 
'Varder, Bushnell & Glessner 
Company ........................... . 
I. Wallach ............................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. J. Gifford .......................... . 
Support of Arickarees, Gros Ven-
tres, and Man dans, 1886: 
To Buffalo Forge Company ........ . 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
DPduct from repayment: 
By A. J. Gifford .......................... .. 
Excess of repayment ....... . 
Support of Arickarees, Gras Ven-


































To H.'.r. Wakeman.................... i.69 
Support of Arickarees Grus Ven-
tres, and Mandans, 1883 and 
prior years: 
'.ro Sioux City and Pacific R.R. 
Company............................ 3. 80 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Company............................. 3. 80 
======= 
Support of Assinaboines in Mon-
tana. 1887: 
To H. 0. Armour ......................... . 
H.Allen ............................... .. 
'1'. A. Ashburner .................... .. 
S.L.Avery ............................. . 
I. G. Baker ........................... .. 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
C. H. Bernheim ...................... . 
A. P. Connell.. ........................ . 
H. Corn ............................. :., ... 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
S.H.Crane ................... ......... .. 
C. II. Castle .......................... .. 
A. Dougan .......................... .. 
.T. Dobson ............................... . 
C. fl. Deere ............................ . 
A. B. Elfett ............................ . 
A. Flagler .............................. . 
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Support of Assinaboines in Mon-
tana, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ... ....... .. . 
To S. B. Foot .............................. . 
D. l\1£. Ferry & Co ................... . 
E. C. Fields ........................... . 
J.D. Gilmor ..........................• 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
T.G.Hood ............... .............. . 
I. Harter ................................• 
I. H. Heidelberg .................... . 
J. J. Hinman .......................... . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ..........•...... 
J.S.John ......... ...................... . 
J.O.King ............................. . 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ............... . 
.T. S. Latimer ........................ .. 
H. Licht.enstein ................... .. 
G.1'.Lane ............................ .. 
W. L. Lincoln ........................ . 
~: RL~~~:.~.~.:~~:.·.·.·:·.·:·.·.·.·.·:~:.-:: 
W.Morrow ............................ . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ......................... . .. 
T.C .. Power .......... .................. . 
C. H. Pinkham. jr .................. . 
. Parkhurst& Wilkinson ....... .. 
Phillips & Buttortf Manufact-
uring Company ................ .. 
R. A. L-tobbins ........................ .. 
A. B. Skinner ..................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin ................ .. 
M.Stern ........ ....................... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company ... .. 
A. E. Whyland .............. ........ .. 
A.Weyl .................................. . 
S. Weill .............. ................... . 
L. '\Vallace ............................ .. 
J. H. \Voodhouse .................. .. 
W.H. Wickham .... ............. .. 
E. L. '\Vebster ...................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. J. Gifford..... ...... $234.58 
W. L. Lincoln........... 971.42 
Support of Assinaboines in Mon-
tana, 1886: 
ToT. C. Power ........................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. L. Lincoln ......... ............... .. 
Suppot·t of Assinaboines in Mon-
tana, 1885: 
To W. L. Lincoln ........................ .. 
Support of Assinaboines in Mon-
-tana, 1884 and prior years: 
By W. L. Lincoln ........... $14. 31 
Support of Assinaboines in Mon-
tana, 1883 and prior years: 

















































C. Williams............................. 50.00 
52.43 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Company ........... ................ .. 2.43 
50.00 
Support of Blackfeet, Bloods, and 
Piegans, 1887: 
To \V. S. Abbey,jr ...................... .. 
H. 0. Arn1our ........................ .. 
A. Allen ......... .......... ............. .. 
T. A. Ashburner .. .................. .. 
M.D. Baldwin ...................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
I. G. Baker ............................. . 
C. L. Bernheim ..................... .. 
H. L. Butler ......................... .. 
S.B.Brown .. ......................... .. 
H. Bernheim .......................... .. 
W.D.Bangs .......................... . 
F. L. Benepe ......................... .. 
D. Block ............................... .. 
M.Bergman .......................... . 
M.D. Baldwin ...................... .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
H. Corn .............................. .. 
G. H. Clark ........................... .. 
E. J. Chaffee ........... - ............ .. 
E. H. Conklin ........................ .. 
S.H.Crane ............................ . 
J. Dobson .............................. .. 
C. H. Deere ............................ . 
J.Eady ................................ . 
J.J.Ellis ................................ . 
A. Flagler ............................. .. 
D. M. Ferry & Co .................. .. 
J.D. Gilmour ........................ . 
Gray, Fall & Co ...................... . 
P. Hanlenbeck ....... ... ........... .. 
R. F. Handy ....... .................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
T. M. Henderson ................... .. 
I. Harter ................................ . 
J. J. Hinman ........................ .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute .................. . 
J.O.King .............................. . 
J. S. Kaufman ..... ......... ........ .. 
S.D. Kitnbark ....................... . 
J. S. Latimer ......................... .. 
Lambert & Bishop Wire 
Fence Company ................ .. 
P. l\L Millspaugh ................... . 
S. Moses ................................. . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company .. ... ....................... . 
J.D. Nordlinger .................... . 
B. B. Neal. ............................. .. 
C. H. Pinkham,jr .................. .. 
'J'.C.Power ........................... .. 
Parkhurst & '\Vilkinson ....... .. 
R. A. Robbins ...................... .. 
A. B. Skinner .......................... . 
J.St. John ............................ .. 
W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
W.H.Srnith ........................... . 
G. V. Sntith .......................... . .. 
S. Shillito ............................... . 
C. Studebaker ...................... .. 
~<\..Thomas ............................. . 
W. E. Tefft ............................. . 
A. E.Whyland ...................... . 
I. Wallach ........................... .. 
D.S. '\Valton ......................... .. 
A.Wevl. .............................. .. 
L.Wallace ............................ .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... .. 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
Deduct repayment: 









































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Support of Blackfeet, Bloods, and 
Piegans, 1883 and prior years: 
To Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Company .................. ...... ........... $0. 75 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Company................................... .75 
=== 
Support of Blackfeet, Bloods, and 
Piegans, 1886: 
To M.D. Baldwin ....................... . 
T.C.Power ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By R. A. Allen ...... ···-······ ........... .. 
Support of Cheyennes and Arapa-
hoes, clothing, 1887: 
To E.w·.BilL ............................... . 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
Bay State Shoe & Leather Co. 
A. P. Connell .......................... . 
A. B. Elfelt ............................ . 
T.G.Hood ............................. . 
J.O.King ............................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
J.'3t.John ............................. . 
C. Schopflin ........................... . 
M.Stern ................................ . 
W.E.'.rem .................. .......... .. 
A. Thomas ............................. . 
I. Wallach ............... , ............. . 
Support of Cheyennes and Arapa-
hoes, employes, 1887: 
To J.M.Lee ................................ . 
G. D. Williams ....................... . 
Dedud repayment: 
By J.M. Lee ............................... .. 



























To A. Thomas.............................. 58.74 
Support of Cheyennes and Arapa-
hoes, 1883 and prior years: 
To Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Support of Chippewas of the Mis-
sissippi, 1887: 
To B.B.Neal. .............................. . 
T. J. Sheehan ......................... . 
Support of Chippewas of the Mis-
sissippi, 1887: 
To T. J. Sheehan .......................... . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By T.J.Sheehan ......................... . 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Support of Chippewas of Red Lake 
and Pembina tribe of Chippe-
was, 1887: 
ToW. S. Abbey, jr ....................... . 
H. Allen ................................. . 
H. L. Butler ...... ..................... . 
S. A. Bigelow .......................... . 
S.B.Brown ........................... .. 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
S. H. Crane ........................... .. 
J.Dobson ............................... . 
C. H. Deere ............................. . 
A. Flagler ...................... ........ . 
R. L. Frazee ........................... . 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... . 
P. Hanlenbeck ...................... .. 
R.F.Handy ........................... . 
!.Harter ................................. . 
S.D. Kim bark ....................... . 
S.Moses ................................. . 
L. H. Maxfield ....................... .. 
North "River Sugar Refining 
Company ........................... .. 
C. H. Pinkham,jr .................. .. 
Phillips & Butterorff Manu-
facturing Company .......... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
W. Rosenberg ....................... . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ . 
W. H. Schietf'elin .................... . 
T .• T. Sheehan ......................... . 
G. V. Smith ........................... . 
W. E. Tefft ............................ .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ...................... . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 










































Company................................... 31. 50 
Deduct repayment: By T. J. Sheehan ........ .................. 94. 60 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Company................................... 31.50 
Support of Chippewas of Lake Su-
perior, lll87: 
To H.O.Armour ............ , ....... .. .. .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... . 
J.Dobson ............................... . 
A.C.Davis .. .......................... . 
R. L. Frazee .......................... . 
J. T. Gregory ........................ .. 
Interior Department ............. . 
M. W. Stevens .. .......... .... .. ...... . 
W. H. Schieff'elin ................... . 
A. E. Whyland ....................... . 
Support of Chippewas of Lake Su-
perior, 1886: 












Support of Chippewas of Red Lake 
and Pembina tribe of Chippe-
was, 1886: 
ToT. J. Sheehan ......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. J. Sheehan ........................ . 
Support of Chippewas of Red Lake 
and Pembina tribe of Chippe-
was,1885: 
By T. J. Sheehan........... $43. 00 
Support of Chippewas of Red Lake 
and Pembina tribe of Chippe-
was, 1884 and prior years : 
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1886-'87. 
Support of Chippewas, Turtle 
Mountain band, IH87: 
ToT. A. Ashburuer .................... . 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
H. Bernheim ........................ . 
Bay State ~hoe and Leather 
Con1pany .......................... .. 
J. W. Cramsie ......................... . 
A. P. Connell ......................... . 
J.Dodson .............................. .. 
8. B. Foot .............................. .. 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
, J. J. Hinchman ................... .. 
Interior Department.. .......... . 
J. S. Latimer ........................ .. 
E. Martin ............................... . 
L. H. 1\Iaxfield ...................... . 
S. Moses ............................... . 
R.A.Robbins ........................ .. 
L. Seasong-ood ....................... . 
W. E. '.retft ............................ . 
I. Wallach ............................. . 
Support ofChippewas, TurtleMoun· 
tain band: 
By J. W. Cramsie......... $0.30 
Support of Chippewas, \VhiteEarth, 
reservation, 1887: 
To H. Allen ............................... . 
S.L. Avery ............................ . 
S. A Bigelow ......................... . 
.J. Bannerman ...................... .. 
W. D. Bangs ......................... .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Co ...................................... . 
S. IL Crane ........................... .. 
C. H. Deere ............................ . 
A. Flagler ............................ . 
R. L. Frazee ........................ .. 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................. . 
Gray, Fall, &Co .................... . 
P. Hanlenbeck ..................... .. 
I. Harter ................................ . 
J. J. Hinman ...................... .. 
S. D. Kimbark ....................... . 
P.M. Millspaugh ................... . 
:R. Murray ............................. . 
C. S. l\Iersick ........................ .. 
L. H. Maxfield ....................... . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ............................ . 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ................... . 
J.S.Page ............................... . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manu fact~ 
uring Con1pany ................. . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
W. Rosenberg ...................... .. 
W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin ................. . 
T. J. Sheehan ...................... .. 
G.V. Smith ......................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse ................. . 
A. E. Why land .................... . 
Support of' Chippewas on White 
Earth Reservation, 1886: 
To T. J. Sheehan ......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. J. Sheehan ......................... . 
Support of Chippewas on White 
Earth Reservation, 1884 and 
prior years : 






Support ofColumbiasand Colvilles, 
1887: 
To R. D. Gwydir ......................... .. 



























































Support of Columbias and Col-
villes, 1886: 
To B. P. Moore .... ....................... .. 
Support of confederated tribes and 
band in Middle Oregon, 1887: 
To H. Allen ................................ . 
L.L.Baker ............................ .. 
0. J. Backus ......................... .. 
I. H. Cory ............................ .. 
W. M. Castle .......................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... . 
A. Cald"vell ......................... . 
F. Dalton ...................... ... .... .. 
W.Davis ................................ . 
W. R. S. Foye ....................... .. 
G. W. Gibbs ........................... . 
H. J. Hart ............................. . 
v.·. Haas .............................. .. 
J. F. Harrison ...................... .. 
G. T. Hawley ........................ .. 
W. A. Jones .......................... . 
Max. Morganthan ...... .......... .. 
C. J\llain .................................. . 
J. F. Merrill .......................... . 
W. '\\1-. Montague .................. .. 
A. C. Nichols ....................... .. 
A. B. Patrick ....................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. W. Simpson ..................... .. 
W. H. Schietfelin .................. .. 
J. Wheeler ............................. .. 
W. F. Whittier ....................... . 
A. · E. Whyland ...................... . 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
C. M. Yates ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
ByJ. Wheeler ............................. . 
Support of confederated tribes and 
bands in Middle Oregon: 
To Interior Department ............ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Wheeler ............................ .. 
:::support of confederated tribes and 
bands in Midclle Oregon, 1885: 
To A. Gesner ............................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. Gesner ............................. . .. 
Support ot confederated bands of 
Utes. employes, 1887: 
To '.r. A. Byrnes .......................... . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
C. F. Stottsteimer .......... ......... . 
E. E. White ........................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. E. White ............................ .. 
Support of confederated bands of 
Utes, beneficial objects, 1887: 
To H. Allen ............................... . 
A. Agar ................................ .. 
T. A. Ashhnrner ................... .. 
S.L. Avery ............................ . 




















































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'fURES, 1887. 
l&lG--'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
SupporL of confederated bands of 
Utes, beneficial objects, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward.............. $688.10 
To Bay State Shoe and Leathei" 
<.:ompany ............ ~............... 1,587.50 
T. A. Byrnes...... ........ ...... ...... 1, 187. 50 
H. L. Butler............................. 24.00 
E. \V. Bill................................ 82.50 
S. B. Brown ........ ... ...... ......... 706. 79 
H. Bernheim.......................... 7.05 
S. A. Bigelow......................... 2. 10 
C. L. Bernheim...................... 11,558.70 
.J. Bannerman .. .' ......... ~t......... 16.13 
W.D.Bangs ........................... 1.43 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company......... .. ......... ........ 6. 97 
H. Corn................................... 29. 00 
E. H. Conklin........................ 28.79 
G. H. Clark................. ........... 213.00 
A. P. Connell .......................... 441.00 
P. Constam ........ ..... ............... 37. 87 
S. H. Crane ................... -........ 924.05 
A. Caldwell............................ 320.00 
C. H. Castle............................. 79. 50 
A. Dougan .. ...... .. .......... ......... 55. 53 
.J. Dobson .. ............... ............ 3, 953. 82 
C. H. Deere .................. ...... ..• 109.00 
A. B. Elfelt...... ........................ 118.50 
.J. Early........ .......................... 2. 54 
A. Flagler ..... ........................ 130. 34 
D. M. Ferry & Co.................. 24.59 
Gray, Fall & Co .. ......... .... ...... 13. 78 
R. F. Handy ...... ............... ...... 1. 49 
T.G.Hood.............................. 1,267.03 
.J. N. Heidelberg..................... 68.76 
.T. .J. Hinchman ...... ......... ........ 176. 25 
E. W. Herendeen................... 12.00 
.J . .J. Hinman........................... 144.00 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute................. 46. 80 
.J. 0. ICing................................ 57. 'iO 
.T. R. Kaufman ...... .................. 5G5. 50 
L. D. Kingsland ...... ..... ......... 381. 25 
S.D. Kimbark ............... ........ 35.58 
H. Lichtenstein....................... 28.00 
P.M. Millspaugh.................... 19.47 
H. 1\'loses .. ....... ............... .... .. ... 733. 40 
0. S. Mersick.. .......... ..... .. . ....... 1. 04 
R.l\'lurray ..................... ........ 328.51 
W. Morrow... ......................... 61.25 
Markley, Alling & Co............ 106.50 
B. B. Neal.................. .. ....... ..... 31. 44 
C. G. Ortmayer........................ 13.98 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ...... ...... ..... ... 187.30 
.T. S. Page .. .... .. .... ...... .... .. .... .... 10. 94 
W. F. Pii>py........................... 273.75 
Phillips and Buttorff Manu-
facturing Company ............ 117.30 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson......... 74.60 
R A. Robbins.......................... 404.77 
\V. Rosenberg........................ 13. 00 
A. B. Skinner.......................... 224. 2.'5 
W.A.Shaw........................... 3J.59 
W. II. Schieffelin...... ............. 147.80 
.l St. John.............................. ll:i. 50 
l\L Stern.............. .................. 404.75 
Rt. Louis Shovel Company..... 25.20 
L. Season good ........ ...... .. ....... 187. 00 
G. V. Smith ............................ 27.60 
T . .J. Schofield...... ...... ...... ...... 1, 407.31 
C. Studebaker........................ 4. 79 
A. Thomas.............................. 1, 043.90 
\V. E. Teff..................... ... ........ 143.01 
D. S. Walton.................. ....... 45.90 
I. Wallach.............................. 538.60 
S. \V ill............ .............. ....... 00.00 
A. E. Whyland...... ................. 194.25 
Support of confederated bands of 
Utes, subsistence, 1887: 
To II. Adams, jr ........................ .. 
W. S. Abbey,jr .................... . 
H. Cummings ...................... .. 
J.D. Gilmor .......................... . 
P. Haulenheck ...................... . 
.J.D. Non.llinger ................... .. 
.J. E. Nichols .......................... . 
C. Pearson ............................. . 
C. F. Stottsteimer ................ .. 
W. II. Smith ......................... .. 
H. C. Slavens ........................ . 
A. B. Spreckles ...................... . 
T . .J. Schofield ....................... .. 
H. Schiffer ............................. . 
A. E. Whyland ..................... . 
P. B. Weare ............................ . 
L. Wallace ............................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. A. Byrnes............. $142.47 
C. F. Stottsteimer ..... 41. ·10 
E. E. White......... .... 195. 14 
Support of confederated bands of 
Utes, 1886: 
To W.Brock ................................ . 
Interior Depat·tment ............. . 
H. Miller ................................ . 
E. E. \Vhite ........................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. L. Carson.............. $102. 32 
.J.F.Gardner........... 131.08 
C. F. Stottsteimer..... 272.66 
E. E. White.............. 7. 91 
Support of confederated bands of 
Utes. 1885: 
To .J. l\IcAndrews ...................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By .J. F. Gardner ......................... .. 
Support of confederated bands of 
Utes, 1883. and prior years: 
To Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Support of Crows. clothing, 1887: 
To T. A. Ash burner ................... .. 
S.B.Brown ........................... .. 
Bay State Shoe & Leather Co .. 
H. Bernheim ........................ .. 
E. W.Bill ............................... . 
A. P. Connell. ........................ .. 
G.H.Clark ............................ . 
.J.Dobson ............................. .. 
A. B. Elfelt ............................. . 
.J.J.Hinchman ...................... . 
T.G.Hood ......................... .. 
.J.O.King ............................. .. 
S.Moses ............................... . 
W.F. Rippey ......................... . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
.J.St.John ........................... . 
S.Shillito ............................... . 
Schriver ............................. .. 




















































W. II. Wickham..................... 123. 63 13, 8.'52. 85 
.J. H. ·woodhouse.................... 40.72 === 
----- Support of Crows, employes, etc., 
22, 308.] 9 1887: 
Deduct repayment............ 4.10 To A. S. Barnes ........................... . 
S.H.Crane ........................... .. 
By appropriation n.ccount............. 22, 304.09 
2.88 
434.09 
Ciirried forward............... 436. 97 
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1886-'87. 
Support of Crows, employes. etc., 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To W.J.C.Dulaney .................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co .... ..... ........... . 
S.D.Kimbark ....................... . 
C. S. Mersick ......................... .. 
Tower Manufacturing Com-
pany .................................. .. 
H. E. Williamson ................... . 
J.H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
Snpport of Crows, subsistence, 1887: 
'l'o H. 0. Armour ........................ . 
W. S. Abbey, .Jr ..................... .. 
G. M. Acklin ......................... . 
F. L. Benepe ......................... .. 
J.D.Gilmor .......................... .. 
P. Han len beck ...................... . 
A.Kyes ................................. .. 
G.P. Keese .......................... . 
Not·th River Sugar Refining 
Company ............................ . 
J.D. Not·dlinger ......... .......... .. 
'l'. C. Power ........................... .. 
A. E. Whyland ..................... .. 
A. \Veyl ............................... .. 
H. C. Williamson ................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By H. E. Williamson ................... . 
Support of Crows, 1886: 
By H. J. Armstrong...... $358.67 
H. E. Williamson.... 279.53 
638.20 
Support of Crows, 1885 : 
By H.J.Armstrong....... $4.50 
Support of Crows, 1884 and prior 




























Support of D'\Vamish and other 
allied tribes in Washington, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To W. F. Pippe ......................... .. 
R. W. Simpson ...................... . 
W. H. Scheiffelin ................. .. 
W. H. Talbott ....................... , 
W. E. Tefft ............................ . 
W.J. Wiley ...................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
A. E. Whyland ..................... . 
C. M. Yates ........................... . 
Support of D'Wamish and other 
allied tribes in Washington, 
1886: 
By P. Buckley............. $1.99 
Support of Flatheads and other 
confeder.• ted tribes, 1887: 
To II. 0. Armour ....................... .. 
H. Allen ........................... ..... . 
T. A. Ashburner .................... .. 
W.S.Abbey,jr ..................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Oo ....................................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ............. ......... . 
S. B. Brown ........................... . 
H. Bernhiem ........................ .. 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
E. W. Bill .... : ........................ .. 
D. Black ................................ . 
W. D. Bangs .......................... . 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
J. Bannerman ... .................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ....... ; ................... .. 
H. Corn .................................. . 
E. H. Conklin ....................... . 
S. H. Crane ............................ . 
G. H. Clark ........ ................... .. 
C. H. Castle .......................... .. 
A. Dougan ................ ............ .. 
.J. Dobson .................... ........ .. 
To E. J. Chaffee........................... 2. 96 C. H. Deere .......................... .. 
Support of Crows, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By Interior Department $226. 25 
F. D. Pease.............. 18. 50 
244.75 
Support of D'Wamish and other 
allied tribes in Washington,l887: 
To A. H. Allen .................. .. ........ .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ......................... .. 
C. H. Bogart ......................... .. 
L. J_,. Baker ......... ................... .. 
0. J. Backus ........................... . 
I. H. Cory ............................... . 
Chesebrongh Manufacturing 
tompany .......................... .. 
A. Caldwell ........................... . 
W. M. Castle .......................... . 
S. H. Crane ........................... .. 
\V. R. S. Foge ...................... .. 
W. Haas ................... ............ .. 
R. F. Handy ......................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
J. F. Harrison ...................... .. 
G. '.f. Hawley .......... . ............ .. 
W. A .. Jones ........................ .. 
J. S. Latimer ........................ .. 
J. F.MetTill. ........................ .. 
C. Main ................................ .. 
W. W. Montague .................. .. 
Markley, Alling & Co" ......... .. 
J. St. John ....... : .................... .. 

























A. Flagler ................. .. .......... . 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................. .. 
J. D. Gilmor ......................... .. 
Gray, Fall &Co ................... .. 
P. Hanlenbeck .................... .. 
R. F. Handy .......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman .................... .. 
I. N. Heidelberg .................. .. 
T. G. Hood ........................... .. 
J. 0. King ............................ .. 
J. S. Kaufman ...................... .. 
S.D. Kim bark ....................... . 
A. Ryes ................................. .. 
.J. S. Latimer .......................... . 
H. Lichtenstein ..................... .. 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
E. Martin ............................... . 
S.Moses .............................. .. 
R.Murray .............................. . 
W.Morrow .......................... .. 
J.D.Nordlinger ................... .. 
B. B. Neal.. .................. .......... .. 
C. G. Ortmayer ...................... .. 
North River Sugar Refining 
Con1pany ........................... .. 
C. H. Pinkham,jr ................... . 
J.S.Page ............................... .. 
T.C.Power ............................ . 
Parkhurst & \Vilkinson ....... .. 
Phillips & Butt-orff Man ufact-
uring Company ................. . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
P. Ron1an ............................... . 
W. Rosenberg ........................ . 
A. B. Skinn~r ......................... . 





































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Support of Flatheads and other con-
federated tribes, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
J.St.John ............................. . 
W. H. Schieffelin .................... . 
L. Seasongood ....................... . 
W.H.Smith .......................... . 
S.Shillito ............................... . 
W.E.Tefft ........................... .. 
!.Wallack ............................ .. 
J. H. Wood,bouse ................... . 
A. E. 'iVhyland ....................... . 
W.H. Wickham .................... . 
E. L. Webster ......................... . 
Support of Flatheads and other con-
federate tribes, 1886: 
By P. Roman.. .... .. ......... $293.48 
Support of Flatheads, Carlos band, 
1887: 
To H. 0. Armour ........................ .. 
W.S. Abbey, jr ...................... . 
H. Allen ................................ . 
T. A.Ashburner ........ .. ......... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................. . 
C. L. Bernheim ....................... . 
H. Z. Butler .......................... .. 
S. B. Brown ......................... .. 
H. Bernheim .......... : ............. .. 
E. W.Bill .............................. .. 
W.D.Bangs ......................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
Chesebroug hManufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
H. Corn ................................. .. 
C. H. Co~klin ........................ .. 
G . . H.Clark ........................... .. 
S. II. Crane ........................... .. 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
P.Constam ............................ . 
J.Dobson ............................. .. 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
C. H. Deere ......... ._ ............... . 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
D. M. Ferry & Co .................. .. 
J.D.Gilmar .......................... . 
P. Hanlenbeck ..................... .. 
R.F.Handy .......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
J. J. Hinman .......................... . 
T.G. :Hood ............................. . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ............... .. 
J.O.Kingt .............................. . 
.J. S. Kaufman .................... .. 
J. S. Latimer .......................... . 
H. Lichtenstein ...................... . 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
E.Martin ............................. .. 
S.lVIoses ....................... ........ . 
R. Murray ............................ .. 
W.M .... rrow ............................ . 
D. McDonald ........................ .. 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ............................ . 
J.D. N ordlinger ........... ........ . 
B. B. Neal. .............................. . 
C. G. Ortmayer ....................... . 
C.H.Pinkham,jr ................. .. 
J.S.Page ................................ . 
W. F. Pippey ....................... .. 
Phillips & Buttorff Manu-
facturing Company ........... .. 
T.C.Power .. . ........................ .. 
R. A. Robbins ....................... .. 
P.Ronan ............................. .. 
W. Rosenberg ..................... .. 







































































Support of Flatheads, Carlos band, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J. 'VV. Rife .............................. .. 
A. B. Skinner ......................... . 
W.II.Sha,v ............................ . 
J.St.John .............................. . 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. .. 
W.I-I.Snlith ......................... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
S. Shillito .............................. .. 
L. Season good ...................... . 
C. Studebaker ....................... .. 
A.Thomas ............................ . 
"vV. E. Tefft ............................ .. 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
I. Wallach .............................. . 
D. 8. Walton .......................... . 
J. H. Woodhouse .................... . 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
E. L. Webst.er ......................... . 
Support of Flatheads, Carlos band, 
1886: 
By P. Roman................. $844. 26 
Support of Gros Ventres in Mon-
tana, 1887: · 
To H. 0. Armour ....................... .. 
T. A. Ash burner .................. .. 
S.L.Avery ............................ .. 
I. G. Baker ............................ .. 
S.B.Brown ........................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ....................... .. 
C. H. Bernheim .................. .. 
H. Corn ................................. .. 
S. I-I. Crane ........................... .. 
C. H. Castle ........................... .. 
J. Dobson ............................... . 
O.H.Deere ........................... .. 
A. B. Elfelt ......................... • ... .. 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
S. B. 'Foot ............................... . 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................... . 
E. C. Fields ............................ . 
J.D. Gilmor ......................... .. 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... . 
R. F. Handy ......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ . 
E. \V. Herendeen .................. .. 
I. N. Heidelberg .................... . 
J. J . . Hinman .......................... . 
J. O.King ............................ .. 
J. S. Kaufman ........................ .. 
S.D. Kim bark ...................... .. 
Kelley, Maus& Co ................. . 
J. S. Latimer .......................... . 
G. T. Lane ............................ .. 
W. L. Lincoln ...................... .. 
C. S. Mersick .......................... . 
R. Murray ............................. . 
W.Murrow ........................... .. 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company .. .......................... . 
T.C. Power ........................... .. 
0. H. Pinkham, jr ................ . 
J.S.Page ............................... . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ...... .. 
Phillips & ButtorffManufact-
uring Cou1 pany ................. . 
R. A. Robbins ...................... .. 
J. St. John ............................. . 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. .. 
M.Stern ................................. . 
St. Louis Shovel Company ... .. 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
A.Weyl ........... . ................ . 
W. H. Wickham .................... .. 
E. L. '\Vebster ........................ .. 









































































216 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Support of Gros Ventres in Mon-
tana, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward. ................ $30, 234. 58 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. J. Gifford .. . ...... ... ... ... ....... .. 234. 58 
Support of Gros Ventres in Mon-
tana, 1886: 
ToT. C. Power ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. L. Lincoln ...... ................... . 
Support of Gros Ventres in Mon-





'l'o SiouxCityandPacificR.R.Co. 2.43 
C. Williams .................... .. ....... 54.33 
56.76 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R.Co, 2. 43 
Support of Gros Ventres in Mon-
tana, 1884 and prior years: 
By W. L. Lincoln ......... $0.70 
Support of Hualpais in Arizona, 
1886: 
To War Department .................. . 
Support of Indians in Arizona and 
New Mexico,1887: 
To W. S. Abbey, jr ...................... . 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
S. L. Avery ........................... .. 
Louise M. Beveridge ............. .. 
W. T. Buckley ...................... .. 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
H. L. Butler .................... ....... . 
D. Block ........................... . ... .. 
E. Vv".Bill ..................... .......... . 
J. Bannerman ...................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......... ..... ........... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ......... .............. .. ... . 
H. Bernheim .......................... . 
G. H. Barbour ....................... . 
F. J. Cowart .......... ....... ......... . 
P. Constam ............................ . 
E. J. Chaffee ......... ............ .... .. 
Carlisle Indian School ........... . 
G. H.Clark ........................... .. 
S. H. Crane ............................ . 
C. H. Castle .... .......... ~ ............ .. 
A. Caldwell ......................... .. 
G. J. Clough ...................... .... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
J. Dobson ............................... . 
C. H.lleere ............................ . 
J. Earley ............................... . . 
A. Flagler ................ ........... .. .. 
S. B. Foot ............................... . 
J.D. Gilmor .......................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ...... ... .. ........ .. 
L. Goodluan .......................... . 
D.P. Hickling ........ ...... ....... .. . 
R. F. Handy ....... , .................. . 
E. W. Herendeen ................ . .. 
T. G. flood ............................ . 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
J. J. Hinman ......... ............... . 
Hampton Normal and Ag-ri-
cultural Institute ................ . 
S.D. Kim bark ...................... . 
J. R. Kaufman .... .. ............ ..... . 
Kelley, Maus & Uo ................ . 
















































Carried fonvard .. ......... .... __ 30, 402. 90 
Support of Indians in Arizona.and 
New Mexico, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To Lambert&BishopWireFence 
Company ........................... .. 
G. T.Lane .. . ............ ........... ... . 
Lansburgh & Bro ................... . 
H. Lichtenstein .................. .. 
S. Moses ................................ . 
C. S. l\iersick ......................... . 
Markley, Alling & Co ........... . 
R. Murray .................. ..... ...... . 
W. Morrow ....... " .................. .. 
North RiverSugar Refining Co 
J. H. Norton .......................... . 
B. B. Neal ............................ .. 
C. G. Ortmayer .................... .. . 
F. E. Pierce .......................... . 
J. S. Page ............................. . 
C. H. Pinkham,jr ................. . 
Parkhurst & ·wilkinson ..... .. .. 
S. S. Patterson ...................... .. 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................. . 
J. H. Riley ............................ .. 
R. A. Robbins ...................... . 
Sacks&Co ............................ . 
A. Staab ................................ . 
W. S. Kelly ............................ . 
W. A. Shaw .......................... . 
J. St. John ............................. . 
W. H. Schieffelin ............... .... . 
A. B. Skinner ....................... . 
C. B. Stone ........................... .. 
W. H. Smith . .... .... ................. . 
A. B. Spreckels ...................... . 
S. Shillito ........................ ..... . . 
C. Studebaker ....................... . 
G.V.Smyth .......................... .. 
C. H. Searing ......................... . 
St. Louis Shovel Co ..... ....... .. . 
Z. Staab & Bro ...................... .. 
I. E. Solomon ....................... . 
W. E. Tefft ............ ........... ..... . 
A. Thomas ..................... .. ..... . 
P.B. Weare ......................... .. . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... . 
R. Walsh ................................. . 
S. Will ................................... . 
J. H. Woodhouse ................ ... . 
I . Wallach ............................ . 
W. H. Wickham ............ ... ..... . 
A. Weyhl. .... ............ ... ............ . 
E. L. Webster ... .. .................. . 
H. Weech ............................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By F. J. Cowart............ $260. 88 
F. J<J. Pie1·ce...... ....... 4.47. 74 
Support of Indians in Arizona and 
New Mexico in 1886: 
To F. J. Co,vart ......................... .. 
C. G·olden .............................. . 
C. A. Hubbard ............. .......... . 
A.Kyes ................................. . 
S. Lindaur ........................... . 
J. 1-I. 1\'Iadert ...... ................... .. 
H. McCool. ........ ............. ....... . 
F. E. Pierce ................. .......... . 
N. Reymond .......................... . 
H. K. Thurber .................. ..... . 
W.S. Woods ....... ................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By F. J. Cowart............ $648.27 
W. H. H. Lewellyn.. 1.90 
B. P. Moore............... . 88 




































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Support of Indians in Arizona and 
New Mexico, 1885: 
By C. D. Ford................. $2.15 
W. H. H. Lewellyn... . 75 
P. P. Wilcox ............. 1. 737.50 
1, 740.40 
Support of Indians in Arizona and 
New Mexico, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By W. H. H. Lewellyn... $12.75 
P.P. Wilcox............. 119.56 
132.41 
Support of Indians in Arizona and 
New Mexico, 1884 and prior 
years (transfer account) : 
To Z.Staah ..............•.................... 
Support of Indians of central super-
intendency, 1885: 
$68.47 
To W. M. Ridpath........................ .34 
Support of Indians of central super-
iutendency,l883 and prior years: 
To Kansas Pacific R. R. Co........... 38. 28 
Support of Indians of Fort Hall Res-
ervation, 1887: 
To H. Allen ................................. . 
D. Block ................................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
3. Bannerman ........................ . 
W.D. Bangs .......................... . 
Chesebrongh Manufacturing 
Co1npany ......... ................. . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ....... .. 
S. H. Crane .. ....... .................. .. 
C. C. Cluff .................. .. ......... . 
P. Constam ............................ . 
C. H. Castle ................... .. ...... . 
A. Dougan ............................ . 
C. H. Deere ........................... . 
3. E:J,rley ................................ . 
A. Flagler ............................ . 
D. M. Ferry & Co .................. . 
P. GallAgher .......................... . 
3. D. Gilmor .......................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................. . 
R. F. !-Iandy .......................... . 
I. Harter ................................ . 
Hampton Institute ................ . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
S.D. Kimbark ....................... . 
Lambert& Bishop ·wire Fence 
Company ........................... .. 
P. M. l\1illspaugh ..... ........... .. 
Markley, Alling & Co .......... . 
C. S. 1\Iersick ......................... . 
~~-1\~i~·;·~~~··.·::::::::::::::.~·:::::::::.: 
B. B. Neal. ............................ . 
C. G. Ortnlftyer ...................... . 
<J: ~~·J;~~~-~~-~ .... ~~·::::::.·:::::::::::. 
G. Peters ............................... . 
vV. F. Rippey ..................... .. .. 
Parkhurst & \Vilkin<:!on ........ . 
Phillips & Buttorif Manufact-
uring· Company ........ ......... . 
R. A. Robbins ....... .... ...... ....... .. 
~l~~~~~~~~~f.~·-~·::.·:::::.~·::::::::: .. 
W. A. Shaw .... ....... .............. .. 
\V. II. Schieif'elin ................ .. 
II. C. Slavens ................. ....... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
A. B. Spreckels ..................... . 
C. Studebaker ..... ..... .......... . . .. 
Studebaker Bros. l\Ianufactur-
ing Company .... ................. .. 


















































Support oflndians of Fort Hall Res-
ervation, 1887-Continned. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
ToW. E. Tefft ........................... .. 
W. E. Thews ........................ .. 
A. E. Whyland ..................... .. 
P. B. Weare .......................... . 
3. H. Woodhouse ................ .. 
W. H. Wickham .................... .. 
E. L. Webster ....................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By P. Gallagher ........................... . 
Support of Indians of Fort Hall 
l{eservation, 1886: 
To Yv. W. Funge ......................... . 
\V. H. Shilling ...................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By P. Gallagher............ $70.84 
3. W. Jones.............. 82. 45 
Suoport of Indians of Fort Peck 
Agency, 1887: 
To .H. 0. Armour ....................... . 
W. S. Abbey, jr ..................... . 
H. Allen ........................ ........ . 
G. M. Acklin ........................ .. 
S.L.Avery ............................ .. 
T. A. Ashburner .................. . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
H. L. Butler ........................ .. 
S.D. Brown .......................... . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
E. W.Bill ............................. .. 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
W. D. Bangs .......................... . 
S. A. Bigelow ........................ .. 
3. Bannerman ....................... . 
A. P. Connell ......................... . 
H. Corn ................................ .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
G. H. Clark .......................... .. 
E. 3. Chaffee .......................... . 
P. Constam ........................... . 
S. H. Crane ............................ . 
D. 0. Cowen ......................... .. 
C. H. Castle ........................... . 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
3. Dobson .............................. . 
A. C. Davis ........................... .. 
C. H. Deere ........................... . 
A. B. Elfelt ............................ . 
3. Early .................................. . 
A . . Flagler ............................. . 
B. F. Ferris ............................ . 
S. B. Foot ................... .. ........ .. 
D. M. Ferry&Co .................. . 
S. L. Gibson ......................... .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... . 
3. D. Gilmore ......................... . 
P. Haulenbeck ..................... .. 
R. F. Handy .......................... . 
3. 3. Hinchman ..................... . 
E. W. Herendeen ................. . 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
I. Harter ................................ . 
3. 3. Hinman .. ....................... . 
3. 0. l{ing ............................. .. 
.T. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
S.D. Kim bark ....................... . 
,V. B. 3 ordan ......................... .. 




































































218 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Support of Indians of Fort Peck 
Agency, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J. S. Latimer .......••...............•.• 
Leighton, Jordan & Hender-
son .................. ................... . 
P.W.Lewis ............. .............. . 
Lafayette Homing Company .. 
Lam bert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ............ •........ ; .... . 
H. Lichtenstein ...................... . 
P.M. Millspaugh ................... . 
S.Mose!! ................................. . 
E. Martin ............................... . 
L. H. Maxfield ...................... .. 
R.Murray ....... ...................... .. 
C. S. Mer!!iek ......................... .. 
,V.Morrow ........................... .. 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ............................ . 
J.D. l\ordlinger .................... . 
B. B. Neal ............................... . 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ................. .. 
\V. F. Pippey ........................ .. 
Phillips & Bnttorf Manufact-
uring Company ................. .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
J.S. Page ............................... . 
C. G. Ortmayer ..................... . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
W. Roseuberg ...................... .. 
A. B. Skinner ......................... . 
W.A.Sha,v ........................... .. 
J.St.John ......................... .. ... . 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... .. 
W.H.Smith ....................... .. .. 
M.Stern ................................ .. 
L. Seasongood ...................... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
S. Sbillito .............................. .. 
C. Studebaker ........................ . 
W.E.Tefft ............................. . 
Thurber, Wbyland & Co ....... .. 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
I. Wallach ............................ .. 
D. S. Walton .......................... . 
A.Weyl ................................. . 
S. Weill .................................. . 
J. I-I. 'Voodhouse .................. .. 
E. B. Woolworth .................. .. 
L. Wallace ............................. . 
'V. H. Wickham ............ ........ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By D. 0. Cowen.............. $362.80 
S. L. Gilson ......... ..... 6, 945. 00 
H. Heth.................... 266.16 
Interior Department 465. 00 
Support of Indians at Fort Peck 
Agency, 1886 : 
To H. Heth ................................ .. 
T. 1-Ienderson ........................ .. 
Leighton, Jordan, and Hen-
derson .......... .. .................. . 
'.r. C. Power ........................ .. .. . 
J.H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By H. Heth.. .. . ...... .. .. ..... $0. 76 
H. R. West............... 312. 41 
Support of Indians at Fort Peck 
Agency, 1885: 




























































Support of Indians at Fort Peck 
Agency 1882 and prior years: 
To C.Fisher, deceased ............... .. 
S. Meum, deceased ................ . 
Support of Indians at Fort Peck 
Agency, 1883 and prior years: 






By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co.......... . ............................ 11.90 
Support of Indians at Fort Peck = 
Agency, 1884 and prior years 
(transfer account): 
By Interior Department $25.59 
Support of Indians of Klamath 
Agency, 1887 : 
ToH.Allen ................................. . 
L.L.Baker ............................. . 
Chesebro ugh Man ufactut ing 
Company ............................ . 
A. Caldwell ........................... .. 
D. Cronemiller ..................... .. 
F. Dalton ......... " .................... .. 
J.Emery ............................... .. 
H.J.Hart .............................. .. 
J. F. Harrison ........................ .. 
G. T. Hanley .......................... . 
R.F.Handy .................... ....... . 
W.A.Jones ............................ . 
A. C. Nichols ......................... .. 
A. B. Patrick ......... ................. . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
R. W. Simpson ....................... . 
W. H. Schiefl'elin .................... . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 






















By appropriation account. ......... 1. 80 
Support of Indians of Lemhi Agen-
cy, 1887: 
To J. M. Anderson ....................... . 
W. S. Abbey,jr ............. ., ....... . 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
'.r. A. Ashburner ................... .. 
.T. and A. Barrack ............... .. 
H. L. Butler ......................... .. 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
S. B. Brown ........................... . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
D. lllock .......... .................... .. 
5. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
G. Barbour ........................ - .. .. 
W. D. Bangs ......................... .. 
W. Bryce & Co ...................... :. 
Chesebrough :Manufacturing 
Company ........................... . 
H. Corn.~ .............................. .. 
G. I-I. Clark ............................ . 
A. P. Connell. ....................... .. 
P. Constam ........................... .. 
S. H. Crane .......................... .. 
C. I-I. Castle ............................ . 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
J. Dobson .............................. .. 
.T. Early ................................. .. 
A. Flagler ............................. .. 
S. B. Foot .............................. .. 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................... . 
J.D. Gilmor ......................... .. 
Gray, Fall &Co ..................... . 
W. Granger .......................... .. 
P. Haulenbeck ....................... . 




































RECEIPTS •'AND -~EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Support of Indians of Lemhi Agen-
cy, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To .J . .J. Hinchman ........•.............. 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
E. W. Herendeen ........•.......... 
.J . .J. Hinman ........................ . 
Hampton Institute ................. . 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
.J.O.King ............................. . 
.J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
S.D. Kimbark ........................ . 
Kelley, ~Iaus & Co ................ . 
Lafayette Hominy Mill Co .... . 
P. M. Millspaugh ................. . 
Markley, Alling & Co ........... . 
C. S. Mersick ......................... . 
R.l.VIurray ............................ . 
S. Moses ................................ . 
,V. Morrow ........................... . 
.J. D. Nordlinger ................... . 
W. P. Noble .......................... . 
C. G.Ortmayer ....................... . 
.J.S.Page ............................... . 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ................. . 
G. Peters .............................. .. 
W.F.Rippey .......................... . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
Phillips& Buttorff Manufact-
turing Company ................ .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
W. Rosenberg ....................... .. 
.J. St . .John ........................... . . 
A. B. Skinner ........................ .. 
W.A.Sh~tw ............................ . 
W. H. Schiefielin ............. . ...... . 
M.Htern ................................ .. 
L. Season good .................. ..... . 
W.H.Smith ........................... . 
H. C. Slavens ......................... .. 
A. B. Spreckels ..................... .. 
C. Studebaker ....................... .. 
w. E. 'refft ........................... .. 
A. E. Whyland ....................... . 
P.B.Weare ............................ . 
R. Woodbridge ................. ..... . 
D. S. Walton ......................... .. 
A.Weyl. ................................ .. 
L. "W'allace ............................ . 
.J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
I. Wallach ............................ .. 
W.H. Wickham ................... .. 
E. L. Webster ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation a c-
count ...... .. ....... ..... $1. 32 
R. Woodbridge........ 193. 48 
Support of Indians at Lemhi 
Agency, 1886: 
By R. Woodbridge........ $664. 37 
Indian schools, support, 1887: 
To H.Adams,jr ......................... .. 
H. 0. Armour ...................... .. .. 
W. S. Abbey, jr ...................... .. 
H.Allen ............................... . 
L.Altschel. ............................ . 
T. A. Ash burner ................... .. 
G.W.Arm.s ........................... .. 
A. Agar ................................ .. 
E. Amorett.i ............................ . 
W. W.Anderson .................... . 
S. L. Avery ........................... . 
G.M.Acklin .......................... . 
H. Anderson .......................... . 
American Missionary Associ-
ation ................................... . 
R. H. Allen Company ............ .. 
Abraham ............................... . 








































































Indian schools, support, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To C. F. Ashley .......................... .. 
W. T. Buckley ...................... .. 
· B. P. B~tker ............................ .. 
H. K.Barnett ........................ .. 
.J. M. Bell ............................... . 
W. W.Bra.dley ...................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ......................... .. 
S.B. Brown ........................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ..................... .. 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
P. F. Burke .......................... .. 
E. W. Bill. ........................... .. 
I. G. Baker ............................ .. 
D. Block ................................ . 
W. D. Bangs ......................... .. 
C. H. Bogart ......................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
. A. S. Barnes & Co ................ .. 
.J. Bannerman ...................... .. 
L. L. Raker ........................... .. 
0 . .J. Backus .......................... . 
D. Balsz ................................ . 
Bureau Catholic Indian Mis-
sions .................................. . 
P. H. Bridenbaugh ............... .. 
.John Butler ........................... .. 
Big Winnebago ..................... . 
BlackHawk .......................... . 
L. Buchanan ......................... . 
Big Tree ............................... .. 
M.D. Baldwin ...................... .. 
G. W. Busey ......................... .. 
F. Baste ides & Co ................ .. 
G. H. Barbour ... . ................... . 
Board Home Missions Presby-
terian Church .................... .. 
Board of Foreign Missions ... .. 
Ball & Naylor ....................... .. 
F . .J. Cowart ......................... .. 
B. Coffey ................................ . 
.J. W. Cramsie ...... .. ............. .. 
E. H. Conklin .................... . 
G. H. Clark ..................... . ..... . 
I. H. Cory ............................. .. 
E. J. Chaffe ........................... . 
Clindining & Dubre ........... .. 
P. Constam .......................... .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company .......................... .. 
H. Corn .................................. . 
A. P. Connell.. ....................... . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ......... . 
W. M. Castle .......................... . 
C. C. Cluff ............................... . 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
D.O. Cowen ........................... . 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
Charlotte M. Clark ................. . 
A. Caldwell. ........ .................. .. 
Child's Hospital, Omaha ...... .. 
C.M.Clark ............................ .. 
Cathedral Chapter of South 
Dakota ............................... .. 
D. Cronemiller ...................... .. 
H. Calvert ..................... ......... . 
Charley Mann ...................... .. 
W.H.Clark ............................ . 
A.Dougan ............................. . 
.J. Dobson ............................... . 
M.Doyle ............................... .. 
W. E. Dougherty .................... . 
F. Dalton ............................... .. 
W . .J. C. Dulaney ................... .. 
W.Davis .............................. .. 
C. H. Deere ............................. . 
A. C. Davis ............................. . 
H. L. Doolittle ...................... . 
.J. Emery ............................... .. 
E. Eells ................................ .. 
.J.Early ......... ........ ................. . 
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1886-'87. 
Indian schools, support, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To .T. D. Everest .......................... . 
EmmaEsher .......................... . 
Thunder Egg ......................... . 
FishTail. ............................... . 
S.W.Fay ................................ . 
A. Flagler ............................... . 
A. Flagler & Co ...................... . 
W. R. S. Foye ........................ .. 
W.Faull ................................ . 
S.B.Foot ............................... .. 
S. H. Forest ............................ . 
R. L. Frazee ........... ................ . 
H. French,jr .......................... . 
. J.French .............................. .. 
J.Fisher ............................... .. 
Charles Frenchman ............. .. 
D. M. Ferry & Co .................. .. 
E. C. Fields ........................... . 
J.Flynn ............................... .. 
.T.T.Gregory ........................ .. 
W. D. C. Gibson .................... . 
J.D. Gilmor .......................... . 
S. L. Gibson ........................... .. 
I. Green ................................. .. 
G.W.Gibbs ............................ . 
J. S. Gilmore ........................ . 
H. D. Gallagher ..................... .. 
L.Goldman ........................... .. 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... .. 
W.S.Grant ........................... . 
.J. Gallagher ......................... .. 
W.Granger ........... . ............... .. 
P. Hanlenbeck ..................... .. 
G. G. Hallett ........................ .. 
Hartford Woven Wire Mat-
J.~~:i~~roi:~:::::::.:·:·.·.:::.".".'.'.'.'.' 
C. Hill ................................... . 
'.r.G.Hood ........................... .. 
T. M. Henderson .................... . 
L. M. Horn thai.. .. : ................. .. 
A. A. I-Iooper ......................... .. 
H.J.Hunt ........................... . 
,V. B. Hunt ... ." .... , .................. . 
I. Harter ................................ . 
W.Haas .............................. .. 
E. W. Herendeen ................... . 
.T.J.Hinman .......................... . 
E. A. Howard ......................... . 
I. N. Heidelberg .................... . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute .............. . 
J. F. Harrison ...................... .. 
G. T. Hawley ........................ .. 
J.L.Hail. .............................. .. 
C. S. Higgins ........................ .. 
Home Mission Presbyterian 
Church .............................. .. 
W. S. Harroun ...................... .. 
R. F. Handy ........................... . 
Hawley Bros., hardware ....... . 
Hak-aha-cor-han .................... . 
James Black Hawk .............. .. 
B.C. Hobbs .......................... .. 
T. Jennings .......................... .. 
W.B. Jordan .......................... . 
T.M.Jones ........................... . 
,V, A. Jones .......................... . 
Jubilee Industrial Company .. 
G .. Johnson ........................... .. 
Andrew Johnson ................... . 
J.D. Jenkins .......................... . 
J. F. Kinney .......................... . 
.T. 0. King ............................. .. 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... . 
S.D. Kimbark ...................... . 
Alice L. Koster ...................... . 
Kelly, Maus & Co ................. .. 
H. A. Koster .......................... . 
J. S. Latimer ......................... .. 
H. Lichtenstein ..................... . 
Canied forwurd ............. .. 
INTERIOR-nmiANS. 
















































































Indian schools, support, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ........... . .. 
To M. Lindsay ............................. . 
Lafayette Hominy Mill Co .... . 
G.T.Lane ............................. . 
W. L. Lincoln ........................ .. 
J.M.Lee .................... . ........... . 
Lame Teamster ................... .. 
G. R. Lockwood ................... .. 
.T. Lerr,jr ............................... . 
L. Loenthal & Co .................. .. 
Lambert &Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ............................ . 
Leighton, Jordan & Hender-
son ...................................... . 
P. Longtail ............................ . 
Little Jim ............................. .. 
Henry Lincoln ...................... . 
D. Lowrie .............................. . 
Abraham Lincoln ................ .. 
J.B.Lane ............................. . . 
G. Lail ................................... . 
H. McKee ................. ., ........... . 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
I. R. Michael. ......................... . 
E. Martin ............ , ................. .. 
8.Moses ................................. . 
C. E. McChesney .................. . 
Max Morgenthau .................. . 
C. Main ................................. . 
J. B. McClane ....................... . 
J. F. Merrill ........................... . 
W. S. Maxwell ....................... . 
R. Murray ............................. . 
J. G. McGann in .................... . 
C. S. Mersick ......................... . 
W. W. Montague .................. .. 
L. H. Maxfield ...................... . 
J. H. Mann ............................ . 
W. lVIorrow ........................... . 
J. McLaughlin ....................... . 
L.A. Moore,deceased ........... . 
Alice McDonald .................... . 
Maude McDonald ................. · 
T. Martin ............................... . 
Oscar Meacham .................... . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ........................... . 
J.D. Nordlinger .................... . 
J. E. Nichols .......................... . 
E. Naumburg ....................... .. 
A.. C. Nichols ......................... .. 
B. B. Neal .............................. . 
G. W. Norris .......................... . 
M.Neal ........................... , ..... . 
J.Noble ................................ .. 
Nourse & Basler .................... . 
,T. M. Needham ..... ................ . 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
MaryO'Neil ......................... . 
W.C,Oburn ......................... .. 
C. G. Ortmayer ....................... . 
S. S. Patterson ....................... . 
C. H. Pinkham,jr ................... . 
J.S.Page ............................... . 
G. Peters ................................ . 
A. B. Patrick .......................... . 
W.F.Pippey ....................... . 
W. L. Powell .......................... . 
Phil~ips ~ Buttsorffl\Ianufact-
urmgCompany .................. . 
T. Priestly .............................. . 
'r. E. Pierce ............................ . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... . 
B.J.Peck .............................. . 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
Mrs. William G. Rose .......... .. 
W. Rosenberg ....................... . 
J. W.Rife .............................. . 
J. Roach ................................ . 
J. Russell ............................... . 
A. B. Skinner ........................ . 
J. St. John ............................. . 
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1886-'87. 
Indian schools, support, 1887-Con-
iinned. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To G. W. Scott ............................ . 
C. F. Stollsteimer ................... . 
M. ,V. Stevens ....................... . 
T. J. Sheehan ........................ . 
W. A. Shaw ............................• 
J. V.Summers ....................... . 
C. Schofflin ............................ . 
W. H. Schietfelin .................. . 
R. W. Simpson ...................... . 
E. Steiger .............................. .. 
L. Seasongood ....................... . 
M. Stern ................................ . 
G. Sherwood & Co ................. . 
C. B. Stone ............................. . 
,V, H. Smith ......................... .. 
H. C. Slavens ........................ .. 
C. H. Searing ....................... .. 
G. V. Smith ............................ . 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
J. B. Scott ............................. . 
S. Shill ito ............................ .. 
SuncoeJim ........................... . 
A. B. Spreckles ....................... . 
Stevens & Hughe11 ................ .. 
E. Sharpe ............................... . 
G. Sapp ................................. .. 
.T.Smith ................................. . 
Ed ward Snake ...................... . 
A. Thomas ............................. . 
W.E. Tefft ........................... .. 
Thurber, Why land & Co ....... . 
Tower Manufacturing Co ..... . 
W.B.Thews ......................... .. 
The Wire Web Bed Company. 
A. Tepelika ....... ....... ............ . 
University of New Mexico .... . 
John Van Range Company .. 
A. E. Whyland ................... .. .. 
P.B.Ware ............................. . 
J,S. Ward ............................. . 
T. F. Wilsey ........................... . 
R. Woodbridge ..................... .. 
H. E. Williamson ................. .. 
!.Wallach ............................ .. 
D.S. Walton ........................ .. 
A.Weyl ................................. . 
Wallace Brothers ................ .. 
S. Weill ................................ .. 
M. C. G. Witte ...................... .. 
J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
D. Wallace ............................ .. 
J. Wheeler ............................ .. 
E. B. Woolworth .................. .. 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
W.J.Wiley .......................... .. 
W. F. Whitier ..................... .. 
G. D. Willia1ns ...................... .. 
J. F. Warner ......................... .. 
M. C. Williams ...................... .. 
C. Willoughby ....................... . 
N.W.Wells ........ ................... . 
Webber & High ................... .. 
F. M. Wadsworth ................... . 
E. L. Webster ...................... .. 
H. C. Williamson .................. .. 
J. S. Whiteside ...................... .. 
F.Wortz ............................... .. 
S. White ............................... .. 
Walking Soldier .................... . 
Capt. White Wood ............... .. 
F. White ............................... .. 
GeorgeGrayWolf ................ .. 
F. Walker ............................. . 
White Otter ......................... . 
Wind Walker ..................... . 
John White Water .............. .. 
E. Wood .. . ........................... .. 
C.M.Yates ............................ . 
C.S.Young ........................... .. 
Young Rogue ...................... .. 
C. H. Yates ........................... .. 
Carried forward ............. . 
INTERIOR-INDIANS. 



















































































Indian schools, support, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward................. $587,122.39 
Deduct repayments: 
By Appropriation ac-
count ...... ..... ........ $6L. 20 
C. F. Ashley............ 92.95 
B. P. Baker .. ... ...... ... 45. 64 
J. M. Ball................. 154.06 
F.J.Cowart............ 217.50 
D. 0. Cowan ...... ...... 871. 22 
B. Cofl'ey .. ... . . .. .. ..... 104. 84 
J. Emery ............. :.... 239.80 
J.D. Everest............ 200:63 
S. L. Gilson .... .. .. .... 3, 031. 00 
H. D. Gallagher ...... 187.75 
T.M.Jones .............. 209.88 
:r.M.Lee .................. 1,258.55 
J. B. McClane........... 135. 88 
B. P. Parker ... ......... 44. 08 
W. L. Powell............ 5. 23 
'.r. Priestley.............. 713. 49 
G. W. Scott.............. 527.12 
T.F. Warner........... 826.46 
R. Woodbridge........ 163. 16 
T.F. Willsey............ 242.08 
J. Wheeler............ 1,545.54 
10,878.06 
576,244.33 
Support of Indian schools, 1886: 
To M. 0. Ayres ........................... .. 10.00 
American Missionary Associ-
ation .......... , ....................... .. 4,188.30 
W. W. Anderson .................. .. 710.30 
Board Home Missions, Pres-
byterian Church ................ .. 5,554.25 
Bureau of Catholic Indian 
Missions ............................ .. 19,473.33 
B. P. Baker ........................... .. 1,055.00 
-Board of Foreign Missions, 
Presbyterian Church .......... . 1,242.82 
B. Bade .................................. . &52. 79 
M.D. Baldwin ....................... . 465.00 
P. H. Bridenbaugh ................ . 1,222.12 
Roug ..................................... . 75.00 
Thos. Branch ......................... . 120.00 
F. Bartel des & Co ................ .. 76.55 
0. Bombach ............... ., ....... .. 36.00 
H. K. Barnett ......................... . 45.00 
W. Clawson ......................... . 100.00 
Clindining & Dubue ............... . 429.00 
C. P. Colburn ....................... . 52.50 
F. J. Cowert ......................... .. 994.50 
A. L. Cook ............................. . 185,50 
C. J. 0. Conner ...................... . 39.37 
H. Chase ................................ . 50.00 
W. S. Dyer ........................... . 120.66 
Hartford Woven-Wire Mat-
tress Company .................. . 163.80 
Howard University ............. .. 28.69 
H. Heth ................................ . 866.00 
I. Harter ................................ . 37.00 
J.L.Hall.. ............................ . 3, 122.6H 
Int,erior Department ............. . 268.85 
T. M.Jones ........................... .. 1, 670.70 
J. W.Jones ........................... . 901.28 
S. G. Ln,rson .......................... . 24.00 
H. Loomis ............................ .. 275.17 
J. G. McGannon .................. .. 7!16.60 
Wm.Mallory ...................... .. 59.34 
E. McConville ...................... .. 200.00 
J. B. McClane ......................... . 1,013. g,.l 
L. A. Moore, deceased ........... . 
W. Morrow ........................... . 
75.00 
33.45 
Nye Steam Vacuum Pump 
Company ............................ . 
Nourse & Fuller ................... . 
517.50 
95.77 
E. 0. Osburne ........................ .. 1, 964.20 
Mary O'Neil ......................... . 
Martha E. Paulding, estate ... .. 




F. Palmer .................. ............. . 695.53 
Carried forward ............. .. 50j 368.50 
• 
• 
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1886-'87. 
Support of Indian schools, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'.ro T. C. Power ............................ . 
T. Priestly ............................ . 
M.Raphael ............................ . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
S.E.Rose ............................ .. 
T.J.Sheehan ......................... . 
H. C. ~lavens .......................... . 
G. W.Scott ........................... .. 
J.B.Scott ............................... . 
Ur.iversHy of New Mexico ... .. 
C. Vining ............................... . 
R. G. Wheeler ....................... . 
Elizateth \V. 'Vinslow ......... .. 
Wa:ylandSeminary,Washing-
ton.D.C ............................ .. 
E. White ............................... .. 
G. Wilson ............................. .. 
J.F. Warner ........................ .. 
B. T. Wilder .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. 'F. Ashby............ $263.03 
J.N.Andrews .......... 186.07 
W. W. Andrews........ 100.50 
J. M. Bell ................. 37.13 
W. H. Black ......... ... 52.04 
F. J. Cowart.............. 156.17 
J. W. Cramsie .......... .68 
B. Coffee .. ... . ........ ... 124. 00 
C. H. Dickson........... 16.67 
J. Emery................. 108.33 
E. Eells ........ ........... 759.25 
A.J.Giffen .............. 88.86 
J. T. Gregory ........... 45. 00 
I. Greene .. .. .. .. . . . ..... 432. 84 
C. Hill ...... . .. .. ... . .. ... 26. 82 
J. L. Hall.................. 622. 70 
T. Jennings...... ....... 603.67 
T.M.Jones. ............ 354.06 
J. w .. Jones .............. 4.50.64 
J. F. Kinney............ 72.25 
W. H. H. Lewellyn... . 60 
J. M. Lee.................. 31. 45 
V. T. McGillicuddy.. 20.24 
J. McLaughlin.... .... 5. 00 
C. E. McChesney ..... 6. 06 
J. B. McClane ... ,.,..... 118. 67 
M. Neal.................... 85.40 
E. E. Osborne........... 196.76 
I. W. Patrick............ 47.00 
W. L. Powell ..... -...... . 03 
C. H. Potter.............. 110. 87 
S. S. Patterson ......... 47.48 
B. P. Pavker ......... ... 14.34 
T. Priestley.............. 41.21 
G. W. Scott.. ...... ...... 768.27 
C. F. Stottsteimer ..... 2. 76 
J. V.Summers......... ]6.57 
'I'. J. Sheehan ........... 664.14 
H. R. West........ ....... 34.76 
H. E. Williamson ..... 31. 62 
J. G. Wright............ 1.48 
C. Willoughby......... 403. 33 
J. S. Ward............... 216.50 
J. Wheeler............... 263.25 
R. Woodbridge........ 52.10 
F. M. Wadsworth..... 66.95 
J.F. Warner............ 75.00 
Support of Indian schools, 1885: 
To Board of Foreign Missions, 
Presbyterian Church .......... . 
J.M.Craig ........................... .. 
A. Gesner .............................. .. 
w. s. riarrison ....................... .. 
P.B.Hunt .............................. . 
J. W. Scott ............................ .. 































Support of Indian schools, 1885-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By T. A. Ashbumer. ..... . $5. 66 
A. L. Cook............... 291.50 
A. Gesner................. 4. 22 
Interior Department 2, 227.66 
W. H. H. Lewellyn.. 1. 67 
W.M.Ridpath......... 11.11 
J. W. Scott............... 78.30 
P. Sanchez............... 68. 68 
F. M. Wadsworth..... 2. 70 
Excess of re!layments ....... . 
Support of Indian schools, 1885 
(tmnsfer account): 
By P. Sanchez .............. $.'). 49 
Support of Indian schools, 1884 and 
prior years : 
By D. B. Dyer .............. . 
A. Gesner ................ . 
P.B.Hunt .............. . 






Support of Indian schools, 1884 and 
prior years (transfer account): 
To Interior Department.. ............ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By P. B. Hunt................. $3.64 
Interior Department 5. 01 
Support of schools, farms, etc., for 
Apaches, Kiowas, and Coman-
ches, 1873 and prior years: 
To Kansas Pacific Railroad Com-
pany ....................................... . 
Indian schools in Alaska, 1887-sup-
port: 
'.ro Board Home Missions, Presby-
terian Church ......................... . 
Support oflndian schools in Alaska, 
1886: 
To Board Home Missions, Presby-
terian Church .......................... .. 
Support of Indian schools near Ar-
kansas City, 1886: 
By W. R. Branham,jr ... $511.13 
Support of Indian schools near Ar-
kansas City, 188-5: 
By W.J.Hadley........... . $0.80 
Support of Indian schools near Ar-
kansas City,188,iand prior years: 
By W.J.Hadley............ $149.99 
Indian school, Carlisle, Pa., support, 
1887: 
To H. Adams,jr ............................ . 
W. S. Abbey,jr ....................... . 
A. Agar ................................. .. 
H. Allen .............................. .... . 
M. Burgman ......................... .. 
S.B.Brown ........................... . 
n. L. Benham ........................ .. 
Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
Company ............................ . 
D.Black ............................... .. 
H. L. Butler ........................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ............... " ........ .. 
H. Bernheim ........................ .. 
'\V. D. Bangs .......................... . 
J. Bannerman ...................... .. 















RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'fURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Indianschools,Carlise, Pa., support, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To A. S. Barnes & Co .................. . 
G. H. Barbour ....................... . 
H. Corn ................................. .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... . 
E. H. Conklin ........................ .. 






Support of Indian school, Carlisle, 
Pa., 1885: 
By R. H. Pratt............... $4. 80 
Support of Indian school, Carlisle, 
Pa., 1884 and prior years: 
By R. H. Pratt . . ........ .... $194. 60 
Indian school, Carlisle, Pa. Pur-
chase of Parker farm : 
223 




118.75 To R. H. Pratt· ............................. $18,000. 00 
M.Dougan ............................. . 
J.Dobson .............................. .. 
W. J. C. Dulaney ................... . 
E.E.Evans ........................... . 
J.Earley ................................ . 
.A. Flagler ............................. . 
Gray. Fall & Co .................... . 
P. Haulenbeck ....................... . 
R.F.Handy ........................... . 
T. M. Henderson .................... . 
T.G.I-Iood ............................ . 
Hartford Woven Wire Mat-
tressCompany .............. ..... .. 
J.O.King ............................... . 
S.D. Kim back ...................... .. 
G. R. Lockwood ................... .. 
P.M. Millspaugh ................... . 
J.R.Michael. ......................... . 
E. Martin .............................. . 
Morrison & Hartsell ............. . 
R.Murray ........................... .. 
C. S. Mersick .......................... . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ........................... . 
J. E. Nichols ........................ .. 
R.H.Pratt ............................ .. 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co ........... . 
J. S. Page ............................... . 
W.l:<'.Peppey ........................ .. 
G. Peters ............................... .. 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
W.Rosenberg ......................... . 
• J.W.Rife .............................. .. 
W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
A. B. Skinner ...................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin .................... . 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... .. 
S.Shilleto ............................... . 
L. Season good ..... ................. .. 
B. Schriven ........................... .. 
W.E.Tefft ............................ .. 
Tower Manufacturing Co .... .. 
A.Thomas ........................... .. 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
Wallace Bros ......................... . 
J.H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
L. Wallace ............................. . 
Woodward, Graybell & Co .. . 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By Carlisle Indian school. ........ . 
Indian school, Carlisle, Pa., sala-
ries,1887: 
To R. H. Pratt ............................ .. 
Support o( Indian school, Carlisle, 
Pa,1886: 
To Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. . 
Interior Department ............ .. 
Morrison & Hartrel.. ............ . 
R.H.Pratt ............................. . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R., 
Company ............... ............ . 




























































By R. H. Pratt.............................. 8. 56 
4,027.61 
= = 
Indian school, Chilocco, Ind. T., 
building and repair, 1887: 
To A. V. Alexander .................... . 
W. R. Branham, jr ............... .. 
Indian school, Chilocco, Ind. T., sal-
aries, 1887 : 
ToW. R. Branbam,jr ................. . 
Indian school, Chilocco, Ind. T., 
support, 1887: 
To H. 0. Armour ......................... . 
H.Adams ............................. . 
H. Allen ................................ . 
T. A. Ash burner .................... . 
W. '£.Buckley ...................... .. 
W. R. Bran haw, jr ................. . 
D.Block .............................. .. 
S.Brown .............................. .. 
E.W.Bill ............................ . 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company .......................... . 
C. L. Benham ....................... . 
W.D.Bangs .......................... . 
A. S. Barnes & Co ................ .. 
F. Bower ................................ . 
F. Bartildes ......................... . 
H. Corn .................................. . 
E. H. Conklin ...................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ....... .. 
G. H. Clark .......................... .. 
S. H. Crane ............................ . 
C. H. Castle .......................... . 
A. Dougan .............................. . 
M.Doyle ............................... . 
W. J. C. Dulaney ................. .. 
C. H. Deere ........................... . 
J. Early ................................ . 
A. Flagler ........................ ..... . 
J. D. Giltnor .......................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co ................... .. 
P. Haulenbeck ..................... .. 
T. M. Henderson .................. .. 
J. J. Herman ......................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ..................... . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute .............. .. 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
J. 0. King .......................... . 
S. D. Kim bark ...................... . 
H. Lichlf•nstein ................... .. 
G. R. Lockwood .................... . 
L. Loenthal &Co ................... . 
Lambert& Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ............. . ............. . 
J. R. 1\i(jchael.. ....................... . 
E. Martin ............................... . 
J. E. Nichols .......................... . 
W. F. Pippey ...................... .. 
J. S. Page .............................. . 
C. H. Parkhurst, jr .............. . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manu-
facturing Company ............ . 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
J. W.Ripe ............................. . 
A. B. Skinner ....................... . 
C. Scheplin ............................ . 
J. St. John ............................. . 





























































224 RECEIPTS AND EXJ?ENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Indian school, Chilocco, Ind. T., 
support, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To L. Seasongood ....................... . 
W.A.Sha,v .......................... .. 
W. H. Schiefl'elin ................... . 
"\V.H.Smith .......................... .. 
C. H. Searing ................... ....... . 
M.Stern .... , ............................ . 
S. Shillito .............................. . 
11. n. Speckels ........................ . 
W. E. Tefft ............................. . 
A. Thomas ........................... .. 
Tower Manufacturing Co .... .. 
J. Van Ray & Co .................... .. 
A. E. "\<Vhyland ...................... . 
Wallace Bros ........................ .. 
L. "\Vallace ............................ . 
M. C. G. Witte ........................ . 
J.H. Woodhouse ................... . 
I. Wallach ............................. .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... . 
Support of Indian school, Forest 
Grove, Oregon, 1886: 
'£o W. V. Coffin ......................... .. 
E. C. Cross ............................ .. 
Interior Department ............ .. 
J. Lee ..................................... . 
Salem Flouring Mills Co ...... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
ByJ.Lee ..................................... . 
Support of Indian school, Forest 
Grove, Oreg·on, 1885: 
To J. W. Gilbert ......................... .. 
Deduct from repayment: 
By Interior Department .............. . 
Excess of repayment ........ 
·Support of Indian school, Genoa, 
Nebr., 1887: 
To W. S. Abbey .......................... . 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
A. Ager .................................. . 
T. A. Ashburner .................... . 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
D. Block ............................. .. 
E. W. Bill ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ...................... .. 
J. Bannerman ...................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
S. B. Brown .......................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ..................... .. 
H. Bernheim ..... ................... .. 
W.D. Bangs ......................... . 
A. S. Barnes & Co ................. . 
H. B. Chase .......................... . 
H. Corn ................................ . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ... ........................ .. 
E. H. Conklin ....................... . 
P. Constam ........................... .. 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
Carlisle Indian School .......... . 
A. P. Connell ........................ . 
S. H. Crane ........................... .. 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
M. Doyle ............................... . 
W. J. C. Dulaney ................... . 
J. Earley .............................. .. 
A. Flagler ............................ .. 
D. M. Ferry & Co ................ . 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... .. 
W. Granger ......................... .. 
P. Haulenbeck ..................... .. 




































































Support of Indian school, Genoa, 
Nebr., 1887-Cont.inued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
'.ro R. F. Handy .......................... .. 
L . .M. Horuthal.. ................... .. 
T. M. Henderson .................. .. 
J. J. Hinchman ................... .. 
J. J. 1-Iinman ........................ .. 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
J. 0. King ............................ .. 
S.D. l{.imbark ....................... . 
J.l:l.Kaufman ..... ................... .. 
J. Lichtenstein ....................... . 
J. S. Latimer ......................... .. 
G. K. Lockwood .... ........ ........ . 
P.M. Millspaugh ................... .. 
Markley, Alling & Co ............ . 
J. R. Michael. ........................ .. 
E. Martin .............................. .. 
C. S. Mersick ......................... .. 
R.Murray ................ ., ......... ... . 
N. Miller & Co ..................... .. 
J. E. Nichols ........... .............. .. 
E.Naumburg ........................ .. 
C. G. Ortm:1yer ...................... .. 
J.S.Page ............................... .. 
W.F.Pippey .......................... . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................ .. 
R. A. Ribbins ........................ .. 
W. 'r. Rickley & Bros ............ . 
J. W.Rife .............................. .. 
"\V. Rosenburg ........................ . 
J.St.John ............................. .. 
W.A.Shaw ............................ .. 
W. H. Schiefl'elin .................... . 
A. B. Skinner ...... ... ........... .... .. 
L. Seasongood ........................ . 
W.H.Smith ......................... .. 
M.Stern ................................. . 
A. B. Spreckels .............. , .. ...... . 
S. Shillito .............................. .. 
0. H. Searing ......................... .. 
Tower Manufacturing Co ..... .. 
Thurber, Whyland & Co ....... .. 
W.E.Tefft ............................ .. 
A. E. Why land ....................... . 
J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
G. Wheeler .......................... .. 
E. B. Woolworth ... ......... ........ . 
J. '\Vallach ................. ......... .. .. 
L. Wallace ................. ....... ... .. 
W. C. G. Witte ....................... . 
Wallace Bros ................ .... ...... . 
W. H. Wickham .................... .. 
S. Weill .................................. . 
Support of Indian school, Genoa, 
Nebr., 1886; 
To H. R. Chase .......... .......... ..... .. 
Eyman & Gregg ................... . 
Interior Depart-ment.. ....... ... .. 
R. A. Robbins ............... ........ . 
S. F. Tappan ........................ .. 
M. C. G. Witte ........ ......... ...... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. R. Chase .............. ........... . 
Support of Indian school, Genoa, 
Nebr.,1885: 
To S. F. Tappan... . .................. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. F. Tappan ......................... .. 
Support of Indian school, Genoa, 
Nebr., 1884, and prior years: 



































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Indian school at Hampton, Va., 
support, 1887: 
To Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute .... ,............ $14,430.60 
Indian school at Hampton Va., 
support, 1886 : 
To Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ............... , 5,080.00 
===== 
Indian school, Lawrence, Kans., 
salaries, 1887 : 
To A. Grabowskee ..................... .. 




Indian school. Lawrence, Kans., 
buildings and repairs, 1887: 
To S. A. Brown & Co.................... 75.46 
D. G. Lytnan ............ ......... ...... 4. 41 
C. Robinson............................ 1, 322.58 
A. Reeves................................ 4. 75 
J. Watts .......... , ....................... ___ 1_8_. oo_ 
Support of Indian schools, Law-
rence, Kans., 1887: 
To H. Adarr1s, j r .......................... . 
W.S.Abbey ........................... . 
H.Alleu ................................ . 
A. Agar .. .,. .............................. .. 
T. A. Ashout·uer ..................... . 
J.D.Bayne ........................... . 
C. L. Bernlleim ...................... .. 
E.W.Bill. .............................. .. 
J.G.Baker ........................... .. 
H.L.Butler ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
S.B.Brown ........................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
J. Bannerman ....................... .. 
D. Block ................................ . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
W.D.Bangs .......................... .. 
A. S. Ba1·nes & Co ................. .. 
J.W. Beard ........................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... . 
E. H. Conklin ....................... . 
Carlisle Indian School. ......... . 
H. Corn .................................. . 
G.H.Clark ........................... .. 
P. Consta1n ........................... . 
A.P.Connell ......................... .. 
L.H.Crane ........................... . 
C. C. Cluff ............................... . 
A. Dougan ............................ .. 
M.Doyle ................................ . 
J.Dobson ............................... . 
W. J. C. Dulaney .................. .. 
J.A.Dailey ............................ . 
F. D. Deichman & Son .......... .. 
J.Earley ............................... .. 
A.Flagltr ............................... . 
S. T. Field & Co ..................... .. 
A. Grabowski ...................... .. 
J.D. Gilman .......................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... .. 
G. Groomer & Son ................ .. 
P. Hanlenbeck ...................... .. 
L. M. Hornthal. ...................... . 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
J. J. Hinchtnan ..................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................. . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ............... .. 
Hartford Woven-'¥ire Mat-
tress Company .............. ..... . 
Mary Jackson ...................... .. 
J.O.King ............................... . 
J.S.Kaufman ........................ . 
Carried forward ............. .. 




















































Support of Indian schools, Law-
rence, Kans., 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To S.D. Kim bark ....................... . 
H. Leichtenstein .................... . 
G. R. Lockwood ................... .. 
L. Lowenthal.. ...................... .. 
Lafayette H<•miny Mills Co .. . 
Lambert & Bishop \Vi re-
Fence Company ................. . 
G. Lees ........................... ., ..... . 
K.Loen ................................ . 
C. Lehman ............................ .. 
P.M. Millspau/lh .................... . 
,J. R. Michael. ........................ .. 
E. Martin ............................. .. 
C. S. Mersick ......................... .. 
W.lVIorrow ............................ . 
Dr. 0. W. Murphy ................ .. 
J. E. Nichols .......... ~ ............. .. 
B. B. Neal ............................. . 
C. G. Ot·tnlayer ..................... .. 
T. Poehler ............................ .. 
J. ~.Page ............................. . 
W. F. Pippy .......................... .. 
C. Peters ................................ . 
E. E. Pierson ......................... . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
W. H. Pendleton .................. .. 
H. E. Pevirs ......................... .. 
R. A. Robbins.............. .. . ... .. 
W. Rosenburg ................ ....... . 
J. W. Ripe ........................... .. 
H. B. Rogers ......................... .. 
C. Robinson ......................... .. 
A. A. St. John .................... .. 
W. A. Shaw .......................... . 
W. H. Schietl'elin ................ .. 
A. B. Skinner ...................... .. 
S. Shillito ............................ .. 
W. H. Smith ........................ . 
A. B. Spreckels ...................... . 
M. Stern ................................ . 
J.G. Sands ............................ . 
W. E. 'l'efft .......................... .. 
Tower Manufacturing Co .... .. 
H. S. Tremper ...................... . 
Thurbur, Whyland & Co ...... .. 
United States Wind Engine 
and Pump Company ........... . 
A.E. Whyland ...................... . 
J. Wallach ............................ . 
M. C. G. Witte ...................... .. 
S. Weill ................................ . 
L. Wallace ........................... .. 
Wallace Bros ........... .............. . 
J. H. Woodhous .................. .. 
E. B. Wool worth ................... . 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
S. M. Wilbur ........................ .. 
0. J. Woodard ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. Grabowslde ......... $1, 371. 30 
C. Robinson.............. 19. 27 
Support of Indian school, Law-
rence, Kans., 1886: 
To S. A. Brown & Co ................... .. 
C. Bruce & Sons ...................... . 
C. Gray ................................... . 
A.J.Griffin ............................. . 
A. Grabowski. ....................... .. 
T. J. Hutchinson ................... .. 
Interior Department ............. .. 
F. W .• TaeQicke ...................... .. 
G.Leis .................................. .. 
J.Marvin ................................ .. 
A. Reves .................................. . 
H. C. Slavens ......................... .. 











































































226 RECEIPT~ AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 
Support of Indian schools, Law-
rence, Kans., 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By .A.. Grabowskie ........................ . 
~upport of Indian school, 
Lawrence, Kans., 1885: 
By J. Marvin.................. $0.99 
Indian school' at Lincol~stitu­
tion, Philadelphia, 1887: 
To Lincoln Institution ................. . 
Indian school at Lincoln Institu-
tion, Philadelphia, 1886: 
To Lincoln Institution ................ . 
Support of Indian children at 
schools in private families (no 
year): 
To 'I' . .A.. Ash burner ............... ..... . 
A. Agar .......... ........................ . 
W.S. Abbey,jr ....................... . 
H. Allen ................................ . 
JI. 0. Armour ......................... . 
J. Bannerman .................... .. . . 
D. Block ................................ . 
H. Bernheim .......................... . 
E.\V.Bill. .............................. . 
S. B. Bro\vn ............................ . 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
<V. D. Bangs .......................... . 
A. S. Barnes & Co ........ .. ........ . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ........................ . 
P. Coustam ........................... . 
E. H. Conklin ....................... . 
G. I-I. Clark ............................ . 
C. I-I. Castle ............................ . 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
E. J. Chaffee ......... ................ . 
Chesebrough J\o:Ianufacturing 
Company ........................... . 
W.J.C.Dulaney .................... . 
J.Dobson .......................... .... . . 
C. I-I. Deere ............. ...... ...... .. . . 
A. Dougan ....................... ...... . 
vV.J. Davis .......................... .. 
J. Early .................... ....... ...... . . 
A. I<'Jagler ........... .. ............... . 
J.D.Gilmor ......................... . 
Gray, Falls& Co .................... . 
W.Granger ......... . ................. . 
P. Henlen beck ..................... . 
.T. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
T.G.Hood ............................. . 
C. S. Higg·ins ......................... . 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
Hartford Woven-vVire Mat-
t.ress Company ............... .. .. . 
.T. J. !-!inman .......................... . 
Hampton Norm::~.l and Agri-
cultural Institute ................ . 
E. W. Herendeen ................... . 
Reisen &Co ................. , ........ . 
Indian Training-School, Car-
lisle, Pa ............................. . 
C. F. Koester ......................... .. 
J.O.King .............................. .. 
~.D. Kimbark ...................... .. 
J. S. Latimer ........................ . 
G. R. Lockwood .................... . 
Lafayette Hominy Mill f'o .... . 
Lambert and Bishov \Yir·e-
Feuce Company ................. . 
S. ~loses ............................. .. 
J. R. yfichael.. ...................... . 
E. Martin ............................. .. 
C. S. Mersick ........................ .. 














































Support of Indian children at 
schools in private families (no 
year)-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
ToP. M. Millspaugh ................... . 
Markley, Alling & Co .......... .. 
W. Morrow ........................... .. 
R. Murray ........................... .. 
J.D. Nordlinger .................... . 
B. B. Neal. ............................ . .. 
J. E. Nichols ......................... .. 
C. G. Orlanger ....................... . 
C. H. Pinkham,jr ................... . 
J.S.Page .............................. .. 
G. Peters ............................... . 
Phillips and Buttodf Manu-
facturing Company ............. . 
Parkhurst& Wilkinson ....... .. 
R. A. Robbins ..................... .. 
J. St. Johns ........................... .. 
W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
W.H.Smith .......................... . 
L. Seasongood ...... ... ............. .. 
C. A. Spreckels .................... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
S. Shillito ............................... . 
W. H.Schieffelin .................. .. 
Thurber, Whyland &Co ..... _ .. . 
Tower Manufacturing Co ..... . 
W.E.Tefft ............................ . 
L. Wallace ............................. . 
'Vallace Bros ........................ .. 
S. Weill .................................. . 
.A.. E. Why land ..... .............. .. 
E. B. Woolworth .................... . 
M.C.G. Witte ................ ...... .. . 
J. H. Woodhouse .................... . 
E. L. \Vebster ......................... . 
W. H. Wickham .................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By D.P. Andrews ......................... . 
Support of Indian children at 
schools in private families 
(transfer account): 
By Interior Department.. $i. 2!J• 
R. H. Pratt................. 326. 93 
331.22 
Indian school at Salem, Oregon, 
buildings and repairs, 1887: 
'I'o J. Lee ..................................... .. 
C. A. Robert ............................. . 
Indian school at Salem. Oregon, 
salaries, 1887: · 
'l'oJ.Lee ........................ , ............ .. 
Indian school at Salem, Oregon, 
. support, !887: 
2.10 1 To L. Alstock .............................. .. 
6. uO H. Allen ................................ .. 
7. 95 A. Agar ................................. .. 
T. A. Ashburner ...................... . 
96.32 W.T.Buckley ........... ----- ........ . 
240.00 E. W. Bill ............................... " 
27.50 H. L. Butler .......................... .. 
10.35 L. L. Bak-er ............................ . 
81.60 0. J. Backus ......................... .. 
49.41 S.B. Brown ............................ . 







W.D.Bangs ................ .... ..... .. 
A. S. Barnes & Co .................. .. 
!.H. Corey ............................ .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
H. Corn .................................. . 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Indian school at Salem, Oregon, 
support, 1887-C'ontinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To E. H. Conklin ......................... . 
W. M. Castle .......................... . 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
E. C. Cross ........................... . 
T.Dalton ............................... . 
W.Davis ................................ . 
A.Dougan ............................. . 
.T.Dobson ............................... . 
\V. J. C. Dulaney .................... . 
W.Faull ................................ . 
W. R. S. Foye ......................... . 
G.W.Gibbs ........................... . 
R.F.Handy ......................... . 
A.A. Hooper ....................... : .. . 
H. J. Hart ............................. . 
W. B. Hunt ............................ . 
W. Haas ............................... . 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
J. J. Hinchman ................... . 
J. F. Harrison ... !f .................•• 
G. T. Hawley ......... ............ .. . 
T. G. Hood ........................... . 
.f. D. Hurst & Hon .................. . 
W. A. Jones .......................... . 
.T. A. King ............................. . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
II. Lichtenstine ................... .. 
J. Lee ..................................... . 
G. R. Lockwood .................. .. 
J. Levi, jr ............................... . 
.J. S. Latimer .......................... . 
J. R. Michael. ........................ . 
C. Main .................................. . 
J. F. l\-Ierrill .......................... . 
E.l\-Iartin ............................. .. 
W. W. Montague ................... . 
A. C. Nichols ....................... . 
W. F. Pippey ......................... . 
A. B. Patrick ........................ .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... . 
.R. A. Robbins .... ..................... . 
.J. W.Rife ............................... . 
f:~~~~!~~~~:·:::::::::-~-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:-::::: 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
W. E. Tefft .......................... . 
Towet· Manufrcturing Co .... . 
A. Thomas ............................ . 
.1. Van Range & Co ............... . 
E. B. Wool worth .................. . 
.T. H. Woodhouse ................. . 
\V. H. Wickham ................... . 
J. S. Whitehouse .................. . 
A. E. Whyland .................... .. 
C.l\-I. Tate ............................ .. 
Indian school at St. Ignatius Mis-
sion, Montana, support, 1887: 
To St. Ignatius Mission school ... 
Support of Indians at St. Ignatius 
Mission school, Montana, 1886: 
To St. Ignatius Mission school.. ... 
Indian schools in States, 1887: 
To A~_erican Missionary Associa-
ton ..................................... . 
Bureau Catholic Indian Mis-
sion .................................. .. 
Cherokee training school ...... . 
Connecticut Indian Associa-
tion ..................................... . 
Howard University .............. . 
Mennonite Missions .............. . 
Middletown Training School .. 
\Vhite's Iowa Manual Labot· 




































































Carried fo1·ward ........ ....... 27,365.15 
Indian schools in States, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward.............. $27,365. 1:5 
To White's Indiana Manual La-
bor Institute........................ 7, 515.00 
Wayland Seminary................ 125.25 
Support of Indians at schools in 
States, 1886: 
To American Missionary Associa-
tion ........................ ........ ........ . 
Bureau Catholic Indian ::\fis-
sions .................................. . 
Bayfield Boarding School.. ... . 
Cherokee Training School .... . 
W.H.Clark ........................... . 
Earlham College, Richmond, 
Indiana .............................. .. 
Fort Wayne College, Indiana. 
Judson College ...................... . 
Jubilee Industrial Co ............ . 
Mennonite Mission ............... . 
Oak Grove Seminary ............ . 
W. E. Read ........................... .. 
The Mennonite College ........ . 
Trinity College, N. C ............ . 
White's Iowa Manual Labor 
Institute ........................... .. 
White's Indiana Manual La-
bor Institute ....................... . 
Support of Indian children at 

















2, 215. HO 
24,872.:32 
To estimate of J. L Craven......... :37.70 
S. F. Tappan...... ...... ...... ...... ... 20. 70 
Union Pacific Railroad Co...... ·18. 92 
107.32 
Deduct repayment: 
By H. F. •.rappan......................... .. 30.15 
Support of Indian children aL 
schools in 8tates, 1884 and prior 
years (transfer account): 
To R.ll. Pratt ............................ .. 
Support of Kansas Indians, 1887: 
To Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
.J. I. David ............................ .. 
E. E. White .......................... . 
Support of Kansas Indians, 1884 
and prior years: 
By L. J. Miles................ 161. 40 
Support of Kickapoos, 1887: 
To H. H. Crane ............................. . 
II. C. Slavens ........................ .. 
M.Neal. ................ .............. . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ........................... . 
A. E. Why land ...................... . 
Support of Kickapoos, 1886: 
ToM. Neal. ................................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
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Support of Klamaths and Modocs, 
1887: 
'.ro .J. H. Corey ............................. . 
H.N.Cook ............................. . 
.J.Emery ................................ . 
W. K. S. Foye ........................ . 
G. W. Gibbs ........................ ... . 
C. Main .................................. . 
W. J. Wiley .......................... . 
Support of Klamaths and Modocs, 
1883 and prior years: 
To C. Schneider ........................ .. 
Support of Klamaths and Modocs, 
1884 and prior years: 
By L. M. Nickerson ...... $1. 00 
Support of Makahs, 1887: 
'.ro G. W. Arms ........................... .. 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
C. H. Bogart ......................... .. 
W. T. Buckley ....... : .............. . 
L. L. Baker ............................ . 
D. H. Corey ............................ . 
W. M. Castle ......................... .. 
F. Dalton .............................. .. 
W.Davis ............................... .. 
.J. Dobson ............................... . 
W. R. S. Foye ...... ................. . 
G. W.Gibbs ......................... .. 
W. Haas ................................ . 
R. F. Handy ......................... . 
J. F. Harrison ...................... .. 
G. T. Hawley ........................ .. 
W. A . .Jones .......................... . 
.J. F. Mersick ....................... .. 
W. L. Powell .. ....................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
W. E. Tefft ............................ . 
W. F. Whittin ...................... .. 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
C. ~1. Yates .............. ............. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. L. Lincoln ......... $11.01 
W. L. Powell........... 86.57 
Support of Makahs, 1886: 
By W. L. Powell.. ......... . $!l4. 66 
Support of Makahs, 1884 and prior 







































Support of Modocs in Indian Terri-
tory, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To H. L. Butler .......................... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ........................ .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... . 
.J. Bannerman ...................... .. 
H. Bernheim ......................... .. 
W.D.Bangs ........................... . 
1-I. Corn .................................. . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company .......................... . 
E. H. Conklin ....................... .. 
A. P. Cornell ..................... .... .. 
S.H.Crane ................. .......... .. 
P.Constam ........................... .. 
C. H. Deere ............................ .. 
.J.Earley ................................ . 
A.Flagler ............................. .. 
Gray, Falls & Co .................. .. 
R.T.Handy .......................... .. 
T. M. Henderson .................... . 
.J . .J.Hinman ......................... .. 
.J . .J.Hinchman ..................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
.J.O.King ............................. .. 
S.D. Kim bark ....................... .. 
.J. S. Kaufman ........................ .. 
Kelly, Maus & Co .................. .. 
Lambert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Co ....................................... .. 
R.Murray ............................ .. 
W.Morrow ........................... .. 
.J. G. McGannon .................... .. 
B.B.Neal .............................. .. 
C. H. Parkham,jr ................ .. 
W.F.Pippy ........................... .. 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact" 
uring Co .......................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ...... .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
.J. St . .Johns ............................ .. 
W.A.Shaw .......................... .. 
.J.V.Summers ...................... .. 
A. B. Skinner ......................... . 
M.Sterns ............................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... .. 
H. C. Slavens ......................... .. 
A. B. Spreckles ...................... .. 
G. V.Smith ............................ . 
C. Studebaker ........................ .. 
W.E.Tefft ............................ .. 
A. E. Whyland ...................... .. 
E. B. Woolwarth ................... .. 
I. Wallach ............................ .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
E. Wood ................................ . 
.J. H. Woodhouse ................... . 
























































Support of Makahs, 1885 (transfer 
account): 
By Interior Department $50.00 
Support of Menomonees, 1887: 
ToT . .Jennings .......................... . 
Support of Menomonees, 1886: 
By T . .Jennings.............. $35.25 
Support of Menomonees, 1884 ami 
prior years: 
By D.P. Andrews.......... $0. 75 
Support of Modocs in Indian Terri-
tory, 1887: 
To H. Allen .................. , ............ .. 
T. A. Ash burner ................... .. 
W. T. Buckley ..................... .. 
C. L. Bernheim ..................... .. 
D. Block ............................... .. 
S . .U. Brown ......................... .. 









Support of Modocs in Indian Ter-
ritory, 1886: 
To .J. G. McGannan ...................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By .J. V. Summers ...................... .. 
Support of l\Iolels, 1887: 
To C. L. Altschul.. ........... . 
W. M. Castle .......................... . 
W. Faulk .............................. .. 
A. A. 1-Iarper ......................... .. 
W.Haas ............................... .. 
W.A . .Jones ........................... .. 
J.Levi,jr .............................. .. 
J. B. McClane...... .. ............... . 
Deduct repayment: 
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1886-'87. lNTERIOR-lNDIANH. 
Support of Molels, 1886: 
By J. B. McClane........... $157.48 
Support of Navajoes, 1887: 
'I~o H. 0. Armour ........................ . 
H. Allen ................................ . 
W. S. Abbey, jr ...................... . 
S. B. Brown ........................... .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
S. H. Crane ....... , ................... . 
M.Doyle ............................... . 
J.D. Gilmer ......................... .. 
R.F. Handy ........................ .. 
P. Hanlenback ....................... . 
G.T. Lane ............................. . 
R. Murray ............................. . 
S. S. Patterson ...................... . 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
A. B. Skinner ........................ .. 
W.A.Shaw ............................ . 
W. H. Schieffelin .................... . 
W.H. Smith ......................... .. 
A. B. Spreckels .................... . 
H. C. Slavens .......................... . 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
W. II. Wickham .................... . 
Support of Navajoes, 1886: 
To A. S. Comfort ...................... .. 
S. S. Patterson ...................... .. 
M. Rosenfield ........................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. S. Patterson .... ................... . 






























To Interior Department............... 3. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. H. Bowman........................ 1.13 
Support of Navajoes, 1883 and prior 
years: 
1. 87 
'.ro Kansas Pacific R. R. Co .. ...... 18. 48 
Union Pacific R. R. Co........... 25.12 
Support of Nez Perces, 1887: 
To G. W. Norris .......................... . 
~upport of Nez Perces, 1886: 
To John Crea ..................... ......... . 
Libbie Mallory ...................... . 
Julia E. Mallory .................... . 
A. Sutherland ....................... . 
Sophia Whitman ................... . 
Support of Nez Perces in Idaho, 
1887: 
To H. Allen ........................... ...... . 
I. H. Corey ............................ .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............... ........... .. 
W. M. Castle ......................... . 
S. H. Crane ........................... .. 
W. Davis ............................... . 
H. L. Doolittle ....................... . 
W. Faull ...... .......................... . 
W. R. S. Foye ........................ . 
G. W.Gibbs .......................... . 




















Carried forward............... 364. 5i 
Support of Kez Perces in Idaho, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
ToR. F. Handy ............ .... , .......... . 
J. F. Harrison ....................... . 
G. T. Hawley ......................... . 
W. A. Jones ......................... .. 
Kelley, Mans & Co ................ . 
J. F. Merrill ........................ .. 
C. Main ......... ... ... ................... . 
A. C. Nichols ........................ . 
G. W. Norris ............. ........... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
C. H. Parkham,jr ................... . 
L.L.Riggs .............................. . 
W. H. Scheifl"elin .......... .. ....... . 
R. W. 'I'hompson ... ................. . 
W. F. Whittier .................... . 
W.H. Wickham ................... . 
A. E. Why land .................... . 
C.M.Yates ........................... .. 
Support of Nez Perces in Idaho, 
1886: 
To C. Anderson ... .. .................... .. 
T.Beall .................................. . 
J. S.l\'[agee ..................... ........ . 
E. Overman ............................ . 
O.Stanley .. ............................ . 
Support of Nez Perccs of Joseph's 
Band, 1887: 
To H. Allen ............................... . 
L.L.Baker ........ .................. .. . 
I. H. Corey ............................. . 
W. M. Castle ............ ........... .. 
Cheseborough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... . 
A. P. Connell ..................... .. ... . 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
A. Caldwell ............................ . 
F. Dalton ............................... . 
J.Dobson ............................... . 
W.Faulk .............................. .. 
W. R. S. Foye ......................... . 
W.Haas ............................... . 
R.F.Handy ........................... .. 
J. F. Harrison ......................... . 
G. 'I.'. Hawley ......................... .. 
T. G. Hood ............................ . 
W. A. Jones ......................... . 
Kelley, Maus & Co .............. .. 
J. F. Merrill. ............... . ......... . 
C.l\Iain ... ............................. .. 
L. Meyer .......... . , .................... . 
G. W. Norris ......................... . 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
W. F. Rippey ..... ................... .. 
M. Stern ............................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin ........ ........... . 
L. Seasongood ....................... . 
W. F. Whetten ..................... . 
W. H. Wickham ...... , ............. . 
A. E. Why land ..................... . 
A. T. Weeks .......................... . 
Support of Nez Perces of Joseph's 
Band, 1886: 
To E. Cameron ........................... . 
H. McCook ........................... .. 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... . 
Deduct repayment: 
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Support of Nez Perces of Joseph's 
Band, 1885: 
To Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. W. Scott ............................. . 
SupportofNorthernCheyennesand 
tg~~~ahoes-Beneficial objects, 
To E. Amoretti.. ........................ .. 
H.O.Armour ........................ . 
iJ.·:~~~be1~ j.~.::::::::::::::::::·.:::: 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
CRJlisle Indian School .......... . 
P.Constam ............................ . 
C. C. Cluff ............................... . 
S.H.Crane ............................. . 
C. H. Deere ........................... .. 
A.Fiager .............................. .. 
:r-c.:~r~~/~-~-~:::::·.:::::::::::::: 
Gray, Fall & Co ..................... . 
J.J.Hinman .......................... . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ................ . 
W.B.Jordan ......................... .. 
'r. M. Jones .................... . ...... .. 
S.D. Kim bark ...................... .. 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
G.T.Lane ............................. . 
Lambert&Bishop Wire Fence 
Company .......................... .. 
P.l\f. Millspaugh ................... . 
R.Murray ....................... .. .. .. 
C. S. 1\iersick .......................... . 
J.H.Mann .......................... .. 
W.Morrow ............................ . 
North River Sugar Refining 
~--~~~~t~~~~~~:::::·:·:·:·:·:::::::::::: 
C. G. Ortmayer ...................... . 
l~ t~~:~~~:: .. ~~---~·:-:-:-:.:::-:-:-:-::::::: 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ............... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
T.C.Power ........................... .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
W. Rosenburg ....................... . 
;;~~~:~~ii~.:-:::::·:·:·:·:·:::·:·:·:·:·:·: 
St. Louis Shovel Company ... .. 
G. V. Smith ........ ................... . 
~ '-~~~;.~::;:~::;;:::;: :: ::::~ 





count..................... $6 33 
Interior Depart- · 
ment... ...... ............ 2, 730.83 































































Support of Northern Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes, clothing-, 1887: 
To '.r. A. Ashburner .................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
s.~~~~~n::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::·. 
H. L. Butler .......................... .. 
H. Bernheim ......................... .. 
H. Corn .................................. . 
A. P. Connell ........................ . 
A. ll. Elfett ........................... . 
T. G.liood ............................. . 
J. J. Hinchman ...................... . 
T. M. Henderson ......... ..... ..... . 
Interior Department .............. . 
i: g_- ~~~'}~~~~::.::::::::::::::::::::. 
:li1i~~~~~:t~i;;::::·:.::: :::::::::::.:: 
S.Moses ................................ . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
r ~lfa~t~:::·.::::::·::::.::::::::: :::::·. 
























Support of Northern Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes, employes, 1887: 
ToM. Jones ................................ . 





Support of Northern Cheyeunes 
and Arapahoes, 1886: 
To T. M. Jones ............................ . 
By 
A.Keyes . ............................. . 
T.C.Power ............................ . 
N.W.Wells ............................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
appropriation ac-
count .. ................ .. 
H. J. Armstrong ..... . 
'.r. M .. Jones ............ . 













Support of Northern Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes, 1884 and prior 
years (transfer account): 
By C. Hatton ......... ... ..... $227.13 
Support of Northern Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Kansas·Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 




·Support of Pawnees schools, 1887 : === 
To~-- ~~:~s.'.~.~:::::.:·::::::::::·::::::::: 5::~ 
T. A. Ashburner...................... 5:~.82 
:.·~_i7~~:.:.~~::::::::::::.·::.·.:·:::::: ~!:~ 
H. L. Butler ........... ....... ......... 20. 95 
k1il~~~~~:::·.:::::::::::::::::·.:::::·:.: 19t ~~ 
A. S. Barnes & Co.................. 6.00 
S. B. Brown ...... ...... ...... ... ...... 56.10 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
~ ~~~ti~!!!:.!:~~-~~:~ 
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1886-'87. 
Support of Pawnees schools, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To C. H. Castle ............... ........... . 
W.J.C.Dulaney .................. .. 
A.Flagler ....................... ....... . 
J.D. Gilmor ......................... . 
Gray, Falls & Co ................... . 
H. T. Gerdon ......................... . 
T.G.Hood ............................ . 
P. Hanlenbeck .................. .... . . 
J.O.King ............................... . 
H. Lichtenstein ...................... . 
G. R. Lockwood ....... ... ......... . 
P.M. Millspaugh ................... . 
R.Mu1-ray ............................. . 
J.D. Notdlinger .................... . 
B.B.Neal. .............................. . 
E. Naumberg ......................... . 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
W. C. Oburne ......................... . 
Phillips, Buttorff .Manufactur-
ing Company ...................... . 
W.F.Rippey ......................... . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ . 
M. Rosen berg ....................... . 
W.H.Smith ......................... . 
G. Sherwood & Co ................ .. 
S. Shillito .............................. . 
A. B. Spreckels ...................... . 
C. H. Searing ...... ,. .................. . 
W.E.Tefft .... ............... .... ...... . 
Tower Manufacturing Com-
pany .................................. . 
A. E. Whyland ...................... . 
Wallace Bros ......................... . 
L. Wallace .................. .......... .. 
J.H. Woodhouse ................. .. 
E. B. Wool worth ..................... . 
W. S. Whiteside .................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation ac-
count. , .................. $0.50 
E. C. Osborne........... 20. 91 
Support of Pawnees, emp1oyes,1887: 
To H. Allen .................................. . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........... ................. . 
H. 'l'. Gerdon ........................ .. 
E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
W. H. Scheiffelin .................... . 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
















































Support of Pawnees, 1885: 
To J. \V. Scott ............................. . 
Support of Pawnees, 1883 and prior 
vears· 
To Uni~n Pacific R. R. Company 
Support of Poncas, subsistence,1887: 
To E. C. Osborne ...................... .. 
J. vV. Seaman ..................... . .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. C. Osborne ......................... . 
Support ofPoncas, civilization,1887: 
'l'o H. Allen ............................... .. 
W. T. Buckler ............... .. ..... .. 
W. D. Bange ...................... .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
H. Corn ................................. . 
E. H. Conklin ....................... . 
A. Flagler ............................ .. 
R.F.Bandy ......................... .. 
E. W. Henderson ................... .. 
C. Hill. .................................. .. 
H. Lichtenstein .................... .. 
P.:NI. Millspaugh ................... .. 
J. R. Michael. ........................ .. 
W.Morrow ............................ . 
B. B. Neal ............................... . 
E. C. Osborne .............. .......... .. 
~: ~: ~~~~~~:.~~·:::::::::::::::::::: 
J. St. Johnson ....................... .. 
W.A.Shaw ........................... .. 
W. H. Schieflelin ................... .. 
M.Stern ............................... .. 
\V. E. 'l'efft ............................. . 
J. L. Turner ........................... .. 
!.Wallach ............................ .. 
Support of Poncas, 1886: 
'l'o .I-I. Ingerson ............................ . 
F.Kincal ............................. : .. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. Hill...................... $94.38 
E. C. Osborne........... 126. 89 







































======--===--=·== By J. \V. Scott .............. . $15.76 
Support of Pawnees, iron and steel, 
1887: 
To S. A. Bie:elow ......................... . 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
A. Flagler........................ . ...... ' 
C. S. Mersick ....................... .. 
R.Murray ............................. .. 
E. C. Osborne ........................ .. 
J.S.Page .............................. .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ . 
Support of Pawnees, 1886: 
To E. C. Osborne ......... ................ . 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
Deduct repayment: 















Support of Poncas, 1883 and prior 
:~-ears: 
To SiouxCityand PacifieR. R. Co 15.90 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co 15. 90 
Support of Qua.paws, education, 
1887: 
•ro W.'S.Abbey,jr ....................... . 
J. V. Summers ...................... .. 
\V. E. 'l'efft ............................ .. 





To S. A. Bigelow .. ............... ...... ... . 82 
W.D.Bangs............................ .05 
A. H. Crane............................. 30. 4ti 
A. Flagler............................... . 92 
Carried forwa1·d .. , .......... . 32.25 
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1886-'87. 
Support of Quapaws, employes, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Gray,Falls&Co ................... .. 
S.D. Kim bark ....................... . 
Kelley,Maus&Co ................ .. 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
J. V. Summers ....................... . 
G.V.Smith ........................... .. 
J.H. Woodhouse ................... . 
Support of Quapaws, 1886: 
By J. V. Summers......... $50.00 
Support of Qui-nai-elts and Quil-
leh-utes, 1887: 
To G. W. Arms ........................... .. 
H. Allen ................................ . 
T. A. Ash burner ..................... . 
W. T. Buckley ....................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
C. H. Bogart ......................... . .. 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
S.B.Brown ........................... .. 
L.L.Baker ............................ .. 
0. J. Backus .......................... .. 
H. Bernheim ......................... .. 
W.D.Bangs ........................... . 
J.H.Corey ............................ .. 
Carlisle Indian SchooL. ....... .. 
W. M. Castle ......................... . 
E. H. Conklin ......................... . 
A. P. Connell ...... , ................... . 
G. H. Clark ........................... .. 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
F. Dalton ............................... . 
W.Davis ................................ . 
J.Dobson .............................. .. 
W.Faulk ................................ . 
ii·:: ti~~r~.::::::::::::::::::·::::::: 
H.J.Hart ............................... . 
W.Haas ................................. . 
L. M. Hornthal. ..................... .. 
J.J.Hinchman ....................... . 
J. F. Harrison ......................... . 
G. T. Hawley ...................... ... . 
T.G.Hood .............................. . 
,V. A. Jones .......................... .. 
J.S.Kaufman ........................ . 
M. Morgenthau ..................... .. 
C.Main .................................. . 
J. F. Merrill ............................ , 
W. M. Montague .................... . 
S.Moses ................................ .. 
A. B. Patrick ......................... .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ........................ .. 
J. St. John ............................... . 
R. W. Simpson ...................... .. 
L. Seasongood ... ... : ........... ..... . 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... .. 
W.E.Tefft ............................ .. 
A.Thomas ............................ . 
C. Willoughby ....................... . 
J. Wallach ............................ . 
W.J. Wiley .......... .................. . 
W. F. Whittier ...................... .. 
A. E. Why land ....................... . 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 
C.M. Yates ....................... .... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. Willoughby ....................... . 
Support of Qui-nai-elts and Quil-
leh-utes, 1886: 





































































Support of Sacs and Foxes of the 
Missouri, 1887: 
To C. H. Grover ......................... .. 
Support of schools not otherwise 
provided for, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
$200.00 
Company................................... 21.33 
Deduct from repayments: 




Excess of repayments...... 2.20 
Support of Shoshones, clothing, 
1887: 
To T. A. Ashburner ................... .. 
H. L. Butler .......................... .. 
H. Bernheim ......................... .. 
H. Corn ................................. .. 
A. P. Connell ........................ .. 
T.G.Hood ........................... .. 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
Interior Department ............ .. 
J.O.King ............................... . 
J. T. Latimer .......................... . 
H. Lichtenstein ..................... .. 
S.Moses ................................ . 
R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
W.E.Tefft ............................ . 
S. Weill ................................ .. 



















Support of Shoshones, employes, 
1887: 
ToT. M. Jones ............................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By T. M. Jones ........................... .. 
Support of Bannocks, clothing, 
1887: 
To T.A.Ashburner ................... .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ......................... .. 
H. L. Butler ........................... .. 
H. Bernheim ........................ .. 
C. L. Bernheim .................... .. 
S.B.Brown ........................... . 
H. Corn ................................. . 
G.H.Clark ............................ . 
J. Dobson ........................... .. 
A. B. Elfelt ............................ . 
J. J. Hinchman .................. . 
T. M. Henderson .................. .. 
T.G.Hood ........................... .. 
J. 0. King ............................ .. 
J. S. Kaufman ...................... .. 
J. S. J_,atimer ....................... .. 
H. Lichtenstein ................... . 
S. Moses ............................... . 
J. W. Rife ........................... .. 
Mrs. Wm. G. Rose ...... : ......... . 
L. Seasongood ....................... . 
A.'.rhomas ............................ .. 
W. E. Tefft ............................ . 
I. Wallach .......... : ................. .. 
Support of Bannocks, employes, 
1887: 
To B. P. Baker ............................ . 
J. D. Everest ......................... . 
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1886-'8i. 
Support of Shoshone!! and Ban-
nocks, 1886 : 
ToT. M. Jones ......•..................... 
Deduct repayments: 
By P. Gallagher............ $63.18 
T.M.Jones .............. 86.26 
Support of Shoshones and Ban-
nocks, 1885 : 
By A. L. Cook .. ..•.... .... .. $0. 75 
Support of Shoshones and Ban-
nacks, 1883 and pdor years: 
To Union Pacific R. R. Co ...... ..... . 
Support of Shoshones and Ban-
nocks, 1884and prior years: 
By A. L. Cook .. . . ..... .... . $0. 30 
W.H.Danilson......... 2l.OO 
21.30 
Support of Shoshones in Nevada, 
1887: 
To H. 0. Armour ....................... .. 
W.S.Abbey,jr ....................... . 
T. A. Ash burner .................... . 
H. L. Butler ............................ . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
E. W. Bill ............................... . 
C. L. Bernheim ....................... . 
S.B.Brown ..... . ...................... . 
H. Bernheim .......................... . 
D. Block .................. . .. ......... .. 
J. Bannerman ....................... . 
W.D.Bangs ........................ .. 
G. H. Clark ............................. . 
Carlisle Indian School.. ......... . 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
J.Dobson ............................... . 
C. H. Deere ............................ .. 
A. Flagler ............................... . 
J.D. Gilmor ................. .... ....... . 
P. Hanlenbeck ........................ . 
J.J. Hinchman ......... ............. . 
L. M. Hornthal. ...................... . 
J.Harter ............................... .. 
T. G. Hood ............................ .. 
J. 0. King ............... .............. . 
J. S. Kaufman ...................... .. 
S. D. Kim bark ...................... . 
P. H. Millspaugh .................. .. 
E. Martin .............................. .. 
R.Murray ............................. . 
S.Moses ................................ . 
W. Morrow ............................ . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Co .................................... .. 
J.D. Nordlinger .................... . 
B. B. Neal.. ... · ........... ... ............ . 
C. G. Ortmayer ..................... .. 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ................ .. 
W. F. Pippey ........................ .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
R. A. Robbins . ...................... . 
J. St.John ............................ .. 
A. B. Skinner .... ..................... . 
W.A.Shaw ......................... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
J. B. Scott ............................. . 
W. H. Smith ......................... .. 
M.Stern ................................. . 
L. Season good ....................... . 
A. Thomas ............................ .. 
W.E.Tefft ........... ................ .. 
A. E. Why land ...................... . 





























































Support of Shoshones in Nevada, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To D. S. \Vatson .......................... . 
S.Weill.. ............................... .. 
J. H. 'Woodhouse ................... . 
I. Wallach ............................ .. 
E.L. Webster ........................ . 









To W. F. Rose............................... 499.94 
J. B. Scott.................... .......... 405.00 
Deduct repayments: 
By Interior Department $34.23 
J. S. Mayhugh.......... 162.18 
Support of Shoshones in Nevada, 
1886, transfer account: 
By Interior Department $30.70 





To Interior Department............... 10.48 
=== 
Support of Shoshones in Wyoming, 
1887: 
To E. Amoretti ........................... . 
H. Allen ....................... ; ........ . 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
S. A. Bigelow ...... .................. .. 
J. Bennerman ...................... .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
C. C. Cluff ............................... . 
P. Constam ............................ . 
C. H. Castle .......................... .. 
S. H. Cra.ne ........................... . 
C. H. Deere ............................ . 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
D. M. Ferry &Co ................. .. 
J.D.Gilmor ........................... . 
R. F. Handy .......................... . 
Hampton Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ............... .. 
S.D.Kimbark ....................... . 
R. Murray ............................ . 
W.Morrow ............................ . 
B.B.Neal. ............................. . 
C. H. Pinkham, jr .............. .. 
J. S. Page ............................. .. 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................ . 
Parkhurst &Wilkinson ........ . 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
W.H.Smith .......................... . 
G. V. Smith .......................... . 
S. Shillito .............................. . 
W.E.Tefft ........................... .. 
N. W. Wells .......................... . 
J. H. Woodhouse ................ .. 
A. E. Whyland ..................... . 
W. H. Wickham ................... . 
F. Wortz .............................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By Interior Depart· 
ment ..................... $4, 700. 95 
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1886-'87. 
Support of Shoshones in Wyoming, 
1886: 
To T. M. Jones ........................... .. 
Deductfrom repayments: 
By T. M. Jones ............................ . 
Excess of repayments ......... 
Support of Shoshones in Wyoming, 





Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, clothing,1887-Cont'd. 
Bwught forward ............. . 
E. Martin ............................... . 
E. Naumburg ........................ .. 
J. W. Rife ............................. .. 
L. Season good ............ , ......... .. 
J. St. John ............................. . 
S. Schriver ............................ .. 
To Union Pacific Railroad Co..... 66.90 M. Stern .............................. .. 
Support of Sioux of Devil's Lake. 
1887: 
To H. Allen ............................... . 
T. A. Ashburner .................. .. 
S. B. Brown ......................... .. 
E. W. Bill ............................ .. 
C. L. Bernheim .................... .. 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company .......................... .. 
H. Corn ................................ . 
J. W. Cramsie ....................... . 
P. Constam ............................ . 
A. P. Connell ........................ .. 
A. Flagler .............................. .. 
P. Hanlenbeck ...................... .. 
J. J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................. . 
J.O.l{:ing .............................. .. 
J.S. Latimer .......................... . 
H. Lichtenstein ...................... . 
La Fayette Hominy Mill Com-
pany .................................. . 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
L. H. Maxfield .... ... ................. . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company .. ......................... .. 
B. B. Neal.. ............................ .. 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
J.St.John ............................ .. 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. .. 
L. Season good ....................... . 
M.Stern ............................... .. 
S. Weill ........... .. .. .................. .. 
I. '\V allach ............................. . 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
W.H. Wickham ................... .. 
Support of Sioux of Devil' s Lake : 
By J. W. Cramsie ........... $2.50 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, clothing, 1887: 
To T. A. Ashburner .................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ............................ . 
W. '£.Buckley ..................... .. 
S.B. Brown ................... ........ .. 
C. L. Bernheim ................... .. 
H. Bernheim ...................... .... · 
E.W.Bill ................... .......... .. 
H. S. Butler ............................ . 
H. Corn ................................. .. 
E. J. Chaffee .......................... . 
G. H. Clark ........................... . 
A. P. Connell ....................... . 
J. Dobson .............................. . 
A. B. Elfelt ........................... .. 
S. B. Foot ............................. .. 
I. J. Hinchman ..................... .. 
L. M. Hornthal .................... .. 
I. N. Heidelberg ...... .. .......... . 
T.G. Hood ........................ ..... . }: ~ .. ~!~¥~;;~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
J. S. Latimor ......................... .. 
H. Lichtenstein ................... .. 
:.·fl~~~=~~::.··.·.:::·:.·:.::·.·:::.·.·:.·::::::: 




























































W.E.Tefft ............................ .. 
A. Thomas ............................ .. 
J. Wallach ............................ .. 
S. Weill ................................ .. 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, employes, 1887: 
ToW. W. Anderson .................... . 
J. M. Bell .... .......................... .. 
H. D. Gallagher .................... . 
C. Hill .................................. .. 
J. McLaughlin ...................... .. 
C. E. McChesney .................. .. 
L. F. Spencer ........................ . 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, beneficial objects, 1887: 
To Adriance, Platt & Co ............ .. 
H. Allen ................................ . 
A. Agan ....................... . ....... . 
T. A. A.shburner .................... . 
S. L. Avery ........... . ............... .. 
C. Aultman & Co .................. .. 
J.M.Bell .............. ..... ........... .. 
A. s .. Bushnell ..................... .. 
D. Block ............................... .. 
A. S. Barnes & Co ................. . 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
J. Bannern1an ....................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ........................... .. 
C. L. Bernheim ..................... .. 
H. L. Butler ....................... .. 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
W.D.Bangs ......................... .. 
G. H. Barbour ...................... . 
A. Bordeaux .......................... . 
J.E.Booge ............................ . 
Chesel>rough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
E. H. Conklin ...................... .. 
A. P. Cornell.: ........................ . 
P.Constam ............................ . 
Carlisle Indian School .......... . 
S.H. Crane ........................... .. 
C. H. Castle ............................ . 
C. H. Deere .......................... .. 
A. Dougan .......... .... ................ . 
P. H. Degman ...................... . 
J. Earley ............................... . 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
J.L.Fyffe ............................. . 
J.S.Gilmor .......................... .. 
H. D. Gallagher .................... . 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... . 
O.Hill .................................. . 
E. W.Herendeen ................... . 
R.F.Handy .......................... . 
'£.G. Hood ............................ .. 
I. Harter ............................... .. 
J. J. Hinman .......................... . 
Hartford Woven '\Vire Mat-
trass Company ................... . 
Hampton Institute ............... . 
I. N. Heidelberg ................... . 
S.D.Kimbark ...................... .. 
J.S.Kaufman ...................... .. 






4 64:t 61 































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURI<~S, 1887. 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, beneficial objects, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
G.T.Lane ............................. . 
Lamberson, Freeman & Co .. . 
Lam bert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ........... ................. . 
J. McLaughlin ..................... .. 
J.P. Michael. ......................... . 
C. E. McChesney ................... .. 
C. S. Mersick ........................ .. 
R.Murray ............................ .. 
S.Moses ............................... .. 
J.H.Mann ............................. .. 
W.Morrow ............................ . 
McCormick H. M. Co ......... .. 
Markley, Alling & Co .......... .. 
D. S. Morgan & Co ................ .. 
E. Morrison ....................... . .. 
G. Mead ................................ . 
B. B. Veal ............................... . 
Newburg, Stoddard & Co .... .. 
C. G. Ortma.yer ...................... .. 
C.H.Pinkham,jr ................ .. 
J.S.Page .............................. .. 
G.Peters ............................... .. 
W. F. Peppey ......................... . 
Phillips & Buttorff Manufact-
uring Company ................. .. 
Parkhurst & Wilkinson ....... .. 
J. Paul. ................................ .. 
R. A. Robbins ......... ... ............ . 
M. Rosenberg ...................... .. 
lVI. Rosenfield ....................... .. 
J. W.Rife .............................. .. 
C. W. Richardson .................. .. 
W.A.Shaw ............................ . 
W. H. Schieffelin ................... . 
St. Louis Shovel Company .... . 
S. Shillito .............................. .. 
M. Stern ................................ . 
G. V.Smith .......................... . 
L. Seasongood ..................... .. 
C. Studebaker ...................... .. 
R. F. Sisson & Co ................. . 
L. F. Spencer ........................ .. 
W. E. Tefft ............................ . 
C. Tackett ......................... ... .. 
.J. L. Turner , ......................... . 
A. E. Whyland ..................... .. 
E. Wood ................................ . 
M. C. G. Witte ..................... .. 
Warder, Bushnell & Glessner .. 
J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... . 
J. Wallach ............................ .. 
E. L. Webster ..................... .. 
C. S. Weaver ........................ .. 
H. A. WoodM. &R.M. Co .. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation ac-
count ... ...... ......... ... ... $0. 44 
H. D. Gallagher ..... 49.46 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, subsistence and civili-
zation, 1887: 
To H. 0. Armour ....................... ; 
W. S. Abbey,jr ...................... . 
A. Agar ................... ............. . 
W. W. Anderson .................. .. 
T. A. Ashburner ................... .. 
W. T. Buckley ..................... .. 
J.M. Bell .............................. .. 
Bay State Shoe & Leather Co .. 






































































Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
includiug Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, subsistence and civili-
zation, 11187-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To S. K. Bittenbender ................ . 
E.W.Bill .............................. . 
S.B.Bro,vn .......................... .. 
H. Bernheim ........................ .. 
H. L. Butler .......................... .. 
C. L. Bernheim ...................... . 
B. Bade ................................ . .. 
S. A. Bigelow ........................ . 
J. Bannenuan ..................... .. 
D. Block ............................... .. 
:: '&~~;;;!~ ............ ::::·::::::::::::::::: 
E. J.D. Bill .......................... .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ........................... .. 
P.Constam ..... . ..................... .. 
Carlisle Indian School ........ .. 
H. Corn ................................. .. 
A. P. Connell ........................ .. 
E. H. Conklin ....................... . 
G. H. Clark ............................ . 
E. J. Chaffee ........................ .. 
S. H. Crar.e ......................... .. 
C. H. Castle ........................... .. 
A. C. Davis ............................. . 
A. Dougan ............................. . 
J. Dobson ............................. . 
F. Dupin ............................... .. 
M.Doyle .............................. .. 
if if ~~~1~1 .~.1~.~~.:::::::::::::::::::: 
J.Earley ............................... .. 
A. Flagler .............................. . 
S.W.Fay ............................. .. 
G.W.Felt ......... .................. .. 
D.M.Ferry &Co .................. .. 
J. L. Fyffe ............... ... ......... .. 
J .. D. Gilmor ......................... .. 
H. D. Gallagher .................... .. 
.J. S. Giln.1ore ........................ .. 
Gray, Fall & Co .................... . 
W.Granger .......................... .. 
P.Hanlenbeck ..................... .. 
J.Hasten .............................. .. 
Hartford "r oven Wire Mat-
c.tffi1~.~~.~.~~.1~.~ . .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.': 
J.J.Hincll!nan ..................... .. 
T. M. Henderson ................... .. 
L. M. Horn thai. ...................... . 
T.G.Hood ......................... ., .. 
J.J.Hinman ........................ .. 
Hampton Institute ................ . 
R.F.Handy .......................... .. 
,V. B .. Jordan .......................... . 
J.O.King ............................. .. 
A.Keyes ............................... . 
J. S. Kaufman ....................... .. 
M. ,V. l{ing ........................... .. 
S.D. Kimbark ...................... .. 
G.Lunz ................................. .. 
H. Lichtenstein ..................... .. 
J. S. Latimer ......................... .. 
G. R. Lockwood .................. .. 
Lafayette Hominy Mill Co .... . 
Lambert & Bishop Wire 
Fence Company ................ .. 
Lamberson, Furman &Co ..... . 
J. McLaughlin ....................... . 
P. N. Millspaugh ................... . 
J. R. Michael. ......................... . 
E. Martin ............................... . 
S.Moses ................................. . 
~ .. ~ .. :~~~;~.~.~~.::::::::::::::::.:::: 
L. H. Maxfield ...................... .. 
R.Murray ........................... .. 
W.Morrow ........................... .. 
A.D. Mariot & Co .................. .. 








6, 225. ~)6 
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I886-'87. 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Rioux of Ne-
braska, subsistence and civili-
zation, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Ma:-kley, Alling & Co ............ . 
N.Millard &Co ..................... . 
J.D. Nordlinger .................... . 
North River Sugar Refining 
Company ......................... ... . 
J. E. Nichols .......................... . 
B. B. Neal ............................... . 
E. Naumbur2" ......................... . 
J. F. Oldham .......................... . 
C. H. Pinkham,jr ................... . 
W. A. Paxton ....................... . 
J. S. Page ............ :-: ............... . 
W. F. Pippey,jr ................. .. . 
Phillips & Butt\)rff Manufact-
uring Company ................ . 
H. S. Parkin ........ ................. . 
J. W.Rife ............................. . 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
r s~s=~~~~:::::. :::·.:·::::::::::.::: 
S. H. Shock .......................... . 
J. F. Sisson &Co .................. .. 
H. C. Slavens ....................... . 
A. B. Skinner ...................... .. 
J. St.John ............................. . 
C. Schopflin ......................... . 
W.A.Shaw ......................... .. 
L. F. Spencer ....................... . 
A. B. Spreckels .................... . 
W. H. Smith ........................ :. 
L. Seasongood ....................... . 
E. Steiger .................. .......... .. 
M.Stern ................................ . 
S. Shill ito ............................... . 
C. A. Spreckels ...................... . 
G.V.Smith ......................... .. 
~: ~·s"!~~~n~.::::::::::::::·::::::::::: 
W.E.Tefft ............................ . 
Thurber. Whyland & Co ....... . 
Tower Manufacturing Co .... .. 
J. L. Turner ......................... .. 
J. Van Range & Co ............... .. 
A. E. Why land ............... ... ... . 
A. Williams .......................... . 
J. Wallach ............................. . 
D.S. Walton ............... ... ....... .. 
A.Weyl ................................. . 
Wallace Bros ....................... . 
J.H. Woodhouse ................... . 
S. Weill .................................. . 
L. Wallace ........................... .. 
E. B. Woolworth ................... . 
E. L. Webster ....................... .. . 
J. 8. Whiteside ....................... . 
P.B.Weare ............................ . 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
D. M. Waterbury ................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. W. Anderson ...... $605.43 
J. M. Bell................. 2, 694.21 
H.D.Gallagher........ 622.03 
C. Hill ...........•...... ... 213.43 
G. Lunz.................... 5. 27 
J. McLaughlin......... 324. 63 
C. E. McChesney...... 803. 80 
L. F. Spencer ••••••••... I, 358. 70 
Support of Sioux'of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, 1886: 
ToW. W. Anderson .................... . 
C. Aultman & Co ................... . 
J.M.Bell ............................... . 
B. !Jade .................................. . 
Carried forward .............. . 
INTERIOR-INDIANS. 

























































I, 033, 107. 94 
6, 627.50 






Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward .. ... ........ . 
To D.O.Chapman ...................... . 
W.D.Church ......................... . 
C. H. Deere .......................... .. . 
F.T.Evans ......... ................... . 
S. F. Estes ................ ....... ........ . 
J.L.Fyfl'e ....... ... ......... ....... ... . 
D. M. Ferry & Co ......... ....... ... . 
J. W. French .. .. ... ... ................ . 
S. F. Gilman ........................... . 
P. J. Gerviu ............................ . 
O.H.Johnson ....................... . 
W.B.Jordan ........................ . 
A.Kyes ................................. .. 
G.Lunz .................................. . 
Lockwood & Huntting .......... . 
Markley, Alling & Co .......... . 
Mueller & Neppert ............... .. 
Pit.ts Manufacturing Co ........ . 
G. Reeves & Son .................... . 
Strange Bros ...................... .. .. . 
Walter Strange ..................... . . 
J . F. Sisson.& Co ................ ... . . 
G. W. VanDusen &Co ......... .. . . 
A. B. Wilcox ................ ......... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. W. Anderson ...... $785. 80 
J. M. Bell.................. 670. 61 
J. Beech.. .................. 118.54 
H. D. Gallagher........ 380. 00 
C. Hill ....................... 1, 704.08 
Interior Depart-
ment .................... . 
C. E. McChesney .... . 
V. T. McGillicuddy .. 
J. McLaughlin ...... .. 






Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, 1885: 
By V. T. McGillicuddy .. $81.42 
J. G. Wright .. ....... ... 11.66 
93.08 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, 1885 (transfer account): 
By Interior Department. $0. 96 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, 1884 and prior years: 
By W. E. Dougherty ... .. $9. 96 
J. G. Wright............ 28.36 
38.32 
==+== 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, 1884 and prior years 
~transfer account): 
By Interior Department $3.02 
Support of Sioux of differenttribes, 
including Santee Sioux of Ne-
braska, 1883 and prior years : 
To G. W. Green .......................... . 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co 



































By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co 24. 65 
3,512.63 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Support of Sioux of different tribes, 
schools and Crow Creek Agen-
cies, 1887: 
To H. Adams, jr ......•.•.................• 
W. W. Anderson ................... . 
C. Hill. .................................. . 
A. E. Whyland ..................... .. 
Support of Sioux Madawakanton 
tribe, 1887 : 
To W. S. McLeod ...................... .. 
Support of Sioux, Madawakanton 
Tribe, 1885: 
To W. S. McLeod ....................... . 
Support of Sioux of Lake Traverse, 
1887: 
To H. Allen ............................... . 
W.S. Abbey,jr ...................... . 
E.W.Bill. ............................ .. 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company .......................... . 
Chesebrough Manufacturing· 
Company ............................ . 
G. H. Clark ........................... . 
J.Earley .............................. .. 
A. Flagler .......................... .. 
I. Green ................................ . 
P. Hunlenbeck ...... ............... .. 
T.G.Hood ............................ . 
J. J. Hinchman .................... . 
J. Heidelberg ........................ .. 
J.D. Jenkins ....... .111 ................ . 
J.O.King ............................. . 
B.B. Neal ............................ .. 
J.S.Page .............................. .. 
R. A. Robbins ........................ . 
J.St.John ............................. . 
W.A.Shaw .......................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. .. 
L. Seasongood ..................... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Company .. . 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
D. S. Walton ......................... .. 
J.ll. Woodhouse .................. .. 




































To J. Green ......... ........... ............ 75.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Green .... .. ...... ...... ... ...... ...... 23. 33 
Support of Sioux, Yankton tribe, 
1887: . 
To H. 0. Armour ...................... .. 
W.S.Abbey, jr ..................... . 
H. Allen ................................ . 
T. A. Ashburner .................... . 
Bay State Shoe and Leather 
Company ................. .......... .. 
S. A. Bigelow ......................... . 
J. Bannerman ...................... . 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
H. Bernheim ......................... . 
H. Coen ................................ .. 
Chesebrough .Manufacturing 
Company .......................... . 
A. P. Connell ........................ .. 
S.H.Crane ............................ . 
P.Constam ............................ . 
A. Dougan ............................ .. 
C.H.Deere ........................... .. 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 





















Support of Sioux, Yankton tribe, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J.J. Hinchman .................... .. 
I.Harter ............................... . 
T. M. Henderson ................... . 
J. F. Kinney .......................... . 
J.O.King ......................... .. 
J. S. Kaufn1an ..................... .. 
Kelley,Maus & Co ................ . 
H. Lichtenstein .................... . 
J. S. Latimer ...................... . 
G.T.Lane ........................... .. 
Lamberson, Furman & Co .... . 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
E.l\-Iartin ............................... . 
C. S. Mersick ......................... . 
R.Murray ........... ................. .. 
W.Morrow ........................... .. 
J.D. Nordlinger ................... .. 
B. B. Neal· ............................. . 
C. H. Pinkham, jr ................ .. 
J.S.Page .............................. . 
R. A. Robbins ....................... . 
l\1. Rosenberg ....................... . 
J.St.John ........................... .. 
A. B. Skinner ........................ . 
C. Schopflin ......................... . 
W.A.Shaw .................... , ...... .. 
W. H. Schuiff'elin .................. .. 
W. H. Smith ........................ .. 
H. C. Slaven ......................... .. 
S. Schriver ........................... .. 
.A. B. Spreckels ..................... .. 
W.E. Tefft ........................... .. 
A. E. Why land ...................... . 
S.Weill ................................ .. 
M. C. G. Witte ..................... .. 
.T. H. Woodhouse ................. .. 
W. H. Wickham .................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.F. Kinney .......................... . 
Support of Sioux, Yankton tribe, 
1886: 
By Interior Department $20.20 
J.F.Kinney............ 239.18 
259.38 
Support of Sioux, Yankton tribe, 
1685: 
To Interior Department .............. . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By Interior Department $3. 00 












































Excess of repayments ... ... 42. 80 
------
Support of Sklallams, 1887: 
To S. B. Brown ........................... .. 
W.l\-1. Castle ......................... . 
F. Dalto11 ............................. .. 
E. Eells ................................ . 
W. Faull .............................. .. 
W.Haas ............................... .. 
W.A.Jones .......................... . 
Support of Sklallams, 1886: 
By E. Eelh.................... $206.14 
Support of Tabequache, Muache, 
Capote, Weeminuche, Yampa, 
Grand River, and Uintah band, 
of Utes, 1881 a•1d prior years 
(tram~er account): 
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1886-'87. INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Support of Tonkawas, 1887: 
To T. A. Ashburner ....................• 
W. T. Buckley ... . ................ .. 
S.B.Brown .......................... . 
Bay State Shoe aud Leather 
Company ............................ . 
J. Bannerman ...................... . 
P. Constam ............ .... .... ........ . 
C. C. Cluff .......................... ... . 
S.H.Crane ............................ . 
G. II. Clark ........................... . 
A. Flagler ............................. . 
Gray, Fall & Co ............. ...... .. 
T.G.Hood ........................... . 
J. 0. King ............................ . . 
S. D. Kimbark ....................... . 
Kelly, Maus & Co ................. . 
J. S. Kao1fman ..................... .. 
J. S. Latimer ......................... . 
Lambert & Bishop Wire Fence 
Company ............................ . 
P.M. Millspaugh .................. .. 
P.l\'Iurray .......... . .................. . 
E. C. Osborne ....................... . 
C. H. Pinkhttm,jr ........... ..... .. 
Parkhurst& Wilkinson ....... . 
R. A. Robbins ...... ......... ........ . 
J. St. John ...... .... .................. . 
·w. H. Schieffelin ................. . 
M. Stern .......................... . ..... . 
H. C. Slavens .. ......... .......... .. 
W. H. Smith ............. ......... .... . 
C. H. Searings ...................... .. 
W. E. Tefft ............................ . 
L. Wallace ............................ .. 
E. Wood ................................ . 
I. Wallach ............................ . 
W. H. Wickham ................... . 
J. H. Woodhouse ............ ~ .... , 
A. E. Whyland ..................... .. 
D. S. Walton ...................... .. 
Support ofTonkawas, 1886: 
'l'o E. C. Osborne ...................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. C. Osbo!"ne ....................... . 
Support of Utahs, 'l.'abequache 
band, 1883 and prior years: 
To Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
SupportofWalla Walla,Cayuse,and 
Umatilla tribes, 1887: 
To H. Allen ................................ . 
L. L. Baker .......................... . 
0. J. Backus .......................... . 
W. D. Bangs ......................... . 
B. Coffey ..................... .... ..... .. 
J. H. Cory ........................... . 
Chesebrough l\Iattolfacturing 
Company ........................ .... . 
,S. H. Crane ... ... . .... ................. . 
F. Dalton .................... ....... ... . 
W. Davis ......... ........ ......... ..... . 
W. R. S. Foye ....................... . 
G. W.Gibbs .......................... . 
H.J.Hart ............................. . 
R.F.Handy ......................... .. 
J.F.Harrison ....................... . 
G.T.Hawley ...................... .. . 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
C. Main .................................. . 
J. F. Merrill. ......................... . 
W. W. Montague ................... .. 
.A. C. Nichols .......................... . 
A. B. Patrick ........................ .. 





































































. Carried forward .............. 5, 779. 87 
Support of Walla Walla, Cayuse, 
and Umatilla tribes, 1887-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To R. A. Robbins ......................... . 
R. W.Simpson ....................... . 
W. H. '3chieffelin ........... ....... .. 
W.J . . Wiley ........................... .. 
W. F. Whittier ...................... .. 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
W. H. Wickham ................... .. 












By B. Coffey................................. 25. 00 
Support of Walla Walla, Cav•1~, 
and Umatilla tribes, 1886: 
~.069.17 
To B. Coffey................................. 88. 03 
Support of Yakamas ami other In-
dians, 1887: 
To G. W. Armes ......................... .. 
H. Allen ............................... .. 
T. A. Ash burner .................... . 
S.B.Brown ............................ . 
C. H. Bogart .......................... . 
L.L.Baker ........................... .. 
0. J. Backus .......................... . 
H. L. Butler .......................... . 
C. B. Bushnell ...................... .. 
S. A. Buell. ........................... .. 
I. H. Cory ............................... . 
H.N.Cook ............................ .. 
Chesebrough Manufacturing 
Company ............................ . 
H. Corn .................................. . 
A. M. Castle ......................... .. 
A. Coldwell.. ........................ .. 
S.H.Crane ............................ .. 
F. Dalton ............................... . 
W. Davis ................................ . 
J. Dobson .............................. . 
W. R. S. Foye ................. · .... .. 
G.W.Gibb;~ ....................... .. 
R.F. Handy ......................... .. 
H.J. Hart ... ... ................... ... . 
W.Haas .......... ...................... . 
J. F. Harrison ....................... . 
G. T. fiawley ...... .... ............... . 
T.G.Hood ............................ .. 
W. A. Jones ......................... .. 
Kelley, Maus & Co ................ . 
M. Morgenthau ...................... . 
C. Main .................................. . 
J. F. lVIerrill ........................... .. 
W. W. Montague ................... . 
A. C. Nichols ......................... .. 
A. B. Patrick ........................ .. 
W. F. Rippey ........................ .. 
T. Priestley ......................... .. 
Parkhhurst & Wilkinsor. ..... . 
J. W. Rife ............................... . 
R. W.Simpson ...................... .. 
W. H. Schieffelin .................. .. 
W. E. Tefft ........................... .. 
I. Wallach ............................. . 
W. F. Whittier .................... .. 
E. B. Woolworth ................... . 
W. H. WickhHm .................... . 
A. E. Why land ..................... .. 
C. M. Yates ........................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation acc't.. $0. 32 
C. H. Dickson........... 262.83 
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1886-'87. 
Support of Yakamas and other In-
dians, 1886: 
'l'o T. Priestley ............................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. A. Byrnes............ $56.66 
INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Gratuity to certain Ute Indians: 
To C. F. Stoltsteimer .................. . 
$1,846.42 Deduct from repayment: 




C. H. Dickson........... 214. 69 Excess of repayment........ 67.51 
T. Priestley.............. 8. 77 
Support of Yakamas and other In-
dians, 1885. 
By R. II. Milroy............ $0. 50 
Appraisal and survey of Otoe and 
Missouria lands, reimbursable: 
'.ro Otoe and Missouria Indians ... 
Appraisal and sale of lands in Ke-
braska belonging to Omaha, 
Pawnees, Otoe, and Missouria, 
and the Sacs and Foxes of :Yli!<-
souri tribe of Indians, reimburs-
able: 
To Union Racific R. R. Co ........... . 
Consolidating Indian agencies, 1884 
and prior years : 
By W. H. H. Llewellyn .. $1. 75 
Commission to negotiate the re-
moval of the Utes in Colorado, 
1879 and prior years: 
To Kansas Pacific R. R. Co ......... . 
Collection and subsistence of rov-
ing bands of Kickapoo and 
other Indians on the borders of 







To Kansas Pacific R. R. Co......... 1. 75 
Ditches and reservoirs for Nava-
joes, 1887: 
To S. H. Crane ........................ .. .. 
A. Flagler ............................ .. 
S. D. Kimbark ...................... . 
W.Morrow ..................... .... ... . 
R. Murray ............................. . 
Markley, Allings & Co ........ . 
S. S. Patterson ............ .... .... . .. 
C. H. Pinkham,jr .......... ...... .. 
St. Louis Shovel Co ............. .. 
Expenses of Indian delegations vis-











7, 065. 57 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co......... 2. 00 
Kansas Pacific R. R. Co......... 16.51 
Union Pacific R R. Co.... 02. 50 
Expenses under treaties made by 
Indian Peace Commission, 
1873 and prior years: 
To Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... . 




To SiouxCityandPaci/icH..R.Co. 3.00 
Union Pacific R. R. Co........... 27.00 
30.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R.R.Co. 3. 00 
27.00 
Homesteads for Indians: 
To Goldendale Sentinel.. ............ . 
Goldendale Tribune .............. . 
F. E. Pierce ........................... .. 
W.White .............................. .. 
Weekly Astorian .................. .. 
J.S. Ward ............ ...... : ........... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By R. S. Gardner........... $120. 50 
F.E.Pierce.............. 64.00 
Homesteads for Seminoles in Flor-
ida: 
To A.M. Wilson ...... ................... .. 
Indian school buildings: 
To J. Anderson ........................... .. 
W. W.Anderson .................... . 
B.P.Baker .... .. .... .................. .. 
H. K. Barnett .. ....................... . 
P.F.Burke ............................ . 
J.M.Bell ................................ . 
E. S. Blanchard .... .. ................ . 
E. S. Blanchard ...................... . 
W.Clawson .......................... .. 
J. W. Cratnsie ....................... . 
F. J. Cowart .......................... . 
J. I. Davis ............................. . 
J. Emery ............................... . 
Emma Ester .......................... . 
E. Eells ............................... . 
J. D. Everest ......................... . 
W. D. C. Gibson .................... . 
I. Green ............................... .. 
S. L. Gibson .. .. ...................... . 
J. T. Gregory ....................... . 
M. W. Gorman ..................... .. 
Gull River Lumber Company 
J. L. Hall ............................... . 
C. Hill. .................................. . 
E. A. Howard ....................... . 
W. J. Hadley ........................ . 
Healey Bros .......................... . 
H. Hartman .......................... . 
T. Jennings .......................... . 
J. M. Jones ........................... .. 
J.D. Jenkius ........................ .. 
J. F. Kinney .. ...................... . 
P. W.Lewis ......................... .. 
S. G. Larson .......................... . 
J. H. Madert ....................... .. 
H. Madgwick ...... ................. . 
C. E. McChesney ....... ........... .. 
.T. B. 1\fcCiane .. .. ................. .. 
H. Miller ................. .............. . 
A. D. Mariot & Co ................ . 
.T. McLaughlin ...................... . 
G. W. Norris ............... .......... . 
E. C. Osborne ...................... .. 
Mary O'Niell.. ...................... .. 
S. S. Patterson ..................... .. 
J. W. Patrick ......................... . 
F. E. Pierce ......................... . 
"\V. L. Powell... .................... .. 
J. Sutherland ...................... .. 
J. Stewart.. .......................... .. 
G. W. Scott ............................ . 
M. W. Stevens .... . .................. . 
.T.V. Summens ...................... . 
~ .. ~~~he~~1i~::::::::: :::::::::::: 
C. F. Stoltsteimer .................. . 
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Indian school buildings-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To W. H. 'l'albot ......................... . 
R. L. Upsha,v ...................... .. 
C. S.Weaver ......................... .. 
J. Wheeler ............................ . 
G. D. Williams ...................... . 
J. F. Warner ......................... .. 
J.S.Ward ...... ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. F. Ashby.............. $0. 33 
J. M. Ball................. 20.00 
J. W. Cramsie.......... 25.73 
W.D.C.Gibson....... 117.25 
J.T.Gregory........... 2.00 
S. L. Gibson... .......... 289. 50 
I. Greene................. 50.88 
W.J.Hadley ........... 2.40 
J.L.Hall.................. 294.50 
InteriorDeuartment 117.00 
T. M.Jones.... ......... 7.00 
J. F. Kinney............ 75.58 
W.S.Lincoln........... 35.00 
J. M. Lee.................. 152. 48 
J. G. McOullom........ 1. 00 
C. E. McChesney .. ... 10. 00 
J. B. McClane.. ......... 320. 00 
M. Neal.................... 446. 58 
E. C. Osborne........... 12. 00 
W. Parsons ......... .-... 294.50 
F.E.Pierce ............. 275.00 
B. P.Parker............ 175.00 
M. W. Stevens......... 340.75 
T.J.Sheehan........... 7.31 
C. Willoughby......... 50.70 
J. S. Ward............... 44.05 
R. G. Wheeler ......... 2. 26 
J. F. Warner............. 28.65 
T.F. Willsey............ 600.00 
J. Wheeler. .............. 100.35 
F.M. Wadsworth..... 3. 75 
Indian school building, Genoa, 
Nebr.: 
'.ro H. R. Chase ............................ . 
Indian school building, near Ar-
kansas City: 
By W.J.Hadley........... $2.40 
Indian moneys, proceeds of labor: 
To O.Wood .............................. . 
Indian schools, stock cattle, 1887: 
To P. F. Burke .......................... .. 
W. R. Branham, jr ................ .. 
F. J.Cowart ......................... .. 
H.R.Chase ..................... ....... . 
W.I.Davis .......................... .. 
J.D. Everest ......................... .. 
E. Eells ................................. .. 
H.T.Gordon ........................ .. 
E. A. Howard ........................ . 
T.Jennings .......................... .. 
J.F.Kinney .......................... . 
J.Lee .................................... .. 
C. E. McChesney .................. .. 
G. W.Norris .......................... . 
M.Neal.. ............................... .. 
E. C. Osborne ........................ .. 
Mary O'Neil. ........................ .. 
S. S. Patterson ....................... . 
R.H.Pratt ............................ .. 
F. M. Wadsworth .................. .. 
J. F. Warner ......................... .. 
J. Wheeler ........................... .. 






































Indian schools, stock cattle, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.F. Warner ........................... .. 
Indian schools, transportation, 
1887: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co ....................... .. 
P. H. Bridenbaugh ............... . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
P. F. Burke ....................... ~ .... . 
W. R.Branham,jr ............... .. 
C. W. Battice ........................ .. 
H.R.Chase ......................... . 
Convent of the Good Shep-
herd .................................. . 
W.:J.Davis ........................... .. 
A. Edelbrook ....................... . 
Fremont, Elkho~·n and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... .. 
Good Shepherd Industrial 
School, Denver. Colo ......... . 
Good Shepherd Industrial 
School, Milwaukee, Wis ..... . 
A. Grabowski ...................... .. 
J.J.Gravett ......................... .. 
Hampton .Normal and Agri-
cultural Institute ............. . 
E. A. Haward ....................... . 
:J.Lee ............................. .. ..... .. 
H.O.Ladd ............................ . 
Lincoln Institution .............. . 
B. Miles ............................... . 
Mrs. J. G. Massey .................. .. 
Mother M. St. Bernard .......... . 
:J.H.McDowell .................... .. 
M.Neal.. ............................... . . 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co .......... . 
Rock Island and Pensylva-
nia.R.R.Co ...................... .. 
M. Rettenma.ier .................... .. 
C. Robinson .......................... . 
Sioux City and Pacific R. R. 
Co ..................................... .. 
G. W.Scott ............................ .. 
D.Te.lbot ............................... . 
A.D.Ubach ........................... .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ........... . 
White's Indiana Manual La-
bor Institute ....................... . 
E.Whippee ................... . ........ . 
G. D. Williams ...................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. Grabowski ...................... .. 
Indian school transportation, 1886: 
To American Missionary Asso'n .. 
J.B.Boone ............................ .. 
W.H.Clark ......................... .. 
W.V.Coffin ........................... . 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... .. 
Hillard & Keeler ................. .. 
:J.Ireland ............................... . 
Interior Dept ........................ .. 
Kansas and Pacific R. R. Co .. . 
Lincoln Institution . .............. . 
L.:J.J\Ililes .............................. . 
W. A. Olmsted ...................... .. 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co ........... . 
N. Reymond & Co ............ .... .. 
A. L.Riggs ... .......................... . 
D. Romero ............................ .. 
S.F. Tappan .......................... . 
Union Pacific R.R. Co .......... .. 
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1886-'87. 
Indian school transportation, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To White's Indiana Manual La-
bor Institute ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By ,V, B. Branham........ $212. 40 
H. B. Chase ...... ........ 731. 32 
A.J.Gifl'ord............ 134.35 
A. Graboroski ......... 472. 03 
J.Lee......... ............. 213.47 
Insurance, transportation. and de-
livery of annuities to Pawnees, 
Poncas, and Yankton Sioux, 
1873 and prior years : 
To Union Pacific Railroad Co ..... 
Investigating Indian depredation 
claims: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe Railroad Company ........ . 
Denver and Rio Grande Rwy 
Fremont, Elkhorn and l\Iis-
souri Valley R. R. Co .......... . 
J.A.Green .................. .......... . 
Interior Department ............ .. 
Kansas Pacific R. ·R. Company 
Missouri Pacific R. R. Co ....... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co .... .. 
L. I-I. Poole ............................ . 
G. L. Potter ............................ . 
A.F.Rader ........................... . 
E. L. St-evens ....................... . 
S.S.Scott ............................... . 
C. F.Stilz ............................. .. 
Union Pacific R. R. Company 







Negotiating treaty with Indians in • 
Kansas, 1873 and prior years: 
To Union Pacific R. R. Co........... $2.85 
Negotiating with Sioux for modifi-=== 
cation of treaty : 
By N.Edwards............... $2.00 
Payment to Kickapoo citizens: 
To John Cadue ........................ .. 
M-joe-e-tall. .......................... .. 
1\'I-ke-you ... ............................ . 
N-she-kash-a-se ..................... . 
P-den-wah .......................... .. 
Pay and expenses of commissioners 
to appraise Round Valley In-
dian Reservation, California, 

























Purchase of wagons, teams, tools, 
etc., for northern superintend-
ency, 1873 and prior years: 
To Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co 4. 89 
Deduct repayment: 
By Sioux City and Pacific R. R. Co 4. 89 
Preventing liquor traffic, Indian 
reservations, 1887 : 
To B. Coffey ................... ............. . 
J.I.David ............................ .. 
J.M. Lee ................................ . 
B.P.Moore ............................ . 
S. S. Patterson ....................... . 
G. D. Williams ...................... . 
J.S.Ward ............................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 











Irrigating ditches, Indian reserva-=== 1,005. 25 
tions: 
To T.A.Bynes .......................... .. 
'\V. D. 0. Gibson ..................... .. 
H.Heth ................................ . 
F. E. Pierce ........................... .. 
C. T. Stollsteimer ................... . 
J.B.Scott.. ............................ .. 
H. E. Williamson ................... . 
Deduct repayments : 
By H. J. Armstrong...... . $5. 00 
E. L. Carson ...... ...... 12. 00 
J. I. David............... 711.73 
P.Ronan.................. 4.56 
H. E. Williamson..... 1. 00 
Maintenance and education of -~de­
laide and Julia German: 
To Adelaide German ............... . .. 
Julia German ...................... . 
Negotiating with certain Indian 
tribes, 1887: 
To H. W. Andrews ................. ..... . 
C. F. Lincoln ........................ .. 
War Department ................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. F. Lincoln ........................ .. 




















Relief of destitute Indians: 
To M.Neal .................................. . 
T.C. Power ........................... .. 
Sherman Mill Company ....... .. 
J.B.Scott ......... ..................... . 
J. H. Woodhouse .................. .. 
War Department ................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. F. Ashley............ $29. 00 
R. L. Upshaw........... 2, 051. 92 
Relief of destitute Indians in Ne-
vada: 
To War Department ................. .. 
Relief of Indians at Crow, Fort Bel-
knap, Fort Peck, and Blackfeet 
Agencies: 
To B. F. Ferries .......................... . 
A.Kyes ................................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By D. 0. Cowen............ $835.36 
W. L. Lincoln ......... 1,330.94 
H. R. West.. .. .... ...... 730. 95 
H. E. Williams........ 557.45 
Relief of J. M. Hobbs: 
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Reimbursement to Creek orphan 
tund: 
By R L. Owen.............. $391.10 
Removal and support of Confed-
erated bands of Utes: 
To G. H. Buckingham ................ . 
G. B. Frazier .......................... . 
Union Pacific R. R. Co ......... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. L. Carson............ $567. 64 
H. Lueders............... l. 70 
C. F. Stottsteimer..... 51.67 
Removal and subsistence of In-
dians in California. Pay of 
physicians, smiths, carpenters, 







To C. P. Converse........................ 25.00 
G.Griessun&Co.................... 17.32 
L. Leach................................. 58.88 
Removal of strav bands of Winne-
bagoes and ~Pottawatomies in 
Wisconsin.1873 and prior years: 
101.20 
To Kansas Pacific R. R. Co.......... 10. 50 
School building, Forest Grove, Ore-
gon: 
To R. A. Crossan ......................... . 
Dugan. Bros ........................... . 
Interior Department ............ . 
Settlement, etc., of Shosh an e e s, 
Bannocks, and other bonds, in 
Idaho and Southwestern Ore-
gon, 1878 and prior years: 






Stock cattle for Indian industrial 
schools, 1886: 
To J.Lee .................................... . 
Deduct repayments : 
By E. Eells ...... . ...... ...... $0.50 
J. M. Lee.................. 39. 60 
C. E. McChesney...... 10. 00 
E. 0. Osborne. ... .. .... 25. 00 
T. J. Sheehan. .. .. ..... 148. 00 
J. Wheeler............... 10. 00 
Surveying and allotting Indian 
reservations, 1887 : . 
To J. W. Cramsie ........................ .. 
T. Jenrdngs ............................ . 
J. F. I{inney .......................... . 
Mollie S. Kendrick ............... .. 
M.H.N.Kendig ................... .. 
.A. D. McDonald ..................... .. 
J. G. Walker .......................... . 
J. 'Vheeler ............................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. '\Vheeler ............................. . 
Survey and appraisement of Omaha 
lands, reimbursable: 
To Omaha Indians ...................... . 
Survey and appraisement of Uma-
tilla lands, reimbursable: 
By N. A. Comayer ........ $124. 60 
Surveying allotment Crow [ndians 
in Montana: 
To J. G. \Valker ......................... .. 

















To Union Pacific Railroad Co....... 15.00 
Survey of Indian reservations, 1885: 
To G. G. Beardsley ..................... .. 
Sale and allotment of Umatilla Res-
ervation, reimbursable: 
To W. Parsons ............................ . 1, 000. 00 H. A. Clark ........................... .. 
1),982. 40 R. M. Jones ........................... .. 
3,384.40 
5,179.31 
1,057.60 G. W. Willard ........................ . 
6, 982.40 9, 621.31 
------------------------------------~------------------
INTERIOR-PENSIONS. 
Army pensions, 1887: 
To J. D. Anderson, pension 
agent ................................... $2, 249, 950.00 
T. H. Allen, pension agent..... 1, 050,000.00 
G. H. Bargat·, pension agent... 7, 472,840.00 
D. C. Buell, pension agent...... 2, 44ti, 950.00 
W. H. Barclay, pension agent. 850, 000. 00 
T. P. Cheney, pension agent.. 800,000.00 
W. H. D. Cochrane, pension 
agent................................ .. 2, 079, 930. 00 
D. A. Carpenter, pension 
agent .......... ......... ......... .... .. 1, 250. 000. 00 
W. \V. H. Davis, pension agent 3, 850,000. 00 
R. Errett, pension agent......... 2, 899,975.00 
G. '\V. Glick, pension agent..... 6, 097, 925. 00 
A. B. Judd, pension agent ...... 3, 949, 675. 00 
C. S. Lake, pension agent....... 4, 499, 950. 00 
M.A. Milligan, pension agent 6, 213,500.00 
R. ~IcKinstrey, p e n s ion 
agent............... ... .. ...... ........ 3, 744,725.00 
B. F. Peach, pension agent ..... 3, 980,000.00 
T. L. Pool, pension agent........ 4, 637,975.00 
F. Sigel, pension agent........... 3, 239,925.00 
R. L. Taylor, pension agent.... 1, 200,000.00 
J. H. Wagner, pension agent.. 2, 150,000.00 
Carried forward ............... 64, 663, 320. 00 
Army pensions, 1R87-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $64, 663, 320.00 
To S. L. Willson, pension agent... 3, 999,950.00 
Z. A. Zollinger, pension agent 6, 401, 000. 00 
Total, pension agents ... 75, 064, 270. 00 
'fo sundry persons................. 115,521. 70 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen ............. $119, 030.22 
J. D. Anderson....... 48.00 
G.H.Barger........... 112.47 
D. C. Buell.............. 2, 014.13 
C. J. Canda. ...... ...... 84.93 
T. P. Cheney ........... 173,728.06 
W. H. D. Cochrane .. 242,802.82 
D. A. Carpenter...... 15.00 
Commissioner of 
Pensions.............. 268.34 
R. Errett ........ ,........ 89. 20 
G. W. Glick ............ 342,785.90 
A. B .• T udd. .............. 216. 00 
C.S. Lake............... 85.00 
R. McKinstrey.. ...... 88.00 
75,179,791.70 
Brought forwart.l .. 881, 368.07 75,179,791.70 
• 
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Army pensions, 1887-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Broughtforward .. $881,368.07$75, 179,791.70 
By M.A. Mulligan. ..... 66. 00 
F. Sigel................... 100. 00 
R. L. Taylor............ 63,092. 85 
Treasurer United 
States.................. 238. SO 
S. L. Willson ........... 200,595.60 
J. H. Wagner .......... 269,798.72 
J. S. Williams......... 115. 87 
C. A. ~Ollinger..... .. 25, 092. 86 
----- 1,440,468. 77 
73, 739, 322. 93 
Army pensions, 1886 : 
To sundry persons ................ ...... 2, 380.73 
Deduct from repayments: 
By N.A.Adams........... $444.40 
J.D. Anderson........ 25,016.75 
T.H.Allen.............. 289.53 
G. H. Barker........... 7, 857.73 
D. C. Buell .............. ::.02, 084.56 
Commissioner of 
Pensions.............. 3, 323.49 
S. Conner................ 115. 00 
T. P. Cheney........... 29,214.94 
C. R. Coster .... .. .... .. 24. 00 
H.Cox.................... 2.20 
C. J. Canda... .... .. .. .. 18. 00 
W. W. H. Davis ...... 86,947. 57 
R. Errett................. 75, 087.11 
E. Ferguson............ 48. 00 
G. W. Glick....... .... 32,787.78 
D. W.Gooch............ 24.00 
A.B.Judd... ... ........ 1,251.39 
M.P. Kennard....... 34. 00 
T. Kneflar............ ... 43. 00 
R. M. Kelley........... 53, 243. 75 
C. S. Lake. ..... ........ 47, 135.57 
M. A. Mulligan...... 96,495.79 
R. McKinstrey ....... 116,178.40 
B. F. Peach............ 39, 816.17 
T. L. Pooie... .. ..... 90,464.28 
S. Post.................... .20 
J. Rich.................... 612. :.w 
A. C. Sweet............ 108.73 
F. SigeL ................ 133,199.35 
R. L. Taylor ........... 17,332.81 
S. L. Willson ........... 98,057.25 
J. H. Wagner......... 35.00 
C. A. Zallinger ...... 123,337.31 
--·- 1, 180, 630. 26 
Excess of repayments... 1, 178, 249. 53 
Army pensions 1885: 
To sundry persons ...................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By N.A.Adams....... ...... $58.00 
2, 494.75 
G. H. Barger....... ...... 2. 33 
Commissioner of Pen-
sions.......... ...... . ..... 7, 860. 93 
C. R. Coster............. 32.00 
C. J. Canda............... 36. 00 
H. Cox....................... 138. 00 
W.W.H.Davis......... 168.00 
R. Errett......... ......... 854. 04 
E. Ferguson........ ..... 70. 00 
D.W.Gooch.............. 18.81 
T. Gaines.................. 120.25 
H. R. Gibson........... 354.90 
W H. Racket........... 645. 03 
R. M. Kelley............ 10. 00 
T. Knefier........... ...... 31. 66 
R. McKinstrey ....... .. 48. 00 
A. W. Norris ............ 1,118.41 
T. L. Poole ...... ........ 271. 60 
S. Post..................... 66.. 00 
J. Rich ................... 2,572.09 
A. C. Sweet.............. 2, 370. 95 
H. G. Sickle............ 40. 01 
A. T. Wickoff........... 35.00 
Carried forward ... 16, 922. 01 2,494. 75 
Army pensions, 1885-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward .. $16, 922. 01 
By S. L. Willson........... 5, 492.54 
E. L. Whitford......... 15.00 
Excess of repayments ..... 
Army pensions 1 8 8 5 , 
(transferaccounL): 
By J. Rich ..................... $. ·, 079. 55 
Army pensions 1882, and 
prior years: 
By S. H. Brooks ............ 1,000.00 
D. C. Buell............... 48. 00 
G. H. Bargar ........... 75.13 
Commissioner of 
Pensions............... 4, 592. 38 
T. K. Carroll ...... ..... 365. 82 
A. R. Calhun ........... 11, 195. 08 
D. C. Cox ................. 54. 00 
W. E. Davis.............. 99.9:3 
W. W. H. Davis ........ 137. 07 
R. B. Galusha......... . 1, 782. 41 
D. W. Gooch............ 6. 00 
'1'. Gaines ... ...... ........ . 30 
W. D. Gallagher...... 218.51 
A. Hart .......... -......... 29.03 
R. M. Kelley ....... _..... 42. 47 
'I'. Knefler ...... ......... 82.00 
R. McKinstrey.. ....... 172. 53 
S. J. McCormick ..... 450. 00 
E. D. Porter.............. 106. 79 
W. H. Payne............ 85.12 
'1'. L. Poole............... !:l4. 22 
J. F. Rushling......... 115.87 
J. Rich.................... 4. 00 
B. J. Sweet.............. 814.97 
J. M. Smith.............. 266.06 
H. G. Sickle............ 18.04 
J. B. Selby.. ........... 1, 000.00 
R. L. Taylor........... 363.80 
,T. D. Thompson...... 940.09 
B. M. Trumbell ..... . 52.88 
United States circuit 
court, western dis-
trict of Missouri... 1, 674.60 
G. M. Van Buren..... 1, 154.26 
A. T. Wikoff............ 2. 21 
J. C. Wickliffe......... 37. 2';' 
J. H. Wagner........... 72.00 
27,082.84 





To J. F. Rushling .......................... 6.19 
Pay and allowances, Army pen-
sions, 1886: 
To D. W. Gooch ......................... .. 
S.K.Gay .............................. .. 
A. 1.'. Wikoff .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J.D. Anderson ......... $2,092.57 
T. H. Allen.............. 249.29 
G. H. Barg·ar ...... ...... 1, 175. 65 
D. C. Bnell............... 1, 620.32 
T. P. Cheney .... ....... 976. 64 
W.H.H.Davis ........ 2,775.46 
R. Erritt.................. 1, 980.57 
G. W. Glick.............. 1, 927.01 
A.B. Judd ............... 1,691.86 
C. S. Lake................ 857. 07 
M, A. Mullig-an........ 1, 806.50 
R. McKinstrey ......... 1,503.02 
B. F. Peach ............. 744.31 
T. L. Poole ...... ........ 910. 24 






Carried forward ... 22, 097. 70 2,013.02 
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Pay and allowances, Army pen-
sions, 1886-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $22, 097. 70 
By R. L. Taylor ............ 2, H'H. 74 
S. L. Willson........... 3, 567. o;~ 
C. A. Zollinger........ 1. 908. 25 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Pay and allowancesArmy pensions. 
1885: 
To A. W. Norris ......................... .. 
J.Rich .................................. . 
A. C. Sweet ............................ . 
S. L. Willson ........................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. L. Willson ......................... . 
Pay and allowances. Army pensions, 
1884,and prior years (transfer ac-
count): 
To J. Rich ................................... . 
Fees of examining surgeons, Army 
pensions, 1887: 
To J. D. Anderson .................... .. 
T. H. Allen ........................... .. 
G. H. Bargar ........................ . 
D. C. Buell. .......................... .. 
W. H. Barclay ...................... .. 
'.r. P. Cheney ......................... . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ................ . 
D. A. Carpent~r ................... . 
W. W, H. Davis ...................... . 
R. En·itt .................. .............. . 
G. W.Glick ........................... .. 
A. B. Judd ............................. . 
C. S. Lake ............................. . 
M.A. Mulligan ....................... . 
R. McKinstrey ...................... .. 
B. F. Peach., .......................... . 
'1'. L. Poole ............................ .. 
F. Sigel ................................. .. 
R. L. Taylor .......................... . 
S. L. Willson ......................... . 
J. H. '\Vagner ........................ .. 
C. A. Zollinger ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen ................ ~ll, 000.00 
.J.D. Anderson ........ 2G, 106.57 
G. H. Bargar ............ 65,773.57 
D. C. Buell ................ 2U, 686. 80 
T.P. Cheny .............. 25,000.00 
W. H. D. Cochrane ... 1, 425.10 
'.X!. W. H. Davis ......... 17,399.95 
R. Errett.. ................ 36. 654. 04 
G. W. Glick .............. 63,923.36 
A. B. Judd ................. 24,988.05 
C. S. Lake ................. 34, 360. 62 
R. McKinstrey ......... 24, 5R6. 30 
M.A. Mulligan ......... 37,583.13 
T. L. Poole ............... 37,518.91 
B. F. Peach ............... 19, 720. 85 
F. Sigel..................... 9, 214.54 
R. L. Taylor.............. 23, 000. 00 
S. L. Willson............ 9, 912.61 
J.H. Wagner ............ 4,486.42 
C. A. Zollinger ......... 47,295.75 
Fees of examining surgeons, Army 
pensions, 1886: 
'l'o '1'. H. Allen ........................... . 
.T. D. Anderson .................. . .. 








































Fees of examining surgeon<J, Army 
pensions, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To G. IL Bargar .......................... , 
T. P. Cheney .......................... . 
W.W.H. Davis ..................... .. 
R. Errett ............................... .. 
G. W. Glick ................ .......... .. 
A. B. Judd ............................ .. 
C.S.Lake ............................... . 
R. McKinstre.y ..................... .. 
1\I. A. Mulligan .. , ................... .. 
B. F. Peach,jr ....................... . 
T.L.Poole ............................. . 
F. Sigel .................................. . 
H.. L. 'l'aylor ........................... . 
l\-Iary J. Wills ........................ . 
S. L. Willson .......................... . 
C. A. Zollinger ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By '1'. H. Allen.............. $3. 00 
G. H. Bargar............ 3. 00 
T.P. Cheney............ 10.25 
W. W.H.Davis......... 46.0() 
R. Errett .. ..... .. ...... ... . 72 
G.W.Glick............... .73 
R. M. Kelley............ 126.75 
B. F. Peach,jr........... 39.20 
T. L. Poole............... 107.03 
F. 8igel ...... .............. 31.83 
R. L. Taylor..... ........ . 33 
S.L. Willson ............. 2,025.01 
Fees of examining surgeons, Army 
pensions, 1885: 
To G. W. Glick , .......................... . 
J. S. Hillis ............................. . 
Fees of examining surgeons, 1884 
and prior years (transfer ac-
count): 
To J. Rich ................................. .. 
Salaries, pension agents, 1887: 
To J. D. Anderson ..................... . 
T. H. Allen ............................ . 
G. H. Barger ........................ . 
D.C. Buell. ............................ . 
'\V. H. Barclay ....................... . 
T. P. Cheney ......................... . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ............... .. 
D. A. Carpenter .................. .. 
W. W. H. Davis ................... .. 
R. Errett .... · ....................... .. 
G. W. Glick ......................... . 
A. B.Judd ............................ . 
C. S. Lake ... ......................... . 
~ .. 1\1~~~!~~:; :::·::: ·::::: ::::::·.-.·.-.: 
B. F. Peach,jr ..................... .. 
T. L. Poole ............................ . 
F. Sigel.. ........................... .. 
R. L. 'l'aylor ........................ . 
S. L. Willson ......................... . 
J. H. Wagner ...................... .. 
C. A. Zollinger ..................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By 'l'.H.Allen ............... $1,000.00 
T. P. Cheney............ 777.78 
G. W. Glick.............. 1, 666. 67 
· R. McKiustrey ........ 333. 34 
R. L. Taylor .. ....... ... 655.55 
J. H. Wagner........... .44 
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Clerk-hire, pension agencies, 1887: 
To J. D. Anderson ....................... . 
T. H. Allen ............................ . 
G-. H. Bat·gar ........................ . 
D.C. Buell .......................... .. . 
W. H. Barclay ...................... . 
T. P. Cheney ..................... .... . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ............. .. . 
D. A. Ca-rpenter .................. .. . 
W. W. H. Davis .................... . 
R.Errett ....................... ........ . 
G. W. Glick ..................... .... . 
A. B. Judd .................. ........... . 
C. S. Lake ..... . ............ ... ..... . .. . 
M.A. Mulligan .................. .... . 
R. McKinstrey .......... .. ....... .... . 
B. F. Peach, jr ............ ....... , ... . 
T. L. Poole ........................... . . 
F. Sigel. ................................ . 
R. L. Taylor .......................... . 
S. L. vVillson ........................ . 
J. W. Wagner ...................... .. 
C. A. Zollinger .................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen.............. $570.00 
T. P. Cheney ... ........ 1, 297.50 
D. A. Carpenter....... 44.00 
It. Errett .................. 11. 00 
G. W. Glick.............. 3, 833.35 
R. L. Taylor ............ 1,457.00 
J. H. Wagner.......... 304.51 
Rents, pension agencies, 1888: 
To J.D. Anderson ...... ................. . 
T. H. Allen .. .. ........................ . 
G. H. Bargar .......................... . 
W. H. Barclay .................. .... . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ................ . 
T. P. Cheney ....................... . .. 
R. Errett ............................... .. 
A. B. Judd ........................... .. 
C. S. Lake ............................. . 
R. McKinstrey ..................... . 
T. L. Poole .... ....................... . 
F. Sigel. ................................ .. 
S. L. Willson ......................... . 
C. A. Zollinger ...................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen......... ..... $150.00 
T. P. Cheney........... 181.25 
W. H. D. Cochrane.. 172.50 
R. Errett.................. 1, 000. 00 
T. L. Poole.............. 1GO. 00 
Fuel, pension agencies, 1!l87: 
To J. D. Anderson ..................... .. 
T. H. Allen .. .......................... . 
G. H. Bargar ........................ . 
W. H. Barclay .................. ..... . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ................ . 
T. P. Cheney ........................ .. 
R. Errett ............................... .. 
C. S. Lake ............................ . 
R. McK.instrey ..................... .. 
F. Sigel. ................................ .. 
S. L. Willson ........................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen.............. $25. 00 
T. P. Cheney........... 50. 00 


























































Lights, pension agencies, 1887: 
To J. D. Anderson ..................... . 
G. ·H. Bargar ......................... . 
W. H. Barclay ....................... . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ................ . 
T. P. Cheney ........................ .. 
R. Errett ............................... .. 
A. B. Judd ........................... .. 
C. S. J.,ake ................. .......... .. 
R. McKinstt·ey .................... .. 
T. L. Poole ......................... ~ .. . 
F. Sigel.. .... ........................... .. 
S. L. Willson ................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. P. Cheney....... ..... $15. 00 
















Contingent expenses, pension ag·en-
cies, 1887: 
ToJ. D.Andc.rson........................ 400.00 
T. H. Allen................. .. ......... 450.00 
G. H. Bargar.......................... 1, 000. 00 
D. C. Buell ........ ...... ...... .. ....... 250.00 
W. H. Barclay........................ 125. 00 
W . H. D. Cochrane................ 220.00 
T. P. Cheney.......................... 100.00 
D. ·A. Carpenter......... .......... .. 100.00 
W. W. U. Davis. .. .......... 410.00 
R. Errett........... ...................... 300. 00 
G. W. Glick............... .. .......... 800. 00 
A. B. Judd................... ........ 525.00 
C. S. Lake ...... .. . ... ... .. .... ... ...... 600. 00 
M. A. Mulligan....................... 615. 00 
R. McKinstrey .... . .. .. ... ......... 540. 00 
B. F. Peacb,jr........................ 500.00 
T. L . Poole ........... .. ................ 450. 00 
F. Sigel..... . ................. ..... ...... 400. 00 
R. L. Taylor......................... 200.00 
S. L. Willson......................... 505.00 
J. H. Wagner......................... 300.00 
C. A Zollinger...... ................. 875.00 
-----
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen........... ... $132.75 
G. H. Bargar........... I. (i9 
W. H. D. Cochrane.. 23. 78 
T. P. Cheney...... ..... 9:~.40 
R. Erritt...... ...... ...... 74. 10 
G. W. Glick...... ...... 200. 00 
R. McKinstrey........ . 50 
F. Sigel.................... 5. 50 
R. L. Taylor............ lH. 80 
J. H. Wagner......... 18.91 
Arrears of Army pensions: 
ToT. H. Allen ............................ .. 
G. H. Bargar ......................... . 
D. C. Buell ......... ................ .. 
J. Burbridge .......................... . 
W. H. Barclay ......... ............. . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ................ . 
D. A. Carpenter ... ............... .. 
W. W. H. Davis .......... ........... . 
G. W. Glick ....................... .. 
C. E. Goodrjch ...................... .. 
A. Heath .............................. . 
A. B. Judd ............................. . 
C. S. Lake ............................. . 
R.McKinstrey ...................... . 
M. A. Mulligan ..................... . 
B. F. Peach, jr ...................... .. 
F. Sigel ................................. .. 
R. L. Taylor ......................... .. 
J. H. 'Vagner ........................ . 
C. A. Zollinger ...................... .. 
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Arrears of Army pensions-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. H. Bargar............ $156. 80 
T. P. Cheney............ 8, 350. 26 
Commissioner of 
Pensions............... 194. 60 
W. H. D. Cochrane... 4, 945.60 
D. C. Cox.................. 12.42 
W. W. H. Davis......... 6, 749 .. 21 
R. Erritt.. .... .. . ....... ... 30. 00 
G. W. Glick......... ..... 340.73 
R.M.Kelley...... ...... 140.67 
R. McKinst.rey......... 2, 244.80 
B. F. Peach,jr ........... ll, 868. 86 
T.L.Poole............... 282.67 
R. L. Taylor .............. 15, 076. 59 
S.L. Willson............ 27.40 




Fees for vouchers, arrears of Army=== 
pensions: 
By T. P. Cheney ........... . 
'V. '\V. H. Davis ....... . 
T.L.Poole .............. . 
B. F. Peach.jr .......... . 
R. L. Taylor ............. . 







By W. W. H. Davis ..... $5,000.00 
B. F. Peach, jr ......... 10,000. 00 
15,000.00 
Fees for vouchers, arrears of Navy 
pensions: 
Navy pensions, 1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. R. Coster............ $126. 00 
B. F. Peach,jr......... 12.00 
Navy pensions, 1882 and prior 
years: 
By D. C. Cox................. $35. 90 
W. W. H. Davis...... 12. 13 
48.03 
I 
Navy pensions, 1882 and prior years, 
transfer account: 
By J. F. Rushing........... $6,19 
1 Pay . and allowances, Navy pen-
stons, 1886: 
By T. H. Allen.............. $25. 00 
W. W. H. Davis...... 276.52 
F. Sigel.................... 4:~ 03 
S. L. Willson........... 300. 00 
644.55 
Fees of examining surgeons, Navy 
pensions: 
ToT. H. Allen ............................. . 
W. W. H. Davis ..................... .. 
M.A. Mullig·an ..................... . 
B. F. Peach, jr .......... " ........... . 
F. Sigel. ............................... .. 












By W. W.H.Davis........ $2.00 
B.F.Peach,jr.......... 5.00 By T. H. Allen............................... 118. 00 
7.00 
Navy pensions,1887: 
~roT. H. Allen, pension agent ...... 
W. W.H. Davis, pension agent 
M.A. Mulligan, pension agent 
B. F. Peach,jr., pension agent 
F. Sigel, pension agent ......... .. 







Total, pension agent........... 1, 188,000.00 
'l'o sundry persons....................... 760. 39 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Allen .............. $13, 972. 95 
NavyDepartment .... 356, 933.00 
B. F. Peach,jr .......... 9. 87 
S. L. Willson............ 118. 00 
Navy pensions, 1886: 
To L. Holbrook ......................... . 
E. Welch ............................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
ByT.H.Allen .............. $1,999.52 
W. W. H. Davis........ 6, 951. 44 
M.A. Mulligan ........ 11,515. 20 
B. F. Peach, jr......... 37.91 
F. Sigel .................... 15, 718.04 
S. L. Willson........... 2, 918. 69 






i 39,140.80 1 
Excess of repayments ...... ---s;,-993.30 I 
Navy pensions, 1885: === j 
To '1'. Gaines................................ 35.79 
J. Henning............................. 36.00 I 
S.D. D. McCrea..................... 90.00 
Carried forward .. ............. 161. 79 
Fees of examining surgeons, Navy 
pensions, 1886: 
By T. H. Allen .............. . 
W. W.H.Davis ....... . 
F. Sigel. ................. .. 
S.L. Willson ........... . 






'l'o G. G. Tarbell .......................... . 
Mexican war pensions: 
To J.D. Anderson ...................... . 
T.H.Allen ............................. . 
G. H. Bargar .......................... . 
D.C. Buell. ........................... .. 
W. H. Barclay ....................... . 
W. H. D. Cochrane ................ .. 
D. A. Carpenter .................... .. 
W. W. H. Davis ..................... .. 
R.Errett ................................ . 
G.W.Glick ............................ . 
A.B. Judd ............................. . 
C.S.Lake ............................ . .. 
l\:L A. Mulligan .................... . 
R. McKinstrey ...................... .. 
B. F. Peach, jr ....................... . 
T.L.Poole ............................. . 
F. Sigel .................................. . 
J. H. Wagner ........................ .. 
S. L. Will!lon ......................... .. 
C. A. Zollinger ...................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. H. D. Cochrane ... $15, 000.00 
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1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1883 and 
prior years (transfer account): 
To W.O. Bayliss ........................ . 
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1883 and 
prior yel»rs: 
To H. A. Archambault ........... ..... . 
A. E. Bate11, major ................. . 
W. C. Bayliss ......................... . 
G. B. Butler, lieutenant ........ . 
W. W.Cooke,lieutenant ....... . 
Company fund, Troop C, 
Eighth Cavalry ................. . 
J. Coniine, lieutenant ........... . 
R. D. Clarke, major ................ . 
I. 0. Dewey, major ................ . 
W. Davis,jr., lieutenant ........ . 
H. F. Douglas ....................... . 
J. Davidson .......................... . 
E. A. Ellsworth, lieutenant .. . 
G. W. Evans, captain ............. . 
F. H. French, lieutenant ....... . 
P. Finnigan .......... ................ . 
H. 0. Flipper, lieutenant ....... . 
M. F. Goodwin ...................... . 
T. H. Hl).lsey, majer ................ . 
W. A. Hammond, brigadier-
general. ............................. . 
S. N. Holmes, lieutenant ....... . 
C. Hobart, captain ................. . 
S.Jones .................. ............... . 
.T. J. Kelley ............................ . 
R. G. Lny, captain ................. . 
A. McD. Cook, colonel.. .... ... .. . 
A. G. McKenzie ......... .... ....... . 
J.McGee ............................... . 
J. Mix, major ......................... . 
Missouri River Telegraph 
Line ................................... . 
G. P. McDougall, lieutenant .. . 
E. L. Randall, captain ........... . 
G. P. ScrivPr, lieutenant ......•.. 
L. '.rhompson, captain ........... . 
T. Williams, major ................ . 
Pay, etc., of the Army,1884: 
To J. F. Cummings .................... . 
I. 0. Dewey, major ................ . 
J. A. Goodin, lieutenant ........ . 
Soldiers' Home permanent 
fund .................................... . 
War Department ................... . 
Pay,etc.,ofthe Army, 1884andprior 
years: 
To Lilla M. Pavy, widow of Oc-
tave Pavy .......................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
ByW. Arthur............... $92.07 
A. E. Bates .. . ...... .. ... 122. 76 
J. P. Baker.............. 124. 40 
G. W. Baird.............. 49.86 
J. E. Blaine.............. 22. 18 
D.N.Bash ............... .30 
J.P. Canby.............. 6.00 
W. H. Comegys........ 2. 00 
G. W. Candee........... 184.07 
W. E. Creary ...... ...... 10. 67 
F.M.Coxe............... 190.12 
H. Clayton .... .. ........ 10. 20 
A. B. Carey ......... ..... 176. 62 
I. 0. Dewey .............. 13,116.82 
F. S. Dodge ..... ........ 171. 53 
W. H. Eckels . .. ........ 23. 72 
G. L. Febiger. ........... 16. 00 
G. E. Glenn.............. 1, 283.44 
J. A. Goodin............ 163.33 
W. R. Gibson ........... 403. 69 
.J. B. Guthrie............ 1. 00 
E. J. Harvie ............ 3. 00 
W. H. Johnston....... 652.50 
Carried forward ... 16, 826. 28 













































Pay ,etc. ,of the Army, 1884 and prior 
years-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward .. $16, 826. 28 
By J. B. Keefer............. 5. 91 
D. R. Larned............. 113.19 
W. M.lVIaynadier...... 84. 43 
J. C. Muhlenberg...... 18. 20 
C. McClure............... 108.05 
D. McClure........ ....... 3,110.12 
J. H. Nelson.............. 126.98 
D. C. Poole ... ... ......... 112. 41 
J. B. M. Potter ......... 64. 26 
J. R. Roche.............. 26.72 
W. A. Rucker......... 491.94 
G. F. Robinson........ 14.63 
W. Smith................. 83.43 
J. Stromme!............ 24.05 
A. Sharp........... ...... 306.76 
R. Smith.................. 756. 93 
G.R.Smith.............. 4.43 
T.H.Stanton........... 93.41 
C. J. Sprague ... .. ... ... 429. 43 
C. C. Sniffin........ ...... 288. 18 
T. C. H. Smith ......... 15.60 
W. F. Tucker,jr. ...... 232.90 
l'.lVI. Terrell............ 613.11 
A. S. Towar........ ..... 30.86 
J. W. Wham............ 673.34 
C. H. Whipple......... 13.81 
C. I. Wilson............ 4. 48 
$2,829.11 
24,673.84 
Exce_ss of repayments ...... _ 2~ 844.73 
Pay of the Army, 1884 and prior 
years (transfer account): 
ToT. L. Brent ............................ . 
N. D. Badger ...... ..... ............. .. 
G. W. Ballentine ... ................ . 
F. Britton ............................ . 
W. B. Blair ............................ . 
G. Croghan ........................... . 
J. F. Cummings ................... .. 
G. H. A. Dimpfel.. ........... ...... . 
H. A. Ehninger ............. ....... . 
J. H. Gore ............................. . 
B. F. Hancock ..................... .. 
B. Huger ............................... . 
Internal-revenue fund .......... . 
E. K. Kane ........................... .. 
C. Ker ................................. . 
J. E. Leas ............................. . 
J.Mix .................................. . 
C. G. 1\Ierchant.. .................... . 
E.l\IcConnel.. ....................... . 
O.Pavy ............................... .. 
G. H. Paige ........................ .. 
P. R. Stetson .................... ..... . 
C. L. Stevenson .................... . 
C. L. Truman ....................... .,. 
J. S. VanDerveer ................. . 
T - Williams ........... ... ........... . 
J. H. Winder .......................... . 































By E. VanDorn........................... 12.55 
Pay of the Army, 1885: 
To I. 0. Dewey, major .............. . 
J. A. Goodin, lieutenant .......• 
W. T.Gentry ......................... . 
Soldiers' Home permanent 
fund ................................... .. 
W. F. Tucker, major ............. . 
Deduct repayments : 
By W. Arthur.,............. $3.11 
Appropriation ac-
count.................... 1.17 
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1886-'87. 1.\HLITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay of the Army, 1885-Continued. 
Deduct repayment: 
Brought forward .. 
By .J.P. Baker ............. . 
J. E. Blaine .......... .. 
G. W. Baird .......... .. 
D.N. Bash ........ · ...... . 
A. E. Bates ............. . 
F. M. Coxe ............. . 
W. E. Creary .......... . 
J.P. Canby ............ .. 
G. W. Candee ....... .. 
H. Clayton .......... .. . 
W. H. Comegys ..... . 
F. S. Dodge ............. . 
I. 0. Dewey .......... .. 
W. H. Eckels .......... .. 
G. L. Febiger .......... . 
W. R. Gibson ....... : ... 
W. H. Johnson ........ . 
J. B. Keefer ............. . 
D. R. Larned .......... .. 
W. M. Maynadier .... . 
D. McClure .............. . 
C. McClure ............. .. 
D.C. Poole .............. . 
J.R.Roche ............ .. 
W. A. Rucker .......... . 
G. F. Robinson ....... .. 
· H. B. Reese ............. .. 
W.Smith ................. . 
A. Sharp ................ .. 
'.r. H. Stanton ......... .. 
R. Sn1ith ................. .. 
C. J. Sprague ........... . 
G.R.Smith ............. .. 
,V, F. Tucker, jr ..... .. 
C. M. Terrell .......... .. 
A. S. To,var ............. . 
J.W.Wham ............ .. 
C.l. \\'ilson ............. . 
C. H. Whipple .......... . 









































'.Po J. W. Barriger, major ............. .. 
T. H. Barry, lieutenant ........... .. 
W. T. Duggan, lieutenant.. .... .. 
I. 0. Dewey, major ................. . 
G. E. Glenn, major ................. . 
A.I{eefe ................................ . 
T. T. S. Laidley ....................... . 
Line receipts, military tele-
graph lines ......................... . 
S. Pratt, lieutenant ................ .. 
A. J. Russell, lieutenant .......... . 
J. Regan, lieutenant .............. .. 
M.P. Small, major ................ .. 
Soldiers' Home, permanent 
fund .................................... . 
War Department ................... . 
A.H.Young ........................... . 
Deduct from repayments : 
By W. Arthur................. $477.23 
Appropriation ac-
count.................... 4.00 
A. E. Bates .............. 2,171.13 
J.P. Baker ............... 2, 290.99 
G.'"· Baird.............. 1, 144. 56 
D. N. Bash ............... 1, 844. 88 
J. E. Blaine............... 10, 368. 28 
J. P.Canby............... 1, 327.29 
H. Clayton..... ......... 729.96 
W. E. Creary............ 2, 604.94 
A. B. Carey............... 240. 39 
W. H. Comegys........ 1, 225. 45 
F. M. Coxe............... 1, 334.70 
G. W. Candee .......... 165. 06 
I. 0. Dewey.............. 362.45 





















Pay of the Army, 1886-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brou~ilt forward .. $2t:i,29l.3l $51,294.43 
By F. S. Dodge ............... 2, 1Lli. 04 
W.H.Eckels ........... 1.807.70 
G. L. Febiger............ 47.88 
G. E. Glenn ........... ... 512. 47 
W.R.Gibl:lun ........... 1,282.27 
W.H.Johnston........ 511.00 
J.B.Keefer ............ ... 1, 723.93 
D. R. Larned ..... ....... 493. 60 
W. M. :Maynadier..... 3, 767.84 
J. C.Muhlenberg...... 1, 686.75 
C.McClure............... 570.84 
D.McClure .. ............ 305. 41 
T. Petty.................... • 1. 62 
D. C. Poole............... 734. 29 
J.R.Roche ............... 1,3.30.95 
W. A. Rucker........... 323.89 
G. F. Robinson......... 54.64 
C. C. Sniffin .............. 1, 855.61 
W. Smith.................. 1, 386.08 
R. Smith.................. 1, 106.81 
G. R. Smith .............. 1, 246.55 
A. Sharp.................. 3, 639. 58 
T. H. Stanton........... 2, 552.18 
C. J. Sprague .... ....... 382. 35 
A. S. '.rowar.... .......... 1, 011. 63 
W. F. '.rucker, jr ...... 2, 795.99 
C. M. Terell...... .... .. 1, 201.94 
J. W. Wham ............ 1.173.89 
C. H. Whipple......... 2, 876.75 
C. I. Wilson............. 1, 877.09 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Pay of the Army, 1887: 
'.roW. Arthur, major .................. .. 
J. E. Blaine, major ................ .. 
G. W. Baird, major ................ .. 
W. H. Carter, lieutenant ....... .. 
J.P. Canby, major ................. . 
C. D. Cowles, lieuteHant ........ . 
W. H. Comegys, major .......... .. 
H. Clayton, major ................. .. 
G. W. Candee, major .............. . 
A. B. Carey, n1ajor ................. . 
I. 0. Dewey, major ............... .. 
W. H. Eckels, major ............ .. 
G. E. Glenn, major ................. . 
W. R. Gibson, major ............. . 
W. H. Johnston, lieutenant-
colonel .............................. .. 
J. B. Keefer, major ................. . 
C. McClure, major ................ .. 
D. 1\IcCl ure, colonel ............... . 
W. M. Maynadier, major ....... .. 
D.C. Toole .......................... .. 
J . R. Roche, major .................. . 
W. A. Rucker, lieutenant-colo-
nel .................................... .. 
G. F. Robinson, major ......... .. 
C. J. Sprague, major ............. .. 
T. H. Stanton, major ............. . 
W. Smith, major .................... . 
R. Smith, lieutenant-colonel .. . 
A. Sharp, major ..................... .. 
C. M. Terrell, major ................ . 
A. S. To war, major ................ .. 
W. F. Tucker, jr., maior ...... .. 
'Var Department .................. . 
C. I. Wilson .......................... . 
Deduct repayments : 
By W. Arthur major ..... $1.259.41 
A. E. Bates ...... .... .. 2, 186. 35 
J. P. Baker............ 4, 109. 20 
G. W. Baird ........... 1,089.03 
D. N. Bash............... 2, 536.57 
J. E. Blaine............ 932.10 
G. W. Candee......... 6, 068.66 




































12, 460, 115. 44 
--------
Carried forward ... 19,782. 23 12,460,115.44 
RECBIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. l\IlLITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay of the Army, 1887-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $19, 782.23 $12,460,111>.44 
By J.P. Ca.nby ............ 1,123,00 
H. Clayton .............. 2,581.62 
W. E. Creary ......... 2, 412.80 
A. B. Carey .... .. ...... 1, 376. 29 
A. B. Coxe ............. 3, 042. 06 
F. S. Dodge............. 2,560.50 
I. 0. Dewy ..... ........ 362. 85 
W. H. Eckels......... 2, 865.95 
G. L. Febiger.......... 12. 87 
G. E. Glenn ............ 1,352.44 
W. R. Gibson ......... 1,574.80 
W. H. Johnston ...... 1,467.57 
J. B. Keefer ........... 3, 105.70 
D. H. Larned......... .. 860. 60 
D. McClure.............. 1, 740.02 
C. McClure.............. 1, 078.78 
J. C. Muhlenberg ... 2,410.10 
W. 111. Maynadict·... 2, 757.15 
D. C. Poole .............. 2,006.36 
W. A. Rucker . . ....... 1, 888. 16 
J. R. Roche ............. 2,880.53 
G. F. Robinson ....... 2,001.55 
C. C. Sniffin . ..... ...... 3, 400. 48 
W. Smith......... . ...... 992.68 
G. R. Smith............ 3, 728. 82 
R. Smith................. 230. 88 
A. Sharp......... ........ 4, 090.00 
T. H. Stanton......... 4, 364.17 
C. J. Sprague. ....... 1, 020.79 
H. Sallman ...... ........ 20. 00 
C. M. Terrell...... ..... 4, 112. 76 
W. F. Tucker, jr ...... 3, 325.73 
A. S. Towar.............. 2, 447.48 
J. W. Wham............ 1, 543.87 
C. S. Wilson......... .... 1, 615. 11 
C. H. Whipple........ 6, 020. 03 
J. S. Witcher............ '147. 62 
Pay of the Military Academy, 1885: 
By D. McClure .............. $1,814.54 
Pay of the Military Academy, 1886: 
98,613.35 
12, 361, 502. 09 
To John W. Goding..................... 81.16 
Deduct from repayments: 
By H.Clayton............... $85.50 
W. A. Rucker.. ........ 28.50 
J. R. Roche............... 28.50 
W. F. Tucker,jr....... 171.00 
313.50 
Exces~ of repayments ..... 232.34 
Pay of the Military Academy, 1887: 
To D. McClure, colonel............... 204, 000. 00 
Deduct repayment: 
By R.C. Worthington................. 207.38 
Pay of two and three years' volun-
teers, 1871 and prior y ears 
(transfer account): 
ToR. C. Ambler .......................... . 
!.Buffum .............................. . 
A.D. Baker ............................ . 
J. W. Church ......................... . 
A. B. Carey ............................ . 
A. J. Clements ....................... . 
R. G. Campbell ....................... . 
.J. C. Doughty ......................... . 
P. E:vcleshimer ................ · ..... . 
E. \V. Ferris .......................... . 
.J. Goodsell ............................ .. 
I. B. Halsey .......................... .. 
C. H. Holden ......................... .. 
Moses A. Hill ......................... . 
Internal revenue fund .......... . 
J.Mix .................................... . 



















Pay of two and three years' volun-
teers, 1871 and prior years 
(transfer account): 
Brought forward ............. . 
To F. Newell .............................. . 
J.P. Parker .......................... . 
H.N.'.r.Read ......................... . 
I.J. Robinson ........................ . 
J. W. Van Valkenhurgh ....... .. 
D. C. Vestal .......................... .. 
C. B. Wagner .......................... . 
Pay of two and three years' volun-
teers, 1871 and prior years : 
To R.C.Ambler .......................... . 
!.Buffum ............................... . 
W.W.Cooke .......................... . 
J.Cullen ............................... .. 
J. E. Cornelius, major ........... . 
I. 0. Dewey, major ................ . 
W. H. Dupree, lieutenant ....... . 
LEwan .................................. . 
G.A.Flagg ............................. . 
G. T. Foster ............................ . 
E. W. Ferris, captain .............. . 
W. W. Geety, lieutenant ........ . 
F. Gerker, captain ................. . 
Joseph Gustave ..................... . 
S. Hipple, captain .................. . 
M.A. Hill, captain ................. . 
C. Hobart, captain ................. . 
D.Ibert ................................. . 
J. N. Jackson ........................ .. 
W.Kell .................................. . 
W.A. Leeder ............. ........... .. 
W. G. Mueller or Miller ........ . 
G. P. McDougall, lieutenant .. . 
J. V. Parker .......................... . 
0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel.. 
J. Perry ............................... . 
R. M. Shtppard, lieutenant .. . 
J, M. Trotter, lieutenant ....... . 
C. A. Tracy ............................ . 
J. '\V. VanValkenburgh ........ . 
P. L. Vanbabber,lieutenant .. . 
H. M. '\Ving, lieutenant ........ . 
J. B. Wilson, lieutenant ........ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. R. Adams . ..... ...... $8. 55 
D. A. Alsbaugh........ 15. 70 
M. E. Atkinson.. ..... 33. OG 
,V. F. Atkinson........ 36.25 
J. Armsbruster........ 18.25 
Appropriation ac't... 48. 62 
H. C. Burris or Bm·is 11.60 
C. Brooks................ 23.24 
D. Brass................... 3. 25 
M. L. Bundy .. .. . ...... 248. 52 
W. D. Cheatham...... 51. 89 
J. H. Clark........ ...... 46.97 
S. F. Oroy ... ....... ...... 2. 08 
J. F. Cassel.............. 2. 74 
J. H. Callaway......... 7.54 
T. J. CampbelL....... 5.10 
J. Couch.................. 6.40 
W. P. Carpenter..... . 48.47 
A. B. Carey.............. 1, 417.93 
J. Campbell............. 6. ()() 
'\V. Campbell........... 12. 75 
A. J. Colter............. 12.00 
W. E. Cotter............ 12. 00 
'\V. Z. Duncan .. ....... 22.89 
S. Denham............... 2. 80 
A. N. Davis.............. 172.10 
I. W. Dickerson .. ... 32. 53 
I. 0. Dewey............. 139. 87 
H. England.............. 6. 41 
T. J. Elton............... 70.32 
J. Ferguson............. 61.15 
J. M. Ferguson.. ..... 13.33 
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1886-'87. 1\JILlTARY :ERTARLlf:;Jf:.VIE.~T. 
Pay of two and three years' volun-
teers, 1871 and prior years-Con-
tinued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. ~2, 600.31 $377,580.84 
By J. J. Gilbert .. .. ........ 47.34 
E. Gossman ... .. . ...... 8. 63 
W. B. Gragg............ 8.00 
V. H. Grove ... .. ....... 103. 38 
F. E. Hammer......... 28.80 
C. C. Hays............... 19. 51 
L. D. Haynes ......... 11. 92 
S.l\I. Hilterbrand ... 4.16 
J. Hutchison............ 5.60 
H. Hoard................. 18. 75 
D. Harrington......... 7. 50 
R. F. Jefferies......... 4. 80 
D. P.Jenning<!......... 100.00 
E.B.Johnston......... 83.20 
L. Jenkins............... 51.38 
J. N. Jones.............. 100.00 
J. Jackson................ 18.57 
J.B.LavoieorLavois 4.43 
1\1. Lemuel............... 19.82 
J. G. Lounsberry..... 20.01 
A. Lingel........ ......... 7. 50 
E. Locke.................. 600.72 
J. F. Mann............... 88.32 
R.l\farsh.................. 22.07 
A. J.McCutchin ...... 106.00 
W.J.Medlen ........... 28.60 
J.Mills.................... 6.80 
N. B. 1\Ioore ............ 107.60 
H. P. Moshier . .. ...... 88. 55 
W. D. Myers............ 11.06 
J.J.McCallum......... 28.31 
J.Mumbrue ............ 41.83 
W. J. Morris ... ......... 5. 00 
H. C. Merrill........... 7.50 
W. S. Norton ........... 66.58 
W.T.Norman ......... 100.00 
A.J. Pace................. 5.21 
E. Patterson ... ... .... .. l 4. 21 
J. Prince................. 6. 57 
S. G. Puterbaugh .. ... 61.12 
J.P. Pratt.. ............... 56.51 
J. E. Raines............ 30. 80 
E. M. Roll............... 80. 45 
H. C. Ray................. 23. 60 
D. J. Russ............... 3. 25 
J. Ray..................... 85.00 
Solicitor of the 
Treasury .. ... . .. . .. . .. 524. 91 
J. W. Sears.............. 5. 20 
.J. Stuffiebrau........... 60.00 
W. Simons .............. 40.85 
W. M. Sturdevant... 101. 90 
H. Stockert.............. 7.41 
J. Sloan .................. 41. 23 
T. H. Shaw............. 53. 82 
F. Story.................. 6. 50 
J. J. Tibbets............ 3!. 75 
C. Taylor................. 55.00 
N. Vedder............... 2. 90 
B. Wheeler.............. 149.34 
J. Webb.................. 286. 80 
W. Wilson.............. 12. 00 
H. T. Wilson........... 100. 00 
H. Wood................. 96.65 
· J. Walker............... 45.00 
C. H. Williams........ 7.50 
S. C. Zeigler ........... 47. 24 
Collection and payment of bounty, 
prize-money, etc., to colored 
soldiers and sailors, 1886 : 
By I. 0. Dewey.............. $404.27 
Collection and payment of bounty, 
prize-money and other claims 
of colored soldiers and sailors, 
1887: 





Bounty under act of July 28, 1866, 
~8:-iO and prior years: 
To I. 0. Dewey, major.................. $59,946.17 
Deduct repayment: 
By appropriatiou account........... 50.00 
Bounty under act July 28, 1866: 
By A. B. Carey ............... 2, 368. 30 
I. 0. Dewey.......... .. 117.50 
J .• Jackson............... 4:~.18 
J. II. Pratt............... 75.32 
J. ll. Roche............ .. 100.00 
2, 701.30 
Bounty under act July 28, 1866 
(transfer account): 
59,896.17 
1.'o A. B. Carey, major.................. 2,418. 30 
=== 
Bounty to volunteers, their widows 
and legal heirs, 1871 and prior 
years: 
To I. 0. Dewey, major................. 417,437.05 




A. B. Carey .............. 4,069.33 
I. 0. Dewey............ LOl. 29 
J. R. Roche.... ......... 80. 00 
Bounty to volunteers, their widows 
and legal heirs, 1871 and prior 
years (transfer account): 
ToP. W. Black .......................... .. 
Moses A. Hill ....................... .. 
A. J. Pentecost ..................... . 
B. C. Tracy ........................... .. 
Deduct from repayment: 
By A. B. Carey................... . ....... 
Excess of repayment ...... 
Bounty to volunteers and regu-
lars on enlistment, 1871 and 
prior years (transfer account): 
By J.D. Crolley ............ $3,472.00 
P. R. Stetson ........... 43. 26 
3,515.26 
Bounty to volunteers and rflgulars 
on eulistment, 1871 and prior 
years: 
By J. M. Pratt............... $25.00 
Pay of volunteers Mexican. war, 
1871 and priot· years: 
To I. 0. Dewey, major ................ . 
Academic building, Military Acad-
emy: 
To H. C. Hodges, lieutenant-col-
onel. ........ ....................... : ......... .. 
Gymnasium. l\Iilitary Academy: 
To H. C. Hodges, lieutenant-col-
onel .......................................... .. 
Subsistence of the Army, 1883 and 
prior years: 















J. Bush, captain..................... 8. 71 
W. R. Barton.......................... 30.00 
Carried forward............... 84. 4J 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
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Subsistence of the Army, 1883 and 
prior years-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J. M. Bowman ........................ . 
J. Beatty .............................. .. 
J. Bender, true name George 
Leyerzapf .......................... . 
G. Cilley, lieutenant .............. . 
W. A. Ellis ........................... .. 
F. H. French, lieutenant ...... .. 
J. Graeff', lieutenant ............. .. 
E. Grier ................................ . 
W. N. Hughes, lieutenant .... . 
J. Holmes ............................. . 
W.Hull ............................... .. 
C. B. Henry, true name Chas. 
H.B•tck ............................. . 
J. F. Keenan ......................... . 
D. C. Lanier .................... . ..... . 
D. Linn ............................. .... . 
W. P. :McCleery ...... .............. . 
G.l\-Iarsh ............................ ... . 
·w. McK. Owen ..................... .. 
M. Poore ................................ . 
J. M. Page ............................. . 
A. J. Pentecost ...................... . 
J. Pack .................................. . 
G. W. Rice ...... ..................... .. 
D. C. Ralston ......... ............... .. 
W. Whisler ........................... .. 
L. H. Walker ............ .. ............ . 
Subsistence of the Army, 1884 a:ad 





























To C. C. Smith......... ...................... 29. 38 
Deduct from repayments: 
By R. C. Amsler..... ... ... $15. 54 
I. Buftum................. 45.00 
A. D. Baker.............. 24.75 
G. W.Ballentine ...... 2,076.57 
F. Britton ......... ...... 50.19 
W. B. Btair............... 78.17 
P.W.Black............. 69.66 
J. W. Church............ 27.00 
J. C. Doughty........... 1. 67 
E. W. Ferris ...... ...... 34. 35 
J. H. Gore................ 96.28 
Moses A. Hill........... 615. 44 
C. H. Holden............ 47. 04 
B.F.Hancock......... 47.04 
John Mix................. 380.43 
F. Newell................ 39.55 
Octave Pavy ........... 227. 08 
J. V. Parker ............ 6. 21 
A. J. Pentecost......... 41.25 
I. J. Robinson......... 158.87 
C. L. Stevenson........ 66. 65 
C. L. Truman .. .... .. ... 46. 78 
J. W. Van Valken-
burg·h.......... ......... 16.50 
D. C. Vestal.............. 158.96 
J. S. VanDerveer..... 1. 32 
Excess of repayments ......... 
Subistence of the Army, 1884 and 
prior years: 
By Atchison, Topeka 
andSantaFeR.R. 
Co ...................... .. 
H. H. Adams ........... . 
F. Britton .............. ,. 
W.B.Blair ............ .. 
J. Brunaugh .......... .. 
I. Comstock: ........... .. 
A. G. Corbett .......... .. 
Denver and Rio 
Grande Rwy.Co .. . 
R.C.Drum ............. . 
H. Douglass .......... . 












Carried forward... 2, 134.07 
4,372.30 
4,342. 92 
Subsistence of the A1·my, 1884 and 
prior years-Continued. 
Brought forward .. $2,134.07 
By D. S. Gordon ......... ... 208. 60 
J. H. Gore................ 20.70 
D. H. Hill ...... .. . . .... ... 1. 81 
D. Heaney............ ... 162. 70 
J. Hamilton............. 24.28 
H. M. Kendall.......... . 90 
W.Kirkman ...... ... .. . 1,000.00 
A.Keefe.................. 7.56 
T. S. Kirtland........ ... 5. 00 
A. S. B. Keys... ..... .. .. 5. 37 
M. W. Lyon............ .. 10. 00 
T. T. S. Laidley..... .... .50 
Missouri Paci fie 
Rwy. Co ......... .. .. .. 
W.I.Reed ............. . .. 
S. Sturgeon ........ ..... . 
H. Stanton ......... .... .. 
M.P. Small ......... ... .. 
J. Van Pelt ......... .. .. .. 
J.D. Wilkins ......... . .. 
W.ar Department.. ... 











Subsistence of the Army. 1885: 
To Argu~ Printing Company .... .. 
S.M. Cox ................. . .............. . 
M. E. Cunningham or Cuning-
ham .................. ................. . 
A. E. Head ............................. . 
G.D.Jones ........................... .. . . 
Ernest Ruch ........................ .. 
War Department.. ............... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By Atchinson, Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R. Co............ $28.08 
H. H. Adams ...... ...... 3.10 
J. C. Ayers......... ...... 23.05 
W.E.Aycr... ........... 31.85 
J. W. Barriger........... 12.00 
C. S. Burbank .. ....... .. 10.50 
E: H. Brooke . . . .. ... .... 10. 50 
G. B. Bachus ... .. ....... 20. 46 
J. H. Baldwin .. . ...... 10. 50 
A. H. Budlong......... 1.05 
T. H. Barry ........... . 16.10 
J. F. Bell...... ........... 78.75 
C.St.J.Chubb ......... 64.60 
J. Carland ...... .. ....... 63.70 
G. H. Cook............... 59. 85 
J. R. Cranston......... 130. !)(} 
T.Connolly .......... .. 3l.85 
W. H. Carter...... ...... G8. 95 
G. R. Cornish ......... 31. 85 
W.T.Duggan........... 31.85 
Fort '\Vorthand Den-
ver Rwy. Co ...... .. . 
L. Febiger ............ .. 
D.W.FJagler ......... .. 
A. C. Girard ......... .. . 
E. A. Godwin .......... . 
B. H. Gilman .......... .. 
L. D. Greene ........... . 
1\i. B. Hughes .......... . 
W. N. Hug-hes ....... .. 
F. H. Hardie ........ .. 
A.B. Jackson ........ .. 
,J. A. Kress ............. . 
C. H. Lester ........... . 
D. E. McCarthy ..... . 
F. E. Nye .............. .. 
J. M. Neall ....... ..... .. 
S. Pratt ................. .. 
J. Parker ........ ........ . 
D. C. Pearson ........ . 
E. B. Pratt ............. . 
A. F. Rockwell ...... .. 
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SubsistenceoftheArmy, 1885-Con-
tinued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward .. $1, 975. ::!1 
lly J. Regan................... 121.45 
T. E. Rose ............... 8. 57 
H. H. Sargent......... 63.35 
S. Smith .. . ...... ......... 5. 25 
G. L. Scott ... . ... . . .. .... 63. 35 
G. E. Sage............... 86.80 
C. W. Taylor .. ......... 1.14 
G. A. Thurston...... 68.40 
·war Department..... 6.50 
W. Willard ............... 4, 960.25 
C. H. Watts.............. 150.50 
B. C. Welsh............ .. 63.35 
J. F. Weston............ 56.26 
E. S. Walker......... .. 61.60 
T. H. Wilson............ 7. 20 
G. N. Whistler......... 74.20 
A. H. Young.......... .. 10.50 
Excess of repayments ..... 
Subsistence of the Army, 1886: 
To Argus Printing Uompany ..... . 
W. H. Broaddus .................... . 
Bismarck Daily Tribune ...... .. 
Black Hills Daily Times ...... .. 
Chicago Daily News Com-
pany .................................. .. 
J. Dickie .. ............................. . 
Daily Pioneer Press .............. . 
Frank Gray, true name Frank 
L.Graham .......................... . 
M.A. Healy .......................... . 
J. Hughes ............................ .. 
Helena Daily Herald ............. . 
Indian Journal.. .................... . 
Journal Company, Kansas 
City, Mo ................... ... ....... . 
J. C. Klusman ..................... .. 
J. C. Keller ............................ . 
Leaven worth Standard ........ . 
B. Meyer ............................. . 
Pittsburgh Daily Post ........... . 
G. F. Robinson ..................... . 
John Saulnier & Co ............ .. 
M. J. Shields .......................... . 
F. Sharp ................................ . 
St. Paul Daily Globe .............. . 
P. I. Stack ............................ . 
F. L. Worden ......................... . 
War Department .................. . 
Weekly Avant Courier ......... .. 
Weekly Missoulian ............ .. . 
F. A. 'Whitney, captain ......... .. 
Yellowstone Journal.. .......... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By G. Adams................. $0.14 
C. T. Alexander...... 7. 25 
Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa FeR. R. Co. 13.61 
J. C. Ayers.............. . 96 
W.E.A.yers.............. 27.30 
R. F. Ames ........... ... 63.70 
J. W. Barriger ......... 60,012.00 
A.. Beckwith .... ...... 8, 039. 99 
W. H. Bell ....... .... .... 8,471. 74 
T.H. Barry... ... ......... 105.80 
G. Bell .................... 1,029.37 
H. C. Benson......... ... 259.67 
C. S. Burbank........... 106.40 
G. B. Bachus............ 7.17 
J.H. Baldwin.......... 117.25 
J. F. Bell.................. 21.70 
~Y- li. Ben~1am ......... ~4. ~0 
u.L.Best,Jr.............. oO. 15 
S. '.r. Cushing ............ 31, 591. 23 
J. J. Clague .............. 15,140.76 
$496.25 
7, 783.88 


































Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward .. $12\ 1;2.99 
By Chicagol~ock:lsland 
and PacificR.R.Co 10.20 
T.Connolly.............. 73.67 
L. E. Campbell......... 5. 86 
C.St.J.Chubb ........ 211.75 
J. Carland................. 97.30 
G. H. Cook .... ........ 128.80 
J. H. Cranston ......... 60. 20 
\V. H. Carter............ 60.78 
C. L. Collins............. .14 
G. A.. Cornbh.. .. ....... 43. 05 
' W. T. Duggan .......... 65.90 
J. W. Duncan........... 42.70 
C. P. Eagan .......... ... . 16,778.52 
W. A. Elderkin........ 2, 717.83 
L. Febiger .... . . .. . . .. ... 95. 90 
J. 0. Green.............. 18.00 
E. A.. Godwin......... 258.30 
B. H. Gilman........... 200. 90 
W. \V. Galbraith..... . 1. 99 
L. D. Green.............. 137.20 
J.P. Hawkins.. ....... 6, 875.88 
J.D. C. Hoskins... ... . 50 
W. N. Hughes......... 32.20 
F. H. Hardie............ 57.05 
L.M. Kockler......... 1.59 
C. H. Lester............. 574.70 
C. C. Morrison......... 12.00 
D.E.McCarthy........ 9.45 
W. H. ~ash.............. 5, 017.56 
F. E. Nye ................. 253.40 
J. M. Neall............... 121.75 
J .. T. O'Connell......... 4. 50 
S. Pratt................... 27.70 
F. Perkins............... 85.40 
J. Parker................ 155.78 
E. B. Pratt............... 12fi. 35 
A. F. Rockwell........ 16.16 
J. Regan............... ... 182.05 
B.H.Randolph... ..... 43.68 
A.J. Russell........... . 7.50 
F. D. Rucker............ 28.97 
T. C. Sullivan ........... 28,727.10 
M. P. Small.............. 1. 50 
W. H. Rargent.. ....... 162. 05 
S. Smith.................. M. 40 
G. L. Scott............... 4'3. 05 
*:::~~~::::::::::::::::: :t?~ 
B.S.Wever............. 3.00 
W. Willard ............. .. 11, 544. 62 
C. A. Woodruff.... .. .. 5, 605. 09 
F. K. Ward.............. 40.95 
B. C. Welsh.............. 10. &'l 
T. H. \Vilson............ . 86 
G. N. Whistler......... 92. 40 
M. F. Waltz.............. 79.45 
H. H. Wright........... 61. 60 
\Var Department..... 7, 272.97 
A. H. Young............ 130. 75 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Subsistence of the Army 18'37: 
To G. Bell, lieutentant-colonel... 
.J. ,V. Barriger, major ........... . 
W. \V. Burns, colonel. ........... . 
W. H. Bell, major ................. . 
A. Beckwith, lieutenant-co lo-
nel .... ..... ... ............ ......... .. ... . 
S. T. Cushing, captain ........ .. 
C. P. Eagan, captain .............. . 
W. A. Elderkin, captain ...... .. 
J.P. Hawkins, major ............ . 
. J. W. Jacobs, captain ........... .. 
M. R. Morgan, major ...... . .... .. 
W. H. Nash, captn,in ............ . 
C. B. Penrose, captain .......... . 


















Carried forward ... 125, 142.99 3, 760.08 Carried forward............... 1, 473, 900. 00 
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1886-'87. l\IILIT AR Y EST ABLISHJ\IE~T. 
SubsistanceoftheArmy, 18S7-Con· 
tinned. 
Brought forward .............. $1, 473,900. CO 
To \V. P. Small, major................ 4i5, UOO. 00 
W. Willard, captain.... .. ........ 2,000.00 
C. A. ·woodruff', captain..... .... 49, 500.00 
T. Wilnon, major................... 141, ()()0, 00 
J. F. Weston, captain............. 5,000.00 
War Department.................... H.OO 
A. H. Young, oaptain......... ... 15,950.00 
Deduct repayments: 
By Atchison. '.ropeka. 
and Santa Fe 1{. 
1~. Co ................. .. 
E. B. Atwood ....... .. 
J. H. Belcher ......... . 
Chicago and North-
western R. R. Co ... 
Chicago, l\Iil waukee 
and St. Paul R. R. 
Co ........................ . 
C. W. Foster ......... . 
J.O. Green ........... .. 
H. C. LaPoint ...... .. 
J. G-. C. Lee .......... . .. 
Missouri Pacific R. 
R. Co ................ .. 
J. C. l\IcKee .......... .. 
Northern Pacific R 
R. Co ................. . . 
J. J. O'Connell.. ... . 
P. H. Ray .............. . 
E. B. Robertson .. .. 
G. Winslow .......... .. 
0. B. Wilcox .......... . 


















5, ()93. 77 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, lt1::>3 and 
prior years: 
To \V. Bt.nch ............................. .. 
J.Brockman ................ .. ..... .. 
J.l\1. Bond (F. S. Sowers hold-
er and owner) ................... .. 
W.Bruce .............. ................ . 
J.Beatty .............................. .. 
J. N. Craddock ..................... .. 
C. Chick ............ ................... . 
J. G. Chandler, major ............ .. 
D. Dunkle ............................. . 
A.Ellis .................................. . 
Ford&Shram ......... .. ........... . 
J.l\1. Fletcher ................... .... . 
\V. Findley ............................ . 
S.Grubb ......... .. ................... .. 
E. Grier .......... .. ..................... . 
vV. I-Ieister .......................... .. 
O.Horsey .... .......................... . 
J. W. Hazelrigg ............. .. ..... .. 
G. Hancock ......................... . 
E.High ............................ .. .. .. 
T. Her1nann ......................... .. 
H. J{eever ............................ .. 
T.T.Knox ................... .. .... .. .. 
J.l\1. Landreth .................... .. 
W.Lurch ............................. .. 
J. A. 1\IcCampbell ................. . 
\V.l\Iay ................................. . 
\V. C.l\Iiller ......................... .. 
D. Madden ............................ .. 
J. L.l\'Iillspaugh ................... .. 
R. O'Connor, lieutenant.. .. .. .. .. 
J. H. Pardee, lieutenant ......... . 
B. G. Rivers .......................... . 
S. A. Russell .......................... . 
A. Staggs .............................. .. 
Mary Sullivan ..................... .. 
Mary N. Shumate ................. . 
Carried forward ......... ... .. 
1, 732, 364. 00 
6,076. 75 







































Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1H83 and 
prior years-Continued. 
Brought forward .. ........... . 
'.ro J. T. Steele ...... ...................... . 
G. C. Smith, captain ......... . . .. . 
A. N. Shipley, captain .......... .. 
G.Spurck ............................. .. 
.T. C. Swan,jr .................... . .. .. 
J. Thomas ............................ .. 
J. A. Terrell .......................... . 
'.rreasurer United States ..... .. 
G. M. Whecl~r, lieutenant.. .. .. 
P.Wilson ............................. .. 
J. \Vhiteford ......................... .. 
T. S. Watson .......................... . 
W. W. Wotherspoon .............. . 
Hegular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1884 and 
prior years (transfer account); 
To H. J. Reilly, lieutenant .......... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By W. C. Bayliss............ $7.00 
T. L. Brent.............. 50.79 
N.D. Badger............ 63.19 
J. F. Cummings...... 18.67 
G. H. A. Dim pfel. ... . I, 992. 08 
H. A. Ehningcr.. ...... 12.90 
P. Eycleshimer........ 547.3.5 
I. B. Halsey.............. 1. 66 
W. D. Hamilton...... 100.00 
E. K. Kane..... ......... J LL 80 
G.H. Paige............. 1!3,30 
H.N.T.Read........... 1.90 
H.J. Reilly.............. 190.00 
War Department..... 397.80 
C.B. Wagner........... 145.00 

















Excess of repayments...... 3, 543.44 
== 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1884 and 
prior years: 
By Atchinson, Topeka 
and Santa FeR. R. 
Co ....................... . 
C. F. Bowers .......... .. 
'J'.L.Brent.. ........... .. 
G. H. Derby ............ .. 
A.R.Eddy ............. .. 
H. A. Ehninger ....... . 
Oliver Grosvenor ... 
W. T.Gentry .......... . 
H. D. Grafton ....... .. 
D.H.Hill.. ......... ... .. 
H. C. Hodges ......... .. 
'.r. Hermann .......... .. 
E.K.Kane ............. . 
M:. W. Lyon ............. . 
H. F. Leggett .......... . 
G.P.Ladd ............. .. 
L. Mullin ............... .. 
J. L.l\lillsbaugh .... .. 
A. E. Miltimore ....... . 
T. J. Montgomery .. . 
H. B. Osgood .......... . 
H. D. Patten ........... . 
W. C. Robards ......... . 
G .. T. Rains ..... ........ . 
H. H. Steiner .......... . 
H. B. Sears ........... .. 
J. Van Pelt ............ .. 
L. W. Valentine and 
others ................... . 
S.A. Wolf ............... .. 
H.Wilson .............. . 
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Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 181l5: 
To Ii'. C. Ayers ............................ .. 
H. C. Hodges, lieut. col.. ...... . 
G. W. Liscom ......................... . 
A. E. Miltimore, <.!aptain ....... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... . 
H. B. Osgood, lieu tenant ...... . 
Southern Pacific Railroad 
Company of New Mexico ... 
Deduct from repayments: 
By C. G. Ayers.............. $240. 20 
Atchison, T ope k a 
andSantaFeR.R. 
Co ....................... . 
E. E. Hardin ........... . 
M. I. Ludington .... .. 
M.\V.Lyon ............. . 
J. A. Sladen ........... . 
C. H. Tompkins ..... . 
C. W. Williams ...... .. 









Excess of repayments ........ . 
Reitular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1886: 
To i!~~k~~o~·~·~·i~'i't~·~·t"·~·;~·d 
Building News Company .. . 
F. L. Austin ......................... .. 
O.M.Baxter .......................... . 
A. Barrett, captain ............... .. 
G. Beatty .............................. . 
P.A.Boyerand A. H. Wien .. . 
Chicago Times ..................... .. 
Chicago Daily Telegram ..... . 
J. Campbell ......................... .. 
J.H.Cook ............................ .. 
Jerome B. Collins ................ .. 
C. Daniel ............................... . 
Burt Dunlap ........................ .. 
Dall & "' eems .................... . 
J.M.Ellis ............................ .. 
Samuel W. Forder ............... .. 
C. E. Foote ........................... . 
B.Freeman .......................... . 
D. J. Ferree ......................... .. 
H. Fitch ................................ . 
1\I.Gainer ............................. . 
Galveston. Harrisburg and 
San Antonio Railway Co .. . 
L.Goldman ...................... .. 
Grant County Publishing and 
Printing Company, New 
1\'lexico ............................. .. 
.T. Goldwater & Co ................ .. 
J. C. Higgins ...................... .. 
F.S.Hoge ............................ . 
A. Haas ............................ .. 
R. B. Houghton ................... .. 
Howland & Durfee .............. . 
W.IL.Tacobs ........................ .. 
M. Kavanaugh ..................... .. 
T.Kaufman ......................... .. 
S.Kephart ............................. . 
J. M. Kewley ....................... .. 
James W. Millis ................... .. 
J. I-I. Marion ........................ .. 
New York City Sanitary En-
gineer ............................... . 
Kcw Rochelle Pioneer .......... . 
New York Times ................. . 
Phrenix (Ariz.) Daily Herald .. 
Capt .. C. H. Rockwell ............. . 
J.Ritter ................................. . 
E. S. Reynolds ...................... . 
J. W. Richard ........................ .. 
C. Roderiques ..................... .. 
J.Ruffiey .............................. .. 
E. F. Rogers ......................... . 





























































Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To Rog·ers & Dailey ................... . 
Rocky Mountain News and 
Print\ng Company, Denver 
Col. R. Saxton ...................... .. 
W. H. Sevier .......................... . 
E. Shanklin .......................... . 
J.Smith ............................... . 
Southern Pacific H .. R. Co. of 
New 1\'l:exico ....................... . 
Emil Sydow ........................ .. 
C.J.Tate ............................... . 
Times Publishing Company, 
Eureka, Cal. ....................... . 
Charles Weiss ....................... . 
G.Wiilliams .......................... . 
J.Williams ......................... .. 
Wichita and Western R. R.Co. 
J.C. Wilson .......................... . 
\Var Department ................. . 
D.C. Young ........................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By G. Andrews............ $86.25 
H. M. Andrews .. ..... 54. 47 
W.E.Ayer............... 11.00 
E. B. Atwood........... 49.03 
R. F. Ames............... 27. 62 
D. F. Anglum.... ....... 1. 55 
J. C. Ayers............... 26. 81. 
J. Anderson............. 8. 76 
J. H. Belcher............ 13.50 
G.H.Baldwin ......... 10.il3 
C. R. Barnett............ 19. 50 
C. Byrne.......... ........ 114. 46 
G. S. Bingham......... 149.42 
W. F. Blauvelt......... 21. 70 
F.Baker.................. 13.50 
R.N. Batchelder..... 3, 880. 25 
D.H.Brush..... ........ 65.60 
C. S. Burbank........... 63. 38 
T.H.Bar.ry...... ........ 123.53 
C. A. Booth.............. 4\!9. 03 
C.Bird..................... 12.47 
E. S. Benton...... ...... . 76 
L. R. Brant............... 23. 80 
G. L. Brown............. 255.41 
A. Barrett................ 323. 05 
J. R. Claggett........... 62.65 
I ... E. Campbell...... ... 151.99 
T. Connolly ........ ..... 34.57 
A. S. Cummins......... 42.35 
G. H. Cook............... 148.77 
L.A. Chamberlin..... 42. 55 
D.H.Clark. .... ........ 71.87 
J.L.Clem................. 45.56 
J. R. Cranston ... ...... 186. 07 
W. Crazier............... 26. 41 
D. Corman.............. 127.58 
S. E. Clark............... 86.75 
J. Carland ...... ...... ... 104.94 
A. F. Curtis.............. 13.91 
W. H. Carter............ 176.90 
M. Crawford...... ..... 309.86 
C. L. Collins,............ 93.52 
R. J. Duff......... .. . .. .. 4. 80 
G. B. Dandy............. 5, 254. 31 
R. T. Earle............... 25.77 
C. A. Earnest .. .. ....... 63. 67 
F. E. Eltonhead....... 109.72 
R. H. Fletcher......... 49.68 
D. W. Flagler........ 10.50 
D. H. Floyd. ............ 9. 90 
U. W. Foster........... 3. 8fi6. 30 
L. Febiger ........ ... ... 21.75 
J. P. Farley............ 22.73 
J. T. French,jr........ 19.25 
F. Fuger.................. 120.28 
L. C. Forsyth........... 1, 176. 91 
S. D. Freeman......... 962. 84 





















RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1886-
Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1886-
Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
255 
Brought forward .. $19, 290. 40 $73,073.96 Brought forward .. $64, 960. 30 $73,073. 96 
By J. H. Gifford.......... 44.48 
l\1. J. Grea.lish......... 66.31 
W. Gerlach ...... ...... 57. G9 
J. 0. Green.............. 9. 46 
C. Gardener............ 100.81 
V{. P. Goodwin ...... 32. 95 
L. D. Greene........... 77.60 
B. H. Gilman.......... 243.13 
W. Geary................ 2. 24 
E. A. Godwin......... 38.29 
J. Gilliss... ............... 4, 639. 94 
J. McE. Hyde ... ...... 53. 34 
C. Hay..................... 62. 89 
C.F.Humphrey...... 88.17 
F. Heath................. 25.87 
H. 0. S. Heistand ... 124. 64 
C. L. Hodges........... 143. 01 
H. C. Hodges.......... 782.47 
C. W. Hobbs ....... ... 2.16 
J. F. Huston ........... 263. 03 
E. E. Hardin........... 38. 77 
G. S. Hoyt ... ...... ...... 295.15 
W. A. Holbrook...... 50. 55 
F. H. Hardie........... 39.32 
L. J. Hearn............. 190. 93 
H. J. Haynesworth. 16. 30 
C. B. Hall ... ... .. . . ..... 65. 16 
H. W. Hovey........... 59. 36 
J. J. Hden ............ ... 9. 99 
C. H. Ingalls............ 2. 25 
F. V.Krug............... 64.62 
J. T. Knight............ 9.18 
E. B. Kirk............... 1. 66 
J.G.Leefe............... 10.40 
W. Lassiter.............. 68.02 
J. G. C. Lee.............. 3, 136.95 
J. H. Lord................ 9. 35 
M. I. Ludington...... 12.70 
J. L. Lusk......... ...... 202.56 
G.H.Morgan........... 22.80 
J. McClellan............ 130.74 
J.l\1. Marshall......... 333.12 
W.C.Muhlenberg... 27.84 
H. Metcalfe.............. 26. 80 
G. K. McGunnegle.. 265. 56 
W. C. McFarland..... 11.20 
C. A. H. McCauley... 279. 57 
F. H. Mills............... 63.37 
T.S.Mumford......... 44.33 
J. S. Mason.............. 24. 27 
M. M. Maxon........... 44.18 
A.L.Myer............... 11.20 
W. H. Miller...... ...•• 100.51 
A. J. McGonnigle .... 11, 370. 46 
A. E. Mittimore...... 21.09 
T. McCrea............... 19. 98 
J. M. Moore............ 1, 084. 50 
C. E. Nordstrom...... 203.91 
J. Newton............... 56.10 
J. M. Neall............... 74. 70 
J. J. O'Connell....... . 32.67 
J.Pitman................. 57.37 
J. Pope.................... 54. 25 
J. W. Pullman......... 80. 34 
C .. D. Parkhurst...... 72. 82 
E. B. Pratt............... 26.04 
W. S. Patten ............ 10,040.85 
D. 0. Pearson........... 42. 83 
G.E.Pond............... 78.50 
G. T. T. Patterson... 117.14 
J. W. Pope............... 61.99 
F. H. Phipps............ 76.50 
S. Pratt.................... 91. 13 
J. A. Perry............... 28.95 
A. M. Patch.............. 30. 70 
.J. H. H. Peshine....... 8. 28 
A. F. Rockwell........ 8, 948. 23 
A. G. Robinson ..... ... 395. 20 
F. S. Rice ...... ........... 68. 23 
Carried forward ... 64, 960. 30 73,073.96 
By H. J. Reilly.............. 513.33 
C. H. Rockwell ........ 885.52 
G. Ruhlen. ...... ...... ... 6f>. 39 
J. Regom ................. 296.27 
'\V. W. Robinson,jr.. 177.54 
H. E. Robinson ........ 178. 84 
L. S. Roudiez ...... ..... 60. 27 
P.H.Ray................. 35.84 
W. H. Rexford......... 85. 07 
J. E. Runcie ...... ...... 9. 00 
J. W. Scully............. 377.99 
S. Smith.................. 25.47 
G. C. Smith.............. 31.50 
J.Simpson....... ...... 416.38 
J. M. Stotsen burg..... 105. 94 
H. H. Sargent........... 43.75 
J. C. Scantling......... 45.87 
D. F. Stiles............... 43.92 
S. Y. Sey burn........... 3. 60 
J. A. Sladen ..... ......... . 30 
C. H. '.rompkins ....... 23,470. 49 
C. B. Thompson....... 831.54 
C.l\1. '.rruitt.............. 216. 76 
F. Thies................... 102,17 
F. Thorp.................. 771.67 
S.C. Vedder.... ....... 203.64 
J. T. Van Orsdale. ... 383. 88 
A. L. Varney............ 34. 81 
C. A. Vernon... ........ 19.20 
G. W. ·weeks ........... 3,688.60 
D. D. Wheeler......... 405. 08 
W. Walke............... 34.36 
H. H. Wright ...... ..... 160.03 
R. P. P. "'Wainwright 173.95 
H. Wygant.............. 94.85 
G. N. Whistler......... 93.19 
W. W. Wotherspoon, 168. 97 
R. H. Wilson........... 7. 23 
P. G. Wood.............. 606. 62 
J. MeA. Webster...... 512.28 
D. W. Wickersham.. 27.48 
War Department..... 982.11-i 
A.H.Young............ 3U6.1G 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1887: 
To J. C. Ayres, captain ................ . 
E. B. Atwood, captain .......... . 
J.D. Bingham, colonel.. ....... .. 
R. N. Batchelder, lieutenant-
colonel. .............................. .. 
A. Barrett, captain ................. . 
G.Ben3on ............................. .. 
F. Baker, captain .................. .. 
'\'V. Crozier, lieutenant.. ........ .. 
S. T. Cushing, captain .......... .. 
G. H. Cook, captain ............... . 
C. H. Clark. lieutenant.. ........ . 
J. B. Collins .......................... .. 
William Carroll.. ....... .......... .. 
G. B. Dandy, major ............... .. 
C. W.Foster,major ............... . 
L. C. Forsyth, captain ..... .. . ..... . 
J.P. Farley ............................ . 
W. C. Freeman ...................... .. 
Fisher Leaf Company ........ .. 
James Gilliss, major ............. . 
M. J. Grealish, captain .......... .. 
E.L.Gage ............................ .. 
H. C. Hodges, lieutenant-col .. . 
F. Heath, captain ................... . 
H. J. Haynsworth, captain .... . 
C. H. Hohman ....................... .. 
J. H. IIeavin ......................... . 
C. H. Ingalls, captain ............ .. 
J. vV.Jacobs, captain ............. . 
Carried forward ............. .. 
































256 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To H. Jaeger ............................... . 
A. H. Jennings ...................... . 
A. S. Kimball, majo~· ........... .. 
E. B. Kirk, major ................. . 
M. I. Ludington, lieutenant-
colonel ............................. .. . 
W.Logan .................. : ............ . 
J. M. Moore, Jieutenant-colo-
nel. ..................................... . 
A. S. M. Morgan, captain ..... . 
A. J. McGonnigle, major ..... . 
H. Metcalfe,\!aptain .............. . 
J. M. Marshall, captain ....... .. 
C. C. Morrison, captain ........ . 
E. C. Montfort ........................ . 
J. H. J\<Iarion ......................... . 
0. E. Michaelis ...................... . 
F. H. Phipps, .major ............. .. 
J. W. Pope, captain .............. . 
A. vV. Pluegge ....................... . 
J. W. Pullman ..................... .. 
A. J. Perry, colonel .............. . 
Press Printing Company, 
Wellington, Kans .............. . 
C. H. Rockwell, captain ....... . 
C. A. Reynolds, lieutenant-
colonel ............................... . 
W. H. Rexford, captain ........ . 
J. Rockwell,jr., captain ........ . 
J. W. Rei!ly, major ............... .. 
Rocky Mountain News, Den-
ver, Colo .......................... . 
R. Saxton. colonel ................ . 
Southern Pacific R. R. Com-
pany. of New Mexico ........ . 
C. H. Tompkins, colonel.. ... .. 
C. McD. Townsend, lieuten-
ant ...................................... . 
A. L. Varney, captain ........... . 
J. C. Wilson .......................... . 
G. H. Weeks, major ............. . 
War Department .................. .. 
A. H. Young, captain ........... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By H. M. Andrews ........ $1, 198.99 
G. Andrews ...... ...... 219.79 
W. E. Ayer.............. 89.04 
vV. E. Almy.............. 122.42 
E. B. Atwood............ 325.98 
C. Augur.................. 43.56 
J.C.Ayres................ 158.51 
F. B. Andrus............ 92.68 
D. F. Anglum............ 35.92 
C.G.Ayres............... 54.82 
T.R.Adams.............. 413.20 
J. Anderson.............. 117.86 
F. Baker.................. 457.51 
E. S. Benton.............. 181.41 
D. H. Brush .............. 1,231.40 
R.N. Batchelder ...... 6,846.13 
G.S. Bingham.......... 386.05 
C. Bird..................... 279. 65 
C. S. Burbank........... 812. 3~ 
W.F.Biauvelt.......... 21.45 
C. A. Booth............... 2, 078.32 
J. H. Belcher ..... ...... 220.89 
C. Byrne................... 1, 650.06 
C. R. Barnett............ 440. 50 
G. LeR. Brown......... 474.66 
W. H. C. Bowen........ 700.62 
J. E. Britt...... ........... 628.17 
W.N.Blow,jr........... 713.85 
J.L.Barbour............ 728.46 
T. H. Barry............... 401. 76 
A. Barrett.............. .. 107. 89 
A. W. Brewster......... 642. 63 
E. T. Brown.............. 223.16 
.J.L. Clem................. 117.12 
A. S. Cummings........ 34. 38 





































2, 778, 313. 98 
-----
Carried forward ... 22, 251.16 2, 778, 313. 98 




Brought forward .. $22, 251.16 $2,778,313.98 
By G. H. Cook............... 1,103. 28 
C. A. Churchill......... 17. tl8 
S.E.Clark ........... .. ... 1,491.35 
D. H. Clark............... 1, 013. 39 
L. E. Campbell......... 1, 710. 41 
J. R.Claggett ........... 1, 141.06 
.T.Carland ................. 2,044.36 
W.O. Corey............. 20.63 
L.A. Chamberlain.... 68.70 
A. F. Curtis......... . . .. .. 141. 53 
M. Crawford............ 275.02 
F. deL. Carrington.. 8. 40 
D. Cornman .. .... ...... 33.73 
C. L. Collins ............ 21. 12 
J. R. Cranston ......... 455 .09 
C. H. Clark ...... ... ... .. 451. 43 
W. H. Carter............ 790. 24 
0. J.P. Clarke......... 16.50 
E. Chynoweth......... 220.14 
B. T. Clayton........... 67.38 
C. J. Canda .............. 2, 171.07 
A. C. Ducat,jr.......... 20.04 
G. B. Dandy............ 440. 69 
R. J. Dufl"................. 35.06 
F. L. Dodds............ 67.22 
C. A. Divol .............. 179.36 
F. E. Eltonhead...... 562. 65 
M. F. Eggleston...... 76.10 
A. R. Egbert............ 392.19 
J. P. Farley ...... ...... 111. 04 
D. H. Floyd............ 905.18 
C. W. Foster ........... 1,022.16 
L. C. Forsyth........... 587.29 
L. Fibiger ......... ..... 251.00 
F. Fuger ........... ...... 1, 385. 41 
J. T. French, jr ...... 383.85 
J. V. Furey.............. 221.72 
M. J. Grealish......... 12.75 
B. H. Gilman........... I, 760.83 
W. Gerlach.............. 500.01 
J. 0. Green.............. 454. 99 
J. H. Gifl"ord... ......... 438.32 
L. D. Greene ........... 40. 57 
C. Gardener............ 322.93 
Q. O'M. Gillmore..... 172. 60 
W. P. Goodwin........ 38.71 
J. H. Gustin............ 47.19 
J. G. Galbraith....... 84.46 
C.T.Humphrey...... 350.40 
H. C. Hodges.... ....... 875.58 
H.W.Hovey ........... 1,171.49 
C. B. Hinton............ 171.75 
F. H. Hardie..... ...... 221.91 
C. B. Hall............. ... 216. 75 
E. E. Hardin............ 284.15 
W.N. Hughes.......... 20.87 
W.A.Holbrook...... 23.80 
R.W. Hoyt............... 49.13 
J. F. Huston............ 1, 454.l5 
C. L. Hodges............ 1, 560. 33 
G. S. Hoyt................ 661.10 
C.Hay..................... 531.25 
F.Heath........ ......... 30.13 
E. W. Hubbard........ 26.86 
D. E. Holley........... 50.43 
H. 0. S. Heistand...... 1, 233.19 
E. W. Howe............. 48.19 
1\I. F. Harmon......... 249.76 
C.H.Ingalls............ 54.00 
E.B.Jves................. 43.20 
S. R. Jones............... 599. 84 
J. W. Jacobs............. 51.00 
F. 0. Johnson........... 28.45 
F.W.Kingsbury...... 136.23 
.r. T. Knight............ 28.64 
J. G. C. Lee.............. 1, 952.61 
W. Lassiter.............. 575.04 
J. H. Lord................ 2, 700. 69 
C. H. La Point......... 103.97 
O.F.Long............... 529.39 
Carried forward ... 62,065.27 2, 778,313.98 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1887-
Continue(l. 
Regular supplies of the Quarter-
master's Department, 1887-
Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
257 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $62, 065.27 $2,778,313.98 Brought forward .. $92, 130. 42 $2, 778, 313.98 
By C. H. Lester............. 10. 52 
M. Leahy................. 57.44 
T. :\lcCrea ......... ...... 30.38 
J. McCIP.)lan............ 43. l4 
J.M. M'M·.;1lall......... 597.67 
C. C. Morrison......... 3l4. 99 
H. Metcalfe.............. 26. 55 
C. A. II. McCauley... 463. 43 
•r.S.Mumford......... 17.37 
A. L. Meyer.............. 67.60 
W. H. Miller............ 820.02 
F. A. Mills . ........ ...... 600.61 
M. M. Maxon .. . ....... 347. 41 
J. S. Mason,jr.. ........ 120.53 
0. E. Michaelis........ 419. 95 
J. M. Moore............ 190.30 
F. W. Mansfield . .... 421. 72 
J. A. Manley............ 413. 17 
J.O.Mackay............ 124.78 
A. S.M. Morgan........ 53.40 
J. B. McDonald .... ... 2. 70 
G. H. Morgan.......... 302.25 
A. J. McGonnigle ..... .1. 00 
R. E. L. Michie......... 37. 95 
C. P. Miller......... ..... 198. 21 
C. E. Nordstrom ..... 404.81 
J.Newton ......... ..... 146.80 
L.Niles.................... 170.88 
J.M,Neall......... ..... 129.25 
J.J.O'Brien............ 690.74 
L. Ostheim ·... .... . ... ... 19. 66 
D. C. Pearson........... 478. 20 
F. H. Phipps............ 99.84 
J. W. Pope............... 703. 68 
E. B. Pratt ......... ...... 427. 85 
C. D. Parkhurst........ 63.68 
S. Pratt.................... 599.71 
J. S. Pettit................. 43.11 
R. D. Potts........ . ...... 106.26 
G.E.Pond ............... 1,201.84 
·w. s. Patten ..... ....... 843. 61 
J. H. H. Peshine ...... 54.78 
J. W.Pullmau ......... 539.25 
A. J. Perry............... 35. 95 
J. Pitman... .... ...... ... 89.66 
A.M. Palmer ........... 39.86 
A.M. Patch.. ............ 310. 73 
A. G. Robinson .. ..... 1,185. 12 
F. S. !{ice.................. 275.86 
J.E.Runcie.............. 33.10 
C. H. Rockwell .. ...... 4, 771. 85 
H. J. Reilly.............. 87.54 
W. V. Richards........ 321.62 
W. W. Robinson, jr 1, 777.53 
G. Ruhlen . . . ...... ...... 23. 74 
A. F. Rockwell........ 1, 311.82 
L. S. Roundiez......... 353.71 
J.Rockwell,jr......... 454.82 
E. B. Robertson ...... 94.08 
W. H. Rexford......... 70.68 
P. H. Ray................. 61. 84 
~-~~h~~~ss~~".".:'.".": 7~g: ?~ 
H.M.Roach........... 55.73 
J. W. Reilly ........ ... 73.50 
E. S. Robins ...... ...... 27. 44 
S. Smith.................. 220.41 
G. C. Smith ...... ........ 300. 42 
J. W. Scully ..... ...... 249. 00 
J. M. Stotsenburg ... 250.09 
H. J. Slocum............ 198. 55 
L. H. Strother ...... .. 14.92 
W. F. Stewart......... 543.14 
R. R. Steedman........ 119.90 
V. E. Strottler .. ....... 263. 49 
C. B. Satterlee......... 535. 88 
J. Simp~on ... ... ........ 1, 767.47 
J. W. SummerhA.yeo; R23. 91 
C.G.StrllT............... 17.-:.81 
Carried forward ... 92, 130. {2 2, 778, 313.98 
H. Ex. 294-17 
By J. A. Swift . .. .. ... ....... 10. 62 
J. McB. Stem bel ...... 124.25 
0. P. Stivers ...... ...... 8. 40 
W.S.Schuyler......... 484.82 
J. C. Scantling......... 280.19 
F. Thorp .. ... ... ...... ... 1, 160. 09 
C. McD. Townsend.. 1, 242.56 
C. B. Thompson...... 1, 888.10 
F. Thies.................. 373. 55 
C. W. Ta.ylor ........... 166.58 
C. M. Truitt.............. 18.50 
'.r. E. True ...... ......... 50.84 
A. L. Varney ........... 9. 75 
J. T. Van Orsdale.... 663.73 
S.C. Vedder ............ 1,529.81 
A. W. Vod~es........... 134.09 
F. Von Schrader..... 146.92 
War Department..... 374. 04 
W. Walke................ 8.39 
W. W. 'Votherspoon 800.69 
G.N. Whistler......... 197.34 
R. H. Wilson............ 12.64 
B.S. Wever.............. 6.55 
H. H. Wright............ 512.88 
G. H. Weeks............ 842. 05 
D. D. Wheeler.......... 898. 25 
R. P. P. Wainwright 96.97 
J. MeA. Webster...... 4i3. 27 
P. W. West............... 50.91 
J.V. White.............. 236.56 
J.H. Waters..... . ...... 610.36 
C. G. Woodward...... 418.08 
S. R. Whitall...... ...... 113.97 
F. Wheeler............... 200.65 
1\LF. Waltz.............. 91.68 
C. A. Williams......... 299.90 
A.l'tl. Witheriil......... 2, 271.30 
P. G. Wood.............. 448.73 
H. S. Whipple.......... 66.86 
J.E. Wilson........... 49.01 
K.T.Yeatman ......... 1,831.\ll 
A. H. Young............ 191.52 
Incidental expenses Quartermas-
ter's Department, .:.ss3and prior 
years: 
To H. 'l'. Allen ............................ . 
J. Bushman .......................... . 
J. H. Brooks .......................... . 
A. Brown ............................... . 
T. Brennan .......................... . 
C. Burgess ............................. . 
A. Bell. .................................. . 
S.Belger ................................ . 
S. B. Brown and J. M. Coates .. 
L. ,V. Brown .......................... . 
H. Bowman .......................... . 
C. Boone ................................ . 
F. P.Bailey .......................... . 
J. Bender (true name, Geo. 
LeyerzapfJ ........................ . 
Charles H. Buck (sec 0. B. 
Henry). 
D. M. Chapman ........••••......... 
B. Clarke .............................. . 
W.F.Uody ............................ . 
H. J. Charles .......................... . 
J. G. Chandler, major ........... . 
D. F. Callinan, lieutenant ..... . 
J. Darden ........................... . 
E.Diehl ....... ., ...................... . 
P.Dw:ver ............................... . 
G. E. and P. F. Dunning ....... . 
G.Doram ............................. . 
J. W.Doyle ........................ .. 
R.E1nory ............................ . 
Carried forward ............. . 
111,522. i3 





























2GS ~ECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Incidental expenses Quartermas-
ter'sDepartment, 1883and prior 
years-Continued. 
Brought forward ........... . 
To J. Elison ............................... . 
1ncident'll expenses, Quartermas-
ter's Department, 18S4and prior 
years (transfer account): 
To D. N. Brush, lieutenant ........... . 
L. W.Cooke, lieutenant. ....... . 















W.A.Ellis ............................ . 
.J. Farrell ............................... . 
J.N.Grant ............................. . 
M. Gil feather ......................... . 
S. H. Hotchkiss ..................... . 
W.Haas ............................... .. 
J.T.Heald .............................. . 
W. Hall ................................. . 
J.Ha.yden ............................. . 
M.Hayden ........................... . 
C. B. Henry (true name, Chas. 
H. Buck) ............................ . 
L.Johnson ........................... . 
R.Jordan ............................. .. 
H. Jackson ............................ . 
C.Jones ................................ . 
W.Joues ............................... . 
H.Kimenan ......................... .. 
G. Leggett ............................. . 
J.Leona.rd ............................ . 
H. Lanouette ......................... . 
H. Lee ................................... . 
D. Linn .................................. . 
B. McGrane .......................... . 
E. Maludy .............................. . 
P. Macklin ............................ . 
G. H. Morgan, lieutenant .... .. 
J. G. Pavek ........................... . 
E. P. Pendleton, lieutenant .. . 
D. Quaid .............................. .. 
E. A. Rowe ............................ . 
J. Reames .......................... . 
.J. G. Ramsey, captain ........... . 
G. ,V. Rice ............................ . 
D. C. Ralston ........................ .. 
M. Sothern ............................ . 
J. Smith ............................... . 
C. W. Sbrope ......................... . 
J. Simpson, captain ............. .. 
A. Thornton ........................... . 
L. B. Tooly ........................... .. 
J. M. Thurston ..................... .. 
E. B. Thomas, lieutenant .... . 
Union Pal.cific Rwy Co ........... . 
L. B. 'Vhite ............................ . 
W. 'Vhisler ........................... . 
Incidental expenses, Qua.rterma.s· 





































To R. T. Earle.............................. 147. 31 
P. G. Woo;l............................. 190.00 
War Department........... ........ 1, 674.35 
-----
Incidental expenses, Qnarterma.s-
ter's Department, 188!and prior 
years: 
By E. S. Chapin ........... .. 
L. ,V. Cooke ........... . 
A. R. Reddy .......... . 
R. T. Earle ............. . 
W. T. Gentey .......... . 
H. M. Kendall.. ..... .. 
C.Ker ................... . 
F.Mye~ ................. . 
F. McGilvery .......... . 
H. B. Osg-oo<i ........... . 
W.Quintin ............. .. 
F. L. Shoemaker ..... . 
Treasurer United 
States.. ................. .'. 
P.G.Wood ............... . 



















Deduct from rl'payments: 
By D. H. Brush............... S23. 40 
G. W. Ballantine...... 70.'1:3 
L. W. Cooke.............. !lS. 35 
R. G. Campbell......... 42.13 
C. Ker.................. ..... 1, 354.36 
B. C. Tracy............... 100. 00 
J.H. Winder............ 4.60 
Incidental expenses, Quartermas-
ter's Department, 1885: 
To J. C. Ayers, captain ................ . 
W. E. Ayer, lieutenant ........... . 
C. S. Burbank, lieutenant ..... . 
J. H. Baldwin, lieutenant ..... .. 
'£.H. Barry, lieutenant .......... . 
J. F. Bell, lieutenant ............. . 
C. St. J. Chubb, lieutenant ..... . 
J. Carland, lieutenant .......... .. 
G. H. Cook, captain ............... . 
J. R. Cranston, lieutenant .. .. 
T. Connolly, lieutenant ........ . 
W. H. Carter, lieutenant ....... .. 
G. A. Cornish, lieutenant.. ..... . 
W. T. Duggan, lieutenant ....... . 
A. Entroppe .......................... . 
D. W. Flager, lieutenant-col-
onel. .................................. . 
L. Febiger, lieutenant ........... . 
E. A. Godwin, lieutenant ..... . 
• B. H. Gilman, lieutenant ....... . 
L. D. Greene, lieutenant ....... .. 
W. N. Hughes, lieutenant .... .. 
F. H. Hardie, lieutenant ....... . 
J. A. Cress, captain ................ . 
C. H. Lester,lieutenant ....... .. 
0. B. Mitcham,Jieatenan t ..... . 
D. E. McCarthy,lieutenant .. . 
A. Morris, lieutenant ............. . 
F. E. Nye,captain ................. . 
J. M. Neall, lieutenant .......... . 
H. B. Osgood, lieutenant ....... . 
D. L. Pratt, jr ........................ .. 
S. Pratt, lieutenant ............... .. 
J. Parker, lieutenant ............. . 
D. C. Pea1·son,lieutenant ....... . 
E. B. Pratt, lieutenant ........... . 
J. Regan, lieutenant ........... .. 
H. H. Sargent, lieutenant .... .. 
S. Smith, lieutenant .............. . 
G. L. Scott, lieutenant ........... . 
G. E. Sage, lieutenant ........... .. 
G. A. Thurston, lieutenant.. .. . 
C. H. Watts, lieutenant .......... . 
B. C. Welsh, lieutenant .......... . 
E. S. Walker, lieutenant ....... . 
G. N. Whit~tler,lieutenant ...... . 
War Department ................. .. 
A. H. Young, captain ............. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. B. Atwood........... $0.70 
M. W. Lyon............ 16.85 
L. Niles.................... 10.50 
W. V. Richards....... 11.10 
R. Saxton ................ 1,586.60 
J. 1\1, Stotsenburg ... 52.09 
S. C. Vedder ............ . 50 
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Incidental expenses, Quartermas-
ter'3 Department, 1886: 
To .J. Adams, lieutenant .............. . 
W. E. Ayer,lieutenant ........... . 
R. T. Ames, lieutenant ........... . 
C. S. Burbank, lieutenant ....... . 
.J. H. Baldwin, lieutenant ....... . 
M.H.Brady ........................... . 
T. H. Barry, lieutenant .......... . 
.J. F. Bell, lieutenant .............. . 
H. H. Benham, lieutenant ..... . 
C. L. Best,jr., lieutenant ........ . 
A. S. Chevalier ....................... . 
C. St . .J. Chubb, lieutenant ..... . 
.J. Carland, lieutenant ........... . 
G. H. Cook, captain ............... . 
.J. R. Cranston, lieutenant ..... . 
T. Connolly, lieutenant ......... . 
W. H. Carter, lieutenant ........ . 
G. A. Cornish, lieutenant ....... . 
W. T. Duggan, lieutenant ....... . 
.J. W. Duncan, lieutenant ....... . 
L. Febiger, lieutenant ........... . 
.J. Gillis, major ...................... .. 
E. A. Godwin, lieutenant ....... . 
B. H. Gilman, lieutenant ....... . 
L. D. Greene. lieutenant ....... .. 
H. C. Hodges, lieutenant-colo-
nel .................................... .. 
W. N. Hughes, lieutenant ...... . 
.J . .J.Horan ............................. . 
N. :Haneson ............................ . 
F. N. Hardie, lieutenant ........ .. 
.J.E.Lee ................................. . 
C. H. Lester ............................ . 
O.B.Mitcham ....................... . 
J . .J. Mahoney ........................ . 
J. Mansfield ............................ . 
D. E. McCarthy, lieutenant .... . 
J. M. Montoya ....................... . 
F.E.Nye,captain .................. . 
.J. M. Neall, lieutenant ........... . 
F. Perkins, lieutenant ........... . 
E. B. Pratt, lieutenant ........... . 
D. L. Pratt,jr ......................... . 
S. Pratt, lieutenant ............... .. 
.J. Parker, lieutenant ............ . 
.J. Regan, lieutenant ............... . 
.J. H. V. Roberts ...................... . 
R. Saxton, colonel.. .............. .. 
P.A.Shaw ............................. . 
T. "\V. Smith ........................... .. 
.J. C. Shaffer ............................ . 
.J. M. Stotsenburg, lieutenant .. 
H. H. Sargent, lieutenant ..... . 
S. Smith, lieutenant ............... . 
G. L. Scott, lieutenant ............ . 
G. E. Sage, lieutenant ........... . 
L . .J. Schmidt ........................ .. 
D. Urquhart ......................... .. 
T. 'Wilson, major .................... . 
B. C. Welsh, lieutenaT!t ........ .. 
G. N. Whistler, lieutenant.. .. .. 
S. "\Villiams ........................... .. 
M. F. Waltz, lieutenant ........ .. 
H. H. 'Vrigbt, lieutenant ...... .. 
War Department ........... : ...... .. 
A. H. Young-, captain ............. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. B. Atwood........... $1.24 
R.N. Batchelder..... 551.24 
C. A. Booth.............. l. 05 
.J.H.Belcher............ 30.00 
A. Barrett................. 1, 068.12 
G.H.Coolc.............. 68.00 
.J. L. Clem.............. 156.96 
F deL. Carring·ton.. . 60 
L. E. Campbell........ 37.68 
M. Crawford...... ..... 2. 00 
G. B. Dandy............ 2, 183.33 
S.D. Freeman. ......... 35. 80 
L. C. Forsyth............ 5. 00 





































































ter's Department, 1886-Cont'd. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $4, 141.02 $18,286.72 
By C. W. Foster............. 10.32 
M • .J. Grealish .. ....... 5. 03 
.J. H. Gifford ...... ... . .. . 35 
B. H. Gilman........... 6.10 
.J. Gillis.................... 319.17 
F. H. Hathaway ...... 1. 40 
H. C. Hodges .. ........ 149. 24 
B.S. Humphrey...... 1. 05 
E. B. Kirk............... 97.20 
.J.G.C.Lee.............. 821.66 
.J.L.Lusk ............... 21.37 
.J. H. Lord ... ............ 1, 393.08 
M. I. Ludington ...... 102.64 
T.S.Mumford......... 1.20 
H. Metcalfe.............. 43. 90 
A • .J. McGonnigle ... 6, 051. 09 
J. B. McDonald....... 10. 50 
C. A. H. McCauley ... 299. 41 
.J. M. Marshall......... 2.18 
.J.M.Neall............... 2.50 
F.H.Phipps..... ...... 2.00 
.J. W. Pope............... . 43 
.J. H. H. Peshine...... 6. 65 
A.M. Patch.............. 6. 52 
.J.W.Pullman......... 226.49 
F. S. Rice................. 5. 07 
C. H. Rockwell........ 31. 97 
A. F. Rockwell........ 49.74 
C. H. Tompkins ...... 632.15 
A.L.Varney............ 73.55 
D. D. Wheeler......... 10. 93 
P.G.Wood.............. 83.33 
G. H. Weeks ............ 2,102.83 
G.N. Whist.ler......... 8.85 
War Department..... 502.50 
A. H. Young........... 1. 70 
Incidental expenses, Quartermas-
ter's Department, 1.887: 
To .J. C. Ayers, captain ................ . 
E. B. Atwood, captain ........... . 
.J.D. Bingham., colonel .......... . 
F. Baker, lieutenant ............. . 
R. N. Batchelder, lieutenant-
colonel. ............................... . 
A. Barrett, captain ................. . 
J. C. Breckinridge, colonel.. .• 
J. A. Buchanan, lieutenant .... . 
L. R. Bradley, colonel.. ........ .. 
E. B. Botton, lieutenant ....... .. 
G.Barron ............................ . 
A. H. Bainbridge, captain ..... . 
A. E. Bates, major ................ . 
C. H. Barth, lieutenant .......... . 
J. C. B!ttes, lieutenant-colonel 



















3. H. Bradford, captain........... 3. 93 
F. D. Baldwin, captain.. ........ 1. 09 
H. R. Bailey, lieutenant......... 2.40 
G.K.Brady,major.................. 4.11 
C. A. Booth, captain ...... .. . ...... 1. 75 
D. N.Bash,major................... 22.37 
L. P. Brant, lieutenant............ 3. 79 
E. Bohne................................ 42. 35 
G. H. Cook. captain................ 5, 578. 51 
C. B. Comstock, lieutenant-
. colonel................................. .50 
S. T. Cushing, captain............ 4, 140.79 
A. W. Corliss, captain............. 3. 24 
R. E. A. Crofton, lieutenant-
colonel................................. 14.37 
G. ,V. Candee, major............... 3. 25 
L.A. Craig, lieutenant............ 1. 33 
F. M. Coxe, major................... 10.59 
C. D. Cowles. lieutenant ......... "!..08 
C. H. Clark, lieutenant ...... ..... 310.00 
-----Carried forward............... 74,319,83 
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Incidental expenses, Quartermas-
ter's Department, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward .......... ... . 
To J.P.Canby,major .................• 
C. J. Crane, lieutenant ..... .. ..... . 
L. E. Campbell, captain ......•... 
M.A. Cochran, lieutenant-col-
onel .. .................................. . 
J. B. Campbell, captain ......... . 
M. Crawford,jr., lieutenant .. 
J. C. Chance, captain ........... ... . 
0. P. Chaffee, ...................•...... 
W. H. Corbusier, captain ..... . 
W. H. Comegys, major . .......... . 
G. B. Dandy, major ..............•.. 
F. S. Dodge, lieutenant .......... . 
J. T. Dickman, lieutenant ..... . 
Desert Telegraph Company, 
Salt Lake City, Utah ........... . 
E.Deyhle .............................. . 
F. A. Edwards, lieutenant ..... . 
F. H. Edmunds, lieutenant .... . 
J. B. Erwin, lieutenant .......•... 
W. H. Eckels, major ............... . 
C. "\V. Foster, major ............... . 
L. C. Forsyth, captain ............ . 
J. Fornance, lieutenant ...... ... . 
J.P. Farley, major ................ . 
J. \V. Forsyth, colonel.. ......... . 
D. H. Floyd. captain .........•..... 
D. N. Farnell ..... .......... ..... .... . 
E. L. Fletcher, lieutenant ...... . 
J. Gillis, major ....................... . 
M. J. Grealish, captain ........... . 
B. H. Gilruau,lieutenanL ..... . 
G. Gibson, lie utenant-colonel.. 
C. Grierson, lieutenant .......... . 
JohnGnnning .... ..... .............. . 
\V. Gerlach, lieutenant ... ....... . 
C. B. Gatewood, lieutenant ... . 
C. H. Griet·son,lieutenant .... . 
II. C. Hodges, lieutenant-colo-
nel.. .................................. . 
F. Heath, captain ... .... ..... ...... . 
H. J. Hayworth, captain ........ . 
J. \\7• Heard, lieutenant .... .... . 
E. R. Hills, lieutenant ........... . 
J. C. D. Hoskino;,lieutenant ... . 
W. N. Hughes, lieutenant ..... . 
R. F. Harvey ........................ . 
E. R. Hills, lieutenant ........... . 
A. L. Hough, lieutenant-colo-
nel. ..................................... . 
J. Hamilton, colonel.. ............ . 
R. Vv. Hoyt, lieutenant .......... . 
J. F. Huston, lieutenant ........ . 
M. Harris, captain ................. . 
I. Hall, lieutenant ................. . 
W. A. Holbrook, lieutenant .. 
W. T. Hartz, captain ............ .. 
W. E. Hoffman, captain ........ . 
F. G. Hodgson. lieutenant .... . 
C. H. Ingalls, captain ......... .. 
R. J. C. Irvine, lieutenant ..... . 
T. II. B. Jones ...................... . 
H. Jewett, lieutenant-colonel 
,T. \V. Jacobs, captain ........... . 
E. M .. Tohnson, jr.,lieutcnant 
A. S. Kimball, major ...... .... . . 
E. B. Kirk, major ................. . 
J. B. Keefer, major .............. . 
F.Kulicke ............................ . 
M. I. Ludington, lieutenant-
colonel ............................... . 
J. S. Loud, captain ......... ..... .. . 
L. L. Langdon, lieutenant· 
colonel ............................. . 
R. Loder, major ................... .. 
J. 1\I. Moore, lieutenant-colo-
nel ..................................... . 
E. C. Montfort ...................... . 
C. C. Morrison, captain ....... .. 
A. J. McGonnigle, major .... .. 













































































Carried forward ............. .. 138,377.99 
Incidental expenses, Quartermas-
ter's Department,1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J.l\I. Marshall, captain .......... . 
A. S. M.l\lorgan, captain ..... . 
S.M. Mills, captain ................ . 
0. B. Mitcham, lieutenant .... . 
0. E. Michaelis, captain ....... . 
A. MacArthur,jr.,captain ..... . 
W. C. Manning, captain ........ . 
J. A. Manley, lieutenant .. ..... . 
W. H. Miller, lieutenant ....... . 
J. McAllister. colonel.. ......... . 
J. G. MacAdams, captain ....... . 
J. C. Muhlenberg, major ....... . 
G. E. Overton, captain .......... . 
J. \V. Pope, captain .............. . 
F. H. Phipps, major ............. . 
J. W. Pullman, captain ........ . 
S. Pratt, lieutenant .............. . 
A. J. Perry, colonel.. ............ . 
D. C. Poole, major ................ . 
A. 1\1. Patch, lieutenant ........ . 
B. D. Price, lieutenant ........... . 
A. W. Plugge ...................... . 
D. C. Pearson ...................... .. 
J. A. Payne .......................... . 
C. H. Rockwell, lieutenant .. . 
C. A. Reynolds, lieutenant-
colonel .. ............................. . 
F. \V. Roe, lieutenant ........... . 
C. \V, Rowell, lieutenant ....... . 
H. Romeyn,captain .. ............ . 
C. A. Reynolds, lieutenant-
colonel .......................... .. ... . 
J. Rockwell,jr ...................... . 
J. \V. Reilly, major ............... . 
J. B. Rodman, lieutenant .... .. 
Thos. B. Robinson, captain .... . 
J.R. Roche, major ............... ,. 
H. E. Robinson, lieutenant ... 
E. S. Robins,licutenant .......•. 
G. F. Robinson, major .......... . 
E. Rice, captaia ... ................. . 
J.B.Reed ..... ........................ . 
R. Saxton, colonel.. .............. .. 
R. Smith, lieutenant-colonel .. 
W. Sullivan ......... .. ............... . 
C. B. Schofield, lieutenant.. ... . 
W. F. Stewart, lieutenant ..... . 
S. Smith, lieutenant .............. . 
S. E. Smiley, lieutenant ........ . 
G. R. Smith, major ............... . 
H. L. Scott, lieutenant .......... . 
C. F. Sommer ....................... . 
C. H. Stuller ......... . ............... . 
G. C. Smith, major ........ ........ . 
F. A. Smith, lieutenant ........ . 
J. M. Stotsenburg, lieutenant 
L. Smith. lieutenant-colonel .. 
C. Shaler, captain ................. . 
C. H. Tompkins, colonel ....... . 
C. McD. Townsend, lieuten-
ant ................................... . 
W. F. Tucker, ir., major ........ . 
C. B. Thompson, lieutenant .. . 
J. L. Turn on, captain ........... . 
F. Thorp, lieutenant ............. . 
H. E. Tutherly, lieutenant .... . 
F. K. Upham, captain ........... . 
Union Pacific H.wy. Co ........ . 
E. P. Vollum,lieutenant-colo-
nel. ..................................... . 
C. A. Vernon, lieutenant ....... . 
D. M. Vance, major ............. .. 
R. C. Van Vliet, lieutenant .. . 
A. L. Varney, captain ........... . 
G. H. Weeks, major .............. . 
E. R. Warner. captain ......•..... 
C. W. Williams, captain ........ . 
J. N. G. Whistler, colonel.. ... . 
R. P. P. Wainwright,lieuten-












































































C. H. Whipple, major............ 8. 69 
-----
Carried forward............... 665,789.96 
RECEIPTS AND- EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
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Incidental expenses, Quartermas-
ter's Department, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward.............. $665,789.96 
To War Department.................... 3, 739.78 
T. Wilson, major.................... 1.60 
G. 0. Webster, lieutenant...... 1. 77 
0. E. Wood,lieutenant........... .90 
J. MeA. Webster, lieutenant... 16.47 
J.D. Wilkins, co~onel............ 8.45 
J. E. Wilson, captain.............. 8. 44 
T. J. Wint, captain.................. 11.65 
F. K. Ward, lieutenant........... 73.83 
E. E. Winters.......................... 9l. 00 
,... H. Young! captain ............. __ _2935.63 
Deduct repayments: 
By H. 1\'I. Andrews..... .. $14. '24 
G. S. Bingham......... 3. 90 
J. R. Cranston......... 2. 98 
H. W. Hovey........... 43.62 
T. S. Mumford......... . 96 
D. D. Wheeler......... 9. 2R 
War Department..... 72.00 
Barracks and quarters, 1883 and 
prior years : 
To W. R. Abercrombie, lieuten-
ant .................... .................. . 
B. F. Bisel. ............................ .. 
G. W. Bayless ....................... . 
J. T. Blackistone .................... . 
J.Beatty ............................... . 
J. Bender, true name Geo. 
Leyerzapf ........... · ............. .. 
J. Carrasco ........................... .. 
E. Caista.rphen ..................... .. 
J. H. Caldwell ..................... . 
D. Donnally and M.P. Shock .. 
'G. W. Daniel ........................ .. 
G. Doran ................................ . 
B. Edelen .............................. .. 
F. Gill .................................. .. 
T. Girdler ............................ .. 
E. Grier ................................ . 
C. B. Henry, true name Chas. 
H. Buck ............................ .. 
W. H. Lewis ......................... .. 
Mrs. Mary :M. Lakeman ..... .. 
S. Leonard ............................ . 
D. Linn ................................. . 
Moscow Seminary, Moscow, 
I{y .................................... .. 
G. C. Mason & Son ............... .. 
C. Pettibone ........................ .. 
Princeton College, Princeton, 
Ky ..................................... . 
E. H. Peden ......................... .. 
P.Reich ............................... .. 
S. A. Russell ........................ . 
G. W. Rice ............................ . 
D. C. Ralston ...... .. ................ . 
J. W. Scully ...... .................. .. 
G. Spurk ............................... . 
J. R. Turner ........................ .. 
C. Van Bremer ...................... . 
G. ·w. Wheeler ..................... .. 
W.Whisler ........................... .. 
L. Wilhelmi, lieutenant.. ...... . 
Barracks and quarters. 1884 
prior years: 
and 
By Atchison, Topeka 
and Santa FeR. R. 
Co ....................... .. 
W. J. Campbell ..... . 
A. Chambers .......... . 
Denver and Rio 
Grande Rwy. Co ... 















































Barracks and quarters, 1884 and 
prior years-Continued. 
Broug-ht forward.. $334. 40 
By A. R. Eddy.............. 4. 40 
H. S. Fitch ........ ..... 200.00 
J. F. Huston............ 457.75 
H. M. Kendall......... 13.70 
H. F. Leggett .......... 118.56 
W. A. Mann............ 60.00 
H. B. Osgood........... 438.29 
1,627.10 
Barracks and quarters, 1884 and 
prior years (transfer ac-
count): 
To L. S. Ames, lieutenant .......... .. 
D. H. Brush, lieutenant ........ . 
A. Pickering, lieutenant ...... .. 
J. Ulio ................................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By L. S. Ames............... $1, 106. 24 
D. H. Brush ...... ...... 120.00 
A. Pickering .... 0...... 841. 80 
J. Ulio..................... 1, 842.28 
Barracks and quarters, 1885: 
ToT. Beauregard ...................... .. 
J. F. Huston, lieutenant ........ . 
W. A. Mann, lieutenant.. ...... . 
H. B. Osgood, lieutenant ...... .. 
J. Twohig ............................. . 
Deduct repayment·s: 
By L. A. Chamberlin ... $0.50 
B. H. Gilman ...... ... 1.10 
E. E. Hardin........... 119.25 
J. l\1. Marshall......... 2. 66 
D. C. Pearson ......... .15 
C. H. Tompkins...... . 70 
Barracks and quarters, 1886: 
To Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co. 
T. Beauregard ..................... .. 
J. H. Cummins .................... .. 
1\:I..Gray ............................... .. 
Frank Gray, true name Frank 
L.Graham .......................... . 
H. C. Hodges, lieutenant-col-
onel. ................................... .. 
M. I. Ludington, lieutenant-
colonel. .............................. .. 
Lougprey & l\'lorrier ............. . 
Hugh Moffat ......................... .. 
Mobile Reg·ister ................... .. 
J. W. Pullman, captain ......... . 
C. A. Reynolds, lieutenant-
colonel. ............................. .. 
W. C. Squire ......................... .. 
A. Semler .............................. . 
Southern Pacific R R. Co. of 
New Mexico ...................... .. 
J. Twohig ............................ . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By R.N. Batchelder...... $224.27 
C. A. Booth.............. 264. 81 
A. Barrett................. 40, 14 
G. H. Cook.............. 216.56 
A. S. Cummins......... 7. 71 
M. Crawford............ 18.00 
J. L. Clem............... 19.37 
A. F. Curtis............. .50 
J. R. Cranston......... 2. 80 
G. B. Dap.dy............ 306.29 
S.D. Freeman......... 80.00 
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Barracks and quarters, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward .. $1,180. 45 
By J. T . .French, jr ........ . 94 
C. W. Foster............ 13.80 
B. H. Gilman........... 1. 89 
C. B. Hall..... ... ....... . 92 
C. F. Humphrey...... 2. 00 
B.S. Humphrey...... 3.50 
H. C. Hodges........... 14.74 
J. G. C. Lee............. 234. 23 
J. H. Lord..... ......... 9. 70 
M. I. Ludington...... 6.50 
A. S.M. Morgan...... 1. 70 
A. J. McGonnigle.... 2, 363.32 
C. A. H. McCauley.. 12. 00 
J. M. MarshalL....... 2. 00 
E. B. Pratt ...... .. ....... 24. 89 
S. Pratt .................... 2. 92 
J. W. Pullman......... 207.79 
A. F.l\ockwell .. . ..... 46.79 
H.M.Roach............ .20 
J. A. Sladen.............. . 70 
J. W.Scully .......... .. .91 
W. Walke............... 6.38 
P.G.Wood.............. 340.50 
War Department..... 8. 80 
A.H. Young........... 274.03 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Barracks and quarters, 1887: 
To E. B. Atwood, captain ...... .... .. 
J.D. Bingham, colonel ......... .. 
F. Baker, lieutenant ............. .. 
R. N. Batchelder, lieutenant-
colonel ............................... . 
A. Barrett, captain ................. . 
G. H. Cook, captain ............. .. 
S. T. Cushing, captain ........... . 
G. B. Dandy, major ............. . 
C. W. Foster, major ............ .. 
L. C. Forsyth, captain .......... .. 
J. Gilliss, major . .................... . 
H. C. Hodges, lieutenant-col-
onel ...... ............................ .. 
J. vV. Jacobs, captain ............. . 
A. S. Kimball. major ............ .. 
E. B. Kirk, major .................. .. 
M. I. Ludington, lieutenant-
colonel ............................. .. 
J. M. Moore, lieutenant-col-
onel .................................. .. 
A. J. McGonnigle, major ...... .. 
A. S.M. Morgan, captain ....... . 
H. Moffatt ............................. . 
J. W. Pullman, captain .......... . 
A. J. Perry, colonel.. .............. . 
C. A. Reynolds, lieutenant-
colonel ............................... . 
C. H. Rockwell, captain ....... .. 
R. Saxton, colonel. ............... .. 
C. H. Tompkins, lieutenant-
colonel. ............................. .. 
G. H. Weeks, major .............. . 
D. T. Wells, capt!lin .............. . 
A. H. Young, captain .......... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. R. Livermore...... $19.20 
A. J.Perry ............... 9,400.00 
War Department..... 1. 50 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies 1883 and prior years : 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe R. R. Company .............. . 
J. Angle ............................... .. 
\V. W. Allen .......................... . 








































Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1883 and prior years-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To A. Agee ................................ .. 
J. Albright ............................ .. 
II. C.Akin ............................. . 
T. R. Adams, lieutenant ........ .. 
J.P. Austin .......................... .. 
E. Ayers ........................ ...... .. 
Boston and Albany R. R. Co .. . 
M. Burnett ............................. . 
D. H. Brush, lieutenant ....... .. 
N. Brengle ............... .............. . 
vV. Barry ............................... .. 
T. J. Bond ............................ . 
T. A. Barry ............ ................ . 
I: lt~':~~:~:·::::::::::.::.:·:::::::::.::: 
Zahl Brothers ........................ . 
A. Borders ............................. . 
Burlington and Mi.>souri R. 
R R. Company in Nebraska 
N. Burdock .......................... .. 
W. Burris ............................. . 
S. Belger ............................... .. 
J. Brown ............................... . 
C. A. Broadwater .................. . 
J. R. Brown ...................... ..... . 
T. Belger, true name Richard 
Cummings ......................... .. 
Bismarck, Yates and Sully 
stage line ........................... .. 
J.R.Byron ............................ . 
E. G. Brewer ....................... .. 
G. W. Berry .......................... . 
Buffalo Bayou, Brazos and 
Colorado R. R. Co .............. .. 
C. Brown ........................ ....... . 
J. R. Brindle, lieutenant ...... . 
L. C. Bootes, major ............... .. 
W. H. Brewer ....................... . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. . 
Baltimore Steam Packet Co .. . 
J. \V. Borden ........................ .. 
Bogert & Morgan ................. . 
E. C. Crenshaw ..................... . 
J.Carey ................................ . 
K.Cleveland ....................... .. 
Me. K. Carlyle ....................... .. 
C. Curtis ............................... .. 
M.T.Cox ............................... . 
J.T.Cox .............................. .. 
B. C. Crenshaw ..................... .. 
W.H.Cooker ......................... . 
A. J. Cooper ......................... .. 
0. W.Coonrod ....................... . 
C. Copeland .................. ......... . 
C. A. Cart .............................. .. 
Cincinnati Southern Rwy. Co 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co .................... .. 
Cincinnati, Hamilton and 
Dayton R. R. Co ................. . 
L. Cunningham ................... .. 
C. H. Campbell ............... ...... .. 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R. R. Co ................. . 
Chicago, St. Louis and New 
Orleans R. R. Co ................ . 
Central Pacific Hwy. Co ....... .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
J. Dickerson .......................... . 
M.L.Dilworth ...................... . 
N.Dennis ........... ................. .. 
H. Davis ............................... .. 
Denver and Rio Grande Rwy. 
Co ..................................... .. 
Denver and Rio Grande Rwy. 
Co.'s express ...................... . 
G.R.Dyer .............................. .. 
Delaware, Maryland and Vir-
ginia R. R. Company ......... .. 








































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
lSSG-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1883 and prior years-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To J.Dark ................................... . 
R.Devirs ................................ . 
Eureka and Palisade R. R. 
Company ........................... . 
J.Egan .................................. . 
A. Fife ................................... . 
E. Fenlon .............................. . 
J. F. Ferguson ....................... . 
J. W.Flint ............................. . 
Florida Line of Steamers ..... . 
E. S. Farrow, lieutenant ........ . 
N. S. Greer ............................. . 
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. 
R.Company ....................... . 
C.Garnel. ............................. . 
J. Gilbert ............................ .. 
J.Gill ................................... . 
P. L. Gipling .......................... . 
D. Garner .............................. . 
M.Gi'3t .................................. . 
\V. Grasham ........................ . 
B. R. Gilbert .......................... . 
S. L. Higgins ......................... .. 
J. Housman ............... , ........... . 
J. Higgins .......................... . 
T. C.liardy ........................... . 
G. E. Harshaw ...................... . 
A. W. Hackney .................... . 
S.Hortley .............................. . 
LeR. Hatley .......................... . 
J.A.Hammersley ............... .. 
,V.Hicks ............................. . 
J.M.Holley ......................... . 
Hudson's Bay Company ....... . 
F. Hopkins ............................ . 
Hot Springs R. H.. Company, 
St. Louis, Mo ...................... . 
Hannibal and St. Joseph R. 
R.Company ...................... . 
W. B. Hughes, major .............. . 
I. Howard ............................ . 
L. B. Hazard .......................... . 
W.Ingram ............................ . 
R. G. Irvine ........................... . 
Inland and Seaboard Coasting 
Company ........................... .. 
J. Johnston ........................... .. 
i: :j :~~~-~~:::::.·.·::: ::::·::::::.:·:::::: 
T.Jones ................................ . 
0. V. Jarrett .......................... . 
C. C. Ja1-rett ............................ . 
J. C. Jarrett ............................ . 
L. H. Jerome, lieutenant ....... . 
T.Jackson ........................... .. 
T. Johnson ........................... . 
W. H. Kitterman .............. '"" 
R. Krause ............................ . 
'.r. W. Kirk ........................... .. 
A. Kannapel ........................ .. 
J.King .................................. . 
W.Keppel ........................... .. 
J. G. Kinnaird ....................... . 
W. S. Kindall ....................... .. 
Kansas City, St. Joseph and 
Council Bluffs H.. R. Com-
pany ....... ............................ . 
F. J. Kiesel ............................ . 
Kansas City, Fort Scott and 
Gulf R. R. Uompany ........... . 
Kansas City, Lawrence and 
Southern Kansas R. R. Com-
pany ................................... . 
J. I{elley ................................ . 
G.Long ................................. . 
J.Langley ............................ . 
D.Logan ............................... . 
Jose Lyons or Joseph Leon .. . 
C.LaMeare .......................... . 
Leighton & Jordan ......... ...... . 








































































82, 1?.1. 98 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1883 and prior years-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Little Rock and Pine Bluffs 
Stage Company .................. . 
Louisville and Cincinnati 
Uni.ted States Mail Line ..... . 
J.A.L<lne .............................. . 
Louisville and Nashville R. 
R.Company ...................... .. 
R. McDaniel ......................... . 
G. W. Mehrling ..................... . 
L. '-''· Mersgroves ................. . 
J. McDonnell. ....................... .. 
Michigan Central R. R. Co .... . 
T. McKinney ......................... . 
R. P. Murdock ....................... . 
W.Malone ............................. . 
\V. Murphy ............................ . 
J. B. Maloney ....................... . 
E. W. Murray ....................... : 
Meador & Morris ................... . 
J. A. McLean ......................... . 
A. McCaleb ............................ . 
W. H. McLaughlin, captain .. . 
R. J. McSparren .................... . 
D. Micklejohn ....................... . 
M. C. Matthews .................... . 
H. H. Moulton & Bros ........... . 
F. Maratta ............................. . 
J. 1\Iartin .............................. . 
A. Marshall ........................... .. 
Missouri Pacific R. R Co ..... . 
Morgan's Louh•iana and Tex-
as R. R. and Steamship Co .. 
1\fountioy & Martin .............. . 
Catherine Miller .................... . 
G. M. Morrison ..................... . 
B. Newsom ............................ . 
W. Norris ............................... . 
Nashville City, Tenn ........... . 
National Mail and Transpor-
tation Compauy ................. . 
D. Neal .................................. . 
Northern Pacific R. R Co ..... . 
G. W.Newell. ....................... . 
New York, Catskill and Ath-
ens Steamboat Co .............. . 
New Orleans. St. Louis and 
Chicago R. R. Co ................ . 
New York and New Haven 
R.R.Co ............................. . 
J. S. Oller .............................. . 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co .............................. .. 
M.O'Brien ............................ . 
P. O'Connell. ......................... . 
Old Dominion Steamship Co .. 
~ .. ~~~!~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
C. C. Phillips ......................... . 
Hosea (or Hosea J.) Pearce ... . 
W. Phillips ............................ . 
F. Peak ................................. . 
Pacific Express Co ............... .. 
Philadelphia, vVilmiugton & 
Baltimore H.. R. Co ............. . 
A. C. Partlow ......................... . 
Peters burgh R. R. Co ............ . 
C. G. Penney, lieutenant ....... .. 
Pensacola R. R ...................... . 
PennsylvaniaR.R. Co .......... . 
J.A.Quick ............................ . 
L. W. Redmon ....................... . 
W. A. Rankin ......................... . 
J. F. Robinson ....................... . 
G. Robertson ......................... . 
D. L. Renneckar ................... . 
R. Raulston ............................ . 
A. Rickey ............................... . 
A.Reybold ............................ . 
Richmond, Fredericksburgh 
& Potomac R. R. Co ........... . 









































































264 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. 1\IILITARY ESTABLISH::.VIE~T. 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1883 and priol· years-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C. A. Heyuolds, major .......... . 
D. l{oberts ............................. . 
F. M.ltains ............................ . 
C. P. i':llivers, lieutenant .......... . 
.i\I. A. Share ........................... .. 
\V. R. SILlith .......................... . 
~-Rand bach .......................... . 
Southt:a1'tern Ry. Co ............. . 
J.G.SPttle .......................... . 
St. Louis, Alton & Terre 
HautP R. R. Co ................ . 
St. Louis &St. Paul Packet Co. 
W. H. ~aucer .................. _ .... . 
G. F. Stamps ......................... . 
R. D. Stamps .......................... . 
J. Stevenson ......................... .. 
D. Stalnps ........... .. .................. . 
W. D. Sheffield ..................... .. 
I. P. Shelby ............................ . 
0. P. Shinkle .......................... . 
G. Stipp .................................. . 
J. 1\1. ~cott ............................ .. 
D. Shea ................................ .. 
A.14exton .............................. . 
Small & Putnam ................... . 
C. Sutherland ......................... . 
St.John'sRiverFastDay Line 
C. Smart ............................... .. 
J.l\1. Southern ....................... . 
C. G. Sawtelle, major ............ . 
Steamer Bost ina ................... . 
C. G. Starr ............................ .. 
W. L. Shelton ........................ . 
J. C. Settle ............................. . 
St. Louis & Cairo Bhort Line .. 
G.Spurck ............ ........ .......... .. 
J. C. Swan,j r ........................ .. 
P. Sullivau ............................ .. 
D. Shields ............................ .. 
St. Paul, l\Iinueapolis & Ham-
ilton R. H. < 'o .................... .. 
Southern Kansas R. R. Co .... .. 
Southern Paci!ic R R. Co ...... .. 
W.Treas ............................... .. 
G. \V. Tipton ........................... . 
H. Thurman ........................ .. 
John Thorn or Thorns .......... . 
J.Taylor ...... ........................ .. 
C.Trabing ............................ . 
Tunks & Brown ................... .. 
J. Van Nott ........................... .. 
Virginia Steam-boat Co ........ .. 
I. C. Vanl\Ieter ..................... .. 
\V. C. \Vatson ...................... .. 
J.C. White ............................ .. 
J. G. \Vare ........................... .. 
W.Way ............................... . 
C. H. Williar ....................... .. 
F.l\1. Warmington ................. . 
J. Winters ................ .... ........ . 
W. Walker ........................... .. 
Western Atlantic R. R. Co .... .. 
J. \Vilkerson .......................... . 
G. H. \Veeks, major ............... . 
W. H. \Voodrum .............. ..... . 
Vl7ar Department .................. .. 
J. Yanner ............................ .. 
S.B.M. Young. captain ......... . 
J. Zillers or Sellers ................ . 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1884 and prior years 
(transfer account): 
To Major E B. Grimes ............... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By G. C~oghan.. ............ $58.79 
A. J. Clements ........ 4. 96 
G. H. A. Dimpfel..... 39. 00 








































































Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies. 1884 and prior years 
(transfer account)-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward .. $102. 75 
By E. B. Grimes.... ........ 13.15 
J. E. Leas................. 20. 15 
\Var Department..... 2, 873.50 
Excess of repayments .... 
Transportation of the Army and its 
suppliet>, 1884 and prior years: 
By Atchison, Topeka 
and Santa Fe Hail-
road Co........ ............ $10.74 
J. Adams.................. 75.50 
G. L. Brown............ 1, 766. 68 
Central Pacific R. R. 
Co ........................ .. 
E. S. Chapin ......... . .. 
C. H. Cabin iss ....... .. 
W. J. Campbell ...... .. 
L.A. Chamberlin ... .. 
A. Capron ............. .. 
G. Cro~han ............ .. 
M. W.Day .............. . 
G. B. Dandy ........... . 
E. D. Dimmick ....... . 
R.C. Drum ............. . 
A.R.Eddy .............. . 
0. Etting ................ .. 
E. B. Grimes .......... . 
W. T. Gentry .......... . 
D. Heaney ............. .. 
H. C. Hodges ......... .. 
T. H. Holmes .......... . 
T.Johnson .............. . 
M. W. Lyon .......... .. 
H. F. Leggitt .......... . 
G. H. Merrill ......... .. 
T. S. Mumford ........ . 
F. W. Mansfield ..... . 
A. E. l\Iiltimore ..... . 
J. Oppenheimer .... .. 
F.l\1. Rains ............ . 
F.D.Sharp ............ . 
J.Simp:>Jon ............ .. 
E. C. Wilson ........... . 

































'.rransportation of the Army and 
its supplies, 1885: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.n. Co .......... .............. .. 
Burlington and ::\I iss our i 
River R. R. Co .................... . 
A. Blankemcyer ................... . 
Boston and Albany R R. Co .. 
P. Barrett ............................ . 
Baltimore Steam Packet Co .. 
Bragaw &Co ...................... .. 
Chesapeake and Ohio Rwy. 
Company ......................... .. 
Chicago and Alton n. R. Co .. . 
L.A. Uhamberlin, lieutenant .. 
A. Capron ........................ .... . 
E. A. Carr, colonel ................ . 
Chicago, Rock Island and 
Pacific Rwy. Co ................. . 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co .................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy. Co . ........ .................... . 
Chicago, Burliu g ton and 
Quincy R. R. Co ................ . . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Rwy. Co .... .. 
A. I. Chapman ..................... .. 
Chicago and Atlantic Rwy. 
Co .................................... . 
























RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 265 
1886-'87. 1\IILIT ARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Transporta tion of the Army and its 
supvlies, 1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Commanding officer Com-




Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1H85-Continued. 
Brought forward................. $97,062.34 
Commanding officer Com· 
pany D, L9th U.S. Infantry .. 
G. A. Draper ......................... .. 
J.M.Ellis ....... .................... .. 
Fremont. Elkhorn and Mis-
souri Valley R. R. Co ......... .. 
Fort Worth and Denver City 
Rwy.Co ............................. . 
Galveston, Harrisburgh and 
San Antonio Rwy. Co ........ . 
M.Heinen ........................... .. 
H. C. Hodges, lieutenant-col-
onel ................................. .. 
F. J. Holland .... ... ....... .. ....... .. 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ...... .. 
Kansas City, St. Joseph and 
Council Bluff's R R. Co .. ...... 
Kansas City, Fort Scott and 
Gulf R. R. Co ................... .. 
Louisville and Nashville R. 
R.Company ..................... .. 
Lake Michigan and Lake Su-
perior Transportation Com-
pany .................................. . 
Lake Superior 'rransit Com-
pany ................................. .. 
G. W.Liscom ........................ .. 
Lake Shore and Michigan 
Southern Rwy. Company ... 
Leavenworth, Topeka and 
Southwestern Rwy. Com-
pany ................ .. .............. .. 
McCone & Williamson .. ........ . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Com-
pany ......... ......................... . 
Memphis and Little Rock R. 
R.Company ...................... .. 
Morgan's Louisiana and 
Texas R. R. and S. S. Com-
pany ... ................................ . 
Maine S1eam-ship Company .. 
H. JHorgan ............................. . 
Michigan Central R. R. Com-
pany .................................. . 
A. E. Miltimore, captain ........ . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Com-
pany .................................. .. 
New Mexico and Arizona R. 
R.Company ....................... . 
Ohjo and . Mississippi Rwy. 
Comoany ............ .. ..... ........ . 
A . .1\'L Palmer, lieutenant .. ..... . 
Pacific Improvement Co ....... . 
Ralt-igh and Augusta Air 
LineR. R. Company ........... . 
A. Solomon ......... ................... . 
St. Joseph and Grand Island 
R. R. Company .. .............. .. 
St. Louis, Alton and Terre 
HauteR. R. Company ......... 
St. Louis and Cairo Short 
Line .................. ................ .. 
Silver City, Deming and Pa-
cific R. R. Co ..................... .. 
Steamer Messenger, Cheboy-
gan,Mich ......................... .. 
Southern Pacific R. R. Com-
pany of California .............. . 
Southern Pacific R. R. Com-
pany of Arizona ................. . 
Troop D, Sixth United States 
Cavalry ............................ .. 
Vicksburg and Meridian R. 
R . Company ...................... .. 
L. P. Williamson .................. .. 
Wyoming Stage Company ... .. 












































Company .................... ......... 19.17 
War Department.................... 1,481. 77 
------
Carried forward .............. . 97,062.34 
Deduct repayments: 
By J.C.Ayers............... $82.50 
R.N. Batchelder...... 72. 20 
A. Barrett .. .. .. .. ....... 5. 00 
D.H.Brush.............. 50.00 
C. W. Foster............ 1.14 
L. C. Forsyth .... ...... . 3. 00 
H.C.Hodges ............ 1.62 
W. B. Hughes ........... 1.12 
L. Hardman.............. 2. 60 
C. A. H. McCauley... .16 
J. M. Marshall .. ....... 58.93 
M. Markland............ 11.75 
W. D. McAnaney...... 2. 00 
E. R. Morris.............. 11. 02 
J. M. Neall............... . 70 
C. E. Nordstrom .. .... 5. 21 
A. F. Rockwell......... 1. 00 
W.W.Robinson,jr.. 5.00 
H.P.Ritzius...... ..... 1.00 
J. W.Scully ............ 55.90 
J. Simpson............... 36.77 
Sioux City & Pacific 
R. R. Co . ............... 845. 09 
C. M. Truitt .... .. ....... 35. 00 
War Department ..... 1,069.10 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1886: 
To L. S. Abbott, captain .............. . 
S.Andrews ........................... .. 
J. E. Askew & Co ............ .. .... .. 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co ........................ .. 
Arizona and New Mexico Ry. 
Co ............. .. ........... ........... .. 
Atlantic and WestPoint R.R. 
Co ..................................... . 
Arcata and Mad River R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
G. L. Andrews. colonel ........ .. 
Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co .. 
J. Asbury ............................. .. 
G~Burnett ............................ .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. . 
L.Baldwin ............................ . 
B.V.Boots ............................. . 
J. Black .............................. .. 
Burlington, Cedar Rapids and 
Northern Ry". Co ................. . 
Burlington and MissouriRiver 
R. R. Co. in Nebraska .. ........ . 
Bragaw &Co ........................ .. 
Boston and Albany R. R. Co .. . 
W.Brewer ............................ .. 
Baltimore Steam Packet Co .. . 
A. E. Bradbury .................... .. 
Thomas Bair ......................... . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Railway 
Company ........................... .. 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy Company .................. .. 
G. H. Clark ........................ .. 
G. Croxford ......................... .. 
Chicago Daily Telegram ...... .. 
Chicago and Alton .R. R. Co .. 
J. E. Cameron .. .................... .. 
Coors Brothers ...................... . 
J. G. Carroll ...... ................... .. 
C. B. Crisman ....................... . 
Chicago, St. Louis and Pitts-
burgh R. R. Company ........ 
ChicagoandAtlanticRwy. Co. 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul R. R. Company .......... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Company ........... . 









































·266 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'To Chicago and Grand Trunk R. 
R.Co ................................... , 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R. R. Co ................. . 
Chicago and West Michigan 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
Cleveland,Colum bus and Cin~ 
cinnati Rwy. Co ............. . 
Oincinnati, Hamilton an d 
Dayton R. R. Co ................. . 
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. 
Louis and Chicago R. R. Co .. 
Central Vermont R. R. Co .... . 
Citizens' Steam-boat Co ........ . 
J. H. Crane & Co ................. . 
City of Chicago .................... . 
E. J. Carroll ......................... . 
E. A. Carr, colonel.. .............. . 
Copper Queen Mining Co .... . 
J. Dougher ............................ . 
J. Dolen ............................... . 
Dolan &Moore ..................... . 
A. De Witt ........................... . 
J. E. Davidson ..................... .. 
Dall& Weems ....................... . 
C. Ellison ............................... . 
vV. Elderton .......................... . 
Empire Line ......................... . 
A. Fales ................................. . 
G. B. Flowers ....................... . 
Fremont, Elkhorn and Mis-
souri ValleyR. R. Co ........... . 
J. H. Freeman ....................... . 
Florida Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ................................ . 
E. Fest ................................... . 
F. Farrar ................................ . 
J. Gilberson .......................... .. 
Georgia Pacific Rwy. Co ...... .. 
H. Galloup ............................ . 
Galveston, Harrisburgh and 
San Antonio Rwy. <.;o ........ . 
L. H. Grant & Co .................. .. 
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. 
R.Co .................................. .. 
H. Goujon or Goujan ............ .. 
J. Healy ................................. . 
A. Hanna ........................... , .. .. 
I. A. Hight ............................ .. 
H. S. Hawkins, major ............ . 
Herrin, Keller & Miller .......... . 
R. H. IIills ........................... .. 
Hot Springs R. R. Co .............. . 
J. Hillman .............................. . 
Helena and Benton Stage 
Line ...... ............................... . 
H. F. Hawkes ........................ .. 
E. E. Hee1·man ....................... . 
J. F. Heat.ley .......................... . 
Indianapolis and St. Louis 
Rwy.Co .............................. . 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ........ . 
Indianapolis, B 1oom i ngton 
and Western Rwy. Co ....... .. 
E. F. Jager ............................ . 
lVI. Jackson ............................ .. 
W. B. Jordan ........................ . 
.Jacksonville, Tampa and Key 
West Rwy. Co ................... .. 
J. Kabitz ................................ . 
T. Keene ............................... .. 
M. ICennene ........................... . 
Kansas City, Fort Scott and 
Gulf R. R. Co ...................... . 
Kansas City, St . .Joseph and 
Council Bluffs R. R. Co ....... . 
.J. G. C. Lee. n1ajor .................... . 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 
Co ........................................ . 
G. Lacombe ............................ . 


































































Carried forward ............... .. 31,031.24 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To G. A. Lawyer .......................... . 
S.Lowitzkey ......................... .. 
A. R. Uauderbaugh ................ .. 
S. Leyser ............................... .. 
Lake Shore and Michigan 
Southern Rwy. Co ............ .. 
W.M.D.Lee .......................... . 
Lake Michigan and Lake Su-
perior Transportation Co .. . .. 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co .... .. 
Michigan Central R. R. Co .... .. 
Mempuisand (;harleston R. R. 
Co ....................................... .. 
R. Mitchell. ........................... .. 
H. McCarthy ........................ .. 
W. P. Mattoon ...................... .. 
Merz & Weaver .................... .. 
D.Z.Moore ............................ .. 
G. W. Melville ....................... . 
B. W. Maginn ....................... . .. 
.J. K. McKenzie .................... . 
McCone & 'Villiamson ........ .. .. 
J. H. Marion ........................ . 
Maine Central R. R. Co ....... .. 
W. A. Miller .......................... . 
L. Merrill, major .................... . 
Miles City and Deadwood 
Stage Line ....................... . 
Morgan's Louisiana and Texas 
R. R. and S. S. Co .. .. .......... .. 
r.~~OK:r~~~~l:. ~~~~~~~~-~:.. ~~------
Nortbern Pacific R. R. Co .... .. 
.J.Newman ........................... . 
New York, Chicago and St . 
Louis Rwy. Co .................. .. 
New Orleans and Northeast-
ernR.R.Co ........................ .. 
.J. I. Nix .......................... . .... .. 
Norton & Stewart.. ........ .. .... .. 
New Mexico and A1·izona R. R. 
Co ........................................ . 
M. K. Nelson .......................... . 
Northwestern Express, Stage 
and Transportation Co ........ . 
New York and Boston Sleep-
ing-Car Co ......................... . 
New York Central Sleeping-
Car Co .............................. .. 
New York Central and Hudson 
River R. R. Co ................... .. 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ............................ .. 
Ocean Steam-ship Company of 
Savannah ........................... .. 
.J. W. Orr ............................... . 
Ohio and Mississippi Rwy.Co. 
Alexander G. Oliver ............. .. 
.John O'Brien ......................... . 
Old Dominion Steam-ship Co .. 
.J. W. Pope. captain ............... .. 
Pullman Palace Car Co ....... . 
Pennsylvania Company ....... . 
Pacific Coast Steam-ship Co .. . 
.J.G.Price ............................. . 
People's Messenger ............ .. 
Potomac Transportation Co .. . 
Portland and Ogdensburg R. 
R.Co ................................. . 
T.C.Power ........................... .. 
Pierre and Fort Bennett Stage 
Line ............... .................. .. 
Puget Sound Shore R. R. Co .. . 
Pacific Express Company ..... . 
F. Palmer ............................. .. 
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and 
S. Louis Rwy. Co ............... .. 
Philadelphia and Reading R. 
R.Co .................................. . 
E. R. Reames ......................... . 
H. L. Ripley, lieutenant ........ . 


































































RECEIPTS AND- EXPENDITURES; 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Transportation of the Army and 
its supplies, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Rogers & Dailey .................... . 
H. Rhodes .. .. ......................... . 
A. E. Romiller ...................... .. 
P. G. Reynolds ..................... .. 
W. T. Rossell. captain .......... .. 
Richmond, Fredericksburgh, 
and Potomac R. R. Co ........ . 
E. L. Roberts ......................... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy.Co ............................ .. 
St. Louis and Cairo Short 
Line .................................. .. 
S. S. Sumner ........................ .. 
Savannah, Florida and West-
ern Rwy.Co ...................... .. 
South Florida R. R. Co ........ .. 
St. Louis, New Orleans An-
chor Line ........................ .. 
St. Louis, Alton and Terre 
Haute R. R. Co ................... .. 
Silv~r City, Deming and 
Pacific Rwy. Co ............... .. 
G. Scott ................................. .. 
C. Schalles ............................ .. 
S.J.Shaw .............................. .. 
H. Smith ............................... . 
R. Sturdyvant ...................... . 
P. H. Snyder .. ; ..................... .. 
A.Shurer .............................. .. 
J.M.Scott ............................ .. 
J.Smith . ..... ........................... . 
F. E. Schotler .................... .... .. 
Star Union Line .................... . 
F schmidt ............................ .. 
C. Scripture...... ......... .. . ....... . 
Southwestern Stage Co ........ .. 
W.F.Smith ............................ . 
A. Schutz ......................... ... .... . 
J.R.Smith ........................... .. 
Southern Kansas Rwy. Co .... . 
A. Solon'lon ............ ............... .. 
Steamer Algomah .. ................ . 
Steamer .iJ[essenaer ........... ..... .. 
Steamer Thomas She1·lock ...... . 
Michael Smith ..... .... .............. . 
A.G.Smith ................... ........ .. 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co., of 
New Mexico ...................... .. 
Texas and Pacific Rwy. Com· 
pany .................................. .. 
1\L J. 'rracy, jr ....................... . 
Terre Haute and Indianapolis 
R.R.Co ............................. .. 
H. G. Touissaint ................... .. 
J. M. Trew ............................. . 
Tementua (Indian) .............. .. 
Tombstone and Bisbee Stage 
Line ................................... . 
Union Stock Yard and Tran-
sit Company ......... ............. .. 
P. Urango ............................. . 
D. Urquehart ......................... . 
United States Express Co ..... . 
Vand'alia Line ...................... .. 
Vaughn & Lester ................. . 
Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
T. Wenham ........................... . 
Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Ex-
press ................................... . 
J.D. Weems ..................... ..... . 
L. P. Williamson .................. . 
Wichita and Western R. R. 
Co ..................................... . 
Woodruff Sleeping and Par· 
lor Coach Company ......... .. 
Water and Improvement Co., 
Santa Fe. N.Mex ............... .. 
Wyoming Stage Company ... .. 
D. W. Wickersham ............... .. 


































































Transportation of the Army and 
its-supplies, 1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. C. Ayers............... $9.76 
E. B. Atwood........... . 04 
R.N. Batchelder...... 6, 273. 69 
C. A. Booth.............. 1. 83 
G. S. Bingham ....... 6. 38 
A. Barrett......... ...... 5, 297.54 
W. F. Blauvelt......... . 50 
J. H. Belcher........... 242.52 
G. H. Cook............... 62. 34 
W. Crozier.............. 63.54 
J. L. Clem...... ......... 30. 51 
L. E. Campbell........ .02 
G.B. Dandy............ 947.75 
C. W. Foster .......... 1,541.57 
S.D. Freeman......... 166.50 
L. C. Forsyth........... 109.00 
J. F. French, jr........ .20 
S. Fuger...... ............ 1. 75 
D. H. Floyd...... ....... 12.85 
J. V. Furey...... ........ .08 
B. H. Gillman........... 21.19 
M. J. Grealish.. ....... 5. 97 
C.F.Humphrey ...... 1,728.31 
C. B. Hall ........ . ....... 2. 80 
H. C. Hodges........... 1, 108. 57 
B.S. Humphrey...... 1.00 
C. Hay.................... .44 
E.B.Kirk. ........ ...... 337.31 
J. T. Knight...... ...... 70.00 
J. L. Lusk............... 2. 27 
M. I. Ludington ...... 1, 179.98 
J.H.Lord......... ...... 227.86 
A. J. M:cGonnigle ... 37,377.08 
C. A. H. McCaul~y ... 191. 86 
A. S. M. Morgan...... 11.99 
J.M. Marshall......... 41.52 
M. Marklana........... 7.15 
J.M.Neall........... ... 6.67 
C. M. O'Conner........ 1. 00 
F. H. Phipps............ 12.78 
W. S. Patten............ 25.93 
J. W. Pope.............. 64.93 
A.M. Patch.,............ 34.11 
J. W. Pullman......... 38.18 
G.E.Pond............... 54.00 
C. H. Rockwell........ 13.71 
A. F. Rockwell........ 92. 91 
F. S. Rice...... .......... . 35 
A. G. Robinson ........ 572.01 
W. W.Robinson,jr.. .30 
J.Simpson............... 15.30 
J. W. Scully ......... .. 1, 861.38 
C. H. Tompkins ...... 9, 670. 29 
A. S. Varney............ . 94 
R.P.P. Wainright... 2.20 
G. N. Whistler......... 45.52 
A. H. Weeks ............ 4,830.02 
W. W. Wotherspoon 1. 27 
War Department..... 6, 653.71 
A.H.Young............ 201.07 
Transportation of the Army and 
its supplies, 1887: 
To J. 0. Ayers, captain ............... .. 
E. B. Atwood, captain .......... .. 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe R.R.Co ......................... . 
Atlantic and Pacific R R. Co .. 
J.D. Bingham, colonel .......... . 
F. Baker, lieutenant .............. . 
R.N. Batchelder, lieut. col .... . 
A. Barrett, captain .. .............. .. 
C. A. Booth, captain ............. .. 
W.Brewor ............................. . 
Baltimore and Potomac R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 


















Carried forward ............. .. 82,090.28 Carried forward .............. . 239, 728.2{1 
·268 RECEIPTS AND . EXPENDITURES, -1887. 
1886-'87. MILIT.4RY ESTABLiSHMENT. 
Transportation of the Army and 
its supplies, 1887-Continued. 






Transportation of the Army and 
its supplies, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $2, 000, 291.30 
To Burlington and Missouri 
River R. R. Co .................... . 
G. N. Cook, captain ................ . 
W. Crozier, lieutenant .......... . 
S. T. Cushing ......................... . 
A. W. Corliss ......................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
R\vy. Co ........... . ..... .. .......... . 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy Rwy. Co ................. . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneap-
olis and Omaha Rwy. Co ..... 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co .................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ............. .. ..... .. . 
Cincinnati, New Orleans and 
Texas Pacific Rwy. Co ... .... . 
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. 
LouisandChicagoRwy.Co. 
Cincinnati and Southern 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincin-
nati and Indianapolis Rwy. 
Co ..................... ................. . 
G. B. Dandy, major ................ . 
J. W.Duncan ......................... . 
Denver and Rio Grande Rwy. 
Co ...................................... . 
East Tennessee, Virginia and 
Georgia R. R. Co .................. . 
J.H. Freeman ....................... . 
C. W. Foster, major .............. . 
L. C. Forsyth, captain ........... . 
Fort Worth and Denver City 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
J. Gill iss, major .................... . 
M. J. Grealish, captain .......... . 
B. H. Grierson, colonel ......... .. 
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. 
R. Co .................................. . 
H. C. Hodges, lieut. col ... .. .. . .. 
Hannibal and St. Joseph R. R. 
Co .................................... .. 
J. Hillman ........................... .. 
E. W. Howe, lieutenant ........ . 
I. Hale, lieutenant ................ .. 
C. H. Ingalls, captain .. ........... . 
Inland and Seaboard Coast-
ing Co .......... . ......... ........... . 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ....... .. 
J. W. Jacobs, captain ............ .. 
T.H.B.Jones ........................ .. 
Jacksonville, Tampa and Key 
WestRwy.Co .................... . 
A. S. Kimball, major ............. .. 
E. B. Kirk. major .................. .. 
M. I. Ludington, lieut. col... .. 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 
Co ............... ... .................... . 
Lake Superior Transit Co ..... . 
Lake Shore and Michigan 
Southern Rwy. Co ............. .. 
J. M. Moore, lieut. col.. ........ . 
A. J. McGonnigle, major ...... .. 
A. S.M. M >rgan, captain ...... .. . 
H. Metcalfe, captain .............. . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co ...... . 
Michigan Central R.R.Co .... . 
Minneapolis and St. Louis 
Rwy. Co ... ........................... . 
J. M. Marshall, captain ..... . .... . 
E. 0. Michaelis, captain ........ . 
J. H.l\iarion .......................... .. 
c. c. r.-::orrison, captain .......... . 
T. 8.1\icCaleb ........................ .. 
C. H. Mallory & Co ................ . 
W. A. Mercer, lieutenant ...... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co .... .. 
New Mexico and Arizona R. 























































Carried forward .. ......... .... 2, 000, 291. 30 
To New York Central and Hud-
son River R. R. Co ............. . 
Nor folk and Western R. R. Co 
Newport News and Missis-
sippi Valley Company ...... .. 
Navy Department ................. . 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Company ................... .. 
M. E. O'Brien, captain .......... .. 
J.\V.Pope ............................. . 
F. H. Phipps, major .............. . 
Phamix & McDowell Stage 
Company ........................... .. 
J. E. Pilcher, lieutenant ....... .. 
J. W. Pullman, captain ......... .. 
A. J. Perry, colonel. ............. . .. 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co .......... . 
C. M. Pettit, lieutenant ......... .. 
C. H. Rockwell. captain ........ . 
C. A. Reynolds, lieut. col. .... . 
P. G. Reynolds .......... .. . ...... .. .. 
Richmond and Dan ville R. R . 
Co ............ .......................... . 
J. Rockwell,jr., captain .. ...... . 
J. W.Reilly,major .. .............. . 
F. Reaves ..................... ....... .. 
R. Saxton, colonel ................ .. 
San Diego Union Company ... 
G. C. Smith, major ................ .. 
J. R. Smith, lieut col. ... .. ..... .. 
St. Louis, Keokuk,and North-
western Rwy. Co ..... . .......... . 
St. Louis and Cairo Short Line 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy.Co ............................. . 
Savannah, Florida and vVest-
ern Rwy.Co ......... ............. .. 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. of 
New Mexico ..................... .. 
Sout.hern Kansas Rwy. Co ... .. 
Steamer Messenger .............. .. 
F. Sleeper ........................... .. 
C. H . Tompkins, colonel.. .. .. .. 
C. McD. Townsend, lieuL .... . 
J. C. Thompson ................... .. 
Texas and Pacific Rwy. Co .. . 
Treasurer United States ..... .. 
A. L. Varney. captain .......... .. 
Vaughn & L ester ... .............. . 
Vandalia Line ..................... .. 
G. H. Weeks , major ......... .. .. .. 
H. Wilkendorf ...................... . 
J. Wolz ........... · .............. ..... .. . .. 
Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific 
Rwy.Co ............................. . 
Western Mail and Stage Co .. . 
Wells. Farg·o & Co's. Expres~ 
O.P. '\Vood ...................... .. .... . 
J. S. Winaton ... .. ............... ..... . 
A. H. Young, ca ptain ...... ..... . 
Deduct repayments. 
By R.N. Batchelder .. .. . $'2, 975.03 
C. R. Barnett........... 22. 50 
C. W. Foster............ 33.85 
J. W. Pullman.. .. .... 2.85 
A. F. Rockwell.. .... .. 13. 00 
J.B.l::limpson ......... 1,050.54 
0. B. Willcox........... 18. 19 
War Department ... 1, 754.80 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, Pacific railroads, 1884 
and prior years; 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 

























































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, Pacific railroads, 1885: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co........... $23,339.13 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co......... 43,695.84 
Transportation of the Army and its 
supplies, Pacific railroads, 188G: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
67,034.97 
Fifty per cent. of arrears of Army 
transportation due certain land-
grant railroads, 1885-Cont'd. 
Brought forwa~:_d ............ .. 
To St. Louis and San Francis~o 
Rwy.Co ............................ . 
St. Paul and Duluth R. K Co .. 
Vicksburg and Meriel ian R. R. 






2,008.55 Sioux Cityand PacificR.R.Co. 





By War Department ................... . 
•rransportation of the Army and its 
supplies,Pacific railroads, 1887: 
To Union Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 








By War Department.................... 75.12 
Fifty per cent. of arrears of Army 
transportation due certain land-
grant railroads, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Atchison. Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R. Co ......................... . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy. Co ............................ . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ......... ............. . 
Florida Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ................................ . 
Hannibal and St. Joseph R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ....... . 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 
Co ..................................... . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy.Co ...... .. 
1\'lorgan's Louisiana and Texas 
R. R. and S. S. Co ............... .. 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co .... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
St. Louis and Cairo Short 
Line .................................. . 
Fifty per cent. of arrears of Army 
t1·ansportation due certain land-
grant railroads, 1885: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R. Co ....... ., ............... . 
A. Blankemeyer .................... . 
Burlington and Missouri 
River R. R. Co.,in Nebraska 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Rwv. Co ...... 
Chicago, Burlington, and 
Quincy R. R. Co ................. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
ciflcRwy. Co ....................... . 
LouisvilleandNashvilleR. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
Leavenworth, Topeka and 
Southwestern Rwy. Co ...... .. 
Missouri Pacific R. R Co ....... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... .. 
Ohio and Mississippi Rwy. 
Co ..... ............. ................... .. 
St. Louis. Alton and Terre 
Haute R.n. C'o ............. . 




























Fifty per cent. of arrears of Army 
transportation due certain land-
grant railroads, 1886: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeRwy.Co ....................... .. 
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Rwy. Co ..... 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy.Co ..................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa--
cific Rwy. Co .................... . 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R. R. Co ................. . 
Cincinnati, lndianapolis, St. 
Louis and Chicago Rwy. Co. 
Florida Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ................................ . 
Georgia Pacific Rwy. Co ...... .. 
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. 
R.Co .................................. . 
Galveston, Harrisbur~ and 
San Antonio Rwy. Co ........ . 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ....... . 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 
Co ................................... .... . 
Leavenworth. Topeka and 
Southwestern Rwy. Co ..... .. 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co ..... .. 
Morgan's Louisiana and 
Texas R. R. and S. S. Co .... .. 
L. Merrill, major ....... ,, .......... .. 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ...... . 
New Orleans and Northeast-
ernR.R.Co ......................... . 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ............................. . 
Ocean Steamship Co., of Sa-
vannah .. ............................ .. 
Ohio and Mississippi Rwy. 
Co ...................................... . 
Pennsylvania Co .................. .. 
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and St. 
Louis Rwy. Co .................. .. 
St. Louis and Cairo Short 
Line .................................. .. 
Savannah, Florida and 'Vest-
ernRwy. Co ...................... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy. Co ...................... ...... .. 
South Florida R. R Co .......... . 
Southern Kansas Rwy. Co ... . 
Texas Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Vandalia Line ........... ........... .. 
Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific 
Rwv. Co ........................... .. 
Fifty per cent. of arrears of Army 
transportation due certain land-
grant railroads: 
To Atchison, r.ropeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co ........................ . 
Baltimore and Potomac R. R. 
Co ........... .......................... . 
Burlington and Missouri 
River R. R. Co. in Nebraska .. 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy.Co ............................. . 







































'270 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Fifty per cent. of arrears of Army 
transportation due certain land-
grant railroads-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R. R. Co ................. . 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
and Omaha Rwy. Co .......... . 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co ................... .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
Cincinnati, New Orleans and 
Texas Pacific Rwy. Co ........ 
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. 
Louis and ChicagoRwy. Co. 
CincinnatiSouthernRwy. Co. 
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincin-
nati and Indianapolis Rwy. 
Co ..................................... .. 
East Tennessee, Virginia and 
Georgia R. R. Co ................. . 
Florida Railway and Nav(ga-
tion Co ............................. . 
Hannibal a::~d St. Joseph R. R. 
Co ..................................... .. 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ....... . 
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. 
R. Co ................................ .. 
Jacksonville, Tampa and Key 
West Rwy. Co ................... .. 
Louisville and Nashville, R. 
R. Co ......... ......................... . 
Lake Shore and Michigan 
f?outh~rn R_,~Y- Co ............. . 
::\IIIssoun Pacific .................... . 
Minneapolis and St. Louis 
Rwy. Co ............................ . 
C. H. Mallory & Co ...... ......... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... . 
Norfolk and Vv estern R. K Co 
New York Central and Hud-
son River R. R. Co ............ .. 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ............................... . 
Pennsylvania R. R. Co ......... . 
Richmond and Danville R. R. 
Co ..................................... . 
St. Louis, Keokuk, and North-
western Rwy. Co ............... . 
St. Louis and Cairo Short 
Line ................................... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy.Co ............................ .. 
Savannah, Florida and West-
ern Rwy.Co ....................... . 
Southern Kansas Rwy Co ..... . 
Texas and Pacific Rwy.Co .. . 
Vandalia Line ...................... . 
Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
Transportation of officers and their 
baggage, 1871, and prior years, 
transfer account: 
By W.B.Blair............... $2.80 
C.G. Merchant........ 11.40 
14.20 
Transportation of officers and their 
baggage, 1871, and prior yeat·s : 
To A. S. Collins, lieutenaht ........ . 
J. T. Haskell,captain ............. . 
S. Jones, captain ................... . 
J.N.Mowry .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. Croghan.............. $76.61 
W. Hays.................. 4. 62 
S. Jones.................. 22.50 










































TranspOl'tation of officers and their 
baggage, 1871, and prior years-
Continued. 
Deduct. repayment: 
Brought forward.. $103.73 
By C. G. Merchant......... 2. 39 
W. R. Shoemaker..... 39. GO 
W.H.T.Walker...... 24.00 
Horses for cavalry and artillery, 
1883 and prior years : 
To J. M. Armes .......................... . 
W. H. Aymett ...................... . 
M.Burnett ........................... . 
J. A. Baker ......................... .. 
E. Baker ................................ . 
J. R. Brelsford ..................... .. 
A. K. Bevers ......................... .. 
H. A. Boomhower ............... .. 
E. Briant or Bryant.. ............ . 
G. N.Bliss ............................ .. 
·w. J. Bumbaieregh ............. . 
W. H. Brewer ....................... . 
A. W. Campbell .................... . 
G. H. Cheatham .................... . 
Mrs. A. Cordes ...................... . 
A. Council. ........................... .. 
G. Coulter ...................... .. .... .. 
W. R. Duncan ..................... .. 
J. Ellis .................................. . 
D.J.N.Ervin ....................... .. 
W. A. Ferguson ................... .. 
F. Gerker, lieutenant ............ . 
S. L. Higg·ins ....................... . 
J.Housman ......................... .. 
J.Head ............................... .. 
C. Harmon ........................... .. 
T. Y. Hampton ..................... . 
R. E. Henderson .................. .. 
W. Ingram ........................... . 
.T. Johnston .......................... . 
,V, H. Kitterman ................... . 
J. Kirkpatrick ..................... . 
J.A. Lawhorn .................... -
T. 0. Little ............................ .. 
W.May ................................. . 
i':f~1~~~a:y:::::::·:::::::::::::::::::: 
J.D.Moxley ......................... . 
,V. Murphy .......................... . 
J. B. 11-Ialoney ........................ . 
E. B. March or Marsh ........... . 
A.R.Mix .............................. .. 
S. McReynolds ...................... . 
'V. T. ·Norman ..................... .. 
C. J. Pyle ............................. .. 
J. M. Pettigrew ................... .. 
J. D. Porter ........................... . 
Hosea, or Hosea J. Pearce ... .. 
R. Parminter, or Permenter .. 
L. W. Redmon ....................... .. 
J. J. Richards ........................ .. 
J. S. Ray ............................... .. 
J.Sheflet ................................ . 
W. C. Shattuck ..................... .. 
T. Shea .................................. . 
J. Smelser ............................. . 
W. Standen or Standing ....... . 
F. Schlendermann ................. . 
A. C. Smith ........................... .. 
'V. Tucker ............................ . 
J. R. Tittle ............................ . 
W.Terrell ............................. . 
B. M.Tilley .......................... . 
W. C. Watson ...................... .. 
Z. Winchell ........................... . 
A.A. West ............................. . 
T. R. Whelan .......................... . 
H. M. "'-ilson ........................ .. 
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Horses for cavalry and artillery, 
1884 and prior years: 
By War Department... .. $26.77 
Horses for cavalry and artillery, 
1884 and prior y ears (transfer 
account): 
To E. L. Huggins, captain .. .......• 
Deduct from r epayments : 
By J.F.Cummings... ..... $115.00 
· E.L.Huggins.......... 218.49 
Excess of repa yments ... .. . 




To War Department................... 10.50 
Deduct from repa yment : 
By War Department ......... .. ........ 75.00 
6!.50 
Horses for cavalry and artillery ,1886: 
To W.S.Drake............................. 75.00 
J.H.Marion........................... 24.50 
Deduct from repayments: 
By C. W. Foster............ $100.34 
C. F. Humphrey.. .... 43. 00 
A.F.Rockwell .. .... 161.80 
War Department... .. 198.50 
Excess of repayments ...... .. 
Horsesforcavalryandartillery,1887: 
To G. B. Dandy, major .............. .. 
C. W. Foster, major ... ............ .. 
A. S. Kimball, major .. ..... ..... .. 
R. Saxton, colonel ......... ... .... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By G.S.Bingham ......... $139.60 
W.H.Carter............ 176.00 
G.B. Dandy ............ 115.00 











=====-== Clothing, camp, and garrison equip-
age, 1883 and prior years: 
To G. P. Cotton, lieutenant ......... . 
C. G. Penny, lie u tenant ......... . 
G. L. Scott, lieutenant .......... .. 
G. C. Smi th,captain ................ . 
W. W. 'Wotherspoon, Iieut .... . 









Clothing, camp, and garrison equip-
age, 1884 and prior years (trans-
fer account): 
To P. G. Wood. lieutenant............ 5l. 20 
Deduct from repayments: 
By .T.F.Cummings....... $63.99 
J. Goodsell............... 10.50 
P.G. Wood....... ... .... 51.20 
125.69 
Excess of repayments ...... 74. 49 
Clothing, camp and garrison equip-
age, 1884 and prior years: 
By E. J. Aldrich........... $4.45 
G. H. Bush.............. 17.37 
A. E. Bates ......... ..... 22. 53 
J. E. Britt ......... ...... • 66 
J. W. Cartwright . ... 2. 44 
Chi('ago and North-
western Rwy. Co.. 5. 73 
W. H. Curter........... 34.86 
Carried forward ... 88.01 
Clothing, camp and garrison equip-
age, 1884 and prior years-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward .. 
By F. S. Dodge ............ .. 
R.C.Drum ............ .. 
W. H. Eckels .......... . 
G. H. G. Gale ......... .. 
C. F. Humphrey ..... . 
G.E.Huse ............. .. 
E.M.Heyl. ............ .. 
H.M. Kendall ........ . 
J. McMartin .......... .. 
J.H.Page ............. .. 
B. H. Rogers .......... .. 
B. Reynolds .......... .. 
C. J. Sprague .......... . 
C. M. Terrell .......... .. 
E. Woodruff ......... .. 



















Clothing, camp andg'\rrison equip-
age, 1885: 
To M. I. Ludington, lieut. col... $55, 993. 04 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. B. Backus............ $3.20 
J. Y. F. Blake........... . 90 
E. H. Browne........... 4. 74 
F. S. Dodge.............. 2.2:5 
S. W. Dunning.......... . 71 
W. Davis, jr.............. 2.30 
W. H. Eckels .. ........ 50.78 
L. Finley................. 1. 95 
A. C. Girard. ........... 26. 79 
W. E. Hopkins ........ 1. 72 
E. M. Heyl ........ ... ... . 71 
T. S. Kirtland ...... ... . 55 
W. S. Kobbe ...... ...... 2. 30 
M . l. Ludington.. ...... 635. 27 
M. M. Maxon............ 5.16 
M. Markland. ........... 37.32 
A. C. Markley........... . 32 
D.McOlure............... 1.13 
J. McMartin............. 5. 97 
L. Niles.................... 3. 98 
P.M.Price............... 5.86 
B. Reynolds. . . ...... ... 60. 00 
W. A. Rafferty ......... 1. 32 
W. A. Rucker........... 2. 27 
T.E.Rose................. 13.87 
W. S. Scott............... 2. 29 
W. Stanton............... 1. 76 
J. C. Scantling......... 1. 00 
C. P. Stivers.............. 3. 74 
C.J.Sprague............ 31.67 
R. Vance..... ............ 1. 41 
M.C.Wessels........... 7.96 
'C. H. Whipple.......... 13.70 
E. K. Webster.......... 1. 00 
W. E. Wilder............ . 66 
War Department..... 258.30 
Clothing, camp, and garrison equip· 
age, 1886: 
To M. I. Ludington, lieut. col.. .. .. 
J. M. Moore, lieut. col. ...... .. 
J. W. Pope, captain ..... ........... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By E. B. Atwood............ $2.09 
J. Anderson ...... ,...... 2. 82 
W. Arthur................ 224. 24 
R.F.Ames.............. 18.39 
H. M. Andrews......... .14 
C. T. Alexander........ 20.58 
A.Barrett................. 7.42 







C. Byrne .................. _~----
Carried forward ... 368.90 30,834.1G 
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Clothing,camp, and garrison equip-
age, 1886-Continued. 
Dedui!t. from repayments: 
Brought forward.. $368. 90 
By W.F.Blauvelt......... 20.50 
R.N. Batchelder...... 42.38 
D.N.Bash ............... 1,175.52 
G. W. Baird.............. 985.75 
J. E. Blaine ... ... ... ..... 113.32 
J.P. Baker............... 3, 409. 78 
A. E. Bates............... 916.02 
D. H. Brush.............. 65.57 
C. S. Burbank........... 29.44 
T.H.Barry ............ , 95.94 
E. S. Benton ....•.... ... 1. 41 
L. P. Brant............... 23.70 
L. P. Brown ........ ..... 27. 77 
G. S. Bingham ..... .... 75. 97 
H. G. Burton ........... 1. 29 
C. A. Booth ... .. .. . ... .. 22. 77 
L. E. Campbell ...... . 6. 89 
T. Connolly.............. 30.15 
A. S. Cummings .. . .. . I. 86 
G.A.Cook............... 7.30 
L. A. Cham berlin..... 49. 84 
W. E. Creary ............ 2, 243.82 
H. Clayton............... 530. 26 
J.P.Canby .............. 1,043.33 
F. M. Coxe ............... 2, 575.96 
W. H. Comegys........ 863.86 
G. W. Candee . ... ...... 6, 880. 25 
A. B. Cary................. 43.79 
J. L. Clem................. 7. 82 
J. R. Cranston .. ....... 46.85 
D. Corman............... 33. 90 
S. E. Clarke.............. 124.79 
D. H. Clark ......... ..... 157. 60 
J. R. Clagett ......... ... 11. 68 
J. Carland............... 22.41 
A. F. Curtis.............. 10. 03 
W.H.Carter............ 1.78.44 
M. Crawford............ 59.04 
C. L. Collins . . . . ..... ... 35. 95 
F. S. Dodge ...... ...... .. 846.86 
I. 0. Dewey ......... ... 55.97 
R. J. Duff................. 22. 88 
G. B. Dandy............ 18. 00 
W. H. Eckels... .. ..... 1, ::l71. 69 
R. T. Earle............ 37.53 
C. A. Earnest ...... ... 50.73 
F. E. Eltonhead..... 63.38 
R. H. Fletcher......... 1. 08 
D. W. Flagler .. . ...... . 28 
D. H. Floyd............ 134.06 
L. C. Forsyth........ ... 11. 74 
L. Febiger............... 37.13 
J. T. French, jr ... ..... . 25 
F. Fuger.................. 39.17 
J. V. Furey.............. 197.10 
S.D. Freeman......... 89.29 
C. W. Foster........... 135.70 
L. D. Greeue ...... ..... 8. 64 
W. H. GilL............. 317.54 
G. E. Glenn ...... ...... 800. 01 
J. 0. Green ., ........•.. 26. 96 
J. H. Gifford ...... ..... . 50 
W. P. Goodwin...... 20,69 
W. Gerlach.............. 117.16 
B. H. Gilman ...... ... 132. 36 
E. A. God win . .. .. . . . . 46. 36 
C. Gardner.............. 42. 61 
W. R. Gibson ........... 1,473.18 
T. Garvey............... 3.43 
G. A. Hull............... 255.04 
J. McE. Hyde........... 4. 50 
H. 0. S. Heistand ... 65. 86 
C, L. Hodges........... 40. 34 
H. C. Hodges........... 102. 48 
C. W. Hobbs............ 4.28 
J. F. Huston............ 264.17 
F. H. Hathaway .. ... 6. 28 
E. E. Hardin .......... 49.75 
G. S. Hoyt .... ......... 162. 70 
F. H. HJ:trdie ........... 35.83 
Carried forwa.rd ... 29,435.39 
$30,834.16 
30,834.16 
Clothing,camp, and garrison equip-
age, 1886-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward .. $29, 435. 39 
By L. J. Hearn ... ... ...... 18. 84 
C. Hay..................... 9.32 
W. A. Holbrook...... 52.22 
C. B. Hall................. 43. 24 
H. W. Hovey........... 86.90 
J. J. Haden.............. 48.40 
C. F. Humphrey...... 6.50 
B.S. Humphrey...... 19.72 
W. H. Johnston...... 460.58 
F. V. Krug .. ... ........ 88.11 
J. T. Knight ... ...... ~.. 12.80 
J. B. Keefer .. . ...... ... 2, 953. 42 
J. G. Leefe .... ,.......... 52.94 
J. L. Lusk . .. .... ... ... 21. 62 
D. R. Larned . . . ........ 648. 18 
W. Lassiter.............. 34.81 
M. M. Maxon........... 94.15 
G. K. 1\'IcGonnegle.. 61.49 
W. C. McFarland..... 59.93 
J. C. Muhlenberg ... 2, 381.92 
W.C.Muhlenberg... 7.20 
W. M. Maynadier ... 4, 068. 69 
C. McClure ...... ........ 395. 46 
D. McClure.............. 593.95 
W. D. McAnarny..... 1.00 
T. S. Mumford......... 27.09 
J. S. Mason, jr.......... 27.63 
J. B. McDonald........ 28.58 
A. L. Meyer ......... ... 4. 41 
W. H. Miller ....... :.... 95.89 
J. McClellan............ 5. 54 
A. E. Miltimore ...... 20.63 
C. A. H. McCauley.. I. 71 
F. H. Mills............... 48. 65 
G. H. Morgan......... 16.75 
J. McMartin .. . ......... . 40 
C. E. Nordstrom...... 104.39 
J. Newton............... 57.89 
J. M. Neall ....... ,. ...... 187.58 
J. J. O'Connell......... 27.09 
G. E. Pond............... 53.55 
W. S. Patten............ 34.21 
J. W. Pope .............. 22,050.I2 
D. C. Pearson........... 48.05 
D. C. Poole............... 786. 58 
S. Pratt ...... .............. 32. 34 
E. B. Pratt ...... ...... ... 2. 59 
J. A. Perry............... 36. 28 
C. D. Parkhurst........ 4. 86 
G. T. T. Patterson.... 89.94 
A.M. Patch.............. 125.97 
G. E. Pond............... 1.12 
J.Regan..... ............ 62.I6 
G. Ruhlen ...... ...... .. 28.69 
W. W. Robinson,jr .. 54.65 
H. E. Robinson........ 47.47 
L. S. Roundiez...... ... 5. 09 
P. H. Ray................. 22.62 
C. H. Rock we 11 ...... .. 20. 48 
A. F. Rockwell ..... ... 55. 67 
W. A. Rucker........... 866. 68 
G. F. Robinson........ 381. 65 
J. R. Roche.............. I, 420.57 
H.J.Reilly ......... .... 8.09 
F. S. Rice...... .... ....... 1.13 
H. D. Reed............... .36 
J. Simpson............... I2. 91 
J. M. Stotsenburg.... l58.I8 
H.H.Sargent........... 167.22 
J. C. Scantling......... 4. 94 
T. H. Stanton........... 1, 635.25 
C. J. Sprague............ 629.40 
A. Sharp.................. 3, 870. 99 
W. Smith ... .... ........ I, 238.78 
R.Smith.................. 518.22 
G. R. Smit!';............... 1, 790.85 
S. Smith ...... ........ ... 11. 47 
C. C. Sniffin.. ........... 4, 005.94 
D. F. Stiles............... 59.05 
S. Y.Seyburn........ ... 235.75 
Carried forward ... 82, 890. 88 
$'30,834.16 
30,834,16 
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Clothing, camp, and garrison equi-
page, 1886-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward .. $S2, 890. 88 
By St. Louis and New 
Orleans Anello r 
Line ................. .. . 
U. B. '£homp;,on .... .. 
C. M. '£mitt ............ . 
F. Thies ...... . .' ......... . 
F. Thorp ................. . 
W. F. Tuckcr,jr .... .. 
C. M. Terrell. ........ .. 
A.S.Towar ............. . 
C. W. Taylor ........... . 
D.D. Vanvalzah .... .. 
J. C. Von H e rrmann 
S.C. Vedder ........... . 
J. T. Van Orsdaie .. .. . 
C. A. Vernon ......... . 
H. H. Wright ......... . 
R. P. P. WainwrighL 
H. \Vygant ........ ... .. . 
G. N. Whistl.er ........ . 
W. vV. \Votherspoon 
C. I. Wilson....... . 
J.W.Wham ........... . 
C. H. Whipple ....... .. 
W. Walke ............. .. 
P.G. Wood ............. . 
R.H.Wilson ............ . 
J. MeA. Webster .... .. 
G. H. Weeks ......... .. 
B. Wittich .............. . 
War Department .... . 































Excess of repayments ...... 
Clothing, cam.f>, and garrison equi-
page, 1887: 
To A. Barrett, captain ................. . 
J.D. Bingham, colo nel. ......... . 
G.B.Dandy, major ..... ........... . 
C. W. Foster, major ............... .. 
J. Gilliss, major ....... .. 
H. C. Hodges,lieut. col ........ .. 
A. S. Kimball, major ............ . 
M. I. L•1dinglon, lie<~t. col ..... . 
J. M. Moore, Iieut. col .......... .. 
J. W. Pope, captain ................ . 
J. W. Pullman, captain .......... . 
R. Saxton, coloneL ................ . 
C. H. Tompkins, colonel. ...... .. 
G. H. Weeks, major ............ .. 
A. H. Young, captain ............. . 
Deduct repayments : 
By H.M.Andrews........ $14.10 
W. E. Ayer............ ... 59.74 
W. E. Alroy............. 100.60 
C.Augur.................. 36.47 
E. B. Atwood......... .. 72. 14 
T.R.Adams ............ 21.89 
C. G. Ayres............ ... 43. 42 
F.B.Andrews. ........ 54.92 
D. F.Anglum......... .. 5.17 




D. H.Brnsh ... ,.... ...... 322.02 
C. S. Burbank ... ....... 299. 8.3 
C. Byrne.................. 3:37.27 
W. F. Blauvelt......... 60. 76 
E.S.Benton ............ 5l.7t 
H. C. Benson............ 46.09 
C.A.Booth. ... ........ 233.55 
G. Le R. Brown...... 131.37 
W. H. C. Bowen ...... 114. 8·1 
J. E. Brett... ...... ...... 20r>. 2'> 



















1, 277' 532. 69 
Carriecl forward... :.:, 682. 2:.! 1, 277, 532. 69 
H. Ex. 294--18 
Clothing, camp, and garrison equi-
page, 11587-Continued. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $2,082.22 $1,277,532.69 
By G. S. Bing·ham ......... 1H4. 07 
J.L.Barbour.. ......... 2o9.!i3 
J.P. Baker............... 843.75 
A. W.Brewster........ 1S7.49 
C.L. Best,jr............. .38 
A. Barrett . .. . . . . . ...... 19. 77 
G. W. Baird............. 261.27 
A. E. Bates ............... 736.75 
J. E. Blaine.............. 585.94 
D. N. Bash .... ........... 67S. 72 
'.r. H. Barry.............. 47.51 
E. T. Brown............ 8. 86 
J. B. Burbank........... 2. 98 
J. L. Clem.... ... ......... 7. 95 
A. S. Cummins......... 14. 75 
G. H. Cook............... 42.35 
S. E. Clark............... 359.48 
W. 0. Cory............... 2. 00 
L.E.Cclmpbell......... 70.39 
J. Carland............... 268.98 
L.A. Chamberlin..... 33.97 
A. F. Curtis.............. 30. 5t 
F. deL. Carrington.. 24.27 
D. Cormmm ...... .... . 55. 94 
J. R. Clagett ............ 19.54 
C. L. Collins.............. 43. 62 
C. H. Churchill......... 2. 52 
J. R. Cranslon ... ...... 176.32 
C. H. Clark............... 2. 54 
D. II. Clark ........ ... ... 3f)4.10 
F. 1\'I. Coxe ............... 790. 80 
G. W. Candee ........... 3. 767.61 
M. C1·awford ...... ...... 80. 3~ 
W. H. Carter............ 273. 87 
W. E. Creary.. ....... ... 584. 57 
A. B. Carey .. ...... .... 523. 46 
G. A. Cornish........... 21.73 
C. J. T. Clark............ 65. 52 
H. Clayton............... 596. 73 
.J.P. Canby.............. 126.75 
B. T. Clayton ........ ••• 48.14 
W. H. Comegys....... . 608.41 
E. Chynoweth......... 127.22 
A. C. Dueat,jr........... 45.75 
R. J. Duff................. 56.13 
:{<'. S. Dodge.............. 710.11 
F. L. Dodds.............. 11. 73 
C. A, Devoe ... ........... 14.27 
F. E. Elton head ...... 413.11 
W. H. Eckels .. ... ...... 1, 155.38 
M. F. Eggleston ...... 138.96 
A. R. Egbert .. ... ... . .. 75. 68 
L. Febiger ...... ......... 185. 93 
J. V. Furey .............. 14,764.12 
L. C. Forsyth .. . . ....... 152. 54 
F. Fuger .................. 135.17 
J.T.Freneh,jr......... 76.69 
J. 0. Green............... 154.28 
J. H. Gifford............ 31. 74 
B. H. Gilman .. ......... 390.78 
Q. 0. M. Gillmore..... 307.90 
W. Gerlach.............. 417.09 
W.P.Goodwin........ 4.35 
L. D. Greene............ 2. 62 
C. Gardiner.............. 133. 89 
W. R. Gibson........... 63.76 
G. E. Glenn ...... ........ 113.46 
J. H. Gustin .. ... .. .. .. . 28. 95 
W. P. Goodwin ........ 25.55 
J. G. Galbraith ........ 53.97 
G. A. Hull............... 720.85 
H. W. Hovey........... 409.61 
C. B. Hinton ...... ..... . 36. 60 
F. H. Hathaway...... 74.11 
F. H. Hardie ...... ...... 154.49 
C.B.Hall ... .............. 140.85 
E. E. Hardin........ ... 353.61 
W. N. Hughes .. ....... :n. 30 
J. F. Huston... . ........ 783.65 
C. L. Hod~es ..... . ..... 174. 81 
Carried forward ... 38,207.82 1, 277,532.69 
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Clothing, camp, and garrison equi-
page, 1887-Continned. 
Deduct repayments: 
Clothing, camp, and garrison equi-
pag·e, 1887-Continucd. 
Deduct repayments: 
Brought forward .. ~38, 207. 82 $1, 277, 532. 69 
By G. S. Hoyt................ 120.68 
Brought forward .. $55, 166. 42 $1, 277, 532.69 
W. A. Holbrook...... 31.33 
C. Hay..................... 32.17 
D. E. Holley............. 33.32 
E. W. Hubbard......... 7.08 
F.Heath.................. .40 
H. 0. S. Heistand...... 287.78 
E. W. Howe............. l6. 49 
M. F. Harm on.......... 19. 00 
E. B.Jves................. 26.23 
F.O.Johnson........... 19.35 
W.H.Johnston, ...... 1,873.14 
S. R. Jones................ 96.75 
J. B. Keefer.............. 1, Oti5. 85 
J. T. Knig·ht...... ...... 50.32 
F. W. Kingsbury..... 56.05 
W.Lassiler...... ........ 200.89 
J.H.Lord... ..... ..... 75.84 
H. C. La Point........ 137.58 
0. F. Long............... 161.39 
D. R. Larned........... 152.40 
J.G.C.Lee ............. 8.30 
C. H. Lester........... 4.43 
M. Leahy................. 6. 73 
T. 8.1\Iumford...... ... 7.19 
A. L. Myer.. .. . .. . ...... 110. 04 
W. H. Miller............ 412. 29 
M. M. Maxon........... 399. 64 
J.S.Mason,jr......... 32.09 
F. H. Mills............... 222. 0<1 
C. A. H. McCauley... 4. 40 
D. McClure.............. 829.01 
C. McClure ............... 1,375.35 
F. W. Mansfield...... 12J. 55 
J. A. Manley............ 103.90 
J. 0. Mackay........... 43.05 
J. C.Muhlenberg. ... 847.43 
J. B. McDonald........ 23.71 
G. H. l\'l:organ. ... .. .... 118. 99 
W.M.Maynadier.... 838.14 
J. C. McKee............ 9. 79 
R. E. L. Michie......... 30. 22 
C. P. Miller.............. 44.22 
C. E. Nordstrom...... 319.53 
J. Newton.............. 229.81 
L. Niles ................... 14.91 
J.M.Neall............... 335.30 
J .• J. O'Brien............ 349.70 
J. W. Pope............. . 708.43 
E. B. Pratt............... 29. 89 
g._~: i(~~s~':t~~~- .'.'.'.'.'.'. 1~g: ~g 
S. Pratt ... ... ...... .. . . .. . 64. 42 
W. S. Patten.............. 59. 01 
J. S. Pettit............... 19.15 
J. H. H. Peshine...... 87.24 
R.D.Potts............... 1.70 
J. A. Perry............... 26. 58 
G. E. Pond............... 182.97 
A.M. Patch.............. 458. 55 
D. C. Poole ...... ........ 653.32 
J. E. Runcie ...... ...... 3.13 
J. Regan.................. 37.97 
G. Ruhlen .. ....... ...... 39. 08 
P. H. Ray................. 37.01 
C. H. Rockwell . . .. . ... 64. 27 
W. W.Robinson, jr.. 406.61 
L. S. Rondiez ........... 17.92 
E. B. Robertson ...... 86. 75 
B. Reynolds............ 36. 99 
H. E. Robinson........ 179.16 
H. M. Roach..... ... . . . 50. 96 
F.S.Rice ................. l.62 
A. F. Rockwell........ 2. 66 
J.Rockwell,jr.... .... 7.90 
W. A. Rucker........... 1, 033.47 
.T. R. Roche...... ........ 103.80 
G. F. Robinson........ 1, 036.26 
E. S. Rolins...... ........ 7. 02 
H.J.Reilly........... .. 3.51 
Carried forward ... 55,166.42 1, 277,532. 69 
By J.l\I. Stotseuburg.. ... 400.90 
C. P. Stivers............ 6. 80 
H .. T. Slocum ........... 60. 2l 
L. H. Strocher .. . ...... 22. 55 
S. Smith ...... ...... ...... 75.32 
T.H.Stanton ........... 1,837.60 
A. Sharp.................. 2,128. 70 
W. F. Stewart ......... 14.42 
R. R. Steedman ..... .. . 69. 60 
V. E. Stottler .. . ...... .. 160. 80 
C. B. Satterlee . ....... 19. 76 
J. Simpson...... ........ 59.95 
J. W.Summerhayes 230.60 
W.S.Schuyler......... 217.35 
R. Smith . . .. .. .. . . . . . .... 2. 68 
C. C. Sniffin........ ...... 1, 245.55 
C. G. Starr................ 35.82 
J. C. Scantling.......... 8. 02 
W. Smith.................. 82. 82 
J.McB.Stembel........ 47.78 
G. R. Smith...... ........ 759.45 
C. J. Sprague............ 32.87 
F. Thorp.................. 71.92 
A. S. To war.............. 337. 58 
C. McD. Townsend... 40. 41 
F. Thies.................... 123.06 
C. B. 'rhompson........ 298. 26 
C. W. Taylor........... 499.17 
C. M. Terrell............ 2, 709. 69 
,V.F.Tuckcr,jr....... 351.35 
C. M. 'l.'ruitt .............. 105.08 
T. E. 'l'rue. ................ 19.08 
J. T. Van Orsdale ..... 186. 17 
S.C. Vedder............. 647.00 
A. W. Vodg·es .. . ........ 1. 02 
W. W. 'Vetherspoon 100.77 
G. N. Whistler.......... 6. 70 
B.S. Wever.............. . 65 
H. H. Wdght............ 278.02 
R.N. Wilson............ 4.32 
R. P. I'. W:~inwright 104.82 
J.l\IcA. ·webster..... 496.48 
J. V. White............... 16.85 
J. II. Waters............ 325.28 
H. \Vyg·ant......... ...... ll.15 
C. I. Wilson.............. 246.49 
C. G. Wood ward ...... 29. 59 
S. R. Whitall............ J79. 80 
M.F.Waltz ............. 9.77 
R.W.West............... 5.10 
F. 'Vheeler ......... ...... 46.36 
C. A. Williams......... 80.82 
C. H. Whipple.......... 2, 445.71 
J. W. Wham ........... 2,181. 74 
A. 1\i. Wetherill........ 175.08 
P.G. Wood............... 51.71 
.T. S. Witcher............ 356.56 
J.E.Wilson............ 26.52 
H.S.Whipple......... 79.21 
\Var Department..... 496. 46 
A. H. Young............ 77.54 
R. T. Yeatman......... 413.49 
National cemetedes,1886: 
By R.N. Batcheldor .... .. 
C. W. Foster .......... . 
H. C. Hodges .......... . 
E. B. Kirk .............. . 
J. M. Marshall ........ . 
D. D. Wheeler ........ . 








To R.M. Batchelder, lieut. col.. .. . 
A. Barrett, captain ............... .. 
J.D. Bingham, colonel.. ........ . 
Carried forward ............. . 
76,292.75 
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National cemeteries, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C. W. Foster, major ............... . 
H. C. Hodges, lieut. col.. ...... . 
E. B. Kit·k, major ................. . 
M. L Ludington, lieut. col.. .. . 
J. M. Marshall, captain .......... . 
R. Saxton, colonel.. ............... . 
D. D. Wheeler, captain 
Pay of superintendents of national 
cemeteries, 1886: 
By R.N. Batchelder...... $29. 50 
Pay of superintendents of national 
cemeteries,1887: 
To R.N. Batchelder, lieut. col.. .. . 
A. Barrett. captain ................ . 
C. W. Foster, major ............... . 
G. A. Haverfield ................... .. 
E. B. Kirk, major ................ .. 
J. M. Marshall, captain ......... .. 
R. Saxton, colonel. ................ . 
D. D. Wheeler, captain ......... .. 
Headstones for graves of soldiers in 
private cemeteries: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R. Co ........................ . 
R. N. Batchelder, Iieut. col. .. 
S. G. Bridges ....................... .. 
William Brewer .................. .. 
Cairo. Vincennes and Chicago 
Line ... .............. .. ............... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ............. .. ...... . 
Flint and Pere Marquette R. 
R.Co ...................... . .......... .. 
Kansas City, St. Joseph and 
Council Bluffs R. R. Co ........ . 
NorthernPacificR. R. Co ..... .. 
Southern Kansas Rwy. Co .... . 
War Department .................. .. 
Headstone!'! ior graves of soldier : 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR. R. Co ................. ....... .. 
R.N. Batchelder, Iieut. col... 
Chicago and North western 
Rwy.Co ............................. . 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co ...................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. 
R. Co ........ ......................... .. 
Illinois flentral R. R. Co ......... . 
Louisville and Nashville R. 
R. Co .............................. .. 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co .... .. 
Old Dominion Steam-ship Co .. 
Ohio and Mississippi Rwy. 
Co .. ......................... .. ............ . 
Peoria, Decatur and Evans-
ville R. R. Co ..................... .. 
Texas Pacific Rwy. Co ........ .. 
Road from Springfield, Mo., to 
the national cemetery: 
ToR. N. Batchelder, Iieut. col... 
Deduct repayment: 
By R. N. Batchelder, lieut. col... 
Road to the national cemeterv at 
Chalmette, La .. : 


















































Road from Natchez, Miss., to the 
national cemetery : 
ToR. N. Batchelder, lieut. col... $10,000.00 
Road to the national cemetery, 
Knoxville,. Miss.: 
To R. N. Batchelder, Iieut. col. .. 
Road from Chattanooga, Tenn., to 
the national cemetery: 
By E. B. Kirk............ $0. 27 
· Army and Navy Hospital, Hot 
Springs, Ark. : 
To C. H. Ingalls, captain .............. . 
Maintenance of Army and Navy 
Hospital, Hot Sprin~s, Ark., 
1887: 
To C. H. Ing·alls, captain .......... .. 
J. 0. Skinner, assistant sur-
geon .................................. . 
Deduct repayment; 
By J. 0. Skinner ......................... .. 
Construction and repair of hospi-
tals, 1884 and prior years (trans-
fer account): 
To D. H. Brush, lieutenant .......... . 
C. Bird, captain ...................... . 
L. W. Cook, lieutenant ......... .. 
D. H. Clark, lieutenant .......... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By D. H. Brush.............. $988. 21 
C. Bird ..................... 1, 691. 87 
L. w·. Cooke .. .......... 191. 59 
D. H. Clark............. 24.00 
Construction and repair of hospi-
tals, 1885: 
ToP. H . .Bro,vn .......................... . 
Deduct from repayment: 
















Excess of repayment........ 23.64 
Construction and repair of hospi-
tals,1886: 
By E. B. Atwood ......... .. 
C. A. Booth ............ .. 
M. Crawford .......... .. 
J. L. Clem .............. . 
G.B. Dandy ............ . 
S.D. Freeman .......... _ 
.J. '1'. French,jr ........ . 
B. H. Gilman ........... . 
..J.Gilliss .................. . 
C. B. Hall ................. . 
H. W. Hovey ............ . 
.J. L. Lusk .............. ~ 
..J.H.Lord ................ . 
A. J. McGonnigle .... _ 
C. A. H. McCauley ... . 
.J. W. Pullman ......... _ 
F.S.Rice ................. . 
C. H. Rockwell.. ...... -
A. F. Rockwell ........ . 
H.M.Roach ......... . 
F. 'Thorp ............... .. 
C. H. '.rompkins ...... .. 
G. N. Whistler ........ . 
G. H. Weeks ........... .. 
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Constructioll>. and repair of hospi-
tals, 1887: 
To F. Baker, captain ................... . 
G. H. Oook, captain ................ . 
G. B. Dandy, major ............... .. 
L. C. Forsyth, captain ............ .. 
.J. Gilliss, major .................... .. 
H. C. Hodges, lieu t. col... ......... . 
.J. W.Jacobs,captain ............. . 
C. C. Morrison, captain ........ .. 
.J. M. Moore, Iieut. col ............. . 
.A. J. McGonnigle, major ........• 
.A. J. Perry, colonel ................ . 
C. H. Rockwell, captain ......... . 
C. A. Reynolds, lieut. col.. ...... . 
C. H. Tompkins, colonel.. ...... . 
A. H. Young, captain ............ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By F. Baker.................. $0.50 
C. C. Morrison......... . 23 
A. J. Perry............... 81.20 
C. H. Rockwell........ 12. 42 
A. H. Young............ 68.35 
Construction of quarters for hospi-
tal stewards, 1887: 
To G. B. Dandy, major ................ . 
J. Gilliss, major ................... .. 
J. M. Moore, lieut. col.. ....... .. 
A. J. McGonnigle, major ..... . .. 
.1.-. J. Perry, colonel.. ............ . 
( . A. Reynolds, Iieut. col... 
C. H. Tompkins, colonel.. ...... 
Medical and Hospital Department, 



























To S. 0. Bowers......... ........... ...... 83. 00 
G. G. Crandall......... . .............. 27.75 
J. Ellison......... ........ ...... ...... .. 20. 00 
J. J. Gray............................... 7. 51 
S.M. Hyde....................... ...... 57.90 
Sally Johnson, formerly Sally 
Cryder................................. 10.00 
F. M. Kernan.......................... 36. 80 
Mrs. A. M. Ross......... ........... 91. 00 
J. Simmons.............. ...... ........ 5. 00 
W. B. Smith, M.D.................. 80.00 
T. Thoroughgood or Thoro-
good........................... ......... 20.00 
S. Wady........... ...................... 47.66 
Medical and Hospital Department, 
1884 and prior years: 
By W. Clendinin. ........... $50:38 
B. J.D. Irwin........... 1, 068.00 
J. King.................... 200. 00 
1, 318.38 
Medical and Hospital Department, 
1885: 
ToJ. Moore ................................ . 
Medical and hospital department, 
1886: 
To G. T. Beall, captain ................. . 
J. C. Bailey, Iieut. col.. ....... .. 
B. J.D. Irwin; Iieut. col.. ..... .. 
J. M. Moore, Iieut. col. .......... .. 
J. 0. Skinner, captain ............ . 







3, 000.00 ' 
275.00 
69,275.00 
Medical and hospital department, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward................. $69, 275.00 
Deduct repayments: 
By G. T. Beall .... ........... $6,741.21 
B. .T. D. Irwin........... 2, 719.36 
J. Moore.................. 29.30 
War Department..... 426. 85 
l\Iedical and hospital department, 
1887: 
To G. T. Beall, captain ................ . 
J.C. Bailey,lieutenant-colonel 
B. J.D. ll'win, lieut. col.. ........ . 
J. ~I. Moore, lieut. col .......... .. 
J. 0. Skinner, captain ............ .. 
P.Sutton ............................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. W.Gray ............. $4.00 
War Department ..... 3,839.28 
Library, Surgeor.-General's Office, 
1887: 
'.ro J. 0. Skinner, captain ............ .. 













To J. 0. Skinner,captain ........ ...... 1. 66 
Deduct repayment: 
By B. J.D. Irwin ....... .................. 1. 66 
Army Medical Museum,l887: 
To J. 0. Skinner, captain ............ .. 
War Department.. ................. . 
Artificial limbs, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By J. 0. Skinner ........... $1, 4~3. 20 





To War Department.................... 92.48 
Artificial limbs, 1885: 
To War Department............... ..... 18.15 
--== 
Artificial limbs, 1886: 
To A. Con dell. ........................... .. 
A. A. Marks .......................... . 
W. II lVlizner ....................... .. 
J. 0. Skinner ......................... . 
War Department .................. .. 







To Douglas P. Loomis ............... 50.00 
John Repp ............................. 50.00 
J. 0. Skmner, assistant sur-
geon .................................. .. 
M. Stedenfeld ....................... . 
War Department .................. .. 
Appliances for disabled soldiers, 
1887; 
To J. a. Skinner, assistant sur-
geon ................................... . 
Ordnance service, 1884 and prior 
years: 
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Ordnance service, 1886: 
By J. R. McGinniss .... .. 
F. H. Phipps ......... .. 
A. H. Russell.. ....... .. 
C. S.Smith ............. . 
C. Shaler ............... .. 







To I. Arnold,jr., major ............... .. 
L. S. Babbitt, major ............... .. 
0. Bryant,captain ................ .. 
T. G. Baylor, colonel.. .......... .. 
L. L. Bruff: lieutenant .......... .. 
J. G. Butler, captain .............. .. 
Sydney Brett ........................ .. 
J. H. Clifford, captain .......... .. 
vV. Crozier, lieutenant ........... . 
J.P. Farley, major ................. . 
l\1. J. Grealish, captain ......... .. 
J. E. Greer, captain ................ . 
F. E. Hobbs, lieutenant ........ .. 
J. A. Kress, captain ................ . 
D. A. Lyle, captain ................ . 
0. B. Mitcham, lieutenant ..... . 
V. McNally, captain .............. . 
A. S.M. Morgan, captain ....... . 
C. C. Morrison. captain .......... . 
J.R.McGinniss, major .......... . 
J. Pitman, captain ................. . 
F. H. Phipps, major ............... . 
A. H. Russell, captain ............ . 
W. H. Rexford, captain ......... .. 
C. Shaler, captain ........ ......... .. 
W. S. Starrin, captain ............. . 
C. W. Whipple, captain ......... .. 
War Department.. ................ .. 
D. J. Young, captain ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By V. McNally ........................... .. 
Ordnance material- proceeds of 
sales: 
'l'o \V. Crozier, lieutenant.. ........ .. 
J. C. Cliff'ord,captain ........... .. 
Hotchkiss & Co .................. .. 
F. E. Hobbs, lieutenant ......... . 
Midvale Steel Company .. , .... . 
C. C. Morrison, captain ........ .. 
V. MeN ally, captain ............. .. 
C. W. Whipple, captain ......... .. 
West Point Foundry Associa-
tion ................................. .. 
Sir Joseph Whitworth Co. lim-
ited .................................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W.Crozier .............. 81.66 
C.S.Smith ............... 11,618.45 
Ordnance, ordnance stores and sup-














































To P. McGauran ...... .................... 14.70 
Ordnance, ordnance stores and sup-
plies, 1885: 
By G. A. Draper............ $16.80 
D. J. Young............. 2.80 
19.60 
Ordnance, ordnance stores and sup-
plies, 1886: 
By S.E.Allen............... $5.00 
C. Dodge,jr.............. 3.00 
Carried forward ... 8.00 
Ordnance, ordnance stores and sup-
plies, 1886-Continned. 
Brought forward .. 
By M.J.Grealish ......... . 
J. R. McGinniss ...... .. 
A. H. Russell .......... . 
C.S.Smith ....... ._ ... .. 
War Department ... .. 
R. P. P. Wainwright 










Ordnance, ordnance stores and sup-
plies,1887: 
To I. Arnold, jr., major ............... . 
T. G. Baylor, colonel. ........... .. 
J. G. Butler, captain .............. . 
C. Bryant, captain ................ .. 
J. C. Clifford, captain ............ .. 
J. R. McGinnis, major .......... .. 
V. McNally, captain ............. .. 
A.L. Varney, captain ............ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By S. E. Allen............... $13. 90 
I. Arnold,jr............. 7.50 
R. F. Bates............... 1.40 
J. C. Clifford............ 1.28 
G. V. Henry.:........... 7. 75 
H. W. Hovey........... 6. 50 
J.R. McGinniss...... 6.25 
M. P. Miller............. 1. 50 
V. McNally............ 1.8;) 
J.M.Neall............... 4.75 
J. W. Powell............ 10.29 
·w. S. Starring......... 1. 21 
S. L. H. Slocum...... 2. 30 
0. M. Smith............. 1. 00 
Ordnance stores, mounting guns, 
etc., 1887: 
To I. Arnold, j r., major ..... ........ .. 
C. Bryant, captain ................ .. 
L. S. Babbitt, major .............. . 
J. E. Greer, captain ............... . 
V. McNally, captain ............. . 
0. B. Mitcham, lieutenant .... .. 
C. C. Morrison, captaiu ........ .. 
J. Pitman, captain ............... .. 
A. H. Russell, captain ........... . 
W. S. Starring,captain .......... . 
C. Shaler, captain ................. . 
D. J. Young, captain ............. . 
Deduct repayment : 
By V. l\icN ally ............................ . 
Ordance stores, manufacture, etc., 
1887: 
To I. Arnold, major ................... .. 
C. Bryant, captain ................ .. 
T. G. Baylor, colonel.. ........... . 
J. G. Butler,captain ............. .. 
L. S. Babbitt, major ................ . 
J. C. Clifford, captain ......... .... . 
0. H. Clark, lieutenant ......... . 
J. E. Greer, captain .. . ........... .. 
C. C. Morrison, captain .......... . 
J. R. McGinniss, major ......... .. 
V. McNally, captain .............. . 
F.H.Phipps,major ............. .. 
A. H. Russell, captain .......... .. 
C. Shaler, captain ................ .. 
W. S. Starring, captain .......... . 
A.L. Varney, captain .......... .. 
D. J. Young, captain ............. .. 
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Ordnance stores, manufacture, etc., 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By I.Arnold,jr.............. $3.28 
J. E. Greer............... . 91 
V. McNaily.............. 1. 20 
W. S. Starring .. ....... 26. 77 
Ordnance stores, equipments, 1887·: 
To T. G. Baylor, colonel.. ............ . 
J. R. McGinniss, major .......... . 
D. J.Young, captain .............. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By l· Arnold,jr ...... ...... $4.00 
C. Bryar.lt ... .. . .. ....... 1. 43 
J. E. Greer............... 9. 30 
J.R.McGinniss ...... 5.80 
W. S. Starring ......... 2. 70 
D.J. Young.............. 3.84 
Ordnance stores, preservation, 1887: 
To I. Arnold,jr., major .............. . 
C. Bryant, captain ................. . 
L. S. Babbitt, major ., ............ . 
J. G. Butler, captain .............. . 
1\f. J. Grealish, captain .......... . 
J.A.Kress ............................. . 
A. S.l\1. Morgan, captain ...... .. 
J.R. McGinniss, major .......... . 
W. H. Rexford, captain .......... . 
A. L. Varney, captain ........... . 
C. W. Whipple, captain ........ . 
D.J. Young, captain ............ .. 
Arming and equipping the militia: 
To J. G. Butler, captain ............. .. 
T. G. Baylor, colonel.. ........... . 
J. C. Clifford, captain ............. . 
C. H. Clark, lieutenant .......... . 
M. J. Grealish, captain ......... . 
F. Heath, captain .................. :. 
J.Lenahan ............................ . 
S. McKeever ......................... . 
V. i.\icNally, captain .............. . 
J. R. McGinnis, major .......... .. 
Navy Department., ............... . 
C. S. Smith, captain ................ . 
C. Shaler, captain ................... . 
R.P.P. Wainwright ............... . 
War Department ................... . 
D. J. Young, captain .............. . 
F. Youngs ............................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By ·r. Arnold, jr. ..... . ..... $64.00 
W.Arthur ............... 55.82 
G. Andrews............. 5.25 
Agricultural andMe-
chal'lical College of 
Mississippi .......... . 
C. Bryant ................ . 
A. E. Bates .............. . 
D.N.Bash .............. . 
G.W.Baird ............. . 
J.P.Baker ............. . 
J. E. Blaine ............. . 
J. G. Butler ............. . 
T.Britton ............... . 
C. A. Booth ............. . 
J. H. Belcher ........... . 
G. A. Bartlett .......... . 


























































Brought forward.. $885.74 $324,.17!.-67 
By Bishop Seabury Mis-
sion..................... 2.74 
R. A. Brown............ 9. 64 
J. P. Canby ............ 87. 6l 
H. Clayton .. ......... ... 8. 24 
W. E. Creary........... 183.16 
W. H. Comegys...... 113.06 
F. M. Coxe ...... ........ 577.19 
C. Comly .. ....... ... ..... 372. 00 
A. B. Carey.............. 71.46 
H. Carroll............... 3.19 
G. W. Candee ......... 115.72 
C. H. Clark.............. 224.49 
E, H. Crowder......... . 39 
J. c. Cliflord............. 2.18 
Cathedral School of 
St. Paul, Garden 
City,L.I............... 62.60 
J. F. Cummings...... 17.15 
F. S. Dodge ..... ...... 47. 32 
E. Devers .. ............. 15.00 
M. W. Day...... ........ 10.88 
E. Doyle ....... ........... .18 
W. H. Eckels........... 43.29 
D. Eagan................. 13.75 
Fort Worth and 
Denver City Rwy. 
Co.......................... 7.43 
J. E. Greer......... ..... 93. 04 
G. E. Glenn ......... ... 102.74 
G. H. G. Gale ...... ... 12.12 
W. R. Gibson......... 80.06 
F. Heath.................. 259.51 
D. L. Howell............ 66.98 
H. W. Hovey........... 3.10 
J. T. Honeycutt...... 3. 75 
E. M. Hey!............... 1. 63 
E. W.Howe.............. .50 
H. C. Hodges . .. ........ 258. 58 
T.J.Hobbs ...... ....... .70 
L.P.Hunt............... 28.71 
F.G.Irwin,jr.......... 2.00 
W.H.Johnston ....... 22.47 
T. Johnson............... 2.43 
A.Jamison ..... ,........ 1.00 
L. H. Jerome............ 23.85 
F.O.Johnson........... 50.43 
J. B. Keefer.............. 75.91 
W. R. Livermore ..... 45.80 
D.R.Larned............ 6.10 
W.J.Lyster ............. .28 
H. H. Ludlow........... 11.95 
O.B.Mitcham .......... 76.33 
W.M.Maynadier..... 287.48 
V. McNally ............. 3, 867.51 
J. C. Muhlenberg..... 80. 9() 
D.:M:cClure .............. 22.34 
C. McClure........ ..... 39.99 
Michig·an Military 
Academy ...... ........ 6. 26 
J. R. McGinniss.. . .... 264. 06 
B. Merrell................. . 50 
D.N.McDonald ...... 17,93 
J.M. NealL............. 19.55 
J. B. Nixon................ 12.69 
J.P.O'Neill.............. 1.80 
J.J.O'Connell......... 1.75 
D. C. Poole............... 17.02 
J. Pitman................. 88.88 
G. A. Purington........ 13.44 
A.M. Patch ... :.......... 74.22 
A. H. Russell ..... .. ... 76. 50 
J.Rockwell,jr......... 55.75 
F.M.Rains.. ............ 1.89 
J. R. Roche..... ......... 59. 96 
W. A. Rucker........... 65.77 
R. D. Read,jr ........... 2.16 
G. F. Robinson ........ 111.94 
S.P.Rounds..... ...... 14.22 
C.C.Sniffen.............. 22.26 
------
Carried forward .. . 9, 281.15 324,174.67 
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Arming and equipping the militia-
Continued. 
Dednct repayments: 
Brought forward .. $9, 281.15 
By W. Smith ........ ......... 34.24 
R.Smith.................. 57.55 
A. Sharp .. . .......... ... . . 288. 07 
C. J. Sprague............ 3. 20 
G.R.Smith.............. 606.53 
'1'. H. Stanton........... 145.67 
C. S. Smith ..... ... ...... 1, 250.00 
P. Sutton.................. . 50 
W. Starring.............. 49.81 
A. S. To war .. ..... ..... .. 4. 80 
W.F.Tucker,jr..... .. 86.66 
W. M. Tucker........... 3. 40 
C. M. Terrell............. 138 05 
H. A.. Theaker........... 54.90 
T. A. Toucy ..... ... ..... 13. 78 
University oflllinois 15.00 
G. Valois.................. 58.50 
A. L. Varney.......... . 101.86 
B.K. West,............... 5.00 
C. H. Whipple........... 87. 98 
C. I. Wilson............... 77.35 
J. W. Wilkinson...... 1. 50 
J. Wham ...... ... .. ...... 4. 91 
H. W. Wessells......... .39 
J. S. Witcher ...... ...... 10. 40 
C. R. Ward............... 4. 53 
O.P. Wood............... 4.56 
H. Wilkins............... . 54 
War Department ..... 1, 869.98 
D.J.Young.............. 6.30 
Seacoast batteries for instruction of 
militia: 
To C. C. Morrison, captain ........... . 
J.Rockwell,jr., captain ....... .. 
C. W. Whipple, captain ......... .. 
D. J. Young, captain ............. .. 
Armament of fortifications, 1885: 
To the Midvale Steel Company ... 
C. S. Smith, captain ............... .. 
West Point Foundry Associa-
tion .................................... .. 
Armament of fortifications, 1886: 
To J. G. Butler, captain .............. . 
Boston Herald ..................... .. 
C. E. Creecy ......................... .. 
Cambria Iron Company ...... .. 
E.J.Du Pont de Nemours&Co 
Midvale Steel Company ...... .. 
New York Star .................... .. 
Pneumatic Gun-carriage Co .. 
Pittsburgh Daily Post ......... .. 
Philadelphia Hecord ............ .. 
C.S.Smith ............................. . 
South Boston Iron ·works .... .. 
West Point Foundry Ass'n .. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. C. Clifford............ $600.00 
C. Shaler.................. 18. 60 
Armament of fortifications, 1.887: 
To V. M. McNally, captain ........ . 
C. Shaler, captain ................ . 

































Manufacture of arms at national ar-
mories, 1886 : 
By F. Heath.................. $5.10 
l\fanufacture of arms at national 
armories, 1887 : 
To C. H. Clark, lieutenant ........... $340, 000. 00 
F. Heath, captain ... :................ 60,000.00 
Powder depot, Dover, N.J.: 
To J.P. Farley, major ................ .. 
Board on fortifications or other de-
fenses: · 
To E. Maguire, captain ............... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By E. Maguire .......................... .. 
Exce!"s of repayments ..... 
Rock Island bridge, Rock Island, 
Ill., 1887: 
ToT .. T. Baylor. colonel.. ........... .. 
J. G. Butler. captain ............ .. 
J. R.lU<·Ginniss. major ......... .. 
A. L. Varney, captain ........... . 
Testing machine, 1886: 
By W. Crozier .............. . ;113.20 
Testing machine, 1887: 
To C. C.l\Iorri~;on, captain ... ....... .. 
Proving grounds, Sandy Hook, N. 
J., 1887: 
To 0. W. Whipple, captain ............ .. 
Machine guns, 1886 : 
To F. Heath, captain .................. .. 
Hotchkiss & Co ..................... . 
Shooting galleries and ranges, 1887 : 
To G. B. Dandy, major ................ . 
J. Gilliss, major ................... .. 
A. C. Hodges, lient. col.. ....... .. 
A. S, Kimball, major ............. . 
A. J. McGonnigle, major ....... . 
J. M. 1\Ioore, l ieut. col ......... .. 
A. J. P\'lrry, colonel ............. .. 
J. ,V. Pope, captain ............ .. 
J. W. Pullman, captain ....... .. 
C. A. Reynolds, lieut. col ..... . 
C. H. Tompkins, colonel.. .... .. 
G. H. Weeks, major ............. .. 
Repairs of arsenals, 1886: 
By W. Crozier ............ .. 
.J. R. McGinniss ..... . 
F. H. Phipps ......... .. 





To I. Arnold, jr., major .............. . 
C. Bryant, captain ................. . 
L. S. Babbitt, major ............ .. 
J. C. Clifford, captain ........... .. 
M. J. Greaiish, captain .......... . 
J. A. Kress, captain ............... .. 
A. S.l\'1:. Morgan, captain ...... .. 
C. C. Morrison, captain ......... .. 
F. H. Phipps, major ............ .. 
W. H. Rexford, captain ......... .. 
C. Shaler, captain .................. .. 
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Rock Island arsenal, Rock Island, 
Ill.; 
To r.r. J. Baylor, colonel.. ........... . 
J. R. McGinniss, major .......... . 
Springfield arsenal, Springfield, 
Mass.: 
To C. H. Clark, lieutenant .......... . 
F. Heath, captain ................... . 
Frankford arsenal, Philadelphia, 
Pa., 1887: 
To J. C. Clifford, captain ............. . 
Benicia arsenal, Benica, Cal., 1887: 
To C. Bryant, captain ............... .. 
Benica arsenal, Benica, Cal. : 
By J. McAllister........... $0. 38 
San Antonio arsenal, San Antonio, 
Tex., paving: 
To Alamo Cement Company ...... 
NewYork ar;;enal, ~ TewYork, N. 
Y., 1887: 
To C. Shaler, captain ... ................ . 
Current and orclinar~· expenses, 











To C. W. Williams, captain..... ... 50,830.00 
Miscellaneous item s and incidental 
expenses, Milita1·y Academy, 
1887: 
'l'o C. W. Williams, captain ........ .. 
Buildings and grounds, Military 
Academy, 1885: 
By W. Merritt..... .... .. .... $314.17 
Buildings ~tnd grounds, Military 
Academy, 1887: . 
'l'o C. \V. Williams, captain ........ . 
Contingencies of arse nals, 1813 nnd 
prior years (transfer account): 
By B. Hugel'........... . ...... $2.30 
Contingencies of fortifications : 
'l'o J. Eveleth ............ ... ...... .... ..... .. 
W. H. Heuer, major ............... . 
M.Peters ..................... .......... . 
L. Peters ............................... .. 
James Ramsey, alias G. Ram-
sey ...... .. ........................... ... . 
J.M.Reams ......................... . . 
P. Shoemaker ................... . ... . 
I. 'l'roxler ..................... .... . ..... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. N. Damrell.:...... ... $150.00 
J. Eveleth............... 3, 684.33 
G. H. Mendell.......... 1, 541. 66 
Preservation and repair of fortifica-
tions, 1885 : 
By G. H. Elliott............. $41. 94 
Preservation and repair of fortifica-
tions: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ....... 
Deduct from repayments: 
By M. B. Adams........... $9. 53 
W.H.Bixby ............ .02 
W.M.Black............ 461.74 
















Preservation and repair ot fortifica-
tions-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments: 
Brought forward.. li'411.29 
By C. B. Comstock........ . 29 
J. Eleveth... ............ 165.00 
G.H.Elliot.............. 14.89 
W. H. Heuer............ 19.70 
P.C.Hains.. ............ 2.86 
D. C. Houston ......... 86. 39 
R. L. Hoxie........... ... 380. 96 
G. H. Mundell......... . 79 
W.McFarland.. ...... 27.69 
O.M. Poe................ 53.45 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Pres~n·ation and repair of fortifi-
cations, 1887: 
To J. Eveleth ............................. . 
0. A. Gillmore, colonel.. ....... .. 
D. 0. Houston, Iieut. col.. ...... . 










By J. Rveleth ......................... .... . 
Torpedoes for harbor defenses, 
1886: 
'.ro H. L. Abbot, lieut col.. ........... . 
W. R. King, rnaior ................. , 
Deduct from repayments: 
By H. L. Abbot .. ........ $361. 25 
W. R. King... .. .. .. . . . . 16, 620. 65 
Excess of repayments ..... 









ToW. R.King, major.................. 800.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. R. King. ............................ 202.27 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, 
New York, 1886: 
By W.R.King ............... $1,431.30 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, 
New York, incidentals, 1887: 
To W.R.King,major ................ . 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, 
New York, materials, 1887: 
To W.R.King,major ................... . 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, 
New York, instruments, 1S87: 






Engineer depot at Willets Point, 
New York, library, 1887: 
To S. W. Roessler, lieutenant..» .. 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, 
New York, building, 1887: 
500.00 
To W.R.King,major......... ......... 10,006.65 
Deduct repaymeut: 
By C.J.Canda.............................. 6.65 
-----
Surveys and reconnaissances in 
military divisions and depart-
ments, 1886: 
By J. Eveleth................. $89.45 
10,000.00 
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Survey of Gettysburgh battle-field : 
To J. Eveleth ............................... . 
Surveys for military defenses, 1883 
and prior years: 
$7,500.00 
'l'o R. T. Emmet, lieutenant........ 12.00 
Surveys for military defenses, 1884 
and prior years: 
By G. H. Mendell......... $6. 26 
Survey of boundary lines between 
Indian Territory and Texas: 
To L. H. Beach, lieutenant ........ . 
Improving Yellowstone National 
Park: 
To D. C. Kingman, captain ......... .. 
Conting·encies of the Army ,1883 and 
prior year;;: 
ToW.J.Berry ............................. . 
Contingencies of the Army ,1884 and 
prior years : 
By E.lVI. Stanton ........... $1, 350. 33 
War Department..... 8. 42 
1,358. 75 
Contingencies of the Army,1884 and 




'l'o War Department.................... 397.80 
Contingencies of the Army, 1885: 
To War Department .................... . 
W. S. Yeatman ....................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
ByE.M.Lawton .......................... . 
Contingencies of the Army, 1886: 
To F. Heath, captain .................. .. 
E.M.La,vton ....................... .. 
W. R. Yeatman ...................... . 
Treasury Department ........... . 
War Department.. ................. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By E.l\L Lawton .... .. .................... . 
Contingencies of the Army, 1887: 
To E. M. Lawton .......................... . 
Treasury Departme n t-B u-
reau Engraving and Print-
ing ..................................... . 
'\Var Department ................... . 
W.S. Yeatman ....................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By E. M. Lawton........... $476.75 
·war Department..... 1, 601.74 
Expenses of recruiting, 1883 and 
prior years: 
To E. A. Ellsworth. lieutenant .. . 
J. J. Fay ............................. . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co ..... . 
G. Morris ............................... . 
Expenses of recruiting, 1884 : 
By a p p r opriation ac-


























Expenses of recruiting, 1884 and 
prior y:ears (transfer account): 
To E. Van Dorn .......................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By E. McConnell........... $Y8. 97 
T. Williams.............. . 75 
$12.55 
99.72 
Excess of repayments ...... 87.17 
Expenses of recruiting, 1885: 
To city of Pittsburgh, Pa. ...... ...... 30.98 
New York, Lake Erie and 
Western R. R. Co................. 46.50 
77.48 
Deduct from repayments: 
By appropriation a c-
count..................... $21.30 
E. A. Carr................. 138.59 
159.89 
Excess of repayments ..... 82.41 
Expenses of recruiting, 1886: 
To city of Pittsburgh, Pa ........... . 
By 
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and St. 
Louis Rwy. Co .................... . 
St. Louis and Pittsburgh R. R. 
Co ...................................... .. 
Union Pacific Rwy.Co .......... . 
War Department.. ................ .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
appropriation a c-
count ................... . 
G. L. Andrews ........ . 
E. A. Carr .............. . 
A.L.Hough ........... .. 
J.K.Mizner ........... . 







Excess of repayments ...... 
ExpensPsofrecruiting,1887: 
To G. L. Andrews, colonel.. ......... . 
A. L. Hough, Iieut. col.. ........ . 
J. K. Mizner, major ................ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By appropriation ac-
count .................... . 
War Department ..... . 
$6.42 
2.00 
Expenses of Commanding General's 
office, 1887: 
















====-==-=-==== Contingencies of the Adjutant-Gen-
eral'sDepartment,1883 and prior 
-years: 
To Meston & Dygut ..................... 16.00 
Contingencies of the Adjutant-Gen-
eral's Department, 1886: 
By R. H. P~ttterson ........ . 
G. D. Ruggles ............ . 





Contingencies of the Adjutant-Gen· 
eral's Department, 1887: 
To S. Breck, major ...................... . 
M. Barber, major .................... . 
C. McKeever, Iieut. col.. ......... . 
J.P. Martin, major ................. . 
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Contingencies of the Adjutant-Gen-
eral's Department, 1887-Cont' d. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To R. H. Patterson, lieutenant ..... . 
G. D. Ruggles, Iieut. col .......... . 
'1'. M. Vincent, lieut. col.. ........ . 
W. J. Volkmar, major ......... ..... . 
R. Williams, colonel .............. . 
H. C. Wood, major ................ .. 
W. D. Whipple, Iieut. col.. ..... .. 
Signal Service,1883 and prior years: 
To H. 0. La Point. lieutenant .... .... 
Western Union Telegraph Co .. 
Signal Service,1884 and prior years: 
By F. B. Jones............... $30.00 
Signal Service, 1885: 
By F. B. Jones............... $122. 73 













To War Department..................... 11.65 
Deduct from repayments: 
ByF.B.Jonas .............. $10.00 
War Department..... 2.11 
12.11 
Excess of repayments ..... .46 
==== 
Signal Service of the Army, 1887: 
To F. B. Jones, captain ................ . 





By F.B.Jones ....................... ,...... 18.50 
2, 979.66 
Signal Service, regular supplies, 
1886: 
To R. N. Batchelder, lieutenant-
colonel .............................. . 
F. M. M. Beall, lieutenant ..... . 
H. H. C. Dunwoody, lieuten-
ant ..................................... . 
J.P. Finley, lieutenant ........• 
A. W. Greely, lieutenant ...... .. 
F. Greene, lieutenant ........... . 
W. B. Hazen, brigadier-gen-
eral ..................................... . 
F. B. Jones, captain .............. . 
S.M. Mills, captain ................ . 
J. E. Maxfield, lieutenant .... .. 
J. Mitchell, lieutenant .......... . 
T.Mounier ......................... . 
W. S.l\Iiller ......................... .. 
B. M. Pursell, lieutenant ........ · 
J. A. Swift, lieutenant.. ........ .. 
R. B. Watkins, lieutenant ..... . 
·w. D. Wright, lieutenant ..... . 
J. C. Walshe, lieutenant ....... .. 
'1' .l\1. Woodruff, lieutenant .. . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By R. N. Batchelder ................... . 
Excess of repayment ...... 
Signal Service, regular supplies, 
1887: 
To R. N. Batchelder, lieutenant-
colonel .............................. .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By War Department ................... . 
Signal Service, barracks and quar-
ters, 1886: 
To T. 1\Iounier ............................ . 
W. S. Miller .......................... . 





























Signal Service, pay, 1886: 
To I.O.Dewey, major ................. . 5,000. 00 By R. N. Batchelder ..... A............. 2, 212. 64 
==== 
Signal Service, pay, 1887: 
To I. 0. Dewey, major.................. 20,000.00 
'\\r. F. Tucker, jr., major......... 195, 000.00 
215,000.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. F. Tueker,jr .............. -..... 2. 40 
Signal Service, subsistence, 1886: 
To M.A. Healey .......................... . 
War Department.. ................ . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By W. Willard ............................. . 
Excess of repayment ........... . 
Signal Service, subsistence, 1887: 
To W. Willard, captain .............. . 
F. F. Whitehead, captair ..... .. 












To G. E. Franklin ......... ... ...... ..... I. 00 
E. C. Thompson..................... 1.13 
G.S. Welch............................. 1.00 
3.13 
Excess of repayment ........ 
Signal Service, barracks and quar-
ters, 1887: 
To R. N. Batchelder, lieutenant-
colonel. ............................... . 
Signal Service, clothing, camp, and 
garrison equipage, 1886: 
By R. N. Batchelder ..... $1. 63 
J. A. Swift............... 59. 29 
60.92 
Signal Service, incidental expen-
ses, 1884: 
ToW. Bell. .................................. . 
H.lVIcP. Baldwin .. ................. . 
A. H. Bell ................. . ............ .. 
M. U. Bennett ....................... . 
W.Blake ............................... . 
H. S. Blanford ..................... .. 
H.L.Boyce ............................ . 
H. R. Boynton ....................... . 
E.R.Bruce ............................ . 
F. Burke ....................... ....... . 
J. M. Burlew ........................ .. 
C. E. Butler ...................... , .... .. 
H. S. Butlet· .................. . ........ ;. 
J. W. Byranl ................. ........ . 
J.l\'I. Campbell ...................... . 
A.B. Crane ......... ................... . 
G. A. Carden ......................... . 
G. M. Chappel ....................... . 
V. P. Chappel. ........................ . 
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Signal Service, incidental expenses, 
1884-Continued. 
Brought torward ............. . 
To F. S. Coburn ......................... . 
D. F. Coleman ...................... ·. 
P.Connor ............................. . 
J. Crawford .......................... . 
C. C. Corbin .......................... . 
R. M. Crawford ................... .. 
C. P. Cronk ................. . ........ . 
H. H. Curley ........................ . 
W. J. Dailey .......................... . 
W.Daly ............................... .. 
A.J.Davis .......................... .. 
G. H. Davis ............................ . 
G. W. Davis,jr ...................... .. 
J. H. Davis ............ .... .......... .. 
W. L.Day ............................. . 
W. S. Delano ........................ .. 
E. R. Demain ...................... .. 
G. A. Detcllmandy ............... .. 
C. F. Dickens ......................... . 
C. B. Dilley .......................... . 
H. 'VV. Dodge ...... ................. . 
L. Dorman ......................... .. 
S. L. Dosher .......................... . 
L. Duane ............................. .. 
J. Dascomb ........................... .. 
,V, H. Fallon .......................... . 
D. N. Farnell ........................ .. 
J.M. Field ........................... .. 
P. H. Fitzmaurice ....... ......... .. 
A. G. Fullerton ...................... . 
F. W. Fickett ......................... . 
E. W. Garriott ...................... . 
E. J. Glass ......................... .. 
R.Graham ............................. .. 
R. W., or R.l\L, Geddings ...... . 
J.N. Griffin ........................... .. 
J.Grover ............................. . 
J. A. Gurzman ..................... .. 
G. Hass Hagen ...................... . 
G. 0. Hammond .................... . 
S.A. Haney ............................ . 
R. W.Haworth ...................... . 
J. F. Hemenway .................... . 
M.Herman ........................... .. 
G.A.Hill .............................. . 
E. H. Hilton ........................ .. 
I. B. Hines ............................. . 
T. R. Hopkins ...................... . 
E. C. Imlay .......................... .. 
F. L. Johnson ........................ .. 
H. F. Knabe ............ _ ........... .. 
H.L.Kemp ........................... . 
C.E.King ............................ .. 
G. Kingsbury ....................... .. 
E. C. Knowles ..................... . 
G. W. Koonce ..................... . 
A. T. Kyle,jr ........................ .. 
W.B.Lamar ......................... .. 
J. E.Lanonette ..................... .. 
B.E.Light ............................ . 
G. S. Livingston .................. .. 
G. F. Mackae ........................ .. 
G. A. Martin ........................ .. 
W. M. Mattingly .................. .. 
E. M. Mattison ....................... . 
W. S. l\layers ....................... .. 
J. C. McCann ........................ .. 
W. W. McConihe .................. .. 
E. N. Meekins ...................... . 
A. J. Mitchell ........................ .. 
F.M.Mixer ......... ................. . 
T.T.Moore ........................... .. 
T.Morgan ............................ .. 
P.Morrill .............................. . 
S. ,V, Morrison ..................... . 
F. Newman ......................... .. 
H. A. Nichols ....................... .. 
J.J.O'Connor ...................... .. 
J.O'Dowd ........................... .. 
I-I. C. Painter ........................ .. 
B. M. Purssell ...................... . 




















































































Signal Service, incidental expenses, 
1884-Cont-inued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To L. S. Passailoigue ................. . 
O.L.Pease ............................ . 
G. H. Penrod ........................ .. 
E. E. Perry ........................... .. 
G.N.Perry ............................ . 
W. F. R. Phillips .................... . 
J. C. Piercynski ................. .. 
J. K. Robinson ..................... .. 
C. G. Raymond ..................... .. 
C. A. Read ............................ .. 
W. F. Richardson ................ .. 
J. C. Rickli ............................ . 
R. L. Rotchford ...................... . 
J. H. Robinson ........... .......... .. 
G.Ready ............................... . 
R. L. Sebastian ..................... .. 
C. G. Shearer ........................ .. 
J.P. Sherry ............................ . 
A. Schneider ........................ .. 
J. C. Stewart ......................... .. 
E. E. Simpson ....................... . 
A. F. Sims ............................. . 
W.E.Smith ......................... .. 
L. G. Shultz ............................ . 
C. H. Stuller .......................... .. 
R.H.Smith ........................... . 
W. W. Thomas ..................... .. 
E. H. Thompson .................... . 
T. S. Townsend ....................... · 
J. B. Turton ........................... . 
H. Wagner ............................. . 
G.A.Weber .......................... .. 
F. H. White ........................... .. 
J. L. Whiteside ....................... . 
F. T. Williams ...................... .. 
J. Williams ...... ..................... .. 
G. H. Willson ........................ .. 
F.De S. Wilson ..................... .. 
J.McN. Wright ...................... . 
M.J. Wright ......................... .. 
P. Wood ............................... .. 
W.Worrill. ........................... .. 
J.H.Young .......................... . 
Signal Service, incidental expenses, 
1885: 
To W.Bell. ................................. .. 
J. T. Barber ............................ . 
J.W.Bauer ......................... .. 
A. H. Bell ............................. .. 
M. C. Bennett ........................ .. 
W.Blake .............................. .. 
H. S. Blandford ...................... . 
H. R. Boynton ....................... . 
E.R.Brace ............................ .. 
F. Burke ................................ . 
C. E. Butler .......................... . 
H. S. Butler ........................... . 
J.W.Byram .......................... .. 
J. B. Campbell ....................... . 
A.B. Crane .......... .. ................ . 
G. A. Carden ......................... .. 
G. M. Cha.ppel. ..................... .. 
F.S. Coburn ........................ . 
D. F. Coleman ....................... .. 
P.Connor ............................... . 
C. C. Corbin .......................... .. 
R. M. Crawford ...................... .. 
C.P.Cronk ............................ .. 
H. H. Curley ......................... .. 
W.Daly .................................. . 
G.H.Davis ............................. . 
G. W.Davis,jr ..................... .. 
J.H.Davis ............................ .. 
W.L.Dav .............................. . 
W. S. Delano ......................... .. 
E. R. Demain ......................... .. 
C. F. Dickins .......................... . 
H. W.Dodge ........................ .. 
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Signal Service, incidental expenses, 
1885-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To L. Dorman ............................ . 
S. L. Dosher ............................ . 
.J. Dascomb ........................... .. 
"'IN. H. Fallon ......................... .. 
D. N. Farnell. ........................ .. 
P. H. Fitzmaurice ................. . 
E. G. Fullerton .................... .. 
E. B. Garriott. ........................ . 
E . .J.Glass ............................. . 
R.Q.Grant ............................ .. 
C. S. Gorgas ........................... .. 
.J.Grover ................................ . 
G. Hass Hagan ...................... .. 
8. 0. Hammond ...................... . 
S.A.Haney ............................ . 
R. W. Haworth ...................... .. 
.J. F. Hemenway ................... . 
I. B. :Hines ............................. .. 
T. R. Hopkins ........................ .. 
T. B. Harrison ....................... .. 
.J.D. Karns ........................... . 
H.F.Knabe .......................... .. 
H.L.Kemp .......................... .. 
C. E. King ........................ ....... . 
G. Kingsbury ........................ .. 
E. C. Knowles ............. ............ . 
A. T. Kyle,jr ......................... .. 
W.B.Lamar ......... ................. . 
G.A.Martin ......................... .. 
W. M. Mattingly .................... . 
W. S. Mayers ......................... . 
.J. M.lVIcCann ......................... . 
W. W.McConihe ................. .. 
E.N. Meekins. ........ .............. . 
A . .J. Mitchell ........................ .. 
F.W.Mixer ........................... . 
T.T.Moore ............................ . 
P.Morrill .............................. .. 
S. W. Morrison ...................... . 
F.Newnian .......................... .. 
H. A. Nichols .................... ... .. 
.J . .J. O'Connor ..................... .. 
H. C. Painter ......................... . 
L. F. Passailoigue .................. .. 
T . .J. Patterson ..................... .. 
O.L Pease ...... .. .................... .. 
G. H. Penrod .......................... . 
E. E. Perry ........................... .. 
W. F. R. Phillips ................... .. 
.J. K. Robinson ....................... . 
C. G. Raymond ...................... . 
C.A.Reed ........................ ., ... . 
W. F. Richardson ................ .. 
.J. C. Rickli ............................ .. 
R. L. Rotchford ..................... .. 
.J. H. Robinson ..................... .. 
R.H.Smith .......................... . 
R. L. Sebastian ..................... .. 
C. G. Shearer ......................... .. 
A. T. Sherwood ..................... .. 
G.Schenck ............................ . 
T. F. Schley .......................... . 
.J. C. Stewart ........................... . 
E. E. Simpson ...................... .. 
_<\.,F. Sims .............................. .. 
W.E.Sims ............................. . 
L. G. S<:hultz ......................... .. 
C.H.Stuller ......................... .. 
E. H. Thompson .................... . 
.J. B. Turton .......................... . 
H. Wagner .......................... .. 
C.S. Webb ............................ .. 
F. T. Williams ...................... .. 
.J. Williams ........................... . 
G. H. Willson ........................ . 
.J. MeN. Wright .................... . 
P. Wood ........................... .... .. 
D. J. Young .......................... . 


















































































Signal Service, incidental expenses, 
1886: 
To R. N. Batchelder,lieut. col.. .... 
Deduct repayment: 
By R. N. Batchelder .................... . 
Signal Service, i)lcidental expenses, 
1887: 
ToR. N. Batchelder, Iieut. col.. ... 
Signal Service, transportation, 1885: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
Fe R.l~. Co ........................ . 
Adams Express Co ................ . 
D. H. Brush, lieutenant ....... . 
H. W. Brewer ....................... .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co. 
Chicago, Rocklsland and Pa-
cific R. R. Co ...................... .. 
Chicago, Burlington an d 
Quincy R. R. Co ................. . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy. Co ............................ .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Galveston, Hanisburgh and 
San Antonio Rwy. Co ........ . 
Green Bay, Winona and St. 
Paul R. R. Co ..................... .. 
Kansas City, Fort Scott and 
Gulf R. R. Co ........................ . 
Louisville and Nashville R. 
R.Co ................................. .. 
Lake Shore and Michigan 
Southern Rwy. Co .............. . 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ............................... .. 
Port Royal and AugustaRwy. 
Co ..................................... .. 
Pacific Coast Steam-ship Co , 
Pacific Coast Railway Co ..... . 
Steamer Dispatch ............... .. 
St. Paul and Duluth R. R. Co .. 
Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Express 
War Department .................. .. 
Signal Service, transportation, 1886: 
To Atchison, Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co ........................ .. 
Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co .. 
Adams Express Company ... .. 
B. A. Blundon ...................... . 
Baltimore and Potomac R. R. 
Co ..................................... .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
A. W. Brewer ........................ . 
Chicago and Northwestern 
R'vy. Co ........................... .. 
Cincinnati, New Orleans and 
Texas Pacific Rwy. Co ........ 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R. R. Co ................ .. 
Chicago, St. PauL Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Rwy. Co ...... 
Chicago and 'Vest lVIichigan 
Rwy.Co ............................ .. 
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. 
Louis and Chicago Rwy. Co 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rw~. Co ................... .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
Central Railroad of Georgia .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
G.Day .................................. . 
Flint and Perc Marquette R. 
R.Co .................................. . 
Florida Railway and Naviga-
tion Company .................. .. 

















































Carried forward............... 1,470.46 
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Signal Service, transportation, 
1886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To T. Gibson ............................... . 
Galveston, Harrisburgh and 
San Antonio Rwy. Co ........ . 
Gulf, Western Texas and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
H. A. Hazen ................ ., ....... .. 
N.Hughes ............................. . 
Inland and Seaboard Coast-
ing Company .................... . 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ...... .. 
Kansas City, Fort Scott and 
Gulf R. R. Co .................... .. 
Louisville and Nashville R. 
R.Co ................................. .. 
E.W.Lewis ........................ .. 
.J.E.Maxfield ...................... . 
Michigan Central R. R. Co .... . 
Missouri Pacific Rwy. Co .... .. 
Morgan's Louisiana and 
Texas R. R. and S. S. Co .... .. 
Maine Central R. R. Co .......... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... . 
New Bedford, Martha's Vine-
yard and Nantucket Steam-
boat Company .................... . 
Newp01·t News and Missis-
sippi Valley Company ........ 
Old Dominion Steam-ship Co .. 
Pennsylvania Company ...... .. 
Pacific Coast Rwy Co .......... .. 
People's Line Steamers, Sa-
vannah, Ga ........................ .. 
Potomac Steam-boat Co ....... .. 
Rio GrandeR. R. Co .............. . 
Richmond, Fredericksburgb 
and Potomac R. R. Co ......... 
Raleigh and Gaston R. R. Co .. 
Richmond and Danville R. R. 
Co ...................................... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy. Company .................. .. 
St. Louis, Alton and Terre 
Haute R. R. Co ................... . 
Smith & Baxter ................... .. 
G. Stull ................................. .. 
Steamer Httmboldt .............. .. .. 
St. Paul and Duluth R. R. Co .. 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. of 
Arizona .............................. . 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co. of 
New Mexico ...................... . 
Terre Haute and Indianapo-
lis R.R.Co .......................... . 
Texas and Pacific Rwy. Co ... .. 
Texas and New Orleans R. R. 
Co .............................. ....... .. 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Vicksburg, Rhreveport and 
Pacific R. R. Co .................. .. 
Vicksburg and Meridian R. 
R.Co ................................... . 
Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Express. 
Western and Atlantic B.. R. 
Co ............... .......... ............. . 
War Department ................ .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By R.N. Batchelder ...... $4,535.32 
A. G. Robinson ...... 17. 92 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Signal Service, transportation,1887: 
To Atchinson. Topeka and Santa 
FeR.R.Co ........................ .. 
R.N. Batchelder, lieut. col. .. .. 
Baltimore and Potomac n.. R. 
Co ..................................... . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 






















































Signal Service, transportation, 
1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To William Brewer ................... .. 
Chicago and Northwestern 
Rwy. Co ............................ .. 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapo-
lis and Omaha Rwy. Co ...... 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co .................. .. 
Chic<lgo and West Michigan 
Rwy. Co ........................... .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
citic Rwy. Co ..................... . 
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. 
Louis and ChicagoRwy.Co. 
F. R. Day, lieutenant ............. . 
East Tennessee, Virginia and 
Georgia R. R. Co ................ .. 
Flint and Pere Marquette R. 
R.Co ................................... . 
Florida Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ............................... . 
Grand Rapids andindianaR. 
R. Co .... ............................. .. 
Hannibal and St. Joseph R. R. 
Co ..................................... .. 
Inland and Seaboard Coasting 
Co ...................................... . 
Illinois Central R. R. Co ....... . 
Louisville and Nashville R. 
R.Co .................................. .. 
I~e>wenworth, Topeka and 
Southwestern R. R ............. . 
Missoun Pacific Rwy. Co ...... . 
Michigan Central R. R. Co ..... . 
Northern Pacific R. R. Co ..... . 
New Mexico and Arizona R. 
R.Co ................................. . 
Oregon Railway and Naviga-
tion Co ............................. .. 
Rio GrandeR. R. Co ............. .. 
Savannah, Florida and ·west-
ernRwy.Co ....................... . 
St. Louis and San Francisco 
Rwy.Co ............................ .. 
St. Paul and Duluth R.R. Co. 
Texas and PacificRwy. Co .... . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Vicksburg and Meridian R . 
R.Co ................................. .. 
Wabash. St. Louis and Pa-


































By R.N. Batchelder..... ............... 14.00 
Signal Ser'lice, medical depart-
ment., 1886: 
To .J.O.Skinner, captain .......... .. 
War Department .................. .. 
Signal Service, Medical Depart-
ment, 1887: 
To .J. 0. Skinner, captain .... . ..... .. 







To War Department.................... 14.40 
Support of Soldiers' Home, indefi-
nite: 
To Soldiers' Home, permanent 
fund..................................... 231,819.30 
Soldiers' Home, permanent fund: 
'l'o B. F. Rittenhouse, !'aptain .... 
Soldiers' Home, interest account: 
To B. F. Rittenhouse, captain ..... 
163,740.00 
17,930.13 
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Three months' pay proper: I Improving harbor at Hyannis, 
To I. 0. Dewey, major................. $2, 000. 00 Mass. : 
== ) To G. H. Elliott, lieut. col.. ....... . 
Trusses for d.isabled soldiers: W. R. Livermore, major ......... ____ _ 
To J. K. B1gelow ..................... :. .. 3.00 
I. C. Garvin................. ..... ...... 3. 00 
J. 0. Skinner.......................... 5,000.00 
----- Improving harbor at Lynn, Mass.: 
Extra pay to officers and men who 
served in the Mexican war : 
To I. Adams ............................... . 
T. L. BrP-nt ............................ .. 
F.Britton .............................. . 
W. B. Blair ........ ................... . 
G. Croghan ............................ . 
I.O.Dewey ........................... . 
G. II. Derby ......................... . 
H. A. Ehninger ..................... . 
J. H. Gore ........... .................. . 
H. D. Grafton ......................... . 
'1'. H. Holmes ...................... . 
W. Hayes ............................ . 
D. H. Hill. ....................... ..... . 
E.K.Kane ........................... .. 
C.Ker ................................... . 
C. G. Merchant ..................... . 
T. J. Montgomery ................ .. 
F. Myers ......... ...................... . 
D. Ruggles ............................. . 
G. J. Rains ......................... .. 
H. B. Sears ............................ . 
W. R. Shoemaker ........ '" ....... . 
H. H. Steiner ........................ . 
H. Stanton ...... ..................... . . 
W. H. T. Walker .................. .. 
J. D. Wilkins ....................... . 
.H. Wilson ............................. . 
Improving harbor at Portland, Me.: 
To J. A Smith, major ................... . 
Improving harbor at Rockland, Me.: 
To J. A. Smith, major ............... .. 
Breakwater at mouth ofSaco River, 
Me.: 
To J. A. Smith, major .............. .. 
Improving harbor at York, Me.: 
'.ro J. A. Smith, major ................. . 
Improving channel in Back Cove, 
Portland, Me.: 
To J. A. Smit!J., major .... .. ......... .. 
Improving harbor at Portsmouth. 
N.H.: 
To J. A. Smith, major ............... .. . . 
Improving harbor of refuge at Lit-
tle Harbor, N.H.: 
To J. A. Smith, major .................. .. 
Improving harbor at Burlington, 
Vt.: 
To M. B. Adams, major ............... .. 
Breakwater at Gordon's Landing, 
Lake Champlain, Vermont: 
ToM. B. Adams, major ................ . 
Improving harbor at Hingham, 
Mass.: 
To G. L. Gillespie, major ............. . 
Improving harbor at Boston, .lllass.: 
ToG, L. Gillespie, major .............. . 








































Improving harbor at Gloucester, 
Mass.: 
To G. L. Gillespie, major ............. . 
===== 
Improving harbor at Nantucket, 
Mass.: 
To G. II. Elliott, lieut. col.. ...... . 
W. R. Livermore, major ....... .. 
Improving harbor at Newburyport, 
Mass.: 
To G. L. Glllespie, major ............... . 
Improving harbor at Plymouth 
Mass.: 
Tv G. L. Gillespie, major ............. . 
Improving harbor at Province-
town, lYiass.: 
• To G. L. Gillespie, major ............. .. 
Improving harbor at Scituate, 
Maf's.: 
To G. L. Gillespie,major .............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By G. L. Gillespie, major ............. . 
Improving harbor of refuge, San-
dusky Bay, Cape Ann. Mass.: 
To G. L. Gillespie, major ............. . 
Improving harbor of refuge, 
"\<Vood's Holl, Mass.: 
To G. H. Elliott, lieut. col .......... . 
W. R. Livermore, major ....... . 
Improving harbor at '¥areham, 
Mass.: 
To G. H. Elliot, lieut .. col.. . ........ . 
W. R.Livermore,major ....... .. 
Improving harbor at Westport, 
1VIass.: 
To G. H. Elliot, lieut. col.. ......... . 
W.R. Livermore, major ........ . 
Improving harbor at Block Island, 
R.I.: 
To G. H. Elliot, lieut. col.. ........ .. 
W. R. Livermore, major ........ . 
Improving harbor at Newort, R. I.: 
To G. H. Elliot, lieut. col.. ......... . 




















=== Improving harbor at Bridgeport, 
Conn.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ...... . 
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Improving harbor at Black Rock, 
Conn.: 
Improving harb"or at New Rochelle, 
N.Y.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ...... . ~~000.~ To D. C. Ho~ton, lieut. col... ..... = 1,43~.27 
Improving harbor at New Haven, 
Conn.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ...... . 
Improving harbor at Stonington, 
Conn.; 
To G. H. Elliot, lieut. col.. ......... . 
W. R. Livermore, major ....... . 
Improving harbor at S tam ford, 
Conn.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ....... 







To D. C. Houston, lieut. col......... 2, 000. 00 
Improving harbor at N or w a l k, 
Lonn.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col......... 2, 500. 00 
Improving breakwater at New 
Haven, Conn.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col. ...... .. 
Improving harbor at Buffalo, N.Y.: 
'.ro F. A. Mahan, captain .......... .. 
C. F. Palfrey, captain .......... . 
Improving harbor at Buttermilk 
Channel, N.Y.: 
To W.lVIcFarland, Iieut. col.. ..... .. 
Improving atCanarsie Bay, N.Y.: 
To W. McFarland, Iieut. col.. ...... . 








To C. F. Palfrey, captain ........ ...... 8, 369. 60 
Improving channel in Gowanus 
Bay,N. Y.: 
ToW. McFarland, lieut. col........ 7. 667.74 
Improving Gedney's Channel, 
Sandy Hook Bar, N.Y.: 
To D. C. Houston, Iieut. col.,........ 40,000.00 
W. McFarland, lieut. col.............. 102, 500. 00 
Improving harbor at Flushing B:.ty, 
N.Y.: 
To D. C. Houston, Iieut. col.. ...... . 




Improvinghat·bor at Oak Orchard, 
N.Y.: 
To F. A. Mahan, captain.............. $12,000.00 
Improving harbor at Ogdensburg, 
N.Y.: 
To M. B. Adams, major ............ . 
Improving harbor at Oswego, N. 
Y.: 
To C. F. Palfrey, captain ............ .. 
Improving harbor at Plattsburgh, 
N.Y.: 






To D. C. Houston, Iieut. col......... 9. 60 
Improving harbor at Saugerties, N. 
Y.: 
To W. McFarland,lieut. col......... 955.95 
Improving .Breakwater, Rouse's 
Point, Lake Champlain, N.Y.: 
To M. B. Adams, major ............. .. 
Improving harbor at Wilson, N.Y.: 
To F. A. Mahan, captain .......... .. 
Improving harbor at Dunkirk, N. 
Y.: 
To F. A. Mahan, captain .......... . 
Improving harbor at Olcott, N.Y.: 
To F. A. Mahan, captain ............ .. 
Improving New York Harbor, N. 
Y.: 
To W. McFarland, lieut. col.. ....... 
Improving harbor at Keyport, N. 
J.: 
To W. McFarland,lieut. col ....... .. 








To W. McFarland, lieut. col . ........ 692.75 
Survey of harbor at Atlantic City, 
N.J.: 
To H. M. Robert, lieut. col.. ..... .... 2, 500.00 
Improving harbor at Erie, Pa.: 
'.ro F. A. Mahan, captain ......... ..... 19,650.00 
C. F. Palfrey, captain.............. 567.11 
20,217.11 
Improving harbor at Marcus Hook. 
Pa.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ...... . 4, 279. 28 To H.lVI. Robert, lieut. col ........... . 14,944.10 
Improving harbor at Great Sodus 
Bay,N. Y.: 
To C. F. Palfrey, captain ........... . 
Improving harbor at Little Sodus 
Bay,N. Y.: 
To C. F. Palfrey, captain ............. .. 
Improving harbor at Mamaroneck, 
N.Y.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ...... . 
Improving Echo llarbor, New Ro-
chelle, N.Y.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ....... 
[mproving harbor at Reedy Island, 
Del.: 
4, 200. 00 To H. M. Robert, lieut. col.. ........ .. 
Improving harbor at Delaware 
Breakwater, Del.: 
662.00 To H. M. Robert, lieut. col.. ......... 
Improving harbor at Wilmington, 
Del.: 




===== Improving ice harbor at New Cas-
tle, Del.: 
200.00 To W.F.Smith,agent.................. 5,000.00 
=--= 
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Improving harbor at Annapolis, 
Md.: 
To W. P. Craig hill, lieut. col... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. P. Uraighill ...................... . 





To W. P. Craighill, lieut. col... 171,591.50 
Improving harbor at Breton Bay, 
Leonardtown, Md.: 
To S. T. Abert ............................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. T.Abert ............................ . 
Improving harbor at entrance of 
St . .Jeromes CrP-ek, Md.: 
To S. T. Abert .... . ...................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By S. T. Abert ............................ . 







To F. A. Hinman, captain............ 82,046.81 
Improving harbor at Beaufort, N. 
C.: 
To W. H. Bixby, captain ........ ..... 19,000.00 
Improving harbor at Charleston, 
S.C.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel . . .. . .. ... 106, 000. 00 
Improving harbor at Georgetown, 
S.C.: 
Improving harbor at Galveston, 
Tex.: 
To 0. H. Ernst, major ............... . 
Improving harbor of refuge, near 
Cincinnati, Ohio: 
To L. H. Beach, lieutenant ........ . 
Improving harbor at Cleveland, 
Ohio: 
To L. C. Overman, major ........ ... . 
Improving harbor at Ashtabula, 
Ohio: 
To L. C. Overman, major ............. . 




To L. C. Overman, major.............. 3, 113.07 
Improving harbor at Black River, 
Ohio: 
To L.C.Overman,major.............. 7,000.00 
Improving harbor at Fairport, Ohio: 
To L. C. Overman, major.............. 10,750.00 
Improving harbor at Sandusky 
City, Ohio: 
To L. C. Overman, major ............ .. 
Improving harbor at Toledo, Ohio: 




Improving harbor at Vermillion, 
Ohio: 
To L. C. Overman, major.............. 3, 658.68 
Improving harbor at Port Clinton; 
Ohio: 
To W.H.Bixby,captain .............. . 5, 000. 00 To L. C. Overman, major ............. . 2,000.00 
Improving harbor at Winyaw Bay, 
S.C.: 
To W. H. Bixby, captain . ....... ...... 3, 500. 00 
Improving harbor at Brunswick, 
Ga.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore. colonel............ 12, 611. 96 
Improving harbor at Savannah, 
Ga.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel............ 150,250.00 
Improving harbor at Tampa, Fla.: 
To W. M. Black, captain.............. 4, 000.00 
Improving Apalachicola Bay, Flor-
ida: 
To W. M. Black, captain ..... ...... 6, 696. 73 
R. L. Hoxie, captain..... ......... 2, 000. 00 
Improving harbor at Cedar Keys, 
Fla.: 
ToW. M. Black, captain ........... . 
Improving harbor at Key West, 
Fla.: 





Improving harbor at Pensacola, 
Fla.: 
To R. L. Hoxie, captain ............. . 
Improving harbor at Mobile, Ala.: 
To A. N. Damrell, major ........... . 
Improving Biloxi Bay, Mississippi: 
To A. N. Damrell, major ........... . 
Improving harbor at Brazos San-




Improving ice harbor at mouth of 
.l\Iuskingum River, Ohio: 
To L. H. Beach, lieutenant .......... . 
W. E. Merrill, Iieut. col.. ...... . 
Improving harbor at Michigan 
City, Ind.: 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ........ 
Improving harbor at Calumet, Ill.: 
To T. H. Hand bury, major ......... .. 
Improving harbor at Chicago, Ill.: 
To W. H. H. Benyaurrl, major .... .. 
T. H. Handbury, major .......... . 
Improving harbor at ·waukegan, 
Ill.: 
To W. L. Marshall, captain ......... . 
Improving harbor at Black Lake, 
Mich.: 












Improving harbor at Charlevoix, 
Mich.: 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ........ 
Improving harbor at Cheboygan, 
Mich.: 
To 0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel .. 
Improving harbor at Frankfort, 
Mich.: 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ... : ... 





To 0. H. Ernst, major ................ . 2, 000. 00 To D. W. Lockwood, captain.,. .... 12,900.00 
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Improving harbor of refuge, Grand 
Marias, Mich. : 
To 0. E. L. B. Davis, captain ....... . 
Steam launch or tug at harbor of 
refuge, Lake Huron, Mich.: 
To 0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel.. 
Deduct repayment: 
By O.M.Poe ................................ . 
Improving harbor of refuge, Lake 
Huron, Mich. : 
To 0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel... 
Improving harbor at Ludington, 
Mich.: 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ...... . 








To D. W. Lockwood, captain...... 1,500.00 
Improving harbor at Marquette, 
Mich.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ..... . 
Examination of Sturgeon Bay and 
Lake Michigan ship-canals: 
ToW. L. Marshall, captain ........ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. L. Marshall ...................... . 
Improving harbor at Monroe,Mich.: 
To L. C. Overman, major ........... . 
Improving harbor at Muskegon, 
Mich.: 








Improving harbor at Ontonagon, 
Mich.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ...... . 
Improving harbor at Pentwater, 
Mich.: 
To D. W. I_.ockwood, captain ..... . 
Improving harbor of refuge at Por-
tage Lake, Mich. : 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ...... 
Improving harbor at St. Joseph, 
Mich.: 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ...... 






Improving harbor at Kewaunee, 
Wis.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis ...................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. E. L. B. Davis ............•••.•.... 
Improving harbor at Kenosha, 
Wis.: 
To "\V. L. Marshall, captain .......... . 






'.roC. E. L. B. Davis, captain ........ 2, 854. 22 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. E. L. B. Davis ...... ............... 200. 00 
Improving harbor of refuge, Mil· 
waukee Bay, Wis.: 
ToW. L. Marshall, captain •••••••••.. 
Impr~_ving harbor at Milwaukee, 
~Is.: 
To W. L. Marshall, captain ........ . 




To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ... :..... ~ 250. 00 
Improving harbor at Port Washing-
ton, Wis.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ........ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. E. L. B. Davis .................... . 
Improving harbor at Racine, Wis.: 
'l'o W. L. Marshall, captain .........• 
Improving harbor at Sheboygan, 
Wis.: 






===== Improving harbor of refuge at en. 
tra1we of Sturgeon Bay Canal, 
Wis.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ........ . 
Dredging Superior Bay, Wis.: 
To C. J. Allen, major .................... . 
J. B. Quinn, captain ............... . 
Improving harbor at Eluperior Bay 





To D. W. Lockwood, captain ...... 5, 000.00 To J. B. Quinn, captain ....... ; ....... . 9,054. 30 
Improving harbor at South Haven, 
Mich.: 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ...... 
Improving harbor at White River, 
Mich.: 
To D. W. Lockwood, captain ..... . 
Improving harbor at Ahnapee, Wis.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ...... .. 
Deduct from repayment: 





Excess of repayment...... 401.39 
Improving harbor at Ashland, 
Wis.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ........ 1, 500. 00 
Improving harbor at Green Bay, 
Wis.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain .... . .. 2, 000, 00 
H. Ex. 294-19 
Improving harbor of refuge on Lake 
Pepin, Wisconsin and Minne-
sota: 
To A. McKenzie, major ................. . 
Improving harbor at Manitowoc, 
Wis.: 
To C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ........ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. E. L. B. Davis ..................... . 
Improving harbor at .Agate Bay, 
Minnesota: 
To J.B. Quinn, captain ............... . 
Improving harbor at Duluth, Minn. : 
To C. J. Allen, major ................... . 
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Improving harbor at Grand Marias, 
Minn.: 
To J. B. Quinn, captain .............. . 
Improving Humboldt Harbor and 
Bay, California. 
$9,262.50 
To A. H. Payson, captain............. 500.00 
Improving harbor at Oakland, Cal.: 
To G.II.l\Iendell, colonel. ......... 55,000.00 
Improving harbor at Redwood, 
Cal.: 
To G. Ii. Mendell, col<>nel............ 5, 500.00 
Irnproving harbor at Wilmington, 
Cal.: 
To W. H. H. Benyaurd, major ...... 12,000.00 
G. H. Mendell, colonel... ... ,..... 1, 000. 00 
Sun·eyofSan Diego, Newport and 
San Luis Obispo Harbors, Cali-
fornia: 
13,000.00 
'ro W.JI.H.Benyaurd,major...... 3,000.00 
G. H. Mendell, colonel.... ........ 2, 000.00 
Survey of San Francisco Harbor, 
San Pablo and Suisun Bays, 
1Straitof Carquinez and mouths 
of San Joaquin and Sacramento 
Rivers , California: 
•ro G. H. Mendell, colonel. ....... .. 
Improving Yaq•J.ina Bay, Oregon: 
1.'o C. F. Powell, captain ..... .. ... . .. 
Improving entrance to Coos Bay 
and Harbor, Oregon: 






Improving l\Ioosabec Bar at Jones-
port, Me.: 
To J. A. Smith, major ........ .. ........ . 
Improving Lubec Channel, Me. : 
'l'o J. A. Smith, major .. ....... .. ....... . 
Improving Narragaugus River, 
1\Ic.: 
To J. A. Smith, major .................. . 
Improving· Penobscot River, Me.: 
To J. A. Smith, major .................. . 
Improving Saco River, J.\IIe.: 






===== Improving Cocheco River, N.H.: 
'l'o J.A.Smith,major ................. .. 3, 853.37 
Improving Ipswich River, Mass.: 
'l'o G. L. Gillespie, major ....... ..... . 2,491. 40 
Improving Taunton River, Mass.: 
Improving Providence River and 
Narragansett Bay, R.I.: 
To G. H. Elliot, Iieut. col.. ......... . 




Improving \Varren River, R.I.: 
To G. H. Elliot, Iieut. col............ 25. 00 
\V. R. Livermore, major........ 53.50 
Removing Green Jacket Shoal, 
Providence River, R.I.: 
•_ro G. H. Elliot, lieut. col.. ......... . Vv. R. Livermore, major ....... . 
Improving Connecticut River, Con-
necticut: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col ....... .. 
Improving Connecticut River be-
tween Hartford and Holyoke: 
To D. C. Houston, Iieut. col. ........ . 
Improving Housatonic River, Con-
necticut: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col.. ....... . 
Improving Thames River, Conn.: 
•_ro D. 0. Houston, lieut. col.. ...... . 
Removing obstructions in East 
River and Hell Gate, N.Y.: 
To D. C. Houston, lieut. col ........ . 
W. McFarland, lieut. col.. ... .. . 
Improving East Chester Creek, 
N.Y.: 
To D. C. Houston, Iieut. col ....... .. 
Improving Harlem River, N.Y.: 
To \Y. McFarland, Iieut. col. ....... . 
Improving Hudson River, N.Y.: 
ToW. McFarland, lieut. col.. ...... . 
Improving Newtown Creek, N.Y.: 
ToW. McFarland, lieut. col.. ...... . 
Improving Narrows at Lake Cham-
plain, N.Y. and Vt.: 
'ro J.\11. B. Adams. major .............. . 
Improving Ticonderoga River,N. Y: 
•_ro M. B. Adams, major .............. . 
Improving channel between Staten 
lsland and New Jersey, N. Y. 
and N.J.: 
ToW. McFarland, Iieut. col ....... .. 



















'l'o G. H. Elliot, Ii eut. col.. .... ..... . 
W. R. Livermore, major ........ . 10,600.00 1.'o W. P. Smith................... ......... 278.50 5,109.28 == 
Improving Elizabeth River,N .. J.: 
15,709.28 To \V. McFarland, lieut. col......... 300.00 
Improving Pawcatuck River, R.I.:--- --
To G. H. Elliot, lieut. col............ 175.00 
\V. R. Livermore, major......... 4, 773. 40 
Improving Passaic River, N. J.: 
ToW. McFarland, lieut. col......... G, 572.82 
Improving Rahway River, N.J.: 
4, 948.40 •_ro W. McFarland, lieut. col....... .. 100.00 
============== Improving Pawtucket River, R.I.: Improving Raritan River, N.J.: 
To G. H. Elliot, lieut. col... ....... -
W. R. Livermore, major ........ .. 300.00 To D. C. Houston, Iieut. coL ..... .. 150.00 2,955.00 6, 571.00 W. ].v.lcFarbmd1lieut. col.. ..... .. 
6,871.00 3,105.00 
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lmprovingUrbanaCreek,Va.: Improving Shrewsbury River,N.J.: 
To G. JHcC. Derby, lieutenant ...... . $3, 000. 00 To S. T. Abert ............................. . $28.59 
Improving South River, N.J.: 
'l'o G. McC" Derby, lieutenant ..... 
Improving Delaware River, Pa. 
and N.J.: 
500.00 
To II. M. H.obert,lieut. col.......... 129,000.00 
Improving Allegheny River, Pa.: 
To L. H. Beach, lieutenant.......... 23, 000. 00 
\V. E. Merrill, lieut. col ..... ... 1, 500. 00 
Dam at Herr's Island, Allegheny 
TUver, near Pittsburgh, Pa.: 
To W. E. Merrill, lieut. col.. ..... .. 
Improving Monongahela River, 
l'a. and W.Va.: 
'I'o W. ]:ij, Merrill, lieut. col.. ...... . 
Improving Schuylkill River, Pa.: 
'I'o II. :M. Robert, lieut. col.. ....... . 
lmproviug Nanticoke River, Del.: 
'I'o \V. F. Smith .......................... . 
Improving St. Jones River, Del.: 
'l'o \V. F. Smith ............................ . 
Improviug Choptank River, Md.: 








Improving York River, Va.: 
To S. 'I', Abert. .......................... .. 
Improving Dan River, Va., and 
N.C.: 
16,100.00 
To S. T. Abert ................. _............ 11,670.97 
Improving North Landing River, 
Va. and N.C.: 
To F. A. Hinman, captain ... ;....... 40.00 
Deduct frOJu repayment: 
By F. A. Hinman........................ 2, 160. G9 
Excess of repayme11.t.. .... 
Improving New Hiver, Va. and Vv. 
Va.: 
ToW. P. Craig hill, licut. col.. ....... 
Improving Buckhannon River, '\V. 
Va.: 
To J. C. Post, major .... : .............. .. 
Imptoving Guyandotte River, '\V. 
Va.: 
To J. C. Post, major .................... .. 






To W. P. Craighill, lieut. col........ 112,500.00 
Improving Little Kauawha Hivcr, 
\V.Va.: Improving Corsica Creek, 1\!d.: 
To \V. F. Stuith ........... . .............. .. . 10, 278. 76 To J. C. Post, major .................. .. 11,875.00 
Improving ~I[ on on gahela River, 
\V.Va.: 
Rebuilding piers at Battery Island, 
Chesapeake Bay, Md. : 
To W. P. Craigllill, Iieut. col ....... 17,275.00 To w. E. lVIcrrill,lieut. col. ........ 3, 387.00 
Impro\:ing Susquehanna River 
near Havre de Grace, 1\id.: 
To W. F. SmiLh ........................ .. 
\Vaienvay from Chincoteague Bay 
to Indian River Bay, Va., Md., 
and Del.: • 
To \V. F. Smith ....................... ~ ... 
Improving Potomac River: 
G,419.07 
750.00 
'ToP. C. Hains, major.................. 268,000.00 
Improving Potomac River at. 
Mount Vernon, Va.: 
To S. '1'. Abert.............................. . 57.14 
Improving Appomattox River, Va.: 
Improving Big Sandy RiYer, IV. 
Va. and Ky.: 
To J. C. Post, nutjor ................... .. 
Improving water way between 
New Berne and Beaufort, N.C. 
To W. H. Bixby, captain ............ .. 
Improving water way between 
Beaufort Harbor and New 
River, N.C.: 
To W. II. Bixby, captain .......... .. 
ImproYingBlackHiver, N.C.: 
ToW. II. Bixby, NorLh Carolina .. 
Improving Cape Fear River, N.C. 
21,000.00 
2, 200.00 
1, 1)00. 00 
2,000.00 
'To F. A. Iliuman, captain ......... . 18,720.00 To W. H. Bixby, mtptain ........... . !l8, !l48. 70 
Improving Chickahominy River,== == 
Va.: 
To S. 'I'. Abert.............................. 1. 000.00 
Improving James River, Va.: 
To vV. P. Craighill, lieutenant-
colonel. ................................... .. 36,500.00 
Improving Mataponi River, Va.: 
To S. 'l'. Abert.............................. 5, 102. 20 
Improving Neabsco Creek, Va.: 
To S. T. Abert.............................. 57.27 
Improving Pamunkey River, Va.: 
To 8. T. Abert.............................. 4, 756. 39 
Improving Rappahannock River, 
Va.: 
To S. T. Abert.............................. 15, 245. 26 
Improving Staunton River, Va.: 
'J.'o S, 'l', Aber~ ..... , ......... ., ......... .,.. 8, 065.21 
~== 
ImprovingCoutentnia Creek, N.C. 
'l'o W. H. Bixby, captain........ ...... 9, !lOO. 00 
Improving Currituck Sound and 
North l{ivcr Bar, N.C.: 
To F. A. Hinman, captain........... 5,000.00 
Improving French Broad River, 
N.C.: 
'To S. 'I'. Abert ........................... . 150.77 
Improving Neuse River, N.C.: 
To'\V. H. Bixby, captain.............. 21,100.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By \V.II. Bixby........................... 3.00 
21,097.00 
Improving New River, N.C.: 
To W.H. Bixby, captain............ 1,500.00 
Improving Roanoke River, N.C.: 
To S, 'r. Abert .. ,., ... , .. ,.,,,.., .. ,.,.,. 10,200.24 
;;;;;;;=;;;;;:;;~ 
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Improving Pamlico and Tar Rivers, 
N.C.: 
Improvin2' Peas Creek, Fla.: 
To W. M. Black, lieutenant.. ....... 
To W. H. Bixby, captain ........... . $5,000.00 === 
Improving Tr.,nt River, N.C.: 
ToW. H. Bixby, captain............ 3,300.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. H. Bixby........................... 13.50 
3, 286.50 
Improving Yadkin River, N.C.: 
ToW. H. Bixby, captain............ 9,800.00 
1:<'. A. Hinman, captain ...... :.. 180.60 
9, 980.60 
Improving Edisto River, S.C.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel............ 3, 280.67 
Improving Salkahatchie River, 
S.C.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel .......... . 
Improving Congaree River, S.C.: 
To W.H.Bixby,captain ............. .. 
Improving Santee River, S.C.: 
To W. H. Bixby, captain .............. . 
IJLproving Great Pee Dee River, 
S.C.: 
To ,oV. H. Bixby, captain .......... ., .. 
Improving Waccemaw River, S.C.: 
'l'o W.H.Bixby,captain ............ .. 
Improving Wateree River,S. C.: 
'.ro W. H. Bixby, captain .............. . 
Improving Altamaba River, Ga.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel.. ........ . 
Improving Chattahoochee Rivet·, 
Ga. and Ala.: 
ToR. L. Hoxie, captain ............... . 
Improving Coosa, River, Ga. and 
Ala.: 
To R. L. Hoxie, captain ............... . 
Improving Cumberland Sound, Ga. 
and Fla.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel ......... .. 
Improving Ocmulgee River, Ga.: 
To R. L. Hoxie, captain ............ , .. . 
Improving Oconee River, Ga.: 
To R.L.Hoxie,captain ........... : ... .. 
Improving Rom ley Marsh, Ga.: 
To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel.. .......... 
Improving Flint River, Ga.: 
To R. L. Hoxie, captain ................ . 















To Q. A. Gillmore, colonel........... 15, 235.15 
Improving Apalachicola River, 
Fla.: 
To W.M. Black, lieutenant ........ . 
Improving Caloosahatchee River, 
Fla.: 
ToW. M. Black, lieutenant ....... .. 
Improving Choctawhatchee River, 
Fla. and Ala.: 
ToR. L. Hoxie, captain .............. . 
Improving Escambia and Conecuh 
Rivers, Fla. and Ala.: 






Improving Manatee and Peas 
Rivers, Fla. : 
To W. M. Black, lieutenant ......... 
Improving La Grange Bayou, Fla.: 
ToR. L. Hoxie, captain ............. .. 
Improving St. John's River, Fla.: 
4,000.00 
1,000.00 
To ,oV, M. Black, lieutenant......... 49,490. 36 
Improving Suwanee River, Fla.: 
To 'V. M. Black, lieutenant......... 4,051.40 
Improving Vol usia Bar, Fla.: 
To ,V", .IYI. Black, lieutenant......... 7, 659.74 
Improving Withlacooche River, 
Fla.: 
ToW. M. Black, lieutenant ........ 
Improving Alabama River, Ala.: 
To R. L. Hoxie, captain ............. . 
Improving Black Warrior Rh•er, 
Ala.: 
To A. M. Damrell, major ........... . 
Improving Cahawba River, Ala.: 
'.ro R.I ... Hoxie, captain .............. . 
Improving '.rallapoosa River, Ala.: 
To R. L. Hoxie, captain ............. .. 
Improving Big Black River, Miss.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ........... .. 
Improving Big SJ.Inflower River, 
Miss.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ............. . 
Improving Warrior aud Tombig-
bee Rivers, Ala. and Miss.: 
To A. N. Damrell, major ............ . 
Improving Noxubee River, Miss.: 
'l'o A. N. Damrell, major ............ .. 











To A. N. Damrell, major.............. 1, 900.00 
Improving Steele's Bayou, Mi'!s.: 
To J.H. 'Villard, captain .......... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. H. Willard .......................... . 





ToW. H. Heuer, major ............... 5, 000.00 
Improving Pearl River, Miss.: 
To A. N. Damrell, major.............. 13, 599. 20 
Improving Tchula Lake, 1\Iiss.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ............ .. 
Improving Tallahatc hie River, 
l'I:Iiss.: 
To J. H. \Vlllard, captain .......... .. 
Improving Yazoo River, Miss.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ........... . 
ImprovingYallabushaRiver,Miss.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
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Improving Amite River, La.: 
ToW. H. Heuer, major............... $2;000.00 
Improving Bayou Black, La. : 
By W. H. Heuer............ $289.31 
Improving Bayou Bceuf, La. : 
To J. H. Willard,captaia............ 2,500.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. I-I. Willard.......................... 2,400.00 
lmpt·oving Bayou d' Arbonne, La.: 
To J. H. Willard,captain ........... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. II. Willard .... ..................... . 
Improving Bayou Courtableau,La.: 
ToW. H. Heuer, major ..........•...• 
lmproviug Bayou La Fourche, La.: 
By W. H. Heuer........... $79.61 






ToW. H. Heuer,major .............. . =~700.00 
lruprm.-ing Bayou Terre Bonne, La. : 
ToW. H. 1-Ieur,major................. 8,000.00 
=== 
Improving Calcasieu River and 
Pass, La.: 
ToW. H. Heuer, major .............. . 5,000.00 
==== 
Improving Cane River, La. : 
To J. H. Willard,captain .......... .. 
Improving Cypress Bayou, La. and 
Tex.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ........... . 
Improving Loggy Bayou, Lake Bis-
tenau, and the Dorcheat, J.a. : 
To J. H. Willard, captain ............. . 
Improving Tensas River, La.: 
'.ro J. I-I. Willard, captain ............. . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. H. Willard ..................... ..... . 
Improving Tickfaw River, La.: 








Improving Tchefuncte River, La.: = ==== 
To W.H.Heuet·,major .............. . 
Improving Bayou Bartholomew, 
La. and Ark.: 
2,500.00 
To J. H. Willard, captain...... ...... 5, 018.68 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. I-I. Willard................ ........... 1, 800.00 
ImprovingRedRiver,La.andArk.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain .... ... . ..... . 
Improving mouth of Brazos Rivet·, 
Tex.: 




Improving Buffalo Bayou, Tex.: 
To 0. H. Ernst, major.................... 8, 750.00 
~~
Improving Aransas Pass and Bay, 
'.rex.: 
To 0. H. Ernst, major .................. 6, 250.00 
Deduct repayment: 
By S.l\1:. Mansfield . ........ .. ............ 3. 61 
Improving Passo Cavallo, Tex.: 
To 0. H. Ernst, major .......•. ......... $10,000.00 
_____ _,_.....-=::::: 
Improving ship channel in Gal-
veston Bay, Tex.: 
To 0. H. Ernst, major ................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By 0. H. Ernst ............................. . 
Improving Sabine Pass, Tex. : 
ToW. I-I. Heuer, major ............... . 
Improving Arkansas River, Ark.: 
To H. S. Taber, captain ............... .. 
Improving L' Anguille River, Ark.: 








Improving LeFevre River, Ark.: 
To H. S. Taber, captain ............... . 
Improving Ouachita. River, Ark. 
and La.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ........... . 
Improving Little Red River, Ark.: 
4,500.00 
17,592.06 
To H. S. Taber, captain............... 400.00 
Improving Petit Jean River, Ark.: 
To H. S. Taber, captain ............... 3, 500.00 
Improving Red River above Ful-
ton, Ark.: 
To H. S. Taber, captain ............... 3, 700.00 
Improving White River, Ark. : 
To H. S. Taber, captain ............... . 
Removinglobstructions in Arkansas 
River, Ark. and Kans.: 
To.H. S. Taber, captain .............. . 
Improving St. Francis River, Ark. 
and Mo.: 





Improving Black River, Ark. and 
Mo.: 
To H. S. Taber, captain ............. . 
Improving Big Hatchee River, 
Tenn.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain .......... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. H. Willard ........................ .. 
Improving Tennessee River below 






To J. W. Barlow,lieut. col......... 165,000.00 
==-== Improving '.rennessee River above 
Chattanooga, Tenn. : 
To J. W. Barlow, lieut. col. ....... . 
Improving South Forked Deer 
River, Tenn.: 
To J. H. Willard, captain ........... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. H. Willard ........................ .. . 
Improving Caney Fo1·k River, 
Tenn.: 






------ Improving Clinch River, Tenn.: 
6, 246.39 To J. W. Barlow, lieut. col. ........ . 1,500.00 
=====-== 
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Improving Cumberland River 
above Nashville, Tenn.: 
To J. W. Barlow,lieut. col......... $8,000.00 
Improving Cumberland River be-
low Nashville, Tenn.: 
To J. W. Barlow, lieut. col.. ....... _~ 000.00 
Improving French Broad River, 
Tenn.: 
To J. W. Barlow, lieut. col. ......... 2,000.00 
==== 
lm proving Hiawassee River, Tenn.: 
To J. W. Barlow, lieut. col......... 2,500.00 
======~ 
Improving South Fork of Cumber-
land lUver, Ky.: 
To J. W. Barlow, lieuL. col.. ....... . 
Improving Kentucky River, Ky.: 
To J. C. Post, major .................... . 






To J. C. Post, maj<;>r ..................... ====2=-,_o-=oo=.=oo= 
Improving Ohio River at Louisville, 
Ky.: 
To A. Stickney, majo1· ................ .. 80,000.00 
==== Improving Gasconade River, Mo.: 
To A.M. Miller, major ............... .. 5,380. 61 
==== Improving Osage River, Mo. and 
and Kans.: 
To A.M. Miller, major ............... .. 4,500.00 
==== Improving Ohio River, Ohio: 
To L. H. Beach. lieutenant ........ .. 
W. E. Merrill, lieut. col. ....... .. 
A.Stickney, major ............... .. 
Improving Muskingum River, Ohio: 
To W. E. Merrill, lient, col.. ....... 
Improving White River, Ind.: 
'.fo A. Stickney, major ................. . 
Improving Wabash River, Ind. and 
Ill,: 
To A. Stickney, major . ............... .. 
Improving Illinois River, Ill. : 
To W. H. H. Benyaurd, major ... . 
T. H. Hand bury, major ........ .. 
Improving Calumet River, Ill. and 
Ind.: 
ToT. H. Handbury, major ........ .. 
l<.:xaminations of Illinois and Mich-
igan and Hennepin Canals: 
To J. U. Post, captain ................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. C. Post .............................. .. 
Improving Deh·oit River, .Mich.: 
'.fo 0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel... 
Improving Grand River, Mich.: 
'.fo D. W. Lockwood, captain ...... 
Improving St. Clair Flats Canal, 
Mich.: 


















Improving Hay Lake Channel, 
Sa_nlt Rainte Marie Hiver, 
1\itch.: 
To 0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel.. 
Improving Saint Mary's River and 
Saint l\Iary's Falls Canal, 
Mich.: 
By 0. M. Poe................. $lti2.31 
Improving St. Ma1·y's River, Mich.: 
$55,000.00 
'l'o 0. l\I. Poe, lieutenant-colonel.. 47,000.00 
==-====: 
Improving Saginaw River, Mich.: 
To 0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel.. 19,000.00 
Examination of Portage Lake and 
Lake Superior Ship-Canals: 
To C. J. Allen, major.................... 4, 900.00 
======= 
Improving Fox and Wisconsin 
Rivers, Wis.: 
To \V, L. Marshall, captain ............ = 54,000.W 
Improving Chippewa River, \Vis.: 
To C. J. Allen, major .................. .. 
Improving Fox River, Wis.: 
ToW. L. Marshall, captain ...... .. 
Improving St. Croix River, Wis. 
and Minn.: 
To C. J. Allen, major ................ .. 
Improving Red River of the North, 
Minn. and Dak.: 
To C. J. Allen, major .................. . 
Improving Yellowstone River, 





To U. B. Sears, captain................. 2, 750.00 
== 
Improving Mississippi River: 
'l'o board of Mississippi levee 
commissioners ................... . 
D. C. Kingman, captain ....... .. 
S. S. Leach, cnptain ............. . 
J·. L. Lusk, lieutenant .......... .. 
W. T. Russell, captain .......... .. 
C. W. Raymond, major ........ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. G. D. Knight........ $6.00 
S. S. Leach ............... 10, 000.00 
Improving Upper MississippiRiver: 
To A. Mackenzie, major ............. . 
Removing obstructions in the Mis-
sissippi River: 
To A . .M. Miller, major .............. .. 
Improving Mississippi River from 
St. Paul to Des Moines Rapids. 












To J. Eveleth............................... 500.00 
A. Mackenzie, major.............. 148,000.00 
Dry Dock ~t Des Moines Rapids 
Canal, Mississippi River: 
To A. Mackenzie, major ............ .. 
Gauging the waters of the Lower 
Mississippi River and its tribu· 
taries: 
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Improving Des Moines Rapids, 1\Iis· 
sissippi Hiver, Iowa, lll.: 
To A. Mackenzie, major ............. . 
Improving Sacramento and 
Feather Rivers, Cal.: 
$8,000.00 To A. H. Payson, captain......... .... $5G, 000.00 
Improving Mississippi River from 
Des Moines Hapids to mouth of 
Illinois River, Ul. and Mo.: 
To E. H. Rufl'ner, captain............ .90, 000. 00 
Improving Mississippi River be-
tween mouths of Ohio and Illi-
nois Rivers, Ill. and Mo.: 
To 0. II. Ernst, major.................. 105,000.00 
A.M. Miller, mfljor ... ......... ..... 89,018.50 
194,018.50 
Deduct repayment: 
By 0. lL Ernst............................. .10 
Reservoirs at headwaterE' oft he Mis-
sissippi River: 
'fo C .. J. Alleu, major .................. . 
Examinations and surveysatl:louth 
Pass, Mississippi River: 
To ,V, II. Heuer, major ............ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By ,V, H. Heuer .......................... . 
Constructing jetties and other 
works, South Pass, Mississippi 
River: 
To J. B. Eads .............................. . 
S·~~vey o\ M~~sissippi River.: 
lo D. U. Kmgman, captmn ....... .. 
S. S. Leach, capto,in ............. .. 
T. 'l'urtle, captain .................. . 











Improving mouth of the Columbia 
River, Oregon and Wash.: 
To C. 1''. Powell, captain ............ .. 36,200.00 
I ====~-=-=-=-= 
Improving Columbia River at Cas-
cades, Oregon: 
To \V. A. Jones, major ................ .. 
C. F. Powell, captain .............. . 
Western Union Telegraph Co. 
Improving· Upper Columbia River, 
Oregon: 
To vV.A.Jones,major ................. . 
Jmpl"Oving Upper Columbia and 
Snake Rivers, Oregon and 
vVash.: 
ToW. A. Jones, major ............ : ... .. 
I1riproving Columbia anrl Lower 
'Villamette Rivers below Port-
land, Oregon: 
ToW. A. Jones. major ................ .. 











'.ro vVestern Union Telegt·aph Co. 1. 47 
Improving "\Villamette River above 
Portland, Oregon: 





2l.G06.50 Improving Coquille River, Oregon: 
Mi!lsissippi River Commission: 
To T. '£urtle, captain .................. . 4.05 
Deduct ft·om repayments: 
lly T. Turtle................. $13.50 
WarDepartment...... 6.50 
To C. F. Powell, captain ............... . 
Gauging the waters ofthe Columbia 
River, Oregon: 
To C. F. Powell, captain .............. . 
16,250.00 
865.00 
13.00 Improving Chehalis River, Wash.: 
------ To C. F. Powell, captain .............. . 600.00 
Excess of repayments....... 8. 95 
Survey of the Missouri River from 
its mouth to Fort Benton,Mont.: 
To F. A. Binghmn, lieutenant ...... 
Improving Missouri River from its 
mouth to Sioux City, Iowa: 
To '1'. A. Bingham, lieutenant ..... . 
W. R. Livennore, major ......... ' 
C. R. Suter, major ................... . 
Improving Missouri River from 
Sioux City to Fort Benton, 
Mont.; 
To C. B. Sears, captain ................ .. 
Removing obstructions in the Mis-
souri River: 
To A.M. Miller, major ................ .. 
Improving Moke\umne River, Cal.: 
•'£o A. H. Payson, captain ............. . 
Improving Petaluma Creek, Cal.: 
To A. H. Payson, captain .......... .. 
Improving San JoaquinRiver,Cal.: 











Improving Cowlitz River, "\Vash.: 
'.roW. A. Jones, major................. 2,000.00 
Improving Skagit, Steilaquamish, 
Nootsaek, Snohomish, and Sno-
qualmie River, Wash.: 
To C. F. Powell, captafn ...... ......... 7, 300. 00 
Examinations and surveys on the 
Pacific coast : 
By G. II. Mendell........... $3.68 
Survey of Northern and North-
western Lakes 1886 : 
To J. Evl':leth .............................. . 
Survey of Northern and North-
western Lakes 1886: 
458.91 
To J. Eveleth.............................. 1, 000.00 
0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel.. 1, 000.00 
Examinations, surveys, and con tin .. 
gencies, rivers and harbors: 
To M. B. Adams, major ............. .. 
C .• T. Allen, major ................... . 
S. T. Abert ............................. . 
W. M. Black, lieutenant.. ..... .. 
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Examinations, surveys, and contin-
gencies, rivers and harbors-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To ·w. H. H. Henyaurd,.major ..... . 
W. H. Bixby, captain ............. . 
L. H. Beach, lieutenant ......... .. 
·w. P. Craighill, lieut. col ....... . 
C. E. L. B. Davis, captain ........ . 
A. N. Damrell, major ............. . 
J.Evelith ............................... . 
G. H .. Elliot, lieut. col.. ......... . 
0. H. Ernst, major ................. . 
Q. A. Gillmore, colonel ........ . 
G. L. Gillespie, lieut. col.. ...... . 
li'. A. Hinman, captain ........... . 
W. H. Heuer, major .............. . 
R. L. Hoxie, captain .............. . 
'l'. H. Handbury, major ........ . 
W. R. Livermore, major ........ . 
A. Mackenzie, major ............. . 
A. M. Miller, maior ................ . 
W. E. Merrill, lieut. col.. ........ . 
L. C. Overman, major ............ .. 
C. F. Powell, captain ............ .. 
J. C. Post, major .................... . 
0. M. Poe, lieutenant-colonel.. 
A. H. Payson, captain .......... . 
J. A. Smith, major ................. .. 
\V. F. Smith .......................... . 
C. B. Sears, captain ............... . 
H. B. Taber, captain .............. . 
J. H. Willard, captain ............ . 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. E. L. B. D!l-vis........ $11. 00 
F. A. Hinman......... 2.12 
W. H. Heuer........... 435.16 
A. II. Payson........... . 50 
Removing sunken vessels or craft 
obstructing or endangering 
navigation : 
To S. T. Abert ........................... .. 
W. 1\L Black, lieutenant ....... . 
W, H. Bixby, captain ............. . 
\V. P. Craig·hill, Iieut. col.. ... . 
D. C. Houston, lieut. col ....... . 
F. A. Hinman, captain .......... . 
W. H. Heuer, major .............. . 
G. H. Mendell, lieut. col. ...... . 
H. M. Roberts, lieut. col.. .... .. 
W. F. Smith .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. H. Bixby..... ..... $268. 02 
F. A. Hinman......... 184.20 
G. H. Mendell......... 2, 610. 08 
Operating and care of canals and 
other works of navigation: 
To L. H. Beach, lieut. col .......... .. 
W. P. Craighill, lieut. col .... .. 
vV. L. Marshall, captain ........ . 
A. McKenzie, major .......... .. 
W. E. Merrill, lieut. col.. ...... . 
J. C. Post, captain ................ .. 
0. M. Poe,lieut. col.. .... ' ....... . 
























































By A. Stickney............................. 5. 00 
238,3i3. 60 
Damages by improvement of the 
Fox and 'Visconsin Rivers: 
ToP. Armand ............................ .. 
G. Allonson ......................... . 
M. Aukland .......................... . 
J. D. Bud (should be Bull) .... . 
F. Bandt .............................. . 
F. Brick ................................ . 
J. O.Borst ............................ . 
A.Behm ............................... . 
G. H. Behm .......................... . 
Amos C. Brown and Lucy 
Brown ................................ . 
A. A. Bugh ............................ . 
fl.Basing .............................. . 
M., T. & F. Bohrner .............. . 
,V. Clements .......................... . 
M. Clary ................................ . 
Helen B. Chapman ................ . 
D. Cushing ........................... .. 
J.Cushing· ............................ .. 
W.Cushing ............................ . 
C. Cavanaugh ...................... .. 
F. Chamberlain ................... .. 
Juliana Countryman ............. . 
Harriet B. Cramer .................. . 
J.Durick ............................ .. 
O.Dempsey .......................... . 
T.J.Dewey ............................ . 
N.M. Dobson ......................... . 
L.H.Eaton ............................ . 
G. Ehrlich ......................... .. 
W.R.&J.M.Edwards .......... . 
R. Edwards ............................ . 
H.Esmer .............................. .. 
D. Evans ................................ . 
A. Frederickson ................... .. 
A.Frohne ............................. . 
II. Floyd ................................ . 
W.Fuchs ............................... . 
I. Fitch and D. W. C. Palmeter 
Caroline Fuller ..................... . 
H. Falbe or Phelps ................ . 
W.J.Frank .......................... . 
P. Gratton (true name Grat-
ten) .................................... . 
W.Geary .............................. .. 
J. Guderski: ........................... . 
M.Glynn ............................... . 
W.Gordon ............................ .. 
William Geary ...................... . 
P. Hussey ............................. . 
Patrick IIayes ...... ._ ............... . 
Martha llanson ...................... . 
W. !-lorton ............................. . 
J. Hursley,F. Radtkin,a.nd :Y.i:. 
Radtkin ........................... .. 
S. A. Hake ...................... - ..... . 
Julia Hopp ............................ . 
J. M. Hodgkins and S.C. Hall 
F. B. Hawes .......................... . 
W.Hartwig .......................... . 
F. llault ................................ . 
W. H. Jenkins ...................... .. 
Kate Jenkins ....................... . 
F.Jewson ............................. . 
R. Jewson ............................. . 
S.Y.Judd ............................. . 
.J.Jones ................................ : 
.T. M. Kid (true name Kiel) .. . 
J.Karon ................................ . 
L.ICrauz ............................... . 
D. T. ICissam ........................ . 
J.J.K.een ............................. . 
L. ICenn1an ............................ . 
C. H. Kempley ...................... . 
A.Kewitz ............................. . 
J.Liebig ............................... .. 
E. Lambricht ......................... . 
J.Larson .............................. .. 
J.Lynch .............................. . 
E. Liebenhauer ................... .. 
D. E. Lewis ............................ . 
'I'. 1vV. Lewis .......................... . 
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Damages by improvement of the 
Fox and Wisconsin Rivers-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To H. Lynch ............................. .. 
G. Liebenhauer ................... .. 
Mary A. Leach ...................... . 
G. H. Mansur ......................... . 
C. Miller ............................... . 
~- S. McDonald ...................... . 
M.Matz ................................ . 
E.Mueller ............................. . 
.J. Michaels ........................... .. 
A. McKittrick ....................... . 
W. McClelland ...................... . 
~-McClelland ....................... . 
W . .J. Middleton .................... . 
F. Marion (should be Mar-
vin) ................. .................... . 
Mrs. T. W. Marsh ................ . 
LeDosMaxon ................. .' ..... . 
J. Melodzck .......................... . 
E. McCafferey and A. Waldo .. 
C. Metcalf ............................. . 
Elizabeth Morris ............ ....... . 
J. and R. Mee and F_ A. Ken-
dall .................................... . 
C. C. Mathers ......................... . 
H. and E. McNutt and .A. 
Waldo ................................ . 
J. H. Merritt ........................ . 
J. McKnab ............................ . 
S. Neff .................................. . 
E. Owens .............................. .. 
E. Payne ............................... . 
A. D. Page ............................ . 
J. II. Porter .......................... . 
W.Page ................................ . 
A.D. Payne .......................... . 
C. A. Peck ......... ............... ..... . 
E. H. Payne and Sarah E. 
Rigley ................................ . 
A. E. & M. J. Page ................ . 
L. Phoenix ........................... .. 
I. Pickering .......................... . 
Jane Pickering ................... . 
S. A. Pease ........................... .. 
George J. Pumpelly ............. . 
A. G. Ruggles ....................... . 
R. J. Raddick ....................... . 
A. Rumpler and A. Zelmer .. . 
J. Rude ................................. .. 
G. Raasch ooOoO o 'OOoOOOoo ............. . 
J. Rodger ............................. . 
H. W. Rockafellow .............. . 
WilhelminaRetz .................. . 
T. Spaulding ......................... . 
E. P. & W. Sill ...................... . 
W. Sill ................................... . 
J. Strobe .............................. .. 
J. A. Sanford ......................... . 
J. F. Seymour ....................... . 
W. M. Sinclair ........ ' ......... ...... . 
C. Spoor ................................ . 
A. Swanke ............................ . 
W.Spooner .......................... . 
H. Stedman .......................... . 
F. H. Smith, E. H. Payne, and 
H. D. Sn1ith ...... ................. . 
W.Stewart .......................... . 
V.S.Sawinski. ...................... . 
A. Seaman ............................ . 
L.R.Slade ............................. . 
M.Spain ............... ................. . 
Thomas J. Thomas .............. . 
M.Tinde ............................. . 
C. Temple ..... ...... .................. . 
H. Tal be and F. Retz .......... .. 
E. & G. Teske ....................... . 
A. Walker ............................. . 
F. Walker ............................. . 
J.B.Wyso ............................. . 
A. W. &T. Whitson ............... .. 
R.Weir ................................. .. 














































































Damages by improvement of the 
Fox and Wisconsin Rivers-
Continued. 
Brought forward.............. $129, 819.41 
To A.Zulk................................... 108.63 
F. Zuilki ........................... ... 108.54 





By Treasurer United States ......... 
129,403.10 
Observation and report of storms, 
1883 and prior years: 
To J. H. Edson............................. 10.00 




Observation and report of storms, 
1884, and prior years: 
By S.M. Mills .............. . 
L. E. Sebree .......... . 
War Department .... . 






Observation arrd report of storms, 
1885: 
To F. B. Jones, captain ............. . 
W. Lofton ............................. . 
Deduct from repayment: 





Excess ofrepaynwnt ........ ===-::6=, 34=4=.1=2 
Observation and report of storms, 
1886: 
ToP. Blake ................................ . 
J. T. Ethridge ....................... . 
F. B. Jones, captain .............. . 
W. H. Purnell ....................... . 
Public Printer ...................... .. 
T. J. Southerland ................. . 
J. White ............................... . 
J. A. White ........................... . 
War Department ................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By F. B. Jones............... $24.84 
WarDepartment ... ,. 14.00 














To F. B. Jones, captain.............. 259,330.00 
War Department.................... 6. 69 
Deduct repayment: 
By F. B. Jones ............................. . 
Observations and explorations in 
the Arctic Seas: 
To F. J. Hurstell ......................... . 
F. B. Jones, captain .............. . 









By F. B. Jones-··················-·..... 49.95 
227.65 
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Expenses of military convicts, 188G: 
To Kansas State Penitentiary .... . 
Minnesota State Prison ........ . 
Oregon State Penitentiary .... .. 
Expenses of military convicts, 1887: 
To Kansas Stale Penitentiary .... . 
Minnesota St8te Prison ........ . 
Oregon State Penitentiary .... . 
Support of military prison, Fort 
Leavenworth, Kans., 1886: 
By A. P. Blunt ............... $5,285.80 
Support of military prison at Fort 
Leavenworth, Kans.: 
To A.P.Blunt,captain ................ . 
ConRtruction, maintenance, andre-
pait· of military telegraph lines, 
1883 and prior years: 
To .T. ~IcNicoll ........................... .. 
E. W. Woodrufr ..................... .. 
Main tenaucc and repair of military 
telegraph lines, 1884 and prior 
years: 
By Atchison, 'ropcka 
andSantaFeR.R. 
Co........................ $3.00 
S. Wheaton.............. 6. 90 
9.90 
1\faintenance and repair of military 
telegraph lines, 18.85: 
By F. B . .Jones............. $458.93 
vVar Department..... .48 
459.41 
Maintenance and repair of military 
telegraph lines, 1886: 
To .J. 0. Green, lieutenant ......... .. 
F. B. Jones, captain ................ . 
• J. J. 0 Conneli, lieutenant .... .. 
B.S. Wever, lieutenant ......... .. 
War Department .......... ......... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By L. E. Sebree...... ... ... $18. 02 
War Department..... 2.40 
Maintenance and repair of military 





















l'o J. 0. Green, lieut.enant...... ...... 15. 00 
F. B. Jones, captain................. 23,700.00 
H. C. La Point, lieutenant..... 9. 00 
.J. J. O'Connell, lieutenant...... 3. 00 
P. H. Ray, lieutenant............. 3. 00 
E. B. Robertson, lieutenant... 4. 50 
·war Department.................... 112.75 
-----
Repair of submarine cable, Block 
Island Bay: 
By J. B. Jones ............... $4.800,00 
Repair of signal service cable, Co-
lumbia River: 
23,847.25 
Support of National Home for Dis-
abled Volunteer Soldiers, 1887: 
ToW. B. Franklin, president and 
acting treasurer ........................ $1, 631, 000. 00 
Reimbursement to National Home 
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers 
for losses by failure of the Ex-
change National Bank of Nor-
folk, Va.: 
ToW. B. Franklin, president and 
acting treasurer ....................... . 
Publication of offici11>l records of the 
war of the rebellion, 188G: 
To E. M. Lawton .................... ...... . 
W. S. Yeatman ..................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By E. M. I"awton .......... . 
Publication of official records of the 
war of the rebellion, 1887: 
To W.S. Yeatman ..................... .. 
Artillery school, Fortress Monroe, 
Va., 1885: 
By W. Willard............... $12 45 
"-'barf at Fortress Monroe, Va.: 
ToP. C.Hains,lieutenant-colonel. 
Artillery school, Fortress Monroe, 
Va., 1886: 
To the Public Printer ............... .. 
Artiller;<; school, Fortress Monroe, 
Va., 1887: 
400,00 
To F. E. Nye, captain.................. 5.000.00 
Refunding to States expenses in-
curred in raising volunteers: 
To State of Ohio ........................ .. 
State of Wfassachusetts ......... .. 
State of New York ............... .. 
Reimbursem·ent to certain States 
and Territories for expenses in-
curredin repellinginvasions and 
suppressing Indian hostilities, 
act June 27, 1882: 
To State of Nebraska ................. . 
Collecting, drilling, and onranizing 
volunteers, 1871 and prior years, 
transfer account: 
To A. D. Croiley ........................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
By 0. C. Sn1ith ............................. . 
Collecting, drilling, and organizing 
volunteet·s, 187land pri01·years: 
By J. W. Jones.............. . $341.98 
Raising four additional regiments, 
1871 and prior years: 
By N.A.M.Dudley ...... $-1.00 
Keeping, t.ransporting, and supply-










To F. B. Jones, captain ............. .. 500.00 •ro .r.l\l.Bown1an ........................ . 24.00 
National Home for Disabled Vol-
unteer Soldiers, banacks: 
To W.B.Frank.lin, president--. 150,000.00 
===== 
Travelin~J: expenses First Michigan 
Cavalry prior to July 1,1883: 
To I. 0. Dewey............................. 1, 006.78 
--
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Traveling expenses California and 
Nevada Volunteers prior to July 
1, 188:3: 
To I. 0. Dewey ........................... .. 
Buildings for ealvary and artillery 
school, Fort Riley, Kans.: 
To J. Gill iss, major ..................... .. 
Establishing signal station at Point 
Jupiter, Fla.: 
To F. B. Jones, captain ............ .. 
Military posts: 
To F. Cro,vley ......................... . .. 
G. B. Dandy, major · .............. . 
J. Gill iss, major .................... . 
J. 'vV. Jacobs, captain ............ . 
A. J. McGonnigie, major ...... .. 
C. H. Tompkins, colonel.. .... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By War Department .................. .. 
Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commiHsary supplies: 
'l'o .J. Allnut ................................ . 
James 1\I. Anderson .............. . 
J. Anderson ......................... .. 
C. Ash .................................. .. 
M. N. Anderson ................... .. 
George B. Alder ..................... . 
Zachariah Allen .................... . 
E. L. Adams .. ,. ...................... .. 
R. D. Andrews .................... .. 
J. A. Andrews ...................... .. 
B. M. G. Allsup .................. .. 
G. 'vV. Alilhby ........................... . 
H. Arnold ............................ .. 
.J. Averill or Avritt ................ . 
E. Adkins ............................ .. 
1\i. L. Angel or Angle ........... . 
AndrewS. Allen .................... .. 
Valentine Allen .................... . 
Thomas V. Ashbrook ........ .. .. 
JohnAsh,sr ......................... .. 
John Ash,jr ........................ .. 
.John B. Ambler ................... .. 
Mary .\.dams ........................ .. 
Alexander Anderson ............ .. 
'1'. H. Atkins .......................... . 
'vV. II. Aplin ......................... .. 
F. H. Alexander .................. .. 
G. Barr ................................. .. 
A. Brown ........................... .. 
A. B~·uner ............................ .. 
G. W. Brumback or Brum-
bach .................... .. ............ .. 
E. A. Bedford ..................... . 
Mary A. Britt ...................... .. 
Dudley Bryant ..................... .. 
Charles S. Ball ..................... .. 
J. Brown .............................. .. 
Archibald Brittain ............... .. 
F. C. Butler .......................... . 
Margaret Birkhead ............. .. 
Moses Byrmu ....................... . 
Green Benton ....................... . 
J. Banks .............................. .. 
·william Bales ................ .. ..... . 
C. V'l'. H. Biles .. ................... .. 
J. W. Baker .......................... . 
Martha A. Bryan .................. .. 
J. H. Bates ........................... .. 
William D. Buchanan ......... .. 
.John N. Bl'ig·ht ..................... .. 
Richard Berry .................... . . 
Basil Berry .................... . ...... .. 
W. M. Bryan ......................... . 
Robert Blair ........................ .. 
John J. Beasley ................... .. 




































































Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J! G. Brazelton ..................... .. 
S. M. Burdett or Birdett ...... .. 
.J. Bryant .............................. .. 
B. W. Browning- .................. .. 
\Villiam Burden .................... . 
S. G. Bird ............................ .. 
William Y. Brown .............. .. 
Jesse or Jessie S. Brown ...... .. 
Mrs. J. K. or E. 0. Buchanan 
James Billingsley or Bil-
lingsby .............................. .. 
George Vv. Beavers ............... .. 
Thomas N. Brooks ............... .. 
William R. Bryant ................ . 
Mary P. Bradford ................ .. 
A. A. Baker .......................... .. 
Mrs. Aaron V. Brown .......... .. 
J. W. Burney ........................ .. 
.John Bernard ....................... .. 
Joseph L. Baker ......... ........... . 
Joseph Bramlett ...... . ,.. ........ .. 
R. F. Binkley ....................... .. 
R. W. Boyd ........................... .. 
E. L. Best ............................ .. 
S. B. Boring- ........................ .. 
S. T. Bettis ............................ .. 
Elizabeth Box ...................... .. 
James M. Brents .................... . 
Joel & John Boatright .......... .. 
Mary A. Bowden .................. .. 
W. Barnes ............................ .. 
W. Bloodworth .................... . 
w. J. Black\vell ................... .. 
A. B. Billingsly ................... .. 
W. N. Booth ......................... .. 
VIJ. J. G. Baynham ................ . 
David H. Bentley ................. .. 
Thomas Bastin ..................... .. 
William Brady ..................... .. 
A vis Bro,vn ........................ .. 
.Jesse Bright .......................... . 
J. Burns ............................... . 
Drucilla L. C. Burns ............. . 
John '1'. Batts ....... ~ ............... . 
A. R. Butler ......................... . 
Shelton Brockman ................ . 
H. D. Bennett ...................... .. 
Isaac Back ............................ .. 
J. Vv. Baker ........................... . 
Arthur Borders ..................... . 
Paris D. Bell. ........................ .. 
CarolineBowcn ............ ....... .. 
A. L. Baines ......................... .. 
H.L.Byrom ......................... .. 
Jane Bell ............... ............... .. 
Allen Bradshaw .................... . 
A. Battin ............................. .. 
Nancy Brown ..................... .. 
.John H. Barneys ................... . 
William Boles ...................... .. 
'1'. Bunnel ............................ .. 
Samuel Beams ...................... .. 
J. Q. Barton .......................... . 
Lucinda Buckley .................. .. 
S. A. Berry .................. .. ....... .. 
Robert C. Booth ................... . 
L. Bradbury ......................... .. 
.J. Bryan ............................... .. 
.J. .J. S., \V. H., & G. F. Bowers 
J.Brewer ............................ .. 
T. N. Buckles ............ .......... .. 
Charles F. Bux~on ............... .. 
R. Brown .............................. .. 
J.Bright .............................. .. 
P. S. Barilett ........................ .. 
C. D. Bailey aud William 
Cherington ......... ................ . 
Olive Rrc,ver ..................... .. 
.John .Barn1er ........................ .. 
Eulela Brooks ..... , ................. . 


















































































300 nECEIPTS AND EXPENDi1'URES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT, 
_Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
1:3rought forward ............ . 
To T. F. Burnett ......................... . 
William Black ....................... . 
J. G. Bennett ........................ . 
Peter Baker ......................... . 
G. Brewer ............................. . 
W. M. Coleman .................... . 
W. G. Collier ........................ .. 
Champ C. Conner ................. . 
James C. Copeland ................ . 
Samuel R. Cook .................... . 
James Crowell ...................... . 
Absley or Apsylley Cox ........ . 
• James Crisp ........................ . 
William Carter ...................... . 
James B. Cunningham .......... . 
.John F. Cromweil.. ............... . 
. J. Campbell. .......................... .. 
Gerald Carver ....................... . 
Henry B. Chambers ............. .. 
Meekins Carr ......................... . 
W. P. Charles ......................... . Vv. \V. Chambers .................... . 
J.A.Cry ................. .. ............. . 
W. F. Carter ........................... . 
Elijah Carr ........................... .. 
Ira .Carr .................................. . 
H. G. Carter ........................... . 
H. Cassey ............................... . 
S. Chiles ................................ . 
John Chitwood ...................... . 
Morgan Clayton .................... . 
John R. Cowan ...................... . 
James Clark ......................... .. 
N.H.Carmack ....................... . 
Nancy C. Clark ..................... .. 
J .. J. Cannon ........................... . 
J.B.Cobb .............................. .. 
George W. Carnes ................ .. 
Thomas Cross ...... ......... ..... .. .. 
Joseph Campbell ............. ...... . 
\Villiam Cobaugh or Clabaugh 
Newton Cumru ings ............... .. 
.J. Cooney ............................. .. 
.John M. Conner ................... .. 
J. Clark ............................... .. 
H. M. Creswell.. .................... .. 
Jarret Cock ............................ . 
Caleb Copps .......................... . 
George W. Campbell ............. . 
James P. Calhoun ................ .. 
.John Coltart .......... .... ...... .. .. .. 
Charles G. Carter ................... . 
'l'homas Carmichael. ............ .. 
J. II. Charlton ......... .... .......... . 
Nancy or Nancy J. Crunk, 
fot·merly Webb ................... . 
D. Collinsworth .. ........... .. ..... . 
A. Chapman .................... . .... .. 
George Clements ................... . 
Henry Cog·swell .................. .. 
Conrad CastOl' or Kaster ...... . . 
F. Cunningham ........... .... .... .. 
Sarah Campbell .......... ... .. . .. .. .. 
A. P. Copeland ........ .. ............ . 
E. Chasti an .............. ............. .. 
.J. E. Ct·on ............................ . .. . 
John P. Chapman ................. . 
Samuel Casey ........................ . 
A. B. Coldwell ....................... . 
William Collins ............. .. ... .. 
Thoma.s Caves ........... .. .. .. ..... . 
.J. H. W. Cunningham ........... .. 
W. R.. Campbell.. .......... ... .. .... . 
'l'homas G. Clay .................... . 
.Joel Crutcher ...................... .. 
J.O.Cage .............................. .. 
E. CoH'ey & 'l'anner ................ . 
J.W.Cain ............................. .. 
J. J. Chamberlain .................. .. 

















































































Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Broughtforward ................ . 
To J.H.Childress ....................... . 
D.J.Church ......................... . 
'1'. H. Coldwell ...................... .. 
James Clark .......................... . 
M.C.Combs ......................... .. 
Nicholas Campbell ................ . 
D. Craig .................................. . 
Mary E. Chilton .................... . 
John J. Chilton ...................... . 
C. B. Collison ......................... . 
William H. Campbell .......... .. 
J. B. H. Campbell ................... . 
J. T. Crockett ........................ .. 
James M. Clark ..................... . 
W. W. Collins ......................... . 
O.Castle ................................ . 
Daniel Collier ....................... . 
Catharir:e Cadwallader ........ .. 
Wilson W. Chance ................ . 
Alexander Carkey ............... .. 
James Carothers or Carroth-
ers ..................................... . 
F. Cline ................................. . 
Robert Coleman .................. .. 
J. F. Cates ........................... .. 
M;:uy A. Crist ....................... .. 
Willia-m W. Collins ............. .. 
Peter Coker ........................ .. 
Thomas Caliman ................. . 
G.W.Cline ............................ . 
Margaret Copeland .............. . 
James Crute ......................... . 
.J.Canaday .......................... .. 
Washington Claney .............. . 
S.I.Dodd .............................. .. 
James Drury ........................ .. 
,Tohn Duneway ................... .. 
Green Duncan ...................... . 
Thomas H. Durbin ............... .. 
B. F. Dyer ............................ .. 
William Dunn ................... ... . 
Lydia J. Davidson, formerly 
Cooley ............................... .. 
W. L. Dunbar ........................ .. 
Samuel Dunbar ................... .. 
T.Durham ........................... .. 
James Dobson ..................... . 
W. R. Dobson ....................... . 
Samuel C. Debow ................ .. 
J.Daffron ............................ . 
.J. T. Dunaway ..................... . 
Thomas M. Dunn .................. . 
F. Dobbins ............................. . 
William H. Dillon ............ .. .. .. 
Thomas H. Davis ................. . 
Frances E. Davis .................. . 
Reuben Dickson ................... . 
Augusta Davis ...................... . 
Enoch N. Dickson ................ .. 
William H. Draper ................ . 
W.D.Davis ..... .. .................. . 
F. Degnan ............................. . 
William N. Dozier ................. . 
Hiram W. Duncan ................. . 
G. C. Dotson ........................ .. 
R. E. Douglass ...................... .. 
C. Duncan ............................. .. 
.John .J. Dobbins ............... .. ... . 
John D. Dismukesor Dismen-
kes .... .. ............................. ... . 
S. I-I. Dunn .................. .......... .. 
.J. W. Dotson ......................... . 
James L. Denham .................. . 
Nancy Davis .......................... . 
J. A. J. Do,vns ........................ . 
E. T. Douglass ...................... .. 
Henry Donica ........................ . 
Henry B. Douthit ................. .. 
EdwardDixon ....................... . 
















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Bronght forward ............. . 
To F. M. Davis ........................... .. 
James M. Deal ....................... . 
JosephDunn .......................... . 
Charles A. Duvall.. ................ .. 
Ebenezer Dixon .................... . 
William Denny ...................... . 
B .• T. Doan ............................. . 
N. S. Dishman ....................... . 
James Dinning ...................... . 
M. '.r. Dooley ......................... . 
,V, Denny ............................ .. 
S. B. Deitz ............................. . 
J. A. J. Dixon ....................... . 
R. Domer ............................... . 
John Doman .......................... . 
B. DeHaven .......................... . 
Matilda Dooms ...................... . 
Frances A. Drake ................. . 
J. Davis,jr ............................. . 
J. Davis ................................. . 
B. C. Dunham ....................... . 
J.P. Dodge ............................ . 
John Dager ............................ . 
W. B. Eldridge ...................... . 
Chas. H. Edmonnson ............. . 
Sarah Ellis ............................ .. 
Jam{:.S A. Ed,vards ................. . 
Anthony Elliott .................... . 
H. C. Elmore ......................... . 
R.C.Ellis ............................... . 
Ann M.Elkins ...................... . 
F. W. En1erson ..................... .. 
J.A.Ela.m ............................. . 
T. M.D. Earhart .................... . 
Willis S. Embry ............ . ....... . 
Charles S. Easley .................. . 
'\V. W. Evans .......................... . 
W. Eastwood ........................ . 
S. B. Epperson ...... m .............. . 
Samuel E. Edwards .............. . 
W. C. Earney .......................... . 
Thomas Elder ........ , ............. . 
Daniel H. Eyerly ................... . 
Henry Eyerly ....................... . 
Emeline M. Ewing ................ . 
Elisha G. English ................. . 
M.Evans ............................... . 
John P. Faith ......................... . 
Enoch Farthing .................... . 
Susan or Susana Fowler ...... .. 
W. B. Fields .......................... . 
R. P. Farmer .......................... . 
James Fletcher ..................... . 
Samuel Fuqua ....................... . 
Celia Ann Felts .................... . 
Mahala Franklin ................... . 
B. C. Fulcher .......... ., .............. . 
Thomas W. Fite .................. . 
Isaac M. Foster ...................... . 
M.French .............................. . 
Jonathan Farmer ................. . 
Henry H. Falkenberry ......... . 
Daniel S. Fields ..................... . 
I!!aac H. Farris ...................... . 
Lewis Frissinger ................ : .. . 
A. T.Finley ........................... .. 
Mrs. Mary Fakes ...... ............. . 
J.P. Flenniken ...................... . 
Robert D. Franklin .............. . 
A. D. Fug-itt ............................ . 
H. Fisher ................................ . 
D. Frerking ........................... . 
J.Freeman ........................... . 
James A. Fisher .................... . 
W.R.Fulks ............................ . 
Jeremiah N. Fly .................... . 
Townsend P. Green .............. . 
William H. Gruble ................ . 
F.J.P.G-racy ......................... . 
E. Good ................................. .. 


















































































Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To I.Gove ................................... . 
A very Green .......................... . 
Sarah Gatlin .......................... . 
Henry P. Gray ....................... . 
Emeline Glover, formerly 
Patterson ........................... .. 
Samuel W. Green ................... . 
Isaiah Green ......................... . 
J. J. Grimes ........................... . 
Joshua Goza .......................... . 
Arthur A. Godwin ................. . 
R. P. Gannaway .................... . 
'\V.M.Green .... : .................... .. 
Nathan Gillespie .................. .. 
S. H. Grimes ........ v ............... .. 
Mrs. Mary Gray ..................... . 
W. B. Guthrie ......................... . 
Eliza or Eliza A. Griffin ........ . 
James M. Gunn ..................... .. 
Constantia Gibson ................. . 
W.H.Gibbons ..................... .. 
Ellen Graves ........................ .. 
J. T.Green ............................ . 
G.Gngel. .............................. .. 
E. C. Guest ........................... . 
W.M.Grace .......................... . 
J.W.Gooch ............................ . 
Simpson Gunn ... ; .................. . 
J. R. Gassaway ...................... . 
M.Gamble ........................... .. 
J. E. Gibbons ......................... . 
Eli Gray ............................... . 
Thomas A. Gordon ............... . 
A.M. Gatch ........................... . 
J.B.Green ............................. . 
W.M.Gill ............................. . 
Benjamin F. Grady .............. .. 
John Gregg .......................... .. 
A. Hunter .......................... ... . 
William Hack ....................... . 
Samuel Haycraft .................. .. 
J. S. 1-Ioward .......................... . 
James S. Howey ................... . 
JohnS. Hall ......................... . 
William Hooper .................. .. 
John Hodges ......................... . 
'\Villi am F. Hodge ................. . 
.J. :Hatchet· ............................. . 
H. H. Hollister ...................... .. 
E. H.IIudson ......................... . 
Abner IIarvey ....................... . 
William D. Hendley .............. . 
T. J. Harris ............................ . 
Willie Holland ..................... . 
Francis A. Hill ...................... . 
Henry M. Hayes .................... . 
J. C. Hawkins ..................... .. 
W.Hodge .............................. .. 
John or John G. Hoover ....... . 
J. II. Hinton ......................... .. 
Frederick Hooten ................ .. 
W.R.Hooten ....................... . 
William L. Hague ................ .. 
Mitcnell Holder ................... .. 
Herman Heidsieck ............... .. 
John R. Harden .................... . 
Harvy Hamilton ................... . 
D. Hamilton .......................... . 
L. P. Hawkins ....................... . 
G.W.Hunt ........................... .. 
J. W.Hill ............................ .. 
Henry B. Hall ....................... . 
Z.Howe ................................ . 
John A. Holmes .................... . 
G. E. Harris ........................... . 
J. W. Haynes ........................ .. 
Burgis Harelson .................... . 
J.Han1ilton .......................... .. 
Joseph Hatmaker ................ .. 
Esther A. Hopkins ............... .. 



















































































302 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Claims for quartermasters' stores 
nnd commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Bt·ought forward ............. . 
To Nathan Hestet·, sr ...... ~ .......... . 
Marvel Hill. .......................... . 
S.Hill .................................... . 
Dudley Hudgens ................... . 
John C. Holman,sr ............... ;. 
John Holland ....................... . 
Wflliam House ...................... . 
Nancy Henry ......................... . 
L.l:fays .................................. . 
Jesse M. Hindman ................. . 
J. 1{. P. Hall ........................... . 
\V. J. Henderson .................... . 
D. A. Hampton ...................... . 
James Harrison ..................... . 
C. E. Jlarris ............................ . 
J.liufl"man ............................ . 
Elijah S. Howard ................... . 
Fr·ancis Hall ............... ........... . 
Moses Hignight .................... . 
Phillip J. Howard . ................ . 
\Villimn Hall ......................... . 
David Hog·an ......................... . 
J. B. Hannah .......................... . 
John lieater .......................... . 
\Villiam Houpt ...................... . 
J. C. llarn1on ......................... . 
F. J. Hutchens ...................... .. 
A. Hampton ......................... .. 
J. L. Ilammersla ................... .. 
\V. C. Head .......................... .. 
J. llarvey .............................. . 
James Harrintan .................. .. 
Noah IIite .............................. . 
Il. lluntley ........................... .. 
Jason \V. Harvey .................. .. 
Joseph Holmes ...................... . 
J.llixon ............................... . 
W. A.liemp .......................... . 
P. Hilterbrick ....................... . 
James \\'. Henthern ............... . 
J. J. llilliary ......................... . 
A. D. Huddleston .................. . 
E. Harp ................................. . 
B. llolschhg ......................... . 
J. W. Hendricks ................... . 
Noah Hera!, or Herrel.. ....... .. 
E. IIeavener .......................... .. 
G. W. Hutchison ................... . 
\V. U. !lover ....................... .. 
W. L. Henning ...................... .. 
Eric Higgins ................ : ....... .. 
Sumner C. Hamilton ............ .. 
William Hu tcbc rson, or 
Hutchinson ........................ .. 
ThomasJ. Hunt ................... . 
Lewis I vans .......................... . 
Sarah A. Irvines, former 1 y 
Sedberry .......................... .. 
Jameslvey ........................... .. 
Robert Irvine, sr .................. .. 
T. S. Johnson ........................ .. 
\Villi::tm F .. Jones .................. .. 
l\1tLrtin .Judy .......................... . 
l\Iartin Jones ........................ .. 
G. \V. Jenkins ...................... . 
Sarah E. Jones ..................... .. 
Alfred L. Jones ...................... . 
AndersonJohnson ............... .. 
Andrew Johnstou ................. . 
\V. M. Johnson ..................... .. 
John.Jones ........................... .. 
l\Iary A. Jacobs ..................... . 
John J. Jackson ................... .. 
A. C. Johnson .................... ..... . 
L. S. Jones, ........................... .. 
Vl'illiam·Jackson ................... . 
Uial Jennings ........................ . 
'.r. L .• Jackson ........................ .. 
Calvin .Johnston .................... . 
Jlobert Jones ......................... . 
















































































Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissarysupplies-Con-
iinued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To James Johnston ................... .. 
.J. T .• Johnson ......................... . 
\'\'.II . .Jordan ....................... .. 
1\I. Jackson ............................ . 
Jane John ............................ .. 
llenry .Jackson ..................... .. 
J. L. Johnson ....................... .. 
.J. L. James ............................. . 
Asa Jones ........................... .. 
Levi .Jackson ........................ .. 
John Johnson ...................... . 
Andrew Johnson or John-
ston ................................... .. 
Rebecca .Tones ....................... . 
J. H. Jennings ....................... . 
1\fary A. Judy ........................ . 
Amos .Judy ......................... .. 
Devereaux .Jarratt ................. . 
Charles .Johns ..................... .. 
Zachariah Jones ................... .. 
\V. Joye ................................. . 
W.James .............................. .. 
G. Jackson ........................... .. 
F. A. Jones ............................. . 
R. Johnson ............................. . 
J.A.Jones ............................. .. 
Talbert Jones ....................... .. 
Nancy Kilgore ...................... . 
W.l{irby ............................... . 
John l{ear ............................ . 
J.lH. King ............................ .. 
Henry King ........................ .. 
Jethro King .......................... . 
Henry Kubly ....................... .. 
S. R. l{illebre"' ...................... . 
John L. Keith ...................... .. 
\V. B. !Cannon .................... .. 
George T. Kelley ................... . 
Cot·delia Kelly ..................... .. 
J. E. ICirby .............................. . 
J.Kenney ............................. . 
Abraham Keller .................... .. 
Daniel King ......................... .. 
George l{urtz ...................... .. 
Jane E. Kincaid .................... .. 
C.l{ilgore ............................. . 
John King ............................. . 
J. l{noche ............................ .. 
Charles Kessel .................... .. 
S.L.Koons ........................... .. 
J. N. Kirk ..................... , ....... .. 
S.Koons .............................. .. 
Samuel Kenisey .................... . 
.John Kellems ...................... .. 
Elizabeth Kimberlin .......... .. 
A.Ketnper ............................ . 
Nancy J. Ketchum ................ . 
S. R. Kilpatrick ..................... .. 
T.L.J{een ............................. . 
J. S. Lee ................................ . 
E.P.Low .............................. .. 
Williaml\'L Lemon ............... .. 
JaneLong ........................... .. 
A. L. Leitu,rt .......................... . 
Pamelia Langford ............... .. 
\Vesley Lock ........................ .. 
.Jasper Lillnrd ....................... . 
John II. Luttrell.. ................. .. 
J. S. Lindsay ........................... . 
C. A. Leinart ......................... .. 
.T.l\LJ,una ............................ .. 
Nicholas II. Long ................ . 
D.R.Lecch ........................... . 
William Larkin .................... . 
N.D. J,ogan ......................... . 
P.Layman ............................. . 
D. Logan .............................. .. . 
R.H.Laird ........................... .. 
R.. Longmire ......................... .. 

















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES,;1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'l'o .J. C. Lee ............................... . 
W. J.Lassiter ......................... . 
\Villiam U. Lipscomb ...... ..... .. 
Jacob F. Light ...................... . 
F.M. Lawrence ...................... . 
.Tames Lerlford ...................... . 
Stephen Ledford .................. .. 
J. W. Luttrell ........................ .. 
'1'. Long ................................. .. 
S . Luttrell ........................... .. 
\V. Lemarr ............................. . 
J.vV.Lyle ........................... . 
.T.Lee ..................................... . 
J. Long ................................. .. 
G. \V. Lynch ........................ .. 
Lucinda Lench ...................... . 
" 'il liam Loyd ....................... . 
C.l\I.Lce ............................... . 
J.l. Levi ................................ . 
F. Long .................................. . 
1\Iary Livers ......................... .. 
James Love .......................... . 
G. \V.l\Iarcum ...................... .. 
• James Matlock ...................... . 
Ira l\iartin ............................ .. 
l\I. K. Mackey ...................... .. 
Heirs ofMt·s. Geo. E. Moore .. . 
Robert I.lVIoore, st· ............... .. 
. John :Mart-in ........................ .. 
F. !\I iller & Co ....................... . 
.Macom l\I. Moore ................... . 
E.:r. 1\Iayuard ................... ... .. 
(hthriel L. Morton ............... .. 
Julia F. Marchbanks ............. . 
T. F.l\Titchell ......................... . 
lsaheUa Mathis ...................... . 
James l\lathis ..................... .. .. 
Johu l\Iagee ......................... .. 
.J.l\lillet· ................................ . 
Elias P. Morris .... .................. . 
l\1ary lHoore .......................... . 
T. F. l\Ioseley ...................... .. 
~imeon Morris ...................... . 
George W. Mayberry ........... . 
Willi~1111 Moore ..................... .. 
. Jacob l\latthews or Mathews .. 
• John E. Mason ..................... .. 
.folw \V. Martin .................... . 
K. L. Martin or l\Iadin .......... . 
Sallie 1\liller ......................... .. 
\V. J. l\Tiller .......................... . 
Lutctia E. Monroe ............... .. 
Ad<tlll l\Ia(idux .................... .. 
Jonathan l\Iize ..................... . 
James A. Murphy ................. .. 
Luciudal\lelvin ................... .. 
Jared 1\Tead ......................... .. 
Polly or 1\fary A.l\Ioore ........ . 
Lynz:t P .l\'Iyrick .................. .. 
David W. lHunroe ................ .. 
Fiimpson Illat.Jock .......... ...... .. 
• J. W. ]\lankin .. ........ ............ .. 
G.l\Iallock ............................ . 
l\Iartin 1\lol'l.{an ..................... .. 
\Villiam l\Iajor ...................... . 
l\Iatt or l\Ia!thew Morris ....... . 
. Tohu .Meanor ........................ .. 
John \Y.l\Iorg·an .................. . 
William. J. Mayo ................. .. 
Mary or l\Iary A .l\'I:ay .......... . 
.J. B. J\1oore ........................... . 
.T. R. 1\Ton·ison ...................... .. 
W. '1'. Mers ........................... .. 
\V. H. Myel'S ........................ .. 
If. 1\fyers .............................. . 
l\'farlison S. 1\Iarsh ............... .. 
II. l\Iorris .............................. .. 
C.l\Ioore .............................. .. 
J. A. Miller ........................... .. 
G. J\Iehrling ......................... . 
Ca.:rried forwa.rd ......... ,., .. , 

















































































Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con• 
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C .• T. Maddox ......................... . 
G. Martin ............................. .. 
William Miller ...................... . 
George Michael..._. . ........... .. 
John Morgan ........................ . 
J. 1\'l:oore ................................ . 
Johnson :Moore .. . . .. ......... ... . 
Jonathin Martin .................... . 
Eliab Mathenay ................ .... . 
William W. Moore ................ . 
Sallie or Sally Mayfield ......... . 
J. S. Masden ........................ .. 
H. Marsee ............................. . 
\Villiam Mix ........................ .. 
J.M. Moberley ...................... . 
Richard Mullins, sr .............. . 
A. Mers .................................. . 
John Morris .......................... .. 
Jacob B. Morgan .................. . 
Elisha Mayfield .................... . 
Charles H. Murphy ............... . 
Henry Mackley .................... . 
T. McMurray ......................... . 
K. McA.skill .......................... . 
Jesse McGuffee ..................... . 
Martha G. McCutchan .......... . 
T. J\IIcN eilly .......................... . 
W. N.l\IcCool. ..................... . 
Matthew McClelland ............. . 
Martin McMurry ................... . 
Thomas McKee .................... . 
A. 1\IcCaleb .......................... . 
A. J. McCollum .................... . 
J ·. l\IcMillan ......................... " 
1\I. H. McConn ...................... . 
D. l\1. 1\IcElwrath .................. .. 
'Villiam McPherson ............. .. 
John A.. McAlpin ................. .. 
John A.. McMillan ................ .. 
J.l\L McMnny ....................... . 
W.H.McNairy ...................... . 
John W. McKissack ............. .. 
Duncan McRea or McRae ..... . 
RamuelMcElwee ............ ....... . 
James McAlister ........... ........ . 
Martha 3. McAtee ................ .. 
D. McMillan .......................... . 
D. J\1cGinnis .......................... . 
F. M. McDaniel ..................... .. 
Samuel P. McVey ................. . 
Thomas Mcomas or Mc-
Comas ............................... . 
\V. D. McCotter ..................... .. 
J. l\IcClosky .......................... . 
J ·. McNeil .............................. . 
Thomas A. Newsom .............. . 
Samuel Northern .................. . 
Elizabeth D. North, formerly 
Barton .............. . ................ . 
William B. Neil ................... . 
J.Neely .................................. . 
E. I-I. Neely ............................ . 
T . .T. Noremn or :Markham .... . 
B. F. Nerren ......................... .. 
Cordy or Corda Nicholson ..... . 
.J.R. Neal ............................... . 
\Villiam Nuckles ................... . 
Henry Nield ............ ...... ....... .. 
Joseph A. Newton ............... .. 
G. Nicholson ......................... . 
Harry A. Neale ..................... .. 
R. C. Norn1an ....................... . 
Philin H. Nicholas ............... .. 
Abraham. Newton ................ .. 
Nathaniel Newman .............. . 
\V. 0. New1nan ...................... . 
Spotwood Nuckols ................ . 
David O'ven .......................... . 
Matilda Owen ....................... . 
W. R. Oliver ......................... .. 
9a.nied fofW~fd., ... , ......... 
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304 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Claims for quartermasters' stores 
a.ud commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To A. Olive ............................... .. 
Daniel O'Leary ..................... .. 
Geo. W. Oldham ................... . 
R. Oldham ............................. . 
B. S. Orgain .......................... . 
John F. Owen ..... . ................ .. 
John D. Orear ...................... . 
Thomas J. Owen .................. .. 
J.Owens ................................ . 
J. W.Owen ........................... .. 
John Osburn ......................... .. 
J. Petty ................................ .. 
Hereford or Heriford Pres-
ton ..................................... .. 
Sarah C., Phillip P., and Jo-1 
siah J. Phillips. I 
Nancy C. Lampson, nee Phil-; 
lips, and Margaret E. Dod-
son, nee Phillips. 
Mahala Pate ......... ................ .. 
G. Pearl. ................................ . 
J. E. Prosser .......................... . 
Joseph Payne ...................... .. 
R. J. Parton ......................... .. 
William Parton ................... .. 
William Pittman .................. .. 
William Parker .................... .. 
R. Pollc ................................. .. 
J. L. Powell ......................... .. 
Bernard M. Patterson ........... . 
Robert Page,sr ...................... . 
Charles or Charles C. Phillips 
1\'lary Panter ......................... .. 
Elizabeth Pollard .................. . 
P. G. Prosser ........................ .. 
H. S. Percival. ..................... .. 
G. W. Parrish ....................... . 
UriahPorter .............. · ........... .. 
WillS. Pierson ...................... . 
Robert Purdy .......... , ............ .. 
J. L. Powell .......................... . 
B. Payne ............................... .. 
A. Parker ............................... . 
I. Perkins ............................. .. 
D. R.Page ............................ .. 
S. Phillips .. ........................... .. 
I. Pogue ................................ . 
Paulina E. Patterson ............ .. 
G. Parker ............................. . 
G. M. Patterson ................... .. 
Thomas Peter ................. .. .... . 
R.H. Perry ........................... .. 
Jerry Poore .......................... . 
Hettie A. Peak ...................... . 
William Purget ..................... . 
J.G. Phillips ......................... . 
E. Pumphrey ......................... . 
T. J. Quinter ......................... . 
J~tmes Rutlege ...................... .. 
James Rushing ..................... .. 
David F. C. Rankin .............. . 
E. D. Richard ...................... .. 
H. G. Rains ............................ . 
J. Ray .................................. .. 
W. B. Russell ........................ .. 
Mary Ray .................... . ....... . 
Martha Reeder, formerly Clift 
E. H. Reams .......................... . 
N. Russell ............. ............... . 
Jane Rakes, formerly Walden 
H. Ryan ................................ . 
R. Russell ............................ .. 
D. Riggle ............................... . 
Fredelick Robertson ............ .. 
Franklin Rolls ...................... . 
Isaac Renfro.~ ...................... .. 
William B. Rush ................... . 
W.Ransom ........................... . 
Henry P. Rowe ................... .. 













































































p~rdeq forward ..... ; ......... " ... l63,284.01 
Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward.............. $163, 284.01 
To James Red or Redd ............... 150.00 
J. H. Roof.............................. 100.00 
G. W. Rogers.......................... 118.00 
J. B. Ruby.............................. 95.00 
J. Read or Reed..................... 712.50 
J. F. Rogers........................... 143.00 
E. B. Rickman........................ 39.00 
J. H. Rice................................ 175.00 
H. Ricketts....... ...................... 442.50 
W. Roulette........................... 4.00 
E. E. Rohrer ......... ......... ......... 5. 40 
H. Rowland ......... ·............... ... 50.00 
Richard E. T. Richards........... 220. 00 
J.R.and W.F.Redding......... 77.95 
J. A. Rousseau........................ 300.00 
John A. Reid.......................... 70.50 
B. Robinson ...... ...... ...... ......... 83.00 
F.M.Ratts.............................. 75.00 
I.Ringer................................. 3.75 
J. Rice......... ..... ..................... 20.00 
William H. Sparks................. 284.00 
Jonathan Sandusky............... 150.00 
W. Skirvin.............................. 125. CO 
James D. Steedford................. 135.00 
James Saunders..................... 150.00 
Daniel Stonebaugh or Stine-
baugh.................................. 290.00 
Charles S. Summers............... 270.00 
Isaac R. Seaborn ..................... 110. 00 
Joseph Shrott ........... ............. 125.00 
F. Strode................................. 32.19 
David B. Smith...................... 105. 00 
C. M. Shanks........................... 140.00 
Benjamin Stevens.................. 169. 00 
Jacob Smith........................... 420.00 
William H. Scott.................... 135.00 
Martha E. Stine..................... 115.00 
Rachel Simril .. ....... ............... 125. 00 
T.A.Smith............................. 125.00 
William R. Stone.................... 325.00 
Capel B. Smith........................ 30. 00 
J. R. Sawyer........................... 135.00. 
A. B. Soyars.............. ..... ...... 115.00 
James M. Sharp, sr................. 828.50 
William Skelly................. ..... 125.00 
J. M. Smith............................. 250.00 
S. T. Seagreaves..................... 435.00 
E. D. Stephenson.................... 153. 60 
H. Skipereth ...... ..... ... ...... ...... 55. 00 
Henry Stewart....................... 120. 00 
Martha Smith........................ 23.00 
James L. Simmons................. 125.00 
Isaac N. Stewart.................... 250.00 
M. F. Simmons ............... ...... 130.00 
D. Saucer................................ 45.00 
Presby ,V. Stark.................... 125.00 
Robert Snead ........................ 176. 80 
B. B. Satterfield..................... 400.00 
D. M. Smith........................... 140.00 
Finis Smith ......... ...... ..... ...... 490.00 
James Swafford ......... ...... ...... 45. 00 
John Stringer........................ 23.00 
Eli Skaggs .. ....... .. .. ...... .. .. ..... 40. 50 
George W. Spain .. ................ 240. 00 
Jacob Shouse........................ 198.00 
George K. Shearman, or Sher-
man.. . .............................. 353.05 
H. Starr ................. .......... ..... 75. 00 
L. Stump.............. .................. 150.00 
James A. Sublett, jr............... 307.80 
B. T. Sullivan........................ 460.00 
G. E. Smith........................... 435.00 
William A. Seay .................... 100.00 
John W. Shorter.................... 115.00 
E. S. Sims ...... ........ ...... ......... 21. 50 
W. Smith................................ 17.25 
J. Steel ...................... ........... , 72.47 
Joseph Scott .......................... 150.00 
J. F. Smith ................... . ......... 150. 00 
fl. S. Story................. ...... ...... 212. 95 
-----
Carried forward............... 176,817.22 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, _1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J. G. Shirley ......................... . 
\V. H. Shark .......................... . 
William ::.hockley ................ .. 
R. Shobe ............................... . 
D. Shoemaker ...................... . 
J. J. Htup ............................... . 
Jacob Staubs ......................... . 
T. l\1. Shadrick .... .................. . 
C. Stevens ............... .. ........... . 
Rob('rt Smith ...................... .. 
Uriah Smith ......................... . 
'1' .• f. Shockey ......................... . 
H. Stewat·t ............................. . 
D.l"itansl.>u1·y ......................... . 
S.Spencer ........................... . 
S. J. Stnith ........................... .. 
G. I\'[. Shelton ........................ . 
John Story ............................ . 
Abijah Smith ...... .................. .. 
J.D. Stevens ........................... . 
C. Stroud ................................ . 
'1'. B. Sanders ......................... . 
R.Snyder .. .............. . .............. . 
P.ShaJer .................. ............. .. 
J. Spielman ......................... .. 
T. Sheppurc.l ........................... . 
0 . J. RhiJlet· ............................ . 
J. n. RmiLSOII ................. ···· ···· 
S.Samples ..... .................... . .. 
W.Simpson ..... .. ..... ........ ...... . . 
J.Stoll .................................. .. 
Carl f:initz ............ ...... ....... .. . .. . 
S. B. Smith ............ ... .. ........... . 
Lydia Tate ........................... .. 
A. J. 'l'ucker .......... .. .... .. ......... . 
William R. Thweatt ....... ... .... . 
Benjamin 'l'anner ................. . 
Willinm 'l'hacker .................. .. 
B. J. 'Tiller ............................. , 
B.Taylot· .... ........................... . 
Jerome B. Tarpley ............... . 
P. H. Tucker .......................... . 
Lucinda Tidwell. ................... . 
N. Thurnutn .......................... . . 
Oltver 1'. Thompson ............. . 
Newcomb 'l.'hornpson ........... . 
J. M. Thompson ................ ... .. . 
B. Trotter .............................. . 
Wilson N. 'l'hompson .. ........ .. 
B. C. 'l'homas ......................... . 
.fohn S. Terry ........... .... ....... . 
H. L. Thet·monc.l ...... .. .. .. ... . .. 
J. C. Tnrnet· ........... .. ..... .... ... . 
1\Iary 'l'ennel. ......................... . 
William Teater ..... ... ....... ..... . . 
Emily Thompson ........... ....... . 
Sarah Talley (formerly Mar-
tiu ) ...................................... . 
G. G. Tilman .......... .............. . . 
J. •rt·outwine, ot· Trontwei11 .. . 
L. Taylor ............................. . 
fl. L. Tye ............................... .. 
L. W. Thompson ...... ............ .. . 
P.l\1.1'lunsh .......... .. ..... . ...... . 
W. A. Thom.as .. ..................... . 
William Thompson, sr .......... . 
Abraiutm Tawney ................ .. 
S. S Terry ............................ . 
H. Tolson ..... .......................... . 
Mary H. Tolson ... ................. .. 
David 0. Thomas .................. . 
Nancy •ran ............................. . 
William Tudor .................... .. 
\Villiam Thornton ............. .. 
D. A. C. Tharp, or Thorp ........ . 
David Townsend ................... . 
Elizabeth Taylor ................... . 
L. H. Twaddell ..................... .. 
John Terry ......... .................. .. 
Martin Ussery ...................... . 
Carried fGrward .............. . 


















































































Claims for quartermasters' stores 
and commissary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Drought forward ............ . 
To .John Umsted ......................... . 
J. S. Underwood .............. ...... . 
Nancy .J. Underhill (formerly 
Searcy) ................................ . 
C. H. Up house ....................... . 
D . .T. Vaden ............................ . 
1\I. 1\I. Vi<~kers ....................... . 
lsaac G. Voorhies ................ .. 
Daniel Verser, or Vesser ....... . 
D. Vickers ............................. . 
.Jacob or J. B. Vanleenwen .... . 
C. II. White ........................... . 
\V. West ................. ... .......... . 
.John JI. Williams .................. . 
Margaret H. Willia.ms .......... .. 
Trese Elizabeth Wilson ........ .. 
William M. Wamsley ............ . 
Joitn \V. Wood ....................... . 
F. G. \Voodwar<l .................... . 
Western Orphan Asylum ...... . 
Eliza \Vammack,or\Vormack 
John 8. Walters ... .................. . 
~inia or Sinai Walker .......... . 
lHr:i. E. 0. Wilkes .................. .. 
Noel C . .. Winston ................... . 
James \.Yoods,sr ................... .. 
James Woods, jr ................... . 
Josiah Wilson ... ................... .. 
J\llargaret R. Webster ............. . 
Richard -w. Wade .................. . 
D.C. Webb ............................. . 
J. M. Willmore .............. . ......... . 
C. W. Williams .. ..................... . 
J-ot Wart·en ................. .......... .. 
C. N. \Voodall .............. _ ....... .. 
Thomas J. vVaggoner ............ . 
R. Worthington ..................... . 
Bernard or Bernhard Walter. 
~-C. \Vebb ............. ............. .. 
John \V. Williams ................ .. 
DanielS. \Vine ...................... .. 
A. H. Williams ................... .... . 
E.S. Wortham ...................... .. 
W. II. \Valker ........................ . 
Henry P. Womack ............... . 
'l'homas Wilson ..................... . 
Samuel \Vatson .................... .. 
Lemuel Wright ..................... .. 
.James \Valker ...................... .. 
S. \Vyatt ......... ........ ... ............ .. 
Willis W. Wade .................... .. 
Mary \Villiams .................... .. 
William Wright ............... .. .. .. 
.T. C. Wagoner ........................ .. 
W. L. Williams ....................... . 
R. \Villiams ............................ . 
W. B. Walker ....................... .. 
Richard Williams ................ .. 
Thomas II. ·williams ........... .. 
.John Wilson ......................... . 
M.S. Wighsworth .. ................ . 
Crawford B. White ... ......... .... . 
J. Wood, or Word ........... . ..... . 
David Welch ........................ .. 
C. A. Williams ......... _ ..... ..... .. .. 
:M:. S. Williams ................. .... . 
M. \Villiamson ....................... . 
Samuel Wyrick, or Warrack .. 
B. F. \Veakley ....................... . 
J. 1{.. Williams ...................... .. 
Wade H. Willmore ............... .. 
C. \Vilson ...................... .... .... . 
Z. L. Wilson .......................... .. 
.J. Wier ......................... ......... .. 
R. J. Warnock ...................... .. 
S. P. Warnock ...................... .. 
Ebenezer Wilson .................. . 
T. S. Wright, sr ..................... . 
Nelson, or Nelson H., Weller .. 
C. H. Wills ............................ .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 
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306 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Claims fol· quartermasters' stores 
and comm\ssary supplies-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'.ro 0. Weaver ............................. .. 
0. S. \Vilson .......................... .. 
.T. "\',-atson .............................. .. 
Thomas Wilson ................... . 
H. Whitmer ............................ . 
.T. R. "\Villis ............................ .. 
T. Welch .............................. .. 
U. Waters .............................. . 
S. \Vhitler .............................. . 
John Waltz ............................ . 
Mary A. White .................... .. 
Sidney Wiatt ........................ .. 
Austin C. Young ................... .. 
l{. Young· .............................. .. 
Nancy Yates ......... . ................ . 
William B. Young ............... .. 
~~!f~e~.~ ~~t~~:::::::::::.'.'.'.' :::::: 
George Young ....................... . 
A. Zehnder or Sanders ........... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By Treasurer United States ....... .. 
Secret service fund, 1871 and prior 
year:;, transfer account: 
To \V. D. Hamilton ...................... . 
Pay, transportation, services, and 
supplies of Oregon and Wash-
ington Volunteers in 1855 and 
1856, 1871 and prior years : 
To W.J.Allen ............................ .. 
A. R. Buttolph ...................... .. 
S.C. Braden .......................... .. 
C. D. Boren ............................ .. 
.J.Dodson ............................... . 
W.H.Delay .......................... . 
A. Fisher ............................... .. 
A. Fuller ............................... .. 
J.Furman ............................. . 
F.M.Green ............................ . 
C. Grainger ............................ . 
G. W.llodges ........................ .. 
M.Hopwood ......................... .. 
W.'l'.Hash ............................. . 
1\I. Huntley ............................ . 
l\1. Jiouston .......................... .. 
D. W.ICeith ......................... .. 
G. \V. ICeeler .......................... . 
\V. Lampson ......................... .. 
C. \V. Meek: ........................... .. 
.J. L.l\Iorrison ........................ . 
J. A. Monroe .......................... . 
II. J. G. Maxon ....................... . 
William J. Newton ................ . 
J. B. Nichols .......................... . 
R Y. Phillips .......................... . 
S. B. Price ............................. .. 
F. l{osenstock ................ ........ . 
,J. Q. A. Richardson ............. .. 
J. H. Roundtree .................... . 
A. C. Simpson ....................... . 
J. C. Strong ......................... .. 
E. Streethoff ......................... .. 
F. M. Tibbitts ........... ; .......... .. 
R. Tichenor ......................... .. 
D. Tryon ............................... . 
D. M. Walters ...................... .. 
G. L. Y\T eeks ......................... .. 
·Rogue River Indian war, prior to 
July 1,1883: 
To J. W. Collins .......................... . 
I. 0. Dewey,major ................ . 



































































Twenty per cent. additie>nal com-
pensation, prior to July 1,1883: 
To J.Berres .............................. .. 
G. Beckett, alias Bakey ........ . 
P.Curtis ............................... .. 
T.Conway ............................. . 
R. Colison ; true name Coul-
son ..................................... . 
. J. A. Donaldson ................... .. 
C. E. Eichelberger ................ .. 
J. W. Eichelberger ............... .. 
J. Hughes ............................. . 
J. Hagan ............................... . 
G. Lackey .. ................. , ........ . 
T.Morley ............................... . 
C. H. O'Brien ........................ .. 
M.Ryan ................................ . 
W. C. Robinson ...................... . 
J.Ralph ............................... .. 
H.J. Williams ............. " ........ . 
l'urchase of drill ground near San 
Antonio, Tex: 
To A. J. McGonnigle .................. .. 
Providing for the comfort of sick==== i! 
and discharged soldiers, 1871 
and prior years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Draft and substitute fund, 1871 and=--=== 
prior years · 
To J. A.. Jordan ............................ . 
Payment of mounted riflemen un-
der Col. John C. Fremont in 
1846: 
To I.O.Dewey,major ................. . 
Allowance for the reduction of===== 
w~ges under the eight-hour law, 
pnor to July 1,1883: 
ToP. Nelson ............................... .. 
Support of four companies of vol- -
unteers mustered at Camp Scott, 
Utah, act June 12,1858: 
To I. 0. Dewey, major ................. . 
Remodeling old Produce Exchange====· 
building, New York City: 
To H. C. Hodges, lieut. col. ......... . 
Examination of claims of States and 
'.fs~~r:itories under act June 27, 
To W.S. Yeatman ...................... .. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service prior to 
July 1,1882: 
ToJ.J.Busby ..... ........................ .. 
E.P.Smith ............................ .. 
M.B. Walker, colonel.. .......... .. 
Horses and other property lost in 
· the military service: 
To H. J. Adams ............................ . 
G. W. A.dams ........................ .. 
J.G.Adams ......................... .. 
M. V. B. Adkins ...................... . 
G.Albrand ............................. . 
E. Adams .............................. .. 
G. E. Adair ............................. . 
A.Adams ............................... . 
D.A.Alsbaugh ...... , ................ . 
B.C. Adams .......................... .. 
L.Alward .............................. . 
W.H.Adams .......................... . 
J.S.Allen .............................. . 
B. A. Atwell ......................... .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 1,734.60 
RECEIP'fS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service~Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To T.M.Alexander .................... . 
J. T. Abernathy ..................... . 
J.R.Akers ............................. . 
T. A. Apperson ....................... . 
A.Ames.jr ............................ .. 
W. L. Andrews ....................... . 
J. V. Anderson ....................... . 
S.D. Abercrombie ................. . 
J.Ames .... ............................. . 
C. R. Anderson ....................... . 
W.Anderson ......................... .. 
J.W.Andes ............................ . 
C.J.Allen .............................. . 
L.Allen ................................ . 
J. Alexander .......................... . 
E. AUbert ............................... . 
G.J.Allen ............................. .. 
J. Allen .................................. . 
A. Allen ................................ .. 
F.M:.Agee ............................. . 
J.H.Armes ............................ . 
D. A. Abernathy ................... .. 
C. P. Anderson ..................... .. 
W.H.Allen ........................... . 
R. C. Adkins .......................... . 
J.Allingham ...... ..... ............... . 
S. W.Atkinson .................... .. 
T.Aiton ................................ . 
C. C. Allison ........................... . 
J.Arnold ............................... .. 
W. M. Arnold ......................... . 
J. Albertson ........................... . 
C.P.Atwood ........................ .. 
W.Argo .............................. .. 
W.Abbott .............................. . 
S.J.Ashton .......................... .. 
S.H.Abott ............................ .. 
W.l\LArnold ....................... .. 
J. L. Abbott ........................... . 
H.Ator .................................. .. 
H. H. Ashmore ....................... . 
L.R.Auten ............................ . 
B.Y.Acuff ......... .. ................. .. 
A.L.Arthur ........................... . 
C. vV.Aulls ............................ . 
W.N.Alsup ........................... .. 
H. Allnutt ............................ .. 
S. T. Arbuckle ....................... . 
J. Albas ............................... .. 
C. L. Ayres ........................... .. 
J. R.Adams .......................... . 
D. A. Alsbaugh ...................... .. 
I.Assman .............................. .. 
G. Anderson .................... ..... .. 
E. J. Aldrich ......................... .. 
M.E.Atkinson .. ........ ......... .. 
W. C. Brents ......................... . 
J. K. Breshears ...................... . 
T. A. Rradley ........................ . 
S. U. Branstetter .................... . 
A. Back .................................. . 
J. C. Badger ......................... .. 
E. Badger .............................. .. 
H. M. Bailey .......................... . 
W. D. Bailey .......................... . 
J.F.Baird ........................... .. 
S.Baker ............................. .. 
N.Ballard ............................ .. 
C.Ballew .............................. .. 
D.l'.'I. Banks .......................... . 
M.M.Bane ............................ . 
G. J. Baltzell ......................... .. 
E. Barbour ............................. . 
E. Barks ............................... .. 
D. Barks ............................... . 
H. Barks, sr ............................ . 
C. A. Barlow ......................... . 
A. Barnard ............................ . 
T.J. Barns ............................ .. 
G. P. Barnes,jr . ., ................... . 
H. 1\L Barnes .......................... . 




















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To W. G. Barnes ........................ .. 
A. J. Barney ......................... .. 
J. Barnett .............................. .. 
J. M. Barnett ........................ .. 
H. M. Barnett ....................... . 
J. J. Barnfield ....................... . 
W.A.Barr ............................. . 
W. H. Barrett ...................... .. 
A. J. Barton ............................ . 
J. M. Barter ......................... .. 
W. Barton ............................ .. 
P. G. Barrett ......................... . 
R. Bates ............................... .. 
·J. Bauer ................................ . 
G. P. Baylor ......................... .. 
J. Bayles ............................... .. 
R. Bayles ............................... . 
S. 0. Beaty ............................. . 
E . E. Beath .......................... .. 
J. Bell ................................. .. 
S. Beaman ............................ .. 
L. Bean .................................. . 
E. Bcekham ........................... . 
S. Becker ... ........................... .. 
De W. C. Beebe ................... .. 
H . J. Belt .............................. .. 
W. Belcher ............................ . 
M. II. Bell. ............................ . 
G. W. Be1uis .......................... . 
J. Bender ........... .................. .. 
D. Benge ............................... . 
'l'. Benze ................................ . 
F. B. Babbit ......................... . 
J. B. Baker ............................ . 
C. F. Berkbile ...................... .. 
E. Berry ................................ . 
C. F.Besund ......................... .. 
J. Besak ............................... .. 
J. A. Bess ................. , ............ .. 
B. E. Betebenner ........... ....... .. 
G. A. Bettcher ....................... .. 
T. C. Bethell ......................... .. 
J. Biggs .................................. . 
L. C. Bigger .......................... . 
J. H. Bigham ......................... . 
H. Biggerstaff ....................... . 
W. Bitter ...... , ......................... . 
D. H. Blacketer ...................... . 
L. M. Blackman .................... .. 
J. H. Blazer ............................ . 
G.M.Bliss ............................ .. 
S.D. Bliss ............................ .. 
N. Boardman ........................ .. 
J. S. Brogie ........................... .. 
H. G. Bolinger ...................... .. 
H. C. Bollinger ...................... .. 
J.l\'L Bonine .......................... . 
W. W. Booton ........................ .. 
E.T.Boone ............................ . 
W.F.Booth ............................ . 
A. H. Borah ............................ . 
H. Borger .............................. .. 
H. Borgstadt ........................ .. 
J. M. Boster .......................... .. 
G. V. Boutelle ....................... .. 
J.Boyd .................................. . 
· J. T. Bradford ........................ .. 
B. W. Bradbury: ..................... . 
M.Brady ............................... .. 
C.l\'L Bradshaw ..................... .. 
C. Bradley ............................. . 
J.D. Brandon ........................ .. 
J. M. Brannan ........................ . 
G. W. Brewer ....................... .. 
C. B. Bray .............................. .. 
H. M. Bradley ........................ .. 
J. M. Bright ........................... .. 
D.R. Brock ........................... .. 
A. Brockman ........................ .. 
J. Browning .......................... . 
W. H. Browning ................... .. 





















































































-308 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C. Broyles .............................. . 
.J. '.r. Bronaugh ....................... . 
II. T. Breshears ..................... .. 
W.Brewer ............................ .. 
Z. 'l'. Bryant ........................... .. 
.1\I. V. Bruce ........................... . 
R. II. Bro\vn .......................... . 
1~. B . .Bro\vne ......................... . 
G. U. Bro,vn ......................... . 
C. E. Brown ............................ . 
R. 1.'. Brown .......................... .. 
J. C. Brown ................... : ........ . 
E. G. Bricker .......... ............... .. 
W.L.Brown ........................ .. 
B.L.Brown ........................... .. 
J. Brown, Missouri ................ . 
J. Brown, Kentucky .............. . 
J. Brown, Kansas .................. .. 
J. Brown, Illinois .................. .. 
A.Brown ............................... . 
L.C.Brown .......................... .. 
J. Bryant .............................. .. 
R. P. Buckland ... : ................. .. 
C. Buhrmestcr ....................... . 
H. Bi.ittemeir ........................ .. 
L. II. Bunnell ........................ .. 
J.F. Burks ............................ . 
F. P. Burkhall ..................... .. 
W.F.Burks .......................... . 
W.Burgess ............................ . 
Israel Burkhart .................... . 
E.Burt ................................. .. 
J. W. Burke .......................... . 
J.Busey ................................ . 
J.Butler ............................... .. 
F. J. Buh·a.n ..... ..................... .. 
A. 'I'. Butler ........................... .. 
F. M. Buzzard ........................ . 
P.Byrd ................................. .. 
H.M.Byrum .......................... . 
G. H. Boyd ............................ .. 
.J. M. Barrett ... ~ ..................... . 
H. C. Burris or Buris ............. .. 
C. Brooks .............................. . 
C. F. Bowers ......................... .. 
E. Blevins ............................ .. 
E.Branick ............................ .. 
J.W.Brown ......................... . 
.1\I. Brown .............................. .. 
S.O.Bull. .............................. .. 
L. Brashear ............................ . 
J. C.Britt ................................ . 
T.Brown ............................... . 
J.D. Brown ..................... ...... .. 
JH.L.Butt ............................... . 
G. F. Bat·nes ......................... .. 
A.P.Baze .............................. .. 
T. P. Barth6lomew ............... .. 
E. A. Bartholomew ............... .. 
J. F.Bedwell ......................... .. 
G.Belvat ............................ .. 
G. W. Benham ...................... .. 
W. J. Berryman ................... .. 
F. F. Bradford ....................... . 
F. Bracelon ........................... .. 
J.Bertles ............................... . 
J. H. Briggs ........................... .. 
J. Bertles ............................... . 
J. J. Barnes ........................... .. 
H. Belcher ............................ . 
M. J. Burbridge ..................... .. 
. J. ,V.Burns ......................... .. 
F.Burdan ............................ .. 
G.H.Bush ........................... .. 
D.A.Bo,vman ....................... . 
J.H.Beane .......................... .. 
B. F. Berkley ........................ .. 
W. Caldwell ......................... .. 
G. W. Calvin ......................... .. 
H. D. Cald,vell ...................... .. 



















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J. Calvert .............................. . 
P. F. Calvert ......................... .. 
C. C. Calvert .......................... . 
W. Caldwell ......................... .. 
C. M. Callahan ....................... . 
C. Callahan ........................... . 
C. C. Callahan ...................... .. 
JU. Campbell ......................... .. 
N. Can1pbell .......................... . 
A.CampbeU ......................... .. 
Nero Campbell ..................... .. 
W. P. Campbell ..................... .. 
C. II. Campbell ...................... . 
F. Campbell .......................... . 
J. Campbell ............................ . 
B. F. Camp ............................ .. 
B. F. Cantrell ....................... .. 
l\II. D. Canaday ..................... .. 
E. R. S. Canby ....................... .. 
S.S. Carr ...... ......................... .. 
J. M. Carter ........................... .. 
C. C. Carter ............................ .. 
M.G. Carter ......................... .. 
T. J. Cartwright ................... .. 
R. Cartright .......................... .. 
R. H. Carnahan ..................... .. 
J. S. Carrick .......................... .. 
A. C. Carlton ........................ .. 
J. W. Carmack ....................... . 
L. C. Carman ......................... .. 
N. A. Carroll ......................... .. 
W.Carroll ............................. . 
W.C.Carroll. ........................ .. 
O.S. Cart .............................. .. 
H. H. Carpenter ..................... . 
E. L. Carnrall ......................... . 
G.W.Carey ........................... .. 
W.Casto ................................ . 
A. Caskey ............................. .. 
A. J. Catron .......................... . 
F. Caux ............ , ................... .. 
W.Caublc ............................ .. 
B. L. Caudill .......................... .. 
J. Cavanaugh ...................... .. 
E.S.Chapel.. .......................... . 
O.Chapin ............................ .. 
W. A. Chapin ........................ .. 
W. B. Chapman ...................... . 
M.Cavez ............................... .. 
H. Chase ............................... . 
l'IL ChandlP.r .......................... . 
F. Chatham .................... ....... .. 
F. Chevaux ........................... .. 
F. Charlesworth ................... .. 
J. N. Cherry ........................... .. 
G.L. Childress ..................... .. 
C .• T. Childs ........................... .. 
R. G. Chitwood .................... .. 
E.P. Chitwood ....................... . 
William C. Choat .................. .. 
T. J. Choate ......................... .. 
L. Church ............................ .. 
Cyrus Church ....................... . 
J. W. Christopher ................. . 
Paul Clark ............................. . 
S.F. Clark ............................. . 
W. A. Clark .......................... . 
J. J. Clark ............................. . 
C.A.Clark ........................... .. 
R. Clarke .............................. .. 
J. B. Clarkson ..................... .. 
J. II. Clayton ........................ .. 
R. F. Clayton ................. ....... . 
A. J.Cleek ............................ .. 
T. J. Ulendenen ..................... .. 
A. Clevenger ......................... .. 
J. Clevenger ......................... .. 
G. T. Clickler ......................... . 
J.L.Clink ............................. . 
T. L. Clinkenbeard ................ . 


















































































RECEIPTS AND -EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMEN:T. 
Horses and other property lost. in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J.Cox ..................................... . 
G.E.Cox ............................... . 
W.Cox .................................. .. 
J.Cox .................................... . 
H. Cox ................................... . 
G.T.Coats ........................... .. 
J.Coats ................................ . 
E. P.Coats ............................. . 
W.Coats ................................ . 
J. Coblentz ............................. . 
M. B. Cochran ......................... . 
William A. Coffee ................... . 
Jacob Cole ............................. . 
B. Cole ................................... . 
J. F. Collard .......................... .. 
W.Colhour ........................... .. 
W. G. Crafts ........................... .. 
H. Collins ............................... . 
G. 0. Collins ............................ . 
L. K. Collier ........................... .. 
N. L. Colson ............................ . 
A. Comstock .......................... . 
S. Comstock .......................... . 
S. W. Conrad .......................... . 
A. Conrad .............................. .. 
.J. C. Conrad ............................ . 
P. Constable ........................... . 
M. Constable ......................... .. 
L.Cook ................................. . 
N.H. Cook ............................ .. 
J.R.Cook .............................. . 
N. W. Cook ............................. . 
R. L. Cook ............................. .. 
T.Cook ................................... . 
'l'.M.Cook ............................ .. 
J. I-I. Crabtree ........................ . 
'tN. Crabtree ........................... . 
J.A.Curry ............................ .. 
A.P.Curry ........ ................... .. 
W. R. Cummings ................... .. 
R. G. Culbertson .................... . 
D. Cudworth .......................... . 
G. E. Cowger ........................... . 
P. G. Cowardin ....................... . 
W.F.Cook ........................... .. 
E. W. Cooper ......................... .. 
C.T.Cooper ............................ . 
J. C. Cooper ........................... .. 
J. M. Coope1· .......................... .. 
D. L. Copeland ...................... .. 
C. C. Corley ......................... . 
P. Cosgrove ......................... .. 
J. Coss ...... .................. · .......... .. 
N. C. Coville .......................... . 
J.Covey .............................. .. 
W. H. Cowan ......................... . 
A. Cowan .............................. .. 
F. Crafts ................................ .. 
W.Colville ............................. . 
J. H. Cragun ......................... . 
A. J. Craig ........................... .. 
W.A.Crank .......................... . 
W. W. Ct·ane ......................... .. 
J. Crane .................................. . 
T. Cravens ............................ .. 
.1. A. Cra,vford ....................... . 
C. Crawford ........................... .. 
J. Crawford ............ ................ -
E. Creason ............................ .. 
J. 1\II. Crider ....................... ... .. 
C. Cl'isman, jr ........................ .. 
J. H. Crooks .......................... . 
J. Cross ......................... : ....... . 
.J. M. Crowley ...................... .. 
E.l\II,Crystal ............... .......... .. 
J. W. Cartwright ................... . 
W. D. Cheatham .................... . 
.J. H. Clark ............................ .. 
S. F.Croy ............................... . 
J. F.Cassel. ............................ . 
S. Comstock .......................... . 




















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J.II.Calaway ...................... .. 
T. J. Campbell ...................... .. 
J.Collins ............................... .. 
J. W. Conquest ...................... .. 
W. T. Corwin ....................... .. 
J. Cranston ............................ . 
J. R. Cantrell. ....................... .. 
J. Crassairt .......................... .. 
E. Chaffee ............................. .. 
J. Childears ............................ . 
B. F. Childers ...................... .. 
,V, Coffman ......................... .. 
H. Coleman .......................... . 
J. Courtney ........................... . 
S. Crites ................................ . 
H. S. Cox ............................ .. 
W. Campbell. ........................ . 
W. L. Cotrinberry ................ .. 
W. Conklin ......................... .. 
R. E. Clary,jr ..................... .. 
J. Couch .............................. .. 
J. F. Cassel ......................... . 
W. P. Carpenter .................. .. 
A. Cash ................................. . 
J. Casebolt ........................... .. 
R. Davis ................................ . 
J. G. Davis ........................... .. 
G. W. Davis.: ....................... . 
E. Davis .............................. .. 
H. S. Dean ........................... .. 
W.H. Dean ......................... .. 
S. Deardruff ......................... .. 
N. Debo ................................ . 
E. F. Decker ....................... .. 
J. C. Decker ....................... . 
H. I-I. Deckard ...................... . 
G. W. Deitzler ...................... .. 
J. H. Demby ........................ .. 
L. I-I. Denison ....................... . 
F. C. Denison ...................... .. 
H. C. Denisons ....................... . 
W.H. Denny ................ ., .... .. 
Eli Deshane ......................... .. 
J. C. Devin ........................... .. 
J. B. Devin ........................... .. 
C. W. DeWolf ....................... . 
M. II. Dierdortl' ................... .. 
W. H. Dickerson ................ .. 
.J. L. Dickerson.' ..................... . 
B. Dillion ............................ .. 
J. Dielenhein ....................... . 
A. Dilley ............................... .. 
J.P. Dilley ............................. . 
R. M. Dobbs ........................ .. 
N.E.Dobbs ........................... .. 
J. M. Dobson ......................... .. 
W. F. Dodson ........................ .. 
D. C. Dome ............ ................ . 
F. II. Donnell ........................ .. 
M.Donovan .......................... . 
S. Doolin ............................... . 
W. D. Doolen ......................... . 
W. A. Douglas ...................... . 
W. If. Dove ........................... .. 
E. Dove .................................. . 
C.W.W.Dow ...................... .. 
1\LDowling ............................ . 
J. W. Drake ......... ................. . 
H. E. Draper ........................ . 
L. M. Driver ........................ .. 
F. Drone .................. ............ . 
.T. Drum ............................... .. 
D. W. Duck ........................... .. 
G. Duffield ............................ .. 
J. R. Duncan ......................... .. 
'r. N.Dull ............................. .. 
C. Vi. Dunlap .. ...................... .. 
"\V. A. Dunham ...................... . 
R. Duryee ........................... .. 
J. A. L. Duvier ...................... .. 
F. E. Durnal. ........................ .. 
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1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To James Dyer .......................... . 
J. I-I. Dailey ............................ . 
D. Daily ..........................•...... 
W. A. Dailey ......................... . 
J. Dalton ........ ....................... . 
H. S. Dalton .......................... . 
G. W. Dalton ........................ . 
B.S. Dalrymple .................... . 
D. C. Darlington ............... ..... . 
H.Darneal. ............................ . 
C. J. Dasher •.......•................. 
I. Davenport .......................... . 
A. C. Davidson .......•.............. 
M.Dawson ............................ . 
G. L. De Freese ..................... . 
M.Dawson ............................ . 
J.E. Davis ............................. . 
W. S. Davis ........................... . 
J. Davis ................................. . 
T. H. Davis ........................... .. 
W. G. Davis .......................... . 
S.C. Davis ............................. . 
R. Davis ................................ . 
W. Z. Duncan ....................... . 
I. Denham .......................•...... 
H. U. Draper .......................... . 
W. M. Davis ........•........ , ........ . 
A. N. Davis ............................ . 
R.N. Dority .......................... . 
J. W. Dunkin ........................ . 
J.P. Dilley ............................ . 
T. M. Donica ...............•........... 
G. I. Dewey .... : .................... . 
J. S. Dillenback ..................... . 
A. N. Davis ............................ . 
I. W. Dickerson .................... . 
W.G.Dean ............................ . 
H. England ............................• 
'\V. Er"vin .............................. . 
J. W. Early or Earley ...........• 
J. S. Earlywine .................... . 
J. R. East .............................. .. 
H. Ebelmesser ..•..................... 
B. F. Ebirly ........................... . 
H. Eckhoff ............................. . 
.J. M. Echols .......................... . 
W. Edwards .......................... . 
J. L. Edwards ...................... . 
L. Eiler .................................. . 
J. Ellars ................................ . 
J. F. Eller .............................. . 
J. M. Ellendorf ...................... . 
J. W. Elli'! ............................. . 
S.M. Ellis ............................. . 
E. Elston ............................... . 
J. G. Ellwood ......................... . 
W.Embree ............................ . 
A. S. Emerson ....................... . 





























































Theobald Emling, alias David 
Emling................................ 130. 60 
J. G. England........................ 75.00 
J. England . .•.••.•... ...... ...... ...... 125. 00 
H. Enlow................................ 139. 00 
W. H. Enochs........................ 545.56 
J. Eoff .................. .................. 75. 00 
H. Epperheimer..................... 102.06 
W. Ernst .. . .............. ....... ........ 108. 80 
H. Espey................................ 200. 00 
E. Evans ................................ 140. 00 
J. M. Evans ........................... 152. 00 
N.J. Evans............................. 108.00 
J. T. Elum ............................. 615.00 
T. J. Elton.............................. 115.00 
J. C. England .................. ...... 150. 00 
J. W. Earle............................. 152. 68 
D. C. Epps...... .•• ............ ....... .. 95. 00 
R. Fitzgerald.......................... 400. 00 
W. L. Fannon . ........... ...... ...... 68. 25 
W. H. Former ........................ 89. 25 
J. R. Farnam ..........•..............• ___ __!J-18 
Carried forward .............. . 81,792.72 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
ToP. Fan·all.. ........................... . 
W. L. Farrow ....................... . 
J. F. Faucett ......................... . 
I. \V. Fought ......................... . 
R. B. B. Feather ................... .. 
P. Fairbrother ....................... . 
A. H. Fairchild ...................... . 
B. Fairley ...••........................... 
D. H. Faler ............................ . 
R. Fallon .............................. . 
J. F. Feldman ....................... . 
0. P. Feazel .......................... . 
W. R. Feland ........................ .. 
G. Vi .• Fender ....................... . 
J.P. Ferguson ...................... . 
W. 0. Ferguson .................... . 
W. Ferguson ......................... . 
J. M. Ferguson ...................... . 
H. C. Ferri!. ........................... . 
W. I-1. Fidler .................. ..... .. . 
A. Field ................................ . 
J.P. Field ............................. . 
C. M.Finch ............................ . 
E. Fields ............................... . 
K.J. Fink ............................. . 
M. Finity ............................... . 
H. H. Finley .......................... . 
M. Finnicum ......................... . 
T. D. Fitch ............................. . 
J. Fitzgerald ........................ . 
G.'l'. Fitz ............................... . 
F. M. Floyd ......................... .. 
M, M. Foltz ............................ . 
J. G. Fonda ............................ . 
C. H. Foote ............................ . 
W. Foster ............................... . 
C. Foster ........................•....... 
M. A. Foster ........................... . 
G. L. Fowler ......................... . 
J. Fowler ............................... . 
N. Frank ............................... . 
Allen Francis ......................... . 
R. M. Fraker ......................... . 
J. A .. Frauli. ........................... . 
G. Frazier ............................. . 
J. Free ................................... . 
J. N. Freeman ........................ . 
J. S. French .......................... . 
J. Frett, jr ............................. . 
F. Frye .................................. . 
B. F. Fuller ....•...................... 
M. V. Fullilove ...................... . 
R. B. Fulton ......................... . 
P. Funk ................................ . 
J. Ferguson ........................... . 
H.S.Fitch .............................. . 
G. A. Frambes ....................... . 
J. L. Frazier ........................... . 
D. W. French ......................... . 
N.D. Ferguson ....................... . 
L. S. Francis .......................... . 
E. B. Furbish ......................... . 
J. Fromelsberger ................... . 
J.B.Flanagan ..................•..... 
G. W. Gaines .......................... . 
A. S. Gallion .......................... . 
S.P.Gamage ......................... . 
J.P.Gant .............................. . 
J.A.Gant ............................... . 
J. S. Garrett ............................ . 
J. M. Garrett ......................... . 
J.Garrett ................. ............. .. 
J. A. Garrett .......................... . 
H.Garner .............................. . 
A. B. Garrabrant .................... . 
C. Gartner ............................. . 
T. B. Garvey .......................... . 
M.Garvey ............................ .. 
W.Gaston ............................. . 
S.B.Gates .......... · ................... . 
J. W. Gelray .......................... . 




















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPEND1TpR:ES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J. T. Gennett ........• ........•...•..... 
W.P.Gentry ......•.................•.• 
D. W.Gentry .......................... . 
0. H. Gentry ......................... .. 
R. H. George ........•...••............ 
W.B.Gere ............................ . 
P.Getz ............... .................... . 
J.D. Gibbins .......................... . 
C. Gibbons .......... ................... . 
L. N. Gibson .................•........• 
G.W.Gibbs ............................ . 
W. R. Gilbert ... ....................... . 
S.Gilbert •........................•..... 
lVI. S. Gilbert .......................... . 
J . Gilderson .......................... . 
W. R. Gilley ...... ......... ............ . 
J. C. Gillmore ....................... . 
W. H. Githens ....................... . 
R. Glaze ................................ . 
W. M. Glimpse ...................... . 
J. E. Glossin ......................... .. 
A. McF. Goade ..................... . 
J.Goddard ............................ . 
C. W. Goff ........................... . 
J. L. B. Goings ...................... . 
G. A. Golding ...................... .. 
J. A. Garrett ........................... . 
J. Goldsberry ........................ . 
A. Goode ............................... .. 
N. Goodell or Godell ............. . 
P. Goodin .............................. . 
W.Goodin ... .......................... . 
D. B . Goodman ...................... . 
S. Goodpaster ......... ................ . 
S.C. Gordon .......................... . 
P. A. Gordon .... ..................... . 
H. Gose ................ ................ .. . 
• J. Gossadge ............................ . 
W. R. Gothard .......•..... : ........ . 
fi.~ ~g~~~~~~- :·::::::::::::::::::::: 
W. B. Gragg .......................... . 
J. M. Graham ...................... .. 
B. F. Graham ......................... . 
W. Grantman ........ ................ . 
G. Graves .............................. .. 
J. M. Gray ....... ., ..................... . 
E. Gray ................................. . 
A .. P. Gray ............. .. .............. . 
T.M.Gray ......... ...... .............. . 
J. W.Gray ... .......................... . 
M. R. Greeley ....................... . 
D.P. Greeley ......................... . 
J. H. Green .. .......................... . 
J.P. Green ............................ . 
L. F. Green ............................ . 
J. Green ............................... .. 
H. S. Green ............................ . 
C. J. Greer ............................. . 
W.Gregory ............................ . 
J. Gregory ............................. . 
S. Grieg ......... ........... .............. . 
T. Grifl'es ............................... . 
J.Griftin ........... ..................... . 
B. Griffith .......... ..................... . 
\V. H. H. Grinter .................... . 
L. Gross ......... ....................... . 
G. W. Grossman ....................• 
W. S. Grover ........ ................. .. 
J. Grubb .... ............................ . 
J.H.Guinn ..... ....................... . 
W.A.Gunn ............................ . 
S. C. Gunther .................. ....... . 
J. J. Gilbert .................... ........ . 
E. Gossman ........................... .. 
0. Grosvenor .. ....................... . 
W. ·:r. Gorrell ......................... .. 
S.A.Geer .......... ., ................... . 
S.C. Gordon ........••........ ; ....... . 
R. R. Grant ............................ . 
W.F.Grove ............................ . 




















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
• Brought forward ............ . 
To M. B. Gist ............................... . 
W.B.Gregg ............................ . 
W.Grider ............................... . 
V.H.Grove ............................ . 
J. Grow .................................. . 
J. S. Gavitt ............................. . 
G.W. Graham ...................... .. 
E. A. Hancock ....................... . 
J. C. Harper ......... ................... . 
J. J. Hanlon ........... .. .............. .. 
J. G.Hackleman ................... . 
F. Haddock ....... ., ................... . 
T.J. Hafley ........................... . 
J.Hailey ................................ . 
P. F. Halbrook ....................... . 
R.Hale ..........................•..••.... 
J.S.Hale ............................... . 
G.R.I-Iale .. .................. . ........ . 
J.Hall ................................... . 
B. W.Hall ...... ....................... . 
D. Hall. .................................. . 
E.W.Hall ............................. . 
.J.M.Hall .............................. . 
T.D. 1-lail. ............................. . 
T. Hallowell .......................... . 
F.A.Haley ..... ....................... . 
S. N. Haldeman ...................... . 
W.N.Hamby ......................... . 
0. D. Harbert ........................ .. 
A.T.Hart .............................. . 
W. S. Hilton ...................... .... . 
W. W. Hinchy ....................... . 
J.Hinkle .......... ....... .............. . 
J.Hiser ..................... -........... .. 
W.Hoble ............................. .. 
E.P.Hobbs ........................... .. 
A. Hodges .............................. . 
.J. C. Hoilman ....................... . .. 
W.G.I-Iogan ......................... .. 
J.H.Hogan .......................... .. 
J.H.Hogue .......................... .. 
.J.Homan .............................. .. 
P. Holdenreid ....................... . 
J. W. 1-Iolderby ..................... . 
M. Holderman ....................... . 
M. F. Holder ......................... .. 
J.Hollen .............................. .. 
W. Holloway ...................... . . 
J. H. Holmes .... ................ ..... . 
E. F. Holmes ........................ .. 
S.Hood ..................... ...... ....... . 
C. Hoover ........................... ... .. 
B. B. Hopkins ....................... .. 
P. A. Hopkins ...................... . 
J.Horn ............................. .. .. .. 
John Horn ........................... .. 
R. T. 1-Iorsman ....................... . 
T.Hornig ........... .................... . 
W.N.Hanby,sr ..................... . 
W. C. Hamlin ........................ .. 
H. C. Hamblin ...................... .. 
J.A.Ham .............................. . 
S. G. Hamilt-on ...................... .. 
H. Hamilton .......................... . 
C. M. Hammond ................... .. 
R. Hankins .......................... .. 
D. Rankins ........................... .. 
C. Hanning ............................ . 
Z. P. Hanson .......................... . 
J.S.Hanway ..................... .... .. 
J.Hardin~ ........................... .. 
A. Harding ........................... .. 
S. Harding ............................ .. 
T.Hardy .. .. ........................... .. 
J.Harmon ..................... ........ . 
P.Harrett ............................ .. 
J.Harr .................................. . 
J.J. Harring-ton ................... .. 
S. A. Harrison ...................... .. 
L. Harris .............................. .. 
J.H.I-Iart .............................. .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 
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312 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
To A. -fa~~~~:~~.:.~~:~.~-~·::::::::::::: 
H.W.Hart •............................. 
J. A. IIart ............................... . 
t: ~~~~-~~-·.:::;::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: 
C. F. Hartman ....................... . 
L. D.IIaskins ......................... . 
'l'.Hatchard .................... . ..... . 
:.·J;,t~~~:;~~::::.~:::::::::::::::: 
T. B. Hatfield ......................... . 
J. M. Hatfield ........................ . 
H. C. IIaughey ....................... . 
D.Ilauser ........................•...... 
W.Hawk ............................... . 
A. C. Hawkins ....................... . 
W.R.Hawkins ...................... . 
W. M.IIayden ...................•.... 
E.Jiayden ............................ . 
C. II. Ilaynes ........... .............. . 
L.D.I-Iaynes ......................... . 
G. W. Haynes ......................... . 
J.Hays .............. . ................... . 
J.J.Hays ............................... . 
J.Hays,jr ............................. . 
J. E. Haynes .......................... . 
C. H. II:aynes ....................... .. 
.J. A. Hayter .................. .... .... . 
.J.Head .................................. . 
W.Heerman ................. ........ . 
M: f~~ffig;~~~ ·:::::::::::::::::::::. 
D. II:eiple ............................... . 
C. Helber ............................... . 
.T.G.Helm ............................. . 
J.l'Ielton ...... .... ............. ....... . 
H. L. Hem en or Heman ........ . 
\V.M.Henderson ................. . 
vV. Hendricks ....................... . 
B. F. Hensley ....................... . 
J.P. Hendrix ......................... . 
E. Hendrixson ..................... . 
.J. C. Henderson .................... . 
F. M. Henderson ................... . 
N. M. IIenry .......................... . 
.T. Z.l'Ienry ............................ . 
J.S.Henry ........................ ..... . 
.J. S. Herschleb .. . .................... . 
\V. T. Hercules ...................... . 
A.J.Herr ............................... . 
S.II:esR .................................. .. 
E.l\LII:eyl. ........................... . 
G. W. Hensley ...................... . 
R.R.Hicks ......... .. ................. . 
\V. W.Hicks .......................... . 
J.C.Hicks ............................. . 
!.Higgins ........................... . 
F. M. Higgins ....................... . 
l'I.Hill. ........................ ..... .... . 
II. B. Hill .................... .... ... .... . 
I.IIill. ........ ....................... .... . 
1\-I. T. Ilill ............................... . 
W. R. Holliday ....................... . 
P. A. Hopkins ........................ . 
P. I-I. T. Horton .............•.. ...... 
H. C.l'Iortorr ................. ... ...... . 
J. A. Horton .......................... . 
G. '\V. Horton ........... .............. . 
A. vV. Hosford .... ... ................ . 
1\I. T. Hotchkiss .................... . 
.J. R. Hotaling .............. ... ....... . 
J. A. Hottenstein ................... . 
T.W.Honts ........................... . 
P.R. House ............................ . 
M.II:ouse ............................... . 
C. A. Ho,vard ......................... . 
F.M.Howell. ....... .... .......... ... . 
W.II. Hoxie .......................... . 
R. W.Hubbard ....................... . 
T. Huddleston ........ ............... . 
.J.A.Huff ............................... . 
Carried forward .............. . 



















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J. L. Huff ............................... . 
W.H.IIuffins ......................... . 
E. IIuffman ............................ . 
A. Huffman ............................ . 
G. W. Hug-hes, Kentucky ....... . 
G. W.Hughes,Ohio ............. . . 
G. D. Hughes .......................... . 
D. \V.Hughey .. '"'······ ........... . 
H. IIumphrey ............. .... ...... .. 
B.'£. Humphrey .................... . 
.J. F. Humphrey .................... . 
J.Hunn .. : ............................... . 
1\I. E. Hunefelt ...................... . 
T.W.II:unt ............................. . 
A.I-Iunt .................... .. . ........... . 
J.A.Hunt ........... ... ..... ........... . 
D.IIunter ............................... . 
A. G·. IIunter ....................... .. . 
E. A. Huntington, sr .............. . 
W .• T. Hutcherson ................... . 
R. W. Hutchings .................... . 
\V. W. Hutchinson ................. . 
T . . J. Hutchison ..................... .. 
P. F. Hutchison ...................... . 
L. B. Hutchison ..................... .. 
.J.Hyles .................................. . 
A. J. !lynds ......................... .. 
F. E. Ham mer ...................... .. 
C.C.llays ............. .... .. ......... .. 
L. D. Haynes ........................ .. 
S.M. 1-Iilterbrand .................. .. 
J. Ilutchison ......................... .. 
J. W.IIart .............................. . 
J. R.Heryford ...................... .. 
IT. C. Howard ........................ .. 
B.'£. Humphrey ................... . 
F. G·. Hamner ......................... . 
W. Hardenbrook .................. .. 
B. F.Harrison ...................... .. 
C.S.Hayes .................... . ....... .. 
W. S. Hinkle ......................... .. 
.J. 1\1. Hollabaugh ........... ........ . 
J-I. Howland .......................... . 
J. IIug-he:-r ....... .... ................ .. 
'£. P. Hunt .... .. ... ............ ........ . 
.J. H. Hudson ......................... . 
R. F. Hamilton ....... ............ ... . 
N. Vv. Boward ....................... . 
E. ]Isley ............................... . 
.J. Ing· ................................... .. 
D. P. Ingraham ................... .. 
S.Ino;ntm ............................. .. 
vV. D.lrvin ......... .... ... ........... . 
l\I. '£.Israel.. ......................... .. 
D. Murr::ty Jones .. ........ ......... . 
T . .T::tckmon ........................... .. 
J. Jackn1on ......... .................. . 
I{. R. Jackson ... ...................... . 
F. l\'L .Jackson ....................... .. 
C.JI. l::tckson ........................ .. 
W. D. Jacobs ......................... .. 
G. W. Jan1es ........................ .. 
R. F. James .... ....................... .. 
A. Jamison ........................... . 
T. F .. Janney .......................... . 
G. D. Jaq11es ........................... . 
W.Jeh en ............ ................. . .. 
B .. Jelly .............................. .. 
L. Jenkins ... .......................... . 
\V. R. Jenkins ..................... .. 
E. \V.Jenkins ......... ............... • 
G. J. Jenkins ........................ .. 
B. Jenning·s ........................... .. 
S. L. Jennings ....................... . 
J. J. Jennervine ................... .. 
L. Jensen .............................. .. 
J. Jctt ................ ,. .................. .. 
J.D . .Tewell.. .......................... . 
.T. E. Jewett .......................... . 
0. Johnson ........................... .. 
John Johnson ...................... .. 




















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'fo J. H. ohnson ......................... . 
R.D.Johnson ....................... .. 
M.Johnson ........................... .. 
G. W .. Johnson ....................... . 
G. H. Johnston ..................... .. 
John Johnston ....................... . 
J.Joiner ................................ . 
A. Jones ............................... . 
Allen J'ones ............... , ............ . 
B.S. Jones ............................. . 
C. F. Jones ............................. . 
D.A.Jones ............................ . 
E.R.Jones ............................. . 
H Jones ................................ . 
W.J.Jones ............................ . 
W.B.Jones ............................ . 
I. Jouro~egan ........................... . 
LS.Jones ............................... . 
Jesse Jones ........................... . 
J. W.Jones ............................ . 
J.R.Jones ............................. . 
R."V.Jones .... ... ........ ............. . 
T.A.Jones ............................ .. 
W.S.Jones ............................ . 
,V. P.Jones ............................ . 
W.F.Jones ........................... .. 
B.L.Jones ............................ .. 
J. W. Jacobs .......................... . 
D. B. Jenkins ......................... . 
B.W.Jones ............................ . 
J. A. Jackson ......................... . 
D. Johnson ............................ . 
R. F . .Jeffries .......................... . 
E. B. Johnston ....................... . 
L.Jenkins ............................ .. 
W.D.Jenkins ....................... . 
D.P. Jennings ......... ............. .. 
J. N. Jones ................... : ......... . 
C. B . .Jordan ........................ .. 
S.C.Kagrise .......................... . 
I. Kamruenazina .................... . 
A.Kannapel. ........................ . 
F.W.Keith ............................ . 
W.A.Keith ............................ . 
F. Keith ............................... .. 
J. Keithley ............................ . 
F. Keisler ............................. .. 
I-I. Kelley ...................... , ....... .. 
E.B.P.Kelley ....................... . 
J.P. Kelly .............................. . 
R.M.!\:elly ............................ . 
L.D.ICelly ............................ . 
B.C.1Celly ............................. . 
G. W. 1\:elly ........................... . 
P.T.1Celly ............................. .. 
.J. Kell~' .................................. . 
W. H. Kendall ....................... . 
J. Kenney ............................. . 
f.P.Kendrick ....................... . 
J. Keown ............................... . 
H. J. Keown -......................... . 
W. J. Kenton ......................... . 
W. 'f. Kesterson .................... . 
0. A. Keys ............................ . 
J. ICidwell ............................. . 
W. A. Kilburn ...................... . 
H. F. Kidder ......................... . 
W. F. Kim ball ...................... . 
E. H. Kimbrell ..................... .. 
.J. S. Kinc3id .......................... . 
t.· ~;ll[g~.~~ .............. ·:::.:·:.·.-.·:::::::.·.·:.·.·.: 
\\7 . S. Kingsbury ................... .. 
H. D. King-sbury .................. .. 
J. H. Kinf?;sley ................... · .... . 
I. M. ICirby ........................... .. 
J. B. ICirby ............................ . 
E. C. Kitchin ......................... . 
J. Q. Knowlton ...................... . 
F. ICoch ................................. .. 
J.P. ICrapfel. ........................ .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 



















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To P. Knonf!bein ......................... . 
H. C. Kruse ............................ . 
D. Kunkel ............................ .. 
L. Kunkel ............................ .. 
H. Kuhlman .......................... . 
E. Keffer ............................... . 
J. Knight ............................. .. 
P. 1\:eller .............................. .. 
W.l\'1. Kester ......................... . 
J.Kling .............................. .. 
J. H. Koenig ........................ .. 
W.Key ................................. .. 
J. F. Kirk ............................. . 
M. 1\:erns .............................. .. 
J. 1\::elly .................................. . 
J. ]{!arum ............................... . 
C. Koch ................................. . 
G. \V. Keen .......................... . 
J. King ................................. .. 
S. E. Lamar .......................... . 
H. Lackman ......................... .. 
0. C. Lademan ..................... .. 
J. Lafever ............................. . 
G. W. Lafferty ..................... .. 
E. Lahart .............................. .. 
W.Law ............................... .. 
W.J.Laird ............................ . 
B. B. Lake ..................... ....... .. 
E. Lake .................... : ............ .. 
R.H.Lamb ............................ . 
H.M.Lamb ......................... .. 
W. I-I. Lambert ...................... . 
J.M.Lane ............................ .. 
G. W. Lane ............................ . 
C. A. Lane ....... ., ................... .. 
J.Lane ................................. . 
fi.~ ~::::::d~·;;·::::::::::::::::.::::~: 
J. W. Lankforde .................. .. 
G. W. Lanni us ....................... .. 
W. H. Lathrop .................... .. 
J. T. Lavender ..................... .. 
J.S. Law .............................. . 
W.Law ................................. .. 
M. Lawrence ........................ .. 
J. Lawrence .......................... . 
J.P. Lawrence ..................... .. 
H. M. Lawrence ................... .. 
W. W.Layton ....................... . 
W.B.Leach ......................... .. 
F.M. Lear ...................... : ...... . 
W.T.Leas ............................. . 
N. Leech .............................. .. 
1-I. P. Lee ............................. .. 
J. Lee ............................... : .. . 
J.R.Lee ................................ . 
E. A. Lee ............................. .. 
W.C.Lever .......................... . 
A. J. Legg ............................ .. 
G. W. Lemons .................... .. 
J. H. Lemons ..................... , .. .. 
J. Lent· .................................. .. 
H. J. Leonard ..................... .. 
W. L. Leonard ..................... . 
C. Leslie ............................... .. 
C. G. Lewis ............................ . 
.J. Lewis .............................. .. 
S. Lewis ................................ . 
F. W. Lewis ......................... .. 
S. Lewis ............................... .. 
J. Lewis ............................... .. 
D. A. Len ville ....................... . 
J. A. Liening ......................... . 
W. Limbaugh ....................... . 
T. Lindsey ........................... .. 
:w. P. Lindsey ....................... .. 
G. Lippoldt ............................ . 
A. J. Lisenbee ...................... .. 
'\-V. C. Liston .............. , .......... .. 
J. Little .................... _ ........ .. 
L. S. Livermore .................... . 
Carried forward ............. .. 
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314 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To F. J. Lock ............................. . 
R. W. Loe ............................. . 
E. S. Lockett ......................... . 
N. A. Logan .......................... . 
E. E. Long ........................... .. 
T .. T. Long ........................... . 
.J, B. Loomis .......................... . 
.J. Lott .................................. . 
H. Loughery, or Laughery .. . 
S. Love .................................. . 
.J. A. P. Love ......................... . 
W.lH. Love ............................ . 
H. If. I,owe .......................... . 
.J. A. Lo\ve ................. q ....... . 
\V. P. Lowery ....................... . 
A. Lowe ................................ . 
U. '1'. Lowe ............................ . 
T. II. Loyd ............................ . 
B. Li.iboe ................................ . 
N. B. Lucas ........................... . 
B.R.Lunt ............................. . 
.J. Lutz .................................. . 
H.L\itzen ............................... . 
P.S.Lynn ............................. . 
D. Lewis ................................ . 
O.E.F.Lindsey .................... . 
.T. W. Langly ......................... . 
W.D.Lawrence .................... . 
A.Le,vis ................................ . 
.J. V.Lindley ......................... . 
J •. Lindley ............................. . 
G.'.i'.Lowe ............................. . 
D. Lane .................................. . 
O.W.Lull ............................ . 
.T.B. Lavoie, or Lavois .......... .. 
.T. G. Lounsberry .................... . 
.l. H. Lockwood .................. .. 
1\1. JJennvel ......................... .. 
W.Luebbit,t ........................... . 
.J. \V.l\Iahan .......................... . 
D.l\Iaden .............................. .. 
.J. F. :.\Iaddox ......................... . 
S. G.l\iagill .......................... .. 
P.Maher ............................... .. 
J.Mahoney ........................... .. 
J.l\I. 1\Iahr ............................ .. 
J. L.l\£ahuriu ........................ .. 
l\1. V.l\htllndy ...................... .. 
\V. A.l\Ialin ......................... .. 
l\I. D. Maloney ...................... .. 
J.P. Mann ............................. . 
E.l\Irurcnn ............................. . 
.J.l\Iarg:ey .............................. .. 
F.W.Marsh ......................... .. 
R.l\Iarsh ............................... . 
'1'. B. Marsh ........................... .. 
J. \V. Marshall ...................... .. 
S. J. Marshall ........................ .. 
A. J. Martin ........................... .. 
W. Marriott ............................ . 
S.l.\lartin ...... ......................... .. 
A. D. 1\iartin .......................... . 
1\II. M. M:1rtin ........................ .. 
M. F. Martin ......................... . 
N. R. 1\-Iartin .......................... . 
C.l\JA.J·tin ............................. .. 
W. Mason .............................. . 
.J . .J. 1\Iatny ............................ . 
A. W. Matthews ................... .. 
H. \V. Matthews ................... .. 
A. S. Matthews ..................... . 
J. \V. Matthews ..................... . 
J. 1\Iatthews ......................... .. 
W. A. Maupin ............... ........ . 
H. II. Maynard ................... .. 
G. '\V. Mayo .......................... .. 
J. 1\Iay ................................... . 
J. Mayer ............................... .. 
M. Meadows ................. ....... .. 
J. R. Means ........................... . 
C. A. Medlin ......................... .. 
Carried forward .............. . 



















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To R. M. Megar .......................... . 
J. F. Millender ..................... .. 
R. R. H. Melton .................... . 
E. T. Mercer .......................... . 
F. Meyer .............................. .. 
L. Merrill ............................. .. 
A. C. Merrill ......................... . 
T. J. Metcalf ......................... .. 
H. Mett.zer ............................ . 
A. W. Middleton ................... . 
H. B. Milks ........................... . 
F. M. Miller ......................... .. 
P. Miller ............................... .. 
D. W. Miller .......................... . 
H. M. Miller ....................... .. . 
H.J.Miller ........................... . 
A. 1\iiller ....... - ...................... . 
W. Millican ......................... .. 
F. H. Milligan ...................... . 
S. Milner ............................... .. 
M. C. Mills ............................. . 
J.l\iills ................................. .. 
N. Mills ..................... ,. ......... . 
L. F. Mills ............................ .. 
H. K. Milward ..................... .. 
J. W.Minton ......................... . 
S. F. Mitchell ........................ .. 
J. B. Mit.chell ........................ .. 
A. J. Mitchell ........................ .. 
H. C. Moffitt .......................... . 
T. Moloy ................................ . 
J. Montgomery ..................... .. 
S. Montgomery ..................... .. 
J.Monroe .............................. .. 
T. D. Moon an ....................... . 
.J.S. Moore ............................. .. 
J. F. D. Moore ...................... .. 
W. H. Moore ......................... . 
A. C. Moore ............. : .............. . 
M. E. Moore .......................... . 
S. H. Moore ........................... .. 
.J. Morehead ......................... .. 
E. C. Morland ...................... . 
J. A. Mo1·ton .......................... . 
N.H. Morrison ................... . 
G. W. Morrison ................... .. 
D. B. 1\-Iorris ......................... .. 
J. Morris ............................. .. 
G. W. Morris ......................... . 
R. Morris ......................... ..... .. 
M. Morris ............................... . 
J. F. Moschell ...................... .. 
II. E. 1\losher ........................ .. 
S.C. l'lioss ............................ .. 
.J. vV. Meyer ......................... .. 
J. A. Moyard ...................... .. 
G. C. Mudgett ................... .. 
G.E.Munn ........................... . 
T.Munroe .......................... .. 
S.Murphy ............................. . 
D. Murphy .......................... . 
J. H. Murphy .......... . ............. . 
M.Murray ............................. . 
R. R. Murphy ......... . ............ .. 
L. E. Music ............................ . 
1\1. H. Musser ........................ .. 
.J. P. Myraele ......................... . 
D. C. A. Myers ....................... . 
.J.D. Myers ........................... .. 
S.F.Myers ............................. . 
A. Myers ............................... .. 
'\V. J. 1\Iyers .......................... . 
R.Myers .............................. .. 
D.l\larr ................................. .. 
F. M. Miller ........................ .. 
J. W. Ma1·tin ........................ .. 
G. l'lfason .............................. .. 
E. W. Mathews ..................... .. 
S. Miller ............................... .. 
.J. Miller ............................... .. 
L. Millsaps ............................ . 
Carried forward ..... , ........ . 



















































































RECEiPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the ltlilitary service-Cont'd. 
.. 'Brought forward ............ . 
To S. H. Mix ............................... . 
A. Mizzell ............................ .. 
T. M. Montgome1·y ............... .. 
J.W.Moore ........................... .. 
W.W.Munday ...................... . 
P. Myers ............... ~ ................ . 
L. C. Myler ............................ .. 
H. H. Millen ......................... . 
D. Moore ............................... .. 
S. J. Min nice .......................... . 
B. F. Miller ............................ . 
R.Moore ................................ . 
W. P. Martin ......................... . 
J. W. Martin .......................... . 
.J. A. Mullins .......................... . 
J.F.Mann ............................. . 
R. Marsh ............................... .. 
W. J. Medlen ......................... . 
J.Mills .................................. . 
N. B. l\'Ioore .......................... . 
H. P. Moshier ....................... . 
& wiill~!~; .. ·.:_:_:_:::-:·:-:-_:_:_:_:_:::·_::.::::::: 
H. B. McKeen ........................ . 
W.T.McAdam .................... , .. . 
J.McArthur .......................... . 
W.A. McCaleb ...................... . 
J. W.McCormic]>: ................... . 
G. W. McConkey .................... . 
W. H. H. McClelland .............. . 
R.D. McCracken .................... . 
C. G. McCray .......................... . 
·w. McCully ............................ . 
W. F. McCullah ..................... .. 
J. McDermott ........................ . 
W. H. McDonald .................... . 
s.-~~~~~~8~~~::::·:::::::::::·:::::: 
J. W. McFarren ...................... . 
W.McGee ............................ . 
H. McGill ............................... . 
J.S.McGraw .......................... . 
L. W. Mcinturff ...................... . 
N.Mclntosh .......................... . 
J.Mcl~ee ................................ . 
J. B. McKinley ....................... . 
b.'iic~~~~~i;;_~~·.:·.·:::::::::::::::::: 
H. McLarney .................. ....... . 
J. McLaughlin ....................... . 
W.McLellan .......................... . 
J. M. Mc!VIinn ......................... . 
W. F. McMurray .................. . 
C. G. Me Pheeters ................... . 
R. H. McPherson ................... . 
T. M. McWhorter ................... . 
J.'l'.McWilliams ................... . 
A. McConnell ......................... . 
J. A. McCulley ....................... . 
W. E. McCann ....................... . 
G. W. McDaniel. .................... . 
A.J.McGhee ......................... . 
,J. II. McGregor ................... .. 
W. McMillan ......................... . 
N. McQueen ........................ .. 
G. W. McConkey ................ .. 
D. McDill .............................. .. 
.T. 1\IcMahan .......................... . 
W. McBrien .......................... . 
W. R. McBath ....................... . 
F. McGilvery ........................ .. 
A. J. McCutchen ................... . 
J. J. McCallum ...................... . 
S. Napier ............................... . 
J. Naramore ....................... .. 
G. W. Naylor ...................... .. 
C. Naylor .............................. .. 
A. E. Needham .............. . .... . 
~: ~ ~g ~tii~·:::::::::::::::::::. :·::::::. 


















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'.ro P. R. Nicholson ................... . 
.J.W.Nickel. ........................ .. 
J. A. Nickel ......................... . 
N. Nickerson ........................ . 
A. Nickerson ....................... . 
H. E. Niles ............................ . 
G. P. Norl'is ......................... .. 
J. T. North ............................ . 
J. W. Northcut ..................... .. 
D. B. North wood ................ .. 
F. Nowland ......................... .. 
G. Norvelle ........................ .. 
S. P. Neill .. . .......................... . 
G. W. Neikirk ..................... . 
J. Nelson ............................. .. 
H. N. Newberry .................... . 
H. N. Newby ........................ . 
G. W. Newman ................... .. 
J. Newson ...... ...................... . 
W. N. Norville ...................... . 
W. J. Norrod ......................... . 
W. S. Norton ......... , .............. .. 
G. '\oV. O'Bannon ................... . 
P. O'Connell .......................... . 
T. O'Connor .......................... . 
N.Odell. ............................... . 
J.C.O'Neal.. ......................... . 
J. M. Overman ....................... . 
W. L. Orr ............................... . 
W. F. Orr .............................. .. 
R. H. Orton ............................ . 
L. D. Osborn ......................... .. 
C. G. Otis .............................. .. 
J. N. Outcelt .......................... . 
.J. I. Owen ............................. . 
E. '\oV.Owen ........................... . 
H. C. Owen .......................... . 
R. A. Oakford ........................ . 
B. O'Conner .......................... . 
D. Perkins ..... ........................ . 
A. Packenpaugh .................... . 
H. Pears ................................ . 
P. Pelleran ............................. . 
G. F. Pendleton ................. .. 
J. Pense ................................ . 
G. Pennypacker .................... . 
W. N. Perkins ...................... .. 
A. J. Perrigo .......................... . 
B. F. W. Perry ...................... . 
S. Pershall .................. ........... . 
I. N. Peters ............................ . 
D. I-I. Phelps .......................... . 
J. H. Phelps .......................... . 
J. A. Phelps .......................... . 
V. Phelps ............................... . 
I. Phelps ................................ . 
T. J. Phelps .......................... . 
A. J. Phillips ......................... . 
M. A. Phillips ....................... .. 
J. E. Philpott ....................... .. 
L. Pickel. ............................... . 
J. M. Pickett ........................ .. 
A. G. Pierce .......................... . 
E. Pierce .............................. .. 
N. Pierson ............................. . 
G.Pike,jr ............................. . 
N. N. Piland .......................... . 
J. M. Piland ......................... .. 
J. Pinhart ........................... .. 
P. I. B. Ping .......................... . 
C. H. Piper ........................... . 
H. W. Pitcher ..................... .. 
G. Pitchford ......................... .. 
.J. H. Pitman ........................ . 
C. L. Pitt ... .. .......................... .. 
J. T. Pitts ............................... . 
J. A. Pitts ,_ .......................... .. 
W.L. Plant ........................... . 
J. H. Poindexter ................... . 
P. Poirier ............................... . 




















































































Carded forward .............. ;- 197,174. 35 Carried forward. ...... ....... 208, 583. 25 
316 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'l'o T. Pope ................................. .. 
F. \V. Po\vers ........................ .. 
H. H. Pope ........................... .. 
E. B. Po\vell .......................... . 
J. Porter .............................. . 
J. Portz ................................. . 
S. Powers ............................... . 
H. M. Powers ...................... ~ .. 
I. Po\vers .............................. .. 
S. l\'L Pray ............................. . 
F. Prevallet .......................... . 
A. F. Prickett ....................... . 
C. \V. Prickett ...................... . 
W. A. Pruitt ......................... . 
E. H. Pruitt ........................... . 
.J. l\'L Pugh ........................... .. 
I. Pumaroy ............................ . 
W. Purael ........................... .. 
D. Parrish ............................ .. 
S. M. Parthlow ...................... . 
F. A. Patterson .................... .. 
C. C. Palmer ........................ .. 
E. W. Parcels ........................ . 
J. A. Parker ...... ................... . 
C. P. Perkins .......................... . 
D. N. Phelps ......................... . 
0. 0. Poppleson ...................... . 
J.l\'1:. Plumlee ........................ .. 
A.J.Pugh ............................. . 
R. B. Powell ......................... .. 
T. K. Parkinson .................... . 
A.J.Pace .............................. .. 
E. Patterson ......................... .. 
J. Prince ................................ . 
S. G. Puterbaugh ................. .. 
.J. II. Pratt ............................. . 
J.K.Page ............................ .. 
J.D. Page .............................. .. 
J.J.Palmer ........................... .. 
J. J. Panier ........................... .. 
I-1. L. Paine ........................... .. 
E.Pape ................................. .. 
T.J.Packer ............................ . 
\V. Parker ............................ .. 
P.A.Parker .......................... . 
C. I-I. Parker .......................... . 
S. Parkes .............................. .. 
S. A. Parks ............................. . 
r.r. Parsley ............................ .. 
I-I. c. P>LlTOtt ......................... ., 
G. W. Parsons ...................... .. 
L. F. Parso11s ......................... . 
A. J. Parsons ......................... .. 
G. B. Patterson ...................... . 
T. Patterson .......................... . 
J. L. Patmor or Patmore ...... .. 
.T.Patton ................................ .. 
F.Payne .............................. . 
R.Payne ................................ . 
A. G. Payne ........................... .. 
J. Paynter .............. . ............. .. 
J. II. Pearce ............................ . 
F. Pease .............................. . 
A.Pcck ................................ .. 
J.Q,uick ............................... .. 
. J. Quinlan ............................ .. 
T. Quinn ............................. ... . 
A. U. Tiankin ........................ .. 
S. Hankin ............................ .. 
.T. l\1. ltandleman ................... . 
B. F. HaiJf ............................. . 
C. Ramage ............................ .. 
0. P. F. HavenoL.. ................. .. 
D.JI.L Ray ...... ., ...................... .. 
J.It. Ray ............................... . 
J. Ray .................................. . 
C. M. Hector ......................... .. 
J. Rector ............................... .. 
W. II. Records ....................... . 
~ .. t~~~~~~~~·:::·.:::::::::::::::: 
Carried forward ............... . 



















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To A. D. Reed ............................ .. 
J. R. Reeder ......................... .. 
C. C. Reed ........................... .. 
C.L. Reese ........................... .. 
F. D. Rigney ......................... .. 
R. B. Reynolds ..................... .. 
J. W. Rhoads ...... ..... .............. . 
S.Rhodes .............................. .. 
S. K. Rhorer ......................... .. 
J. '\V. E.l~ice .......................... . 
B.C. Rice .............................. .. 
W.S.Riee ............................ .. 
W. Richards .......................... . 
L. B. Richardson .................... . 
R.J.Rickey ........................... .. 
J. Richmond ......................... .. 
W.Rickman ......................... . 
J.Riggen ............................. .. 
C. H. Richmond .................... . 
G.W.Ring ........................... .. 
A. C. Ringo ............................ . 
A. Ritch or Rich ................... .. 
L.J.Roach ............................. . 
N.Roark .................... ........... .. 
J. Roberson .......................... .. 
R. J;>. Robson .......................... . 
T. W. Robinson .................... . .. 
I. E. Robinson ....................... . 
B. G. Roberts ........................ .. 
J.D. R.obertson .................... .. 
G. W. Roberts ........................ .. 
C. S. Roberts ........................ .. 
G.D.Roe .............................. .. 
C. I<:. Roe ............................. .. 
T. R.ogers .............................. . 
G.W.Rogers ......................... . 
J.II. Rogers ......................... .. 
G.W.Robr ............................. . 
R. J. Rombauer .................... .. 
G. A. Root ........................... .. 
J.A.Root ............................... . 
'\V. H. Rorie ............................ . 
C.W.Rose .................... ........ .. 
H. Rose ................................ .. 
S.B.Rose ............................... . 
F. Rosemeier ....................... .. 
W.Roy .................................. . 
J\'LRoyee .............................. . 
J.B.Rozell ........................... .. 
G. W. Rubarts ..................... .. 
vV.F.Ruby ............................ . 
D. Ruddick .......................... .. 
J. l\L Ruggles ........................ .. 
W.Ruhlen ............................ . 
I.U.Rush ............................. .. 
C.\V.Rush ............................. . 
R.Rush .............................. .. 
.T. Russell .............................. .. 
J, II. Russell .......................... . 
G.Reis ................................... . 
J. Hemington ......... ............... .. 
A. J. Randol phs ................... .. 
S. L. Rankin ................. . ....... .. 
G.Henfln .............................. .. 
M.C. enflow ...................... .. 
D. Rentschler ....................... .. 
.T. Rentsch ............................. . 
.T. H. Reynolds ...................... .. 
E. Reynolds ......................... .. 
L. Reynolds .......................... . 
.T. D. Heynolds ...................... .. 
P. Reddington ...................... .. 
J.Redmond .......................... . 
D. A. Reich ............................ . 
J.Reins ........................ ......... .. 
J.Royse ............................... . 
.T. Russell. ............................. .. 
J . P. Haney .......................... .. 
II. C. Hay .............................. .. 
I. T. Ralston .......................... . 
J.N.Reed ............................ .. 




















































































RECEIPTS AND-·EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Con't'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To P. Rentsch ............................. . 
H.Ritter ............................... . 
N. Roark .............................. . 
.J.l\L .Robinson ...................... .. 
.J. Roberson ............................ . 
A. I. Root ............................... . 
B.F.Rose .............................. . 
S. ,V. Roberts ................... ... .. .. 
W.E.Ro\V ............ ................ . 
S.B Rainey ........................... . 
S. ,V. Ra1nsey ......................... . 
W. P.Rigg ............................ .. 
S.E.Raius ............... ...... ....... .. 
E.M.Roll ............................ .. 
H.C. Ray ............................. . 
S. Reighley ...... ............ ..... .... . 
D. Rhodes ............................. . 
L. B. Speece ............................ . 
S. G. Simmons ...................... .. 
B.~'ilnith ....................... ........ . 
W.Sackett .............................. . 
W. B. Sadler ... ....................... .. 
C. II. Safford ....................... . 
C. Salesbury ....................... .. . 
S.P.Salle .................... ..... . ..... . 
0. 0. Satnson ......................... . 
. J. B. Sanborn ........................ . 
G. II. Sanders ............. ; .......... . . 
S. I(. Sanders ......................... . 
S. Sand bach .......................... . 
L.Saxton ............................... . 
T.Saylor ............................... . 
W.Seaggs .................. ..... ...... . 
F. M. Scanlan ........................ . 
.J.Schlup .............................. . 
• J. C. Schenck ............ .. ........... . 
W. Schwerdtfeger ... ............ .. 
C. F. Schnyder ............ .. ....... . 
A. Scofield ............... ' .............. . 
W. W.Scott .......................... . 
L.N.Scott ............... ...... ........ . 
R. ';v· Seage ......................... . 
A. T. Search .......................... . 
E. J. Searle ........................... . 
z. 'f. Sears .......................... .. 
T.V. Sears., .......................... .. 
C. M. Seaton .......................... . 
.J.l\L Seavers ......................... . 
C. Sellers ............................. . 
D. L. Sellers ....................... .. 
.J. Q. A. Sessions .................... . 
E. Sexton .. ............................. . 
A. Sevffert ................... ........... . 
G. Schackelforcl .................. .. 
.J. B. Shackelford ................... . 
1\f. Shadowens ...................... . 
.J. Shaffer ............................... . 
H. F. Shafer ........................... .. 
N.Shameal. .......................... . 
J. Shane ................................ . 
P. Sharp ............................. .. 
B. Sharp ................................ . 
T.Sb.arDe ............................... . 
W. W.Sharp ........................ .. 
E.P.Shaw ............................ . 
G.W.Sha,v .. ........................ .. 
D. Shea .................................. . 
G. W. Sheldon ...................... .. 
G. W. Shelton ....................... . 
.J. I-f. Shelly .......................... . 
F. SheHon ............................ .. 
.J. T. Shelley .......................... . 
T. D. Shelton ........................ .. 
.J. R. Sheridan ........... .- ......... .. 
P. Sherman ......................... . 
J. Shiflet ............................... . 
J. B. Shinn ............................ . 
·w. Schocknessy .................... . 
A. T. Shoptaw ...................... .. 
.J. H. Shores ......................... .. 
H. Shull ............................... .. 
Carried forward .............. . 



















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ . 
'I'o W. H. Shull .......................... . 
W. H. Shores ........................ .. 
H. L. Sillick ......................... .. 
W. S. Silliman ....................... . 
G. W. Shnpson ...................... . 
D. C. Simon ......................... .. 
.T. E. Shnpson ...................... .. 
S. A. Sisk ............................ .. 
A. 0. Skifl' ........................... .. 
W. W. Slaughter ................... . 
II. Sloan ....................... ....... .. 
A. N. Sloan ........................... .. 
.J. Sloan ................................. .. 
J.E. Sloan ............................ . 
J.Small ............................... .. 
.J. Smalfcldt .......................... . 
T. A. Smith ........................ . 
G. \V. Smith .......................... . 
D. N. Bmith .......................... . 
.J. E. S1nith ........................... .. 
F. Sn1ith ............................... . 
G. F. Smith ......................... .. 
G. Smith ............................... .. 
W .. J. Smith ......................... .. 
T. C. Smith ............................ . 
L.S.Smith ............................. . 
A . .J. Smith ........................... .. 
D. Smith ................................ . 
B. C. Smith ............................. . 
L.Smith ............................... .. 
J. T. S1nith ............................ .. 
E. Smothers .................. ........ . 
M.Snapp .............................. .. 
J. Snider ................. ...... ........ .. 
.J. T. Snodgrass ...................... . 
A. Snow ................................ . 
T. W. Snyder ......................... .. 
F. Sommers ............................ . 
H.Southarcl .......................... . 
.T. Starkey ............................ .. 
W.H.Starr ............................ . 
.J. C. Staton ................. ........... . 
.J. W. Staton .......................... .. 
R. G. Staton ............................ . 
W. M. Staton ......................... . 
W. P. States ........................... .. 
.J. L. Sellers ................... . ....... . 
C. B. Stearns .......................... . 
A. N.Steel ............................ .. 
.J.N.Steen ........................... .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
A . .J. Stewart ..................... ..... . 
.J. E. Stewart .......................... . 
vV. R. Steinmet,z .................... . 
A . .J. Stevens or Stephens ..... . 
.T. Stevinson .......................... . 
A. ,V. Stevens ......................... . 
.T.StigaU ............................... .. 
A. R. Stockton ...................... .. 
.J. A. Stockwell ...................... . 
A. K. Stoddard ..................... .. 
H. Stokes .............................. .. 
N.C. Swafford ...................... .. 
\V. Swarthout ......................... . 
W.E.S,vap ............................ . 
G. \V. Sweeney ..................... .. 
JYL V. Sweet ........................... . 
L. T. Swearengin ................... . 
"V. Swearingin ............... ........ . 
L. L. Swearingin .................... . 
C. T. s,voope .......................... . 
vV. C. Sylar .......................... .. 
T. A. Stombs .......................... . 
J.A.Stone ............................. . 
.J. T.Stone .............................. . 
P.Stonc .................................. . 
J. Stonehocker ....................... . 
.J.Story ... ................................ . 
.J. B. StottE'myer ................... .. 
C. C. Stouffer ......................... .. 
F. E. St. John ......................... . 
Carried forward ............. .. 
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318 RECEIPTS AND- EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To R. F. Stratton ......................... . 
J. A. and J. W. Street ............. . 
Z. T. Strickland ...................... . 
D. C. Spalding ................ , ....... . 
G.Spane ............................... . 
J.Sparks ............................... . 
G. F. Sparks .......................... .. 
C. \V. Spayd ............................ . 
J. H. Spoucler ......................... . 
J.P. Spofford .......................... . 
A.Spnhler ............................. . 
S.II.Spears ........................... .. 
J.Spence ............................... .. 
W.P.Speer ............................ . 
A. T. Spence1· .......................... . 
J ... G. Sperling ........................ . 
G. F. Sprouse ......................... .. 
J. II. Springer ........................ . 
B. A. Stubbins ....................... .. 
J.H.Stumberg ....................... . 
S. Sturdevant ......................... . 
N. Sullivan .......................... .. 
'I'. F. Sullivan ........................ .. 
T. Stevenson ......................... .. 
J.Sutten ............................... .. 
J. W. Sutterfield .................... . 
D. Scot•tz ............................... .. 
L.N.Scott ............................... . 
' J. W. Simpson ...................... .. 
W. C. Spaulding ................... .. 
E. J. Searle .................. ......... .. 
W. Sandon ....................... .. .. . 
H. Schreck ............................. . 
E. Schaltenbrandt.. .............. ., 
J. T. Shirley ........................ .. 
J. l\i. Silnpson ........................ . 
R. Sinkhorn ......................... .. 
T.A.Sioan ............................ .. 
C.M.Smith .......................... .. 
D.T.Smith .......................... .. 
H. H. Snoderly ...................... .. 
P.Stone ................................ . 
• T. II. Summers .............. . ....... .. 
J. H. Shepard ........................ .. 
A. L. Shannon ...................... . 
L. B. Shurtleff' ........................ . 
S. S. Stacey ............................. . 
• J. R. Sperling ................ ....... .. 
J.B.Smith ............................ . 
A. Sachs ............................... .. 
C. A. Railey ............................ . 
J. W.Sea~.:s ........................... . 
W.Simons ............................. . 
W. M. Sturdevant .................. . 
H. Stockert ........................... . 
J.Sloan ................................. . 
L.Smith .............................. .. 
T. JJ. Sha\v ....... : ......... ........... . 
J. Stnffiebran .................... ... . .. 
I. R. Sherwood ..................... . 
A. Tacke ................................ . 
\V. Taggart ........................... .. 
J. R Taggart,jr .................... .. 
J. I<'. 'I'aggart ........................ .. 
~~ J~:r;;y~~~ .. :·:::::.::·::::::·::~::::: 
D. B. Taylor ........................ .. 
J. II. Taylor ......................... .. 
~-~y1i~'{_~~~~-.-_-.'.'.'." .. .'.'.'.'.'.·:.·.·.:·.'.'.'.'.'.''.: 
W.B.Taylor .......................... . 
.T.Taylor .............................. . 
.T. A. J. Taylor ........................ . 
J. ]<'.Taylor ............................ . 
J. J. Tibbets .................... .. ..... .. 
A. H. Tieman ....................... .. 
J. l\1. Tilford ...................... . . . 
H. Tilly ................................. .. 
C. K. Tinnin ........................... . 
D . 'I'oomay ............................ . 
F.Tourlin ............................. . 
Carried forward .............. . 



















































































Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To W. C. Towle ............ ............... . 
E. D. Town ........................... .. 
J. W. 'I'ottersman ................... . 
G. Vv. Trafton ......................... . 
B. Treat .................................. . 
J. E. Tribble .......................... . 
O.Trigg ................................. . 
C. E. Triplett ........................ . 
S.Tripp ................................. .. 
H.R.'I'ripp ........................... .. 
B .. T. Tayman ...... .................. .. 
H. Tebbenkamp .................... . 
J. Tefetaylor ....................... .. 
M.A. Templeton .................... . 
J.D. 'I'erry ........................... .. 
I. C. Terry ............................. . 
J. J. Terrill, Second Regiment 
Missouri State Militia ......... 
J. J. Terrill, ElevenLh Regi-
ment Missouri State .Militia 
.T. 'I'etrick .............................. .. 
(-l-. S. 'I'etrick: ......................... .. 
L. K. Thacher ........................ . 
J.Thomas .............................. . 
E.CThomas ........................... . 
J. I-I. Thomas ......................... . 
\tV. R. 'I'homason ................... .. 
E. A. Thompson .................... . 
T. L. 'I'hompson ..................... . 
J. H. Thompson ................... .. 
J. 'l'hompson ........................ .. 
A. H. Thompson ................... .. 
J. M. 'I'hornton ...................... .. 
L. D. Throop ........................ .. 
F. Thurman ........................ .. 
L. D. Trotter ....... 0 ................. .. 
W. H. Trowbril:lge ................. . 
G. Trusler ............................. . 
\V. H . Tubbs .......................... . 
'1'. J. Tucker .......................... .. 
M. R. Tucker ........................ .. 
I. C. Tucker ........................... . 
S. Turner .............................. .. 
G. P. Turner· .......................... . 
R.Turner .............................. .. 
W. B. Turner ........................ .. 
R.P.Twist. ............................ . 
L. F. Twitchell. ...................... . 
lYfcD. Turley .................... . ...... • 
\tV. H. Turner ........................ .. 
J. H. 'l'enis or Tennis ............ .. 
A. E. Thomas ......................... . 
l\I. D. Tillman .. ... .................... . 
\V. L. Thompson ................... .. 
J. B. 0. Turn1an ...................... . 
A.\T.Tahol'. ............................ . 
J. J. 'l'ibbetts ...... ................... .. 
C. Taylor ................................ . 
H. C. Uhler ......................... .. 
C. Ulrice .............................. .. 
J. U!1derwood ....................... .. 
'1'. Underwood ...................... .. 
T. A. Upchurch ................ .... .. 
D. Upshaw ............................ .. 
.J.P. Vanderwort ........ ......... .. 
H. H. Vandike ....................... . 
A. Va.n Deren ........................ . 
0. A. Van Hoy ...................... .. 
.T. B. Venn,rd ......................... .. 
\V. B. Vermilya ...................... . 
T.R. Vice ... ........................... . 
.T.E. Viers ............................. . 
W. Vincent .......................... .. 
E. Vincent. ......................... ... .. 
T. Vines ................................ . 
F. Volkman ......................... .. 
0. D. Vosburg ...................... . 
T. D. Vredenburgh ............... .. 
\V. Valentine ........................ .. 
D. VanValkenburg .............. . 
G. Van Beck ......................... . 
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1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Horses and other property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To F. 0. Von Fritsch ................. . 
F. J. Van Vorhis ................... . 
J. Van Pelt .... ....................... . . 
G. W. Wilson .. ... ....... . ....... .... . 
l\'L B. C. Wright .... ................ . 
C. Waddell ................. .......... . 
E. Wade ......... ............ ........... . 
W.H.vVaid .......................... . 
W.E.Wall. .. ............... ........... . 
J. vV. Wilkins ........................ .. 
J. M. Wilkerson .................... . 
J. Wilkinson ........................ .. 
J. B. Williamson .. ................... . 
J. F. Williamson ...... ... ......... .. 
J.M. Williams ... .. ................ .. 
S. Williams ........ .................. .. 
F. C. Williams ...................... .. 
M. Williams ......................... .. 
M. H. Wi.lliams ............... ....... . 
J. L. Williams .................. ..... . 
J.Williams ........................... .. 
T. Williams ......... .................. .. 
J. P. Wilson ......................... .. 
L. Wintet· ........... .. ................ . 
D.Wymegnr .................. ....... .. 
J. T. Witham ................. ........ .. 
W. D. Wolford .................. ..... . 
H. Wolters ......... ......... .. .. .. ... . .. 
,V.C. Wood ................ .. ........ .. 
\V.P.Wood .............. . ... .. ....... .. 
.J. B. 'V oodruff ..... ...... .. ........ .. .. 
A. G. vVoodw01·tb ............... . .. 
D. M. Worden .. .. .................. .. 
G. T. Work .. .. ............... ......... .. 
.T. B. Womack ...... ................ .. 
H. S. Worsham ................... .. 
J. Worthington ................... .. 
A. J. Wray ............................ . 
H. L. Wright ........................ . 
R. A. Wright ........................ .. 
.J. Watson ................ .. ......... .. 
T. J. West ............................ .. 
L. Willis ....................... , ...... .. 
H. D. Wilson .................. ....... . 
L. Waldter ........................... .. 
J. \Valdro\V ......................... . 
A. F. Wahlgram .................. .. 
,J. Wallace ........................... .. . 
J. A. '\Valier .......................... . 
W. I-I. Wall ...... .............. . ...... .. 
J. L. Wallace ......................... . 
E. J. Walker .............. .. ........ .. 
J. Walker .. .. .. ....... .. ............. .. 
Chas. Walker ....................... . 
II. '.r. 'Valker ............ ... ........ . 
W. A. Walker .... ................. .. . 
.T. D. Walsh ......................... .. 
L. S. Walker ......................... . 
A. 'Valters ............................ . 
J. II. Walters ....................... .. 
F. 1\'I. Warford .................... .. 
H. E. \Van·en ......... ............. .. 
,J. M. Walker ........................ .. 
H. Warren ........................... .. 
J. 'Vasson ............ .. .............. .. 
R. Waters .. ....... .................. .. 
Z. 'l'. Weeden ....................... . 
H. D. Wilson ......................... . 
J. F. Winters ....................... .. 
W. M. Wooten ...................... . 
J. Warner ......... ................... .. 
T. Waste .............................. .. 
.J. A. Waterman .. ............... .. 
A.M. 'Vatkins ...................... .. 
J. Watkins ............................. . 
F. E. \Vatrous ...................... .. 
L. 'Vatson ............................ .. 
G. B. Watson ........................ .. 
J. Watson .................. .......... .. 
G.l\1. 'Vaugh .. .. ................. .. . .. 
A. \Vayman ......................... .. 
Carried forward ............. .. 



















































































Horses and other. property lost in 
the military service-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To A. E. Weathers ..................... .. 
'.r. A. Weatherman ................. . 
R. Webster ........................... .. 
P. H. \Veeks .......................... . 
A. Weider ............................ . 
N. \Veil .................... .............. . 
D. N. Welch ...... ., ................. . 
R. J. Welch ...... ....... .............. .. 
J. R. Wells ............................. . 
A. Wells ............................... .. 
T. Wells ................................ . 
J. Werrick, or Werrich .......... . 
A. Whedon ........................... .. 
W. F. Wheeler ........... .. ......... . 
R. Whelan ...... ...................... .. 
W.Whist .............................. .. 
B. vVhite ............................... .. 
.J. II. White ...................... ..... . 
H.H.White ........................ .. 
F. Whitehead ........................ . 
G. Whitehead ....................... . 
!::i. A. Whitley ........................ .. 
S. l\1. WhittJside ..................... . 
N. Whitton ......... .. ................ .. 
J.M. Weir ..................... . .... .. 
.T. M. Wilbanks .. ... ................ .. 
C. C. Wilcox .......................... . 
L. B. Wilcox ....... .... .............. .. 
H.C.Wildy ............................ . 
T. Wiley ................. ............. .. 
J. F. Williams ....................... . 
T. Williams ........................... .. 
.T. M. Willis .... ........................ . 
J.B. Willmore ....................... . 
N. B. Wilson ......................... .. 
W.Wilson ............................ .. 
,V.S. Wilson ......... _ ............... .. 
'.r. W. Wilson ......................... . 
J.M. Wilson ........................ .. 
C. R. Wilson ..................... ..... . 
S. Wilson ............. .................. . 
C. C. Wilson ............ . ............. . 
G. W. Wilson ......................... .. 
M. H. Wooster ...................... .. 
J. R. Wadley .......................... . 
J. Wolgamott ...... ................... . 
J. Weston ............................... . 
I. N. Wilcox .......................... . 
J.Webb .................. ............... .. 
W. Wilson ............................ .. 
H. Wood .............................. .. 
.T. R. Winfrey ........................ . 
M. Wood .............................. .. 
J.C. Wall .............................. .. 
B. Wheeler ............................. . 
.T. vValker ................. ............. .. 
H. T. Wilson ........... ............... . 
.T. M. Y onart ........ . ................ .. 
S.York ........................... ..... .. 
C. Yost ..... .. ........................... . 
Casper Yost ......................... .. 
T.Yonng ...... .. ...................... .. 
A.J.Young .................. .......... . 
.T.H.Young .......................... .. 
R.B.Young ......................... .. 
H.S.Young ............................ . 
J. Zeller ................................. . 
J.Zeigler .................... .......... . 
C. E. Zimmerman .................. .. 
S.C. Zeigler ........................... . 
Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883: 








































































To P. Ackerman.......................... 40.75 
E. B. Austin .. . ..... .... ............... 12. 50 
H.B.Avery............................. 7.50 
C. C. Austin............................. 7. 50 
Carried forward .............. . 68,25 
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!.886-'87. l\ULITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Commutation of ration~ to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To F. Atkinson ......................... .. 
l\'L Austin .............................. . 
Z.Acord ............................... .. 
vV. Abbott ............................ .. 
M. Arguette ........................ . 
L. K. Au ringer ..................... . 
~-F. Arnold ......................... .. 
C .• T.Allen ............................. . 
l\L A. Allen ............................ . 
l\I. A . A11det·son ..................... .. 
J.A.Allen ............................ .. 
.J. l\1. Albertson ...................... . 
L.A.Allen ........................... . 
E.Acla .................................. .. 
II. Adams .............................. . 
P.Adams .............................. .. 
\V.Adams ........................... · 
E.C.Ayer ............................ .. 
J. \V. Armftcost ...................... .. 
\Y. Arnold ........... .................. . 
W. F. Atkinson ..................... . 
.J. Arm braster ....................... . 
II. Burke .............................. . 
C. J. Barney .......................... . 
Andt·cw .J. or Judsori Barrett .. 
.T. C. Bagnall .......................... . 
I. Baird ............................... .. 
l't. W. Baker ........................ .. 
.T. Bntnen .............................. .. 
RW.Biair ........................... . 
L. Brees ...... . ........................ . 
C. Beck ................................. .. 
.T. I{. Rt'O'.Vl1 ......................... .. 
C. Brooks ............................ .. 
J. Boley ....... .. ..................... . 
A.Burgin ............................ .. 
(1 _ A. Burker ......................... .. 
W.H. Bryan ......................... .. 
.J. 'r. Burns ............................ . 
U. Brosius ............................. . 
J H.Prown ........................... . 
S. A. ButTler ....................... .. 
1\f. Brew8ter .......................... . 
. G-. B. Bradley ........................ .. 
f'. Brooks ............................. . 
P . A. Bt•( wer ...................... .... .. 
l. Bedel ... .... ......................... .. 
1>. Bean1 ................................ . 
E. :'If. Gerry ............................ . 
D. A. Deals ........................... .. 
A. Bleckley ........................... .. 
n. 'V. Black ........................ .. 
'r. Dat·nes .......................... .... . 
'l'. lH. Barnes ......................... .. 
,\ . . \.Blanchard ..................... . 
If. A. Balcom ........................ . 
f+. Ji". Barlow ......................... . 
('.Bacon ............................... . 
R. w·. Barnard ............. ........... .. 
. T. 0. Bartholomew ................. . 
II. Beckley ........................... .. 
.f. C'. Breckinridge ............... .. 
J. A. Bennett .. ..................... .. 
.J. Beeson ............................. .. 
F. Blocker ............................ .. 
I. Babh ................................. .. 
.T. R<'nner ............................ . 
C. W. Rode11. ......................... .. 
C. Bodley ............................. .. 
T. Rro01nall ........................... .. 
A. D. Bow1nan ...................... .. 
.T. S. Britton ..................... ." ..... .. 
.T. Burge .............................. .. 
R. Buffington ......................... . 
J. Burgess ........................... .. 
A. 8. Burdick ........................ .. 
J. \V. Bucklew ...................... .. 
B. R. Buffington .................... .. 
W. L. Burnham ...................... . 


















































































Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To F. Bagert ................................ .. 
II. C. Beverly ......................... . 
J.Blauchet ........................... . 
J. T. Burgess .......................... . 
H. Butcher ............................ .. 
A. L. Beeman or Beaman ..... . 
C. W. Benedict ............ ... ....... .. 
A.J.Byrne ............................. . 
D. Brace ................................. . 
B. F. Barlett .......................... . 
W.Barton ............................. .. 
E. Brown .. , ........................... .. 
F. Cordrey ............................ .. 
C. Chambers ......................... .. 
.T. Cannon .............................. . 
J. M. Chrouch ........................ .. 
G. W. Cunningham ............... . 
A. Crum ............................... .. 
P. Coughlin ............................ . 
C. Collins .............................. .. 
S.A. Cox ............................... .. 
I. Childs ....................... ........ . 
l\'L Carter ............................... . 
A. Chapman ......................... .. 
W.A.Campbell ..................... .. 
R. Campbell .......................... . 
J. Cardlc ............................... .. 
W. Campbell ........................ .. 
8. Clark ................................ . 
L.Cross .................................. . 
,J. Curry ................................ . 
J. Creese ............................... .. 
J. Christian .......................... .. 
.T. C. Clingerman ............... ..... . 
S. Cooper .............................. .. 
A. Cook .............................. .. 
G. Collins .................. ............ .. 
A. P. Condit ......................... .. 
\V. Collins ............................ .. 
.J. Crom or Crum ................... .. 
C. Coston ............................... .. 
C. Cowen ........................ .' .... . 
A. Childs ............................... .. 
.T. A. Cook .............................. . 
P.Crowe ................................ . 
E. Coleman ........................... .. 
M. Connelly .......................... .. 
D. A. Converse ...................... .. 
.T. T. Colvin ............................ . 
L. S. Cro'.v .......... : ................. .. 
A. G. Collins ......................... .. 
D. L. Converse ...................... .. 
.J. Cooley ................................ . 
0. L.Conn ............................. . 
G.L.Cook ............................. . 
W. Constable ......................... . 
G. v.r. Cundiff ........................ . 
R. Cunningham .................... .. 
P. Clnkay ......... .. ................. .. 
E. Curran ............................ .. 
E. Cadorette ......................... .. 
R. Campbell ......................... .. 
J. Caswell .............................. . 
W .• J. Canning ....................... . 
W. M. Campbell ..................... . 
G. W.Case ............................ .. 
B. F. Clark ...................... ....... .. 
A. M. Chapman .................... . 
W.A.Clark .......................... .. 
C. D. Case ............................... . 
T.Carney ............................. .. 
T. A. Craig ................ .-........... .. 
W. H. Carver ........................ .. 
F. C. Craft ............................. .. 
J. Caney ................................ . 
W.Carson ............................. .. 
J. C. Clemens ....................... .. 
A. Clendening or Clendeny .. . 
G. Cassiday ........................... .. 


















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
ToP. C. Cain .............................. . 
"\V. Cht•·k ............................... . 
J. Crull ................................. . 
G. W. Carroll ....................... .. 
W. A. Campbell .................... . 
W. H. Cleare ......................... . 
H. M. Chitwood ..................... . 
J. Chitwood ......................... . 
R. Couples ............................. . 
W. Cotral ............................. . 
J. or J. W. CorniHg ................ . 
C. D. Cole ............................ . 
J. Campbell .......................... . 
W. Campbell. ........................ . 
A. J. Cotter ............................ . 
W. E. Cotter ......................... . 
S. E. Colgrove ....................... . 
J. W. Cantrell ...................... . 
G. W. Dilts ............................ . 
S.J. Dubbs ............................ . 
T. P. Dumm .......................... . 
A. Doughman ...................... .. 
P. Debler ............................. .. 
W. H. Dougherty .................. . 
"\V. E. Dickinson ................... . 
J. Dillon ................................ . 
I. B. De Ch·aw ....................... .. 
W. S. Dellett ........................ .. 
O.L.Davis ............................. . 
L. K. Davis ........................... . 
S. S. Dore .............................. . 
W.Dyer· .............................. .. 
R. A. Dunn ............................ . 
J. A. Dumars ......................... . 
S.C. Duff .............................. . 
"\V. Dodson ........................... .. 
II. A. Downing ...................... . 
.1. Donnel ............................ . 
E. Damkoehler .................... . 
C. W . Davis ......................... .. 
D. S. Davis ............................ . 
J. Dalzell ............................... . 
C.S.Davis ............................. . 
J.Davis ................................. .. 
A. S. Davidson ....................... . 
B. H. Dalrumple ..................... . 
T.Donahoe ........................... .. 
J.A.Douglass ....................... . 
C. Douglas .......................... .. 
Giles Dickson or Jiles Dixon .. 
"\V. Deakyne ......................... .. 
J. W. Detwiler ......... .............. . 
J.1C Deets ............................ . 
J. W. Defibaugh .................... . 
S. A. Devers ........................... .. 
L.Deike ............................... .. 
J. Davis ........................ ~ ......... . 
R.Davis ............................... .. 
"\V. Daugherty ...................... .. 
.T. M. Davis ............................. . 
A. Darling ............................. . 
E. Dan ................................... . 
W.T. Elder ............... ............ .. 
T.B. Ellis ................. ............ .. 
L.Edleman ......... .................. .. 
R.Elben ................................ . 
A. E. Eberhart ....................... . 
H. C. Everett ......................... . 
A .. J. Etherton ...................... .. 
J. E. Estes .............................. . 
C.Evans ............................... . 
V. B. Eastrnan ...................... .. 
E. Edwards ............................ . 
E.M. Evans ............................ . 
S. N. Eastn1an ........................ .. 
W.Ely .................................. .. 
E. T. Elliott ............................ . 
J. A. Ellison .......................... . 
·rr. J. Foote ............................. . 
,Carried forward ............. .. 

















































































Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July t, 1883-Continucd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To M. Fisher .............................. . 
D.J. Field ............................ . 
L.Frey .................................. . 
l\I. French ............................. . 
H. E. Fawcett ....................... . 
H. T. Fitts ............................. . 
A. Fripper ............................. . 
W. H. Frazieer .......... ........... .. 
G. Frolick ............................. . 
E. Fuller ............................. .. 
H. G. Fuller .......................... . 
J. C. Fuller ........................... . 
S. Fortner ............................. . 
J. B. Fo1·tner ......................... . 
M.T.Foor ............................. . 
E. Fisher ............................. .. 
T. Fitzgerald ......................... . 
~- ~rf~~fi~·-.. .'.'.".".":::::::::::;:.~~~:::::: 
G. L. Fish ............................ .. 
E. Fetterman ......................... . 
C. T. Fleck ............................ . 
D. R. Fenton ......................... . 
J. Ferry ............................... .. 
C. C. Frazier ......................... .. 
W.Fay .................................. . 
R. Falconer ............................ . 
A. Fasig ..... ............................. . 
A. Facto ........................ ........ . 
G. W. Fradd ......................... . 
H. '.r. Fargo .......................... . 
S. Foster ............................... .. 
J. Free ........................... ... .. .. 
E. G. Fuller ........................... . 
C. fl. Fun day ...................... .. 
J. Flynn ............................... .. 
D. C. F1·azier ......................... . 
M. Y. Gephart.. .................... . 
F. Graver ............................... . 
J.B. Grow ............................. . 
W. "\V. Gooley ...................... .. 
J.G. Gorham ......................... . 
J. l\'L Graham ...................... .. 
G.Gognoy ............................. . 
W.Graham ........................... .. 
G. Goebel .............................. .. 
J.H.Graff ............................. .. 
A. Gillespie .......................... .. 
0. \V. Gipson .......................... . 
R. Griswold ........................... . 
J.ll. Ch-ipman ........................ . 
A. Green ................................ . 
C. B. G-reen ........ ; ................... .. 
J. A. Gaffney ......................... . 
A. Gamble ..... ........................ . 
S. l\L Graham ......................... . 
R. S. Gardner ........................ . 
E. Grasser .............................. . 
G. Grant ............................... .. 
T.Gable ................................. . 
J. Guthrie ............................ .. 
,T. Grubaugh ........................ .. 
J.W.Gummo ........................ .. 
P.Grubbs ............................. . 
.1. R. Grover ........................... .. 
!.Goodwin ............................ . 
J. Gorham ................. . .......... .. 
J.Goom ...................... ........... .. 
C. M. Goodlander .................. .. 
S.Grover ........................... .. 
G. W. Grossman ................... . 
W. J. Gilfoy, alias 13. L. War-
ner ..................................... .. 
D. Garrison .. : ........................ .. 
H. H. Galehouse ....... : ............ . 
W.Graul ............................... . 
J.Gillen ................................. . 
'\V.Glne ................................ .. 
"\V. B. Hayes ........................... . 
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1886-'87. 1\HLITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forwat•d ........... .. 
To W. F. Harris ......................... .. 
J.D. Hami.lton ...................... .. 
W.Hughes ............................. . 
T.Howarth ........................... .. 
~-J\~~;~r:.::::::::::::::::::::·::.::: 
W.Henry ............................... . 
"\V.H.Huff ............................. . 
J.Harn1an ............................. . 
J.Harty .................................. . 
S. Harper ............................... . 
J. Y. Harrison ....................... . 
E. Hartinger ......................... .. 
C. 0. Hamill .................. · ........ . 
G. Herbert ............................. . 
A. Hoopes .............................. . 
E. S. Hopkins ........................ . 
C.A.Hurd .... ,. ....................... . 
I. 1\f. Henry ........................... .. 
C. Haney ............................ , .. .. 
J. I\:. Henry .......................... .. 
T.Harp ................................. . 
H. Hackett ............................. . 
A. J. Harriford ...................... .. 
L. Heller ............................... .. 
P.Heath ................................ . 
R. V. I-Iurst ........................... .. 
J. I-Iolland ............................. . 
J. Hopkins ............................ .. 
E. J. Hollansworth ................ . 
B. W. Hopkins ....................... . 
P. 0. Hogden ......................... .. 
J. W. Hopkins ...................... .. 
G.L.Hoyt ............................. . 
J.I-Iock ................................. . 
C. J. Hohn1ann ................. ..... . 
J. F. House ............................ .. 
J. R. Holderfield ................... .. 
J. Higginbottom .................... . 
J.B.Hicks ............................. . 
J_,, Higgins ............................. . 
B.Heatly ............................... .. 
R. Hardesty ............................ . 
C.W.Hall ............................... . 
J. Harkins., ........................... . 
D. Harrison ............................ . 
J.R.Hall. ................ .. ............. . 
W. Harrison ......................... . 
J.Hayden .............................. . 
J. IIahn ............................... .. 
W. N. Hayden ...................... . 
G. W. Harlan ........................ .. 
C. E. Haymaker ................... .. 
H.Harritl ............................... . 
S. Hammer ............................ . 
O.Hatfield ........................... .. 
J. Hartman ......................... .. 
S. Hathaway ......................... . 
F.Hommat ........................... .. 
C. D. Hunt ............................ . 
\V.Harris .............................. . 
H. F. Harold ........................ .. 
H. H. Hess ............................ . 
G. I-Ieintzen ......................... .. 
I.-. L. Hilton ......................... .. 
M. W. Hunter ....................... . 
H. Hoard .............................. . 
D. Harrington ....................... . 
D. N. Hillebrand .................. .. 
S.G.Jrwin ........................... .. 
J.lrgany .............................. .. 
C. Irish ................................. .. 
J. W. Jackson ...................... .. 
IJ: ~ .. ~~~~~~~~:·:.:::::::: :::::::::::: 
L.L.Jones ..... ...................... . 
R.D.Jobes .................... ... ..... . 
L.Jones ................................ . 


















































































Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To S. H. Johnston ..................... .. 
N. G. Joyner .......................... . 
P. W. Jords.n ........................ . 
M. Jellison ............................ . 
S.Jackson ............................ .. 
J,F. James ........................... .. 
T.James ............................... . 
J.Jaeger .............................. .. 
T. B. Jackson ........................ .. 
W. M. Jordan ...................... .. 
J.Jackson ............................. . 
J. J. Kimball ......................... .. 
B. F. Kramer .......................... . 
J.I\:ugler ................................ . 
R.Kaufmann .......................... . 
J.Kline ......... .......................... . 
J.Knoll .................................. . 
R.Knowles ............................. . 
W.Koch .............................. .. 
.J.H,Koch .............................. . 
A. I\:itt'teson ... ........................ . 
H. Kilburn .............................. . 
C.M.Kiger ............................ . 
M.l(ing ................................... . 
I. W. Knight ......................... .. 
S.I<:ing .................................. -
G.I<:ienzle .............................. . 
P.Knepp .............................. . 
G. W. Keller ........................... . 
A. I<:eller ................................. . 
A. Kellermann ....................... . 
S.Kuhns ...... ........................... . 
C.R.Korn ............................ . 
..J.Kromas .............................. . 
E. F. Keller ........................... . 
J.B. Kean ............................. . 
J.B.Keyes .............................. . 
E.I\:eeny ............................... . 
A.I\:re.;s ............................... .. 
N. T. Keaton .......................... . 
W.H.Keith .................... ..... .. 
M.Kennedy .......................... . 
W.I<:enealy ......................... .. 
J.J.King .............................. .. 
B. King ...................... .. .......... .. 
J.W.Kline ............................ . 
J. S. ;Kneal. .......................... .. 
J.Karen .............................. .. 
B.Long· ................................. . 
D.C.Life ... ........................... .. 
G. "\V. Leonard ...................... .. 
.I:LJ.Lehman ......................... . 
T. Longford .......................... .. 
D. A. Lawrence ...................... . 
T.G.Lynch . ....... .................. .. 
J.C.Lundy ............................. . 
F. Ludwig ............................. . 
J.Long ................................... . 
W.Louchs ............................ .. 
J. L. Lockwood ..................... .. 
W. Lovelace ......................... .. 
A.Liest ................................. .. 
W.Lincoln ........................... .. 
H. Lewis ................................ . 
E.B.Lewis ........................... .. 
0. B. Lawrence ...................... . 
C.Landon ............................ .. 
W.Lamb ............................... .. 
S.Layton ............................... . 
J.Y.La"\v ............................. .. 
C.W.Lantz ............................ . 
J.B.Lock ............................. .. 
D. Liles ................................. . 
L.Linne ............................... .. 
J.F.Lillie ............................. .. 
G.W.Lewis ......................... .. 
\V. H. Leckey ......................... . 
.J.B.Laut .............................. .. 

















































































Carrieq for'Y'a:rd ::, ........... : ~. 598.75 Carri~d ~Ol'WlUd ........ ,...... 10,422,50 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To J.Lowe .................................. . 
E. Lewis ................................. . 
H. Longcare ......................... . 
A.Lingel.. ............................. . 
C. Lemon ................................ . 
E.F.Moyer .......................... .. 
S.l\Iower or Mourer .............. . 
0. H. Melendy ...................... .. 
.J. B. Miller ............................ .. 
.J. Millington ......................... .. 
C.Mitz ................................... . 
.J. M. Martin ........................ . 
C.Miller ............................... . 
A. H. Miller . ......................... .. 
W. H. Moorehead ................. .. 
W.Muche ............................ .. 
W.Murphy ............................ . 
.J.Murphy ............................. . 
W.J.Musselman ..... . ............ .. 
E. Mundorf ............................ . 
T.A. Morrison ...................... .. 
J.W.Moore .......................... .. 
A. J.l\iorey .......................... .. 
T.D.Moore ............................ . 
P.Mooney ............................ .. 
J.F.Moore ........................... .. 
W.H.Myers ........................ .. 
L. Murphy ............................ .. 
G. Munnell ............................. . 
E. C. Munger ........................ .. 
T. L. Mercer ......................... . 
J. Miller or Millar ................ .. 
N.Millis ............................... .. 
J.P. Mitchell ......................... .. 
A. Miller ............................... .. 
L.Miller ............................... .. 
H. Minard ............................ .. 
C. C. Menner ........................ . 
W.Miller ............................... . 
.J.Miller .............................. .. 
L. H. MR.lone ......................... .. 
.J.M.Martin ......................... .. 
:B. Martin ............................... . 
A.Marsh .............................. .. 
S.Main .................................. . 
M.Maples ............................. . 
S.H.Mason .......................... .. 
A.D.Man·ion ........................ .. 
.J.Magers .............................. .. 
.J. W. G. Mathews ................... . 
H. J. Marden ........................ .. 
I.J.l\iadden ............................ .. 
J. B. Marsden ........................ .. 
S.E.Maxam .......................... . 
,V.H.Mills ........................... .. 
J. Minor ................................. .. 
D.l\iiller ............................... .. 
M. V. Miller .......................... . 
P.Mead ............................... .. 
V.Melcher ............................ .. 
J. F.Mettz ............................ .. 
F. 1\L Meeks ......................... .. 
A. Megan .............................. .. 
C. W. Merritt ......................... .. 
J. M. Millner ......................... .. 
C. Miller ............................... .. 
J. Meghert ............................ .. 
S. R. 1\Ieader ......................... .. 
.J. l\<Itddaugh .......................... . 
.T.Moore ............................... .. 
T.J.l\Ioore ............................ .. 
0. 1\iorrison ........................... .. 
B. Morse .. .' ............................ .. 
J. Moyer ............................... .. 
S. Morris .............................. .. 
.T. C. Morgan ........................ .. 
'r. S. Morris ........................... .. 
J. Mon<gomery ..................... . 
L . Vir. Morgan ........ .. ... ........ .. 


















































































Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To S. Mullinix ............................. . 
F. lVIaers ............................... .. 
F. K. lYierry ......................... .. 
D.l\Ieehan ............................ .. 
J.l\ieehan ............................ .. 
s. l\'lidkiff . ........................... .. 
W. A. l\Iills ........................... .. 
J. F.lYiahaffey ....................... . 
W.J. Morris ......................... .. 
H. C.lVIerrill ....................... .. 
W. E. McCreary .................... . 
D. McConaugh ...................... .. 
A. C.McCarter ...................... .. 
W. R. McAdam .................... .. 
J.R. McHenry ....................... . 
J. McMullen ......................... .. 
D. l\IcDonald ......................... . 
G. McCrellis ......................... .. 
D.lVI. McDonald .................... . 
J. L. McCreery ...................... . 
J.McNulty ............................. . 
A. L. McBride ....................... .. 
R. McCarrick ......................... . 
R. McDonald ......................... .. 
T. H. B. McCain ...................... . 
C. W. McKinny ...................... . 
W. H. McDowell. ................... . 
J. McDonald .......................... . 
D. McArthur ......................... .. 
J.McManus ........................... .. 
J.McCarty ............................. . 
A. L.McClonkey .................... . 
J. H.lVIcDonel. ....................... . 
0. McCallon .......................... .. 
.J.McLeod .............................. . 
R. McCormick ........................ . 
J.P. McKay ........................... . 
B.S. Newton .......................... . 
!.Niles .................................. .. 
G. vV.Ne-ase .......................... .. 
0. P. Nelson ......................... .. 
J.W.Nelan ........................... .. 
W. U. Nicholson ................... .. 
R.Nance ............................... .. 
N. Nagel. ............................... . 
J.A.Nay ............................... .. 
C. A. Near ............................... . 
H. C. D. Norton ..................... . 
J.A. Noble .......................... . 
A. Nettlejohn ........................ .. 
H.Neal ................................. . 
W.Nelson ............................. . 
O.Nelson .............................. . 
J. Niederman ......................... . 
A.T.Nye .............................. . 
L.Neville .............................. .. 
L. H. Oliver ............................ . 
J.L.Owins ............................ .. 
J.Ogle .............................. , ..... . 
M. O'Leary .......................... .. 
.T. H. Overturf ....................... . 
.1. Odell ................................ .. 
L. Ostuthal .......................... .. 
G. W. ·Paige, jr ...................... .. 
S. J. Parsons .......................... . 
Z. l\L Palmer ........................ .. 
G. ,V. Phillips ....................... . 
L. Preston ............................ .. 
L. J\L Preston ........................ .. 
D. Proctor ............................ .. 
L. H. Putnam ........................ .. 
N. S. Price ............................. . 
B. J. Puckett .......................... . 
l\'L Poling .............................. .. 
H. B. Pa~vt~all ...................... .. 
'"· K. Powell ......................... . 
l\I. Preis .............................. .. 
G-. Peck ................................. .. 
G. L, Parsons ........................ .. 


















































































324 RECEIPTB AND EXPBNDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Contiuucd. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To G. H. Phan ............ ................. . 
R.J.Plant ........................... .. 
R. A. Parsley or Parsly ......... .. 
J.Packer ............................... .. 
W. D. Petrie ........................... . 
B. II. Perkins ...................... . . 
E. W. Pettibone .................... . 
H. Pugh ................................ . 
S.Parker ............................. . 
H. T. Pierson ....................... . 
"\V. '1'. Pittman or Pitman ..... . 
G. W. Pirtle .... -..................... . 
M. Poplewell ......... .. ............. . 
P. Powers ............................. . 
II. Pcntagraph ...................... . 
J. Quigley ............................. . 
J. B. Reynolds ....................... . 
H. I. Rohde .......................... . 
C. J. Howling ..................... . 
J.P. Reeder ......................... .. 
E. Roe ................................... . 
J. Hose ................................ .. 
A. Robinson .......................... .. 
L. H. Ruble .... ...................... . 
A.llussell ............................. . 
.T.I. Ryan ........................... .. 
.J. Rutter ............... ................ .. 
. T.JH. Robinson ...................... . 
II. Rogers ............................. . 
F. Holfes ............................... . 
A. Rogers ............................. . 
F. P. Rowe ............................ . 
A. or A. J. Robbins or Robins .. 
"\V. H. Robinson .................... . 
J.C.Ross ............................... . 
II. V. Rigg ............................. . 
T.J.Rice ............................... . 
W. S. Riddell ........................ .. 
J. Rentsch ............................. . 
C. C. Richardson .................. .. 
S. Rinard or Rhinard ........ ... . 
D. Regan ............................. .. 
S. Remington ....................... . 
"\'V. ;:,. Heagan ....................... . 
J. F. Remmy .............. .......... .. 
J. H.l{eed ........... . ................ . 
.T. Reese ............................... . 
.T. A. Ramsey ....................... . 
"\'V. Ray .................................. . 
\V. \V. Ramsey ...................... . 
D. Rag·an or Reagan ............ .. 
J. B. Rankin ... ....... .. ............ .. 
A.Haerlel .............................. .. 
.T.l-tankin ............................. . 
.T. Rogers .............................. . 
S. Ritter .. ...... .. . .. .................. .. 
1\I. Raymer ............................ . 
D .. T. Russ ...... ...................... .. 
.T. Robins ............................. . . 
G. W. Stephenson ................ .. 
C. A. Sweet ........................ .. 
\V. J. Sampson ..................... .. 
I~. f:anders ........................ .... .. 
T. D. Sturdevant .................... . 
C. L. Sockwell ..................... .. 
D. Shook ................................ . 
L. C. Stiles ............................. . 
G. \V. Smith ........................ .. .. . 
.T.Stiger .................................. . 
J. S. Schenck ......................... . 
H. F. Schenck ...................... .. 
"\V. B. s,vager ........................ .. 
\V.ll. Shaw ..................... ...... .. 
G. W . Salisbury ...................... . 
C .• r. Stillwell ........................ .. 
C.Spillner ............................. . 
J. F. Strout ............................ . 
0. J. Slough ..... .. .. .. . ... .. . ......... . . 
S . W . Stoddard ............... .... . 

















































































Commutation of rations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J .1\I. Stewart ........................ .. 
J. W. Stayner ...................... . .. 
E. Sparks ............................... . 
I. Stanley .............................. .. 
C. L. Stevenson ..................... .. 
N. Schneider .......................... . 
J.Stevens ............................... . 
M.A. Sellars .......................... . 
W.H.Schmith ....................... . 
J. Stombough ........................ . 
S. A .. Sullivan ........................ .. 
A. R. Simmons ...................... . 
0. Sixkiller ............................ . 
L. Sinclair ............................. . 
.J. Stouffer,jr .......................... . 
D. Scharbrough .................... .. 
H. A. Smith ........................... .. 
W.H.Satterthwait ................ . 
J. "\V. Sanders ......................... . 
I. Stanford ............................. . 
C.Stabel ................................ . 
W.Saxon .............................. .. 
J. A. Snyder .......................... . 
L.Stump ............................... . 
1\I. Sullivan; ........................... . 
\V. Sutley ............................ .. 
J. G. Stroyick ......................... . 
H. Stork or Stark .................. .. 
J. Shehan ............................ .. 
J. A. Stevens ......................... .. 
.T.O.Schley ........................... .. 
E. Shephard ......................... .. 
H. Stout .................................. . 
G.N.Scott ........................... .. 
A. Sowell .............................. .. 
A. Stotzer .............................. .. 
G. Strong ............................... . 
W. H. Spooner, N.Y .............. . 
W. H. Spooner. Mo ............... .. 
P. S. Strong ......................... .. 
J.Story ................................. .. 
G. F. Stone ............................ .. 
.J. Swickert ........................... .. 
E.O.Smith ... ......................... .. 
S. E. Spinner ................... , ...... . 
W. H. s,vitzer ........................ .. 
I.L.Smith ............................. . 
C. Spriggs ............................ .. 
J. Squier ............... ................ .. 
C. R. Simons ........................ .. 
E.T.Simpson ....................... .. 
W.Smith ............................. . 
H. C. Smith ........................... .. 
F. Siegfried ........................... .. 
J.Sweeney ........................... .. 
A.Slenker ........................... .. 
G. Spahr ............................... .. 
J.J.Salsberry ...................... .. 
A. Sautter .............................. .. 
J.A.Shaver ............................ . 
A. 0. Spaulding ...................... . 
C. Smith ................................ . 
J. M. Stites or Stiles ............... .. 
W. A. Spring .......................... . 
A. D. Stewart ..... ................... .. 
A. A. Stearns ........................ .. 
J. H. Sellick ......................... .. 
J. S. Schernnerhorn or Scher-
mei·horn ............................. . 
J. Seltz ................................... . 
L. H. Stebbins , ..................... .. 
E.:I\'L Seely ............................. . 
C. 1\'L Sarles ............................ , 
T. S. Stonsbury ..................... .. 
"\V. Shafer .............................. .. 
W. 1\I, Sapp ........................... .. 
W. 0 . Shrader ....................... . 
T. W. Summersides. .. .......... .. 
J . B . Scrafford ............. .. ... .. 

















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 325 
1886-'87. MILl T ARY EST ABLIHHl\IEN'l'. 
Commutation of 1·ations to prison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ . 
To G. II. Straw ............................ . 
A. 1•'. Straul> .......................... . 
J. H. Ste,va1·t ........................ . 
S. Sloan .................................. . 
·w. A. Southerland ............... .. 
(L W. Salter .......................... . 
F. Storey ................................ . 
I. Shorn or Shonn ................. . 
J. I. 'Taylor ............................ . 
G-. A. Trabue ......................... . 
~.:::. S.Taylor ............................ . 
J. R.. Tryer ............................. . 
F.M.Thomas ......................... . 
W.Tracy ............................... . 
.T. Theeck .............................. . 
0. D. Tevis ............................. . 
R. '.rurner ............................... . 
C. F. Thurber ....................... . 
J. S. Tucker .......................... .. 
A. Truell .............................. . 
A. Turner ............................. . 
C. S. Turner ............................ . 
W.Thompson ....................... . 
J.'rroy ................................... . 
A. V. Tanner ......................... .. 
W.C.Tripp .......................... .. 
J. R. Tibbles .......................... . 
J.W.Titus ............................. , 
W. N. Taylor ........................... . 
.J.Tappan ............................... . 
E.C.Tamkins ...................... .. 
D. Travis,jr., alias D. Jones, jr. 
G.vv. Travis .......................... . 
S. 'rargoszynski .................... . 
!.Thayer ............................... . 
C.H.Upham .......................... . 
H.Ullem ............................... . 
J.K. Underhill ...................... . 
W.H.Voorhees .................... . 
F. Vogler ............................. . 
J. E. Viers ............................ .. 
F. W. Verkins ....................... . 
E. Vaughn ............................. . 
M. Van Harden ................... .. 
P. H. Wilson ......................... . 
B. Wirtner ............................. . 
A. Wride ............................... . 
S.B. Wixon .......................... . 
T. Wilhelm ........................... . 
E. Wether bee ........................ . 
G. Wall .................................. . 
C. F. Walker ......................... . 
A. Walker ............................. . 
vV. Williams ....................... .. 
W.Wilson ........................... .. 
0. Wilhelm us ....................... . 
C. B. Williamson ................... . 
J.\Vilson ............................... . 
A. Wallace .............................. . 
J.Wagoner ........................... .. 
l\1. Welch ............................... . 
J.B.vVebb ............................. . 
H. Weston ............................. . 
C. S. Woodworth ................... . 
J. \Vyant .............................. . 
H. Worrell ........................... .. 
J.P. Worst ............................ . 
J.M."\Vood ........................... .. 
L. Wooster ............................. . 
W. C. W olfenberger ............. .. 
J. H. Womelderf .................. .. 
E. Worden ............................. . 
W. Wilson ............................. . 
J. S. Williams ....................... . 
W. B. Winchell ...................... . 
R. Williams ........................... . 
T. Wilson .............................. . 
H. "\Vhite .............................. . 
P. Williams ......................... . 


















































































Commutation of rations to pyison-
ers of war in rebel States and 
soldiers on furlough prior to 
July 1, 1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'l'o A. Wight ................................ . 
Asel, or Agel, J. Wickham ... . 
G. Wilson ............................. . 
A. C. Wyatt .......................... . 
A. D. \Viley ......................... .. 
B. Whitaker ......................... .. 
J. Wineinger ......................... . 
D. D. Webster ....................... . 
J. I~. Willington .................... . 
J. Welsh ................................ . 
.T. Weaver ............................. . 
F. P. Welch .......................... . 
E. l.VL Webber ...................... ;. 
H. W. Westfall ..................... .. 
W. E. F. Wells ...................... . 
H. C. Wheeler ....................... . 
.T. Watson ............................. . 
W. H. Walker ....................... . 
S. W. vVassing ....................... . 
A. Ward ................................ . 
John C. and Rose Walker .... .. 
.J. S. Wails ............................ .. 
I. Widener ............................ . 
J. Wakeman .......................... . 
G. Wagner ............................ .. 
W. Weeden ............................ . 
R. Williams ........................... . 
J. J. Wright .......................... . 
.J. V\,-holaver ...... ... ............... .. 
B. Williams ........................... . 
C. H. Williams ....................... . 
J. \Vall .. ... ........................... .. 
J. Yanoy ................................ . 
W.H.York ........................... .. 
L.Young ............................... . 
J.H. Young ............ .............. . 
J. Zeig·ler, or Ziegler ............ .. 
I. J.Zook .............................. .. 
Payment to Fourth Regiment Ver-
mont Militia for services at the 









































To Israel Straw ......... .................. 14.00 
~===== Payment to American Graphic 
Company, of New York City, 
for plates and weather maps: 
To American Graphic Company, 
New York City.................... 5, 750.00 
======== 
Reliefs: 
To J. A. Wilson, administrator of 
Gt·egory Jarratt ................. . 
Bangs, Brownell & Co ........... . 
Hichard H. Porter ................ .. 
Albert T. MeN eal, executor 
E.P.McNeal.. .................... . 
'William Irvin ....................... . 
John A. Coan ...................... .. 
Alfred McMurtrie ............... . 
J. M. English, administrator 
estate Richard Fitzpatrick. 
deceased ........................... . 
Caleb \V. \Vest, administrator 
estate of Joel C. Frazier ..... . 
Frances II. Plummer, widow 
of J. B. Plummer ............... .. 
Alexander Goble ................... . 
Kansas City, Fort Scott and 
Gulf R.RCo ..................... . 
William J. Gamb1e ............. .. 
SidneyR. Smith .................... . 
'.rrustees of Christian Brothers 
College, St. Louis, Mo ....... .. 
James D. Wood ..................... . 
Frances M. Robison, adminis-
tratrix of John M. Robison .. 
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lHSn· '87. .MILITARY ERT ABLISHMENT- NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Reliefs-Continued. Reimbursement to Mobile and Ohio 
R.R.Co.: Brought forward ................ . 




To Mobile and Ohio R. R. Co..... $150,518.12 
George rr_ Dudley ................. . 
B. Guilbeau, surviving exec-
utor of Framlis Gilbeau 
(Guilbeau) ......................... . 
Margaret F. Ryan ...... ........... . 
A.S.Bloom .......................... . 
Helief of heirs of Andrew F. 1.\>Ic-
l\lillen: 
To J. L. McMillen and B. G. 
Thomas, guardians of Lu-
cretia E. Eviland, minor ..... 
Relief of Enols Loyd: 





204 .. 00 
291.46 
Relief of Thomas McBride, for loss 
of barge Henry Bartley: 
To Thomas McBride ...............•... 
Relief of Lady Franklin Bay Ex-
pedition to the Arctic regions: 
1,000.00 
To E. M. Boteler . •..•.......... .. . ...... 70. 00 
Relief of sufferers by loss of steamer 
J. Don Cameron: 
To MaryJohnson ....................... . 




1886-'87. NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay of the Navy prior to July 1, 
1883: 
To C. W. Abbot ......................... . 
N.H. Adams, deceased .......... . 
J.B.Aiken ............................ . 
G.L.Albro ................. . .......... . 
B. P. Allen, deceased ..... . ....... . 
R. Anderson .......... .............. . 
F. II. Arms ................... ...... . .. . 
J ·. II. Baily ............................. . 
J. M. Ballard ......................... . 
J. T. Barker, deceased ........... . 
"'tV. Barnard ............................ . 
H. E. Barnes ............... ........... . 
'\V. ,V. Barry .......................... . 
W.B.Bayley .......................... . 
E.J.Beacham ....................... . 
rr. Bennett ............................. . 
J. Bishop ...... .. ... . .... ~ ............. . . 
L.G.Boggs .................. .. ........ . 
E. Bonsall ............................ . 
F.Bro,vn .............................. . 
J-.• J. Brice ............................... . 
L. G. B. Brigham ......... .......... .. 
J. A. Brisco ............................ . 
T. W. Brown, deceased ......... .. 
H. Blacl;;:burn, deceased ........ . 
T.Burke ................................ . 
D. Bruce ................................ . 
W. \V. Carter .......................... . 
A. W. Cassell ......................... . 
F. Cassidy, deceased .............. . 
W. Charlton, deceased .......... . 
G. Chase, deceased ................ . 
J. Chase, deceased ............ . .. .. 
,V.Cheney ............... .. ........... .. 
L. R. Chester .......................... . 
W. Childers, deceased ......... . . 
I. T. Choate ............................ . 
l\1. Clines, deceased ................ . 
T.S.Collier ........... ................. . 
G. Cowie ............... ................. . 
E. Cris"<ic ................. .... ......... .. 
C. Cronin ................................ . 
R. H. Cross ............................ . 
S. Cross ................................. .. 
R. L. Curtis ........................... . 
G. P. Cushman ...................... . 
G. F. Cutter ............................ . 
I-I. Davis ........ ........................ . 
J. L.Davis ............................ . 
G. A. Deering ......................... . 
W. T. Devlan ......................... . 
H. Dickinson ........................ .. 
D. Donovan ......................... .. 
C. Dugan ............................... . 
A. Dunbar, deceased .............. . 
C. Dyson, deceased ............... .. 
H. C. Eckstein ...................... . 



























































Pay of the Navy prior to July 1, 
1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To T. 0. Fassett .......................... . 
W. J. Ferguson ...................... . 
B. E. Fernald ......................... . 
P.Flood ............................... . 
J. G. Foster ............................ . 
G. Fouse ................................ . 
L.A. Frailey ......................... . 
J. S. Franklin ......................... . 
J.Furey ................................ . 
J. H. Gardner ......................... . 
J. Gaskins ............................. . 
J. R. Grainger ....................... . 
G. H. Griffing ......................... . 
A. Gunderson, deceased ........• 
W.Halford ............................ . 
J. Harding, deceased ............ .. 
A. Harman ........................... .. 
J. Hutchinson ....................... . 
J.Hayes ............................... . 
M. K. Henderson ................... . 
W. W. Hendrickson .............. . 
J. C. Herbert ........................ .. 
T. C. Herbert ......................... . 
R.J.Hill. .............................. .. 
S. D. Hines, deceased ............ .. 
J.M.Hogg ............................. . 
F. V.D.Horton ..................... . 
E. Hughes ............................. . 
H. St. G. Hunter, deceased ..... . 
S. Janner, deceased ................ . 
P.Johnson ..................... ........ . 
W.Jones ............................... .. 
W.H.Jones ............................ . 
J.J.Kane .............................. . 
J. Kennedy, deceased ........... . 
E. Kenney ............................. . 
J. Kenney ............................ . 
J. R. Libbey, deceased ........... . 
T. H. Looker ......................... . 
J.P. Loomis .......................... . 
H. Lynch, deceased ................ . 
J. McCaffery .......................... . 
A. McCone ............................ . 
E. A. McDonald, deceased ..... . 
J. A. McDonald ...................... . 
J. McGee, deceased ................ . 
W.C.McGowan .................... . 
J.P. McKinstry .................... . 
H. C.l\tlachette ...................... .. 
A. Mack .................................. . 
E. Mack, deceased ................. . 
C. B. Magruder .................... .. 
W.Manning .......................... . 
J.Martin ............................... .. 
M. L. Middleton ................... . 
C. Miller, sr ........................... .. 



























































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 327 
18S6-'S7. NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Pay of the Navy prior to July 1, 
1883-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C. Miller ................................ . 
A. Milne, deceased ................. . 
G. Morton ............ ................ . 
D. W. Mullan ......................... . 
F. K. Murray, deceased .......... . 
J.Nash ................................... . 
C. C. Neil. .............................. . 
G. W. Omensetter ................. . 
J. B. Parker ....................... ... . 
J. H. Perry .......................... . . 
W. H. Platt .......................... . 
J .B. Randoph ...................... . 
J. Reid, deceased ............... .. . 
H. E. Rhoades ..................... . 
H. W. RiegPl. ........................ . 
P. Hiley ................................ . 
J.A.Rtng ............................. . 
J. C. Ritter ............................ . 
D. A. Roe ........................ ..... . 
T. Roney, deceased .............. . 
A. W. Russell.. ..................... . 
F. Salvad<>r .......................... . 
T. Savage ............................. . 
J. Sevrian ..................... ... ..... . 
W. C. Seymour .................... . 
G.Sirian .............................. .. 
G. Smith, deceased ................ . 
J. Smith ...................... .......... . 
John Smith .......................... . 
P. H. Smith .......................... . 
.J. R. Stanton ....................... . 
,J. Starkweather, deceased .... . 
T. Stewart ..... , .......... ., ........... . 
H. T. Stocker ....................... . 
C. Stewart, deceased ............. . 
J. C. Sullivan ................... ... . 
J. Swain, deceased ............... . 
J. Swift ........................ .... ..... . . 
.J. I~. Thatcher .................. .... . . 
J. G. Thomas ......................... . 
A. F. Thompson ................... .. 
W. G. Thompkins, deceased .. . 
G. M. Totten, deceased ......... .. 
C. H. Venable ....................... . 
T. P. Venable ....................... . 
.J. Walker ............................. . 
,James Walker, deceased .... .. 
J. J. 'Valsh ........................... . 
'J. C. Walton ....................... .. 
D. Ward ............................... . 
E. B. 'Varren,deceased ........ . 
T. B. Watkins ....................... . 
J. H. Watmough ................... .. 
'\V.E. '\Vebber ......................... . 
'1'. R. Wilson ........................ .. 
W.Wilson ............................ .. 
L.A. Yorke ............................ . 
S.Young ................ ............... .. 
Pay of the Navy, 1887: 
'l'o C. W. Abbot ........................... .. 
Adjustment of ap9ropriation 
B. P. Allen, deceased .............. . 
F.A.Arms ............................ . 
F. M. Ashton ......................... .. 
L.W.Atlee ....................... ...... . 
J. Q. Barton ........................... . 
Charles Baxter, deceased ...... . 
W. J. Baxter ...... .......... .......... . 
H. N. Beaumont ..................... . 
A. !.VI. Beecher .......... .... ; .......... . 
'1'. A. Berryhill ........................ . 
J.Bishop ............................... . 
H. N. Beaumont, deceased ..... . 
H. Binninger, deceased ......... .. 
L. L. Brigham ..................•...... 
J. Burchard ............................ . 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
J. B. Cahoon ........................... . 















































































Carried forward............... 4, 144,615. 29 
Pay of the Navy, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $4,144,615.29 
To J. E. Cann... ...... ............ ........... 8, 800. 00 
.John Cannon, deceased ..... ..... 82.33 
'1'. '.r. Caswell........................... 60, 000.00 
J. H. Chapman........................ 9, 750.00 
A. J. Clark.............................. 19, 000. 00 
F.H.Clark.............................. 68,200.00 
G. Cochran.............................. 151,500. 00 
B. F. Calhoun.......................... 82.ll 
Wm. R. Copp, deceased.......... 138.83 
John Costello, deceased......... 10.93 
C. H. Craven........................... 1, 007.38 
Milton B. Cushing, deceased.. 7.18 
E. Davis................................. 898. 43 
H. Davis................................. 101.37 
Alfred W. Dixon, deceased ... 73.71 
E. J. Dorn...... ....................... 118.36 
I-I. E. Drury............................. 18,247.00 
John Dwyer, deceased........... 53.38 
C. H. Eldredge....................... 75,674.00 
J. Entwistle........................... 146.71 
J. Farrell................................ 117.81 
H. Fickbohm ......... ......... ...... 201. 64 
John Flanagan, deceased...... 45.33 
C. A. Foster........................... 235.62 
J. Foster................................ 34,000.00 
W. Goldsborough. ................. 156,500.00 
Robert Gourley, deceased ..... 192. 29 
E. Gurke . .. ..... .. . .. ...... .... .... .. . 4. 73 
F. M. E. Hanger alias Frank 
Doublin, deceased ............. .. 
H. T. B. Harris ...................... . 
G. S. Haskins ....................... . 
C. H. Hayes .......................... . 
H. H. Hesse, deceased .......... .. 
R. B. Higgins ...................... . 
J.Hoy ................................... . 
H. Hughes, deceased ........... . 
George P. Hunt, deceased .... . 
S.D. Hurlbut ....................... . 
W. Johnston ......................... . 
H.W. Jones .......................... . 
J. W. Jordan ...................•...... 
T.F.Kane ............................ . 
Hans K. Karlsen, deceased .. . 
James Kavanaugh, deceased 
A.S. Kenny .......................... . 
J. C. Leonard .................... .. 
Harry P. Lislie, deceased ..... . 
John E. Little, deceased ....... . 
C. W. Littlefield ................... .. 
T. H. Looker ....................... . 
B. Loughran ......................... . 
J. Q. Lovell .......................... . 
Ed ward P. Lull, deceased ...... . 
H. Lynde, deceased ............... .. 
Michael H.McAdam,deceased 
Charles S. McClain, deceased .. 
E. P. McClellan, deceased ...... . 
W. McCreary ......................... . 
J.Macmahon ......................... . 
H.McNulta ............................ . 
V. Macpherson ....................... . 
H. C. Machette ...................... . 
J.Marthon ............................. . 
C. H. Mathews ....................... . 
Geo. Maulsby, deceased ........ . 
E. May ................................... . 
A. Milne, deceased ................ .. 
H.Minett ............................... . 
H. F. Moffat ........................... . 
J.B.Murray .......................... . 
E. T. Nichols, deceased .......... . 
James Oakes, deceased ......... . 
Fred'k J. O'Brien, deceased .. . 
R.H.Orr ................................ . 
J. S. Phillips .......................... . 
L. W. Piepmeyer ................. .. 
Francis H. Poole, deceased .... . 
E.Putnam ............................ . 
J. B. Redfield ......................... . 
T. R. Richardson .................... . 






















































Carried forward ............... . 5,570,294. 74 
32H RE~EIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
NAVAL EST ABLlSHl\IEN'l'. 
- -- -------------------
Pay of the Navy, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ... ........... $5,570,294.74 
To W.R.A.Rooney........... . ..... ... 15l.23 
H.S.Ross....................... ......... 445.60 
8: ~~~~iA~~·:::::::::::::::::::::.::::·::.· 32' 0:: ff 
C. W.Slamm.......... ..... .... ... .. .. 28.95 
J. B. Starr...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 898. 43 
Y. Sterling....... .. ... ................. . 19. 18 
R. J. Stevens............... ............ 1. 00 
E. Stewart................... .. .. . .... . 229, 09l.CO 
H. R. ~ullivan.......... ...... ...... .. 3. 26 
J. L. Thatcher, deceased.. .. ..... 75.47 
\Vm. Arthur 'I' hom. deceased. 57.34 
Peter'l'hompson,deceased...... 143.98 
J. E. Tolfree................. ..... ...... 1, 686. 92 
H. J. Tollesson, deceased........ 35. 38 
W. 'I'. Truxtnn, deceased........ 256. 68 
.T. S. Wallace...................... ... .. 294.53 
R. Werden, deceased... ........... 135. 55 
R. L. Werntz........................... 907.73 
D.P. Wight............................. 281.51 
W. W. Williams........ ............... 24,425.94 
T. Wills, deceased.................. 13.22 
Joseph \Vilson, deceased....... 261.98 
\V. W. Woodhull..................... 201.65 
H. T. Wright................. .. .. .. .... 710,181.36 
\V. E. \Virt.............................. 948.80 
A.R. Yates..... . ............ ........... 504.11 
L.A. Yorke............................. 1,68l.37 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations .............. $868, 918. 61 
C. W. Abbot .............. 4,442.84 
F. H. Arms .............. 20,000.00 
J. H. Chapman.......... 338,67 
• J. Foster.................. 1, 182. 52 
J. Hoy...................... 19, 151.12 
E. Putnam............... 4. 41 
Pay of the Navy: 
To C. W.Abbot'" .......................... . 
W.R. Addicks ....................... .. 
Adjustment of appropria.tions 
G.L.Albro ............................ .. 
G. L. Allen, deceased ............ .. 
James l'.I. Ambler, deceased .. . 
F. II. Arms ............................ .. 
A.D. Bache .... .. ..................... .. 
.T. Q . Bm·to11. ........ .... .......... .... . 
tt \V.Beaman ............... . ..... .. 
H. N. Beaumont ..... .............. . 
Nicolo Eercanovich, deceased 
H. Binninger, d eceased .......... . 
.J.Bishop ................................ . 
.T. A. Brisco .................... . ....... .. 
W.Bro,vn ......... ..................... . 
'1'. 1\-I. Brumby ........ .... .......... .. 
C.L.Bruns ................... .......... . 
A. Burtis ........ .. ........... .. ......... . 
• T. B. Cahoon ........ .. ... .............. . 
A. F. Callender ...................... .. 
0. Carr, deceased ........... .. ..... . 
T. F. Cassidy, deceased ......... .. 
T. 'I'. Caswell. .. .. ................ .. .. .. 
J. A. Chesley .. .. .. .. ............... .. . 
I. T. Choate ......... .................. .. 
Chow Ah Sam, 3d, deceased .. . 
C. E. Clark ............................. . 
F.H.Clark ................ .... ...... .. 
ILH.Clark ............................ . 
C. A. Clark .......................... .. 
G. Cochran ............................ .. 
D. W. Cofftnan ....................... . 
S. R. Calhoun ............. ............ . 
R. Colliet·, deceased ............... . 
R. T. Cooney, deceased ......... .. 
.T. Corwine ........................... . 
6, 575, 113. 05 
914,038.17 
5, 661,074. 88 
7,532.04 
74.93 



































Carried forward ............... 1, 674,937.74 
Pay of the Navy-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $1,674,937. 74 
'.ro T. C. Craig.............................. 214.52 
C. H. Craven...... ........ ............ 183.44 
J. W. Danenhower............ ...... 119.45 
II. Davis ........ .... ...... ...... ......... 578.63 
W.B. Day........................ .... .. 1,339.36 
C. W. Deane........... ................ 204.93 
Jas. A. Deaver, deceased........ 16.87 
U. C. Derby.. ................ .. .. .... 163.2\1 
W. Doty...... ............................. 267.40 
H. E. Drury ... .. .... .. .... .. .. ......... 1, 615.00 
Wm. Dunbar, deceased........... 560.13 
S. Egan, deceased................... 15.08 
C. H. Eldredge........................ 10, 035.48 
John Ellis, deceased.............. 225.25 
C. J. Emery, deceased........... 45.18 
0. \V. Farenholt..................... 144.12 
J. Farrell .. . . .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ...... 132. 05 
F. Fergison, deceased............ 109.84 
G. R. Ferguson....................... 99.57 
W. A. Ferrier.......................... 373.70 
H. F. Fickbohm ....... .... ...... ... 470.14 
John Flanagan, deceased...... 186.39 
C. A. Foster............................. 49. 32 
J. Foster .. .. ........ ......... ... .. .. .. .. . 15, 750. Oi) 
L.A. Frailey........................... 558.39 
A. Friedrichs, aliasFredricke, 
deceased ............................. . 
J.Furey ............................... .. 
J. D. Gatewood ................... .. 
J.H.Gillis .......................... . .. . 
·w. Goldsborough ................. . 
C. A. Gortz, deceased .......... .. 
G. H. Griffing-......................... . 
E. Grobe ................................ . 
0. C'. Gsanter ..... ................... .. 
E.Gurke ............................. . 
M.E.Hall ....................... ..... . 
F.l\1. E. Hanger, alias Frank 
Doublin, deceased ............. .. 
H. 'I'. B. Harris ....................... . 
L. R. Harvey, deceased .......... . 
G. S. Haskins ............ ............ .. 
R.Hayward ......................... .. 
G. E. Hendee ......................... . 
T.Hennelly, deceased ........... . 
R. B. Higgins ........................ .. 
B. ·w. Hodges ........................ .. 
E. W. IIolmes ...................... .. 
W. 0. Holway ...................... .. 
F. S. Hotchkin ....................... . 
J.Hoy ................................. . 
H. Hughes, deceased ............ .. 
\V. S. Hughes ......................... . 
L. :Hunt .............................. . . 
·waldo Inman, alias Walter 
Lee, deceased ...................... . 
Peter E. Johnson, deceased .. . 
vV. H. Jones ...................... ... .. 
J. W. Jordan ........................ .. 
'1'. F. !Cane ............................ .. 
H. D. Kennedy ...................... .. 
A. S. ICenny ......................... .. 
H. IClemetsen ...................... .. 
J. J. JCnapp ................... . ....... .. 
James 8. Knight, deceased .. . 
I ... !turitz F. Kra~rh, deceased .. . 
Law Ah Kid, deceased .......... . 
B. Leach ............ ................... .. 
P. Leach ............................... .. 
J. C. Leonard ...................... .. 
James Douglas Levick, de-
ceased ............................... .. 
L. C. Logan .......................... . 
T. H. Looker ........................ .. 
B. Loughran ......................... .. 
J. Q. Lovell ........................... .. 
N.Lynch ............................. .. 
G. A. Lyon ............................ .. 
A. McAllister ......................... . 
R. S. McConnell, deceased .... .. 
I. R. MeN ary .......................... . 






















































Carried forward............... 1, 862,707.04 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
NAVAL E~'l'ABLISHJ\TENT. 
Pay of the Navy-Continued. 
Brought forward .............. $1,862,707.04 
Pay of the Navy-Continued. 
Brought, forward ................ $1,967,965.43 
'l'o J. Martins................................ 263.02 
C. Martinez, dtceased.... ........ 202.09 
C. II. Mathews...................... .. 1, ;);39. 50 
K 0. Matthews....................... 1, 180.82 
E. l\It"Ly .. . .. . . . .... ... .. . .......... ... .. . . . 273. 69 
A. K. Michler............... ....... ... 19.56 
H.Minett ......... ......... ... ... ..... 90. 1:1 
Egiclio Moccia, deceased........ 96. 63 
II. F. Motfat .................. ......... 1, 787.67 
J.('.l\Iowng........................... 141.11 
J.D.l\Iurmy ............... .......... 10,510.00 
A.P.~azro............................. 52.60 
G. Northup.............................. 496.71 
F. W. Nurse, deceased........... 125.96 
G. F. Orr.nsby .......................... 154.52 
F. J. Paiutet· ...... ...... ...... ..... .... 1, 800.00 
.T. H. Pendleton....................... 1;18. 22 
L. B. Perkins ................. :........ 37.66 
L. W. Piepmeyer ...... ...... ..... .. 61.37 
E. Putnam ...... ............ ........... 8, 6.'i0.14 
A. V. Reed.............................. 1, 131. 50 
C. Regan, deceased................. 541.90 
H. F. Reich.......................... ... 449. 58 
G. C. Reiter.................... ... ...... 52.60 
R. B. Rodney . .. . . . .. ........... .... ... 2, 200. 00 
A. G. Rogers........................... 337.53 
E. B. Rogers ..... .. . ...... ............ 367. 54 
C. E. Rommell......................... 157.26 
\V. R A. Rooney.................... 556.99 
A. L. Royce .................. ._........ 73. 15 
W. H. Rush ......... .................. 281.65 
C. Schenck............... .. .. . .... ... . .. 11, 610. 00 
E. Scott ... ...... ... . .... ........... ....... 52. 50 
S. Seabury . .. ..... . .. .. ........ ......... 453. 71 
C. \V. Rlamm........................... 27.85 
D. A. Smith............................. 6. 00 
. Jacob Smith. deceased............ 452. 46 
'l'homas Smith, deceased.. ...... 40. 61 
W. S. Smith............................. 148.99 
E. Steilberger, deceased......... 195.00 
.1. H. Stevenson .. ............. ...... 4. 00 
E. Stewart.............................. 25, 304. 00 
E. T. St,rong . ........ ................ 112.88 
C. Stewart, deceased ...... ........ 91. 90 
H. R Sullivan ........ ............... 646. 81 
J. T. Sullivan......................... 327. G7 
J. Sutton .......................... ._.... 16.44 
F. lVI. Symonds...................... 218.08 
B. Tappan ... ....... .............. ..... 403. 84 
E. H. Taunt........................... 17.53 
II. Taylor............................. 17.53 
C. P. l hompson ................... 135. ll 
II. Thweatt, alias Threet, de-
• ceased ......... ...................... . 
J. E. 'l'olft·ee ......................... .. 
'rremlett V. Tomey,deceased .. 
G. M. Totten ......................... .. 
W. D. Toy ............................. . 
G. Van 1\Iater ........................ . 
\V.K. Van Reypen ................ . 
F. B. Vinton ........................ .. 
't'. B. \Vatkins ........................ .. 
F. R. \Vall ............................ . 
.J. S. Wallace ......................... . 
Henry D. \Varren, deceased .. . 
G . R Watkins .......... .... ......... . 
J. Weir,dcceased ................... . 
R.N. Whitehouse ................... . 
D.P. \Vri~ht .. ......... ............ .. . 
W. W. ·williams .................... . 
'1'. \'Vills, decea,;ed ................ .. 
\V. vVinder ............................ . 
J.C. 'Vise ............................... . 
W. W. Woodhull .................. .. 
T. Woolverton ..................... .. 
G. II. Worcester ........ , ......... . 
E. E. Wright .......................... . 
H. T. Wright ....................... .. 
A.R.Yates ............................. . 
L.Young ............................. . 





























Carried forward............... 1, 967, 96.5. 43 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of ap-
propriations ........ $260, 762.79 
C:. W. Abbot........... ... 9, 946.60 
F. II. Arms .............. 23,317.99 
'1'. T. Caswell........... 12.00 
.T. Q. Barton .............. 13,546. 37 
F.H.C'!ark: .............. 3,313.28 
H.E.Drury .. ............ 349.09 
C. H. Eldredge......... 1, 437.68 
J. Foster .................. 1,518.00 
C.F.Guild ............... 2,114.07 
G. W. Hayward........ 125.89 
A . S.Kenny ............ 2,740.03 
J.D. Murray ............ 3,306.06 
A. Peterson.............. 500.08 
E. Putnam............... 490.24 
A. W. Russell........... 51.56 
G. W. Stone.............. 500.00 
C. Schenk................. 2, 332.11 
Pay, miscellaneous, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To J. S. Albert, deceased ............. . 
A.R.Bush ............................. . 
F. II. Clark ........................... . 
J. W.Danenho\ver ................ .. 
W. T. Devlan ......................... . 
C. A. Foster ......................... .. 
H. E. Frick ........................... .. 
R. Henderson .......... . .............. . 
C. T. Hutchins ....................... . 
C. E. James ............................ . 
W. N . .Jeff'res, deceased .......... . 
T. H. Looker ......................... . 
C. P. Perkins .......................... . 
J. S. Purcell ............................ . 
F.B.Rose ............................ . 
W. H. Schuetze ..................... . 
F. W.Smies ........................... . 
F. E. Sutton ............................ . 
W. W. Williams ..................... .. 
Pay, miscellaneous, 18M and prior 
years: 
By T.H.Looker............ $1.12 
Pay, miscellaneons. 1884: 
'l'o J. 1\I. Burroughs ..................... . 
J. L.Davis ............................ .. 
'l'.Gottig ................................ . 
G.F.Kutz ............................. . 
Y. Sterling ............................ .. 
Pay miscPllaneous, 1885: 
To C. \V. Abbot ............................ . 
T.Adamson ........................... . 
Adj u;:tment of appropriations 
l\f. Fletcher ............................ . 
l-L T. Jackson ....................... . 
'I'. I-I. Looker .......................... . 
J.R.Rosse ............................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adju~tr~entof appro-
pnatiOn ... ... ......... $285. 86 
T. H. Looker............ 30.78 
326,363.84 
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Pay miscellaneous, 1886 : 
r.ro adjustment of appropriations. 
R. C. Alexander ...................... . 
li'.H.Arms ............................ . 
G.W.Brown ......................... .. 
A.Burtis ............................... . 
L. W. Brewster ....................... . 
Cent.ral Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
Chicago, Rock Island ftnd Pa-
cificRwy.Co .................... .. .. 
F. H. Clark ............ . ................ . 
• T. A. Delves ........................... .. 
H. E. Drury ............................ . 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... .. 
J. Haug ................................ . 
. J. W •. Jordan ......................... . 
Nicholson & Co ................... .. 
Pennsylvania Company ..... .. 
M. Reinberg .......................... . 
J. R. Rosse ........................... . 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
J. Steele ................................ . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
E. H. Taunt ........................ .. 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
J. J. Woodward ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. W. Abbot ............ $1,113. 90 
Adjustment of ap-
propriations ........ . 
F. H. Armes ........... . 
J. Q. Barton .......... .. 
A. Burtis ................ . 
C. H. Eldredge ...... .. 
J. Foster ................. . 
W. Goldsborough .. . 
J.Hoy .................... . 
J. W. Jordan ......... .. 
N.Ludlow ............. . 
V. Macpherson ...... .. 
H. C. Matchette .... .. 
J. D. Murray ......... .. 
Navy Department .. . 
A. Peterson ............. . 
E. Putnam .............. . 
C. Schenck ............. .. 
W. W. Williams .... .. 



















To C. W. Abbot .. ......................... . 
T.Adamson ......................... .. 
Adjustmentof appropriations 
S. W.Armistead .................... . 
F. H. Arms ............................ .. 
L.W.Atlee .......................... .. 
J.Q. Barton ............................ . 
W.J.Baxter .......................... . 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
J. H. Chapman ...................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cificRwy.Co ................... ... . 
A.J.Clark ............................. . 
F. H. Clark ............................ . 
Department of State ............. .. 
H. E. Drury ............................ . 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
J. Foster ................................ . 
W. Goldsborough .................. .. 
G.B. Harber ......................... .. 
M.A. Healy ........................... .. 
J.Hoy .................................. .. 
Geo. P. Hunt, deceased .......... . 
J. W. Jordan ......................... .. 
A.S.Kenny ........................... .. 
W. J. Lfl.rR:tn ......................... .. 
C. W. Littlefield .................... . 
T. H. Looker ......................... .. 
E.May ............... .. ................ .. 


























































Pay, miscellaneous, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J.D. Murray ......................... .. 
By 
Pennsylvania Company ....... .. 
C. W. Phillips ........................ .. 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
C. Schenck ........................... .. 
W. II. Schuetze ...................... . 
R. W. Steele .......................... .. 
E. Stewart ......... .................... . 
Y. Stirling ............................ .. 
D.W.Taylor .......................... . 
M.A. Turner .......................... . 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
J.J. WoodwarC!. ..................... .. 
H. r.r. Wright .......................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
adjustment of ap-
propriations ......... $2. 835.44 
C. W. Abbot.............. 1, 871.72 
G. W. Coffin............ 193.45 
J. Foster.................. 250. 00 
J. Hoy.................... 89.13 
J. W.Jordan............ 110.00 
D. Kennedy............ 122.60 
W. W. Williams...... 9.83 
Contingent, Na.vy, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To B. W. Fowler ......................... .. 
C. H. Greenleaf ...................... . 
R. T. Maccown .................... .. 
G. Peck ............................. .. . . . 
Walsh, Hall & Co ................ .. 
Contingent, Navy, 1885: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
E.P. Nissen, managing ........ . 
·war Department ................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By adjustment of appropriations .. 
Contingent, Navy, 1886: 
r.ro adjustment of appropriations 
H. E. Drury ......................... .. 
T. H. Looker ......................... . 
E. P.Nissen, managing owner 
schooner Viking ............ .... .. 
Treasury Department .. ..... .. .. . 
E.St~wart .................... .. ....... . 
W. W. Williams ............ ....... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. H. Eldredge........ $12. 50 
A. Peterson.............. 1. 24 
W. W. Williams...... 38.37 
Contingent, Navy, 1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
F. H. Arms .......................... .. 
A. Burtis .............................. .. 
T. H. Looker ......... ............ , .. .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
















































Pay, civilian members Naval Ad-
visory Board, 1887: 
To C. H. Eldredge . . .................. ... 5, 010.40 
=== 
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Pay of the Marine Corps prior to 
July 1,1883: 
'l'o J. A. Arth ............................. . 
W. Baxter ............................. . 
A. Buckley, deceased ........... . 
\V. A. Haley ..................... ..... . 
.J. I .. ee ................................... . 
"vV. S. Muse ..... . ...................... . 
'1'. II. Taylor ......... ... ........ ..... . 
Pay of the Marine Corps, 1887: 
'l'o adjustment ol appropriations 
C. W.Abbot .. ........................ . 
'l'homas Cullen, deceased ... .. . 
C. H. Eldredge ... ................... . 
L. A. Fraily ...................•......... 
G. C. Goodloe ....................... . 
Wm. Halsall, alias Charles 
:Mason, deceased .............. .. 
R.P.Lisle ......................... ... .. 
'1'. H. Looker ........................ .. 
E.May ................................. .. 
J.D. Murray ......................... ,. 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
E. Stewart ..................... ....... .. 
\Var Department ................. . 
W.Williams ........................ . .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. W. Abbot............ $L76. 00 
Adjustment of ap-
propriations .... ..... 53,967.94 
R. P. Lisle............... 296.00 
Pay of the Marine Corps : 
'l'o C. W. Abbot ......................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
J. F. Byrnes, deceased ......... .. . 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... . 
R. Finnegan ......................... .. 
G. C. Goodloe ......................... . 
"'\Vm. Halsall, alias Charles 
Mason. deceased ................ . 
Edwin Herbert, deceased .... .. 
J. P.Hilton ............................ . 
F. K.yger, deceased .............. .. 
'1'. H. Looker ......................... . 
J. D.lVIurray ......................... .. 
Navy Department .............. .. 
S.Nowl.:tn ... .. .................. .... .. 
A.Ryan ................................. . 
C.Schenck ........................... .. 
E. Stewart ............. .......... .... .. . 
\Var Department.. ................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By C. W. Abbot.......... . .. $391. 00 
Adjustment of ap· 
propriations ......... 42, 188. 13 
C. H. Eldredge......... l6;l. 10 
G. C. Goodloe........... 129.77 
'1'. H. Looker.... ..... .. 1, 172. 73 
J.D.Murray............ 55.00 
C. Schenck ..... . .. ...... 726. 66 


















































Provisions, Marine Corps, 1884: 
To C. A. Doyen............................. 2. 40 
Provisions, Marine Corps, 1885 : 
'l'o H. B. Lowry..................... ..... 2, 094.92 
Navy Department.................. 9, 9()4. 02 
Carried forward...... .. ....... 12, 088. 94 
Provisions, Marine Corps, 1885-
Continued. 
• Brought forward................. $12, 088.94 
Deduct repayment: 
By adjustment of appropriations.. . 75 
12,088.19 
Provisions, Marine Corps, 1886: 
'l'o C. H. Lester............... .... .. ....... 6. 00 
Deduct from repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations........... .. .. $100.73 
H. B. Lowry............ 597.39 
W. S. Schenck......... 112. 36 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Provisions, Marine Corps, 1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
H. B. Lo,vry ......................... .. 
Navy Department ................. .. 
"'\V. S. Schenck ......... ............. .. 
Deduct repayments : 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations......... ...... $39. 88 
E. B. Lowry............. 1. 61 










'l'o adjustment of appropriations.. 4. 55 
Deduct from repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations ............... $4,934. 8.'5 
H. B. Lowry............ 215.42 
Excess of repayments ..... 
Clothing, Marine Corps, 1887: 
'l'o R. S. Colhum ......................... . 
H. ·B. Lowry ......................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations ............... $3,588.21 
H. B. Lowry............ 146.44 
Fuel, Marine Corps, 1886: 
To adjustmentofappropr.iations .. 
Navy Department.. ............... . 
W. S. Schenck ......... .. ............. . 
Deduct from repayments : 
By adjustment of appro-
priations .. ............. $8. 21 
H. B. Lowry............. 1, 063. 94 
Excess of repayments .......... .. 
Fuel, Marine Corps, 1887: 
'l'o H. B. Lowry .......................... .. 
Navy Department ................. . 
W. S. Schenck ....................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
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Military stores, Marine Corps,188G: 
'l'o H. B. Lowry .......................... . 
Deduct repaytuents: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations ......... ...... $26.45 
H. B. Lowry ............. " . 45 
Military stores, Marine Corps, 1887: 
'l'o adjustment. of appropriations. 
H. B. Lowry .......................... . 
W. S. Schenck .. . .................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations... ...... ...... $19. 00 
H. B. Lowry .. . .. . ... . .. 100. 00 
Transportation and recruiting, Ma-
rine Corps, 1885: 
To adjustment of appropriations. 
II. B. Lowry .......................... . 
Pacific ............ ....................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By adju~t1J?-entof appro-


















rine Corps, 1886: 
I'o adjustment of appropriations 
P. Carroll. .............................. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... . 
Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy R. R. Co ........... . ..... . 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. 
PaulRwy. Co ................... . 
Potomac Steam-boat Co . ...... . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By adjust-ment of appro-
priations............. .. $214.65 
H. B. Lowry ........ . ... 1,089.11 
C. Schenck............... 208.00 











Excess of repayments...... 362. 05 
Transportation and recrniting, 1\ia-
rine Corps, 1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
I-1. B. Lowry .......................... . 
C. W, Phillips ...................... . 
W. S. Schenck ....................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By adjust_ment of appro-
priations............... $79. 38 
Repairs of barracks, Marine Corps, 
1885: 
To H. B. Lowry .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adju~tll?-ent of appro-
pnatwns.... ...... .... . $0. 80 











Repair!! of barracks, l\Iarine Corps, 
1886: 
To F. Schade ............................... .. 
D. ~ullivan ............................ . 
A. Zimmerman ...................... . 
Deduct from repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations............... $108.90 
II. B. I"owry ......... ... 261. 52 
\V.S. Schenck........... 29 
Excess of repayments ..... 
Repairs of barracks, Marine Corps, 
li-i87: 
'l'o IL B. Lowry ........................... .. 




H. B. Lowry ........ .... 500. 00 
Forag·e for horses, :Marine Corps, 
1886; 
By H. B. Lowry ...... ...... $568. 83 
W. S. Schenck ......... 50.00 
618.83 
Forag·e for horses, :iYfarine Corps, 
1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
H.B.Lowry .......................... . 
W. S. Schenck ...................... .. 
Quarters for officers, Marine Corps, 
18H7: 
To H. B. Lowry ......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By adjustment of appro· 
priations...... ...... ... ...... $1. 60 
Contingent, Marine Corps, 1883 and 
prior years: 
'l'o Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
Contingent 1\Iatine Corps, 1884: 
To Central Pacific R .. R. Co ....... . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
Contingent, l\'Iarine Corps, 1885: 
To adjustment of appropriations. 
Central Pacific R R.. Co ....... .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
W. H. Cogan ......................... . 
H.B. Lowry .......................... . 
Navy Department ................. . 
Union Pacific ......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By adjustment of appropriation .. 
-----
Contingent, Marine Corps, 1886: 
To adjustmeut of appropriations .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... .. 
Carried forward .............. . 
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Contingent, Marine Corps, 1886-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To Lake Shore and Michigan 
By 
SouthernRwy. Co .............. . 
Louisville and Nashville R. R. 
Co ..................................... . 
H. B. Lowry .......................... . 
F. J.M:argwarth ..................... . 
Pacific Coast Steam-ship Co .. . 







propriations ....... .. 
H.B.Lowry ........... . 
Navy Department .. . 









Pay, Naval Academy, 1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
F. II. Anus ............................. . 
T. T. Caswell. ......................... . 
Eugene Dovilliers, deceased .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By F. H. Arms ............................ . 
Special course, Naval Academy, 
1887: 
To F.I-I.Arms ............................. . 
T. 'I'. Caswell ......................... . 











--·--- To F. II. Arms ................. ~-····· .... . 21,000.00 
2,400.00 
Contingent, Marine Corps, 1887: 
'I'o adjustment of appropriations .. 
Central Pac.'ific R. R. Co ...... . 
Ohicag·o and Grand Trunk 
Rwy.Co ............................. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cificRwy.Co ...................... .. 
O.Lambert ............................ . 
II. B. Lowry; ............. : ............ . 
Navy Department ................. . 
W. S. Schenck ........................ . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of ap-
propriations ..... .... $18. 15 
H. B. Lowry ...... ..... 287. 65 
Pay of professors and others, Naval 














By F. H. Arms ............................. . 
Heating and lighting, Naval Acad-
emy,l887: 
To F. I-I. Anus .. . .......................... . 
Library, Naval Academy, 1887: 
To F. II. Anns ............................. . 
T. T. Caswell .......................... . 
Stationery, Naval Academy,1885: 
By F. II. Arms .. .... ....... $5. 59 
Stationery, Naval Academy, 1886: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
Deduct repayment: 










Academy, 1886 : · 
To adjustment of appropriations. RO. 33 
Deduct repayment : 
Stationery, Naval Academy, 1887: 
To F. H. Arn1s ............................ . 1, 250.00 
736.00 
ByF.H.Arms............... $0.01 
Pay of professors and others, Naval 
Academy, 1867: 
To F. II. Arms ............................ .. 
Pay of watchmen and others, Naval 
Academy, 1886: 
By F. H. Arms............... $284.19 
Pay of watchmen and.others, Naval 
Academy.1HR7: 
To F. H. Ar1ns ............................. . 
Pay of mechanics and others, Naval 
Academy, 1886: 
ByF.H.Arms............... $92.40 
Pay of mechanics and others, Naval 
Academy, 1887: 
To F. H. Armes ............................ . 
Payofsteamemployes,Naval Acad-
emy,l886: 
By F. H. Armes............ $14.54 
Pay of steam employes, Naval Acad-
emy,1887: 
To F. H Ar1ns ............................. . 
T. T. Caswell ......................... . 
.01 1, 086.00 
Chemistry, ~aval .\cademy, 1887: 
To F. II. Anus.............................. 2, 500.00 
80.32 
Stores, Naval Academy, 1887: 




Material, :Naval Academy, 1887: 
To F. H. Arms ............................ . 
Board of Visitors, Naval Academy, 
188;); 
To T. II. Looker ......................... . 
Board of Visitors, Naval Academy, 
1887: 




Miscellaneous, Naval Academy, 
1883 and prior years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co......... 2.15 
Miscellaneous, Naval Academy, 
1887: 
To F. H. Arms ............................ . 





By F. H. Arms............................. 3, 000. 00 
32,000.00 
"""'.,....,:;-,.,-"";;;;;:;;:;:;J 
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Headstones, cemclery, Naval Acad-
emy,1887: 
To F. H.Arms ............................ .. 
Navigation and navigation sup-
plies, 1885: 
$500.00 
To adjustment of appropriations 7. 60 
Navigation and navigation sup-
plies, 1886 : 
To C. \V. Abbot .......................... . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
T. If. Looker .......................... . 
Navy Department ................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
Treasury Department ........... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of ap-
propriation ......... .. 
J. Q. Barton ............ .. 
A. Burtis .. ............... . 
H. A. Gill. ................ . 
\V. Goldsborough ... .. 
J.Hoy .................... .. 
A.S.Kenny ............ .. 
H. 0. lVIachette ........ . 
E.Putnam ............ .. 











Navigation and navigat{on sup-
plies 1887: 
To 0. W. Abbot ........................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
J. Q. Barton ............................ . 
A.Burtis ............................... . 
A.J.Clark ............................ .. 
F.H.Clark ............................ . 
C. H. Eldredge ......... .............. . 
W. Goldsborough ................... . 
J.Hoy ................. ................... . 
A. S. ICenny ........................... .. 
T.H.Looker ......................... .. 
H. C. lVIachette ...................... .. 
E.lVIay .................................. .. 
Navy Department ................ .. 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
E.~tewart ............................ .. 
Treasury Department .......... .. 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
H.T. Wright ......................... .. 
Deduct repa.yments: 
By H. A. GilL................ $20.80 
J. Hoy. .............. ...... 250.80 
Navy Department... 105.40 
W. W.Williams....... 1.15 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Nav-
igation, 1887: 
To J. Q. Barton ............................ . 
A.Burtis .............................. .. 
.J.Hoy ................................... . 
H. C.lVIachette ...................... .. 
E. Putnam ............................. . 









































l3y J.Hor........... ........................... 82.20 
------
Contingent, Bureau of Navigation, 
188~ and prior years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
Contingent, Bureau of Navigation, 
188-t: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Contingent, Bureau of Navigation, 
1885: 
To adjustment of appropdations .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co. 
Central Pacific R R. Co ......... 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
c fie Railway Co ................ .. 
Union PacificRwy. Co .......... . 




Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
F. II. Clark .......................... ... . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
'.r. fl. Looker .... .................. ... .. 
Pennsylvania Company . ....... . 
C. Schenck ............................ .. 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
W. W. Williams ..................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By J.Hoy...... ............... $11.89 
E. Putnam............... 3. 32 
E. Stewart......... ...... 117. 7·! 
\V. W. Williams....... . 80 
Contingent Bureau of Navigation, 
1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Chicago and Grand 'l'rnnk 
Rwy.Co .................. ............ .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ....................... . 
A .• T.Clark ............................ .. 
F. H. Clark ............................ .. 
C. H. Eldredg-e ...................... .. 
T. H. Looke1; ........................ .. 
E.l\iay ................................... . 
Pennsylvania Company ........ . 
E. Putnam ............... .............. . 
N. Y. Central and Hudson 
River R.R.Co ..... .............. .. 
C. Schenck ............ .-................ . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
W. W. Williams ................... .. 
H. T. Wright ......................... .. 
Deduct repayments; 
By Navy Department... $6.00 
W. W. Williams....... .87 
Ocean surveys, Bureau of Naviga-
tion, 1886: 
To adjustment ·ofapproprialions .. 
'l'. II. Looker ........................ .. 
:E:. Stewart ........ ~ ................... .. 
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Ocean surveys, Bureau of Naviga-
tion: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
'r. H. Looker ........................ . 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
W. W. Williams ................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By W. W. Williams ..................... .. 
Survey of the west coast of Mexico: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... 
Chicago, Mil waukee and St. 
Paul Rwy. Co .................... . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Publication of surveys of the Mexi-
can coast: 
To T. H. Looker .......................... . 
E. Stewart .............................. . 
. Compass-testing houses: 
To T.H.Looker ......................... .. 
E.Ma<y ................................... . 
H. T. Wright ......................... .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By H: T. Wright .......................... . 





















To Navy DepartJp.ent.................. 14.56 
Observation of transit of Venus: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
T.H.Looker._ ....................... . 
Ordnance and ordnance stores, 1885: 
By F. H. Arms............... $0.41 
O~dnance and ordnance stores, 1886: 
To C. W. Abbot ........................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
T. H. Looker ......................... .. 
E. May ................................... . 
J.P. Murray ......................... .. 
Navy Department ................. . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Stewart .......... .................. .. 
W. W. Williams ..................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment ofappro-
priations ............. .. 
J. Q. Barton ............. . 
A.H.Gilman .......... . 
A.S.Kenny .............. . 
T. H. Looker ......... .. 
A. C. Machette ........ . 
Navy Department... 









Ordnance, ordance stores, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbot ........................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
P.H.Arms ............................. . 
J. Q. Barton ............................ . 
.A. Burtis ............................... . 























Ordnance, ordnance stores, 1887-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To T. T. Caswell ......................... . 
A.J.Clark ............................. . 
H. E. Dt·ury ........................ .. 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... . 
W. Goldsborough ................. . 
J.Hoy ................................... . 
A. S. Kenny ......................... .. 
T. H. Looker ........................ .. 
H. C. 1\Iachette ..................... .. 
E.l\'Tay .................................. . 
J.D. Murray ......................... .. 
Navy Department ................ .. 
E. Putnam .................. ........... . 
C. Schenck ............................ .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
W. W. Williams ................... .. 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustmnt of appro-
priations............... $204.83 
J. Hoy..................... 699.36 
Navy Department .. 5, 258.77 
M. Sicard................. 92.00 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Ord-
nance, 1886: 
To adjustmentofappropriations .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Hoy..................... $9. 08 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Ord-
nance, 1887: 
To adjustmentofappropriations .. 
F. H. Arms ... ........................ .. 
J. L. Barton .......................... . 
A. Burtis .............................. .. 
T. T. Caswell ......................... . 
F. II. Clark .......................... . 
J.Hoy .................................. .. 
A.S.Kenny .......................... . 
H. C. Machette ...................... . 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
H. T. Wright ......................... . 




































By adjustrnentofappropriations.. 9. 08 
Contingent, ordnance, 1883 and 
prior years : 
22,851.39 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co.......... 11. 16 
Contingent, ordnance, 1884: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
Contingent, ordnance, 1885: 
To C. W.Abbot ........................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
F.H.Arms ............................ . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
Baltimore Steam Packet Co .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cificRwy. Co ....................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
T.H.Look~r ......................... .. 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
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Contingent, ordnance, ;1886: 
'l'o C. II. Eldredge ....................... . 
T. II. Looker .......................... . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
W. W. Williams ..................... . 
Contingent, ordnance, 1887: 
To C. w·. Abbott .......................... . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
Annapolis, Washington and 
Baltimore R. R. Co ............. . 
F.IL.<\..nns ............................. . 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
Baltimore and Potomac R. R. 
Co ....................................... . 
T. T. Caswell ........... .......... .... . 
Central R. R. Co. d'f New Jer-
sey ...................................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... . 
Chicago and Grand Trunk 
Rwy. Co ............................. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ....................... . 
A .• T. Clark ............................. . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
T. H. Looker ......................... . 
E. May ................................... . 
.T. D.l\Iurray .......................... . 
New Haven Steam-boat Co .... . 
New Yot·k Central and Hud-
son River R. R. Co .............. . 
E. Pntnan1 ............................ . 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
E. Stewart ............................ . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
Repahs, Bureau of Ordnance, 1885: 
By C. P. Wallach........... $2.12 
Repairs, Bureau of Ordnance, 1886. 
To '.r. H. Looker .......................... . 
J.D. Murray ......................... . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. Q. Barton.............. $10. 40 
A. S. Kenny...... . ...... 3. 26 
Repairs, Bureau of Ordnance,1887: 
To C. W. Abbot ............................ . 
F.H.Arms ............................ . 
J. Q. Ba1:ton ........................... . 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
T. T. Caswell.. ...................... . . 
H. E. Drury ............................ . 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
E. May ................................... . 
Navy Department ................. . 
C. Schenck .............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
W. W. \Villiams ..................... . 
H. T. \Vright· .......................... . 





















































To adjustment of appropriations 11.75 
F.H.Cl~rk, ......... ,................... 14.00 
25.75 
Torpedo Corps, 1886 : 
To adjustment of appropriations 
Central Pacific H. R Uo ......... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... .. 
F. H. Clark .......................... .. 
'1'. H. Looker .......................... . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. Q. Barton............. $0. 90 
F.H,Clark....... ...... 252.27 
J. Hoy..................... 132.36 
H. C. Machette... ... ... . 46 
E. Putnam................ . 09 
Torpedo Corps, 1887: 
To a.djustment of appropriations 
J. Q. Barton ........................... .. 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
F. H. Clark .......................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... .. 
J.Hoy .................................. .. 
A. S. Kenny ......................... . 
T. H. Looker ........................ .. 
H. C. Machette ..................... . 
E. May .................................. . 
E. Putnam ........................... . 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
H. T. Wright ............ ............ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By F. N. Clark.............. $7.50 
J.Hoy...................... 92.00 
Ordnance material, proceeds of 
sales: 
To T.H.Looker ......................... .. 
E.May ................................. .. 
















Breech-loading rifle cannon: 
To C. H. Eldredge ...................... .. 
J.Hoy .................................... . 
T . H. Looker .......................... . 
J.D. Murray .......................... . 
Navy Department ............... .. 
C. Schenck ........................... .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
H. T. Wright ......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations............... $252.19 
J. Hoy..................... 2, 777.15 
Wire-wound gun: 
By J.Hoy....................... $400.00 
Testing American armor: 
8,494.59 
5, 975. 18 










To C. W.Abbot.................... ......... 4.80 
C. H. Eldredge........................ 7.8G 
T. H. Looker........................... 42. 33 
E. Stewart .......... , ................ ... 23. 40 
\V. W. Williams....................... 4.64 
82.97 
Sale of sm·alJ-arms: 
To E.S~wart;.,.,.,, ... ,..................... 17.60 
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Testing Clt~!rk's deflective turrets: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
T. T. Caswell .......................... . 






By T.H.Arms......... ............... ..... 21.68 
Steel cruisers, construction and re-
pairs: 
To L. G. Billings ......................... . 
A. Burtis ............................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ........................ . 
W. Goldsborough ......... ......... . . 
G. H. Griffing ....................... .. 
J.Hoy ................................... .. 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
Navy Department ................. . 
E.Putnam ................. .......... .. 
G. W. Quintard and G. E. \Vest, 
assignees of John Roach ..... . 
E. Stewart .............................. . 
Deduct repayments : 
By adj u~t~en t of appro-
priatwns ............. .. 
A. Burtis ................ .. 
C. H. Eldredge ........ . 
W. Goldsborough .... . 
J.Hoy ..................... .. 
A.S.Kenny ............ .. 
H. C. Machette ........ . 
E. Putnam ............. .. 









To L. G. Billings ......................... .. 
A. Burtis ............................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... .. 
W. Goldsborough .................. .. 
G. H. Griffing ........................ .. 
J.Hoy ................................. . 
G. W. Quintard and G. E. West, 
assignees of John Roach .... . 
E. Stewart ............................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By W. Goldsborough..... $22.50 
J. Hoy ...... ........... ... 96.00 
Steel cruisers, Equipment andRe· 
cruiting: 
By A. Burtis ................ .. 
J.Hoy ................... .. 
E. Putnam ............. .. 





To C. W. Abbott ......................... .. 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
C. H. Eld~idge ...................... .. 
T. H. Looker ......................... .. 
Navy DepartmenL ............... . 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
J;Jy J.Hoy .................................. .. 





































Steel cruisers, Ordnance: 
To adjustmentofappropriations .. 
T.H.Anns ............................ .. 
~- ~~~~;~dg~:::·::.:::::::::::·.:::::: 
T. H. Looker ........................ . 
C. H. Matchette ................... . 
E. May .................................. .. 
Navy Department ................ . 
C. Schenck ........................... .. 
E. Stewart ........................... .. 
H. T. Wright ........................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adju;>t~entofappro­
pnatwns.. ...... .. ...... $250. 00 
F. H. Arms.............. 1. 01 
M. Sicard................. 1, 179.17 
Steel cruisers, Ordnance, gun car-
riages for the Chicago: 
To T.H.Looker .......................... . 
Steel cruisers, Ordnance, powder 
for the Boston : 
To C. H. Eld!'idge ....................... . 
Steel cruisers, Ordnance, labor: 
To J.Hoy .................. ................. . 
H. T. Wright ...................... .... . 
Deduct repayllients: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations............... $371. 25 























Steel cr'i1isers, Ordnance, freight, 
and material : 
To C. W. Abbot .......................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
F. H. Arms ............................ .. 
A. Burtis ............................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... .. 
T.H.Looker ........................... . 
H. C. Machette ...................... .. 
J.D. Murray .......................... . 
Navy Department ................ .. 
O.Schenck ........................... .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of a.ppro-
priations ..... ......... $250.00 
















Steel cruisers, Ordnance, existing 
contracts: 
To C. W. Abbot .......................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
T. II. Looker ......................... .. 
E.May ................................. .. 
E. Stewart ........................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
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Care of monitors: 
'l'o J. Q. Barton ............................ . 
A. Burtis .....••.....•...••••••••......... 
W. Goldsborough •••••..••..........• 
Increase of the Navy, vessels au-
thorized March 3, 1885: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
J. Q. Barton .....••••.................... 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
A.J.Clark ............•................ 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... .. 
W. Goldsborough .................. .. 
J.Hoy .................................. .. 
F. H. Looker .......................... . 
H. C. Machette ...................... .. 
J.D. Murray .......................... . 
Treasury Department ........... . 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations..... .......... $140.715 
J. Hoy..................... 1, 849.66 
Vessels and monitors, act August 
3,1883: 
To adjustmentof appropriations 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
A.J.Clark ............................. . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
W. Goldsborough .•.•••..........•.. 
T.H.Looker .......................... . 
E.May .................................. . 
J.D. Murray .......................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
W. W. Williams ...................... . 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
Equipment of vessels, 1885: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
Equipment of vessels, 1886: 
'.roC. W.Abbot ........................... .. 
Adjustmentofappropriations 
C. H. Eldredge .... .................... . 
M.Hunkin ............................. . 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
J. Q. Lovell ........................... .. 
Navy Department ................. . 
J. H. Putnam ......................... . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
J. Viosca,jr ............................ . 
W. W. Williams ..................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations ............... . 
G. A. Bartlett .......... . 
J. Q. Barton ............. . 
A. Burtis ................. . 
H. A. Gill .•............... 
J.Hoy .....•.•.....•....... 
J. W.Jordan .......... . 
A.S.Kenny .•............ 
H. C. Machette ........ . 
Navy Department .. . 
A. Peterson ............. . 
































































Equipment of vessels, 1887: 
To C. W.Abbot ............................ . 
1~~:::::.~.~~-:.:.~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
J. E.Cann ............................. . 
T. T. C~tswell .......................... . 
J. H. Chapman ....................... . 
A.J.Clark ............................. . 
H. E. Drury ............................ . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
W. Goldsborough ................. . 
F. P. Hastings ....................... . 
J.Hoy ........ .........•.................. 
M. Hunkin ............................ . 
J. ,V, Jordan .......................... . 
A.S.Kenny ............................ . 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
J.Q.Lovell ........................... . 
H. C. Machette ........•.....•......... 
E.May .................................. . 
Navy Department ................ .. 
~-~~t~i!~f~.:::::::::::::::::::::.::::: 
C. Schenck ......•••••.................. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
J. Viosca ................................ . 
W. W. Williltms ........•............ 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations.. ....... ...... $545. 77 
G. A. Bartlett ........... 1, 715. 45 
H. A. Gill ................. 1, 171.96 
J. Hoy ..................... 167. 76 
Navy Department ... 14,427.20 
H. '1'. Wright........ .... 23.58 
Civil establishment, Equipmentand 
Recruiting, 1886: 
By A. S, Kenny .. ...•. ..... $0. 01 
H. C. Machette... ...... . 06 
.fYl 
Civil establishment, Equipment and 
Recruiting, 1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
J. Q. Barton ........................... . 
A. Burtis ............................... . 
W. Goldsborough ................... . 
J.Hoy ................................... . 
A.S.Kenny .......................... . 
H. C. Machette ....................... . 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
H. T. Wright ........................ . 
Deduct repayment: 
ByJ.Hoy ..................................... . 
Contingent, Equipment and Re-
cruiting, 1883 and pri01·years: 
To F. E. Aylward ......................... . 
W.O. Anderson ................... . 
F. W. Barcl!ty ......................... .. 
D. Barr ................................... . 
W. H. Bazzett ......................... . 
Centra\ Pacific R. R. _Co ....... .. 
A.J.Dickson ......................... . 
W.Doherty ........................... .. 
A. McGlinchy ....................... . 
E. IC. Geyer ......................... .. 
E.Hale , ................................. . 
L.Heal .................................. . 
J. R. Hewlett ......................... . 
J.Lamb .................................. . 
P.Lern .................................. . 
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Contiugent, Equipment and Re-
cruiting, 1883 and prior years-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To B. F. Martin ............................ . 
0.1\Ionk ................................ . 
R. A. Newell .......................... . 
D. Sullivan ............................ . 
J.Williams ............................. . 
J. F. 'Vilson ......................... .. 
Contingent, Equipment and Re-
cruiting, 1884; 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... .. 
Union Padfic Rwy. Co .......... . 
Contingent, Equipment and Re-
cruiting, 1885: 
To Mary Adair .......................... .. 
Adams Express Company .... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
Baltimore and Ohio Tele· 
graph Company ................. . 
Chesapeake and Potomac 
Telephone Company ......... .. 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
H. Connolly ......................... .. 
Davis & Pitman ................... .. 
Examiner Publishing Com-
pany, San Francisco, Cal ...... 
Evening Star Publishing_ 
Company, Washington, D.C. 
RettBrothers ........................ .. 
Geo.K.nox ............................ .. 
Pacific Mail Steam-ship Co .... .. 
Solano Times Vallejo, Cal. .... . 
Steam-ship Gen. Whitney ....... . 
Sunset Telephone-Telegraph 
Co., California .................... . 
The Chronicle, Portsmouth, 
N.H .................................... .. 
J. H. Tate .............................. .. 
Washington Post Publishing 






































To C. W. Abbot ........................ .. 
Adjustmentofappropriations. 
C. H. Eldridge ....................... . 
T. H. Looker ........................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
Y. Sterling ........................... .. 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations ..... ... .... ... $52. 46 
J.Hoy..................... .50 
W. W. Williams...... 9.47 
Contingent, Equipment and Re-
cruiting, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbott ......................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations. 
J.E.Cann ...... ....................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. C:o ........ . 


















Contingent, Equiplllent and Re-
cruiting, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............... . 
To Ch~?.ago, R~ck Island and Pa-
cuicRy.Co ........................ .. 
A.J.Ciark ............................ .. 
H.E.Drury ......................... . 
C. H. Eldridge ....................... . 
1. G. Ilobbs ............ ... ............ .. 
'1'. H. Looker .......................... . 
E.May ............ ..................... .. 
Pennsylvania Company ...... .. 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E.Stewart ............................ . 
Union Pacific l{y. Co ............ .. 
W. W. Williams ...................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. J. Clark................ $3.10 
E. Stewart ........ ...... 3. 40 
Transportation and recruiting, 
Equipment and Recruiting, 18M 
and prior years: 
By R. Washington......... $563.04 
Transportation and recruiting, 
Equipment and Recruiting, 
1885: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
Old Colony Steam-ship Co ... .. 
Pacific Mail Steam-ship Co ... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By adjustment of appropriations .. 
Transportation and recruiting, 
Equipment and Recruiting, 
1886: 
To C. W. Abbot ................... ., ...... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
P. Carroll ............................... . 
F. H. Clark ............................. . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
T. H. Looker ..................... ..... . 
C. Schenck .... ............. . .......... .. 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
W. W. Williams ..................... :. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations............... 339.76 
W. W. Williams...... 1, 962.00 
Transportation and recruiting, 
Equipment and Recruiting, 
1887: 
To C. W. Abbot .......................... . 
Adjustment of appropritions .. 
F. H. Arms ........................... . 
T. T. Caswell ......................... . 
A. J. Clark .................. " ......... . 
F. H. Clark ........................... . 
C. H. Eldredge .................... .. 
I. G. Hobbs ........................... .. 
T. H. Looker ...................... .. 
E. May .................................. .. 
E. Putnam ........................... .. 
C. Schenck ........................... . 
E. Stewart ........................... .. 
W. \v. Williams .................... . 
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Transportation and recruiting, 
Equipment and Recruiting, 
1887-Continued. 
Broug·ht forward ................. $2,!, 357. 25 
Deduct repayment: 
By adjl'l.stment of appropriations.. 191.26 
Maintenance of yards and docks, 
1883 and prior years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co .......•. 
:Maintenance of yards and docks, 
1885: 
By C. P. Wallach ......... $0.20 
Maintenance of yards and docks, 
1886: 
To C. ,V. Abbot ....•...................... 
Adjustmentofappropriations. 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
J. ,V, Jordan ......................... . 
'1'. H. Looker ......................... . 
J. Q. Lovell .......................... . 
E.Putn1an ............. . ............. . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Ste,vart .......... ............... .... . 
W. W. Williams .............. . ..... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By A. Burtis............ ...... $0.64 
W. Goldsborough .. ~ . 29 
J. Hoy..................... .59 
A. S. Kenny.............. 1.16 
H. C. Machette ... .. . ... . 08 
A. Peterson.............. 1. 90 
E. Putman.............. .03 
C. Schenck..... . ... ...... 1. 42 
















==== 1\laintenance of yards and docks, 
1887: 
To C. W. Abbot .......................... . 
J. Q. Barton .......................... .. 
A. Burtis .............................. .. 
J.E.Cann .............................. . 
J. B. Chapman ...................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
Chicl:tgo, Rock Island and Pa-
cificH.wy, Co .... .. .............. . .. 







Civil establishment, Yards and 
Docks 1886· 
To H.E.'Drury ............................ . 
Decuct from repayments: 
By W. Goldsborough..... $26. 85 
A . .t>eterson ............ .. 84. 50 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Civil establishment, Yards and 
Docks, 1887 : 
To A. Burtis ................................ . 
J. Q. Barton ....... 1 .................... . 
H. E. Drury ............................ . 
G. W. Goldsborough ............. .. 
J.Hoy .............. . ................... . 
A.S.Kenny .......................... . 
H. C. Machette ....................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
H. T. Wright ......................... .. 
Contingent, Yards and Docks, 1886: 
ToW. W. Williams ...................... . 
Contingent, Yards and Docks, 1877: 
To A. Burtis ................................ . 
J. Q. Barton ............................ . 
W. ,V.Galt ............................ . 
T.D.Hoxcy,jr ....................... . 
A.S.Kenny ............................ . 
T. H. Looker ......................... .. 
E.May .. . ............................... . 
C. Schenck .......................... .. 
H. F. Wright .......................... . 
Naval station and coaling depot, 
Port Royal, S. 0 : 
To J. Q. Lovell ............................ .. 
J. S. Phillips .......................... . 
Naval training station, Coasters' 
Harbor Island, R.I., 1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
I. G. Hobbs ............................ . 








































C. H. Eldredge ...................... .. 
\V. Goldsbough ............... . ..... . 
.J.lloy .................................... . 
J. \V . • Jordan .. .... .................... . 
A. S. I<::enny ............................ . 
C. W. Littlefield ...................... . 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
J. Q. Lovell ................... .......... . 
H. C. Machette ....................... . 
E. May ................................... . 
Navy Dapartment ................. . 
Pennsylvania Company ....... .. 
J. S. Phillips .......................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Ste,vart ....................... .... .. 
Treasury Department .......... .. 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ......... .. 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
H. F. Wright .......................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By Adju_stl!lent of appro-
prlatiOns . . ...... .. . ... t;3. 50 




















Naval training station, Coasters' 
Harbor Island, R.I., l886: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 





Naval war college, 1886: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
F. Clark .............. ................. .. 
E. Stewart ............ ................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By A. II. Gilman ...... .................... . 
Naval war college, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbot ......... , ................ .. 
F. H. Clark ............................ . 
C. H. Eldredge .................... .. 












----- Navy-yard, Brooklyn, N .. Y., 1886: 
159,372. 69 '.roE. Stewart ............................... . 29, !)99. 99 
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Navy-yard, Brooklyn, N.Y., 1887: 
'l'o A. Burtis ................................ . 
E. Stewart ............................. .. 
Na,·y-yard, Mare Island, Cal., 1886: 
To J.Q.Barton ........................... .. 
A. J. Clark ............................. . 
W. W. Williams ..................... . 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Q. Barton ................. ......... . 
Navy-yard, Mare Island, Cal., 1887: 
To J. Q. Barton .......................... .. 
A. J. Clark ............................ . 














Naval asylum, Philadelphia, Pa.,== 
1886: 
To C. H. Eldredge....................... 11,901.95 
Deduct repayment: 
By J. Foster................................. 48.56 
Naval asylum, Philadelphia, Pa., 
1887: 
To G. Cochran ........................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... .. 
J. Foster ...... , ........................ .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By J. Foster.................. $62.21 
Navy Department .... 63,067.00 
Excess of repayments ...... 
Repairs and preservation at navv-
yards, 1886 : 
To C. W. Abbot ......................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ . 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By J. Q. Barton............ $3.53 
A. Burtis............ ..... 1.02 
W. Goldsborough ... 933. 95 
J.Hoy ..................... 11.88 
J. W.Jordan............ 2.G7 
A.S.Kenny.............. 2.39 
H. C. Machette... ...... . 57 
A. Peterson.............. . 04 
E.Putnam............... 3.49 
C. Schenck............... . 99 
Repairs and preservation at navy-
yards. 1887: 
To C. W. A.bbot ............................ . 
A. Burtis ................................. . 
J. Q. Barton .......................... . 
J. H. Chapman ....................... . 
J. E. Cann ............................. . 
A. J. Clark ............................ . 
H. E. Drury ........................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... .. 
W. Goldsborough ................ .. 
J. Hoy ............. - ................... .. 
J. W. Jordan ........................ .. 
A. S. Kenny ......................... .. 
T. H. Looker ......... - ............... .. 


























6, 126. 7~ 
3,051. 96 
61,928.68 
Repairs and preservation at navy-
yard, 1887-Continued. 
Bcought forward ............ .. 
To J. Q. Lovell ............................ . 
H. C. Machette ....................... . 
E.l\lay ................................. .. 
Navy Department ............... .. 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
J. S. Phillips ......................... .. 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
W. W. Williams ................... .. 
.Deduct repayments : 
By J. Hoy..................... $60. 52 
J.Q.Lovell .............. 87.58 
Navy Department... 14.22 
Enlistment bounties to seamen, 
prior to July 1, 1878: 
To T. H. Looker .......................... . 
E'1listment bounties to seamen, 
prior to July 1,1883: 
To G. August .............................. .. 
W. 0. Andrews ..................... . 
H. Busch ................................ . 
J. Barber ............................... .. 
J. T. Burch, attorney .............. . 
J. F'. Boyland ......................... . 
C. N. Barton .......................... . 
A. P. Babbitt ...... ..... .............. .. 
E. Baker ............................... .. 
G. Burden ............................ .. 
.T. Bartell .............................. .. 
J. A. Bryan ......................... .. 
L. Burnett ............................ .. 
W.H.Barrett ...................... .. 
F. Bois .................................. .. 
H.M.Brown .................. _ ..... .. 
G. Battenfield ....................... . 
W. H. Coddington ................ .. 
D. F. Cr~ven ......................... .. 
W. L. Cromwell. .................... . 
W. D. Castle .......................... .. 
~: g~~~:.:::::::.:·::::::.:·.:::::::::::~: 
J.Decker .............................. .. 
C. Dyson. deceased ............... .. 
G. W. Eldredge, deceased ..... .. 
E. F, Ed,vard ......................... . 
E. Elliott ............................... .. 
J.E.Evans ........................... .. 
H. ,V. Everson ...................... .. 
W. H. Fugitt .......................... . 
R. A. Foster ........................... .. 
T. Graham, deceased ............ .. 
N.G.Grant ........................... .. 
E. Howe ............................... .. 
E. Hefferman, deceased ......... . 
W. A.I-Iaby ........ .................... . 
P.Jordan .............................. .. 
J. H. Livingston, deceased ..... . 
A. Lambert ........................... .. 
F. Lusby .......................... - .... . 
.J. F. Miller ............................. . 
M. Meinhold ......................... .. 
:S.A.Mills .............................. . 
R. Massenburg ....................... . 
S.Mackey ............................. .. 
J.Ming .................................. . 
A.S.Niles ............................ . 
R.J. Parshall ........................ .. 
D. Peterson, deceased ........... .. 
J.G.Poor ............................. .. 
J.Ray ................................... .. 
H. Ryan ................................. . 
J.D. Ryan ............. _ ........... ... . 
C.B.Snell ............................ .. 
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Enlistment bounties to seamen, 
prior to July l, 1883-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
'l'o G. Schell. ............................... . 
'l.:. Small, deceased ................. . 
A. Smith ................................ . 
J. K. Stebbins ......................... . 
F.H.Taylor .......................... . 
0. C. Taylor ........................... . 
J. \Vilcox ............................... . 
G. Watts .............................. . 
C. Weiss ................................ . 
W. \Vhite .............................. . 
A. 'Vharling .......................... . 
M.Walz .........................•.... 
A. G. Willsey ......................... . 
P. W. Wilkey, deceased ........ . 
Medical Department, 1883andprior 
years: 
To G. \V. Hall. ............................ . 




















Medical Department, 1885: 
'l'o C. ·w. Abbott.......................... 13. 50 
C. H. Eldredge........................ 6. 67 
C. P. Judkins.......................... 27.00 
E. Wilfert........................ ....... 32. 90 
Medical Department, 1886: 
To C. W. Abbott ......................... . 
F. H. Arms .............................. . 
Adjustmen tof appropriations 
J. H. Chapman .................... . 
F. H. Clark ............................. . 
P. Carroll ........................ ., .... . 
II. E. Drury ............................ . 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... .. 
J.L.Jayne ............................. . 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
M. Rein berg .......................... . 
E. Stewart ........................... .. 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
W. W. Williams ..................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations............... $10.00 
J. Q. Barton............ 9. 03 
A. Burtis.................. 100.00 
Medical Department, 1887: 
To~-~.Al~:~t::::::::::::::::::::::::::: • 
Adjustment of appropriations 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
J. Q. Barton .......................... . 
F. H. Clark ............................ . 
G. Cochran .............•...... : ...... .. 
.T. H. Chapman ...................... . 
J. E. Cann ............................. . 
A. J. Clark ............................. . 
T. T. Caswell ........................ . 
H. E. Drury .......................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
H. Elmer ............................... . 
J. Foster ............................... , 
W. Goldsborough .................. .. 
J.Hoy ................................... . 
A. S. Kenny .......................... . 
T. H. Looker ........................ . 
C. W. Littlefield .................... . 
H. C. Machette ...................... . 
E. May ................................... . 
Navy Department ................. . 











































Medieal Department, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To E. Putnam ............................. . 
C. \V. Phillips ....................... . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
H. '1.'. \Vright .......................... . 
W. W. Williams ...................... . 
Deduct repayments .......... . 
By adjustment of appro-
priations........... ... $125.11 
J. Foster.................. 13.87 
Navy Department... 3, 627.33 
Naval hospital fund, 1885: 
'l'o adjustment of appropriations-.. 
Deduct from repayment: 
3,766.31 
37,703.72 
By E. Putnam.............................. 1. 09 
Excess of repayment........ . 90 
Naval hospital fund, 1886: 
To C. Schenck ......... ........... ....... ... 1. 50 
Deduct from repayment: 
By C. Schenck .. .......... ......... ......... 2. 47 
Excess of repayment ....... . 
Naval hospital fund, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbot ............................ . 
H. E. Drury .......................... .. 
0. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
E.l\1ay ................................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
E. Schenck ............................. . 
W. W. Williams .................... .. 
Naval hospital fund: 
To C. W. Abbot ........................... .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
J. Q. Barton ............................ . 
A.J.Clark ............................ . 
H. E. Drury ...... ...................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
'l'.H.Looker ......................... .. 
E. May ................................... . 
Navy Department ................ . 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
W. W. \Villiams ................... _. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By adjustment of ap-
propriations ........ $70, 852. 35 
G. Coohran............. 6, 388. 43 
J. Foster................. 5, 668. 93 
Navy Department.. 4, 758.17 
A. Putnam • ...... ...... . 30 
Excess of repayments ........ . 
Repairs, Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery, 1886: 
To adjustmentofappropriations .. 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
T.H.Looker .......................... . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 





































By J. Q. Barton ......... ............ ...... 11.00 
699.35 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Repairs, Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbot .......................... . 
Adjustment of appropri-
ations ................................. . 
J.Q.Barton ............................ . 
A. J. Clark ............................ . 
H. E. Drury .......................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
T. H. Looker .................... ..... . 
H. C. Machette ..................... . 








Contingent, Bureau of Medicine 
and Surgery, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To E. Putnam ........................... . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
C. Schenck ............................ . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co ........ . 
H. T. "'right ......................... . 


















B:r E. Stewart.............................. 1. 32 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
C. Schenck ........................... . 13,719.33 
W. W. Williams ......... ........... . 
----- Naval hospital, Widow's Island, 
14,887.42 Me., act March 3, 1887: 
== To E. Putnam............................. 25.00 
Contingent,Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery, 1883 and prior years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Contingent,Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery, 1885: 
122.41 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co........... 59.08 
Deduct repayment: 
Byadjustment of apuropri-
ations .................... ~ ... . .. ... ..... . 30 
Contingent, Bureau of Medicine 
and Surgery, 1886: 
To C. W. Abbot .......................... . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
F. H. Arms .................... ,., . .. . 
J. H. Chapman ...................... . 
F. H. Clark .......................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
Chi.cago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
H. E. Drury .......................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
T. H. Looker ............. ........... . 
J. D. Murray ......................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
C. Schenck ........................... .. 
Union Pacific Rwy.Co .......... . 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
• By adjustment of appro-
priations ......... ... $119.93 
Navy Department... 3. 00 
T. H. Looker........... 3. 75 
A. Peterson.............. . 30 
Contingent, Bureau of Medicine 
and Surgery, 1887: 
To C.'¥. Abbot .......................... . 
F. H. Arms ............................ . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
J. H. Chapman ...................... . 
T. H. Clark ............................ . 
A. J. Clark ............................ . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
T. T. Caswell ......................... . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
H. E. Drury .......................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
C. W. Littlefield ................... .. 
T. H. Looker ......................... . 
E. }}<Jay .................................. . 
H. C. Machette ..................... . 
J.D. Murray...... ..... . ........... .. 
Navy Department ................ . 
Pennsylvania Company ... .... . 








































Civil establishment, Bureau of 
Medicine and Surgery, 1884 and 
prior years: 
By J. Foster.................. $2.67 
Provisions, Navy, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To F. McQuaid........................... 12.00 
J. Starkweather, deceased..... 48.75 
Provisions, Navy,l884 :' 
To M. A. Anderson .................... . 
S. Arnold ............................... . 
J. E. Byrne ............................ . 
R. J. Beach ............................ . 
L. Bankson ............................ . 
A. R. Bush ........................... .. 
F. B. Dowst ............................ . 
W. H. Sartley ......................... . 
G. Kaemmerling ................... . 
A. Moritz .............................. .. 
K. McAlpine .......................... . 
L. B. Perkins ......................... . 
I. B. Parsons ... .. . .. . ... . ........... . 
R. Stewart, jr ......................... . 
0. B. Shallenberger .............. . 
W. S.Smith ........................... . 
W. W.White .......................... . 
W. T. Webster ....................... . 
Provisions, Navy, 1885: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
W.B.Day ............................. . 
0. C. Gsantner ..........•............. 
R. B. Higgins ......................... . 
T.J.Hogan ............... ............. . 
J. C. Leonard ......................... . 
C. H. Mathews ...................... . 
A. McAllister ......................... . 
Deduct payments: 
By Navy Department ................. . 
Provisions, Navy, 1886: 
To C. W.Abbot ............................ . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
F. H. Arms ............................. . 
H. N. Beaumont .................... . 
J.Bishop ............................... . 
E. Cronin ............................... . 
I. T.Choate ............................ . 
J. B. Cahoon .......................... . 
H.E.Drury ........................... . 
W.B.Day ............................... . 
H.Davis ................................ . 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
C. A. Foster ............................ . 
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Provisions, Navy,l886-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To W. A. Ferrier .......................... . 
J. Farrell .............................. .. 
H. F. Fickbohm ..................... . 
I. Goodwin Hobbs ................ .. 
R. B. Higgins .......................... . 
H.T B.Harris ..................... .. 
W.S. Hughes ........................ .. 
M.E.Hall ............................... . 
G. S. Haskins ......................... .. 
T.F.Kane ............................. . 
J. J. ICnapp ............................ .. 
J.Q.Lovell. .......................... .. 
T. I-I. Looker .......................... . 
. J.C. Leonard .......................... . 
C. H. Mathews ...................... .. 
A. McAllister ........................ .. 
H.Minett .............................. .. 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
L. B. Perkins ........................ .. 
A.V.Reed ............................ .. 
W. R. A. Rooney .................... . 
C.Scbenck ........................... .. 
E. Ste,vart ............................ .. 
W,S.Smith ............................ . 
J. T. Sullivan ......................... . 
E.H.Taunt ........................... . 
W. W. Williams ...................... . 
J.S. 'Vallace ......................... .. 
S. N. Whitehouse ................... .. 
A.R.Yates ............................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations ............... $8, 226.14 
J.Q.Barton.............. 97.28 
A. Burtis.................. 421. 59 
T. J. Cowie............... 858.36 
H. E. Drury...... .. ..... 8. 10 
W. Goldsborough..... 29. 70 
.J.Hoy ..................... 132.28 
J. W.Jordan ............ .02 
A. S. Kenny.............. 79.73 
T. H. Looker............ 3.17 
H. C. 1\Iachette.......... 18. 80 
J.D.Murray............. 41.30 
Navy Department... 72.57 
A. Peterson.............. 32. 95. 
E. Putnam...... ......... 35. 68 
C. Schenck............... 2.46 
E. Stewart................ 377.35 
w·. W. Williams ........ · . 65 
Provisions, Navy 1887: 
To F. II. Arms ............................. . 
C.W.Abbot ........................... .. 
.J.Bishop ................................ . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
J.Q.Barton ........................... . 
A. Burtis ................. .............. .. 
H. N. Beaumont .................... .. 


































Provisions, Navy, 1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To T. J. Hogan ........................... .. 
H.T.B.Harris ..................... .. 
G. S. Haskins ........................ . 
Geo. P. Hunt, deceased .......... . 
J. W Jordan ........................ .. 
A.S.Kenny ............................ . 
T.F.Kane ............................ .. 
T.H.Looker .......................... . 
J. C. Leonard ............ : ........... .. 
H. C.lVIachette ...................... .. 
H.Minett .............................. .. 
C. H. Mathews ...................... .. 
E. May .................................. .. 
J.D. Murra.y ......................... .. 
J.Marthon ............................. . 
Navy Department ................ .. 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
{v~l.~.l~~~~~:Y::::::::::::::::::::: 
C. Schenck ...... ....................... . 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
G. W. Simpson ...................... .. 
W. W. \Villiams .................... .. 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
W. B. Wilcox: ........................ .. 
J.S. Wallace .......................... . 
A.R.Yates ............................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adju~t~entofappro-
pnatwns ............ .. 
T.J.Cowie ........... .. 
J.Hoy .................. .. 
J. D. Murray ......... .. 
Navy Department .. . 
G. W. Simpson ...... .. 









To adjustment of appropriations 
G.H.Reed .......................... .. 
E. Stewart ............................ . 
J. H. Stevenson ................... .. 
C. Schenck ........................... .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations ............ $201,081.74 
A. Burtis.............. 2, 418.91 
J. Q. Barton ......... 556.61 
A. J. Clark......... .. 180. 66 
A. H. Gilman... .... 63. 08 
C. F. Guild......... ... 1.209.65 
G. E. Hendee........ 353. 66 
H. C. Machettee .. . 449. 90 
Navy Department 44.04 
H. F. Picking ...... 161. 30 
G.H.Read............ 9,5(11.49 
J. H. Stevenson..... 481. 27 





































T. A. Berryhill ....................... . 













J.E.Cann ............................... . 
E. Cronin .............................. ,. 
J. B. Cahoon .......................... .. 
A.J.Clark ............................. .. 
T.T.Caswell.. .......................... · 
H. E. Drury .......................... .. 
H. Davis ................................ .. 
E.J.Dorn .............................. .. 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
J. Entwi'>tle ........................... . 
0. A. Foster .......................... .. 
.J. Farrell. ............................... . 
H. F. Fickbohm ..................... . 
W. Go I dsborough .................. . 
J.Hoy ................................... . 
R. B. Higgins .......................... . 
















Excess of repayments ...... 
Small stores, Bureau of Provisions 
and Clothing: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
Deduct from repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations ................ $67, 935.41 
A. Burtis.................. 89. 28 
J. Q. Barton ...... ...... 59. 15 
G. A. Bartlett........... 4. 50 
A. H. Gilman... ..... 4.21 
C. F. Guild .............. 31. 00 






RECEIPTS .A.ND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Small stores, Bureau of Provisions 
and Clothing-Continued. 
Deduct from repayments; 
Brought forwaru .. $68, 123.55 
To J. W. Jordan............ 55.92 
H. C. Machette ... ..... 13. 30 
Navy Department... 41.33 




====-== Contingent, Bureau of Provisions 
and Clothing, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co......... 851.40 
Contingent. Bureau of l'rovisions 
and Clothing, 1885: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co .......... . 
Deduct from repayment: 
By Navy Department.. ............... . 
17.52 
24.05 
Excess of repayment ...... 6. 53 
Contingent, Bureau of Provisions 
and Clothing, 1886: 
To C. W. Abbot ............................ . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
F.H.Clark ............................ . 
Central Pacific R. 1t. Co ........• 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ...................... . 
H. E. Drury .......................... . 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... . 
J. W. Jordan ....•.................... 
T. H. Looker ......................... . 
J. D. Murray ........................ .. 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
C. Schenck ........................... .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... . 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations .............. . 
T. H. Looker ......... .. 
J. W . .Jordan .......... . 
A. Peterson ............. . 
C. Schenck ............. . 







Contingent, Bureau of Provisions 
and Clothing, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbott ........................ . 
F. H. Arms ... ....... .. ............... . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
Baltimore and Ohio R. R. Co .. 
J. E. Cann ............................. . 
F. H. Olark ........................... .. 
A. J. Clark ........................... .. 
J. H. Chapman ...................... . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
T. T. Caswell. ....................... . 
Chicago. Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ..................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
H. E. Drury .......................... . 
T. H. Looker ........ ................. . 
C. W. Littlefield ........ : .......... .. 
J.D. Murray .......................... . 
E. May ................................... . 
Navy Department ................. . 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
Pennsylvania Company ....... .. 
J. S. Phillips .......................... . 
G.ll.Read ............................ .. 
E. Stewart .............................. . 
C.1:5chenck ............................ . 
Union PacificRwy.Co .......... .. 
W. W. Williams ..................... . 














































Contingent, Bureau of Provisions 
and Clothing,1887-Continued. 
Brought forward ............... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By J.P. Loomis...... ...... $1.59 
Navy Department... 323.79 
Contingent, Bureau of Provisions 
Clothing,l887 and 1888: 
To A. Burtis ............................... .. 
J. Q. Barton .......................... .. 
A.J.Clark ........................... .. 
H. E. Drury ........................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ...................... .. 
W. Goldsborough ................... . 
A.S.Kenny ........................... .. 
C. W. Littlefield .................... . 
H. C. Machette ....................... . 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
H. T. Wright .......................... .. 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Pro-
visions and Clothing, 1886: 
By H. C. Machette ...... ... $0.07 
. Civil establishment, Bureau of Pro-
visions and Clothing: 
To J. Q. Barton ......................... .. 
A. Burtis ............................... .. 
H. E,Drury .......................... . 
J.Hoy ................................... .. 
A.S.Kenny ..................... ...... .. 
H. C. Machette ..................... .. 
E. Putnam ............................ . 
H. T. Wright ........................ .. 
Deduct repayment : 
ByJ.Hoy .................................. .. 
Construction and repair, 1884 and 
prior years : 
By Navy Department... $689.47 
Construction and repair, 1885: 
To C. H. Eldredge ...................... .. 
G. H. Griffing ....................... . 
J. Hickey ............................... . 
G. A. Willis.ms ..................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment of appro-
priations... ........ ... $0.75 
Navy Department .... 3,616.06 
Consb·uction and repair, 1886: 
To C. W. Abbott ........................ .. 
Adjustment of appropriations 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ . 
C. H. Hldredge ...................... .. 
W. Goldsborough ................. . 
G. H. Griffing ........................ .. 
J.Hickey ............................... . 
J. W. Jordan .......................... . 
J. Q. Lovell ............................ . 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
Philadelphia and Reading R. 
R.Co .................................. .. 
C.Schenck ............................ .. 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
W. W. Williams ................... .. 
G. A. Williams ....................... . 
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Construction and repair, 1886-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward................. $33,602.34 
Deduct repayments : 
By adjustment of appro-
priations ............... $1, 152. 80 
J. Q. Barton.............. 5.23 
A. Burtis.................. 315. 96 
H. E. Drury.............. 7.50 
C. H. Eldredge......... 1.18 
W. Goldsborough..... . 65 
R. A. GilL............... 14.85 
T. D.Hoxsey,jr........ 471.38 
J.Hoy ..................... 112.56 
A. S. Kenny.............. 520.72 
T. H. Looker .. ......... 134. 86 
H. C. Machette......... 4. 27 
Navy Department... 7, 019.17 
A. Peterson.............. .15 
E. Putman ......... ...... . 69 
C. Schenck.... .. ......... 24. 93 
E. Stewart ..... ......... 1. 02 
W. W. Williams........ 4.34 
Construction and repair, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbot .......................... .. 
Ad.i ustment of appropriations 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
J. Q. Barton ........................... . 
~: ~: g~:~~~~:::·:::::::::::::::::::~ 
A.J.Clark ............................. . 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pa-
cific Rwy. Co ..................... .. 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........ .. 
H. E. Drury ........................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... .. 
W. Goldsborough ................... . 
G. H. Griffing ......................... . 
J.Hoy ................................... .. 
J.W.Jordan .......................... . 
A.S.Kenny ........................... .. 
T. H. Looker .......................... . 
C. W. Littlefield ..................... . 
H. C.lVIachette ....................... . 
E. May ................................... . 
J. D.l\iurray .......................... . 
E. Putnam ................. , .......... .. 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
Union Pacific Rwy. Co .......... .. 
H. T. Wright .......................... . 
W. W. Williams ..................... . 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations ............... $3, 388. 54 
G. A. Bartlett............ 150.00 
A. J. Clark............... · .08 
Navy Department ... 21,679.19 
W. W. Williams....... 1. 42 
Repairs of vessels : 
To A. Burtis .............................. .. 
J. Q. Barton .......................... . 
H. C. Machette ...................... . 
Navy Department.. ............... . 
E. Putnam ............................ .. 
E. Stewart ............................ . 
Civil establishment, construction. 
and repair, 1887 : 
To adjustment of appropriations 
A. Burtis ............................... . 
J. Q. Barton .......................... . 












































Civil establishment, Construction 
and Repair, 188V-Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To W. Goldsborough ................. . 
J.Hoy ................................... . 
A. S. Kenny .......................... . 
H. C. Machette ..................... . 
E. Putnam ............................ . 
Geo. M. Powell, deceased ..... . 
H. Wright ............................ .. 
Deduct repayment: 
By J.Hoy ................................... . 
Steam machinery, 1883 and prior 
years: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ......... 
Steam machinery,1885: 
To Central Pacific R. R. Co ....... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ..................... . 
E. Stewart ............................ .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By T. H. Looker........... $11.44 
E. Stewart............... 9. 74 
Steam machinery, 188o: 
'.ro C. W. Abbot ........................... . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
H. E. Drury ........................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
CentralPacificR, R. Co ....... .. 
G. H. Griffing ........................ .. 
T.H.Looker .......................... . 
E. May ................................... . 
Navy Department ................. . 
E. Putnam ............................. . 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
'£reasury Department .......... .. 
"\Y. W. Williams ................... .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By J.Q.Barton ............. $0.73 
A.Burtis.................. 424.09 
W. Goldsborough..... 51.02 
H. A. Gill.................. 18l. 95 
J.Hoy..................... 1, 1&6.36 
J. W.Jordan............ 1.52 
A. S. Kenny.............. 20.78 
H. C. Machette......... 1, 449. 84 
A. Peterson.............. . 07 
E. Putnam............... 2.25 
E. Stewart............... 1, 963. 00 
Steam machinery, 1887: 
To C. W. Abbot ........................... .. 
F. H. Arms ............................. . 
Adju!;!tment of appropriations 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
.J. Q. Barton ........................... . 
J. H. Champman ................... . 
J.E.Cann ............................. . 
A.J.Clark ............................ . 
T. T. Caswell ......................... . 
II. E. Drury ....... , ................... .. 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
W. Goldsborough ................. . 
J.Hoy ................................... . 
J. W.Jordon ........................... . 
A.S.Kenny .......................... . 
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Steam machinery, 1887-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To T. H. Looker .......................... . 
J.Q.LoYell ........•.................... 
C. W. Littlefield ........•............ 
H. C. Machette ....................... . 
E. May ................................. . 
Navy Department ........ , ........ . 
E.Putnam ...................••........ 
J. S. Phillips ......................... . 
E. Stewart . ................. ........... . 
C.Schenck .............•....•..... .... 
W. W. Williams ................... . 
Ii:. T. Wright ........•. ... ............. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustmentofappro-
priations ..... . ......... $2, 224. 08 
G. A. Bartlett.......... 1, 350.00 
J. E. Cann ........ ··'···· 4. 69 
H. A. Gill................. 41. 62 
J. Hoy ..................... 1,816.84 
Navy Department .... 2,498.36 
E. Putnam............... 75.33 
H. T. Wright........... 442.44 
Armament act, August 3,1886: 
To T.T.Caswell ........•.. , ..............• 
T.H.Looker .......................... . 
J.D. Murray .................... . .... . . 
Navy Department .................• 
E. Stewart ............................• 
H. T. Wright ... .....•... ......... ... ... 
Contingent, Bureau of Steam En-
gineering, 1886: 
To C. Schenck ............................. . 
Civil establishment, Bureau of 
Steam Engineering, 1886: 
By A. Burtis... ............... $3.85 
H. C. Machette......... . 05 
3.90 
Civil establishment, Bureau of 
Steam Engineering,1887: 
To adjustment of appropriations .. 
A. Burtis ................................ . 
J. Q. Barton .............. .............. . 
H.E.Drury ........................... . 
W. Goldsborough ................... . 
J.Hoy ............... ................... . 
A.S. Kenny ............................ . 
H. C. Machette .......................• 
E. Putnam ............................ . 
J.D. Potter, deceased ............. . 
H.'l'. Wright ..........................• 
Prize money to c<tptors: 
To Geo. W. Archibald, deeeased .. . 
J. Barton ..................... ......... . 
J. H. Bates, deceased .............. . 
M.Crane ..............................• 
Wm. T. Cruse, deceased ........ . 
A. Duncan, deceased ......... .' ... . 
J. Donald, deceased .............. . 
E. A. Decker, deceased ........... . 
C. Dyson, deceased ............... . 
J. L. Forman alias W. Thomp-
son, deceased ..................... .. 
Peter Finnegan, deceased ..... . 
F. P. Gordon .......................... . 
J.J.Grant ............................. . 




















































Carried forward .............. . 831.76 
Prize money t1:> captors-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To John Haley, deceased ........... . 
W m. A. Jenkins, deceased ..... . 
T. If. Looker .......................... . 
Chas. Lovell, deceased .......... . 
R. B. Lowry, deceased ........... . 
S. Mattison ............................ . 
J. McGowan, deceased ...........• 
E. May ................................... . 
John McFarland, deceased .... . 
'\Val ter Madigan, deceased .... . 
W. C. Manning .............•.•....... 
L. L.Nutt .. ............... .............. . 
J. Phillips ....................... ...... . 
E. A. Robertson, deceased .....• 
G. Reynolds, deceased ........... . 
M. Shay, deceased .......••...•...•• 
E. Stewart ............................. . 
P. J. Shannon. deceased ........ . 
John Rowan, deceased .......... . 
E. R. Tyson, deceased ............. . 
T. B. Waddell, deceased .......•• 
W. W. Williams .................... . 
Herman 'Vorrick, deceased ..• 
Jonathan Young, deceased ....• 
Deduct repayment: 
By C. W. Abbot ............................ . 
Double-turreted monitors: 
To Milliken &Smith ................. . 

































By A. H. Gilman ...... ....••...••. .....• 5, 558. 10 
Machinery, double-turreted mon-
itors: 
To C. H. Eldredge .................... . 
G. W. Quintard and G. E. 
Weed, assignees of John 
Roach ............................... .. 
Extra pay to officers and men who 





To H. N. Arnold, deceased......... 187.50 
J. D. Alexander..................... 125. 00 
A. Allen, deceased................. 125.00 
H. A. Adams, deceased ......•.• 156. 25 
C. Brown, second ............... ... 36. 00 
T. Brown............ .................... 57.00 
W. S. Berry........................... 27.00 
E. J. Bee, deceased ...... ...•....• 237. 50 
H. Brooks, deceased.............. 175. 00 
E. Barrett. deceased............... 187. 50 
J. De Bree, deceased ............. 875. 00 
0. F. Baxter........................... 300.00 
W. K. Bridge, deceased......... 87. 50 
F. Boom.................. .............. 45.00 
Josiah S. Byers, deceased...... 100. 00 
Saylor Brown........................ 21.00 
J. Contee,deceased ............. .. 375.00 
T. M. Crossan, deceased........ 135. 83 
0. B. Church .......................... 30. OQ 
J. De Camp, deceased ............ 93.75 
H. Cassidy, deceased ..... ;...... 27.00 
C. Chase, deceased.................. 675. 00 
J.Chambedain....................... 30.00 
D.Christy............................... 27.00 
R.M.Caldwell,deceased.. ..... 66.66 
F.S.Conover ................. .......• 187.50 
C. C. Collins ............................ 30.00 
J.Davis................................... 90.00 
Carried forward .... ~ .......... ---4-, 5-09-.-99-
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Extra pay to officers and men who 
served in the Mexican war-
Continued. 
Bro,Jght forward ............. . 
To 0. Donegan, deceased ........... . 
\V. F. Davidson, deceased: .... . 
Patrick Dee .......................... . 
J.L.Davis ... .............. ............ . 
J. Dunn ................................. . 
James H. Dulany, deceased .. . 
JosephS. Day, deceased ........ . 
T.H.Faron ........................... .. 
Joseph Fry, deceased ............ . 
J. Fickett ............................. . 
·Gustavus V. Fox, deceased .. .. 
0. F. Gardner, deceased ........ . 
J.Gillis .................................. . 
W. V. Gillis, deceased ........... . 
P. Gilligan ............................ .. 
E. C. Genet, deceased ............ . 
P.Garland ............................. . 
W.F.Gates ......................... .. 
John Gale, deceased ............. . 
Felix Grundy, deceased ........ . 
H. St. George Hunter, de-
ceased ............................... . 
N. B. Hanison, deceased ........ . 
E. Hughes ............................ .. 
G.B. Hodge ........................... . 
Wm. H. Hamilton, deceased .. . 
Thos. T. Hunter, deceased .... .. 
John H. Holmes alias Henry 
Davis ................................. .. 
J.Heron ............................... . 
Tho-;. B. Hager, deceased ...... .. 
'\IV. Heyden ........................... . 
C. P. Jones, deceased ............ .. 
\V. P. Lewis, deceased ........... . 
G. F. Lindsay ,jr., deceased .... . 
C. Lowndes, deceased .......... .. 
C. P. McCorkle, deceased ...... .. 
Wm. Mitchell, deceased ........ . 
J. McClelland, deceased ........ . 
I. N. Morris, deceased ............ . 
W. A. T. Maddox .................... . 
G. Murray ............................ .. 
Jos. McClelland, deceased ..... . 
Ward .Marston, deceased ....... . 
.T. McNaughton ..................... . 
L. McLane ............................ .. 
G. Pillmore ............................ . 
C. W. Place, deceased ........... .. 
G. F. Pearson, deceased ........ .. 
J. \V. Parks, deceased ............ . 
'.r. M. Potter ........................... . 
G. Pierce ....................... : ........ . 
E. A. Robertson, deceased ..... . 
G. Reynolds .......................... . 
H. P. Robertson, decea>~ed ..... . 
D. B. Ridgely, deceased .......... . 
R. C. Rodman, deceased ........ . 
J. Roberts ............................. .. 
Jas. H. Strong, deceased ....... .. 
A. Simmons ........................... .. 
A. N. Smilh, deceased ........... .. 
R. F. Stockton, deceased ...... .. 
J. B. Smith, deceased ............ .. 
J. M. Start, deceased .............. . 
T.Sherman ........................... . 
M. M. Thompson, deceased .... . 
J. K. \Vilson, decease•L ........ . 
J. S. Whittle, deceased ......... .. 
Joseph Wilson, deceased ..... .. 
Isaac Whitney, deceased ..... .. 
J.E. D. Woods ...................... .. 
John F. Walker, deceased .... .. 
J. '\Varren .............................. .. 
M. Yarnall, deceased .......... .. 
E.M. Yard ............................ . 
Deduct repayment: 














































































Increase oft he Navy, gun-boats and 
cruisers authorized March 3, 
1887: 
To C. H. Eldredge ...................... . 
H. T. Wright ........................ . 
Increase of the Navy, armor and 
gun steel: · 
ToT. H. Looker ......................... . 
=== Indemnity for lost clothing: 
To B. Atwood ............................. . 
J. W. Baxter .......................... . 
A. Brown .............................. . 
T. Bedle ................................ . 
C. \V. Buck .......................... .. 
J. C. Colwell .......................... . 
M. Clines, deceased .............. .. 
J. W. Danenhowe~ ............... .. 
J. C. Freeman, deceased ....... .. 
J. H. Gardner ...................... .. 
F. S. Hotchkin .................... .. 
S. 1\'L Jensen ................ , ........ .. 
M. Meinhold ........................ .. 
R. F. lHartin ........................ .. 
D. A. 1\fanson ...................... .. 
H. C. Marrow ....................... .. 
J. McGee ............................... . 
E. Navin ............................... .. 
Punf;!' Ah King, alias Ah Kom, 
J. ~~~i~~~~·ic::::::::::::.:·::::::::: 
W. Sheppard ....................... ... 
H. Spalding ......................... .. 
Sum Shing, deceased ........... .. 
R. Stewart, jr ........................ .. 
N. P. Towne ......................... .. 
E. N. Whitehouse ................ .. 
S. H. Williamson .................. .. 
H. Williams .......................... . 
L. C. \Vood ........................... . 
T. E. DeW. Veeder ............. .. 
-=======·= 
Bounty for destruction of enemy's 
vessels prior to July 1, 1879: 
To T. H. Looker .......................... . 
Bounty for destruction of enemy's 
vessels, act July 7, 1884: 
To G. W. Arrington, deceased ..... . 
John P. Bunnan, deceased ..... . 
George A. Bruce, deceased .. . 
J.Barton .............................. . 
A. Duncan,deceased ............. .. 
C. H. Eldredge ....................... . 
Peter Finnegan, deceased .... .. 
F. P. Gordon ......................... .. 
F .. T.Grace ............................. . 
J. A. Higgins, deceased ......... .. 
Augustus Johnson, deceased .. 
Patrick Kane, deceased ......... 
.James B. Kimball, deceased .. 
E. A. Lego, deceased ............. . 
Charles Lovell, deceased ....... . 
Geo. Lewis, alias Charles N el-
son, deceased ...................... . 
J. McLaughlin, alias J. D. 
Barnes, deceased ................ . 
E. May .................................. .. 
John McFarland, deceased .... . 
John A. Morg-an, deceased .... . 
W.G. Mitchell, deceased ....... .. 
J. Phillips ............................. . 
John Stone, deceased ............. . 
E. Stewart ............................ . 
L. Sweet, deceased .............. .. 
Augustus Small, deceased .... .. 
P. S. Shannan, deceased ........ . 
W. Thompson, deceased ....... . 
Thomas Waters, deceased .... .. 













150 .. 54 
23.93 
26.55 
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Bounty for destruction of enemy's 
vess . ls, act July 7, 1884.-Cont'd. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To Patrick, alias Geo. Walsh, de-
ceased ............................... . 
Wm. Williamson, deceased .. . 
Deduct repayments : 
By C. W. Abbot........... $385.51 
C. H. Eldredge........ 3. 4.2 
Bounty for destruction of enemy's 
vessels prior to July 1, 1883: 
To J. Alexander, deceased ......... , 
.T. Byrne ................................ . 
P. Brady ................................ . 
'l'. Bolan ............................... . 
H. D. Bassett, deceased ......... . 
J.Brown ............................... . 
J. Boles .................................. . 
E. Compton ........................... .. 
E. Collins .............................. .. 
P. Cunningham .................... . 
H. ,V, Cleveland, deceased .... . 
J.D.Davis ........................... .. 
E. Dennis .............................. .. 
R, Daggett, deceased ............ .. 
H. H. Davis ................ .......... .. 
W.Fitt.a ................................ .. 
J. Farrington, <ieceased ........ . 
S. Gott, deceased .................. .. 
P. Griffith ............................ .. 
J.B. Gowan .......................... . 
A. S. Gardner ....................... . 
J. H. Hynes, deceased ........... . 
A. H. Hook ........................... .. 
A. F. Hall, deceased ............. .. 
J. Jacobs ................................ . 
lVL Jones ............................... .. 
J. Johnson ............................ .. 
G. B. Leonard ...................... .. 
1\:!. McGrath ........................... . 
P. Morgan, deceased ............ .. 
J. MRhoney ........................... . 
M. Moore, deceased .............. . 
J. Martin , ............................. .. 
J. Martin, deceased ............. .. 
C. Marshall ............................ . 
J. Noonan ............................. . 
J. Parker ............................... . 
J. T. Pope ............................. . 
P. Peterson .......................... .. 
J. Purcell ............................... . 
R. Prentiss, deceased .......... .. 
J. Phillips ............................. . 
G. Raswell. .......................... . 
C. F. Roberts ........................ .. 
E. 0. Reilly ............................ . 
M.P. Simonds, deceased ....... . 
E. Sutton ............................... . 
J. H. Seaman, deceased ........ . 
W.Wilson ............................. .. 
J.D. Whitmore ..................... .. 
C. "Villiams .......................... .. 





























































By E. Sutton .. ...................... ........ 1.19 
655.72 
Destruction of clothing and bed-
ding for sanitary reasons: 
To E. J. Auers............................. 17.85 
A. A.bkear................. ............. 2.50 
J. Ainsworth......................... 1.00 
M. Bontilla............................. 7.09 
F. Beckworth ....................... 1. 25 
W.Bell................ ................... 8.50 
B. Barrett............................... 24. 05 
Carried forward ............. .. 62.24 
Destruction of clothing and bed-
ding for sanitary reasons-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ........... .. 
To O.Brett ................................ .. 
P.Blom ............................... .. . 
J.DeButt ............................... . 
W.Blasie ............... ................ . 
H. Blanken ............................ . 
G. W.Beaman ...................... .. 
W. J. Bell ............................ .. 
W.' G. Colgrave .................... . 
J. Cox ................................. .. 
R.F.Coady ........................... . 
J. C. Copenhaver .................... . 
A. N.Ciark ........................... .. 
T. Cremen ............................. . 
J. W. Chase ............................ . 
IL J. Cornell ......................... .. 
E. L. Childs ........................... .. 
W.Chase ................................ . 
W. C. Cosgrove ...................... . 
B. Duddy ................... ........... . 
A. Duggan ............................ .. 
J.Donnelly ............................ . 
P. J. Denison ......................... .. 
J.Dickson ............................ .. 
P.Deavy ................................ . 
G. G. Dickie ............................ . 
P.Downey ............................ . 
P.P.Duffy ............................ .. 
P.Dory ................................. .. 
C.Denan ............................... .. 
B. Dahlg-ist .......................... .. 
J. Ellis, deceased ................. .. 
T .. J. Ed wards ....................... . 
G.Ezekiel .......................... .. 
H. A. Field ............................ .. 
J.Farrell .............................. .. 
J. A Frazier ......................... . 
C. Flaherty ..................... : ...... . 
M. F. ;Fitzgerald ................... . 
W.Gledhill ........................... .. 
W. E. Graham ...................... .. 
G. M. Goddard ...................... .. 
D.Galivan ............................ . 
S. W. Gardner ...................... .. 
'.r. H. Gerrity ......................... .. 
J.J.:Hardy ............................. . 
J. H. I:I:aggarty ..................... .. 
D. Hughes ............................. . 
J. 1-Ialliham ........................... .. 
F.Hight ............................... .. 
J.Hayward .......................... . 
C. J. Harbron ........................ .. 
C. E. Harris ............................ . 
H. Hefferon .... : ....................... . 
A. A. Hendrickson ................. . 
·.r. H. Hopper ........................ .. 
T.A.Hotfman ...................... .. 
H. Hamill ............................. , 
.J. N. IIerlitz ........................ .. 
H. II. Hinzrnann ................... .. 
E. Herbert, deceased ............ .. 
C. W. Harris ......................... . 
T. M. Ilarvey ....................... .. 
J.Irving .......................... .... .. 
C. Johnson ............................ . 
J.S.Jones ........................... .. 
D. A. Johnson ....................... . 
"\V. Johnson .......................... . 
E. E. Kernan ............. ........... .. 
0. Kaigi. ............................. .. 
J. Kuntzen ................ ........... .. 
A. H. Lane, deceased ............ .. 
J.Lynch ........................... ..... . 
C. H. Lauchheimer ............... .. 
C.H.Leib ............................. .. 
C. Lorup .............................. .. 
W.Lester .............................. .. 
D. C. McBride, deceased ........ . 
B. Markham ......................... .. 
.J. A. McCarthy ...................... .. 
H. G. JVIullen .......................... . 
D. 1\'lartiu .............................. .. 
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Destruction of clothing and bed-
ding for sanitary l'easons-Con-
tinued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
rl'o ,T. McMahon ......................... .. 
E. McBride ........................... .. 
H. P. JVIiller ........................... . 
P. McDonald .......................... . 
J. McEwen ........................... .. 
.J. Mulready .......................... . 
C. Meuller ............................ .. 
1\I.Marlow ............... ,. ............ .. 
J. lVI:orrison .......................... .. 
JU. Morrison .......................... . 
J.P. McKenna ...................... .. 
A. McFadden ........................ .. 
J. Moore ............................... .. 
J.J.Moen .............................. .. 
E. P. Marony ......................... . 
S. Nevins ............................. .. 
T. J. Naar ............................. . 
J. Neville ............................... . 
O.Orth .................................. .. 
J. Owens .............................. .. 
II. E. Olsen .......................... .. 
J. O'Neill,aliasJ. McCourt,de-
ceased ................................ . 
C. W. Phillips ...................... .. 
A. Pereira ....... ..................... .. 
,V. Pollock ............................ . 
A. R. Price ............................ .. 
• T. C. Quinn .................. .......... . 
C. Quinn ............................... .. 
J. Rodgers ............................ .. 
A. C. Russell. ........................ . 
J. Riley .................................. . 
F. A. Robinson ...................... .. 
P.Ruck ................................. .. 
G. Satta, deceased ................ .. 
John Smith ........................... .. 
F. Shubert.: ........................... . 
C. Smith .............................. .. 
M. Sullivan ............................ . 
P. De Schoolmester .............. . 
C. B. Sutton ........................... .. 
S. J. Stewat·t. ........................ .. 
,V. Spering ............................ . 
G. Sn1ith .... ............................ . 
G. Summers ......................... .. 
0. ~trommer ..................... ... .. 
C. Soamstrom ....................... . 
J. B. Simons ......................... .. 
.J. Stevens ............................. . 
G. Staats .. · .............................. . 
J. Stanton .................... . .. . ... . .. 
F. Sohn ................................. .. 
'V. Scott ................................ . 
P. Teamonti, deceased ......... .. 
E. Thompson ........................ .. 
C. Teneyck ........................... .. 
H. N. Thayer ........................ .. 
J. II. Trappe ....................... .. 
J. ,V. Temple ........................ .. 
C.Thomas .............. . ............ .. 
J.Thomas ............................. . 
J.Tenclell.. ........................... .. 
,V, G. Torbett ........................ .. 
A. V oil berg ........................... .. 
A. Vielstern ......................... .. 
G. Weidman .......................... . 
S. H. vVicks ........................... .. 
A. Williams ........................... .. 
R. Wilson ............................... . 
S. A. Woodruff ....................... . 
C. 'Veiss ............................... .. 
T. Warburton ............... ......... .. 
P.J.Zenner .......................... . 
Payment to John Roach for u<Oe of 
ship-yard and care of monitor 
f'-111'if(('YI: 
ToG: ,V, Quintar and G. E. 'Veed. 












































































Navy pension fund: 
To Navy Department ................. . 
Mileage, Navy (Graham decision): --
To G. E. Anderson......................... 375.05 
J.B.Aiken............... .............. 314.69 
C.W.Abbot........ .................... 612.55 
D.Ammens............................. 1,084.34 
G. K. Adams, deceased........ .. 67l. 91 
G. Blockin~er.. ........... ....... ...... 712.75 
C. H. Black ... .. ... ... .... ............. 270.50 
R.Boyd,,j.r.............................. 560.40 
S.'B.Bissell, deceased............ 360.26 
S. P. Budd ...... ... :................. ... 401.13 
L. Barnes .... .. ...... ...... ... ... ...... .. 374. 92 
L. G. Billings ............ ... ........... :atl .. 48 
N.H. Barnes............................ 254.67 
S. Belden ......... ...................... 70.25 
G. S. Beardsley ...... ................ 759.37 
G. W. Baird................. .......... 267.87 
T. Barker................................ 257.95 
J. J. Brice.............................. 322.24 
0. H. Berryman, deceased .. .. 127.73 
W. H. Bechler........................ 467.20 
T. S. Bassett ...... .................. ... 338.50 
R. F. Bradford......................... 1,087.02 
B. B. Blydenburg.. ................. 241.00 
C. Belknap .. .. . ... .. . .. .. . ....... ...... 256.88 
W. H. Brownson .................... 363.88 
B. 0. Bampton......................... 288.40 
J. lVI. Berrien, deceased......... 1,324.20 
J. H. Bailey ..... . ............ ......... 485. 17 
H. C. Blake, deceased .. .......... 1, 872.65 
G. W. Beaman......................... 205.82 
T. D. Bolles............................. 23.77 
J. A. Briscoe............................ 159.10 
H. E. Barnes........................... 297.31 
McK. Buchanan, deceased ..... 15.60 
T. A. De Bois.......................... 409.96 
J. J. Boyle, deceased.............. 529.50 
J. V. B. Bleecker...................... 123.25 
J. Butterworth ......... ...... :...... 191.80 
H. R. Baker ........ ....... ............ 85.50 
-M. Beckett............................. 265.37 
S. T. Brown, deceased............ 624.47 
A. W. Bacon........................... 165.63 
I. T. Brown............................ . llO.OO 
J. Brann................................. 60.25 
W. F. Blakemore.................... 154.71 
G. B. Balch ... ..... .. .... ...... ...... ... 110.00 
.T. A. Bates, deceased.............. 650.03 
H. C.Barrows ......... ........... ..... 242. 19 
N. U. Bryant, deceased........... 1, 847.90 
W. S. Bishop, deceased......... . 485.32 
C. H. Baldwin........................ 418.40 
C. A. Babcock, deceased ........ 663. 75 
G. Cochran ........................... 110.00 
P. T. Cunningham................. 5!1.1.36 
C. W. Christopher................... 120.00 
W. Cope, deceased.................. 126.25 
A. S. Crowni nshield ...... ......... 411.89 
C. A. Chipley........................... 353. 60 
J. K. Cogswell......................... 115. 27 
C. C. Cornwell........................ 274.12 
C. A. Clarke............................. 411.89 
.J.B.Creighton........................ 1,338.12 
II. G. Colby............................. 56.14 
F. Collins, deceased................. 398.62 
F. G. Coggin............ .............. 155.18 
A.G.Clary.............................. 120.00 
J. W. Clements........................ 235.29 
R. E. Carmody ...... .. ....... .... .... 240.39 
A. L. Case... .. ... ...... ... ...... .... .. .. 393.39 
F.Cronin ............................ ... 357.00 
C. H. Cushman, deceased........ 241.50 
G. H. Church........................... 436.32 
J.l\'I. B. Clitz ............... ........... 777.45 
R. H. Cl~rk...... ....... ........... ..... 110.00 
P. H. Cooper........................... 222.88 
A. Craven...... ... ............... ...... 21. 29 
J. B. Carpenter......................... 342.88 
W. S. Cowles........................... 181.80 
W.l\'I. Caldwell.. .............. :':':.... 29.75 
D. M. Cohen............................. 256.30 
Carried forward ............. .. 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITUHES, 1887. 
1886-'87. NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Mileage, Navy (Graham decision)-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To .J . .J. Cornwell, deceased ........ . 
G. A. Calhoun ........................ . 
P.Crosby .............................. . 
.J.W.Coles ........................... . 
E. B. Calhoun ......................... . 
G. A. Converse ....................... . 
.J. C. Oro\vell .......................... . 
C. H. B. Caldwell, deceased .... . 
.J. C. Denby, deceased ............ . 
E. Donaldson ......................... . 
E.R.Denby ........................... . 
F. M. Dearborn ...................... . 
~: E·E::.:~~~~~: -~-~~~~~.~~~ ::::: 
D. Delehanty.......................... ~ 
F. W.Dickins ......................... . 
G.T.Davis ............................ .. 
W.T.Devlan .......................... . 
D. Dickinson ......................... . 
W. W. W. Divier .................... . 
'\Y.Doty ................................. . 
C. Dugan ................................ . 
T .lVI. Dukehart ...................... . 
T. A. Dormin, deceased .......... . 
H. M. Denniston .................... . 
\V. W.Dugan ........................ . 
.J. H. Dayton .......................... . 
G.W.Doty ............................. . 
G. F. Emmons, deceased ........ . 
.J. Entwistle ........................... . 
C. H. Eldridge ........................ . 
C. Eversfield, deceased .......... . 
F.Elliott ............................... . 
F. Eckel. ............................... .. 
.J.H.Eldredge ....................... . 
H. C. Eckstein ....................... . 
H.Erben ................................ . 
.J. C. Eldredge, deceased ........• 
.J.B.Edson ............................ . 
B.L.Edes ............................. . 
R.D Evans ............................ . 
J. M. Forsyth ......................... . 
J.Fulton ................................ . 
C. D. Foss ............................... . 
W. E. Fitzhugh ...................... . 
J. C. Febiger .......................... . 
T. \V. Fagan .......................... .. 
.J. Franklin ............................ . 
C. F. Forse ............................. . 
J.M.Flint ............................. .. 
A. H. Fisher ........................... . 
N.H. Farquhar ...................... . 
C. L. Franklin, deceased ........ . 
W.L.Field ............................. . 
M. Flet~her ............................ . 
G.Finney .............................. . 
1\LB.Field ................... .......... . 
.J. F Ferguson ....................... . 
J. Follansbee ......................... . 
'\V. J. Faul. ............................ . 
W. Gibson ........................... .. 
0. S. Glisson,jr ...................... . 
G. W. Giet, deceased ............. . 
0. W. Griffiths ....................... . 
C. H. Greenleaf_ .................... . 
G. S.Gales ............................. . 
J. Guest, deceased ................ . 
D. W. Grafley ....................... . 
J. H. Gillis ............................. . 
T. M. Gardner ....................... . 
T. G. Grove, deceased ........... . 
C. Gray .................................. . 
B. Gherardi .......................... . 
J. S. Gulick, deceased .......... . 
H. W. Gwinner, deceased .... .. 
J. M. Gilliss, deceased .......... .. 
J.D. Gibson, deceased ........... . 
J. J. Gibson, deceased ........... . 
F. C. Goodwin ...................... . 
F. V. Green ......................... . 
C. H. Greenleaf .................... . 




















































































Mileage, Navy ·tGraham decision)-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C. D. Griswold, deceased ...... . 
J. C. Howard ....................... . 
W. II. Hunt ....................... ,. 
W. J. Herring ...................... . 
E. M. Hughes ....................... . 
H. K.Hofl' ............................. . 
F. P. Hallowell, deceased ..... . 
E. Hudson, deceased ............. . 
J. Hoy .................................. .. 
T. Hiland ............................. .. 
W.C.Hull. ............................ . 
A. T. Hubbard, deceased ....... . 
J. A. Hawke ......................... . 
M. Hickey, deceased ............. . 
H. B. Hibben ........................ . 
W. H. Harrison ..................... . 
C. E. Hawley ....................... .. 
W. Hyde, deceased ................ . 
A. A. Harwood, deceased ....... . 
P. J. Horwitz ......................... . 
A. A. Henderson, deceased .... . 
G.W.Hayward .................... . 
W. Johnson, jr., deceased .... . 
N. T.James ........................... . 
T.l\'L Jones, deceased ............. . 
G. R. Johnson ....................... . 
A. C. Jackson, deceased ........ . 
T. A. Jenkins ......................... . 
A.S.Kenny ............................ . 
.J. C. P. de Krafft .................... . 
W.H.ICing ........................... . 
J.D . .J. Kelley ............•......... 
A.J.Kenyon ........................ . 
L.Kempff ............................. . 
A. Kantz ............................... .. 
S.D. Kennedy ....................... . 
J. Kelly, deceased ................. . 
H.C.Keene .......................... . 
D. Kindleberger .................... . 
S.B.Luce ............................. . 
F.H.Lefavor ......................... . 
E. Laws ................................ . 
J. A. Lilleston, deceased ........ . Vv. W. Low, deceased ............. . 
J. F. Lamdin .......................... . 
J. H. Long, deceased .............. . 
W.F.Low ............................. . 
L.C.Logan ............................ . 
T.E.Lynch ........................... . 
E.l,awton ............................. . 
R. H. Long, deceased ............. . 
E. P. Lull .............................. .. 
E. Lanier, deceased ............... . 
W.E.LeRoy ........................ .. 
G. B. LeCompte, deceased .... . 
T. N. Lee, deceased ............... .. 
G.'\V.Long-............................ . 
P. J. Langer ......................... . 
N. B. Lititig, deceased ........... . 
H. K. La.pharn, deceased ........ . 
S. Lockwood ........................ .. 
W. E. Lavery, deceased ........ .. 
G. Lewis ................................ . 
H. D.11cE\van ...................... .. 
J. 1\lcDonald .......................... . 
W.l\IcGunnegle, deceased ..... . 
J.P. McKinstry, deceased ..... . 
T.D.l\'Iyers .......................... . 
J. F. J\lerry ............................. . 
N.Mager ................................ . 
G.JHanisby ............................ . 
T. P. 1\lcBlair. deceased .......... . 
A. T.lVlahan .......................... .. 
G . .J.Marbury, deceased ........ . 
G.D.l\'Iacy ............................. . 
.J.D. l\lurray .......................... . 
E. A. McDonald, deceased ..... . 
A.Marix ............................... .. 
C. J.l\'IcConnell.. .................... . 
'\V. V.l\'Iarmion ...................... . 
\V.H.Mott ............................ . 
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188&-'87. NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
Mileage, Navy (Graham decision)-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C. H. Manning ....................... . 
C. Murray, deceased .............. . 
D. McDugal, deceased .......... . 
\V. I.lHoore ............................ . 
T.B.M.Mason ....................... . 
J. C. l\lorong .......................... . 
J.l\Iacfarland ......................... . 
C.l\Iiller ................................ . 
W. C.lVJunroe ......................... . 
.T. E. Miller ............................ . 
G. M. 1\IcOlure ....................... . 
J. \V.lVloore .......................... . 
B. F.l\Iilliken, deceased ........ . 
D. 1\'IcLaren .......................... . 
S. Magan, deceased ................ . 
P.Miller ................ .. ............. . 
E. F. McElmell ...................... . 
D. B. Macomb ... ....... ............... . 
l't. W. Meade, deceased . .. ........ . 
C. J. McDougall, deceased ..... . 
J.N.l\'[iller ........................... . 
W. S.l\IcGnnnegle ................. . 
E. C. Merriman ...................... . 
J. F. 1\'[oser ............................ . 
W. \V. McKean, deceased ..... . 
M. C. Marin ........................... . 
J. S. Missroon, deceased ........ . 
W. McFaul. .......................... . 
P. J. Miller, deceased ............. . 
J. Madigan, decea1:>ed ........... . 
J. W. North ......................... .. 
A. S. Nicholson ...................... . 
T. Nelson ........... ..... ... ........... . 
\V. M. Nickerson .................... . 
W. D. Nicholson .................. . 
B. Noyes, deceased ................ . 
S. Newcomb ........................ . 
J. S. Nicholas, deceased ......... . 
A. 11. Price ...................... ...... . 
L. G. Palmer, deceased ........ . 
E. D. Payne .......................... . 
C. H. Pennington ................. . 
L. Paulding, deceased .......... . 
\V. A. Parker, deceased ........ . 
F. J. Painter .......................... . 
C. H. Poor, deceased ............. .. 
J. S. Paine, deceased ............. .. 
E.Putna1n ............................. . 
A. Phinney ........................... .. 
F.A.Pa ker,deceased .......... .. 
H. Perkins ............................ .. 
G. H. Preble, deceased .......... . 
G. F. Pearson, deceased ....... .. 
D. Pace, deceased .................. . 
J.D. Pinner, deceased ........... . 
\V. W.Queen ......................... .. 
J. N. Quackenbush ............... . 
'.r.A.Roe ................................ . 
A.V. Reed ............................ . 
J.H. Rowland ....................... . 
C. S. Richman . ...................... .. 
W. Radford ........................... .. 
W.W. Rhoades ..................... . 
N. L. Rooswelt ...................... .. 
W. S. W. Ruschenberger ....... . 
J. A. Rogers ............................ . 
J. B. Randolph, deceased ....... .. 
Wm. Ryan, deceased ............ .. 
C. R. Roelker ....................... .. 
G. M. Ransom ........................ .. 
W.P.Ray .............................. .. 
W. Reynolds, deceased .......... . 
S. Robinson ............................ . 
~r.l\L Reber ......................... . 
J. H. Russell ......................... .. 
P. A. Rearick ........................ .. 
D. Robenett, deceased ........... . 
S. Schroeder ......................... .. 
E.Himpson ........................... .. 
E. W. Sturdy ........................ .. 
.J. E<. Skerrett ........................ . 
R. J. Sperry .......................... . 





















































































Mileage, Navy (Graham decision)-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............ .. 
To J. A. D. Smith ...................... .. 
u-. F. Sawyer, deceased ......... . 
G. Sirian ............................... .. 
U. M. Schoonmaker ................ . 
W.S. Stamm ........................ .. 
H. B. Seely ............................. . 
C. Schenck ............................. . 
J. \V; Salville ......................... . 
T. 0. Selfridge ...................... .. 
J. C. Spear ............................. . 
A. T. Snell, deceased ............. . 
H. T. Stocker ........ ................. . 
L. C. Sartori. ......................... . 
J. H. Spotts, deceased ........... . 
E. Stiles ............................... .. 
J. H. Strong, deceased ........... . 
J. A. Scott ............................. . 
C. K. Stribbling, deceased.. ... .. 
.T. Stillwell, deceased ............. . 
J. P. Sprague, deceased ........ . 
J. Suddards .......................... . 
W. B. Slack ............................ . 
T. Skeel,deceased ................. . 
H. Smith ............................... . 
T.L.Swann ........................... .. 
W. S. Schley ......................... .. 
F. Stanley, deceased ............ .. 
G. W.Tyler ..................... ...... .. 
J.R.Tryon ............................ .. 
B.F.Tea.l .............................. .. 
B. B. Taylor, deceased ......... .. 
W. E. Taylor ........................ .. 
E. '.rhompson,deceased .......... . 
Z. L. Tanner ......................... .. 
F. N. Trevor .......................... . 
H.R.Tyler ............................. . 
W.H.'l'urner ....................... .. 
H. L. Tremain ....................... . 
J. E. Tolfree .......................... . 
E. G. Tilton .......................... .. 
D. Twiggs ............................. .. 
E. 'l'erry, deceased ................ .. 
E. C. Thatcher ...................... . 
A.M. Thackara ..................... .. 
E. B. 'l'homas ......................... . 
J. Y. Taylor ............................ . 
J. S. Thornton, deceased ........ . 
G. H. Torney .......................... . 
T.P. Venable ........................ .. 
W.K. VanReypen ................. . 
A. W. Weaver ......................... . 
J.I,. Warden ......................... .. 
E. N. Whitehouse .................. .. 
H. Whitworth ....................... . 
J. W. Walker, deceased ......... .. 
G. H. White ............................ . 
W.W. Woodhull .................... . 
W.C.Wise ............................ .. 
A. Walker ............................ .. 
T.J. Werner .......................... . 
D. C. Woodrow ...................... . 
H. Watson ............................. . 
D. Ward ............................... . 
D.P.Wight ......................... .. 
W. M. Wood,deceased ........... . 
T. C. Walton .......................... . 
S.E. Woodworth, deceased .... . 
C. H. White ............................ . 
L. J. Williams ...................... .. 
B. N. Westcott .................. .... . 
W. K. Wheeler, deceased ...... .. 
F. A. Wilson ......................... . 
T. Woolverton ....................... .. 
W. Winchester ..................... . 
J. A. Winslow, deceased ........ . 
1\I. F. Wright ......................... .. 
A. A. Warren, deceased .......... , 
G.\V.Wood ........................... .. 
E.J. Whitaker ...................... .. 
G.P.Welsh ........................... .. 
J. Waters, deceased ............... .. 
T. T. Wood, deceased ............. . 
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1886--'87. NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 
:Mileage, Navy (Graham decision)-
Continued. 
Brought forward ............. . 
To C. H. Wells ............................ . 
W.Welch ......... ....... : ..... ....... . 
J.M. Watson, deceased .......... . 
Reed Werden, deceased ........ . 
G. W. Young, deceased .......... . 
~r.Young ............................... . 
General account of advances: 
To F.H.Arms ............................ .. 
R. W.Allen ............................ . 
Adjustment of appropriations 
Brown, Shipley & Co ........... .. 
W. W. Barry ..................... ·"···· 
L.G.Boggs ........................... . 
A.W.Bacon ......................... .. 
G. W. Bean1an ........... , .......... .. 
R. T. M. Ball ......................... .. 
H. G. Colby ........................... .. 
J. R. Carmody ....................... . 
l\'L R. Calvert ........................ .. 
T.J.Cowie ............................ .. 
J.Corwine ............................ .. 
T, T. Caswell ........................ .. 
A.J.Ciark ............................ .. 
G. A. Deering ....................... .. 
L. A. Frailey ......................... .. 
J. Furey ................................ . 
C. F. Guild ............................ . 
G. H. Gl'iffing ..... .. ................ .. 
W. W. Galt .......................... .. 
T. D. Hoxsey, jr ................... .. 
I. G. Hobbs ........................... .. 
S. L. Heap ............................ .. 
G. E. Hendee ....................... .. 
H. T. B. Harris ..................... .. 
L.Hunt .................... ............. .. 
F. H. Hinman ...................... .. 
L. C. 1\:err ............................. . 
R. P. Lisle .............. ; ............. .. 
J. P. Loomis .......................... . 
C. W. Littlefield ................... .. 
J. Q,. Lovell. ......................... .. 
J. R. Martin ......................... .. 
C. A. McDaniel.. ................... .. 
C. D. Mansfield .................... .. 
A. K. Michler ...... ................. . 
J. Macmahon ...................... .. 
W. C. McGowan . .................. .. 
A. J. Pritchard ..................... .. 
J. B. Redfielp .. ..................... .. 
E. P. Rogers ......................... .. 
C.M. Ray ............... , ............ . 
J. A. Ring ............................. . 
G. H. Read .......................... .. 
J. Roche ............................... . 
J. R. Stanton ....................... . 
H. R. Smith ......................... : .. 
E . Stewart ............................ .. 
H. T. Skelding ...................... . 
C. W. Slamm ......................... . 
J. C. Sullivan ........................ .. 
J. N. Speel. ........................... . 
D. A. Smith ......................... .. 
G. W. Simpson ..................... .. 
H. R. Sullivan ...................... .. 
J. F. Tarbell. ........................ .. 
0. C. Tiffany .......................... . 
T. S. Thompson ...................... . 
C. P. Thompson ..................... .. 
J. E. Tolfree ................... ........ . 
W. J. 'l'bomson ...................... .. 
E. N. Whitehouse ................. .. 
Deduct repayments: 
By adjustment ofap-
propriations ..... $4, 859, 187: 25 













































































Brought forward ... $4, 859,419.45 $5,476,452.34 
By A. Burtis.............. 353.92 
G. W. Beaman..... 12.395,34 
J. Corvine ........... 2, 089. 44 
T. T. Caswell...... 45,376.13 
H. G. Colby........ 1,876.50 
L.A. Frailey ...... : 1,428.00 
G. H. Grifling ....... 10, 366. 67 
G. E. H~ndee...... 9, 111.20 
L. Hunt............... 23,427.03 
T. D. Hoxey,jr.... 180.22 
S. L. Heaps......... 1, 459. 26 
G. A. Lyon.......... 17. 76 
J. P. Loomis........ 8, 610. 01 
C. W. Littlefield... 587.51 
N a v y Depart-
ment ................ . 
F.H.Sevan ........ . 
C. W.Slamm ..... . 
J. C. Sullh·an .... .. 
J. R. Stanton ...... .. 
Seligman Bros ... .. 
H. T. Skelding .... . 
T. S. Thompson ... 
H. T. Wrig·ht ...... .. 











----- 5, 007, 358. 70 
Search for steamer Jeannette, of 
Arctic exploring expedition: 
To adjustment of appropriations 
Deduct repayment: 
By Russian Government .. , ......... 
Relief of survivors and others, ex-
ploring steamer Jeannette: 
To James M. Ambler, deceased ... 
J. H. Bartlett ........................ .. 
Charles W. Chipp, deceased .. . 
J. W. Danenhower ................ . 
Geo. 'V. De Long, deceased .. . 
Wm. Dunbar, deceased ....... .. 
Henrich li. Kaack, deceased .. 
H.W.Leach ......................... .. 
J. Lauterbach ....................... . 
G. W. Melville ...................... .. 
F. E. 1\olanson ....................... .. 
R. L. Ne~vcomb ................... .. 
W. F. C. Nindemann ............. . 
L. P. Noros ............................ . 
Charles Tong Sing ................ . 
Henry D. Warren, deceased ... 
H. Wilson ............................. . 
Relief of suffere~;s by wreck of the 
United States steamer Ashuelot: 
To A. F. Callander ..................... .. 
S. H. Dickson ...................... .. 
F. S. Hotchkiss ..................... .. 
A. J. Iverson ......................... . 
Law Ah Kid, deceased .......... . 
D. Monat .............................. . 
J. M. Pickrell .............. : ....... .. 
T. E. DeW. Veeder ............. .. 
E. N. Whitehouse ................ .. 
S. H. 'Vright ........................ .. 
S. H. Williamson .................. .. 
W. T. Webster ...................... .. 
A. B. Wyckoff ...................... .. 




































To Rachael J. Floyd .................. .. 510.00 
--~--
Relief of Fanny S. Conway: 
Canied forward .. 4, 859,419.45 5, 476,452.34 To Fanny S. Conway ................. . 270.00 
H. Ex. 294-23 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
Statement of outstanding warrants drawn previmts to June 30, 1887, in favor of sundry in-
dividuals on the Treasurer of the United States, not placed to the credit of the Treasurer on 
that day. · 
TREASURY. 
Contingent expenses, .Steam-boat Inspection Service: 
1885-T. Fitzpatrick ........................................................................ 1811. .. 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 6612 ... 
Do .................................................................................. 6613 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 6614 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 6615 .. . 
Do ................................................ , .................................. 6616 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 6617 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 6618 ... 
Do ..................................................... ......... .................... 6619 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 6621. .. 
Do .................................................................................. 6922 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 6623 .. . 
Do .......................................... ......................................... 6624 ... 
Do ................................................................................. 6625 ... 
Do ........................ .......................................................... 6626 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 6627 ... 
Do ........................... ....................................................... 6628 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 6629 ... 
Do ....................... ........................................................... 6630 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 6631 ... 
1887-F. Ford ................................................................................... 4507 .. . 






















1884-Gazette Printing and Publishing Company ........................... 3403... . 75 
1885-TribuneCompany, Salt Lake, Utah ....................................... 1217.. 3.00 
1886-Tribune Company, Salt Lake, Utah ........................................ 4229... 3. 00 
Stevins & Fisk ........................................................................ 5151... 5. 00 
John Booth ......................................................................... ..... 6607... 12.00 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 6645... <i. 76 
Do ................................................................................... 6646... 9. 75 
1887-M. W. Anderson ..................................................................... 2317 ... 5. 00 
Inter-Mounta.in Publishing Company ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. .. 4345... 8. 00 
Payment of surplus proceeds of lands sold for direct taxes: 
1884-K. Mitchell et al ......................................... ............................. 2181... 91.05 
1886-L. W. Ellis ................................................................................ 1891... 11.17 
M. L. Barnard .......................................................................... 1893... 10.07 
R. D. Ellis .......................... ..................................................... 1894... 4. 48 
N. 0. Tripp .............................................................................. 1898... 12.36 
Continguent expenses-Independent Treasury: 
1886-J. D. Merryman ...................................................................... 2246 .. . 
Central Pacific R. R .. Co .......................................................... 6759 .. . 







Refunding taxes illegally collected under direct-tax laws: 
1885-Jas. Cohen et at ........................................................................ 1881. .. 
J.L.Dawson ........................................................................... 21.46 .. . 
V. J. Cohen .. ., ......................................................................... 2147 .. . 
1886--Jas. Moorhead ................ , ...................................................... 4573 .. . 
1887-0.M. Wheeler ......................................................................... 565 .. . 
J. B. P. Allen et al ..................... ...... ...... ...... ............................ 571. .. 
Final aid to World's Industrial Exposition at New Orleans: 
1886--N. Y. Decoration Co ............................................................... 4397 .. . 
~-. t ~~~~trc;~·a·~·:::·::.:::::·.::·.::::::::: ::·:::.::::::::::::::::::::: ·::::: :::::::: ~~~~::. 
A. E. Lewis .............................................................................. 6659 ... 
1887-Schedule ........................................................... ...................... 3066 .. . 
E. W.Holt ......................................................... ....................... 3074 .. . 
The Curley-Kew Co ................................................................ 3076 ... 














1886-R. A. Sidebotham ........................ ... ......................................... 4.304 ....................... . 
Contingent expenses mint at Philadelphia: 
1886-A. P. Snowden ................................ .. ..................................... 5588 ...................... .. 
Wages and contingent expenses assay office, Boise City : 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................ ... 6647 ....................... . 
Contingent expenses, mint, Carson City: . 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 6648... 39.61 
Do .................................................................................... 6649... 48.07 
Parting and refining bullion : 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 6650 ....................... . 
Contingent expenses, mint at San Francisco: 
1887-Central Pacific R. R. Co ......................................................... 6651... 3. 53 
Do .................................................................................... 6652... 3.17 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
TREASURY-continued. 
Brought forward............................................................................................ $14, 612. 28 
Propagation of food fishes: 
1886-Central Pf.l.cific R. R. Co ............................ .............................. 6755... $96.66 
Do ........................................................ ........................... 6757... .23 
---- 96.89 
Party expenses Coast and Geodetic Survey : 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ................ .......................................... 6756 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 6758 .. . 
Payment judgments Court of Claims: 
59.75 
19.04 
1887-E. A. Blunt et al.. .............. ..................... ................................. 582 ...................... . 
Expenses under act relating to the Chinese: 
1887-J. G. Swan et al ......... .............................................................. 1375 ....................... . 
Outstanding liabilities: 
1887-C. Duvall .................................................... ........................... 1465 ... 
M. McFarlane ..................................... .... .. .......................... ...... 3371. .. 
W. Sinclair ............................................................................... 3511 .. . 
Nancy Sarser ............................................... .. ......................... 3£108 ... 
0. D. Cotton et al .............................. , ......... .... ........................ 4068 ... 
J. G. Ramsey ............................................................................. 4234 ... 







1887-Herald Printing and Publishing Company ............................ 2190... 2. 00 






Court-house, post-office, etc., Columbus, Ohio: 
1887-L. D. Myerlil ............................................................................ 3636......................... .14 
Lands and other property of the United States: 
1887-Courier Company, East Saginaw, Mich .................................. 3937.......................... 2. 45 
Contingent expenses, Treasury Department, stationery: 
1887-Holrnes, Booth & Hayden . ...................................................... 4142... ......... ............. 1. 80 
Investigating the history and habit~ of insects, etc.: 
1887-Atlantic and Pacific R. R. Co .................................................... 4690... ........................ 4. 20 
Court-house and post-office, Topeka, Kans.: 
1887-T.J.Anderson ......................................................................... 4802........................ 1.26 
QUARTERLY SALARIES. 
Salaries governor, etc., Territory of Alaska: 
1887-B. Atkins................................................................................. 667 .. . 
J. F. Gray ............................................................................... 1326 .. . 
Sala.ries of district judges: 
1, 059.78 
44.84 
1887-R. A. Hill. ................................................................................ 1406 ..................... .. 
JUDICIARY, 
Miscellaneous expenses. United States courts: 
1884-H. R. Denny ............................................................................. 4261. .. 
1886-J. B. Temple ........................................................ ... ................. 766 ... 
A. Petri ............................................ ............... ........................ 2364 .. . 
H. C. Hyde et al .................. ...................................................... 3088 ... 
T. W.Scott ............................................................................... 3258 ... 
Rent of court-rooms United States courts: 
1884-N. Smith .................................................................................. 3229 ... 
Do .................................................................................. 3698 ... 
1885-N. Smith .................................... .... ........................................... 199 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 1461. .. 
Do .................................................................................. 2458 ... 
1886-N. Sn1ith .................................................................................. 3196 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 3946 .. . 
1887-A. B. Norton ............................................................................. 2070 .. . 
i. ~aJ~~:~~~.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:·::::.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:·.·::::::.:·::.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ~~~::: 
Do ................................................................................. 3979 .. . 
M. M. A. C. Lane ..................................................................... 4064 .. . 
Fees of commissioners United States courts: 
1884-L.H. De Montmollen .............................................................. 2592 ... 
M.J. Mixon .............................................................................. 3538 ... 
1886-J. H. Wilson ............................................................................. 4344 .. . 
E. M. Tuomy .......................................................................... 4503 ... 
1887-.T. W. Campbell ........................................................................ 427 .. . 
S. B. Walls ............................................................... .. ............ 2533 .• 
J. E. Hagood ........................................................................... 3306 .•. 
E. C. Wade ............................................................................. 3726 ... 
P. H. Booth ............................................................................ 3951. .. 
John Smith ............... ................................................ ............... 4100 ... 
C. A. Marston ..... , .................................................................... 4435 .. . 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
;ruDICIARY-continued. 
Brought forward ......................................................................................... . 
Fees of attorneys, United States courts: 
18A5-J. Fletcher et al ...... .............. ................................................... 1264 .. . 
1886-W. H. Dickson .................................................................... ... 4057 .. . 
A.M. Rogers ............................................................................ 5338 .. . 
1887- Do................................................................................... 6 .. . 
Fees and expenses of marshals, United States courts: 
1884-W. W. Wharton ............................................ ............................ 2896 .. . 
1887-J. H. Durkee ............................................................. ................ 1067 .. . 
W. L. Dinkins ......................................................................... 2247 .. . 
J. B. Erhardt ............................................................................ 3603 .. . 
W. L. Dinkins ......................................................................... 3646 ... 
Fees of witnesses, United States courts : 
1884-F. Hylton ................................................................................ 2630 .. . 
J. Morris .............................................................................. 2630 .. . 
J. F. Richards .......................................................................... 2895 .. . 
J. Thomas .................................................. ........................... 3029 .. . 
J. Weeks and others .......................................... .................... 3105 .. . 
J. Napper and others ...... ....................................................... 3104 .. . 
J. W. Weeks ........................................................................... 3.1.06 .. . 
K. Ward ...................... .. ........................................................... 3107 .. . 
R.N. Ward ............................. . ................................................ 3l08 .. . 
H. Moore and others ................................................................ 3109 .. . 
W. R. Agee .............................................................................. 3110 .. . 
J. T. '\Veeks ............................................................................. 3111. .. 
W. M. Ferguson ................................................................. ...... 3112 .. . 
C. Lemon ................................................................................. 3113 .. . 
J. A. De pert ............................................................................ 8115 .. . 
R. Saunders .............................................................................. 311 6 .. . 
W.A.Rakes ............................................................................. 3117 .. . 
J. W. Howey ........................................................................... 3ll8 .. . 
H. B. Lester ............................................................................ 3119 .. . 
R. Root ................................................................................... 3572 .. . 
H. '1'. Keeth and others .......................................................... 3708 .. . 
1885-W. Powell ................................................................................ 139 .. . 
I. Adkins ...... ... ... ............... ......... ...... ...... ..... . .... ........... ...... ... .. 530 .. . 
G. Swanger and others.................. ..... ... ... ... ... ..... ... ... ... ... ...... 993 .. . 
H. R. Denny ............................................................................. 1015 .. . 
A. Smith ................................................................................... 1017 .. . 
B. F. McCullom ....................................................... ; ................ 1046 .. . 
R.M. Lane ............................................................ ... ................ 1048 . . . 
J. E. Galloway .......................................................................... 3335 .. . 
Geo. Holmes ............................................................................. 3446 .. . 
J. Mills .................................................................................... 3676 .. . 
1887-J. J. Fry and E. L. Dickman..................................................... 673 .. . 
A.A.Roner ............................................................................. 748 .. . 
R. Slove........................ ...... .. . ............ ...... ...... ... ............... ......... 751. .. 
R. Saunders and T. Kennedy............ ....................................... 752 .. . 
J.and J. T. Weeks .................................................................... 755 .. . 
L. Shelor and T. Webb................ ............................................ 756 .. . 
H. Snow and .J. Napper............................................................ 758 .. . 
J. A. N a use and others................................................. ....... ..... 759 .. . 
W. Slote and H. 1-Iefferfinger ........................... ............ ...... ...... 760 .. . 
R. and C. Mills and W. Davis................................................... 761. .. 
H. Moore, D. Carter, and L. Vea............................................... 762 .. . 
J. M. Barber, W. C. Slone, et al.................................................. 763 .. . 
L. M. Davis et al............... ......................................................... 764 .. . 
F. Hilton et al........................................................................... A17 .. . 
G. King et al ....................... ..................................................... 1341. .. 
J.Foster ................................................................................... 1492 .. . 
R. Brastow et al ....................................................................... 1912 ... 
G. D. Whelley et al.. ................................................................... 2413 .. . 
E. W. Whelley et al .................................................................. 2414 .. . 
J.M.Smithetal ....................................................................... 2415 .. . 
T. H. Settle et al ....................................................................... 4313 .. . 






























































1887-J. E. Hagood ............................................................................ 3153 ...................... .. 
Support of prisoners, United States courts: 
1887-F.L.Slade .............................................................................. 2708 ....................... . 
Fees of jurors, United States courts: 
1.887-W. L. Dinkins ........................................................................... 2246 ....................... . 
Expenses of United States courts: 
1887-A. B. Norton ............................................................................ 679 ....................... . 
Fees of supervisors of elections: 
1884-A. J. Falls ................................................................................. 2198... 250.00 
R. A. Valentine ......................................................................... 2898... 42.70 
Payment to special deputy marshals at Congressional elections: 
1884-J. G. Hansell et al. ..... ............................................................... 3432... 95.00 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
DIPLOMATIC. 
Brought forward .. .. ....... ...... ...... ...... .•...• ...... ...... ........... ....... ........... ....... ......... $35, 229. 30 
Relief and protection of American seamen: 
1885-R. Culom ... ......................................... .. ................................. 1473... $37.17 
J. McGuiness ............................................................................ 1476... 5. 75 
J. Hyland ................................................................................. 1485... 9. 06 
1886-Geo. A. Jewett ........................... ............................................... 5860... 10. 00 
1887-Bark Carib .......................................................................... ...... 12314... 9. 00 
Bark Colusa ......................... ..................................................... 13308... 15. 00 
Pay of consular officers tor services to American vessels: 
1884-J. Veosca ............................................. .................................... 4021. .. 
1886-E. A. Delisle .......................... ................................................... 3799 ... 
J. P. Fricker ............................................................................ 4238 .. . 
J. Veosca ................................................................................. 4345 .. . 
1887-E. Lloyd ................................................................................... 10284 .. . 
J. M. Villain ..................... .. ..................................................... 10308 ... 
J. Gnerson ................................................................ ............... 11147 ... 
C. Perez ........................... ..................................................... 11257 ... 
J. Guerson .. ................. . ........................................................... 11255 ... 
A. H. Gilbraith .......................................................... .............. 12262 ... 
R. M. Whiton .................. ........ ................................................. 12316 ... 
T. Simpson ....................................... .. ................................... 12786 ... 
J. G. Voigt .............................................................................. 13092 .. . 
0. Hatfield .............................................................................. 13127 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 13128 ... 
J. P. Frecker ................................................ .... : ... ................... 13151. .. 
J. W. Philip, et als .............. ...................................................... 13404 .. . 
Judgments, Court of Alabama Claims: 
1884-F. J. Correa, et als .................................................................. 2194 .. . 
W. N. Adams .......................................................................... 2221. .. 
J. Littlefield ............................................................................. 2339 ... 
0. Bryan......................... .. .................................................. .... 2504 .. . 
A. Campbell ................... . ......................................................... 2976 .. . 
S. S. Young .................................................................. ............ 3137 ... 
""~N. Vicous ................................................................................ 4273 .. . 
N. Pereira ............................................... ................................. 4277 ... 
1885-F. De Broom.......................................................................... 44 ... 
A. Theodozo........ ...... .. . ...... ... ... ..... . ......... ... . .. ............ ...... .. ....... 758 ... 
J. Sautus ................................................................................. 983 ... 
A. Luiz .............................. .................................................. ~. 1567 .. . 
A. Vincent ................................................................................ 1572 .. . 
1887-D. H. Goodwin.............................................. ........................... 234 .. . 
E. Chase................................................................................... 439 .. . 
· Encelham & Mausey ............................................................... 529 .. . 
Bigelow Bros. & Kennard ... ............... ...... ...... .................. ..... 600 ... 
C. H. Allen, jr ........... ....... .................. ......... ..................... ........ 796 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 797 ... 
J. P. Pike ................................................................................ 1140 .. . 
vV. H. Lewis ........................................................................... 1479 .. 
P. U. Freeman ......... ........................... ................................... 1495 .. . 
Chas. E. Brown ......... .............................................................. 1585 .. . 
F. Parkinson & Co .................................................................. 1678... -
E. D. Morgan ................................................................ ........... 17 i4 .. . 
Mary Blackman ....................................................................... 1724 .. . 
G. W. Campbell .................. .. ................................................... 1744 .. . 
Z. D. Bassett .......................................................................... 1855 .. . 
I. Jeanes & Co .......................................................................... 1937 ... 
R. P. Baker .............................................................................. 1991. .. 
P. Jennis ................................................................................. 2008 .. . 
J. Dyer ............... ...... ...... ........ ....... ...... ...... ........... .... .. . ........... 2142 .. . 
S. Duning ................................................................................ 2143 .. . 
B. W. Courant .......................................................................... 2151. .. 
E. James ......... ......... " ............................................................. 2163 .. . 
T. B. Wales & Co ..................................................................... 2168 .. . 
J. P. Martin ............................................................................. 2169 .. . 
W. Thompson .......................................................................... 2171 .. . 
J. C. Nichols ............................................................................. 2172 ... 
W. McGilvery ........................... ............................................... :.!173 .. . 
A. Watts ................................................................................... 2174 ... 
W. H. Davis & Co .................................................................... 2315 .. . 
C. T. Meader ........................................................................... 2350 .. . 
S. Dunning .............................................................................. 2405 .. . 
R. McManes ..................................................................... ........ 2407 .. . 
J. A. De La Torriente ............................................................... 2488 .. . 
0. Adams ................................................................................ 2530 ... 
H. Wainwright ....................................................................... 2577 .. . 
A. Kohler ..................................................................... : .......... 2605 .. . 
E. Michelson ........................................................................... 2606 .. . 
J. M. Tukey ........................................................................... 2644 ... 
C. Howe ................................................................................... 2653 .. . 
B. W. Conant .......................................................................... 2712 ... 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
DIPLOMATIC-continued, 
Brought forward ..................................................................... :. 
Judgments, Court of Alabama Claims-Continued. 
1887-F. Crocker .............................................................................. 2733 .. . 
O.H.Leland ............................................................................ 2774 ... 
W. Warren .......... ...................................................................... 2879 .. . 
J.Lampson .............................................................................. 2880 .. . 
S. S. Reagan ............................................................................. 2925 .. . 
W. J. Humphreys ..................................................................... 2938 .. . 
Z. D. Bassett ............................................................................ 2990 ... 
W. H. Foster ................................................................. ............ 2991. .• 
P. Upton .................................................................................. 3020 .. . 
A. '.r. Hardy ............................................................................. 3062 .. . 
S. Herrick ................................................................................ 3064 ... 
Rubera & Co .............................................................. ............... 3096 ... 
E. C. Jewett ............................................................................ 3163 ... 
E. J. Pike ................................................................................. 3222 ... 
E. Pike .................................................................................... 3224 .. . 
W. Graves ................................................................................ 8231. .• 
E. Graves ................................................................................. 3248 .. . 
A.Graves ................................................................................. 3249 .. . 
Jones, Dixon & Co ................................................................... 3323 .. . 
Do .................................................................................... 3327 .. . 
Dutton & Townsend ............................................................... 3461. .. 
!: g~l~i::~~~.:.::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::.::::: ~~L: 
J. H. Cushing ........................................................................... 3496 ... 
D. A. Osborn ............................................................................ 3498 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 3499 .. . 
A. C. Cushing ........................................................................... 3500 ... 
J. Freeman ............................................................................... 3517 .. . 
J. H. Cushing ........................................................................... 3548 .. . 
Z. D. Barrett ........................................................................... 3577 .. . 
A. Graves ................................................................................. 3578 .. . 
W. Cummings & Son ......................................... ...................... 3594 .. . 
W. Baker & Co ........................................................................ 3610 ... 
S. P. Bray ............................................................................... 3612 ... 
W. P. Graves ........................................................................... 3614 ... 
E. G. Dunn ............................................. .................................. 3713 ... 
fi.~-0~1:~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::: .·:::::::::::::::::::: ~~gt: 
M. Rubera ............................................................................... 3865 ... 
M. H. Lufkin .................................................................... ...... 3990 .. . 
J. R. Hale ................................................................................. 4035 ... 
God defray & Busre .................................................................. 4069 ... 
F. S. Coffin ............................................................................... 4140 ... 
D. Davis .................................................................................. 4141. .. 
H. Colt .................................................................................... 4143 .. . 
S. Tilton ................................................................................. 4146 ... 
T. Allen .................................................................................... 4148 .. . 
T. A. Nort.on .............................................................................. 4155 .. . 
C. W. Fisher .............................................................................. 1224 ... 
R. Jenneis ................................................................................. 4269 ... 
Jas. L. Black .................... .. ..................................................... 4333 ... 
J.P. Thompson ....................................................................... 4388 ... 
N. C. Johnson ........................................................................... 4454 .. . 
Nesmith & Son ....................................................................... 4513 .. . 
H. J. Sanford ............................................................................. 4609 ... 
E.N.Jacot ................................................................................ 4612 ... 
W. P. Rathbone ........................................................................ 4614 ... 
N.P.Tyler&Son ..................................................................... 4617 .. . 
J. & J. W. Baker ..................................................................... 4623 .. . 
Schmelensky, Lotz & Co ......................................................... 4629 ... 
H. E. Elliott ............................................. ................................. 4666 ... 
H. M. Dexter .............................................................................. 4682 ... 
H. L. Whipple ........................................................................... 4687 .. . 
A. Storer ................................................................................... 4739 ... 
Jno. Atkins .............................................................................. 4748 ... 
E. C. Scranton ........................................................................... 4768 .. . 
G. Guemar & Co ...................................................................... 4769 .. . 
R. W. "\Vood & Son .................................................................... 4770 .. . 
D. Elliott ............................................................ ., ..................... 4772 ... 
J. Fisher .................................................................................. 4885 .. . 
Thompson, Clark & Young ...................................................... 4&95 .. . 
S. P. Langmaid ......................................................................... 4907 .. . 
C.Hare ....................................................................... ............... 4959 ... 
J. E. Devlin .......................................... . .................................. 4980 ... 
J. H.l\'lcLarin ........................................................................... 5024 ... 
R. H. Yarington ...................................................... .................. 5027 ... 
S. Perkins ................................................................................. 5058 .. . 
Loring Bros. & Co ................................................................... 5110 .. . 
W. Walls & Sons ....................................................................... 5111. .. 
G. N. Elliott ............................................................................. 5114 ... 
P. Rice ...................................................................................... 5115 .. . 



















































































49,092.95 36,25i. 61 
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1886--'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
DIPLOMATIC-COntinued. 
Brought forward .............. ......... ...... ...... ......... ...... ...... ............... $49, 092. 95 
.Judgments, Court of Alabama Claims-Continued. 
$.36,255. 61 
1887-A. B. Thompson ........................................................................ 5156... . 64 
.J. H. Boetle. ............... ................................. ............... .............. 5177 ... 15.20 
W. Singer ......... ........................................................................ 5221... 43.73 
L. Ware ................................................................................... 5222... .31. 87 
C. H. Chace ............................................................................. 5223... 265. 08 
.J. R. Watts ................................................................................ 5232... 10.93 
P. Bryan ................................................................................... 5351... 32.69 
.J.Libbey & Co ......................................................................... 5.374... 24.09 
C. Knapp ................................................................................. 5377... 45.74 
A. 0. Wilcox ............................................................................ 1\379... 19.94 
.J. Arey ...................................... ...... ................................ .... 5384 ... 347.14 
P. Harding .............................................................................. 5388... 55.28 
S. Nickerson ........................................................................... 5411... 30.40 
A. Swain ................................................................................ 5449... 15.88 
F. Lee ...................................................................................... 5464... 13 . .35 
W. H. Crowell .......................................................................... 5498... 3. 00 
E. Pierson ................................................................................ 5506... 3. 85 
S. B. Hales & Co .............................................................. ......... 5522... 933.37 
.J. Sherman ............................................................................. 5530... 1.3.13 
H. W. Bell. ............................................................................... 5547... 197.37 
C. W. Vose .............................................................................. 5563... 1.29 
H. W. Bell .............................................................................. 5580... 192.80 
.J. Lancroft ................................................................................ 5641... 57.13 
.J. Stnith ............. .' .................................................................... 5739... 10.02 
S. Nickerson ............................................................................ 5945... 20.05 
E. Crook .............................. ............................... .................. 5746... 10.03 
G. W. Harrington ................................................................. 5748... 13.42 
.J. L. Parmo .............................................................................. 5H59... 28.86 
S. Ross ...................................................................................... 5863... 27. 78 
C. ,V, Tibbett ...... ................................................................... 5871... 42.42 
S. P. Hatch ............................................................................. 5873... 3. 12 
Burch Bros .................................................. ............................ 5923... 6. 34 
G. W. Hyman ........................ . .......................... ...................... 599,')... 20.05 
D. Parret ........................................................................ ........ . 6017... 69.55 
P. A. Cleaveland ..................................................................... 6019... 127.79 
A. W. S\veet ............................................................................. 6039... 68.35 
A. H. White ............................................................................. 6040... 678.55 
G. W. Spalding ..................................................... .................. 6077... 20.C5 
C. S. RandalL ........................................................................ 6105... 110.05 
.J. A. Partridg-e ....................................... ............................... 8125... 53.68 
Spofford & Tileston ............................................................... 6158... 1, 838. 46 
W. Nelson ............................................................................... 6163... 575.11 
E. A. Upton ............................................................................. 6189... 107.40 
Kendall Manufacturing Company .......................................... 6200... 146.93 
J. C. :Hampton ....................................................................... 6208... 94.03 
E. Nickerson ....................... ................................................... , 6218... 10.02 
A. W. & L. A. Hamblin ........................................................... 6221 .. 10.02 
M. E. Teichert et al ............ ............. ............................. ........... 6225... 63. 69 
McKilloby,Stewart&Co ......................................................... 6280... 138.88 
P. Lacoste ................................................................................ 6287... 440.93 
N. B. Stowers .......................................................................... 6292... 11. 73 
E. B. Lewis ............ ................................................................. 6310... 15.93 
F. Sounno ................................................................................. 6311... 13. 79 
Bernheimer Bros .......................................... ........................... 6347... 413.32 
F. Carder & Sons .................................................................... : 6358... 160. 64 
S. S. Lisnard ........... ........................... ....................................... 6398... 2. 02 
C. W. Williams ........................................................................ 6401... 1. 95 
E. Kemplon ............................................................................ 6437... 11.76 
C. F. Harris .......................................................................... 6499... 39.67 
Humphrey, Hoffman & Wrig·ht. .............................................. 6502... 28.72 
Wm. Olive ................................................... .................. .......... 6503... 40.54 
Wallace & Brown .................................................................... 6504... 17.74 
T. Crocker ............. .................................................................. 6569... 21.79 
.J. Lewis .. ................................ ................................................. 6603... 4. 05 
P. A. Grand &Co .................................................................... 6951... 652.38 
Lanadriel, Mora & Co .............................................................. 6661... 98.05 
C . .J. Hoffman ... ....................................................................... 6665... 39.08 
Rockwood, Cage & Co ............................................................ 6689... 1,065.50 
C. Lung & Co .......................................................................... 6690... 125.49 
.J. L. :Hathaway ....................................................................... 6782... 986.33 
B. Hathaway ......................................................................... 6783... 138.35 
G. W . .Jackson, jr .................................................................... 6843... 24.25 
A. Arbuthnot ............ ............................................................... 6885... 67. 93 
Lacave & Echecopa ................................................................. 6888... 85. 39 
Do .................................................................................. 6889... 98.49 
N. B. Mansfield ....................................................................... 6908... 32. 30 
.J. Taylor & Son ...................................................................... 69~0... 63.78 
L. Cresho ................................................................................. 6926... 15. 47 
.J. Dyer ................................................................................... 6983... 149.80 
California State Telegraph Company .......................... ............ 6997 ... 1, 198. 36 
American-Russian Commercial Company .............................. 7000... 5'i. 80 
-----
Carried forward.................. ...................................................... 61, 862.83 36,255.61 
360 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING W Al-tRANTS. 
DIPLOiliATIC--con tin ued. 
Brought forward .................................................................... . 
Judgments, Court of Alabama. Claims-Continued. 
1887-fA.~ic~:~~~~·· .. :: .. ::::::::.~·:::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ggg::: 
C. A. Leech ............................................................................... 7086 ... 
Uriosio ................................................................................. 7115 .. . 
J. H. Pennell. .......................................................................... 7117 .. . 
Geo. Doyle .............................................................................. 7147 .. . 
R. A. Adams .......................................................................... 7142 ... 
S. l\Iavhew ............................................................................. 7250 ... 
Marietta and Cincinnati R. R. Co ............................................ 7268 .. . 
F. Yeaney ........ ............................................................... ,. ....... 7425 ... 
lscharte, La vie & Co ........................................ ., ..................... 7449 .. . 
I. Vidal & Co ........................................................................... 7450 ... 
Joumez Dehigorio .................................. . .................. . ............ 7451. .. 
J. Conell. ............................................................................... 7464 .. . 
E. B. Freeman ......................................................................... 7473 .. . 
J.P. Locuve & Co ................................................................... 7503 .. . 
~.aD~~~1t:.~~-~~~:.~~·:.::::·.'.'.'.'.'.:::·:::.::·.::·:.:·.:::::··.:·.:::::·:::::::.'.'.'.'.'.'.'::.'.'.'.'.'.' ~gg£::: 
Richardson, Spence & Co ......................................................... 7556 .. . 
P. Locaste ................................................................................ 7573 .. . 
• T. Howland,jr ........................................................................... 7586 ... 
S. Mayhew .............................................................................. 7721. .. 
I,amadud, Mera & Co ............................................................... 7749 .. . 
Geo. Doyle ............................................................................... 7762 ... 
R. A. Adams ............................................................................ 7763 ... 
Steel & Hayes ......................................................................... 7778 .. . 
Ved~tl & Torega ...................................................................... 7796 .. . 
J. J. Holmes & Co ................................................................... 7723 ... 
P. Pavavicini.. ......................................................................... 7846 ... 
Frank & Co .............................................................................. 7847 ... 
.Jas. Wass ................................................................................. 7851. .. 
A. Thompson ......................................................................... 7898 ... 
Lacave & Echecopa ................................................................ 7937 ... 
J.P. La cave & Co ..................................................................... 7938 ... 
S. P. Tallman ........................................................................... 7959 ... 
A. Hampton ............................................................................. 7961. .. 
Browning Bros ....................................................................... 7986 ... 
Haddock, Reed & Co ................................. ~ ............................. 7994 ... 
E. Marguerge ........................................................................... 7995 ... 
R. W. Hilliard .......................................................................... 8001. .. 
H. Nicholson ............................................................................ 8005 ... 
J. Holbrook ................. . ........................................................... 8023 ... 
J. 8. Robinson ........................................................................... 8024 ... 
S. S. Seamard ............................................................................ 8026 ... 
D. N. Ghen ................................................................................ 8027 ... 
Burch, Delaney & Adamson ..................................................... 8145 ... 
W. J. Brewster ......................................................................... 8201.. .. 
A. B.l\'l:orss ............................................................................... 8202 ... 
D. L. Miller .............................................................................. 8215 ... 
ChriRtian & Curran .................................................................. 8216 .. . 
J. I<'. Gil. .................................................................................. 8235 .. . 
Miles 'Vashington .................................................................. 8240 .. . 
Rose, Quis & Co ..................................................................... 8241. .. 
J. Polney ................................................................................. 8243 ... 
Page, Richardson & Co ........ ~ .................................................. 8257 ... 
L. M. Churchill ......................................................................... 8268 ... 
J. F. Dias ................................................................................... 8281. .. 
A. J.D. Cunha ......................................................................... 8283 .. . 
H. C. Small. ............................................................................... 8322 .. . 
J. S. Robinson ........................................................................... 8353 ... 
L. J. Peterson ........................................................................... 8374 .. . 
Crocker & Otis ....................................................... : .................. 8390 ... 
;_ef~:o~;~~~·:.~:.'.'.'.'.':::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.'.'.'.'.'.'.': ~~gg::: 
H. K. Otis ................................................................................. 8413 ... 
Moore & Folais ........................................................................ 8422 ... 
J. & P. Coats ............................................................................. 8427 .. . 
A. B. Justin .............................................................................. 8428 ... 
~~~~lr::&'!~~~.:.~.~~:::::::::.-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g~::: 
F. R. Meyer .............................................................................. 8543 .. . 
Page, Richardson & Co ............................................................ 8551. .. 
De Silver & Co ......................................................................... 8574 ... 
J. Hanel & Co ..................................... . .................................... 8577 ... 
Jno. Hill ................................................................................ 8645 ... 
W. F. Remington ...................................................................... 8658 ... 
0. N. Harrison ........................................................................... 8659 ... 
Richardson Bros. & Co ............................................................. 8664 ... 
G. A. McKinsley ....................................................................... 8665 ... 
~~~T~~:r:~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::· ~:Jt·: 




















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE~, 1887. 361 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
DIPLOl\lATIC-continued. 
Brought forward ......................................... ..............•.•..••..••...•• $89, 979. 39 $36, 251'.. 1¥.1 
Judgments, Court of Alabama Claims-Continued. 
1887-P. Mashero ....................................................... ....................... 8695 ... 
P. G. Robinson ......................................................................... 8708 ... 
H. Robinson ........................................ ................................... 8743 ... 
Rowland & Irwin ..................................................................... 8790 .. . 
F.Conway ............ .......... .. ......... .. .............. . ......... ..... ................ 9793 .. . 
A. H. Warthman ..................... ...................................... · ............ 8794 ..• 
P. Pavavicini ........................ ... .................... ........................... 8795 .. . 
Wetherill & Welsh .... .. .................. . .................................... ...... 8798 ... 
T. D. Williams .................. ... ................... ................ .................. 8811. .. 
M. Googins ................................ ...... .. ....................................... 8828 ... 
H. G. Reene ..................... .. ..................................................... 8829 .. . 
R. Beam .................................................................................... 8831.. 
Do .................. ....................... ........................................... 8832 .. . 
R. Small ................................................... ........................ ......... 8834 .. . 
R. M. Gomez ................................. .............. .............................. 8873 .. . 
Williams & Hastings .............................................................. 8885 ... 
W. Maguire ..................................................... , . .. ..... .............. 8888 .. . 
Burgin & Sons ..................................... ... ....... . ......... ..... . ... ...... . . 8968 .. . 
A. A. '.rho mas & Co ..................................... ............................. 8969 .. . 
A dot Spaulding & Co .............................................................. 8977 ..• 
T. Delbert ................................................................................ 9002 .. . 
J. S. Manonico .......................................................................... 9004 .. . 
R . W. Williard ................................................................ ......... 9015 ... 
More & Ajuria .......................................................................... 9061. •• 
Do ................................................................................... 9063 .. . 
P.B.Mills .................. . ............................................................. 9087 .. . 
E. C. Connell ........................................................ . .................. 9ll0 ... 
J. G . Doyle ................................................................................ 9111. .• 
S. Nickerson ........................................................... ................. 9117 .. . 
Justice & Co ......................... ................. .................................. 9119 .. . 
Armes & Dalton .......................................... ............................. 9120 .. . 
A. Cumings& Co ............... ....................................................... 9162 ... 
J. M. Morales & Co ........................................ . ........................ 9168 ... 
J. Vance ................................................................................... 9169 ... 
T. Armstrong ........................................................................... 9216 ... 
S. B. Hale .................. ............................................................... 9217 ... 
C.Webach & Co ...................................................................... 9221. .• 
Frazier Bros ............................................................................ 9222 ... 
S. Mayhew ................................................................................ 9268 .. . 
K. N. Hughson ........................................................................ 9342 .. . 
Pigeon & Odie me .................................................................... 9357 ... 
S. L. Leonard .......................................................................... 9387 .. . 
H. Barker ................................................................................. 9395 .. . 
E. & E. K. Crook & Co .............................................................. 9396 .. . 
Johnson & Lazarus .................................................................. 9447 .. . 
J. Crooks ................................................................................. 9508 ••• 
T. Delbert ......... .................................................... " .................. 9528 .. . 
E.Jones .................................................................................. 8537 .. . 
Francke & Co ..................... ..................................................... 9577 .. . 
J. De Yeana ............................................................................. 9579 .. . 
P. Pavaviclni. ....................... ................................................... 9582 .. . 
E. & E. K. Crook & Co ....................... ..................................... 9641. •• 
J. R. Kinston .. .......................................................................... 9643 .. . 
J. Murray ........... . ........... ,. ........................................................ 9723 .. . 
























































Refunding penalties or charges erroneously exacted: 
T. C. Allen ................................................................................ . 317 ....................... . 
CUSTOMS. 
Expenses of collecting revenue from customs: 
1885-F. W. Hatch and others...................................... ..................... 472 ... 
Geo. Bliss ................................................................................. 1575 .. . 
T.A.Cummings ............ ............ .. .............................................. 2832 .. . 
W. Livingston,jr ............................... .. .......................... ........... 5872 .. . 
A.M. Wallace .......................................................... : ............... 5995 .. . 
1887-A. H. Abell........................... ........... .. .... ....... .......................... 354 .. . 
L. L. Pierce .............................................................................. 1096 .. . 
E. Higgins ........................................................................ ........ 1756 .. . 
T.D.Jewey .............................................................................. 1824 ... 
L. Truesdale ........................... .................................................. 2380 ..• 
R. Harbncke ............................................................................. 3136 .. . 
D. 0. Watson ................................. ,..~ ........ ................................ 3148 ... 
E. Morris ................................................................................ 3152 .. . 
E. Sprague .... ........................................................................... 3478 .. . 
J. Cadwalader ..................... . ............. .. ................................. 3637 .. . 
J. A. Richardson ....................................................................... 3640 .. . 























362 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
18/l6-'87. OUTSTANDING ,,.ARRANTS. 
CUSTOMS-continued. 
Brought forward............................................................................................ $162,496.86 
Repayment to importers, excess of deposits: 
1884-E. Churchill .............................................................................. 2273... $226.70 
American Express Company ................................................... 2469... 14.50 
1885-E.Yard,jr., & Co ....................................................................... 1566... 4. 30 
1886-J. A. Pherson ........................................................................... 3575... 3. 85 
Pettibone Manufacturing Company ....................................... 4918... 167.75 
H. Wheatley ............................................................................ 5039... 11.75 
Pettibone Manufacturing Company ........................................ 5077... 19.00 
R.W.Wolff&Co ..................................................................... 5447... 14.67 
Bactzer & Meyerstein ............................................ .. ................ 5450... 39.80 
Continental Steam-boat Company .......................................... 6238... 15.00 
1887-J. King et als ............................. .... ...... ...... ... ........................... 1028... 24.12 
G. A. Cook ............................................................................... 1193... 4. 47 
J.F.McDermott .......................................................... . ........... 2684... 1.10 
F. Martins ...................... ......................................................... 3486... 129.00 
Wyeth Hardware Manufacturing Company ........................... 3832... 10.11 
Philadelphia Transportation and Lighterage Company ........ 3834... 6. 00 
\'\-·.Zealand .............................................................................. 3931... 16.23 
----- 708.35 
Life-Saving Service: 
1886-W. H. Goodwin et al. ................................................................ 5119 .. . 
Geo. Holmes ............................................................................. 5123 .. . 
1887-Mao.chester Beach Improving Company ............................... 2037 .. . 





1884-J. J. Kiah ................................................................................. 2383........................ .02 
Furniture, etc., public buildings: 
1884-J. L.Murphy .......................................................................... 2042........................ 3.25 
Fuel. lights, etc., public buildings: 
18il6-Pittsburgh Electric Company ........................................... .... 5821... 2.10 
1887-Herald Printing and Publishing Company ............................. 1308... . 90 
----- 3.00 
Repairs, etc., public buildings: 
1886-J. P. Wise & Son .. ! .................................................................... 3584 ... 
Downing, Sheldon & Co ......................................................... 3760 .. . 
Heating apparatus, public buildings : 
.20 
770.33 
1887-Eag·le Machine Works ............................................................ 1028 ...................... .. 
Marine Hospital Service: 
1884-A. Pinkham ........................................................................ ..... 2471... 1. 42 
1886-Empire Line .......................................................................... 2909... .40 
Salaries and expenses of shipping service: 
1884-H. L.lloyt ................................................................................ 3260 ................... ; .. . 
Debentures and other charges: 
1886-J. G. ,V, Havens ....................................................................... 3061 .. . 
A. G. Malloy ............................................................................ 3167 ... 
J. F. Dravo ................................................................................ 3871> .. . 
1887-W.H.Harned ........................................................................... 4019 .. . 





1885-C. H. Townsend .................. .................................................... 1844 ....................... . 
Custom-house, post-office, etc., Richmond, Va.: 
1887-The Dispatch Company ........................................................... 469 ....................... . 
Compensation in lieu of moleties: 
1887-Q. A. Brooks ............................................................................. 2767 ...................... -
Refunding moneys erroneously received and covered into 
the Treasury : 
1887-S. E. Randall et als .................................................................... 2965 ... ,. .................. . 
Expenses of buoyage: 
1887-Humboldt Standard ................................................................ 3380 ...................... .. 
Services to American vessels: 
1887-C. Van Cleve ..... : ...................................................................... 3557... . 90 
J. J. Uocke ................................................................................ 3737 ... 1. 60 
Traveling· expenses of agents at seal fisheries: 
1887-J. P. Manchester ..................................................................... 3800 ...................... .. 
INTERIOR CIVIL, 
Salaries and commissions of registers and receivers: 
1885-H. D. Roth ..... ; ........................................... : ............................... 1217... .04 
A. A. Tufts ................................................................................ 1295... 1. 00 














Repayments for lands erroneously sold : 
1884-M.E.Flynn ........ ...................................................................... 1743... 14.00 
S. R. Stow ................................................................................. 1860... 14. 00 
A. McConnell ........................................................................... 1874... 18.00 
E. L. Babcock ........................................................................... 2240... 14. OP 
A. Stewart ............................................................................... 2627... 14.00 
J.Turner .................................................................................. 2681... 14.00 
Carried forward ....................................................................... . 88.00 167, 844. 74 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WAHRANTS. 
INTERIOR CIVIL-COntinued, 
Brought forward ...................................................................... . 
Repayments for lands erroneously sold-Continued. 
1884-A. All wick .................................... ............. .............................. 2683 ... 
F. Quinn ................................................................................... 2868 .. . 
L. Allbee ...... .............. . ............................................................. 2869 ... 
A. Ed wards ............................................................... ............... 2877 .. . 
O.M.Neslund ............................................. .............................. 2909 ... 
T.H.Delmore ............................................... . ........................... 3110 .. . 
M. Can grey .................................................................. ............ 3212 ... 
H. Viles ................................................................................... 3332 ... 
C. A. Anderson .... ........... ... .. .................................................... 3351 .. . 
A. Johansjon ............................................................................ 3363 .. . 
E. Wilson ......... ...................................................................... 3376 ... 
F.C.Lewis .............................. ................................................ 3479 .. . 
1885-E. Ferguson ........................................................................... 190 .. . 
W.J.Brown ...... .... ................................................................... 909 .. . 
R. Hollis................................................................................... 921 .. . 
J. M. Cummins .......................................................................... 1064 ... 
S. Everson ............................................................................... 1133 ... . 
F. Rockel. .... ........................................................................... 1163 ... 
W.F.Hall ................................................................................. 1347 ..• 
A. J. Walford ................................ .......................................... 1472 .. . 
Geo. Thompson ............................................................ ............ 1554 .. . 
\\. S. Cloke ............................................................................. 1557 .. . 
H. E. Vedde ............................................................................. 1700 .. . 
T. Carroll ................................................................................. l7l 8 .. . 
A. Hoyt ................................................................................... 1728 .. . 
C. Anderson .............................................................................. 1823 .. . 
W. l\i.Irwin ........................ ..................................................... 1978 .. . 
Z. Probensio ............................................................................. 2003 .. . 
1886-C. W. lHixer ............................................................................... 2091. •• 
J. G. Hi.ll .................................................................... . ............. 2381 .. . 
F. Bennett ............................................................................... 2481. .. 
J. E. Thomas ............................................................................ 2699 .. . 
0. E. Thompsor ....................................................................... 2705 .. . 
W.Apsey ..................................................................... .. ........... 3108 ... 
J.D. Bronsen .......... ............................................................... ·332 1 ••• 
G. W. Webb ............................................................................. . 3363 ... 
C.l\'IcAllister .................. . ........................................................ 3:366 .. . 
T. Alvord .................. ................................................................ 3531. .. 
E. W.Norton ............................................................................ 3546 .. . 
S.Anderson ............................................................................. 3662 .. . 
J . . ones ..................... ....................................... ........................ 4001. .. 
T. Sorman ................................................................................. 4247 ... 
J.F.Hines ................................................................................ 4255 ... 
L. McDonald ............................................................................. 4259 .. . 
A. W.Hughes ........................................................................... t347 .. . 
1887-Wm. Bottcher............... ........................................................... 43 ... 
T. E. Watson................................... ......... ................................ 117 .. . 
W. Little .......................... ......................................................... 183 .. . 
J. E. Rodgers................. ............ .................................... .......... 349 .. . 
Z. 1 arris. .. ...... ...... .. ....... ............ ...... .. ......... ....... ..... ... ....... ........ 383 .. . 
J. A. Mayhall. ........................................................................... 600 .. . 
J. '\V. Lovell............................................................ ......... ........ 915 .. . 
J. Seymour............................................................................... 941 .. . 
A. E . Still................................................................................... 944 .. . 
W. M. Hook ............................................................................. 1189 ... 
L. T. Lampert ........................................................................... 1250 ... 
P. T. Hurley .. .................................. ., ...................................... 1252 ... . 
W. d . Bell. ............................................................................... 1257 ... 
J. M. Dixon ............................................................................... 1264 ... 
H. D. Huggins ........................................................................... 1367 .. .. 
J. E. M •. ggins ............................................................................ 1498 .. .. 
G. H. Murphy .......................................................................... 1505 .. . 
P. H. Bighim ........................................................................... 1527 ... 
C. E. Lemon ............................................................................ 1869 .. . 
P. C. Yode ................................................................................ 1!l53 ... 
A. Oncle ................................................................................... 1987 ... 
W. R. Stewart ................................................. ......................... 2050 .. . 
R.Kelley ..... ............................................................................ 2071 .. . 
S. H. Fawcett .......................................................................... 2078 ... 
J. W. Flemons ......................................................................... 2082 .. . 
H. S. Brown ............................................................................. 2104 ... 
VV. E. Flinchemer .................................................................... 2186 ... 
N.H. Turner ............................................................................ 2224 .. . 
J. A. Bullock ........................................................................... 2228 .. . 
C. Shumaker ........................................................................... 2279 ... 
T. Pierce ................................................................................... 2436 .. . 
A. J. Blackard ........................................................................ 2437 .. . 
J. Haltey ................................................................................. 2448 .. . 
A. Ruck ................. . ......................................... ........................ !!454 .. . 
P. A. Lord ............................................................................... 2456 .. . 
J. W. Howey and E. J. Judd .................................................. 2536 .. . 
Carried forward ...................................................................... .. 
363 


















































































1, 916.01 167, 844. 74 
364 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'I'URES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
INTERIOR CIVIL-continued. 
Brought forward ..................................... ................................ . 
Repayments for lands erroneously sold-Continued. 
$1, 916. 01 $167, 844.76 
1887-N. Kirst .............................................................................. ...... 2624 .. . 
C. H. Howe ........................... .. ................................................. 21332 .. . 
C. Shultz ...... ................................................................ ............. 2754 .. . 
W. H. Dobson ....................................... .. ..... ............................. 2802 ... 
N.Bander ................................................................................. 2804 .. . 
Deposits by individuals, expenses of surveys: 
1885-H. E. Buckley ................. ...... ........ . ........... ............................. 1109 .. . 
G. M. Carson ............................................................................ 1231. .. 
W. R. Fitzgerald ................ ..................................................... 1233 .. . 
Do ... ................................................................................ 1234 .. . 
1886-A. A. Ehrhard ................... .. ............................................... ..... 2717 .. . 
Emma Mountain Mining Company ..... ...... ~ ............................ 2905 ... 
Polander Mining, etc., Company .................... .................... .... 2907 ... 
Idaho Gold and Silver Mining Company ................... ............ 3281... 
Dolores Valley Mining Company ........................................... 3287 .. . 
J. S. Harris .............................................................................. 4053 ... . 
J. Downey ................ .. .............................................................. 4374 .. . 
S. W. Brunt ................................. ............... .............................. 4389 .. . 
McCarthy & Moore .................................................................. 4400 .. . 
E. F. Stahle ...................................................... ........ .. .............. 4405 .. . 
Woods & l\Iyrick ..... . ............................................. : ....... .. ........ 4409 .. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ....................................... ................... 4491. .. 
Bay State Mining Company ................................................... 4524 .. . 
1887-Badger State Mining Company ............................................... 266 .. . 
H. E. Buckley .................................................................... ....... 1412 .. . 
C. A. Haney ............................................................... ..... . ........ 1414 .. . 
C. F. Putnum .......................................................................... 1416 .. . 
D. W. Fleet ........................................................ . ......... ............ 1419 .. . 
F. G. Ward ..................... .. ............................................... ........ 1485 .. . 
W. H. Myrick ............................................ .................... , ........ 1664 .. . 
G. G. Lyman ........................................ .. ................... .... .. ........ 1824 .. . 
H. Savage ....................... ................ .......................................... 1825 .. . 
F. L. Ripley ............................................ . ................................ 1826 .. . 
L. Siebold ................................................................................ 1827 .. . 
F. Creghton ................................... .......... .. .................. ... .......... 1829 .. . 
L. D. ChiUon. .......................................................................... 1830 .. . 
G. W. Lakin ..................................................................... ....... 1846 .. . 
A. A. Smith ................. . .............. .. .. .......................................... 1847 .. . 
R. M. Welsh . ............................................................................ 1852 .. . 
Surveying public lands: 
1886-Meylerand Hughes Stage Company ........................................ 3257 .. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co . ........................................................... 4525 .. . 
Do ................................ ................................................. 4526 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 4527 .. . 
Do ............................................................................... ... . 4528 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 4529 .. . 
Do ......................................................... , ......................... 4530 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 4531. .. 
1887-A. H. Coulter ........................................................................... 1939 .. . 
H. B. 1\fartin ............................................................................ 2898 .. . 
A. M. Thompson ....................................... .............................. 2955 ... 


















































1884-Florida Southern Railway ..................................................... 2313... 3.80 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ..................... ...................................... 4494... 63. 14 
Do ................................... .. ............................................. 4495... 4. 76 
Do .................................................................................. 4496... 2. 30 
Do ................................................................................... 4497... 4. 76 
Do ........................................................................... ....... 4498... 7.60 
Do .................................................................................. 4501... 9. 20 
Do .................................................................................. 4502... 2. 90 
Depredations on public timber: 
1884-Florida Southern Rwy. Co ...................................................... 2304 .. . 
1886--Central Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 4503 .. . 
Do-............................. .. ................................................... 4504 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 4505 .. . 
Do ........................ ........................................................... 4517 .. . 
Do .................. ................................................................. 4518 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 4519 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 4520 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 4521 .. . 










1887-J. G. Thompson .............. ............ ............................................ 796 ....................... . 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
INTERIOR CIVIL-continued. 
Brought forward ........................................................................................... , $177,349.09 
Expenses of inspectors, General Land Office: 
1886--Central Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 4492... $6.10 
Do .................................................................................. 4493... 113.50 
Do .............................. . ................................................... 4499... 144.26 
Do ................................................................................• 4500... 10. 94 
---- 274.80 
Contingent expenses, office surveyor·general, Arizona: 
1884-J. W. Robbins ................... .................... ................................... 3088........................ 4. 50 
Contingent expenses, office surveyor-general, Colorado: 
1887-A.Johnson .................................................................. ........... 667........................ .06 
Geological Survey: 
1885-J. W.Powell ............................................................................. 482... .50 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........... ................................................ 4611... 5. 40 
Do ................................................................................... 4612... 4. 46 
Do .................................................................................. 4613... .63 
Do .................................................................................. 4614... 19. 81 
Do ................................................................................... 46~5... 7. 69 
Do ..................... , .......................................................... 4616... 17. 97 
Do .............. ; ................................................................... 4617... 3.71 
1887-H.O.Riser ........................... ................. .................................... 2740... .04 
----- 60.21 
Contingent expenses, land offices: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 4506... 4. 84 
1887-Southern Kansas R·wy ............................................................ Sl2... .48 
Booneville Enterprise............................................................ 882... 12.00 
A. A , Tufts ................................................................................ 1688... . 50 
"\V. l\lcLauren .......................................................................... 1738... . 30 
Ca Coryell ................................................................................ 2238... 30 
Florida Southern Railway ........................ .............................. 2607 ... 1. 43 
L. 0. Knapp ............................................................................. 2635... 2.18 
Surveying public land claims in California: 
1886-Central Pacitic R. R. Co ........................................................... 4507 ...................... .. 
Building Library of Congress: 
1887-R. J. Meigs............................ .................................................... 238 ...................... _ 
Surveying private land claims in New Mexico: 
·.887·-W. White ................................................................................ 2956 ....................... . 
INTERNAL REVENUE. 
Refunding taxes illegally collected: 
.lt"84-J. W. Hastings ........................................................................ 7067 ... 
.l.b85-J. H. Wersche et al.......................................... ......... ............... 413 ... 
Street & Cawhooa .................................................................... 1100 .. . 
G. E. Brubaker et al. ................................................................ 1167 ... 
M. Cavenaugh et al ................................ ................ .................. 1580 ... 
1886-R. '.r. Christian ...................................................................... 2472 ... 
J. H. & W. J. Satterfield et al. .............. .................................... 3069 .. . 
Willow 1~un Distilling Company ............................................ 4904... 
1887-Schedule ......... .......... . . ... ...... ... ...... ........................ ..... ...... ...... 285 .. . 
Commissioner Internal Revenue ..... .-...................................... 352 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 356 .. 
Do .................................................................................. 358 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 360 .. . 
Do.................................................................................. 376 ... 
Do ...... ............................................................................ 1677 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 1725 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 2937 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 3009 .. . 
Punishment for violation of internal-revenue laws: 
1886-L. F. Coulter ........................................................................... 3847 .. . 
W. H. Hanson .......................................................................... 4868 .. . 
T. Kimman ........................................................... ................... 4942 .. . 
Centcal Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 5284 .. . 
1887-.J. M. Blakesly ...... .................................................................. 324 .. . 
A.Cox ................. ...................................................................... 426 .. . 

























1884-:. :rf.·Ji~is~~~~~:::::::::::::.".'.'.'.'.'.'.::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g~~t: . ~: ~ 
Union Wadding Company ...................................................... 6014... 8. 63 
Utah-Wyoming Improvement Company ................................ 6261... 11. 7.0 
Signal Oil Works .................................................................. 6245... 10.32 
Globe Yarn Mills ..................................................................... 6262... 9.50 
Rokes & Morse ........................................................................ 6298... . 74 
V.l\'laurer ................................................................................. 6365... .36 
Union Rendering Company .................................................... 6400... 15.39 
Newton Bros ................................. .................................... ...... 6414... . 74 
Union Stock Yat·d and Transit Company .............................. 6480... 13.30 







----------·---------Can·ried forward....................................................................... 79.18 187,679.04 
366 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
INTERNAL REVENUE-continued. 
Brought forward ..................................................................... . 
Redemption of etamps-Continued. 
1884-Cleveland Hospital for Insane ................................................ 6590 ... 
I-Iall & Pearsall ....................................................................... 6663 ... 
Clark Hardware Company ............. : ....................................... 6751. .. . 
H. C. Hart & Co ................................... ..................................... 6752 ... 
C. H. Burtis .................................................. ............................ 6808 .. .. 
Anthony & Kuhn Brewing Company ..................................... 6906 ... 
'l'. Hunter ................................................................................. 7028 .. .. 
Standard Rubber Company ....................... . ............................. 7146 ... 
J. L. Quacenbush .................................................................... 7180 .. . 
The H. Ward Company ...................................................... ... 7241. .. 
Knickerbocker Steam Towage Company ............................... 7247 ..• 
Estate of W. T. Henry ...................................................... ...... 7442 ... 
Geo. H. Gates .................................... ....................................... 7477 ... 
Gregg Bros. Grain Company ..................................... ..... ... .. .... 7485 ... 
CarolHon Mining and Milling Company ................................. 7490 .. . 
J. S. Brooks ........................................................................... ... 7533 .. . 
D.S.Miller ................................................................................ 7534 .. . 
E. H. Henckley ...... .............................. ....................... , ...... ; ..... 7542 ... 
Indiana Car Company, St. Louis, Mo ........................................ 7i24 .. . 
F. F. Biggar ................................................... . .......................... 7770 ... 
Wheatland 1\'Iill Company .................................................... .. 7802 ... 
Utah and Nevada. Rwy. Co .................... ................................. 7828 ... 
South Baltimore Iron Company .................................. ..... ...... 7982 .. . 
Huguenot Mills, Greenville, S.C ........................... .. ........ .... .... 8048 ... 
Wilsonia Magnetic Clothing Company .................................... 8622 ... 
Union Pack.ing Company, San Francisco ............................... 8679 .. . 
H. Homer . ...... .... . . ...... ...... . .. ... .......... ..... .. ...... ...... ... .. . .. . .. . ...... 8685 ... 
Permanent Land Company, Baltimore .................................. 8759 ... 
E. M. Welchman Manufacturing Company ................ ............. 87fl0 .. . 
Piedmont Manufacturing Company, Greenville, S. C ............ 8823 .. 
New York Printing Company .......... .. ............ ,. ...................... 8845 ... 
T. King ................................................................................ .... 9019 .. . 
'l'. Hashuel. .... ......................................................... . ........ ......... 9112 ... 
A. Richards ... . ...................... .................................................. 9293 ... 
1885-West Supply Company,Iowa ........................ ..... ................... 86 .. . 
White Breast.................................... .. ............................ ......... 90 .. . 
Jacobs & Weiss.................................... ....... ............................. 188 ... 
Sturtevant Lumber Company.................................................. 466 ... 
W. King.................................................. ................. .. .............. 664 ... 
S. A. Weizt ............................................................................. 1208 ... 
R. Denis .................................................................................. 1509 ... 
P. Hurtibre!le .......................................................................... . 1516 .. . 
Recreation Park Company ...... ., ............................................. 1867 .. . 
J. Cheopella ......................................................................... .. 1871. .. 
Portable Hygiene Vapor Company ....................................... 1986 .. . 
Sicilian Singing Society ........................................................... 2014 ... 
l\'L Brauen ............................................................................. 2025 ... 
1886-E. Gregg &Son ........................................................................ 2198 .. . 
R. H. Courson . .................................... .................................... 2674 .. . 
New Orleans Warehouse Company ...... .. ................................ 2714 .. . 
Westport Manufacturing Company ........... ... ........................ 2759 ... 
Germania Brewing Company ........................... .... ........... .. .... 2811 ... 
J. Fisher .................................................................. . .. .... ......... 3014 .. . 
Cassino Theater Company ............................ .. ........ .. ..... .. .. .... 3044 .. . 
H. '.rarr ................................................ ...... ........ ...... .. .............. 3097 .. . 
Butler County Bank ................ .. ..... .. ............ ......... ...... ............ 3997 .. . 
Dudley & Co ...................................................................... .. ... . 3999 ... 
M. Casey .............................................. . .................... . ............ 4685 ... 
1887-C. H. Andrews...................................... .......................... .. ...... 26 ... 
J. Held ............................ ....... . ........................... ................. ... 1060 ... 
S. B. Watson ....................................... .. ............. .. ................... lJ 23 .. . 
J. Lang ............................................ .. . .................................... 2507 ... 
Hin Tuen .............................. .. ............................. . ................. 2509 .. . 
Hirsh & Herman Brewing Company ...... .. ............................... 251:3 ... 
A. H. Merseth ........................................................ . .................. 272=3 .. . 
H. Myer ................................................. . ..................... .. .......... 2762 ... 
J. Moni ........................ .. .... , ... . ................................................. 2998 .. . 
J, A. Shelten .............................. .......... .. ...... . ....... , .................. 3147 ... 
Allowance or drawbacks: 
1887-Pembina Brewing Company . ....................... ... ....................• 2233 ... 









































































Salaries and expenses of supervisors and agents: 
1884-J. V. Smith ............................................................................ 7925 ... 
1886-E. M. Brayton ... ........................................................................ 4118 ... 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 5285 ... 
Do ....................................... ..... . ...................................... 5386 .. . 
Do ......... .......................................................................... 5287 .. . 
Do ......................................... . ................................... ..... . 5288 .•• 









RECEIPTS ·AND., EXPENDITURES, 1887. 367 
1886-187. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
INTERNAL REVENUE-continued. 
Brought forward ...................................................................... . 
Salaries and expenses of supervisors and agents-Continued. 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co .............................. ........ ,~ ................... 5290 .. . 
222. 07 $188, 725. 21 
2.71 
Do .................................................................................. 5291. .. 
Do ................................................................................... 5292 .. . 
Do ................................................... ................................ 5308 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 5309 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 5310 .. . 
Do ........................................................... ... . .................... 5311. .. 
Do ................................................................................... 5314 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 5334 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 5335 .. . 
Do ................................... ................................................ 5336 .. . 
Do ................................................................................. 5337 .. . 
Do ........................................................... ........................ 5338 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 5339 .. . 
W. H. Wheeler ......................................................................... 5389 .. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 5390 .. . 
1887 -Eureka and Palisade R. R. Co.................................................. 565 .. . 
C. E. Smith ....... ....................................................................... 1165 ... 
Salaries and expenses of collectors: 
1886 -H. Knowles ............................................................................. 2943 .. . 
W. H. Wheeler ........................................................................ 5415 .. . 
1887-J. J. Young.............................................................................. 783 .. . 
J.H.Farley .............................................................................. 1045 .. . 
C. Dowd ................................................................................... 2439 .. . 
W. H. Wheeler ....................................................................... 2987 .. . 
























1884-L. B. and L. S. HoU .................. ..................... : .................... ...... 6053 ...................... .. 
Refunding taxes to certain citizens of Tennessee: 
1885-G. 1-V. Smith and oth~rs ........................................................................................ .. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS. 
Incidental expenses, Indian service in Oregon : 
18'14-Charlie ........................... ......................................................... 2181. .. 
Dan Jordan .............................................................................. 2458 ... 
1886--Cent-ral Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 7458 .. . 
1887-Charley ....................... .......... ........................... ...... .................. 441. .. 
M. Brand ...... ... ...... ...... ........... ......... ....... .... . .. .. ..... .............. .... 442 .. .. 
Soxiel.. ................ ......... ...... ...... ........ ...... ...... ...... ...... ......... ...... 600 .. . 
Shortie................ .. ..................................................................... 602 .. 
Cameron ................................................................................... 606 .. . 
Sopeny . .. ...... ...... .. . ...... ... .. .. ...... ....... ...... ...... ... ... .. . ........ .... . .... . 607 .. . 
Billy ........................................................................................ 610 ... 
Dick ........................................................................................ 611. .. 
Umpqua Bill............... .. ............................................................. 612 ... 
Jeff ................................. ......................................................... 614 ... 
Charley.................................................................................... 615 ... 
Olney....................................................................................... 618 .. . 
619 .. . 
Incidental expenses, Indian service in New Mexico: 
1884-W.A.Crocker .................... .. .................................................... 2299 .. . 
J. M. Achuletta ....................................................................... 2308 .. . 
F. Greigo ..................................................................... , ........... 2311. .. 
Geo. Shafer .............................................................................. 2314 .. . 
Incidental expenses, Indian service in California: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 7248 .. . 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co ......................................................... 7249 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 7252 ... 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 7393 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 7394 .. . 
Do ................................................................................. 7458 ... 
Incidental expenses, Indian service in Arizona: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ............................................................ 7248 ... 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 7249 ... 
Do .................................................................................. 7250 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 7252 .. . 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 7394 .. . 
Do ................................................................................. 7458 .. . 
1887-Southern Pacific R. R. Co ...................................................... 3595 .. . 


































1887-Chas. Fried .............................................................................. 2248 ....................... . 
Telegraphing and purchase of Indian supplies : 
1885-Examiner Publishing Company ................................... .... ..... 1832... 83.57 
1886-Union Publishing-Company ................... ...... ..... .................. 6297... 37.ll0 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARR.ANTS. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS-continued. 
Brought forward ..................................................................... . 
Telegraphing and purchase of Indian supplies-Continued. 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ............................................................ 7394 ... 
$121.37 $195,02-5.04 
2.94 
Do .................................................................................... 7458 .. . 6.39 
1887-Western Union Telegraph Company ...................................... 3633 ... 223.60 
Do .................................................................................... 3634 .. . 388.93 
743.23 
'£ransportation of Indian supplies: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 7393... • 86 
Do ......................................................... .... , .................... 7394... 2.66 
----- 3.52 
Traveling expenses, Indian inspectors: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 7248... 52.65 
Southern Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................ 7249... 18.15 
Do ....... : .......................................................................... 7251... 10. 89 
Do ................................................................................... 7252... 60.00 
CentralPacificR.R.Co ............................................................ 7393... 1.28 
Do .................................................................................... 7394... 58. 10 
Contingencies, Indian Department: . 
1886-Southern Pacific R. R. Co ................................ ........................ 7250 ... 
Do .................................................................................. 725:.l ... 
Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 7394 .. . 





Support of Indian children at schools in States: 
1886-Southern Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................ 7251 ....................... . 
Support of schools : 
1884-J. Q. Ashton and 0. P. Smith ...................... . ........................... 2231 ...................... .. 
Indian schools, Lawrence, Kans.: 
1887-J. Watts ............................. ...................................................... 2115 ...................... .. 
Support of Apaches of Arizona and New Mexico : 
1883-J. H. Roberts ......................................................................... 2204... 150.00 
T. White .................................................................................. 2205... 290.80 
Support of confederated band of Utes: 
1886-J. M. 'l'allman .......................................... ................................. 6418 ...................... .. 
Support of Arickarees, Gr•)S Ventres and Mandans: 
1886-W.A. Wood ............................................................................. 6451. ................ .... .. 
Appraisal and survey of Otoe and Missourias lands: 
1886-W. B. Calland .......................................................................... 2674 ... 
G. W. Heise ............................................................................ 2677 ... 
Geo. Hess ................................................................................ 2678 .. . 
M. Jordan ............................................................................... 2680 .. . 
R. Lowe ................................................................................. 2681. .. 






1886-A. Long .................................................................................. 7446... 7.02 
1887-.J. F. Hartigan ....................................................................... 3490... 10.00 
Pay of Indian agents: 
1886-W.l\f. Redpath ........................................................................ 6463 ......... .............. . 
Pay of North Carolina Cherokees: 
1886-W. Peckewood ..................................................................... 6593 ....................... . 
Support of Indians at Fort Peck Agency; 
1887-S. 1Vlunn ................................................................................. 433... 100.00 
C. Foster ............................................ , ......... ...... ......... ............ 434... 111. 41 
Support of Sioux of different tribes: 
1887-W. A. Wood ................................. ............................................. 2416 .................. ..... . 
Interest on Osage fund: 
1887-Wah-shah-she-me-is-a-he ......................................................... 2654 ....................... . 
Pay of Indian agents: 
1887-A. J. Bolan ....................... ...... ..... ...... ...... .............................. 566 ....................... . 
Interior, pensions-Army pensions: 
1884-H. G. Sickels ............................................................................. 2468 .. . 
E. W. Guffey ............................................................................. 3530 .. . 
J. W. Husted ............................................................................ 3558 ... 
1886-0. P. Perkins ........................................................................... 1206 ... 
G. Manchester .......................................................................... 1214 .. . 
J. V. Meseroll .......................................................................... 1298 .. . 
E. Sullivan .............................................................................. 1430 ... 
C. E. Resseguire ..................................................................... 1535 ... 
A. Stetson ............................. .................................................... 1883 .. . 
M. Schwarz .............................................................................. 1891. .. 
1885-J. Cobb .................................................................................... 2450 .. . 
1886--.f. Wells .................................................................................... 3244 .. . 
J. McGraner ............................................................................ 4711 .. . 
S. VanSlyke ............................................... . ............................ 5564 .. . 
J.T.Spink ................................................................................ 5780 .. . 
J. Jensche .............................................................................. 5875 .. . 


































Carried forward ......................... ..... ........................................ . 419.06 197,413.29 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS AND PENSIONS-continued. 
Brought forward .....•.............. ··-·· .................•..........................• 
Indians, pensions-Army pensions--Continued. 
1887-C. P. Bean.................................................. ...... .................... ... 193 .. . 
Mary August............ ........................ ...... ................................. 360 ... 
J. & Wm. Hicks........................................................................ 362 .. . 
E. W. Brown............................................... .............................. 379 .. . 
J. W.Blackford ....................................................................... 481. .. 
W. Wildersmith............ ......... ......................................... ......... 491 .. . 
M. Connelly ..... ..... .................................................................. 539 .. . 
E. Too my................................................................................. 553 .. . 
J. Seymour ........ .... ...... ... .. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 732 .. . 
L. B. White................................................................. ........ ...... 749 .. . 
D.H.Johnson ........................................................................... 869 .. . 
Elizabeth Griffin...................................................... ............... 910 .. . 
M.Lawler ................................................................................. 935 .. . 
H. F. Marden ............................................................................. 1151. .. 
W. C. Rigdon ..................... ............ ...... ...... ... ...... ... ...... ...... ..... 1240 .. . 
Lucy Smith ........................................................................... 1249 .. . 
Belle Jackson ......................................................................... . 1332 .. . 
J. W. Trembilt .......................................................................... 1457 .. . 
E. E. Wartt ............................................................................... 1519 ... 
Mary White ............................................................................. 1521 .. . 
T. 0. Freeman ........................................................................... 1588 .. . 
J\'Iaria C. V. Ritt .............. ...... .................................... ... ............. 1654 .. . 
Ida C. Arthur .............................. ............................................. 1996 ... 
Sophia Chappel ............................................................. ... ...... :woo ... 
Mary J. Robinson ............................. ...................................... 2043 .. . 
H.McHugh .............................................................................. 2171 .. . 
Aurelia Dye ............................................................................. 2203 .. . 
Geo. W. Gann .......................................................................... 2211. .. 
F.C.Look ................................................................................. 2258 .. . 
Bank of Abingdon .................................................. ................ 2388 .. . 
J. B. Eaken ............................................................................... 2494 .. . 
R. Firth ................................................................................... 2697 .. . 
A. F. Major ............................................................................... 2708 .. . 
Navy pensions: 
369 






































Subsistence of the Army : 
1885-M. Patterson ............................................................................. 2070 .. . 
E. P. Wade ................................................................................ 2331. .. 
.J. W.Harrison ........................................................................ 2406 .. . 
G. H. Glick ............................................................................ 2409 .. . 
J. Carl ................................................................................... 2570 ... 
J. Flint ..................................................................................... 2578 .. . 
G. Leuderbeck ....................................................................... 2623 .. . 
1887-J.Bush ................................................................................. 2458 .. . 
F.H.Frule .............................................................................. 2461. .. 
W.M.Owen ................................................................. ............ 2462 .. . 
M. Povie ................................................................................ 2464 .. . 
Regular supplies Quartermast-er's Department: 
1884-G.l-Iunt .................................................................................... 3167 ... 
A. Zeris .................................................................................... 3359 ... 
S. Hereford ................. ... .......................................................... 3380 ... 
C. Ousley ................................................................................. 3382 .. . 
Mansion Publishing Company .............................................. 5487 ... 
1885-G. E. Frazier .......................................................................... 2086 .. . 
L. Cox ...................................................................................... 2089 .. . 
J. Biggers ................................................................................ 2094 ... 
R. Estis .................... .................................................. .............. 2095 .. 
T. Clayton ............................................................................ 2190 .. . 
B. T. Cabie ........................................................... .................... 3292 ... 
1886-J. M. Church et al ..................... ............................................... 5424 .. . 
A. P. Vernon et al ........... ......................................................... 5839 .. . 
C. A. Reynolds ....................................................................... 6207 ... 
F. L. Austen ........................................................................... 6830 .. . 
S.H.Drachman ...................................................................... 8L29 .. . 
J. H. Marion ............................................................................. 8222 .. . 
W. C. Dawes ............................................................................. 9728 ... 
'IV. I. Fanshawe .............................. .......................................... 9729 .. . 
1887-F. C. Ayres .............................................................................. 654 .. . 
Mary Sullivan ....................................................................... 2853 .. . 
Mary N. Shumatt ..................................................................... 2854 .. . 
W. Bunch .............................................................. ....... ............ 2862 .. . 
P. Wilson .................... ................................................ ........ .... 3481. .. 
J. Whiteford ......................................................................... 3482 .. . 
W. May............................................. ..... ...... ..................... .... 3488 .. . 
J.M. Fletcher ............................................................................ 3-194 .. . 
D. Dunkle ....................... ....... .................................................. 4088 ... 
Carried forward ....................................................................... . 
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1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-continued. 
Brought forward ..................................................................... . 
Regular supplies Quartermaster's Department-Continued. 
1887-J. H. Marion ............................................................................ 5061. .. 
Do .................................... , .............................................. 5068 ... 
Do .............. ................................................. ..................... 6279 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 6629 ... 
J. M. Kewley ........................................................................... 9235 ... 
Southern Pacific Railroad. Co .................... ... .......................... 9432 ... 
Do .......................... ..... ........................... ....................... 944t ... 
J. B. Collins .. ................ ........................................................... 9449 ... 
Southern Pacific Railroad Go .................................................. 9450 ... · 
Do ................................................................................... 9463 .. .. 
Do ....... ...... ~ ............ : ......................................................... 9482 .. .. 
Do .......................... .. ...................................................... .. 9533 .. . 
Incidental expensea, Quartermaster's Department: 
1884-E. :Robinson ............................................................................. 3023 ... . 
L. C. Easton ....................... ..... .................................................. 3114 .. . 
C. E. Bennett ............................................................................. 3115 .. . 
G.Kohler ..... ........................................................................... 3120 ... . 
J. Ellis .............................. ....................................................... 3125 .. . 
D. Odell ....................................................................... ............. 6609 .. . 
1885-J. G. Leefe ................................................................................. 1667 .. . 
J.Riney .................................................................................... 1853 .. . 
J. 0. Neill ................................................................................ 1853 .. . 
A. Newbaugh ........................................................................... 2118 .. . 
F. C. Grogan ............................................................................ 2123 ... . 
W. H. Bowen & Co .................................................................. 2124 .. . 
J. H. '.rodd ................................................................................. 2215 .. . 
Do ......... ............................................ .............................. 2327 .. . 
J. M. I{oss ................................................................................. 3188 .. . 
I. S. & C. W. Roberts ............................................................ 3190 .. . 
1887-P. Jordan ................................................................................ 3547 .. . 
J. H. Brooks ............................................................................ 3556 .. . 
R. Emory ................................................................................ 3564 .. . 
E. E. & P. F. Duning ................................................................ 357l. .. 
G. Leggitt ................................................................................. 3572 ... 
A. Bell. .......... .......................................................................... 3576 .. . 
H. Jackson .............................................................................. 3579 .. . 
H. Lanonet .............................................................................. 3580 ... 
T. R. Robinson ......................................................................... 8937 .. . 
J. C. Bates .................................................................................. 9069 .. .. 
1887-B. D. Price .............................................................................. 9074 .. . 
S. E. Smiley ......................................... ................................... 9075 ... 
R. W. Hoyt................................. ............................................ 9078 ... 
J. B. Keefer ............................................................................ 9359 ... 
t. ~-. ~~~rftb:~\,r-r:·.r:.,vi·~·i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~;::: 
D. M. Vance and G. T. Robinson ............................................... 9381 .. . 
J. M. Stotsenburg, et al ..................... ....................................... 9382 .. . 
Deseret Telegraph Company ........................ .. ........................ 9402 .. . 
R. Loder ........................... ........................................ ................ 9404 .. . 
G. R. Smith and others .............................................................. 9407 ... 





















































Transportation of the Army and its supplies: 
1884-Citizens' Steam-boat Company ................................................ 6017 .. . 
D. McClellan ............................................................................ 6613 ... 
McCone & Williamson ............................................................. 6918 .. . 
1885-Troop F, Third Cavalry....................... ...... .............................. 308 ... 
San Francisco and Northern R. R. Co ...................................... 16ill... 
1886-Seaboard and Roanoke R. R .................................................. 4117 .. . 
P. Boyle .................................................................................... 5470 .. . 
Jacksonville, St. Augustine and Halifax R. R .......................... 5826 .. . 
Henrietta and Fort Sill R. R .......................................... ... ..... 5863 ... 
~:t~e;:~~: ~~~~~-~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::: ~~g~::: 
J. 0f1rland ................................................................................. 6436 .. . 
J. H. Marion ........................................................................... 8222 .. . 
Savannah. Florida and Western R. R ...................................... 9645 ... 
Jacksonville, St. Augustine and Halifax R. R .......................... 9653 ... 
Do ................................................................................. 9672 ... 
Elmira, Cortland and Northern R. R ....................................... 9694 ... 
Central Pacific R. R ................................................................. 9745 ... 
Do ...................................................... .... . ....................... 9746 ... 
Do ................................................................................. 9747 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 9748 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 9749 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 9751. .. 
1887-N. S. Greer ................................................................................ 2478 ... 
D. H. Brush ............................................................................. 3499 ... 




























Carried forward ...................................................................... .. 92, 824. 26 206, 802.74 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-contin ned. 
Brought forward .................... ........... . ..................................... .. 
Transportation of the Army and its supplies-Continued. 
1887-W. R. Smith ............................................................................ 3507 ... 
T.J Bond ................................................................................. 3508 ... 
M. Carlisle ............................................................................... 3524 ... 
1\-I. T. Cox ................................................................................ 3537 ... 
Zahel Bros .. .............................................................................. 3653 .. . 
Southeastern R. R ................................................................... 3658 .. . 
Burlington and Missouri River R. R ......................................... 3665 .. . 
Eureka and Palisade R. R........................... ..................... .. 3668 ... 
Virginia Steam-boat Co ........................................................ ... 4024 .• 
J. 0. J. Lyons ........ , .................................................................. 4028 .. . 
A. Agee .................................... ................................................ 4035 ... 
C. LaMere ................................................................................. 4056 .. . 
J. Brown .................................................................................. 4057 .. . 
J. Albright ................................................................................ 4060 .. . 
R. J. McSpaun .......................................................................... 4072 .. 
F. Hopkins ............................................. ........................ ......... 4077 .. . 
D. Miklejohn ........................................................................... 4078 .. . 
A. Richey ................................................................................. 4080 .. . 
E. S. Farrow ............................................................................. 4415 .•• 
G. H. Weeks ............................................................................. 4419 ... 
L. H. Jerome ............................................................................. 4484 .. . 
C. A. Reynolds ................................................... ....................... 4486 .. . 
New York, Catskill and Athens Steam-boat Co ..................... 4490 .. . 
D. Roberts ................................................................................ 4561. .. 
T. Johnson ...... ........................................................... ............... 4953 .. . 
Wells, Fargo & Co ....................... .......................................... 5107 .. . 
Potomac Transportation Co ................................................... 5920 .. .. 
Woodruff Sleeping Car Co ..................................................... 5929 .. . 
J. H. Marion . .. ...................................................................... 6279 .. . 
Jacksonville, Tampa and Key West R. R ............................. 6"194 .. . 
J. H. Marion .......................................................................... 6629 .. . 
Maine Central R. R .................................................................. 6675 .. . 
M. E. O'Brien ................ . ........................................................ 6889 .. . 
F. Sleeper ................................................................................. 7298 .. . 
East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia R. R .......................... 7355 .. . 
Central Vermont R. R ............................................................. 7453 .. . 
New York and Boston Sleeping Car Co .................. ............... 7461... 
New York Central Sleeping Car Co ....................................... 7607 .. . 
Dall & Weems .......................................................................... 7608 .. . 
Pi-men-tua ............................................................................... 9063 .. . 
Raleigh and Augusta R. R .. .' ................................................... 9232 .. .. 
Galveston, Harrisburgh and San Antonio R. R ..................... 9433 .. . 
Southe1·n Pacific R. R ...................................... · ........................ 9438 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 9463 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 9473 .. . 
.Northern Pacific R. R .............................................................. 9516 .. . 
Southern Pacific R. R ............................................................. 9533 ... 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war: 
1884-J. W. Flteele .............................................................................. 2938 .. . 
J. Bennenghoff ....................................................................... 2949 .. . 
C. J. Fox ................................................................................... 2998 ... 
B.S. & C. 1\iorse ...................................................................... 3005 .. . 
P. Hussurg et al ......................................... ............................... 3044 .. . 
W.Bynner ............................... .......................... ...... ................. 3046 .. . 
0. 1\:ile ...................................................................................... 3230 .. . 
J. T. Ebbert .............................................................................. 3231 .. . 
S. A. Stone ......... ...................................................................... 3234 .. . 
V\r. L. Murray ........................................................................... 3246 ... 
W. Wilder .................... .................................... . ...................... 3260 .. . 
M. Robeson .............................................................................. 3263 .. . 
W. Roberts .............................................................................. 3288 .. . 
J. Herdes . ................................................................................. 3291> .. . 
E. E. E. Bacon..................... .................. ...... ... .. ...................... 3409 .. . 
M.Scriber ................................................................................. 3447 .. . 
A. Sperry .................................................................................. 3496 .. . 
J. W. Powers ...................................... .-.................................... 3549 .. . 
M. Barnes ............................................................................... 3565 .. . 
S. Dorcey ...................... ............................................................ 3572 .. . 
E.M.Hill ................................................................................. 3596 .. . 
N. Stapleton ................................................................. ........... 3633 .. . 
L. Miller .................................................................................. 3681. .. 
G. W. Johnson .......................................................................... 3693 .. . 
J. Reichert ................................................................................ 3697 .. . 
T. A. Blasingham .................................................................. 3711 .. . 
M. F. Harris .............................................................................. 37:!4 .. . 
C. Burkhardt ..................................................................... ...... 3726 .. . 
I. & M. McGahey ..................................................................... 3901 .. . 
N. Moore ....... .......................................................................... 3915 .. . 
,J. G. Carnpbell ....................... .................................................. 3930 .. . 
1-"I.A. vVebb ...................................... . .......... ........................... 3932 .. . 






















































































372 RECBIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886--'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-continued. 
Brought forward .................................................................... .. 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war-Continued. 
1881-P. Zwickel. .............................................................................. 3933 .. . 
S.Rea ...................................................................................... 3999 ... 
N. Weatherbee ....................................................................... 4055 .. . 
J. & M. Guthrie ....................................................................... 4073 .. . 
K. Ferguson ............................................................................. 4074 .. . 
R.Kiskey ............................................................................... 4076 .. . 
J. Knight ................................................................................. 4082 .. . 
S. T. Parkhurst ......................................................................... 4105 .. . 
J.J.O'Brien ............................................................................. 4107 .. . 
J. Brown ................................................................................. 4233 .. . 
L. Sutton ................................................................................... 4256 .. . 
A. J. Bolen ................................................................................ 4269 .. . 
1885-S. Hines ................................................................................... 1540 .. . 
J. Nelan ................................................................................... 1638 ... 
M. Herringt-on .......................................................................... 1644 .. . 
A. & L. Patterson .......................................... . ........................ 1904 .. . 
M. !{impel.. .............................................................................. 1936 .. . 
W. H. Benham .......................................................................... 1945 .. . 
M. Ford .................................................................................... 1951 .. . 
J. Fisher .................................................................................. 1952 .. . 
H. B. \Vhiting ............................... ; .......................................... 1958 .. . 
C. W. Veatch............................................................................. 1968 .. . 
J. Carson ................................................................................. 20LO ... 
H. Hogan............................................... .. ....... ...... ... ... .. .... ... .. . 2439 ... 
J. Corey .................................................................................. 24138 .. . 
J. Blanchard ............................................................................. 2675 .. . 
W.E.Loughery ....................................................................... 2765 .. . 
1886-G. Pahl. .................................................................................. 2955 .. . 
1887-J. F. Street ............................................................................... 321\9 .. . 
W.Abbott ................................................................................ 3585 .. . 
P. Caughlin ............................................... .............................. 3594 .. . 
J. Dillen ................................................................................... 3607 .. . 
J.Haity .................................................................................... 3619 .. . 
C. 0. Howell ............................................................................ 3623 ... 
u. Miller .................................................................................. 3631. .. 
S. W. Stoddard ......................................................................... 3633 .. . 
Z. M. Palmer .......................................................................... 3637 .. . 
T.McMullen ............................................................................. 3727 .. . 
A.. Russell ................................................................................ 3778 .. . 
J.S. Woodworth ..................................................................... 3806 .. . 
.r. Wilson ..................................................................... , ........... 3819 .. . 
•.r. Harp .................................................................................... 3823 .. . 
J. Kline .................................................................................... 3836 .. . 
A.J.Herriford ...................................................... ................... 3879 .. . 
M. Maples ................................................................................ 3887 .. . 
B. Melchor ................................................................................ 3915 ... 
W.H.Keith ............................................................................. 3917 .. . 
M.Jellison .............................................................................. . 3923 .. . 
J.Jaeger ................................................................................. 3927 ... 
A. Megan ................................................................................ 3931. .. 
C. Miller ................................................................................... 3996 .. . 
J. W. Landers ............... ............................................................ 4166 .. . 
J. \Veaver ................................................................................. 4183 .. . 
J. W. Hopkins ........................................................................ 4215 .. . 
E. M. Berry .............................................................................. 4227 .. . 
J. Reese .................................................................................. 4250 .. . 
J. Quigley ............................................................................... 4256 .. . 
W. Thompson ..................... .................................................... 4275 .. , 
M. Sullivan ..................................................................... .. ...... 4287 ... 
J. M. Albertson ..................................................................... 4314 .. . 
A. A. Blanchard ...................................................................... 4373 ... 
J. 0. Bartholomew .................................................................. 4376 .. . 
.J. J. Salsberry .......................................................................... 4384 .. . 
S. Yidsmer .............................................................................. 4402 .. . 
J. Christian .............................................................................. 4432 ... 
J. C. Clingman ....................................................................... 4433 .. . 
J. A. Cook ............................................................................... 4453 .. . 
S.M. Graham .......................................................................... 4623 .. . 
T. Gable ................................................................................... 4627 .. . 
J. Ogle ...................................................................................... 4667 .. . 
H. T. Pierson ....................................................... .................... 4680 .. . 
J. Bobb .................................................................................... 4.684 .. . 
E. Chadorette ........................................................................... 46~8 .. . 
E. L. Davidson ........................................................................ 4703 .. . 
J. McLeod ................................................................................ 4722 .. . 
J. Caswell ...................................... . ...................... ................. 4723 .. . 
W. M. Campbell ...................................................... .................. 4725 .. . 
T. A. Craig .............................................................................. 4732 .. . 
J. Davis ..................... ............................................................... 4760 .. . 
H. Pentegraph ....................................................................... 4767 .. . 



















































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886--'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-COntinued. 
Brought forward ...................................................................... . 
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war-Continued. 
1887-J. "\Vholaver ............................................................................. 4781 .. 
J. S. Kneal...... ........... ............. • ............................................ 4789 .. . 
W. Harris ................................................................................. 4819 .. . 
J. Cotral .................................................................................. 4892 .. . 
E. I..e·wes ....................... .. .......................................................... 4906 .. . 
J. Wall ...................................................................................... 5380 .. . 
Fifty per cent. arrears, Army transportation: 
1886-East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia R. R ........................... 5591 ... 
Jacksonville, St. Augustine and Halifax R. R ........................ 5826 .. . 
1887-Jacksonville, Tampa and Key WestR. R ................................ 6594... 
East Tennessee, Virginia 11.nd Georgia R. R .......................... 7355 .. . 
Morgan's Louisiana and Texas R. R and Steam-ship Co ...... 9437 ... 
Galveston, Harrisburgh and San AntonioR. R ....................... 9437 .. . 
Morgan's Louisiana and Texas R. R. and Steam-ship Co ....... 9441... 
Galveston and San Antonio R. R. Co ..................................... 9442 .. . 
Morgan's Louisiana. and '.rexas R. R. and Steam-ship Co ...... 9464 .. . 
Signal Service : 
1886-Wicomico and Pocomoke R. R. Co ........................................ 3798 ... 
East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgi !I. R. R ........................... 5591. .. 
Chicago and West Michigan R. R ............................................ 5960 ... 
J. B. Gaston .............................................................................. 5940 ... 
Boston, Concord and Montreal R. R. Co .................................. 8210 .. . 
East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia R. R. Co ....................... 8414... 
Do ................................................................................... 8447 .. . 
CeBtra.l Pacific R. R. Co .......................................................... 9745 ... 
Do .................................................... . ............................. 9746 ... 
Do ................................................................... . .............. 9747 .. . 
Do ................................................................................ 9748 ... 
Do .................................................... . .............................. 9749 .. . 
1887-St. Louis, Alton and Terre HauteR. R.................................... 359 .. . 
Schedule ................................................................................. 2795 .. . 
Pacific Coast Rwy ................................................................. 5189 .. . 
T.M.M.Beal et al ......... ........ ........ .......................................... 6517 ... 
Rio Grande R.R .................................................................... 6617 .. . 
Maine Central R. R ................................................................. 6618 .. . 
East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia R. R ........................... 6730 .. . 
Chicago and West Michigan R. R ........................................... 6975 .. . 
Steamer Despatch..................................... ......... ...... ... ... .. .... ... 6978 .. . 
G. E. Welch et al .................. .................................................. 7493 .. . 
Newport News and Mississippi Valley R. R ........................... 8945 .. . 
South Pacific R. R .................................................................... 9454 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 9455 ... 
Do .................................................................................. 9456 .. . 
Morgan's Louisiana R. R. and Steam-ship Co .......................... 9464 .. . 
South PacificR.R .................................................................... 9510 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 9519 .. . 
Do .................................................................................. 9520 .. . 
Medical and Hospital Department: 
373 

















































1884-I... A. W. J\iorris ...................................................................... 2776... 32.86 
1886-C. E. Crookshanks ................................................................... 4355... 8. 00 
----- 40.86 
Barracks and quarters: 
1886--J. H. Mann .............................................................................. 8222 .. 
Southern Pacific R. R .............................................................. 9451. .. 
Horses, etc., lost in the military service: 
1884-I... Johnson ............................................................................. 2209 .. . 
I.. D. J\iurphy .......................................................................... 2214 .. . 
D. Bohannan .......................................................................... 2380 .. . 
J. Henderson ......................................................................... . 2352 .. . 
G. W. Davidson ....................................................................... 2432 .. . 
E. Kerrill ................................................................................. 2653 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 2654 .. . 
1885-J. B. Reynolds.......................................................................... 878 .. . 
W. Lowe ................................................................................... 1150 .. . 
J. Guffey ................................................................................... 4532 ... 
1887-J. H. Blackster .................................................................... . ... 746 ... 
M. Chavez................................................................................. 913 ... 
Do ................................................................................... 914 ... 
H. C. Coville .. ............................................................ . ............ 1100 ... 
E. F. Holmes .......................................................................... 1208 ... 
H. Kuhlman ............................................................................. 1739 ... 
G. v.,r. Lemons ......................................................................... 1833 ... 
,J. H. Lemon .......................................................................... 1834 ... 
W. F. Orr....................... ............... ........ ...... ..................... .... 2115 .. . 
E. \V. Owen ........................................................... ................... 2124 .. . 
A. Peckinpaugh ....................................................................... 2156 .. . 

























2, 569. 73 323, 971. 36 
374 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-Continned. 
Brought forward ..................................................................... .. 
Horses, etc., lost in the military service-Continued. 
1887-J. M. Randelman ..................................................................... 2229 .. . 
J. M. Leavers ........................................................................... 2415 ... 
J. B. Woodruff .......................................................................... 2876 .. . 
F. G. Hamner ....................................................................... ., 3002 .. . 
Do ................................................................................... 3003 ... 
Do .................................................................................. 3004 .. . 
B. White ................................................................................. 3115 ... 
J. Formelsberger ..................................................................... 3280 .. . 
J. Webb .................................................................................... 3445 .. . 
T. H. Shaw ............................................................... ............... 4954 .. . 
D. Rhoades ............................................................................. 5239 .. . 
Horses for cavalry and artillery: 
1885-B. Murray ............................................................................... 1867 ... 
J. A. Morse ............................................................................... 1872 .. , 
D. W. Messick .......................................................................... 1876 .. . 
1887-A. Council ............................... , ................................................ 3981. .. 
J. H. Marion ............................................................................ 5061. .. 
Pay, etc., of the Army: 
1884-C. L. Febiger ............................................................................. 6437 .. . 
18S."i-M. M. Taylor ........................................................................... 7216 .. . 
1887-W. A. Rucker ........................................................................... 438 ... 
A. G. McKenzie ........................................................................ 2315 ... 
J. J. Kelly ................................................................................. 2316 .. . 
H. A. Archenbault .................................................................... 2319 .. . 
G.Davidson .............................................................................. 2328 .. . 
Claims for quartermaster's stores and commissary supplies: 
1884-Geo. D. Hover .......................................................................... 3179 .. . 
J. Alexander ............................................................................ 3759 ... 
C. Suttles ................................................................................ 3780 .. 
R. F. White ........................................................................... 3785 .. . 
G. W. Crow ............................................................................. 4321 .. . 
J. Cox ............... ....................................................................... 4329 .. . 
T. H. Bowman ......................................................................... 4404 .. . 
R.N. Comer ..................................................................... .. ...... 4446 .. . 
H. Reese ............................................................................... 4501. .. 
M. Moore ................................................................................. 4554 .. . 
G. Harmon .............................................................................. 4746 .. . 
M. W. and G. W. Thompson .................................................. 4780 .. . 
H. Hilton ................................................................................ 4797 .. . 
J. B. Johnson .......................................................................... 4836 ... 
W. Johnson ............................................................................ 4837 .. . 
J. Davis ................................................................................... 4891. .. 
N. B. and J. W. Elrod ............................................................. 4954 ... 
R. Lewis ................................................................................... 4967 ... 
J. M. Scott ............................................................................... 4989 .. . 
W. Toler .................................................................................. 4994 .. . 
J. H. Miller ............................................................................ 4996 ... 
W. G. Gummitt ........................................................................ 5025 .. . 
D. A. Shepherd ....................................................................... 504.5 ... 
IL M. Matthews et al . ............................................................... 5058 .. . 
D. Miller .................................................................................. 5U4 .. . 
C. D. Russell et al. ....................................... ........................... 5162 .. . 
B. O'Neal. ................................................................................ 5197 .. . 
F. Fixsen ......................................... ..................................... 5204 .. . 
J. Lefever ................................................................................ 5208 .. . 
T. Ross and P. Shea ................................................................. 5223 .. . 
R. Goad ................................................................................... 5262 .. . 
Geo. Smith ........................................................................... .... 5276 .. . 
~: ~~~:i·~·:::::.·::::.·.:::::·::::::.::·:.::::·:.:·::::.:·::.·.·.:·.:·::.:·:.·.·.·.:·.::::: .. :::::·:::::.: g~~t: 
W. Reechert ............................................................................. 5287 ... 
A. Rudisell. ..... ........................................................................ 5292 .. . 
L. C. Keepner ........................................................................ 5311 .. . 
I. N. Underwood ...................................................................... 6063 .. . 
1885-.J.Bounberger .......................................................................... 6289 .. . 
L. Phillips ................................................................................ 6807 .. . 
D. Shoff .................................................................................. 6877 .. . 
J. H. Anderson ................................... ................... ,, ................ 6903 .. . 
E. Robinson ............................................................................. 7063 .. . 
F. A. Beatey ............................................................................. 7097 .. . 
J. M. Smith ............................................................................ 713~ .. 
J. Bare ........................................................ .............................. 7173 .. . 
R. T. Crew .......................................................... ~ ................... 7194 .. . 
J. W. Browning ........................................................................ 7201. .. 
T. Kendall. ............................................................................... 7395 .. . 











































































RECEIPTS AND EXPENDI'rURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-continued. 
Brought forward ...................................................................... . 
Claims for quartermasters' stores and commissary supplies-C't'd. 
1885-r. Leek ................................................................................... 7416 .. . 
J. Byers .................................................................................... 7437 .. . 
I. Baer ......................................................... _ ........................... 7438 .. . 
N.H. Belcher ........ .. ................................ - ................................ 7439 .. . 
M. B. Ferguson ............... , .......... ............................................. 7488 .. . 
J. Cameron .............................................................................. 7494 .. . 
J. Cressler ................................ .... .......................... .. .............. 7495 .. . 
W.M.Glenn ....................................... .... .............................. .. . 7497 ... 
B. Martin ................................. .. .............................................. 7501. .. 
G. W. Roby ............................................................................. 7502 ... 
W. B. Corley ......................................................................... 7531. .. 
S. Knepper .............................................................................. 7539 ... 
J. Lester .............................. .. .......................... .. .. .... .... ............. 7541. .. 
C. K. Hinkle ........................ .................................................. 7542 .. . 
W. Heaffer .............................................................................. 7543 ... 
I. Moss ........................................................................ ............. 7546 ... 
Wenderick & Mell .................................................................... 7548 .. . 
J.Megary .................................................................................. 7549 .. . 
H. D. Newman ....................................................................... 7550 .. . 
E. Jackson ............................................................................. 7563 .. . 
G. H. Jones ............................................................. ............... 7600 .. . 
H. McGee .............................................................................. 7621. .. 
W. C. Ba:sten ............................................................................ 7654 ... 
D. Townsend .............. ............................ ................................ 7689 .. . 
J. M. Moo;re .................................................................. . ........ 7858 ... 
T. Williams ...... ....................................................................... 7941. .. 
J.D. S. Keen .......................................................................... 7984 .. . 
J. Ambrister ............................................................................. R662 .. . 
J. Besler ................................................................................... 8706 .. . 
W. M. Boyd ............................................................................. 8847 .. . 
A. Gamman ............................................................................ 9009 .. . 
L. Smock ................................................................................ 9078 .. . 
A. J. Grigsby ........................................................................... 9141 .. . 
W. Phillips .............................................................................. 9189 .. . 
W.B.Skein .............................. : ................................................ 9226 .. . 
K. Morris ................................................................................. 9260 .. . 
J. Meador ................................................................................. 9271 .. . 
A. K€rr ....... ............................................................................... 9286 .. . 
J. Myers, et. al .......................................... ,. ............................. 9352 .. . 
P. Mould on .............................................................. ................ 9355 .. . 
S. H. Johnson .......................................................................... 9369 .. . 
A. Freeber ... ~ ............................................................................ 9377 ... 
1886-J. Myers .................................................................................. 9427 .. . 
M .• <\..Noble .............................................................................. 9434 ... 
D.Kailor ....................................................... : ........................... 9443 .. . 
Geo. Keese ............................................................................... 9470 .. . 
J. Dixon .................................................................................... 9479 .. . 
J. Gnnkle ................................................................................. 9481. .. 
W.L Conger ........................................................................... 9516 .. . 
G. harrison .............................................................................. 9535 .. . 
C. Hale ..................................................................................... 9536 .. . 
D. Leopard ............................................................................... 9546 .. . 
J. Sharp .................................................................................. 9608 .. . 
S. Lowry ................................................................................... 9611 .. . 
M. Scroggins, et als ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... . ...... ..... 9633 .. . 
1887-A. Hunter ........ ............................................................ ............ 83 .. . 
Wm. Boles ................................................................................ 7670 .. . 
H. G. Carter .............................................................................. 7767 .. . 
T. Degnan ...................................... ........................................... 7817 ... 
C. A. Lemart ............................................................................. 7873 .. . 
H. B. Hall ................................................................................. 7877 .. . 
W. Pittman .............................................................................. 8000 .. . 
Martha Smith ............................................................................ 8032 .. . 
D. Lancer ................................................................................ 8036 ... 
S. Brockrnan .............. , .............................................................. 8199 .. . 
D. S. Fields ................................................... ............................. R251 .. . 
F.Hall .................................................................................... 8256 .. . 
J. M. Deal ................................................................................ 8354 .. . 
J.Kenney ................................................................................. 8360 .. . 
S. Woods and J.Bell ................................................................. 8385 .. . 
B.J.Doan ................................................................................. 8433 .. . 
S. Ledford ................................................................................. 8441 .. . 
G. W.Rogers ............................................................................. 4888 .. . 
T. Long ......... .......................................................................... 8491. .. 
W.Smith .. ....................................... : ......................................... 8492 .. . 
J. Clark ...................................................... .............................. 8489 .. . 
E. S. Sims ................................................................................. 8513 .. . 
S. S. Storey ................................................................................ 8517 .. . 
H. L. Tye ................................................................................ 8522 .. . 
M.S. Williams ................... . ...................................................... 8539 .. . 
Carried forward ............... _ ...................................................... . 
375 


















































































376 RECEIPTS AND E:kPENDITURES, 1887. 
188(P87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
WAR DEPARTMENT-continued. 
Brought forward ...................................................................... . 
Claims for quartermasters' stores and commissary supplies-C't'd. 
1885-A. M. Gatch ............................................................................ 8589 .. . 
S. '\Vyrick ................................................................................ 8607 .. . 
W. Shockley ....................................... , .................................... 8623 .. . 
H. Fisher ................................................................................. 8634 ... 
J. Long ..... : ............................................................................. 8649 .. . 
R. Irvine .................................................................................. 8656 .. . 
G. M.Patterson ....................................................................... 8657 .. . 
D. Shoemaker .......................................................................... 8661 ... 
J. J. Steeps ............................................................................... 8668 ... 
A. Newton ................................................................................ 8761 .. . 
B. C. Dunham .......................................................................... 8782 .. . 
J. D. Stevens .......................................................................... 8786 .. . 
'I.'. B. Sanders .......................................................................... 8788 .. . 
W. A. Newman ........................................................................ 8823 .. . 
S. Mickels ........................................................ ....................... 8844 .. . 
J. Ringer ................................................................................. 8876 ... 
D. Townsend ........................................................................... 8888 .. . 
M. Copeland ............................................................................ 8891. .. 





















Clothing camp and garrison equipage: 
1885-J. M.Ross ................................................................................. 3188... .01 
C. G. Penny ........................... .................................................. 3504... . 05 
1887-G. L. Scott ................................................................................ 3386... 14.87 
National cemeteries: 
1886-East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia R. R ............................ 6690 ....................... . 
Soldiers' Home: 
1886-Soldiers' Home ........................................................................ 6499 ...................... .. 
Rogue River Indian war: 
1885-W. Ball .................................................................................... 1370 ....................... . 
Pay of two and three years volunteers : 
1885-L. D. Ball. ................................................................................ 425... 14.21 
1887-W. W. Gerty ............................................................................. 2333... 1.27 
---- 15.48 
Relief of sufferers by loss of steamer J. Don Cameron: 
1885-Fifth U.S. Infantry ................................................................ 2859..... ............. ..... 22,141.67 
Pay and transportation, Oregon and Washington Volunteers: 
1887-R. T. Phillips ......................................................................... 1232... .................... 18.14 
Contingencies of fortifications: 
1887-Jas. Ramsey ............................................................................. 1114... 2. 73 
I. Troxter ................................................................................. 3382... 24.76 
---- 27.49 
Headstones for graves of soldiers: 
1887-0hio and Miesissippi R. R ...................................................... 9087.................. ...... 1.33 
Improving Columbia River: 
1887-Westel.·n Union 'l.'elegraph Company ...................................... 5519.................. ...... 2.13 
Improving Columbia and Lower Willamette: 
1887-Western UnionTelegraph Company ....................................... 5519........................ 7.20 
Damages by improving Fox and Wisconsin Rivers: 
1887-A. G. Ruggles et als ...... ............................................................ 6379.................. ...... 105,200.78 
Pay of Fourth Regiment Vermont Militia: 
1887-Israel Straw ................................. ............................................ 1111........................ 14.0Q 
NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
Pay of the Navy : 
1884-J. Smith ............. ..... .................................................................. 2004 .. . 
1885-Mary Lee and Charlotte Smith ............................................... 2244 .•. 
.J. N. Smith ................................................................................ 2535 .. . 
J. Corish ................................................................................. 3005 .. . 
G. W.Ernest ............................................................................. 3185 .. . 
J. Donelly ................................................................................. 3291 .. . 
L. L. Cowan .............................................................................. 3427 ... 
J.P. Saderlund ....................................................................... 3507 .. . 
H. Rupprecht .......................................................................... 3973 .. . 
D. V.Gardner ........................................................................... 4307 .. . 
1886-J.J. Walsh ............................................................................... 4435 ... 
1887-J.A.McDonald .............................................................. , ......... 481. .. 
J. A. Clark.............................. ......... .............................. ........... 618 .. . 
J. I. Walsh................................................................................ 761. .. 
S. Carr ..................................................................................... 1984 .. . 
F.Hansen ................................................................................ 2068 .. . 
J. J. Brice ................................................................................. 2145 .. . 
T. C. Craig ................................................................................ 3546 .. . 
J.l\L Brumsby .......................................................................... 3676 .. . 
D. M. Coffman ........................................................................ 3677 ... 
,T. Furey ................................................................................... 3787 ... 
P. Leach .................................................................................... 3935 .. . 
























Carried forward ............................................................................................ . 
5, 710!11 
517,476.11 
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 1887. 
1886-'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT-continued. 
Brought forward ................................................................. .......................... . 
Pay, miscellaneous: 
1886-R. H. Miner ......... ............... .... ..... ...... ...... ...... ............ ............... 4222 .. . 
J. Van Horenberg ............... ............ ............. ........................... 4284 .. . 
1887-R. C. Alexander ...................... .......... .. ................................... 3215 .. . 




1885-F. McGuire ......................................................... ._ ................... 3012 ... 31.75 
1886-L. Culin ...................... .. ... ........ ............................. ................... 3444... 12.80 
Construction and Repair: 
1886-Central Pacific Railroad ........................................................... 6419 ..... .. ................ . 
Enlistment bounty to seamen: 
1884-S. Crum ........................... ....................................... ........ ....... . 2490 .. . 
1887-A. Warling ........................... .......••............................. ..... .......... 719 .. . 
J. R .. Small et als.................. ...................................................... 882 .. . 
A. Smith ................................................................................... 1155 .. . 
J. E. Evans ........... ................................................................... . 1248 .. . 
Indemnity for lost clothing: 
1887-W. Sheppard........ ...... .... .................................................. ... ... 419 .. . 
A. Brown..... . ............................... .......................................... 1243 .. . 
T. Bedle ........... ... ........... .................................................... ..... 1422 .. . 
J. M. Pickrell .......... ... ............................................................. 2065 .. . 










1884-W. McPherson ..... . ............................................................ ..... 2631. ..................... . 
Contingent expenses, Bureau Equipment and Recruiting: 
1887-C. D. Penne ...................................................................... ...... 1009 .. . 
D. Sullivan .............................................................................. 1010 .. . 





M. G. Perry...................................................................... ....... 971... 6. 00 











Bounty for destruction of enemies' vessels: 
1885-E. Parker............. ............. .......... .... . ............ .......................... 445... 3. 97 
S. J. l{eefe.................. ......... ............... .................................... 919... 14.39 
A. Wilson ......... ...................................................................... 923 ... • 29.08 
J. Doyle .................................................................................. 2371... 29.83 
C. Williams .............................................................................. 2837... 10.06 
J. Boland ............. .............................. ...................................... 3035... 18.65 
1887-- J. Byrne ... ..................................................................... .. ........ 1135... I. 91 
J. Jacobs .............................................. ................................... 1141... 12.36 
W. J. Lomax ......................................................................... 1142... 11.96 
T. Bolan ................................................................................. 1258... 2.61 
Lizzie Simmonds .............................................................. ....... 1261... 9. 25 
E. Collins ................... ................................... .................. ......... 1262... 9. 31 
G. B. Leonard ........... . .............................................................. 1264... 1. 65 
.J. Noonan ............................................................................... 1277 ... 9. 31 
H. H. Davis ............................................................................ 1399... 2. 35 
Prize-money to captors: 
1885-.T. Lamb .................................................................................. 3078 .. . 
1886-D. Caine ................... .. .... ......................................................... 4055 .. . 
Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war: 
1885-A. W. Davidge ........................................................................ 1177 .. . 
1886-H. Davidson ..................... .................. ...................................... 3283 .. . 
,V, Curl. ........................ .......................................................... 3659 .. . 
C. V. Gordon .......................................................................... 3948 .. . 
D. Carne ................................................................................ 4055 .. . 
A.M. Purland .. . ......... . ............................................................. 5460 .. . 
J. Gibbs .............. ........ ........................................................... 6398 ... 
l\L Sharp .................. .. ....... .............. ..... .. ................................... 6399 .. . 
1887-Geo. Reynolds ...................................................................... 1105 .. . 
G. Murray ............................................................................... 2279 .. . 
J. E. D. Woods ................ . ...................................................... 3074 .. . 
















1886-J. Gibbs ............... ................................................................... 4966... 4.86 






1886-Ceutral PacifieR. R. Co ........................................................... 6419.. ..................... 96.92 
Maintenance, Yards and Docks: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................ 6419... ............... ...... 1. 86 
Contingent, Provi8ions and Clothing: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 6419........................ . 79 
Carried forward ................................................... ......................................... . 519,667.66 
378 RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES, 18R7. 
1886--'87. OUTSTANDING WARRANTS. 
NAVY DEPARTMENT-continued. 
Brought forward............................................................................................ $519,667.66 
Contingent, Medicine and Surgery: 
1886-Central Pacific R. R. Co ........................................................... 6419... ...... ...... ... ...... 18.98 
Mileage: 
1887-J. J. Urice ...... .......•. .. ........... ...... ............ .... ............... . ...... ...... 631... $322. 24 
J. H. Spotts ...... ........... ....... ............... ......... ...... ..................... ... 910... 376.32 
D. Twiggs............................................ ............... ...... ...... ......... 911... 109.24 
Destruction of clothing for sanitary purposes: 
1887-C. Windman ............................................. ................................ 1128 .. . 
S. H. Wicks .............................................................................. 1134 .. . 
E. Thompson ........................................................................... 1455 .. . 
C. W. Phillips .................................................................. , ........ 1458 .. . 
D. Martin ............................................. .................................. 1459 .. . 
C. E. Harris .............................................................................. 1508 .. . 
·r. Creman ................................................................................ 1517 .. . 
·r. J. Edwards .......................................................................... 1525 .. . 
W. Spenny .............................................................................. 1546 .. . 
G. M. Goddard ...................................................................... 1550 ... 
D. Gallivan .............................................................................. 1551. .. 
J. McMahon ............................................................................ 1552 ... 
C. Flaherty ............... , ............................................................. 1553 .. . 
H. P. Miller .................................................................... .......... 1560 .. . 
J. 1\'fcEwan ....................................................................... ....... 1562 .. . 
S. W. Garchue ......................................................................... 1563 .. . 
J. W. Temple ........................................................................... 1564 .. . 
P. Ruck .................................................................................... 1570 .. . 
J. Svanstrom ............................................................................ 1571. .. 
J. Stevens ........... . ................................................................... 1573 .. . 
W. Pollock ............................................................................. 1574 .. . 
0. H. Lei b ................................................................................ 1577 .. . 
C. Lor up ................................................................................... 1582 .. . 
A. A. Hendrickson .................................................................... 1584 .. . 
W. Lester ................................................................................. 1585 ... 
F. II. Hopper .......................................................................... 1586 .. . 
F. A. Hoffman ......................................................................... 1587 .. . 
J. Dorey ................................................................................... 1628 .. . 
C. De nan ................................................................................. 1629 .. . 
Relief vf sufferers from the wreck of the Ashuelot: 
1887-Chan Mei. ............................................................................... 39B6 .. . 

































•rotal outstanding warrants .......................................................................... . 
BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND THE AMOlTNTS CARRIED TO 
THE SURPLUS FUND DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1887, TOGETHER WITH THE UN.I<~XPENDED BALANCES ON JUNE 30, 1887, 
WHICH ARE TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE NEXT ANNUAL STATEMENT. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
I Statutes. .A.ppropria- \ .AgO'regate I Balancesofap- tions for the Repayme~ts aTaii'able for ~ayments dur- Amounts car-
Year. I I propriations fiscal yearend- tr;:a~e dlrmg the fiscal year mg the fisc.al I ried to the 
V 
1 




30, 1887 .. 









$4, 670. 42·, ............ -- . , ... ------ .. --. 
2, 000. 00 . ---- .. -.... -- . $68. 80 
-... --4,' 233: i9. 
2, 499.73 
1, 850. 12 
7, 728.34 








1884 1- ..... _ .......... -1 2, 808. oo 1· ............. ·I· ............ ·I 2, 8o8. oo 
1885 ...... ............ 8,310.00 ............... -------------- 8,310.00 
1887 24 174 --------------- 12,500.00 .............. 12,500.00 
1885 24 285 ............... 11.50 .............. ]1.50 
1836 24 285 ---.- ... ---.... 1, 253. 35 16. 85 1, 270. 20 
1887 24 174 ....... ... .. .. . 3, 000.00 35. 09 3, 035.09 
1884 . ---.. . ---.--- .. - . 613. 83 .... -- . -- ........ --- •• -- .. - . . 613. 83 
1885 24 285 .... -- .. ---. . .. 20. 77 . ----- .... --.. 20. 77 
1887 24 174 ............... 7,000.00 5.57 7,005.57 
1884 . -- ...... --------- 357. 48 ------.- ........ --.--.--- . -.. 357. 48 
1885 . --- .. . ----- .. ---- 2. 00 ... -- ...... -. . . . --.-. -- .. -. . . 2. 00 
1886 24 285 .... ----. ----.. ] ' 800. 00 13. 48 1, 813. 48 
1887 24 174 ...... .... .. .. . 5, 000. co 12.20 5, 012.20 
1884 .. -. -. . •••••. ---- . 45. 35 .• ---- . - .. - .. - .. ----- . ----- . . 45. 35 
1885 .. -- .. . -- - • • .. .. . 22. 50 .. -- -- ... - .. - - . • .. - - • .. .. .. .. 22 50 ' ... -- -- -- . - . . - . 
1886 24 285 ............ --. 2, 500. 00 1. 25 2, 501. 25 
1887 24 174 ............... 2,000.00 1.60 2,001.60 
1886 ...... ............ ............... ............... .01 .Ol 
1887 24 174 ....... --...... 4, 500.00 ...... -- .... . 4, 500.00 4, 500.00 
1884 -- .... --.-- .. - .. ·.. 4. 32 -- .. - ..... - •. -- .... ----.- .. -- 4. 32 ----- ...... - --
1885 ...... ............ 6, 296.95 ..................... -------- 6, 296.95 642.20 
1886 ..... ............ 901.13 ............... 446.00 1,317. 13 ],280.57 
1887 2! 174, 549 .. -- •• - ... --... 40, 000. 00 699. 21 40, 699 21 32, 199. 21 
1881 ------ ........... . 3,401.92 ............... .............. 3,401.92 ------·-------
1886 24 285 1, 500.00 17,000.00 1, 324.52 19, 824.52 17, 029.84 --- .. -- .. ----. 2, 794.68 
1885 ______ ____________ 3.267.45 _____________ _ ______________ 3,267.45 ],500.00 I 1,767.45,--------------
1887 24 174 ............... 15,000.00 -------------- 15,000.00 15,000.00 .......................... .. 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued, 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. Appropria- Repayments .A~gregate Payments dur- .Amounts car-~ Balances of 
Balances of ap- tlons for the made during ava1lable for ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-Year.l---~-----1 propriations fiscal yearend- the fiscal year the-J?.scalyear year ending surplus fund tions June 
V 1 Page or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, 1887 endmg June June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
0 • ~ 1887. . 30, 1887. 1----
--------------1--·--
TREASURY-continued, 
Contingent ~;~~ff~e~ fs~::t~C:.:~~~ti~~-ed.' · · · · · · · · · ., .• · • •. ,. ••· • · · •· · · · 
SalarieE.Capitolpolice ................... 1887 24 174 
Capitol police contingent fund........... 1885 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 .•.... 1 •••••••••••• 
Do ................................. 1887 24 
Packing boxes........................... 1887 24 
Postag,e................................... 1887 24 
Reporting proceedings and debates, Senate.. 1887 24 
Compiling Congressiona_l Directory, Senate.. 1887 24 
Payment to Beverly Huanell, laborer, Senate . . . . . . 24 
Investi~ation of epidemic diseases.. . . . . . . . . . . ......••... 
Payment to W. P. Canaday, Sergeant-at-
Arms, Senate; hire of horse and wagon . . . . . • . . . 24 
Pavment to Charles B. Reade for Senate 
Manual ................................... -~-..... 24 
Payment to Christopher Phillips, Senate . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Payment to special policeman, Senate........ . . • • • . ' 24 
ps~~:ret -~~ ~~~~~ -~~ ~~~· -~-- -~~ -~-e-~~~~~~~:. . . . . . . 24 
Payment to widow of Ron. John F. Miller, 
Senate ..................................... 1 •••••• 24 
Services and expenses joint commission on 
signal service and surveys, Senate ..........•.... 
Salaries and mileage of Members and Dele-
24 
gates, House of Representatives........... 1885 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do. . • . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. 1887 
Salaries, officers and employes House of Rep-
resentatives ................ . .............. 1884 ...... ~ ........... . 
Do. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 24 
Do .......•..••..•............•..•.. {i~~~} 24 
Do ................................. 1886 24 
Do. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 1887 24 
Contingent exnenses, House of Representa-
tives: · 
Stationery and newspapers .............. ,lPSi*l .... .. 





$50, 512. 73 
50.00 
9. 25 
$836, 296. 10 
18, 300.00 

















2, 165. 50 
11, !:170. 45 
29, 630. 18 




6, SOL 83 
376,429 50 
$838, 171. 54 








































Do ................................. ,. 18H5 . •. • .. .••••• .... . . 899.90 , .•••••......... 
])o ..••••.••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••. n~~~}l 241 287, .••••••...••••. 
Do ................................... 1fi86 24 287 17,6::!5. 00 
Do ................................... 1887 24 177 
Fuel for heating apparatus .............. 1885 
Do ................................... 1f86 
Do ................................... 1f87 24 
Furniture and fixtures .. .. . • . • • • • .. . . . .. 1885 .......................... -.................. .. 
~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }~~~ ... 24 ........ i77 · ..... -~·-~~:: ~~- ..... io; ooo: oo 
Materials for folding.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1884 . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . 3, 012. 19 .••.•••........ 
~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ ... ~~- ........ ~:: - :~~~~~ ~·: ~~~-: ~~ ...... i6,' ~~~: :~ 
Packing boxes ........................... 1887 24 177 ............... 2, 987.00 
Miscellaneous items ..................... 1884 ...... .......... .. 5, 308.01 
Do .................................. 1884• .... .. 
Do ................................... 1885 24 
Do ................................... 1886 24 
Do ................................... 1887 24 
Salaries, Capitol police................... 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Contingent fund, Capitol police.......... 1885 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Postage, House of Representatives . . . . . . . • . . 1885 
Do ....................................... ll886 
Do ....................................... 1887 
InR=~~~~~~~:tf!e~p-i~-~~-i~. ~~~~~~~s~ ~~~-~~ ~-~ ...... , ...... , ..••••.••••. 
Select Committee on Steel-Producing Works 
of the United States, House of Representa-
24 
24 
tives ....................................... , ........................ .. 
Payment to William H. Smith, assistant in 
library of Honse of Representatives ........•.•.. 
Payment to widow of Ron. J. W. Schackel-
ford, House of Representatives ....................... _, .......... .. 
Payment to Harry Barton, House of Repre-
sentatives................................. ...... 24 
Paymtnt to Thomas Bell, laborer, House of 
Representatives . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . • .. 24 
Payment to Charles Carter, House of Repre-
sentatives................................. ...... 24 
Payment to A. Vangender, House of Repre-







7, 000. 00 
1, 203.77 
2, 987.00 
10, 000. 00 
3, 012.19 
666.91 
4, 000. 00 
16, 000. 00 
2,987. 00 
5, 308. 01 
637.06 
2. 000.00 


















·--·--!···--··--····· 375 00 ........ .. .. .. 
. 394. 30 /· ....... 250. 00 50~. 60 ....... :. . . 937. 00 17 62~. 00 .•• .. .. . .. .. .... 
46: 688. 00 ....... 180. 26 ........ 380. 38 
........ ii9'62' .......................... . 
7, ooo: oo .. · .. i; 2o3:77 · :- · · .. 
2
:987: oo 
...... ....... 5, 000.00 
...... 5. ooo:oo ., :::::3 ·_ ~~i~~ i~~ 
' ' 
300.00 
Paymem to Henry H. Smith, journal clerk, 
House of Representatives.................. ... . .. 241 2881==.:.~~--500. <'0 I.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:.:..:..:.:.:..:. I-~~- CO -~-~00. 00 ____ ----
Carried forward . . .. . • • . • • • • • • • .. • •• • • . .• • • .. . . • • . • . • • • • • ••• • • . 179, 592. 61 3, 217, 282. 92 I 11, 733. 54 3, 408, 609. 07 3, 095, 725. 94 J 100, 531. 90 I 212, 351. 23 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED .JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
es. Balances of ap- tions for the epayme?J-tS available for I:ayment~ dur- A~otmts car- Balances of Statut I I Approp ia-~ R I .A~gregate I 
Year. I I propriations :fi>~cal.rear end- ha~e dunn_g. the :fiscal year mg the ti~call ried to the I ~ppropria-Special objects of appropriation. 
Vol Pag~ or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, t e sc
8
al yeai ending June year endmg surplus fund twns June 
· twn. 1887. 18 7. 30, 1887. June 30,1887. June30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
----1·-----1 I I 1----
TR'6ASURY -Continued. 
Brought forward ................... j., .... 1 ...... 1 ............ 1 $179, 592.61 I $3,217,282.92 
Payment to family of Charles S. Trentlon, 
24 Houee of Representatives ................. 
1 
..... . 
Payment to widow of Ron. W. A.. Duncan, 
House of Rl'presentatives ....................... I 24 
Payment to widow of Ron. Reuben Ellwood, 
24 House of Representatives ...............•. 
1 
...... 
Payment to widow of Ron. Joseph Rankin, 
House of Representatives ....................... , 24 
Payment to widow of Hon. William H. Cole, 
Honse of Representatives .. .. .. . .. • . .. .. .. . .. • . . 24 
Payment for contesting seats in Congress, 
House of Representatives ................. , .... .. 
Compiling reports of committees of Con-
gress, House of Representatives ........... , ... .. 
Relief of David Webster, House of Repre-
sentatives ....................................... . 
Relief of John Ellis, messenger, House of 
.Representatives ................................ .. 
Relief of Beaufort Lee and others, House of 
Representatives ......................... .. 
Salaries, Office of Public Printer ............ 118~7 
co;;t~le~n: .. ~~-~~~~~~:.-~-~~-e-.-~~.~-~ ~.1. i_ ~. 1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do ....................................... 1887 









Publication of Tenth Census reports .................. .. 
Protecting Public Printing Office from fire.. 1887 24 255 . ... . . . . . . . . . . 8, 000.00 
Government Printing Office ............... 
1 
........... . 
Public printing and binding ................. 11<8~* ...... 1 ......... ···1--···· .. -~;· ... , ............. .. 
Do ...................................... 18Ho ...... ...... ...... 66, O.D. 28 .............. . 
Do ....................................... 1886 ...... . ........... 291,669.85 
Do .........•..••...•..•...•...••..•.••... { i~~~} 2+ 
Do ......................... ......... ..... 1887 24 
Printing annual report (1885) Bureau of Ani-
mal IncluRtr.v .............................. · · · · · · · ·- · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Printing second annual report of Commis-
sioner of Labor*........................... .. .. . . 24 648 19, 994. 30 




5, 580. 71 
3, 458.00 
14,351. 75 








621.77 12, 221.77 
1, 098.80 65,807.51 
712. 61 8, 712.61 
3, 380. 61 3, 380.61 
280.87 66,306.15 
38, 930. 04 330, 599.89 
........... 5, 850.00 
108,244.26 2, 288, 244-. 26 
1, 741. 31 21,617. 70 


















....... ~ ..... -... 
15, 010.02 
278, 500. 0::! 
5, 850.00 




































p~f~~~;;~~~~~~~~-~~~~:~~~-~~-~~~~~i-~~~~-~-----·1 241 344 1 .............. . 
P1~i~~~ff oti~~~~u~~~~~. ~1_8_8_3}_ ~-~ ~~~~i~~. _ •••••.••••••• ~- ••.••••• 
Printing .Annual Report (1884) of Commis-
sioner of .Agriculture ..................... -1 ...... 1 ..... . 
Printing .Annual Report (1885) of Commis-
P:i~ti~~ ol:-!;!fu~~;:r=t '(i8'8ii). of. Co~mi~: ., ...... , ...... I .......... .. 
sioner of .Agriculture...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . 24 
Printinl]: .Annual Bulletins (1887) Bureau of 
Ethn(llogy ................................ . 
Salaries, Library of Congress .•............•. 
Do ...................................... . 
19,083.20 2, 918.04 
120,697.93 
Do ...................................... . 
Contingent £>xpenses, Library of Congress ... 
Do ....................................... .lOOn ...... ............ uvv.vv ............... , ............. . 
Do.... .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. . 1887 24 177 .. .. .. . • .. . .. .. 1, 500. 00 ............ .. 
Increase of Library of Congress . . . • • . .. . . . .. 1884* ....................................... -.... . • .. 111. 76 
Do ...................................... 1887 24 177 ............... 10,000.00 ............ .. 
Joint SelectCommitt.ee to provide additional 
accommodations for Library of Congress. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........•• 
1
............... .. .... · 
Publication of the Peter Force coll~ction of 
manuscripts............................... . .. .. . 24 177 4, 000.00 
Works of art for the Capitol. .. .. .. . .. .. • • • .. .. .. 24 254 -..... -....... -
Sala::-ies, Botanic Garden. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1881 . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 4. 52 
Do ....................................... 1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Improving buildings, Botanic Garden....... 1885 
Do ...................................... 1886 
Do. .. • .. . .. . .. . .. . . • . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . 1887 
Impno::i_~: -~~~~~-i~- ~~:~~~-:::::: ::::::: :~::: ~~~~ I .... ··I··· ........................ . 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Salaries, judges, etc., Court of Claim!!. . . . . . . . 1885 
Do...... . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . 1887 
:Reporting decisions, Court of Claims . . . . . . . . 1887 
Contingent expenses, Court of Claims. . . . . . . 1886 
Pay~~~t~· ~t-j;;<ig~e~i~;(jo~tt.of'ci;i~s-:::: _ ~~~:.1 ~~ I 275to ~~~ 
Conveying votes ot electors for President and 
Vice-President .................................. , .... .. 
Dedication of the WashingtonMonmnent ........................... . 



























































































































202. 30 --- - - - - - -- -- . -- 202. 30 . --- -..•• - -... 
2,916.!)0 ............... 2,!)16.90 ......... ----
50, 000. 00 50, 000. 00 ..... ---- ................. .. 
3,361.07 ....... ........ 3,·361.07 ............ .. 
------~-----··-----, 3,078.81, ............................. 1 3,078.81 ................ .....•.••...•. 3,078.81 
24 1781...... ... • .• . . . 2:i2. 70 .......... ~-- 25~. 70 252. 70 ......................... .. 
...... -- .... -965, 975. 361 6, 584, 922:76' "177, 872~ 7, 728, 770:201 6, 68!l, 286. 72 295~9:73 --'751, 203. 75 
Salary of the Vice-President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do ...................................... 1877 
Carried forward ............. -..... , .... .. 
I 





























BALAXCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, A~D OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXP.I!:NDITUllES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. Year.l---,-----
1 I Appropria- Re avments A!!:gregate ~Payments dur-•Amounts car-~ Balances o! Statutes. Balanc.es ?fap- tions for the ma~e'-durin~ available for. ing the fiscal ried to the a;ppropria-
propnatJOns fiscal year end- the fiscal ear the f!.scal year year ending surplus fund t10ns June 
V 1 1 P~ge or sec· I July 1, 1886. ing .June 30, 18S7 y endmg Juno June 30 1SS7. June 30, 1SS7. 30, 1887. 0 
• tion. 1887. · 30, 1S87. ' 
--------------1---·-- --------
TltEASURY -continued. 
$177, S72. OS 
. __ !:~~·. ::~·-~~_I $6, 58~: ~!~: ~g 
2, 25S. 59 
Com~~~~fi~~o~f:P~~sid."e"~t 'c;i th~-s~it~t"e"~~~~ · i887'1.--24·1·-- ·-- "i7s· 
Salaries, Executive Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 
Do ....................................... 1SS6 
Do ...................................... _ 1S87 
•Contingent expenses, Executive Office .. . . .. 1885 
Do . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . • .. . . . 18S6 
Do . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . 18S7 
'Salaries, Civil Service Commission........... 18S5 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 
Traveling expBnses, Civil Service Commission 1 S85 
Do .......... . ............................ 1SS6 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Contingent exnenses, Civil Service Commis-
sion ........................................ 1SS5 
Do .......................... . ............ 18S6 
24 
.... 3. 33 
34,050.85 
3, 202.30 
3, 086.23 1781.----- ~·. ~~-- 0~ 
.. . . . . 
1
.... . . . . . . . . 1, 5oo. oo ............ __ ·I 1, s4s. s1 
24 178 -- - - - - ...... - - 0 s, 000. 00 -- -- -- -- - ..... 
71. 75 . -- - .. - . .. -- -
742.00 ........................... .. 
178 I........... .. .. 24,511.23 243. so 
1, 322. 62 . -- .. -- ... ----. 226. 25 
500. 00 • ----- ... < ••• 0 0.--- .. --... -
4, 000. 00 . - . - ... - - .. - .. 
73. 62 402. 95 
••••••• • •• 0 0. •• 1. 00 
3, 000. 00 10S. 37 
... - .. -- 1, 139. 00 
~:::::::::::::: 1--- ·--··52: is· 
Pre~~ti~g· th~-~p~~~d ~-f-~pid~~i~ ·di~~~;~~:: . ~~~~.I- .. ~:. 
.·Salaries, Department of State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1SS5 I ..... . 
lJo ........ -.. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 1886 
Do ....................................... 18S7 
Proof-reading, Department of State . . . . . . . . . 1S85 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do .................................... - 1S87 
:Stationery, furniture, etc., Department of 
State ...................................... *1881 
Do ........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 
Do ....................................... 18S6 
Do ................................. ...... 1887 
Books, maps, etc., Department of State ...... 18S5 
Do ..................................... . J886 
Do ....................................... 18S7 
Lithographing, Department of State......... 1885 
Do ... ... .......... .. .................... 1887 
Contingent expenses, Department of State .. 18S3 
Do ....................................... 1S84 
Do ....................................... 1885 
Do ....................................... *1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 
115, :?48. 081 .. -- -... -..... 
- - .. - 0 •• - - • 22. 58 
..... .....•. ... 28.33 
1, 2SO. 00 -- .. - ....... -. 
.. :::::::::::::::I::::::::::::::: s1~: ~~ 
24 5,000.00 ............. . 
...... ......•. 2.57 
...... ............ ............... ............... .67 
24 178 .. -.......... .. 2, 000. 00 ........ - .. - .. 
0 • • 0---- ••••• -- •••••••• -... • • • • •••••••• 0 • • • • • 119. 48 
24 178 ............... 1,200.00 ............. . 
...... ............ 663.01 ....... _____ __ 
. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 435, 36 ....... · .....•. 1 o ••••••••••••• 
...... ............ 1.751 .............. . 
24 • 256 .... -.. . .. . .. .. 517. 61 
...... ...... ...... 500.00 ............. .. 
1, 257. 90 
0 58 
398. 0~ 
$7, 72S, 770. 20 
2, 747.30 
2, 25S. 59 
5, 766. 30 
37,137. OS 
3.33 










3, 108. 37 
266,579.00 
1, 035. 81! 
61.24 




$6, 682, 286. 721 $295, 279. 731 $751, 203. 75 
2, 499.99 ... - .... - .. -.. 247.31 
• - •• •••• •••••• 0 2, 258. 59 ......... 0 ••• 0 




........ ____ .. 
1 
.......... __ .. 3. 348. S1 
5, 200. 00 0.. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 800. 00 
...... 0 ....... 0 71.75 ............. . 
............... .............. 742.00 
24, 044. 46 0............. 710. 57 





:: ~-- ~: ~~~-:~~:I .... -:~~·-~~~:~~ 
........ 6l.24 
22. 58. 2, 141. 10 
...... ""ios:ss 
so.oo 
7.50 ......... ...... 7.50 ............. . 
313.95 ...... ......... 313.95 ............ .. 
1.11 ........ ....... .............. 1.11 
5, 000. 00 5, 000. 00 .......................... .. 
2. 57 . --- .. 0 • • • • • • 2. 57 . . . . • . ..•••. -
0 07 ·•·•·• ........ 0 •••••••••• 0. •• • 67 
. 2, 000. 00 2, 000. 00 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. - .......... . 
119. 48 ....... 0 •• 0 • • • • 119. 48 .....•• 0 •••• -. 
1, 200. 00 1, 200. 00 ........................... . 
lJ~~: ~~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~: ::: :::::: 1J~~: i~ :::::: :::::::: 
518. 19 I 515. 83 2. 36 ............ .. 






























179 24: Do ...... ··············· ............•.••.. 11887 
Editin , publishiug,and distributing Annual 
and ievised Statu1.es ......•.........•••••....... I 24. 179 
Duplicate of certain French and American 
medals* ................ --·.-·- .. · .•...•••. ······ ··· · · ·•······ •••··· ~Editing Di~est of International Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
• Statqe of Liberty Enlightening the World... . .. . . . 24 
t.;j Editing Revised and Annual Statutes . . . • . . . . . . . . . 24 
~ Me~al to John F. ~Hater, of Connecticut . . . . • • • . • . 24 
• NatiOnal monument at Plymouth, Mass...... . . . • . . 24 
~::.:> Transmission of certain books and memen-
ec toes to National Lincoln Monument Asso-
r ciation, of Springfield, Ill. . .............. . Salaries, office Secretary of the Treasury . . . . 1885 1::.:> B~:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }~~~ 
Ot Salaries, office Supervising Architect . . . . . . . 1885 
Do .•..•..•••....•.................•..... . 1886 
Do....................................... 1887 
Salaries, office First Comptroller.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 
Do .•.•... . ............•................. . 18-86 
Do .....•.....•.....•..................... 1887 
Salaries, office Second Comptroller. . . . . . . . . . . j 885 
Do ....•....... ., ........................ . 1886 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Salaries, office Commissioner of Customs . . . 1885 
Do ......•.••............................. 1886 
Do ......................••............... 1887 
Salaries, office First Auditor. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 
Do ...................................... 1886 
Do .................•••.••.. . ...•.••••.... 1887 
Salaries, office Second Auditor. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1885 
Do ...............•..................••... 1886 
Do ....................................... 1887 
21 
Salaries, office Second Auditor, accounts of 
Soldiers' Home ......•... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Salaries, office Second Auditor, repairing 
rolls . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . 24: 
Salaries, office Second Comptroller, accounts 
Soldiers' Home............................ ...... 24: 
Additional clerks, adjusting acconnts of 
Soldiers' Home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 24. 
Salaries, office Third Auditor.... . . . . . . . . . . . . •1883 24 
Do ..•..••..•..........................•. 1885 •••••• 
B~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ·· · 24·1···· · · · ·is2· 
Additional compensation, Third Auditor's 
Office ....•••.•...•.•••.........•........ ···•······•····· .•.•.•.••••.•. 


















































...• •· 3 · 9i7: o4 
1:175.07 1o2, 5oo. oo 1- · · · ·- · 679:52 · . --- · · 2; soo: s3 
::: :~; ~;: ;;: ... ·;; ;;;: ~ ..... : ~; ;;;: ~ 
......... ·2·so ...... ·········'··--
88, 810: oo · · · · · 4; 522: 4o · · ·· .. 22; 94i: 63 
.... .... •••••·· 14 008.66 .....•. 82 68 .••...• ' 








I 1----1-- I 
3, 754.72 
1, 126, 854.33 1, 34.1, 820.12 1 8, 232, 950. 02 
* .And prior years. 




























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, A.ND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes I I Appropria-~ R I Aggre~ate I • Balances of ap- tions for the egayme;nts available for :r::ayments dur- Amounts car- Balances of 
Year.! propriations fiscal vear end- rna e durmg the fiscal :1ear mg the fiscal ried to the appro ria-Vol.JPag~orsec- July1,1886. ing J'une30, thefiscalyear endin"'June yearending: lsurplusfundl tions:t'une 
tion. 1887. 1887. 30, fs87. June 30,1887. June 30,1887. 30, 1887. 
--------------1--1--1 I 1------------------
TREASURY-continued. 
Brought forward..... • • • • • • . • • . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. • • .. . • .. . .. .. .. . $1, 341, 820. 12 $8, 232, 9fi0. 02 $208, 615. 95 
Salaries, office Fourth Auditor .. • • .. .. . . .. . .. 1885 .. • • .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 145. 60 ........................... .. 
E~ :::::::::: ~:::::::::::::: ~: ~::::::::::: i~~~ ·--24- · ·--· · .. is2 · .. _ ..... ~~~-- ~~. .. ---69; aoo: oo · . ____ ~·- ~~~: ~: 
Salaries, office Fifth Auditor ................. 1885 ...... ...... ....•. 68.39 ........................... . 
B~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ ···24· ··--·· "is2· ... _ .. ~:~~~~ ~~- .. ---~7; 6io:oo· ...... -~~::~~-
salaries, office Sixth Auditor ................. 1885 ...... ...... ...... 9, 107.09 ........................... .. 
~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i:~ ... 2,- ........ isa· ... _. ~~·-~:~:~~- -- --5oi:o77:is· 833•90 
Salaries, office Treasurer .. • .. .. • . • • • • • • .. .. . . 1885 . .. • .. . • .. • .. .. • .. 6, 855. 51 
B~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ... .:. :· ............ 12, 6oo. oo 
Salaries, office Treasurer (national cutTency, 
reimbursable) .............................. 1885 
Do . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. • . . . . . . . .. • .. • .. . . • . . • . . 1886 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Salaries, office Register .. . .. . . • . • .. .. .. . . .. .. 1885 , ...... , .......... .. 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do . ...................................... 1887 24 
SalafJ~~·-~~~~ -~~~~~:~.!~~~ -~~ ~~-~ ~~~~~-~~:: i~~~ I:::::: I:::::: :::::: 
Do .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. 1887 24 183 , .... 
Salarif's, office Comptroller (of the national 
currency, reimburRable) ................... 1885 ............ . .... . 
Do...................................... . 1886 
Do. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . 1887 
Examination of national banks and bank 
pl~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~g •···· ········· ...... 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Salaries, office Life-Saving Service........... 1885 
Do . .. . . . . . . . . .. • • . . .. . . .. . • . . .. .. . . .. • • • . 1887 
SalaTies, office Light-House Board............ 1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . • .. . .. . . .. • .. • •• • • . 1887 
Salaries, office Commissioner of Internal 
:Revenue .......... .. 
Do ...... . 




































$8, 335, 394. 09 $321, 137. 67 $1, ] 26, 854. 33 
...... ·······•· 145.·60 ·········· .. . 
............ -.. ....... ...... 1, 745.57 
69, 390. 00 ......•••. -- ....•• -. - .. - . - -. 
........... .... 68.39 ............ .. 
....... . .. .... .............. 1,967.04 
47,610.00 ........................... . 
250.00 











-- · · 38; 4so: ~~~ 1-- · · ·--429:28 · ... -• • · · · 25o: s6 ........... 
35,700. 0~ 
a:; ~~~: ~~ ~-- .. · .. · .. 9.' 78 · 












































'"'I 24 1887 24. 
1885 
1886 
1887 f 24 
Carried forward .....•••.•••••••••••••• , .••••• , .•••• ·•··· ••••••••• 
*Transferred to Marine ~ospital Service, customs ledger. 




46.20 ••••••• 2.5oo:o2 
2:ooo. oo 
1, 545, 792. 22 I 9, 950, 241. 60 
· • · • · · · · • • • · · · · · · · • · 27: 62o: oii · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
3.12 
2, 295.66 








































. .............. · ·· · · · · 230· ~5 . 2, o96. 98 27. 300. 00 I 2, 680. 00 








271, 384. 90 I 11, 767, 418. 72 I 10, 097, 566. 93 
i $19,220 transfetred from "Supplies ofli~ht-houses," customs ledger. 
373, 153.32 1 1, 296,698.47 


























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 18861 AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITUHES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of apprl)priations. Year.l propriations fiscal year end- made durmg the tiscal vear mg the fi~cal ried to the appropria-
Statutes. A ppropria- R A ..,...,.reO'ate I Balances of ap- tiona for the epayme~ts ava'i.Jabl'e for Payments dur-~Amounts car-~ Balances of 
Vol IPageor sec- July 1, 1886. ingJune30, t,hefif~lyear ending June year endmg Anrplnsfund t10ns June 
-----------------I----I ' tion. 1887. 7. 30, 188i, June 30, 18!l7. June30, 1887. 30, 18!l7. 
TREASUltY-Continued. 
$1, 545, 792. 22 1 $9, 950, 241. 60 $271, 384. 9o l$11, 767,418. 12 l$10, 097,566.93 1 $373, 153. 321 $1,296, 69s. 47 


































2, 200. t)O 
80.M 
. • • . • . . . . . . . .. . 2, 324. 88 •••••• . . - .... 
22.53 ...... ........ 1,177.47 
2, 369. 20 . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 1, 630. 80 
...... ......... 838.76 ............. . 
. .... . . ....... . .............. 1,500.00 
2, 290. 00 . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1, 210. 00 
86,47 ............ .. 

























































1, 4.35. 00 130.00 
1,200.00 .............. . 
4:,000.00 1 ............. . 
235, 353 II .............. ·I· .... i5,' ooo: 00. : ... : ~ : : :: : ::: 





~~: ~~: zg 
1









































320.40 ............ .. 
.............. ! ............. . 
............... , 71.21 ............ .. 
393.75 .............. .03 
2, 505. 00 . .. .. .. • .. .. .. 379. so 
10.00 315.37 .............. 
134.98 ............ -. 565.02 
258.21 .•......... -.. 741.79 
174..00 1,54.7.90 .............. 
1, 205. 35 ............ -· 2, 366. 79 
59, 659. 79 . .. .. • .. .. .. • . 986. 23 




CaiTiedfoxward ........................ l ...... l ...... l ............ l 1,745,702.31Ilo,431,218.20 I 306,716T7[12,483,636:Bs'l1o,480,125.90 I 410,487.36Il,s93,0i.62 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIA.TIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROI'RIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Speoifl~ objects of appropriations. 
Appropria- I R t I Ag"'le<rate Balances of ap- tions for the epayme!l s available for Payments dur- Amount car-
Year.! I I propriat ions lfiscal year end· tha~e ulrmg the fiscal year I ing the. fi~cal i ried to the 
Vol. Pag~ or sec- .July 1,1886. ing.Jnne30, I e s8ca year ending June year endmg surplus fund t10n. 1887. 1 87. 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. .June 30, 1887. 




--------------1 1--1 I I 1-- --- -------------
TREASURY-continued. 





E~::~~~ ~-c-~~~-~~-~~~ -~~ r~~~~~~-t-~ ?.~~-- . __ ... 24 
$306, 716. 37 l$12, 483, 636. 88 j$10, 480, 125. 90 $no, 487.36 1 $1,593, 02a. 62 
North American Ethnology, Smithsonian In· 
stitution ........................................ . 24 
261,235 
237 
International Exchange, Smithsonian Insti-
tution . :.. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . • • • • .. 1887 24 236 
Smithsonian Institution . . .. . . .. . . . • • • • • • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . .. . ......... .. 
Expenses of Smithsonian Institution . . . . . • . . . • . . . . R. S. 3, 689 
Propagation of food-fishes ..••••• . .••••.•... . *1883 24 289 
Do. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . 1884 24 262 
Do . . ..................................... 1885 24 262 
Do ................................... . ... 1886 ................. . 
Do ............................... . ....... 1887 24 %36 
Expenses of inquiry respecting food-fishes . . 1885 ...••...••••..•••. 
illustrations for report on food-fishes .•...... 1885 .••••...•.....•••. 
Steam vessels, food-fishes.................... ...... 24 236 
Fish hatchery, Duluth, Minn . .. .. .. • . • . .. .. . .. .. . 24 %36 
186.41 






303:~; , .... "27;5co:oo"''""""" ........ 
.......... . .... 10,000.00 
Salaries and expenses, National Board of 
Health . ...... .... . ....................... . 
Do . ..... . ................................ 1886 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 
---~~-1 ...... --~~~-1 332, ~~~ ~~ I·--- .. ... ~~:~~-~~::::::::::::: 
24 236 .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 424. 66 ............ .. 
World's Industrial Exposition at New Or-
leans, La . .. .............................. . ............ , ........... . 
Final aid to the World's Industrial and Cot-
ton Exposition of 1884, at New Orleans, La . ............ 
1 
........... . 
Southern Exposition, Louisville, Ky . ........ ...................... .. 
Industrial Exposition, Cincinnati, Ohio ................ .. 
To promote the education of the blind .................. . 
A wards for services in connection with the 
1, 823.34, ............... It!, 299.81 
8,704.80 ............... ............ M .......... 
..................... 295.56 
....................... 26.40 
............... . ....... 12,500.00 
illness and dr ath of President Garfield .......................... .. 
Portrait of the late Hon . .John A. Logan...... ...... 24 488 
Portrait of the late Reuben Ellwoou.... ..... . ..... ::24 340 
Portrait of the late Thomas A. Hendricks . . . . . • • • • 24 288, 340 
Portt·ait of the late .J obn F'. Miller........... .. .. .. 24 123 
Portrait of the late Jos,.ph Rankin.......... ...... 24 344 
Portrait ofthe late Michael Hahn .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. 24 344 
Portraits of the late Abraham Dowdney,J ohn 
Arnot, jr .. Lewis Beach, William T. Price, 
William H. Cole, and Austin Pike .... - ... 1 •••••• 1 24. 3,000.00 j .............. J 64.6 








































3.90 .......................... .. 
1, 644. 12 18. 16 
2,335.12 ............ .. 
208, 077. 18 ,.............. 13, 962. 82 
......... 1 6, 910.31 
84.77 ............ .. 
.06 ............. . 
2,705.32 j .............. j 










































En~rraving of the statue of .James A. Gar-
field ............................. . ...... ! .••••• \ 24 344 
Trust-fund interest for the support of free 
schools in South Carolina . ............... . 
Custody of dies, rolls, and plates ......•...... 
Salaries, Bureau of Engraving and Printing. 
Do ........•..•......••••••............... 
Do .............................•.. . ..... 
171 600 ~~~~ 1 ---~~- ...... --~~~-
1886 ................. . 
1887 24 186 
Labor and expenses of Bureau of Engraving 
and Printing .................... ~-----.... 1884 
E~ : ~ ~:: ~-.-::::.: ~ ~ :::::::: ~:: ::::::::::::: ~~~~ I:::::: I:::::::::::: 
Do ...... ~................................ 1887 
Compensation of employes, Bureau of En-
graving and Printing . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . 1887 
Plate printing, Buteau of Engraving and 
Printing............ .. .......... .. ......... 1887 
24 227 
24 227 
Materials and miscellaneous expenses, Bu-
reau of Engraving ana Printing............ 1887 I 24 I 227 
Outstanding liabilities . ............................................. . 
Sinking fund, Union Paeiftc Railroad Com-
Si~k~J' g -f~~d: c~~i~~i ·Pa~ific- Raii~~~.i c~~: ·1· ·-· · ·1 20 
pany.... . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • • • • 20 




263,631.72 1, 016, 825. 88 













175, SH!. 60 





1, 736, 907. 60 
2, 978, 760. 05 
Baltimore,Md ••••••••••••••••••.••••.... 1885 •••••. •••••••••••. 874.60 ............... •••••••••••••• 374.60 
Do ................................... 1887 24 187 ••••••••••..... 21,600.00 •••••••••.•••• 21,600.00 
Boston, Mass ............................ 1885 ...... ............ 87.48 .••. , .... .... .. ............... 87.43 
Do ................................... 1887 24 187 ............... 36,060.00 .••••••••••••• 36,060.00 
Chi~~~:~-.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: 6gk ~g :::: =~::::::::: :::::::::::::: 6~;Jg 
.Oo ................................... 1887 24 187 .......... . .... 23,200.00 .••••••••••••. 23,200.00 
Cincinnati, Ohio . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • .. •• . • . 1887 24 187 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . 16, 509.04 • • • .. • • • • • • • • • 16, 509. 04 
New Orleans, La .••••••••.••••••••••••••• 1885 ... . .. .••••• •••••• 82.40 .... .. . . . . .. . . . .••••• •• •••••• 82. 40 
Do ................................... 1887 24 188 ............... 13,690.00 .............. 13,690.00 
NewD!~_r_~·-~--~::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::::::: :~ ~: ;g~: ~~ ::::::::::::::: ....... 6i:o5" :: !~~: ~~ 
Do ................................... 1887 24 234,188 ............... 174,856.03 .............. 174,856.03 
Philadelphia, Pa. ......................... 1886 ...... ............ 14.44 ...... ......... ........ ...•.. 14.44 
Do ................................... 1887 24 188 ............... 36,417.70 106.29 36,523.99 
Saint~-~~~~~-~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: l~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: 7~g:~g ::::::::::::::: ........ i7:9o" 7~~:~g 
Do .................................. 1887 24 188 ......... ...... 15,921.15 352.42 16,273.57 
San J~~~~~s_c_~·-~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: • ·····--692." 9i · ::::::::::::::: ....•.. :~:·. ~~. ~~~: ~~ 
477.00 




1, 659, 850. 50 
2, 880, 214. 92 







..... 2i;599: 7o· .••. · ·--s7: 43· ····:: :::::::: 
·- · · · 36; oao: oo· -aoi." ao· :::: •••• · 65: i9 
........... ··:: ........ .. :~:g~ 
... ::::: ...... :::::iii;~: :::: :Tl~ii 
- ... 172, 434. 21 .. ::: ... -..... 106. 29 
a6;417."7o· :: ...... 59."ao· ........ 7~7:9o 
61.15 
Do ................................... 1887 24 189 ••••••••···---- 27,120.00 .............. 27,120.00 I ~·~~~v.vv l"""""'""""""l"""""""""""""" Salariesspecialagents,independenttreasury. 1885 ...... .••••••••••• ............... ............... 7.00 7.00 ............... 7.00 ............. . 
Carried forward . • • • .. • • • .. • • . • • • • • • • • • .. .. • • . • • • • • . •• • • • • • • • • . 5, 719, !l31. 92 I 13, 330, 403. 91 1, 388, 366. 82 I 20, 438, 202. 65 16, 622, 825. 43 1, 276, 780. 78 2, 538, 596. 44 




























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
--------------1 
TREASURY-continued. 
Statutes. Appropria· Repayments A~ra;egate Payment! dur- Amounts car- Balances. of 
Balances of ap- t10ns for the made during ava1 able for ing the ft"cal ried to the approprla-
Year.l I p_roprmtions fi~calyear end- the:fif'cal year thed~sca~year year ending surplus fund tions June 

























... 24· ········ia9· .. : ... ~·-~~~--~~- ...... ,:ooo:oo· :~:~:::::::::: !:ggg:gg 4,tgg:~Z :::::::::::::: ...... ~~~~::~ 
$5, 719, 481. 921$1S, 380, 403. 91 $1, 888, S66. 82 $20, 438, 202. 651$16, 622, 825~ 431$1, ·276, 780. 781 $2, 538, 596.44 
. ____ .I. _____ . ___ .. I 1. 839. 80 . _. ___ . _ .. _. __ .. __ . ____ • _. __ . 1. 839. 80 1. 839. 80 . ___ ••• __ ••• _______________ _ . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . 900. 77 . • . • • • . . . .. .. . . . • • • • • . • • • . • • . 900. 77 .. • • • • .. . .. . . . . 900. 77 ••••••.••.•••• 
24 189 . • • • • • .. . . • . . . . 8, 000. 00 ............ .. 
...... .••••• ...... 2, 550.17 .••••• ...... ... 931.28 
. • • • • . . • . • . • .. • • • . .. •..... - - - ............ -- . 145. 71 
.. .. .. . • • . • • • • . .. . 25, 828. 91 ............. - . 34. 32 
24 234 . • • • • • . .. .. .. .. 70, 000. 00 774. 14 
.••••. ............ • 433.68 ··••••········· ............ .. 














::::::I:::::::::::: ~: ~~~: ~~ ::::::::::::: ~ :1:::::::::::::: 
24 234 .. • • • • .. . .. .. .. 7, 500. 00 
...... ............ 281.51 ............. . 
. .. . .. .. • • . • • .. . .. 19, 150. 00 ........ - .. .. .. 54. 88 
24 189 . • • • . .. . . .. .. .. 29, 550. 00 ............ .. 
.. • • .. • • • • • • • • . . • . 50, 950. 00 .. . • • . . . . .. .. • • 114. 50 
24 190 . • • • • • . - . . . . .. 60, 000. 00 ............ .. 
•••••••···· 2, 759.71 ·•••••·•·· ................. .. 
...... ,.. • • • • . • .. . . 22, 195. 95 .. .. • .. • .. . .. .. 813. 46 
24 190 .. • • • • • .. • . • . . . 25, 000. 00 ............. . 
234.98 ............... ·•••••••·••••• 
. • . . . . . • • • • • • • . • . . 250. 00 . .. • • • . .. . . . . . . 449. 70 
24 190 ... • • .. .. . .. . .. 10, 950. 00 167. 20 
... ............ 1, 561.25 ........................... . 
. • .. .. . • • .. • • .. . .. 3, 100. 00 . •• • • .. . . . . .. .. 164. 25 
24 190 ............... 14,000.00 77.00 
...... ............ 892.82 ........................... .. 
.... .. ............ 1, 947. ll ........ - ...... 816.56 
24 190 .. • .. • • • • .. .. .. 6, 000. 00 459. 42 
















19, 204. 88 
29,550,00 
51,064.50 




















'145. 71 l"""""i6 309.93 
.•••••••.• --.. 22; 703. 11 
... · •· ·433: 6s· .•• ·--i; 25o: i6 







.... ··a· a2o: o4 
.............. 2; 9i7. 06 
.............. 
·•••••••••··• •. 4, 258.82 ............. . 
168. 00 • • • • • • .. .. .. .. 6, 555. 27 
1, 562. 67 .• -........... 5, 937. 83 
......... 281.51 ·-···· ·····•·· 
·•••••· ...... .. .............. 19,204.88 
11,900.00 •••••• ·-·.. ... 17,650. 00 
150. 00 . • • • • ......... 50, 914. 50 
17,900.00 .............. 42,100.00 
21. 13 2, 738. 58 ............. . 
......... - ... - . . • • • • • • • • • . . .. 23, 009. 41 
2, 500. 00 . • • • • • . .. .. . .. 22, 500. 00 
.......... .... 234.98 ............. . 
185.40 ··-··· .... .. .. 514.30 
11, 089. 60 . • . • .. .. .. .. .. 27. 60 
............... 1,561.25 ............ . 
25. 60 ........ - .. . • . S, 238. 65 
13, 800. 00 .. • • • • .. . .. .. . 277. 00 


































Do .......••••••••...............•... . .... 
Wages of workmen, mint at New Orleans ... . 
Do ... . .......•..•...••.•. 
Do ..•...........•....................... 
Contingent expenses, mint at New Orleans .. 
Do .•••••....••.•••.............•••••••••. 
Do ..•............... . ......••••••.••.•••. 
Salaries, mint at Philadelphia. .••••...•.••••.. 
Do ...•...•.................••••••••••••• . 
Do .••.........•.......................... 
Wages of workmen, mint at Philadelphia .... 
Do .•••...•............•...•........•••••. 
Do .•.••.•••••. ..... . ..••...............• 
Contingent expenses, mint at Philadelphia .• 
Do ........•..•••••.....•..•••••.••••.•••. 
Do ..................••••••.•••••••••••••. 
Salaries, mint at San Francisco ..•• ~ •••..••. 
Wa~~-~~~~~~~-e-~,-~i~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~::: 
Do .•••••.•••..••••••...... . .••••• . ....•. 
Contingent expenses, mint at Ban Francisco • 
Do ••••...••..................••.......... 
Do .•.•...•................••••...•.•••••. 
Salaries, assay office, Boisll City, Idaho .•••••. 
Do ............••••••.••..•..•..••..•..••. 
Do .......•......•.........•.•............ 
Wages and contingent expenses, assay office, 
Bois(l City, Idaho ••••••.••••••••••••••.•••• 
Do .•••••••••...••••••••••••••••••.••..•.. 
Do ..•.........................••••••••••. 
Salaries, assay office, Charlotte, N. C ....•.... 
Wages and contingent expenses, assay office, 
Charlotte, N. C .•.•••.•••..•••••••••••••••• 
Do .••...•••••••••..••••••••••••.•••...... 
Do ..••.•••••••.••...•..•••••••••••.•••••• 
Salaries, assay office, Helena .••.•••••.••..••. 
Do ...... . . . .. . ........................••. 
Wa~~ -~~ -~~~~~-~~·. ~s~~:: ~-~~~: -~·e·l~~-~::::: 
Do ............•••.....••••... . .. . ......•. 




Salaries, assay office New York ..•...•.•••••. 
Do ..................•.................... 




























------~---······--·~------········-~---··· ---- .-- ·-I 87.68 2~ 190 .••••••••• . .. - . a1, 950. 00 •••••••••••••• 
. ..•• .••••••••••. 2. 70 .•••.••• . .•••• ·••••••••··••· 






...... ............ 25,020.25 
.................. . 59,642.651 ......... . .... . 
24 189 . • .. .. . .. . . . . . . 170, 000. 00 
. • .. .. • • • • • • .. • .. . 42, 495. 36 ............. . 
. ..... ............ 7, 538.65 ·••••· .•..... 
24 189 . • • • • • • • • • . . .. . 40, 000. 00 
................ .. , .oal ....... . ....... l .............. , 
...... ·••••••••·•· ............... ......... . .... . .08 
24 I . 190 . • • • • • • • • .. • • .. a, 060. 00 I ............ .. 
18851 241 260 1 ............... 1 38.311 ............. . 1886 . . . . . . ...... ••. . . . 27.17 .......... ..... ............. . 
1887 24 190 .. .. • .. .. .. .. . . 5, 000. 00 ............. . 
















...... ............ 711.55 ............................ . 
.... .. ............ 607.19 ......... . ... .. 267.21 
24 191 .. • • • • • • .. • • • .. 2, 000. 00 ............ .. 
..... . ............ ............... ...... . .. .. .... 23.35 
24 190 • • • • • • • • .. • • . . . 7, 700. 00 ............. . 
24 260 86. 25 447. 00 ......... . ... . 
... 24· ...... '"i9o· ::::::::::::::: .... "i2; ooo. oo · 
24 260 ............... 8.14 
24 260 56. 50 120. 49 




24 190 .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 6, 000. 00 















2, 561. a2 
a1, 080.63 
100,109.70 





14, 972. 96 
40, 000. 00 
. 03 
. 08 
a, ooo. oo 
aB.31 
27.17 

























..... i2,"ooo." oo''"""" ....... . 
8.14 
195. 74 403. 25 ............. . 
530. 50 . .. • • • .. .. .. . . 531. 70 
6,992.41 .............. 7.59 
............... .............. 421.20 
39,250.00 .......................... .. 
1, 635.00 ............. . 
: ~~ ~~: [~- """i9ii -,:::::: ::·. .... . ... ... . . ...... 
Carried forward ....................... J ...... j •••••• j ............ 1 6, 020,660.54 I 14,508,305.83 11, 444,40a. 53 I 21,973,369.90 117,702,382,30 I 1,a11, 475.19 I 2, 899,512.41 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. Balances ofap- tiona for the epayme~ts available for Payments dnr- Amounts car- Balances of Year. I propriations fiscal year end- made durmg th~ fiscal ear ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-
Statutes. I I Appropria- I R I A~gregate I Vol.IPag~ or sec- July 1, 1887. ing June 30, the fiscal year ending .r~ne ~ear ending I surplus fund I tiona .Tune 
twn. 1887. 1887. 30, 1887. .mne 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
I I I I 1----
TUEASURY-continued. 
Brought forward....................... .. . .. . ... • • . . • • • •• • • • • • . $6, 020, 660. 54 $14, 508, 305, 83 $1, 444, 403. 53 $21, 973, 369. 90 
Wages of workmen, assay office, New York •• 1886 .... •• ...... ... ... 1, 900.00 ...... . ........ 190.50 2, 000.50 
Do............................ .. .. .. . .. . . 1887 24 190 . • • • .. .. . . .. .. . 25, 000. 00 .. .. • • • .. • • . .. 25, 01JO. 00 
Contingent expen<>es, assay office, New York. 1885 ...... ...... ...... 896. 49 ...... ... ...... .... .. . ..... .. 896. 49 
Do...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • • .. • 1886 • • • • • • .. .. .. • .. .. • 1, 090. 69 . .. .. • .. . . .. • .. 2, 291. 84 3, 382. 53 
Do ....................................... 1887 24 190 ............... 10,000.00 .............. 10,000. 00 
Salaries, assay office, St. Louis .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 1887 24 190 .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 3, 500. 00 .. .. • • •• ••• • .. 3, 500. 00 
Wages and contingent expenses, assay office, 
St. Louis................................... 1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 ...... 
1 
.......... .. 
Do ....................................... 1887 24 190 
Contingent expenses, mints and assay offices. 1881 24 289 
Parting and refinin~ bullion . .. . . .................................. .. 
Coinage of standaru silver dollars........... ...... 20 25 
:::: ::~;~~~: ~~:, .. ...... 23.' 87' 
78.00 ............. . 
. .. i76,' 879.' 29' 





361, 315. 86 
206,422.36 
$17, 702, 382.30 $1, 371,475.19 $2, &99, 512.41 
. •• . . . .. . . . . . . . .••••..... . .•. 2, 090.50 
23, 420. 00 .. • • • .. .. .. .. . 1, 580. 00 
......... . 896.49 ............. . 
......... .. ... . .............. 3,382.53 
10,000.00 .......................... . 
3,500.00 ........................... . 
1 799. 99 ... - ·--r iis: 57 
' '891. 22 ...... 2; ici8~78'1:::::::: :::::: 
78.00 .............. , ............ .. 
175, 350. 00 .. .. .. .. • • .. • 185, 965. 86 
206,422.36 .............. ! ............ .. 
Territory of Alaska: 
Salaries, governor, etc .................... 1885 ................. .. 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do ...... . ............................ 1887 
Contingent expenses..................... 1887 
Arizona: 
· · · · · 2o: 5oo: oo ·1:::::::::::::: 
2, 000.00 ............ .. 
3, 233.10 , ............... 1 3, 233.10 , ............ .. 
7, 231. 31 2, 699. 09 . • • • • • .. • .. • .. 4, 532. 22 
20, 5oo. oo I ta, 546. 21 ... • • • .. .. • .. • 6, 953. 79 
2, 000. 00 2, 000. 00 .......................... .. 
Salaries, governor, etc...... .. .. • • .. .. • .. . 1885 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 24 
Legislative expenses ...•••.•••••••..•••.. 1885 ...... 
1 
.......... .. 
Do . .................................. 1886 ................. . 
Do . . ................................. 1887 24 191 
Contingent expenses ..................... *1883 24 289 
Do . .................................. 1887 24 191 
Territory of Dakota: 
l:)alaries, governor, etc .................... 1885 ................. .. 
Do ................................... 1886 






Do ................................... 1886 ................. . 
Do ................................... 1887 24 191 .............. . 
Contingent expenses .. • • .. ... ... .. .. .. .. 1887 24 191 I. ............ .. 
Territor.v of Iuaho: 
230.00 
333.34 
Salnl'ies, governors, etc................... 1886 
Do .... . .............................. 1887 
Legislative expenses .................... 1887 
...... 1 ............ 1 1,100.431 ............... , ............. . 
24 191 .... .. .. • • .. . • . 13, 400. 00 ........... . 
24 191 ............... 27,045.00 
230.00 
1, 927.84 
















............... , 230.00 ! ............. . 
1, 594. 50 .. • .. • .. .. .. .. 333. 34 
9, 710. 04 .. • .. .. .. • .. .. 4, 189. 96 




............... 59.18 ............ . 
3, 581. 90 ........... -.. 24-.4.3 
19,942.57 ...... •• ...... 2, 457.43 
...... ......... 1, 611.24 ............ .. 
............... .............. 298.25 
42, 400, 00 .......................... .. 


































500.00 I .••.•••••••••• , 500. oo I 500, QQ t. ••• •••••• • •••I· ••• •••••••••• 
188 38 .............. . 
1, 313. 65 733.59 
Contingent expenses .................... 1887 I 24 
Territory of Montana' 
Salal'ies, governor, etc................... 18R5 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do .................................. 1887 16, 40,1. 00 12,700.20 
1.110. 01 ....................... . 
2l. 77 ......... . ........... 
Legislative expenses ..................... 18R5 
Do ................................... 1886 





500.00 250. 00 .. . . . .. . • • .. • • 250. 00 
832. 4:'! 502.75 
a, 135.33 2, 393. 45 .. - ........... 
2, 393:45 13, 900. 00 11, 506.55 ................... 
Do ................................... 1887j 24 
Contingent expenses • .. . .. . .. • • • • • •. .. . . 1887 24 
Territory of New Mexico: 
Salaries, governor, etc........... • • • . • • . . 1885 
Do ................................... 1686 
Do ......................... " ......... 1H87 24 




500. 00 500. 00 ................. ............... 
Legislative expenses . . .. .. • • .. • . • .. • . • • . 1887 24 
Contingent expenses • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . 1885 .•... 
Do ................................... 1887 24 
487.51 487.51 ...................... -- ............ 
741.75 741. 75 ................... ..................... 
TeiTitory of Utah: 
Salaries, governor, etc ................... 1885 .................. . 
Do ................................... 1886 .... . 
Do ................................... 1887 24 13,400. 00 11,578. 9!l .................... 1, 821.08 
4. 91 . .................. 4. 91 . .................. 
4, 172.68 1, 000.00 . .............. 3, 172.68 
1, 500. 00 1, 500.00 .................. .............. 
Legislative expenses . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1885 ...... ,, .......... . 
Do ................................... 1886 ... .. 
Do ................................... 1887 24 
76.00 76.00 . ................ ................. 
500.00 500. 00 .................. ....... ... . . . . 
2, 605.94 2, 605. 9~ .................. . . .................. 
Contingent expenses ..................... 1886~----. 
Do .................................. 1887 24 I 192 .............. .. 
c~%~~ro~:~~~- ~~-~ -~~~-~~~~~, -~~~~~~, ~-~ 1885 • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • 
16,434. 70 7, 200.00 ................ 9, 234.70 
25,000.00 23, suo. 00 ................. 1, 200.00 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Utah Commission: 
M. 53 . ...................... 54.53 . .................. 
2, 904.61 30. 60 . ............... 2, 874.01 
10, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 .................. ............... --. 
25,000.00 24,850.54 .. ................ 149.46 
2, 089.00 2, 089.00 .............. 






Do ................................... 1886 ................. . 
Do. • .. . .. . .. .. .. • . • •• • .. • • • • • • • • • .. . 1887 24 192 
Compensation . .......................... 1887 24 192 ............... . 
TeiTitory of Washington: 
Salaries, governor, etc................... 1886 
Do . ........... . ...................... 1887 24 
19. 67 .......... ' ........ 19.67 . ...................... 
33. 03 . ................... 
············-· 
33.03 
Legislative expenses..................... 1885 ................ .. 
Do ................................... 1886 ................. . 
Do ................................... 1887 24 192 .••••••••••••.• 1, 000.00 1, 000.00 ................ ................. 
500.00 500.00 . ............... . ....... ... . ... Contingent expenses..................... 1887 24 192 .............. . 
Territory_ of Wyoming: 
Salaries, governor, etc . • • • • • . • .. • • • • .. . . 1885 . •• • • • . • • • •• • •• • • . 545. 10 • •• • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • . 545. 10 
Do ................................... 1886 ...... •••••••••••• 897.25 ...... ......... .............. 897.25 
Do ...... . __ .......................... 1887 24 193 . • • • • • • .. . • . • • . 13, 400. 00 • •• • • • • • • . . • . . 13, 400. 00 
Leg~~t~~~ ~~-~~~8~~-::::::::::: ::::::::: ~~~~ • • • 24' ·••· •• ·· i93' :::.:::::::::::: ·•• · · · i: ooo: oo ....... ~~~: ::. 1, ggg: ~~ 







CaiTied forward ........................................... 6,268, 578. 57'115, 107,871.00- 1, 627, 137.6o 23,003, 587.17-18,467,993.92-1,386, 516:58" 3, 149, 076.67 































BAI~ANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF TilE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specified objects of appropriations. 
S J I Appropria- R I A~gregate p t d lA t . B 1 f tatntes. Balancesofap- tions for t.he epay.me!lts availabl for _aymen ~ nr-~ ~oun scar· a ances. o 
Y I . . fi 1 , d made durwg h fi i' r mg the fiscal ned to the appropna-ear. proprlatiOns I ~ca ~ear en ·the fiscal year t e . sea yea y('ar ending surplus fund tions June 
--------------------Vol. tion. 1 181!7. • 3011887. ' 
1 - ~ 1 · • • 
I 
Page or sec· . July 1,1886. mg Jnne 30I 1887 I entlmg- ,June June 30 1887 June 30 1887 30 1887 
TREASURY-continued. I I I I I 
$1 1627,137. oo ,$231 ooal 587.17 l$181 4671993.82 :$113861516.58 1 $3,1491076.67 















23 62 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11, 986. 86 
23 62 . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . 324. 77 
.... - . . .. • • • • • • • .. 11 99H. 51 . • .. . .. • • • . - -
23 62 34. 96 431 388.45 
24 264 . .. .. .. .. • • • . • . 44. 36 
...... 1 ............ 1 ........... ····1· ...... ····· ............ 37:24' 23 62 ............... 847.66 ............ .. 
24 264' 2,500. 50 200.84 ............. . 
. • • • • • . • • • • • • . . • • . 100. 00 • • • • • . • • . . • • • 902. 42 
24 132 .. .. .. .. • • .. • .. • 4401 000. 00 101 334. 36 
























































431423.41 , .............. , ............. . 
44.36 .......................... .. 
.......... . .... 1 37.241 ............ .. 847.66 .......................... .. 
215. 58 21 485. 76 ............ .. 
104. 10 • • • .. • .. • .. • .. 898. 32 

































Washington Asylum (buildings) ....... . 
Do ........•••..••..••••...••••.••••.. 






Employment of the poor-filling up 
grounds .............................. . 
St. John's Church Orphanage ........... . 
Buildings, Washington Hospital for 
Foundlings .....•...................... 
Buildings, St. Rose Industrial School .... 
Buildings, Housf' oftheGood Shepherd .. 
Buildings, Aasociation for Works of 
Mercy ............. . ........ .. .... . ... . 
Buildings, National Homeopathic Hos-
pital Association ..................... . 
Salaries and contingent expenses, offices. 
Do .................................. . 
Do .........•...•...........•..•.••... 




























Ml m K U3 
M U3 
24 134 
24 134 . • • . • • . • • • • • . . . 5, 000. 00 
23 62 • • • • • • • . • .. . • • . 1, 677.40 
23 62 . • • • • • . . . .. . . . . 1, 455. 68 
· ·••·· ............ 830.93 ••••••..•.. ····•·············· 5 24 263{ ~ 23 62 ~ 199. 88 259. 74 
.... .. •••••• •..••• .... .•.. .••.... .••.•••. ... . . . . 49.40 
2! 263 4, Mi8, 41 402, 82 .•••••... _ .... 
·••••• ..•••....... 59.34 .............. 1,637.64 
K 130, 131 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 154, 634. 00 ............. . 
23 62 • • • • • • . . • . • . .. . 84. 00 .••....•...•.. 
23 62 . . • • • • . . . . .. . • . 2, 341. 18 .••••••••••••. 
23 62 150.00 383.51 ............. . 
·••••• ..•••. •••••• 3, 809.39 ···•·•· .....••..•...• . .•.••.. 
24 264 ........... .... 4.50 ...........•.. 
. . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . 2, 819. 44 ••••.... - . . • . • • . ........... .. 
24 264 a, 561. 16 2, 418. 33 .•••.•. _ .••..• 
24 254 99. ~ 600. 00 9, 468. 98 






............. . . 84:9. 26 ............. . 
•••••••..• . .•.. , 1, 061. 93, ............ .. 
100.00 ............................ . 
1, 130. 13 • 09 
75,000.00 
238, 000. 00 , ............. . 
29.19 ........... .. 
·499.80 -....•• . ...... 





162.33 .....•...• ... ···--········· 162.33 
3, 500. 00 3, 500. 00 .•••••.•..•••. 
1,096.151 1,096.15 ···-··········•·············· 165.46 165. 46 
394. 09 394. 09 

























































1, 061.93 .•. • ..... . •....••••..•••..•• 
.......... . .. 100.00 .•••••.......• 
1, 130. 13 . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • 09 
75,000.00 .......•.••....••••...•..•.. 
120, 000. 00 .•••••....... - 118, 000. 00 
29.19 ..•......... ·- .•.•..••••••.• 
499.80 ............. - ..•••.••••••.. 
Carried forward ••••••••••••••••••• 1 •••••• 1 .••••• 1 .••••••.•.•. 1 6,378,895.03117,474,081.00 11.652,781.98125,50~ '758.61!'"'20,'266,121.7411,403,419.40 13,836,217.47 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. .A.ppropria-~ R I Ag-gregate Balances ofap- tions for the epayme~ts available for r::ayments dur- Amounts car- Balances of 
Year.! I I propriations lfiscal yt>ar end- ha~ d~rmg the fiscal year lmg the fi~cal I ried to the I appropria-Specific objects of appropriations. 
Vol Page or ,July 1,1886. ing June 80 t e sc· year ending June year endmg- surplus fund tions June 
· section. 1887. ' 1887. 30, 1887• June 30, 1887. June 30,1887. 30, 1887. 
------------1 I I I 1---- ----
TREASURY-continued. 
Brought forward ............................. . 
District of Columbia-Continued. 
$6,378,895.63 l$17, 47•, o81.oo l$1, 652,781.98 l$25, 5o5, 758.61 l$2o, 266,121.74 l$1, 403,419. 4o 1 $3,836,211.47 
Metropolitan police....... . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . 1882 231 62 
Do ................................... 1883 23 62 
~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: lm ---~- ......... ~:-
Do ................................... 1886 
'Do ................................... 1887 
Buildings, Metropolitan police. . . . . . • . • . . 1885 
Do ................................... 1886 24 
Do ................................... 1887 24. 1~135 ............... . 
Police station-houses .......................................... .. 
Police relief fund .. .. .. • . • .. .. . .. .. .. .. • . .. .. • . 20 102 .. • • .. .. . • • ... 
Fire department ......................... 1880 23 62 .............. . 
Do................................... 1881 23 62 ............. .. 
Do ................................... 1882 23 62 .............. . 
Do ................................... 1883 ...... ............ 589.35 ........................... .. 
Do ................................... 1884 ...... ............ 807.36 ........................... .. 
Do ................................... "1884 ...... ............ ............... ............... 209.25 
Do ................................... 11<85 ...... ............ 1,(65.16 .......................... .. 
Do ................................... 1886 ...... ............ 10.00 ............... 742.26 
Buil~gli,'fu.6-depa;t~6il"t. ::::::::::::::: . ~~~- ... :~ ......... ~~~ ..... • .. · · 49:54- •••• ~~~·-~~·-~~. :::::::::::::: 
New engine-house for engine No.5....... .. .. .. .... . . ............ 1, 660.05 ........................... .. 
Firemen's ;relief fund.................... . . . . . . 20 102 ... • .. .. • • .. .. . 1, 035.00 ............. . 
Telegraph and telephone service......... 1883 24 62 .. • • .. • • • • • .. .. 347. 71 .......... ... .. 
Do ................................... 1884 24 62 ............... 27.53 ............ .. 
Do ................................... 1885 ...... ............ 116.94 ...................... .. .... .. 
Do ................................... 1886 ...... ............ ............... ............... 50.90 
Do ................................... 1887 24 135 ............... 15,840.00 ............ .. 
Health department • • .. • • • .. • .. • • • • • . .. • . .. .. .. 23 62 .. • • • .. .. • • . • • . • 75 ............ .. 
Do ......................... ~ ......... 1882 23 62 ............... 85.27 
Do ................................... 1883 23 62 ... ........... 71.90 
Do ................................... 1!186 23 62 .......... .... 40.05 
Do ................................... 1885 
Do .................................. 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Courts................................... f881 
Do ................................... 1882 














































































Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1883k 24 
D:> .••..•..••••.•.. : ...•••..•••••.••••.••. 1884 .......•••.••••••• 
Do ....................................... 1885 .......••••.••.... 
Do ....................................... 11<1'6 24 264
1 
.............. . 
Do ....................................... 1887 24 135,136 .••••.... . 
Pay•nent of referees, Court of Claims........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . 1, 580. 00 
Streets . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . 18RO 23 62 
Do..................................... . 1881 23 62 
Do . .....•.•........................ ·· - ··· 18~2 23 62 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1883 :l:? 62 
Do ....................................... 1RR4 23 62 
Do ....•.•........................••...... 1884* .•••...•••••••... 
Do. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 24 264 
Do ..............•.•.•........•.......•... 188~ ...•...••.•••..... 
Do....................................... 1887 24 134 
Do ....•.........•.....••.....•.••••...... {i~~~} 24 573, 574 
Washington Asylum .••••••••••••••••••..••. 1881 23 62 
Do .......................•....••.•..•.... 1882 23 62 
Georgetown Almshouse • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . 1881 23 62 
Do....................................... 1882 23 62 
Do . .......•..............••••...•••...... 181i3 23 62 
Do . ..........•..•.....••.........•....••. 1884 23 62 
Do ........•.........•.••..•....••••••.... 1885 ....•• 1 •••••••••••• 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do ............... .. ..............•..••... 1887 
Government Hospital for the Insane •• • •• • • . 1881 
Do .....•..........................••..•.. 1882 
Do....................................... 1887 
Transportation of paupers and prisoners . • . . 1881 
Do ....................•.....••••......••. 1882 
Do ........•••..........•....••••......... 1883 

















Do. . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . • . • • • • • • . . . . • . . 18R5 , .•.•.• 1 ..........•. 
Do ..............••••....•.•..•.•.•••.••.. 1886 
Do.; ..............•........•.•.•.•••..... 1887 
:Reform School. . • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 1882 
Do ......... .•.....••...•.........•••..... 1883 
Do ...•....•...••..................•...... 1884 
... 24"1" ....... i33 -~- .••••......... 
23 62 ••••••••••••••· 
23 62 •••••••••••••• 23 
Do .....••.•••.••..••.•..•.........••..•.. 1885 1······1············ 
Do ..•.......•.••..••..•••••.••• ~......... 1886 
Do.............. . . . . ..•••• ••••.• .••. •• . . 1887 
Buildings, Reform School. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . 1885 1 •••••• , •••••••••••• 
Do .............•....•......•.••••.••..... 1886 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Columbia Hospital for Women and Lying-in 
Asj lnm . . . • • • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . • • . . 1881 
Du... ...... •••••. •••••••••••• •••••••••••. 1882 
24 
23 
23 62 I••············· 62 
..•..... 36.'35' 
. -• • • • · · · 96: 45 ·1 ... • · i · oa4: o4 · 









2, 255. 68 
1, 182.62 
1, 787. ()2 
16,228.00 
1, 580. ()() 
15!). 81 



































































·•···· 3; ooo: oo· 
166.84 ·••••••••••••· 65.55 .......................... .. 
11.80 ........................... . 
............... .36 ·•••·••··· •••• 
.•••...•. - - - . • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . 150. 37 
30, 616. 00 • • • • • • • • • . • • • . 6, 000. 00 
............... .sa ............ .. 
•••••• •. .... . .. ••••••.••. .••. 192.58 
5, 500. 00 . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 14, 000. 00 
3. 66 ·••••• ••••••.. -••••••••••••• 
3.99 
Carried forward .•••••••••••••••••. ! .••.. .! ..•... ! •••••••••••• I --~------~-----~-----•-----·-----1, 658, 527. so I 26, 957, 285. 62 I 21, 287, 531. 44 1 1, 412, 146. ao I 4, 257, 607. ss 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. IRalanC€s of ap-1 t!~~f~~~~:~ I Repayme~ts 
Year. I---,~----- propriations fiscal year end· made durmg 
Vol. Pag~ or sec- .T uly 1, 1886. ing June 30, the fiscal year 
twn. 1887. 1887. 
Aggregate I I avallable. for Payments dur- ~ Amounts car-
the fiscal rear mg the fiacal tied to the 
endin;r .June year ending surplus fund 





1--1 I I I 1---------------
TREASURY -continued, 
Brought forward ................ , ............. , ........... . 
District of Colulll bia-Continued. 
Columbia Hospital for women and Ly-
ing-in Asylum......................... 1884 23 I 62 
. Do. .. .. . • . • .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. 18S7 24 133 
Payment t~f taxes assessed on property 
of Columbia Hospital for Women ............................ . 
Children's Hospital...... . .. . .. . ... .. . • • . 1885 ................ . 
Do . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1887 24 133 
St. Ann's Infant Asylum ................ 1885 ................. . 
Do ................................... 1886 ............ ; .... . 
Do. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • .. • • .. • • • • • .. . 1H87 24 133 
Indn~trial Home School ................. 1E81 23 62 
Do ................................... 1882 23 62 
Do. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . 1887 24 . 133 
Buildings, Industrial Home School . .. .. . 1887 24 133 
National Association Colored Women 
and Children . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. 1887 
:Buildings, National Association Colored 
24 133 
$6, 395,579.10 j$18, 903,178.42 J$1, 658,527. 5o l$26, 957,285.62 l$21, 287, 531.44 J:lll, 412, 146. 3o 1 $4, 257, 6o7. ss 
15, ~g~: ~~ ,. · · · · s; 221: 5o· 




































Do ................................... n~~~~ ................. . 
Women's Christian Association ......... 1885 ................ .. 
Do. . .. . . . .. .. .. . • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1887 24 133 
Markets ................................. ,1881 23 62 
Do ................................... 1882 23 62 
Do........ . .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. . . . .. 1883 23 62 
Salaries and contingent expenses, sink-
ing-fund office ....................... .. 
Interest and sinking fund ............. .. 
Miscellaneous expenses ................ . 
Do ................................. .. 
Do .................................. . 
Do .................................. . 
Do ................ -................. .. 
Do .................................. . 
no .................................. . 
Dn .................................. . 
Miscellaneous and contingent expenses .. 










3.00 ............................ .. 
!,000.00 ............ .. 
.:.96. 00 ............ .. 
261.29 ............ .. 
189.82 ............ .. 
2, 700.00 
1, 213,947. 97 
























.95, ............. . 
3.00 ............. . 
2,475.00 .............. 225.00 
1, 258, 557. 97 ........................... . 
8,400.66 ........................... . 
918.73 ........................... . 
567.95 ........................... . 












































1883 23 62 . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . 3, 474.97 
1884 23 62 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 433. 00 ..•.••.••..••. '"'I "I "'1···············1 "'·" 1885 ...•..•••••••..••• · 3, 565. 10 . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . ••.....•.•••• 
1886 ..••...••• ~. . • . . . . 2, 436. 00 . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . 1, 909. 00 
5, 000.00 ....•..••..... 
............. ..................... 
............... 4. 75 
231 621········· ·····I 107.28 ·············· 
Do .•....•...•••...••..•......•••..•.. I~!~~~~~ 23 62 ·•·•••·••·•···· 182.70 
E~·.:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~~~~, ~~ 2~~ I::::::::::::::: 16, ~~~: *~ I• ••••••••••••• 
Payment of legal obligations .....••...•.. n~~~}1 ...... ...... ...... 60,160.87 .•••••.••....•. 18.30 Surplus fund............................. ••.•.• .•.. •• .••••. •••••• 4. 00 .••.•••......•..••.•••••••••• Refunding taxes . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 102 . • • • . • • • • . . . . • 2, 794. 35 212. 04 Washington redemption fund............ . .. . . . 20 102 415 27 339.90 6. 39 Washington special-tax fund............ .. . • . . 20 102 3, 663. 74 15, 832. 89 .•••••••.••••• 
Redemption of tax-lien certificates...... .•.••. 20 102 913.24 949.18 .••••• . ••••••• 
Interest on 3.65 bonds. . . .. .... .. . .... ... ...•.. 21 466 .••. .•••• .••••• 1, 327.19 .•••.••.•••••• 
Guaranty fund . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . 20 102 372. 66 34, 811. 74 •••••••••••••• 
Completion of the sewerage system...... . . . • . . 24 264 25, 009. 53 20, 000. 00 3. 00 
Redemption of Pennsylvania avenue 
paving certificates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 20 I 102 819. 20 
Redemption of Pennsylvania avenue 
paving scrip ................................. ······I············ 
Redemption of certain funded indebted-
ness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - - - . -- •. - . · · - - · · - · · · · · · - - - · 
Redemption of assessment certificates... . . . . . . 20 102 
To maintain public order in . ................•........••••••..••.. 
Purchase and reconstruction of Aque-
duct Bridge . ..... .. ...............•......... 24 85 
Education of feeble-minded children . .. . 1885 24 264 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1886 24 264 
1, 649.66 
Constructing vault, mint at San Francisco, 
F~e~~- i(ght~." ;,~ci · ~~i~~ ·i~~ ~nb~i~ ~~iitii~g~ · · 1887" · ·· 24· · • · · · ·· "236"1 :::::::::::::: :1· · · "6iio; ooo: iio· 
Heatmg apparatus for pubhc bmldmgs . . . . . . 1887 24 236 • •• • •• . • • . . • • • . 135, 000. 00 
Heatin~ apparatus for new pubhc buildings . . . . . . 24 511, 512 . • . • • • • • • • . . • • . 100, 000. 00 
Inspector of ~ur~iture and other furnishings 
24 for new bmldmgs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 
Furniture and repairs of same for public 
buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 18871 24 
Pay of assistant custodians and janitors..... 1887 24 
3, I~:: g~ I 3, ~~!: g~ I •••••••••••••• I •••••••••••••• 
4, 433. 00 4, 433. 00 







161.491 161.491···· ..•••• ····!·············· 16,762.73 16, 7 2. 73 • • • • • • - •.•••.•••••••••••••• 
60,179. 17 29,761.51 30,417.66 ·••••• ........ 
4.00 ....................... ......................... 4.00 
3, 006.39 3, 006.39 .................... 
·········4B:so 761.56 713.26 ............... 
19,496.63 16,100. 01 ................... S, 396.62 
1, 862.42 1, 716.30 ................. 146.12 
1, 327.19 1, 327.19 .................... 
·····"i,'575:5i 35,184.40 33,608.89 .................... 
45,012.53 45,012.53 ..................... .................. 
2, 468.86 .................... ................ 2, 468.86 
535.37 .................. . ......... .. . .. 535.37 
281,500.00 • • • • . • • .. . • . . .. 281, 500. 00 
...... ""i89."2i 1,176. 71 987.50 ~--· •••.•... 580.48 ............... 580.48 ··-· ... -....... 
240,000.00 121, 000. 00 .•••.•••••.•• 119,000.00 
708.49 708.49 .............. .................. 
2, 500.00 2, 148.74 .................. 351.26 
2, 640.64 ........................ 2, 640.64 ...................... 
600,000.00 423,854.61 ..................... 176,145.39 
135,000.00 105,063.74 ..................... 29,936.26 
190,000.00 25,000. 0) .................... ld5,000.00 
5, 000.00 1, 000.00 ........................ 4, {)00. 00 
151, 338. 79 I 80, SOt. 85 
278. 59 . . • . . . . . . . . . • . 278. 59 
Smithsonian Inst.itution building repairs . . . . . . . . . . 24. 
Salaries, Coast and Geodetic Survey......... 1885 .••••• 
15, ooo. oo 15, 000. oo 
1
.... . . . . ..... 
400, 000. 00 I 386 000. 00 
I I ---------1-----Carried forward ..........•........ I ...•.. I ...... I .•••.••...•. I 8, 779, 889. 57 l 22, 045, 030. 53 1, 712, 514. 31 30, 537, 434.41 23, 951, 008. 00 I 1, 731, 710. 23 4, 854, 716. 18 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. Appropria- R Aggregate I I I Balancesofap· tions for the epayme~ts available for ~ayments dur- Amounts car- Balances of 
Year. I ropriations fiscal year end- made durmg the fiscal ear mg the fiscal ried to tbe appropria.-
V 
1 
!Page or sec-! ~uly 1,1886.1 ing june 30, the ~BS~lyear ending JKne year ending surplus fund I tions June 
0 • tion. 1887. · 30, 1387. June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 30,1887. 
--------------1--1--1 I 1------------------
TREASURY-continued. 
Brought forward .. _ ........ _ ........ 1 ........................ $61 779,889.57 $22,045,030.53 $1,712,514.31 $30,537,434.41 '$23, 951 1 008.00 1$1,731,710.23 I $4,854,716.18 Salaries, Coast and Geodetic_ Survey..... .. . 1887 24 230, 233 . • . . .. . .. . . • .. . 248, 411. 49 . .. .. .. .. • .. .. 248, 411. 49 248, 411.49 ............. . 
1885 ....... -- ........ - 1, 330. 87 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 212. 83 1, 543. 70 20. 80 1, 522. 90 
1885* 24 261 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 518. 70 -............. 518. 70 518. 70 
1886 .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. .. . 428. 42 ...... - ....... - .. .. .. .. • • • • • . 428. 42 184. 95 
1887 24 229, 2ao .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 1ao, loB, 70 .. • • .. .. .. . • • . 130, 163. 70 129, 616. 40 
18851 •••••• ............... 179.47 . ....................... ......... 6~82' 179.47 1886 ...... .................... 249.48 
. ... · 2o: ooo:oo· 255.80 1887 24 230 ...... ~ ............. . .................... 20,000.00 
1885 I 24 261 2.09 350.50 ................... 352.59 1887 24 230 ......................... 8, ooo.oo . ....................... 8, 000.00 
1885 ...... ................. 714.24 .. ........................ ..................... 714.24 
1886 ...... ................... 111.40 . .... ... ................. ................... 111.40 
1887 24 233 ....................... 25,000.00 .. ................... ~ 25,000.00 
1885 ........... .................... 33.07 . ....................... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. . . . 33.07 
1387 24 233 ....... .......... 5, 560.00 .. ..................... 5, 560.00 
1883* 24 261 ......................... 75.00 ... ....................... 75.00 
1885 24 261 364.77 1, 498.33 60.00 1, 923.10 
1886 ...... ................ 1, 475.26 . ........... . ............ .................. 1, 475.26 
1887 24 233 ...................... 45,000.00 105.68 45,105,68 
1883 ...... ............... 10.78 . .................... 
············· · 
10.78 
1883* 24 289 ......................... 8.00 . .................. 8. 00 1 ....... - ....... 1 ...... ··--- ... 1 8.00 
24 230 .......................... 3, 500.00 . ................. 3, 500.00 
......... 
------ ...... 29.77 . ..................... . .. .. .. . .. .. . ....... 29.77 
1885 ............... 1,149. 04 . ....................... ................ . ..... 1, 149.04 
1886 ........... ................... 800.00 . .......................... 86.45 886.45 
1887 24 193 
· .... ia; 9ao: 76. 111,850.00 11,139.67 122,989.67 !885 ........ ....... ..... .... . ...................... 
· -- · · i; osi: 54· 13,930.16 1886 ........ .... .. .... .. 14,700.00 . .......... ............. 15,781.54 
1887 24 193 ......................... 703,700.00 70,660.35 774.360. 35 
1886 ........... •••••r•••••• 133.34 ............ . ... . ...... ....................... . 133.34 
1887 24 192 ............. . ............. 3, 720.00 350.00 4, 070.00 
1885 ........... ............... 2, 557.39 
·····--··-····· 
................... . ..... 2, 557.39 
1886 ........... ..... .. . . . .. -.. 11,655.00 . ....................... 1,400.48 12.755.48 
1887 24 194. ........................ 193,396.42 20,491.07 213,887.49 








































































•••..• , .••••••••••• , 24.0. 00 . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . 51. 85 
24 194 . • • . . . . . . . . 43, 730. 00 444. 99 
24,551.61 ..•••• . ....... . .....•........ 
• . . . . 21, 080. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 904. 89 
24 I 194 . • • • . . . . • • . • • • . 513, 778. 63 31, 659. 23 
. . • . 200. 31 ........•. . ......••••.... . - . -
.....• . • • • • • . • .. . . 2, 910. 00 . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . 56. 82 
24 194 . . • • • . . .. . . . .. . 58, 321. 50 1, 910. 01 
. ......•.••. ·•••·• 64.99 .•..... . ....• . ...••.. -····· .. 
. . . ... ..•••. ...... 33.27 . ...... . .............. .. .. . 
24 193 . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . 13, 260. 00 215. 00 
.•••.• .••••• .••••. 123.52 ·····• ...................... . 
. • • . • . . • • • • • • • . . . . 270. 00 . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 8. 89 
24 195 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 240. 00 505. 96 
.••••• .••••• •••••• 471.24 .•.... . ..•. . .. . ..••.•..•.•.•• 
.•.... ............ 5.00 .............. . 17.82 
24 194 . . • . . . . • . . . . • .. 44, 800. 00 665. 00 




., 1, 435, 59 I 24 .••••• •••••• 890.00 .••••...••..•. . 












.••••• ·•••·• ••·•·· 422.00 ·•••••· .•.•.... ·•·••• .•...••. 
24 195 .. • • • • . . . . . . .. . 2, 500. 00 1, 220. 00 
..•.•. ·•••·••••••• 260.00 ........................... . 
. . . .. . . • • • • • • • • . . . 800. 00 . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . 70. 00 
24 195 . • . . . • . .. • • • • • . 40, 427. 39 10, 105. 02 
24 265 . • • . • • • . . .. . . . . 13. 78 ••••...•..... 
. • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • . 287 84 . .. . . . . . . . . . • . • 2. 64 
. • • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . . 6, 500. 00 .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . 1, 065. 59 











































7, 56fi. 59 













6, 902, 548. 30 I 24,458, 273.78 I 1, 894,444. L6 I 33,255,266.74 I 26,509, 427.01 I 1, 786, 070. 33 t 4, 959, 769.40 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXFENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPE~'l>ITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
· Balances of ap· tions for the epaym.e~ts available for Pavments dur· Amounts car- Balances of 
Year.! propriations fiscal year end- made durmg the fiscal ear ing the fiscal ried to the appropria· 
V 
1 
J Page or sec· .Tuly 1, 1886. ing .Tnne 30, the ~~~~1 year ending .r~ne year ending I surplus fund I tions .fune Statutes I I Appropria- R Aggregate I Specific objects of appropriations. 
0 • tion. 1887. · 30, 1887. .Tune 30, 1887 • .Tune 30,1887. 30,1887. 
------------1--1--1 1--------------------------
TREASURY-continued. 
Brought forward ................. . 
Salaries, employes publio buildings and 
grounds ... . . . . ............... ... . · ........ 1887' 
Contingent expenses, public buildings and 
grounds . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. • • • . .. . . . . .. . 1885 
Do . ...................................... 1886 





Rent of office, public buildings and grounds. 1887 
Imp0o0v~~~~~ -~~~-~~~~. ~~ -~~~~~~. ~~~~~~: ::: i~~~ 
1
:::::. 1 .......... .. 
Do ........................................ 1887 24 
Repairs, fuel, etc., Executive Mansion ... ... 1885 , . 24 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do .......••.•• . ........•..•....•...••.... 1887 
Lighting, etc., Executivs Man!lion . . . . . . . . . . 1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do ....................................... 1887 
Repairs to water-pipes and fire-plugs ........ 1885 
Do .................. . ................... 1886 
Do ....................................... ! 1887 
Telegraph to connect the Capitol with the 
Departments and Government Printing 
Office .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . 1886 
Do ...................................... 1887 
Salaries, officesuperintendeutof State, War, 
and Navy Department building............ 1885 
Do . ...................................... 1886 
Do ................... .. ................. 1887 
Fuel, lights, etc., of State, War, and Navy De-
_partment building......................... 1886 
Do ........... . ........................ 1887 24 
B~~~; -~o-~ ~-t-~t_e:. ~ ~r:. ~~-~ -~a~~- ~~~-~r_t:. . . _. j 24 
Building for .Army Medical Museum and 
Library......................................... 24 
Completing the Washington Monument..... . . . . . . 24 
St~~dect~~~~~1~~8or~- ~~ ?~~~~~~- -~~- ~~::~~~~ ............ . 
Erection of a monumental column at York· 
town, Va ............................................ .. 







45, 507, 90 I .... • • • • •"" • .. 
~~~: ~g I::: ..... ~~--::. 
................. 
583. OR 
64,200.00 135.50 I ............ . 
..... 29; ooo: 00 -1' ...... ii4.'52. 
................ 
500, 000. 00 , ............ .. 
45, 550. 00 20, 337. 60 
107, 000. 00 ............. . 


































. ............. , 
····-········· 
................. 
































'"""' 00 00 
:-'1 
Transportationofreports and maps to foreign 
countries ..•..•..•......................••. 18851···· -·1· ••••••••••. , 291.75 
Do .....••••.........••.............•..... 1886 ... . . . . •••........ 100.00 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 
Support and medical treatment of transient 
paupers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 
Support and medical treatment of destitute 
p<~.tients ................................. 1887 24 
Maintenance of Garfield HospitaL .....••••. 1886 ...•. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. • .. 1887 24 
Erection offish-ways at Great Falls .................... . 
Elevator, Winder's Building. . .. . . .. .. . .. • • .. 1885 .... .. 
Unveiling statue of Admiral DuPont ............. ------~----···-----~ 4. 33 
Unveiling statue of James A. Garfi.~ld. ... .. ...... 24 618 ............ --
Pedestal for statue of James A. Garfield.......... ...... ............ 29,982.75 
Removal of statue of Gen. John A. Rawlins.. .... .. 24 51 
.Bridge across tbe Eastern Branch of the 
Potomac Rivo:r .. . ... ....... ........ ... ... . ..•... 24 
Increas'.ng the water supply of the District 
ofCoiumbia ............................... -----· 241 265 
Increasing the water supply of the District · 
of Columbia, preservation of tunneL ......... --. --- ............. .. 
Salaries, office Secretary of the Navy........ 1885 
Do ................................... : ... 1886 
Do. .. .. .. . .. . .. . • . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1887 I 24 
Salal'ies, office of Judge-Advocate-General 
U.S.Navy ................................ 1885 
Sal~~~; B~~~~;{ ~'i Y ~~d~- ~~-d 'i>~~k; ~::::::: ~~~~ I ~! 
Do . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. 1886 
Salaries, Bureau of Equipment and Recruit-
in~~:::::::::::::·::::::·:::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ I 24 
Salaries, Bureau of Navigation ..••...•....••• 1885 
Do. . .. . . .. . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. • . . 1886 
Do_ . _ _ .... __ . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. • .. . .. . .. • .. 18871 24 
Salaries, Bureau of Ordnance .......•.....•. 1885 ..••. 
Do....................................... 1887 24 
Salaries, Bureau of Construction and Repair. 1887 24 
Salaries, Bureau of Steam Engineering...... 1887 24 
Salaries, Bureau of Provisions and Clothing. 1885 
no.--- ........... -- .... --.- ... -....... --. 1886 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 I 24 
Salaries, Bureau of Medibine and Surgery.... 1883 
Do....................................... 1886 
Do ..................................... 18871 24 
Salaries, Nautical Almanac Office ............ 1885 
Do ....................................... 1886 
Do ....................................... 18R71 24 
Salaries, Hydrographic Office................ 1885 ••••. , .••••••••••. 
87.75 
100.00 
· · · · · · · · 5oo: oo ., :::::::::::::: 
110,000.00 
555,000.00 















































:::::::::::::: :1--·.--. 378."84 ., :::::::::::::: 
............................. , 4,391.51 
58, 648. 98 .. • • • • • • • • • • .. 821. 22 
.•• -- ••.• ---- - ., 29. 30 , ............. . 
6, 460. 00 ............ -- ............. . 
11, 980. 00 - ..................... --- .. . 
146.80 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JU~E 30, 18A6, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
t I I !>-ppropria- ~ Re a mental Ag;grega~e IPaymentR dur-jAmounts car-~ Balances of Statu es. Balauct>s ofap- twns for the ma~eydurinu aval~ab1e for in"' the fiscal ried to the appro ria. 
Year. [ I propriations fi~cal yearend- the fiscal ye;r the :!iscal year v:ar ending surplu!! fund tions rune 
V 1 Pageorsec- tTulyl,1886. mgJune30, 1887 endmg June june30 1887. tTune30,1887. 30,1887. 0 
• tion. 1887. · 30, 1887. ' 
--------------1 I I I 1----
TREASURY -continued. 
Brought forward . ..•••••••••••••••. -, ...... , .••••. , .••••••••••. , $7, 589, 275.11 1$26, 275, 084. 86,$1, 916, 794.491$351 781, 154. 46,$27, 850, 995. 41 1$1, 790, 478. 90 I $6, 139, 680. 15 
Salaries, Hydrographic Office . • • • •• • • •• • • . • • • 1886 . . .. • . . • • • •• . • . . . . 591. 04 . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . • • • • 591. 04 . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . • • • • 591. 04 
Do . • •• • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . •• • • • . . . . 1887 24 197 . . • • • • . • • • • . . . . 45, 798. 85 . •• • • • . • • • . • • . 45, 798. 85 42, 611. 42 . •• • • • • • • • • • • . 3, 187. 43 
Contingent and miscellaneous expenses Hy-
drographic Office . ....•••••.••..•••••.•••• 
Do .................................. . 
Do ••••.......••.....••..........•••• 
18851""""""1""'"""""" " . }~~~ """24" """"i97;i98" 
1884 24 267 
1887 24. 198 
Miscellaneous expenses Hydrographic Office . 
Salarit>s, Naval Observatory .....•..........•. 
Contingent and miscellaneous expenses Naval 
Observatory • . . • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . . . . 1883* 24 
Do •..••.•.••..... : ...••.•••.•••••.••. 1884 24 
290 
267 
Do .••••••.•••••..••••.•••••••••••.••. 1885 .•.... 
1 
........... . 
Do . .................................. 1886 ................. . 
Do.. . .. .. . . . .. • • • • • .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . 1887 24 197 
SaA~~~~·-~~~~ -~ ~~~~. ~~~~~~~. ~~. ~~~- -~~~~~-. 18851 ................. . 
Do ................................... 18R6 . ... . 
Do . .................................. 1887 24 
Library, Navy Department .................. 1884* 24 
Do ................................... 1885 ....•.•.•••••.••••. 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do . . ................................. 1887 
Contingent expenses, Navy Department ..•• . 1884 
Do ................................... 1885 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do .................. . . . .............. 1887 
Salariesb~~~t--~~~~ -~~~-~~~~-~~~: ·. ::::::::::: ~~~~ I:::::: I:::::::::::: 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do ......................... · '"···--·· 1887 24 
Contingent expenses, Post-Office Depart-
ment: 
Stationery .. .. • . • . •• .. • ... .. . .•• • •• .... • . 1884 ................. . 
Do ................................... 1885 ................. . 
Do . • .. . . • . . .. . • .. .. • • • • . . . • • . . . .. . . . . 1886 24 207 
1,426. 32, ............... 1 ...... . ..... . 
2, 652. 56 . • .. • .. . .. .. .. . 761. 34 
.. • • • .. • • • .. . . 36. 300. 00 1, 774. 67 
67 
86.70 
2, 600. 00 
Do ................................... 1887 .................. , .............. . 
Fuel ..................................... 1885 ...... . ........... 167.93 
Do . . . .. . .. • • • . • . . . • . .. . . . . • . . . . . .. • . . 1 8R6 . .. . . . . . • • . • . . . . . 800. 00 .••.... . ....... 
Do . . . . . .. • • • • . .. . . • • .. • • . . • • • . • • . • • • . 181>7 24 207 ............... I 8, 000. 00 1 ........... . 
1, 426.32 








































.••••• .••••••. 3, 774.67 
........... --· 
267.45 1 .•••••••••••.• 
8, 836.00 .••.•••••••••. 
69:J.19 
7, 500.00 
.67 ............. . 
86.70 ..••.......... 
.......... .... 4,031. 92 
.............. 5, 500.00 
.. ........ 3."4ii"l······ -~~~-.:~~ ""'"""i,"242.66 





























Gas .. ....••...•.....................•.... 1884 
Do ... . ..•............................ 188f> 
Do ...........................•...•... 1886 
lJo . ........... . .......••...•.••••.. 1?87 
l'lumbing and gas-fixtures .............. I flf\5 
Do ...................•.......... . .... 1886 
Do . ... . ......••.•.•.•••....•••..••... 18ti7 
.••••. •••••••••••. 57.73 
. •• • • . . ••• •••• •• • . 1, 268. 06 
· ·· 24· · •···· · · 2o7 · ..•••. ~·- ~~~~ ~~. 
.••••. •••••••••••. 7. 51 
.••••. •••••• ••••.. 700.00 
24 207 
Telegraphing .....•...................... i885 




Do ............•......•..........•.... 1887 
Car))~s:: :::~:: :: ~:::::: ::::::::::::::::: i~~~ 
Do . ..•.••.....•..•....••.....•.•.... . 1887 
Fainting ....•......••......••......•.••.. 1883 
Do ..••••••••••••••••••.••.•••••••••. 18fl4 
Do ................................... 1885 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do .................... . .............. 1887 
Furniture ............................... 1884 
Do ................................... 1885 
Do . .................................. 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Horses and wagons...................... 1885 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Hardware • • • • .... •• ...... .... .. •••• •• .. . 1884 
Do . .................................. 1885 
Do . .................................. 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Miscellaneous items ..................... 1886 
Do .................................. 1887 
Rent ......................................... 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
Purchase of Official Postal Guides .. • • .. .. . . 1884 
Do . .................................. 1885 
Do ................................... 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
l'nblication of Post-route maps.............. 1883 
Do . ............................ . ..... 1884 
Do ................................... 1885 
Do .................................. 1886 
Do ................................... 1887 
l'nblication of a new edition of the Postal 
24 
..... . .••••••...• . 523.39 
...... ............ 3,000.00 
24 207 ····o·--·· -··· · 
...... ....... . .... 2. 25 
...... .••••••••••. 17. 40 
...... ............ 37.78 
...... ............ 2,200.00 ......... . .. .. 
24. 207 ....... -- . .. - - 4, 000. 00 .•• 0 ......... . 
....... 392."44" 
.•••.. ............ 5.50 ............................ . 
.. • • • • . • • • .. • • • • • . 1, 159. 98 ....................... -- •• --
...... ·····•o·---- 6,100.00 ............... 516.29 
24. 207 ........ . ..... . 6, 000.00 ............ .. 
...... ............ 435.49 .......... . ................. . 
• • .. .. . .. .. • .. • • • • 400. 00 ...... --. . . . . • . 112. 03 
24 207 .......... . • . . 1, 500.00 ............. . 
...... ............ 55.13 ............... •ooooooo••···· 
...... ............ 98.78 .... o .......... •••••••• .... .. 
................ -- 500.00 ............ -.. 665.19 
24 207 ••••.• -- .. • .. . . 1, 700. 00 . ...... . ..... . 
. --... • • • • .. • • .. .. 2, 300. 00 .... . .. - .. - . • • . 1, 187. 57 
24 207 • ~ ••• -- •.. .. • - . 13, 000. 00 ........ -- •• --
...... ............ 750.00 ..... · ·· · ······ . ............ . 
24 207 ......... -- .. . . 14, 000. 00 ............. . 
...... ............ 78.85 ........................... .. 
...... ............ 2,578. 31 ........................... .. 
................ -- 14, 484. 00 . .. .. . . .. • . • • . . 807. 40 
24 207 ........... ... . . 18,000.00 . ............ . 
.... .. .••••• •••••• 110.50 ............................ . 
...... ............ 17.40 ........................... .. 
...... ........... 154.90 .... o ....................... . 
.. .. • • .. • • .. • .. .. . 4, 132. 50 ..... - ..• -.... . 1, 511. 46 
24 207 . • • .. • • .. .. • .. . 15, 000. 00 1, 957. 00 
Fargo, Dak., for clerk hire . .................... . . 24 273 .. .... . ........ 6,950. 00 ............. . 






1, 065. 70 







































2, 000. 00 ....... - - .. . 1, 000. 00 
.......... . ... 
1 
.............. ······i;o65."7o 
............... 3,019.07 ........... .. 
• 28 .. .. • .. • .. .. .. 2, 678. 93 
2, 500. 00 ............ - . 1, 000. 00 
523.39 ............. . 
....... 2,329.40 
2, 500. 00 .. • • .. • • .. .. • • 1, 500. 00 
............... 2.25 ............ .. 
............... 17.40 ............. . 
.............. . 37.78 .......... ... .. 
300. 00 . .. • .. .. .. . .. . 2, 292 .• 4 
8, 500. 00 • • • • • • .. .. .. • • 500. 00 
............... 5.50 ............ .. 
.. .. .. .. • .. • .... 1, 159. 98 ......... -.. .. 
.......... . .... .............. 6,616.29 
2, 000. 00 ............. - " 000. 00 
............... 435.49 ............ .. 
............... .............. 512.03 
1, 200. 00 • • • • • • .. . . .. .. 800. 00 
............... 55.13 ............ .. 
............... 98.78 ............. . 
............. - . .. • • • • .. • .. • • . 1, ] 65. 19 
1, 100. 00 ••••• 0........ 600. 00 
1, 000. 00 .. ... • .. .... • . 2, 487. 57 
9, 000. 00 • • • .. .. .. • • • .. 4:, 000. 00 
375.00 ...... ........ 875.00 
14, 000. 00 ............. ............. .. 
............... 78.85 ............. . 
::::::::::::::: -·---~·-~:~:~~- ···--i5; 29i~ 4o 
18,000.00 ........................... . 
.......... 110.50 ............. . 
............... 17.40 ............. . 
............... 154.90 ............. . 
390. 50 • • • .. .. • .. .. .. 5, 253. 46 
14, 500. 00 .... •• ........ 2, 457. 00 
17,475.00 
6, 950. 00 I 6, 950. 00 , ............. "I' ............ . 
51. 50 ...... ... . . .. .. ........ ...... 51.50 
500. 00 500. 00 . • • • • .. . .. .. .. . ........... .. 
pfv~:n~~~ ~~~l.l~~~~t i~t~-p~~t~~~t~~-~t- ------~------~·-·······---~ 17,475.00 ~---······----- - ~········----·· 
Do ................................... 188·7 24 207 ............... 500.00 ............. . 
----------1-----1------1------1----
Carried forward ................... J ...... I ...... J ............ 1 7, 682,447. 78 I 27,237,492. 82 I 1,933, 603.68 I 36,853,544.28 I 28,782,154.83 11,809,375.64 I • 6, 262,013.81 

























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AKD OF THE APPROPRIATIO~S, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continu~d. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
TREASURY-continued. 
Balancesofap- tions for the epayme~ s available for Paym~nts dur- Amounts car- Bnlances of 
Year. I ropriations fiscal :year end· made durmg the tiscal ear ing the fiscal ried to the appro ria-
Vol.\Pagt;orsec· Yuly 1,1886. ing June30, the~~~~lyear ending J~~e ;eftr ending lsurplusfundl tions ~nne Statutes. I I.Approp ia-~ R t I .Aggregate I 
twn. 1887. • 30, 1987. ., une 30, 1877. June 30, 1877. 30,1887. 
1--1 I 1----------------------
$7, 682, 447. 78 j$27, 237, 492. 82 $1, 933, 603. 68 $36, 853, 544. 28 $28, 782, 154. 83 $1, 809, 375. 64 $6, 262, 013. 81 
1885, ...... , ............ , .35 






102 .............. .. 
387, 697. 04 ••••.•.• -..... 387, 697. 04 387, 697. 04 ........................... . 
. • • • . . • • • . . . . . . 467, 366. 52 467, 366. 52 .• - ... -........ 467, 366. 52 . - ••••• - •.•••• 
110,274.88 .••.•••••••••• 110,274.88 110,274.88 ·••··••·•••••· ............ .. 
2, 191, 304. 67 .. • • • • .. • .. • .. 2, 191, 304. 67 2, 191, 304. 67 ........................ - ••• 
4, 279, 336. 98 ........ -..... 4, 279, 336. 98 4, 279, 336. 98 ........................... . 
969. 10 I 52. 22 
39.03 






































969. 10 .•••••.... : ~~ _, ..•••.... 52:22 
········sis: oo .,_ ...... ~:~-- ~~-~- ····· · · i2i: o3 
22, 000, 00 I .. • o o • " • '" " • 1, 200.00 
18851 ...... 1 ............ 1 18. 971 .............. . 1886 .. • .. • . • • • • • .. .. .. 1, 000. 00 .............. . 
1887 24 103 . .............. 8, 125.00 
1885 .. • • • • .. .. • • .. • .. . 110. 52 
1886 ................................ . 
33.76 
195.39 
52. 731 ............... 1 52. 73, ............ .. 1, 195. 39 1, 000. 00 .. • • • • .. • .. .. . 195. 39 
8, 125.00 8, 100. 00 ............ -. 25.00 
110.52 ............... 1 




























Do ........•....................••.••..•.. 1887 24 





_ Do .. ....... . ............................• 1887 24 102 
Lab~::~~~-~~~~~t~~~~-~~-~~~:c.~~~~~~::::: }~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: 
Do . . ..................................... 1887 24 101 
Investigating the history of insects injurious 
to a,griculture........ •• . • . . . • • . .• •• • • . . . • • . 1884 24 
B~-: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ I:::: ::1:::::::::::: 
Investigating the history and habits of in-
sects ....................................... 1887 
Experiments in the manufacture of sugar ... 1887 
Botanical investigations and experiments.... 1887 
Pomological information..................... 1887 
Investigating the adulteration of food ....... 1887 











ogy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 1887 24 101 .•••.•...••••.. 
Reclamation of arid and waste lands........ .. . . .. 24 104 1, 287.38 
Report on forestry. . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • . • • • • • . . 1885 . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 12. 64 
Do . .................. .................... 1886 . ••• •• .••••• ••• . • • 2, 000. 00 
Do .......•••••••.•••..•...••.••.•.•••.••. 1El87 24 103 ..••••.•....• .. 
Silk culture .•••••.•••....•....••..•..••..••. 1885 .••••• .••••••••••• 83.87 
Do . ......•••.••..•.•••.••.•••.•••••.••••. 1886 .•..•• .••••••••.•. 300.00 
Do . ........ . ............................. 1887 24 101 ........... . . .. 
.. ~·- ~~~ ·. ~~ -1-- ..... ~ ~ ~: ~~: 
.... 1, 000.00 ..... .. 
Post age, Department of Agriculture........ 1885 . •• • • • • ••• • • • • • • • . 43. 02 
1 
............. _ ............ . .. . 
Do . ...................................... 1886 ...... .••••• .••••• 1, 000. 00 . .... • .. . . ... .. 443.80 
Do ....................................... 1887 24 104 .••••• ......... 4, 000.00 ••••.•••••.•.. 
Contingent expenses, Department of Agri-
culture . .•. .... . ......... .••• ..•... •• .•••.. 1885 .••••• .••••• ...... 17.25 .••••• ......... 120.55 
Do....................................... 1886 • • • • • • . •• • • • . .. • .. 500. 00 . •• • • • . .. . . • • . . 149. 49 
Do . .. . • • • . •• . • . . • . . • • • . • • • • ••• . • . . . . • • • . 1887 24 104 . • • • .. . . .. . .. . • 15, 000. 00 .•••••.••..... 
Tea culture.................................. 1886 . • .. • . • • • • • • . • • . .. 1, 000. 00 • • • . • • .. . .. . . . . 186. 33 
Do ....................................... 1887 24 104 • •••••••. •••••. 2, 000.00 .••••••••••••. 
Experiments in the culture of tea •.•••••.•.. n~~~} ...... ............ 1.10 ............................ . 
Investigating European statistical methods.. .. . • . . 24 498 . • • .. • • • .. • • • • • 1, 500. 00 ............. . 
Salaries and expenses reporter Supreme 
Court. . • • .. .. . • .. . . . . . • • • . • . . • . . • . . . . • • . .. . . . . • • • 22 254 . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . 8, 700. 00 .•••.•••••.••. 
Salaries, justices, etc...... .. . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . .. . . . 24 208 . • • • • • • • • • • • . .. 93, 500. 00 •••••••••••••• 
Salaries, circuit judges United States courts. 1885 .. • • • . . • •• • • • . . • • . 358. 66 ........................... .. 
Do ....................................... 1886 .••••• .••••••..••. 247.25 ........................... .. 
Do...... . .. . . • . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. • • . .. .. . 1887 24 208 . • • • .. • .. • . .. . . 51, 000, 00 ............. . 
Salaries, district judges United Statescomts 1885 .••••• .••••• ...... 3, 776.88 .••.•.••....•.. 
Do ....................................... 1886 ... ... . ........... 365.31 ....... . ..... , . 
Do....................................... 1887 24 208 . • • • •• • • • • . . • • . 203, 500. 00 I _,_04. 62 
Salarie, retired United States judges........ 1887 24 208 .••••• ••• • • • .. . 40, 675.47 ............ -•• 
Salaries, district attorneys................... 1885 . •• • •• . • ••• •••• •• • 541. 31 
1, 500. 00 
1. 12 
1, 000. 00 
6fi3. 03 
4, 680.23 























1, 186. 33 
2, 000.00 
1.10 














78, 586. 77 
4, 851.95 







9, 001.40 ~ - --··· ........ 998.60 
. ••.. .•. . .............. 6, 287.38 
............... 12.64 ............ .. 
1, 828._43 ...... ........ 1il. fi7 
7, 419.25 ............ .. 580.75 
83.87 ............ .. 
15,000.00 1----·· ... .. .. . 864.81 ...... , 3.50 




............... , .............. , 1, 186. 33 
1, 500. 00 .. • • • • .. • .. .. . 500. 00 
1.10 ............. . 
1, 500.00 
8, 700.00 .......................... .. 
92, 201!. 82 .. • • .. .. .. .. .. 1, 291. 18 
.......... -. - . . 358. 66 ............. . 
32. 97 . • • • • .. .. .. .. . 214. 28 
54, 000. 00 . ......... - . . . . ••••••••••••• 
............. ·- 3, 776.88 .•••••.••. -·-· 
............... .............. 365.31 
203, 439. 89 -.. . . • • . .. .. .. 164. 73 
40,675.47 .......................... . 
115. 80 425. 51 ............. . 
Carriedforward ••••..•••••.••••• 1 •••••• : •••••• 1 •••••••••••• 1 7,858,536.84 I 36,574,627.88J2,412,635.59I46,845,800.31j 38,038,813.12j2,418,381.67j 6,388,605.52 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1856, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. Appropria-~ R I Aggregate I 
.Balances of ap- tions for the epayme~ts available for ~ayments clur- Amount car· Balances of 
Year. I I I propriationsJfiscal year end- tha~e dr~ng the fiscal year mg the fiscal I ried to the I ~ppropria-Specific objects of appropriations. 
Vol Page or sec- Julv 1,1886. ing ,June 30 e sea .}ear ending June year endmg surplus fund twns June 
• tion. 1887. ' 1887. 30, 1887. June 30,1887. June 30, 1887. 30,1888. 
'l'REASURY-continued. 
Brought forward .. . . .. • ... .. .. • .. • . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. • .. .... •• • • .. • • $7, 858, 536. 84 $36, 574, 627. 88 $2, 412, 635. 59 $46, 845, 800. 31 
Salaries, district attorney.......... . .. • .. . • . . 1886 • .. • • • .. • • .. .. • • • • 1, 238. 08 .. • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . 1, 238. 08 
Do ....................................... 1887 24 208 ........... .. 20,100.00 16.67 20,116.67 
Salaries, district marshals.................... 1885 • • .. .. . • • • .. • • • .. • 894. 06 .. • • • • • • • .. • • . • • .. • • .. .. • • .. • 894. 06 
Do ....................................... 1886 ...... ............ 1,723.10 ............... .............. 1,723.10 
Do. . . . . . . • . . . . . • . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. • .. . • . . . . 1887 24 208 .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. 12, 700. 00 • • • • • • .. .. • • • • 12, 700. 00 
Salaries, justices and judges supreme court 
District of Columbia . .. . .. .. . .. . .. • • •••• •• 1887 24 208 .... .. ......... 24, 500. 00 ...... ... . .... 24,500.00 
Salaries, steamboat-inspection service....... .... .. 24 80 ...... ......... 204,500.00 ...... ........ 204,500.00 
Cont-ingent expenses, steamboat-inspection 
s~~t~: :::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~!;~~- ~~~~~~ ~~~~:: ~~~~~: .... 28i; 633: ~ . ...... ~.-~~~jfj:::::: :~~~:~i: 
Payment of surplus proceeds of lands sold 













$2, 418, 381. 67 $6, 388, 605. 52 
.............. 657.99 
.............. 2, 231.20 
522.11 ............ .. 
.............. 873.32 
...... ........ 3, 721.01 
.............. 418.99 
.25, .............. , ............ .. 
............... .............. 36.03 
37, 701.63 .. • • • .. • .. • • • . 251, 190. 59 
712.47 137,692.51 
23, 231. 91 I 23, 231. 91 I" ........... 'l' ............ . 
102, 074. 32 .. .. .. . .. • • . • .. 102, 074. 32 ............. . 
8, 802. 46 • .. • • • .. .. • . • . . 8, 802. 46 , ............. . 
7, 062.49 ...... .... .. ••• 7, 06<!.49 ............. . 





Salaries and expenses, special inspectors of 
foreign Rteam-vessels ....... ...... ......... ...... 22 847 ............... 23,231.91 ............ .. 
Refunding the national debt, 4 per r.ent .............................. j 102, 074. 32, .............. ·1 ............ .. 






8,802.461 ........................... .. 
Refunding the national debt, 5 per cent...... • •• .. • ...... .. • .. .. ... .. 7, 062. 49 ............................ . 
Monument to Baron DeKalb, at Annapolis, 
MJ. .............................................................. .. 
Monument to Thomas Jefferson, at Monti-
cello, Va ......................................................... .. 
Monument to mark the birthplace of George 
Washington ...................................................... . 
Monument at Washington's headquarters, 
Newburgh,N. Y ................................................. .. 
Monument to commemorate the Revolution-
ary battle of Bennin~on, Vt .................................... .. 
Payment to New York .Herald for advertising ....................... ~ 
Canceling and redeeming internal-revenue 
stamps .......................................................... .. 
pd1~~n:~ -~~~~~ ~~- ~~}~~~~~~~ ~~-~~~-~~~~: ~= ............ -.......... .. 
R~~d! ~i~:~~-~~~ 1:~~~~~~~~. ~~. ~~~~. ~~~~~~ ........................ . 
Publishing historical documents relating to 










and on the Mississippi (contract) .......... l. ..... l 17 5.13 .............. .. 
344.04 





















































Payment for lands sold for direct taxes • • • • • . . • • . • . R. S. 
Relief of B. B. Connor & Brothers . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . 24 
Relief of William H. Randle . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . . . . . 24 
Relief of Alexander K. Rhepard . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . 24 
Relief of Phrenix National Bank of New York 
City............................................. 24 
Relief of V. F. Gorrisen . .. . • .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . • • . • • 24 
Relief of Su'lan A.. Wamack, adm'x of Ste-
phen M. Farish.. .. . . . . . • • • • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. 24 
Relief of .Ann B. Hubbard, adm'x of Edward 
Hubbard . ............ . 
Relief of E. P. Thompson 
Relief of John Taggart . .. . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . • • . . .... . 
Relief of Elias B. Moore . .................... . .. . . . 
Relief of Henry Neal ...........••..••..••••.•••••• 
Relief of James W. Goodrich ••••••.••••..••. : ••••• 
Relief of E . B. Daweon . ...........••••..••••..•••.. 
Relief of H. C. Wilkey ..........•.•.•...•.••..••... 
Relief of .Alexander Worrall. ...•.............••••• 
Relief of Frank Shutt ......•.... 
Relief of J. R. McGoldrick . 
Rel!ef of Francis M. Bell ................... . ..... . 
Relief of David W. Low ..................... 
1 
..... . 
R ebef of Lysander H. Carroll ..••....••...•. ...... 
Relief of James R. Marrs ...•................•••••• 








































899 Dyer .. . . . ............................... ······1 24 
CAi~~k~t~~~-- ~~-~. ~~~-~i-r~--~~ -~~i~~~~~-~ -~~. .••••• 24 J 222 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Aberdeen, Miss . ....•..••••••••••••••••• 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Auburn, N.Y ........................ .. 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (site and build-
ing), ..Augusta, Ga. .. . . .. . ...... ...... . ... ...... 24 511 .............. . 
Post-office, court-bouse, etc., Augusta, Me .. . . • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . •• • • • . 128, 793.98 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Abingdon, Va. •••••• 24 444 47,376.27 25, 000.00 
1 
.......... . .. . 
Post office and sub-treasury, Boston, Mass . . . •.. . . . . . . . . ... • •. . •. .. . 952.47 ...... .. ................... .. 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Baltimore, Md . . . . • • . 24 222, 509 237, 303.78 537, 000. 00 ...••..•....•. 
Court-house, BaltimorE\ Md . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . •• • • • . . . . .. . . . . . • . • • . • . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 100. 00 
Post-office, etc., Brooklyn, N.Y............. .••••. 24 , 423 101,609.10 1, 278, 594.12 
Post-office, court-houRe, etc. (site and build-
ing), Binghamton, N.Y . ................... . .. . .. 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (!lite and build-
ing), Chattanooga, Tenn................... ... ••. 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Charleston, W. 
Va ......................................... ~·-····~------
Court-house, post-office, etc., Clarksburg, W. 




























































_______ , ______ , _____, _____ , ______ , _____ ,_. ___ _ 
Carriedforward ................... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1.. .......... 1 9,297,062,55)39,152,626.05 I 2,413,978.311 50,863,666.91) 38,895,764.6<il2,545,222,641 9,422,679.58 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Appropria-
Year. I Balanc~s of ap-l t.ions for the I Repayme~ts Jn·opriatwns fiscal year end- made tlurmg 
Vol. !Pag~ or sec-I.Tuly 1, 1886. ing June 30 the fiscal year 






A~;gregate Payments dur·/Amounts car-
avaJlalJle for ing the jiscal I rietl to the 
the ~seal year year ending surplus fund 
1---1 I I I I -------·---- ,, 
. I 
Brought_forward ............. .... I: ..... , ...... , ............ / $9,297,062.55 /$39,152,626.05 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Colu:rnbus, Oh10 .••••..••••.••••••.•••• -I 99, 230. 76 
Court·house, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
Columbus, Ohio ......................... .. 24 222 
Post-office, court-house, etc. (site), Charles-
ton, S.C ......................... ..... ........ .. 24 394 
Post-office, court-house, etc. (building), 
Charleston, S. C .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. • . ... .. .. . .. .. . • • • • • 24 394 
Post-office, etc., Council Bluffs, Iowa ................................ . 
Court-house and post-office, Carson City, 
Nev ........................... .. ............................... .. 
Court-house and post-office, Covington, Ky ........................ .. 
Post-office, court-bouse, etc., Concord, N.H ........................ .. 
Post-office; court-house, etc. (approaches), 
Concord,N.H .. . . ••••..... . ... . •..••..••..••••. · 24 
Post-office, etc., (site and building), Dayton, 
Ohio . ............ .. . . . . . . •. . . . . . .. .••..••. .•.••• 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Dallas, Tex.... ...... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
Dallas, Tex ...................................... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Danville, Va. .• ...... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Denver, Colo... ...... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Des Moines, 
Iowa......... ............. ...... ... ..... ...... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Detroit, Mich... . • • • • . 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., El'ie, Pa........ ... .. . 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
Erie,Pa ...................... ........... ...... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Fort Scott, 
Kans . .. .. • .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. • .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches and 
heating apparatus), .lfort Scott, Kans . . . .. .... .. 24 













Ind .......................................... ." .................. .. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Fort Smith, 
Ark .................. . ........ . ...................... , .......... .. 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (hPating appa-W~~~e~1I;d~~~·-. ~~~ .. ~:~_r_o_~~~~~~: . ~'~~~. j .... --j 24 



















50, OOll. 00 
5, 000.00 
40, 000. 00 
12,000.00 
. • II ' • I $2, 413, 978. 31 1$;>0, 863, 666. 91 $38, 895, 764. 69 $2, 545, 222. 64 ' $9, 422, 679. 58 
4, 358. 65 103, 589. 41 I 64, 474. 83 . __ .... __ .. _.. 39, 114. 58 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • . 6, ooo. oo I 3, 5oo. oo • • .. • .. . .. .. .. 2, .5oo. oo 
............... 100,000.00 !............... .............. 100,000.00 
• --- ••• -- •• -- •I 200, 000. 00 I· .... --.. -.---- ... -- .. --..... 200, 000. 00 
136, 054. 51 I 43, 931. oo . • .. . .. . .. • .. • 92, 123. 51 
88, 701. 20 . 8, 642. 20 .............. II 80, 059. 00 
9, 428. 20 ............... 
1 
9, 428. 20 ............. . 
112, 100. 25 63, 578. 00 . -- ......... -. 48, 522. 25 
9, 000.00 ............... .............. 9, 000.00 
150, ooo. oo j· .............. 1 .............. 1, 150, oog. oo 
65, 514.17 31, 301. 52 ... ... .. • .. .. . 34, 21~. 65 
. .... . . . ·- ....... 5, 000.00 ...................... ................... 5, coo. 00 
~ ................. 2, 232.98 . 732.98 .................. 1, 500. 00 
. ...... .. . . .. . . .. . 87, 176.95 10,006.82 ..................... 77, 170.13 
..................... 275,879.85 43,817.56 ..................... 232, 062.29 
3, 501. 92 258,241 73 3, 670.58 .................... 25~. 571. 15 
.................. 157,892.89 55, 708.67 ..................... 102, 184.22 
.................... 5, 000.00 .. ....................... .................. 5, 000.00 
................ 89,932.10 6, 050.60 . ................... 83,881. (;0 
..................... 12, 000.00 .. ...................... .................. 12,000.00 
]08, 941. 15 
I 
43,167.66 . .................. 65, 773. 49 
1oo. ooo. oo I 8, 505.63 .. .................. 91,494.37 































C~rr~h~~~~: ~~~~-~~:_e: _e_t_~: ~~P~~-s-~~~~ug_~·- _____ _ 24 
24 Coun-honse, po;1t-office,etc., Hannibal, Mo ...•••.. 
Cour 1-house, post-otlice, etc. (approaches), 
Haonibal,::Vlo ................. ........... ...... 24 





10, 063. 09 
30, 36!. 59 
Court-house, post-offiefl, etc., Hanisonburgh, 
V>t . . . .. . ..........••.......•.•.•...••. •••.•. 24 
Cmrrt-house, post-office, etc., Harrisburg, Pa ...•.....•••.. 
·court-house, post-office, etc. (site and build-
28, 1i~: ~ll ..... ~~·- ~~~-- ~~. 
ing), Huntsville, Ala...... . . ...... .... •.... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., ,Tackson, Tenn....... 24j 19 
Court-house, post-office, etc., ,T,lckson, Miss ....................... .. 
Cuurt-house, posL·office, Pte., Jefferson City, 
Mo .....•...........•••..... . .. .................. 
Court-l10use, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
Jefferson City, Mo . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 24 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc. (site and build-
ing), .T efferson, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . •• • . . 24 511 
Post-office, etc., JerseyCity,N . .J ..... . ............................ .. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Keokuk, Iowa.. ...... 24 142 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Ke,y West, Fla _ .••••......•.•••••••..•• 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (foundation), I 
Key W e;;t, Fla . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . :. . . • • . . . 24 510 
1 
.............. . 
Court-houR(', post-office, etc., La Crosse, W1s. ...... 24 510 87,780.70 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (site and. build- 1 
222 
510 50, 00).00 ing, Los Angeles, Cal .................... --~······' 24 
clt~~-:~~~~~ .:~~~~~~~~~- ~-t~:: -~~~-~~~~~~~~:. • • • • • • I • • • • • •I • •• • •' •••• • • 139,260,15 I• oo••••••••••--1••••••• ••• • ••• 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
Leavenworth, Kan~ . ...............•........••••. 24 223 
Court-housA, post office, etc. (sewer), Leav-
en-worth, Kans ............•..•...•••. · ............ 1 241 223
1 
.............. . 
Post-ortice, etc., Lexington, Ky ....... ······-· .••••. .••.•. .••••••••••. 127,658.83 
Post-office, etc., (approaches and heating ap· , 
paratus), Lexington, Ky . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . •• • • . 24 223 . • • • • •• • • . .••. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Lincoln, Nebr . . .•• .. . . •• • • . •••••• •••••• 180. 54 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (repairs of walk 
and furniture), Lincoln, Nebr .................... . 24 223 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Little Rock, 
4,500. 00 
14.03 
c:.;~.th~~~~; p~~t-~ffi~·e·, ·e·t~-.; -.L~~i~:;iii~. · K.:V ~: :::::: · · · 24 .,. · · · 223," 5io · 304, i~~: ~~ 1· · · · 4oo: ooa.·oo ·1· ·· · ii; 2i5: 81) · 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Lynch burgh, Va ....................... . 
Court-house, post--office, etc. (approachfls), 
Lynchburgh,Va ......... . ............... .••••. 24 
Court-honse, post-office, etc., Macon, Ga . . . . . . . • • • . . 24 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc. (approaches), 































18, 193. 10 
22,565.36 
231 916, 22 I • • • • • • • • • • • • .. 
26,046.13 
6, 030.48 
1. 000. 00 
88, 443, 45 I • .. • • • • •"' o • • • 












106, 6~7. 37 
93,833.57 
7, 000.00 










......... _ .... 
1 
13, ooo. oo 





7, 500. 00 
111,599.40 
4, 000. Ofl 
310.00 1·--·--·······- 190.00 






Court-house, po!!t-office., etc., Manchester, 
N.H...... · 510 61,350.68 24 
Carried forward ................... 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 1 ............ 1 11,665,001. 7' 
100, 000. 00 I" ....... -.... ·I 161, 350. 68 ! 7, 825. 25, .••••.••••• - --I 153, 525. 43 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. I I Appropria-~ R I Aggregate Balances ofap- tions for the epayme!lts available for ~ayments dur- Amounts car· Balances of 
Year. I I propriations fiscal year end- t~a~e durmg the fiscal yeari mg the fifwal I ried to the I appropria. 
Vol Pag~orsec- July1, 1886. ing.Tune30, e scalyear endingJune yearending surplusfund tionsJune 
• twn. 1887. 1887. 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. June 30,1887. 30,1887. 
TREASURY -continued. 
• • • • • • I • ooo • o I o •••••-•• • • 1$11, 665 001, 77 l$40, 971, 640. 08 l$2, 441, 438, 52 l$55, 078, 080, 37 l$39, 779, 876, 871$2, 555, 399,10 l$12, 742, 804,40 Brought forward .............. .. 
c~~:~~~~~. ~~~~--o-~-~e: .. ~~~:· .. ~~-~~~~~~~·- -~- .... -~-- .... I .......... .. 
CA~-~~u~~:. ~~-s_t:~~~~·- ~~~:· .. ~~~:~~~~~:~. . ... _ .... ___ 
1
_ .......... . 
Post-office, etc., Minneapolis, .Minn. ......... ...... 24 223,510 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Montpelier, Vt . . . . • . . 24 224 
24 510 
Court-bouse, post-office, etc., Nebraska City; 
Nebr ...... . .. . .......... . .... . ........... . 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
Nebraska City, Nebr ............ . ... ... .......... . 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
New Albany, Ind- ........................ . 





c:~~-h~~~~: P'~~t-~ffi~~: 'ei~·.; ii~~ :Y~~k.·N'. :Y :1 :::::: I::: :::1:::::::::::: 
Post-office, etc. (site and building), Owens-
borough, Ky ...... . ................ . ...... . 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (site and build-
ing), Oshkosh, Wis.- .............. -- ............. ' 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Oxford, Miss.... ...... 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches), 





Post-office, court-house, etc., Peoria, Ill. .. .. . . .. .. 24 105 













85,023.80 1""""''""''"'""1""'""""""'""' 15,728.00 .............. . ............ .. 
3, 894.95 
50. 000. 00 
1 
.. _ ..... __ .. .. 
100, 000. 00 ............. . 
11, 742. 86 . 2, 068.98 
5, 000.00 ............. .. 
2,099.091 ............... 1 ........... .. 
74., 857.85 50,000.00 ............. . 
Co~t_;~u~~· ~~~~-~~-c_e: -~t~·: _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~: ............. 
1 
........... . 
Peoria, TIL....................... .. .... ...... 24 223 ............... 7,500.00 ............. . 
Court-house, post-office etc., Pensacola, Fla .......................... I 39,231.161. .............. 1 10, 121. 64 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches), 
Pensacola, Fla ............... -........ _ ....... :.. 24 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Philadelphia, 
c?u~t:h~~~~: p~st-~ffi~"e:. ~to.'\ Pitt~bti~gh, 'p~- : :::::: ... 24 'I' ... 225; 5ii. 
Post-office, etc., Poughkeepsie, N.Y ................................. . 
Post-office, etc. (approaches), Poughkeepsie, 
N.Y.......................... ............ ...... 24 
Post-office and court-house (approaches), 
Quincy, TIL.............. ................. ...... 24j 2251-·--··------·--1 5,000.00 
1 
............. . 
Post-office and court-house, Quincy, m....... . .. .. . .... . . .. .. . .... .. . 58, 549. 37 ............................ . 
223 .............. .. 5, 000.00 132.19 
225 .............. .. 
89.67, .............. , ............ .. 
184, 178. 97 450, 000. 00 ............. . 
4, 602. 36 ... .. .. • .. • .. .. 979. 20 
5, 000.00 1,472.75 
91,253.70 283.50 
3,179. 521 575.00 ~----·· ...... .. 439,131.71 125,810.17 ............ .. 
109, 586. 24 6, 648. 50 . - .......... .. 
99, 788. 37 31, 741. 641-- ........... . 
5, 000.00 !.~ ............. !.. .......... .. 










2a, 518. 81 1 ............. ·I 61, 504. 99 .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 15, 728. 00 ............ .. 
50,000.00 
100,000.00 10,059.451'""""""""""""' 17,706.79 16,283.90 .............. 
5, 000.00 3,000.00 .............. 
2, 099.09 2.5o 
1 
.............. 

















680.65 1 ............ .. 4, 451. 5i 
.. ............. 1 89.67, ............ .. 
.. • .. • • • • .. .. . 507, 590. 32 






































Court-house, po.-t-oftice, etc., Rochester, N.Y...... 24 225, 511 




Post-office, etc., Reading, Pa ..••••. ···• · · · · ·- ··· · · · 241 511 
Court-house, pos;-ottice, etc. (site and build-
ing), Savannah, Ga ................ -. -·-· -- .••••• 24 . 225 •··············· 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (site and build-





Post-office, court-house, etc. (site}, San Fran-
cisco, Cal . __ ..... __ . . . . . . . . .......... - -.. - . • • • • • 24 500 •••••..••...• • · 350, 000. 00 ••••••••••••• _ 
Post-offici', etc., ~t.Joseph,Mo............... .••••• 24 225,511 74,2f!6.48 177,000.00 ............ .. 
Court-house, etc., Santa lfe, N.Mex.......... ..•• .. 24 511 .••• •• .. ... . ... 52,148.00 .•••••••• . •••. 
Post-office, etc., Scranton, Pa ............ -... .. . • . . • • • • • . • •• • • • . . .. .. 39, 515. 23 .............. _ ............ .. 
Post-offi,}e and cOttrt-house, Shreveport, La.. .••••. 24 234 29, 557.54 2,122. 60 906.46 
Po~:~t-office and court-house (approaches), 
Shreveport, La ...... -.... - .. · .. -. -.... - -.. - • • • • • • 24 234 ............. - - 377. 40 .•••••••••.••. 
Court-house and post-office, Springfield, Ill . . • ••••• • •• • . . . ••• • • ••• • . . 122. 56 ........................... .. 
Post-office (site and building), Springfield, 
Mass .......... ____ ............ • .. . . .. .. • . . .. .. • • 24 511 .. .. • • • • • .. • • .. 50, 000. 00 ............. . 
Post-office, etc., Springfield, Ohio............. .... •. .... .. . ..... •••. •. 80, 132.20 ........................... .. 
Post-office, etc. (approaches and heating ap-
paratus), Springfield, Ohio-................ .. • • • • 24 234 . .... • • • • .. • • • • 10, 000. 00 ............ .. 
Post-office, court-house, etc., Syracuse, N.Y .............. ......... :.. 77,850.09 ............................ . 
Post-office, court-house, etc. (approaches), 
Post-office, etc., Terre Haute, Ind .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . ... .. ..... .... .. . 28, 330. 53 5
1 000, 00 I 0 '" • i,' 774.' i2 • Syracuse,N. Y ...... ...... ................ •••••• 24 234
1 
........... ---
Post-office, etc. (approacheR), Terre Haute, 
Ind _ ...................... _... .. . .. . . .. . .. ... .. • 24 2341 .... '" •••...• • -~ 5, 000. 00 
1 
............. . 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Topeka, Kans .. ... • .. .... .. ...... ... • .. 16. 75 •••••.• _. _ _ •. _ ............. . 
Post-office and court-house, Troy, N.Y....... ...... 24 422, 511 99, 871. 87 200, 000. 00 ............. _ 
Court-house and post-office, Tyler, Tex -... .. ...... .... • • •••••• ...... 40,170.20 ............... S 596.98 
Court-house, post-office, etc. (approaches), ' 
T,yler, Tex .... _.............. .. .... .. .. ... ...... 24 234 ............. .. 
Court-house and post-office, Utica, N.Y............ 24 289 ............. .. 
5, 000.00 
8. 50 
Court-house and post-office (approaches), 
Waco, Tex....................................... 24 234 ............... , 5,000.00 
1 
............ .. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Waco, Tex . ... ...... ...... ............ 83,848.74 ........................... ~. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Wilmington, 
Del . _ .......... ... ......... -.... -... -.. .. .. .. .. .. 24 234 ............. .. 
Court-house, post-office, etc., Wichita, Kans - • • • • .. 24 69 
Court-house, post-ottice, etc., Williamsport, 
Pa . ........................ -------------- ...... 24 









so, 000. 00 
Post-office, etc. (site and building), Worces-
C~=~~~-~~su~~;~i~:; n~ir~~i; M:e": :: ~: ::::::::: :::::: ... :~ ..••••• --~~~- ..... i5,'ooo:oo· .... -~~·- ~~~: ~~- :::::::::::::: 
Custom-house and post-office, Eastport, Me -. .. .. .. 24 360 ....... - -- -.. .. 100, 000. 00 ............ .. 
Custom-house, etc., New Bedforrl, Mass . -... - . ... •• .... .. ...... ... ... 1, 322. 61 ............................ _ 
179, 979. 181 52, 905. 55 , ............ .. 
342, 238. 06 39, 994. 73 ............. . 
99,929.05 ........................... .. 
50,000.00 100.48 
200,000.00 30,044.04 
350. 000. 00 
1 
.. __ ... _____ ... 
1
... .. _ ..... . 
251, 286. 48 64, 482. 20 ............. . 
52,148.00 ........................... .. 
39,515,23 .......... - ................ .. 
32, 586. 60 30, 600. 71 ............. . 












31~: ~~ 1······ · · ··: ci6 .,. ········so: oo 
50,000.00 , ............... , ............ .. 
80, 132. 20 6, 079. 50 ............. . 
10,000.00 1 ............... , ............. . 
77,880.09 52, 192.59 ............ .. 
5, 000.00 











4, 500. 00 ~---- ........ --~- 500.00 3.66 13.09 ............ .. 
99, 000. 56 • .. .. • .. • .. • • • 200, 871. 31 
25, 170. 7:! ...... •••••••• 18, 596.46 
5,000.00 , ............... , .............. ! 6,000.00 
8.50 8. 50 ........................... . 
5,000.00 ! ............... , ............ .. 
83,848.74 61,462.08 ............ .. 







·~ 016 ... 
1 
.............. 
9,435. 64 .............. 
23,000.00 .............. 
1,049. 90 .............. 
·· ··-····is: 97·1 :::::::::::::: 










1, 2R4. 71 
Custom-house, etc. (purchase of land), New 
Bedford, Mass .......... -............ -- • .. • .. • .. • . 24 223 • .. • • • • .. • • . • .. 30, 000. 00 .............. , 30, 000. 00 I 25, 000. 00, .............. , 5, 000. 00 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE :~0, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. I 
Statutes Appropria- R t Aggregate J 
' Balances of ap- tions for the eda~m~n s availabfe for Payments dur- A.monnts car· Balances of 
Year . . -------1 propriations fiscal year end- ha fie ymg the :fiscal year ing the fiscal ried to the I appropria.-
V 
1 
JPage or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, t e l~c8a year endinO' June year ending surplus fund, tions June 0 · tion. 1887. 7. 30, l887. June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887.j 30, 1887. 
TREASURY-continued. 
I 
$2, 571, 229,92 j$16, 664, 814.67 Brought forward . .......••...... , .••••• , ...... , ............ ,$13, 521, 011. 04,$44, 065, 054. 00 1$2, 468, 131. 061$60, 054, 196. 10 1!$40, 818, 151. 51 
c~~~~~~~~~-~~-~ -~~~~--~~-~~·-~e-~-~-~~~~~~:. ...... 24 5lo ............ __ . 1oo, ooo. oo ,. •••••. .... • •. 1oo, ooo. oo .............. -~---···- ••..... 





Conn .............................. _ .. ____ . .. • • • • _ •• _ _ _ ........... . 
Custom-house and post-office (sewer), New 
Haven,Uonn...... . ........................ .••••• 24 223 .............. . 
4, 638. 85 I • • • • o o .. • oo • • ool oo • • • • • • • oo • oo 
210.00 1······-----·--
Custom-house and post-office, Albany, N.Y ............. ·••••• ...... l, 018· 62 ~---·····--··---~--·· ·••·•••••• Custom-house aml post-office, Buffalo, N.Y. .. •• • . .• • • • . .. • • • • • • .. .. 20, 249. 04 .. • • • .. • • • .. • .. 2, 751. 19 
Custom-house and post-office, repairs and 
sidewalk),Bu:ffalo,N.Y .......................... 24 222 ............... 10,000.00 126.45 
Marine hospital, Pittsburgh, Pa. .....•. ..... ...... ..•..• ..•••• ...... 7, 015.24 ............................ . 
Post-office, custom-house, etc.(site), Camden, 
N. J . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 24 
Custom·housfl, Philadelphia, Pa...... ...... •• .••••• 24 
Marine hospital, Baltimore, Md.............. . • • • • • 24 
Marine hospital (approaches), Baltimore, 
Md .. • . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . • • • • . 24 
5091 ............. .. 









Marine hospital (laundry apparatus), Balti-
more,Md . ..... ........................... .••••• 24 222 ........ ·...... 2,500.00 ~---------····· 
Custom-house, etc., Richmond, Va .... .. .. .. . ...... .••• •. •••••••••••. 134,422.51 .••••••..•••••• 
Post-office, cufltom-house, etc. (site and build- 3, 097.42 
ing), Jacksonville, Fla .. ......................... 24 510 ............... 70,000.00 , ............ .. 
Marine hospital, Key 'Vest, Fla . • • . • •• • • • .. . • • • • . . ••• • . . • • • • • • . .. • . 203. 26 ........................... .. 
Custom-house, Charleston, S.C . ..................................... 2,808.29 ............... 191.71 
Custom-house (repairs), Charleston, S. C .. .. ...... 24 511 ............. .. 
Custom-bouse (wharf), Charleston, S.C...... •••••• 24 2~2 1~ ............... 1 
12, ooo. oo 
1 
..... _ ........ 
40, 000. 00 1, 876. 39 
Post-office, custom-house, etc. (site and build· 1 I ing), Wilmington,N.C ..... ........ ... ...... 24 5111............... 50,000.00 
1 
............ .. 
Custom-house and post-office, New Orleans, i · I 
La.................. . ......................... ...... ······---·--! 41.25 '··--······--· •• 60.81 
Marine hospital. New Orleans, La .................................. ., 557. 471 ........................... .. 
Custom-house, etc., Galveston, Tex.......... .... .. 24 510 I 88, 363.32 65, 000. 00 3, 711. 97 
Custom-house, post·uffice, aud court-house 1 (site and building), El Paso, Tex .. . .. . .. .. ... • •• 24 222, 510 t .............. . 
Custom-house, court-house, and post-office, 
Memphis, Tenn .: ...... .... ................................... .. 
Marine ho><pital, Memphis, Tenn ................................... . 
Custom-house and post-office, Cincinnati, 




150,000.001 ' ............. . 
............... 1, 422.82 
............................. ! 
............... 348.89 t 
4, 6il8. 85 
210.00 
































1, 149.03 .............. , ............. . 
15,002.70 .............. , 4, 997.30 
2,500. 00 .......................... .. 
55, 703. 05 __ ..... __ ..... 1~ 81. 816. 88 37. 55 .. • • • • .. • .. • .. 69, 962. 45 ............... .............. 203.26 
3, 000.00 .............. ! ............ .. 
7, 000. 00 .. • • • .. • • .. • .. 5, 000. 00 
9. 020. 98 .............. 
1 
32,855.41 
28. 60 ........... -.. 49, 971. 40 
95.31 1 6. 75 
1 
............ .. 
255. 37 . 302. 10 ............ .. 
10, 940. 86,.... •• • .. . • • .. 146, 134. 43 
74.99 .... .......... 149,925.01 
2, 799. !71 177.61 303.33 
282. 85 .. • • • .. • • .. • .. 2, 617. 99 






























Marine hospital, Cincinnati, ~hio ...••• --·-·· ·-·--· ···- -- ···-- • ···---~ 11. 21 ~- • ·- •••••• • • · · -~-- •• ··········I Custom-house, Cleveland, Ohw .........•......•.. -- . ---·- .••••• .•. . .• 48. 77 ...•••.•.•••• . .••.•••.•••••• 
(.;ustom-house, court-hou\!e,etc. (approaches), 
~ Toledo,Ohio ................•............•..•••.. 24 234 ••••••.••...••. 5,000.00 . . •••••.•••••. 
• Custom-bouse, court-bouse, etc., Toledo, 
~ C~~~~-h~~~~- ~~-d · ~~b~t;~~~~~Y ·c·r-ep~-i ~-s); · ·••· · · · ··- -- · ··· · · --·- · · 
• Chicago,lll....... . ........................ .••... 24 222
1 
...•........... 
l~ Mar~ne hosp!tal, Chicago, Ill ..... :···········........................ 93.26 
<:0 Manne hospttal (breakwater), ChJCago, Til... . ... .. 24 512 
r Marine hospital, Cairo, Ill................... .••••. 24 2:!2 Marine hospital (sidewalk), Detroit, Mich . . . . •• • . . 24 222 Cul>tom-bouse, et.c. (purchase of land), St. Paul, 1\!inn ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .••. •• . ... .. .••••. 24
1 
223,511 
~ u1~t~~1--~~~1~~-- a-~~- .:.~~t~-~~~~: .. ~~~~~~~:. ····-· ................. . 
Old custom-house, St. Loms, Mo................... 24 511 
Custom-hous6 and post-office, St. Louis, 
~~!:EA~F.~~:~~ 7;~~~·;::~ ;?: ~:::~~~; : ;;; ;; : :?1 :~~~~~ :~~~~: ······--- ·------
Custom-house, post-office, etc., Kani!as City, 
Mo.......... . ............................. .•••.. 24 2.22 
Custom-bouse and sub-treasury (iron tie rods), 
C~s~~:g;~~;le. -;~d- -~~b:tr:~~;;;ry "{x:~p~li:i;;g ..••• • ·1 24 
stone work),Chicago,Ill ............ . ............ , 24 
cc~?::O~~~l.~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~):~~~~~~~. •••••• 24 1 
Custom-house and sub-treasury {painting), I 
Chicago, Ill .•..••..•.•.. --- .................... -- 24 
.Appraiser's stores, etc. (~:~ite and building), 
Chicago,lll........ . ....................... .•••.. 241 70 
Custom·l10use, post office, etc., Port Town-
C~=~~~::~~:e; -i>~~i:~ru~~.-- ~;.~: · <·;VP~~~"c"h~~ · · · · · · -~--- · · ·' · · · · · · · ·----
aod heating apparatnd), Port 'Iownsend, 
T!a~~~in~iicii~g;-w·~~bi~gi~;;.-:D~ c:: :::::: ::::::1 ~! 224, ~ig 1······· ··;5: o4· 
Treasury Building (improving sanitary con-







·-···so; ooo: oo ·1::::::: ::::::: 
12,000.00 
17, 000. 00 



















35, ooo. oo I 
35,000.00 ! 
9, ooo. oo I 
5, 000. 0(; 1 





























8, OGO. 00 
3, 500. ()0 
134,822.78 
44,936.03 
12,000.00 1--··-- ......... 19, 2:!6. 86 . 11, 226. 86 I. __ .. _ ....... . 
5, 033. 48 1 .... - .. ~ .. • • • · 20,000.00 
12, 0[0. 00 
8, 000.00 
14,966.52 
Treasury Building (silver vaults), Wasbing-Bt~?1~,i~g ~o~-:Bu~·~~~ -;;;-:E· ~ -g ~--~:; i ~g. ~~d. .... -.. , 24 512 .. • • • • • • • • • .. .. 21, 8ot. 25 .• _ .... __ ••••• 27, 8~!. 25 
Pnntmg, Wash. mgton,D.C ..................... 
1
•••••• ............ 4,252.10 ............... .............. 4,2o2.10 ............... ···········-··! 17, 80!. 25 4, 252.10 
Building for Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing (s ; wer),Washington,D.C ........ .:..:.:.:..::.:1~---224 .:...:..:...:...:.:..::.:..:..:..:..:. __ 1,200. 00 ..:..:..:..:.::..:..:.:..::.:..:.: __ 1,200.00 ..:..:.::..:.:.~.:..:..:~ __ 1,20~~:.:.:..:.:.:==-:..:.:. 































BALANCES OF APPflOPRIATIONS UNEXPENDim JUNE 30,1886, AND OF TtlE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continutd. 
Specific objects of appropriations. I 
TREASU UY -continued. 
Statutes. I I Appropria· R .Ap:are~ate I Balances of ap- tions for the ep:lyme~ts avail-;_ble for Payments dnr- Amounts car· 
propriations fiscal :>ear end- ma(!e £1unng the' fiscal year! ing the fiscal ried to the 
Vol. !Page_ or sec-1 July 1,1886. ing June 30, [hefisc>~l year OlJCiill!! Jime I year ~nding I surpl~1s fund 







Brought forward ................. , .•••• 
Bureau of Engraving and Printinp: and 
quartermaster's corral (sewer) Washing-
: ••••• ••••· .l$13, 944,346.20 l$!5, 222, 516.29 l$2, 491, 693.51 l$61, 658, 556.00 l$41, 212,371.96 :$2, 5i3, 102.20 l$17, 873,081. H4 
ton, D.C ................................. .. 
l3rnnch J.nil_lt, Drnve_r, Colo ................... 
1 
.... .. 
M.mt. bmhlmg (repatrs) New Orleans, La .......... . 
M int._bnil(lin& lremovin;; steam-power plant), 
Plnladelph1a, Pa ........................... 
1 
..... . 
United States jail, Fort Smith, Ark ............. .. 
R~fl~~r:. ~~~ .. :~~~~~~~t-i~~ .. ~~·- -~~-~i~-~ . ~~-s-- · 1887 
Repairs and preservation of public build-
ings ........................................ , 1887 
241 512 ....................... 2, 443.30 ......... ....... . 2, 4!3. 30 .................. .. .............. 2, 443.30 24 511 25,000.00 2, oou. 00 
··········-··· 
27,000.00 870.00 .................... 26,130.00 
24 223 ................ 15,000.00 288.00 15,288.00 14, 779.93 ................ 508.07 
24 225 .................... 54,639.20 ....... · .. ··-- ... 54, 639. 20 12,500.00 .. ............... 42, 139."20 
... 
········-··· 
48, 000.00 .................. .................. 48, 000.00 15,151.18 .............. 32, 8i8. 82 
24 224 ................ 20, 000.00 . .............. 20, 000.00 20,000.00 
24 224 , ............... 200.000.00 58.22 200, 058. 22 1 162, 121.86 i .............. \ 37,936.36 
-----~--,-----------............................ ------~----·---··-- 14,017, 34~~145, 516, 598:2:.._ _2, 492, 039~- 62,025, 98~~ 41,437, 794~ 2, 57il, 102~i 18,015,087.59 _______ ____________, __ _ 
DIPLOMATIC. I I . 
Salaries of ministers ......................... 1887 24 108,109 ....... ........ 308,000. Oo 121.40 j 308,121.40 178,234.91 ............ _ .. , 129,886.49 
Do ................................. 1886 24 257 37,112.30 H, 100.00 469.10 45, 68L 40 45,472.78 ...... ........ 208.62 
Do ................................. 1885 2i 257 25.50 34,786.11 252.53 35,064.14 31,299.26 .......... .. .. 3, 764.88 
Do ................................. 1884* ...... ,............ ............... ................ .03 . 03 ............. .. 
Do................................. 1883* 24 302 . • .. .. .. .. . .. .. 445.40 .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 445. 40 445. 00 
Salaries, secretaries of legation .............. 1887 24 109 ........... .... 39,150.00 102.16 39,252.16 24,602.95 ........... ... 14,649. n 
Do................................ 1~86 ...... ...... ...... 1, 647.75 ............ ... 9, 195.86 10,843.61 1, 545.94 ......... .. .. 9, 297.67 
Do............... .. .. . .. . . .. • .. . .. lH85 24 257 1, 287. 76 2, 8-i 7. 07 964. 15 5, 098. 98 2, 891. 02 2, 207. 96 ............ .. 
Salaries, interpreters to legation .... .. . ..... 1887 24 109 . .. .... .. .. . . .. 10, 500.00 1. 05 10. 501. 05 6, 374.92 ...... . .. .. ... 4, 126.13 
~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }~~~ :::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~:~~ ::::::::::::::: ....... ~~~--~~~· ~:~~~:~ ...... ~~~l~-.~~ ...... 7 ..223.'i6 ........ ~0~--~~ 
Contingent expenses, foreign missions ...... 1887 24 109 ....... ... . .. .. 105,000.00 1, 097. 12 106, 097.12 63, 907.60 .............. I 42, 189.52 
Do ................................. 1886 .................. 5,587.80 ............... 14,184.74 19,772.54 11,680.19 .............. , 8,092.35 
fi~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~~!. :::::: :::::::::::: ______ ;:_~~~:_ ~~ _ ::::::::: ~::::: 1 -----~·- ~;:: ~~- :: ~gt gg ...... ~·- ~~~:_ ~~ 4Jz~: ~~ :::::::::::::: Do...... . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1883* 2,1, 298 . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . 921. 32 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 921. 32 509. !'12 . • . • . . . . • . . . • . 411. 50 Salaries, consular service ......... ......... .. 1887 24 111 ...... ; .. .... .. 420,000.02 6, 059.65 4~6. 059.65 28fi, 3F9. 20 .............. , 139, G~O. 45 Do ................................. 1886 24 258 ll;,, 418.59 792. 1. .. , 4, 863.08
1 
1~1, 073.l'O 120,819. 84 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 2.:>3. !l6 





























Do ...... . 
Do ....................•............ 
Salaries, consular clerks ................•.••. 
Allowances for consular clerks .•............ 
Do ..........•.•.. 
Do .............••••..•............. 
Do ................................ . 
Salarie<~, int('rpretors to consulates in China 
1883•1 241 2981 .............. . 
1l'82 . .. . .• ......... .• • 150.69 






and Japan........ .. . . ..... . . ............. 1 1887 
Salaries, intrepreters to consulates in China 
Japan, and Siam. 
Do ................................ . 
Salaries, consular officers not citizens ....... . 
!)o. ······ ......................... . 
Do ...•...........•...•.••.•........ 
Do ..........•...................... 
Do ..••. . ............•... • ..•...••. 
Salaries of marshal's, consular courts ....... . 
Do .......•....•.........•• . .••...•. 
Do .......... . ..................... . 
Sa1ary, clerk to legation of Spain .......... · .. 
Steam-launch for legation at Constantinople. 
Do . ..............•..•.•.. . ......... 
Eoat and crew for consul at Hong-Kong ..... 
Boat and crew for consul at Osaka and liiogo. 


















8, O.i6. 25 
1, 954. 35 
1, 217.23 








. . . . . '3,' 787:66. 
4, 793.47 
1, 829. 331 •••••. -- ...... j 125.02 
.•••••.. - .. - . . . 1, 217. 23 i........ . . ... 
868. 50 ............. - i 331. 50 
1., 274. 22 ....•..•...••. , 525. 78 
······----~·--·!·····~·-·--··· 7.77 12o. 00 . • • . . . . . • .. . .. · 375. 00 
2-!6.171······ ........ , 253. 83 
5!:1. 05 . • . • . • . • • .. • . . 249. 08 
45.18 1····-- ········ Expense:s of interpreters, guards, etc., Turk- . 
ish dominions . ....... . . . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . 1887 241 116 ••••••.•...... ·1 4, 000. 00 131. 07 I 4, 131. 07 2, 590. 75 
Do .................... . ............ 1886 .•••..••• :........ 1,510.93 ............... 193.28 1,704.21 803.77 
Salaries, ~~~~~~·d;;fl~i~~~-~d·i~-t~~~~.:::;::: ~~~~ ... 24T" .... '"io9' ........ ~: ~ ~~ ..... 2o: ooo: oo" ::::::::::::: :' 20, o~b: ~~ .... 'is; 454: w 




1, 798. 20 
550.27 Do ................................. 1886 .•••.. .••••• .... . 1, 822.30 .••••. ... . ..... 148.58 1, 970.88 1, 420.61 
Do . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . 1885 24 259 .. • . . • .. . . .. . . . 135. 40 . • • • . • . . . • . . .. 135. 40 135. 40 
Lossonbillsofexchange,consularservice .. ·1887 241 116 ............... 4,000.00 .............. 4,000.00 2,401.411 .............. ,. 1,598.59 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ...... ... ... 3, 000.00 .•••••.. . . . .. . . .••••• ........ 3, 000.00 2, 903.48 ...•.. ..... ... 96.52 
Do................................ . 1885 24 1 298, 303 . . . • .. . . • .. . • • . I, 443. 42 . • • • • • • • • .. .. . 1, 443. 42 1, 443. 42 ........................... . 
Do................................. 1 883* 24 289 .. • .. • . • .. .. . .. 952. 95 . . . . • • • . . . .. .. 952. 95 941. 92 ............. ·I 11. 03 
Buildings and grounds, legation in China .... 1887 24 · 110 ..... ...... ... . 3, 100.00 13.53 3, 113.53 2, 251.73 1--·······--···j 861.80 
~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: ~~~: g~ 1::::::::::::::: ....... "23:i3' ~gg: g~ ...... --~~~-- :~ ./'""""466: 32"1. ...... -~~:·.~~ 
:Buildings and grounds, lell;ation in Corea.... 1887 24 1HJ .............. -~ 5, 000. 00 .............. 
1 
5, 000. 00 ............... . ,.............. 'j 5, 000. 00 
~uildingsforlegationin_J~~an ............ 188~ 2! 110 ............... 3,400.00 .............. 3,400.00 3,400.00 ........................... .. 





Contingentexpensesoft:onsulates ........... 1887 241 117 ............... 150,000.00 1,628.041 151,628.04 105,39919 '···--·········1 46,228.85 
Do................................. 1886 24 258
1 
1, 601. 95 40, 000. 00 1, 903. 49 43, 505. 44 42, 727. 78 1 ............. ·j 777. 66 
Carried forward ............................. 1=~= -223,669.7'011, 283,265.06 ~~54. 81 i""l,5s4, 189:5'7 ~8, 097~~~. 095As --453,996.29 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THF. APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
---------------------.--~~----------~----------~--------~---------,----------~--------~------------------














June 30, 1887. !June 30, 1887. 1 30, 1887. 
I 1 -·-----~ - -- 1--------------------
$223. 669. 70 I $1, 283, 265. 06 $!7, 254.81 
53. 08 35, 480. 49 426.58 
997.40 2,174.ti7 ................... 
..................... 640.61 
16.51 
1, 211.16 .............. 
24 110 18, 577. 00 50, 000. 00 
24 110 .. . • • . . . • . . . • • 15, 000. 00 
---~~- ....... -~~~- :::::~:: :~~~ ~~: ..... i4,' ~~::- ~~- [ :::::::: ii.: i~: 
...... ...... ...... 11,119.23 ........ . .... 
1 
88.30 
2! 259 3, 924.52 329. 56 75. 33 






...... '...... . .. . . . 3, 793. 81 . • • • • • .. .. .. .. . 81. 75 
110 . .. • . .. . . . .. .. . 5, 000. 00 ............. . 
........... .I 10, 000. 00 ............................ . 
$1, 554, 189. 57 ! $1, 078, 097. so I $22, 095. 48 
35, 960. 15 34, 325. 67 . -.- ... -- .. --. 
3, 172.27 3, 172.27 
640.61 
16.51 
1, 211. Hi 
34,922.71 
52, 713. il6 
31,430.73 











$453, 99.6. 29 
1, 634.48 
40.00 





9, 06!. 66 
3, 011. 14 
4, 784.95 
5; ooo.'oo 
10, 000. 00 

































Do ...•....••......••...••.•.•••.••. 11885~------~- ••.•••••••. 
Expenses International Congress .•••••.•......•........•.......•..•. 
International prison commission . ......................•...••••.•••.. 
Procuring- evidence relating to French spolia- I 
tion claims................................ ..•.•. 24 235,525 
International boundar_y surveys ........••... 
~'estimonial to Russian officers, etc., for aid 
to .Jeannette ...... . ................................... . 
Shipping and discharging seamen .. . .. .. . .. . . 1885 .•••.. 
1 
........... . 
Intemational Fishery Exhibition, 1883, at 
In~;:;~Tio;;~j ~~~~;;~ti~~ti.~~-of·s-ii~~-r-: :::::: :::::: ::::::1:::::::::::: 
International commission for the establish-
ment of electric units ............................................. . 
Commission to negotiate a commercial treaty 
with Mexico ........................................... , ............ . 
Relief of William Schuchard................ .... .. 24 967 
Re-imbursing legal representatives of Francis 
P. Van \Vyck .......................................... ............ . 
Relief of Victor Beanbonclwr ................ 1...... 24 I 685 
Pa_vmenttoLizzieM.Phe!ps ................ '
1 
...... 1 24 i 8ti3 
Reliefof.JamesM. Hagar......................... 24 ! 905 
.JointcommiRsion,etc.,claims between United . I 
States and the French Republic ........... 1
1 
............ , .......... .. 
Indemnity for losses sustained by Chinese I ,. 
subjects at Rock :Springs, \Yyo ............ [ ...... ! 24 418 
Raytiau arbitl'ation commisRion ............. , ...... i 24 481 
Estate of decedents trust fund ..................... ! ...... • ........... . 
Revising the consular regulations .......... . ...... j 24 117 ............... 3,000, 00 
Publicu.tion of consular and commercial · re- I I 
po•ta ··jl~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::[ !r:! 1 1:::~~: :::::: ::~~~: ::::::::::::::: :::::~~·: ~~~~~~:I 58~:~~ 
Spanishint!emnit.y . ......................... ,...... 5 25 4,452.80 28,500.00 601.581 
242.73 









5, 791. 67 
7GO. 00 
1, 000. 00 











~3. 55!. 38 
16,396.52 
600.00 
R~~e~e~~lcf~~~~~;~~~tc.: ~-~s-t~r:~~~i_o_~. ~~ -~~~~ ..•••• -~~---. --1--- ... ··; .. . 16, 396. 52 ........ - .................. .. 
Re-ImbursementtoC.C . .A.ndiews........... .••... 24
1 
259 ............... 600.00 ............ .. 
Testimoniala to the umpires of United States 
and Spanish claims commission...... . .. . .. .. ........... 
1
............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000. 00 3, 000. 00 980. 40 
Scientific commission of electricians at Ph.l- . 
adelphia .............................................. 
1
............ 3,150.00 ............... 108.40 5, 258.40 ............... 1
1 Expenses of the Siamese em bnssy .. . . . . .. . . . .. . • . . . • • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 266. 68 ................... "'........ 266. 68 .............. . Repairing moJmme11t in Bogota to B . .A. Bed- I 
In1;e~~ati~-~~i ~~~-t~~-e-~~~ t~-~~t~~ii;b. ~-~~~i-ci." .. · · .... · · · · · • • • • · • · • ·.. 85' 00 i .. · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · .. · · · · ·.. 85· 00 .. · • • • • • ·'" • • --j 
3, 258. 40 
266. 68 
85.00 




11, 6;17. 44 
................ 
6. 92 
5, 05!. 38 
.08 .............. . E~~~nfdfn~~~;;':::~r~~i~fth~ U~it~~l St~i~~-~ ......... · --1-- ·: ·· ·· ·· ·. · 08 1 ... · .. · · · · · · · · ·1--·· ·· · · · · · · · · · 08 · •· • • • • • • •• •• · ·! 
the Congo Valley .......................... .:..:..:...:...l:..:.:..:.:...:l:..:_:::..:..:..:::.:., __ 9, 93~~'==~.:..:=1 .:..:..:.::.:.:..:..:.:= __ 9, 93~~ .:.::..:_:~~:_:_:_:_J __ 9, 930.97 : .:..:..:...:...~ 
Carried forward ................ J .... J ................. I 570, 673. 89 I 1, 714, 783. 26 I 63, 150. 99 : 2, 348, 608. 14 1, 405, 101. 80 1 8!, 402. 72 I 859, 103. 62 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIOXS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, lND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
I Statutes. I Balances of ap-~ tfoErr£J:.rl~~ I Repayme~ts I a~tilfi~~fea}~r ~ayments dur-1Ar~:JOunts car-~l Bal:nces_ of 
Specific objects of appropriations. !Year. 1 propriations ~ fi~cal , ear ~nd- ~t~:~~~1r;~~rf the ~:;cal yrar 1;~a~he_ en~~~~l I s~1:;\~~ l~~d ~gE. ~1~:~ 
I 
Vol. Pag~~~-sec- July 1,,1886. mgJ~~r 30, 1887. I engb~f88~~ne June30, 1887. -~ June30,1887. 30,1887. DII'L::;lC--~:~~:~~~~----, . ,I -~ ----.. ---_- ·· - I I I 
. I I . 
. Bro~ghtf~rw:ard_................. . ..... ...... ............ $570,673.89 i $1,714,783.26 $63,159.99 $2,348,608.14 J $1,405,101.80 j $84,402.72 ! $859,103.62 
Repairs ofl6_gatwn bmldmg m Tangier .. .. . 1886 . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 500. 00 1 .............. · / --............ 2, 500. 00 
1 
............... 1 ............ " I 2, 500. 00 
Pa:vll_lent of a~ar_ds, :French and American I 1 , 1 1 . clallliS CommiSSlOD. . . . . .... .. ....... . . .. .. . ...... 24 256 .............. . ~ 15,630.16 ,.............. 15,639.16 j·--············ J·----····--··· ' 15,639.16 
Payment of judgments, court of Alabama I J , 1 1 I c~aim~ ....... : ......................... l ..... 24 78 ............... , 5,739,495.41 1---·-- .. ····--J 5,739,405.42 ! 5,739,265.29 ! .............. ! 230.12 R~~a~~~dg .~~~~~~~~~-0-~~~-~~:~~~-~~·~o~~o-~~~~ -• ------j 23/ 50 f............... 419.56 1 .............. j 419.561 419.56 l .............. l ............ .. 
Pay of consular officers for services to Ameri· i , I I I I i 
canvesselsandseamen . .. ......... .. ...... j .. ----1 23 56 ............... 20,353.84 : 440.471 20,794.31 1 20,704.31 ! .............. 1--··----·----· 
Sal:tries and expease~. court of commis- J 1 • I ! .
1 
s1oners, Alabamacla1ms ................... j...... 24 1 77 ............... 2,500.97 ! 699.03j 3,200.00 I 3,200.00 ! .............. . 
Total diplomatic .... . .................. J ..... - ~ -- .. ~~·-........... _573, ~ 73. 89-1
1
1 
7, 493, ~~2. 20~-64-, 290. 49/1 8, "!.30, 656.581 7, 168, 780. 96 -84,402.72 j- 877, 472. ~ 
JUDICIARY. ~----~----~-----~-- .------, - ! I • ;- --- -
1 i j I I I I I ) ! Salaries, Department of Justice ............. 1 1887 ! 24 I 207,208 .......... ..... 140,190.00 1 .............. , 140,190.00 138,161. 971' .............. ! 2, 028.03 
Do ................................. ,1 1886 1...... ............ 864.20 ............... ,.............. 864.20 ! ............................. ! 864.20 
. Do . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . • • • . 1885 j •••••• ,.. .. .. • .. • .. 1, 75U. 00 ............... 
1
.............. 1, 759. 00 ,.. .. .. . . . • . • • . . 1, 759. 00 i ............. . 
Contmgent expenses: . i I j 
Books for Department hbrary ........... J._l88J i 24 j 207 ..... , ......... 1,500.00 1 .............. 1 1,500.00 1,500.00 ; ........................... .. Do ..... .... .. . .................. , 1f83 i 24, 273 .............. 5.00 ,.............. 5.00 5.00 1 .............. j ............. . 
Books, office of Solicitor................. 1837
1 
24 I 208 .. .. .. .. • .. .. • . 500. 00 ~ --............ 500. 00 500. 00 ! .............. 1 ............ .. ~~: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :H~~~ ~! ~+~ ::::::::::::::: ~: ~~ 1:::::::::::::: g: ~~ g: ~g I:::::::::::: ::I:::::::::::::: 
Furnitureandrepairs ................... 1887 24 207 ............... 1,000.00 1 .............. 1 1,000.00 1,000.00 1 .............. 1 ............ .. Stationery . . . . . • • . . • . • • . . • . • • . . • • . • • . . • • . 1887 24 208, 209 . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 900. 00 1· ............. 
1
' 1, 000. 00 1, 900. 00 .............. 
1 
............. . 
Horsesandwagons ...................... 1886 ,...... ............ 1,150.00 ............... .............. 1,150.00 ............... .............. 1,150.00 




100. 00 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . 100. 00 ............. . 
ransportatwn .. .. . . .. • • ... • • . • .. • • • • • .. 1887 24 208 .. • .. .. .. .. • . .. 500. 00 .. . .. • • .. .. • .. 500. 00 I 500. 00 .............. j ............. . 
Miscellaneous jtems .. .. .... .. • . .. • .. .. .. 1887 24 207 . .............. 7, 160. 00 
1 
.............. i 7, 160.00 1 7, 160.00 .............. ! ............ .. 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ............ ............... ............... 3.35
1 
3.35 ...... . ...................... , 3.35 
Do................................. 1885 24 273 ....... •• .... .. . 1, 470. 10 2. 55 1, 472. 65 1, 410.10 .. .• .. .. .. • • • . 2. 55 
~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :H~~ ---~~- ........ :~~- ::::::::::::::: ........ ~~:: ~~-! :~~~~~ :~~~:~~: I ~~gJg ........ ~:~:- ~:- 1 :::::: :~~~~ ~~t:::~::: :::::: ~!~~~~~ ~ f!;~!~e!~~~~i;.ti~e~ -~i Th~~~~- .. -.- .
1 
24 273 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 95. 8o j· ............. 
1 
95. 8o . 95. 8o ; ............. :/ ............ .. 































Payment to William M. Rush .•••••••••••.... 1 ••••• ·j 241 273 ]· •...•..•••••. -~ 875. 00 , ••••••.••.•••. 1 875. 00 I 875. 00 I· ........•... ·!· ..... ··-· · · · · 
Relief of .Tames Clifton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . J...... 24 682 , . • . • • • . • • . • . • • . 556. 70 .••.••..••••.. , 556. 70 556. 70 
1 
•............. ·1· ••••..•• · •• • • 
Salaries, employes court-house, Washington, 1 I I 1 1 D. c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 1887 I 24 I 208 i ......... ? . . . . . 11, 760. 00 I· •••••.••••••. : 11, 760. 00 I 11, 760. 00 i •••••••••..•.. ! ............. . 
Do ................... ·-···········-1 1885 j······l············ · 5~3.90 
1 
......... .. .... J •••••••••••.•. j 523.90 ............... 1 523.90 , .•.•.•.••.•••• Repairstocourt-bouse,"\y~shin~to~,D.C .... I 1887 24 i 252!............... 12,000.00 i·--···········1 12,000.001 12,000.00 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Salary ?f warden of the Jall, D1stnct of Co. I : j i , • ' 1 
lumb1a ..............•..••.........•.•...... 1887 J 24!' 208 : .••..•...•..•.. ! 1,800.00 i •••••••••••••• , 1,800.00 I 1,800.00 1··············1·············· 
Compiling and printing laws, Territory of l' i I I 'I ! : 
Alaska ....................•............... 1885 , ...... j .•••••••.... ! 96.62 !.......... . .... .............. 96.62 1···--·········· 1 96.62 1 ............. . 
Travelingexpenses,TerritoryofAlaska ..... 1887 2! 1 252 ! ............... ! 1,500.00 .•••....•..•.. 1,500.00 ..•...••..•••....•.••••.•••.. ! 1,500.00' Do...... . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188?. l ...... 
1 
............. [. 1, ~00. 00 ! ............... 
1 
............. ·I 1, 300. oo I ............. ·j·... . . . . . . . . . 1, 300. 00 
Do ................................ 18!:!;) 1 .................. 1 100.00 1••••••••••• .... •••••••••••••• 700.00 ~--············· 700.0(1 .•••.......... Rent and incidental expenses, Territory of 1 1 1 1 
.Alaska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1887 ! 24 252 i...... . . . . . . . . . 1, 000. 00 1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 000. 00 350. 00 I.... . . . . . . . . . . 650. 00 
Do .•. -.... : ...... . . . . : ............ ·118~6 1~ ...... j ........... -~' 1, 000. 00 I ..... .. ......... I ..•.•.•..•.•• ·I 1, 000. 00 ............... J...... . . . . . . . . 1, 000. 00 Expenses of Terntonal courts m Utah...... 1887 . 24 1 252 ............. --I 30,000. 00 1· ···.... ... . . . 30,000. 00 I 30,000.00 I· ........................ . Do ..................... . ........... 1 1886 : 24 'I 274 , 3, 132.00 1 4, ooo. 00 .............. . 
1 
7, 132. 00 I 6, 754. 90 J· ...... . ...... 1 377.10 
Do ................................ 1885 [ 24 273 ' ......... --· --i 2, 033.15 1.............. 2,033.15 1,992.90 I······ ....... 1 40.25 
Do ................................ 1884 1 .... . ............ J 263.04 1 ......... .. .... 1· --·········-- • 263.04 .............. J 263.04 , .............. . 
Do ......................... . ..... . 1*1883 [ 24 ! 291 ............... 
1
' 195.70 1 ••••••••••••• , 195.70 195.70 1
1 
•••••••••••••• [ •••••••••••••• 
Defending suits in claims against the United 1 : ! : 1 
States .................... _...... .. . .. . .. . . . 1887 1 2-! I . 253 ! ....•... ; ..... 1
1 
20, 000. 00 1-- .•••.•...••. ! 20, 200. 00 I 15, 518. 00 i ............. ·I 4, 482. CO 
~~ ~ ~:: ~ ~::: :: ~ :_:_:_:_·:·:·:·: :_:: ::::::::: ,iii~ ! ::: ~~: :~~~~: :: ~~~: J: ::::: ~·: ~~~-: ~~: I :~:~::: :~~o~ ~~·11 : :::::: ~~i.: ~~- 11• 2• i:~J~ 1 ...... _ -~~~: ~~- 1,:::: ::: ~~~: ~~: : :::::: ~·: ~~~-: ~~ Prosecutionandcollectionofclaims ..••...•. 1887 24 253 !·········------- 500.00 .............. 500.00 ! ............................. , 500.00 E~ ·:::: :::::: :.·.·::.·.·:::::::: :::::: f~~~ :::::: ::::::::::: ~1 !~~: ~~ I:::::·::::::::: 1::::::::::::: :I !~~: ~g I ......... ~~--~~-~·-···· "46o: oo · 81. 69 
Punishing violations of intercourse acts and 1 i . i 
frau us . .. . . . . . • • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . .. . . • . . • . . . . 1887 24 253 . • • . . • .. .. .. . .. 5, 000. 00 I.............. 5, 000. 00 I 4, 005. 20 ••••••.•••.. --~ 994. 80 
Do ................................ 1886 ................. , 1, 985. 95 1 .......................... _.. 1, 985.95 I 296. 95 .••• •• .. . .. .. 1, 689. 00 Fe~s of sfe~i~i -d~p{;ty ~a·;;h~is ~t a·~~g~~~: ·I* L885 . • • • • • . • . • • . • • • • . . 1, 439. 04 ! .............. ·I·............ . 1, 439. 0-i·l · ....... ·: .... "I 1, 439. 04 ............. . 
swnal ~lections_............................ 1881 .... --j·........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. 5. 00 . 5. 00 I.............. . 5. 00 J· ...... _ ..... . 
ProsecutiOn of cnmes .. . • . . . . .. • . . . . • . . • • .. . 1887 24 253 . . • . . .. • .. .. .. .. 30, 000. 00 .............. , 30, 000. 00 I 29, 754. 15 
1 
.............. , 245. 85 
~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: ~; l~~: if ::::::::::::::: ........ ~~: ~~- 1 ~; !~t ~t 1,.- •••••• ~~~: ~~- •••• '1: 45i. ii' ·····. ~·-~6~: ~~ 
Prosecution of crimes, Territory of Utah._.. 1887 24 252 .••• •• .. • • .. . • . 5, 000. 00 .............. 'I 5, OQO. 00 1, 000. 00 .•••••.••.•••. 
1 
4, 000. 00 
lnc1u~trial Home,Territoryof_Utah ......... 1887 24 2521···--·········· 40,?00.00 ............... 40,?00.00 I 5,000.00 ··············! 35,000.00 
Bmldmg, Department of Justice ....••••.••. 1887 24 258 •••••••••••. ... 5, 300.00 .•••.• ········J 5, 30u. 00 J 1, 200.00 .............. 
1 
4, 100.00 
Do ................................ 1885 24 273 .•••••. _...... 146. 50 . ••• .••••• .... 146. 50 146.50 ........................... . 
Digest of opinions of Attorneys-General .......... , . . . . .. . . • • • • • . . .. . 1, OOQ. 00 ............................. j 1, 000. 00 I ............. _. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 1, 000. 00 
DefenseinFrench sp_oliationcl!tims......... ...... 24 253 .••••.••.•••••. 5,600.00 .••••••••.•••. , 5,600.00 j 3,911.39 .............. 1,688.61 
PostagetoPostal Umoncountnes ..•••••.•.. 1887
1 
24 208 .•••••••••.•••. 100.00 .............. 100.001 25.00 .............. 75.00 
Expenses of United States courts ........... *1879 24 291, 276 ••••••.• •• . .. . . 15,790.83 9, 382. 92 25,173.751 15,790.83 9, 382.92 ! ............ .. 
Feesofjurors,UnitedStatescourts ......... 
1
1887 24 254 .•••.•........ 450,000.00 9,405.60 J 459,405.60 453,719.80 .••..•..•••••• 1 5,685.80 
Do ................................ 118861 241 274~~~--25,00~:_~1~,698~---53,999~~-- 53,2l~I.:.:..:.::.:.:.:..:..:::::_I __ ~0.40 
Carried forward ................. /........................ 36,532.!10, 825,568.97! 46,101.68! 908,203.051 805,6~1.181 22,740.70 I 79,841.17 































BAI.ANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, ~XPENDITURES, ETC.-~ontmuea, 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes I Appropria· I R t .Aggregate 




propriations fiscai. year end- made dur!ng the fi~cal ear ing the fi~cal ried to the 
Vol. Pag~or sec- July 1, 1886., ing .Tune 30, 'the .fiscalj ear ending .rtine Jear ending surplu& fund 
I--I-- twn. n:87. 1887. 30, 1887. tJune 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 
·--------- ' 1-----
JUDICIAHY-oontinued. 
1887 24 253 
1886 24 274 
1885 24 274 
188-! 24 274 2, 473.15 
1884* ........................ 0 ....... . 
1883* 24 { ~gk ~~~ } .. -.. -..... .. 
1882+ ...... ...... ...... 1,774.13 Do. 
Do ................................ . 1881 * ....... ~ •.••• 0 • • .. 16, 222. 83 
Fe£-:s of district attorneys, United States 
courts ·····································118871 241 253 
1 
.............. . 
Do .................................. 1886 •••••• •••••••••••• 83,130.60 
$46,101.68 
6, 789.65 
. 5; 59i: i2 
14, 656. 26 
26,848.16 
7, 673.4£ 
$908, 203. 05 
23,769.34 
60,295.57 
5, 591. 12 
87.70 
504,656.26 
7f!, 990. 87 
18, 317. 53 





24, 627. 12 
65,324.89 




316, 969. o3 I 


















18, 676. 50 
60, 285.57 




564,551.81 ............... j 
77,050.76 ............. . 
5,632.15 ........... 000 
9, 958. 38 1 10, 388. 57 
......... ..... 7,802.61 ........... .. 
690. 27 .. .. • .. • • .. • • 2, 493. 69 
...... 00 ..................... 1 3,941.03 
248, 116. 37 1-- ......... 00 38. 30 
24, 526. 64 ' ........ 00 .. 00 100. 48 
1, 918.461 63,406. 431 ........... .. 
......... 0 0 0 • 00 4, 056. 13 .... -.... 0 0 .. 0 
.••... ~·- ~~~-- ~~ .1· • • · · · · iso: oo 535. 45 
745.55 
1,774.131 .......... ----1--····--·--·--j 1,774.13 16, 222. 83 13, 888: 62 . • • • .. • • • .. • .. 2, 334. 21 
350, 000. 00 296, 469. 83 ........ -..... 53, 530. 17 































Total judiciary ...•••.••••••••••••.•••. 
CUSTOMS. 
















~~~r:l_ .. ~~ -~~~~·- :~~·- ~~~ 
1887 24 254 












~:~*,. ·· 24.129i; 299; aoi 
3689 
253 






























1, 154. 04 
1, 000. 00 
2, 750. 00 
3, 914.49 
6, 085. 51 





...... ....... .. .......... 'I 509, 522.571 3, 734,436.08 I=============: 238,611.47 4, 482, 570. 12 
7, 061, 682. 61 
1887 I R. s. 3687 .....• _ ....• _ .. 
1886 R. S. 3687 139, 165.55 
1885 * { R.2~. 3~~H 43, 443. 45 
1881 tl...... . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 024. 30 
1883 t 24 291, 299 ..••••••.•.... 
..................................... 
6, 416, 705. 82 46,008.50 6, 462, 71-l. 32 
135, 830.02 80,916.77 355, 912.34 
278,788.12 63,953.05 386, 18!. 62 
....................... ................. 2, ()24. 30 
151,410.24 .................. 151, 410. 24 
6, 982, 734. 20 1 190, 878. 32 1 7, 358, 245. 82 







































-- ~ 206,669.61 ~ 
Ql 
• 
BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIO:NS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. I I APP~'?Pria·l Repayments I.A~fregat~ I Payments dur-I.Amounts car-Balances of ap- twns for the made during ava~ able for ing the fiscal ried to the 
Year.!---,----- propriations fi~cal year end- the fiscal vear the fiscal year I year ending surplus fund 
V l Page or sec· July 1 1886 mg June 30• 1887 • endmg June June 30 1887 June 30 1887 0 
• tion. ' · 1887. • 30, 1887. ' · ' · 
----1 1-----1 I 
CUSTOMS-continued. 
Brought forward ....••...................... 1 •••••••••••• 
Expenses of regulating immigration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Expenses of revenue-cutter service. . . . . . . . . 1887 24 
Do ................................ 1886 ..... . 
Do ................................ 1885 ................. . 
Do................................. 1884* ................. . 
$6, 982, 734. 20 
258,402.50 
875,000.00 
29.10 B~: ~::: ~::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: t~~~: --- ~~ .. -.--- --~~:.I'-- ... -- .. 2:93. I • --. -. - - •• - •• - . 
Supplies of light-houses .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1887 24 2271. · ·-- · · ·-- ·- · · · 
~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ii~t :::~~: :::~:: ::~~i: ..... !~:-~~~:- ~~- ' ::::::::::.:::. 
t 330, 780. 00 
5. 31 









$7, 358, 245. 82 
422,299.92 
879, Oli6. 47 
59,671.02 
10,006.45 






















Repairs and incidental expenses of light-
houses . jj~ ~ ::: : : : : :::: : : ::: : : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : ~~~~ . -- :~. . . -..... ~~~.I· ..... 5; 5os: 4 i. , ........ --.... . 300,000. 00 
Do ................ : ................ 1885~------ ............ 1 16,325.70 
7, 023.89 
4, 902.32 










: :: : : : : : : · -- --I 6, 148. os 
16,319.'7o·r ...... 14.15 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1883* 24 291 ..••........•. 
Salaries of keepers of light-houses .. .. .. . . .. 1887 24- 228 .............. . 




Do ................................. 1883* 24 
Inspecting lights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 2.! 
Do....... . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 
Do................................. 1885 
Expenses of light vt.ssels .................... 1887 24 
Do ................................ 1886 ................. 45,977.42 
Do. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. 1885 . .. . . . . . . • • . . .. .. . 38, 277. 25 
Do ................................ 1881* ...... ............ 8.13 
Expenses of fog-signals...................... 1887 24 228 .............. . 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ........... 8,169.75 
Do ................................. 1885 ................. 1,053.39 
l!~xpenses of buoyage .............. _.. .. .. .. . 1887 24 228 ............. --~ 300, 000. 00 
i}~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~~t :::~i: . ~::~: ::~~i~ ..... ~~:-~~~:~. :::::: i.: i~~: i~-
Lighting and buoyage of rivers.............. 1887 24 228 .......... ... :. 190,000.00 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ , 1886 . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . • • . 19, 238. 50 
Lighti!Jg and buo_vage of Mississippi, Mis-
souri, and Ohw ltivers..................... 1885 ................ _. 8, 818.26 1 .............. . 
604, 859.97 
12,922.74 





1, 762. 11 
208,009. 58 




15, 601. 89 




















































Completing the lighting and buoyage of Ohio 
River ............. _. _ ..... _ ... _............ . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • •• • • . 3, 194. 07 . •• • • • • • . . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . • . • • . 3, 194. 07 
Repairs and preservation of public buildings. 1886 .••• •• . .•. •• •••••. 7, 363.06 .•••• . ••• . ••. . . .. •. . . . . . . •• . 7, 363.06 
~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~* ···24· ·····• ··29i· ____ .. _ .~:~~ ~~- · -·· ···-2os: 21· ..... :·_ :~~:~:. 8' g~~: ~i 
Furniture and repairs of same buildings . . . . 1886 . . . • • . . • • • . • . •• • • . 204, 713. 79 . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . 3, 142. 14 ~l07, 855. 93 
~~: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::~ :::::: ~~!* :::~~: ::::~~~~:~~~: :::: :~~·:~~~-:~~: :::::::: ~~~-:~~: .... -~·- ~::: ~:- 76, ~~~J~ 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1883* 24 291, 299, 304 . . . . • • • . • . . • . . . 95. 86 • • • • • . . • • . . . • . 95. 86 
Inspection of furniture, etc., buildini.{s.. .. . .. 1886 .•.• .• .. . . •.. . •• 5, 000.00 ... . • . • • . . . • • . . .••••.•• •. . • • . 5, 000. 00 
Do .......•........................ 1885 ...•.• ...•••••.... 3,570.98 ••••••.•....•.. .••.......•.•. 3,570.98 
Fuel, lights, and water for buildings . . • . . . . . 1886 . • . . . . . • • • • • . . • • . . 116, 155. 50 -.............. 6, 625. 29 122, 780. 79 
R~::~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::~::::: i~~~ :::::::::::::::::: ~~:~~~:;: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ig:~~~:;~ 
Heating apparatus for buildings . . . . . . . • • . . . 1885 . • . . . . . • • • • . • . . • . . 2, 343. 30 . • • . • • • • . . . • • . . 3, 412. 98 5, 756. 28 
Do ................................. 1884 24 291 .••••...•...•.. 967.80 ..........••.. 967.80 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1883 24 291 . . • • . • . . . . . • . . . 58. 20 . • • • . . . • • . . • . . 68. 20 
Pay of assistant custodians and janitors for 
buildings ... - ...................•... -...... 1886 24 261 . . . . • ••• • • . • . . . 50, oeo. 00 . •• • • . • • • . . •• . 50, 000.00 
Do ................................ 1885 24 261 ............... 19,748.29 .••.•...•..... 19,74.8.29 
Marine-Hospital Service..................... . . . . . R. S. 3687 t5, il1L 27 562, 187.45 9, 102.82 576, 601. 54 
R~:::::::: :::::::::::::: ~:::: :::::- }fs!: -.. 24- ........ 299- .... :~~·- :~~-- ~~- ...... -.. --:46- ...•. :·. ~~~: ~:. 191, 163: ~~ 
Repairs and preservation ot marine hospitals 1886 . .. . . . •••• •• •••••. .•• . .. . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 273.24 273.24 
Do .............................. .. . 1885 .......•••••.•.... 175.62 . .••............•.........•.. 175.62 
Life-Saving Service...... .•. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1887 24 226 . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . 914,900.00 123.87 915, 023. 87 
E~: :::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::::: ~~i~* :::~i: :::::: ::~~i: . ___ -~~:_ ~~~~ ~~- ::::::::: ii_: ~~: . ___ -~~~;~: ~~- :~: ;HJg 
Establishing life-saving stations. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2!l 226 53, 638. 94 40, 000. 00 . . . . . • • . . • • • . . 93, 638. 94 
Re~uilding and inspecting life-saving sta- r: 
twns . ............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . • • . 2, 20!l. 94 . . • . . • • . . . • . . . 3!l4. 50 2, 549. 44 
Rebuilding revenue-cutter Wm. Pitt Fessen-
den................................. . .............................. 2,620.40 .... . .....•.•.. .....•.....•. 2,620.40 
Rebuilding revenue-cutter Commodore Pe1·ry . ........ : . . . . • . • • • . . • . • . 39. 57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i:i9. 57 
Rebuilding revenue-cutter Richard Rush . ... ... . .. . ... . . . .. . . . •... .. 234.47 .......•.................•.. , 234.47 
g~~:i~~~~t~: t~·~:~~::~.i~~~~h~~~ :~ ~ ~~ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: I~~:~~ ::::::::::::: :·. ::::::::::::: {fg: ~~ 










3. 570. 98 
54, 164. 66 .•• --- . - •... -
1, 313. 57 8, 932. 69 
.. --.. . • . . . • . . . 16, 486. 55 























Building or purchase of such vessels, etc., 
revenueservice ........................... ...... .•.... .••......... 19,666.25 .....•......... 816.10 20,!1,82.35 .••............ .....•..••.••. 20,482.35 
Compensation in lieu of moieties............. :i887 24 237 . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . 30, 000. 00 3f>. 01 i>O, 035. 01 29, 837. 13 .•••••. -..... 197. 88 
R~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 i~~~ :::::: :::::: :·:::: i~: ~g~: ~* : :::::::~:::::.- ....... -~~: ~~ i~: ~~~: ~~ ......... ~:~~~ --·i1;757:a7 ..... :~·.:~~:~~ 
D~-~;;i~(~ ~~~-~~~~::::: ::::::::::: ~ -~~~~- :::::: :::::::::::: l,5i5, :~:: :~ . ~~.-~~~.- ~~~~ ~~- ~~~--~~~~ ~~- 13, 7oo, :::::: . ~~~-~~~.- ~~~~~~- 582,:::::: . -~.- ~:~~ ~~~~ ~~ 





























RALANCES OF APPROPHIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, .AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. Appropria- R Aggregate Year I Balanc.es ~f ap· tions for the e~aydn~!lts available for ~ayments dur- AI?ounts car- Balances. of 
' I propnat10ns fiscal yearend· ma e urmg the fil!cal ear mg the fi.scal ned to the appropna-
Vol. Pag~ or sec- .July 1,1886. ing .June 30, the ~~c~lyear ending .J~e Y• ar ending surplus fund t,ions June 
-----------------! t10n. 1887. 8 • 30, l887. .June 30,1887 . .June 30,1887. 30, 1887. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Cl"STOMs-continued. 
Brought forward .•••...•••••...........••..•• 
1 
.......... .. -~ $1, 515, 696. 27 )$11, 695, 280.19 I $489, 0,4, 38 )$13, 700, 020. 84 )$11, 773, 548. 05 
Salaries and traveling expenses of agents at 
seal fisheries................ . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . 18117 24 237 .•••••.••..•••. 
Do...... • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • .. • • • • . • • . . 18~6 . • • • . . . • • • • • • .. . . . 10, 100. 34 
13,350.00 
10,100.34 
$582, 229. 23 I $1, 344, 243. 56 
4, 854.64 
3, 283.07 
Do ................................. n~~~~ 24 
Do ................................. 188l' .••••• 
Protection of sea-otter hunting grounds, etc., 
Alaska . . . . . • • . .. .. .. .. . • • • . . .. .. .. . .. • • • . 1887 24 2il7 
Do ......... . ...................... . 1886 ................. . 
Quarantine stations for neat cattle . . • • • . • .. . 1887 24 103 ............. - -~ 30, 000. 00 
Do ................................ . 1886* ...... ............ 14,896.43 ............. . 
Purc~ase of a. wha~f 1;\'t Wilmington, N.C... . • . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . 4, 881. 75 . .. .. . . . . . .. . . 1-........ ·. · · Drapmg pubhc bml<hngs .......................... 
1 
24 261 ......... . ... ·1 10, 760.641 533. 45 
Ram Island light station, Maine . .. .. • • •• • • • . • • • • • .. . . . . . •• .. .. . . . . . 9, 536. 60 .•••..... -.... . ............. . 
Moose Peak light station, Maine ............. ... • .. 24 225 .. .. .. .. • . . •• . . 10, 000. 00 ............ . 
Crabtrees Ledge light station, Maine....... . ...... 24 !l25 ..... .... ..... 25,000.00 . ........... .. 
Lubec Narrows light station, Maine........ . ...... 24 225 .............. ·1 40, ooo. 00 
Hero Islands lights, Vermont................ ...... 24 513 ...... •••. •••.. 4, 000.00 
Revenue marine st-ore house, Wood's Roll, 
.Mass..................................... . ...... 24 
New Bedford beacon. light, .Massachusetts... .••••• 24 
Deer Island light station, Massachusetts . . . . . • • • . . 24 I 225 
Lake Champlain lights .................................. , .......... . 
Conimicut li~ht station, Rhode Island ............................. .. 
Sa~onnet Pomt lig~t statio!J, Rhode Island .............. 1 .......... .. 
Wickford Harbor bght statiOn, Rhoflelsland ..••••........•••.•...... 
Gould Island light station, Rhode Island .. . . .. .. .. 24 513 
Whale Rock light station, Rhode Island . . . . . •••....... 
Castle HiU light station, Rhode Island...... .•••.. 24 
Gull Rocks light station, Rhode Island...... .. •• • . 24 
Hogg Island Sboallight-ship, Rhode Island. . . . . • • . 24 
Seabrook beacon light, Connecticut ......... . ............ 
1 
........... . 
Stanford Ha1 bor light station, Connecticut ......................... . 
Cold Spring Harbor light l!tation, New York ........... .. 
Hell Gate electric light, New York_ ................... .. 
Staten Island station depot, New York .................. , ............ ,. 
¥bO:o~r:&~!~fi~~:~i~~i~~~;.;ri~~j~ · ::::::: :::::: :::::: ~~:::::::::: 
DanskammerPointfog-bell,New York ............................. . 
1, 238. 00 
1, 109.16 
20,000.00 
17, 500. 00 
30,000.00 
14, 896.43 
4, 881. 75 I ••••.......... 
1 
••••••..••.•. . 




9, 536. 60 ...... - - .. - . .. . -............ . 
10, 000. 00 3, 000. 00 ............ .. 
25, 000. 00 ......... . - .. . . .. ......... .. 
40, oou. oo I 5oo. oo 
4, 000. 00 4, 000. 00 
20, ooo. 00 






7, 000. 00 
25, 000. 00 
39, 500. 00 
10,163. 0! 




2, 665 72 
9, 500. 00 
4, 040.47 
9, 500.00 
5, coo. 00 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · io; oo9." 6(} 
1, lll4. '27 
18,710.57 






























Lig~ts on Hudson River, New York .............. . 
'Vhitehall Narrows light station, New York ..•.•.. 
~mer Shoal light station, New York .................... , ........... . 
214. 08 
2, 033. 30 ,. • • • • • :: ~~~-: ~~: 1
1
- · · · io: ~~~-: ~~: 
.••••• 500.00 ' .•••••. 
2, 247.38 
200.00 
10, 66~. 40 
500. 00 
9, 10:1. 09 




· · · · · · · · 2oo.· oo ~ 1 :::::::::::::: I· 2, 24 7. 38 
· · · · · · .. 5oo: oo · · · · · · .. ·- · ·-.. · .. · io." 663." 4o 
atch Point light station, ~ew York........ ...... 24 
Barnegat light station, New-Jersey .................... .. 
.A.bsecom li~ht station, New Jersey .................... .. 
Erie light station, Penm<ylvania ........................ .. 
Fourteen-foot Bank light station, Delaware ............. .. 
Sandy Point Shoalli;rht station, Maryland . . . . ........ .. 






Fog-bell below Sandy Point Shoalli<Yht-house 
Maryland ....... .' ............... ~ .....•.• .'. ...... ...... ...... ...... 5.13 ............... .••••••••••••. 5.131--············· .............. 1 5.13 Patuxeu~ IUyer range lights, Maryland...... .... .. ...... .... .• ...... 1, 155.98 .... .. .. . • .. ••. ....... ... • •• . 1, 155.98 ............................. J 1, 155. 98 ~:~!~~~~!~!~ ~~a~~oe~!sa~.lSh~~p·i~ia"~d· ...... ...... ........... 42.22 .•.••• ......... .............. 42. 22
1 
............................. , 42.22 
P~~~~!~~~\~0a~~:,r~1~~r;i·a": ::~::: ::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: 4, 5~~: ~~ ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: 4, 5~~: gg 1::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::1 4, 5~~: g~ 
Bur,h Blufflightstation,Virginia............ ...... ...... ............ 19,418.34 ............... .............. 19,418.341 1,653.44 .............. 1 17,764.90 
Depot, Fifth District, Virginia .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . ... • • . . •• • .. ...... •• . . .. 7, 363. 01 .. • • • .. . .. .. . .. .... • .. • • .. .. . 7, 363.01 1. •• • .. . . .. .. • .. .... •• • • • • .. .. 7, 363. C1 
WinterQ~art~rShoals~ight-~hi:p,:Virginia ......... 24 224 30,000.00 30,000.00 15.95 ~0,015.951 29,000.00 .....•.••.•••. 31,015.95 
Cape Chatles light statwn. Vn·gmia... .... . .. ...... 24 225 •••••• ...... ... 20, ouo. 00 .•••••• .... .. _o, 000. 00 ........... . ................. , 20, 000. 00 
DntchGaplightstation,Virgin,ia .................. 24 225 ............... 150.00 .............. 150.00 150.00 .............. 1
1 
............ .. 
Cape Charles light-ship, Virginia .. . • • • • • • • • . .. . • .. 24 225 . • • • • • • • • .. • • .. 60, 000. 00 25. 95 60, 025. 95 1 29, 000. 00 .. • • • .. . • .. • .. 31, 025. 95 
Plantation light station, Virginia............. . •. • .. .. . • . . .•• • • • .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. .... • .. . .. .. . .. 538. 22 538. 22 j 538. 22 ...... · • .. -- ...... -------- .. 
Croaton light station, North Carolina........ ...... ...... .••••• ...... 10,605.54 . ..... .... . ... .............. 10,605.54 10,605.54 .............. ! ............ .. 
Harborislandlightstation,NorthCarolina.. ...... 24 225 ............... 20,000.00 .............. 20,000.00 ............................. 11 20,000.00 
Paris Island light station, South Carolina.... ...... ...... ............ 118.34 ........ ....... .............. 118.34 ............... .............. 118.34 
Dog River bar and Choctaw Pass channel 
.Alabama................................. ...... .••••• ............ 1,097.49 ............... 25.54 1,123.03 1,097.49 .............. 1 25.54 
Sand Island light station, .Alabama......... . ..... ...... .••••• ...... 369.55 ........ ••• . • • . .............. 369.55 ............................ ·: 369.55 
Drr Tortug~ts light station, Florida.......... . • • • • . .. • • .. .. • • • • .•• • • . 75, 000. 00 . • .. • • • • • .. • • .. . •• .. .. . .. .. .. 75, 000. 00 ........................... --I 75, 000. 00 
Florida Reef beacons, Florida .. .. . .. • • .. .. .. ... • .. . • .. .. .. • • • • . .. . .. 9, 150. 24 .. • • • • .. .. . • .. . 3,1()01. 96 12, 152. 20 1, 912. 78 .. -- .......... ·~ 10, 239. 42 
Sanibelislandlightstation, Florida................................. 11,734.47 ............... .............. 11,734.47 .......... . .... .............. 11,734.47 
Mosquito Inlet light station. Florida......... .. .. .. 24 224, 513 9, 711. 63 70, 000. 00 .. .. • • .. .. .. • . 79, 711. 63 24, 482. 63 .. .. • • . • • .. • .. 55, 229. 00 
.Ancl?teK~yslightstation,Flori~a .......... ...... 24 224 17,500.00 17,500.00 .......... ... 35,000.00 27,000.00 .............. 
1 
8,000.00 
Repau·s of 1ron hgh t-houses, Flonda .. .. • • • .. .. • • • • .. • • .. .. • • • • .. .. • . 3, 498. 04 .. .. .. .. • • • .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. .. 3, 498. 04 .. • • • • . .. • .. . .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. 3, 498. 04 
Cape San Bias light station, Florida.......... .. .. .. .... .. .... •• .. •• .. 1, 925.57 .. . .. • .. • • . .. .. 98. 93 2, 024. 50 ............................. i 2, 024. 50 
.Apalachicola range lights, J!'lorida .... ,-. •••••• ...... ...... .......... •• 600.00 .... .. .. • ... .. . .............. 600.00 600.00 .... - .. -- · ----~-------- .. · · .. 
Northwest Passage range hghts, Flonda.. .. . ...... ...... ...... ...... 180.00 ...... .•••.•••. ...... ...... .. 180.00 ...... .... .• ••. ....... ••. .... 180.00 
Rebecca Shoalligh t statiou, Florida.......... .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. • • • .. • .. .. • • • • .. • . .. • .. .. • .. .. .. . .. • .. 22. 60 
1
. 22. 60 • • • • • • .. .. .. . . . ... • .. .. • • • • .. 22. 60 
Lights for channels leading to Pensacola, -
Fla ............................................... 24 !513 ............... 17,250.00 .............. 17.~50.00 100.00 .............. 1 17,150.00 
Re-establishment of light-houses, Texas .. • . . .. • • • • .. .. .. .. • • .. ... • .. 20, 000. 00 ............... 1 .............. 1 20, 000. 00 7, 500. Oil .............. ! 12, 500. 00 South. ~as~ pier lights, Mississippi RiYer, ' ' . I ~ti~f!~:r~~~~s-,1~~~i:f!~~~:~~~~~~~~~~ ::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::, ~: ~~~: ~g ::::::::::::: :J::::: ::::::::1 t ~~~: ~~ ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::1 .A.mit~ Ri;er lit;ht stati?n, Lot~isi~na ......•. ·I·..... ...... ...... ...... 1, 214. 52 .............. -1---- ........ --1 1, 214.52 
1 
.... •• ......... . .... -- ..... - --~ 
Detro1t River hght statwn, Michigan........ ...... ...... ...... ...... 4, 814.17 .... .. . ...... .. ...... ...... .. 4, lll4.17 1------ ......... 1--- ......... --, 
Carried forward .......................................... 1"'1,9s5, 504. 91 12, 162,-528. 83 -I 513, 168. 10 I 14, 661, 201. 84 I 12, OJ3, 154. 98 I 582, 784. 88 I 2, 055, 261. 98 




































BALAXCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
St t t I I Appropria- ~ R I Agrrrerrate a u es. Balanc~s ?f ap- tion~ for the ep!l>yme~ts avaifab~ for r::ayments dur- A ~ounts car- Balances of 
Year. I I proprHttwns fiscal year end- thn~e dlrmg the fiscal year l mg the fiscal l l'Jed to the • appropria-
Vol Page or sec- July 1, lf86. ing June 30, · e 1~~ year endin"' June year ending surplus fund tions June 
· tion. 1887. 7. 3o, l887• June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 30, 18~7. 
CUSTOMS-continued. 
Brought forward . ....•...•..... 
1 
..... . 
Port Sanilac ligut station, Michi~an .............. . 
Pope Island light station, Michigan .................... . 
S~. Mary's River range li~hts,M~ch!gnn .... .. ........... . 
Little Tr.aver~e h~;ht statu?n , M1~h1~an .... - ~- --· ..... . . 
Seul Cbo1x Pomt l1ght station, M1Cb1gan..... . ... . . 24 
Grosse Point light-ship .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . 24 
Grand Island ligbt station, Michigan .. .. . .. .... .. 2-l 
Gra,y's. Harbor light station, w ·ashington 
T ern tory . . . • . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. -
Destruction Island light station, Washington 
T erritory . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . • • . • . 24 224 39, 000. 00 
'l'illamook Head light station, Oregon....... . • • • . . .. . . . . . • . • • .. .. . .. 1, 7~9. 32 
Cape Orford light station, Oregon .. . .•• .. . . . ....•. 24 142 ............. .. 
Cape 1\I eares light station, Oregon........... . . . • . . 24 513 ............ .. 
Grand Marais light ~'tation, Minnesota...... ...... ..... . ...... .... .. 7, 052.00 
Two H&rbors light station, Minn est•ta....... ...... 24 225 ............ . . 
Mihmnkee light station, Wisconsin......... .. .. .. 24 225 ........ ... .. 
Oakland Harbor light station, California..... .. . . .. . . . . .. ............ 5, 000. 00 
Po~nt Fernin ~ight sta~ion, Ca.lifur?ia .............................. --~ 300. 00 
Pomt Pmos light statwn, Cah forma... .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . • . • . . .. .. . . 1, 367. 85 
San Luis Obispo light station, California..... . .•. .• 2-! 513 
Northwest Seal Rock light station, California . . . . • . 241 513 
.Angel Island fog signal, California .. . • • • . • • . . .. . .. 24 22!1 
Point Sur l.ight station,, California........... .... .. 24 225,513 
Survey of hght-house s1tes . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • • .. 1887 24 228 
Do ............. . .................. 1886 •••••. 
Do ................................. 1885 ..... . 
~:~~!e~~d~~ ~~;if~;~o~~~b'~i·s-tri~t:::::: ::: . ~~~~. · · · 24 ·1· · · · · · · · 225 · 
E1<tablishrnent and maintenance of lighted 
buoys ................. . ...... . .................................... . 
Laboratory of the Light-House Board .................. . 
Stearn tender for the Pacific coast ... .. ................ . 
Steam revenue vessel for the Mississippi 
Li!~~f~i ·t·h~ ·si~i.;~ -~r ·iib~~i3,: ·N-·~~-:.; ~~:k- ~ ~~:::::: 
Supply steamer for Atlantic and Gulf coasts ...... . 
Steam tender for western rivers .................. . 






$12, 162, 528. 83 
1----1----




4 923 84 ' 
15: ooo: 00 
3, 600. 00 
150.00 




.. !~~~·- ~~:·.~~· I $2, o5g: ~~~: ~~ 
.••••• ... . .... 7, (j\}5. 26 
14,500.00 14, 500. 00 
84, ooo. oo ................•............ I 84, ooo. oo 
1, 729. 32 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . ••.•...••••• ·I 1. 729. 32 
2, 000,00 1, 015.00 .... .. .. • .. • .. 985.00 
60, 000. 00 • • • • • • .. .. .. • .. . • • • .. .. . • • • .. 60, 000. 00 
7, 052. 00 . -.... . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . • . 7, 052. 00 
10, 000. 00 , 1, 000. 00 I.............. 9, 000, 00 
15, ooo. oo 1, ooo. oo 
1
... ... .. .. .. .. 14, ooo.oo 
5, 000. 00 . • .. .. .. .. • .. . .. • .. • .. .. . • .. 5, 000. 00 
1, ~~~: ~g :. :::: : :: ::::::I:::::: ::::::: 1, ~~~: ~g 
50, 000. 00 ......... ' .... ' 1--............ 50, 000. 00 
130, 000. 00 55, 000. 00 . • .. • .. .. .. • • . 75, 000. 00 
550.32 550.00 ... • .. • •• ..... 0 32 
100, 000 00 21, 020. 00 . • .. .. . .. • • • • . 78, 980. 00 
2, 500. 00 400. 00 .. _ ... __ .••••. 
1 
2, 100. 00 
778. 45 . • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . •••.......•• 0 778. 45 
2, 700.23 .• :..... .... .. • 2, 700.23 ............ .. 
5, 000.00 6fi0. 00 ~ ----··.. ...... 4, 350.00 
69, 139. 31 2. 037. 60 _ ••••• _____ ••. 
1 
67, 101. 71 
6, 916. 38 _ .............. 
1 
.... _ ........ _ 6, 916. 38 
4, 732.46 ......... ...... ...... ........ 4, 732.46 
635. 29 6. 95 I...... .. .. . . . . 628. 34 
10, 000. 00 5, 500. 00 li ............ .. 
19, 500. 00 I 500. 00 ............ .. 
147,500.00 , ............................ . 






























Repayment to importers, excess of deposits 
deficiency .................................. 1 •••••. 1 24 
Repayment ~o _importers, exceo~s of charges 
and COlllmlSSIODS ..••..••••••••....•.••..••.••••••.••••• 
Repayn1ent to importers, excess prior to 
Julyl.1883................................. .••••• 24 
Repayment to importers, exceR!\ (no limit) ....•..•. R. S. 
Debentures, drawbacks, bou.utieB, or allow-
ances ....... · ••.•.....••....••....•.....••........ R. S 
Do ..•.••..••••..••...•..•.•.....•.. ''1880 ...•. 
Do ......•...........•.....•..••.... tl883 24 
Debentures and other charges .....••.••.••........ R. S. 
Detection and prevention of frauds.......... 1887 ..... . 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1885 ..... . 
Refunding penalties, or charges erroneously 
exacted.................................... .••••• 23 
Refunding moneys erroneously received, 
etc ..................................•.......••... R. S. 
Extra pav to officers and men who served in 
the Mexican war........................... .•••.. 20 
U nclai.med merchamlise ........•••..•..•••••...•... R. S. 
Srrdces to American vessels.... . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . 23 
Sal~tries and expenses, shipping service...... .••••. 23 
Salaries, s1lipping service............ . ....... . . . . . . 23 
Refund to Baltimore, storage and lightage. .• • . • • • . 24 
Refnml to Baltimore, George Hall & Co...... . • • . • . 24 
Refund to Baltimore, Bee Line Transporta· 
tion Company.............................. ...... 24 
Refund to Baltimore, .Antone Salazer........ . . • • . . 24 
Refund to Bait.imore, Thomas Thomas....... . .. .. . 24 















19, 2GO. 59 









4, 801, 763. 96 





16, 208. 75 
4, 886.57 
50. G59. 19 
. 624. 00 
339.90 
297.40 
Relief of certain employes, twelfth light dis-
trict....................................... .••••• 24 872 . ..... ......... 18, 463.65 .. ...... ...... 18,463. 65 18,463.65 
Payment to"W. G. Holclen................... .••... 24 262 ......•.••••... 95.00 .............. 95.00 95.00 




. ............. . 
Paymentofju.dgmenttoWm.H.LPars ...... .•••• 24 262 .-............. 289.38 .••••••....... 289.38 289.<!8 
Payment of judgment to Cresar Gendolfo. ... ...... 24 263 ............... 551.63 ........ ..•.•. 551.63 551.63 .............. 
1 
............ . 
Re-imbursement for losses sustained by j 
burning of the light-house tender Lily...... . . . . . . 24 820 . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . 5, 000. 00 2, 946. 00 i 7, 946. 00 , 5, 000, 00 . . . . .. . . • .. . .. 2, 946. 00 
Total customs.......................... ... . . . . ..... . . .. ... .• .• . 2, 2:!~~1. 43_ 25, llo~S36 9~. 1, 860,755. 66 i 29,~8, 32::02-1 25, 6~6. 68~. 78- 58;;, 617~_:_7_J 2, 966, 017.27 
INTERIOR CIVIL. -----------~-----~---- -~----- ------ ------
Salaries, office of Secretary.................. 1887 2.J, 199,343, 345 . . • • . . . . . . .. . . . 194,437.23
1 
29. 10 J 194, 4fi6. 33\ 189,000. 00 .•......•.... -~ 5, 466. 33 
Do .......................... . ...... 188£i ...... ......••.... 1,630.00 ............... 197.77 1,827.77 ............... ..•........... 1,827.77 Cont~ngeR~~p~~~~~.· i:)~j;a"rt~~~-t ~f" th~-i~:. 1885 .. . . . . . . . • . . . • • .. . 3, 679 65 --............. • • .. • • . . . • .. -~ 3, 679. 651 ...... ~........ 3, 679. 65 ...... ___ . .- .. _ 
terwr .••..•.......................•...•.... 1887 24 203 .:..:.:..:..:...:.::..::..: .... :.::_~5,000.00_1_~83.74 !~6,283.74_1 _ _ ~:>,000.00_~.:..:.:..::..:....:..:.j- 31,283.74 
Carriedf'orward................ .••••• ...... ...... •.•••. 5, 309.65 319,437.33 I 1, 510.61 1 326,257.49 I 284,000.00 3, 679.65 38,577.84 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 18861 AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. ~ppr?pria· Repayments .A~;grega~e Payments dur- Amounts car- Balances. of 
Balances of ap· t10ns for the made during available for ing the fiscal rit>d to the appropria· Specific objects of appropriations. Year.l'---~-----1 propriations fi~cal year end- the fiscal vear the ~seal year year ending surplus fund tions June 
V I Page or sec- .July 1, 1886. 1ng .June 30, 1887: endmg .June .june 30, 1887. .June 30, 1887. 30, 11:!87. 0 
• tiou. 1887. 30, 1887. 
----------------1--1-- - ----1 
INTERIOR CIVIL-continued. 
Brought forward ..................... ·I --····I············ 
Contingent expenses, Department of the In· 
terior ................................ ------ 1886 1 ···---~-----··--··· 
Do ................................. 1885 
Do ................................. 1884 
Do ................................. 188:! 
Library, Department of the Interio r.... . • • . 1887 
Do ................................. 1885 
Expenses special land inspector, Interior 





Interstate Commerce Commission ........... n~~~~~ 24 i 
Postage to Postal Union countries........... 1887 2! 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do ................................. 18Hf> 
Do ................................ *188-1 
Rent of buildings, Department of Interior ... 1887 24 203,343,345 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... . ......... .. 
Do ................................. 1885 .. ............... . 
Publishing biennial Register ...................................... .. 
Stationery, Department of Interior .......... 1887 24 203 
Do ................................. 1886 ................ .. 
Do ................................ 1885 
:Maps of the United States ................... 1887 24 
.AdditionaP~~i>i~;-~·a'p~-o'ith~- u~it~ri'si~i~~- i~~~ , ... 24l""""""347" 
Stable anQ. carpenter shop, House of Repre-
sentatives....................................... 24 
Investigation of the affairs of bonded Pacific I 
Railroad . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . • .. • .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . 24 
Salaries, GD~~:~~ -~-~~~ -~~~~-: ::~: ::::::::::: i~~~ . --~~-~- ........ _ ..
Do ................................. 1885 ................. . 
434 
$5,309.65 
Contingent expenses, General Land Office •.. *1884 
Do ................................. 1883 
Do ................................. 1883 
Do ................................. ~1882 
... 24 ....... '"29o· ::::::: :i~~-~~~ · 
. ---.. . ........ -.. 19. 50 
Expenses of inspectors, General Land Office 1887 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do ................................. 1885 :~~~~: :~~~~~ :~~~~: -----}~jf gf 
$319, 437. 23 $1,510. 61 
2, 774.64 
663.40 











































2, 670. 50 1--...... -..... 
15,181. 031-·--··--·--·--
3, 000.00 i----. -·-------













































24 200 I- - •••••••••••• "I 500. 00 , .••••••••••••• 
1. 69 ••••••..•...•. - .•••••••••.••. 
300. 00 .•••••.••••..• - 53. 21 
5, 000.00 •••••••••..••. 24 
24 





1. 69 ·••••·••••·. ... 1. 69 ·••·••••·•·••• 
353.21 300. 00 .••• •••••• •• - 53.21 

































s2o, 015. 85 I 
5~4. 60 
1
.............. 4, 455. 40 
••••••·•••··•·· 2.00 ·•••••···••••• 1, 354. 50 . • • . • • •• .••••. 9, 474. 50 
43, 800. 00 . • • • • • . • • . . • • . 1, 620. 00 
.••• •• . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 1, 1d4. 07 
557.40 ·•••••·•····•• 1, 000.00 
.•••••• "62." 97 .,_ •••••••.. ~: ~~ 
2, 000.00 
.............. 1 531.34 
••••·••·· ...... .12 ·••••••••·•••• 
1, 175.00 !·············. ·············· 
.•••••••••..... ·••·••••••·•·· 65.83 
9. 01 •••••••••••••• 
76,339.221 
18, 025. 75 
24 210 . • • • . • . . . . . . • • . s, 185. nl' 25. o5 1 3, 210. 78 
24 201 . • • . • . . . .. .. . . . 190, 000. 00 1. 50 . 190, 001. 50 I 
.•• • • . . • • . . • • . . . • . 59, soo. 40 . ••• •• .. • . . . . • . 634.68 1 oo, 531. o8j 19; 815. 37 .•• • . . . . • . . . . . 40, 715.71 
. •• . . • • • . • . . • . . . .. 27, 973. 7C ..•..... :. . . • . . 235. 80 I 28, 209.50 537.60 27, 671.90 ............. . 
24 203 _ • • . . . • . . . . . . . . 28, ::>50. oo .•••••. _ ... : • . 
1 
28, 55\1. oo I 5, ooo. oo .••••••••..•• _ 23, 550. oo 
24 201, 343, 345 .••••• _ .... _... 646, 766.11 I 211. 10 647,044.41 633, ooo. oo ............. _ 14, 044.41 
.................. __ 2, 1 7~-~ .:..:..:.:..::.:.:..:.:.:..:..:.:.: __ 1, 678~~ 3, 848.20 l: .:...:..:..:..: . .:..:..:..::.:..:...:..: .:.:.:=.:..:.:..::..:..:.:..::. __ s, 848.20 
Carried forward ................. 1. ..... 1...... . ... ...... .. 615, 568.09 4, 634,280.48 I 30,312.94 5, 280, 161. 51 I 4, 241,810.22 150,624.44 887, 726.85 





























·BALAXCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITUimS, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
St I I Appropria· R .Ao-gre.,.ate atutes. Balances of ap- tions for the esa~m~~ts available for l~ayments dur-IA.mountscar-1 Balances of 
Year.! propriations fi~cal year end- th! fi:cal1 ~~:r the fiscal year mg ~he fi_scal ried to the a;ppropria· 
!Page or sec- July 1, 1886. mg June 30, 1887 J ending June yeai endmg surplus fund t10ns June Vol. tion. 1887. · 30,1887. June 30, 1887. June SO, 1887. 30,1887. 


























1, 069. 51 
$5, 280, 161. 51 $4, 241, 8lo. 22 1 $15o, 624. 44 $887, 726. 85 
11, 684,. 75 . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . 11, 684. 75 ............. . 
2, 000. 00 184. 30 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 815. 70 
1, 085.20 ............... 1, 085. 20 ............. . 
90, 000. 00 75, 000. 00 • • • . • • . • . . . . . . 15, 000. 00 
7. 059 81 I 7, 000. 00 __ . __________ . 59. 81 
6, 3::l8. 01 . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 6, 328. 01 .•••••........ 
4, 506. 70 4, 357. 60 . .. .. .. • .. .. .. 1~3. 10 
2, 3H5. 60 . • .. .. .. .. . .. . . 2, 385. 60 
44, ooo. oo I 44. 000. oo i ............ .. 
3, 000. ou 3, ouo. 00 i· ........... "l" ......... .. 
3: ~~~:::::::: ~::::::: .••••••••• : os. 3. 66 
1. 000. 75 5()0. oo ...... _ ....... 
1 
500. 75 
1, ooo. oo J............... . .. .. . . .. . . .. 1, ooo. oo 
93!. 80 ' ---~.. .. . .. ... 934.80 ............ .. 
14,420.00 14,004.54 .......... --··j 415.46 
4!10. 20 . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . 490. 20 
29. 27 . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . 29. 27 1- ••••••.•• -•.• 
3, 499. 25 2, 4oo. oo .••..•....... ·I 1, 099. 25 
i: ~~~: ~~ ::::::::::::::: ..... i,'52f ~~l::: :: ~:~~~=~~ 
18, 364. 00 18, 364. 00 .............. ' ............ .. 
35, 540. 00 34; £80. 94 .......••.••. ·J 559.06 
530. 5{ ••••••.•.. - ... - .•.••• - . . . . • • . 530. 54 
. 165.50 .............. 165.50 1 ............. . 
~ 00~: ~g ...... ~·- ~~~-- ~~. :::::::::: :::: J· ......... i: 63 
• 1. 93 ....... - .. - .•.. 
1, 500. co 1, 500. 00 
3. 15 2. 66 
2.02 .......... .. .. . 







































~~~~ I 24 ••.••• ! •••••••..... 
24 

















1887 I 24 
18R6 
1885 
lll871 24 1886 .•••• 
1885 ······'············ 
2. 000.00 I 2, 000.00 
1 
.............. , ...... _ ... ___ _ 
429. 99 • -.... . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . • . 429. 99 














3, 600. 00 . 
166. 37, ............................. ! 166.37 
623.38 .......... .. . . . 623. 38 1 ............ . 
1,000.00 I 1,000.00 .......................... .. 
43. GO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 43. 60 
194.09 ............... 194.09 .......... ··-· 
., 000. oo 
1 





47.22 ................. :........... 47.22 
1. 95 .•••••.••...•.. 






3, 29!. 90 
. 25 
3, 991. 20 






3.63 ............... 3.63 ............ .. 
2, 418. 43, ....... · ........ , ............ ··j 2, 418.43 
Carriedforward .................. l ...... l ...... ! ............ !~37.761 4,903,042 141-35,572.29[5,612,852.49 4,5o3,375.76 -178,130.77]931,345~ 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED ,JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPHIATIONS1 EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific o~jects of appropriations. 
S Appropria- I R . I Aggregate tatutes. Balances of ap- tions for the rpaymen . ts availa.ble for 
Year. I I propriation" fiscal year end- , t'::a~e cdlrmg the fiscal year 
V 1 Page or sec- .July 1, 1886. ing June 30, I e 1S88~ J ear endin,!! June 0 
• tion. 1887. · 30, 1887. 
--------- - ----[--·-- ------------
INTERIOR CIVIL-continued. 
Broughtfonvard ................. ....... ....... ............ . 
l)ffice of surveyor-general of Montana--
Continued. 
Contingent expenses ..................... 1 1887 
Do ......... . ...................... 1886 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... _ ... .. _ . 1885 
()ffice of surveyor-general of Nebraska imd 
Iowa: 
Salaries .................................. ~ 1 ~87 
Do .... . .........•.......••..••.... . 1886 
Contingent expenses . .................... 1887 
Do ............. . ................... 18.36 
Do .. _ ............... . .... _ ......... 1 1885 
()ffisa!!rr~~r-~~:~::~~~-~~~1. ~:. ~ ~~~~-~ ~....... 1887 
· Do ................................. 1886 
Do ................................. 1885 
Contingent expenses..................... 1887 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do ......... . .. . ............. . ...... 1885 
()ffice of surveyor-general of New Mexico: 
Salaries...... . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .. 1887 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do . ................................ 1885 
Contingent expenses..................... 18e7 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. • . . . . .. • . . . . . . . • . 1886 
Do ................................. 1885 
()ffice of surveyor-general of Oregon: 
Salaries. . . . . . . . .. . • .. . • .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 1887 
Contingent expenses..................... 1887 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do ..................... . ........... 1885 
'Office of surveyor-general of Utah: 
Salaries .................. ................ 1887 
Contingent expenses..................... 18R7 
Do ................................. 1?86 
Do ................................ . 1885 






Do ................................. 1886 ................. .. 
$674, 237. 76 1 $4, 903, 042.44 $35, 572. 29 1 $5, 612, 852. 49 
3, 300. 00 
1
. 825. 00 J 
1, 200. 00 300. 00 
::::::::::::::: ·------~·~-"-I 
3, 500.00 .............. , 
............... ] 1,400.00 ............. . 
1. 80 ............................. 1 
4. 36 .•..•..... - ..•. --·-··- ••..••. 
...... - - - - .. - - . 5, 500. 00 ...... - ..... .. 






























1, 242. 90 
Payments dur- Amounts car- ~ Bal:~ 
ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-
year ending surplus fund tions .June 
J uno30, 18&7. Juuuao, 1887.
1 
ao, 1887. 
$4,503,375.76 I $178, 130.77 1 $931, 345.96 
2, 250.00 
-----. ~·: ~~~~ ~~ ~ ::::::::: ~: ~JI : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~:: ~~ 
1, 614.12 .............. • 71 
. ... • .. . . .. ·. ·~~- ·····• ··· ·: o4 ·1··-··· .... ---~~ 
•• 125.00 ,, ____ .......... 1' ............ .. 
1, 200. 00 .. --.......... 300. 00 
. 99 ---- .... - .. .. . 735. 96 
............... 1 545.35 !---- ........ .. 
3, 275. 81 ! -- ......... - -- I 224. 19 
:::::: ~·:~~~: ~~: :::::::: :~_: ~~f ~~~ ~~::: :~-: ~~ 































Do . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . .. . • • . . • . . . • .. . 1885 24 271 
Do .....•.••••.....••...•...•••••... 188t 24 271 
Contingentexpenses ..................... 1887 24 205 .•.•••.•....... 
Do . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • • . .. 1886 . • • • • . .. • • • • • • • • • . 395. 65 
Office of surveyor-general of Wyoming: 
Salaries .................................. 1887 24 205 ...•••..•.•.. --
Do ................................. 1886 ....•. •••••••••.•. 41.67 
Do . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . 1885 .. . . .. . • • • • • • . . .. . 2. 48 
Contingent expmses . . • . . • • • • • •• • • . • • • .. 1887 24 205 .............. . 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ............ 172.70 
Do ........................... ·•• . . . . 1885 . • • . . . . . • . • • • • . . • . . 93 
Relief of settlers and purchasers of lands in 
NehraslmaudKansas ..................... ..•... 24 
495. 00 
1, 050. 00 










I, 050. 00 ~- ......••.•... 
1 
............. . 
1, 500. 00 --- .. - - •..• - . - - .••••... -- •.• 
187. 50 .. . • . . • •• . • • .. ::?08. 15 
4, 000. 00 , ... - .. -....... , ............. -
41. 67 . .. . .. • .. .. . .. 11. H 
..•••• ------ .. - 2.48 ···•••·· ······ 
925. 00 ............. - 575. 00' 
367. 73 
Salaries and commissions of re_5isters and 
receivers .... · ............................. 1887 24 239 ............... 4f.O,OOO.OO 8,892.61 498,F92.61 494, ~ 19.25 
IL~~~~: ~: ~: ~ ~ :~:~~:: ::: :~: ~::: :: !l~/:::- :::::::::::: ____ :!: ~!Ji _ -::::::::::::: --- -"- ;;;:: i!: mJi ::::: 11': il:: ~-
Do ....•...•••.....•••••..••••..•••. 1884t l 18 418 ............... 2,354.34- 99.43 2,453.77 2,453.77 
Do ................................. 1883* 24 290,298,303 .............. 1,017.53 .............. 1,017.53 1,017.53
1 
.......................... ~-
Do ................................. 1882* ...... ............ 21.36 .... ....... ........... .. 21.36 .............. . .............. 21.36 
Expensesofdepositingpublicmoneys ....... 1887 24 239 ,.............. 10,000.00 170.63 10,170 63 8,624.19 ,.............. 1,546.44 
IF:j:::::::-::::HTEH: !l~f:;;: ::::;;;_:m: :::}:~~n: ::::::\:h~: _____ :lf:!! ~:mJl l1 -----1·-;;:: :;:;;~m;~ :::/~~~~:f; 
Contingent expenses land offices . . • • . • . . . • • . 1887 I 24 239 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . 120, 000. 00 3, 938. 65 123, 938. 65 118, 901. 69 .. . .. . .. .. . .. . 5, 036. 96 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ............ 47,612.60 ............... 3,064.11 50,676.711 2,558,35, . .. . ......... 48,118.36 
Do ................................. , 1885
1
...... ............ 17,229.81 ............... 206.47 17,436.281 42il.l6 17,008.12 ............ .. ~~:: ::~:::: ~: :: :~: ::::::::::: ::::j }~~iii ... ~2 · ---~~~j~f ::::::::::::::: ..... ---~~r ~L ..... ~·-~~~:-;~_I 1• :~t i~ ~--·--· --~~~: i~ 1~ :::: :~·: ~~~:~~:::::-- -----5.-99 Depredationsonpublictimber ............... l1887l 24 2391-····-········· 75,00. 0.00 1 .............. 
1 
75,000.00 01,87;!.57 .............. i 13,127.43 
Do ................................. ,1886 1...... ............ 25,383.98 ............... 712.16 26,096.1411 14,822.50 .............. i 11,273.64 
Do ................................. 18851 24 271 57.98 139.80 .............. 197.78 162.00 I 35.78 i ............ .. 
Do ................ ~················l1884* ....... ······--····!--············· ............... 400.00 400.00 1---·········-- 400.00 1 ............. . 
Do ........................... ····--! 1883 1---··· ............ 
1 
341. 54~---···........................ 341.54 j .............. 1 341.54 : ............. . 





.............. 90,000.00! . 1.30 90,001.30 I 76,811.95 
1 
.............. : Vl,189.35 




............... 3,016.82 5,691.241 1,102.84 4,588.40 
1 
............. . ~~-: ::::::::: ·:: :::::::::::::::::::1 ~~~!*!--· ~~- .... ·---~~~- ::::::::::::::: ........ ~~~-- ~~- ... · ·--··s: in 11 ~: ~i 1:::::::::: :·::: 1· ····· ···s: 9i -~ ........ ~~~: ~~ 
Surveying the public lands .................. ; 1887 24 240 ,............... 50,000.00 .............. 50,000.00 ! 18,847.80 ,.............. 31,152.20 
Do ................................. 
1
. 1886 1...... ............ 265,550.40 ............... 1 603.94 266,154.341 20,307.36 1····----- .... .! 245,846.98 
Carried forward ....................... 1 .................. ! 1,141,992. 40 6, 030,910.73 1-78,286.161 7, 25l,189. 2915.392,337.65-1243,742.00 ~-1, 615,109.64 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. I ~ Appropria-~ R I AO',.regate Balances ofap- tions for the epayme!lts av;i'iable for Payments dur- Amounts car- Balances of 
Year. ! I propriations fiscal year end- tf:a~e d~rmg the fiscal year I iug the flseal l ried to ~he I appropria-
Vol. Page_ or sec- July 1,1886. ing .June30, e sea year ending .June year endmg surplus fund twns Jnue 
twn. 1887. 1887. 30, 1887. .June 30, 1887. .June 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
---------------i--1-----1----1 I I I I 1---------
INTERIOH CIVIL-continued. 
"""24l"""""'"24i' 
. . . 24. . ....... ~!~. . ......... : : : :: 
2-l 343, 345, ..... i5. 000. 00 






24 12901 298, 304 I • • • • • • ""• • • • • .. 
... 24T····· '"29o· 
$78, 286. 16 





5, 825. 861· ............. . 
............................... 
164.25 ............ .. 
38, ooo. oo I· ............ . 
............... , 33.75 
507, 833. 48 ............. . 
::::: ~~: ~~~-:~~:I:~~~:~~~~~:~~: 
27,000.00 ............ .. 
$7, 251, 189. 29! $5, 392, 337. 65 I $243, 742. oo I $1, 615, 109. 64 
118, 223. 93 42, 644. 26 75, 579. 67 ............. . 










2, 000. 00 
1, 101.69 
1, 286. 25 1 ..••••••••••.•• 1 1, 286. 25 
195.70 ................ 1 .............. -1 195.70 
4, 000. 00 1--........... . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. 4, 000. 00 
5, 000. 00 i.............. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. 5, 000. 00 
4, i34. 33 '....... . .. .. .. . 4, 734. 33 ............. . 
3. 000. 00 .
1 
1. 700. 00 ~ _ ...... __ ..... 
1 
1, 300. 00 
1, 665. 39 2:!7. 47 '.............. 1, 427. 92 
4, 444. 36 3, 235. 96 1, 208. 40 ............. . 
30,000. 00 .. ____ ...... _ .•. __ ............ 
1 
30,000.00 
400. oo 1............. .. . . .. .. . • .. • .. . 400. oo 
], 273. 97 1...... .. .. . • . . . • .. • • .. • • • . . . 1, 273. 97 
15, 000. 00 .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . .. • • • • .. . . - . 15, 000. 00 
3, 231. 60 I 646. 01 2, 585. 59 I ............. . 
5, 825. 86 5;-825. 86 · __ •••••••.. __ ·I· ............ . 
500. 00 j--........................... I 500. 00 
295.25 .......................... --· 295. 25· 
38, 00~. 00 38, 000. 00 ........ - .... .1. ............ . 
33.75 ............................. 1 33.75 
56t, 833. 68 'I 143, ooo. ro 1 ........ _ ..... , 421,833. 6s 
25, 000. oo 25, 000. 00 ! ........................... . 
5, 251. 01 5, 000. 00 I"............. 251. Ol 
13, 3li. 69 ,............ . 13,317.69 ,, ____ ......... . 































Electric light, (Senate ...••....•••••••••.••••. ·······' 24, 
Heating apparatus, Senate .................. 1 It) 1· ................ . 
2lf, 000. 00 I •" • • • • • • • •: iii • 
Boiler vaults and boilers, Senate............. 1887 24 239 
Ventilation, Senate .•.••..................... 1887 24 239 
Elevator, Senate................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • 24 526 
Elevator, Honse of Representatives .............. -~ 24 526 
.R~constructing Interior Department Build- I _ 
:R!~~i~~ · ~r"b~iiai~; n~:P~~t~~;;i ~r·i~t~~i~~: . · iss7 · · · · 24 · · · · · · · · · 238 -~- ........ ~~ ~ ~-~. 
Do ................................. 
1 
1886 .••... .••••• .•.•.. 3. 64 
Fire-proof building, Pension Office........... .•••.• 24 238 7, 404.11 
Heating apparatus, building for the Pension I 
E~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~i:~~i~:~: ?:f:: ~~~~~~ ::~~~: ::::~: :::::: .............. •I······ ........ . 
Penitentiary building, Terr-itory of Dakota. •••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253. 86 
Penitentiary building, Territory of Montana. •••• •• .... .. ..•. .. .•..•. 150.92 
Penitentiary building, Territory of Utah .. ·I···... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 000.00 
1 
.............. . 
Penitentiary building, Territory of Wyoming ..••.. 24 252 .••••. •• •• . . • . . 25, llOO. 00 
Building for Library of Congress, site ....... 
1
1.. •• • • 24 13, ll48 . •• • . . . • • •• • • . . 585, 000. oo 
Building for Library of Congress, construc-
tion.............................................. 24 13 .••.•......•••. 
Store-house, Government Printing Office .... 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Buildings and grounds, Governmflnt Hospital ' 
for the Insane ...............................•.. ·1 24 246 
, c~~~er~s~~~~~~~~: -~~~~~~~~~~~ -~-~~~~t-~1. ~~: .,1886 I •••••• 
Do................................. 1885 
Rebuilding wharf, Government Hospital for 
G~~:r~n~:~~ H~-spit~·l·f~; th~~~~~~~- :-:::::: Jiss7· 
Buildings and grounds, Columbia Institution 
for the Deaf and Dtlml.l .....................•••.• 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. 1887 








of Columbm .........•............•....•... 1887 
Howard University . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . 1887 
Building and ~rrounds, Howard University ...•••••• 
Maryland Institution for the Instruction of 
tbe Blind _ ..................................•.... I R. S. 
Support of Freedmen's Hospital and .Asylum. 18R6 
Do ...•...••••..•.......••••.....••. 1885 
Frtoedmen's Hospital and Asylum .•••.•..... 1887 






10, 500. ro 
1, 500.00 
15,000. OG 























7, 000. 00 




20;.000. 001 .............. -~···-··· .....•.. , 
a, 5oo: ~~ ::::::::::::: :1··· · · · 7,~ooo: oo, 
1, 500.00 
5, 000. 00 1· ••• --···-·· •• ·I 
5,000. 00 
!180, 477.27 
45, 000. 00 -
1 
..... _ . ....... . 
3, 000. 00 .•••••••••.••. 



















71 6G2. 96 
3, 500.001 
1\ 942; 43: 
Freedmen's Hospital ancl Asylum, painting.. . . . . .. 24 528 . •••••• •• . . • • . . 400. 00 . . • • • • ••• • •• • . 400.00 400. 00 
water-tank . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . •• • • • . . . . . . . •• • • • . . . . . . 260. 00 1· .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . 260. 00 260. 00 
l!'urniture and fixtures, National Museum... 1887 24 242 . • • • • • . • • . • • • . . 40, 000. 00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 40, 000. 00 40, OL 0. 00 
D~~;;i~~ ~~~~~~~--~ ~: ~ ~~ ~: ~ ~ ~~~~ ~~: . ~~~~. : ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ :~~ ~ ~: 1,493, 351: ~-~· -~.- ~~~.- ~~~-~~ ..••• ~~.- ~~~ ~~. "M,o8o, 7R8: ::- . -~· ~~~.~~-~~ ~-~~-~ 351, 090::: I !, 809. ~30. 6T 

























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
a u es. Balances of ap· tions for the epaym~ s availab~ for L_ayments dur- .A~ounts car-




St t t .AppPOpria- R t .Aggreo-ate I , I 
l
p Jaly11886 ingJune30 thefiscalyear endin(l' June year endmg surplus fund 
-------------------- Vol. ag~i~~-sec- , . 1887. , 1887. 30, l887. I june 30, 1887. rune 30, 1887. I-----30, 1887. 
INTERIOR CIVIL-continued. I 
Brought forward . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . $1, i93, 351. 15 I $8, 495, 361. 36 $92, 076. 11 $10, 080, 788. 621 $6, 920 167. 041 $351, 090. 91 I $2, 809, 530, 67 
Preservation of collections, National Museum 1887 24 242 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106, 500. 00 . • • • • • . . • . . . . . 106, 500. 00 104: OOil. 00 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500, 00 
Do ................................. 1886 24 272 . .•••• .••... ... 631.67 • 36 632.03 631.67 . . ............ . 36 
~::: ~~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;~~~~} :::::: :::::::::::: ....... ~ .. ~.- ~~- ::::::::::::::: ~: ~: - ~: ~: !· ......... ~~ ~~-
Do ................................. 1883* 24 272,299 ........... .... 298.32 .............. 298.32 : 149.16 
Preservation of collections, National Museum, 
Armory building·_······-····-··-·········· 18851 .................. . 
Heating and lighting National Museum ...... 1887 24 
RevenuAs, Yellowstone National Park ............. R. S. 
Protection and improvement of Yellowstone 
National Park ............................. 1887 
Du ..••......••••••.••••.••••.••.••. 1886 
Do ....••••••..•••••••.••••••••.•••. 1885 
24 
Expenses ~f th·e· T~~th. ~~~·!!·~~~ :::::::::::::: • ~~~~> .. 24"1 ...••••.. 27i 
Expense of the Eighth census . . • . • ••• • • • .. .. . . .. . . 24 304 
Geological Survey ........................... 1887 2i 241 
Do................................. 1886 •••••..•••••.•••.. 
Do ..••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••.•••. 1885 ..... . 
Do...... • . . • • .. •. • • . . •• • • . .. • .. . . . 1883* 24 
Preservation of abandoned militaryreserva· 
tions ................. _..................... 1887 24 
Appraisement and sale of abandoned military 
reservations • . • • • . • • • • • • • • . . .. • . • • • • • . • • • . . 1887 24 
Do ................................. 1881 24 
Initial monuments, mi~eralsurveys .••.••••.........•.•.. 
1 
........... . 
Iron monuments, public surveys............. 1885 ................ .. 
Publication of the report on relative wages 
in the United States and. Great Britain . . .. . ••••. 24 
Suppression of the slave-trade............... . ••• .. 24 
Five per cent. fund, etc., public lands in Wis-
consin ........................................... . 24 
Five ~e.r cent. fund, etc., public lands in 
F~~u~S::~~~i. • ·;~~d; · ~t-;;.: · j;~ bii~ ·l;,;{d~ · i~ -~-- · ... 
Louisiana, act A. ugust 4, 181<6 .. . . . . .. • . . • • . .. ••• ·j R. S. 
Five per cent. fund, etc., public lands in Ne-







l, 281. 75 





























































Deposits by individuals for surveying public 
land ............... ~ .....................•..••••. R.S.I 3689 
P~~~~:~~ _a_~~ !~~~~-~~~-e~~ ~-f· ~~~ -~~~~~~~:. } •••. { ~~ !~~ 
Payment to .John Sherman,jr ..•.•••..•..••••.••••.........•.•••..... 
719, .,. " I 9~ 289. "I ~ 065 ... I 819,452.91 138,064.32 
9, 503. 02 24, 705. 00 .• -.---. ---- .. 33,208.02 30,453.01 
351..93 ·••·•••···••••• .....•...••... 351.93 .................. 
607.14 607.14 Relief of A. A. Thomas...................... .••••. 241 €91 
ReliefofL.B.Cranston ...................••..••••• 24 873 40.00 40. 00 .. - . • • • . . • • • • . . - ......... - • -
Indemnity for swamp lands purchased by in-
d<i.viduals ...................................••••• R.S. 
]five per cent. funds, etc., public lands in Ne-
braska, a0t of Au~ust 4,1886 ..........••....•••.. R. S. 
T'l1ab:~~e-~~-. ~~~~~·- ~t_c.':. ~~~1-i~--~~~~~. ~~. ••• • • • R. S. 
Three per cent. funds, etc., public lands in 
Alabama ......................................... R.S. 
73,246.66 ............... 73,246.66 73,246.66 . .......... -·. ........... --·· --· 
27,086.67 ................ 26,086.67 27,086.67 
. ·-······-··-·· 
............... 
1,694. OS ................ 1, 694.08 1, 694.08 
·····-· ........ 
.................... 





Repayments for lands erroneously sold •••••..••••. R. S. 
36~9 
3689 .......................... , 78,140.40 ..................... 78,140.40 78, 14.0.40 .............. 
Total, interior civil ............................................ 12, 268,!~· 21 9, 4!4, 036. 40 ! 105, 949. Oft j 11, 818, 384. 69 I 7, 927, 174. 39 I_ 365, 915. 58 .I 3, 525, 294. 72 
INTERNAL ~EVENUE. I 
Expenses of assessing and collecting inter-
nalrevenue ................................ 1875* 24 2891 535.67 7.50 4,182.771 4,725.941 · 297.181 4!,182.77. I 245.99 
Salal'ie5 aud expenses of supervisors, etc . . .. 1887 24 187 . • • .. • • .. • . . . .. 1, 970,000. 00 36:!. 50 1, 970,362. 50 1, 934,462.67 . ••• • • • • ... • .. 35, 899. 83 
Do ................................. 181'~ .................. 325,110.42 ............... , 14,85~.38 339,963.80 85,765.42 .............. 254,198.38 
Do .... .•. . . .. .. . .. . .. ....... ...... 188;) .. . . . . .. • .. • .. . . . . • 336,339.09 . • ... .• . . ... . . . 19;). 00 336,534. u9 638. 88 
Do................................. 1884 1 24 260 .. •. ........ •• . 2, 300.66 5. 00 2, 305.66 2, 300. 66 
Do ................................. 1883*1 24 289 ............... 555.81 .............. 555.81 454.25 
Do ............................... 187i*[ 24 289 ............... 70.00 412.22 482.22 70.00 
Salaries and expenses of collectors, etc....... 1887 24 187 . • .. . . . . . . . . . .. 1, 800, 000. 00 487. 81 11 800, 487.81 1, 779, 687. 18 
Do...... . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ..... ...... 18~6 ... • • . ..... .... •• 122,439.52 .. . . • ••• • . .. . . . 1, 884.94 124, 324.46 43,047.29 
Do ................................ 1885 .................. 69,035.10 ............... 485.54 69,520.64 2,968.52 
Do................................. 188t"' .. ... . . . • . . •• . . . . . . .. •• • . . .•.... . • .. •• •• . . .. . . . 626.73 626.73 .•••.••........ 
Do ................................. 181la* 24 289 ............... 311.82 .............. 311.82 311.82 
Expenses 1.ndertheoleomargarineact ....... 1887 24 23<1 ............... 15,000.00 .............. 15,000.00 4,341.18 
Drawbacksonstillsimportcd ..................... 24 289 ............... 120.00 .............. 120.00 120.00 
Allowancesordrawbacks .......................... R.S. 3689 ............... 35,221.68 .............. 35,221.68 35,221.68 
Redemptionofstamps ............................. R.S. 3689 ............... 18,811.76 .............. 18,811.761 18,tll1.76 
Do . .............. ~ ................. 1883t 24 289, ~98 ............... 712.74 .............. 712. 7 .. 
1 
712.74 
Rebateoftaxontobacco .................... ...... ...... ............ 208,274.37 ............... .............. 208,274.37 18.08 
Refunding moLoeys erroneously covered into 
the Treasury .................................... R.S. 
Refunding taxes il~agally colll3cted . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . R. S. 
Do...... . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1883t 24 
Punishment for violation of internal-revenue 
laws . ...................... ·····•• ...... ···· 
Do~ ............................... . 













22,349.711 ••••••.••.••.. 1 2,650.29 
6, 51-'8 44 ........... ... 8, 038.78 
50.00 15,528.46 ............ .. 
216.76 .......................... . 
"'1.091, 93~. 85 1 a, s97, 361~1-----;6, 777:611 ~:., 016, ois:-551 3, 970, 74s:30'1 423, 202~iT622, 121. 74 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
. 
Specifia objects of appropriations. • Balanct;s ~f ap· tions for the made.durin~r available for ing the fiscal ried to the 
0 





Statutes Appropria- I Repaym~nts A~gregate I Payments dur- Amounts car-
Year. I-------I propnatwns fiscal year end-~the fiscal year the ~seal year year endin<r surplus fund 
V 1 
!
Page or sec- July 1,1886. ing June 30, 18~7. endmg .Tune june 30,1887. June 30,1887. 
--------------1 I I I ---- I 1----
INTERNAL REVENUE-continued. 
Brought forward ..................... . 
Stamps, paper, and dies .... ~ ................. 1886 
Do ................................. 1885 
Paper for internal.revenue 11tamps ........... 1887 
Reff.llld, etc., taxes on distilled spirits ........... .. 
Paywent to William R. Beatt.y .................. .. 
Relief, etc., for taxes on rope and bll.?:ging .....•••• 
Relief of heirs at law of James Stewart .......... .. 
Relief of H. H. Faulkner 
Relief of Mary Woodlee ......................... .. 
Relief of William Fisher .......................... . 
Relief of William F. Gray ....................... .. 
Relief of Pattison & Caldwell ..................... . 
Relief of' William E. Bond ........................ . 
Relief of J. M. McClintock . ....................... . 
Relief of eE~tate of E. T. Pilkinson ................ .. 
Relief ofW. H. Powell ........................... . 
Relief of J.P. Birch and J. Grigsby ............. .. 
Total internal revenue .••• 
PUBLIC DEBT. 
Redemptions: 
Gold certificates, act March 3, 1863 ......... -~·-· ... 
Gold certificates, act July 12, 1882 •..••.•.•• . •••••• 
Silver certificates ................................. . 
Certificates of deposit. 
Refunding certificates ..•••.••. 
Old demand notes .•...•.••• 
Legal. tender notes ................ _ ............... . 
Fractional currenc.v ............................. .. 
Treasury notes of 1857 .......................... .. 
Treasury notes of 1861. .......................... .. 
One-year notes of1863 ........................... .. 
Two-year notes of 1863 ........................... .. 
Compound-interest noteR .......................... . 
Seven-thirties ofl864 and 1865 ................... .. 
Loan of February 1861 (1881's) .................... . 
































$3, 897, 361. 09 $26,777.61 I $5,016,078. 55 $3,970,748.30 I $423, 202.51 I $622, 127.74 
11, 752. 9!' 10, 798.04 .. • . .. .. .. .. 75!. 88 
17,350.04 .............. . 17, 350.04 
50, 000. 00 46, 307.17 , ............. . 3, ()92. 83 
42-, 116. 31 42, 116. 31 
585. 84 58'i. 84 
17, 095.50 17, 095. 30 
420. 00 420. 00 
152. 46 15~. 46 
81.38 81.38 
77.40 77.40 
648. 25 648. 25 
510. 30 I 510. 30 
398. 50 39B. 50 
2, 752. 11 2, 752. 11 
2, 6B4. 96 2, 684. 96 
498. 54 498. 54 
1, 029.34 1 .............. , 1, 029.34 1, 0~9. 34 I""" .... ""I'"" ......... . 
1. 12~ 842. 81 1 Toi6.4i1:78j26. 777 ~~ 5, 164. 032. 20 .i 4, 09~:04. 20 l---wi:-552.55 6o6." 575. 45 
51,720.00 
9, 635, 708. 00 
22, 28ti, 5:!5. 00 
37, 9ii0, 000. 00 
32,550.00 
315.00 










51, 720. 00 
9, 635, 708. 00 
22, 286, 525. 00 
37, 900, 000. 00 
32, 5.)0. 00 
315.00 
74, 008, 000. 00 









5 t, 720. 00 1 •"" o ""' •" I • .. "" "• • • oo 
9, 635, 708. 00 
22, 286, 525. 00 
37, 900, 000. 00 
32, 550.00 
315.00 
74, 068, 000. 00 
7, 123. 15 
1, 000. 00 
500.00 
590.00 , ............. . 
350.00 1 ............. . 4. 2911. oo .... _ ......... 
1 
... _ ........ .. 
700. 00 ....••.••..•.. ·•·••• ..•..••• 
2, uoo. 00 ........•..•.....•••.••..••• 


























""" 00 00 
~ 
Loan of .July and August,1861 (1881's). •••••• 
1 
..... . 
Loan of July and August, 1861 (1881's) con· 
tinned at :J! per cent ..••.••••••.••••.•••••• · ••• •• 
Five-twenties of 1862 .............................. . 
Loan of 1863 (1881's) .............................. . 
Loan of 1863 (!l-SI's), continued at 3! per 
cent ..•...... . ....•.....•... 
Ten-forties of i864- .......•.... 
Five-twenties of June, 1864- .••••• 
Five-twenties of 1865 ...•••.••..... 
Con,ols of 1865 ...•...•••••.•••••.••..• . .••••..•••.. 
Con sola of 1867 .................................... . 
Con sols of 1865 .....•.....••..••...••.•••••••.•••••• 
Funded loan of 1881. .............................. . 
Funded loan of 1881, continued at 3§ per cent ..••••• 
















Refunding certificates .••••••••••••••••••.••..••••• R. S. 
Navy-pension fund ................................ R. S. 
One-year notes of 1863 .............................. R. S. 
Two-year notes of 1863 ............................. R. S. 
Componnd-inter'"st notes ..•...••••.••••••••..••••. R. S. 
Seven-thirties of 1864 and 1865 ..................... R. S. 
Loan of February, 1861 (1881's) .....••..••••. ······1 R. S. Oregon war debt . ................................. R. S. 
Loanof,TulyandA.ugust,1861 (1881's) ..••••...•••. R.S. 
Loan of July and August, 1861 (1881's), con· 
tinued at 3! per cent ............................. R. S. 
Five-twenties of 1862 .............................. R. S. 
Loan of 1863 (1881's) ................................ R. S. 
Loan of 1863 (1881's), continued at3iper cent . •••••• R. S, 
Ten-forties of 186! .. . . . . .. .. • . . • .. . • • • • • . . • . . • • .. • R. S. 
Five-twenties of June, 1864 ........................ R. S. 
Five-twenties of 1865 ............................... R. S. 
Consols of 1865............................... . • • • • • R. S. 
Con sols of 1867 ...... • • • • .. .. .. . . • • • . • .. . .. • .. . . .. . • R. S. 
Con sols of 1868.... . • • • • • . • • .. • . • . . . • • • . • . . • • . . .. • . . R. S. 
Contra! Pacific stock .............................. R. S. 
Kansas Pacific stock . • .. • . • • • • .. . ... • • . . • • • . .. • • • • R. S. 
Union Pacific stock ................................ R. S. 
Central Branch Union Pacific stock ................ R. S. 
Western Pacific stock ............................. R. S. 
Sioux City and Pacific stock ....................... R. S. 































































1, 543: 477.20 
376, 650. 00 











s, 5oo. o:; 
13, 65tl. 00 
150. 00 
8, 000. oo 
32,750.00 
68, 400.00 
1, 150. 00 
;:}, ~50. i)() 
63, 750. 00 
















2, 765. 52 
7, 586.28 
378.57 
1, 543, 477. 20 
376, 650. ()() 
1, 6:!5, 140. n 
97, 170. 00 
118,233.60 
97, 729. 70 






13, 650. 00 
150.00 
El, 000. 00 













7, 586. 2il 
378. 57 
1, 543, 477.20 
376, 650.00 




3, 057. 79 
Funded loan of 1881's, continued at 3! per 
cent...... . .. . . . . - . . • • • • • . • • . . • • . . • . . . • • • .. . • • • . . R. s.l 36891 .••.•••••••••• ·J 688. 60 , ....... -.. .. . I 688. 60 I 68R. 60 
Funded loan of 1891. ............................... R. S. 3689 ............... 11, 194, 365. 83 382. 50 11, 194,, UK 33 11, 19t, 748. 33 , ........................... . 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. Appropria- I R Ag~regate I Balances of ap.l tions for the epayrne~ts av.tilable for Payments dur-~Amounts car-
Year.! I propriations fiscal year end- ma<le durmg the fiscal ear ing the fiscal ried to the Vol.IPag~orsec- July1,1886. ingjune30, lthefi1~calyear endingJ~ne yearending surplusfnnd 
------------------[ 
1 
t10n. 1887. 87. 30, 1887. .rune 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 














Funded loan of 1907. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. R. S. 3689 
Loan of July 12, 1882 . • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. R. S. 3689 1 ............. .. 
Total interest ......................... ·I ...... , ..... . 
Total public debt ...... 
-----1 1-----1-----1----------
$704. 50 1$15, 5u7, 850. 331$15, 507, 745. 33 
1, 568. 00 29, 460, 817. 00 29, 460, 817. 00 
12,205.08 2, 787,492. 50 2, 787,492. 50 
$105.00 1 ................ . 
14, 477. 58 I 47, 756, 159. 83 I 47, 756, 054.83 
==1=========1===1=== 




















... "'· ''[ 77, .,, "I· ________ .. __ . $12,844.86 19,438.14 9, 166.91 .............. 10, 271.23 
2, 282. 42 536. 30 1, 746. 12 ..................... 
213.14 213.14 .............. ......................... 
189. 11 .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. 189. 11 ......................... 
1, 829.23 1, 825.11 ..................... 4.12 
38.78 38.78 ......................... ......................... 
40,260.43 38,799.37 ......................... 1,.461. 06 
l, 537.06 978.30 ....................... 558.76 
2, 681.62 35G. 79 2, 324.83 ........................ 
86,325.58 82,791.05 ....................... 3, 534.53 
11,614.91 5, 447.69 ................... G, 167.22 
5, 362.48 89.00 5, 273. 48 ...................... 
15.43 ................... 15.43 .............. 
17.60 17.60 
25,304.12 25,174.12 
2, 288.91 2, 221.09 
1, 349.02 ......................... .l.t tJ':t:UoV" .................... 
.30 ...................... . 30 ................. 
76.92 76.92 ..................... ......................... 
16, 157. Gl 16,099.91 
·······-··--·· 
57.70 
929.29 774.47 ...................... 154.82 
370.71 33.33 337.38 ............... 
8, 348. 17 8, 125. 49 .................... 222.68 
813.47 598.15 ................... 215.32 
355.68 182.47 173.21 ................... 
469. 10 314.85 41.35 112.90 
11.12 ..................... 11.12 .................... 




























Do .................... . 
Do .............................. . 
'Traveling expenses of school superintendents 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Buildings at agencies and repairs ........... . 
Do ................................ . 
Do. 
Do ................................ . 
Contingencies Indian department .•.•........ 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Expenses of Indian commissioner ........... . 
Do .. .............................. . 
1886 1------1·-- ........ . 
1885 
lt:!87 
1886 I .. • • • • I • .... • • .. • • • 
1885 
1887 




1886 ..... . 




18H4f ................. . 
1883tl 2t 2Q4, aoo 
1887 24 31 
1883t 24 294 
"Telegraphing and purchase of Indian sup-
plies ................................•...... 1887 24 
Do ................................. u~~~} 24 
Telegraphing and purchase of Indian sup-
plies .. -D~ ~ ~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~g~ .. -~~ 
112.36 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1884 24 !271, 295, 300 I .•...•.....•... 1 859. 85 1 •••••••••••••• 
~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·: ~~~!! ::::::I:::::::::::: I •••• -.••• -- .• -.! .•••••.. - ... - .. 
Do . ................... ~---········· 1883t 24 
Transportation ofindian supplies .••..••... n~~~} 24 
Do ................................. 1887 24 44 ..•......•..... 250,000.00 
Do ................................. 1886 ..•... .•. .••••.••. 27,527.16 .............. . 
Do................................. 11'85 ...... .... .. .... .. 9, 577.97 ............. .. 
Do..... . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . 1884t .............................................. .. 
Do................................. 1884* .............................................. .. 
Do................................. 1883t 24 295,300 ............... 1,819. 28 
Do ................................. 1881t ...... ............ 6.48 .............. . 
Vaccination of Indians .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . 1887 24 43 . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . 1, 000. 00 







Do....... . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . 1885 . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . 688. 50 ............... , ............. . 








































.................... 186.43 ..................... 
1, 079.58 94.85 292.82 
3, 000.00 ...................... ....................... 
334.65 2.65 .................... 
38,339.83 ..................... 1, 523.67 
11,548.40 ................... ................... 
5, 889.76 .................... 723.37 
21.41 944.03 ...................... 
649.63 ...................... 210.22 
...................... 8. 21 ........................ 
4.00 .................... ......................... 
10.50 ....................... ....................... 
300.00 .............. ·-- ..... ........................... 
258,487.83 ...................... 3.94 
29, 861.26 .................... 6, 211.13 
1, 053.11 8, 719.12 ...................... 
....................... 506.40 . ...................... 
97.04 ...................... ........................ 
1, 806. 51 116.50 12.77 
......................... ....................... 6.48 
204.00 ....................... 796.00 
9.00 ........................ 704.50 
....................... 688,5{1 . ................... 
Fulfilling treaties with-
Apaches, Kiowas, and Comanches........ . . . . . . 24 31 31, 113. 04 30, 000. 00 3, 589. 39 64, 702. 43 17, 338. 15 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 47, 364. 28 
Cheyennes and Arapahoes .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. 24 isl 12,835.20 20,000. 00 768 91 33, 604.1l 5, 549. 90 ... .. .. . .... • . 28, 05-!. 21 
Chickasaws.............................. . . . . . . 24 31 .. • .. . . . . . .. . .. 3, 000. 00 .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 3, 000. 00 3, 000. 00 ........................... . 
Chippewas, Bois Forte band . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . 28, 759. 77 . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 23. 10 28, 782. 87 7, 074. 25 . . • • .. . . . .. .. . 21, 708. 62 
Chippewas of Mississippi................ . .. . . 24 31 ll2. 12 1, 000. 00 2, 358. 87 3, 470. 99 3, 002. 00 . .. • • • . . • • .. .. 468. 99 
-------------------------------- -------
Carried forward .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • . .. . 180, 398. 26 702, 671. 46 43, 475. 53 926, 545. 25 737, 967. 69 32, 490. 88 156, 086. 68 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes ~ppropria- Repayments A~gregat~ ~ Payments dur-~Amounts car- ~ Balances of 
' Balanc~s ~fap- t10ns for the made during avmlable for ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-
Year. l--~--- propr1at10ns fi_scal §ear end- the fiscal year the ~seal year year ending surplus fund tions J nne 
V l IPao-eorsec- July 1,1886. mg une30, 1887. endmg Jnne June 30,1887. June30,1887. 30,1887. o · "'tion. 1887. 30, 18~. 
--------------1-~·-~ -------------
INTERIOR-INDIANS-continued. 
Brought forward ................ , ...... , .... .. 
Fulfilling treaties with-
Chippewas, Pillagers, and Lake Winne-
bagoshish bands (annuity in goods) . .. 1 ...... 1 24 
Chippewas, Pillagers, and Lake Winne-
l)ajroshish bands (annuity in money) .. , ..... . 24 
Chippewas, Pillagers, and Lake Winne-
bagoshish bands (purposes of utilit.v) ........ 





trib5s .......... . ............ . ................................. . 





313.61 Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan Creek, etc ....................... .. 
Chocktaws ...... ........................ ...... 24 32 .............. .. 
46,147.95 Columbias and Colvillos. ................ ...... 24 32 






Confederatell tribes and bands in Mid-
dle Oregon. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. • .. . . .. . . . ......... -- [ 25. 07 i ...... -· -- · · -- · 
.Crows .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. • . . . 24. 33 37, 543. 00 30, 000. 00 
Creeks......................................... 24 33 ............... 69,968.40 
D'Wamish, and other allied tribes in 
Washington Territory ................ . ............................ - ......... · ·-- ·-- · · ·.- • · · 
iFlatheadsand other confederated bands ...................................................... . 
Iowas...... . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 24 33 1, 236. 86 2, 875. 00 
Kansas .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. .. .. . .. .. .. 24 33 13, 448. 84 10, 000. 00 
Kickapoos...... ............. ............ ...... 24 34 2, 642.91 4,408. 78 
Makahs ................................. ...... ...... ............ 257.74 
Menomonees. ...... ...... ................ ...... ..... ............ 207.72 
Miamis of Eel River . .................... . .. . .. 24 
Miamis of Kansas . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. 24 
.Miamis of Kansas, employes, etc . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 24 
Miamis of Indiana....... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. 24 
Nez Perces . ........................................ . 
Nisqually Puyallup, and other bands . ... .. : ... .•.... 
.Omahas........................................ 2.£ 
Osages......................................... 24 
()toes and Missourias.. ............ ...... ...... 24 
Pawnees................................. ...... 24 
Poncas ...... ...... ...... ...... .......... ...... 34 
Pottawatomies (employos). .... . . .. . .. • .. .... .. 24 
Pottawatomies (annuity) .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 24 
Pottawatomies (salt).......................... 24 
Pottawatomies (interest) .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. ... • . . 24 
$!3, 475.53 I $926, 545. 25 
................... 18, 823.22 
476.64 11,203.73 
36. 0~ 4, 603.45 
. ........................ 2, 625.32 
.......................... 313. 61 
....................... . 29,432.89 
467.14 47,715.09 
· · · · · 2; 7o4: 92 ·1 25.07 70,247.92 
........................ 69,968.40 
247.07 247.07 
2, 300.00 2, 300.00 
155.06 4, 266.92 
......................... 23,448.84 
243.40 7, 2!J5. 09 
321. 9S 579.72 
207.72 
1,100. 00 
1. 24 I 2, 043.33 




9, 807.04 22, 577. 24 
5, on. 27 






11, 503. 21 
$737, 967. 69 $32,490.88 
6, 643.61 
$156, 086. 68 
12, 179. 61 
60.43 







11, 365. 74 
1, 2!2. 92 
579. 72 
...... .......... , .............. !. 207.72 
1,100.00 .......................... . 
497. 73 .... -.. .. .. .. . 1, 545. co 
1, 461.12 ' ............. . 
20,093.66 
4, 977.75 




28, 819. 05 
156.54 
11,503.21 








































.Pottawatomies of Huron................. .•.. •. 24 
-Quapaws ....................••.....•...•.......•.... 
Sacs an<l Foxes of the Mississippi (an-
nuity)........................................ 24 
. Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi (in-
terest) ........••••...•.•.... , .. . • • • . • • • . . . . • . . 24 
Sacs and Fo-x:es of the Missouri. .... ·--~- .••• .. 24 
Seminoles................................ .••••. 24 
"Senecas (employes)...................... . ••• • . 24 
.Senecas (annuity)............................. 24 
Senecas ofNew York......................... 24 
Shawnees................................ ...... 24 
Eastern Shawnees (annuity) ......•...• -.. . . . • . . 24 













Sioux ofDakota ........•...••......•................•.•.....••... 
40 S~oux: (Yan~t?n ~rib_e). .•. . . • •• . . . •.•.••.. ...... 24 
Swux of MlSBlSSlppl .................................•.........•.. 
Sisseton, Wahpeton, and Santee Sioux of 
Si~~!l'i~~sa~f N~;; ·-y~~k:::: :::::::::::: :::::: 1·-. 24'' ........... . 39 
.S' Klallams ....••..•.........•.•..•............. 





Winnebagoes .....•.....•...........•••.•..••.. 24 40 
Wyandottes ......•.....•..................•..................... 
Yakamas ...........•...........•...•.•......................... 
·Cherokees (proceeds of la11ds) ,. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 
·Cherokees (proceeds of diminished re-
serve lands) .................................................. . 
Kansa8 (proceeds oflands). .... .• . . ...... . ... . R. S. 21!93-2096 
Miamis of Kansas (proceeds oflands) ........................... . 
·Omaha (proceeds oflamls) ............................•.•..•..•.. 
Otoes andMissourias (proceeds of lands) .•..•...........•....... 
Pawnees (proceeds of la.nds). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . R. S. 2093-2096 
Pottawatomies (proceeds of lands) ....................•••.•...•.. 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri (proceeds 
sh0~~~~~:\P~~~eed~-~r-ia:~d~):::: :: ::::::1·::: :: , ______ , --- · ·· · · · · ·· 
Wiunebagoes (proceeds of lands) ............. . 
.Claims of settlers in Round Valley Reserva. 
tion, California, restored to public lands ........ . 
Proceeds of New York Indian lands in Kan-
sas ..................................................... ······ ···· -· 
p~;d~:k!t~i~~~- ~~~~~~~-t~~~- ~~~-i~~~~~~~- •••••• {R.1~- 819, 2~g~6} 
Civilization fund ...............................•.. R. S. 2093-2096 
Interest of Cherokees on lands sold to Osages . . . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 
Cberokea as\·lum fund ............................................. . 
Interest on Cherokee asylum fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . R. S. 2092-20:16 
Cherokee national fund .•......••.......•.•...••••..•••.•.•.••..••••. 
·CaiTied forward ..••....•••••.• ;., .••••••..•••. , .•••••.•...• 
10.38 400.01) 5. 06 415.44 400.00 ..................... 15.44 
509.89 . .................... .................. 509.89 12.00 ................. 497.89 
3, 124.65 1, 000.00 .................. 4, 124.65 2, 603.56 ................. 1, 521.09 
12,373.95 50,000.00 8, 038.11 70,412.06 62,521.52 ..................... 7,890. 54 
a.68 7,870. 00 11.02 7, 884.70 7, 871,37 ......................... 13.33 
.... --.- "86: 85. 28,500.00 .. ................... 28,500.00 28,500.00 ........................ ........................ 530.00 91.00 707.85 5!0. 15 ...................... 167.70 
······ · ·395: os· 3, 160.00 95.71 3, 255.71 3, 160. 00 ........................ 95.71 11,902.50 375.20 12,672.78 ll, 902,50 ..................... 770.28 
10,863.82 5, 000.00 ..................... 15,863.82 5, 000.00 ..................... ~ .... 10,863.82 
12.36 500. 00 51.70 564.06 500.00 ...................... 64.06 
2, 090.34 530.00 46.50 2, 666.84 377.79 ........................ 2, 289.05 
3, 655.02 ........................ ......................... 3, 655.02 626.09 . ....................... 3, 028.93 
248.83 . ........................ ....................... 248.83 136.00 . ........................ 112.83 
34,130.05 25,000.00 128. 48 59,258.53 23,903.00 ....................... 35,355.53 
57,008.50 ........................... ........................ 57,008.50 ........................... . .......................... 57,008.50 
31.50 .......................... 38.11 69.61 .. ..................... .. ...................... 69.61 
388.04 4, 500.00 32.60 4,920.64 4, 538.69 ....................... 381.95 
584.75 ............................. ........................ 584.75 ....................... ......................... 584.75 
536.51 ...................... ......................... 536.51 253.62 . ....................... 282.89 
20, 024.01 44,162.47 20,194. 86 84,381.34 76,935.62 ......................... 7,445. 72 
288. 80 ........................... ..................... 288.80 96.26 .. .................. 192. 54 














20, 8f>4. 36 
64,147.17 
427,242.20 



















11, 737. 07 .•••••. -- .. -- ..•••••.••.. --. 
_________ ... ___ 
1 
_____ .. __ .. __ .
1 
724,137.41 
23, 680. 33 . -.---.--... .. . 4, 132. 61 
10,021.86 ............. 10,971.20 
712.26 1 ••••••• --··- •• ---- ••• ---.--. 
412,091.39 
32,584.94 
2, 374.44 ..................... 10,684.90 
........................ .................... 1, 270.56 
....................... . ........................ 20,621.61 
............. . ............ ........................ 594.37 
1, 775.31 ··•••· ...... - ................ , 1, 775. 31 
108, 435. 04 21, 022. 38 .. - .... - ... - . 87, 412. 66 
490. 69 21, 966. 48 . -.- ..... - ... - . . ---- .. --. .. .. 21, 966. 48 
.•••••. -•.. - - . 36, 206. 88 36, 206. 88 .... - - . - - ... - . . • -. - - . - - - .. - . 
..••••.. ...... 64,147.17 .••••. ... ...... ••••....•.... 64,147.16 
. -- - - - ... - . - - - 3, 207. 36 3, 207. 36 . -- - • - .. - .. - - . - - - - ••. - - ... - . 
.............. 427,242.20 ............... ............. 427,242.20 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNI<~ 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. Balances ofap- ftfn~rrJ>:~~e I Repayme~ts I a~a1f:b~a}~r ~~ayment~ clur-~ A~1ounts car-~ Balances_ of 
Year. I---:-----~ propl'iations fiscal yearend- madeclunng the fiscal year mg thefi~cal ned tothe _appropna-
l
p July 1 1886 ing.fune 30 the :fiscal year endin 17 June yearendmg surplus fund hollsJune30, Vol. ag~i~~~ec- ' · 1887. ' 1887. 30, f887• June30, 1887. June30, 1887. 1887. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
IN'l'ERIOR-INDIANS-continued. 
-·-~------
Brought forward ....................................... -I $2, 473, 989. 01 I $1, 330, 115. 94 
Interest on Cherokee national fund ............ ---- {R.2~. 2093-20~~J --- ·---- ·------ 56,820.42 
$32,490.88 $2, 290, 395. 79 $90, 671. 651 $3, 894, 776. GO I $1, 571, 889. 93 
-- ........... - 56, 820. 42 56, 820. 42 
Cherokee orphan fund .... .. .... ... .......... .. ... . .... .. . . .. . .. .. .. . 228,835.43 1 ............. .. 
Interest on Cherokee orphan fund........... .. . . • . R. S. 2093-2096 61 
Cherokee school fund .......... _ .......•. _ .. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 458, 764. 06 1 ••••••••••••••• 
Interest on Cherokee school fund .................. {R.2~. 2093_20~~} 21. 07 
Chickasaw national fund.................... . .. . .. ... ... .... .. ..... . 959, 67?. 82 1 .............. . 
Interest on Chickasaw national fund .............. {R.2~. 2093_20~~} ···· ......... · · 
Chicka;;aw incompetent fund ...................... R. S. 2093-2096 ............. .. 
Interest on Chickasaw incompetent fund.... . . . • . . R S. 2093-2096 2, 400.00 
Interest on Choctaw general fund ................. { R.2§. 2093_20~~} .. • . • . . . . .. . . . . 29, 420. 04 
Choctaw general fund .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . • • .. . .. . •. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 47, 514. 00 ~- •• • · · · · · ·-- ·--
Choctaw orphan fund .. . • • • • .. . .. • • • • . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. 1, 608. 04 ............. --1-- .......... .. 
Interest fln Choctaw orphan fund............ . .. . .. R. S. 2093-2096 .... .. . . . .. . .. . 80.40 
Choctaw school fund .. . .. •• . •• . • ... . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. ... . .. . .. . . . ... .. . 49, 472. 70 ............. - 1 - ............ . 
Interest on Choctaw schoolfnnd ........... _ .. . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 ... .. .. . .. .. . . . 2, 473.64 I ............ .. 
Chippewa and Christian Indian fund........ . .• . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . .. . . .. 42, 560. 36 ............. .. 
Interest on Chippewa and Christian Indian 
fund ............................................ R.S. 2093-2096 ............... 2,128.02 
Creek orphans' fnnd ...................................................... ------ .••. ---- · ·---------
~eV:;!~~~b~~~~f f~J>k,~~~·- ~~~~::: :~::::: ::: :~~::: :::::: :::::::::::: .... 673;894.' 64- ............. .. 
Interest on Delaware general fund ........••..••••. {R.2~. 2093_20~~} ...... -- --· -- · -
Delaware school fund...... . . .. • • . • • • • . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . • . . .. • . • . . . 11, 000. 00 1 .............. . 
45, 581.76 
Interest on Delaware school fund • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 12, 083. 89 550.00 
Iowa fund . . . .. ... . . . .••••• •••••. •• ... . ... .. . .•.••. •••. .. .••••• .... .. 116,543.37 1···-- ......... . 
~ 24 46} • 
Kansas s~hool fund .................... ······1:::::: ~-~~~: --~~~~~:~~~- 2~: ~~~: ~~ , ...... ---- ·-- "j" · ·· · ·· .. -- .. · 
Interest on Kansas school fund_............. . . • • • . . .. .. . . . . . . . • . . • . . 2, 263. 90 1, 358. 72 810. 08 
9, 347.16 95.42 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, Weas, and Pianke· 
rn~~~:S~ ~;hfl!!::st·i~;~ "P~~~ia;~ ·-w ~~~~ ~;.;x 1 ..· · · ·1 · · 24 ·1· · · .. · · · · 46 i 
Pumkeshaws school fund ........................ ~R. S. 2993-20965 
10,000. 00 










































46, ss9. 29 1 ... · · · · ·- · · · · :1· · · · · ~~: ~o~~ ~~ 
............ 12 633.89 





































Interest on Kaskaskias, Peorias, Wees, and 5 2-a. 46( 262.37 4, 843.55 956.70 Piankesha ws fund ...................••..•.....•. ( R. S. 2093-20965 
Kickapoo general fund .................•••....•..................... 
Interest on Kickapoo general fund . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . R. S. 2093-2096 
L'Anse &nd Vieux deSert Chippewa fund ......................•.... 
12~: !g~: ~g 1·· .... 6," ii9: 7i ·1···· · · · ··1: o6 · 
~Interest on L'Anse and Vieux deSert Chip-
• }'ewafund ..............•.••..•.•••......•..••••• R.S. 2093-2096 2,175.90 
t;j Menomonee fund .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . • . • . . . • . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 134, 039. 38 
~ Interest on Menomonee fund ...................... R.S. 2093-1096 3,803.30 
• 0 maha fund . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . • . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 57, 214o. 24 
t-:; Interest on Omaha fund . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S 2093-2096 . . • • . .. . . . • . . -
~ O:>age fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .• . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . R. S. 2093-2096 5, 733, 014o. 74 
~ Interest due Osage fund..................... . . . • . . R. S. 2093-2096 434, 997. 26 
I Osage school fund . . • . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. 119, 911. 53 Interest due Osage schoolfund.............. . . . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 481.08 
20,000.00 
967.69 
-.••.. 7," 65i." 96" ..•• -•. 9i2. 89. 
66,158.30 ............ . 
4, 684.09 ............. . 
1, 304, 987. u . -...... -... -. 
295, 770. 16 5, 524. 45 
5, 995. 58 2, 495. 69 
1 nterest on Otoe and Missouria fund......... ••.••• R. S. 2093-2096 31, 395.91 





0 Interest on Ponca fund.... . . . . . . • • . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . R. S. 2093-2096 2, 721. 32 3, 500. 00 4. 43 
l'awnee fund .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . • •. . . .. . . R. S. 2093-2596 ............. _·. 249, 988. 70 ............. . 
Interest on Pawnee fund . . .. . • . . . • • . .. . .. . .. . . . . • . R. S. 2093-2096 . • • • • • .. . .. . . . . 28, OM. 52 
Pottawatomie education fund................ . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. 76, 993. 93 ............. . 
............... ! ............. . 
20, 734. 28 233. 81 
······-··-···· Interest on Pottawatomie education fund.... . . • • • • R. S. 2093-2096 1, 726. 08 
Pottawatomie genera] fund........ . ................... , . .. .. .. . . 89, 618. 57 
Interest on Pottawatomie general fund ........... R. S. 2063-2096 23,238.92 
Pottawatomie mills fund..................... .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. 17, 482. 07 
Interest onPottawatomie mills fund ......... ···~·· R. S. 2093-2096 1, 136.38 
Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi fund..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 55,058.21 
interest on Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi 
fund ............................................. R. S. 2093-2096 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri fund ............................... . 
Interest on Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri 
1,424. 76 
21,659.12 
3, 940.11 15.39 
· · · · ·· 4." 4so: 92 ·1· ·····-··a: 5s· 
· · · · · · · · 874: io ·1··· ·····is: 53· 
2, 752.92 
fund.................. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 6, 336. 20 1, 082. 96 ............. . 
Seneca fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . • . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 40, 979. 60 .. • • • • . • .. . .. . •••••••.•..••. 
Interest on Seneca fund .. .. . • . .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. . . • . R. S. 2093-2096 .. • • • • .. . .. .. . . 2, 048. 98 24. 77 
Seneca fund, Tonawanda band............... .•.... .... .. ...... ...•.. 86,950.00 .•••••.••..•....•••••.••.•••. 
Interest on Seneca fund, Tonawanda band ......... R. S. 2093-2096 4, 481.28 4, 347.50 151.75 
Seneca and Shawnee fund ..... >,., •••• .••••• •••••• ...... •••••• •••••• 15,140.42 ........................... . 
Interest on Seneca and Shawnee fund....... . . . . . • R. S. 2093-2096 • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . 757. 02 31. 18 
Shawnee fund............................... ...... ...... ...... ...... 1, 985.65 
Interest on Shawnee fund ......................... R. S. 2093-2096 554.11 
Eastern Shawnee fund....................... ...... ...... ...... ...... 9, 079.12 
Interest on Eastern Shawnee fund..... . • . . . . .. . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 285. 89 
Shoshonee and Bannock fund...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000. 00 
Interest on Shoshonee and Bannock fund.... . . . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 1, 048. 36 
Stockbridge Consolidated fund .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. 75, 886. 04 
Interest on Stockbridge Consolidated fund ......... R. S. 2093-2096 395.48 
Umatilla Gchool fund ........................ 
1
.... .. R. S. 2093-2096 46, 6411. 14 
Ute 5 per cent. fund .............................. , ...... .... .. ...... 500,000.00 
Interest on Ute 5 per cent. fund ................... R. S. 2093-2096 28,777. 05 


















































Carried forward •.•.. . ..... , .................. , 14, 217, 361. 86 I 3, 653. 695. 22 116, 139. 05 [ 17, 992, 196. 13 I 2, 196, 984.37 
971.84 












































1, 250, 000. 00 



























BALANCES OF APPROPRIAT "ONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. .Appropria- R t .Aggregate Balances of ap- tions for the eRayme~ s available for 
Year. I---~-----~ propriations fiscal year end· tha fie dlrmg the fiscal year 
Vol Pag~ or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, e 1~~~ year ending June 
· twn. 1887. · 30, 18117. 
--------------------------------1 ---- ---------
Specific objects of appropriations. 
INTERIOR-INDIANS-continued. I 
Brought forward................. . . . . . . . .. .. .......... -- ~ $14, 217,361.86 
Interest on Ute 4 per cent. fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-20!)6 20, 056. 27 
Xickapo~4 P«::r cent. fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. l 2093-2096 · · · · · · · · · ·--- · · 
$116, 139.05 ,$17,992,196.13 
461. 32 70, 517. 59 
Interest on Kwkapoo 4 per cent. fund . . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 . ............. . 
Payments to North Carolina Cherokees . . . . . . . . . . . R. S. 2093-2096 
Incit1entals in .Arizona..... .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. 1887 24 42 
Incidentals in Arizona, employes . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 24 ' 42 
Incidentals in .Arizona, support and civiliza-
tion ........................................ 1887 
Do ...............•... ·"·· .......... 1886 
Do ................................. 1885 
Do ................................. 1884 
Do ................................. 1883 
Incidentals in California employes........... 1887 
"Incidentals in California, support and civili· 
zation .................................... .. 
Incidentals in California ................... .. 







............... .. ..... 
537.97 
............... 18, ooo.oo I 47.24 
750. 27 ... - .. .. .. .. .. . 372. 53 
1,240.87 ........................... . . 
- .... -. . . 418. 32 . -- ••......... Do .......... .. 
Incidentals, Colorado ............... . ....... . 43 !............... 1,500.00 ............ .. 
Do ................................ . 
Do ............ .. 
Do ............ .. 
Incidentals, Dakota ......................... . 
Do ................. . 
Do 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Incidentals, Idaho 
· Do ................... . 
Do ................................ . 
Do ............................... . 
Incidentals, Montana 
Do ........... . 
Do ................... . 
Do ............................... .. 
Do ............. . 
Do ............ . 
Incidentals, Nevada ......... "· ............. .. 
Incidentals, Nevada, emplo~ es .....•..•....•. 
332. 00 ....... - ...... - 353. 99 
218.25 .~ ......................... .. 
512.78 ............ .. 












































ing the fiscal ried to the 
Payments dur- ~ Amount car-
year ending surplus fund 




$2, 196, 9~4. 37 1 $32,490.881$15,762,720.88 















































1886 •••••• ] .......... .. 
1885 ................ .. 
i:~t "'24' ...... "293' 
24 
18871 24 1886 .... .. 
1885 .. .. 
1883* 24 
1887 24 
18861 ...... ~~~g, "'24'1""" "293' 




Carried forward ................. 1 ...... 1 ...... I ............ I 14, 333, 599. 54 I 4, 212, 012. 92 
*And prior years. 















1; 101.81 2,914.45 ........................ 1, 812.64 
740.14 61.85 678.29 ......................... 
1, 114.80 1, 060.80 ...................... 54.00 
10,477.23 10,054.69 ................. 422.54 
2, 089.27 1, 313.95 ....................... 775.32 
41.61 27.95 13.66 ...................... 
1, 523:22 1, 523.22 ...................... ...................... 
16,161.58 H, 184.97 1, 976.61 ..................... 
1, 661.90 3.45 ........................... 1,658. 45 
2,702. 37 12.91 2,689.46 . ·-· .............. 
1, 086.42 1, 086.42 ....................... ..................... 
1 ... ,. "I 1. 415.00 ................... 2.25 
1, ~~~: ~~ - .... - -~~~~ ~~. ...................... 421.11 1, 099.05 ....................... 
732. 81 732. 81 .................... ...................... 
106. 25 106. 25 ...................... ....................... 
l. 34 1.34 ................. ....................... 
12,000.00 11,763.37 ........................... 236.63 
7, 000.00 6, 999.38 ....................... .62 
3, 855.63 1, 570.00 ....................... 2, 285.63 
195.57 ...................... 195.57 .. ................... 




1, 945.1!31 326,945.63 1,179.09 22,395.70 
10.60 1, 714 06 
1.10 1.10 
130, 832. 59 I 18, 076, 445 .. C5 I 2, 684, 339. 78 
t And prior; transfer. 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPHIATIONS1 EXPENDITURES, ETC:.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
f:'!TEHIOH-INDIANS-continued. 
Statutes. I I Appropria- ~ R t sl Aggregate Balances of ap- tions for the m epaymen rr available for 
Year. ! f propriatiQns fi~cal year end- th!~:~~l~~~a'i· the ~seal year 
Vol Pag~ or sec- July 1, 1886. mg June 30, 1887. endmg June 
· twn. 1887. 30, 1887. 
I 
Pay. ment.s d11r ·l A. mounts car-~ Balances of 
ing the fisc&l ried to the appropria-
year ending surplus fund tions J one 
June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
1--1 1----------------
1883*1 24 






· ·· · io; ooo: ool... . so 
............... 
775. 92 775. 92 
40, 875.40 35, 352. 49 
5, 012. 15 243. 09 
2, 771. 19 4. 69 
7. 60 3. 80 
31, 206. 00 30, 783. 89 
3, 607.68 1, 133.97 
4~~:~i ~------ .. ~~~~~~ -
. 5i. 86 52. 43 
81, 515. 93 59, 868. 82 
21, 372. 64 4, 672. 09 
981.37 . ---·- ..•••••• . 
1. GO I . 75 1!:!, 000. 00 12, QOO. 00 
6, 759.26 6, 556. 74 



















$48, 851. 43 l$15, 943, 253. 84 
::::::: ~ ~::: :: •. -... -5:522: 9i 
2, 766: so- . __ .. _ ~·- 76fl. o6 




68. 291 .. - .... --- -... 
14.31 ............. . 





































1886 . ••••• • . • • . • •••• •• 2, 661. 421 .•• - ••••• ······] 392. 69 
1885 .••••• ••••.•.••••• 37.67 .••••. •·••••••• ............. . 
1834* .•.....•••.••••••• ·•••••••· •••••• ·•••••····••••• 1.14 
1887 24 32 ·•••·•• ••. .. .. . 6, 000.00 
1886 . --... . •• • • • • •• • • • 3, 300. 82 
1887 24 41 
1886 ................ .. 
i:~ ... 24. ···••• ... ,<>.!:~:::: :::::: ::l·· ··is: 52o: oii · 
1887 24 
1887 24 
1886 .... . 






1885 , ...... 























2, 278. 381· .••••••••••..•. 
244.75 .............. . 
2. 96 2. 96 










4, 442. 31 
59.19 
















17, 244. 051 15, 235. 61 i• ............ 'I 2, 008. 44 
1, 763. 36 1, 221. 40 . • • . . • . . . . . . . . 5U. 96 



























14, 516, 057. 77 I 4, 880, 871. 41 148, 344. 13 I 19, 545, 273. 31 I 3, 309, 584.79 
t And prior, transfer. 
so, 4 78. 43 1 16, 155, 210. o9 ~ 
'"And pri.or. Q1 ~ 
BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND Ol!' THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes I I Appropria- R Ag"'regate I 
· Balances of ap- tiona for the epayme~ts available for Payments dur-~Amounts car-~ Balances of 
Year. I------- propriations fiscal year end-lha~e <lurmg the fiscal year ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-
V 
1 
IPageorsec- July 1,1886. ingJune30, e 1~C:,lyear ending June _yearending surplus fund tiona June 0 • tion. 1887. • 30,1887. June 30,1887. June 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
--------------1--·-- -----1 1-----
lNTERJ 0 R-INDIANS-COD tin ned. 
Brought forward ........................................ $14, 516, 057. 77 $!, 880, 871.41 $148, 344. 13 1$19, 545,273.31 I $3, 309, 584. 79 
Support of- i 
Indians of Fort Peck .Agency •••• •• . .. . . 1887 24 41 . . . . . •• . . .. .. . . 90, 000.00 8, 038. 96 
Do................................. 1886 .•• . . . . . • .• •• .. .. . 17, 908.15 . • •. • • • .. .. . . . . 313. 17 
Do ................................. 1885 .... . . .••.. ... . . . . 2, 570.03 ............................ . 
Do................................ . 1883* 24 293 . • • . • • . . . .. . . . . 11. 90 11. 90 
Do ................................. 1882* ...••. .••.•••..... 211.41 ........................... . 
Indians of Klamath .Agency............. 1887 24 41 . .. .. • • . . . . . . . . 5, 000. 00 1. RO 
Do ................................. 1886 .• ~... ............ 611.45 ............................ . 
Do ................................. 1885 .... .. ............ 2, 510.25 ............................ . 
Indians of Lemhi .Agency ............... 1887 24 42 ............ ... 15,000.00 194. SO 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ............ S92. 21 ............ .. . 664.37 
Do ................................. 1885 ..... ............ 891.79 ............................ . 
Indian schools ........................... 1887 24
1 
44 .......... .. . 650,000.00 10,878.06 
~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: ~~: ~~~: ~~ ::::::::::::::: ~: ~~i: gg 
B~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~:; :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::. ::::::::::::::: a;~:~~ 
Schools, farms, etc., for .Apaches, Kiowas, 
and Comanches ....................... . 
Indian schools in .Alaska ............... . 
Do ............................... . 
Do ................................ . 
Indian schools near Arkansas City ..... . 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Indian schools, Carlisle, Pa 
Indian schools, salaries .••. 
Do ................................ . 





. .... is· aoi: 25·1 ...... · ·: ::::::1::::::: ~ii.: i~: 6: 438. 32 .... ::::...... . . 80 a, 911. 85 .. • · 149. 99 
Do ................................. ! 1884* ••••••.••••••••••••.•••.••••.•••.. , .............. . 
Indian schools, purchase of Parker farm. ...... 24 465 
Indian schools, Chilocco, Ind. T . . . . . . . . . 1877 24 45 
Indian schools, Chilocco, building and re-
pairs...... . . . . . . .. . • .. . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • 1877 24 45 
Indian schools, Chilocco, salaries......... 1877 24 551. ••• • · • • • · · · · · 
Indian schools, Forest Grove, Oregon . . • . 1886 . • • .. . • • • • • • . • • • • . 9, 241. 00 . • • • • .. • .. . .. . . 826. 68 
Do ................... ............ 1885 ······!····--······ 2,896,911·····--·····--·1 1,544. 77 
Indianschools,Genoa,Neur ............. 1887 24 45 .............. 29,750.00 ............. . 





























18, ooo. o,1 
30,625.00 
2, 000.00 




















· ... · 4; 4ii: 68 ·
1
' ..... · i; o4i 43 






























Do .•.•••••••••••••••..•••••..•..••. 1885 , .•.... , .•.......... 
Do ..•.........•....••.•••...••.••.. 1884 
Indian schools, Hampton, Va .......•.... 1887 
Do .•••........•.......••..•.••..... 1886 
Do ................................ 1885 
Indian schools, Lawrence, Kans., salaries 1887 
Indian schools, Lawrence, Kans., build-
ings and repairs........................ 1887 
Indianschools,Lawrence, Kans., support. 1887 
Indians schools, Lawrence, Kans . . . . . . . . 1886 
Do ................................. 1885 
Indian schools, North Uarolina Chero-
kees ........•..•....................... 1885 
Indian school at Lincoln Institution, 
Philadelphia........................... 1El87 






Do ................................. 1885 .... .. 
Indian schools in private families.... . . . . . . • . . . . ..... 
1 
.......... .. 
Indian schools, Salem, Oregon, building 
and r1'pairs . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . 1887 24 45 
Indian schools, Salem, Oregon, salaries... 1887 24 45 
Indian schools, Salem, Oregon, support... 1887 24 45 
Indian schools, St. Ignatius Mission, 
Montana .............................. . 
Do ............................... . 1886 .. .. .. . • • • • • . .. .. . . 5, 625. 00 ............. .. 
20.10 I 
322.15 
Innian schools in States 
Do ...... . 
Do .......•.•.....•.•.......•....... 
1887 1 24 451 ............... 
1 
22, soo. oo 
1887 24 45, 461...... ... . .. 50,100.00 , ............ .. 
1886 . . • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . 37, 468. 81 
1885 .. • • .. • • • • • • • . . . .. 17, 195. 60 
Do .............................. .. 
Kansas Indians .... .. 
Do .......... . 
Do ........••.....•..•.•• , ........ . 
Do ................................ . 
Kickapoos .••.•.•......•..... 
Do .........•................••..... 
Do ................................ . 
Klamat hs and Modocs 
Do ............................... .. 
Do ................................ . 
Do .........••.....•............•.•. 
Do ................................ . 
Makahs ................................. . 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
Do .........•....................... 
Menomonees ............................ . 
Do ............................... .. 
Do .......•.........•...•....•...... 
1884* 24 42 
1887 ----· .......... .. 
1886 .... .. 
1f85 .... .. 





1€85 . . . .. . .. .. • . .. • . . . 1, 175. 11 
18F4* ...... ...... ...... ...... ......... .••.•• .... .. . .. 1. 00 
188il* 24 307 ...... ......... 28l. 97 ............. . 
181'7 24 l2 . • . .. . .. .. .. .. . 4, 000. 00 97. 58 
1886 .. • . .. . . .. .. • • • • .. 1, 164. 88 .. . .. • . .. . .. .. . 94. 66 
1F85 . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 446. 93 .•.•....•.•....••............ 
1884t ·••··· .•.•.• .... .. ....... ... .. .. ............... 50.00 
1887 24 42 . • . • .. . .. .. .. . . 4, 000. 00 ............ .. 
18H6 . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 25 
1885 . • • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . 88. 40 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •...... 
577.67 334. 19 
322.15 ................... 
20,040.00 14,430.60 
5, 384.61 5, 080. 00 
555.07 ............................ 










1~: ~~~: ~~ 1· • • • · ·· s; 3o4: 62 · 4, 903.90 
3, 380.66 5, 000.00 
1,500.00 
35,000.00 
22, 500. 00 
5, 625.00 
50, 100. 00 
























32,138. 05 ·-··········--2, 861.95 
16, 875. 00 , ............ --I 5, 625. 00 
5, 625.00 
35,005.40 
24, 87?.. 32 
107.32 
326.93 ........................... . 
2, 450. 10 .. . • • • • • • • .. • . 49. 90 
.••••• .••••.... ...... •• ...... 53.26 
...... •• . .••... 1, 210.43 ............. . 
......... ······ 161.40 ............. . 
1, 529.84 . .•. .. • • .. .. .. 3, 470. 16 
115. 00 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 857.31 
.............. 1, 657.20 ............. . 
902.63 .............. 97.37 
...... ........ 410.41 
281. 97 500. 76 
3, 596. 82 .. • • • • • • • • . • .. 1, 259. 54 
.. ................... '446:93 ............. . 
. ::::: ~:~!: :: :::::: ::~_: ii: :::::::: :i~: ~~ 
··---···-·-- ·-
Uarried forwaru ............... 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ............ 1 14,844,542. 95J 6, 076,082. ssl191,756. 84. 121;'112, 382:321 4, 50'8, 548. 6sJ-m, 667. s9Jt6, 4o5,i65. 75 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes I I Appropria- ~ R I Aggregate I I · Balances of ap- tions fo  the epayme!lts available for Payments dur- Amounts car- Balances of 
Year. I J propriations fiscal year end- ha~e dlrmg the fi8cal year ing the fi~cal I ried to the I appropria-
Vol. Pag~or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, t e 1s~8a year ending June lear endm~ surplus fund twos June tion. 1887. 7. 30, 1887. tJUne 30,1881. June30,1887. 30,1887. 
i 
INTEHIOR-l:SDIANS-continued. I I 
Brought forward ..•••••.•••••.••..••••.•••••••••••••••••• 1$14, 844, 542'. 9.5 $6, 076, 082. 53 I $191,756.84 j$21, 112,382.32 I $4, 505, 548. 68 
Support of-
$198, 667. 89 !$16, 405, 165. 75 
Menomonees . ••••••..•....•••••••••••.••. 1884* •••••• .••••• ••. .. . ......... .... •. .••. •. . •. . . . . .. • 75 
Modocs in Indian Territory.............. 1887 24 42 .. • • • • . . • . . . . . . 4, 000. 00 .•••••••...... 
Do................................. 1886 ...... ••••••••••.. 1, 197. 57 .•••••. ........ 82.34 
Do................................. 1885 . •.• .. . •• •• • .•• . . . 475. 73 ............................ . 
Molels. •••••• •••• •• • • .•• • • ••• . • . • • . .••••. 1887 24 35 . • • • . •• . . . .•• . . 3, 000. 00 7. 68 
Do ..•••••••••••.••.•••.••••••.•••.. 1886 .•.••. . ••.. ••..... 98. 65 •••••• ......... 157.48 
Do................................. 1885 .••... .••••• ...... 461.30 ........... . . .. 
Nmj~~: ::; ~~:~~~::~~~~:::: :::::::::::: i§,j ::::: :::::: ::;:: :::::: ~: ~J~ ~ :::::: ~·:~::: ;; ~ -··· ... ~jj 
Nez P erces . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . . 1887 1 24 35 . • • • • • . . .. .. . .. 3, 500. 00 
Do ..•••••.•••...••••.•••••••••..••. 1886 ..••...••••••••••• 
Do ................................. 1885 ................. . 
Nez Pt}~~-s--~~~~~~~: ~~~~~~: ::: ::::::::~: }~~~ 1--· ~~- ·····----~~-
Nez Perces of Joseph's band............. 1887 24 42 
B~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ I:::::: :::::::::::: 
Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes, 
beneficial objects . • . . . . .. . .. • • • . • .. . • .. 1887 
Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes, 
clothing . • • • .. .. . .. .. . . .. • .. . . .. . .. .. • . 1887 
Northern Cheyenne& and Arapahoes, 
employes ............................. . 
Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes ..••. 








Do ................................ . 1881* ................. . 




Pawnees, schools ....................... . 
1883*1 24 393 1 •• • •..... • ... 
1887 24 35 .. • . . • • • . • . . .. . 10, 000. 00 21. 41 
Pawnees, employes .................... .. 
Pawnees, iron, steel, etc ............... .. 
Pawnees ............................... . 
Do ..••.•••• ~ ...................... . 
1887 ., 24 36 ...... ,.. •. .•. 6, 600.00 ............ .. 
1887 24 36 .••••. -.. .. .. .. 500. 00 ............ .. 
1886 . • . . . . . • • • .. • • .. .. 4, 30cl.. 41 .. • • • • .. • • . • .. . 138. 32 
1885 ...... -........ --. 2, 627. 23 .................... ---- .. .. 
Do ............................... .. 
Poncas, subsistence .....•..••.•.•••...... 
Poncas, civilization .................... .. 
188<!*1 24 293 . • • • • • . • • • • .. .. 113. 03 .•••••.•• . •••• 
1887 24 36 . • • • • . . .. . .. • • . 15, ooo. oo 21. ns 




































.•••• .......... .75 ............ .. 
3, 662.36 . .•••••• •.• • •. 337.64 
197.50 ... . .. .• .. .. .. 1, 082.41 
............... 475.73 .••••••.•..... 
2, 977.08 . . •• .......... 30.60 
............... ...... ........ 256.13 













9, 000. 00 
3, 320.67 
461.30 ............. . 
........... 625.28 
.............. 2,107.71 
6,395. 74 ............. . 
2, 566.21 
:~::::: ::: ::::1······. "399~53 
···············1·········----8, 6~5. 62 ·•·••••••••••· 6, 600.00 .•••.••.•••••. 
500.00 ........................... . 
2, 5!lo. 52 I • • • .. • .. • .. • 1, 862. 21 
15.76 2,611.47 ............. . 
113. 031 ........... . ............... . 
1, 117.75 .............. 13,903. fl3 



































1884* . .....•••••...... 












Carried forward .........•..•••..... , ...... , ..... . 7, 846, 490. 5! 


































150, 049. 90 












······ ... i5. 90 ·••••· "9ii"oi· .... 111. o9 
979. 31 15. 90 ......... . ::::::::~:~:" :::::::::::::: ········;jg:~ 
3, 975.24 143. 74" 130.38 
: ::::: : : ::: . . .. : ::: :: : : .. : : : . . ........ 29: (;4 
200. 00 551. 99. . 615. 64 













1, 219. 00 
162. 50 
5, 990.82 
75.00 ........... :::::::::: ......... 9."i8 
.... . 208.91 
...... ... . .... "4i9."89 34,755.73 


























BALANCI':S OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, lo86, AND OF THE APPHOPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statute!!. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Balances of 
~Fo~~0S~~~ 
.A.ppropria- R Aggregate I 
Balances of ap- tions for the e~ayde!lts a>ailable for Pa:yments dur- _.A.mounts car-
o · tion. 1i:l87. · ilO, 1887. June 30, 1887. June 30,1887. 30, 1887. 
Year. I---,-----~ propriations fiscal year end·lb.afie lrmg the fiscal year ing the fiscal l ried to the 
V 
1 
\Page or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, e 1~~ year ending June year ending surplus fund 
-------------- I ' 1----
INTERIOR-INDIANS-· COntinued, 
Brought forward ......................................... $15,129, 168.55 I $7, 846,490.54 I $216,573.88 l$23, 192,232.97 I $6, ~05. 20tl. 78 
Suppolt of- ' . · 
$292,613.21 l$16, 694,412.98 
Sioux, Yankton tribe ...•.•.••••..••.•.•. 1886 ...... ...... ...... 19:1.76 
Do ................................. 1885 .... . . .••••. ••• . . . 1, 000.81 
S' Klallams . . • • • • .. • • • . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. . 1887 24 42 ....... - .. · .. · . 
Do ................................. 188'} ...... ............ 2, 013.81 
Do ................................. 1885 . .... ...... ...... 1,672. 94 
Tonkawas ............................... 1887 24 42 ............. . 
259.38 
63.00 
Do.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • .. • .. . . .. 1886 . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. • . 1, 095. 09 





Utahs, Tabequache band . . • .. • . .. .. . • • • . 1885 .. • . • • .. .. .. . .. . . . 298. 00 ............................ . 
Do............... . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. 1884* 24 294 ..... . • • • . .. . .. 145. 96 ............ .. 
Walla Walla, Cayuse and Umatilla tribes 1887 24 "' 42 ............... 6, 500.00 25. 00 
Do ................................. 1886 ..... . 
Do ................................. 1885 ..... . 
Do................................ 1884* 24 
Yakamas and other Indians .............. 1887 24 
Do ................................ . 1886 ... .. 
Do ................................. 1~85 .................. . 
Appraisal and survey of Otoes' and Missou-
.A. ~~:~l:a1~~il~~f:~H!~~es. i~ · :N ~ b;~~k'a:,· ~i~: :::::: · · · 24 ·1· .. • .. · · 294 · B~\~~~~·- ~~~:~~. ~~~~~-. ~~~ -~~~~~. ~~~~~~~:. . . . . . . . ..... j ........... . 
Civilization of Winnebagoes ....................................... .. 
Consolidating Indian agencies............... 1884* ..... _I ........... . 
Commission on coal, White Mountain Reser-
vation, Ariz . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1885 ...... , ........... . 
Commission to negot-iate the remo>alof Utes 
in Colorado ................................ 1879* 24 
Collecting and subsistence of roving bands 
· of Kickapoos, etc.......................... 1874' 241 294 
Ditches and reservoirs for Navajoes.. ..... . . . .. .. . 24 42 
Expenses of the Ute Commission ................................. .. 
Expenses of Indian delegation vbiting Wash-
ington . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 11171l* 24 
Expenses under treaties made by Indian 
Peace Commission . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 1873* 24 
Expenses of the Black Hills Commission.... ...... 24 









1, 095. 83 
30. oc 







1, ti72. !14 
5, 000.00 



















7, 500. 00 
1, 659. 06 
111. 01 




......... -·, ·-· · · i · o43: ~i ·1. · · · · · 2- • 399:76 
.... ' 2:219.95 
··· · ·· 4." 635: io .
1 
.... 1, 672.94 
500. (;0 ........ .. 
:: :: :: : : : : : : : : : ..... 3,' ~~88.' 67 
. 00 
145.96 
6, 094. 17 
88.03 




























Gratuity to certain Ute Indians .•.•••.•• • · ·- ·•• • •· 241 40 
Homesteads for Indians...... . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . 24 44 
Homesteads for Seminoles in Florida ....•.....••...•....••••...•••.. 
Indian school buildings............................ 24 44 
Indian school buildin;~.s, Genoa, Nebr....... .••... 24 45 
Indian school buildings near Arkansas City ...••••..••••. 
Indian school buildings and grounds, Law-
rence, Kans................................ ...•.. !!4 
Indian moneys, proceeds of labor . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . R. S. 
Indian school stock cattle . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1887 24 
Indian school transportation................. 1887 24 
Do ........................•••........ 18!!6 .••••. 
Insurance, etc., to Pawneas, Poncas, and 
YanktonSioux ..........•.................. 1873'" 24 
Investigating Indian depredation claims..... . . . . . . 24 
Irri;.!ating ditches, Indian reservations .................. . 
Maintenance, etc., of Adelaide and Julia Ger-
N~~~i~ti;;g·~-ith. ~~~t~i~-i~~ii~;; "t~ib~s-:::: ::l-iss7· 
Ne!!otiatine: with Creeks, Seminoles, and 
N ~:oet~~fl~;·t~!~i;; ~ith i;;di~~~ -i~ R:;{~~~;~ ~ ~~- i873*1 ... 24T' · ' .... 294. 
Negotiating with Sioux for modification of 
treaty...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . .•••. 
Payment to Kickapoo citizens .••.••..••..... 
1
...... 2! 
Payment to Pattawatomie citizens .••.•••.......•...••••. 
Payment of indemnity to Poncas .............•.•. .!. ..... , ........... . 
Payment to Ute Indians for individual im-
provelnents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ••••. 
Payment to Miamis of Kansas citizens .........•••. 
Pay and expenses of commis,.ioners to ap-
praise Round Valley Indian Reservation... ..•... 24 
PurchaRe of wagons, teams, tools, etc., north-
ern superintendency.... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1873* 24 
Preventing liquor traffic, Indian Reservation. 1887 24 
Do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 1885 .••••• 
Relief of destitute Indians .............................. . 
Relief of destitute Indians in Nevada . . . . . . . . ........•.. 
Relief of Indians at Crow Fort, Belknap, 
Fort Peck, and Blackfeet Agencies .....••......•...•...•.••.•••..... 
ReliefofJ.M.Hobbs ....................... ...... 24 
Reimbursement to Creek orphan fund ........•••••.•.... 
Rrmoval and support of Confederattd band 
of Utes ................................................. . 
Removal and supportofOtoes and Missourias .........•... 
Removal and subsistence of Indians in Cali-
fornia. etc ................................. 1873* 24 
Removal of str<lY bands of Winnebagoes, etc. 1873* 24 
Carried fu1 ward ..•.•. 
100. 01 I 4. 000. ()0 
~: ~~~: ~g . -.. -. 5,_ ~~~-- ~~. 












1, 982. 52 




2, 080. 9~ 
1n:~~ 1:::::::::::::: 









29, on. 97 
17,456. ilO. 
72.56 
20, 813. 75 
30, 003.37 
5, 375. 00 
16,982.52 








































101.20 1···········-··1·········--··· 10. 5  ••••••. -- ........... ' ••. --. 
15,332,209. o9 1 8, 112, ooo. 38 
*And prior years. 































BALANCES m' APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Contmued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. J [ .Appropria- R .Aggreaate I . Balances ofap· t.ions for the epayme~ts avaifabl'e for ~ayments aur- .Amounts car-
Year. I---,~----- I propriations .fiscal yearend- made durmg the fiscal earlmgthe fi..;cal ricd to the 
Vol. Pag~orsec-~ July 1,1886.1 ing .Tune 30, the fiscal year ending J!ne 
1 




30, 1887. tlon. 1887. 1887. 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. June 30,1887. 
1--1-- ----- . . 11----
INTERIOR--INDIANS-continued. 
Brought forward ............................ 1· .......... - ~ $15, 332, 209. 09 
n:~~~T.o~~c~t-. ~~~-~~~~r_t:~~- -~~.~~-e-. ~~~~i_s: ....• -..•. -•.... ~.. . . • . . . 15, 663. 17 
School buildin~, Forest Grove, Oregon . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 5, 309. 17 
Settlement, suosistence,•etc., of Shoshones, 
etc., Idaho and southwestern Oregon...... 1878k 24 
!::lale and allotment of Umatilla Reservation, 
re-imbursable.............................. ...... 23 I 340 
$8, 172, 000. 38 
School building and support of school, Santa 




Surveying and allotting Indian reservation .. 1887 24 s~~~~1!~ffr:~glell~~~~i~~-~~~-i~~ ~~-s_e_r~~~~~~ ....... I 24 
Surveying and allotments, Puyallup Reserva-
tion . ....................................... , ..... . 
SurvP-y anu appraisement Omaha lands (re-
imbursable) ............................. .. 
Sun ey and appraisement Umatilla lands (re-
imbursable) ................................... .. 
Surveying allotments Crow Indians in Mon-
tana ............................................. 1 24 
Survey of Indian reservations............... 1885 
Survey of the Black Hills . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Totallnterior, Indians .................... --I· .... -1 ............ 1 15, 450, 815.44 
INTERIOR-PENSIONS. 
.Army pensions 
Do ..... .. 
Do ................................ . 
Do .................... . 
1887 24 1 1221 ............... 173,800, 000.00 
1886 .. • .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 118, 636. 00 .............. . 
1885 . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . • . . 22, 808, 029. 68 .••.........•.. 
1862* 24 295 . • • .. . .. .. .. . .. 62. 36 
Do .............................. .. 
Pay and allowances, .Army pensions ........ . 
Do ............................... . 
Do ............................... .. 
Fees of examining surgeons, .Army pensions. 
Do ...•...•..••..••.•.••......•..•.. 
~~~~t ·:::::1 .......... .. 
1885 . . • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 26, 927. 10 !lif --~- ·······k~·l:::::::::;;:~r· :i:iini 
$237, 595. 05 l$23, 741, 804. 521 $6, 407, 126. 80 
15, 663. 17 .••..••...•. - .. 
5, 309. 17 3, 031. 77 




1, 440, 468. 77 









1, 145. ~2 
20, 000. 00 
1,145. 22 
6, 982.40 13,017.60 
25, 000. 00 , ............... , .............. , 25, 000. 00 
22, 379. 08 600. 00 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 21, 779. 08 
19, 232. 50 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 19, 232. 50 , ............ .. 








75, 240, 468. 77 
1, 299, 26ll. 26 




































Conti_ngen~t:~~~~~~::i~~;.: ~:~~~{~~~: ~:::::: iii~*~ ::::: :I::::::::::::! ..... :~:-~:~:-:~ . I ::~~~~:::::~::~ ~ ~~~-·~~~~~~~~~~: 
S<1lanes_, pensio~ agents . : . ................. · [ 1887 ;4 1 122 1 ....••...•.... -I 72, ooo. oo 4, 433. 78 
Clerk lnre, penswn agenmes ............ _.... 1887 A 122 . . . . . • • . • • . . • • . 150, 000. 00 7, 517. 36 
- -- - - · - - - ,,, fl fl fl fl - 1,633.75 
Total Interior pensions ................ • ...... • · .. · · · 
?riiLITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 
























112,481.08 no.................. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 1ss3• 24 {~~4; ~~n 
Do ...... . .... " . . . . .. . • .. . . • . • • • . .. . 1884 * .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 100, 000. 00 .. • .. • . . . . . . . • . . • .. .. . . . .. • • . 100, 000. 00 
Do ................................ }~~j 1 ~~ !~~ ::::::::::::::: 2, 8~;: M ~~· g~gJ~ ~& ~~~: ~g ~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 1885 .••••• ...... ...... 203,719.87 ........ ... .. • . s: 332.02 209, 051.89 
Do 1886 . • . • . . . . . • . .. . • . . . 104, 349. 81 . . . .. .. .. . . . .. 66, 668. 88 171, 018. 69 
Do .... ·· .... · ....... ·· .. · ..... ·.... 1887 24 93, 95 . •• • .. . . .. • . . .. 12, 5i9, 857. 2t 98, 613.35 12, 648, 470.56 
Payofvolun~~~~s·(·~~~;~~~-~~;)·::~::::::::: 1871* 24 {~~~;~~~} ............... 535.76 ............. 535.76 
12 094.6
2 J·oo•oo•::::::: l·::::::::::::: 1: 798. 1o r· · · .. 9; s4o. 32 I.-· .... · .. 











1, 188, 760. 39 r.............. 25, 340. 43 
147. 50 . . .. . .. .. .. .. . 44,638. 66 
461, 601. 94 .••..••.•••••• 
48.03 ............. . 
::::::::: :::::: 1· · · · · s: si 7:74 · ........ ~~~~ :~ 







1~. 460, 115. 44 
535.76 
294.18 
Pay of the Military .Academy 1885 • .. .. • ... .. . ... • . . 14, 299. 88 . . .. ... .. . . . . • . 1, 814. 54 16, 114.42 
1 
.............. . 
Do ................. :::::::::::::::· 1886 . .. •. . .. .. ... .•• •• 15,870.66 ..... ; . • • . . . . . . 313.50 16,184.16 81.16 
Da · 1887 24 87, 88 . . • . . . • . . . . • .. • 2:.0, 835. 00 207. 38 221, 042. 38 204, 000. 00 ............. . 
Pay of two a;ci ·thr~e ~e~~~; ~"a"iu·n·t·e·e·r·s· · ... •· 1871 tl 18 418 .. .. .. . .. • .. • .. 889. 20 1, 959. 27 2, 848. 47 2, 818.47 ............ .. 
·' .. . .. • * 5292, 299{1 Do ................................. -1871 24 {304, 3065 .... .... ... • ... 377,471. 70 6, 628.27 384,089. 97 377, 580.84 6,440. 85 
Carried forward ................. ......................... /-438, 24o. 22 ~ 264, 954. 43 1-216, 288. 18 13,919, 482. 83 13, 236, 429. 75 341, 465. 86 1-341, 587. 22 
68.28 




























BALANCES OF APPP.OPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE ::30, 188o, AND OF THE APPROPlUATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
I 
St·ttutes Appropria- R .Aggregate I 
• ' . Balances of ap- tions for the epayrne~ts available for Payments dur-I.Amounts car-l Balances of 
Year. propriations fiscal year end- made dunng the fiscal ear ing tho fi~cal ried to the a_ppropria-
Vol [Page or sec- July 1, 188o. ing June 30, the fi~~l yeat end in"' J~ne year endmg surplus fund twns June 
. tion. 1887. 1 . 30, l887. Jnne30, 1887. June ao, 1887. 30,1887. 
_________________ , __ --, ------
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-continued. 
Brought forward ....•...•.. ·_-----~---- .--~...... ... .. •• .. ... $438, 2!0. 22 j$13, 264,954.43 I $216,288.18 l$13, 919,482.83 j$13, 236,429. 75 
Collection and payment of bounty, prize 





Do. . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • • . 1886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1, 000. 00 . • • . . . • . . . . • . . . 404. 27 
Do ................................. 1887 2! 251 ...... ........ 1,500.00 ............ .. 
590.78 
1, 404. 27 
1, 500.00 
$341, 465. 86 
590. 78 
$341,587.22 


















4, 917. 16 
45,238.77 
356,006.42 














3, 6RO. 69 
4, 764. 67 .. • .. . • .. .. ... - .. 2,01~--~~-1'"""1,251.47 , ...... 
........ j2L 75 






























Do .................... . 
Barracks and quarters ...................... . 
Do ................................ . 
Do .............. . 
Do ..... . 
Do ........... . 
Do ................................ . 
Do .................. . 




3, 910.32 3, 910. 32 
4, 116.23 1, 195. 19 
4, 761.60 3, 630.57 
629,420.70 628,891.13 
Transportation of the Army and its supplies. ! 1881* 128, 635. Oil 117,682.86 







13. 15 13.15 ............................ 
Do ............•.................... 
Do ................ . 
Do -----······----······-···-····· 
97,362.64 97,062.34 ......................... 1!00. 30 
·82, 096.68 82,090.28 ...................... 6.40 
2, 805, 870. 76 2, 797, 086. 73 ....................... 8, 784.03 
Transportation of the Army and its supplies, 
Pacificrailroad& ............•............. 1 1884§1 20 
Do ................................. 1885 20 
Do ......••...................•.... 1886 20 
Do........... .. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1887 20 
17,378.19 17, 378. 19 ..................... ................... 
67,034.97 67,034.97 ~ -......... -- .......... ........................ 
215, 510. 52 215, 510.52 ...................... .................... 
83, 88:!. 64 83,882. 6! ...................... ........... ........ 
Fifty per centum of arrears of Army trans-
portation due certain land-grant railroads .. 
Do .............................. . 
2, 693.73 2, 693.73 ....................... ...................... 
39, 767.43 2, 008.55 37,758.88 . ..................... 
Do ................................ . 
Do .. .............................. . 
'Transportation of officers and their ba[.tgage. 
Horses for cavalry and artillery 
Do ........... .. 
Do •••• · ........ . 
76, 60!. 46 40, 115.60 . .................. 36,488.86 
85,000.00 28,849.86 . .................... 56,150.14 
356.59 L86. 87 169.72 .. ...................... 
8, 624.12 8, 624.12 ......................... .......................... 
26.77 ....................... 26.77 . .................... 
218.49 218.49 ..................... ....................... 
Do ............................... .. 
Do ................................. . 
1, 197. 59 10.50 1,187.09 ......................... 
506.70 99.50 . --............... ~ 407.20 
Do ...............................•. 130,480.60 130,016.27 ................ 464.33 
Clothing and camp and garrison equipage ... . 
Do ................................ . 
56.53 56.53 ........................ ........................... 
51.20 51.20 ................... ....................... 
Do ................................ . 
Do .................... . 
Do ..................•.•............ 
Do ....•..•...•.. 
National cemeteries ....... . 
Do ................................ . 
Do ................................ . 
... ·· · ··-- ··· ..... · ··ia2."72 · ..... es:ooo: oo· 
"""'"'1'""''"""'"'1 318.46 .••.•. ••••·•··· 24 98 . . • • . • .. .. . .. . . 1, 250, 000. 00 
81.02 ......•..•..•.. 1 ............ .. 
130. 88 .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. 1, 859. 58 
100, 000. 00 ............ .. 
701. 71 .......... -.. -- ......... 701.71 . ........................ 
69,327.58 55,993.04 . ...................... 13,334.54 
98,563.89 30,834.16 ..................... 67,729.73 
1, 326, 292.75 1, 277, 532. 69 ......................... 48,760.06 
81.02 ....................... 81.02 . ..................... 
1, 990.46 
100, 000. 00 
Pay of superintendents of national ceme-
teries . . .. .. • • • • • • • • . • . • . • . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 1885 . . .. .. . • • . . . • . .. .. 365. 68 .............. -~- ............ -~ 365. 681 ............. .. 
Do.... • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 228. 51 . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . 29. 50 258. 01 .•••........... 
1 
............. . 
365.68 ......... 25s."oi 
Do .. . . • . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. 1887 24 249 . • • • • • . • .. • .. . . 60,440. 00 . • • .. . . . . • • . • . 60,440.00 60,409.82 ............. . 
Head-stones for graves of soldiers .. .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . 24 249 . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 40, 000. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 40, 000. 00 38, 820. 61 ............. . 
Carried forward . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . ... . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 850,743. 4i 24,780, 703.60 I 1, 008, oto:SOI 26,639,457.871 24,935,935:08 ---w3, 547~ 
30.18 
1, 179. 39 
1, 139, 9i5. 58 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF TEE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
·--------------··-- I Appropria- R t A~~:gregate I 
Statutes. Balances of ap- tions for the epaym~n s available for ~a.yments dur- ~All!ounts car-
, · · fi · d ruade durmg b fi m~ the fiscal ned to the Year. · _ propnat10ns ~car year en ·the fiscal year t e . seal year year ending surplus fund 
I Page or sec- July 1, 1886. mg June 30• 1887 endmg June June 30 1887 June 30 1887 
. I Vol. ~ ~------~~--------~-~~7_. _____ '__ · ' . 




30, 1887 . 
I ; I MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-continued. 
Brought forward .......... ····---~---··· .•.... ...... •••••. $850,743.47 i$24, 780,703.60 l$1, 008,010.80 
Head-stones for graves of soldiers in private I 
cemeteries ........................ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 545. 97 .••.•••••....•. 
Carson City national cemetery, Nevada .•..•• ~---···:::::: ::::::::::::1 512.50 
1 
...... ········ · !~~r~:;;~~\~a~t~~a~?:~\e~m~~~~;g~~a~- .••... .•.• .. ...... ...... 110. 75 .............. . 
Danville, Va......................... ..... ...... 24 416 ............... ! 10,000.00 }{oad to the national cemetery near Rich- , 
R:dnt~~! ~~~i ·s~~ii -i~ .the. i.':{ti~ii-~1 c~~~: -~~-..... 24 431 . .. • .. .. • . . .. • . . 25, ooo. oo 
tery, Kansas ............... ~·········--··--........................ 873.70 ! .............. . 
:Road from Chattanooga, Tenn., to the na- I 
tiona! cemetery ............................ 1...... • .. .. • • .. • • • • • .. .. 53. 87, .••.••••••.•••. , • 27 1 
B~:~~r~~~v~~~~~-~~~~~~-~-~-:~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~- ...... 1 .................. 1 6, 000.00 •••••••••••.•••• , •••••• ········1 B~!~e~~~~ -~~~~~~t-~,. ~~:· .. :~. ~~-~ -~~~~~~~~ ..••.•. I ...... j ............ \ 5, 000. 00 I ......... · ... · ·I············ • ·
Road from Springfield, Mo., to the national 1 I I 
cemetery ........................................ 1 I I 3,550.00 1 .............. . 1 .09' }{oad to tlie national cemetery at Chalmette, i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
La -. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ......................... 1 24 121 .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • 25, 000. 00 1 ............. . }{oad from Vicksburg, Miss., to the national j I 
cemetery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •..•. , 24 : 
}{oat! from Natchez, Miss., to the national i 
R~:.I~~e~1e· ;;~ti·~~~i. ~e~eie~s:. K:~~~;iii~; ..... --I 24 121 , ............ -.·I 1o, ooo. oo 
Tenn ............................................ 1 24 159 .............. ·1 6, 000. 00 
ArmyanrlNavyHospital,HotSprings,Ark ...... 1 24 265245 ................ 35,952.00 ............. . 
Maintenan_ce of Army and Navy Hospital, j I ' I 
Hot Sprmgs, Ark .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . 1886 ·...... ... .. .. .. .. . 19, 000. 00 ......... . .................. . 
Do...... . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. • . • .. 1887 I 24 246 . .. .. . . .. . . . • .. 14, 992. 00 4, 000. 00 
Construction and repair of hospitals........ 1884* .... .. .•• . • • .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . •••• ... • • .. .. . . 2, 895.67 
~~:::: ::~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ::::: · :::::::::::: 2' i~g: ~g I::::::::::::::: 1, ~~;: ~~ 
Do ................................ _ 1887 ' 24 98 ...... _ ......... 1 100, 000. 00 162. 70 
Construction of quarters for hospital stew-
ards ....................................... 18H7 ' 24 98 
Medical and hospital department........... . 1882 : ...... 
1
1 .......... .. 
Do................................. 1H83t 24 292, 300, 307 
Do ................................. 1!!8H ...... f ........... . 
10,000.00 508 
$26, 639,457. 87 
1
$24,935, 935. 08 $563,547.21 I $1.139, 975. 58 
2, 545. 971 2, 545. 97 ........................... . 
512. 50 ............................. , 512.50 
110. 75 . • .. • • • .. . .. • • . . • • .. • • • • .. .. . 110. 75 
10, 000. 00 ............................ ·j 10, 000. 00 
25, 000. 00 ...... _....... . . _ •.•• _ .•••••• 
1 
25, 000. 00 
873. 70 .. • • • • • • .. .. • • . . • • • .. • • • .. • .. 873. 70 
54.141 ............................. : 54.14 
6, 000. 00 .•••••••••••••. i........... . . . 6, 000. 00 
5,000.00 , ............... ,.............. 5,000.00 
3, 550. 09 1 3, 550. oo !- .. . .• . . . .. . . . . 09 
I 25, 000. 00 25, 000. 00 i• ........... .. 
10, 000. 00 .•••••••••..••. , ••••••••••••••. 
I • 
10, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 ............ .. 
. 6,(00.00! 6,0£0.00 , .............. ! ............. . 
35, 952. 00 35, 9<>2. 00 ........................... . 
19. 000. 00 I ........ _ ...... ! • • • • • • • • • . • • • . 19, 000. 00 
18, 992, 00 10, 093.33 . ... • .. .. .. .. . 8, 898.67 
2, 895. 67 2, 895. 67 ............. ·I--........... . 
2, 429. 23 119. ~9 2, 309. 94 ' ............. . 
1, 881. e4 ......... . ........... ···--···! 1, sst. 64 
100, 162.70 100, 149.15 ,...... ........ 13.55 
12, 500. 00 12, 498. 50 
1 
.......... _. _. 
452.00 ............................ . 
486. 62 486. 62 ............. . 





































... __ . ____ ..... 
1
. ___ .... _____ _ 
.••••. •••••••••••· 83,774.10 •••··••·••••••• 9,916.72 ·--~- ••••••••• ~~- ::::::::::::::: ·---~~~·-~~:~~- 3,84t~~ 
24 98 ••••••••••••••• 10,000.00 •••••••.•••••• 
5,000. 00 
. .. ~r ,. --- ... -~~fl ::::~~~.: ~~~: ~~ :1····. ~:~h~f gg' . --. ~~.-~~r n· 
21 468 52.56 11,484.28 ·•• · •••·••·••· 
24 I 292 .•••••• . •.••.. 14.70 ••••••••.•..•. 
98.22 •••••••.••••••• 19.60 
. . . __ . . ___ . _ ...... 
1 
46. 38 . _ •..• _ . . • • • • • . 123. 22 
24 99 . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • 100, 000. 00 67. 48 
24 99 .••.• --........ 10, 000. 00 600. 00 
24 99 . • • • • • • . . • • • • • . 75, 000. 00 32. 16 
24 991. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65, 000. 00 27. 07 
R.2§. 16~~ .••• i64; 242~ 26. 20~: ~~~: ~~ •••• i4; 267 :ii. 












































10, 000. 00 
3, 000.00 









9 822. 83 I•" • '"24 "4i5: 82 
' 55:831. 2B 
5, 000.00 ·••·•••· •••••..••.•••.••••.• 
• • • • • • • . . . -. • .. . ••.• -. . • • • • • • 1, 443. 20 
92.48 .•••••.•••••. ••••••••··•••· 
18. 15 1, 743. 38 •••..• - .• - •. -. 
6, 388. 72 .••.•• - . • • • • • • 80, 385. 48 
100, 306. 33 .••.•••••••• -. 99, 693. 67 
5. 006.00 ·••••••·•••••· •••••••· .••••• 
·••••••·••••••· . •••••• · •••••. 226.34 
.•••••••. •••••• 1, 697.59 .••.•••.•••••• 
............. -.. --· ......... . 
565.00 .••••••.•.•... 
••••••••· •••••. 3. 00 
1, 000.00 
1, 435. 00 
.••. ••••• •••••• 39.40 .••••••.••••.. 
.••.• •••. •.•••. •••••••••••••• 224.27 
90,807.85 .••.••••••••••.••.•••.••.•.• 
56,230. 09 • ••• • • • • •••••• 469,-378.08 
••••••••·•••••• .••••••••••••• 11,536.84 
14.70 ·••••••·•••••· •••••••·•••••• 
.••••••.••••••• 117.82 .••••••.••.•.. 
.•...••.• ·••••· •••••••••••••• 169.60 
100, 067. 48 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••.•••••• 
10,600.00 .••.•••••••••• •••••••·•••••• 













* And prior years, transfer account. 
2, 120, 681. 20 I 26, 556, 602. 91 I 1, 063, 179, 74 I 29, 740, 463. 85 I 26, 896, 954. 87 
t And prior years. 






























BALAXCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF TilE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. 
- - ---- ---- - -- ------;-----c--
Appropria- R Agrrregate I I ' Balances of ap-· tions for the epayme~ts available for Payments dur- Amounts car-
Year. ! , I provriations fiscal yearend- ~a~edurmg t•hefiscalyear ingthe fiscal I ried to the 
Page or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, t e seal year endino- June year ending surplus fund ~ 1887. 1887. 30, ]'887. June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 








Repairs of arsenals . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . 1886 .... .. 
Brought forward...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
1 
..... . 
$2,120, 681.20 1$26, 556,602.91 $1, 063, 179. 74 [$29, 740, 463. 85 $26, 896, 954. 87 $660,948 62 
101.90 I 101.90 
Do ................................. 1887 24 
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island, Ill....... ...... 24 243 , ............ . . 
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . 1885 .......•..•.••.... 
Do. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. 1887 24 243 
Springfield Arsenal, Springfield, Mass. . • . • • . . . . . . . 24 243
1 
............. .. 
San Antonio Arsenal, San Antonio, Tex..... 18i:l6 ... • .. ... • • • ... . .. 4, 075. 20 
San Antonio Arsenal, San Antonio, Tex., 
paving . .......... .. .. . . . . . . . . • • . . .. . . • . . . . . . ... • . 24 263 .............. . 
Benicia Arsenal, l3enicia, Cal. ..................................... .. 
Do ................................ : 1887 24 243 
New York ArseMl, New York ............. . 1887 24 244 
·Current and ordinary expenses, Military 
.Academy .................................. 1885 
Do ................................. 1887 
4, 700.00 
500.00 , ............ .. 
24 ·····5o; siio: oo· l::::: ::::::::: 
Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses, · . 
B:~::::~t:;;~~~~~:~~:~;;~; ;;;;;;;;;; ;; .;:;. : ::~: :::::: :::;:: :::::::: ~;~t ::::::::::: :t ::::: ,;;:;~: 
·Contingencies of fortifications............... .... .. 24 295,305 ............... 2, 410. 591 5, 975.99 
Preservation and repair of fortifications..... 1885 ... • .. .. • .. .. .. • .. 2, 645.73 .. .. ... .. • .. .. . 41.94 
Do . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .1886 . .. • . • . .. .. . .. • • .. 5, 334. 78 ............... , 1, 223. 31 
Do..................... .. .. . .. .. . .. 1887 24 343, 345 .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 8, 493. 15 120. 02 
Fort Brown, Tex .............................. :. . . . ... .. .. • • • • .. .. .. 25, 000. 00 ............. .. 
Torpedoes for harbor defenses .. • .. .. . .. .. . .. 1885 .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. 41, 500. 00 
Do................................. 18H6 .. . .. • .... • . .. .. .. 34, 800. 00 
1 
.............. . 
Do................................. 1887 24 343, 345 . .. .. • .. • .. .. • . 8, 917. 80 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, N Y . .. .. .. 1886 .. . .. • . • • .. .. .. • .. 500. 00 
Eng:ineflr depot at Willets Point, N. Y., in· 
cidentals ................................... 1887 24 98 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, N.Y., rna· 
terials . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . 1887 
Engineer depot at Willets Point, N.Y., in-
struments .... - ........................ _. . . 1887 
Enl!ineer depot at Willets Point, N.Y., Ji. 
24 1, 000. 00 
2, 000.00 24 
brary .. · ........... -........................ 1887 
.Engineer depot: at Willets Point, N.Y., build-
ing .. .. .. .. .. .. • ,. ........... ~--.......... 1887 
24 98 , ............. .. 500.00 
24 99 ., .............. . 10, 000. 00 
16,981.90 
202.27 





20, 200. 00 
45,000.00 
4, 075.20 
.38 ·••••• .... . ... . • 38 
8, 233. 13 8, 233. 1:1 , ............ .. 
41 700, 00 4, 700. 00 ,. ,. , • • • • ,. • •. t , , , ,. , ., , •" o • 
500. 00 500. 00 j ............ .. 
2,780. 74 .............. 1 2, 780. 741 ............ .. 
50, 830. 00 50, 830. 00 ........................... . 
173. 52 
1 
...... . ........ 
1 
173. 52 
16, 120. 00 16, 120. 00 ........... -. 
314-.17 ,.... .. .... .. ... 314.17 
10, 020. 00 10, 020.00 





2, 687.67 ..... ..... . .. .. 2, 687.67 ............ .. 
6, 558. 09 225. 00 .. .. • .. .. .. • .. 6, 333. 09 
8, 613.17 1, 845.00 .... ... .... . .. 6, 768.17 
25, 000. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25, 000. 00 
41, 500.00 ..••...... . .... 
51. 781. 90 I 16. 426. 00 
~; ~~~- ~6 ........ ~~~-- ~~ 












































































4~, 113.67 I 
100, 008.42 



























1,169. 80 I 6, 807.93 ............. .. 
5, 800.51 .••........... 
14,058.52 ............ .. 
1,405.07 ............. . 

















Carried forward ................. 1 ...... 1 ...... 1 ............ 1 2, 464,016. 27T27,494, 161. so /l,ln, 726.11 I 31,069, 903.8si27, 794, 76Ll7ls12, 035,10 12,463,107.61 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. I 
Statutes. I I Appropria-~ R I Aggregate Balancesofap· tions for the epayme~ts available for Paymentsdur- Amounts car- Balances of 
Year. j propriations fiscal year end- iliaie dlrmg the fiscal year I ing the fiscal I ried to the I appropria-
Vol. Pag~orsec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, e sea year ending June year ending surplus funcl tious June 
twn. 1887. 1887. 30, 1887, June 30, 1887. June 30,1887. 30, 1887. 
----1-----1 1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----
MILl'fAR Y ESTABLISHMENT-continued. 




Transportation.......................... 1887 24 
Barracks and quarters .. • • . .. . .. . .•• . . . . 1885 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . • . 1887 I 24 
Clothing aud camp and garrison equipage. 1885 
Do ................................. 1886 
Medical department .....•••............. 1885 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do ................................. 18871 24 
Ordnance stores.................... . .. . . . 1886
1 
..... 
{)bservation and report of storms ............ 1883* 24 
Do ................................. 1884* ..... . 
Do ................................. 1885 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do ................................. 1887 
()bservations and explorations in the Arctic 
seas ....................................... 1 ........... •I ........... . 
Improving harbor at-
Bangor and Penobscot River, Maine ........... ------~------ ..... . 
Belfast, Me ..................................................... . 
Portland, Me............................ ...... 24 
Rockland, Me .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. • .. 24 
Breakwater at mouth of Saco River, 
Maine......... .. ...................... .•.... 24 
Channel in back cove, Portland. Me . . .. . . .. .. . :>.4 
York, Me................................ ...... 24 
:Portsmouth, N. H.................. . .. .. . . .. . .. 24 
Refuge at Little Harbor, New Hamp-
shire......... . .................. ...... ...... 24 
'Burlington, Vt ...... .... ...... .......... ...... 24 
Swanton, Vt ....................................... .. 
Breakwater at Gordon's Landing, Lake 
Champlain, Vermont.................. ...... 24 
Hingham, Mass................................ 24 
:Boston, Mass.................................. 24 
Hyannis, Mass. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. • • • . 24 
Lynn, Mass.................................... 24 
Glouce11ter, Mass........................ ...... 24 


































21, 152.06 ............. --: 161. 9! 
............... 127.18 ............ .. 
34. 00 .• --.. .. .. . .. . 2, 188. 31 














20, tiOO. 00 
326.93 
18,200.00 

































Nantucket, Mass ..••..•.......•.••...••••....•.. 
Newburyport, Mass .•••.•.••.••.•••........ , ..... 
Plymouth, Mass . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •••.. 
Provincetown, Mass ..•..•......•................ 






HarLor of refuge, Sandy Bay, Cape Ann, 
Massachusetts...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 24 
Wareham, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Harbor of refuge, Wood's Roll, Mass...... ...... 24 
Westport, Mass...... .. ... ...•.. ....... .. . ...... 24 
Blocklsland,Rhode Island...................... 241 311 
Little Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island ..•....•.........••••••..... 
Newport-, R.I.............................. ...... 24 311 
Bridgeport, Conn . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . • . . 24 I 311 
Black Rock, Conn .••.••.......••.•.....•... --... 24 . 311 
New Haven, Conn......................... ...... 24 l 311 
Clinton, Conn ..••••••••....•.............•............. 
Milford, Conn ...................................• -----· 
Southport-,Conn .•.•.•....•••...•••........ ...... .•.... ............ ,,,vv -···---·-·-----
Stonington, Conn . •. . . . . . . . • • • • . . •• . • . •• . . . . . . . . . 24 311 300. 32 20, 000. 00 
Stamford, Conn . . . . . . . . . • • •• • • • . •• • • • . . • • . . . • • • . 24 311 . • • • • • • • • . . . • • . 10, 000. 00 
New London, Conn.............................. 24 311 .•••••.••...••. 2,000.00 
Norwalk, Conn ......................•...... ------ 24 311 ......... .•••.. 3,000.00 
BreakwateratNewHaven,Conn.......... ...... 24 311 ............... 75,000.00 
Buffalo, N.Y................................ ...•.. 24 311 0, 300.00 112,500. 00 
Buttermilk Channel, New York............ . . . . . . 24 311 324. 97 56, 250. 00 
CanarsieBay, New York........................ 24 i 311 199.11 10,000.00 
Charlotte,N. Y ..••........••......••.••.•....... 1 241 311 2,877.48 26,250.00 Channel in Gowanus Bay, New York . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
1
. 312 1 167. 74 1 7, 500. 00 
Gedney's Channel, Sandy Hook Bar, New , 
York ......................•................... ······'··········-· 
FlushingBay,NewYork.................. .•.... 24 i 312 
Greenport,N. Y ........................... ...•.. 24 i 312 
Great Sodus .Bay, New York..................... 24, 312 
Little Sodus .Bay, New York............... ...... 24 1 312 
Mamaroneck, N.Y .................••.................. , .....••....• 
Echo Harbor, New Rochelle, N.Y .•••.•................ i •••••••••••• 
New Rochelle, N.Y ••...........•....•••............... ! ....•••..... 
Oak Orchard, N.Y............................... 24 j 312 
Ogdensburg:h,N. Y ..••.•...••..•••••...... .•.... 24 1 312 
Osweg:o,N. Y .....•.....••........•...•.... -----· 24 1 312 Plattsburgh, N. Y ..••. ••.............•.... .....• 24 ; 312 



















3, 000. 00 
10, ()12. 90 
150,500.00 
15, 638.23 
14, 546. 95 
1, 000. 00 
20, 625.00 
143.04 
15, 375. 00 




















14, 917. 28 
224.23 
3, 256. 87 
17, 506. 37 










l, 500. ('0 




































1, iiOO. 00 
12.90 



































Breakwater, Rouse's Point, Lake Cham- ! 
plain,NewYork......................... .•••.. 24! 3121 22,150.00 I 20,000.00 , ..•.••••••.••. , 42,150.00 I 19,000.00 ~---··-·····--·1 23,150.00 
Sacket's Harbor, New York .................•..........•••..•..... ___ 7:.:.:.~-=::..:.:..:.:.:..:..:...:.~:..:..:.:::·_: ____ 72.11 .:..:..:..:...::..:..:.:.:.::..:.:_: .:...:..:..:=:..:.:..:..:..:! ___ 72.11 
arried forward ........•.••••........••••. I............ 2, 833, 205. 99 28, 887, 960. 67 1, 122, 999. 05 32, 844, 165. 71 28, 808, 256. 23 844, 604. 67 I ~· 191, 304. 81 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, ExPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. I I Appropria-~ R I Ap:gregate I I I Balanc~s ?fap· tions for the epayme~t" available for ~ayments dur- A~ounts car- Balance~ of 
Year. ! propnatwns fiscal year end- made durmg the fiscal ear mg the :fiscal Tied to the a:ppropna-
V 
1 
IPageorsec- July1,1886. ingjune30 the:fiscalyear endi~g fune year ending surplusfund twnsJune 
0 • tion. 1887. ' 1887. 30, 1887. June 3P, 1887. June 30,1887. 30,1887. 
------1--1--l I 1------1------1------1 t------ 1-----
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-COD tinned. 
Brought forward ....................................... .. 
Improving harbor at-
$2, 833, 205. 99 l$28, 887, 960. 67 l$1, 122,999. os l$32, 844, 165. n l$28, 808, 256.23 1 $844, 604.67 1 $3,191, 304. 81 
Saugerties, N. Y.. .. .. . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . .. .. . . 24 312 4, 955. 95 15, 000. 00 
Sheepsbead Bay, New York.............. ...... 24 312 283.73 5, 000.00 
Wilson, N.Y.............. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • 24 312 32. 29 10, 000. 00 
Dunkirk, N.Y............................ ...... 24 311 ...... ......... 20,000.00 
Olcott, N. Y . . .. . . .. . • .. . . . . . .. • .. • • .. . • .. . • • • .. 24 312 · .. • .. · • • • .. • · · 10, 000. 00 
1 
............. . 
New York Harbor, New York............ ...... 24 312 .... •• • ·• · ··- · · 750,000. 00 ............. . 
Keyport, N. J . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. • • • • .. • . .. . • .. .. • • .. .. 951. 99 .............. . 
Rarit-an Bay, New Jersey _............... ...... 24 312 692. 75 37, 500.00 
Survey of harbor at Atlantic City, N.J...... ...... 24 312 .......... -.... 5, 000.00 
Improving harbor at Erie, Pa .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 312 58, 133. 83 37, 500. 00 
Improviug ice harbor at Marcus Hook, Pa . .. . ..... I 24 312 .. • • • .. • ...... · 15, 000. 00 
Improving harbor, Delaware Breakwater, 
Delaware .................. _ ...................... ! 24 I 313 500.0(1 56,250.00 
Improving ice harbor, Reedy Island, Dela-
ware .................... . ........................................ .. 
Improving harbor at Wilmington, Del..... .. . • .. .. 24 313 
Improving ice harbor, New Castle, Del....... .. .. .. 24 313 
Improving harbor at-
17,500.00 1 .......... ~ .... 1 ............. . 
13, 000. 00 18, 750. 00 ............ .. 
........ ---. -.. 5, 000. 00 ............ .. 
Annapolis, Md .................................................. .. 
Baltimore, Md.................. .... .. . . .. .... .. 24 313 
Breton Bay, Leonardtown, Md........... .... .. 24 313 
Entrance of St. Jerome's Creek, Mary-
land ........................................................... . 
Norfolk, Va...... ... • ........ ...... ...... ...... 24 313 
B~aufort, N. C...... . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . • .. .. • 24 313 
Edenton Ba:v, North Carolina............ ...... 24 213 
Charleston, S. C • .. • • .. .. • .. • .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. 24 313 
Georgetown, S.C......................... ...... 24 313 
Winyaw Bay, South Carolina............ ...... 24 313 
Brunswick, Ga .. . . .. .. . • . . . • • • .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. • 24 313 
Savannah, Ga .. . . .. .. • • .. .. • • .. . • • • • .. • .. .. .. .. 24 313 
Improving Apalachicola Bay, Florida ... •• • • • .. .. .. 24 313 
Improving Tampa Bay, Florida.............. .....• 24 313 
Improving harbor at Cedar'Keys, Fla ....... .'...... 24 314 
Survey of harbor at Key West, Fla.......... ...... 24 313 
Improving harbor at-
Pensacola, Fla.................................. 24. 313 
Mobile, Ala .... .. .. • .. . ... .. • .... .. .... .. ...... 2~ 314 
2~: ~~~: ~~ l ·- ·- i5o; ooo: oo · 
49. 51 I 6, soo. oo 
2,419.69 ............. .. 
4, 546, 81 1871 500, 00 
5, 000. 00 15, 000. 00 
447.41 2, 000.00 
............... 187, 500. 00 
............... 5, 000.00 
............... 18,750.00 
111. 96 22, 500. 00 
3, 100. 00 150, 000. 00 

























































8, 000.00 , ............. . 
171,591.50 ............ .. 
9,699.51 1 ............ .. 
2,419.69 ............. . 
82,046.81 ............ .. 
19,000.00 ............ .. 























5, 000.00 .............. ! ............. . 
3, 500. 00 ......... - .. .. 15, 250. 00 



































Impr ' cr B'l ' B M' ' . . ,. 
Improvmg- harbor at-
ov~n.., 1 ox1 ay, JSSISSlppL .....••....•••. -~ ....,. I 
Brazos Santiago, Tex. .•• . •. . • . . . . . . . • • . . .•••.• 24 
Galveston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. ...... 24 
Improving harbor of refuge near Cincin· 
nati,Ohio ............•..••..•........••...••••••.••••• 
Improving harbor at-
Cleveland, Ohio .•........•.•••................. 
Ashtabula, Ohio ............................... . 
Huron, Ohio .............•............•......••. 
Black River, Ohio. . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.. 
Fairport, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . .•... 
Sandusky City, Ohio .•..•••..•.......•...•••••• 
Toledo, Ohio .........•........................ 
Vermillion, Ohio ...........................•••• 
Port Clinton, Ohio ............................. . 
Improving ice harbor at mouth of Musking· 












Michigan City, Ind....................... .. . . . . 24 











Calumet, Ill. .. • • • . . • • . . • . . • • . • • • . . • • • . • • . . . . . . . 24 





Improving ice harbor of refuge at Belle 
River, Mich .............•...•••.............•.....••... 1 •••••••••••• 
Blaek Lake, Mich........................ .. . . . . 24 
Improving harbor at- I 
g~~t~;~!~·. Ml~t- ::::: :~: ::: :::~: ::~:: ::: :::::: ~! 





Grand Haven, Mich ......................... .. 
Frankfort, Mich ...••..••..•.••....••..•.. 
1 
.... .. 
lm:r&fghi~~ -~~:~~-r- ~~ _ ~~~~-~~ _ ~~~~~-~~~~~~·-_ . _._ .. _ 
Imp~ov_ing harbor of refuge, Lake Huron, 
M1ch1gan ................................. . 
Steam launch or tug of harbor of refuge, Lake 

























2, 000.00 I 




12, 500. 00 J .............. ! 




75,000.00 . ............. 
. ................ 116.06 
., . .,.. "I 1,450.00 1----·········· 
37, 500.00 2, 000.00 
300,000.00 50, 000.00 
3, 1oa. 87 I 3, 156.87 
180,247. 00 36,250.00 
30,000.00 13, 000. Oll 
3, 113.07 3, 113.07 
10,000.00 7, 000.00 
18, 750.00 10,750.00 
15,000. 00 4, 000.00 
120,500.00 15, 000.00 
3, 658. 68 3, 658.68 
2, 000. 00 2, 000. 00 
37,500.00 11,500.00 
59, 750.00 26, 775.00 
T5, 077.76 55,000.00 
10, 000.00 10,000.00 
21,000. 00 15,500.00 
4, 861. 5;) 
47.10 
7, ooo. oo 1 3, soo. oo 
1 
..••.......... 
u. 000. oo I 1, 000. oo . 
1~: ~~~: ~~ • • • • • • ~~. ~~~: ~~ • I • • • • • ••• • • • • • • 
9, 000.00 6, 000.00 , .............. 
40,000.00 12,900.00 .............. 
30,393.62 7;600.00 I• • • • •••••• •••• 
78,000.00 54,000.00 I•••··········· 

















24, 000. 00 
4, 116.06 
Improving harbor at-
Ludington, Mich......................... .. .. .. 24 315 1, '000. 00 56, 250. 00 . • • . • • • . • • • • . . 57, 250. 00 500. 00 . • • . • • • • •••• -~ 56, 750. 00 
Manistee, Mich .. . . . . . • • . .. • . • • • • . .. .• . .. .. . . . . 24 315 4, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 .. .. • • • .. • • • • • 14, 000. 00 1, 500. 00 . . • .. . • .. • • • .. 12, 500. 00 
Manistique, Mich . .•. . • . .. .. . . •• . ..... ... ...... ...... .••••• .... .. 3, 501.79 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••• . • •. •••••. 3, 501.79 . .. . . • • . . . .. . . . ..• • .• • •• • ..••• 3, 501. 79 
Marquette, Mich........................ .•.... 24 315 9, 500.00 10,000.00 . • • . • • . . •••••• 19,500.00 9,500. 00 .... . ••. ...... 10,000. 00 
Monroe, Mich............................ . • . • .. 24 315 . • • . . . . .. . .. . .. 2, 000. 00 . • • . . • • • • • • • • . 2, 000. 00 2, 000. 00 .......................... .. 
Muskegon, Mich......................... .. . . .. 34 315 5, 000.00 12, 500. 00 .. • . • • .. .. • • • . 17, 500,00 9, 500. 00 .. .. ••• ....... 8, 000. 00 
Ontonagon, Mich......................... .••••. 24 315 2, 225.30 13,000.00 . ..... ........ 15,225.30 5, 500.00 .. .. . • .. .... •• 9, 725. 30 
Pent Water, Mich........................ . . . . . . 24 315 2, 500. 00 10, 000. 00 .. . . . • . . .. . . .. 12, 500. 00 7, 500. 00 .. .. . . .. . • .. .. 5, 000. 00 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 18!::l6, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
I S .A ppropria- I R t I Aggregate tatutes. Balances ofap· tions for the epayme~ s available for 
· · made dunn a Year. I I propr1atwns fis_cal year eud- the fiscal ;'r the J?-scal year 
V 1 Page or sec- July l, 1886. m~ June 30, 1887 Ye endmg June 0 
· tion. 1887. • 30, 1887. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Pay.ments dur- ~ A.mounts car-~ Balances of 
ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-
year ending smplus fund tions June 
June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-continued. 
Brought forward ............•.•...•..••. 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 1 ••••••••••• -I $3, 165, 776. 90 l$31, 867, 960. 67 l$1, 129, 659. 69 l$36, 163, 397. 26 l$30, 077, 357. 15 
Improving harbor of refuge at Portage Lake, 
$844, 605. 67 
Michigan.................................. . .. . . . 24 315 
Improving harbor at: 
St. Joseph, Mich .................. ...... ...... 24 315 
Saugatuck, .Mich . .. . .. • . . .. . .. • • • .. • • • .. . • • • • . 24 314 
South Haven, Mich...................... ...... 24 315 
Thunder Bay, Mich ............................................ .. 
White River, Mich .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. 24 315 
Ahnapee, Wis........................... ...... 24 • 315 
500.00 
u; ooo. oo 




Ashland, Wis.................................. 24 3151. 
Green Bay, Wis .. • • .. ..... .. .. .. • • .. .. .. . .. .. • 24 315 • 
Kewaunee, Wis . .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • . • • • . . • .. .. 24 315 .............. . 
Kenosha, Wis . . . . • • .. .. . . .. .. • • .. .. • . • .. ... • • • 24 315 1, 362.::00 
Menomonet', Wis . . .. • • •• .. • • • • • • .. .. • • .. • .. .. • 24 ;n5 2, 654. 22 
Improving harbor-ofrefuge, Milwaukee Bay, 
Wisconsin................................. . .. .. • 24 316 1, 500.00 
15,000.00 
10, ooo. 00 
8, 000.00 
5, 000.00 











Improving harbor at: 
Milwaukee, Wis......................... ...... ... • .. ...... .... .. 8, 650.00 ............................ . 
Oconto, WiR ................................... 1 24 315 102.51 8, 000.00 ............. . 
Pensaukee, Wis ..................................... 
1
............ 4,446.92 ......... . .................. . 
Port Washington, Wis................... ...... 24 315 .... ...... .. . .. 5, 000.00 400.00 
Racine, Wis .. • . . • • • .. .. • .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. . .. • .. . 24 315 2, 000. 00 10, 000. 00 .. 
Sheboygan, Wis .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 24 315 2. 22 15, 000. 00 ............ .. 
Improving harbor of .refuge at entrance of 
316 l, 700.00 5, 000.00 Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wisconsin ........... 1 ...... 1 24 
Improving harbor at Superior Bay and St. 
Louis Bay, Wisconsin..................... . ... .. 24 316 .............. . 
Dredging Superior Bay, Wisconsin ...................... 1. ........... 1 3, 000.00 , ............... , ............. . 22,500.00 
Improving harbor of refuge on Lake Pepin, 
Wisconsin and Minnesota .......................................... .. 
Improving harbor at: 
.Manitowoc, Wis ............................. .. 
Duluth, Minn ................................ . 
Grand Marais, Minn ......................... .. 
Lake. City, Minn ............................. .. 




















Examination of Sturgeon Bay and Lake 
Michigan Ship Canals ........................... , 241 316, ............... , 5, 000. 00 I 104. 77 




























.. .... 1:ooo: oo· :::::::::::::: 
100.00 ............ .. 
1, 500.00 ............ .. 
2,000.00 ............. . 
5,500.00 ............. . 
3, 600.00 ............. . 
2,854.22 ............. . 
33, 00(1, 00 
5, 150.00 
7,250. 00 
.. ............. ! ............ .. 
4,100.00 ............ .. 
11,000.00 ............ .. 





15, 801. 931 H~ 700. 00 I" .......... .. 57, 250. 00 32, 102. 50 ............ .. 
11, 500.00 9, 262.50 .. 
10, 000. 00 ....... -....... .. 
22, 500. 00 9, 000. 00 ............ .. 
5.104. 77 
4, 000.00 I·• 
2, 000.00 



























































~~~ I· .... ~~·-~~~--~ 
317 3, 000.00 
Improvin!! Humboldt Harbor and Bay, Cal.. ...... 24 
Improving harbor at Oakland, Cal........... .. . .. . 24 
Improving harbor at ReJ wood, Cal . . . .. . . • .. .. • • .. 24 
Improving harbor at Wilmington, Cal....... .. . ... 24 317 
Improving harbor at San Francisco, Cal ................. , ..... . 
Breakwater and harbor of refuge between 
3, 828.57 
1, 000.00 
Straits of Fuca and San Francisco, Cal. ........................... . 
Survey of San Diego, Newport, San Luis 
Obispo Harbors, Cal .. . .. . . .. . .. • .. .. • .. . .. . . • . . • 24 
Improving harbor at Yaquina Bay, Oregon.. ....•. 24 
Entrance to Coos Bay and Harbor, Oregon... . . . . . . 24 












and Suisun Bays, Strait of Carquinez and I 
mouths of San Joaquin and Sacramento 
Rivers, California.......................... ...... 24 317 ...... ......... 11,000.00 
Improving Moosabec Bar at Jonesport, Me.. .. .••• 24 317 53. 66 10,000.00 
Improving Narragaugns River, Maine....... ...... 24 317 ............... 10,000.00 
Improving Kennebunk Ri;ver, Maine . • • . . • .. . • • • • • . • . . • . . • . • • • . . . .. . 336. 34 ........ -...... 
Improving Penobscot River, Mame.... •• . . .. . ... . . 24 317 . • • • • • .. . . .. • .. 15, 000. 00 
Improving Lubec Channel, Maine ........... .... .. 24 317 .......... ... .. 10,000.00 .••••••••••••• 
IruprovingSa,coRiver,Maine ...................... 24 317 ............... 12,500.00 .•••••••••••.. 
Improving Cocheco River, New Hampshire.. .•.••• 24 317 12.12 10,000.00 ............ .. 
Improving Lamprey River, New Hampshire. ...... •••••• ...... .••••• 19.42 ........................... .. 
Improving Otter Creek, Vermont............ . . • . . • . • • • . • . • • • • • . .. .. . 64~. 34 ........................... .. 
Improving Ipswich River, Massachusetts .. . .. . • • . 24 317 . • .. .. • . .. . . .. . 2, 500. 00 ............ .. 
Improving Taunton River, Massachusetts... .•.••. ...... ............ 18,643.68 ........ - ................... . 
Improving Pawcatuck River, Rhode Island.. .••••. 24 317 .. • • • .. . .. • . .. • 12, 000.00 ............ .. 
ImprovingPawtucketRiver,Rhodeisland ...••••. 24 317 .•••••••••••... 30,000.00 ............. . 
Improving Warren River, Rhode Island . .. . .. • • • . 24 317 . ••• • • .. • • • • • .. 5, 000. 00 .••••••••••••. 
Improvin(J' Providence River and Narra-
gansett Bar, Rhode Island .. .. . ........ --~- •••• ·1 24 
Removino- Green Jacket Shoal, Providence 
River, Rhode leland....... . ..................... 24 




Improving Connecticut River between Hart-
ford and Holyoke, Conn .......................... 
1 
................. . 
Improving Housatonic River, Connecticut... .... .. 24 317 
Improving Thames River, Connecticut .........••. 
1 
24 317 
Removing obstmctions in East River and 
Hell Gate, New York ............ -----·.......... 24 318 
Improving East Chester Creek, New York.. ..... 24 317 
Improving Grass River at Massina, iS. Y ........................... . 
Improving Harlem River, N fiW York ............................... . 
Improving Hudson River, New York........ ..... 24 317 
ImprovingNewtown Creek, New York............ 24 317 
















............... ! ............. . 
5, 000.00 .............. . 














































1, 000. 00 
5, 500.00 


























7, 051. 60 













32, 151. 05 
~~~ 
Improving narrows at Lake Champlain, New 
York.&nd Vermont............ ... ... .. ...... 241 318 1 .............. , 30,000.00 1.............. 30,000.00 I 14,000.00 ~--······· .... , 16,000.00 Improv~ngSJ?-illpawamus~nlet,~ewYork.. ...... ...... ............ 81.88 .......... .... .............. 81.88 ............... .............. 81. 88 
Improvmg TIConderoga RIVer, New York .. .. .. .. 24 318 .. . .. • .. .. .. . .. 2, 000. 00 .. • • • .. .. . .. .. 2, ouo. 00 1, 991. 40 .. • .. • • • • . .. .. 8. 60 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. I 
Statutes. I .Appropria· R .Aggre~rate ! 
Balances ofap· tions for the epayme~ts available for ~ ayments dur· .Ar~wunts car-





Year. I propria Lions I fiscal year end· made durmg the fiscal year mg the fi~cal ned to the 
, 1 'Pageo.rsec· Julyl,1l:!86. ingJune 3o, the:fiscalyear ending June yearendmg surplusfund 
MIL._I_T_.A._R_Y_E_B_1_'A_B_L_I_BH_?t_l_R_N_T--c-o-n-ti_n_u_e_d_. -I I , ____ _ 
Improving ~~~~~~f ~0:t~~~~ · St~t~ii- "isia~d · · · • • • . , . · • • • • $4, 010, oo2. 78 l$33, 001, no. 67 l$1, 132, 067. 78 [$38, 149, 781. 23 :$30, 647, 275. 56 1 $844, 604. 67 
and New York and New Jersey . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • .. 24 
Improving Maurice River, New Jersey...... . • • • • • 24 
Improving Elizabeth River, New Jersey ..•..••••• 
Improving Manasquan Ri>er, New Jersey ...•••••.•••.• 
Improving Mantua Creek, New Jersey ...•••.•••••.••.•..•••••..•... 
Improving Passaic River, New Jersey...... ...... 24 318 
:Improving Racoon River, New Jersey ............................. . 
Improving Rahway River, New. Jersey ............................ . 
Improving Rancocas River, New Jersey .•.•..••••..•••••.•••••.•.•.• 
, Improving Raritan River, New Jersey...... .•.••. 24 318 
Improving Salem River, New Jersey ............................... . 
Improving Shrewsbury River, New Jersey.. . • . • • . 24 318 
Improving South River, New Jersey .••. . ....•••.. 
1 
24 318 
Illilproving Woodbury Creek, New Jersey .............. . 
Imle~:~;r,~~~~~~~~-~-i·~-~~· -~-~~-~ ~r_s_e_~ -~~~- . . • • • • 24 
Imp : ovmg .Allegheny Rtver, Pennsylvama.. . • •• •• 24 
Improving Frankford Creek, Pennsylvania ...••••• 
Dam at Herr's Island, .Allegheny River near 
Pittsburgh, Pa . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 
Improving Monongahela River, Pennsyl-
vania and West Virginia.................. ..••.• 24 
Improving Schuylkill River, Pennsylvania.. . •• • •. 24 
Improving Nanticoke River, Delaware...... .••.•. 24 
Improving St. John's River, Delaware ....•. ..•••. 24 
Survess to connect Delaware and Chesa-
peake Bays .••..••..•••...•.••...••.•••.••..••••..••••• 
Improv~ug Chester Riv~r, Maryland .••..••..•••••...•.• 
1 
........... . 
Improvmg Chvptank Rtver, Maryland...... .••. •. 24 318 
Improving Corsica Creek, Mary land . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 24 318 
Rebuilding piers at Battery Island, Chesa· 
peake Bay, Maryland...................... .... .. 24 
Improving Pocomoke River, Maryl~~>nd.... .• . •••.. 24 
Improving Susquehanna River ncar Havre 
de Grace, Md.............. . ....... . ... . . . • . • 24 
Improving water passage between Deal's Isl-
and and the maiuland, Marsland ......••..•••...••••• 
Impwving Wincomico River, Maryland ...•..•••••..•••• , .••••••••••• 
....................... 
580.84 












4, 669. 91 


































6, 572.82 , .......••••••. 
······a:~~~:~~ · I ::::::::::~::: 
$6, 657, 901. 00 
4, 060. 20 
4, 721.50 
280. 84 







1; 490. 66 
7, 221.70 
4, 861.27 
4, 5i9. 69 
125, coo. 00 






2, 803. 98 
































Water-way from Chincoteague Bay to Indian 
River Bay, Virginia, Maryland, and Dela-
wat·e...... . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . •• •• • • 24 319 ••••••.••..•••• 
Improving Potomac River ....•. '........... . •• • . . ~4 313 144 260. 41 
319 
Imp_ro~il?g Potomac River at Mount Vernon, ' 
Virg1n1a......................... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .• • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • 57. 14 
Improving .Appomattox River, Vir~~;inia.. .•. ...... 24 319 845.00 
Improving .Archer's Hope River, Virginia... .••••. ...... .... •• ...... 20. G3 
Improving Chickahominy River, Virginia... . . . • . . 24 319 ••••••..•...... 
Improv~ng James Rh:er,_Virgin5a._ .. _... .... .• ...... 24 319 1, 500.00 
Improvmg Mattapom R1ver. VIrgmia. ....... ...... 24 319 2 102 20 
Improving Nt>absco Creek, Virginia......... ...•.. .••••• ............ ' 57:27 
Improving Nottaway River, Virginia........ ...... ...... ...... ...... 246.16 
Improving Pamunkey River, Virginia . . • • • . . • • • . . 24 319 1 756. 39 
Improving Rap~ahannock River, Virginia... .••••. 2! 319 'M5. 26 
Improving Stauilton River, V rginia......... . . . • . . 24 319 520. 83 
Improving Totuskey River, Virgiuia........ . . .. .. ...... .... •• ... • •• 400. 82 
Improv~ng Urbana_ Creek~ V~q~inia.......... ..•••. ...... ...... ..•••. 28.59 
Improvmg York Rr.-er, V1rgmm........ .. . •• ... . . . 24 319 1 006. 28 
Improving Dan River, Virginia and North ' 
Carolina ................... -............... . • • • • • 24 319 
Improving North Landing River, Virginia 
and North Carolina ............................................... . 
Im~i~~~~~!. ~ ~~ -~i~-~r:. ~~~~~~i-~ -~~~-~ ~~~ ·1--··.. 24 319 
Improving Buckhannon River, WestVirginia ...... 24 319 
Improving Elk River, West Virginia........ .•.••• 24 319 
Improving Guyandotte River, West Vir-
ginia ............................... -- .. -•- ....... - ... - ·l······t••••••l············ 
Improving Great Kanawha River, West Vir-
I~~~f:i:~~~ ~i~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~t ~~--~:~~~~:I 24 
Improving Monongahela Rivt~r, West Vir-
ginia .............................................................. .. 
Improving Shenandoah River, We~;t Vir-
IJ~~:Vi~g· .Big. s~;;d;· iii~m:; w ~~i vi;Jii~i~ · · · · · · · · · · · · ·1· · · · .. · · · · .. 
and Kentucky............................. .. • • .. 24 319 
Improving water-way betw~en New Berne 
and Beaufort, North Carolma....... ... . .. . .••••. 24 
Improving water-way between Beaufort Har-
bor and New River, North Carolina........ .•.•.. 24 
Improving Black River, North Carolina. . .. . ...... 34 
Improving Cape Fear River, North Carolina. ...... 24 
Improving Contentnia llreek, North Caro-
I~~:O-.;i~g -c~;.~ii,~?k" s~-;;~d ~~d · N~~ih :Ri ;~~ ·1· · · · .. 






320 , ............. . 
320 ......... . .... . 
319 4, 248. 70 
319 






























3, 000. 00 
172,998.70 
15,000.00 
10,000.00 '"'"""'"" ... ! 11, 500. 00 
750.00 , .••• ; .......... , 18, 000. ()() 
268, 000. 00 .............. 251,260. 4<1 
18,720.00 .................... 875.00 
..................... .............. 20.63 
4, 000.00 ......................... 
·····11: 5oo: oo 36,500.00 .................. 
5,102. 20 ....................... 2, 000. 00 
57.27 ........................ .............. ..... 
................ ...... ......... ............. 246.16 
4, 756.39 ................... 2, 000. 00 
15, 245.26 .................... 5, 300.00 
8, 065.21 ................... 2,455. 62 
...................... ................... 400. 82 
28.59 ..................... ...................... 
16, 100.00 ............... 3, 656. 28 
11,670.97 ............... 8, 800. 00 
40,00 ............... 3, 629. ()9 
466.57 .................... 10,000. 00 
1,500. 00 ................... ................... . 
..................... ................ 1, 500. 00 
2, 000.00 ................. ....................... 
112,500.00 ................ 117, 500. 00 
11,875.00 ................ 5,500. 00 




21,000.00 .............. 9, 500.00 
2,200. 00 ............... 7,800. 00 
1,500. 00 









5, 100. 00 
5, 000.00 .............. 6, 500.00 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued, 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. I I.Appropria- R .Aggregate Balances of ap- tions for the epayme!lts available for ~ayments dur- Accounts car- Balances of 
Year.! I propriations fiscal year end· tha~e dlrmg the fiscal yearl mg the fi~cal I ried to the I appropria-
Vol Pag~ or sec- July 1,1886. ing June 30, e 1s8c8a7 year ending June year endmg snrplusfund tions June 
· twn. 1887. • 30,1887. June 30,1887. June30, 1887. 30,1887. 
----------------------------------1----·----
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-continued, 
Brought forward .•••........••••••••••.••••••.••.•••••••. 
1~~~oavi-~~ _F~~~~~-~~~-~~. ~i~T_e_~·-~ ~:~~ -~~~~. . • • • . . • • • • • . . ••.•••.•••. 
Improving Meherin River, North Carolina .•..•..•..•••.••••••••...•. 
Improving Neuse River, North Carolina..... ...•.. 24 319 
Improving New River, North Carolina...... ...... 24 319 
Improving Roanoke River, North Carolina.. ...... 24 320 
Improving Pamlico and Tar Rivers, North 
Carolina . ......•............•...•............••.. 
Improving Trent River, North Carolina .......... . 
Improving Yadkin River, North Carolina ........ .. 
Improving Ashley River, South Carolina .....••... 
Improving Edisto River, South Oarolina ........ .. 







Improving Salkahatchie River, South Caro-
I~~r~;i;;g ·s~~t~~- :Ri~~~: ·s~~ti1. c~~~ii~~: ~ ~: ::::::I ~! 
Improving Great Pedee River, South Caro-
lina .............................................. . 
Improving Waccamaw River, South Caro-
I~~r~:;{~g ·w-~pp~~-c'~i .. 8~~-t h c~~~ii~~ ~::::I:::::: 
Improving Watertoe River, South Carolina ...... .. 
Improving Altamaha River, Georgia ............. . 
Improving Chattahoochee .. River, Georgia 
and Alabama ................................... . 
Improving Coosa River, Georgia and Ala-








Imli~~rJ~:. ~~~-~~~:~~~-~~-~~~: ~~-~~~~~ ~-~~. .. .. .. 24 




















Improving Ocmnlgee River, Georgia........ ..•••. . 24 
Improving Oconee River, Georgia........... .•••.. 24 
Improving Ostenaula and Coosawattee Riv-
ers, Georgia ........................................... ·• • •• • •. ·• • 
Improving Romerly Marsh, Georgia......... .. • • .. 24 320 
Improving St . .Augustine's Creek, Georgia ........................ .. 
Improving Savannah River, Georgia........ • • • • .. 24 32.1 
Improving Apalachicola River, Florida..... ...... 24 321 
Improving Caloosahatchee River, Florida... • • • • • • 24 321 
------·-----1 I I 1----
$4, 309, 203. 03 $34, 625, 510. 67 '$1,134, 237.47 $40, 068, 9:>1. 17 $31, 559, 894. 09 $844, 604, ti7 $7, 664, 452.41 
159. 77 .................... ................. 159.77 159,77 . ................... ................ 415. 47 .......................... .................. 415.47 . ...................... ............... 415.47 6, 800.00 22,500.00 3.00 29,303.00 21,100. 00 .................. 8, 203.00 
10,000.00 . ........... ·-- 10,000. 00 1, 500.00 
······'-······ 8, 500.00 ·--···a;3oo:24. 20,000.00 ................ 23,300.24 10,200.24 . ............... 13,100.00 
................ 5, 000.00 . .................... 5, 000.00 5, 000,00 . .................. ................... 
······ s; 2so: 6o· 3, 500. 00 13.50 3, 513.50 3, 300.00 .................... 213.50 10, 000.00 .................... 18,280.60 9, 980.60 . .............. 8, 300.00 
··· ·---2so:67. 1, 000.00 . .................. 1, 000.00 . .................. ......... ............ 1, 000.00 3, 000.00 .................... 3, 280.67 3, 280.67 . .................... ..................... 
................ 7, 500.00 . ................ 7,500. 00 7, 487.10 . ................ 1:l. 90 
75.83 2, 000.00 2, 075. sa 2, 075.83 ............... . ........... ··- . .................. 
900.00 18, 750.00 ................ 19,650. 00 16,200.00 .. .............. 3,450. 00 
.................. 20,000.00 . ................ 20,000.00 11,400.00 . ............... 8, 600. 00 
..................... 15, 000. 00 . ................. 15,000.00 11,100.00 . ............... 3, 900.00 
................ 5, 000.00 . ................ 5, 000.00 . ................. ................. 5, 000. 00 
...... -· 45i.'87' 7,500. 00 .................. 7, 500.00 5, 800.00 . .................... 1, 700. 00 20,000.00 .......... -··- .... 20,451.87 3, 900.00 . ................. 16,551.87 
8, 000.00 20,000.00 .................. 28,000.00 12,000.00 . ................... 16,000.00 
................... 45,000.00 .................. 45,000.00 23,000.00 . .................. 22,000.00 
665.00 112, 500.00 .................. 113,165.00 43,000.00 . ................ 70, 165. 00 
1, 000.00 20,000.00 ................. 21,000.00 10,000.00 . ................... 11,000.00 
--··--·-···:78' 7, 500.00 .................. 7, 500.00 500. 00 .................... 7, 000. 00 9, 000.00 ....................... 9, 000.78 2, 000.00 . .................. 7, 000.78 
1, 121.86 ..................... .................... 1, 121.86 . ..................... ...................... 1, 121. 86 
395.07 17,475.00 ................... 17,870,07 17,475.00 ....................... 395.07 
3,417. 66 .................... ................. 3, 417.66 
······--·····-
. ..................... 3,417.66 
1, 057. 86 15,000.00 .................... 16,057.86 15,235.15 
···········--
822.71 
................. 1, coo. 00 ................... 1, 000.00 kg~~: ~g ::::::::::::::1'""'""'"8:6() 






























Improvin,g Choctawhatchee River, Florida 
and Alabama .....••........•....••••••.....•••.. 24 321 15, 000. 00 , ............ .. 
Improving Escambia and Conecuh Rivers, 
Florida and Alabama....................... . .•. .. 24 
Improving Peas Creek, Florida. ...............••.... -----
321 1 ••••••• - •• • .. - ·j 12, ooo. oo ,_ •••.•...•••.. 
484.07 ·•••••··•···•·· 
Improving Manatee and Pease Rivers, Flor-
ida ..••.•..... ~. • • • • .•••••.... •• •• •• .•• • •• • . .. • . . 24 
Improving insidA passage between Fernan-
dina and St . .John's, Florida ..•....••..•...................•.•...... 
Improving La Grange Bayou, Florida. . . . . . • . . . . . . . 24 321 
Improving St . .John's River, Florida......... ..••.. 24 321 
Improving Suwanee River, Florida.......... ...•.. 24 321 
Improving Volusia Bar, Florida . . .. . . .• . • .. . ...... 24 321 






ImproYing Alabama River, Alabama........ . . . . . . 24 321 
1 
........ -- ... -. 
Improving Black Warrior River, Alabama.. .•• . . . 24 321 46,000.00 
Improving Cahawba River, Alabama........ .•. • • . 24 321 
Improving Tallapoosa River, Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 321 
Improving Big Black River, Mississippi . . . . . . •• • • • 24 322 













Improving Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers, 
Alabama and Mississippi.................. . • . • • . 24 321 ,. • • • • • • • • •• • • . • 37, 500. 00 
Improving Noxubee River, Mississippi...... ..•••. 24 321 .••••••.••.•.•. 7, 500.00 
Improving Pascagoula River, Mississippi.... .••••. 24 321 5, 000.00 20, 000.00 
Improving Steele's Bayou, Mississippi....... . • • • • . 24 322 5. 26 2, 500. 00 
Improving Bayou Pierre, Mississippi . • • . . • • . . . . . . . 24 322 • • • • • • . • • . . • • . . 5, 000. 00 
Improving Pearl River, Mississippi.......... . . • • . . 24 321 . • • • • • • • • . . • • . . 17, 625. 00 
Improving Tchula Lake, Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 24 322 145. 84 2, 000. 00 
Improving Tallahatchie River, Mississippi.. • . • • • • 24 322 .•• • •• • • • • • • • . . 3, 500. 00 
1 
............. . 
Improving Yazoo River, Mississippi......... .••••. 24. 322 1. 47 1S, 000.00 ............. . 
Improving Yallabusba River. Mississippi.... ••• • • . 24 322 .••• •• • • • • . . . . . 2, 000.00 2, 000. 00 
Improving Amite River, Louisiana.......... • • • • • . 24 322 1. 99 2, 000. 00 .•••••........ 
ImprovingBayouBlack,Louisiana ••••••.••. .••••• .•••.. .•••••...... 30.00 ••••••••••••.. 
Improving Bayou Boout~ Louisiana . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . 24 322 4. 32 5, 000. 00 
289.31 
2, 400.00 
600.00 Improving Bayou d' Arbonne, Louisiana..... . • • • • . 24 322 15. !13 2, 000. 00 
ImprovingBayouCourtableau, Louisiana......... 24 322 ••••.••.••••••. 5,000.00 , .•••••.•.•..•. 
Improving Bayou La Fourche, Louisiana ........................................................ . 
Improving Bayou Teche, Louisiana.......... .••••• ...... .••••• .••••. 6, 700.00 .............. . 
Improving Bayou Terrebonne, Louisiana. . • . . • • • . • 24 322 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 10, 000. 00 , .••••••••••••. 
Improving Calcasien River and Pass, Louis-
iana ..................... - ... -- ....•....•.. •••••• .: •••. 
Improving Cane River, Louil'iana ..•.•.....•..••••..•••...••••••.•••. 
Improving Cypress Bayou, Texas and Louis-
iaiJa . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • 24 322 .•••••••••••••. 
19, 1~~: ~~ I:::::::::::::: :I:::::::::::::: 




















3, 005.261 5, 000.00 
17,625.00 
2, 145.84 

























3, ]56. 80 


















.............. 7, 500.00 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • . 100, 750. 00 
·••••• ...... •• 7, 000.00 
.••••••• ...... 5, 000.00 
...... -· •• .... 5, 000.00 






:::::::::: ::::r · ···· 3; ooi~ 47 
::::::::::::::I'·--... -.. i ~ 99 
· ··-· · 2: 5oo: oo ·1:::: :::::::::: 





79.61 ............... , ............. . 
6,700.00 .............. , ••••••••••••.. 






Connecting Bayou Teche with Gand Lake, 
Louisiana...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . • • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . 22, 100. 05 . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . 22, 100. 05 . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • •• • • • • • 22, 100. 05 
1~h~0D~~~~~ft7t~:i:f~~~~~ ~i~~~~~~~:~-~~. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91. 79 • • • • • • • .. •• • • • . • •• • • • • • • • • • • . 91. 79 91. 79 •••••••••••••..••••••••••••• 
ImprovingTensasRiver,Louisiana ..•••••.•..•••.. 24 322 . .-............ 4,000.00 400.00 4,400.00 4,000.00 .••••••••••••. 400.00 
Improving Tickfaw Rive:r, Louisiana........ • • • • . . 24 322 3. 72 2, 000. 00 . • . .. • • • • • • • . • 2, 003. 72 2, 003. 72 ••••••••••••...••••••••••••• 




























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
· Balances of ap- tions for the epayme!'- s available for Payments dnr- Amounts car- Balances of Statutes I · I Approp ia-~ R t I Ag2regate I 
Year.! \ propriations fiscal yearend- tha!ed~rmg the fiscal year ing the fiscal I ried to the I appropria-Specific objects of appropriations. 
V 
1 
Pag~orsec- July1,1886. ing.Tune30, e 18~:-,year ending June jyearending surplnsfund tionsJnne 0 • tion. 1887. · 30, 1887. nne 30, 1887. J nne 30, 1887. 30, 1887 . 
.MILITARY ESTABLISH.MENT-continued. 
322 
Brought forward ............................. 
1 
.......... .. 
Improving Chefuncte River, Louisiana...... ... • • • 24 322 
Improving Bayou Bartholomew, Louisiana 
andArkansas.............................. ..•••• 24 
Improving Red River, Louisiana and Ar-
18.68 
$4, 455, 401. 43 l$35, 512, 110. 671$1, 140, 522. 89,$41, 108, 034. 991$32, 000, 208. 38 
2, 500. 00 .. . • . • . . . . . . .. 2, 500. 00 2, 500. 00 
5, 000. 00 1, 800. 00 6, 818. 68 5, 018. 68 








kansas. . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . • • . . . . . . . . .. • • • 2~ 
Improving mouth of Brazos River, Texas.... ...... 24 
Improving Buffalo Bayon, Texas............. .••••• 24 
Improving Aransas Pass and Bay, Texas • . • . . . . • • . 24 
Improving Pass Cavallo, Texas.............. .•.••. 24 
Improving Neches Reches River, Texas ............... . 




~i: ············::: 2~:.1· .... ii; 667:84 
......... 
Texas .................................................. -··········· 159,870.50 









Im~6r~;{~g·S~bi~~ iii;~~;T·~~~;::::::::::: ::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: i: g~~: gg :::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::: 
Improving Sabine Pass, Texas .. . • • • . • • • . • • . .. . • . . 24 314 . •• • • .. . . . . . • .. 198, 750. 00 .•••.••••••••. 
Improving Arkansas River, Arkansas...... . ... • • • 24 323 . •• • • • • .. •. . .. . 75, 000. 00 
Improving I' Anguilla River, Arkansas .. - .•....•••.••••..•••••••• • • · 500. 00 · • • • •• · • • · · · · · -~· • • • • • • • • · • • · 
Improving Fourche Le Favre River, Arkan-
sas .. .. . . .. .. • .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . • . . .. • .. . • • • • • 24 323 . • • • • • . • • .. . . .. 5, 000. 00 ............. . 
Improving Sabine River, Arkansas • . • • • . • . . . . . • • . .. . • • .. . • • • . • • . . • . . • 55 .•••••..•.......•••••••••.•.. 
Improving Ouachita River, Arkansas and 
Louisiana. . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . 24 
Improving St. Francis River, Arkansas and 
322 92.06 17,500.00 
Missouri . . . . . • • • . • .. . . . . . • • . • • • . . . • . . •• • • • . . • . . • 24 323 • •• • • • . • • .. • • • . 8, 000. 00 
Improving Little Red River, Arkansas...... ...••. 24 323 .••••• .••••••.. 3, 000.00 
Improving Petit Jean River, Arkansas ••• • • • . • • • • . 24 323 . • • . . • • . ••• • • .. 3, 500. 00 
Improving White River 3bove Buffalo Shoals, 
Arkansas . ................................. ...••• .•.••. . .••.••.. ... • 60 .•••••......... 
Improving Red River above Fulton, Ark.... . • . • • . 24 323 . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . 7, 000. 00 
Improving White River, Arkansas.......... ...... 24 323 6, 000.00 18, 000. 00 
Removing obstructions in Arkansas River, 
Arkaneas and Kansas...................... . • • • • . 24 
Improving Black River, Arkansas and Mis-
souri....................................... ...... 24 
Improving Big Hate hie River, Tennessee.... . •• • • • 24 
Improving South Forked Deer River, Ten· 
nessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . 24 
Improving Caney Fork River, Tennessee.... • •• • • • 24 
323 1, 000.00 


















































.... i65; ooo: 00 ·1:::: :::::::::: 






···············I·············· 3, 700.00 •••••••••••••• 










































Improving Clinch RivPr, TPnnessee ........ -~······~ 24 
Improving Cumberlantl River above Nash-
ville, Tenn . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. ... ... . . . . .••••• 24 
Improving Cumberland River below Nash-
ville, Tenn ................................•.•••.. 24 
24 Improving French Broad River, Tennessee . 
Improvin •r Tennessee River below ·Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., Alabama and Kentucky .... -~- .... -~ 24 
Improving Hiawassee River, Tennessee .... .•••.. 24 
I~~~~~nf e~:~~~-s_s-~e- -~~~~~- -~~~~~- ~~~::~: . .•••• _ 24 
lmproving <?umberiand River!above mouth 
of theJehco. Kentucky ............................. . 
Improving South Fork ofCumbel'land River, 
Kentucky....................................... 24 
Improving Kentucky River, Kentucky...... . . . • . . 24 
323 
323 









5, 000. GO 
187,500.00 
Improving Falls of Ohio Riverjat Louisville, 
Ky . - ..... -.. -............................. . • • • • . 24 324 214, 500. 00 150, 000. 00 
Improving Tradewater River, Kentucky . • . . . •• .•. 24 324 . • • • • . . . .. . . . . . 2, 000. 00 
5, 000.00 1, 500.00 ............... 3, 500.00 
85,000. 00 8, 000.00 .................. 77,000. co 
12, 500.00 1, 000.00 ................... 11, 5oo: 00 
6, 000.00 2, 000.00 ........................ 4, 000.00 
262, 500.00 165,000.00 ...................... 97,500.00 
2, 500.00 2, 500.00 .......................... ........................... 
7, 500.00 3, 500.00 ................. 4, 000.00 
5, 000.00 ...................... .................... 5, 000. 00 
i>, 000.00 4, 000.00 .................... 1, 000.00 
277, 500.00 121, 000. 00 ...................... 156,500.00 
364,500.00 80, 000.00 ................... 284,500. 00 
2, 000.00 2, 000.00 ...................... ......................... Improving Ohio River, Ohio................. ..•. •. 24 327 78, 603.13 375, 000.00 
Improving Rocky River, Ohio............... ..•... .••... .•••.•...... 119.31 .••.•••. . ...... , .•••••••••• ~ •. 
Improving Muskingum River, Ohio.......... . . . . . • 24 324 . . • • • • . • . .. . . .. 20, 000. 00 .••••••••.•.•. 
453,603.13 224,762.15 ....................... 228,840.98 
119. 31 ....................... ........................... 119.31 
20, 000. 00 10,000.00 .......................... 10,000.00 
Improving Sandusky River, Ohio.................................... 628.47 ............. .. 
Improving White River, Indiana............ .••... 24 325 •••••••• •• . • •. . 7, 500.00 
Improving Wabash River, Indiana and illi-
nois . .. . . . .. . . .. .... .. ... . . . . ... . . . . . .... .. .••••. 24 325 
Improving Calumet River, Indiana and. Illi- 1 
325 nois ......•....•.....•....•.•••.•.•.•.••....••••. , 241 
Improving Calumet River, TI!inois .................... .. ............. . 
Improving illinois River, illinois............ . . . • •• 24 326 
Examination of illinois and Michigan and 
Hennepin Canals, Illinois.................. ...... 24 
Improving Gasconade River, Missouri....... .••••. 24 







sas . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . • • . • . . . . • • . • 24 326 ..•.•••.••••••. 





Improving Detroit River, Michigan......... .••••. 24 324 66,000. 00 
Improving Grand River, Michigan .... -.- ••.. -.....••. -...•••••. --.. a, 000. 00 I'- ... -- ........ 
Improving St. Clair Flats Canal; Michigan... .•••.. 24 324 ............... 18,750.00 




Marie River, Mich;ran .. . • • • .. . . . . . . . .. • • . . • • • . . 24 324 32, 000. 00 
1Jif~hi~fn ~~~~~-~~- -~~~~~~ ~:-~~-~~~ ~~~~~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 2, 670. 02 
Im:la11~cfn~t ~i:Iii:a!i~-e-~ ~~~. ~~: -~~::~~ ..•••••.....•.•••••.•.....••••••••..••.. 
1 
.............. . 
Improving St. Mary's River, Michigan....... . .• . .• 24 324 .. • . • • • • ••••••. 250, 000. 00 
Improvin~ Saginaw River, Michigan . . . . . • • . . • • • • • 24 324 . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 33, 750. 00 
Examination of Portage Lake and Lake Su-
perior Ship Canals............................... 24 325 10,000.00 
628.47 ........................ ..................... 628.47 
7, 500.00 3, 700. 00 ...................... 3, 800.00 
63,000.00 19,500.00 .................... 43,500.00 




::::::::::::::I 50,000.00 121,500.00 42,500.00 
15,557.64 1, 000. 00 ..••••.• - .•••. 14,557.64 
8, 429.05 5, 3~0. 61 .••••••••••••. 3, 048.44 
10, ooo. oo 4, 5oo. oo I·............. 5, soo. oo 
6, 000. 00 ............... 
1
.............. 6, 000. 00 
103,500.00 . 99,000.00 ,.............. 4,500.00 
3,000.00 3,000.00 .••••••••..••..•••••.••.•.•• 
18, 750. 00 7, 500. 00 ' •••••••••..• -. 11, 250. 00 
182, 000. 00 55, 000. 00 
1
..... .. . . . . . . . 127, 000. 00 
2, 670.02 ••••••••••u••• ••••• ••• ••••• 21 670.02 
182. 31 ••••••.••. ____ -I·............. 182. 31 
250, 000. 00 47, 000. 00 ••• • • • • • • • • • • . 203, 000. 00 
.............. ' 33, i 50. 00 19, 000. 00 ! .. . • • • • • • • • • • • 14, 750. 00 
Carried forward .••..•••••••••••• , •••••• , •••••• , •••••••••••• 
............. "I 10, 000. 00 4, 900. 00 I·............. 5, 100. 00 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. Balances of 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
B -~ ~ppr?pria- Repayments A~gregate Payments dur· Amounts car-alanc~s ~f ap twns for the made during available for ing the fiscal ried to the Year.J---,~-----'1 propnatwns ~seal year end- the fiscal year the f_iscal year year ending surplus fund 
Vol Page or sec· .July 1, 1886. mg .Tune 30, 1887 endmg June -Tune 30 1887 .Tune 30 1887 





Brought forward .................... .. 
Dama)?;es by the improvement of Fox and 
Wisconsin Rivers, Wisconsin .................... 1 24 
Improving Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, Wis-
~~~~~~~r{g ·]·~~ -Ri~~~: wis·c.;~~iii:::::::::::: :::::: 1·--24 -~-- · .. • .. 325. 
Improving Chippewa River, Wisconsin...... ...... 24 324 
Improving St. Croix River, Wisconsin and 
24 325 Minnesota ................................. 
1 
.... .. 
Improving Minnesota River, Minnesota .......... -1 ..... ·I· ......... .. 
Improving Red River of the North, Minne-
24 sota and Dakota ..••.....••.............•. 
1 
...... 
Im:J~k:~~~ ~ ~:~~~~t-~~~. ~-i~~r: -~~~~~~~- ~~~ ..•... ·J 24 
Improving Mississippi River • • • • • • . • . . . . • • . . • • • • . 24 
Improving Mississippi River from St. Paul 
to Des Moines Rapids, Minnl:lsota, Iowa, 
Wisconsin, and Illinois .................... 1 ...... 1 24 
Improving Mississippi River from Des 
Moines Rapids to mouth of Illinois River, 
Illinois and Missouri ..................... ., .... .. 24 
Improving Mississippi River between 
mouths of Ohio and Illinois Rivers, Illinois 
and Missouri ............................. ·I· ... "I 24 
Improving Upper Mississippi River......... ...... 24 
Improving Des Moines Rapida, Mississippi 
River, lowa and Illinois . .. . .. .. ............... . 
Removing obstructions in Mississippi River ..... .. 
24 
24 
Dr:y-~ock; a~ Des Moines Rapide Canal, Mis-
SISSlppi River............ .. • .. • .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. • . . 24 
Ganging the waters of the Lower Mississippi 
River and its tributaries................... ... • .. 24 
Reservoirs at headwaters of the Mississippi 
River............................................ 24 
Ex!trn.ina~io~s and surveys, South Pass, Mis-
SISSippi R1ver............. . . .. • .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 24 















Constructin~r jetties and other works, South 
Pass, Mississippi River. . . . .. • • • • . • • • .. • • • • . • .. • • 21 I 4 
Mississippi River Commission ............... 1 ....................... . 
--I 
$5, 2o6, 706.641$38, oo1, 485.671$1, 143, 767. 45,$!4, 351, 959.76,$33, 364, 939.42 1 $844, 604.67 /$10, 142,415.67 
. -............. 129, 403. 13 891. 74 130, 294. 87 130, 294. 84 
64,000. 00 54, 000. 00 ............... 10,000.00 
56,250.00 27, 250.00 ..................... 29,000.00 
18,750.00 14,728.50 .................. 4, 021.50 
7, 500.00 7, 500.00 ................ .................... 
42.00 .................. ................ 42.00 
47,447.65 27,305.75 ............... 20,141.90 
· • • • · 22; s9i: 9i ·1 2, o~~: ~g~: ~~ I···· io; oo6: oii · 18,750.00 2, 750.00 ................ lfl, 000.00 2, 032, 897. 91 756,064.73 ................ 1, 276,633. 18 
21,000.00 382, liOO. 00 . . .. . ... .... .. 403,500.00 148,500.00 .............. 255,000.00 
15,000.00 150,000.00 . . . . ...... .. . .. 165,000.00 90,000.00 .............. 75,000.00 
40,458.53 375,000.00 .10 415,458.63 194,018.50 ................ 221,440. 13 
................. 22,500.00 .. ............... 22,500.00 18, fOO. 00 .. ................ 4, 000.00 
10,000.00 26,250.00 .................... 36,250.00 8, 000. 00 .. ................. 28,250.00 
7, 500.00 56,250.00 ................. 63,750.00 43,710.61 .. ............... 20,039.39 
............... 48,750.00 . ............... 48,750. 00 23, 000.00 . ............... 25,750.00 
245.00 5, 000.00 .................. 5, 245.00 3, 845. 00 I' .. .. . . . . . .. .. 1, 400. 00 
14,356.15 37,500.00 ................... 51,856.15 14, 491. 40 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 37, 364. 75 
................ 10, 000.00 1, 172.50 11,172.50 11,172.50 , ............................ 
....... ·-· ..... 30, 000.00 
········-····· 
30,000.00 21. 606. 50 r..... . .. .. .. . 8, 393. 50 
·······-······· 
150, .000. 00 ............... 150,000.00 150,000.00 ............................ 




























Survey of theMissomi River from its mouth 
to Fort Benton, Mont·-·--···---· .......... 
1 
...... , ..... . 
Surve3 of the Missouri River above Missouri 
River Falls, Fort Benton, Mont.- ...... ···· ··-···J······j·········· ·· 
Removing obstructions in the Missouri River. . . . . . . 24 327 
~ Iml?rovin_f!: Mif!souri River from its mouth to 





t;j Improving Missouri River from Sioux. City 
~" toFortBenwn.Mont ........................... 241 327, ............. .. 
• Improving Mokelumne River, California.... ...... 24 326 
t--: Improv~ng Petaluma <;:reP~, C<tlifo:nia ._ ............................ . 
~Improvmg San,ToaqumRtver, Cahforma ... ...... 24 327 , ............. .. 
+t>-- Improving Sacramento and Feather Rivers, 
I In~;;~~j~n~a~-~l~th -~f c~i~;;bi~ R,{.;~~.- Or:~go;_· ..••.•. --- .. '----.-- .. -. anrl Washington Territory ................ ···--· 24 327 
~Improving Columbia River at Cascades, Ore-
....,. gon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 24 327 
In1proving Upper Columbia River, Oregon .......................... . 
Improving U ppPr Coluru bia and Snake Rivers, 
Oregon and Washington Territory......... . . . . . . 24 327 
Improving Columbia and Lower Willamette 
liivers below Portland, Oregon...... . _. 24 
Improving Willamette River above Portland, 
rn?;:;~i~g u~i;ci ;~-Ri~~;.· ();~i~;_-:::: ::::::I:::::: I ~! 
Improving Coquille River, Oregon ........... 1 ...... I 24 
Ganging the waters of Columbia River, Ore-
I~~~~;~~:~ ~~~~~1~~ :~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ :'r~~:- ·1: ::::: 1 24 
Improving Cowlitz River, Washington Ter-
24 
ritory ...................... -. . . . - .... -.-. 24 
.Improving Skagit, Steilaquamish, Nootsack, 
Snoborn1sh, and Snoqualmie River1:1, Wash· 
ington Territory ............. _ ...... .. __ . -~ ...... , 24 
Examinations and surveys on Pacific coast ........... - .. 
Surveys of northern and northwestern lakes 1885 
~~. : ~. : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : ::::: ~ ~~~~ 1· . -24. 
'Testing flume in vented by M. J. Adams .... _. 
Examinations, surveys, and contingencies, 
rivers and harbors ........... __ ........... . 
Expenses of military convicts . . • .. . • . . . • • . . . 1885 
Do ......•............•............. 1886 
Do ................................ 1887 
Support of MUitary Prison, Fort Leaven-
worth, Kans .....••••••••...•..••...•....•. 1885 
Do ..••..••..••••..••.•••.•••••..•.. 1886 
Do ................................. 1887 
24 









176, 000. 00 
188, 700. 00 
190, 994. 85 
2, 050. 00 
10, 000.00 
75, 000. 00 
10,000. 00 
1. 47 
















s9, 917.76 1 76,377.76 







152, 500. 00 
23, 993. 67 
1.499.13 
3, 750. 00 
135. 00 
1, 900.00 







· · · · · ii; os5: so 
13, 540.00 
--~---






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 18R6, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continuecl. 
Year. Specific objects of appropriations. 
Statutes. ~Balances of ap-1 tfo~~rfg:~~e I Re~ayde~ts I a~ft~bfea~~r !Payments dur-~.Amounts car-~ Balances of 
------ propriations fisc3l year end- rna e urmg; the fiscal ear ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-
Vol .Page or sec- July 1, 1886. ing June 30, the fiscl!l year ending J~ne year enrling surplus fund tions June 
• 1 tion. 1887. 188t. 30, 1887, June 30,1887. Jnne 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
--·--1 1 -----~-----1 !----
Brought forward ................... :: .. , ..... -I- ••..••.••• -I $5, 789, 489. 95 j$42, 712, 058. 03 j$1, 161, 589. 05 1$49, 663, 137. 03 l$35, 968, 557. 98 I $858, 356. 57 j $1~, 836, 22~. 48 
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-CODtinued. 
Construction, maintenance, and repair of 
military telegraph lines ................... "'1883 24 
Do ................................. *1884 
Do ................................. 1885 ..... . 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... 
1 
.......... .. 
Do ................................. 1887 24 247 
Repair of submarine cable, Rock Island Bay ..•........ : ..••.•....... 
Repair signal service cable, Columbia River. . . . • • . 24 532 
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Sol-
diers, barracks............................. . • • • • • 24 
8~f!t~~; Uo~i!~~n-~l- ~~~~ :~_r_ ~~s~~~~~ .:.0•1~ .I 1887 24 
Support of National Home for Disabled Vol-
unteer Soldiers, branch west of Rocky 
Mountains ................................. 1 •••••• 1 24 
Re-imbursement to National Home for Disa-
bled Volunteer Soldiers for losses by fail-
ure of the Exchange National Bank ofN or-
folk, Va .......................................... ! 24 
Publication of Official Records of the War of 
the Rebellion .............................. 1886 
Do ....... __ ........................ 1887 
.Artillery School, Fortress Monroe, Va ....... 1885 
Do ...................... -----······ 1886 
Do ................................. 1887 
Wharf, Fortress Monroe, Va ..................... .. 
Buildings for Cavalry and Artillery School, 
Fort Riley, Kans ................................ ' 24 
Establishing signal stations atPointJupiter, 
Florida.................................... . .. . .• 24 405 
Military posts for the protection of the Rio 
Grande frontier ................................................... -I . 67 
M~l~tary post near Newport, Ky., sit~--.--.... ...... 24 556
1 
............. .. 
1\hfit.arypostnearNewport,Ky.,bmldmgs.. ...... 24 556 .............. . 
Military post at Fort McKinney, Wyo....... ...... .... .. ...... ...... 106.00 
Military pot!t at Fort D . .A. Russell, Wyo ..... -.... 24
1 
372 
Militar,y post near the northern boundary of 
Montana (Fort .Assiuiboine) ..................................... .. 





--- · -36.-ooo: 00 -I:~~~·~.-~~~~~~· 
"""i2.'45' 




















.:::: 2:::~~~:i6:1 53~:~~ I 417.37 3, 847.45 ........................... . 
........ soo: 00 .....•••. ;.;;: 00. ,,:: ~l 
150,000.00 





17, ooo. oo I rJ, ooo. oo 
60, ooo: ~z I::::::::::::::: 1:::::::::::::: 








































Military post at Fort Robinson, Nebr........ .••. • 24 
Military post near Denver, Colo . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . • • • . 24 
Military posts............................... ...•.. 24 
3721 ••••••••••••••. 
405 ............. .. 
246 70, 0~8. 07 
55,000.00 
too, ooo. oo 
225,000.00 1, 674.35 
Claims of loyal citizens for supplies furnished Cl~f!i:~Jo~:!:~:~~~~s-ter··~. ;t.;~~; -~~-d c~~:· ........... -~- ...... ·····~ 6, 939. 00 , .•••••••••..•• ·•······ •••••••• 
missary supplies........................... .•.••• 24 937 26,082.56 181,633.07 
Secret service fund .•••••.•.................. tl871 . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • ••••.••.••••. 
280.00 
100.00 
Miscellaneous claims audited by the Third 
Auditor ..•..•............................•...••••..•••••.•••••.••••• 2, 269.75 
A wards for quartermaster's stores taken by 
the Army 1n Tennessee .....•..••..............••.•••.• ············1 130.00 
1 
•••••••.••••••. , ..•..••.••••.. 
Capture of Jefferson Davis................... ...... .....• .•••.• ...•.. 2, 089.38 •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• 
Re-imbursing to States expenses incurred in 
raising volunteers .•.••• ... . .•••••••. ... .. . ..•.•. 24 300,305 .•••••••••••••. 41,100.96 ·-············· Re-imbursement to certain States and Terri-
tories for expenses incurred in repellin~ 
~r~a~~~~-s- ~~~. ~~~~:~~~~~- ~~i-~~. ~~~:~~: -~- •••• -~ 24 300 18,081. 23 , •••••••••••••• 







Do ..••.•.•.•.••.••••.•...••........ t1871 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
3, 472.00 
341.98 
Re-imbursing State and citizens of California 
for expenses in suppressing Modoc Indian 





Raising four additional regiments . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . • • • .. . •. • • • . . . •• . • • • . . • • •• . . . . • . . . . 4. 00 
Sei~v~!~ ~e~:61EJ\~~o~!;~~~~~~~-~~~~~~:~ ...••••.•••••..••••.•••• .! 807.00 ............... , ••••••••••.••. 
Keeping, transporting, and snpplyingprison- I 
ers of war ................................. *1871 24 295 I· ............. . 
TraYeling expenses First Michigan Cavalry. t1883 24 292, 304, 307 , .••••••••••.•• 
Traveling expenses California and Nevada I 
Volunteers .....•........................... t1883 24 2921--············· 
Pay, transportation, services, and supplies of I 
Oregon and Washington Volunteers in 
1855 and 1856 ............................... *1871 24 395,300,305 .•••••••..•.... 
Rogne River Indian war ..................... j:1882 .................. , 100. 00 
Do ................................. p883 24 292, 295 -••••••••••.••• 
Payment to Fo_urth Regiment Vermont mili- I 
tia, for serviCes at the battle of Platts- ! 
burgh..................................... . ...... 24 300 ; .•••••.•••••... 
Twenty per cent. additional compensation .. · . . . . . . 24 { ~~~: ~~~} 1
1 
.............. . 
Purchase of ~ort Brown Reservation........ ...... ...... ... .. .... .. 160,000. ?O 
Pnrchase of s1tes for sea-coast. defenses .............................. 1 100.28 
55,000.00 . ...... ... . . -.. .............. 55,000.00 




207,995.63 203,705.79 ............... 4, 289.84 
100.00 100.00 . .. -............ ................ 
2, 269.75 .... .. . -........ .............. 2, 269.38 
130.00 .............. ... .............. 130.00 
2, 089.38 . ... .. ...... .. . ............... 2, 089.38 
41,100.96 41,100.96 ............................. . 
18,081.23 18,081.~ ............................. . 




























-...... '222:9,'1 :::::::::::::: .. -·· •..•...... 
14.00 
1,125.83 
160, coo. 00 
100.28 
Purchase of drill ground near San Antonio, 1 
Tex...................................... ...... 24 128, ............... , 5,000.00 J············--1 5,000.001 4,655.00 
Carriedforward .......................................... 6,075,645.97 145,989,316.95 1,182,467.47 1 53,247,430.391 38,39j,916.03 864, 060. 18 
345.00 
13, 990, 454. 18 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED ,JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
St t t I I Appropria- Repavments A~gregate Payment~ dur- Amounts car- Balances of 
a u es. Balanc~s ?f ap- tions for the made \luring available for ing the fiscal ried to the appro ria· 
Year. ! propr1atwns fiscal year et:d· the fiscal year the ~seal year year ending surplus fund twns :fune 
I !Page or sec- July 1,1886. ing June 30, 1887. en3d0mr88J7une June 30,1887. June 30,1887. 30, 1887. Vo. tion. 1887. ---- , . 
-----------i--1--1 1------1----·--
:MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT-continued. 
13roug-b t forward.. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . • • • . . .. .... 
Providing for the comfort of <Jick and dis· 
charged soldiers ........................... *1871 24 
Draft and substitute fund ................... •1871 24 
J>a \"ment of mounted riflemen under Col. .J. 
C. Fremont in 1816 ......................... ~1871 24 
..Allowance for the reduction of wages under 
the eight-hour law . ... .. ................... t1883 24 
·Support of four companies of volunteers 
mustered at Camp Scott, Utah...... .. . .. . .. •••• 241 307 
RK~~l~~:fr ob~t~~~~-~~~ -~~-~~~~-~~ ~~~~-c~i~~·- .••••..•.•.. ·••••• .••••. 
Exnmination of claims of States and Terri· 
tories under act of June 27........... .. .. .. 1882 24 
Pa~· ment to Salt Lake Rock Company for 
lands and water-rights in Utah ............ ,...... 24 
.Horses Bnd other property lost in the mili-
tary service ........... . 
Do 
Do .•.... t 1883 
•Commutation of rations to prisoners of war 
in rebel States ............ .. .............. -~ t 1881 
•Commutation of rations to prisoners of war 
in rebel States, anJ soldiers on furlough ... t 1883 
'Rilmoving sunken vessels or craft ob»truct· 
ing or endangering navigation ............. , ..... . 
•Operating and care of canals and other works 
of navigation ........•.•.................. 
1 
.. _ .. .. 
Support of Soldiers' Home, indefinite .............. . 
·Soldiers' Home; permanent fund ................. .. 
Soldiers' Home, inte1est account .................. . 
'Three months' pay propel ........................ . 
Extra pay to officers and men who served in 
the Mexican war .......................... ...... . 
!Payment to American Graphic Company of 
New York City for plates and weather 
maps ........................................... .. 
::ReliPf of Lady Franklin Bay expedition to 
































21, 182. 50 
21,284.69 
238, 318.60 
231, 819. 30 
1, 756, 117. 42 
29, 748.22 
2, 000. 00 
9, 105. 16 
5, 750.00 
70.00 































Relief of sufferers by loss of steamer J. Don 
Carneron . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . • • • . . . .. . .. • • • • . • 23 
Relief of J. A. Wilson, administrator of Greg-
or.r .Jarratt................................ ...... 24 
Relief of Bangs, Brownell & Co.............. . . . • • . 24 
Rdif'fofRichard H. Porter.................. ...... 24 
Relief of representatives of E. P. McNeal, 
decPaRed .... .. . ......................... ....•. 24 
Relief of William Ervin .. ••• •• ••• • • • • • .. • . .. . . . . .. :!4 
Relief of .John .A.. Coan ...................... ...... 24 
Reli~>f of Alfred McMurtrie.................. .•.•.. 24 
Relief of .J. M. English, administrator estate 
of Hichard Fitzpatrick, deceased........... . .. . .. 24 
Relief of Enols Loyd. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. 24 
Rf'li('f of estate of Joel C. Frazier......... ...... 24 
Relic>f of Francis H. Plummer, widow of .J. 
B.Plurnmer,deceased .......................... 2" 
Relief of Alexander Goble................... . . . . . . 24 
Relief of Kansas City, Fort Scott and Gulf 
Railroad Company......................... . •. . . . 24 
ReliefofWilliam .J.Gamble ............... ...... 24 
Relief of Sidney R. Smith . , .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 24 
Rf"lief of Tlwmas McBride for loss of barge 
Henry Bartley............................. ...... 24 
Relief of trustees of Christian Brothers' Col-
l~>gl\ St. Louis, Mo . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. • . 24 
Relief of .James D. Wood .... . . . . . .. . .. ...... ...... 24 
Relief of legal representatives of .John M. 
Robison, deceased......................... .•.••. 24 
Relief of Ernest H. Wardwell................ .••••. 24 
Relief of George T. Dudley .. . • . . .. • .. . .. .. .. .... • . 24 
Relief of legal representatives of Francis 
Gilbeau (Guilbeau)........................ ...... 24 
Relief of Margaret F. Ryan . .. .. . . . .. . .. • • . • . . • . • • . ~4 
Relief of heirs Qf Andrew F. McMillen . .. . . . . •. . .. 24 
Relief of A.. S. Bloom. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. 24 
Re-imbursement to Mobile and Ohio Railroad 
Company .. . .. • . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. • • .. . . .. • . . . • .. .. 24 





























.................... 592. 85 
....................... 3, 478. 00 
..................... 5, 000.00 
..................... 9, 350.00 
...................... . 12,781. 81 





...................... 1, 9(8. 00 




. ~ .. -............... 1, 186.61 
........................ 1, 000.00 
........................ 15,888.40 
. ....... ........ -... 133. 5Q 
..................... 1, 000. 00 
......................... 534.33 
......................... 404.76 
......................... 2, 600.00 




Pay of the Navy, act March 3 ............... 11885 ...... ...... ...... 1, 815,692.24 
Do ......................•..••...... , 1887 24 149 . . • • • . . • • • . . . • . 7, 000, 000. 00 
592. 851···· ••.•.•.••. 
I 
592.85 
3, 478. 00 3, 478.00 ............................ 
5, 000.00 5, 000. 00 
9, 350. 00 9, 350.00 
12, 7Rl. 81 12, 781. 81 
7, 650. 00 7, 650.00 
350.00 350. 00 .............................................. 
115.00 115.00 ......... , ................................ 
12,000. 00 12,000.00 ............................................. 
291.46 291.46 ................................................. 
1, 908.00 1, 908.00 ....................................... 
I 1, 000.00 1, 000.00 ................................................ 
190. 00 190.00 ;~~~~~; ~~: ~ ~: r~~~~ ~ ~~: ~ ~:. 18,725.35 18,725.35 125.00 125. 00 1, 186. 61 1, 186.61 
1, 000.00 1, 000.00 ............................................. 
15,888.40 15,888.40 .................. ................ 
133.50 133.50 .................... ................... 
1, 000.00 1, 000.00 ........................ ............. --· ..... 
534.33 534.33 ........................ 
---------····· 
404.76 40!. 76 ........................ ..................... 
2, 600.00 2, 600. 00 ...................... ........................ 
271. 93 271.93 ....................... ...................... 
204.00 204.00 ....................... ........................ 
311.16 311.16 ...................... ..................... 
150, 518.12 150, 518.12 ........................ ........................ 
= 
174,090.65 
7, 914, 038. 17 6, 575, 113. 05 ........... --. 1, 338, 925. 12 
154, 142. 84 153, 279. 71 51. 16 811.97 
2. ,.2. 056. "I'· .. , ... , ... 
1
. __ . __ ..... _ .. 
1 149.76 ............................. 149.76 Do ................................. 1 tl883 24 { ~~~: ~~~ }.. • • .. . . • .. .. 154, 142. 84 D~~;;i~~ ~~~~~~~-~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~: ~~ ~~~~ ~:C~~~- ~~~~:: : ~:~:: :::::: 1, 815,:::::: --;.-~~.-~~~~~-11, 240, 402~·110, 210,386.851 8, 696, 358~~--5i:16!"1,5i3, 977. 50 





























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
8pecific objects of appropriations. Balances of ap- t10ns for the d d · available for in"' the fiscal ried to the 
I 
Statutes. fl.ppropria- Repayments Ag:gregate Paymentsdnr- Amonntscar-
Year.l---,~-----1 propriations fiscal year end- th: fi~c9.l;~~fr the f!scal year y;;'arending surplus fund 
V 1 Page or sec- July 1, 1886. ing J nne 30, 1887. endmg J nne j nne 30, 1887. J nne 30, 1887. 





NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT-Continued . 
.Brought forward................. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .• . •. . . . $1,815, 842.00 $7, 154, 142.84 $1, :?40, 402. 01 $10, 210, 386. 85 
Pay of the ~avy, act March 3 ................ 1879" ...... ......... ••. 5. 43 .. ... .. .. ...... .............. 5. 43 
Do. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . • • . .. • • . . .. .. . . 1878* . .. • .. . • • .. • • . . . . . 369. 66 . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . .......... _ . . 369. 66 
Pay, miscellaneous ........................... 1887 24 149 ....... .... .. .. 225,000.00 5, 482.17 230,482.17 
~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: }~i~ ::: ii: ::::::: :~~;: . _ ... ~~~ ~~~:- ~~- :::::::: ~~~: ~~: ..... ~·- ~~~:_ ~~- 3i: IH: ~i 
Do ................................. 1884t ...... ...... ...... ....... ........ ........... .... 1.12 1.12 
D } 296,301 ~ 0 ................................. 1883t 24 l 305,307 5 ............. 3, 238.22 ...... ........ 3, 238.22 
Do, ................................ 1882t ...... ............ 36.48 ............... .•••••••••.••. 56.48 
Contingent, Navy............................ 1887 24 150 .••• ... . .. .. . .. 10,000.00 •• • .. •• .. • . .. . 10, 000. 00 
Do ................................. 1886 .................. 16,550.60 ............... 52.11 16,602.71 
Do............ .. . . .. • • . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1885 ............. _ . . • . 4, 703. 29 .......... -. • • • . 72 4, 704. 01 
Do................................. 18831 24 296,301 ............. •. 3, 409.91 .............. 3, 409. 91 
Pay civilian members Naval Academy Board 1887 24 150 .. • .. .. . .. .. .. . 5, 500.00 .. ... • • • ... • .. 5, 500. 00 
Pay of the Marine Corps..................... .. .. .. .. .. .. . • • • • • • . .. .. 290, 339. 74 . • • • .. .. . .. .. .. 44, 828. 39 335, 168. 13 
Do................................. 1887 24 156 . • • .. ... .. • • • • • 649, 642. 00 54, 439. 94 704, 081. 94 
Do................................. 1883* 24 296 .. .. • • .. • .. .. .. 733. 75 ... • • • • • • .. • .. 733. 75 
Do................. .... •• .. • . • ••• • . 1879* .. • • .. • •• • • • • .. • .. 23. 20 .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. • •• • •• .. .. .. . . 23. 20 
Provisions, Marine Corps.................... 1887 24 156 . • ... .......... 62, 500.00 41.49 62, 541. 49 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... • ........... • 09 ............ ... 810.40 810.57 
Do................................. 1885 24 296 ... • • • • • • • .. .. . 12, 088. 94 . 75 12, 089. 69 
Do................................. 1884 24 296 .. • • • .. • • • .. • .. 2. 40 .. • .. • .. • .. • • • 2. 40 
Do. . • • . .. . . .. . . • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • • • • . . 18831 24 296 • • • • • • . . • .. . .. . 66. 45 ........... _ . . 66. 45 
Clothing, Marine Corps...... . . . . • . • • . . • . • • • . 18i7 24 156 . • • • • .. .. • .. .. 50, 000. 00 3, 734. 65 53, 734. 65 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ............ 796.90 ............... 5,150.27 5,947.17 
Do ................................. 1885 ...... ............ 2,627.00 ............... .............. 2,627.00 
Fuel, Marine Corps.......................... 1887 24 156 . ••• .. .. .. .. . .. 18,000.00 1,183.10 19,183. 10 
~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i:~~ :::::: :::::::::::. ~:!~~: ~g ::::::::::::::: ..... ~·- ~~~-- ~~. ~: ~;~: ~~ 
:Military stores, Marine Corps................ 1887 24 156 .. • • .. • • • .. . • .. 9, 786. 50 119. 00 9, 905. 50 
Do. . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • .. 1886 .. • • • • . • • • • • .. • • .. 36. 50 . • • • • • • • • . . . • • . 26. 90 63. 40 
Do ........... _ .. _ .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 1885 .. .. • . . • • . • • • . . • • . 580. 04 .. • • • • . • • . . . • . . • • • • • • • • . . • • • • 580. 04 
Transportation and recruiting, Marine Corps 1887 24 157 . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00 79. 38 10, Oi9. 38 
Do ................................. 1886 .................. 2,278.29 ............... 1,51:!.98 3,792.27 
Do ................................. 1885 24 269 153.11 11, 037.62 11.00 11,201.73 
Do ................... .............. 18841 .••••. ............ 5. 00 ....... ........ .......... .... 5. 00 
Repairs ot' barracks, Marine Corps . . . . . . • • • . 1887 24 157 . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • 14, 460. 00 531. 21 14, 994. 21 
Do ................................. 1886 ...... ............ .45 ...... .... . .... 370.71 371.16 
Do ........ _... . .. .. . .. . . . . • • . . . . . .. 1885 24 269 5. 78 2, 932. 20 24. 80 2, 962. 78 
$8, 696, 358. 19 $51. 16 
·········-····•1••·········--· 3, 765.50 
2, 104.47 
4,704. 01 
3, 409.91 .............. ···-· · ...... .. 
5, 010 40 .. • • • • • . • • • • • . 489. 60 
148, 685. 30 .. • • • • • • • .. • .. 186, 482. 83 
593, 990. 75 .. • • • • • . • • • • • • 110, 091. 19 
733. 69 • 06 •••.• - •.•••••• 
........ ....... .............. 23.20 
59,235. 32 .............. ' 8, 306.17 
6. 00 .............. 804.57 
12, 088. 94 • 75 ............. . 
2.40 ........................... . 
66.45 ........................... . 
53, 734. 33 .. • • • • • • • • • • • • . 32 
4. 55 ..... -........ 5, 942. 62 
............... 2,627.00 ............. . 
17,108.18 .............. 2,074.92 
226.74 .............. 3,802.47 
............... 2,455.79 ............. . 
9, 901. 82 . • • • • • • .. • • • • • a. 68 
36. 50 .. • • • • • .. . .. .. 26. 90 
............... 580.04 ............ .. 
9, 395. 72 . • • . • • • • • • • • • • 683. 66 
1, 151. 93 .. • • • • • • • • • • .. 2, 640. 34 
11, 190. 73 .. • • • • • • • • . • • • 11. 00 
............... ............... 5.0(} 
14,960.00 .............. 34.21 
76. 65 ...... -.... .. . 294. 51 

























'"'"' 00 00 
~ 
Forage for horses, Marine Corps . . . . • . . . . • . . 1887 24 157 ...••...... ·- · · 4, 400. 00 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 400. 00 
~~:::~::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::. ~~~~ :::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~:~~ ::::::::::::::: ..... .. ~:~--~~- 5:i~i:~~ 
Qunrters for officers, Marine Corps........... 1887 24 157 ...••......... · 4, 500. 00 1. 60 4, 501. 60 
Cont.ingent, Marine Corps................... 18fl7 24 157 . • •• ..• • .. . . . . . 26,000.00 305.80 26,305.80 
Do................................. 1~86 24 307 • 47 82. 25 726.79 809. 51 
Do................................. 1!-185 24 296 .. •. . •••• .• .. .. 1, 357. {14 102.82 1, 460. 76 
Do................................. 188! 24 296 . . . . . • • . . . • ... . . 497.60 . . • .. • .. . • . • • • 497. 60 
~~:~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~iiH : ::~~: ::::: :::~~~: · ·· · · · · -~;r ~~- :::::::: ~~~-: ~~ · :::::::::::::: :~~J~ 
ray of professors and others, Naval Academy. 1887 24 154 . . • . .••. ....... 4, 400. 00 . • •. •• •• . .. . .. 4, 400.00 
~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::: :~ ::· ::::: ~~~~ :::::: ::~::: ::: ~: ~ ~: ~~: ~g :::::::::::::: ...... -.... : ~~- g: n~: ~~ 
Payofwatchmenandothers,NavalAcademy. 1887 24 154 .••..••..•.••.. 1,930.00 .••.•...•...•. 1,930.00 
Do. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . .. • . 1ijS6 . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • . . . • • • • • • . . .. .. .. . . • • . • • • • • • . • . . 284. 19 284. 19 
3, 799.41 
Do ................................ 1885 .••.•. ...•••.••.•. 1,238.83 ............... .••..••.•••••• 1,238.83 
Pay of mechanics and others, Naval .A.ead-
emy .... ri~·.·_-_·.'.".".'.::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~ ... :~ ......... :~~- ::::::::::::::: ...... ~·.::~:~~- .... ""'92:4o" 1' 2~g:~~ 
Do ................................. 1885 ...... ..... .... .. . 5!1,3. 36 ............ .. .. .............. 543.36 
Payofsteamemployes,Naval.A.cademy ..... 1887 24 154 ............... 640.00 .............. 640.00 
Do ................................. L886 ...... ............ ............... ............... 14.54 14.54 
. Do....... .. .. .. .. . • . • . • • . • • • . . . . • .. 1885 .. . . .. . • • • • • .. . . .. 460, 32 .. . • . .. . .. .. . .. . • • .. • • . . .. . . . 460. 32 
Pay ~_>f Naval.A.carlemy ...................... 1887 24 155 ....... ... .... 95,541.97 8, 500.00 104, 0±1. 97 
Specialcourse,NavalAcademy .............. 1887 24 155 ............... 5,000.00 .............. 5,000.00 I 
Repairs, Naval Academy .................... 1887 24 155 .• . . • • .. • •. •• .. 21, 000.00 2, 400.00 23,400. 00 
Heatingandlighting,Naval.A.cademy ....... 1887 24 155 ............... 17,000.00 .............. 17,000.00 
Contingent, library, Naval Academy......... 1887 24 156 . • • .. • • • . •• • • . . 2, 000. 00 •••• •• . . • .. • • . 2, 000.00 
Contingent, stationery, Naval Academy . . . . . 1887 24 156 .• •• • • . • • . • • • .. 2, 000. 00 ... • • . . . .. .. • . 2, 000. 00 
no ................................. 1886 ............ •••••· .••••• ......... ........ ... .. .. 428.39 428.39 
Do ............ . ...... .............. , 1885 ...... ............ ............... ............. .. 5.59 :..59 
Cont~ngent, chemistry, Naval Academy...... 1887 24 156 . • . • • • . • • . . • • . . 2, 500. 00 . . • • • • . • . . . • • . 2, 500. 00 
Contmgent, store!!, Naval .A.cademv.......... 1887 24 156 ..... .......... I 800. 00 .. . • • .. . .. .. • 800. 00 
Contingent, materials, Naval Academy ...... 1887 24 156 ..•••. ......... 1,000. 00 .......... .•. 1, 000.00 
Contingent, Board of Visitors, Naval A cad- j , 
Do............. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. 1885 24 268 23. 43 363. 61 . . . .. • .. . .. .. 387. 04 ! 385. 60 1. 44 
emy .... .. .. . .. .. . ... .•.. .. .. .. .... . ....... 1R87 24 156 I······......... 1, 500. 00 .. .. .••• •• .. .. 1, 500. 00 1, 500. 00 , ............. . 
Contingent, head-stones cemetery, Naval · . 
Academy .....................•..•.•.... 1SS7 24 156 .••...•.••..... 500.00 1------·----·-- 500.00 I 500.00 ! .............. , ............. . 
hliscel~aneous,YavalAcademy .............. 1887 2-! 156 .............. 32,000.00 3,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00 ............. . 
E~-::::: :::::::::: ::·:: ::::::::::::: t~~~t :::~i: :::::: ::~~~: ....... --~~~ ~~- ::::::::::~~~it ::::::::::::: 1~J~ :::::::::: ~-: i~: :::::::: ~~:~~: .. · · ··-·-- J~ 
Navigation, and navigation supplies ......... 1887 24 150 ..... .. .. . .. .. . 83, 500. 00 378.15 83, 878.15 54, 262.50 . ...... •• ... .. 29,615. 65. 
Do ............................. .... 1886 ...... ............ 26,105.76~ ............... 751.33 26,857.09 26,857.09 .......................... . 
Do .. .. ............................ 1885 ...... ...... ...... 7. 60 ............... ...... ........ 7. 60 'i. 60 .......................... .. 
Ocean surveys, Bureau of N aYigation ....... , 1886 .. . . . . . . .. • • . • • • .. 8, 467. 2;; I·.............. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . 8, 467. 28 5, 924. 77 .. .. • . . . • .. • .. 2, 512. 51 
2, 221, 166:56'1~2, 765:4'8 1, 385, Oi6:30 12, 169, oos:34 10, 243, 509~ --:ui, 568:-i81,9ol, 930. 32 Carried forward ..... 






























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPJ<~NDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objects of appropriations. 
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT-Continued. 
Statutes. ~Balances of ap· SJrirr~:~he I Repayme~ts I a~!r::reaJ:r ~Payments dur-~ A.mounts car-~ Balances of 
Year. I------- propriations fiscal year end- ma<'!e durmg the fiscal ear ing the fiscal ried to the appropria-
Vol.!Page_or sec- July 1, 1886. ing .June 30, the fiscal year ending .r~ne year ending surplus fund t10ns June 
t10n. 1887. 1887. 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. June 30, 1887. 30, 1887. 
$2, 221, 166. 56 I $8, 552, 765. 48 $1, 395, 076. 30 $12, 159, oos. 34 $10, 243, 509. 24 
4, 000. 00 . 03 4, 000. 03 1, 212. 10 
7, 000.00 .••• •• .. .. .. .. 7, 000. 00 6, 687.12 
2, 000. 00 233. 11 2, 240. 31 2, 240. 31 
4, 160. 63 .. • . • • •• .. • .. . 6, 677. 9! 3, 167.10 
14. 56 . • • .. . • .. • • • • . 14. 56 14. 56 
310. 86 . • • • • • • • . . . • • . 310. 86 306. 21 
. _. . .......... 
1 
9, 000. 00 82. 20 9, 082. 20 9, 082. 17 
11. 92 . • • .. . . . . .. . • .. .. • • • • • • . . .. .. 11. 92 .............. . 
150 I ••••••••••• -... 5, ooo. oo 6. 87 5, 006. 87 3, 375. 94 
4::16. 70 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 133. 75 570. 45 410. 87 
61.47 7il4.40 -------------- 795.87 768.22 
190. 02 182. 27 
25.76 24.96 
110, 000. 00 .••. - ..•.... - - . 
115, 554. 96 111, 488. 68 
24, 332. 78 24, 067. 95 
15, 139. :!4 - ............ .. 
4, 000. 00 3, 982. 52 
135. 95 73. 67 
2, 012. 19 1, 955. 42 
1, 392. 84 1, 335. 18 
12.30 11. 16 
23, 213. 08 22, 860.47 
12. 25 9. 08 
8.16 ·•••·•·•·· ..... 
15, 000. 00 
6, 349.77 
2, 225. 06 ' ............ - .. 








40, 8!7. 45 
4, 000. 00 ' ......... - .. - .. 
82.97 
$13, 568. 18 1 $1, 901, 930. 32 
2, 787. 93 
312. 88 
······a: 5io: 84 









110, 000. 00 














11, 811. 62 























































24, 6±7. 46 
80,116.68 
4, 035. Rl 
27, 810. 12 
369.57 
10, 000. 00 
12, 000. 00 
25, 000.00 





1, 854, 651. 90 1 .............. . 






1887 I 24 
1886 -·---
191. 26 









24 I 297 , .............. "I 318. 29 1 ............ .. 24 152 .•••• - . • • • . . . . . 62, 000. 00 .••••...... - . -
.•••••.•. . - .-- . .••••• ...• .• . .. 111.35 
...... , ............ , 459.73 .......... . . . .............. .. 
24 152 .. • • • .. .. . .. .. . 20, 000. 00 ............ .. 
...... ............ 14,6!J8.70 
* .And prior years. 
968. 78 • .. • • • .. • .. .. .. 968. 78 1 ............ .. 
25, 000. 00 .. • .. • .. • . . . .. • .. .. .. .... .. .. 25, 000. 00 
130, 781. 60 130, 709. 33 . .. .. .. • .. • • .. 72. 27 
80, 235. 18 80, 234. 93 ....... -...... . 25 
4,221.60 ............... .............. 4,221.60 
27,849. 91 18,877.98 • .. .. .. ..... . 8, 911.93 
92, 936. 75 67, 848. 43 ........... -.. 25, l88. 32 
10, 000. 00 115. 15 .... - ....... -. 9, 88±. 85 
12, 000. 00 10, 799. 9!J .... -......... 1, 200. 01 
28, 252. 54 28, 252. 54 . • • . .. • .. .. .. . . .. .. . . -- .... 
37, 077. 60 28, 948. 07 .............. I 8, 129. 53 
5.60 .••••....... . ...•••••.•• . .... , 5.60 
77, 34~: 6~ ..... :~·- ~~: ~~- ......... 2: o5·1·--- .. ~·- ~o~·- ~~ 
5, 000.00 4, 848. 50 ...... ........ 151. 50 
1, 856, 642. 31 45, 900.94 .............. ! 1, 810, 7n. :n 
2. 500, 067. 50 46, 826. 55 .............. 
1 
2. 45il. 210. _ 95 
800, 251. 72 618, 615. 92 .. .. .. .. • .. .. • 181, 635. 80 
166, 391. 59 77, 045. 20 .. .. • • .. .. .. • • 89, 346. 39 
510. 75 510. 75 .......................... --
20. 006. 50 9, 585. 43 ............. _
1
, 10. 421. 07 
3, 078. 19 3, 058. 10 ........ ...... 20. 09 
478. 71_ 4H4, 62 . ............. 44. O!l 
2. 616. 01 I 2. 484.05 .............. I 131. 96 
605. 06 598. 84 .. .. .. • .. .. • .. 6. 22 
2. 64 ••••••.•...... - .•.......• -... 2. 6! 
17, 021. 91 1 16, 062. 46 .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 959. 45 
61.17 ............... .............. 61.17 
436. 78 ..•...••...... - 436. 78 .•••••.•••.... 
25, 191. 26 24, 357. 25 
14,118. 10 4, 093.69 
!J, 314. 26 9, 227.26 
56:{. 04 
1 
.... __ . __ ___ ... 
170, 516. 60 159, 889. 29 
13, 284. 36 10, 870. 95 
1, 396. 76 ............. .. 
318. 29 210. 57 
62. 000. 00 I 56, 667. 42 
n~: ~~ ...... ... ~~: ~~ 
20, 000. 00 19, 800. 87 































BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF TilE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Specific objEcts of appropriations. 
Statutes. I I Appropria-~ R I Ag-IJ'regate I Balances of ap- tions fo  the epayme~ts avall:'lble for ~ayments dur- Ar~wunts car- Balances of 
Year I propriations fiscal 2 ear end- made durmg the fiscal year mg the fi~cal ned 1.o the appropria-Vol JPag~ or sec- .July 1, 188&. ing .June 30, the fiscal.\ ear en din()" .June :vear endmg I surplus fund I tions .June 
· t10n. 1887. 1887. 30, ISS?. .June 30,1887 . .June30, 1887. 30,1887. 
- ---------------1- -1--1 1---~--1-----1-----1 1------
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT-continued. 





Naval station and coaling depot: 
Port Royal, S. C . . . . . . . .. • • • . • • .. .. .. .. .. .... .. 24 279 
Isthmus of Panama .......................... .. 
Naval training station, Coaster's Harbor Isl-
and, Rhode I sland .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. 1887 I 24 
Do ................................. 1886 
Do ~ ................................ 1885 
N!n-ul War College .......................... 1887 I 24 
Do ................................. 1886 
N av \· -vnrc1: 
Boston, Mas~ .• dry-dock ..................... . . - ~ 24 
Brooklyn, N.Y .......................... 1887 24 
Do ~~~ . ............................ 1886 .... . 
Mare Island, Cal .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. •• .. • . 1887 ~ 24 
Do ... . .................••....••.•. 1886 
Offic r rs ' quarters, navy-yard, Mare I sland, 
Ti~~~l: it-r~:-~]~~k~::: ::::::::: ::~::::::::::::: ::::::1 ~! 
Naval A s.Yinm, Philadelphia . ................ 1887 
Do ~ ... .. ........................... 1886 
Do ~ ... . ............................ 1885 
Repairs and presenation at navy-yards. .. .. 1887 I 24 
Do ............................•.•.. 188u 
Do ................................. 1885 ....... .... . ...... . 
Enli stment bounties to seamen .............. *1883 
Do ................................. *1879 
Do . .•....••• . ........•..•.......... *1878 
Do ................................. *1877 
Medical department ................... . .... , 1887 
Do................................. 1886 
Do ..... . .. . ........................ 1885 
DO~----·- · ........................ t1883 
Nav al hospital fund ......................... 1887 
Do ................................. 18i:i6 
Do .......•.........•...••.......... 1881" 
Do .......... . ........................... . 
Rep airs, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery... 1887 
Do ................................. 1886 
24 ~ 297, 302 ~ ~ 306, 307 ~ 
24 I 153 




24 I 153 
$4, 749, 339. 38 1$1:?, 850, 539. 61 1$1, 476,716. 041$19, 076, 595. 03 l$12, 122,415.55 
4, 205. 62 4, 000. 00 . • • • • • . . • . • • . . 8, 205. 62 
200, 000. 00 . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • • . • • • . 200, 000. 00 
$63, 994.171 $6, 890,185.31 
1, 932.62 
200, 000. GO 
12, 815.14 
3, 123. 63 
3, 351. 85 
660. 67 
6, 000. 00 
31, coo. 00 
100,000.00 
21a, 595 .• oo .... · .. 29o: 66 · 
........................... 
15 000.00 ........... ::. 1
, 1oo: ooo. oo · · • · 63," i29." 21 
... . .. . . .. .. . . . 48. 56 
........................ . 
125, 000.00 168. 32 
960. 53 
6,215.22 ............. .. 
8. 33 ••••..••..•••.. 
100. 00 ..•...••..•••..........•..•.. 
33. 35 . ......... . .. - ......... . ... . 
.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 55, 000. 00 3, 766. 31 
15, 522. 54 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 119. 03 
3, 569. 47 .....•......... ··-··· .••.•••. 
.•• -.. . . . • . . . . . 325. 59 .•• - •..••... - . 








87, G68. 18 
11. co 
8, 000. 00 
5, 463.95 
852.57 
6, 0(\0, 00 
212.35 
31, ouo. 00 
100, 000. 00 
30, 000.00 
213, 595. 00 
68, 079. 79 
15, 000.00 











58, 766. 31 
15,041. 57 
3, 5G9. 47 
325. 59 
ao, oog: 2~ I 
18. 51 
233, 038. !Jl 













1, 100, 000. 00 
47, 038.61 11,901.95 : ............. . 
.... i2s: 549: is· .. · .. s: i23." 63 · 
982. 11 : ::: : : : : : : : : :. 
16, 090. 60 
961.75 
1, 619. 14 
3, 330. 27 
















18.32 ............. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195, 480. 4-i 
.............. 112.58 































Contingent, :Metlicine and Surgery ..••.•..... 
Do ..... . 
1887 
·· · 24·1· ··· ·· ··i53·1 ..... _ .. ~6~·- ~~- • ••• • 2o; ooo: oo -~·-·· ... ·· i: 32 · 
11,680.44 .•••.. ··-· .. ••. 126.98 
4, 615. 54 .•.••.. - . . .. - . . 30 
241 2971······ ··•······ 137.86 . 
24 586 ............. .. 50,000.00 
3.!5. 26 .•...•.. - .•.•. 
···24· ········i5a· ::::::::::::::: ··i;o52;cioo:oo· 
.• -- . . . •••• - •• -- -. 133, 317. 86 .••• - .. - - .... - . 
24 306 3, O!J!J. 37 254. 79 
24 301, 306 .•• - ........ --. 1, &09. 00 
::4 297 ........... 60.75, ............. . 
... 24· ······ --268. 545, s~~: ~~ · ··· · T o6s: 95 · ···2io; 5ciiai · 
24 268 160,204.02 
24 154 .......... ····-· 
30.26 
50,000.00 








3, 1316. 31 
689.47 
27, 667. 25 , ...... - ...... . 
465.36 •••••.. ·- ....... 
20,001.32 13,720. 65 
11,813. 42 3, 559.00 
4, 615.84 59.08 
137. 86 122. 41 
50, 000. 00 25.00 
345.26 
2. 67 
1, 054, 989. 53 
143, 756.01 
9, 747. 58 





50, 325. 38 




35, 108. 35 
1. 56 
925,219. 23 







1, 975. 95 
21, 731. 68 .• --- ... - •... -. 
771, 453.36 713, 100.09 
260, 078. 02 113,678. 34 
41, 203. 80 35,455.64 
3, 934. 72 3, 308.15 
1, 000, 000. 00 59,690.35 
500. 00 ................... 
1, 000. 00 800.18 
1, 000. 00 .••••...••.. --. 
465. 36
1
. · · · · · 6-2so: 67 
. .......... -.. s: 254. 4Z 
. .. "4. 556." 76' ....... --i5."45 
.•••.. ' .••...•. 49,975.00 
103, 592. 01 
::!6, 043. 21 
5, 934.68 
32.02 
3, 365. 59 
254.18 
1, 975.95 1, 148.17 
:::::::::::: :· ·----~r~~r~~ 
5, 748.10. 146, :!99. 68 
:::::::::::.. . ... -.. -626." 57 
........ - .. --. 940, 309. 65 
........... :·· 500.00 
1, 000. 00. 199. 82 




























BALANCES OF APPROPRIATIONS UNEXPENDED JUNE 30, 1886, AND OF THE APPROPRIATIONS, EXPENDITURES, ETC.-Continued. 
Statutes. 
I 
.Appropria· Repayments .Agl!regate Payments dur- Amounts car· Balances of Balanc~ of ap- tions forthe made' during available for I ing the fiscal ried to the !Lppropria· 
Year. I ---,------~ propnatwns fi.scal yearend- the figcal year the :f?.scal year year ending surplus fund twns June 
/
Page or aec- ,fuly 1, 181:!6. mg J nne 30, 1887. cndmg .Tune .June 30, 1887. June 30,1887. 30, 1887. ----------------~/--/__:-~ tion. ~------~-~------3~~----~-----------
Specific objects of appropriations. 
NAVAL ESTABl,ISIIMENT-Continued. 
Brought forward ..................... .. 
Civil establishment, Bureau of Steam En-
$18, 729, 112.42 l$1, 991, 616. 37 l$:l7, 241, 132. 95 l$15, 959,410. 75 $413, 961. 36 l$10, 867, 760. 84 
gineering . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1886 
Do . ...... . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. • • 1885 -- .. --
b~~bl~~:r~lct~d c!~~l~~;; :::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::1:::::::::::: 
Machinery, double turreted monitors .... . ............. .. 
Extra pay to officerH and others, Mexican 
war . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. __ .. __ 24 
Increase of the N :W\' -
Gun-boats and cruisers .................. 
1 
.... .. 
Vessels for coast and harbor defense .•........ 
Monitors a net vessels . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. 
Armament ............................... _ .... . 






Indemnity for lost clothing ..••••.•••••............ I 24 
Do . .........................•...... *1878 
Do ....................... . ......... *1877 
Do ................................. *1876 
Bounty for destruction of enemies' vessels .. tl884 
Do ................................. *1883 24 I { 
1, 000. 00 I"--.... -- ..... II 3. 90 1, 000. 17 ........... -- ...... -- ...... .. 
482, 620. 11 -- .... - .. - - --.- 329. 55 
4, 576.74 . ..... - - .. - .... , 5,558.10 
131:!, 836.40 
15, 079.06 
1, 500, 000. 00 
1, 000, 000. 00 
2, 420, 000. 00 
2, 128, 362. 00 




Do . ................................ *1880 
Do ....... . ..... . ................... *1879 
Do _. .. . . .. .................... . .. 
1
*1878 
Destructi~0~f ~i~t.bi~g ~;{ii -b~ddl~gf~~;~;;i:i *1877 
taryreasons ... . ............... . .. . ....... 5 .... .. 
::::::1::::::::::::1 !~-f~ --·;~· ~---2~;;~ii g:!~ 
306, 307 5 .. -- ........ -.. 2, 132. 01 ' ...... - -- -- - .. 
Removal and buri ~ l of r emains of Lieuten-
ant-Commander George W. De Long and 
p~~~~~r~£nJ~p~-~~~e -~~~~~-d::::: ::::::::::::1:::::: · · ·- · · · · ... ··· ...... 








1, 251. 90 ' .• -- -- .. ... - - ... ' - ...... -- - .. -






1, 500, 000. 00 
1, 000, 000. 00 
2, 420, 000. 00 
2, 128, 362. 00 











2, 132. 01 
15, 394. 71 
5, 594.52 
5, 582. 10 
23,384.08 
15,204.06 
3, 451. 00 
70.86 
2, 667.49 
4~~: ~~~: M I' .. -426,' ooo: 00. 






1, 496, 549. 00 
1, 000, 000. 00 
2, 420, 000. 00 
2, 128, 362. 00 













2, 134. 08 
2, 448. 65 1 2, 448. 65 , .............. 
1 
..... - - . - . - - - -
12,367.84 ........... - .. ·!--····-- .. --.. 12,367.84 




























Expm;~es in connection with the Arctic Ex-
pe<htron .................................... , .••••• , .••••••.•••••.••••• 
Reward for services of tho Lady Franklin 
Bay Expedition ............... ··:········· ..•......... 
Payment to owners of steamer Drutd . ••..••..••••..•.... 
Payment to John Roach for use of ship-
:Vard ...•••••........• . ..•..• . .•..•••.•.•. ••••••• 
Relief of survi'l"ors by wreck of U. S. 
steamer .Ashuelot ..............••••.•...•• : .••••. 24.. 
Relief of survivors and others exploring 
3, 833. 62 
25, 000, 00 
318.45 
• • • • • • •••• •• '"• •I••• ••• • • • • • • • • 
. ...... .. .......... .................... . 








10, 782. 00 
iii{1!}1ri£:~~~~~~~~;:::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~! !!~ !:::::::::::::::1 iti,g~8:~~ 1:::::::::::::: 16,g~g:~~ I 16,g~~:8~ 1::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::: 
·General account of advances .......••...•.•....... - ..••.••.••••..... -I tl, 243, 052. 39 · •• • • · · · ·- --.. 5, 007, 358. 70 3, 764, 306. 31 5, 476, 452. 34 . . . • . . . . . . • • • . :j:l, 712, 146. 03 
Total Naval Establishment .••..........•••...•......•.••.••.•. ] 6, 495, 358. 54 , 29, 970, 081. 88 j 7, 007, 860. 39 43,473, 300. 81 1 22, 114,:96. 19 / 441,533. 07 j 20, 916, 771. 55 
RECAPITULATION. 
~f~f~~i~i~··:::: ::::::::::: :::~ :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: 
Judiciar_y .................•...............................••.•....••. 
Customs . . .........•.................................•••..••.••.••••. 
Interior (civil) ............................................••••..•.••. 
Internal revenue ..•........•...........•••.........•••••.•••••.•.... 
Public debt {redemption) ...•••...•••..•........•...•••••.•••••....•. 
Public debt (interest) ....•••.••.........••••........••••• 
Interior {Indians) ..••.•..•.••..................••.....•.• , ...•.••••••. 
Interior {pensions) .................................••... 
~!~~ir:ks~:~~~~~e~~~~~::: ~: :~:: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: j :::::: :::::: 
Total .............. . 
*Prior to J"uly 1. 
14,017,346.20 45, 516, 598. 79 2, 492, 039. 73 62, 025, 984. 72 41, 437, 794.93 2, 573, 102. 20 18,015,087.59 573, 173. 89 7, 493, 192. 20 64,290.49 8, 130, 656. 58 7, 168, 780. 96 84,402.72 877,472,90 509,522.57 3, 734,436.08 238, 611.47 4, 482, 570.12 3, 765, 906.37 310,919. 83 405,743.92 2, 236, 731. 43 25, 110, 836. 93 1, 860, 755. 66 29, 208, 324. 02 25, 656, 688. 78 585, 617. 97 2, 966,017. 27 2, 268, 399. 21 9, 444,036.40 105,949. 08 11,818,384. 69 7, 927, 174.39 365,915.58 3, 525, 294. 72 1, 120, 842. 81 4, 016,411.78 26, 777.61 5, 164, 032.20 4, 096, 904. 20 440, 552.55 62G, 575.45 
···-·---·-·-·-
271, 901, 321. 15 .•••.. --.-- ... 271, 901, 321. 15 271, 901' 321. 15 ...••• • - .•.... 
.. ................... 
................... 47,741, G82. 25 14,477. 58 47,756, 159.83 47, 756, 054.83 105. 00 
--------------15, 450, 815. 44 81 320, 160. 60 238, 335. 25 24, 009, 311. 29 6, 432, 857. 94 3H, 285. 03 17, 235, 168. 32 
23, 954, 659. 69 78, 518, 560. 05 3, 800, 011. 55 106, 273, 231. 29 78, 829, 113. 34 23, 355, 202. 41 4, 088, 9]5. 54 
6, 793, 214. 49 48, 346, 720. 00 1, 185. 534. 77 56, 325, 469. 26 39, 746, 560. 62 864, 060. 28 15, 714, 848. 36 6, 495, 358. 54 29, 97o, o81. 88 1, oo7, s6o. 39 43,473, 3oo. s1 22,114, 996.19 1 441, 533. o1 20, 916, 771. 55 
73, 420, 064~ 27 580, 114, 038. 11 17,034,643.58 1670,568,745.96 1556,834, 153.70 129,363,690.64 84, 371, 895. 62 
































General account of receipts and expenditures ........•.............•..............•.•...... TV-LXVII 
Balances deposited with States .............................................................. - LXVII 
LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT. 
SENATE. 
Compensation and mileage accounts . .......................................................... 1-2,7 
Miscellaneous accounts........................................................................ 7-8 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'l'IVES. 
Compensation and mileage accounts........................................................... 3-7 
Miscellaneous accounts...... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . • . . H-10 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. 
~~~~:so~~~tcf?!t~~~ec!;~~l~~~~~~=: ~ ~::::: ~:: ~:: ~:: ~: ::::::::::::::: ~::::: ::: ~: :::: ~:::: :::::: 
f:J:~ts~r~; ~f~~~~~~-~~-~~-~~~~~~~~~::: ~.:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::: :~ :::: 
Additional accommodations .................................................................. . 
PUBUC PRINTING. 
~~~:rii::tf~nd of0'~!~&0c~:!~:~~~~:::: :::::::::::::: :~:: :: :~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Public printing and binding .................................................................. . 
Printing annual report Bureau of Animal Industry .......................................... . 
Commissioner of Labor ............................................... . 
Agricultm·e ......................................... . 














Salaries ................................ -... -....... -........................................... 1!0 
Improving buildings........................................................................... 12 
COURT OF CLAIMS. 
~:;::~~~:1e1!i~~~:~:: ~~:~~~~~:::::::: :~ ~ ~ ~::::: :::::: ::::::::::: ~::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::: 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT. 
Salaries of .President and Vice-President .... . ... . ........................................... .. 
Salaries and contingent expenses Executive Office .......................................... .. 
~f!~es:~~rc!hco~:i~~i~~~~~~a~fe~~~~~~~~~~: ::::::::: :·.: ::::::::: ·::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: 








Salaries, contingent expenses, etc.................................. . ........................... 16 
Publishing etc., United States Statutes ............................... : ........................ 16 
Editing Digest of International Law................ . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 16 
Medal to John F. Slater, of Connecticut................................. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. 16 
Proof-reading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
Transmission of books and mementoes to National Lincoln Monument Association of Spring-
field, Ill.,...................... . ............................................................. 16 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 
Salaries, etc., of bureaus and offices .......................................................... .. 
assistant treasurers . .. . .... .. . . ............ . ................................ _. 
Examination of national banks and bank plates ............................................. .. 
g~~~~~~£:t:~~~~~~~~l~_t!~~ ~~-~~~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 









~~it~:~~~i~~~~~:ir~~~~iiiit~: :: :::::~:~:·::~:::: :~::: :::::::::::::::::: :::~:: :::::::::::::: 
United States securities: 
Mint1~l~~if~~±t:·~~~:~f :~:~ ~~ :: ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~:~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~:::: :~::~ :::::: ~ ~ ~.: :::~~~: 
Recoinage and loss on of gold and silver coins .•.••........••••...•........................... 
Public buildings : 
Vaults, safes, and locks ........•.•.•••..•.....••••••.••.•.••••............................ 
Plans for .......................•••••..•...•...•..•.....••..•..........................•••• 
Post-offices, court-houses, aud custom-houses, etc .•........................................ 
Treasury building, Washington, D. C ..........•..............•............................ 
Mint buildings ............................•................................................ 
Repairs and preservation, lights, furniture, etc ..••......•....................... . .. . ...... 
Payment of land sold for direct taxes ................•...••••.................................. 
Lands and other property of the United States .................•.•...............•............ 
Suppressing count.erfeitingand other crimes ......•.........•........••....................... 
Payment of surplus proceeds oflands sold for direct taxes .....•.............................. 
Refunding taxes illegally collected under direct-tax law ...................................... . 
money for lands redeemed under direct-tax law ..•...•.............................. 
to national banking associations excess of duty ...........•.••.. . ................... 
Refuml to James E. Slaugh ten for wreck of monitor Tecumseh................... . .......... .. 
Expenses incurred under act relating to the Chinese ......................................... . 
World's Industrial Exhibition at NewOrleanR ............................................... . 
Southern Exposition, Louisville ............................................................... . 
~od~:~~~\~fJ>~!~:c~~~~~rcfh~b\\;;d: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Awards for services in connection with death of President Garfield ................... . ..... .. 
Portraits of late Reuben Ellwood, Thomas A. Hendricks, John F. Miller, Joseph Rankin, 
Michael Hahn, Abraham Dowdney, John Arnt, jr., Lewis Beach, W. ·.r. Price, W. H. Cole, 
and .Austin Pike ............................................................................ . 
Engraving of the statue of ,James A. Garfield ................................................ . 
Trust-fund iuterest for support of free sch_ools in South Carolina ......•...................... 
Custody of dies, rolls, and plates ....................................................... _ ...... . 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing: 
Salaries .......... _ ................................................................ _ . . ..... . 
Labor and expenses ................................................................ . .. . ... . 
Compensation of employeR ............................................................... . 
Plate-printing ............................................................................ _ 
Materials, etc ............................................................................. . 
Outstanding liabilities ....... . ............................................................... . 
National currency, contingent expenses ..................................................... .. 
Pacific railroads, sinking fund ................................................................ . 
Independent Treasury: 
Salaries special agents ..................................................................... . 
Checks and drafts . . .. .. .. .. . • .. . • • • • . . . .. • • .. .. . • • • • • . • • . . . . • . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. 
Contingent expenses ...................................................................... . 
Mints and assay offices : 
Salaries, etc., office of Director ............................................................ . 
§~i::f.i~~. ~a~~~i~~;e~~~~i~t,1<;::: :: ::::: : : ::::::: :: : ::::: ::: : :: : : :: : ::: : : :: : : :: : :::: :: : : :::: 
6~f~~~~ ~f<~:::d~~~ s?~!~0d~ii~;~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, salaries etc ................. ------ ................................ . 
Monument to Baron Du Kalb, at Annapolis, Md .........•.••....•...................•......... 
Thomas Jefferson, at Monticello, Va ............................................ . 
at. Washington's headquarters, Newburgh, N.Y .................................. . 
to commemorate Revolutionary battle of Bennington, Vt ......................... . 
Reliefs .......................................... ............................................. .. 
Pu blisb~ng h~sto_rical documents relating to early French discoveries in the Northwest and on 
tho Mlsslsslppl ............................................................................. . 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
Expenses ..................................................................................... . 
~~~\~~~~;i"c"a:~-~th~~i~gy: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 
International exchangos ............................................... . ...................... . 
Food fishes : . 
Propagation ................................................................... _ .......... . 
Steam-vessels ........................................................................... .. 
Fish-hatchery, Duluth, Minn ............................................................ .. 
































































Salaries and expenses.......................................................................... 22 
TERIUTORIAL GOVERNMENTS. 
Salaries and expenses ...... ...... .... . . ...... ....... .. ....... ...... .... ...... .••••. ...... ..... 32-34 
Utah comnlission.......... ...... ............ ...... ...... ................ .. .... ................. 33 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
Improvement aml repairs ............................................. . ........................ 34, 57-58 
Bridges, repairing, etc...... . ................................. . ............................. . .. 34,58 
Washington Aqueduct ...... , ............ . ...... . ............. , ......• ,....................... . 34, 58 
INDEX. 
Washington Asylum: 
Support, etc-.--- .•...•...•........•••.....•.•••.• -.- ..•••..•..•••••••••.••.. -·· ..•.•.. - ... 
Geo~g~~~~f~i~~b~;;~~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
¥~:E!~~r{~~i~~e o1t~~~~~;s- ~~d :p;.;s-~~~~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::: 
Reform SchooL_ ...... : ••. ---.--·-····· ...... --·---···· ....... --···--- ......•..... -·-··· ..•..•.. 
buildings .... ----.- .. -.. --.---.-- ... -......... - ................••..•.......•••••. 
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